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The estimate of the C.B.S. constant 

 

Multiplicative and additive Schwarz methods belong to a group of multilevel methods, 

which represent the existing trend in numerical computing. We have studied the multilevel 

approach to solution of partial differential equations, namely with the use of multilevel wavelet 

algorithms. But wavelet methods used in this area are important mainly from the theoretical 

point of view and they can be hardly applied to the solution of very large scaled real-life 

problems. The need of some more simply applicable sets of functions leads to hierarchical 

finite element bases. At present, these functions are mostly used in two level algorithms, which 

exploit the properties of Schur complement. The condition number of the matrix of the 

resulting preconditioned system of linear equations arising from finite element discretization, 

depends on the relation of two subspaces of functions, belonging to the finer and to the coarser 

finite element grid. More precisely, this relation can be expressed by the strengthened Cauchy-

Bunyakovski-Schwarz (C.B.S.) inequality constant γ. The condition number κ of the resulting 

preconditioned system can be estimated by relation 
2

1

1

γ

κ

−

≈ . Let a denote the symmetric 

positive definite bilinear form according to the problem and let us consider two level 

hierarchical finite element spaces. Let us denote U and W the spaces of finite element functions 

belonging to the coarser grid and to the finer grid, respectively. Then the strengthened C.B.S. 

inequality is ),(),(),( wwauuawua γ≤  and it holds for any Uu ∈ and Ww∈ . 

 

The first of the two results of the grant project is the establishing the estimate of the 

strengthened C.B.S. inequality constant γ made for the elliptic partial differential equation of 

two variables with nonconstant coefficients and for two level hierarchical bilinear finite 

elements with rectangular support [1]. We have derived the upper bound for γ and we have 

shown that the estimate is sharp, i.e. there exist circumstances under which the equality 

matches in C.B.S. inequality with γ equal to its upper bound. The value of γ is 43  for 

anisotropic case, which is the same quantity as for the linear finite elements with triangular 

support. As for the isotropic case, the constant γ equals to 83 . This value is lower than that 

in the case of linear finite elements with triangular support, which yields the value γ equal 

to 21 . This result qualifies the problems discretized by bilinear finite elements to be 

preconditioned effectively by multilevel methods, the isotropic problems admit even better 

properties for rectangular than for triangular elements. We have also computed some estimates 

of the C.B.S. constant for two level bilinear finite elements with varying size of the sub 

elements [2]. But these results have not been completed yet. Some computational aspects for 

highly varying coefficients and for multilevel approach can be found in [3]. 

 

Multilevel method for stochastic matrices 
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As a second result of the grant project, a contribution to the convergence theory of the 

two level iterative algorithm, called iterative aggregation-disaggregation (IAD) method 

of finding stationary probability vector of a stochastic matrix, is presented. Let us suppose that 

B is a column stochastic matrix. Then it is to find a vector x such that Bx = x and || x || = 1. 

Matrix B is supposed to be irreducible and not cyclic. Then B is known to have only one 

eigenvalue equal to 1 and the other eigenvalues are less than 1 in magnitude. A sufficient 

condition for the local convergence of IAD method and the corresponding rate of convergence 

have been established. The core of IAD methods consists of repeating two main steps. In the 

first step, the events are partitioned into aggregation groups. Thus the original problem is 

transformed to the smaller size problem in the manner described e.g. in [1], considering only 

the relations between groups. The corresponding collapsed matrix is also column stochastic. 

The first step finishes by computing its eigenvector corresponding to the Perron eigenvalue 1. 

In the second step, the obtained eigenvector is projected to the original size of the problem and 

several correcting iterations are performed. Correction can be done using variety of methods: 

power method, block Jacobi method, block Gauss-Seidel method, etc. In the end of the second 

step, the convergence is tested and the algorithm is either stopped or it continues with step 1. 

There are lots of results available on the convergence of IAD method using partition into only 

two aggregation group. Concerning the multidivision, some convergence analysis results are 

presented in literature, but they cannot be used in order to decide whether IAD algorithm for 

particular data will converge or not. We have established [1,3] the local convergence sufficient 

condition for such an IAD algorithm, when the correction is done by one iteration of power 

method. When the original matrix B involves at least one positive row, then the IAD algorithm 

converges locally and the error descents like the powers of  

(1-δ)
1/2

, where δ is the minimal element of that row. In addition to it, when B ≥ δP then the 

errors drop like the powers of (1-δ). Here P is the Perron projection matrix of B. The example, 

in which IAD method doesn’t converge even locally, is presented in [4].  
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This paper deals with the positioning problem of inverse kinematics for a 6R serial 

robot manipulator, which can be solved by using the technique of inverse transformation in a 

pure algebraic way and facilitate it by means of the computer algebra system- MAPLE. In 

contrast to other methods, the proposed algorithms in this paper is more simple. 

The task to be performed and the trajectory to be followed by an industrial robot during 

motion planning is of primary importance in a real-time control problem. The motion takes 

place in Cartesian space, but most of the industrial robots are controlled in their own joint 

spaces. In order to execute a motion, a kinematic transformation between the Cartesian space 

and joint space is needed. Unfortunately, inverse kinematics problem that consists of 

determination of each joint variable by using the Cartesian space data does not guarantee a 

closed form solution. The inverse kinematic transformation is nonlinear, and depends on its 

configuration and structure. Only certain classes of industrial robots such as, Staubli RX series, 

PUMA series, ABB IRB series, Kawasaki U and J series have closed-form solutions for the 

inverse kinematics problem [1], [2].

A six-revolute-joint robot manipulator (O
i-1
� O

i
) which is shown in schematic 

representation in Fig. 1. This case violates Pieper’s conditions, since it does not have a 

spherical wrist, there is no closed-form inverse kinematic solution. The kinematic model of 

the manipulator is obtained by using the Denavit and Hartenberg approach. The inverse 

analysis is the determination of the manipulator parameters 
1

θ ,
2

θ ,
3

θ ,
4

θ ,
5

θ  and 
6

θ , given 

the sixth frame position and orientation T with respect to the base frame.

            O1                             O3             O2                            O4             O5            O6 

                    Figure 1: The schematic representation of the six axes 

From the forward kinematics equation of this case, we get: 

6

0

T = A
1

A
2

A
3

A
4

A
5

A
6

 = (A
1

A
2

A
3

)( A
4

A
5

A
6

) = (arm motion)(wrist motion).

6

0

T =
3

0

T
6

3

T ;
3

0

T = Tarm = Ta = A
1

A
2

A
3

;
6

3

T = Twrist = Tw = A
4

A
5

A
6

.

Since,
6

0

T = T, so we get: 
6

3

T  = (
3

0

T )
-1

 T.

The value of T and t
w
 can be computed by software MAPLE, as the follows: 
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>T := matrix(4,4,[-3/7,6/7,2/7,2/7,-2/7,-3/7,6/7,8/7,6/7,2/7,3/7,5/7,0,0,0,1]);

>t
w

:= multiply(inverse(matrixTa),T).

Since, T
w

= t
w
, we compare the left side and right side of this equation, elements (2,4), 

(1,3), (1,4), (3,3) and (3,4) from both sides are equated as: 

>tw24 - Tw24 = 0; 

>-2/7 cos(� 1) cos(� 2) sin(� 3) + 2/7 sin(� 1) cos(� 3)- 8/7 sin(� 1) cos(� 2) sin(� 3) - 

8/7 cos(� 1) cos(� 3) - 5/7 sin(� 2) sin(� 3) + cos(� 2) sin(� 3) = 0. 

>tw13 = Tw13; 

2/7 cos(� 1) cos(� 2) cos(� 3)+ 2/7 sin(� 1) sin(� 3)+ 6/7 sin(� 1) cos(� 2) cos(� 3)- 6/7 

cos(� 1) sin(� 3) + 3/7 sin(� 2) cos(� 3) = cos(� 4) sin(� 5).

>tw14 = Tw14; 

2/7 cos(� 1) cos(� 2) cos(� 3)+ 2/7 sin(� 1) sin(� 3)+ 8/7 sin(� 1) cos(� 2) cos(� 3)- 8/7 

cos(� 1) sin(� 3) + 5/7 sin(� 2) cos(� 3)- cos(� 2) cos(� 3) = cos(� 4) + 1. 

>tw33 = Tw33; 

2/7 cos(� 1) sin(� 2) + 6/7 sin(� 1) sin(� 2)- 3/7 cos(� 2) = sin(� 4) sin(� 5).

> tw34 = Tw34; 

2/7 cos(� 1) sin(� 2) + 8/7 sin(� 1) sin(� 2)- 5/7 cos(� 2) - sin(� 2) = sin(� 4).

Making the following substitutions, and then substituting it to the above five equations: 

cos(theta1):=(1-x^2)/(1+x^2); sin(theta1):=2*x/(1+x^2); cos(theta2):=(1-y^2)/(1+y^2); 

sin(theta2):= 2*y/(1+y^2);         cos(theta3):= (1-z^2)/(1+z^2);     sin(theta3):= 2*z/(1+z^2). 

We get the four solutions for z: 

-3.200596800, -.3124417296, .2999515448, 3.333871811. 

If  z := -.3124417296, then we can get the six solutions for y: 

-2.612486108, .4092927378, 1.714386279, 9.716919132, 10.34442952, 35.16161745. 

If  y := 10.34442952, then we can get the two solutions for x: 

-.6797499051, -.3336145159. 

If  x := -.3336145159,  we can get one of the final solution: 

cos(� 1):= (1-x^2) / (1+x^2) = .7996962462; sin(� 1):= 2*x / (1+x^2) = -.6004047920. 

cos(� 2):= (1-y^2) / (1+y^2) = -.9814827198; sin(� 2):= 2*y / (1+y^2) = .1915507004. 

cos(� 3):= (1-z^2) / (1+z^2) = .8221245076; sin(� 3):= 2*z / (1+z^2) = -.5693077328. 

sin(� 4):= tw34 = .4218371117. 

cos(� 5):= tw[2,3] = -.4979332053. 

tan(� 6):= -tw[2,2] / tw[2,1] = 1.082318740. 
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The contemporary development of architectural design involves both the possibility of 

free form surfaces (e.g. Dancing House in Prague), and the classic geometrically defined 

shapes represented by well known surfaces (quadrics, ruled surfaces, envelopes, etc., e.g. the 

Glass Footbridge over Corporation Street in Manchester). One of our goals in the grant 

mentioned below is the studies of geometrical structures – surfaces, which can be applied to 

the new constructions, see [2], [3]. These papers deal with classical shapes (HP surface, 

domes, etc.) and their generalizations as well. A classical generalization of the hyperbolic 

paraboloid is the Hacar surface, which can be found in the papers published some fifty years 

ago, see e.g. [1]. 

Our research can be divided into two directions. The first goal is a generalization of HP 

surfaces using a collinear mapping instead of an affine one. We will speak about a 

generalized Hacar surface. The notion of this „Collinear Surface“ can be found in several 

works of Russian mathematicians, see Harant., F. O kolineačních plochách, PhD thesis, 1961, 

for more information.  We try to find a family of suitable surfaces which can be used in 

practice. The second goal of our work will be the study of these surfaces by means of the 

theory of small deformations and the membrane theory as well. We suppose that we will 

follow the paper [4]. 

The next illustration shows two types of generalized Hacar surfaces. Let k(t) be a curve in 

the yz-plane and let h(u) be a curve in the xz-plane. Consider an arbitrary plane α0 with the 

equation x=x0, where x0 ≠ 0. We suppose the existence of the intersection point of the plane 

α0 and the curve h(u). We denote it by H=h(u0). We translate the plane by the vector (-x0, 0, 

0). The translated plane α0 is the yz-plane, the image of the point H is the point Hp. 

Let ϕ  be a central collineation with the centre S∉k(t) and let y be its axis. We suppose 

there exists a intersection point K∈k(t) of the line SHp and the curve k(t) such that K∉ y. Then 

the pair of points {K,Hp}is a pair of corresponding points in ϕ. Using an inverse translation on 

the curve ϕ(k)=kp we obtain a parameter curve of the surface in the plane α0. This procedure 

can be applied for all suitable x0. 

The simplest case shows a generalized Hacar surface ρ (type parabola-parabola) 

generated by a parabola k in the yz-plane with the vertex V=[0, 0, zV], zV>0, and passing 

through the point P=[0,yP,0], yP>0. Its parameterization is k(t)=












+−
V

P

V

zt

y

z

t
2

2

,,0 . Let the 

second curve director be the parabola h in the xz-plane, with the vertex V and passing through 

the point Q=[xQ, 0, 0], xQ>0. A parameterization of this parabola is h(u)=

















+−
V

Q

V

zu

x

z

u

2

2

,0, . 

The central collineation has the centre S=[0,0,zS], zS>zV. A pair of corresponding points is the 

pair {H=h(u0),V}. If we choose suitable parameters, xQ=4, yP=5, zV=3, the surface is 

parameterized by the following equation 
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We have obtained different types of surfaces using this procedure. More examples can be 

found in [3], where pictures are also provided.  

We have obtained interesting examples in the case where the centre S of the collineation 

is placed in the point [0, yS, zS], zS>0, yS≠0. This surface in he case parabola – parabola is 

presented in the paper [3]. The analytic description of this type of surfaces is in general 

complicated. 

An interesting class of surfaces represent surfaces of the type sinus – sinus. Let a curve 

director k is a sinus curve in yz-plane parameterized by the equation k(t)= [ ])cos(,,0 tzt
V

. The 

second director h lies in the xz-plane, h(u)= [ ])cos(,0, uzu
V

. The generalized Hacar surface 

(for suitable parameters) is then parameterized by the function ε  
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The intersection of the plane z= 0 is a family of lines, and the surface or its suitable part (and 

also all surfaces we have presented here) includes a horizontal rectangle, see Fig. 8, 9 in [3]. 

This condition was a principal condition in the process of generalization of HP surface to a 

Hacar surface. 
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Organic compounds belong to the most often encountered contaminants in the groundwater. 

Many kinds of these contaminants are only weakly soluble in water and behave as Non 

Aqueous Phase Liquids (NAPL's). These chemicals are often used in the industry, e.g. as 

industrial solvents like TCE or PCB's, and despite of their low solubilities they usually are 

highly toxic even in small concentrations and pose the problem for the groundwater quality 

when they enter the subsurface. Because of their high viscosities and low solubilities their 

movement is very slow and that is the reason for which the NAPL's usually represent long-

time source of the contamination. 

 

Depending on NAPL's density, one can distinguish between the so-called DNAPL's and 

LNAPL's. DNAPL is a NAPL whose density is higher than the density of water whilst 

LNAPL is a NAPL whose density is lower than the density of water. When a LNAPL enters 

the subsurface it percolates down in the direction of gravity through the unsaturated zone until 

it reaches the water table. Since the LNAPL is lighter than water it spreads along the water 

table. Unlike the LNAPL, DNAPL infiltrating through the unsaturated zone advances across 

the water table and continues to percolate down in the direction of gravity through the 

saturated zone. 

 

Full description of NAPL infiltration through the unsaturated zone requires three phase 

equations, which describe movement of the three phases (water, NAPL, and air) in the 

subsurface. If we are interested only in the dynamics of a DNAPL in the saturated zone, we 

can use the two-phase equations in the so-called pressure-saturation formulation, for details 

see [1]. 

  

These equations supplemented by suitable initial and boundary conditions have been 

numerically solved using the Control Volume Finite Element Method (CVFE) for 

discretization in space and implicit Euler discretization in time. Stability of the numerical 

scheme is achieved by upwinding the relative permeability coefficients. This scheme leads to 

a system of non-linear algebraic equations which is linearized using modified Newton's 

method. As a result, this procedure leads to solution of large sparse systems of linear 

algebraic equations with a non-symmetric matrix. These systems are solved using the 

stabilized biconjugate gradient method with the multigrid preconditioning. The developed 

codes can use advantage of the adaptive timesteping which is a very essential feature which is 

necessary to use for simulation of the real-world problems and is very handy even for 

computations of some simplified problems. 

 

The developed codes have been tested on the McWhorter - Sunada problem which is a 

simplifed one-dimensional degenerated parabolic problem with a well-known quasi-analytical 

solution. Since the developed code is two-dimensional, simulations were carried out using the 

CVFE scheme in a rectangular domain of a long thin stripe shape. Triangular mesh was 

constructed in such way that the long axis of the stripe is constituted by triangle edges only, 
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and thus direct comparison of the values of NAPL saturation on the stripe axis with the 

corresponding values of the quasi-analytical solution was possible. Numerical simulations 

have been repeated with several settings of numerical parameters. The code has been run on 

different meshes and with several timesteps. These comparisons with the quasi-analytic 

solution establish experimentally convergence of the numerical solution towards the exact 

solution in norms of several function spaces, see [3] for details. During these numerical 

experiments it was found out that the original McWhorter-Sunada solution admits some 

generalizations. For details on the original McWhorter-Sunada solution and its possible 

generalization see [4] and the references in there. Another problem which we used for 

validation of our code was the Buckley-Leverett problem in which the capillary pressure is 

neglected. In this case the saturation is driven by a first-order hyperbolic equation. Again, the 

experiments verified convergence of the numerical solutions towards the physically correct 

exact solution, see [3] for details. 

 

This multiphase flow model has then been applied to several model problems, in which we 

have simulated percolation of a dense non-aqueous phase liquid into a heterogeneous aquifer, 

which was initially fully saturated by water. The aquifer domain is composed of two different 

sands which are separated by a sharp inclined interface. Main attention has been paid to the 

complex behaviour of the non-aqueous phase liquid at the interface. We have also addressed 

the question of importance of the slope of the interface.  These simulations used realistic input 

data and their results can be compared to results of carefully driven laboratory experiments, 

see [2] for details. The next question considered was the model sensitivity with respect to its 

input parameters. We have chosen a two-dimensional homogeneous problem and we have 

solved this problem and compared its solution to the solutions of several perturbed problems. 

Every perturbed problem differed from the original reference problem in only one parameter 

whose value was changed by 1%, 5%, 10% and 20 %. Results of this analysis allow us to 

assess importance of all input parameters and to give indication, which parameters must be 

measured very accurately if the model should be used for simulations of real-world problems. 
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Satellite altimetry is a tool for determining the geoid model. It uses one satellite as a sender 

and also as a receiver of reflected radar signal. Idea of bistatic (GPS) altimetry is to use one 

satellite as a receiver and another as sender. Senders can be GPS (Global Positioning System) 

satellites that gravitate at the high earth orbit (HEO), at the altitude of 20.200 kilometers. As a 

receiver can be used satellite that gravitates at the low earth orbit (LEO). That means altitude 

of 300 to 470 kilometers. Bistatic radar altimetry on the ocean surface with two satellites was 

presented in 1993 by Rubaškin. His model used one LEO satellite as a sender and another 

satellite at Geosynchronous Orbit as a receiver. In the same year, Martin-Neira suggested and 

described a system of bistatic altimetry with GPS satellites. 

This paper describes three geometric models for bistatic altimetry. All three models 

produce the reflecting point on an ellipsoid. 

The first model uses three rotational quadrics – two ellipsoids and one cone. The first 

ellipsoid 
0

Q  is the fully defined geocentric reference ellipsoid WGS 84. The second ellipsoid 

1

Q  is an ellipsoid of reflecting points. It results from positions of satellites as foci and the 

semi-axes derived from the length of reflected radar signal. The third rotational quadric 
2

Q  is 

the straight circular cone that results from the position of the LEO satellite, the velocity vector 

of this satellite and the angle between the velocity vector and reflected ray vector.  

In the first step we compute the intersection of ellipsoid 
1

Q  and cone 
2

Q . The 

intersection curve consists of two ellipses in two planes (
1

ρ  and 
2

ρ ). These planes are from a 

beam of quadrics determined by the quadrics 
1

Q  and 
2

Q . We find these planes and identify 

one of them, where lies intersection points of three quadrics. We sign this plane as ρ . Now 

we compute the intersection of plane ρ  and quadrics 
0

Q  and 
1

Q . On the plane ρ  we find the 

intersection ellipse 
1

Q′ . Its center O′  and vectors of its axes define a local coordinate system 

S ′ . In this coordinate system we try to find equations 0)(
2

=xf  and 0)(
2

=xg  of the conic 

sections 
0

Q′  and 
1

Q′ , where ρ∩=′
00

QQ . In the last step we find the reflecting point P . The 

reflecting point is one of common points of 
0

Q′  and 
1

Q′  that fulfill the Fermat principle. 

The second model uses two rotational ellipsoids. Ellipsoids 
0

Q  and 
1

Q  are the same 

as in the first model. 

In this model we are looking for the points 
0

*

0
QX ∈  and 

1

*

1

QX ∈  such that 

},;inf{
110010

*

1

*

0
QXQXXXXX ∈∈= . When ellipsoids 

0

Q  and 
1

Q  touch each other, then 

the point 
*

1

*

0
XX =  is evidently the reflecting point P . We evaluate points 

*

0
X  and 

*

1

X  by the 

sequence of successive approximations. In the zero approximation are the points 
0

X  and 
1

X  

intersection points of the corresponding ellipsoid and the line segment between centre points 

of ellipsoids. Then we make unit normal vectors 
0

n  and 
1

n  in these points. If a dimension of 

space >−=<
1010

,, nnXXV  is one, than the pair ( )
10

, XX  will be the solution. If a 

dimension of the space V  is greater than one, we choose normal section of ellipsoid 
0

Q  in 
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the point 
0

X  including the point 
1

X . Then we determine the centre of curvature of selected 

normal section. We repeat this process also for the ellipsoid 
1

Q . Now we determine the next 

approximation of points 
0

X  and 
1

X  according to determination of initial approximation. The 

line segment goes now from one centre of curvature to the second. The points 
0

X  and 
1

X  are 

intersection points of the corresponding ellipsoid and this line segment. 

The third model uses two rotational ellipsoids. Ellipsoids 
0

Q  and 
1

Q  are the same as 

in the first two models. 

In this model we determine the ellipsoid homothetic to the reference ellipsoid 
0

Q  so 

that the new ellipsoid touches the ellipsoid 
1

Q . The point, where are these ellipsoids touching 

each other, is the reflecting point P . The homothetic ellipsoid has the same polar flattening as 

the reference ellipsoid 
0

Q . We express ellipsoid 
1

Q  in geocentric frame. Then we express one 

ellipse, whose rotation forms the ellipsoid 
1

Q . By stepwise derivation we obtain the equation 

of ellipsoid 
1

Q  in uniform coordinates. In the affinity, which transform the reference ellipsoid 

0

Q  to the sphere, we determine an image of the ellipsoid 
1

Q  - the non-rotational ellipsoid 
1

Q′ . 

This transforms the initial problem to the problem how to find a point on ellipsoid 
1

Q′  nearest 

to the reference ellipsoid 
0

Q , also on the adequate sphere. We solve this problem with the 

method of stepwise approximation. First we label the intersection of ellipsoid 
1

Q′  and line 

segment between midpoints of 
0

Q  and 
1

Q′  as a point P′ . In this point we compute normal 

and tangent vectors n  and t  of 
1

Q′  oriented inward and normal curvature radius r ′  in 

direction of t . Now we determine new position of one end of line segment from the first step. 

It is a normal curvature centre nrPO ′+′= . The next steps are similar to the described 

process. To the point P′  we designate a point P  on the ellipsoid 
1

Q  and an intersection point 

r

P  of the line segment PO
0

 and the reference ellipsoid 
0

Q  in an inverse affinity. The point 

0

O  is a midpoint of the reference ellipsoid 
0

Q . 

The first geometric model solution is the most dependent on the input data precision. 

The next two models give comparables results. 
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Parameter extraction algorithms extensively evaluate some form of a mathematical 

model function which presents the dependency of output data on the input data. In the case of 

MOSFET transistor parameter extraction, mathematical model forms the dependency of 

drain-source current on drain-, base-, gate-source voltages including set of approximately 30 

other parameters. The task of parameter extraction process is to find out values for some 

subset of parameters of the parameter set with respect to the data measured. Our parameter 

extraction process uses a modified version of least squares approximation and is solved by 

Marquardt's method [1]. Since Marquardt's method requires Jacobi's matrix, a numerical 

derivative algorithm is necessary. The numerical derivative algorithm we use needs 

mathematical model be evaluated 5 times for each data point per variable. Since there are 15 

extracted parameters and 1500 data samples, the number of model evaluations is as high as 

112500 evaluations per a single iteration step. An analysis was performed to find out what 

percentage of the total extraction time is spent during model's evaluation. We used code 

analysis tool Shark 4.0 running on Mac OS X 10.3.7 with sample rate of 1 ms to find out how 

frequently model gets called. The time profile shows that out of 8.9 minutes, 6.5 minutes – 

approximately 73 per cent of the whole is spent in a function which evaluates the value of 

MOSFET mathematical model. Improving the evaluation of mathematical model seems to be 

very promising way to speed up the extraction process. The extraction algorithm extracts 

about 15 parameters out of 30 and therefore we can use the aspects of dynamic programming 

and pull the remaining (independent) parameters out of the model's evaluation to cache them. 

Cached results are then used where possible and an improved version of the mathematical 

model is then obtained. The improved version of the mathematical model is ~ 37 per cent 

faster than the old one. We can use Amdahl's law to calculate the overall expected speedup.

Since the overall speedup is approximately 25 per cent, we can be satisfied with this 

improvement. After changing the extraction algorithm to employ the improved version of 

mathematical model, a dramatic change happens. The extraction process runs 10.4 minutes 

instead of 6.5 minutes. The paradox of slowing down instead of speeding up is caused by 

rounding and truncation. After a cross compare of the values of mathematical model at given 

points, we have found out that they differed due to different approaches used to evaluate 

them. Since floating point arithmetic is finite, rounding and some form of truncation is 

inevitable. The form of floating point numbers used in computers is defined by IEEE 754 

standard [4] and is widely used. IEEE 754 standard defines two kinds of precision called 

single and double precision, rounding modes, floating point exceptions and more. The first 

source of problems was found during the evaluation of the following equation: 












=

ni

N

temp
SUB

log2φ .  (2) 

Since ni and temp did not depend on the input parameters nor parameters being extracted and 

we knew that neither of them could be negative, we could freely split the logarithm into two 

logarithms. The modified equation was ( ) )log(2log2 nitempNtemp
SUB

−=φ instead. Since a 
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portion of first and the entire second part of the equation could be cached, the equation 

evaluated during the model's evaluation simplified to 

21

)log(
CSUBC

N φφφ −= ,  (3) 

where temp
C

2
1

=φ and )log(2
2

nitemp
C

=φ . The problem that appeared was that eq. (2) gave 

different results from eq. (3) and their results differed by an ulp (unit in the last place). The 

error analysis [2] of BSD libm log function proved that error of the log function was about a 

round-off unit. Mathematics software Waterloo Maple was used to find out the more precise 

approximation of the eq. (2) and found that the correct value up to 17 significant digits was  

φ  = 0.79710802480330416. Once we took φ  and have it bound it by the error of log 

function, we found out that we could get three different results that fit into the bounds 

specified by log function. The result, 4803304120.79710802
1

=φ  (0x3FE981E7B03D1961) 

is closer to the approximation given by Maple and has relative error
17

1

105.36

−

⋅=E , and the 

second result 4803304230.79710802
2

=φ  (0x3FE981E7B03D1962) returned by eq. (3) with 

a relative error 
17

2

108.44

−

⋅=E was farther from the approximation. This was, however for a 

single line of MOSFET's mathematical model. The entire MOSFET model has over 100 lines 

of C code and is beyond the limits of this text to analyze it.

Rounding errors and especially their accumulation caused mathematical model's value 

to end up with a last six significant digits different. Such errors happened in each line and it 

beyond the limits of this article to fully explain what happened and what caused it. The 

inaccuracy in model's evaluation lead to oscillation of extraction algorithm due to the overall 

extraction time increase up instead of its reduction. The solution to this problem is to perform 

the error analysis of the entire mathematical model and use the results to improve model's 

evaluation. The essential thing is to avoid divide operation and critical cancellation as much 

as possible. Division is the lengthiest instruction of the entire FPU instructions and is rarely 

pipelined therefore takes a huge number of cycles and often causes pipeline RAW hazards. It 

is important to keep in mind that speed has to be traded for accuracy. 
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Phase separation is a physical process at micro scale taking place when a binary alloy in 

thermal equilibrium is undercooled under a critical temperature. Homogeneous state with 

single phase becomes unstable and the system will try to reach thermodynamical equilibrium. 

At this point, phase separation will take place and the solution will separate into regions rich 

in one component and poor in the other. This process can progress in two different ways: as 

nucleation (nuclei of on component appear randomly and grow) or as spinodal decomposition 

(the whole solution nucleates at once, periodic structures appear). 

Cahn-Hilliard equation with degenerate mobility is a partial differential equation of fourth 

order used to model isothermal phase separation in two component system [1]. Cahn-Hilliard 

theory is based on Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional. Minimizing this functional under 

the constraint of mass conservation yields the division of the domain into regions rich in one 

of the components and poor in the other, which are separated by a thin interface. This 

minimizing is realized by evolving the Cahn-Hilliard equation with degenerate mobility. The 

role of the mobility function is to enhance diffusion on the interface. Important property of 

the solution of the Cahn-Hilliard equation is the conservation of mass. Existence of the weak 

solution has been proved by Yin (1992) in one-dimensional case and by Elliot, Garcke (1996) 

for dimensions higher than one. As for the uniqueness, no results are known so far. 

Vast majority of papers treating this equation numerically deals only with the case, when 

the mobility function is constant and thus non-degenerate. Finite element method for the 

degenerate case has been proposed by Barrett, Blowey, Garcke in [2]. 

Besides the mass conservation property the Cahn-Hilliard equation has another property 

which makes it very useful also for applications other than the simulation of phase 

decomposition. If we scale the equation properly [3], the thin interface will move according to 

a motion law called surface diffusion. It is a geometric motion law for curves, which is mass 

conserving and curve shortening. Here appears the important difference between the constant 

and degenerate mobility cases. Constant mobility Cahn-Hilliard equation leads to the so 

called Mullins-Sekerka problem, where nonintersecting interfaces are coupled. Degenerate 

mobility case leads to surface diffusion, where such interfaces evolve independently. These 

properties of surface diffusion can be successfully used for applications in image processing, 

e.g. [4]. 

In this project, we solve the degenerate Cahn-Hilliard equation by method of lines, 

discretizing the equation by central finite differences in space and leaving the time variable 

continuous. The resulting system of ODEs is then solved by an embedded 4th order Runge-

Kutta Cash-Karp method with 5th order error estimate, which enables adaptive changes in 

time step while maintaining the required accuracy. Zero Neumann boundary conditions are 

treated by reflecting the solution at the boundary. 

We have computed a number of numerical experiments and have obtained both the 

nucleation case as well as the spinodal decomposition case of phase separation. The 
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numerical experiments also demonstrate that the numerical scheme keeps the property of 

conserving the mass. 

We have justified the theoretical results by measuring the experimental order of 

convergence of the proposed scheme. Since there are no analytical solutions at our disposal, 

we used the so called double mesh principle, where we compare the error between solutions 

on a set of gradually finer meshes. This way, the experimental order of convergence suggests 

that the scheme is first order accurate. 

In order to recover the thin interface layer where the solution changes rapidly, a fine grid 

has to be used which leads to high computational demands. Therefore, a parallel 

implementation is necessary in order to be able to execute large amount of computational 

experiments. We have implemented such parallel version of the proposed numerical scheme 

using the MPI standard. The computational grid is divided in patches and each process is 

designated one patch. During the computation, each process updates only its own patch. 

Values of boundary nodes are computed either from boundary conditions or they are obtained 

from communication with neighboring processes. All-to-one communication is necessary for 

I/O operations only and it is kept to minimum. For parallel experiments we used the 

computational resources provided by Computing and Information centre of CTU (Altix). 

Image processing by degenerate Cahn-Hilliard equation 

One of the important steps in image processing pipeline is image segmentation, which 

yields binary image with several objects with possibly distorted or unnecessarily complicated 

boundaries. The goal is to remove the noise and smooth the edges. This process is called 

shape recovery. Noise creates interfaces with high curvature, therefore, if we move them 

according to some curvature-dependent motion law, the noise disappears quickly while 

dominant features are preserved. This motion law can be for example surface diffusion. It is 

mass conserving and operates on two different scales (small scale – noise at the boundaries, 

large scale – shape of the objects). For approximating the motion by surface diffusion, we use 

the indirect approach – we define the curve of interest as a level set of some higher 

dimensional function and then use this function as an initial condition for a partial differential 

equation. In our approach, this function is represented by the segmented image which is used 

as the initial condition for the degenerate Cahn-Hilliard equation and the boundaries of 

objects will automatically evolve according to the surface diffusion motion law. 

This proposed algorithm has been verified by numerous computational experiments to 

yield the desired results, both on artificial as well as natural images. 
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In many practical problems which lead to systems of linear equations, the input data 

are not known exactly. Usually these are the result of measurements, rounding errors, etc. 

One of the simplest ways of representation of uncertain or inexact data, as well as inexact 

computations on them, is based on the so-called interval arithmetic, called also interval 

analysis. In this approach, an uncertain real number is represented by an interval (a 

continuous bounded subset) of real numbers which presumably contains the unknown exact 

value of the number. Vector and matrices whose elements are intervals are called interval 

vectors and interval matrices, respectively. We consider a system of interval linear equations 

with a nonsingular interval matrix. The solution set X of this system is connected and 

bounded (if the interval matrix is nonsingular), it is generally nonconvex, it constitutes an n-

dimensional polyhedron which is a sum of at most 
n

2  convex polyhedrons. 

We study a system of interval linear equations 
II

bxA = , where { }AAAAA

I

≤≤= ;   

is a nonsingular interval matrix, 
nn

RA

×

∈ , { }bbbb

I

≤≤=  is an interval vector,  
n

Rb∈ .  The 

matrix 
I

A  can be written in the form [ ] [ ]∆+∆−==
cc

I

AAAAA ,, , where 
c

A  is the center 

matrix of 
I

A ,  ∆  is the radius of 
I

A . The interval vector 
I

b  is defined analogously: 

[ ] [ ]δδ +−==
cc

I

bbbbb ,, . Under the system 
II

bxA =  we understand the family of systems 

of linear equations bAx =  for all A   and b  satisfying 
I

AA∈ , 
I

bb∈ . The solution set of the 

system 
II

bxA =  is defined by { }bAxbAxX =∃∃= ; . We have to find the bounds 

{ }Xxxx
ii

∈= ;min , { }Xxxx
i

i ∈= ;max . We call the interval vector [ ]xxx

I

,=  interval 

solution (interval hull of the solution set, too).  We denote by 
n

z

R  the orthant 

{ }0; ≥= xTxR
z

n

z

, where 
z

T  is the diagonal matrix with the sign vector z  on the diagonal, 

{ }1,1−∈
i

z . 

Many methods are known for calculating interval hull of the solution set. The convex 

hull of the  solution set can be calculated by Rohn's sign-accord algorithm, for calculating the 

interval hull there can be used the interval Gaussian algorithm, interval Gauss-Seidel method 

and number other methods. Most of these methods calculate the enclosure of the interval hull 

instead of the exact interval hull of the solution set. 

We present a new method for computing the enclosure of the interval hull of the 

solution set. We give the algorithm for calculating the enclosure of 
n

z

RX ∩ . We will show 

that the interval hull of the union of these enclosures is the interval hull of the solution set, 

denoted by 
I

x . There are presented new formulas, which enable to calculate the enclosure of 

n

z

RX ∩  using iterative computation of two matrices, which are unique solutions of the matrix 

equations described below. In the case, when the solution set intersects one orthant only, two 

matrices must be computed only. In the general case, when the solution set intersects all 
n

2  
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orthants, all 
n

2  enclosures of 
n

z

RX ∩  must be computed. Frequently, the solution set 

intersects only a few orthants, and the method works efficiently. Using presented method we 

can compute the interval hull 
I

x  with the prescribed precision. The proofs of presented 

theorems can be found in [1].  

The following theorem can be proved using the theorem given by Rohn  [3]. Let  
I

A   

be a nonsingular interval matrix. Then the matrix equations EQTQA
zc

=∆+ , 

EQTQA
zc

=∆−   have unique solutions  Q , 'Q .  

In the formulae for exact bounds of interval solution 
I

x  we use the interval vector 
I

z

x  

defined by 
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where the matrices Q , 'Q  are the respective solutions of the matrix equations given above. 

The proof of the following relations for the interval vectors 
I

x , 
I

z

x  is presented in [1]: 

( ){ } ( ){ }.max,min,
i

z

z

i
iz

z

i

I

z

n

z

xxxxxRX ==⊂∩  

The algorithm for computing matrices Q , 'Q  is presented in [1], [2]. This algorithm is 

derived from the matrix equations given above. 

This algorithm can be used in the numerical methods of structural mechanics. Limit 

load states of reinforced concrete slabs and shells are solved by discretization and 

linearization using finite element method and linear programming. The input data (staf 

thickness, reinforcement location and material constants) are known to lie within some real 

intervals. The interval of the limit load states can be computed using this new algorithm. 
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Our goal is to find all steady states of  homogeneous discrete time Markov chain. One of 

motivations for the study of homogeneous reducible Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) is 

a quantitative risk and reliability analysis for Railways signaling systems see [2]. A natural 

property of the risk model is a presence of several independent sets of persistent - absorbing 

states. The sets represent the fundamental classes of the system hazards. For chains with large 

amount of states is open question, how to find these sets. 

Homogenous Finite Discrete Markov Chain is described by nonnegative matrix T  and sum of 

elements of each row is equal to one: 0≥T  and  eeT

T

= , where 
T

e )1,,1( Κ=  . Such matrix 

is called stochastic. The element 
ij

T  of the matrix T  is the probability of transition from the 

state i to state j. The state of Markov chain is described by a vector, whose i-th element is 

probability that the process is in the state i.

For any stochastic matrix, the number 1 is largest eigenvalue in magnitude. The 

corresponding eigenvector describes the long time behavior of  Markov Chain. When the 

matrix T  describing Markov chain is irreducible the eigenvalue 1 is single and the equation 

xTx = , 1=xe

T

 has one solution which is strictly positive. When the matrix T  is reducible 

the eigenvalue 1 has multiplicity larger than 1 and the number of  linearly independent 

eigenvectors is multiplicity of eigenvalue 1.

Any stochastic matrix T  can be permuted to the Romanovski canonical form, i.e. there is a 

permutation matrix P  such that 
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Such that 
p

GG ,,

1

Λ are irreducible stochastic matrices, and spectral radius of  matrix 
0

F is

less than one. The number of irreducible blocks is the multiplicity of eigenvalue 1. The 

eigenvectors pku
k

,,1, Κ= defined by 
TT

kk
uu )0,,0,
~
,0,,0,0( ΚΚ= where

kkk
uuG
~~

=  and 
k

u

~

is on the k-th block position in vector 
k

u are extremal stationary distributions. The problem 

is to find all blocks 
k

G  and all extremal eigenvectors. 

For the case, when matrix T  is irreducible the Iterative Aggregation/Disaggregation (IAD) 

method is good approach for computing this vector, see [2],[3]. In more general situation, 

when the matrix is reducible the eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1 is not unique. It can be 

shown, that IAD method may not converge. One approach is in first step analyze graph of 

matrix T , and then use standard approach to find all extremal eigenvectors separately. But it 

is impossible when the matrix T  is not available elementwise, but just as some formula. It 

happens for example, when we use for modeling approach of stochastic automata networks. 

In this situation the matrix T  is given as sum of tensor products. We show that problem of 
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finding all extremal eigenvectors can by solved by analysis of zero/nonzero structure of  

computed limits by power method with special initial approximations.

We present modification of IAD which is significantly faster than power method, but which 

preserves the same zero/nonzero structure behavior of computing solution which is necessary 

for analysis of block structure of matrix T . We prove global convergence for presented 

modification of IAD method. In special situation, when the non diagonal blocks of matrix T

are of small rank, we can prove convergence to exact solution after first iteration. We finish 

with some numerical examples which demonstrates behavior of presented method. 
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 We examine Pépin's test for the primality of the Fermat numbers 

 

12

2

+=

m

m

F  for  Κ,2,1,0=m  . 

 

We show that ( ) 121 −−=

mm

FD  can be used as a base in Pépin's test for 1>m .  

Some other bases are proposed as well. 

 

Keywords: Fermat primes, Mersenne numbers, law of quadratic reciprocity, primitive roots, 

quadratic nonresidues. 
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In 1640 Pierre de Fermat incorrectly conjectured that all the numbers 

F
m

 = 12

2

+

m

  for m = 0, 1, 2, ...             (1.1) 

are prime. The numbers F
m

 are called  Fermat numbers after him. If  F
m

  is prime, we say that 

it is a  Fermat prime. The first five members of sequence (1.1) i.e.,  

0

F  = 3, 
1

F  = 5, 
2

F  = 17, 
3

F  = 257, 
4

F  =  65537,      (1.2) 

are really primes. However, in 1732 Leonhard Euler proved that 
5

F  is composite by showing 

that 641
5

F . For a detailed historical account about this affair we refer to [1]. 

 

We examine admissible bases for the well-known Pépin's test, which is a sophisticated 

necessary and sufficient condition for the primality of  F
m

 . It was discovered in 1877 by the 

French mathematician Jean François Théofile Pépin (1826 –1904). He surely would have 

been surprised by how many mathematicians will have used his test for more than one 

hundred years until now. For instance, in 1905 J. C. Morehead and independently A. E. 

Western found by computing the Pépin residue that the 39-digit number 
7

F  is composite 

without knowing any explicit nontrivial factor. Morehead and Western also manually 

calculated that 
8

F  with 78 digits is composite. Later 
10

F , 
13

F , 
14

F , 
20

F , and 
22

F  were found 

to be composite by Pépin's test and by the use of electronic computers (the associated 

literature is given in [1]). 

Moreover, very recently the twenty-fourth Fermat number 
24

F , which has over 5 million 

decimal digits, was shown to be composite by Pépin's test (see [1]). This was the biggest 

computation ever done to obtain a simple ``yes-or-no" answer. It required 
17

10  computer 

operations. The computational complexity of Pépin's test is discussed in [1]. Note that J. F. T. 

Pépin entered to the Jesuit Order in 1846. Therefore, some of his papers were published under 

the name: le P. Pépin, S. J.,  which means: Pater Pépin, Societatis Jesu. 
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Although hundreds of factors of the Fermat numbers and many necessary and sufficient 

conditions for the primality of 
m

F  are known, no one has been able to discover a general 

principle that would lead to a definitive answer to the question whether 
4

F  is the largest 

Fermat prime. 

 

Which Fermat numbers can stand as a base in Pépin's test? 

 

Pépin's test.  Let 1≥m . Then 

m

F  is prime 
( )

13

2/1

−≡⇔

−

m

F

  (mod 
m

F ). 

Pépin, in his original paper of 1877, used the base  5 for 1>m  rather than the base 3 (see [4]). 

The base 3 was later suggested by François Proth (1852 –1879) see for further references or 

[1] for the proof. Pépin also noted that the base 10 could be used instead of the base 5 in his 

test. This fact is generalized. 

 

Classification of Tests 

Finding efficient primality tests with a low arithmetic number of operations has been a 

research area for mathematicians for a long time. This research has gone parallel with the 

search for the 'largest known prime number'. With the invention of computers, it is now 

possible to tackle numbers consisting of thousands of digits. Limiting factors are computer 

memory and machine time. The goal would be to find an algorithm which is of polynomial 

type, that is where the number of operations increases as a polynomial in  n, where n  is the 

number of digits to be tested. 

 

Criteria for the classification of the tests are: 

A. Tests which can be applied to any integer. 

B. Tests which can be applied to integers of a particular given form, like Pépin's test. 

 

A. Deterministic tests. 

B. Probabilistic tests. 

 

Some tests are based on elementary results of the theory of congruences and the theory 

of quadratic residues. Their historical roots are connected with famous personalities in 

mathematics as L. Euler, J. Legendre, C. F. Gauss, being based on ancient theories, 

improved through time, and still today the object of current research (see [2], [3]). 
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The main goals of the project Learning Geometry with Maple were the reinvents 

education on the Faculty of Transportation, specifically in the subject “Geometry”. The 

application of suitable software allows creating the spatial imagination of the students and 

helps them understand quickly and better. Partial tasks could be divided in to three parts: 

• Introduce Maple into the Geometry curriculum – study the theoretical background for 

the practical application and create a list of examples appropriated for the Maple use. 

• Set the short learning guide and training materials for the students. Materials present 

some elementary methods for analytical modeling and visualization of curves and 

surfaces. 

• Improving methods of education in the subject”Geometry”. Each day’s class would be 

a combination of traditional lecture and problem solving, along with examples using 

Maple demonstrated to the class as a whole, or worked out on individual workstations  

 

Symbolic manipulations programs, such as Mathematica and Maple are very useful 

tool for differential geometry. Computations, those are very complicated to do by hand can 

frequently be performed with ease in suitable Computer Algebra System (CAS). Maple 9 is 

the environment of choice for scientific and engineering problem solving, mathematical 

exploration, data visualization and technical authoring. Maple consists of a kernel, a library 

written in the language of Maple and an interface. The kernel executes most of the basic 

operations. The library contains commands (procedures) that work in interpretation mode. 

Built-in programming language support for writing our own procedures allows us to build on 

the basic capabilities of Maple. Writing code in Maple does not require expert programming 

skills, so it is ease to start on many of the basics – such as arithmetic computation, solving 

equations, simplifying expressions and making graphs. Used imaginatively, Maple can help 

students learn better and faster, and help prepare them using the mathematics technology that 

they will need throughout their professional lives. 

Since using CAS require, except theoretical training, also practical computer training 

for which only limited time is enabled in the course of training, the project solution was 

addressed for creation of the Web Interface accessing training materials in electronic form. 

All results created in the framework of the project can be found on the page. 

http://fd.cvut.cz/department/k611/pedagog/K611GM.htm. 

 

Covering materials include step-by step problem solving; with hints (in Czech) and 

simple plot commands to illustrate concepts of theme. This pilot project was focused on the 

individual work of the group of students. We have two goals: to expose the students to 

modern mathematical software and to learn geometric ideas using the software in ways not 

possible on the blackboard. 

The geometry course was rapidly changed last year to reflect the requirements of the 

future engineers of transportation sciences. All lectures are available in electronic version 

(pdf) on http://fd.cvut.cz/department/k611/pedagog/K611GM.htm.  

Curriculum is divided in to three theoretical parts. 

1. Descriptive geometry- parallel and central projection 
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2. Cartography- basic azimuthal projections – stereographic, gnomonic, 

orthographic and equal area projections. Cylindrical and conical projection. 

Plotting a map using Maptools library (available at http://www.maplesoft.com) 

3. The geometry of curves and surfaces –plane curves in rectangular coordinates, 

tangent line, arc length parameterization, Frenet formulas, calculating 

curvature of curves, curves in technical use – the envelope of the system of 

curves, evolute and evolvent, clothoid. Regular parametrized surface, methods 

of generating surface, tangent planes and normal line, ruled surface, surfaces of 

revolution and helical surfaces.  

There are presented both classical methods of descriptive geometry and analytical ones. 

Produced materials include worked examples – provides students with fundamentals models 

and illustrations of important concepts and many of suitable exercises. Previous experience 

with scientific computing is not a prerequisite. In general, simple forms are given, which 

readers with computer experience can refine and amplify. Example worksheets contain some 

basic application of Maple to the differential geometry of curves and surfaces. In particular, 

there are procedures for computing fundamental geometrical invariants. Using the techniques 

described in proposed materials students can understand concepts geometrically by plotting 

curves and surfaces on a monitor. The effect of changes in parameters can be strikingly 

portrayed. 
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As the time is passing, the need to motivate students for mathematical education increases. 

Moreover, due to significant reductions of the extent of mathematical lessons, as well as 

frequent prejudice against this subject (not only from student's side), it is necessary to search 

various ways how to "slip" mathematics into the studies and how to convince those 

prejudiced

of the necessity, usefulness, importance and even attractiveness of mathematics. One of the 

best opportunities to carry out this purpose is represented by game theory. In a mathematical 

sense, game is a model of any decision situation, the result of which depends on the decision 

of at least two different individuals or subjects. Since such situations can be found in almost 

all fields related to our lives, the field of applications of game theory is exceptionally broad 

and rich and most problems can be formulated in a very attractive manner. Since the 

„players“ can be financial houses, creditors, business companies, factories, motorists, users of 

an information network, troops, fighters, submarines, countries, nations, politicians, political 

parties, lovers of the same lady, males in rut, genes, etc., the application domain covers 

economics, industry, transportation, telecommunication, warfare, political and social sciences, 

biology, ethics and many other branches. On the other hand, game theory leads 

mathematicians and technicians to such fields as ethology, evolutionary biology, political 

sciences, sociology, psychology, ethics, etc., that would otherwise remain marginal for many 

of them.

The facultative course Game Theory and Optimal Decisions taught at the Faculty of 

Transportation Sciences is the only one at the Czech Technical University, which is solely 

devoted to this subject. Due to the support by the CTU grant for the year 2004, it was possible 

to improve the Internet propagation and presentation of the course stressing the interesting 

and important applications mentioned above, extend the collection of problems for 

homeworks and create an interactive study text and the collection or practical examples, both 

written exclusively for students of the technical university with their special needs in mind. 

The Internet pages of the course are accessible to everyone at the address: 

http://euler.fd.cvut.cz/predmety/teorie_her

Compared with the first announcement in the year 2002, the number of participating students 

has substantially increased; the course is recommended to all students of the economical 

branch of study and many students from other branches attend it, too, with a positive 

response.

As far as the content of the course is concerned, the lectures are devoted to the fundamental 

concepts and solution methods in the fields of non-cooperative and cooperative game theory. 

After the historical introduction and the foundations of the decision theory, the course starts 

with basic models used in game theory: explicit form game and normal form game. Main 

solution concepts are introduced, both zero-sum and non-zero-sum games are discussed. 

Considerable place is devoted to repeated games, too. Then the cooperative game theory is 
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investigated with the special interest to the core, shapley value and nucleolus and their mutual 

comparison. Finally decisions under risk and uncertainty, decisions in conflicts with p-

intelligent players and utility theory are explored. To make the theory most accessible to 

students, each lesson combines the theoretical exposition with the detailed discussion of 

practical applications, both to motivate new concepts before their introduction and to practise 

the explained theory. The stress is put on the active approach of students and on their 

independent work, to be able to use the knowledge gained through the course later in practise. 

To illustrate the utilization of game theory in technical domains, let us mention interesting 

applications in transportation. Game-theoretical models are used for solving problems of the 

transport network management (whether the network consists of roads, pipelines, sea lanes or 

flight routes; whether the means of transport is by land, sea, air, or electro-magnetic fields,  

and whatever goods are being transported), traffic routing and control, traffic allocation, 

scheduling, transport economics or walker behaviour modelling, to name only few. 

As it was mentioned in the introduction, except technical and economic problems, game 

theory has exceptionally rich applications in many other branches, whose inclusion into the 

course serves both for motivation and for broadening students’ general knowledge. For 

example, the theory of games is used in political sciences for modelling of various situations 

related to international relations, elections, legislature, politics of interest groups, lobbies, 

bargaining, etc. Not only facilitates it to solve particular problems, it provides the exact 

terminology and methods – what is an underbelly of all social sciences. Although game 

theory is not a "cure-all" and it can't offer an optimal solution to all problems, it is a strong 

tool for analysis and it induces the decision-maker to think rationally and without emotions; 

this, in itself, often yields a general acceptable solution. Probably the most remarkable 

application domain is biology: game theory is the main tool for the investigation of conflict 

and cooperation of animals and plants. It is used for the analysis, modelling and 

understanding the fight, cooperation and communication of animals, coexistence of 

alternative traits, mating systems, conflict between the sexes, offspring sex ratio, distribution 

of individuals in their habitats, etc., among botanical applications we can find the questions of 

seed dispersal, seed germination, root competition, nectar production, flower size, sex 

allocation, etc. It shall be pointed out that game theory represents the foundations of modern 

and generally accepted evolution theory – and getting to the heart of our lives is an 

exceptionally exciting experience. 
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In 2002 the newly organized structure studies at the Faculty of Transportation Sciences of the 

Czech Technical University were accredited and in the last school year the first students of 

this system started their education. Among the subjects taught in the first – it means 

bachelor’s stage of study, Mathematical Analysis I (winter semester, 2 lecture hours, 3 hours 

of tutorials) and Mathematical Analysis II (summer semester, 2+2) can be found. Up to the 

school year 2002/03, the number of tutorial hours devoted to practical exercises of the 

theoretical exposition was substantially higher: 4 hours in both semesters. Even worse 

situation is in the “Distance Learning” consisting of lectures only. For many students it is 

difficult to understand the theoretical subject matter from textbooks without its detailed 

investigation at tutorials. The only way how to compensate the loss of hours is the maximal 

support of individual independent work of each student.

Due to the support by the Universities Development Fund of the Czech Republic, grant FRV 

2107f1/2004, it was possible to start the work on the above mentioned aim. New Internet 

pages of the subjects Mathematical Analysis I and II were created: 

“http://euler.fd.cvut.cz/predmety/mta1” and    “http://euler.fd.cvut.cz/predmety/mta2” 

A lot of study material is now available at these addresses: newly created study text including 

theoretical exposition together with the collection of theoretical and practical examples and 

applications which serve for motivation purposes and which shall help the students to 

understand the subject matter and computing methods. Moreover, other information on the 

mentioned subjects, recommended and additional literature, etc., are given there.

Since the necessity is steadily increasing to motivate students for the mathematical education 

and to show them how useful, interesting and attractive mathematics can be and how 

important its deep knowledge is, it was necessary to find various applications from many 

different fields. Including such applications in the course serves for the deeper insight into 

particular themes, too. 

The best experience and the greatest motivation success were achieved with optimization 

problems that can be solved by the tools of mathematical analysis. In the second semester of 

their bachelor’s stage, students have to attend the obligatory course Microeconomic Theory. 

A part of this course is devoted to the investigation of total-cost function TC (q), where q

denotes the number of units of a product that is produced and marketed, total-revenue 

functions TR (q) and corresponding marginal-cost and marginal-revenue functions. It is 

important for students to know, that the rate of change of TC, marginal cost, which is often 

introduced verbally as “the approximate cost of one additional unit of output”, is simply the 

derivative of the total-cost function TC with respect to the amount of the product q:
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d

d

TC

MC

q

=  , 

and the rate of change of TR, marginal revenue, which is often introduced verbally as “the 

approximate revenue received from selling one additional unit of output”, is simply the 

derivative of the total-revenue function TR with respect to q:

d

d

TR

MR

q

=  . 

It is easy for students to imagine that firms need to solve the problem of revenue 

maximization or costs minimization and hence that the methods for findig extremes of 

functions are really important in practice. Similarly, microeconomic theory investigates the 

properties of demand and supply functions, utility functions, etc. – and these discussions are 

much more obvious when we can use the concepts of mathematical analysis. In general, the 

mentioned maximi–zation and minimization problems concern one-variable, as well as 

multivariable calculus. 

From another domain, let us mention a model of traffic flow on a lane of a freeway. The 

number of cars the lane can carry per unit time is given by 

2

2

2
t

a

N

al

a v

v

−

=

− + −

 , 

where a is the acceleration of a car when stopping ( a < 0 ), t
r

 is the reaction time to begin 

braking, v is the average speed of the cars, and l is the length of a car (for the sake of 

simplicity, we may assume that these values are constant). To find how many cars a lane can 

carry at most, we need to find the speed v that maximizes N.

Besides optimization problems, interesting applications concern definite integrals which 

cover – in addition to finding the area of a region – consumer’s and producers’ surplus, total 

expenditures, fluid flow, inventory, center of gravity, static moments, volumes, etc. It is not 

necessary to continue in the enumeration of all applications which are convenient for 

illustration of fundamental concepts and for students’ motivation. The aim of this contribution 

was only to point out the importance of these matters and to mention the efforts made in this 

field at the Faculty of Transportation Sciences.
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Teachers of mathematical analysis at technical universities are often faced with the problem 

of rather passive approach of student to their mathematical education and with perpetual 

attempts to memorize formulas and use them without a deeper understanding – and therefore 

in a wrong way or in a short examination time only, without the ability to apply them to real 

problems. Although the university education should differ from the secondary one in treating 

the students (it deals with adults, no more adolescents), it is still necessary to motivate them 

to work continuously during the whole semester, since in most cases it is not possible to 

understand properly the whole subject matter in a relatively short examination period. As the 

number of students is increasing and the number of hours devoted to tutorials decreasing, it is 

essential to move students to an active approach to their study and to make them work, in 

addition to school lessons, individually on solving problems which require more than a mere 

set of formulas or a “cookbook”, as it is often called, and which gradually lead them to 

understand the whole subject matter.

To carry out this purpose, the sets of exercises were prepared for the courses on mathematical 

analysis taught at the Faculty of Transportation Sciences of the Czech Technical University, 

consisting both of solved problems used for motivation of students and for explaining the 

basic principles, and unsolved problems that are used for students’ homeworks. Students 

receive them in batches, according to particular topics, and for each batch there is a fixed term 

when it must be handed in. The works are evaluated, and by a random selection it is checked 

during tutorial lessons whether particular students understand the problems they solved (thus, 

of course, whether they did it themselves). The second way of control are tests, the evaluation 

of which is also included in the total score for the credit. 

The sets of exercises concern the courses Mathematical Analysis I, II and Differential and 

Difference Equations, taught in the first, second and third semester respectively. The selected 

solved examples are available at the Internet pages of particular courses, namely: 

–  Mathematical Analysis I: http://euler.fd.cvut.cz/predmety/mta1

–  Mathematical Analysis II: http://euler.fd.cvut.cz/predmety/mta2

–  Differential and Difference Equations: http://euler.fd.cvut.cz/predmety/ddr

This project was connected to the project Support of Individual Education at Bachelor's Stage 

of Study whose main aim was to create a study text for the courses Mathematical Analysis I 

and II for a better understanding the subject matter explained in textbooks and during the 

lectures and tutorial lessons. The project discussed in this contribution was mainly aimed at 

the concrete database of practical and theoretical examples, huge enough to generate different 

batches for different students. 
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Each batch contains usual exercises formulated mathematically to practise the calculation 

techniques of particular topics, as well as practical problems formulated in a common 

language, the solution of which require a proper understanding of the text (which seems itself 

difficult for many students – although they graduated from the secondary school), to think 

about the problem in question and the core that shall be solved, to introduce convenient 

variables and notation, to construct mathematical expression of the practical problem in 

question, and finally to use the mathematical solution for the correct answer to the original 

problem. The computation itself is often relatively simple in these practical exercises, but they 

are important for the development of the ability to apply the knowledge of theoretical 

concepts to practical problems and hence for better understanding of the theory. Moreover, 

they have a strong motivation power and show to students that many concepts they are 

learning in other subjects have a close connection to mathematics and are often nothing more 

than – for example – derivatives or primitive functions. In this sense, a rich field is micro-

economy (obligatory course for all students) with its total-cost and marginal-cost functions, 

total-revenue and marginal-revenue functions, total-utility and marginal-utility functions, etc. 

Let us finish the contribution with two examples, both devoted to some optimization problem. 

In the field of one variable analysis, a simple but illustrative application is the following one 

from the transportation domain: “A common transportation enterprise of the city of Chelm is 

searching an optimal price of a quarterly ticket. Now it costs 1600 CZK and 60 000 people 

are buying it. A marketing survey reveals that each decrease of 1 CZK in the quarterly charge 

will result in 30 new customers, and each increase of 1 CZK will result in a loss of 30 

customers. What increase or decrease will maximize the monthly revenue, and what is the 

largest possible monthly revenue?” Similarly with other revenue maximization or costs 

minimization problems, as well as with optimization problems from various technical 

branches.

In the field of two variables, for example, interesting examples concern a monopoly: 

“Suppose a monopolist is practicing price discrimination in the sale of a product by charging 

different prices in two separate markets. In market A the demand function is p
A

= 100 – q
A

,

and in B it is p
B

= 84 – q
B

, where q
A
 and q

B
 are the quantities sold per week in A and B, and 

p
A

, p
B
 are the respective prices per unit. If the monopolist’s cost function is 

c = 600 + 4 ( q
A

+ q
B

), how much should be sold in each market to maximize profit? What 

selling prices give this maximum profit? Give the maximum profit.” Of course, this problem 

can be arbitrarily modified by changing monopolist’s cost function as well as the demand 

functions representing the behaviour of the markets in question. 
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Laboratory practice in Physics I and II has been newly built up at Faculty of Transportation 

Sciences of ČVUT since 2000. It was used for the first time in the academic year of 2003/04 

as part of the Bachelor Studies Program. 230 students on average attend laboratory practices, 

for 2 hours a week for 2 terms. Laboratory Practise in Physics I and Physics II includes 12 

laboratory exercises, and students do the measurements in pairs. Laboratory practice has 

become even more important after the introduction of structured studies as laboratory practice 

in physics is one of few possibilities where students can apply and enhance their practical 

skills in basic types of measurements and where they can also learn methodology of 

measurement and basic methods of data processing. 

During the existence of laboratory practice in physics at Faculty of Transportation Sciences, 

we managed to build up this practice to an adequate technical level, using Faculty’s funds and 

above all funds provided from grants. All measurement worksites are equipped with new 

personal computers, the laboratory has its own internal network and the laboratory is 

connected to the Faculty network. The laboratory has a network-connected printer. Routine 

processing of measured results is no longer required, data from some measurements are 

recorded directly through a PC; all the students have to do is to process and evaluate the data. 

Users programs for processing of the measured dependencies using the least squares method 

and for processing of repetitive measurements are available to the students. 

 

Level of preparation of students for measurement is one of persistent problems we keep 

running up against in laboratory practice. Without a good preparation for the measurement, 

students mechanically follow the recommended sequence of operations, mechanically 

entering the measured quantity values in formulas listed in the instructions for the laboratory 

exercises measurement. 

We often experience situations where students see drawings and verbal descriptions of 

individual devices in the instructions for the laboratory practise exercise but cannot imagine 

what these devices look like. This is probably caused by the fact that our practise is the first 

instance where students see measuring devices. For many students this is the first time they 

see even such basic measuring devices as a slide ruler or a micrometer. 

We therefore decided, following an example of other faculties, to photo-document individual 

laboratory exercises and individual devices used in relevant laboratory exercises. 

Students can access the photo-documentation on the website for Physics that is located on the 

Applied Mathematics Department server Euler (http://euler.fd.cvut.cz/new). 

 

The photo-documentation will be available to students as of the winter term of the academic 

year of 2004/05. It is expected that this will make it easier both for students and for teachers 

as they will not need to explain, at the beginning of practise, that this is for example a device 

called voltage supply used to control voltage, etc. 
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Over 100 years ago E.H. Hall discovered that when a magnetic field is applied perpendicular 

to the direction of a current flowing through a metal a voltage is developed in the third 

perpendicular direction. This is well understood and is due to the charge carriers within the 

current being deflected towards the edge of the sample by the magnetic field. 

 

It seems that Hall Effect must be well known for one century. However, in 1985 Klaus von 

Klitzing won the Nobel Prize for discovery of the quantized Hall Effect. In a two-dimensional 

metal or semiconductor the Hall Effect is also observed, but at low temperatures a series of 

steps appear in the Hall resistance as a function of magnetic field instead of the monotonic 

increase. What is more, these steps occur at incredibly precise values of resistance which are 

the same no matter what sample is investigated. The resistance is quantized in units of h/e^2 

divided by an integer. This is the Quantum Hall effect. Nevertheless, we included in our 

laboratory exercises Hall Effect measurement in classical form. 

 

We obtained the laboratory set for measuring of Hall Effect in our laboratories. We can 

measure Hall Effect with variation of magnetic field or current. Moreover, there is possibility 

to change the temperature of germanium slide, thus, we can demonstrate the temperature 

dependency of Hall bias. Students will measure Hall bias as a function of increasing magnetic 

field and/or current and showing that the bias increases with magnetic field or current linearly 

using linear regression.  
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The Physics I, Physics II and Precision of Measurement and Data processing subjects are 

important, if not fundamental, part of bachelor study at Faculty of Transportation Sciences, 

CTU in Prague. Laboratory exercises (2 hours per week, 2 semesters) are integrated into 

physics education for all study programs, while Precision of Measurement is a component of 

Engineering and technology in transportation. This subject will start in winter semester of 

2005/2006 with laboratory exercises of 1 hour per week.  

 

Laboratory practice in Physics I and II has been newly built up at Faculty of Transportation 

Sciences of ČVUT since 2000. It was used for the first time in the academic year of 2003/04 

as part of the Bachelor Studies Program. 230 students on average attend laboratory practices, 

for 2 hours a week for 2 terms. Laboratory Practice in Physics I and Physics II includes 12 

laboratory exercises, and students do the measurements in pairs. Laboratory practice has 

become even more important after the introduction of structured studies as laboratory practice 

in physics is one of few possibilities where students can apply and enhance their practical 

skills in basic types of measurements and where they can also learn methodology of 

measurement and basic methods of data processing. 

 

During the existence of laboratory practice in physics at Faculty of Transportation Sciences, 

we managed to build up this practice to an adequate technical level, using Faculty’s funds and 

above all funds provided from grants. All measurement worksites are equipped with new 

personal computers, the laboratory has its own internal network and the laboratory is 

connected to the Faculty network. The laboratory has a network-connected printer. Routine 

processing of measured results is no longer required, data from some measurements are 

recorded directly through a PC; all the students have to do is to process and evaluate the data. 

Users programs for processing of the measured dependencies using the least squares method 

and for processing of repetitive measurements are available to the students. 

 

Batchelor study programs lay stress on practical education and new subject Precision of 

Measurement will include some novel themes for laboratory exercises dealing with large data 

collecting. Faculty supposes that the number of students will steadily increase; therefore, we 

have to obtain measuring devices in appropriate quantity. However, our aim is to retain the 

same high level of subject quality independently of mentioned rise in students.  

 

Principal executives of Faculty of Transportation Sciences have recognized the importance of 

physics laboratory exercises and, as a consequence, have agreed with our plan to transfer 

laboratories to new rooms, which meet all our demands. Thanks to mentioned transfer we 

have the possibility to prepare more exercises, but it insists new laboratory equipment. 

Moreover, there is other important factor. Because of high utilize of all equipment, 
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probability that such equipment will need urgently repair increases. In order to prevent from 

omission of laboratory exercise we must have sufficient backup in measuring devices.  

 

The aim of this project was obtaining of such backup of equipment. Nevertheless, many 

measuring devices will be used for improvement of actual exercises, e.g. laser diodes, 

thermometers, blenders, etc. New laboratory exercise was realized for subject Precision of 

Measurement and Data processing (in cooperation with the financial support of grant 

FRV 2102/2004). 
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In this paper, a present status in the development of the new numerical code is 

reported. The code is considered for simulations of fluid flows. The finite volume approach is 

adopted for solving standard fluid equations. They are treated in a conservative form to ensure 

a correct conservation of fluid quantities. Thus, a nonlinear hyperbolic system of conservation 

laws is numerically solved. The code uses the Eulerian description of the fluid and is designed 

as a high order central numerical scheme. The central approach employs no (approximate) 

Riemann solver and is less computational expensive. The high order WENO strategy is 

adopted in the reconstruction step to achieve results comparable with more accurate Riemann 

solvers. A combination of the central approach with an iterative solving of a local Riemann 

problem is tested and behavior of such numerical flux is reported. An extension to three 

dimensions is implemented using a dimension by dimension approach, hence, no complicated 

dimensional splitting need to be introduced. The code is fully parallelized with the MPI 

library. Several standard hydrodynamic tests in one, two and three dimensions were 

performed and their results are presented. 

A numerical investigation of various plasma systems and phenomena is a necessary 

part of modern plasma physics. Plasmas can be described in different approximations; one of 

the most common is a magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) treatment appropriate for cases when 

plasma behaves as a electrically conducting fluid. The main part of MHD equations consists 

of nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equations, which express conservation laws of 

physical quantities. Of course, other additional (e.g. parabolic) terms can be there. The 

difficulty is that nonlinear advective terms can cause a generation of discontinuities from 

initially smooth flows [1]. Thus, this first part of the work presented here is focused on the 

treatment of the hyperbolic system, at first, of Euler equations. Euler equations are simpler 

since their solution does not consist of as many waves as the MHD case. However, a finite 

volume method in the semidiscrete form [2] is chosen for solving the set, so the code can be 

later extended in a very straightforward manner. 

Due to the fact that central schemes are less accurate than upwind ones, some high 

order reconstruction procedure must be employed, to achieve results comparable with upwind 

schemes. The reconstruction procedure should satisfy several basic requirements, e.g. 

conservation, accuracy, shape preserving. In our case, two different procedures were 

implemented.

The semidiscrete equation set is in the form of an ODE and can be solved with any 

appropriate method. In the present version of the code, this ODE is solved with one from the 

family of standard Runge-Kutta schemes. The 3rd, 4th and the 5th order Runge-Kutta 

schemes are implemented there. As a rule, the discretization error in the temporal domain 

dominates the overall error of high order (spatial) numerical schemes, especially in long time 

evolution runs. During last years strong stability preserving modifications of Runge-Kutta 

schemes appear in the literature [3]. Implemented schemes of the 3rd and the 4th order are 

this case. 
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Multidimensional results were obtained using a dimension by dimension approach, 

hence, no dimensional splitting was involved. Definitions of several presented test problems 

are extensively described in Liska & Wendroff [4]. 

The present status in the development of the new code is reported and its preliminary 

results are discussed. Several modern techniques were implemented and their various 

combinations were tested. The high order WENO reconstruction overcomes the other 

methods, especially in the resolution of the contact, which is usually the deficit of central 

schemes. Although the reconstruction step in the WENO scheme is more expensive, in the 

framework of the central scheme is acceptable, gives better results and preserves the 

simplicity, which is the main point for a further applicability. Additional extensions are 

planned (e.g. MHD). 
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It was the objective of the project funded from FRVS to support practical lessons for students 

in the bachelor program by means of laboratory practice in Physics at Faculty of 

Transportation Sciences of ČVUT (Czech Technical University). 

Laboratory practice in Physics I and II has been newly built up at Faculty of Transportation 

Sciences of ČVUT since 2000. 230 students on average attend laboratory practices, for 2 

hours a week for 2 terms. 12 laboratory exercises are installed in the laboratory practice in 

Physics I and Physics II so that students can carry out measurements in couples. Laboratory 

practice has become even more important after the introduction of structured studies. 

Laboratory practice in physics is one of few possibilities where students can apply and deepen 

their practical skills in basic types of measurements and where they can also learn 

methodology of measurement and basic methods of data processing. During the course of 

existence of laboratory practice in physics at Faculty of Transportation Sciences, i.e. during 

the period of 2000 – 2004, we managed to build up this practice at the adequate technical 

level, using Faculty’s funds and above all funds provided from grants. It is one of the biggest 

achievements that we managed to equip all measurement worksites with new PCs, a server 

and a printer controlled from the network. Routine processing of measured results is no longer 

required and some measurements are carried out and recorded directly through a PC. Also, 

user programs for processing the measured dependencies using the least squares method and 

for processing repetitive measurements are available to the students. It is possible to print the 

measured and processed dependencies straight away. Finally, students can send the data and 

their measured dependencies to their e-mail address for further processing. 

 

When bachelor program was introduced in the academic year of 2003/04, justified need to 

make practical lessons in those subjects where practical form of teaching is possible more 

intense and also to improve the lessons emerged. 

Funds from the project were therefore directed to applications of physical knowledge that 

students may use in practice. Optics is one of these areas. Currently, modern optical methods 

are being used more and more frequently in technical practice; however the level of 

knowledge students get in this area at high-schools keeps getting poorer. Funds from the grant 

were used to buy for example a laser interferometer that will be used for the laboratory 

exercise “Check of Drift Indicator Accuracy”. Experimental configuration and attachment of 

the drift indicator are being prepared. Students will be able to get familiar with one of modern 

optical methods, laser interferometry. Laboratory exercise “Determination of the Diffraction 

Intensity at Slit and Double Slit Systems” is already in operation. In this exercise, students see 

diffraction phenomena in an illustrative way and they carry out graphic and numeric 

evaluation of these phenomena. The text below is an example – it is part of the instructions 

for this laboratory exercise specifying tasks for students that they are meant to accomplish in 

the laboratory practice. The instructions are available to students at the department web pages. 
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Determination of the diffraction intensity at slit and double slit systems 

 

Problems:

1. Determination of the intensity distribution of the diffraction patterns due to two slits 

of different widths. 

The corresponding width of the slit is determined by means of the relative positions of 

intensity values of the extremes. 

Furthermore, intensity relations of the peaks are evaluated. 

2. Determination of location and intensity of the extreme values of the diffraction patters 

due to two double-slits with the same widths, but different distances between the slits. 

Widths of slits and distance between the slits must be determined as well as the 

intensity relations of the peaks. 

Theory and evaluation

If monochromatic light of wavelength λ  impinges on a system of parallel and equidistant 

slits, the luminous intensity I of the beam diffracted in the direction ϕ  is given through 
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≈ ⋅     ,                                (1) 

b is width of the slit, p is number of slits and g is distance between slits. 

 

Set-up and procedure 

Slit and double slit systems are illuminated with laser light. The corresponding diffraction 

patterns are measured by means of a photodiode which can be sifted, as a function of location 

and intensity. 

Inaccuracy of results is determined mainly by uncertainties in determination of location of 

maxima and minima, and also by the fact that the values of voltage measured (photodiode 

current) is affected by lights in the room. 

Determination of intensity distribution for a single slit and a double-slit system (slits of the 

same width) is affected by uncertainties in measurement of relative intensities. Double-check 

measuring showed that relative uncertainty in determining intensity in zero maximum is 

approximately 8 %. 
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Level of preparedness of students for measurement is one of persistent problems we keep 

running up against in laboratory practice. If a student does not get well prepared for the 

measurement, and the process of preparation, of course, also includes understanding of the 

principles of physics the laboratory exercise is based on, he/she only mechanically follows the 

recommended sequence of operations, mechanically entering the measured quantities values 

in formulas listed in the instructions for the laboratory exercises measurement. 

 

Clear, concise rules have been defined for students’ written home preparation for 

measurements in laboratory practice in physics. Abiding by these rules regarding the 

preparation content and form should ensure good preparation of students for measurements 

and it should also enable simple checking on the preparation quality. Unfortunately it seems 

that it is easy for students to obtain an already existing PC version of a study, including the 

preparation, from another student or, in other cases, to copy a part of instructions from a 

textbook. Such written preparation does not serve its purpose in either of the above cases and 

the quality of preparation therefore needs to be checked. 

 

A new computer-aided system of verification of students’ preparation for laboratory practice 

was therefore created in 2003. Checks of home preparations were carried out previously, 

through testing of individual students before measurements. This method, however, was a 

particularly time-consuming activity for teachers. Students had to be tested immediately 

before commencement of measurements otherwise  the  test would  lack purpose. There are 

between 8 – 12 students per a teacher in laboratory practice, and the testing of all students 

would take at least 15 – 25 minutes which is unacceptable as teacher’s primary role is to 

commence all measurements with students as soon as possible, without any delays so that 

students have enough time to complete the exercise. 

 

So far, 30 – 50 questions have been prepared for all laboratory exercises and students are to 

decide whether they are right or wrong. The contentions include statements regarding the 

following: definition of the quantities measured, dimensions and units of measurements for 

the quantities sought, measurement principle, measurement process, measurement methods, 

measurement accuracy estimates, general relationships for uncertainties. Questions for 

particular tests were randomly selected. Nine questions were selected for each test, three on 

each of the three sheets. The choice of answers is “yes,”, “no”, “I don’t know” and students 

have 5 minutes to complete all nine answers. A test example is given below. The limit for 

successful completion of a test is six correct answers out of nine. The answer “I don’t know” 

is assessed as a wrong answer. An example of a particular test is shown at the end of this text. 

 

After laboratory practice commencement, teacher used his/her PC that also serves as a server 

to generate tests for individual laboratory exercises on all 12 student PCs. Each laboratory 

couple completed the test on their PC collectively, and the couple were also assessed 

collectively. In the case of another student joining the laboratory exercise on an alternative 
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date due to them previously been denied a measurement, a test could be generated for the 

student later on. 

 

The program package to test students’ knowledge necessary for laboratory exercises contains 

3 programs created in Visual Basic in Excel that is part of MS Office. They are these 

programs: 

- Setting up of the PC for the test 

- Generating the test 

- Actual test 

 

The students’ opinion of the new method of testing was mostly positive. There were some 

inaccuracies in wording of the questions and some of them were not very clearly worded; we 

are improving on this on an ongoing basis. Students appreciated in particular random 

selection of the questions included in tests. The test time limit – 5 minutes – proved to be 

sufficiently long to answer the questions. There were no objections to test results, even 

though a failure meant that the student (the couple) had to repeat the measurement on an 

alternative date, and that he/she scored a mark 4 (failed) for his/her overall rating. Rate of 

success of the test in the course of one term when they were used was approximately 80 %. 

 

For the time being, after just one term, it is difficult to say whether computer-aided testing of 

students at the beginning of each laboratory practice contributed to better preparation of 

students. However, the tests definitely shut out from measurement those students who did not 

get prepared for laboratory practice at all or prepared just formally. For teachers, this method 

of testing resolves the critical situation at the beginning of laboratory practice where there is 

not enough time to test all students individually. 
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The Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) is a highly accurate measuring technique providing the 

accurate range to the retroreflector equipped Earth satellites. It operates on a classical radar 

principle. Measuring the time interval between the pulse transmission and reception, 

considering the speed of light and the way of its propagation, the target distance may be 

evaluated. The picosecond laser pulses together with highly precise timing systems and 

optical detectors enable resolution and accuracy of the entire ranging system in the range of 

several millimeters. The results of SLR are used, among others, for the determination of 

terrestrial reference frame and the product of the universal gravitational constant and the 

Earth mass, which represent one of the fundamental constants in physics [1]. In this view, the 

SLR serves as a fundamental technique to calibrate other measurements. That is why, the 

precision and accuracy of the SLR data itself is a critical issue. To reduce the requirements on 

data transfer and archiving and to simplify the data analysis procedures, the individual SLR 

measurements are compressed into so-called normal points. The data time series are divided 

into time slots – time bins of pre defined size of 5 to 300 seconds, depending on the satellite 

orbit altitude. The individual ranging data within one bin are fitted and averaged and on the 

end are represented by a single range called normal point.  

The goal of this paper is to find out the ultimate precision of the satellite laser ranging 

normal points and to identify the error sources limiting the normal point precision. 

The main factors limiting the normal point precision are: the overall stability of the laser 

ranging chain and the precision of the data reduction and fitting procedure. The laser ranging 

hardware and its stability has been characterized by means of a Portable Calibration Standard 

[2] in numerous missions. The best laser ranging stations achieve the system bias stability of 

the order of picoseconds in time, what corresponds to 0.1 mm in range. The precision of the 

data reduction, fitting and normal point forming procedure has been tested by the following 

experiment. The SLR raw ranging data have been processed; fitted and normal points formed 

using two different and independent algorithms. The data processing procedures used:  

1. Graz SLR data reduction, consisting of IRVINT integrator providing 1 minutes x,y,z 

coordinates, 8-points Lagrange interpolation and topocentric conversion, optional manual 

range and time bias tuning, polynomial fitting, standard scheme, degree 5-10, data 

screening and manual editing, 

2. Portable Calibration Standard data reduction package, consisting of orbit integration using 

Herstmonceux RGO scheme providing 1 minutes x,y,z coordinates, 8-points Lagrange 

interpolation and topocentric conversion, automated range and time bias and DUT tuning 

procedure, iterative polynomial fitting with fully automated data editing. In this data 

reduction package, the processing consists of several individual programs, the data are 

passed from one to another one via formated data file with the least significant digit of 1 

picosecond, thus the rounding is implemented 3 to 5 times consequently. 

The data from SLR station Graz, Austria have been used. The segments of the ERS-2 ranging 

with the data rate 750 echoes per second, acquired October 2003 to January 2004 have been 
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selected. The echoes from the closest corner retroreflector have been selected to eliminate the 

influence of the target influence completely from the process. The single shot precision 

achieved in the tested data series was 18 to 20 picoseconds rms, what corresponds to 2.5 to 

3.0 mm range precision.  

The range residuals of individual ranges have been compared for all individual 

measurements. The difference between the computed ranging residuals on a shot by shot basis 

indicates the estimate of the data processing procedure. The computed differences have the 

following characteristics: the slowly varying component with the period about 15 second and 

the amplitude ± 3 picoseconds and the random spread within ± 2 picoseconds. The slowly 

varying component has been attributed to the interpolation, the random component to the 

numerical noise of the computation and to the rounding process.  

The normal points have been formed for different bin width. Varying the bin width, the 

number of individual measurements compressed into one normal point is changing. 

Considering the normal data distribution and its properties, the internal consistency - the 

precision of these normal points - should increase with a square root of the number of 

individual measurements compressed in one normal point. The deviation from this behavior 

should indicate the limits of the normal point precision. The numerical experiments showed 

the deviation from the ideal model in the case, when about 75 individual ranges are 

compressed into one normal point with the corresponding normal point precision 2.5 ps. The 

second break point occurred when compressing more than 2000 points with the corresponding 

normal point accuracy of 1 ps. These two break points correspond perfectly to the two 

limiting factors identified as the interpolation and rounding errors. 

The completed experiment demonstrates the ultimate normal point precision at the level 

of 2.5 picoseconds, what corresponds to 0.37 mm in range of the retroreflector equipped 

satellite in space. The key contributor to this value is the interpolation used in the orbit 

modeling procedure. 
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Our aim is to realize soft X-ray laser recombination pumping during the pinch decay 

and to get lasing on Balmer alpha transition of N
6+

 ions. To this purpose plasma should be 

enough heated during the pinch collapse and than quickly cooled during the pinch decay. We 

look for the optimum experimental arrangement that results in proper capillary plasma pinch. 

Spectral diagnostics is used as a principal diagnostic tool. 

Our system is manually controlled by dual channel pulse generator, which triggers a 

two stage Marx generator and diagnostic system. The Marx generator stage capacity is 15 nF 

and it is charged up to 40 kV. Capacitor bank of 7.5 nF is charged with 0.5 kV/ns rate until 

capillary self-breakdown takes place. Capillaries with 1 or 3 mm diameter made from RF 

alumina have been used. Nitrogen pressure inside the capillary may be varied within 0.5-15 

mbar. Capillary voltage profile corresponds to under critically dumped RLC circuit with the 

quarter period of 50 ns and current peak value about 10 kA. Time integrated EUV emission 

spectra in the range 10 – 24 nm are studied by means of the Jobin -Yvon monograph PGM-

PGS 200 and a Reflex BICCD camera RXBIC512c in many repetitive shots. 

We have observed many spectral lines in the studied spectral range. These lines 

should belong to three or more times ionized nitrogen atoms. Their intensities vary if the 

initial filling pressure is varied and if the capillary diameter is changed. To identify the 

spectral lines observed we have estimated the time dependence of plasma electron 

temperature by means of the MHD code [1] and then evaluated ion abundances by means of 

FLY code [2]. Unfortunately, the last code cannot be used for evaluation of N
3+

spectral lines 

that may be also observed in the investigated spectral range. To identify all lines we chosen 

the SAPPHIRE code [3]. 

The measured current pulse shape is approximated as ( ) )/exp(-)2/sin(
211

ttttItI π= .

The optional experimental parameters for the code are capillary radius R0, initial filling 

pressure p0 (or atom concentration N0), electric current amplitude I1 and quarter period t1. It 

has been shown that the pinch dynamics is very sensitive namely on pressure variations. From 

the calculated results, which correspond to our experimental conditions we can see that the 

pinch compression ratio is rather small and the highest plasma electron temperature is about 

30 eV. Plasma reflection from the wall is not taken into account and the results are valid only 

on the limited time interval till the plasma reaches the capillary wall.

Files containing the temporal history of axial plasma electron temperature Te(0,t) and

electron density Ne(0,t), are used as input history files for the FLY code [2]. At the very 

beginning of the current pulse the plasma ionization is small. During the pinch compression 

the ionization stage of plasma is quickly changed. The densities of forth and five times 
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ionized atoms quickly grow and achieve their peak values approximately at the pinch time tp

= 57 ns. During the pinch expansion stage the helium-like ions N
5+

prevail. Time dependences 

of population densities of energy levels and line intensities corresponding to selected quantum 

transitions for N
6+

, N
5+

 and N
4+

 may be evaluated using the subprogram FLYSPEC. All these 

lines have steep increase of the intensities at the time of the pinch. These time dependencies 

were observed during our measurements in the UV spectral range (200- 300 nm). Steep

increase of their intensities is a principle feature of the pinch.

To identify the quantum transitions, corresponding to the spectral lines observed in 

experiment in the EUV range from 10 to 23 nm, and also UV range from 200 to 300 nm 

synthetic spectra separately for helium-, lithium- and beryllium-like ions were generated by 

means of the SAPPHIRE code [3]. In this case we have taken into account the plasma 

equilibrium temperature 30 eV as it follows from the MHD code. As it is well known the 

lines with wavelength shorter than 13 nm may belong to helium- and hydrogen- like ions 

only, whereas in the range 13-16 nm also lithium- like lines may be observed. For even longer 

wavelengths also the lines belonging to the N
3+

 should be judged. The identified quantum 

transitions, corresponding to the most intensive lines observed in our time-integrated spectra, 

are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1: EUV quantum transitions             

Table 2: UV quantum transitions 

λ 

[nm] 

E
L

 [eV] 

Ion L. L. 

Config. 

U. L. 

Config. 

11.7 426.3 N
5+

 1s(2S)2p 1s(2S)5d 

13.0 426.33 N
5+

 1s(2S)2p 1s(2S)4d 

14.0 0.00 N
4+

 [He]2s [He]6p 

15.0 9.976 N
4+

 [He]2p [He]8d 

17.3 426.42 N
5+

 1s(2S)2s 1s(2S)3p 

17.5 0.00 N
3+

 [He]2s2s [He]2s6p 

18.5 430.70 N
5+

 1s(2S)2p 1s(2S)3d 

Conclusion: 

 

Practical realization of recombination laser pumping scheme is conditioned by a fine careful 

tuning of all system parameters. To this purpose detail spectral diagnostics but time resolved 

should be developed. 
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λ 

[nm] 

E
L

 [eV] 

Ion Lower Level  

Config. 

Upper Level 

Config. 

248 63.8 N
3+

[He]2s4d [He]2s5f 

265 64.1 N
3+

 [He]2s4f [He]2s5g 

288 84.1 N
4+

 [He]5p [He]6d 

297 38.3 N
2+

 [He]2s2p3p [He]2s2p3d 
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The research group of 7 collaborators from the Department of Physics  of CTU-FNSPE 

(G. Chadzitaskos, L. Hlavatý, I. Jex, P. Jizba, V. Svoboda, L. Šnobl and J. Tolar)  and 7 from 

the Department of Mathematics of CTU-FNSPE (Č. Burdík, M. Havlíček, M. Krbálek, Z. 

Masáková, E. Pelantová, S. Pošta and P. Šťovíček) carried out research in 2004 in the 

framework of the long term research plan MSM210000018 in  mathematical physics. The 

research was devoted, among other topics, to generalized symmetries connected with the 

physics of microworld, the associated algebraic and geometric structures, and their 

applications to classical and quantum systems, especially the integrable or chaotic systems. In 

this connection, special models were studied in terms of the corresponding Schroedinger 

operators as well as via the solution of the Schroedinger equation and the Hamilton equations. 

The investigations by the participating qualified researchers were performed in direct 

collaborations with the students and doctoral students of Mathematical Engineering at 

FNSPE. They are given below under each research theme together with our foreign 

collaborators.    

The research topics were the following: 

(1)  Quantum groups and related algebraic structures, their representations; quantum 

integrable models were studied by Burdík, Havlíček, Hlavatý, Pošta, Šnobl, Šťovíček together 

with Doc. O. Navrátil (CTU) and students of FNSPE (Marek Filan, Ing. Vít Jakubský, Ing. 

Václav Kavka, Ing. Hynek Lavička). 

(2) Gradings and graded contractions of Lie algebras were investigated by Havlíček, 

Pelantová, Tolar together with Prof. Jiří Patera (Université de Montréal) and PhD. students of 

FNSPE (Ing. Jiří Hrivnák, Ing. Petr Novotný, Ing. Milena Svobodová). Our research group 

specializing on this mathematical  topic related to symmetries in physics is unique worldwide 

in its broad experience with related problems. Among other results of our common long term 

research we concluded in 2004 a large three-year project on graded contractions of sl(3,C) [2], 

[3], for which the system for symbolic computations MAPLE 8 was an indispensable tool.  

(3) Quantization and quantum mechanics in finite-dimenstional Hilbert spaces, 

applications in quantum optics (coherent states) and quantum information theory were subject 

of investigations by Chadzitaskos, Jex, Šťovíček, Tolar together with Prof. G. Alber 

(Darmstadt), Dr. E. Andersson (Glasgow), Prof. S.M. Barnett (Glasgow), Prof. V. Bužek 

(Bratislava), Dr. A. Delgado (Ulm),   Prof. A. Odzijewicz (Bialystok) and students of FNSPE 

(Vojtěch Košťák, Ing. Petr Luft, Mgr. Michaela Kryšková, Ing. Jaroslav Novotný, Ing. 

Stanislav Petráš, Ing. Martin Štefaňák, Ing. Jan Vymětal). Prof. I. Jex was awarded in 2004 

the prize of first degree of the rector of CTU for excellent scientific results related to the 

subject of manipulating quantum information obtained in international collaboration.  

(4) Mathematical models of quasicrystals and their applications to wavelets, coding and 

pseudorandom number generators were studied by Burdík, Masáková, Pelantová, together 

with Prof. Ch. Frougny (Paris VII), Prof. J.-P. Gazeau (Paris VII), Dr. L.-S. Guimond (Paris 

VII), Prof. Jiří Patera (Montréal), Prof. R. Twarock (London) and students of FNSPE (Ing. 
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Miroslav Andrle,  Ing. Jan Patera, Petr Ambrož, Petr Baláži, Lubomíra Balková, Petra 

Kocábová, Ondřej Turek). E. Pelantová and Z. Masáková¨obtained in 2004 the prize of 

second degree of the rector of CTU for excellent scientific results related to the subject of 

mathematical description of quasicrystals obtained in collaboration with Université Paris VII.  

(5)  Schrödinger operators periodically dependent on time, solutions of Schrödinger 

equation and Hamilton equations for special models, classical and quantum chaotic systems 

were studied by Burdík, Jex, Krbálek, Svoboda, Šťovíček together with   Prof. P. Duclos 

(Toulon), Prof. R. Kerner (Paris VII), Doc. L. Krlín (ÚFP AV ČR), Prof. P. Šeba (FzÚ AV 

ČR), Prof. M. Vittot (Toulon) and students of FNSPE  (Ing. Ondřej Lev, Ing. Ondřej Mareš, 

Ing. Karel Maršálek, Ing. Petr Vytřas). Ing. O. Mareš, PhD. defended in 2004 his PhD. under 

double supervision  agreement with Université Paris VII. 

Quantum properties of matter are becoming increasingly important in modern 

technological applications. This leads to the necessity to investigate quantum or classical 

models  which yield qualitative as well as quantitative view of the observable characteristics 

of physical systems. We have used simplifying assumptions on symmetry or geometry which  

allowed us to derive typical models possessing at the same time physically relevant properties 

of real systems, and to solve them in a mathematically rigorous way. In this manner such 

mathematical models have  served as suitable laboratories for the study of fundamental 

properties of microsystems. 
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The plasma focus discharges are studied due to high efficiency of the x-ray emission 

and the neutron production if the deuterium is in the load. This research is concentrated on a 

comprehensive x-ray and neutron diagnostics with the temporal spatial and spectral resolution 

of the phase of the plasma focus evolution [1-3]. Nowadays, the fusion reaction mechanism 

and the acceleration of high energy electrons and deuterons in z-pinches are still under 

discussion [4]. This paper presents the results of observations of the temporal correlation of 

the visible radiation, x-rays, electrons and neutrons produced during the implosion of the 

deuterium plasma sheath obtained in 2004. 

The discharges were carried out at the PF-1000 facility with current amplitudes 

ranging 2 MA. A set up of diagnostics with spatial, temporal, and spectral resolution were 

used – the filtered Ne102a scintillator for soft x-rays, 4-stripes soft x-ray detector using 

microchannel-plate, three frame cameras in visible spectral range, visible streak camera, two 

Cherenkov detectors for fast electrons, two scintillation probes for time-resolved 

measurements of the hard x-ray and neutron emission in upstream (7 and 35 m) and one 

probes in side-on (7 m) directions. The neutron yield was measured with the silver-activation 

counters.  

The results obtained in the sequence of the shots 4000-4200 we can describe from the 

view of the temporal correlation of signals. The pinch phase corresponds to the minimum 

pinch diameter and to the minimum of the current derivative and it is characterized with an 

intensive XUV emission and with the first peak of soft x-rays, axial electrons and hard x-rays. 

After the first peak we can often observe the second peak, in this shot it is recorded 100-120 

ns after the first peak at the time of pinch disintegration and instability development, usually 

without emission of XUV and without extreme of the current derivative. The waveforms of x-

rays and upstream electrons show a good temporal correlation. Partial difference of the 

profiles seems to be caused by a sequence of few their sources and by different ranges of 

energies in each peak and source. It is observed the shorter duration and a fast decrease of the 

fast axial electrons together with a marked anisotropy of the axial and radial directions. The 

side-on electrons are emitted during relatively long time of 300-400 ns with minimum at the 

maximum of axial electrons.  

As well the waveforms of x-rays and neutrons show two peaks the same distance of 

peaks of ~ 100 ns. The energy of neutrons in the upstream direction was calculated from 

positions of the maximum of neutron peaks registered at the distance of 7 and 35 m from the 

center of the plasma focus using the time of flight method. We have two reasons for this 

assumption - the same distance of maximum inducing the similar energy distribution in both 

peaks and the same distance of the onsets of both peaks.  For example in the shot 4197 the 

calculated neutron energy of 2.7 MeV is higher then the thermal value of 2.45 MeV. The 

value of the energy enabled an estimation of the 40-60 ns time delay of neutron maximum 

after the hard x-rays and energy of side-on neutrons 2.5 MeV. The duration ~ 50 ns (the same 

as hard x-rays) of neutron production was estimated by extrapolation of the FWHM measured 

at both distances 7 and 35 m. When we assume the production of neutrons at the time of hard 

x-rays, than for waveform at 7 m the peak of neutrons in distance 35 m should be 400-500 ns 

after the observed peak. It seems, that acceleration of deuterons and electrons depends very 
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close, but it follows. Anisotropy of fast electrons (and ions) in comparison with isotropy of 

neutrons and x-rays may be caused by existence of B
z
 field at the time of the fast particles 

acceleration [1].   

At the pinch phase of the plasma focus the production of soft- and hard x-rays are in 

good temporal correlation, as well onset of x-rays and fast electrons. Energy of upstream 

neutrons is in range 2.6-3 MeV, energy of side-on electrons 2.4-2.5 MeV. Onset of neutrons 

started probably at the time of decrease of fast electrons and x-rays and maximum of neutron 

peak was ~ 50 ns after maximum of x-rays. Neutrons were produced at the time of 

disintegration of the pinch phase. Fast axial electrons were observed at the time of minimum 

of side-on electrons. When the anisotropy of electrons (and deuterons) is much higher than 

anisotropy of x-rays and neutrons, then the direction of charged particles should be influenced 

by internal B
z
 field. These preliminary results will be tested by using of 7 scintillators in axial 

and radial direction during next half of year.   
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Wire-array z-pinches are nowadays the most intensive laboratory sources of soft x-ray 

radiation, and this is also the main reason why they are studied. The application of z-pinches 

as neutron sources has struggled with some difficulties as early as z-pinch research began. 

The fundamental questions that have been studied were the origin of neutrons and the scaling 

of neutron yield with the current. In order to solve these questions and to achieve higher 

neutron yield, various types of z-pinch configurations and deuterium loads have been tried 

from that time on. In this presentation we would like to show results from the implosion of a 

wire array z-pinch onto a deuterated fiber. 

The implosion of a wire array z-pinch onto a deuterated fiber was studied on S-300 device 

(4 MA, 700 kV, 100ns; RRC Kurchatov Institute, Moscow). The experiments were performed 

at a peak current of ≈ 2 MA with a rise time of ≈ 100 ns. An aluminum wire array of 1 cm in 

diameter was used as a load. Each wire array consisted of 30)60 aluminum wires of 15 µm in 

diameter and 1 cm in length. The deuterated polyethylene (CD
2
)
n
 fibers with diameters 

between 80 and 120 µm were placed on the axis of the array. The preliminary results and 

results from neutron diagnostics were published in [1] and [2], respectively. In this article, the 

comparison between shots with and without a central fiber will be presented. 

In order to observe z-pinch dynamics, we employed an comprehensive set of diagnostics 

tools: e.g. an optical streak camera (radial mode), a 4-frame x-ray pinhole camera (2 ns gate, 

10 ns separation, 24 µm Be filter) a differentially filtered time integrated pinhole camera 

(without a filter, and with 5 µm and 24 µm mylar), a 11-channel soft x-ray polychromator 

(channels: 50, 80, 120, 180, 270, 370, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, and 1900 eV), and 5-frame laser 

shadowgraphy (2 ns exposure, 10 ns separation, 532 nm). The neutron emission was 

measured with an indium activation counter (neutron yield measurement) and two SSDI-8 

scintillators (at the distance of 2.70 m and 7.45 m downstream, time of flight analysis). 

We carried out a series of 13 shots with an Al wire array and a (CD
2
)
n
 fiber as a load. The 

power of soft x-rays (above 100 eV) reached 90)230 GW with the FWHM of (30)50) ns. The 

total radiated  energy varied from 3 to 8 kJ. The maximum spectral power density of ≈1 

GW/eV was measured at the photon energy of 120 eV. The radiation was close to the 

radiation of the blackbody with the temperature of 40 eV. The energy radiated in the carbon 

Ly-α line was 15)60 J whereas the energy emitted in K-shell lines of aluminum exceeded 250 

J. Similar values were obtained during the implosion without a central fiber (220 GW power, 

10 kJ energy). The shot-to-shot variation seemed to be more important than the presence of a 

deuterated fiber in the center of a wire array.  

Noticeable differences were seen in streak and pinhole images. Comparing images of both 

diagnostics we can see that when a central fiber was used, the stagnation lasted much longer 

(> 20 ns), the diameter of the pinched plasma determined from pinhole images was greater 

(2)3 mm), and the most intensive hot spots were observed predominantly on the surface.  

We detected neutrons from the D-D reaction in 6 cases over a series of 13 shots. The peak 

neutron yield reached 2×10
8

. The maximum yield was achieved in the case of 48 Al wires 

(264 µg/cm), and the shortest rise time of the current (t
10%)90% ≈ 70 ns). Two SSDI-8 
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scintillators detected several x-ray pulses (usually more than two) and one neutron pulse. For 

example the result from shot no. 030603-1 show that the x-ray pulses from both scintillators 

were placed over each other. The first x-ray pulse appeared early in the discharge and was 

caused probably by electron flux leakages in the vacuum concentrator. The second x-ray 

pulse was emitted during the stagnation when the peak of soft x-rays was observed. We 

determined from time-of-flight analysis (“peak-to-peak” as well as “onset-to-onset” method) 

that the neutron pulse was not related to the dominant second x-ray pulse but to the third 

pulse. In half of all the shots in which neutrons were detected, neutrons were emitted after the 

stagnation, during the expansion stage. At this point we would like to emphasize that a 

neutron pulse was in each shot coincident with one of x-ray pulses but the corresponding x-

ray pulse was usually not the dominant one.  

In all the shots, the mean energy of neutrons detected in the axial direction (downstream) 

was shifted from 2.45 MeV. 

The implosion of an aluminum liner onto a deuterated polyethylene fiber was studied at the 

S-300 machine. The peak power of soft x-rays exceeded 200 GW and the total emitted energy 

was 2�)8 kJ. The radiation was close to the radiation of the blackbody with the temperature of 

40 eV. The neutron yield from the D-D reaction reached 2x10
8

 per shot. The mean energy of 

neutrons determined from time-of-flight analysis in the axial direction (downstream) was 

shifted from 2.45 MeV towards higher energies. Although the shift was not remarkable huge, 

it indicated that the beam-target mechanism played an important role in neutron production. 
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Pollutant emission is an important problem of the environment. Besides existing technologies 

such as thermal incineration, catalytic oxidation or adsorption, the importance of plasma 

technologies for these purposes is increasing. Critical parameters of all above-mentioned 

technologies are the energy consumption and the removal efficiency. Traditional thermal and 

thermo-catalytic methods for gas cleaning operate very efficiently when the concentration of 

volatile compounds is high enough. However at low concentrations alternative methods are 

required.

Plasma technologies can be distinguished according to the relation between the temperature 

of electrons and ions. In case of thermal plasma, the temperature of electrons is approximately 

the same as the temperature of ions. On the other hand if the temperature of electrons is 

higher than the temperature of ions we are talking about the non-thermal plasma.

Thermal plasma can be generated e.g. by following ways  [1,2]: 

• DC, AC arc discharges, 

• plasma torches, 

• RF discharges – inductive and capacitive coupling discharges, 

• microwave discharges.  

The generation of the non-thermal plasma can be performed among others by: 

• electron beam,

• DC corona discharge,

• pulse corona discharge,

• dielectric barrier discharge, 

• silent discharge,

• gas flow enhanced discharge. 

The advantage of the non-thermal plasma with respect to the thermal plasma is a direct 

utilization of the energy delivered to the discharge for generation of highly energetic electrons 

and little energy loss for the heating of the gas.

Non-thermal plasma decomposition processes can proceed in several ways:

• Electrical discharge produces various kinds of radicals by electron impact reactions. The 

radicals may react with pollutants to either complete or incomplete oxidative forms. In the 

last case many secondary products are generated. Radicals produced by electrical 

discharges in air at atmospheric pressure include O, O
3
, OH etc. 

• Electrons of suitable energy can react directly with pollutant compounds. 

• Light emission produced in plasma, especially UV radiation decomposes pollutants.

Frequently used non-thermal electrical discharge for pollutant decomposition is the DC 

corona discharge that involves many electrode geometries such as wire-cylinder, pin-to-plate 

or needle-to-plate. Since the corona is relatively low-power discharge for ecological 

applications its power must be enhanced with the simultaneous discharge stabilization.  For 
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these purposes a mixture of air with volatile organic compounds (VOC) can be supplied either 

perpendicularly (as in case of multi crenelated pin-to-crater electrode geometry) or parallel to 

the discharge axis (as in case of multi hollow needle-to-plate electrode geometry) [3]. 

Because of different methods of delivering mixture of air with toluene to the discharge the 

glow and streamer character of the discharge was obtained in the first and in the second case 

respectively. To compare these two different ways of the mixture supply to the discharge the 

dependence of removal or remaining fraction of toluene as a function of specific input energy 

SIE can be used. The SIE is defined in the following way: 

L/min]W,[J/L,

Q

P

SIE = ,

where P is a discharge power and Q is a flow of mixture of air with VOC.  From this 

comparison we obtained that for the toluene decomposition the same energy efficiency of 

about 14 g
toluene

 kWh
-1

 for both experiments [3] is required. 

As it was mentioned before one of the products generated by non-thermal electrical 

discharges at atmospheric pressure in air is ozone. Ozone is very strong oxidizing and 

disinfecting agent and therefore it is suitable for many applications. Production of ozone by 

two hollow needles to plate electrical discharges enhanced by the airflow was studied and 

compared with production of ozone by single needle to plate discharge at the same conditions 

[4]. This study was performed for needles biased negatively. The distance between needles 

was kept constant. It was found that: 

• Ozone concentration as well as ozone production yield reached a maximum for the 

smallest distance between the tips of the needles and the plate. They were the same for a 

single needle to plate discharge as well as for the both needles to plate simultaneous 

discharges operation. In the last case the two discharges worked as two separate 

discharges due to the large distance between the needles in comparison with the distance 

between the needles tips and the plate.

• For increasing distance between the needles tips and a plate the ozone concentration as 

well as the ozone production yield decreased due to the increased power delivered to the 

discharge and consequently gas heating.
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Single crystals of Yb doped YAlO
3
 (YAP) have become a subject of interest in recent years 

because of its possible usage as neutrino detectors in high energy physics. Favorable 

characteristics of Yb
3+

 charge transfer (CT) luminescence, such as very fast response, 

reasonable high light yield, possibility of their temperature tuning and suitable emission 

spectrum position from UV to green region make this material a promising candidate for fast 

scintillators even in other applications [1,2]. 

In this work more systematic investigation of temperature dependence of scintillation and 

photoluminescence decay parameters is performed to complete further the studies reported 

until now in the literature [1,2]. 

Two Czochralski-grown single crystals of Yb
x
Y

1-x
AlO

3
 were studied, the values of x were 

either 0.02 or 0.3 in the melt. 

Photoluminescence decay measurements were performed with modified spectrofluorimeter 

199S by Edinburgh instruments using single photon counting method at various temperatures 

in the range from that of liquid helium up to room temperature (RT). Luminescence was 

excited by steady state hydrogen lamp using 230 nm wavelength. Pulsed x-ray tube was used 

for excitation of radioluminescence in scintillation decay measurements, which were 

performed at temperatures varying from that of liquid nitrogen to room temperature. 

Resulting decay curves were decomposed into sum of exponentials with Ames Photonics’ 

SpectraSolve computer program using deconvolution procedure to obtain true decay times.  

Our previous measurements revealed that photo- and radioluminescence spectra of Yb-doped 

YAP samples resemble each other, which means that both photoluminescence and 

scintillation are governed by the CT luminescence.  

For the sample with x=0.02 the photoluminescence decay curve was approximated by two 

exponential components. The slow one was almost negligible. The decay time of the fast 

dominant component is about 90 ns up to 100K, then it starts to decrease down to about 1 ns 

at RT. This is caused by previously reported thermal quenching [1]. The slow tail component 

decay parameters do not show a stable trend with temperature because of the component’s 

very low intensity and consequent difficulties of stabilizing the parameters during the run of 

computer programme. In the scintillation decay also two components, the fast and dominant 

and the slower and less intensive, were found. The decay time of the fast one are about two 

times shorter in the temperature region from 100 to 200 K when compared to the decay time 

of the photoluminescence fast component. The relative amplitudes of both scintillation decay 

components are almost comparable in the range between 80 and 100K, above 150 K the 
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slower one almost vanishes with increasing temperature favouring the faster one. This is 

probably caused by shallow trapping levels already proved by thermoluminescence below 

150K, which cause slow-down in the scintillation response at lower temperatures. 

For the highly doped sample with x=0.3, at the temperatures below 250K, all the decay time 

dependences are shifted to lower values with respect to the sample with x=0.02. This is due to 

concentration quenching, which causes decay nonexponentiality and already has been 

reported in this material [1]. That is why in the photoluminescence decay curve fits three 

components had to be used at lower temperatures. The decay time of the fastest one decreases 

similarly with temperature as the fast component in the sample with x=0.02. The calculated 

parameters of the slowest component are not stable due to its very low intensity. The slowest 

components in photoluminescence in both samples have probable origin in photoionization, 

as was recently proposed for Yb
3+

 CT luminescence [3]. Let us compare only the two most 

intensive ones. Interestingly, at lower temperatures the relative intensity of the fast 

component is significantly lower than the intermediate one. This is not observed for the 

sample with x=0.02, where the fast component is always dominant or at least comparable. At 

100K the intensities are the same and above 180K  the intensity of the fastest component 

reaches about 90%. For this heavily doped sample two main components were found in the 

scintillation decay, fast and dominant one  and slow one with low intensity. This is similar to 

the sample with low Yb concentration. Also the relative intensities of both components 

change with temperature the similar way as for the other sample. The decay time values for 

the fast component almost follow the values of photoluminescence decay time from 140K to 

RT, but at lower temperatures under 140K they are significantly higher and the scintillation 

decay is significantly slowed down. This is probably caused  by trapping states which have 

been evidenced by thermoluminescence measurements under 80K [2].  

Concluding, in both samples, the relative intensity of the fast component is at least 90% 

above 180K irrespectively on the excitation source (UV, X-ray) and the corresponding decay 

times are of the order of nanoseconds. At this temperature the radioluminescence intensities 

reach 50% of BGO scintillator for highly doped sample and  30% of BGO for the other one. 

At room temperature scintillation response is considerably faster (decay time almost 1 ns) in 

both samples, while the radioluminescence intensities are 8% of BGO for heavily doped 

sample and 4% for the other one. 
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It is known, that the lifetime of carriers represents an important parameter of radiation 

detectors. Generation and recombination phenomena involving electron and holes are very 

important processes in any nonequilibrium thermodynamics. Our experimental work is 

concentrated on the application of the new model of generation and recombination proceses 

of charge carriers. Comparison of two methods of determination of lifetime – 

photoconductivity measurements and Seebeck effect is presented.  

The following transport coefficients were measured on all samples: temperature 

dependence of d.c. electrical conductivity, Hall and Seebeck coefficients. The samples (15 x 4 

x 1.5) mm
3

in size were squeezed between two copper blocks with an electrical heater inside 

each block. Temperature was measured by two Cu-constantan thermocouples; the Cu wires 

were simultaneously used for voltage measurements. On the same samples we mesured also 

the photoconductivity.  The main idea of calculation process: Experimental curve is „limited“ 

by two curves marked  - αn , and αp. Curve αp is calculated from experimental values obtained 

in Hall effect (at a given temperature one can define the position of Fermi level from known 

concentration of holes and by means of it the theoretical value of αp). The curve (-αn)  is 

obtained from electron concentration n which is calculated from known relation n .p = ni

2

. 

This formula is valid only under the assumption that equilibrium statistics is applied for 

electrons and holes. But due to the violation of  equilibrium owing to temperature gradient, 

yields theory [1] expressions for nonequilibrium carriers. It brings not only the formula for 
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their new distribution but gives directions on fitting of experimental dependence αexp. 

Gurevich introduces lifetime of carriers analogically to photoconductivity measurement with 

the assumption that nonequilibrium carriers can recombine. The distance of calculated curve 

αp and (- αn) from experimental curve αexp reflect the size of non-equilibrium and lifetime can 

be found through fitting of theoretical curve with the experimental one. 

Table 1. Comparison of two methods of determination of  lifetime of carriers. In p-CdTe 

the role of surface recombination is not included, so the differences are greater [2, 3, 4]. 

LIFETIME (s) from 

photoconductivity 

300 K 

from  

photoconductivity  

77 K 

From Seebeck effect 

 

300 K 

InP semiisol. 2 x 10
-5

 71 x 10
-6

 2 x 10
-5

 

InP p = 8,9 x 10
15

cm
-3

   1,1 x 10
-4

 

CdTe p = 8 x 10
15

cm
-3

 9,3 x 10
-5

 13,9 x 10
-5

 1,3 x 10
-5

 

CdTe p = 8 x 10
8

cm
-3

 8,7 x 10
-6

 110 x 10
-6

 4 x 10
-3

with phonon drag effect 

6,5 x 10
-4without phonon 

drag
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The aim of this article is to present some important results of the z-pinch research at the 
Department of Physics at Faculty of Electrical Engineering, CTU in Prague. The primary 
objective of our research is a detailed description of a fibre z-pinch. We believe that our 
findings will help us to get deeper insight into the processes of generation of x-ray radiation 
and charged particles in dense z-pinches – the processes that have not yet been fully 
understood but seem to be a key to further and wider z-pinch applications.  

During the past four years, a variety of fibre z–pinch experiments has been performed 
on a small device Z–150 at the Czech Technical University in Prague. The generator used to 
drive the last experiments consisted of one capacitor with the capacitance of 3 µF. In the case 
of a 20 kV charging voltage, the current was peaking at 70 kA with a quarter period of 850 ns. 
The z–pinch was formed from carbon fibres of 15 µm diameter and of 9 mm length [1,2].  

 
In order to observe plasma dynamics, comprehensive diagnostics was implemented and 

used: 
(i) The circuit dI/dt was monitored with a Rogowski coil placed near the cathode.  
(ii) Two filtered PIN diodes (0.8 µm Al foil, and 15 µm Be filter) detected temporal 

evolution of XUV and soft x-ray radiation. 
(iii) Fibre scintillator and HAMAMATSU photomultiplier were used to detect hard x-

rays above 8 keV. 
(iv) The spectral characteristics of radiation were recorded by a gated XUV spectrograph. 

The useful spectral ranges of the XUV Rowland–circle grating spectrometer of 
2÷10 nm, 7÷25 nm, and 25÷60 nm were achieved with the gratings of 1200, 600, and 
300 gr./mm, respectively. 

(v) The spatial characteristics of radiation were detected by a gated VUV pinhole 
camera. The gated pinhole camera was used either without any filter for detection of 
VUV (λ< 200 nm) radiation or with a filter (Al or Be) for the detection of XUV or 
soft x–ray emission. The temporal resolution of the gated spectrometer and pinhole 
camera was carried out with two 4 frame MCP detectors with the exposure time of 2 
ns and the time delay between exposures of 10 ns. 

(vi) A time-integrated x-ray pinhole camera was differentially filtered. The filters (1.5 
µm Al foil, and 15  µm Be filter) were chosen according to filters used with PIN 
diodes. 

(vii) The laser probing enabled the visualisation of the electron density gradient (schlieren 
method). The beam of a frequency doubled Nd-YAG laser (530 nm, 3 ns FWHM) 
was separated into two beams and one of them was delayed by 10 ns with respect to 
the other. 

 
This comprehensive set of diagnostic tools was synchronized in such a way, that an 

XUV spectrum, a pinhole image and a schlieren image were taken simultaneously. 
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This diagnostic set-up, and by extension the results obtained from it, enabled us to 

observe the evolution that can be summarized as follows: 
 
The carbon fibre z–pinch driven by a slow current generator consisted of two apparently 

different stages: 
(i) The first stage could be shortly described as “plasma on fibre”. We expect that the 

low density (coronal) plasma is formed during the breakdown. Due to the fact that 
the conductivity of a carbon fibre is very low, the electric current is flowing through 
the coronal plasma. The coronal plasma is expanding and when the current has built 
up, the implosion of the low density plasma onto a fibre occurs. The XUV pulses are 
generated when the coronal plasma has imploded onto a dense fibre. The maximum 
electron temperature and electron density of the “hottest” region were estimated to 
be 80 eV and 1019 cm-3 respectively. Although the presence of a fibre did not 
significantly suppress MHD instabilities, they are not disruptive.  

(ii) The second stage begins when a part of a fibre has been already ablated. After that, 
the discharge is realized mostly in the vapour of electrodes. In this phase the x–ray 
radiation is generated when an m = 0 instability has developed. 

 
On the basis of our experimental results we can conclude that the combination of a 

small current generator and low-Z dielectric load (such as carbon fibre) allows us to study 
key-issues of z-pinches: the snowplough implosion of the coronal plasma, the zipper effect, 
the development of MHD instabilities, the generation of x-ray radiation, the low density 
plasma as a very good conductor, etc.  

Moreover, the unique comprehensive diagnostics, part of which was tested at Z-150 
device in Prague, were also used on more powerful devices in Moscow [3] and Warsaw [4]. 
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 Rough silver back reflector (BR) is used in thin film silicon solar cells to reflect and 

scatter light, which was not absorbed during the first path through the very thin solar cell. The 

roughness on a scale of 20-200 nm (root mean square, rms, value) serves to scatter the light, 

in order to increase the optical path of weakly absorbed light in the cell [1]. In combination 

with the light trapping effect in medium (silicon) with a high index of refraction, it increases 

the current generated in thin film silicon solar cells, leading to efficiencies over 14 % in the 

amorphous Si/microcrystalline Si tandem [2].  

 The experiments cover the range 4−150 nm of rms roughness which was determined 

by atomic force microscopy. Two series of silver back reflectors (one covered with thin ZnO 

layer) were investigated. The investigated samples (nano-textured back reflectors) were 

prepared in three or four steps. First, the ZnO film was deposited on glass by sputtering. This 

film, initially “flat”, (rms roughness below 15 nm) develops a surface texture upon etching in 

diluted HCl. In the next step, the surface roughness was varied by varying the etching time. 

Then, such textured ZnO films were coated by 500 nm thick silver layers also prepared by 

sputtering, which maintained surface texture of ZnO. Thus the rms roughness of the silver 

films ranges between 14 and 150 nm. Finally, samples of “type 2” were covered by a 

sputtered thin (30 nm) ZnO film without an oxygen exposure before the sputtering. 

Additionally, we prepared two samples with a smooth silver surface as a reference: silver 

sputtered directly on the Corning glass (rms roughness = 4.2 nm) and silver sputtered on a thin 

(30 nm) non-etched ZnO film (rms roughness = 5.5 nm). 

 Optical properties of thin film silicon solar cells with nano-rough interfaces were 

modeled [3-4]. These models ask for the accurate optical constants of materials used in the 

solar cells. They are well known for different forms of silicon (amorphous, microcrystalline, 

crystalline) and ZnO with various doping level, but no precise spectral study has been done 

for the rough silver surface, covered by a thin ZnO layer – the best back reflector for thin film 

silicon solar cells. 

 The spectra of the total absorption loss (absorptance A) of nano-rough silver surfaces 

were measured with high accuracy. Instead of the measurement of total reflectance R and 

calculation of A=(1-R), we measure A directly, using the Photothermal deflection 

spectroscopy (PDS) [4], which is more accurate for A below approximately 20 %. The PDS 

measurement [4] was done in CCl
4
, which is transparent in the UV region and its refractive 

index strongly varies with temperature. This helps us to increase the precision of 

measurement for the most important case of weak absorption losses. The range 4-150 nm of 
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rms roughness is covered in our experiment. Roughness is determined by Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM).  

 The results show that the absorptance A is not a simple function of the rms roughness. 

The lowest absorption loss in 500-1100 nm region is for the silver layer deposited directly on 

a glass substrate. Absorptance is already higher for silver deposited on “smooth” (rms 

roughness < 15 nm) ZnO layer and increases for silver deposited on rough ZnO. A similar 

trend is for silver covered by 30 nm ZnO layer. For the roughness larger than approximately 

35 nm (rms) the absorptance saturates for both series. 

 To conclude, we directly measured absorption losses in rough silver back reflectors, 

with a high precision in the spectral region of interest for silicon thin film solar cells. 

Absorption loss did not scale directly with an increasing surface roughness and the saturation 

is observed. Photothermal deflection spectroscopy, as presented here, proved to be a useful 

tool for this study. According to our modeled results, short circuit current reduction due to 

surface plasmon absorption is about 0.5 mA/cm

2

 for thin µc-Si cells. 
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Knowledge of modern physics and its current trends at the beginning of the 21st century is an 

indispensable part of the training of any engineer and physical scientists. That is because 

virtually all novel technology is based, at least in part, on this knowledge. This contribution 

describes development and concepts of a concise course devoted to selected problems in high-

tech physics. Modern pedagogical approach, relevant to the presented topics, is emphasized. 

The objectives of the course “Concepts of Postmodern Physics” are as follows: (1) To present 

an overview of methods, selected topics and trends in contemporary physics with emphasis on 

potential applications in future high-tech engineering. (2) To show the key role of information 

technology in research and application of novel physics. (3) To demonstrate an extensive 

evaluated collection of printed / electronic resources for the study of contemporary physics.

TAB. 1. DEVELOPMENT TOOLS  FOR THE COURSE 

Development Tasks Presentation Set Website Set A/B 

Standard Software 

Office 2003 Office 2003 Office work 

POWERPOINT 2003 PowerPoint 2003 

Package integration

Conversion & capture 

CAPTIVATE

- Flash Paper 2 

Course authoring Mozilla Composer  

/ Netscape Composer 

Website authoring Contribute 3  

/ NetObject Fusion* 

Graphics Photoimpact 10  

/ Paint Shop Pro 9 

Animation GIF Animator 5 

Multimedia Videostudio*   

/ Pinnacle Studio*

Assessments

Tests

Respondus 2 

Hot Potatoes 6 

STUDIO MX 2004 WITH 

FLASH PROFESSIONAL 

- Dreamweaver MX 2004 

- Fireworks MX 2004 

- Flash MX 2004 

   Professional 

- Course Builder

- Learning Site* 

Contribute 3 

Captivate

-------------------------------

Premiere Pro 1.5*

Respondus 2 

Special Software 

Formulas

Symbolic computing 

Scientific graphics 

CALCULATION

CENTER 2 

Numeric calculation

Simulation

Java Applets 

Physlets

MATHEMATICA 5.2

WEBMATHEMATICA 2 

 / MAPLE 9.5 

MAPLENET 2.5* 

-------------------------------

MathType 5.2 

Matlab 7 

Special assessments, tests Spotter 2* MAPLE T.A. 1.5* 

Comment: * Software tools with a limited use in the first version of the course.
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TAB. 2. CONCEPTS OF POSTMODERN PHYSICS 

1st Day 1. Introduction. 2. Postmodern Physics Features: Classical, Modern and 

Postmodern Physics. Information Science and Contemporary Physics. Comp

Lab 1: Introduction to the Work in the Computational Laboratory. Electronic 

Resources for the Course. 

2nd Day 3. Methods: Integrated Computing Systems (ICS). Intensive Computing and 

Visualization. Emerging Concepts: AI, GA, PSE. Comp Lab 2: Practical Use 

of ICS in Physics. 

3rd Day Cultural / European Dimension Program. 

4th Day 4. Selected Topics: High-Energy and High-Intensity Lasers. Soft X-Ray 

Sources and X-Ray Lasers. Physics of Extreme Systems. Comp Lab 3: Some

Relevant Complex Codes. 

5th Day 5. Applications: Subpicosecond / Superstrong Field Photonics. Laser and 

Plasma Nucleonics, ICF. Computational and Laboratory Astrophysics. 

Laboratory Visit: Research Center for Laser Plasmas (PALS) and Institute of 

Physics. 6. Conclusion: Contemporary Physics and High-Tech Engineering. 

Study and Research Possibilities at the CTU. Final E-Test.

To achieve these goals effectively, the course is presented in Twin-Learning Mode (TLM 

course); substantial part of the course is delivered in a computational laboratory. Active 

participation of the students in the education process is required, appropriate skills for 

individual work in a computational laboratory and using e-documents are expected. 

In order to develop this course sophisticated development methods have been tested / used. A 

concise survey of development software is presented in TAB. 1. More information is 

available in [1],[2].The experiences from the work have been exploited  for designing a new, 

workshop-like course “Technologies for ICT-Based Knowledge Transfer“ (Prospectus 2005,

12TPL).

A short syllabus of the course “Concepts of Postmodern Physics” in the version offered for 

the Program ATHENS (2005) is shown in TAB. 2. More details are available in [3]. An

example of materials for a selected lecture in the course can be found in [4]. Some parts of the 

courseware have been tested in lectures and seminars of the curriculum “Information Physics” 

at the FNSPE CTU. The courseware will be used also for a reconstruction of the obligatory 

course “Fundamentals of Computational Physics I” (Prospectus 2005, 12MPF1).
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Genetic Algorithms (GA), Optimization Problems in Physics Research: Genetic algorithms 

are computer procedures that employ the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics 

to evolve solutions to problems. They are most appropriate for complex non-linear models 

where location of global optimum is a difficult task. In the study of physics of high energy 

densities (HED) such problems are typical. Analysis of X-ray spectra emitted by high-

parameter plasmas   can be quoted as a very important example. This contribution presents 

some concrete software and applications of GA in this area and suggests potential use of 

evolutionary computation in more sophisticated studies.

GA Tool Development, Program GASpeD 2 [1]: Our main application of GA focuses mainly 

on the spectroscopic diagnostics of laser-produced high parameter plasmas. A new robust 

approach to spectral decomposition has been developed. The method is based on a genetic 

algorithm using tournament selection and a simple elitist scheme. Problem-dependent 

representation and special genetic operators are used. Several modifications improving the 

convergence have been applied; the Levenberg- Marquardt (L.-M.) method can be turned on 

to refine the final fit. 

The method was implemented as GASpeD 2 - a specialized program designed to perform 

spectral decomposition.  The code was created using the Borland C++ Builder 6, the genetic 

algorithm is however independent of graphics user interface and can be compiled using 

common ANSI compatible C++ with minimum changes. The program works under Windows 

98/2000/XP operating systems with at least 32 MB of RAM. A high-resolution display is 

recommended.

GASpeD 2 offers two different fitting modes, depending on number of parameters the user 

wants to control. It enables to perform an interactive fitting of spectra with only a minimal 

user input, most of the parameters and constraints can be set automatically. In the automated 

fit (suitable for the basic analysis of spectra or for fitting a simple data, 2 – 3 profiles), the 

only input required is the following: (a) Type of fitting curves: Gauss, Lorentz, pseudo-Voigt. 

(b) Type of background: none, constant, 2nd to 4th order polynomial, Gauss. (c) Approximate 

number of curves in the spectrum> +/- 50 %. In contrast, the advanced fit allows the user to 

control all the parameters of the algorithm, including the constants describing the constraints, 

parameters of individual genetic operators, etc.

User-friendly GUI for basic visual analysis of the spectra is also available. The program was 

successfully tested on both simulated and real experimental data, it produces good 

parameterizations of given spectra, even in the case of severe noise.
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GA in Dense Plasma Spectroscopy, Other and Future Applications:  Main applications of the 

program GASpeD include analysis of X-ray spektra of laser-produced plasma measured in 

experiments of several authors. Some typical results of this work can be quoted. Most 

interesting application include spectral line decomposition and frequency shifts in He-alpha 

group emission in dense Aluminum plasma [2],[3]. Detailed investigation of the profiles and

frequency shifts in both optically thin and thick plasma media with advanced, high-resolution 

X-ray spectrometers for collection of precise benchmark data for testing the theoretical 

models was primary goal of these studies. The case-based model emphasizing aggregate 

satellite shifts has been used.

The program GASpeD proved to be a robust and effective tool in these studies.. The advanced 

fit has been applied in this work. Pseudo-Vogt profiles line profiles have been accepted. Some 

concrete code characteristics used in this study are as follows: (1) Genome size: 26 - 38 

parameters. (2) Population: 250 - 500 genomes. (3) Number of operators tailored for spectral 

decomposition: 8. (4) Number of generation: ~1000. (5) Refined final fit: L-M method. 

Other successful (unpublished) applications of the program are as follows: (1) Verification 

study of quiet Sun spectrum measured by SOHO satellite.  (2) Interpolation of X-ray ablation 

spectrum, fitting the soft X-ray spectrum of Xe-He gas puff target irradiated by the PALS 

laser (Létal, 2004).  (3)  Decomposition of PIXE spectra (data kindly provided by J. Král), 

comparison with the output of GUPIX - the most popular program in this area. 

New version of the GASpeD code will  include  the possibility of the analysis of multi-

exponential, weak and strongly noisy decay sources, a very important feature for evaluation 

of HED experiments related to laser nucleonics and laboratory astrophysics. Application in 

nuclear excitation and transmutation studies are planned.  Our studies should consider also 

potential applications of GA and evolutionary algorithms for solving multi-objective 

problems (MO-GA) in the design and evaluation of HED studies related to these areas [4].
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Various measurement methods [1,2] can be implemented for testing optical systems in 

practice. Interferometric techniques [1] are most frequently used in industrial practice. These 

methods permit to measure the wave-front shape with respect to a specified reference 

wavefront (mostly planar or spherical) with specially designed interferometers, either Fizeau 

or Twyman-Green type. The shape of the tested wavefront is then evaluated using phase 

analysis of the interference field [1-3]. These measurement devices (interferometers) may 

obtain a very high measurement accuracy. However, the interferometers are very expensive 

and relatively very complicated measurement systems that cannot be used in most cases in 

industrial conditions. Interferometric techniques have several important drawbacks, especially 

a large sensitivity to environmental conditions (e.g. vibrations) and a limited measurement 

range. In comparison to interferometric methods, which determine the wavefront aberration 

using phase analysis of the interference field, one can use the methods that enable to measure 

the wavefront slope (phase gradients) [2,4], and consequently calculate the wave-front 

aberration. Such measurement techniques have several advantages in comparison to above-

mentioned interferometric methods. These are simpler, less expensive, do not need a coherent 

source of light, are practically insensitive to mechanical vibrations of the measurement 

environment, and even wavefronts with large aberrations can be tested. 

Our research deals with the design and testing of the Shack-Hartmann sensor for 

wave-front shape measurements. It was proposed, designed and fabricated the lenslet array 

objective that is based on the Shack-Hartmann method for wave-front evaluation. The Shack-

Hartmann method [3,4] uses the microlens array and the CCD sensor for wave-front 

evaluation. The Shack-Hartmann sensor estimates the wave-front local slopes (wave-front 

gradient) at points located in a regular grid. The tested wavefront is spatially sampled by the 

microlens array and the sampled wavefront impinges on the CCD sensor, which is most 

usually situated in the focal plane of the microlens array. The area of the CCD sensor is 

divided virtually in many subdetectors. The size and the number of subdetectors correspond 

to the size and number of microlenses. The incident (tested) wave-front that impinges on the 

array of microlenses has a general shape, and the normal to the wave-front has a different 

direction for different positions (diferent microlenses). The microlenses focus the light into 

their focal plane, where the CCD detector is placed. The spot array obtained in the focal plane 

of the microlens array is detected.  

The detected “spots” correspond to the intensity distribution after sampling by the sub-

apertures of the microlens array. A position of the spot on the sensor is given by the direction 

of the main normal corresponding to a specific microlens and the focal length of the 

microlens. The main normal of each microlens is a normal to the wave-front, which passes 

through the center of the microlens. In order to calculate the deformation of the tested wave-

front using wave-front gradient measurements, we must determine a deviation of the spot of a 

given beam, which is specified by the size of the correspondent microlens and by the 

direction of the main normal, from a position of the spot in the case of a reference wave-front 

(usually flat wavefront). In the case of a test wave-front, which impinges on the microlens 
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array, the spots of beams from individual microlenses will be detected in certain parts of the 

detector. The spots of individual beams have a relatively difficult intensity profile that 

depends on the wavellength of light, size, shape, focal length, and aberrations of microlenses. 

The centre of the spot must be determined very accurately in order to achieve high 

measurement accuracy. Several methods can be used for spot detection, e.g. the spot can be 

calculated as a centre of gravity of the detected intensity profile. These intensity spots form a 

specific grid, which is named the Hartmann pattern. The position of each spot is dependent on 

the slope of the part of the wavefront, which impinges on the corresponding microlens. The 

displacements of the spot positions can be measured with respect to the reference position and 

the wave-front can be numerically reconstructed from the values of the spot displacements 

using various mathematical procedures [3,4], e.g. by integration or by approximation using 

polynomials. In our work, we investigated various methods for approximation of the 

wavefront from a discrete set of wave-front gradients 

We proposed, designed, and fabricated the lenslet array objective that consists of the 

lenslet array (20x20 microlenses with the diameter 0,3 mm and the focal length 40 mm, made 

from fused silica) and the CCD sensor (resolution 768x576 pixels and pixel size 6 µm.). The 

array objective, which represents one of key elements of the measurement system, has been 

tested in a setup with an autocollimator that generates plane wave. We performed several 

experiments that enable to verify the measurement and evaluation method by comparison 

with the theoretical analysis of experiments. It was shown a very good agreement between the 

experimental data and expected theoretical results. The measurement range of the sensor is 

limited by diffraction of light and the ability to detect the corresponding intensity spots. 

However, the accuracy of the designed sensor is higher than λ/20, where λ is the wavelength 

of light. Such accuracy is comparable to common interferometric techniques in optical 

industry, and it is sufficient for testing of optical elements and systems. Moreover, together 

with Meopta Optika, a.s., several experiments were made for testing optical systems in UV 

and visible light using our wave-front sensor. The effective computation algorithms were 

proposed for automatic computer analysis of the tested wavefronts. These evaluation 

algorithms were implemented into the software for wave-front analysis that was used for 

primary experiments with the wave-front sensor. Further work will be devoted to calibration 

and completion of the whole measurement system, completion of the evaluation software for 

wave-front analysis, improvement of measurement accuracy, and making more experiments 

on optical system testing.  
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A basic task in optical production is to design and fabricate surfaces of optical elements with 

specified tolerances in order to satisfy production requirements, i.e. the shape and accuracy of 

optical surfaces must correspond to tolerances given by drawings and other documentation. It 

is much simpler to satisfy tolerances of optical elements with planar or spherical surfaces than 

optical elements with aspherical surfaces. In the case of fabrication of optical elements with 

planar or spherical surfaces, deviations from the nominal shape are determined by comparison 

of the fabricated optical surface (flat or spherical) with the reference surface that is flat or 

spherical. The optical element with a reference optical surface of a defined shape is called a 

calibre (calibration surface) [1]. The fabricated optical surface has a perfect shape if no 

interference fringes can be seen between the optical surface and the calibre, which is put in 

contact with the fabricated surface. In the case of fabrication of optical elements with 

aspherical surfaces, it is much more difficult to fabricate the calibre corresponding to a given 

aspherical surface. In practice, the aspherical surface is most frequently tested using a 

spherical surface that is similar to the tested surface. Interference pattern occurs between the 

tested aspherical surface and the spherical surface of the calibre. Interference fringes 

characterize the shape of the aspherical surface only in the case that the tested surface and the 

calibre are properly mutually positioned, e.g. they are concentric and have a defined axial 

distance in the case of rotationally symmetric aspherical surfaces. The mentioned conditions 

can be hardly fulfilled during optical testing in practice. Nowadays, the process of testing of 

aspherical optical surfaces is a difficult problem that can be solved by several ways. It can be 

designed for every aspherical surface the so-called null-lens based on the diffractive optical 

element, but it is a very tedious and financially demanding process. Subsatntially better 

results can be obtained using interferometers, mostly Fizeau or Twyman-Green types [1]. The 

interferometers use the principle of interference of the reference and tested wavefront. 

Aberrations of the tested optical surface can be evaluated by a proper analysis of the detected 

interference pattern using various computer phase evaluation techniques [1,2]. The accuracy 

of such measurement techniques is very high. However, these interferometric methods have 

several drawbacks, especially sensitivity to mecanical vibrations and heat fluctuations of the 

measurement environment, relatively complicated design, limited measurement range, and 

high acquisition costs.  

In comparison to interferometric methods, which determine the wavefront aberration 

using phase analysis of the interference field, one can use methods that enable to measure the 

wavefront slope, and consequently calculate the wave-front aberration. Such techniques have 

several advantages. These methods are more simple, less expensive, do not need a coherent 

source of light, are practically insensitive to vibrations, and even wavefronts with large 

aberrations can be tested. In practice, the most widely used measurement method is the 

Shack-Hartmann method that uses the microlens array and the CCD sensor for wave-front 

evaluation. However, this method has also some limitations. 

The aim of our work was to propose new and simple evaluation methods that enable to 

remove disadvantages and limitations of above-mentioned methods and speed up the testing 

process of optical surfaces and optical elements. We focused on the problems of testing 

surfaces of optical elements using two-beam interferometry. It was shown how to perform a 
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computer simulation of various types of optical surface deformations for various optical 

elements. Interference patterns that correspond to required tolerances of fabricated optical 

elements can be generated using suitable computer programs, and the shape of interference 

fringes is known in advance. Such information is very helpful in practical optical testing. We 

proposed two evaluation methods for optical testing. The proposed methods do not require to 

make a detail analysis of the interference field, i.e. determination of shape and orders of 

interference fringes or classical phase analysis as it is necessary with existing interferometric 

methods. The proposed methods can be used for testing the quality of optical surfaces and 

optical elements in practice. 

The first method can be used for testing a shape of general optical surfaces (i.e. flat, 

spherical or aspherical surfaces). The method is based on the correlation analysis and 

mathematical optimization techniques [3]. It is a relatively simple evaluation method that 

enables to speed up the process of optical surfaces testing. The deviation of the tested surface 

from its nominal shape is characterized by the correlation coefficient between the tested wave 

field and reference wave field that corresponds to the nominal shape of surface. By 

maximization of the correlation coefficient, one can obtain information about the deviation of 

the tested optical surface from its nominal shape, i.e. it is possible to evaluate whether the 

tested optical surface fulfils the tolerance requirements. The proposed method is universal and 

can be used for testing of flat, spherical or aspherical optical surfaces. The second method can 

be used for evaluation of small phase variations using shearing interferometry. This 

evaluation technique uses the interference of polychromatic light and the colorimetric analysis 

of the interference pattern [4]. The wave-front aberration is determined directly from the 

colour of the interference field, because even a small phase change has effect on the colour of 

the interference pattern. If the tested optical system is aberration free, then the field of view 

will be uniformly coloured because the path difference between sheared wavefronts is 

constant. However, if the tested wavefront is aberrated, then the field of view will be 

uniformly coloured no longer. Colour interference fringes or a nonuniformly coloured field of 

view occur because the path difference between sheared wavefronts is not constant. The 

phase change that represents the wave-front deformation has effect on the colour of the 

interference pattern, and it can be evaluated using colorimetric methods. We proposed a 

technique, which enables an automatic evaluation of the detected interference pattern.The 

proposed method offers very accurate results and it is suitable for practical utilization in 

optical industry.
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Generally, optical lens systems consist of several lenses that are made from different kinds of 

optical glass. The lens optical systems have always chromatic aberration due to a dependence 

of the refraction index of optical glass on the wavelength of light [1]. The chromatic 

aberration has a negative effect in imaging optical devices, because it reduces the imaging 

quality of optical systems and it is necessary to correct this type of aberration very well. 

Optical systems that are used for imaging in optical instruments, e.g. in binoculars, 

microscopes, cameras and projectors, have chromatic aberration corrected very well in order 

not to reduce the imaging quality. By a proper choice of optical glass types, it is possible to 

correct chromatic aberration for several wavelengths.  

However, it is sometimes necessary to design optical systems with relatively large 

chromatic aberration in practice. Such optical systems are called hyperchromats 

(hyperchromatic optical systems) [2]. Our work solves the problems of calculation of design 

parameters for hyperchromats that consist of several thin lenses in contact. These 

hyperchromatic optical systems have a linear dependence of the longitudinal chromatic 

aberration on the wavelength of light. General equations were derived for calculation of 

powers of individual lenses of such optical systems. Moreover, general equations were 

derived for calculation of powers of hyperchromats with a specified range of longitudinal 

chromatic aberration and a linear dependence of longitudinal chromatic aberration on the 

wavelength. Examples were shown for calculation of hyperchromatic doublets and triplets 

with the linear dependence of longitudinal chromatic aberration on the wavelength. Such 

hyperchromatic optical systems can find their application area especially in 3D imaging 

(topography of surfaces), spectroscopy, and confocal microscopy.

We focused our research on possible application of hyperchromatic optical systems in 

systems for topography measurement. The problems of topography of surfaces are very 

important in various parts of science and engineering. Several approaches exist for surface 

figure and roughness measurement [3,4]. The measurement methods can be divided into two 

distinct categories, contact and non-contact techniques. Contact techniques use mainly linear 

sensors for measurement, e.g. dial indicators based either on a mechanical principle 

(sprockets and geared transmission) or on the principle of sensing mechanical probe 

movement using measurements of electromagnetic induction (inductive sensors), capacitance 

(capacitive sensors), resistance (resistive sensors), and using contact optical sensing systems. 

Main disadvantage of contact methods is the possibility of damaging the investigated surface 

with the mechanical sensor. The accuracy of measurement with contact sensors is mainly 

within the range 0.1 – 1 µm.  On the other hand, non-contact methods are mainly based on the 

principle of optical non-contact sensing systems or measurements of the change of 

capacitance. Interferometric methods are most frequently used for very accurate 

measurements of surface topography. With these methods, one can obtain the accuracy up to 

0.1Å. Further methods that can be used for topography of surfaces are techniques AFM 

(Atomic Force Microscopy) and STM (Scanning Tunneling Microscope). AFM can work 

either in contact or in non-contact mode. The accuracy that can be reached with these 
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methods is within the range of nanometers. However, such measurement systems are very 

expensive, can be applied only to special specimens, and their dynamic range is limited. 

We proposed a relatively simple method for topography measurements that uses 

special optical systems (hyperchromats) with a linear dependence of longitudinal chromatic 

aberration on the wavelength of light. The aim of this work was to show a possible 

application of hyperchromats, i.e. optical systems with a large chromatic aberration for 

topography of surfaces. The advantages of this method are relatively low costs, large dynamic 

range of measurement, simple experimental arrangement, and relative simple analysis. 

Our work describes a basic analysis of parameters of hyperchromats, i.e. optical 

systems with large longitudinal chromatic aberration that is in our case linearly dependent on 

the wavelength of light. On the basis of the performed analysis, such optical systems can be 

designed that permit to perform measurements of topography of surfaces, i.e. determine a 

figure or roughness of surfaces. We proposed an optical system for measurements of 

topography of surfaces using hyperchromats. Polychromatic light from the source of light is 

focused into a little circular pinhole in the aperture stop using the condensor. After passing 

through the pinhole, the light is reflected by semitransparent mirror and transformed by the 

hyperchromatic objective lens. The image of the pinhole is formed by the hyperchromat in 

different distances with respect to the wavelength of light. After reflection from the tested 

surface, the light goes back through the semi-transparent mirror and impinges at the second 

aperture stop with a pinhole. The intensity of light, which propagates through the pinhole, 

will be maximal only for light of a specific wavelength that corresponds to a minimal 

diameter of ray bundle in the plane of the second aperture stop (for wavelength λ
0
). For other 

wavelengths, different from wavelength λ
0
, will be the intensity of light behind the pinhole 

very low. A concave diffractive grating splits the transmitted light into a spectrum and a 

position of the maximum of intensity, corresponding to wavelength λ
0
, can be determined 

using a CCD sensor. The surface can be scanned with such a sensor. If the shape of the tested 

surface changes within the measurement range of the proposed hyperchromatic sensor, we 

obtain maxima of intensity on the CCD sensor for a number of wavelengths. Then, one can 

relatively simply determine the topography of the investigated surface using the known linear 

relationship between wavelength and the longitudinal chromatic aberration of the 

hyperchromatic lens. It was also proposed modification of the measurement system that uses 

optical fibres and spectrometer for quantitative evaluation. Further research will be devoted to 

designing, fabrication, and application of chosen hyperchromatic doublets and triplets for 

topography measurements. 
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Our research was focused on a theoretical analysis of aberrations of various elements in 

optical imaging systems in industrial practice. The first part of the work analyses an influence 

of the Goos-Hänchen effect in optical imaging systems. Optical systems that are used in 

various types of optical instruments consist of reflecting planar optical elements, namely 

reflecting prisms, in many practical cases. These reflecting prisms are used for changing a 

direction of an incident bundle of rays in optical instruments, e.g. in telescopes and 

binoculars. The change of the direction of the bundle of rays is mainly performed by total 

internal reflection of rays on the surfaces of the prism. It is well-known from the theory of 

reflection of light that total reflection is observed in the case of the propagation of light from 

the higher-index material into the lower-index material and that the so-called Goos-Hänchen 

effect occurs during total reflection of linearly polarized waves at the boundary surface 

between two different optical media. The Goos-Hänchen effect describes the spatial shift of 

the reflected ray with respect to a point, where the incident intersects the boundary (so-called 

Goos-Hänchen shift). The light penetrates through the interface into the second medium and 

propagates parallel to the boundary (evanescent wave). The penetration depth is very small. 

However, the law of reflection is still valid, i.e. the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of 

reflection. This evanescent wave depends on two parameters: the incident polarization state 

and the incident angle. Our work describes an influence of the Goos-Hänchen effect on the 

imaging properties of planar optical systems and it was derived a differential equation of a 

wave-front meridian that corresponds to a reflected bundle of rays. It was shown that the 

wave-front can be described by d’Alambert differential equation. This equation make possible 

to determine the coordinates of individual points on the wave-front meridian. Moreover, the 

Strehl definition, which describes the imaging quality, was calculated for the bundle of rays 

after its total reflection and it was shown the influence of total internal reflection on the value 

of Strehl definition. It can be concluded that the Goos-Hänchen shift may affect the imaging 

quality (resolving power and image contrast) of optical systems in the optical systems that use 

reflecting prisms with several reflective surfaces (multiple total reflection).

Furthermore, it was thoroughly analysed the case of thin oscillating mirrors that can be 

used for designing optical measurement and imaging systems. Vibrating thin flat mirrors are 

used in various areas of science and engineering, e.g. in optical measurement and imaging 

systems. The mirror vibration is closely related to the dynamic wave aberration of the wave-

front, reflected from the mirror. The consequence of the wave aberration is a spatially 

inhomogeneous frequency shift of the light reflected from the vibrating mirror. The influence 

of the wave aberration on the frequency shift was studied theoretically in our work [1], and 

equations were derived for the frequency shift and dynamic wave aberration. 

We have also presented the work that deals with the influence of the decentricity of 

individual optical elements in optical imaging systems on aberrations of such systems [2]. It 

was shown that a specific position of an axial object point can be found for every optical 

element, where the spherical aberration is either zero or minimal. It can be used for testing of 

centricity of very precise optical elements in optical imaging systems, because one can simply 

detect unsymmetry of the point spread function that is caused by the decentricity of the tested 
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optical element. It was also derived a simple theoretical equation for calculation of the 

coefficient of third order coma that corresponds to the decentricity of the optical surface due 

to a tilt of the surface with respect to the optical axis. 

Our work also deals with an influence of aberrations of optical systems that are used in 

optical information processing systems [3,4]. We carried out a detailed analysis of the 

influence of aberrations on the image formed by the optical system. The work describes the 

theory of imaging using a diffraction limited optical system and the optical system with 

aberrations for the case of coherent radiation. Furthermore, the effect of aberrations of the 

wave field, which illuminates the object, was also studied. A theoretical analysis was carried 

out using the third order aberration theory. It was shown that the effect of aberrations is 

substantial in both cases and leads to the image degradation.We have also proposed a method 

for removing the spherochromatic aberration of optical imaging systems. Formulas for 

calculation of the thickness of thin aspherical layers were derived in our work. The proposed 

method seems to be especially suitable for correcting optical systems with zero chromatic 

aberration in the paraxial space. The elimination of the spherochromatic aberration is perfect 

in this case and the optical system is almost identical with the ideal optical system. Deposited 

thin aspherical layers also act as antireflective coatings. One may achieve three effects 

simultaneously with the proposed correction method: elimination of spherical aberration, 

elimination of spherochromatic aberration, and decreasing the reflectance of the optical 

system. The described method represents an advanced trend in correction of optical systems. 

The last part of our work deals with the influence of object position on the image 

quality that is directly related to the measurement accuracy of optical measurement systems 

and the image quality of imaging optical systems. On the basis of the third-order aberration 

theory, it was shown that the change in the position of object leads to the change of 

aberrations of the optical system, and this change affects negatively the measurement 

accuracy or the imaging quality. The described effect cannot be removed. The mentioned 

effect was theoretically described in terms of both geometrical and diffraction theory of 

optical imaging. On the basis of the aberration theory, it was shown that the change of the 

object position with respect to the measurement instrument leads to the change of aberrations 

of the optical system, and this change affects negatively the measurement accuracy. The 

equations for determination of the relative measurement error were also derived. It was shown 

that the error must be taken into account in practical measurements and the correction must be 

calculated.
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The research deals with modern methods for phase evaluation of investigated optical wave 

fields that are based on intensity measurements at the set of chosen points in space. The 

computer aided methods were studied, which use for evaluation of the phase of wave fields 

various principles, e.g. interference of light, measurements of the wave-front gradient, and the 

equation for transport of energy in electromagnetic field.

In practice, various optical methods are used for making measurements of different 

quantities, e.g. shape, static and dynamic deformation of surfaces, roughness, etc. These 

methods use the interaction of the optical (object) wave field with the investigated object for 

quantitative analysis. Physical properties (amplitude, phase, frequency, polarization) of the 

object wave are modified after the interaction. A very important class of such methods are 

phase techniques that use evaluation of the phase change. From these phase values, one can 

obtain corresponding physical and geometrical quantities. Our work focuses on modern 

methods for phase evaluation in optical measurement techniques that are based on 

measurements of light intensity at the set of chosen points in a space. We proposed new phase 

evaluation methods and algorithms in order to improve present phase evaluation and 

measurement techniques, especially by simplification of the measurement devices and 

evaluation technique, lower sensitivity to mechanical vibrations, etc. 

Interferometric methods cover a large number of different measurement and 

evaluation techniques. These methods use the principle of interference of light for evaluation 

of phase differences between the reference and object wave field. The phase change of the 

object wave corresponds to the measured physical or geometrical quantity (shape, 

deformation, roughness, etc.). The research deals especially with new phase evaluation 

algorithms that enable to make fully automatic analysis of the interference field in quasi-real 

time [1,2]. We have proposed several new phase-shifting algorithms and several 

improvements in algorithms for preprocessing of interference patterns.

New method was proposed for computer evaluation of very small phase changes in 

optical testing [3]. One possible way how to determine the phase of the tested wave field (or 

wave-front deformation) is the use of the method of shearing interferometry that is based on 

the principle of interference of two spatially sheared wave-fronts. These wavefronts originate 

from a tested wavefront. The shear is performed by a proper shearing element, which forms 

two images of the tested wavefront that are separated by a mutual radial shift, lateral shift or 

rotation. We used a compact shearing interferometer with the Wollaston prism as a shearing 

element that is situated between two polarizers. A uniformly illuminated slit is imaged into 

the plane of localization of interference fringes in the Wollaston prism. Due to birefringence 

the tested wave field is divided into two wave fields. The interference pattern can be observed 

by an additional objective either visually or by a CCD camera. The shearing interferometer 

enables to determine the residual wave aberration of the tested optical system. The device is 

characterized by very small dimensions, which provide its easy portability. It is practically 

insensitive to vibrations and the mechanical design is also very simple.
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The measurement instrument (interferometer) is suitable for practical testing of the 

imaging quality of optical systems. The mentioned method uses interference of polychromatic 

light and the phase change is determined from the colour of the interference field, because 

even a small phase change has effect on the colour of the interference pattern. If the tested 

optical system is aberration free, then the field of view will be uniformly coloured because the 

path difference between sheared wavefronts is constant. However, if the tested wavefront is 

aberrated, then the field of view will be uniformly coloured no longer. Colour interference 

fringes or a nonuniformly coloured field of view occur because the path difference between 

sheared wavefronts is not constant. Every colour in the interference pattern can be assigned to 

a specific phase change and it can be evaluated using colorimetric methods. We proposed a 

theoretical approach, which enables an automatic evaluation of the detected interference 

pattern. The evaluation method offers very accurate results and it can be used for practical 

testing in optical industry (e.g. microscope objectives and camera lenses). 

Other phase evaluation techniques that were thoroughly investigated are methods that 

evaluate the phase gradient and subsequently calculate the phase change by an approximation. 

The phase change usually corresponds to the deformation of tested wavefront with respect to 

some ideal (reference) case. Perhaps the most important testing technique is the Shack-

Hartmann [4] method that is based on the spatial sampling of the tested wavefront by the 

lenslet array. It estimates the wavefront local slopes (phase gradient). The sampled wavefront 

impinges on the detector that is usually situated in the focal plane of the microlens array and 

the specific intensity distribution (Hartmann pattern) is detected. Detected “spots” correspond 

to the intensity distribution after sampling by the sub-apertures of the microlens array. The 

position of each spot is dependent on the slope of the part of the wavefront that impinges on 

the corresponding microlens. One can determine the displacement of the spot positions with 

respect to the reference position that corresponds to an ideal (reference) wavefront. Phase 

values can be calculated from the measured phase gradient either by integration or by 

approximation using polynomials, e.g. Zernike or Legendre polynomials. 

  The last group of methods, which were studied in our work, is based on the application 

of equations for transport of energy in electromagnetic field [1]. We derived theoretically 

equations for determination of the phase of the wave field from several measurements of 

intensity of the wave field. 
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Nowadays, various measurement methods are used for analysis of physical and deformation 

properties of structural materials in mechanical and civil engineering [1]. These methods can 

be divided into two distinct groups: contact and noncontact techniques. The main 

disadvantage of contact methods is their contact character. On the other hand, noncontact 

methods are nondestructive and the measurement can be carried out very quickly and almost 

automatically without any mechanical interaction between the tested object and the 

measurement instrument. Various optical measurement methods are used in practice [2], e.g. 

holographic interferometry, speckle metrology, moiré techniques, geodetical methods, etc. 

Another method that can be used for determination of physical properties of materials in civil 

and mechanical engineering is the technique based on application of X-rays and projection 

techniques. X-ray computer thomography, which is based on the different absorption of X-

rays in different materials, is rapidly developed in recent years.  

Microwave measurement techniques are also used for measurements of structural 

materials. Compared to optical methods, their main advantage is the possibility to investigate 

the properties of opaque materials, i.e. most of structural materials. Compared to optical 

frequencies, the microwave frequency band enables to carry out technically the larger 

variability of measurements. Measurements can be not only scalar, but also directly vectorial. 

Measurements can be carried out in a wide and successively tunable bandpass with 

microwaves. It enables to apply various types of correction methods, which significantly 

improve the measurement accuracy. One can also obtain information about spatial orientation 

of vectors of the electromagnetic field. Therefore, it can be expected that microwave 

frequency bandpass offers the considerable area for further development and application of 

measurement methods, originally developed for optical frequencies. It concerns especially 

phase-shifting interferometry [3], which is used in optical metrology over thirty years.  

The aim of our research project is to develop a mathematical model of the microwave 

phase-shifting interferometer for evaluation of the wavefront shape of the investigated 

microwave wave fields, propose suitable mathematical algoritms for measurement evaluation, 

design the laboratory model of the microwave phase-shifting interferometer, and perform 

subsidiary experiments, which verify our measurement and evaluation methods, in frequency 

bandpass from 10-100 GHz (wavelengths 30-3 mm). Regarding to used wavelengths, the 

research and the experimental verification of the method is not simple, because measuring 

instruments needed for measurements are not commonly accessible and some of them must be 

designed and constructed. 

For a practical application of various measurement methods in optics or microwave 

engineering, an important task is determination of the wave-front shape (or phase of wave 

field). Several different methods exist for microwaves and various measuring instruments are 

available for vectorial and scalar measurements of microwave field. However, those methods 

are relatively time consuming and can be hardly used for measurements of dynamic effects.  

The research project is focused on a quite new method for evaluation of microwave fields.

Our work deals with suitable methods for wave-front shape evaluation in microwave range. 

The evaluation is carried out by measurement and analysis of the interference field that 
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originates from interference of the reference microwave field with the investigated (object) 

wave field. The phase of investigated microwave field can be then determined from values of 

squared amplitude of the electric field intensity using appropriate phase evaluation techniques 

[3]. The advantage of the proposed method is the fact that the method is based only on scalar 

measurements of microwave field. In the theoretical part of the project, we firstly consider the 

transfer of the phase-shifting interferometry into the microwave area along with investigating 

the possibility of improving the mentioned technique with respect to the availability of 

tunable frequencies, vectorial correction measurement methods, and other technical 

possibilities in microwave frequency bandpass. 

The analysis of the interference field will be carried out using the array microwave 

detector (analogy to CCD detectors in optics). We proposed an array microwave scalar 

detector that can perform field measurements in a relatively short time. From values of the 

intensity, one can determine simply the phase change of the microwave field using special 

evaluation techniques that are well adopted for interferometric methods in optics. Advantages 

of microwaves over light can lead to proposal of novel measurement techniques for 

nondestructive testing [4]. The wavelength of microwaves is approximately thousand times 

longer than the wavelength of light and one can carry out nondestructive measurements in the 

range that is impossible with light. Introducing the controlled change of the phase of 

investigated wave field, we obtain interference signals as the output from every point of the 

array detector. Evaluating these interference signals with suitable phase evaluation 

techniques, we obtain the phase values at every point of the investigated wave field. Various 

physical properties of investigated materials can be determined from the phase values. The 

described method will be used for design and application of new microwave measurement 

systems for evaluation of physical properties of structural materials in civil and mechanical 

engineering. Taking into account physical properties of microwaves,  we obtain absolutely 

new diagnostic method for analysis of material properties. The proposed method will be 

widely applicable in many areas of science and engineering. 

The main advantage of the proposed evaluation methods with respect to present 

methods is the fact that one must perform only scalar measurements of the microwave field 

and the field is evaluated at every element of the array microwave detector simultaneously. 

Measurements can be carried out practically in the real time, the measurement accuracy is 

high, and one can measure both static and dynamic events, which is either impossible or 

difficult with current measuring methods in the microwave frequency band. 
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The field of microtechnologies and micromechanisms, which are based on several different 

physical principles, starts to develop nowadays. One of the most perspective scientific areas is 

to be the principle of using light as a source of force fields that react with the dielectric 

objects found in these force fields. At present the research all over the world is focused 

particularly on micromanipulation with the microorganisms in molecular biology, genetics 

and microbiology [1]. Recently, the research results in the described areas of research led to 

the development of optical micromanipulators that are able to choose and manipulate (move) 

with microobjects, e.g. with bacteria and similar small microorganisms without their 

damaging. The problem needs to model an appropriate field of force with a laser beam, which 

is transformed using a standard optical setup.  

With present techniques it is not possible to generate an arbitrary force field, but only 

very specialized type of a force field. This is a restrictive property of the present techniques 

and it is desirable to develop a general theory that make possible to design optical systems 

that generate the force field of known physical properties. These problems are not solved in 

the world yet and therefore it is necessary to pay increasing attention to them, because the 

proposed technique becomes a basic part of modern microtechnologies. 

Our research focuses on mathematical simulation of optical forces that are caused by 

optical beams with various spatial energetic profiles. The energy of the optical beam, which is 

transformed by appropriate optical system, is spatially redistributed in dependence on 

properties of the optical system.  

It is well-known that the transformed optical beam has force effects on a dielectric object 

in this field. The light that impinges on mass objects evokes forces (the pressure of light), 

which may draw the object either in or out of the light field. If we are able to design such 

optical systems that can transform the energy of the beam in a predetermined way, then it will 

be possible to model a force field of the required properties in a very small volume. The force 

field can be either static or dynamic, temporally and spatially. It will be possible to model, for 

example, rotational force field in an area of several micrometers that can be used as a non-

contact micromotor in the micromechanisms, i.e. mechanisms with the size of several 

micrometers. The different area of using the proposed techniques is molecular biology and 

genetics, where the described force fields can be used for manipulation with the microobjects. 

We tried to derive a general theory of force fields of power redistributed optical beams 

and a theory of optical systems that transform the standard optical beam with known 

distribution of energy to the beam with the redistributed profile of  energy that generates force 

fields of the required properties, either static or dynamic. 

The problems were solved at two levels, partly with the classical theory of 

electromagnetic field based on Maxwell’s equations, partly with the theory of quantum 

electrodynamics (photon theory) [2,3]. Our work describes both the photon [4] and 

electromagnetic theory of optical forces that affects objects with dimensions larger than the 

wavelength of light. Equations were derived for calculation of the force and the moment of 

force that is caused by the light. Objects in the optical force field can be modelled and one can 

calculate the total force and total moment of force that have effect on the microobject. If all 
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forces (optical, gravitational, viscous, etc.) and moments of forces are balanced, then the 

object is in equilibrium. According to properties of the optical field, the object and 

environment, the object can levitate, can be caught by the optical field or can be forced out of 

the optical field. 

For a simple spatial distribution of generated force field were derived general analytic 

equations that provide a deeper view of the solved problems, and for more difficult 

distributions of the force fields were proposed suitable numerical procedures that enable to 

perform a computer simulation and visualisation of the spatial distribution of the investigated 

force fields.  

Furthermore, we worked on the theory of optical systems that transform the standard 

optical beam with the known distribution of energy to the beams with the redistributed profile 

of the beam energy. These beams generate the force fields of the required physical properties. 

The results will lead to the design of several non-classical optical systems that can be applied 

with some modifications in the different areas of science and engineering. 

The proposed solution includes several quite original procedures, especially in the 

theoretical part. The result is a general theory of optical force fields of the required properties 

that are generated by suitable optical systems. On basis of the developed theory it is possible 

to carry out a computer simulation of the solved problem and to design corresponding optical 

systems. 

In our research the emphasis was placed on the theoretical analysis and computer 

simulation of the problem. There was carried out a complex analysis of the investigated 

problem. Further, we developed the theory of the force fields of power redistributed optical 

beams. On the basis of some theoretical results, we can numerically simulate various force 

fields with respect to physical properties of the optical beam. 
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Nowadays, it is very important to introduce students to modern experimental and evaluation 

methods for measurement of physical properties of construction materials and structures that 

are widely used in practice [1]. Within the scope of education of physics, we made an 

innovation and modernization of existing standard laboratory experiments in physics. 

The purpose of the project was innovation and modernization of education in 

experimental physics and metrology, improvement of practical physical experiments using 

computers and modern digital measuring instruments and devices. The innovation of practical 

experiments in physics at the Faculty of Civil Engineering originated in new laboratory 

experiments (mechanical, electrical, and optical measurements) with the possibility of 

computer analysis of the measurement results. Measurements that are carried out in laboratory 

experiments support lectures from a basic course of physics [2-4]. 

The aim of the project was to propose such experiments and experimental methods 

that can be performed by students with the help of a teacher. The proposed experiments were 

focused on measurements of important physical properties of building materials using modern 

digital measuring instruments and computers that will lead to the simplification of the 

measurement and evaluation process. The modernization of laboratory experiments using 

computers also enables to introduce students to computer modelling of solved physical and 

engineering problems that will lead to deeper understanding of solved physical problems and 

creative invention of students.  

The simplification of the measurement process using digital measuring instruments 

and computers enables to extend the spectrum of measurement methods that can be used for 

evaluation, and students will be introduced to various practical measurement methods. The 

advantage of such approach is that the students can simply compare the results using different 

experimental methods, and they can decide independently, which method is most appropriate 

for the solved problem. It was also carried out a corresponding support of new physical 

experiments on the web sites of the department. Moreover, several subsidiary computer 

programs were developed for effective processing of measured data using proposed 

measurement techniques.  

Our student laboratories were equipped with several new measurement devices that 

enable to measure various physical properties of building materials. New laboratory 

experiments can be divided into the following sections: measurement of elastic physical 

properties of building materials, measurement of noise and mechanical vibrations, topography 

measurement, measurement of thermophysical properties of building materials, measurement 

of photometric properties of light sources, and measurement of optical parameters of 

materials. In the experiments for measurement of elastic physical properties of building 

materials, students measure Young‘s modulus from the deflection of the rods that have 

various geometrical parameters (cross-section) and are made from different materials (metals, 

wood). Other methods that are used for determination of elastic, strength and deformation 

parameters of materials are ultrasonic method, and Schmidt hammer method.  
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The experiments for measurement of noise and mechanical vibrations use the sound-

level meter for noise measurement and accelerometer for vibration measurement. Students 

can measure different noise sources and compare the results. The experiments for 

measurement of thermophysical properties of building materials enable to determine heat and 

temperature conductivity, and heat capacity of chosen building materials (concrete, bricks, 

porous concrete, wood, polyethylen, etc.). The students can also measure the dependence of  

the heat conductivity on the moisture of the porous material. The experiments are carried out 

using ISOMET device for measurement of thermophysical properties of materials and by the 

calorimetric method. The experiments for measurement of topography of surfaces permit to 

measure the shape of spherical and generally aspherical surfaces using contact methods (using 

spherometer or coordinate measuring device). In our laboratory experiments that are focused 

on optical measurements, students become familiar with basic methods for measurement of 

photometric characteristics of various light sources (e.g. light bulbs, lamps, photodiodes, etc.) 

and optical elements (lenses, prisms, optical filters, etc.) that can be used for the design of 

illumination system, which fulfils requirements on the level of irradiation and spectral 

composition of light. For our student laboratory experiments were designed the 

photogoniometer (made by MEOPTA Optika a.s.), which is an optical instrument that is 

mainly predetermined for making measurements of radiation characteristics of light sources. 

The students can simply measure radiation characteristics of several light sources (light bulbs, 

halogen bulbs, and LED diodes) using the photogoniometer and spectral radiation of light 

sources with the spectrometer. The experiments for measurement of optical parameters of 

materials are carried out using a spectrometer. The students can measure spectral 

transmittance and reflectance of various materials (different types of glass, window-glass, 

optical filters, reflection and antireflection foils, etc.). As a source of light, it is used LS-1 

source from Ocean Optics for wavelength range λ = 360 nm – 2000 nm. The analysis of 

measurements is performed using spectrophotometer USB2000 (range 200 nm – 850 nm) and 

optical fibres from Ocean Optics. The measurement results can be analysed and visualized 

using computer software.  

Described laboratory experiments are used from the winter term 2004. It can be 

concluded that the modernization of student laboratories made possible an implementation of 

modern digital instruments and measurement methods that are used in practice. 
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The research deals with an analysis and a design of several nondestructive optical methods for 

measurement of physical properties of various structural materials. We focused on optical 

methods for measurement of moisture of building materials, detection of material defects, and 

measurement of surface roughness. It is very important to test and analyse the physical 

properties of various building materials in building industry. The trend in recent years shows 

a tendency to apply widely nondestructive testing methods and measurements, which can be 

relatively simply carried out and analysed practically in real time.  

A very important physical property of building materials is the moisture. The building 

materials built in structures, generally absorb water. It is possible to use a wide spectrum of 

measurement methods, e.g. gravimetric, capacitive or microwave method. One possibility of 

non-contact moisture measurement of building materials is also testing of building materials 

using surface optical methods.We have proposed a relatively simple non-destructive 

technique for analysis of moisture in building materials using application of fluorescent dyes. 

The moisture can be determined on the basis of detection of fluorescent radiation that occurs 

after interaction of excitation light with the tested sample [1]. The measured sample of 

absorptive building material is insulated by a layer that is waterproof, but optically 

transparent. The bottom part of the sample is dipped into the water with fluorescent dye. Due 

to absorbability of the material, we can observe different moisture levels in different parts of 

the sample. We can illuminate the sample by the light with the excitation wavelength λ
B
 and 

image the sample using the optical filter and telecentric optical system onto the CCD camera. 

Because the optical filter has the transmittance T(λ
B
) = 0, the detected intensity of 

fluorescence light will correspond to moisture of the sample. This method permits the 

determination of the spatial distribution of moisture in the sample of tested building materials. 

  We also investigated two measurement methods for diagnostics of inner material 

defects. The first method uses the fact that microwaves can penetrate samples of building 

materials with a relatively large thickness. Microwave nondestructive testing belongs to a 

very perspective field of defectoscopy. One can determine the defects of such materials from 

the phase change of microwave wave field. We proposed an interferometric microwave 

method for nondestructive testing of building materials [2]. The evaluation is carried out by 

measurement and analysis of interference field that originates from interference of reference 

microwave field with investigated wave field. The phase of investigated microwave field is 

then determined from values of squared amplitude of the electric field intensity that is 

detected by the proposed array microwave detector, which can perform field measurements in 

a relatively short time.. The described measurement method is very sensitive on the change of 

phase of the interfering microwaves, and enables to determine inner material defects that 

cause the phase change of transmitted electromagnetic wave. Our work also deals with the 

problems of detection of inner material defects of engineering components. The principle of 

the method is based on the modal analysis of investigated objects [3]. If the tested component 

is fabricated without defects, then it is characterized by a specific spectrum of 

eigenfrequencies. On the contrary, the spectrum of eigenfrequencies will change in the 
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presence of material defects and different frequencies will appear in the spectrum. One can 

determine relatively simply eigenfrequencies of the sample for samples with simple 

geometrical shape (sphere, rectangular parallelepiped, cylinder, etc.).  Then, the spectrum of 

eigenfrequencies can be compared with the test sample of the same shape. By proper analysis 

of the spectrum, we can determine the defects of the tested object. One can also use 

prefabricated samples with given shape and diferent inner defects of various size for 

experimental analysis of the influence of various material defects on eigenfrequencies.  

Every surface in industrial practice is characterized by the surface roughness that can 

affect importantly functionality of fabricated mechanical elements, especially in mechanical 

engineering. In practice, various roughness requirements are specified for different fabricated 

mechanical elements. Therefore, it is very important to measure and analyse not only surface 

figure, but also surface roughness. The methods for measurements of surface roughness 

belong to an important part of engineering metrology and defectoscopy. We also focused our 

research on the problem of application of modern optical methods for surface rougness 

measurement [4]. It was proposed and investigated optical measurement method that uses the 

evanescent wave field for determination of a very small surface roughness. The proposed 

method uses total reflection at the boundary of two different optical media, where the so-

called Goos-Hänchen effect occurs, and the evanescent wave field penetrates the second 

media into a very small depth under the boundary. This evanescent wave interacts with a 

rough surface, and the light is scattered at the surface. The scattered wave field can be 

detected with a suitable optical system and the surface roughness can be analysed. Due to the 

fact that the penetration depth of evanescent wave field is very small, it is possible to 

visualize only very small roughness of the investigated surface. Another technique that was 

studied uses evaluation of the speckle pattern. When an optically rough surface is illuminated 

with a coherent light, the incident wave field is scattered in all possible directions from the 

surface. The scattered wave distribution displays a random spatial variation of intensity called 

a speckle pattern. Information about the roughness of the tested surface can be determined by 

correlation analysis of the speckle pattern. The method is not experimentally difficult and 

gives good results for a specific range of roughness.  

The work shows that it is possible to use several different optical measurement 

techniques for nondestructive testing in civil and mechanical engineering, which differ in 

their approach to evaluation and in complexity of the experimental measurement device.  
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Interactions of sub-nanosecond pulses of kJ-class iodine laser “PALS” with low-density 

foams and acceleration of Al foils by the pressure of the heated foam matter are investigated 

here, both experimentally and theoretically. X-ray streak camera is used for evaluation of the 

speed of energy transfer though the porous foam material. The shock-wave arrival on the rear 

side of the target is monitored by optical streak camera. Accelerated foil velocities, measured 

by three-frame optical interferometry and shadowgraphy, reach up to 10
7

 cm/s. The 

accelerated foil shape is smooth without any signature of small-scale structures. Conversion 

efficiencies as high as 14 % of the laser energy into the kinetic energy of accelerated Al foil 

are derived. Experimental results compare well with our two-dimensional hydrodynamics 

simulations and with an approximate analytical model. 

A very smooth ablation pressure profile (typically up to a few percent) is required in 

the direct-drive laser fusion experiments to suppress the onset and a subsequent growth of 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability, which might disrupt the target compression. As it is generally 

very difficult to meet the required uniformity level in the ablation pressure by an 

improvement of the illumination scheme as such, other smoothing mechanisms have been 

proposed, which are based on a modification of the laser-target interaction process. One of 

these methods employs a low-density porous matter as a voluminous absorber of laser 

radiation in ICF targets [1], another method uses laser prepulse to enhance transverse thermal 

smoothing in expanding plasma corona [2]. 

The main goal of this work is to study energy transport through the low-density foam 

and to demonstrate a sufficient efficiency of thin foil acceleration together with a substantial 

smoothing effect of the low-density foam absorber. Experiments were conducted on the 

PALS iodine laser facility in Prague. The laser provided 400 ps (FWHM) pulse with the 

energy up to 600 J at the basic harmonic (λ1 = 1.32 µm). Laser was incident normally on the 

target; the target was placed out of the best focus and the laser spot radius R
L
 ≈ 150 µm was 

used. Laser irradiances were varied from I ≈ 10
14

 W/cm
2

 up to I ≈ 10
15

 W/cm
2

.  

Several types of foam target were used. Most experiments were done with polystyrene 

foam with density in range 8 – 10 mg/cm
3

 and typical pore diameter Dp ≈ 50 –70 µm. 

Polystyrene foam with ρ ≈ 30 mg/cm
3

, Dp ≈ 10 µm, and with ρ ≈ 20 mg/cm
3

, Dp ≈ 5 µm, and 

PVA foam with ρ ≈ 5 mg/cm
3

, Dp ≈ 5 µm were also used. Aluminum layer 2 µm or 0.8 µm 

thick was placed at the foam rear side in the majority of foam targets. 

The target self-emission was imaged with eleven-fold magnification on the x-ray 

streak camera entrance slit through 50 µm wide slit providing spatial resolution along the 

target depth. Only photons of energy above 1.7 keV could propagate with less than 80% 

absorption through the recording channel. As plastic foams containing only light elements 

were used, the amount of x-ray emission was rather low. The only usable pictures (weak, but 

significantly above x-ray streak sensitivity limit) were recorded for the foams with the largest 
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pore diameter (50–70 µm). From such record the upper estimate of the laser penetration depth 

is the thickness of about 120 µm of the immediately heated layer. Later, heat wave propagates 

into the foam material with velocity of approximately ~ 1.4×10
7

 cm/s. Though the x-ray 

signal lasts for nearly 3 ns, the x-ray emitting zone covers only about two thirds of the 400 

µm foam thickness and no emission near the Al foil at the target rear side is detected. 

Optical diagnostics employing interferometry and shadowgraphy was carried out by 

means of 3-frame polari–interferometric system with automated image processing technique. 

Maximum velocities of the accelerated Al layer up to 10
7

 cm/s have been measured. For 

400 µm-thick polystyrene foams, the shock wave reaches the foil only 2-4 ns after the laser 

pulse, and the delay decreases with laser energy. The above delay is larger by about 2 ns than 

in simulations for homogeneous material of the same density as the foam, and the difference 

is tentatively explained by foam homogenization process [3]. 

In order to verify feasibility of measurement of the time and of the form of the shock 

wave arrival on the target rear side, we have conducted preliminary experiment where self-

emission in the normal direction from the target rear side was imaged with magnification of 

10 on the entrance slit of an optical streak camera [4]. Shock wave arrival delay grows 

smoothly with the distance from the central point. No macroscopic spatial features are 

registered, which is also consistent with smooth shape of the accelerated part of the foil 

observed in optical interferometry. 

Velocities of the accelerated foil at the target rear side, measured by 3-frame optical 

interferometry, are in a good agreement with our two-dimensional hydrodynamic calculations 

and with an analytical model. However, a delay in the shock wave propagation in the foam is 

observed in our experiments in comparison with our theoretical calculations that do not take 

foam structure into account. This delay may influence laser imprint mitigation. 
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Various optical effects and processes find their application area in optical imaging and 

measurement systems, e.g. total internal reflection at the boundary between two different 

optical media is such an optical effect that can lead to the development of many practical 

optical systems in microscopy, topography of surfaces, etc. In case of total reflection [1] at 

the boundary surface between two different optical media, the ray reflected at the boundary is 

spatially shifted with respect to a point, where an incident ray intersects the boundary. The 

light penetrates into the second medium and the evanescent electromagnetic wave propagates 

along the boundary.  

It is well-known from the theory of reflection of light that total reflection is observed 

in the case of the propagation of light from the higher-index material into the lower-index 

material and that the so-called Goos-Hänchen effect occurs during total reflection of linearly 

polarized waves at the boundary surface between two different optical media [2]. Taking into 

account that the penetration depth of radiation in the second optical medium is very small and 

is comparable to the wavelength of incident light, one can use the mentioned effect for 

investigation of fine structures, e.g. in biology, medicine or industry.  

We proposed applications of the Goos-Hänchen effect in optical microscopy, and 

topography measurements. Our work describes the Goos-Hänchen effect and basic equations 

are shown for the Goos-Hänchen shift and the depth of penetration of the evanescent wave in 

the case of total reflection at the boundary between two different optical media. We propose 

methods for investigation of very fine surface structures using the Goos-Hänchen effect. The 

methods use the fact that the reflected light penetrates into the second medium and the 

evanescent electromagnetic wave propagates along the boundary. Because of a very small 

penetration depth of evanescent wave field (fraction of the wavelength of light), it is possible 

to visualize very small structures. The size of structures, which can be observed with the 

Goos-Hänchen effect, can be even smaller than a classical value of the resolving power for 

optical systems that are used for their observation. The Goos-Hänchen effect can be 

advantageously used in optical microscopy and one can observe very small objects that are 

situated just under the boundary, where the light undergoes a total internal reflection. The 

light will interact only with objects that are situated within the range of the evanescent field 

that penetrates the investigated specimen. 

It was described a method for microscope investigation of biological specimens [2]. 

The specimen, which is modified by a fluorescent dye, is deposited on the glass slide. This 

specimen is illuminated by the beam (e.g. by a laser beam) that undergoes total internal 

reflection at the side of the prism. The bottom part of the illuminant prism adjoins to the 

upper part of the specimen. Due to total internal reflection at the side of the prism, the beam 

penetrates a small part of the specimen that is in proximity of the side of the prism. Biological 

objects that are located in this part of the specimen will start to fluoresce, i.e. they will start to 

emit the light with larger wavelengths than the wavelength of the illuminant beam (the Stokes 

rule). Objects that are situated in proximity of the side of the prism will fluoresce more 

strongly than objects that lie at the border of active area of the evanescent wave. By a proper 
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microscope objective lens, one can image the above-mentioned objects onto the detector. If 

we place an eye-piece behind the image plane of the objective lens, then we can observe the 

objects by a human eye. Due to the fact that the penetration depth of evanescent wave field is 

very small, it is possible to visualize very small objects that are under the resolving power of 

microscope objective lenses, which are used for observation, and one can obtain a 

superresolution. 

Our work also proposes a method for investigation of surface structures that is based 

on the Goos-Hänchen effect in case of total reflection at a boundary surface between two 

different optical media [3,4]. Our work describes possibilities of applications of the Goos-

Hänchen effect for investigation of surface roughness. It uses the fact that the reflected light 

penetrates into the second medium and the evanescent electromagnetic wave propagates along 

the boundary. It has been shown that the penetration depth of the evanescent wave into the 

second medium is very small (usually several hundreds of nanometers) and its magnitude 

depends on the angle of incidence. This fact can be applied advantageously in investigation of 

very fine surface structures. One can investigate very fine structures that are situated just 

under the boundary, where the light undergoes a total internal reflection, because the light 

will interact only with objects that are within range of the evanescent field. An optical system 

has been proposed that enable to apply the technique in practice, i.e. an optical system that 

can be used for investigation of a very fine surface roughness. The specimen is illuminated by 

the beam that undergoes total internal reflection at the side of the illuminant prism. The 

bottom part of the illuminant prism adjoins to the upper part of the specimen. Due to total 

reflection at the side of the prism, the light penetrates into a very small distance under the 

prism surface. The evanescent wave is then scattered at the surface of the specimen. The parts 

of the specimen, where the light is scattered can be imaged onto the detector and the structure 

can be analysed. Due to the fact that the penetration depth of evanescent wave field is very 

small, it is possible to visualize only very small roughness of the investigated surface.  
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In the textile industry there is permanent search for new methods of technological 

optimisation and cost-effective production of fabrics. One of mostly used synthetic fabrics is 

PES (polyester) based on PET (polyethylene terephtalat), with still growing world production. 

Since begin of the PET production single-minded effort was paid to the PET hydrophobicity 

improvement because of the PET low wettability, low adhesion, high oil impurities cohesion 

and undesirable electric discharge generation. The most reliable way how to change the 

wettability of the PET is the change of its surface chemical characteristics. The modification 

can be achieved by different processes, e.g. by enzymatic hydrolysis, low pressure and 

atmospheric pressure plasma application, chemical grafting or excimer laser application [1]. 

The most extensive number of potential chemical reactions on the fabric’s surface seems to 

be related with plasma modification. The effect of the surface plasma modification depends 

on properties of used gas, because of methane, ethylene, ethanol participation in the graftage, 

oxide, tetrafloromethane (CF4) and ammonia can be used for sloughing, or noble gases as 

helium, neon, argon etc. effectivity as admixtures for better chemical processes initialization. 

At present fabric modification by low–pressure plasma is among most frequently 

investigated treatment methods. It seems to be more advantageous than classical chemical 

methods and offers distinctive advantages, especially easy modification process control 

(control parameters being e.g. plasma pressure, discharge input power, modification time and 

distance between electrode and modified fabric), for details see e.g. [2], [3]. 

On the other hand the low–pressure plasma employment is mostly joined with higher 

financial expenses due to the necessity of the vacuum equipment application and batch 

processing. Necessary purchase of the complex equipment also significantly advances the 

final product price. The disadvantages of the low-pressure plasma employment might be 

removed with design of the continual modification system exploiting stable atmospheric 

plasma discharges. Due to relative simplicity of continual modification system exploiting 

stable atmospheric plasma discharges its operating expenses might be lower than that of the 

low-pressure equipment. That is why we focused on the applicatibility of atmospheric corona 

discharge for PES fabric modification. We studied the relation between corona discharge 

input power and fabric’s hydrophobicity and modification effect aging expressed in the 

feathering spot size time changes. Results of measurements were compared with values 

obtained in radio–frequency (RF) low–pressure discharges. 

The specimens used in all experiments were made from the polyester fabric “Tesil12”. 

Before modification specimens had to be properly cleaned. The modification was performed 

in atmospheric corona discharge generated between grounded large plane brass electrode, 

diameter 45 mm and an electrode matrix (72 × 54) mm, a set of “single point” iron electrodes, 

each of cylindrical shape, diameter 0.7 mm and spike curvature radius about 25 µm, placed in 

vertices of rectangular square grid, dimensions of each square being (9 × 9) mm, hence the 

distance of electrodes was fixed at 9 mm. The electrodes were put into the open cylindrical 

vessel (diameter 15 cm, height 15 cm). During modification specimens were placed right on 

the large plane electrode. All experiments were performed in stationary air under atmospheric 

pressure and room temperature. Stabilized D.C. voltage (7,4-8,4) kV was applied to the 
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electrodes, typical current values were (50-281) µA. The voltage setting limited spark 

discharge ignition. Modification time was 600 seconds. 

Hydrophobicity was evaluated by means of the drop test [4], 20 µl of distilled water being 

the test liquid. After start of every experiment the feathering spot size was recorded with a 

camera until 10 minutes from the start. The area of the spot in the 300th second after start of 

the test was used as the standard for the evaluation. The experiment was stopped if the drop 

did not soak into the fabric after 10 minutes from the start. 

The time dependence of the fabric moistened and feathering area was growing. Almost 

linear shapes of 7.1 kV and 7.7 kV curves changed into the polynomial for 8.1 kV and 8.4kV 

ones. This change of shape might be connected with the rise of fabric modification degree 

or/and existence of fabric area “modification inhomogeneities” in case of less modified 

specimens. 

The corona discharge column had conical shape. Particles ionised in corona discharge 

modified the fabric in the close surroundings of their touch points with textile. Final shape of 

treated area was almost circular. The regions of ionised particle–fabric touch points were not 

completely joined together in case of low modification intensity and the test drop had to pour 

over unmodified zones. The time necessary for “unmodified zones overflowing” was 

relatively long and feathering area seemed to be almost straight time dependent. The 

modification “irregularities” might be corrected by optimising of the interelectode distance.  

More effective modification expressed by the treated fabric area changes can be achieved by 

discharge input power rise. For in experiment used input power values the feathering area–

time dependence seemed to be exponential, hence small change of input power resulted in 

greater change of the hydrophobicity. PES fabric hydrophobicity changes were related with 

number and characteristics of ionised particles, too. Measurements in more intensive corona 

discharge were impossible due to the spark discharge ignition. 

The estimation of the corona PES fabric modification effect aging expressed in the 

feathering spot size time changes for different discharge input power showed that the 

feathering spot size and hence modification effectivity had sharply diminished in time. The 

efficiency drop might be connected with transformation of created hydrophilous function 

groups on the fabric surface. The transformation might be caused by chemical reactions of 

created hydrophilous function surface groups with air components. Dipoles orientation might 

also change backwards in time returning into primary orientation. Four days after 

modification no important difference in hydrophobicity of modified and unmodified 

specimens was found. 

Results of corona discharge modification were compared with results of the RF discharge 

modification. There were used specimens of the same PES fabric. The modification process 

seemed to be more efficient in case of RF discharges, but having in mind the costs of 

modification process the comparison is more difficult. For detailed comparison of both 

methods further experiments are necessary. 
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The research deals with an analysis and calculation of radial oscillations of isolated 

spherical bubble in unlimited incompressible and inviscid liquid. The bubble is filled with gas 

(vapor) of constant pressure. The bubble with initial radius R
0
 is created in immovable liquid. 

The velocity v of radial flow of liquid is expressed with equation  
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where R is radius of bubble and dR/dt is velocity of liquid on the surface of the bubble. Under 

the given conditions is the expansion work A
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 of the gas in the bubble   
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Substituting of equations (1,2,3) in an equation A
1
=W

k
+A, gives solution for surface velocity 

of the bubble 
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This formula determines velocity of the bubble surface. Form eq. (5) we obtain acceleration 

of the bubble surface  
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Different problems are possible, for example if the bubble is empty, i.e. p
n

= 0, we 

fined from eq. (5) the velocity contraction of the bubble 
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which was derived by Rayleigh [1]. From the eq. (7) and eq. (6) is evident that for R → 0, the 

velocity and the acceleration of particles of liquid near the surface of the bubble increasing 

unlimitedly. In the fact due to various reasons both these quantities gain limited values.  

Time interval t* during that the radius of the bubble decrease from R
0
 to R find out with 

integration of eq. (7). 
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where x = (R/R
0
)
3

. The relation for time τ in which the empty bubble fully implode (R = 0), 

we obtain from eq. (8) in this case the lower integral limit is equal to 0. 
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where B(p,q) is function beta (Euler´s integral). 

The equation for pressure in liquid surrounding empty bubble is derivable from 

Euler´s hydrodynamic equations, which for considered problem with spherical symmetry 

reduce to one equation, which is 

1 p

t r rρ

∂ ∂ ∂
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∂ ∂ ∂
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The p is pressure and ρ = ρ
 0

 is density of liquid. On substituting the eq. (8) into eq. (4), the 

equation becomes 
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where z = (R
0
/R). Integration of eq. (11) with respect to r from r to ∞  we obtain 
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The function (12) gives us information about different stage of implosion. It is visible that in 

vicinity of collapsing bubble is created pressure wave. The growing of wave amplitude 

depends on implosion of the bubble. Distance r* points with maximum pressure in this wave 

is obtainable from equation (11) when 0,
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At the end of implosion, when z = R
0
/R→∞ , it will be along equation (12) a (13) 
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Pulsewidths of ultrashort laser pulses can be measured by several techniques in both 

time and frequency domain. There are many useful methods of the measurement involving 

frequency resolved optical gating (FROG), spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-

field reconstruction (SPIDER), and interferometric autocorrelation. The latest one is simple 

and versatile for an evaluation of the pulsewidths in experiments with ultrashort pulses. New 

approaches were developed for a full-field reconstruction of pulses from the interferometric 

autocorrelation, for example PICASO [1]. 

A second-order autocorrelation is proportional, for example, to a nonlinear second 

harmonic signal generated in a thin birefringence crystal by two replicas of the measured 

pulse, which was split in a Michelson interferometer. The signal of the autocorrelation 

depends on a relative delay of the pulses and can be recorded by a photomultiplier. 

The detection of the autocorrelation can be rather simplified using another nonlinear 

effect, for example, two-photon absorption in a proper semiconductor. Two-photon 

absorption does not require a fulfillment of a phase-matching condition and is polarization 

insensitive. A thickness of absorbing material is small and the dispersion can be reduced. A 

photocurrent is proportional to the autocorrelation and can be recorded easily from a cheap 

semiconductor. Even 6-fs pulses were measured with a semiconductor photodiode [2] and 

about 80-fs pulses with a light-emitting diode used as an unbiased photodiode [3]. 

Single-photon (Eg < hν) or two-photon (2hν > Eg > hν) absorption in semiconductors 

generates an electron-hole couple, which can be collected. Here Eg is bandgap energy and hν 

is photon energy. The collected charge is proportional to the pulse intensity I or to I
2

, 

respectively. A second-order autocorrelation, which is useful for the measurement of 

pulsewidths, is proportional to I
2

, i.e. to an amount of two-photon absorption. A pure 

quadratic response of semiconductor on pulse intensity is desirable. Even if two-photon 

absorption occurs (Eg > hν), significant residual single photon (i.e. linear) absorption 

involving intra bandgap transitions on impurities could distort the second-order 

autocorrelation and hinder the pulse retrieval. 

We found several commercial LED (material GaP, Eg = 2,2 eV or GaAsP, Eg = 1,8 

eV) with the quadratic photocurrent response on the peak power of a mode-locked Ti:sapphire 

laser. The laser had a spectral bandwidth of 700-900 nm and a photon energy between 1,4 and 

1,8 eV. Photovoltage at LED was measured with a multimeter. A negligible linear absorption 

was observed in cw regime of the laser. The LED detector (material GaP) of the 

autocorrelator had a lower capacitance (35 pF) than most of photodiodes used obviously for 

the femtosecond pulse measurement. That is why our detector had a faster response and a 

higher sensitivity, so that no current amplifier was required for the ultrashort pulse 

measurement. 
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We built an interferometric autocorrelator for the real-time and full characterization of 

sub-12-fs laser pulses. We used LED (Agillent Technologies HLMP-K640) as the nonlinear 

detector of the interferometric autocorrelation. We measured the interferometric 

autocorrelation of the femtosecond pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser. The amplitude of pulses 

and their phases were retrieved from the second-order autocorrelation and pulse spectrum 

using PICASO technique [3]. The duration of the retrieved pulse was 12,6 ± 0,2 fs 

comparable with a calculated fit of the interferometric autocorrelation for a Gaussian pulse 

with duration of 12,9 ± 0,1 fs. A sensitivity of the autocorrelator with our LED was a few pJ 

per pulse.  

The LED detector was also a useful tool for an easy and fast adjustment of pulse 

compression. The output beam from the pulse compressor (prisms, diffraction gratings, etc.) 

could be simply focused to any two-photon detector, e.g. when a pulse from one arm of the 

Michelson interferometer is stopped. The photovoltage measured by a multimeter depended 

on the separation of diffraction gratings (prisms). The maximum voltage corresponded to the 

best pulse compression. According to this approach we were able to find the optimal 

separation of the diffraction gratings (groove density 1200/mm, the Littrow angle of incidence 

was 27° and off-plane diffraction) with a precision better than ± 45 µm. Therefore pulse 

compression of a stretched pulse with duration of 360 ps was better than 25 fs which 

corresponds to theoretical calculations. A further adjustment of the compressor was done with 

the same detector using the interferometric autocorrelation. Note that the sensitivity of LED 

decreased significantly for pulses longer then 100 fs 

We measured sub-12-fs laser pulses by a light-emitting diode, which was a smart, 

cheap, sensitive, and reliable quadratic detector of interferometric autocorrelation. Both the 

pulse and its phase was retrieved by PICASO technique. The detector was also useful for a 

simple diagnostics of pulse compression with a precision of 25 fs.  
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Systems containing Bi2O3 are now becoming increasingly important in the technology 

of new materials used by the electronic industry. The binary systems Bi2O3/Li2O, Bi2O3/TiO2,

and Bi2O3/La2O3 were described [1]. Structure parameters of perovskites containing system 

Bi2O3 are now becoming increasingly important in the technology of new materials. Recently, 

the phase diagram of the system Li2O/La2O3/TiO2/Bi2O3 has been studied. A region of 

perovskite-like solid solutions was obtained when the bismuth content in the general formula 

BiyLa0.5+x-yLi0.5-3xTiO3 was less than y = 0.10. These compounds are ionic conductors [2].

In general, the amount of lithium inserted is consistent with the number of vacancies. 

The knowledge of crystal structure of these compounds is crucial to the understanding of the 

Li ionic mobility within the La(Bi)-Ti-O framework. In these perovskites, the tilt of the TiO6

octahedra is a predominant feature that introduces structural distortions affecting Li mobility. 

In previous paper [3], chemical lithium intercalation was carried out on different 

compositions of similar systems. The structure determination of these oxides by X-ray 

diffraction is difficult as the superlattice reflections associated with the tilting of the TiO6

octahedra arise from the oxygen atoms, weak scattering if compared with La and Ti; hence 

neutron diffraction measurements [4] are more suitable for these investigations. Lithium ions 

were electrochemically inserted into perovskite-type La0.50Li0.37TiO3 [2]. The results indicated 

that lithium ions were inserted into A-site vacancies until they were occupied by lithium ions, 

then, the new lithium ions were inserted into the largest interstitial space, 3c-site, in the cubic 

perovskite structure. 

 In this paper, the structure parameters of three members of the Bi0.04La0.53LixTiO3

series (x = 0.29, 0.45 and 0.70) has been analysed at 7 K by neutron diffraction. A Li-poor 

perovskite with composition Bi0.04La0.53Li0.29TiO3, Li-rich perovskite (occupied all the 

vacancies) with composition Bi0.04La0.53Li0.45TiO3 and a third composition with more lithium 

than A-site vacancies, with general formula Bi0.04La0.53Li0.70TiO3. The main point of this work 

is to know the Li position in this new perovskites obtained by chemical insertion. The 

preparation of samples were described at [5].

Phase purity was checked by X-ray powder diffraction on the Siemens D-500 

diffractometer in reflection mode using Cu-K
α
 radiation.

Complete structural determination was carried out by powder neutron diffraction on 

the diffractometer KSN-2 located at the LVR-15 research reactor near Prague. The diffraction 

patterns were taken at λ = 0.1362 nm over a range 2θ = 10 - 92º in steps 0.1º. The structural 

refinement was refined by a profile analysis using the GSAS package, taking into 

consideration the absorption correction for the natural mixture of the lithium isotopes. 
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Tab. 1: Crystallographic data for Bi0.04La0.53Li0.75(9)TiO3 at 7 K 

Atom Site x y z Occupancy 

La 4c 0.0123(19) 0.2500 0.9997(14) 0.537(11) 

Bi 4c 0.0123(19) 0.2500 0.9997(14) 0.041(7) 

Ti 4b 0.5000 0.0000 0.0000 1 

O(1) 4c 0.4943(16) 0.2500 0.0202(17) 1 

O(2) 8d 0.2345(12) -0.0241(31) 0.2453(18) 1 

LiA 4c 0.0000 0.2500 0.8410(23) 0.217(5) 

LiB 4c 0.133(28) 0.2500 0.1348(27) 0.060(10) 

LiC 4c 0.0080(22) 0.3710(27) 0.0061(26) 0.163(9) 

LiD 4c -0.1430(25) 0.2500 0.0860(28) 0.142(9) 

LiE 4c -0.2420(24) 0.2500 0.7414(22) 0.165(8) 

LiF 4a 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000 0.030(10) 

Remarks: a= 5.4619(17) b= 7.7207(14) c= 5.4886(13), space group: Pnma 

 In order to establish the location of the inserted lithium neutron diffraction studies 

were carried out. The neutron powder diffraction pattern at room temperature (results are 

given at [4]) and low temperature (7 K) were collected. Structural parameters at the 7 K 

temperature were determined in the frame of the Pnma space group and for the composition 

with x = 0.70 (as an example) are given in Tab. 1. The structure contains a three dimensional 

framework of corner sharing TiO6 which are almost perfectly regular octahedra and slightly 

tilted. Lanthanum are placed close the theoretical A-site in all the compounds. In the 

structures is possible to see the following alignments: the La-LiC-LiF-LiC-La row and the La-

LiA-LiE-La one. We can conclude that the results obtained from low temperature 

measurement are in reasonable agreement with room temperature ones. The occupation of the 

different sites seems to be sequential as has been observed in a previous paper [5]. The high 

content of lithium favours the occupation of the LiE and LiF sites which are far from the 

theoretical A-site. In these positions the coordination of lithium is four. 

As the results indicate, in these perovskites the insertion limit not only depends on the 

A-sites vacancies as well on the possibility of the creation of new lithium sites.
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Very thin layers of thermoelectric materials are potential candidates for many applications. 

Thermoelectric effect and its physical explanation is known since 19th century [1-3].  

The ecological problems with cooling medias at the end of 20
th

 meant rapid increase in 

research of thermoelectric materials. Main application areas for these materials are thus 

cooling, electric energy generation, sensors and detectors, not only on Earth, but in space 

either. The most important properties of thermoelectric materials are high Seebeck 

coefficient, high  electric conductivity and low thermal conductivity.  These three properties 

create so called “figure of merit” of thermoelectric material. There is a possibility to improve 

figure of merit of thermoelectric material by preparation of low-dimension structure (thin 

film, quantum wire or quantum dot). One of the most interesting materials is Bi
2
Te

3
. In the 

past thin layer of Bi
2
Te

3
 were prepared by various deposition methods. Pulsed laser 

deposition is a suitable to create thin layer in room temperature with stoichiometry close to 

bulk Bi
2
Te

3
. 

 

 Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a method using laser-solid interaction. High fluence 

of laser radiation interacts with target. The material of the target evaporates and creates 

plasma cloudlet, which flies on the substrate. Evaporated material condensates on the 

substrate. One of disadvantages of this method is forming nanocrystals or droplets on the film 

surface. It is desirable, if the layer is crystallized. After some PLD conditions the layer are 

crystallized only partially and another laser treatment is convenient. This laser treatment is 

called laser annealing. Lower fluence of laser energy is focused on deposited layer and the 

surface is quickly warmed up. The temperature must be higher then melting point, but lower 

then evaporating temperature of the material. Once the film is melt, new crystalline layers are 

formed. Pulse laser are used usually. Whole process is very rapid (in order of ns). Treatment 

can lead to destruction of the layer, or to forming new texture, finally there is a possibility, 

that layer freezes in some metastable phase. During this process is necessary to check 

crystallinity of thin films. For this purpose many methods was developed. One of the 

favourites, and the one used in this experiment is X-ray diffractometry (XRD). Principle is 

quite simple. At the beginning of installation there is a source of x-rays. After x-ray source is 

placed Goeble mirror, this special part changes parabolic beam by parallel one, this improves 

resolution of whole experimental set-up approximately by factor of ten. Roentgen beam is 

refracted if the Bragg equation is fulfilled, this means, that exists some crystalline plane, 

which is parallel to surface. Before detector there are placed some filters. There are three 

possible tests, the one described is called symmetric scan. It’s the simplest one and can reveal 

only planes collinear to surface, but for our purposes is sufficient. [1] 
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In laboratories of the Institute of Physics AS CR Bi
2
Te

3
 films of 500nm thick were 

prepared on fused silica substrate. KrF excimer laser (248nm) with laser energy density 2-10 

J.cm
-2

 was used [1]. Crystallinity of films was examined by XRD. Texture of Bi
2
Te

3
[0 1 5] 

was found, but quite large amount of amorphous Bi
2
Te

3
 was present as well. 

 In the next part of experiment the layers were laser annealed. For annealing was chosen XeCl 

excimer laser (308nm). Recrystallization of annealed layer depends on various conditions, 

such as specimen temperature, laser fluence, pressure in vacuum chamber, time of annealing.  

 

Laser fluence varied from 0.03J.cm
-2

 to 0.06J.cm
-2

, specimen temperature from 300K 

to 450K, ambient pressure from 5.10
5

Pa to 1.10
-4

Pa. Time of annealing was either 1 hour or 

half an hour. One specimen wasn’t annealed and was used as a reference one. Layers were 

then examined by XRD and  compared with reference. All the specimens recrystallized and 

their quality has improved. Annealing in atmospheric pressure created often texture Bi
2
Te

3
[0 

1 5]. Films annealed in high vacuum emphasized texture Bi
2
Te

3
[0 0 1]. The best results were 

reached  under  these conditions: laser fluence: 0.06J.cm
-2

, atmospheric pressure, specimen 

temperature 450K and time of annealing: 30min. 

 

A theoretical model of laser annealing has been built for future experiments. This 

model consists of  solving one-dimensional heat equation to estimate temperature on the thin 

film surface in dependence on used laser fluence. This problem was solved in MATLAB by 

explicit scheme of finite differences method. Validity of the model was tested on described 

experiment and the results were satisfactory.  
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DC planar magnetron sputtering is widely used for the deposition of metallic thin films. 

Taking advantage of the magnetic field, a magnetron operates at much higher power density, 

lower pressure and lower discharge voltage compared to the simple diode sputtering. The 

applied magnetic field confines energetic electrons near the cathode creating thus a dense 

plasma just above the target surface. The target material atoms are then efficiently sputtered 

off by the ion impingement, diffuse through the working gas and condense on the coated 

surface where they possibly react with the reactive gas. By sputtering can be deposited 

coating of high melting point materials as well as nonconducting  ceramics films which might 

be prepared by reactive sputtering, when reactive gas such as nitrogen or oxygen is introduced 

into the processing atmosphere. 

One of the important issues of the magnetron sputtering is related to the target erosion. Its 

possible non-uniformity decreases the target utilization several times and variations in the 

deposited layer thickness and composition may appear. The computer simulation of the 

sputtering rate distribution is used to prevent these harmful effects. When rectangular 

magnetrons are used, on of the factor limiting the target utilization is intensive erosion that 

usually ocures in the joint area of the bended end area and the straight part. 

Magnetron discharge is a kind of low pressure glow discharge. The plasma density is 

relatively low with low degree of ionization and the created electrons do not undergo many 

collisions so they are not in equilibrium. Therefore, the discharge has to be modeled by 

particle simulations. Self-consistent particle-in-cell (PIC) models completed with Monte-

Carlo (MC) collisions are a suitable approach giving full information about the process, but it 

requires a very long calculation time. To reduce computation costs the more simple method 

was used, only secondary electrons are traced and their collisions are simulated by MC. The 

target erosion is determined from the ion impact density assuming constant sputtering yield. 

The electric field is assumed to be unaffected by the plasma and constant over the whole 

target surface. The field intensity in the sheath layer corresponds to full voltage applied to the 

target while in the plasma volume it is supposed to be zero. The thickness of the sheath is 

considered equal to the Larmor radius of an electron in magnetic. Magnetic field was solved 

using FEM software Ansys version 5.7. To reduce computation time, symmetries of the 

problem were utilized and the complete field was obtained by mirroring. The boundary 

condition on the free surfaces was satisfied by infinite elements, considering the decay of the 

field to zero far from the magnets.

Equation of motion of a charged particle in ExB field is solved by fourth-order Runge-Kutta 

method due to its high accuracy. In our model time step in bulk plasma  was 50 times longer 

then in sheath layer in order to avoid numerical heating of electrons in a strong electric field. 

An electron is traced until its energy decreases below the ionization potential of argon or 

moves away from the calculation domain. First electron is created in a fixed point and then 

the emission point is selected randomly according to the ion impingement density on the 

target surface. New electrons are created at the end of the sheath with the energy equals to 

applied voltage. 

It is tested after each time step if an collision occurs. Only elastic, excitation and single 

ionization collisions are taken into account. The collision probability is proportional to the 
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sum of the total cross-sections for each collision type. When a collision occurs, its type is 

distinguished by individual cross-sections. The energy of electron is decreased by 11.55 eV 

after excitation, by 15.76 eV after ionization and by 0.3 eV after elastic collision. Since the 

angular distribution of electrons scattered in argon is similar for all three collisions, the 

velocity direction after collision is determined according to the differential cross-section of 

elastic scattering. Trajectories of created ions are affected very little by magnetic field due to 

their high mass so they were assumed to be unmagnetized. Also collisions of ions with neutral 

gas were neglected. Therefore the ions created in collisions fell directly to the target without 

any transverse motion.

As an example of use of our model may serve a design of circular magnetron for sputter 

deposition of ionic conducting layers based detectors. After several magnetic optimization 

steps a first configuration of magnetic system was prepared. This was then adjusted according 

to erosion simulations. The different magnetic system configuration were prepared with 

different density of substrate ion current. This magnetron was manufactured and introduced 

into operation without any need of additional adjustment. 

Another studied system was rectangular magnetron sputtering source. The most interesting 

result in that case was a clear asymmetry in the erosion depth in spite of the symmetry of the 

magnetic field, the erosion rate is the highest at the end (outlet) of the weak region. The 

asymmetry may be caused by gradients of the magnetic field in the transition zone or by the 

lost of electrons in the weaker field and this effect will be studied in more details. 

We prepared a collisional model of magnetron discharge for simulation of the target erosion. 

Using the model simulations of erosion were performed. Main result is the asymmetrical 

erosion in symmetrical magnetic field which probably results from the magnetic field 

gradients in the bend. Such effect may dramatically influence local erosion rate and decrease 

the target yield a lot. Our results may be useful for design of the bended end of rectangular 

magnetrons.
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Plasma can be treated as a compressible fluid consisting of ions and electrons. Many 

problems from plasma physics are modeled by hydrodynamical Euler equations which form 

conservation laws for mass, momentum in every direction, and total energy. Conservation 

laws possess discontinuous solutions including shock waves and contact discontinuities which 

require special numerical treatment. In the approximation of the ideal plasma we use a more 

suitable equation of state, and include the parabolic term representing heat conductivity to the 

energy equation. When solving this system of partial differential equations, several 

approaches can be employed. 

 The classical Eulerian-type method solves the hydrodynamics equations on the static 

computational grid, the fluid flows through computational cell boundaries. In the Lagrangian 

approach, the Lagrangian grid moves together with the fluid movement, there is no mass flux 

between computational cells. The advantage of the Lagrangian method is a very good 

resolution of the material interfaces, and it allows the usage of moving boundary conditions. 

This method is typically used for problems with large changes of computational volume with 

moving boundaries, in cases of large fluid compression or expansion (as laser plasma target 

compression or corona expansion), where the Eulerian approach would be problematic. On 

the other hand, it may happen, that the moving grid loses its regularity, or degenerates in 

critical regions (e. g. the edges of the cell intersect each other), or some cells become non-

convex, so the assumptions of the numerical method do not hold (e. g. some cell volumes 

become negative). The ALE method is able to treat these problems with distorted moving 

computational meshes. 

 The ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian) method combines the advantages of both 

mentioned methods. It uses the Lagrangian solver as long as the grid is not too distorted. 

Now, the Eulerian part comes - we regularize (rezone) the grid by smoothing and 

conservatively recompute (remap) the values of the conserved quantities to the new, smoother 

grid [1]. Then, the Lagrangian computation can continue until the next rezoning-remapping 

step. 

 We have developed 2D ALE code on logically orthogonal grids which has three main 

parts – the Lagrangian solver based on support-operator method, the rezoning routine for 

untangling and smoothing of the computational meshes, and the remapping algorithm for 

conservative quantity interpolation to the smoothed grid [1]. The Lagrangian solver 

incorporates several artificial viscosity formulations, which allow the code to behave 

reasonably also in the critical situations of huge grid deformations. Another type of adding 

the diffusion to the solution has been developed – the hybrid Lagrangian solver. Instead of 

adding the artificial viscosity, the diffusion around the discontinuities is added by the affine 

combination of the numerical fluxes of the high order scheme with the lower order diffusive 

one. We have developed the general algorithm for 3D remapping of conservative quantities 

between general unstructured grids [2]. This algorithm is based on the piecewise linear 

reconstruction, numerical integration of the reconstructed function, and the conservative 

redistribution of the quantity between neighboring cells. This algorithm is applicable to 
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general 3D grids and to all conservative quantities and extends the 2D algorithm on logically 

orthogonal grids [1]. It can be one of the bases of the future general 3D ALE code.  

 Instead of ideal gas equation of state, we use the quotidian equation of state (QEOS) 

for plasma simulations. It calculates thermodynamic properties for given conditions by 

applying Thomas-Fermi theory for electrons, and Cowan model for ions. It gives reasonable 

results for quite a broad range of plasma densities and temperatures. Thermal conductivity has 

been added to the code. In the model, it is represented as the parabolic terms in the energy 

equation. By splitting, we solve the parabolic PDE separately, by using the support operator 

method with the mimetic discretization. We use the implicit method, which allows choosing 

the same time step, as in the hyperbolic part of the system. Two different methods for the 

thermal conductivity coefficient computation are included – the classical Spitzer-Harm and 

more suitable Rozmus-Offenberger method, which is more appropriate for the laser plasma 

temperature range. 

 The presented 2D ALE code was applied to the plasma physics problems inspired by 

the experiments performed on the PALS laser facility. The laser beam irradiates a small 

Aluminum disc, which is ablatively accelerated up to a very high speed (up to 150 km/s), and 

strikes the massive Aluminum target. The crater is formed, the Aluminum evaporates, and the 

coronal material is launched away. We simulated several situations with different disc impact 

velocities, thickness, density, or temperature [3, 4]. The crater size and shape is comparable 

with the experimental data. Standard Lagrangian methods are unable to treat these problems 

due to extremely high distortion of the computational mesh around the disc edge after the 

impact. The developed ALE code proved to provide efficient simulation tool for laser plasma 

simulations. Simulations of high-velocity impact play an important role in the construction of 

the cosmic aircrafts, and in the inertial confinement fusion research. 
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Ozone as a chemical element becomes to be more and more important in many 

technical and biological applications. For better improving of industrial devices it is required 

to describe the mechanisms of ozone generation, transpostation and it’s influence on 

destination material. In this article, it is described one way of describing the production and 

transportation of generated ozone in electrical corona discharge. It is based on simplifing of 

chemical reaction described in [1] and on creation of a hydrodinamical model of air 

movement in the discharge, based on Fick’s law and the conservation of total number of 

particles.

The chemical reactions describing the ozone generation published in [1] are: 
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and the coeffincients of probability are: 
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Looking on this reactions, it is obvious that in atmospherical presure at standard temperature 

(300K) only frist two reactions becames to be important and for qualitatively studiing whoole 

reactions may be simplifiing to following equations: 
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atomic oxygen, molecular oxygen and ozone. Function F(n) is function describing the decreas 

of ozone by difusion and wind speed and for the first approximation may be defined as F(n
O3

)

= F
*

n
O3.

 The result of considering of this equations is, that there is only one stacionar state for  

n
0
=A/B and n

O3
=A/F, which is really stable. 

 It may be deducated that in the ozone and air stream modelling the electrical discharge 

may be represented only as a constant source of ozone. Up to now, we have done some 

numerical simulations considering the diffusion and constant speed of wind with results 

describing the dynamics of ozone moving. Next, considering the hydrodynamical model of 

air, we make some numerical simulations of it in some easies configurations of discharge or 

discharges in some boxes. This same method may be, after using some corrections, used for 
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ozone generation modelling in electrical field with small electrical gradient, thats mean not 

for only corona discharge but for barier or other types of discharges, too. In this case it is need 

to remake this discrete source of ozone to continuous source. 
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Scattering and diffraction are phenomena still frequently discussed in acoustics. In his 

book "Theory of Sound" published in 1887 Lord Rayleigh provided the analytical description 

of a secondary sound field for a spherical obstacle and the approximate description for a 

cylindrical shaped obstacle. Yet since his time, no analytical solution for an obstacle of any 

other shape has been published. For these obstacles, only the numerical description of the 

secondary sound field based on experimental results is possible.  

We have prepared the method for creating mathematical models of a secondary sound 

field for different shaped bodies. For preparation of this method, a spherical body was chosen 

because the comparison between experimental and analytical results is feasible. The obtained 

numerical description of secondary sound field was compared to descriptions calculated on 

the basis of analytical formula. A mathematical model of the secondary sound field measured 

was prepared, and measurements with differently shaped bodies and their mathematical 

models with respect to our experiences obtained up to now is being prepared. 

 

Measurements were performed in an anechoic room, which is an ideal model of a free 

field. For testing of the measuring method, a model of a rigid sphere-shaped body was used. 

The concave sphere-shaped body is made of glass and filled with foam. The diameter of the 

sphere is 35 cm. During measurements, the body was hung from a rope. The measuring 

microphone was fixed on the stand towards the sphere. The upper part of the stand is 

movable, allowing the changing of the position of a measuring microphone in a line. The 

speaker was placed 5 m towards the measuring body where it is supposed that an incident 

sound wave is a plane wave for a frequency range used. A sinusoidal logarithmic sweep 

signal from frequency 100 Hz to frequency 10 kHz and sinusoidal signals with frequencies 

500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz and 4 kHz were generated. The responses were picked up by a 

measuring microphone. The position of the measuring microphone was changed on lines. For 

lower frequencies from the surface of the sphere to the distance 60 cm from the surface of the 

sphere, the step was 1 cm. For higher frequencies from the surface of the sphere to the 

distance 15 cm from the surface of the sphere, the step was 0,25 cm. These lines cover the 

plane perpendicular to the sphere and parallel with incidental wave. The polar coordinates 

with the origin in the centre of the sphere were used. The angle between neighbour lines used 

for measurement was 15°. A frequency analyzer was used for measuring. Data were 

processed in the system MATLAB and compared with analytical results.  

After the first part of measurements, it was revealed that measurements are affected by 

the characteristics of the speaker and the anechoic room itself. To avoid this unwanted effect, 

it was decided to perform every measurement twice - the first time with the measuring object 

and the second time without it. Then the difference between these two measurements was 

evaluated. Though there are some reflections between the measuring object and the speaker, 

for example, they affect the results of our measurements, it is not possible to suppress all 

these effects totally. 
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The measurement method for scattering and diffraction on a sphere was proposed, and 

the first set of measurements with a spherical-shaped body was realized. Results obtained 

were compared with the analytical solution for a rigid sphere-shaped body. The very good 

agreement between analytical and experimental results was found. So we can say that our 

experimental method using a speaker sound excitation is verified.  

It is planed to enlarge this measuring method. The pulse method of excitation is 

planned to be used. A major part of the pulse excitation apparatus is expected to be located 

outside of the anechoic room, so it is supposed that these measurements going to be less 

affected by involving measuring apparatus than measurements using the speaker excitation. 

Obtained results will be compared with results obtained with the previous method of sound 

excitation. Then the proper sound excitation will be chosen for next measurements. 

Future measurements will be focused on scattering on complex bodies particularly on 

a human body. The results of this measurement will be applied, for example, in active noise 

control research being performed in our workplace. 
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It is well known that electromagnetic waves cannot propagate in a plasma whose density 

exceeds critical value deduced from the condition of equality of the electron plasma 

frequency. But there is a property that waves in special configuration can go through plasma 

object. We try to find the waves and its conditions to heat up a hot spot. From known 

parameters device  Z-150 we can solve the critical frequency. 

The basic parameters device Z-150: 
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Perpedicular : 
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Research will focus on find the condition how heat up the „hot spot“ with laser frequency 

even higher than critical density. 
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One of the most important conditions for development of new devices in biomedicine, sensor 

and drug delivery applications, non-linear optics is the ability to create thin layers of 

generally large molecules such as polymers and biomaterials. The molecular weight of some 

common proteins can be larger than 150 000 amu. Biomaterials include a large class of 

materials which range from simple polymers to enzyme, protein, antibodies, nucleic acids and 

cells. Very important difference between biomaterials and passive materials, such as 

dielectrics, is their activity, i.e. they have specific biochemical function. This implies that 

biomaterial transfer requires preserving molecular functions which is much stricter 

requirement than the retention of composition in passive materials. The obvious choice for 

making thin layers of biomaterials was Pulsed Laser Deposition but – except addition type 

polymers such as PTFE – decomposition of molecules was observed. Given the fact that in 

these materials the chemical bonds have energies well below the UV photon energies, some 

degree of photochemical decomposition is expected in PLD process. As solution for this 

problem new deposition technique was discovered. It was named Matrix Assisted Pulsed 

Laser Evaporation (MAPLE). 

 

MAPLE is vacuum based physical vapor deposition technique – very similar to PLD. 

MAPLE differs from conventional PLD by preparation of target, conditions in chamber and 

energy of laser beam. The target material is cooled to temperatures between -40°C and -

190°C. In MAPLE the biomaterial is mixed with large excess of solvent material that strongly 

absorbs at laser deposition wavelength (ArF* 193 nm, KrF* 248 nm). The word “matrix” is 

used because low concentration (0.1-5 wt %) of biomaterial in solvent. The beam energy is 

absorbed by the matrix, material is ejected from target and carried towards substrate and 

layers composed of large molecules are grown. 

 

We deposited thin films of cryoglobulin, fibrinogen, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and pullulan in 

different matrixes. For deposition KrF* excimer laser with repetition rate 10 Hz was used. 

The depositions took place in stainless-steel vacuum chamber. In case of fibrinogen and 

pullulan the nitrogen as background gas (5-15 Pa) was used. We used wide variety of laser 

fluencies from 100 to 700 mJ/cm
2

. Our substrates were squares of 1x1 cm and 2x2 cm of 

Si(111). We prepared the targets by immersing copper holder with mixture of the analyte and 

the solvent in liquid nitrogen (LN). During the whole deposition process was the target cooled 

by LN. The target-substrate distance was between 3 and 6 centimeters.  
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In this work we present results of deposition of cryoglobulin. Cryoglobulin is an abnormal 

blood protein with a molecular weight of approximately 200,000 amu associated with several 

diseases. These diseases include cancers, infections and autoimmune disorders. It is 

characterized by its tendency to clump in cold temperatures. Thin layers of cryoglobulin can 

be used for faster disease sensing than classical analysis. We prepared the target from 

cryoglobulin solved in sanguine plasma. Deposition conditions are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Vacuum

[x10
-4

 Pa] 

Fluence

[mJ/cm
2

]

Target-

substrate

distance

[cm]

Number

of pulses 

Thickness

[nm]

Deposition

rate

[Å/pulse]

1.5 300 3 11,600 100-830 0.72 

1.5 200 3 6,000 200-290 0.48 

1.5 200 6 6,000 140-140 0.24 

2 100 4.5 6,000 90-120 0.20 

Table 1. Deposition conditions of cryoglobulin 

 

We can see that the film growth rate was in the region from 0.2 Å/puls to 0.7 Å/pulse. Films 

were smooth as measured by optical microscopy (magnification 250 x). All substrates 

surfaces were covered homogeneously. Preliminary results of FTIR (Fourier Transformed 

Infrared Spectroscopy) measurement show similarity of films bounds to reference film 

created by drop-in technique. 

We can conclude that by MAPLE technique the thin films of large organic molecules can be 

fabricated. 
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The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methodology is a very promising approach 

for fluid dynamics simulations. During the computation, the mesh is adapted to keep track 

with geometry of the physical system under study. Therefore, this method is especially 

advantageous for modeling of  extremely complex phenomena such as metal forming, laser-

plasma interactions or hydrodynamic instabilities. The ALE algorithm consists of three 

stages: a Lagrangian stage, in which the mesh nodes move with the material flow, a rezone 

stage in which the mesh is modified to improve its quality, and a remapping stage in which 

the solution is conservatively interpolated from the old mesh to the new, improved one. In 

purely Lagrangian simulations, the mesh often becomes so heavily distorted, that the 

computation cannot continue. This is avoided in ALE methods by the rezoning and 

remapping stages. Here, we focus on mesh rezoning, that is on the issue how to improve the 

mesh quality in order to keep the computation running by making the next Lagrangian step 

possible. 

 There are two ways to rezone the mesh: node repositioning and node reconnection.  

We believe, that an ideal method has to combine both approaches. However, to gain full 

control about the rezoning process, one first has to understand and manage each of the two 

techniques separately. Recently, we suggested a set of methods based on mesh repositioning, 

without changes of connectivity [1]. The routines combine geometrical analysis with 

numerical optimization and were designed to rezone even tangled meshes, that is meshes with 

inverted elements. However, in practical ALE implementations [2], such extreme 

deformations are rarely the case and a certain amount of smoothing has to be added. 

Therefore, the sensitivity of proposed procedures can be triggered by a set of parameters.  

 Let us now follow the other path. Positions of nodes stay fixed and the mesh quality 

will be improved by changing of the edges between them. For simplicity, let us consider a 

two-dimensional unstructured triangular mesh, where the process can be simply described by 

a series of edge “swaps”. Each pair of neighboring triangular cells forms a quadrilateral, split 

by the common edge. By edge swapping we mean replacement of this edge by the other 

diagonal of the quadrilateral. Our mesh rezoning algorithm is as follows: Loop through all 

interior edges. For each edge, compare the quality of the adjacent cell pair to the alternative 

pair, created by swapping of the current edge. If the new pair is better, keep the edge 

swapped. Continue with the next cell. Stop if there is no change during the entire loop. 

 The basic question is how to measure the cell quality. We tested and combined a wide 

set of criteria, from pure geometrical ones (condition number for particular vertices, average 

cell areas, etc.) to those more physics related. Here we focus on the latter ones, since our 

primary objective is to develop a robust and universal mesh rezoning method for ALE 

simulations. The experience shows, that best results are achieved if the geometrical mesh 

changes are closely related to physical behavior of the system under study. This can be 

implemented by utilizing the discrete values of a selected state variable, for example density 

in fluid dynamics or temperature in plasma physics.  

 Suppose that the selected state variable is described by a smooth function f(x,y). In 

each cell, we approximate it by a constant or linear reconstruction. The quality measure will 
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then be the integral of the reconstruction error over the whole cell. This error is estimated by 

square of the following terms in Taylor expansion, particularly terms with f
x
, f

y
 for piecewise 

constant reconstruction or terms with f
xy

, f
xx

 and f
yy

 for piecewise linear one. However, in 

practical ALE simulations, a physical quantity will be always described by a set of discrete 

values rather than by a smooth, differentiable function. In this case, one has to approximate 

numerically also the derivatives. We first tested an existing approach utilizing Green’s 

theorem and then suggested another method, based on integration of forward differences and 

minimization of suitable functional. 

 The proposed method was implemented for analytical underlying function as well as 

for the discrete values. As expected, the behavior of the mesh was generally the same in all 

tests. The cells tend to align either parallel or perpendicular to isolines of the function. This 

effect is more dramatic in the case of piecewise constant reconstruction, since the 

interpolation error is bigger. With piecewise linear reconstruction, the effect is still strong 

enough and moreover the cells retain a reasonable shape.   

 Besides ALE simulations, our mesh reconnection strategy can be applied in other 

areas of computational physics. Recently, it has been successfully used to modify a program 

package for solution of elliptic problems [3]. To keep the error small, the original code used 

the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) technique, which required a sophisticated and 

expensive mechanism for storage and management of the mesh structure. Replacement of the 

AMR module by our edge swapping procedure significantly decreased these costs, while 

keeping the same level of accuracy. In the previous application, where the mesh was rezoned 

to allow better interpolation of a state variable, the error was measured by magnitude of the 

following terms in Taylor expansion. Here the aim of rezoning is to improve a solution of an 

elliptic problem. For this purpose, a new error estimator has been constructed, based on 

integration of intercell jumps of the reconstruction. The actual mesh reconnection strategy is 

problem independent and thus can be used as described above. After extensive testing we 

concluded that elliptic problems can be solved with significantly higher accuracy on 

sufficiently fine meshes rezoned by our method. 

 As mentioned above, the proposed mesh rezoning strategy can be further improved by 

combining the node repositioning technique with node reconnection. This possibility is 

currently being studied and preliminary tests yield promising results. 
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Introduction 

 

The plasma fibers are the most common structures in both laboratory and space plasma. In the 

Department of Physics of the FEE CTU the study of plasma fibers has a long tradition. They 

are studied both experimentally and theoretically. Approximately since 1997 runs the parallel 

theoretical research in the area of computational simulations. Formally general studies of 

many body systems and simulation of their behavior by Monte Carlo method, recently the 

studies of quasineutral systems by Particles in Cells method (PIC). The equilibrium or near-

equilibrium state is caused by equality of plasma pressure gradient and Lorentz force 

(magnetic pressure gradient). This type of equilibrium evolves in famous Bennett profile of 

particle density. Formally it was calculated for uniform current density, but nowadays the 

density profiles are known in much general cases. 

The plasma current generates magnetic field that is important for the equilibrium. However 

the current increases fiber temperature via Joule heating. Increasing temperature leads to 

higher plasma pressure and the equilibrium would be instable. Role of the opposite channel to 

the Joule heating plays radiation of the fiber. Radiative processes cool the fiber and enable 

maintenance of the equilibrium. First calculations of radiative equilibrium configuration did 

Pease and Braginski. They discovered that under some conditions the cooling process can 

overcome the heating one and the fiber electromagnetically collapses to the axis. 

In the Department of Physics of the FEE CTU the study of plasma fibers has a long 

tradition. They are studied both experimentally and theoretically. Approximately since 1997 

runs the parallel theoretical research in the subject of computational simulations. Formally 

had been made general studies of many body systems and simulation of their behavior by 

Monte Carlo method, recently are studied quasineutral systems by Particles in Cells method 

(PIC). The simulation of the plasma pinches is done via PIC method. This program solves the 

movement of the particles in the external fields, the change of the field as a reaction of the 

movement of the particles and again the movement of the particles in the forced fields. It does 

not solve neither the energetic looses caused by peculiar movement of the particles, nor their 

recombination yet. 

 

The Solution of the Radiation 

The radiation of the fibers is very important feature because it is the most efficient 

channel of energy losses. Detailed synchrotron and bremsstrahlung radiation processes in the 

plasma fiber will be treated in this paper. The goal of this work is the diagnostics of the 

plasma pinch in the sphere of the energetic radiation of the charged particle. The radiative 

fields are visualized on a two-dimensional sphere located far away from the radiation sources. 
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The code of the program from which the calculations are coming is written in FORTRAN 95. 

For the translation the compiler and linker from Compaq Visual FORTRAN 6.6 were used. 

It is necessary to use the relativistic scheme for the calculation of the bremsstrahlung and 

synchrotron radiation, dominating during high velocities. Buneman's relativistic scheme was 

used here. From motion of the charged particle, we can calculate intensity, its time course, 

and dependence on direction. 

There are furthermore radiative processes in the plasma related to recombination and 

excitation processes in the atomic shell. These processes are treated as global ones, no 

detailed analysis is included. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

The radiative fields are visualized on a two-dimensional sphere located far away from the 

radiation sources. All the calculations serve as a diagnostic part of the “3D PIC model”. We 

hope to obtain model of the pinch one step nearer to the reality after the inclusion of these 

results into energetic losses of moving charged particles into PIC model. 

Typical directional patterns for radiation of experimentally interesting field configurations 

were found in this work. As the most interesting situations, the electric double layer, polar 

region of magnetic dipole, magnetic compression bow–shock, MHD shock and plasma fiber 

were treated.
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Introduction

 

PET hydrophobicity improvement was the main goal of our research due to the PET low 

wettability, low adhesion, high oil impurities cohesion and undesirable electric discharge 

generation. The most reliable way how to change the wettability of the PET is the change of 

its surface chemical characteristics. The modification can be achieved [1] by various 

processes, e.g. by enzymatic hydrolysis, low pressure and atmospheric pressure plasma 

application, chemical grafting or excimer laser application [2]. 

 

Experiments

Treated specimens made from the polyester fabric with trade–description Tesil 12 were 

modified with MW discharge PC controlled plasma plant equipped with a downstream 

microwave plasma generator or with RF plasma.

Both experiments were performed in the air and in the oxygen– nitrogen mixtures. All 

experiments were performed under constant pressure (64 Pa) and constant gas flow rate 

(100 sccm). 

Air was chosen due to its easy availability and low cost. Modification efficiency grew with 

increasing discharge input power. The maximum modification efficiency corresponds to the 

input power of 125 W. Further increase of the input power led to the discharge instability and 

larger dispersion of measured hydrophilicity values. In case of modification maximum 

efficiency the fabric surface was probably fully saturated with active particles. The 

hydrophilicity differences in our experiments seems to be related to enhancement of the 

hydrophilicity due to the etching effect accompanied by microcracks creation on the tested 

surface. This led both to the tested surface growth and hydrophilic groups binding area 

enlargement and reorientation of the dipoles on the surface. 

Experiments in the (N
2
:O

2
) mixtures were performed due to the low fabric plasma 

modification efficiency in the air. If nitrogen or oxygen would distinctively improve the 

plasma modification efficiency, their admixture with the air should improve the process 

efficiency without substantial additional cost, too. Used discharge gas mixtures differed in 

nitrogen–oxygen concentrations (100:0; 80:20; 60:40; 40:60; 20:80, 0:100). 

 

Comparison of modification efficiency 

To standardize different characteristics of the RF and MW discharge we introduced the 

standardized area. The modification efficiency expressed in the standardized feathering spot 

size for different nitrogen and oxygen concentrations in RF and MW discharges were 

compared. The modification efficiency of RF discharge decreases with growing concentration 

of nitrogen. For microwave discharge is the course of dependence similar but in smaller range 

of values. 

RF discharge modification efficiency was evidently higher than that of MW discharge. RF 

discharge efficiency seems to be higher than expected, probably being dependent on the 

energy transfer method and on the location of specimen in plasma. The modification 
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efficiency of MW discharge was strongly influenced with the substrate – MW discharge 

center spacing. 

Air plasma modification effect aging 

During first 24 hours the feathering spot size and hence the modification effectivity had 

sharply diminished. The modification effect highest durability corresponded to the 125 W 

input power. This efficiency drop might be connected with the transformation of created 

hydrophilous function groups. Dipoles orientation might also change backwards in time 

coming into the primary orientation. There was found no important difference in 

hydrophobicity of modified and unmodified specimens 5 days after modification. Longer 

modification effect duration seemed to be connected with higher admixtures of oxygen in 

plasma, for pure oxygen plasma the effect lasted for about 10 days. 

 

Conclusions

1. To obtain comparable PES fabric modification effect either in oxygen and nitrogen 

plasma, the nitrogen plasma treatment must be longer or higher discharge input power 

is necessary. The costs/modification efficiency ratio seems to be the most economic in 

case of air–oxygen mixtures. 

2. PES fabric RF plasma modification seems to be more effective than that of the MW 

plasma. 

There was performed a study of the PES fabric modification effect aging expressed in the 

feathering spot size time changes. Modification effect of pure oxygen plasma evidently 

lasted for about 48 hours, and then became extinct. Modification effect of pure nitrogen or 

air plasma vanished after 24 hours, thereafter resulting in almost the same hydrophilicity 

degree of modified and unmodified PES specimens. In case of air plasma modification 

with the discharge inputs power the extinguishing of the modification effect lasted two 

times longer (48 hours). 
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Nowadays the leading laser laboratories are on a hunt for the highest power of laser 

pulses up to petawatts. To gain such a high powers it is necessary to amplify the shortest 

optical pulse possible, which can be supplied by commercially lasers, i.e. femtosecond pulses 

(1 fs = 10
-15

s). To achieve the powers of terawatts (10
12

 W) or even petawatts (10
15

W),  

the pulse power must be amplified at least 10
7

×. Usual methods of laser amplification, where 

a beam size is enlarged, are not sufficient for femtosecond pulses. Their high powers after 

amplification would cause an optical damage of material (even air) by high electric fields  

(~ GV/cm).  

How then one could amplify the femtosecond pulses to such powers? First, a pulse is 

stretched in time by dispersion in a system called pulse stretcher to hundreds of picoseconds 

(1 ps = 10
-12

s). The pulse becomes frequency modulated, i.e. chirped. Second, the chirped 

sub-nanosecond pulse is amplified in a usual laser amplifier. Its power is increased, but still 

remains under the threshold of the optical damage. Third, it is directed to an evacuated 

chamber, where its power is finally increased to petawatt by a temporal compression of the 

pulse in a system called pulse compressor. It compresses the pulse back to femtosecond 

region using the opposite dispersion than the stretcher had. This technique of femtosecond 

pulse amplification up to petawatt power is called chirped pulse amplification (CPA). The 

petawatt optical field is then used for an experimental study of its interaction with matter. 

Such strong optical fields encourage a study of new promising phenomena of laser interaction 

and their applications, e.g. relativistic acceleration of elementary particles in future compact 

laser accelerators or a generation of special matter that occurs only in cosmos. Later, the CPA 

system could be used to ignite an inertial thermonuclear fusion or to create a source of 

intensive coherent X-Ray radiation (X-Ray laser). 

Our task was to build a highly efficient stretcher for a stretching of 10-fs pulses to 300 

ps and to recompress the stretched pulses in a pulse compressor. The compressor usually 

consists of two parallel diffraction gratings, while the stretcher has an additional imaging 

system between the gratings, which changes the sign of dispersion in comparison to the 

compressor. 

The highest diffraction efficiency of blazed ruled gratings is at the Littrow angle α 

(sinα =λb/2, where λ is a diffracted wavelength and b is a groove density), when the input 

beam is diffracted back. For the in-plane diffraction the angle of incidence differs usually 

from the Littrow angle by 5-10° in usual double-pass compressors. As a result a spectral 

bandwidth can be reduced and a power transmission can decrease to less than 60% assuming 

a double-pass compression to less then 20 fs. The imaging system involves additional losses 

for the stretcher. With such a spectrally broadband pulses, the Littrow angle can be 

approached better for an incident pulse slightly out of the plane of diffraction (off-plane 

diffraction), i.e. not perpendicularly to grooves of the grating. However, an attention must be 

paid to the effect of the conical diffraction.
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For our pilot optical parametric CPA system [1], we prepared a new scheme of the 

double-pass pulse stretcher with small conical (off-plane) diffraction and an imaging Öffner 

telescope. A beam from a Ti:sapphire laser enters the stretcher under a descend angle of 2° 

(i.e. off-plane), strikes the diffraction grating at the Littrow angle in the horizontal plane and 

is diffracted. After passing the Öffner telescope, the beam is diffracted again by the grating to 

the retroreflector. A similar design using two diffraction gratings has already been reported 

[2]. Nevertheless, an alignment of our stretcher is simplified when using the single grating. So 

far, most of the CPA pulse stretchers with the Öffner telescope have used the traditional in-

plane diffraction scheme [3]. The complementary compressor is also double-pass with two 

diffraction gratings and the retroreflector. To ensure the opposite dispersion, the beam enters 

the compressor under an elevation angle of 2° and at the Littrow angle. 

The stretcher and the compressor, both with the off-plane diffraction, were ray-traced 

and compared with the system [3], which uses the in-plane diffraction. We calculated spectral 

divergence of the components of the beam (angular chirp), spatial displacement of the 

spectral components (spatial chirp), and observed focal spots of the beam at the output of the 

compressors. We found out that the slight conical diffraction is not a serious limit as for the 

pulse stretching and compression of ultrashort optical pulses of duration approaching 10 fs. 

Optical aberrations may be even lower than in a comparable design using the in-plane 

diffraction. 

Other important characteristics of the stretcher and the compressor are the power 

transmission of pulses and the transmission of their spectral bandwidth. We observed a high 

power transmission of 10-fs laser pulses, which was over 50 % in both the stretcher and 

compressor. The measured power transmissions are in a good agreement with calculated ones. 

Calculated values were obtained by a proper multiplication of the measured values of mirror 

reflectivity and diffraction efficiency, which were averaged over the whole spectrum of the 

pulse. The full pulse spectrum of 110 nm FWHM (over 210 nm in total) was well transmitted 

through both systems (transmittance > 98%). We did not observe a significant distortion of 

spectral shapes. We have not yet found in literature such a high power transmission of the 

double-pass pulse stretchers for such a short optical pulses. The higher transmission can 

improve performance of CPA systems and also leads to an easier beam diagnostics and 

manipulation. 

Finally, we stretched ultrashort pulses, with duration of 10 fs and with a high power 

transmission of the pulse (>50%), to 360 ps. Stretched pulses were measured by 20 GHz 

sampling oscilloscope and fast photodiode. The pulsewidth of the detection response to an 

infinitely short (femtosecond) pulse is about 100 ps. Then we recompressed them back to 16 

fs without a significant distortion of pulse spectrum. Compressed pulses were measured by 

use of interferometric autocorrelation. 
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Intramolecular electronic energy transfer in rigidly linked bichromophoric molecule 2-(3-

benzanthronylamino)-4-(1-pyrenylamino)-6-chloro-1,3,5-triazine, (APyTCABa), and 

corresponding model compounds that closely mimic the photophysical properties of the donor 

and acceptor sub-units in the bichromophore, were studied. 

Electronic energy transfer is a frequent relaxation mechanism of an excited 

multichromophoric system. It is important to study such process for both understanding of it’s 

physical mechanism and for possible application of it in molecular optoelectronics, light 

harvesting, polymer photophysics,  dye laser operation or photochemical synthesis. 

The molecule APyTCABa consists of the aminopyrene moiety acting as a donor, 

the aminobenzanthrone moiety acting as an acceptor and the triazine ring as a spacer. 

APyTCABa has absorption bands centered at 350 nm and 420 nm resulting from overlapped 

absorption bands of the donor and acceptor parts, respectivelly. Model donor APyTAn2 

consists of the aminopyrene moiety and two aniline groups linked to triazine ring. Similarly, 

model acceptor ABaTAn2 consists of aminobenzanthrone moiety and two aniline groups 

linked to triazine. 

Absorption and fluorescence spectra of APyTCABa, their comparison with spectra of 

model compounds, as well as some theoretical calculations indicate that the lowest 

electronically excited states are localized on the donor and the acceptor part of the 

bichromophoric molecule, respectively. After the excitation into the absorption band of the 

donor part at 350 nm, a fluorescence of the aminobenzanthrone type occurs only, which 

indicates that an electronic energy transfer happend. The previous fluorescence up-conversion 

experiments [1] showed that this proces occures on 200 fs timescale. 

This contribution illustrates the dynamics of the above described multichromophoric 

system as seen by transient absorption measurement with 150 fs time-resolution. 

An experimental setup based on a commercial Clark – MXR CPA – 2001 Ti:Saphire laser 

with 150 fs FWHM puls at 773 nm, average energy in pulse 880 µJ and 1kHz repetition rate 

was used. The laser beam was devided into two parts. One part was procesed by two-stage 

NOPA (Noncollinear Optical Parametric Amplifier) which produces laser pulses in the range 

of 460 – 700 nm, as short as <30 fs (after compression) and average pulse energy 7 µJ. After 

frequency doubling, they were used as pump pulses tunable from 230 nm to 350 nm. The 

second part of the original laser beam was procesed by TOPAS (Travelling-wave Optical 

Parametric Amplifier of Superfluorescence of the Light Conversion company). This device 
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allowed us to produce probe pulses in the range of 400 – 850 nm by utilizing corresponding 

set of nonlinear optical proceses (SHG, SFG, FHG). 

A synchronized chopper blocked every second pump puls in order to eliminate the 

influence of eventual slow drifts of the instrumentation as well as of the background 

absorption. The pump and probe pulses were collineary focused into the cell with sample. The 

measured signal was obtained as a difference between the absorbance of the sample after the 

excitation by the pump pulse and the absorbance without any previous excitation. This whole 

apparatus provided time resolution 150 fs aproximately. All measurements described in this 

contribution were done in dioxane. 

Transient absorption spectra of the model donor APyTAn2 after the excitation at 360 nm 

were measured in the range of 400 – 730 nm. The resulting spectra show one decreasing and 

one increasing band. Those could be assigned to a transition from the upper excited state, 

possibly of a similar character as La state in pure aminopyrene, to a lower state with Lb 

character. This process occurs on the time scale of a few tens of picoseconds. 

Transient absorption spectra of the model acceptor ABaTAn2 after the excitation centered 

at 473 nm were measured in the range of 510 - 830 nm. 

Bichromophoric molecule APyTCABa was excited by pump pulses at 360 nm and 

473 nm, which should correspond to a direct excitation of the donor and the acceptor part, 

respectivelly. The molecule was probed by pulses in the range of 450 – 850 nm. Although the 

resulting transient absorption spectra had a similar character as transient spectra of the model 

acceptor, some differences between the spectra after donor and/or acceptor selective 

excitation, were observed. Detailed analysis of those differences will extend the knwledge 

about the energy transfer process. 

Transient absorption bands of model donor and model acceptor are partially overlapping. 

This could complicate a direct observation of the energy transfer in the bichromophore.  
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Our work is focused on detecting of pollution on water surface. For this purpose it uses 

Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) technique. The main advantages of this approach are 

remote detection due to LIF principle and greater sensitivity in compare with absorption 

measurements due to inherently lower background. There is no need to have any contact with 

surface and the measurements can be done for example from the plane and the maps of 

pollution can be created and dynamically updated. This technique we want to use for 

detection various pollutants like oil products, detergents, industrial pollution, algae and other 

organisms. All pollutants concentrated on surface are for this approach more perspective in 

compare with dissipated in whole volume. Our goal is also usage of 2
nd

 or 3
rd

 harmonic 

frequency of Nd:YAG not for some special absorption properties but for their technology 

state, compactness, robustness, and price. 

The principle of laser induced fluorescence can be described as following. With laser 

radiation the atoms or molecules are excited. Laser pulse must have 30 ns duration or shorter
1

, 

this pulse is in matter absorbed and higher energy state is achieved. Than this energy can be 

lost with various principles but for us is important incoherent spontaneous emission. The 

atom or molecule can hold this excited state for some time and than it spontaneously emit 

light with wavelength spectrum dependent on its inner energy states. The frequency is than f 

= (energy of higher state - lower state) / h, where h is Planck constant. The frequency of 

emitted light is lower than of incident light because part of absorbed energy can be transferred 

into non-radiative transitions. This emitted light has for various materials different temporal 

and wavelength spectra. These spectra are then used to determine the pollutant. The light 

dissipated can be detect far from the water surface also near the detector. So we can get lidar 

like configuration and make remote sensing without any contact with water surface. The 

energy balance of described experiment is defined by lidar equation
2

: 
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where N
PEREC

 – number of received photoelectrons, E
LAS

/hυ – original number of photons 

emitted by the laser, T
A
 – transmittance of the atmosphere between surface and detector, η

S
 – 

the overall scattering efficiency, including fluorescence efficiency, r
REC

 – radius of circular 

receiver, R – range, η
REC

 – the receiver efficiency, T
RECOPT

 – transmission of the receiver 

optics. The availability of the solid state photon counter
3

 is opening a full spectrum of new 

possibilities in these type measurements. Obviously, the photon counting enables to register 

the ultimately weak optical signals, but this is just one of many features. The photon counting 

principle permits to measure light intensities with high precision and stability. The quantum 

nature of the light on one hand and the capability to count the number of the light quanta on 

the other hand enable to measure the analog value – light intensity by a purely digital way. 
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The analog to digital conversion is carried out by the quantum nature of the light and the 

detection principle. The absence of analog signal processing: amplification, discrimination 

and conversion results in extreme measurement stability, linearity, reproducibility etc. 

The system can be mounted for example on the plane and when with pollution 

measurement is also recorded the position of measurement we can easily create the map of 

pollution. This can be useful and is already used for oil monitoring on seas, but we want to 

monitor more different types of pollutants and extend the places and application areas where 

this method can be used. 
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The TGV (Telescope Germanium Vertical) project is devoted to the study of double-beta 

decay processes of 
106

Cd and 
48

Ca.  

TGV I apparatus [1] (16 HPGe detectors each with diameter 40mm) aimed at the 

investigation of double-beta decay of 
48

Ca. Even though the very small natural abundance 

(0.187%) of 
48

Ca complicates the production of radioactive sources in sufficient quantities, 

the large energy of reaction available (Qββ=4272 keV) makes this nucleus suitable for the 

study of such very rare processes. The total mass of 
48

Ca inserted into the TGV I detector was 

1.08g (1.35 × 10
22 

atoms). This project was terminated in 2000 and yielding the half-life of 

the two-neutrino double-beta decay mode of 
48

Ca (T1/2(2νββ) = (4.2 
+3.3

-1.3) × 10
19

) years and 

an estimate on the limit of the half-life of the neutrino-less double-beta decay mode of 
48

Ca 

(T1/2(0νββ) > 1.5 × 10
21

) years [2]. 

Since 2001 the spectrometer TGV II has been under construction. The main aim of the 

project is an improvement over the results on 
48

Ca obtained by TGV I and especially an 

investigation of double-beta decay processes in 
106

Cd (with emphasis on EC/EC channel). The 

EC/EC channel is the most favorable among the β
+

β
+

 processes due to the largest  energy of 

reaction (QEC/EC = 2778keV). Spectrometer TGV II consists of 32 HPGe planar detectors 

mounted one over another in one common cryostat. The active area of the detector is of 

diameter 51mm and of thickness 6mm. The radioactive source in the form of a thin foil is 

inserted between neighbouring detectors. As the TGV II spectrometer is primarily designed to 

investigate very rare effects, several methods to minimize possible background are used. The 

cryostat itself is surrounded by passive shielding made of copper and lead. The cryostat and 

the copper shielding are enclosed in an airtight box against external radon gas contamination. 

Anti-neutron shielding (16cm thick) made of boron doped polyethylene is used. The 

experimental facility is located in Modane Underground Laboratory in France (4800 m.w.e.). 

The data acquisition program runs on Real-Time Linux system. This configuration is stable 

and allows to operate and control the electronics remotely. Experimental data are recorded 

event-by-event and processed offline. During data processing only double coincidence signals 

from neighbouring detectors are treated as candidate events for double-beta decay. Two 

different electronic setups were constructed for measurements with the TGV II spectrometer. 

In the case of 
48

Ca two electrons emitted in double-beta decay are detected. The energy region 

of interest extends from 2.7MeV (due to the end-point of natural background, 2614.5keV) to 

4.2MeV (Qββ). An additional technique for background suppression based on pulse shape 

analysis is used for the 
48

Ca measurement. This method (combined with the coincidence 

technique) allows to suppress background due to gamma events by a factor of 4-9 [3]. The 

measurement with 
106

Cd consists in the detection of two X-rays (having energies from 21keV 

to 24keV) accompanying double-electron capture. In such a low-energy region the most 

important source of background is microphonic and electronic noise. To suppress such noise, 

a technique utilizing two spectrometry amplifiers with different shaping times (e.g. 4µs and 

12µs) is used [4]. 
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The basic run for background determination (for Cd setup) was performed in the 

period December 03 – February 04 (total time of measurement was 1363 hours, 14312946 

events, no radioactive sources). The background level was very low (~231 events/year) in the 

energy region of our interest. Then, radioactive sources (13 × enriched 
106

Cd, 3 × natural Cd) 

were inserted into the cryostat. The data obtained from the measurement during the following 

run (March 04 – May 04, 1768 hours, 16531047 events) showed that the radioactive sources 

contain impurities which give a continuous beta spectrum with the end point at about 

600 keV. Consequently, the Cd sources were changed (12 × enriched 
106

Cd, 4 × natural Cd) 

and another experimental data were taken (June 04 – October 04, 2033 hours, 158382662 

events). The second measurement confirmed again presence of impurities giving a continuous 

beta spectrum. Finally the sources made of natural Cd were put into the TGV II detector (16 

× natural Cd). Data taking was started in November 04 and is still in progress. In the near 

future the data obtained with natural Cd sources will be processed and enriched 
106

Cd sources 

will be purified. Preliminary processing of Cd data gives limit on T1/2(2νEC/EC, g.s.→g.s.) at 

the level of 10
17

 – 10
18 

years. The measurement will continue in the next two years (2005 –

 2006). During this period a long term measurement with 
48

Ca sources is also planned. 
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This paper deals with phenomena observed during the study of plasma modification of 

polymer surfaces – effects of atmospheric pressure discharge treatment on surfaces and 

influence of these phenomena on the physical properties of these surfaces.  

In our experiments polymer surfaces by a high-energy barrier discharge and UV 

radiation were treated. For experiments there were chosen the following materials: 

polyethyleneterephtalate (PET), polypropylene (PP) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). 

After several experiments the standard and optimal shape of studied samples was 

found. The laboratory sample is a cut square polymer film with a 15 - 20 mm side, strongly 

attached to the glass platform with a 600x600 mm side size and 1.5 mm thickness by glue. 

Polymer and glass platform previously were cleaned with acetone without evaporation 

residue. Different types of glue were studied, but in light of glue sort uninfluenced to 

experimental part and measuring the epoxy adhesive generally were used like more preferred 

glue. The necessity of excellent attaching is required for homogeneous modification and 

possible subsequent measurements at Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Water Contact 

Angle Measurement  (WCA) setups. 

At 50 Hz voltage the average current density is low (in time and in space) and 

modification rate is low too. Low frequency of applied voltage creates many independent 

discharge channels and parameters of the discharge are little different. On this device the 

series of experimental samples were performed.

For the UV treatment of polymer films we used the following setup: the closed glass 

tube in shape of rectangle with 400x125 mm side sizes and 30 mm diameter was pumped to 

high vacuum and then filled with Kr (50 Pa) and Hg (1 Pa) and RF low-pressure discharge 

can be excited. The ultra violet setup works on Hg-lines 253.7 and 185 nm. Power source 

frequency is 250 kHz. Electrical power directed to the plasma is about 180 W. All UV 

radiation torch with polymer sample were put inside the glass box and covered by aluminum 

foil. Distance between treated polymer sample and tube was about 30 – 50 mm. 

PP polymer foils [1] were treated in described dielectric barrier discharge setup with 

two glass barriers with depends on the time of treatment. Investigations show that a small 

time (several seconds) is enough to observe changes at the sample surface. The modification 

processes don’t change the transparency of polymer film. 

Water contact angle measurements of PET films [2] treated in plasma as compared 

with reference non-treated sample were performed and the AFM scanned images that show 

the dielectric barrier treatment of PET and PTFE films in artificial air and in argon were 

obtained. Pure PTFE and PTFE with a graphite inclusions samples after barrier discharge 

treatment also were studied on contact angle measurements setup. Wettability of mentioned 

polymer samples distinctly rises. Decreasing contact angle from 90° to 40° was found. 

However, this modification disappears at pure PTFE after treatment its surface by acetone. 

The similar process takes place with a composite of PTFE and carbon. Visual effects of 

plasma treatment are similar in both cases, for PET and PTFE polymers. The surface after 

modification acquires high roughness. In case of PET film the characteristic artifacts are in 
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the form of bubbles appeared on the smooth PET surface after the plasma treatment. It is 

possible that barrier discharge disrupts the chemical bonds on polymer surface.

Samples of PTFE and PTFE-graphite foils with a very rough surface were modified by 

UV radiation. Strong shaggy surface prevent from AFM measurements. Only rough WCA 

measurements were performed. Samples of PTFE with a little modification time, about 

several decade minutes, don’t display significant changes. In case of long-time UV treatment, 

about one month, polymer sample of PTFE was absolutely destroyed at surface region and in 

the bulk as well. That demonstrates inapplicability UV modification methods to such 

materials. 

In case of PET foils the structure and surface changes present after ultra-violet 

treatment. PET sample was treated by UV radiation during two days. WCA measurements 

point the strongly changes in polymer wettability properties. In addition the opposite polymer 

foil side also changes surface energy. Organic polymers such as polyethylene, polypropylene 

and polystyrene are difficult to wet, or "hydrophobic". This makes very difficult to apply 

them for paintings, printing inks and other surface coatings. Conventional approaches to 

modify polymer surface properties have included plasmas, corona discharge, flame treatment 

and wet chemical treatments. A more recent approach is using ultraviolet radiation of the 

polymer surface. This approach reduces the damage to the bulk polymer and can be applied to 

materials of complex shape, using conventional treatment chambers. 

Chemical changes induced by UV exposure are the result of a complex set of 

processes involving the combined effect of UV and oxygen. Bond dissociation is initiated by 

the absorption of UV radiation, resulting in chain scission and/or cross-linking; subsequent 

reactions with oxygen result in the formation of functional groups such as carbonyl (C=O), 

carboxyl (COOH), or peroxide (O-O). The effects of UV exposure, or photo degradation, are 

usually confined to the top few microns of the surface. However, in some cases, degradation 

at the surface of a polymeric component has been shown to affect mechanical properties 

disproportionately, as flaws that result from surface photodegradation can serve as stress 

concentrators and initiate fracture at stress levels much lower than those for unexposed 

specimens. The effect of ultraviolet radiation is also compounded by the action of 

temperature, moisture, wind-borne abrasives, freeze-thaw and other environmental 

components.
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Secondary sound field is created around an obstacle when incidental wave is scattered 

and diffracted on the obstacle. Having the description of such a secondary sound field is 

important from technical point of view. For example measuring microphone, which has a 

cylindrical shape, affects an acoustical field that is measured. Because of this affection we 

can, for example, consider correction coefficients which can correct a value measured. We 

would like to propose different possibilities to obtain a description of secondary sound field 

around a cylindrical obstacle and prepare them for future usage. 

 

We would like to briefly introduce the analytical solution of the scattering of a sound 

wave on a cylindrical obstacle. The incidental plane should be expressed in terms of 

cylindrical waves. During the solution of the wave equation the expression for acoustical 

pressure should be expressed as the multiplication of two parts; where the first part is a 

function of a radius only and the second part is a function of an angle only. After that the 

partial differential equation is separated into two parts where each of them is solved apart. 

Solution can be expressed as a linear combination of Bessel and Neumann functions or 

as a linear combination of Hankel functions of the first and second type. The first type 

describes the wave spreading from infinity to the source and the second type describes the 

wave spreading from the source to the infinity. The last task is to find coefficients for 

members of series. For figuring out of these coefficients the boundary conditions are needed. 

The convergence of the scattered sound wave is required. The analytical solution exists for a 

few simple symmetrical bodies only. 

For the majority of bodies the analytical description of a secondary sound field does 

not exist but a satisfied description can be obtained by mathematical modeling. For example 

program OPENBEM [2] prepared for MATLAB provides numerical modeling of a secondary 

sound field. This program is based on boundary element method. A very precise net of the 

surface of an obstacle should be prepared before. An accuracy of the obstacle definition and a 

proper selection of net elements influence an accuracy of the numerical model of a secondary 

sound field a lot. 

The other possibility to obtain a description of a secondary sound field is a 

measurement. Measurement is still very important, for example, for a verification of models 

based on computation. Disadvantage of the description of a secondary sound field based on 

experimental results is the necessity to do hundreds or thousands of measurements. It is very 

time-consuming. We would like to be precise (affect the sound field measured less as 

possible) so we can not use more than one measuring microphone; it means that value in one 

single point corresponds to one measurement. 

 

Mathematical modeling of complex bodies can be very complicated with respect to 

their shape and verification of results obtained is helpful. Mathematical models give us more 

information about a secondary sound field than measurement but sometimes we do not know 

if these models are correct. Because of that a measurement is still needed. It is not necessary 

and also it is not possible to compare mathematical model with measurement in every single 

point, but we have to choose some area where comparison can help us. 
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Many factors (e.g. sound, colour, appearance of product etc.) influence the overall 

quality of a certain product.  Sound quality, as a highly important component of the overall 

quality, is related to human perceptual reaction to the sound of a product. As the discipline 

of psychoacoustic investigates the human sense of sound, a knowledge of psychoacoustic 

results can help research the sound quality of product. 

Methods of evaluating sound quality can be divided into two parts – objective and 

subjective methods, both of which have their own advantages and disadvantages. The main 

advantage of the objective methods is the reduction of evaluation time, as they are 

independent of variation in human perception. However, the sound of each evaluated product 

is specific and this specificity is not accurately reflected by objective methods, in which event 

subjective methods can present a better solution. 

The advantages and disadvantages of both types of methods, similar to the problem 

of the product specificity, are described in many papers from important acoustic conferences 

across the world; some findings of which were used in the research of the present authors. 

Several subjective tests were performed in previous research. In these subjective tests, 

the sounds of several devices (vacuum cleaners, computer fans and hair dryers) were 

investigated, the results of which were presented in several papers (viz. [1] – [4]). In the tests, 

the auditory characteristics of sounds were evaluated by human subjects. For each tested 

devices, six characteristics were selected that best describe these evaluated devices. The 

sounds were then presented to human subjects, who listened and then evaluated these sounds. 

However, why did the human subjects evaluate only sounds? Several reasons are true: 

• The reduction of evaluation time. 

• Assuring the same test conditions for all human subjects. 

• The easier preparing of tests. 

• Eliminating the influence of visual information on the aural perception of the 

evaluated products. 

• Providing evaluations by human subjects of the same sounds, which were then 

analyzed in following research. 

Two auditory characteristics, pleasantness and general impression, were common for 

each evaluated devices. Therefore, the influence of pleasantness on the general impression 

of tested sounds is investigated in this paper. First, the psychoacoustic metrics were 

calculated, (loudness, roughness and sharpness), which represent the objective methods. The 

metrics were compared with the results of the subjective tests, especially the characteristics 

pleasantness and general impression. 

This comparison indicates that psychoacoustics metrics are unlikely to influence the 

evaluated characteristics of the sounds of the tested devices. The hypothesis that loudness has 

the same and significant influence at the sense of pleasantness for each tested product was not 

confirmed. Loudness, in fact, has significant influence only in evaluation of vacuum cleaners, 
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but is insignificant in evaluation of computer fans and hair dryers (see [1]). The influence 

of other psychoacoustic metrics on human evaluation is also presented in paper [1]. 

The aim of this contribution is to investigate the dependence between the sense 

of pleasantness and the sense of general impression for the evaluated sounds. The results of 

subjective tests show that the sense of pleasantness is closely connected with the sense 

of general impression (the correlation coefficients between evaluated characteristics reaching 

the highest value – see [1]). It is necessary to say that the sense of pleasantness has similar 

auditory features to the sense general impression. Moreover, the sound of a product supplies 

important information - for example, sound informs the customers if a device is functioning 

corectly. This informational feature of the evaluated sounds is related to human perception 

of the general impression. Therefore, the test results show the difference between the 

evaluation of the pleasantness and the evaluation of the general impression. 

These two previous characteristics were compared with such characteristics as greatly 

influence the previous two characteristics. The evaluation of the sense of sound familiarity 

was compared with the previous characteristics in the test of vacuum cleaners and computer 

fans. Specifically, the influence of the sense familiarity on the sense general impression is 

greater than that of pleasantness in the evalution of the sound of computer fans. The sense 

of the familiarity is related to the information factors of the sound. 

Why are the sense of the pleasantness and the sense of the general impression so 

similar? The one reason is that the visual factor (e.g. the proportions, appearance, colour 

of evaluated devices etc.) was absent in the subjective tests, and was not reflected in the 

human evaluation. As a consequence, pleasantness and general impression are very 

dependent on these subjective tests.  If human subjects had the visual information, than the 

sense of the general impression would be connected with the overall quality of tested 

products, nor would pleasantness would not so related to the general impression. 

In this research, the products’ sound quality is investigated. Therefore, the visual 

information must be absent and in addition, the same test conditions must be assured for all 

human subjects. If these two conditions are fulfilled, the evaluated sounds will be analysed 

further in upcoming research. In the next stage, the sound quality of several products will be 

investigated. The aim of the next research will be an investigation of the dependence between 

subjective methods and objective methods. 
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The goal of this project was a study and development of an automated data acquisition 

system for laboratory measurements, namely for calibration measurements of temperature and 

pressure sensors. 

The Department of Applied Physics is cooperating on the development of the cooling 

system for the ATLAS Inner Detector to be installed in the new LHC particle accelerator at 

CERN, Geneva.  This cooperation naturally led to frequent use of various temperature and 

pressure sensors, the characteristics of which had to be known for precise measurements.  

Especially in the case of temperature sensors, the feasibility to perform precise calibrations of 

them was analyzed. 

Previous studies performed at the Department of Applied Physics have shown that, by 

performing a supplementary calibration on an appropriate calibration set-up, the measuring 

accuracy of a sensor can be increased in comparison to the accuracy given by the 

manufacturer.  This calibration, however, involving a series of measurements at various 

conditions (temperatures / pressures), is very time-consuming and difficult to conduct 

manually – a typical temperature sensor calibration from –20 ºC to +50 ºC, the temperature 

range needed for the CERN cooling system, at a 2 ºC step increment can take over 8 hours.  

To ensure precision and quality of the calibration measurements, an automated procedure 

became necessary. 

The presented system was developed using National Instruments LabVIEW software, 

communicating over the GPIB (IEEE 488) interface with electronic multimeters Keithley 

2000 and Keithley 195A.  These multimeters serve for reading the sensors being calibrated 

and an appropriate referential sensor.  Additionally, the system communicates with an 

appropriate device that regulates the input conditions – pressure or temperature.  In case of 

the temperature calibration set-up, this was the ASL Metal Block Calibrator B140, modified 

for computer control and liquid bath measurements, connected by a serial port to the PC with 

the LabVIEW data acquisition system.  For the pressure sensor calibration set-up, an 

electronic pressure regulator would be ideal, but because pressure changes stabilize a lot 

quicker than temperature changes, pressure regulation is performed manually. 

The developed system does not only perform data acquisition, but also its analysis.  

The portion of the calibration process that is most time consuming is waiting until a new input 

condition is stable.  In the case of pressure, this takes only a few seconds, but the stabilization 

of a new temperature within the ASL Calibrator takes as much as 15 minutes.  The 

Automated DAQ System continuously reads the reference sensor and monitors how its 

measurement changes with time.  A stability criterion can be set by the user (in the form of 

selecting the maximum allowable deviation of several consecutive measurements), and only 

once this criterion is reached, several readings of the sensors to be calibrated are made.  The 

measured values, along with the value of the reference sensor and the time of the 
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measurement are stored in a data file that can be easily manipulated within common software 

such as MS Excel. 

The only procedure required from the user is the physical preparation of the sensors in 

the test set-up and configuration of the calibration in the Automated DAQ System LabVIEW 

interface.  After this, there is no need for the user’s presence until the end of the calibration.  

Nevertheless, supervision of the process is sometimes needed or wanted.  Using the integrated 

LabVIEW web-server, remote access to the DAQ System interface was prepared, and allows 

monitoring or control of the running calibration process from anywhere in the world via the 

internet and a common web-browser. 

The Automated DAQ System allows instantaneous sharing of measured data (for 

example between the laboratories of the CTU Department and CERN), monitoring long-

duration high-precision calibrations that can run for several days from the comfort of home or 

office, and acquires data of precision never before reached in the standard laboratory 

environment.  As an example of common results, DIN class B temperature sensors with 

manufacturer-stated precision greater than ± 0.3 ºC were calibrated to a precision of ± 0.1 °C. 
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Neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ) is a problem of great interest in particle physics. One 

of the most promising experiments is NEMO-3 [1]. It is devoted to the study of double beta 

decay of different nuclei with the primary objective to look for the 0νββ decay of 
100

Mo. 0νββ 

decay is a very rare process and therefore special attention is devoted to background 

suppression. The important part of the background inside the NEMO-3 detector is caused by 

radon [2]. Similar difficulties were faced also by other underground experiments such as 

Super-Kamiokande detector. In the framework of this experiment the air purification system 

[3] has been developed. Typical radon concentration in the radon-reduced air is 2-3 mBq/m
3

 

[3]. Also big attention has been devoted to the purification of gaseous nitrogen from 
222

Rn [4]. 

Such system is important for Ge spectrometers operated deep underground. The purification 

principle is based on the radon adsorption on charcoal at low temperatures (liquid nitrogen). 

The lowest concentration at the purified nitrogen output achieved was 12±3 µBq/m
3

 with the 

gas flow rate between 0.3-2.5 m
3

/h. The activity of radon in the air of Fréjus underground 

laboratory is  at the level of 15Bq/m
3

. The first step to avoid this radon level in the NEMO-3 

detector was to install a airtight tent surrounding the detector (May 2004). To suppress radon 

further it was decided to build a radon trapping factory providing a continuous flow of air into 

the NEMO-3 airtight tent. The detailed technical solution of radon trapping factory based on 

Super-Kamiokande proposal has been performed by the NEMO collaboration. The anti-radon 

factory was produced in company ATEKO (Czech Republic). At the beginning of October 

2004 the system for air purification was installed in the Fréjus underground laboratory by 

ATEKO team. Radon trapping setup consists mainly of compressor, drier (dew point -70ºC), 

cooling unit (output air temperature ~ -50ºC) and two charcoal tanks with 475 kg of charcoal 

each. Setup is constructed to give 150 m
3

/h of purified air for the purpose of detectors 

installed in Fréjus underground laboratory.  The principle of radon trapping factory is based 

on radon trapping by cooled charcoal, when trapped radon decays in charcoal. Retention time 

T (in hours) of radon inside charcoal is given by equation T = K*(m/f), where  K (m
3

/kg) 

depends on charcoal type, temperature and pressure;  m (kg) is mass of charcoal and f 

(m
3

/hour) is flux of gas. Coefficient K highly changes with temperature (K = 4 for T = 20˚C; 

K = 78 for T = -40˚C; K = 152 for T = -50˚C) and type of charcoal. Charcoal type K48 made 

of coconut shells was selected as the best for our purpose (K = 141 for T = -40˚C). The anti-

radon setup is operating fully from the beginning of October 2004. The level of radon in the 

output air from radon trapping factory is about mBq/m
3

. At present, the factory gives 125 

m
3

/h of purified air. The level of radon is measured at several locations (output of the anti-

radon factory,  upper part of the NEMO tent) using different experimental techniques (Ge 

detector, electrostatic collection on Si detector). The radon detector based on electrostatic 

collection on PIN photodiode could reach the radon level ~ 1 mBq/m
3

. Such radon level 
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corresponds to 1.5 count/day registered in PIN photodiode. The Table 1 gives the radon 

concentration in the upper part of the NEMO tent from 26 of November to 15 of December. 

During this period some tests and maintenance of anti-radon setup were performed. The first 

test consisted in the removing of the mylar tightening at the top of the NEMO tent (from 28 of 

November to 30 of November). One can see (Table 1) gradual increasing of radon level inside 

the NEMO tent. The second test was carried out with the output of air flow from the lower 

part of the NEMO tent (December, 2).  The lower part of the NEMO tent contains all 

electronics of the NEMO-3 detector. Output of air from lower part was re-routed out of the 

tent and not to the upper part of the NEMO tent as before. The level of radon in the upper part 

of the NEMO tent was decreasing gradually and it reached the lowest level 0.2-0.3 Bq/m
3

 (see 

Table 1). On Monday, December 6, the upper part of the NEMO tent has been opened to 

insert calibration sources into the NEMO-3 detector. During the period from December 7 to 

December 15 the anti-radon factory was stopped for maintenance. On Table 1 you can see 

substantial increase of radon level.   

 

Date of 

measurements 

Rn activity 

[Bq/m
3

] 

26.11.2004 0,89 1,03 1,16 1,23 1,37 1,37 1,54 1,46 

27.11.2004 1,49 1,38 1,23 1,36 1,61 1,67 1,66 2,08 

28.11.2004 2,15 2,82 3,24 3,97 4,06 4,36 4,53 5,34 

29.11.2004 5,34 4,95 5,59 5,73 6,58 7,63 8,37 8,58 

30.11.2004 5,91 1,85 1,31 1,21 1,61 1,56 2,38 2,18 

1.12.2004 1,90 2,01 2,08 1,96 1,91 2,11 2,35 2,18 

2.12.2004 2,15 1,62 0,64 0,35 0,39 0,37 0,27 0,37 

3.12.2004 0,25 0,29 0,19 0,28 0,28 0,23 0,29 0,33 

4.12.2004 0,38 0,32 0,22 0,31 0,21 0,38 0,35 0,21 

5.12.2004 0,19 0,22 0,33 0,32 0,28 0,28 0,25 0,16 

6.12.2004 0,28 3,88 4,39 0,62 0,30 0,25 0,26 0,43 

7.12.2004 5,63 12,53 14,60 14,61 15,41 15,33 17,44 17,13 

8.12.2004 15,38 16,99 19,48 17,45 17,02 17,78 20,68 18,25 

9.12.2004 14,75 13,89 13,09 13,71 13,91 16,32 18,19 16,18 

10.12.2004 12,22 11,49 11,98 12,58 13,02 14.00 14,37 14,96 

11.12.2004 12,94 13,85 13,45 16,63 15,29 13,78 14,05 17,18 

12.12.2004 19,08 18,73 18,34 19,58 19,28 17,71 18,38 16,10 

13.12.2004 16,21 15,68 18,18 16,73 17,97 15,68 15,68 16,19 

14.12.2004 15,33 14,84 14,73 15,34 16,40 20,20 20,19 17,21 

15.12.2004 5,72 1,22 0,38 0,34 0,28 0,24 0,33 0,33 

Table 1. Rn activities in the upper part of the NEMO airtight tent. 
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Small diameter (around 0,5÷1,5 mm) capillary tubes are widely used for liquid coolant 

pressure reduction from high pressure in the condenser to the low pressure of evaporation. 

Capillary-tube expansion devices are used in refrigeration equipment, especially in small 

units such as household refrigerators, freezers or room air conditioners.

The Department of Applied Physics has been participating in the design of cooling 

systems and subsequent measurements on prototypes of Pixel and SCT detectors at the 

international nuclear research center CERN for several past years. In most cases of these 

special designed cooling circuits, the combination of the capillary-tube and pressure reduction 

valve is used. Fluoroinert refrigerants, with chemical structures Cn F(2n+2), were mostly 

considered according to the specific needs of the cooling systems. 

The main goals of our research are the study of all important capillary-tube parameters 

(inner diameter, length, wall roughness) and theoretical simulations of the flow through a 

capillary-tube, based mainly on numerical algorithms.

The test stand for measurements of one phase flow through a capillary-tube has been 

used for experimental determination of the pressure drop along different capillaries. Several 

methods for the flow friction factor prediction (Coolebrook’s, Haaland’s, Churchill’s eq.) 

were put into account to get the optimal value of the capillary-tube wall roughness. The short 

evaluating algorithm was programmed using the software product Matlab R12. The 

Colebrook’s equation with the wall roughness value 2.10
-3

mm was found as the most 

representative after the analysis of theoretical and experimental data. The average value of the 

friction factor in one phase region is around 0,03 and 0,04.

The knowledge of the precise capillary-tube inner diameter value has a crucial 

importance both for a proper functioning of theoretical simulations and experimental 

measurements of the capillary characteristics. Unfortunately the average inner diameter 

supplied by the manufacturers for each capillary sometimes differs by more than 5% from the 

real value. The method of weighting the capillary when empty and when filled with water or 

some fluoroinert (C
6
F
14

, C
8
F
18

) was used to determine the inner diameter. 

Several works found in the open literature have focused their attention on 

experimental and analytical investigations to describe the phenomenology and develop 

methods to simulate the behavior of the capillary-tube expansion devices.

 We have assumed fully adiabatic flow with two main regions in our capillary flow 

simulations: single phase region of liquid coolant with linear pressure drop and two phase 

region with increasing vapor quality connected with a rapid pressure drop. The flash point 

between both assumed regions is reached when the pressure equals saturation pressure. Three 

different models were studied using Matlab R12 programmed software. The analytical model 

[3] can be used just for a simple length prediction both for a single phase and two-phase 

region.
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Two more-sophisticated numerical models are based on Runge-Kutta solution of 

differential equations. Total pressure and vapor quality are the primary solved variables in the 

two-phase region. The first numerical model [4] assumes homogeneous flow of vapor and 

liquid in the two-phase region.  The second model [2] takes into account the separated flow of 

both phases. Numerical models predict, along with pressure and vapor quality, the distribution 

of the following thermo-physical properties: enthalpy, void fraction, temperature, velocity and 

density.

All three models for capillary-tube flow simulation were compared with experimental 

data from the literature. The most benevolent data for optimal capillary length prediction were 

obtained from the analytical model. Numerical models give shorter two-phase region in which 

the flow reaches its critical conditions at the capillary outlet.

Programmed models were prepared for the following refrigerants: C
3
F
8
, C

4
F
10

, R12, 

R134a and R22. The special equations describing various thermo-physical properties of each 

refrigerant vary mostly with temperature in the one-phase region and pressure in the two-

phase region and were determined with the help of the modified extended BWR equation. 

A more complex numerical simulation algorithm, which could solve even non-

adiabatic flow through capillary tube, is the next step for the study. A special test stand with 

pressure and temperature sensors installed along the capillary is being designed in our 

laboratory. Foreseen measurements, namely in two-phase flow region, could validate some of 

our hypotheses about the conditions at the capillary outlet, once the outlet pressure is strictly 

set by a backpressure regulator. 
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The Inner Detector (ID) measures the directions, momentum, and signs of charge of 

electrically-charged particles produced in each proton-proton collision. It consists of different 

sensor systems all immersed in a magnetic field parallel to the beam axis. The sensors closest 

to the collision point are the Pixel detectors. The Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) is the 

following one.  An evaporative cooling system has been chosen for these two detectors to 

evacuate dissipated energy from the pixel and SCT detectors. 

The design of the Atlas Inner Detector cooling system passed several stages of 

development over the last five years and this paper describes the current status of the design. 

The Department of Applied Physics has been involved in its design via international 

cooperation supervised by CERN since 1995�

The heat sources in the ATLAS SCT & Pixel detectors are formed by the silicon 

detectors and hybrids with electronic chips: SCT = 32 550 [W], Pixel = 14 960 [W] and by 

the thermal enclosures and service panels: SCT = 6 182 [W], Pixel = 4 000 [W]. A total of 57 

692 W of heat load will be taken out by the evaporative cooling system using C
3
F
8
 as the 

fundamental refrigerant. 

The choice of the fluorocarbons was driven by the following reasons 

• High dielectric strength 

• Good chemical stability under ionizing radiation

• Non-toxic

• Non-flammable

• Zero ozone depletion potential (ODP) 

• High degree of compatibility with most of the metals, plastics and other materials 

• Contrary to some classical refrigerants (HCFC, or HFC) they do not contain Hydrogen 

(under ionizing radiation HF acid may be formed so any H donor impurity must be 

absent),

however, fluorocarbons 

• are expensive 

• have relatively high global warming potential (GWP) and long atmospheric lifetime.

Besides the final cooling system, a second cooling system had to be designed and 

constructed for the assembly facilities at CERN in the Bldg. SR1 with cooling power around 

22 kW. This cooling system is going to be used during the ID assembly procedure tests and it 

has to operate in two temperature modes (WARM mode – evaporation at + 15ºC; and COLD 

mode - evaporation at - 25ºC). The second task of the system is pilot testing of the 

components of the final system for the Atlas ID. 
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Both systems will operate in a similar manner. A coolant vapor returning from the 

SCT and Pixel detectors is compressed by an oil free compressor and condensed in a water-

cooled condenser. The liquid of C
3
F
8
 coming from condenser is pressurized to 16 bar

a
 and it 

is transferred along 120 m pipe to the regulation racks on the platform. A high pressure value 

is driven by the requirement of keeping the cooling agent above the saturation point along 

tubes between the condenser and heat exchangers. The maximal liquid temperature expected 

in the inlet tubes is 40ºC. At that temperature the saturation pressure is 12.8 bar
a
 , thus 13 bar

a

is then set as the minimum pressure in the inlet of capillaries.

There are pressure inlet regulators and back pressure regulators on the platforms. The mass 

flow rate is set by the pressure inlet regulators and could be readjusted during the lifetime of 

the detector as function of the increasing power dissipation of the electronics. The liquid 

flows across a recuperative heat exchanger and it is cooled down by a mixture of vapor and 

liquid returning from cooling channels of the detector. The recuperative heat exchanger 

between the warm inlet and cold return mixture allows increasing the efficiency of the cycle 

(sub-cooling refrigerating effect). Over-cooled liquid expands in the capillaries just before the 

cooling channels and then remains in saturation conditions (boiling) in the detector cooling 

channels. Thermal resistances in the silicon module imply a coolant temperature of -24ºC to 

keep the silicon module at -7ºC. Evaporating temperature is determined by the saturation 

pressure 1.74 bar
a
 (set by the back pressure regulator). Mass flow rate of C

3
F
8
 is set to obtain 

maximum 0.9 vapor quality on the outlet from cooling channels at maximum heat load 

produced by the detectors and minimum efficiency of the heat exchanger. The residual liquid 

in the mixture at the exhaust of the cooling channels is evaporated by means of the power 

provided by the heater. The heater also raises the temperature of the vapor above the dew-

point temperature in the environment. Superheated vapor flows across back pressure regulator 

on the platform to the cooling plant situated at free access area USA 15. 

The Department of Applied Physics has been participating in commissioning of 

cooling system in SR1 Bldg. at CERN recently and the poster presentation will introduce the 

results from the tests performed both for WARM and COLD mode operation. 
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The study of the high power electric discharge with parameters of the lightning 

channel was directed to the investigation of possibilities of the ball lightning generation and 

due to security of the airplane components against the lightning. The properties of the ball 

lightning are summarized and described in [1]. Experiments were held in the High Power 

Discharges Laboratory of the Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser Microfusion 

in collaboration with the International Center for Dense Magnetized Plasmas in Warsaw. 

The discharge was supplied with capacitor bank with the total electric charge about 

100 C. The average current during discharge reached about 300 A. Duration of the discharge 

was a few hundreds ms. The electrodes were connected with the copper or aluminum wire of 

300 µm diameter before the discharge to enable the breakdown through the horizontal 

distance of 40 cm. The electrodes were made from aluminum or brass. For capturing plasma 

channel evolution the high speed CCD cameras were used. Framerate of 2000 pictures per 

second gave the evolution scale of millisecond. 

During the discharge the creating of an interesting structures were observed. The parts 

of the plasma channels were twisting, spinning and the intensity in visible region of spectra 

were changeable. The interlacing plasma channel under the appropriate conditions may create 

a ball-like structure. This structure have a relatively long livetime, after that, the ball can 

decaying either slow diminishing in time or spread out into an plasmatic channels. At the 

surface of the channel must be tension responsible for its lifetime a few ms. These ball 

structures have usually stable brightness similar to the channel and the supposed electron 

temperature may be about 0.5 eV. Lifetime of these balls increases with its diameter. It is 

possible to make statistical evaluation, then it can be obviously seen the correlation between 

the lifetime and the radius of the ball structures. In our experiments were observed the most 

common diameters about 20 to 30 milimeters with the lifetime 6 to 8 ms. 

The radiate intensity of the discharge channel can be divided into three different  parts. 

The first one connected with the electrodes is directed straight to another electrode. The 

second one connected with the first parts has more complicated structure. It is characterized 

by fast transforming of direction and wide range of intensities, radiation and diameters 

(1 ÷ 30 mm) of the channel. The transition from the first part into the second part is 

characterized by the rapid change of channel direction and the twisting nearly oposit to the 

previous direction. The third one is represented by dark space, it is under detection limit of 

the camera. Appropriate temperature for this area may be about 0.1 eV. 

It is possible to determine the parameters of the type of first and second current 

channels. For the near-electrodes parts with electrical current of 300 A and the mean value of 

channel diameter of 2 cm we can calculate the current density about 10
6

 A/m
2

. Then for the 

temperature of 0.5 eV the electron density of 6·10
23

 m
-3

 was evaluated (supposing the 

magnetic pressure is much smaller than the atmospheric pressure [2,3]). The conductivity 

(1.4·10
3

 S/m) was calculated from Spitzer formula for temperature 0.5 eV. From the 
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knowledge of the current density and the conductivity we can estimate the electric field 

intensity as 700 V/m. On the length of this part (20 cm) the voltage drop is 

aproximately 150 V. We can make a conclusion that the thermal plasma with Spitzer 

conductivity exists in this part of the channel. 

The second part of the channel has wide range of diameters. The narrow form with the 

smallest diameters of 1 ÷ 2 mm radiates more intensive. It usually starts with straight short 

circuit in the dark part of the channel. Later the evolution of these channels is determined 

usually by helical instability development. In this form we can estimate the plasma 

parameters relatively simple (current density 3.7·10
8

 A/m
2

, magnetic field 120 mT, magnetic 

pressure 10
4

 Pa, plasma temperature 0.5 eV, electron and ion densities 6·10
23

 m
-3

 and Spitzer 

conductivity 1.4·10
3

 S/m). But if we assume that the radiated power was 200 kW, then the 

electric conductivity of 1.2·10
5

 S/m can be calculated from equation γ = l·I
2

/(P·S), where I is 

electric current, P is Joule power, l and S is length and cross-section of radiated area, 

respectively. It seems that the Spitzer formula cannot be used for the calculation of electric 

conductivity. Electric field intensity is about 3100 V/m, then the voltage drop in 10 cm length 

is about 300 V. 

Both magnetic and dynamic pressures represent insignificant part of the total pressure 

in the plasma. It is evident that the plasma pressure, which is equal to atmospheric pressure, 

has the dominant influence. The magnetic and the dynamic pressures only slowly affect the 

current channel transformations and enable demonstration of the current channel evolution in 

scale of ms.
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  Spatial photorefractive solitons have attracted much interest in the past two decades. Their 

potential applications are in waveguides, directional coupling, electro-optical switching, and 

frequency conversion. Soliton-induced waveguides are key elements in the development of 

reconfigurable optical switches and dynamic interconnects.  In particular, spatial 

photorefractive solitons have the advantage to be generated from low-power sources. 

Moreover, their photo-induced waveguides can be temporarily stored, erased or rewritten or 

can even be permanently fixed.      

   At present, several generic types of photorefractive solitons are known: quasi-steady-state 

solitons, screening solitons, and photovoltaic solitons. Spatial solitons is separated into two 

basic types: the bright soliton and the dark soliton. The bright soliton, in which a beam of 

light propagates without change in its transverse profile, occurs when self-focusing due to the 

light-induced change in the index of refraction balances diffraction. The resulting index of 

refraction is positive; it is proportional to the intensity of the beam. The dark soliton, in which 

a dark band, or notch, is superimposed on an otherwise uniform background illumination, 

occurs when self-defocusing due to a light -induced index change balances the diffraction of 

the notch. The resulting index of refraction is negative. A dark soliton may be black, in which 

the intensity minimum is zero, or gray, in which it is nonzero but less than the background 

intensity. 

    The optical nonlinearity responsible for soliton formation is due to the transport of 

electronic charge dominated by the bulk photovoltaic current (for photovoltaic solitons). 

Electrons are photo exited from impurity centers with momentum preferentially directed 

along the z axis of a ferroelectric crystal, and are then trapped in different impurity centers. 

The resulting space-charge distribution gives rise to an index gradient through the electro-

optic effect. This index gradient is responsible for the self-guiding needed to generate 

photovoltaic solitons. These solitons do not necessitate application of an external field.  

    In this paper we describe one-dimensional dark photovoltaic solitons for generation planar 

waveguides in iron doped LiNbO
3
, which are predicted to occur in a medium with significant 

photovoltaic effect. The LiNbO
3

have after illumination the negative index of refraction, and 

this is the reason for the use a dark soliton.  We used also LiNbO
3
 material, because it is a 

widely used material for optoelectronics application due to the numerous properties (elecro-

optic, photovoltaic, pyroelectric, piezoelectric) it offers.  

   We generate the one dimensional spatial soliton in bulk sample of crystal. When the 

background illumination is sufficiently broad, this case reduce to the problem of planar 

solitons in two dimensions: the propagation dimension and the transverse dimension, so we 

create a planar waveguide in the bulk sample.    

   The experimental setup consist of a iron doped LiNbO
3
, a collimated continuous-wave 

argon-ion laser beam of 514 nm, a phase mask, and a telescope to image the collimated beam 

onto the front crystal surface. The dimensions of the crystal are 20mm x 10 mm x 3 mm (x x 

y x z), and the concentration of iron ions 250ppm (0.25%mol). A laser beam at 514 nm 

polarized along the z–axis direction, is collimated about 2 mm on the input face of the crystal 

and propagated along x-axis. The polarization along z-axis is used the biggest electro-optic 
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coefficient r
33

 and the biggest photovoltaic coefficient β
33

. This polarization is caused the 

biggest index change ∆n.  Photovoltaic soliton in this type of crystal is needed for generation 

only 5 mW/cm
2

 optical intensity. The phase mask, which is the silicon cover plate, forms a 

phase step   across a beam of circular cross section and imaging it onto the front surface of a 

sample to produce a narrow dark notch. The dark notch is oriented so that the intensity 

gradient of the beam is parallel to the z-axis (optical axis). The narrow dark notch has 15µm 

on the front surface of the sample.  The variations in phase and in intensity arising from the 

phase step occur along the z axis. Before the photovoltaic effect take place, the dark notch 

diffracts from 15µm FWHM on the front surface to about 20µm FWHM at the exit surface. 

As the photovoltaic space charge field builds up (change the index perturbation), the dark 

notch starts to narrow. The resulting index perturbation forms a waveguide that can be probed 

by launching a second beam into it.  

    The beam profile is detected by a charge-controlled device array (CCD) and captured by a 

computer-controlled frame grabber. For an average background intensity of 5 mW/cm
2

, we 

obtain steady-state measurements after a 10 min exposure. 

   After soliton formation we can launch the second beam into this waveguide. The 

photovoltaic effect is wavelength sensitive, and the iron doped LiNbO
3
 is less sensitive on the 

higher wavelength. Our probe beam is the polarized laser beam at 633 nm. .  This wavelength 

isn’t caused any refractive change in the crystal. We excite a TE mode in the waveguide.  

   The experimental setup is the same as for the generation spatial solitons, only we mistake 

the phase mask for a pinhole. The pinhole has the diameter 10µm, and we can launch TE 

mode into the waveguide by means of the pinhole.     

     In summary, we have observed dark spatial solitons in a photovoltaic medium, and we 

have shown that the photovoltaic solitons are capable of guiding beams at less sensitive 

wavelengths and therefore may be used for producing waveguides in the bulk media. 
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New generation of silicon power devices is faced with increasing tasks regarding their 

switching speed performance. Advanced method of carrier lifetime control have to be used to 

speed-up device turn-off without substantial deterioration of ON-state losses. For this reason, 

traditional techniques of lifetime killing, like diffusion of noble metals, were replaced by 

irradiation with high energy particles. Irradiation with protons and alphas in combination with 

electron irradiation allows creation of nearly arbitrary carrier lifetime profile [1] and very 

good controllability and reproducibility of lifetime killing process. In this project, we focused 

on detailed characterization of radiation defects and their profiles resulting from proton and 

alpha-particle irradiation in the MeV range. Profile parameters and defect introduction rates 

were further used for simulation of irradiated structures using modern Technology Computer 

Aided Design (TCAD) tool to predict the effect of irradiation on device performance. 

Radiation defects produced by high energy ions were investigated in the low-doped 

(phosphorous concentration below 10
14

 cm
-3

) <100>-oriented FZ silicon substrate forming the 

n-base of  1.7kV/100A power planar p
+

nn
+

 chip diodes for power modules from ABB 

Switzerland Ltd., Semiconductors. The diodes were irradiated with 1.8, 2.8 and 3.6 MeV 

protons (
1

H
+

) and 3.6, 8, 12 and 14.5 MeV alphas (
4

He
2+

) using the 5 MeV tandem accelerator 

in FZ Rossendorf. The irradiation with low fluences ranging from 7×10
9

 to 2×10
10

 cm
-2

 (
1

H
+

) 

and 1.4×10
9

 to 1×10
10

 (
4

He
2+

) were used for defect characterization. Higher fluences of alphas 

(up to 5×10
11

 cm
-2

) were used to modify static and dynamic parameters of investigated 

diodes. 

To fully characterize radiation defects, the following methods were used: the 

capacitance deep level transient spectroscopy (C-DLTS), I-V profiling, the high voltage 

current transient spectroscopy (HV-CTS), and C-V measurement. 

C-DLTS spectra of proton irradiated samples revealed six electron traps and two holes 

traps while only three electron trap levels and one hole trap were detected in samples 

irradiated with helium [2]. The most prominent recombination levels were attributed to the 

acceptor level of vacancy-oxygen pair VO
-/0

 at E
c
-0.167 eV and the single acceptor level of 

divacancy V
2

-/0

 at E
c
-0.436 eV. While the VO pair set the lifetime at high injection levels, the 

single acceptor level of divacancy is responsible for the carrier recombination at low injection 

levels and charge generation in depletion regime.  

Profiles of dominant recombination levels measured by HV-CTS and C-DLTS were 

compared with primary vacancy distributions obtained from simulation using the Monte Carlo 

code SRIM2000. Results show that divacancy profiles, consisting of a sharp defect peak with 

a tail extending to the irradiated surface, follow in principle the simulated distributions. The 

peak depth R
D
 and its struggle ∆R

D
 were estimated both for helium and hydrogen irradiation. 

As we summarized in [3], SRIM simulation exhibited a good agreement with experiment 

concerning the divacancy peak depth while the measured straggle showed noticeable 

broadening. For protons and alphas the difference was in the range of 0.6-0.7 µm and 0.7-1.4 
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µm respectively. The introduction rates of particular defects, which were defined as a fraction 

of total number of produced defects to total amount of primary vacancies, were established 

for different ion energies. An example of data recieved from HVCTS measurement is shown 

in Table 1 where profile parameters of vacancy-related defects in silicon irradiated with 12 

MeV alphas and 2.8 MeV protons are compared. 

 

Table 1.     Profile parameters and introduction rates for defects in silicon irradiated with 12   

MeV alphas (left) and 2.8 MeV protons (right) 

12 MeV He 2.8 MeV H 

Introduction 

rate×10
2

 

Introduction 

rate×10
2

 

  

Defect 

 

R
D
/∆R

D
 

[µm] 
Peak Tail  

 

Defect 

 

R
D
/∆R

D
 

[µm] 
Peak Tail  

VO
-/0

  91.6 / 1.88 2.9 2.4 VO
-/0

 84.7/2.45 1.6 1.3 

V
2

-/0

 
92.7 / 2.11 1.1 1.7 

V
2

-/0

 
84.5/2.98 0.90 1.1 

Vacancy 91.9 / 0.98 (simulation) Vacancy 81.7 /2.14 (simulation) 

  

Simulation of unirradiated and irradiated diodes was performed using device simulator 

ATLAS from Silvaco Inc. The simulator possesses a model of thermal 

recombination/generation with full trap dynamics and arbitrary distribution of defect levels. 

Two dominant recombination levels, the acceptor level of vacancy-oxygen pair VO
-/0

 and the 

single acceptor level of divacancy V
2

-/0

 were used to simulate the effect of irradiation. The 

defects were characterized by their profiles, capture cross sections and bandgap positions [4]. 

To receive realistic magnitudes of defect capture cross sections, we have to extract them from 

room temperature I-V and Open Voltage Circuit Decay (OCVD) data since the magnitudes 

measured by DLTS are valid only at cryogenic temperatures. Simulated static and dynamic 

characteristics of irradiated devices showed a good agreement with experimental ones. 
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The non-thermal plasma based technologies are becoming more and more important for 

destruction of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in air streams because of their energy 

selectivity and capability for the simultaneous removal of various pollutants. Corona 

discharge (DC, AC or pulsed) and a dielectric barrier discharge in a confined space have been 

tested for these purposes. Recently, it has been shown that a combination of non-thermal 

plasma with catalyst leads to very promising results for the destruction of atmospheric 

pollutants at relatively low energy cost. 

The corona discharge is a relatively low power electrical discharge. Discharge power 

enhancement and at the same time  discharge stabilization can be achieved by applying a gas 

flow with respect to the active electrode [1]. Another approach to the discharge power 

enhancement is based on the simultaneous application of ultrasound waves and gas flow 

through the active electrode [2, 3].

For the purpose of VOC decomposition we performed the study of two hollow-needles-to-

mesh atmospheric pressure discharge enhanced by a mixed VOC/air flow through the needle 

electrode in combination with TiO
2
 catalyst [4]. The advantage of this arrangement is that all 

the mixture passes through the discharge zone and therefore is affected by plasmachemical 

processes. We  studied discharge operational regimes as well as n-heptane decomposition. We 

used a stainless steel mesh electrode either uncoated, coated by a TiO
2
 layer or as base 

structure for a layer of Aerolyst TiO
2
 catalyst globules. We used two needles to increase the 

energy density and to test possible scaling for future application. For our experiments we 

choose n-heptane CH
3
(CH

2
)

5
CH

3
, a common part of organic solvents and automotive fuels 

(petrol), which represents a wide group of saturated hydrocarbons.

Results of operational regimes study: 

We found that for the optimum interelectrode distance 8 mm, for flow rates from 3.2 to  

20.3 slm, coating of the mesh with a layer of TiO
2
 decreases discharge voltage in the low 

currents region. For higher currents the difference between V-A characteristics for coated and 

uncoated mesh is smaller. Significant difference however exits among V-A characteristics of 

the discharge with the layer of TiO
2
 globules on the mesh, discharge with an uncoated mesh 

and the mesh coated with the layer of TiO
2
. The obtained results reveal that for particular 

current the discharge with TiO
2
 globules requires the smallest voltage. 

Results of decomposition efficiencies study:

It was found that the decomposition efficiency increases with increased energy density. It was 

also found that for particular energy density the decomposition efficiency is the highest for 

the discharge with the layer of the TiO
2
 globules, smaller for the mesh coated with the layer 

of TiO
2
 and the smallest for the discharge with an uncoated mesh. These results can be 

explained by the effect of photocatalyst TiO
2
 on decomposition efficiency. In case of TiO

2

globules the photocatalysts area exposed to the UV emitted from the discharge is higher than 

for the case of TiO
2
 coated mesh, therefore the decomposition efficiency is higher. 

Titanium dioxide (TiO
2
) is an n-type semi-conductor, biologically and chemically inert, and 

existing in rutile and anatase phase. A series of its energy levels is associated with covalent 
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bonding between atoms composing the crystallite (valence band) and a second series of 

spatially diffuse higher energy levels is associated with conduction in the macromolecular 

crystallite (conduction band). Both series are strictly separated by a fixed energy gap of 3.2 

eV. Incidence of UV light of a higher energy than this band gap, e.g. originating from de-

excitation processes in the plasma reactor, can promote electrons from the valance band to the 

largely vacant conductance band. Simultaneously, a positive hole with strong oxidizing 

capability is formed. In order for photo catalysis to be productive chemically, electron-hole 

pair recombination followed by energy dissipation as heat, must be suppressed by fast 

trapping either of the electrons, or the holes or both, not exceeding the time constant of 

recombination, which is a fraction of nanoseconds. The anatase TiO
2
 is predominantly used, 

because it has a higher O
2
 adsorbing capacity than rutile TiO

2
. The contaminating organic 

substrates themselves can react as adsorbed traps for the photo-generated holes.

Decomposition efficiencies for the discharge with an uncoated mesh and a mesh coated with 

TiO
2
 layer for the different flow rate of the mixture of air with n-heptane and for the inter-

electrode distance 8 mm are shown in table 1. 

Flow rate [slm] 20.3 10.4 5.2 3.2

Decomposition

efficiency [%] 

Uncoated mesh 

20 26 36 --

Decomposition

efficiency [%] 

Coated mesh 

24 30 47   37.5*

Table 1. Decomposition efficiency versus flow rate and mesh type. Needles biased 

negatively;  n-heptane concentration = 33 (55*) ppm
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Nitrogen oxides are formed when fuel is burned in combustion processes. They are toxic and 

they cause serious health problems. Therefore the development of the NO
x
 control 

technologies is an important issue. Non-thermal plasma of electrical discharges gives efficient 

means for NO decomposition [1,2]. The principle of the non-thermal plasma technologies for 

NO
x
 decomposition is to produce plasma in which a majority of energy supplied to the 

discharge goes into the production of energetic electrons rather than into the gas heating. 

Even though the electrons are short-lived under atmospheric pressure conditions and rarely 

collide with the pollutant molecules, they undergo many collisions with the dominant 

background gas molecules, thus producing radicals through electron impact dissociation and 

ionization. The radicals in turn reduce and/or oxidize the NO
x
 molecules. 

We performed an experimental study of nitric oxide decomposition by DC hollow needle to 

plate electrical discharge in air [3] and in the N
2

- NO mixtures of a dilute amount of NO [4]. 

The advantage of application of the hollow needle to plate discharge with the supply of the 

gas through the needle for NO removal is that all the gas passes through the discharge region 

and therefore is affected by plasmachemical processes. For the mixture of NO with N
2

only

and for the NO concentration only a few hundreds parts per million (ppm), the input electrical 

energy in the discharge is consumed mainly in two ways: 

1. Electron-impact reactions with N
2
. The electron impact dissociation of molecular 

nitrogen N
2
 can be described as 

     e + N
2

→ e + N + N.         (1) 

 The rate coefficient of this reaction is a function of a reduced electric field.  

2. Removal of NO, which proceeds mainly via reduction by N radicals. Therefore it is 

considered that the fastest channel for NO removal is a subsequent reduction of NO by 

the nitrogen atom N 

      N + NO → N
2

 + O.         (2) 

            The rate coefficient of this reaction is k
2
 = 3.1×10

–11

 cm
3

.s
–1

. While NO concentration

            reduces in the gas, the reduction may be caused by other reaction, too. For example,

            the oxidation by oxygen radicals, produced through the reaction (2) can also take

            place:

O + NO + N
2
→ NO

2
 + N

2
                   (3) 

The rate coefficient of this reaction is k
3
 = 9×10

–32

  cm
6

.s
–1

.

Following this analysis the removal of NO in the N
2
+NO mixture by electrical discharge 

should be also accompanied by NO
2
 formation. To study the NO removal efficiency as well 

as formation of NO
2

we investigated decomposition of nitric oxide in DC driven atmospheric 

pressure negative corona discharge [4].

Stainless steel needle (Terumo, Belgium) of the outer diameter 1.2 mm and the inner diameter 

0.7 mm was situated axially in the cylindrical metallic discharge chamber. The needle was used 

as a first electrode. Perpendicular to the needle was situated a second electrode in the form of 

stainless steel disc. The distance between the tip of the needle and the disc was adjusted to 4 

mm. The DC high voltage power supply Technix provided voltage up to 30 kV. A resistor 0.889 
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MΩ ballasted the needle electrode. Stable flow of high-purity nitrogen with a defined quantity 

of NO was supplied through the needle into the discharge volume. The gas pressure in the 

discharge chamber was fixed at 1.01×10
5

 Pa and controlled by a pressure gauge. Nitrogen 

(99.9999) (Messer Austria, with certified impurities H
2
O<0.5 ppm, O

2
<0.5 ppm, CO/CO

2
<0.1

ppm, HC<0.1 ppm and Ar<1 ppm) was delivered through Bronkhorst HI-TEC model mass flow 

controllers MFC. Quantified traces of NO (20, 100, 200 ppm) were added by the controlled flux 

of N
2
+NO mixture (Pulmonix



 forte, Messer Austria, 900 ppm NO in N
2
, with main impurities 

H
2
O< 3 ppm, O

2
<1 ppm and NO

2
<1 ppm). To monitor volumetric concentration of nitrogen 

oxides NO, NO
2
 and NO

x
in the discharge products we used a GA-60 flue gas analyzer (Madur 

Electronics) equipped with electrochemical cells (O
2
, CO, SO

2
, NO, NO

2
) and a 

chemiluminiscence NO
x
 analyzer API 200EM (Teledyne Instruments). 

The illustrative results showing the NO removal and NO
2
 formation for the hollow needle to 

plate electrical discharge with the needle biased positively and for the flow of the N
2
+NO

mixture through the needle electrode 2.5 slm are shown in the following table 1. The initial 

concentration of NO in the mixture was adjusted to 20 ppm. The energy density is defined as 

a ratio of power delivered to the discharge and a flow of the mixture through the needle. 

Energy density [kJ/m
3

] 0 1.01 1.9

7

2.89 3.8

3

4.8

NO concentration [ppm] 2

0

18.0

5

14.

7

11.9

3

9.3

3

6.8

2

NO
2
 concentration 

[ppm]

0 0.2 0.8 1.11 1.1

7

1.1

6

Table 1. Concentration of NO and NO
2

for the discharge with needle biased positively. 

From the experimental results following conclusions can be taken: 

• The NO decomposition in the discharge strongly depends on energy density; with 

increasing energy density the NO decomposition increases. 

• Production of nitrogen dioxide NO
2
versus energy density exhibits a certain maximum. 

• Complete NO removal can be more easily obtained for lower initial NO concentrations. 

• The ratio of nitric oxide to the sum of nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide decreases with 

increasing energy density.
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Nowadays, the future development of new industrial robots (parts of machine tools 

and manipulators) requires also improvement and development of their control. In essence, 

it means a replacement of existing conventional control approaches (e.g. NC systems, 

PID/PSD control structures) by new approaches, which enable as much as possible to use 

available information on properties and behavior of given plant. 

Conventional approaches provide control of industrial robots only from view of drives 

as separate units, but they do not solve control from view of whole robotic system. 

On the other hand, modern control approaches take in to account dynamics and kinematic 

relations of given machine. In this way, they design energetically useful control actions. 

These approaches allow increasing of productivity by use of saved energy. 

Dynamics and kinematic relations (available information on given robotic plant) can 

be represented by different mathematical models, often in a form of differential equations. 

They are obtained according to theory of mechanics (e.g. principle of virtual works, 

composition of equations of motion by Lagrange’s equations, etc.). The equations can 

be formulated as input-output models or state-space models. For real use, the models are 

usually transformed to discrete form. Discretization with appropriate sampling period 

provides naturally computation time for model composition and design of control actions. 

When the models are nonlinear, then the part of model composition contains also some kind 

of linearization procedure. 

Approaches, using certain mathematical model, are generally called model-based 

control approaches. There exist a lot of types in control theory. Mostly, they differ by length 

of prediction to future during computation of control actions. Suitable example 

of model-based approaches is multi-step Predictive control, applicable in new developed 

industrial robots. 

Basic questions of robot control follow partly from their constructions and partly from 

technological requirements – expected behavior. In the branch of parallel structures, 

especially redundantly actuated, fundamental control task is, how to provide optimal 

cooperation of all drives interconnected by robot arms through movable platform (chuck, 

gripper). 

Predictive control uses mathematical model (description of kinematic relations 

and dynamics of robot) and quadratic optimality cost function to design of control actions. 

This approach combines feedback ~ feedforward parts. The model represents specific 

prior information, which is used for forming the dominant part of control actions. 

Attached feedback from measurable robot outputs compensates model inaccuracies 

and certain bounded disturbance. It composes remaining part of designed actions. 
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According to marking “predictive”, this control is based on prediction, which is 

computed by means of mathematical model. Prediction is realized only within certain horizon 

of prediction. In case of speedily changed systems, the horizon represents only several 

multiples of sampling period. 

Designed actions correspond to current requirements to motion of movable platform. 

This way, the requirements to input energy are led towards optimal energy consumption. 

Moreover, among others, Predictive control can be use for trajectory planning of possible 

motion among points of robot workspace, solution of backlash problem and solution of steady 

state error in cases of accurate positioning. 

In comparison with usual control approaches based on PID/PSD control or other 

possible high-level model-based controls (Inverse Dynamics Control, Sliding Mode Control), 

Predictive control offers simple setting of parameters. It generally represents only tuning 

of two main parameters - horizon of the prediction and input penalization. Their choice is not 

difficult. Horizon of prediction relates to time constant of controlled system and selected 

sampling. The magnitude of input penalization (usually normalized so that control error 

penalization is equaled one), determines stiffness of response of controller and thus even 

tracking quality of desired trajectory during robot motion. It is selected in comparison 

to potential of drives. 

Presented control approach was successfully tested on two types of constructions 

based on parallel principle. The constructions represent both horizontal and vertical 

configurations, which differ by levels of potential energy. It was shown that Predictive control 

is able to achieve better results than simple realization of PSD controller. For all practical 

purposes, for industrial use, Predictive control represents promising way to future 

in spite of more demanding requirements to its preparation (composition of mathematical 

model; adjustment of predictive algorithm for given real plant – configuration; more precise 

trajectory planning – smoothing problems). 
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There are many industrial processes which have a distributed parameters behaviour. 

Consequently, these processes cannot be modelled by lumped inputs and lumped outputs 

models for correct representation. This paper deals with two-dimensional dynamic processes 

(systems with parameters dependent on two spatial directions) which can be described 

by lumped inputs and distributed output models.  

These distributed parameters models can be mathematically described by partial differential 

equations [1]. Unlike ordinary differential equations, the partial differential equations contain, 

in addition, a derivative with respect to the spatial directions. Consequently, the partial 

differential equations lead to more accurate models but their complexity is larger. 

This paper deals with a special type of the partial differential equations which are called 

parabolic partial differential equations. This type of partial differential equations can describe, 

for example, a heat transfer process where heat sources (system inputs) operate in a several 

points and temperature distribution (system output) propagates from these sources to the 

surrounding. 

The dynamic behaviour of the distributed parameters system, which is described by the partial 

differential equation, can be approximately transformed to a finite-dimensional model, for 

example, by using the finite difference method [4]. Then the ordinary differential equation 

model with a large dimension is obtained and can be used for a finite-dimensional controller 

design. 

Unfortunately, for online solving of an optimization problem, e.g. model predictive control 

approach [2], the large model dimension introduces a problem for the control design. 

Therefore a model reduction method has to be used, for example reduction by the balanced 

truncation method. 

Variables of every real process have certain limits given by laws of physics. Unlike the 

classical control law, the model predictive control considers explicitly the future implication 

of the current control action and this approach enables us to include the constraints 

of inputs/outputs to the control algorithm [2]. The main idea of the model predictive control is 

to find the optimal control sequence on the prediction horizon. And then for the feedback 

control, only the first element of this optimal control sequence is applied as the input control 

action to the plant and the optimization problem is solved again for the new initial state of the 

system. This methodology is known as the receding horizon control.

Model predictive control methodology based on lumped inputs and lumped outputs models is 

described in many publications, for example in [2], but there are many industrial processes 

which have the distributed parameters behaviour. Therefore my research deals with using 

the model predictive control approach for distributed parameters systems which can be 

described by lumped inputs and distributed output models. 

This paper presents a predictive controller design for a heat transfer process which is 

described, for a temperature distribution Θ [K], by the following partial differential equation 

on an open set Ω = (0,L
1
) × (0,L

2
)  
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2

] is a surface density of a medium, c [Ws/(kg K)] is its thermal capacity, 

λ [W/K] is a thermal conductivity (independent on the temperature Θ), f [W/m
2

] represents 

a surface heat source distribution, α [W/(mK)] is an external heat transfer coefficient and 

Θ
s
[K] is the surrounding temperature. 

This description is transformed to the finite dimensional model. The spatial derivatives are 

replaced by differences [4] and the discrete model in the standard state space notation is 

obtained 
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In the equation above, x is a vector of states, u is a vector of system inputs, y is a vector 

of system outputs and A, B, C, D are matrices of the system. Because of large dimension 

of this model, reduction by the balanced truncation method is used and then a predictive 

controller based on this reduced model is designed. 

In [3], range control approach is described for lumped inputs and lumped outputs systems. 

The main idea of the range control concept is to replace the set point reference by low and 

high limits. This methodology leads to a very stable and robust control because 

the manipulated inputs do not compensate the high-frequency component of the noise. My 

research deals with application of the range control algorithm for the heat transfer process, 

which can be described by the partial differential equations above. 
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Model predictive control (MPC) has gained in popularity because it provides a 

systematic approach to control the industrial processes with constraints on input, output and 

others variables in control loop. MPC refers to the class of computer control algorithms that 

use a system model to predict the future responses of a plant. Using this model-based 

prediction, at each sampling (or control) interval, an MPC algorithm computes an optimal 

future trajectory of input variables so that behavior of the plant corresponds to our demands as 

much as possible. The demands are mostly expressed as the cost function which is minimized 

over an prediction horizon by an MPC algorithm. The output of such an optimization problem 

is an optimal control sequence over the prediction horizon. 

Only the first input in the optimal control sequence is applied to the plant and the 

entire calculation is repeated at the next sampling interval. This approach is known as 

receding horizon and enables suppression of incoming disturbances. The implementation of 

MPC algorithms with receding horizon can be rather computationally demanding because the 

optimization with constraints has to be solved on-line at each sampling interval. With respect 

to computational demand, the MPC is often used for slow processes, for example, in chemical 

and petrochemical industry. 

There are two most important advantages of the MPC technology. The first advantage 

is that the multivariate control problems are handled in a natural and systematic manner. The 

second advantage, as mentioned above, is the ability to cope with explicit constraints on the 

controlled and other variables in the control loop. On the other hand, the most obvious 

weakness of finite horizon MPC was that there was no stability guarantee in early 

implementations. Next weakness is the need for a good and accurate process model because 

the model is used for prediction of future system response. 

The modification of the standard linear MPC for control the nonlinear model is shown 

in this contribution. A non-linear PID controller for continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) 

using local model network was presented in [1]. In this contribution we present application of 

the MPC based on mixture distribution for control of CSTR [2] which is a highly non-linear 

process. The methodology based on bayesian update of the probability distribution over the 

set of possible models [3] enables description of a plant by a mixture distribution. The LQ 

(quadratic optimal state feedback) or LQG (quadratic optimal state feedback with gaussian 

noise) controller based on a mixture of a set of parallel models with a common state and 

different parameters only was developed in [4]. 

In this contribution we present application of model-based predictive controller based 

on mixture distribution, i.e. a set of parallel models, to CSTR process. This process is highly 

non-linear. Presented MPC is based on a mixture of linearized models in several operating 

points parameterized by their probabilities estimated on-line. Provided that the operating 

point of the process lies within the given set defined by convex envelope of the operating 

points presented MPC ensures "soft switching" between the individual models. The on-line 
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estimation of model probabilities is done by a set of Kalman filters in the normalized form. 

The good performance of algorithm for model probability estimation is very important part of 

presented MPC algorithm because the resulting MPC is parameterized by them. 

It was shown that the model-mixture based MPC presented in this contribution 

provides a good performance and the switching algorithm provides reliable and fast 

adaptation. Moreover, the computational complexity is comparable to a linear MPC rather 

that a typical nonlinear MPC algorithm. The conclusion of the paper is that using above 

described approach, a good performances and adaptability of MPC controller to different 

operating point of CSTR can be achieved. 
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Recent virtual reality systems aim for preserving reflective properties of rough 

textures as close as possible to an original material during different illumination and view 

positions. The only way how to reach real visual perception of observed texture is to measure 

its reflectance properties. These global illumination and view dependent real material 

properties were called  the 4D Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF). 

BRDF  describes relation between incident light from direction and light reflected by 

observed material and  was approximated by variety of reflectance models applied to 

computer graphics  object rendering. 

BRDF is insufficient for  textures hence a Bidirectional Texture Function (BTF) was 

introduced to solve this constraint.  BTF describes reflectance of each pixel based on 

illumination and view position. Hence this function is dependent on illumination and view 

angles as well as on planar position on observed material surface. The main application of 

BTF is photo-realistic modeling of real-world surfaces in virtual reality systems which is 

demanded mainly in fields of computer aided car or interior design. Another interesting BTF 

application is safety testing of virtually designed interior prototypes in dazzling situations 

mainly in automotive industry and architecture. 

BTF modeling is  a new research area, however several BTF measurements and 

modeling methods have been provided recently. In one of them the BTF has been 

approximated by biquadratic polynomial luminance in each pixel. Several other solutions 

were published such as the variants of per-pixel Lafortune model. Alternative approaches to 

BTF synthesis are based either on intelligent sampling techniques or on adaptive 

multidimensional statistical models [3,4]. In this contribution we propose two novel BTF 

models. The first is a fast extension of Lafortune reflectance model [2] and second is 

probabilistic BTF model based on causal auto-regressive model [4]. 

Standard Lafortune reflectance model [1] represents reflectance function by means of 

several reflectance lobes. In the case of the BTF the images corresponding to individual view 

position were modeled by dedicated Lafortune model. Thus this model is computed in all 

pixels of images corresponding to actual view position. When the only one-lobe Lafortune 

model is used the number of stored parametric images is 5 instead of 81 original BTF images 

for every view position. The model parameters are estimated using Levenberg-Marquardt 

non-linear fitting algorithym. However, the reflectance function approximation by means of 

one-lobe reflectance model only is unsatisfactory. The proposed solution is computation of 

color levels mapping function from an estimated one-lobe model image to original BTF 

image. This mapping function is computed for every color channel of each BTF image and is 

represented using polynomial of rank five. So for each image fifteen additional numbers have 

to be stored, however this number is negligible in comparison with number of Lafortune 

parameters stored for each pixel. The computation of proposed model [2] is very fast and can 

be easily implemented in graphical hardware since it requires only several additional linear 
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operations in comparison with standard Lafortune model. Described model was tested on 

distinct materials from Bonn University BTF database and results are almost visually 

indiscernible from original BTF data while the final BTF compression is about 1:20. 

In contrast to proposed image-based BTF modeling method [2] we have proposed 

probabilistic BTF model [4] as well. This model is far more flexible, extremely compressed 

(few tens of parameters have to be stored only), it may be evaluated directly in procedural 

form and can be designed to meet certain constraints or properties, so that they can be used to 

fill an infinite texture space without visible discontinuities [3].   

In the case of BTF modeling several additional task have to be solved. As the first step 

the range-map of original material is estimated. This is performed using photometric stereo 

which estimates surface range-map from at least three images obtained for different position 

of illumination source while the camera position is fixed. Such a mutually registered 

measurements are in BTF available for free. Following step is BTF space segmentation which 

is done by means of K-means clustering algorithm. As a result is set of cluster representatives 

which are subsequently spectrally decorrelated using Karhunen-Loeve transformation to 

obtain set of mono-spectral images. These images are spatially factorized using Gaussian-

Laplacian pyramid to obtain separated images corresponding to individual frequency features. 

These images are analyzed using causal-autoregressive model and finally represented by 

means of several parameters. During fast synthesis the frequency sub-images are synthesized, 

the Gaussian-Laplacian pyramid is collapsed to obtain again mono-spectral images which are 

spectrally correlated using inverse Karhunen-Loeve transformation. During rendering each 

triangle of rendered 3D object the corresponding synthesized cluster representing image is 

chosen using cluster index according to actual camera and illumination position and finally 

combined with a previously estimated range-map in bump/displacement-mapping filter 

according to light position. This method enables enormous BTF data compression (approx. 

1:10
6

) unattainable by any other existing BTF modeling approach while the results of 

proposed method are exceptionally realistic mainly for materials with irregular patterns as is 

for example wood, leather, plaster. For materials with regular patterns the regularity is 

introduced into the model by means of mentioned range-map. This method enable fast 

rendering implemented in graphical hardware as well and moreover it enables to synthesize 

BTF of arbitrary size so it can cover large objects in a systems of virtual reality.  
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Every mathematical algorithm for the numerical algebra can be relatively easily 

rewrited into pseudocode: every mathematic operation in the algorithm is simply transformed 

into one subroutine from the linear algebra package. This simple algorithm leads to very 

transparent, error-free codes. But these codes do not respect the inner architecture of the CPU 

and the memory hierarchy and suffer from low temporal and spatial locality. These 

drawbacks can be reduced by the applications of SW transformation techniques. These 

transformations result in better temporal and spatial locality or in more efficient utilization of 

inner pipelines. 

In this paper, we will demonstrate idea of SW transformation on 2 codes of iterative 

solvers. We will also represent the new code restructuring transformation called dynamic loop 

reversal. This transformation offers a new way to improve the cache utilization.

Linear codes for dense linear algebra consist mainly of loops. A number of SW 

transformations techniques have been developed in recent years for effective restructuring of 

these loops [1, 2]. We will demonstrate the idea of SW transformations on 2 basic codes of 

iterative solvers for huge sparse SLEs:

• The conjugate gradient (CG) method was discovered by Hestenes and Stiefel [3]. The 

matrix A must be symmetric and positive definite. 

• The bi-conjugate gradient (BiCG) method [4] is suitable for symmetric matrix A.

The standard implementations of these algorithms have a serious drawback. If the data cache 

size is less than the total memory requirements for storing all input, output, and auxiliary 

arrays, then due to thrashing misses, part or all of these arrays are flushed out of the cache and 

must be reloaded during the next iteration. This inefficiency can be reduced by application of 

loop reversal and loop fusion. The application of loop fussion allows reusing immediately the 

new computed values of arrays. After the application of loop reversal, the last elements of 

auxiliary arrays that remain in the cache from the previous loop can be reused. 

 

All results were measured on this HW configuration: Intel Celeron 850 MHz, 256MB RAM, 

128 KB L2 cache, 16 KB L1 cache running OS  Linux Debian with Intel C compiler version 

6.01.

In the measured set (the order of matrix is between 5*10
3

 and 2*10
4

), the modified CG 

method achieves speedup about 10% and the modified BiCG method speedup about 45%. 

Both speedups increase with the order of matrix. 

 

We consider the following standard techniques: loop unrolling, loop blocking, loop fusion,

and loop reversal. These transformation techniques are well described and common 

optimizing compilers support them. We describe a new transformation technique, called 

dynamic loop reversal (or alternatively outer loop controlled loop reversal), to improve 

temporal and spatial locality. 
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Standard “static” loop reversal 

In the standard loop reversal, the sense of the passage through the interval of a loop iteration 

variable is reversed. This rearrangement changes the sequence of memory requirements and 

reverses data dependencies, and therefore in general, it allows further loop optimizations. The 

compiler evaluates the data-dependency and estimate the sense of the passage.

 

Dynamic loop reversal 

In nested reversible loops, the loop reversal can be used in another way.

The sense of the passages of the inner loop can be switched by the loop variable of the 

closest outer loop (the sense of a passage of the inner loop interval is opposite in even and 

odd iterations of the outer loop). This is why we call it dynamic loop reversal.

If the size of the array is less than the cache size, then both codes are equivalent as to the 

cache utilization. However, if its size exceeds the cache size, then the last elements of arrays 

are reused within the second for loop and vice versa. This leads to even better temporal 

locality. On the other hand, the saving of the number of cache misses is bounded by the cache 

size and the explicit dynamic loop reversal can confuse the optimizing compiler and avoid 

further loop optimizations. 

 

The contribution of this paper is twofold. 

(1) We have applied 2 SW transformation techniques on 2 most common linear solvers 

to increase the cache hit ratio and improve the performance of them. The speedup is 

equal to the ratio of eliminated cache misses.

(2) We have proposed a new code restructuring transformation called dynamic loop 

reversal. This transformation brings new possibilities how to optimize the nested 

loops.

The authors hope, that this work contributes to development of even effecient optimizing 
compilers.
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Every modern CPU use a complex memory hierarchy, which consists of levels of cache 

memories. It is really difficult to predict the behavior of this hierarchy for the given program 

(for details see [1, 2]). The Cache Analyzer (shortly CA) simulates the behavior of a real 

microprocessor’s cache and compute the number of cache misses during a computation. All 

measurements are done in the "off-line" mode; the CA uses own virtual cache memory for the 

exact simulation. It also means that another CPU activity doesn’t influence the behavior of the 

CA.   

The cache model we consider corresponds to the structure of L1 - L3 caches on vast of 

modern memory architectures [1]. The i-th level of cache is s-way set-associative, consists of  

sets and one set consists of h independent blocks. Let cbs denotes the cache block size in 

bytes. We also assume that the whole cache size is used only for data and that the operand 

read does not cross cache block boundary. 

The CA has many important advantages in comparison to the HW CPU cache monitors:  

• The CA is supported on every platform, because the CA is implemented as a C library 

and can be easily included in every program. 

• The measurements are not influenced by other processes due to the “off-line” mode of 

the measurement. 

• The CA can measure effects of memory functions not supported by the CPU core (for 

example "read once" operation) and can serve for the development of more effective 

cache hierarchies.  

• The user can easily change caches configurations for the measurement by the #define 

statement. Parameters for real processors can be easily included from predefined files.   

• The user can measure the cache behavior only in an area of interest. 

• The measurements with conditions are supported.  

• The "off-line mode" guarantees that small quantities of cache misses can be also 

exactly measured.  

 

But the CA has also potential drawbacks:  

• Read operations in the CA are about 200 times slower than HW memory reads because 

in the CA are all read (or write) operations simulated by software. This drawback is 

reduced by the fact that the user can measure the cache behavior only in the area of 

interest. 

• The CA requires the additional memory for its own virtual cache memory.   

• Only data caches are assumed not TLB neither other parts of memory architecture.  

• Only the numbers of cache misses are measured not effects of these misses (memory 

latencies or stalls).  

• Some cache misses cannot be measured (for example these caused by stack operations 

in CALL-RET sequences).  
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• For caches which can hold both data and instructions, the effect of loading instructions 

into the cache is omitted. This drawback is not usually significant because code-sizes of 

inner loops are much smaller than data-sizes used by these loops. 

• The user must have source code in C language and modify it (explicitly include read 

operations for the CA).  

 

All results were measured on this HW configuration: Intel Celeron 850 MHz, 256MB 

RAM, 128 KB L2 cache, 16 KB L1 cache running OS  Linux with Intel C compiler version 

6.01.  

For validation of the CA, we have run some test tasks on this computer including 

subroutines from linear algebra package (for example codes for the sparse matrix-vector 

multiplication, the Cholesky factorization, the conjugate gradient method etc.) in 2 forms:  

• The original code was measured by the HW cache monitor (performance counters in 

the IA-32 architeture).  

• The modified code was measured by the CA.  

We also make the analytical estimation of the number of cache misses (for details see [2-4]). 

Results from these tests are almost the same. For sure, they can not be exactly the same, 

because both measurements and the analytical estimation are inexact in different ways, which 

are discussed above. For simplicity, we can say that differences between these results were 

smaller than 5%. 

We have implemented a simple cache analyzer to study quantitative parameters of the 

cache behavior during different types of the computation. We have also discussed advantages 

and drawbacks of this analyzer. The analyzer has been verified on different types of usual 

tasks. The results were very similar as these obtained from HW cache monitor.
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Plenty of numerical algebra libraries have been developed in recent years. These 

libraries are tuned for the given CPU and its memory architecture, fully utilize its memory 

hierarchy and inner pipelines. There is a new trend in the high-performance computing: GPU 

computing. This trend is caused by the surprising fact that the most powerful part of modern 

Intel PCs is not the CPU, but the GPU. Modern graphic cards (shortly GCs) overcome 

modern CPUs in the memory bandwidth and possibilities of the vector execution. It results in 

their suprising floating point performance. 

First papers about this phenomena were published 5 years ago, when GPUs (more exactly 

said: their shader units) became programmable. And many papers were published in last two 

years [1, 2], because the newest GPUs have an ability for the floating-point computation. The 

main motivation for the GPU computing is that newest Intel CPU, Pentium IV at 4 GHz, has 

got peak performance about 16 GFlops in comparison to the newest graphic cards that have 

peak performance about 200 GFlops, but prices for the newest CPU and the newest GC are 

comparable!

There are 3 main reasons of speedup of the computation using the GPU (in contrast to the 

“normal” computation using the CPU unit):

1. The GC has got memory optimized for the maximal bandwidth. This bandwidth is still 

the same in the whole memory range and is comparable to the in-cache CPU 

bandwidth. CPU programs must be optimized by experts to achieve the effecient cache 

utilization.

2. The SIMD extensions of the instruction set (sometimes called vector instructions) for 

the computation are heavily supported. In contrast to the x86 CPUs, the GPUs allow the 

indirect addressing during the vectorization. There are more inner GPU pipelines in 

comparison to the CPU architecture. 

3. There is no interaction with other processes. On the other hand, nowadays GPUs cannot 

be shared in the same way as CPU and its resources.

GPUs are designed for the fast computation of complex 3D frames. The ability of the 

floating-point computation is only the "side-effect" and it implies many disadvantages:

• There are very limited possibilities of GPUs to control the instruction flow. All 

conditional branches should be evaluated by the CPU, but it slows down a computation 

and requires the synchronization between the CPU and the GPU. But there is a simple 

and inexpensive solution for iterative methods: the GPU computes all required 

operands, sends them to the CPU by AGP bus and the CPU makes only the decision 

about the convergence. 

• Some FPU operations have no support in GPU's instruction set (i.e. EXP operation).  

• All computation should be vectorized to maximize the utilization of inner GPU 

pipelines.

• To achieve the good performance, minimal data transfers between the main memory 

and the GC are required. The most often way is to transfer all data on the beginning of 
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the computation to GC’s memory and after the computation, to transfer all data in the 

reversal way. It is not problematic, modern GCs have sufficient amount of the memory 

(256 MB or more and this size quickly grows), so all required data can be stored in the 

GC’s memory.

• The compilation process is little confusing, 2-staged. Firstly, the C code is analyzed by 

the company (ATI or nVidia) compiler and the inter-code for given GC is generated. 

Afterward, from the inter-code is generated the final executable code. The reason for 

this complicated process is that instructions for AGP bus transfers, whose differ among 

GPUs, must be generated.

• The optimization process is very complicated, only for experts with deep knowledge of 

the GPU architecture. For example, GPUs differ in the numbers of general purpose 

registers and the program for GPU must be explicitly modified in that way. There is a 

lack of GPU profilers.

• Only nowadays newest GPUs (such that GeForce 6800 or ATI X800) support the type 

double for the floating-point computation. Older GPUs support only type float.

• There are great possibilities, but the peak performance is almost unreachable. But this is 

valid same for the CPU and the GPU computing.

All results were measured on this HW configuration: AMD Athlon 1.4 GHz, 256MB 

RAM, 128 KB L2 cache, 64 KB L1 cache, AGP 4x, Ati Radeon 9800 Pro. We have used this 

software for the compilation of our programs: BrookGPU, Nvidia CG compiler, Microsoft 

DirectX SDK, Cygwin utilities, and Microsoft Visual Studio. 

We have implemented two basic routines from numerical linear algebra for the GPU: 

• Dot product, 

• Matrix-vector multiplication. 

The GPU implementation of the dot product subroutine is about 1.5 times faster and the 

matrix-vector multiplication is about 2.5 times faster than the CPU implementation. Both 

speedups increase with the order of vectors (matrices).

In this paper, we have compared advantages of the CPU and the GPU computing and 

discussed the main differences. We have demonstrated possibilities of the GPU computing on 

subroutines from the linear algebra package. The GPU implementation shows great abilities 

but we can conclude that the effective implementation of the linear algebra package designed 

for the GPU is a still great challenge. 
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The Cholesky factorization (shortly CHF) is one of basic methods to solve systems of linear 

equations (shortly SLEs). A task of the CHF is to compute the matrix L, such that A=LL
T

.  

The big advantage of this method is that is possible to solve a set of SLEs with the same 

matrix A, but with different right hand sides.  

A matrix A is considered as dense if it contains about n
2

 nonzero elements and it is sparse 

otherwise. In practice, a matrix is considered sparse if the ratio of nonzero elements drops 

bellow 10%. 

If a sparse matrix has the nonzero elements occurring only around the main diagonal, it is 

banded. Banded-like matrices with some "peaks" are called near banded. 

The process of Cholesky factorization of the originally sparse matrix A leads to the matrix L 

with new nonzero elements, called fills (or fill-in’s). For the minimal number of fills, special 

process called symbolic factorization is needed. Since this process significantly increases the 

number of required operations, the efficient computation of the CHF for sparse matrices is a 

still open research problem. 

 In this paper, we describe a semi-sparse CHF using optimized dense codes, which can 

effective compute the factorization of banded or "near banded" matrices with no need of the 

symbolic factorization. 

  

There are many storage schemes for sparse matrices (for detail see [1, 2]). Two most common 

are: 

• the CSR format 

This format is most suitable for really sparse matrices. But for matrices with the large number 

of fills, this format is ineffective. For further reading see [3]. 

• the skyline format 

For banded or "near banded" matrices, the skyline format is effective. This format is 

computed in forward to hold nonzero elements generated during the factorization. This 

implementation leads to semi-sparse code. 

  

Sparse matrices can be factorized iteratively by dense blocks [4]. The algorithm for this is 

generalized from the recursive form of the CHF. The using of dense blocks reduces the 

indirect addressing and eliminates global references. But it also increases the amount of 

required FPU operations, additional memory and it is appropriate only for matrices which 

have much smaller bandwidth than the order of matrix. There are two main forms:  

• Static: Each block (except the last one) has the same size. This is good solution for 

banded matrices.  

• Dynamic: Block sizes can differ. This is good solution for near banded matrices.  

In real cases, the bandwidth is not constant (for example, in the finite element method, 

"peaks" are caused by a discretization of boundary nodes). But the optimal covering of 

nonzero elements by this "saw-like" shape seems to be NP problem, so some heuristic are 

needed.  
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We have also developed the heuristic for solving this problem. This heuristic has 

relatively large overhead, so the algorithm tests if this complex heuristic pays off (simply by 

comparison between the average bandwidth and the maximal one). If the average bandwidth 

is only slightly smaller than maximal one, much simpler algorithm is used (the static version 

of the factorization is applied). 

Since this iterative algorithm for the CHF does not use any global references to matrix, 

it can be also used for really huge matrices. In this case, blocks are loaded in serial from the 

disc and then are stored there eliminated. The main memory must hold only elements in two 

consequent blocks, because this algorithm uses only local references into these two blocks. 

  

 All results were measured on this HW configuration: Intel Celeron 850 MHz, 256MB 

RAM, 128 KB L2 cache, 16 KB L1 cache running OS  Linux Debian with Intel C compiler 

version 6.01.  

 Our semi-sparse implementation of the CHF for banded matrices achieves the 

significant performance improvement (the speedup is about 20 % for small values of order of 

matrix and about 200 % for large values). This speedup is caused by reducing the indirect 

addressing and increasing the spatial and temporal locality, for larger values it prevents from 

disc swapping (caused by global references) during the factorization.
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Systems of Powerline Communications (PLC) providing broadband communication 

over energy distributions grids are noting another improvements and boom. There was 

introduced new chipset in 2004 providing transmission rate 200 Mbit/s. When PLC devices 

will be equipped with this chipset, PLC technology will be forceful rival to ADSL 

technology. The only problem of PLC technology in comparison with ADSL is lack of 

standardization. 

This contribution will describe project aimed at problematic of standardization and 

disturbance in connection with PLC systems. The project was divided into two sections – 

theoretical and practical. 

In theoretical part was created technical report containing summary of existing 

standards that could be use for PLC systems - international (CISPR), European (ETSI) and 

American (FCC) standards. There are also introduced proposals of new European standards 

engaged in frequency band used by PLC systems in process: Nutzungsbesttimmung 30 

(Germany), MPT 1570 (United Kingdom) and NEDAP (Netherlands). Not only producers of 

PLC systems who often participate on their development but also the opposite side very 

carefully watch these proposals. On this side could be found operators using different 

technologies which could be interfered by PLC technology, broadcasting stations and 

corporations and last but not least clubs of amateur radio broadcasting. The last mentioned 

most frequently protested against using PLC technology producing quite strong disturbing 

electromagnetic field jamming their transmission. As an example of broadcasting company 

dedicating large attention to problems of PLC technology could be mentioned British 

Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). The BBC held research about impact of radiation from 

xDSL and PLC systems on AM broadcasting. This research also look on develop proposals of 

new standards and its results in all cases was negative – these standards will be not able to 

provide necessary defence for AM broadcasting. 

This report also describes new EU-sponsored Powerline project „OPERA“ for „Open

PLC European Research Alliance“ as a part of the larger broadband project „Broadband for 

All“, started on the 1st January 2004. The OPERA project has an estimated time frame of 48 

months divided into two phases, each phase will last 24 months. The European Commission’s 

long-term goal is to further develop the broadband market in Europe and to stimulate the 

development of complementary and competitive infrastructures, like Powerline systems, as 

additional pillars beside DSL and cable access. The OPERA project seeks to develop self-

sustaining PLC solutions and it is expected that they will spread out further in next 10 years. 

This long-term vision covers the following aspects of developing: Multiple PLC solutions and 

applications will converge into an integrated PLC world and roaming agreements between 

PLC operators will enable PLC services to end-users in a similar way as mobile services are 

offered now. 

Among other objectives connected with OPERA project belong standardization of 

PLC technology and definition of the business plan and procedures for network maintenance 
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and service provisioning. The main goal of OPERA project in standardization area is to 

specify the requirements of the new PLC integrated network and to drive the PLC 

standardization to achieve the appropriate acceptance and finally penetration of PLC in the 

mass market. Besides the cost and price reductions such a standard will provide confidence to 

the operators. The standard should enable multi-vendor plug and play solutions. The approach 

is to reach an agreement among all interested parties, i.e. PLC technology providers, electric 

utilities, telecom operators, developers and manufacturers, with support from universities. 

Practical part of this project was concentrate on measurement on Ascom PLC system 

in EMC laboratory of Department of Telecommunication. Is known that modulated PLC data 

signal (most frequently is used Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex or Gaussian 

Minimum Shift Keying) could disturb other appliances supplied from the same energy grid or 

other devices placed close to the PLC devices and energy wiring used for transport of PLC 

data signal. However PLC systems also could be disturbed by noise over the PLC channel. 

Very strong impairment for PLC systems is any kind of impulsive noise. Source of impulsive 

noise could be induction motor, light dimmer, television receiver, fluorescent or halogen light 

and certain switching power supplies producing interference on the 20 MHz band. 

Now will be described two examples of realized measurements on Indoor Adapter 

APA-45i device of Ascom PLC system. Measurements of voltage dips and short interruptions 

according to CSN EN 61000-4-11 were performed on simulator MACE, product of Seewart 

Company and was found out that the APA-45i was able to work properly during very short 

voltage dips (0,5 and 5 periods) for any of tested dip level. In the case of 30% voltage dips 

was APA-45 able to work properly in whole range of periods (from 0,5 till 50 periods).  

The second example was measurements of disturbing applied voltage according to 

CSN EN 55022. There were RFT Netznachbildung NNB 11 as artificial power grid and RFT 

SMV 11 as indicator of radiation with quasi-peak detector. Measurements were performed for 

all possible configurations of output signal levels and disturbing voltage was measured in 

three series: from alone device APA-45i, from communication between two devices APA-45i 

and from communication between two devices APA-45i with use of anti-interference filter. 

The results showed that communication between two devices produces only a little bit higher 

level of disturbing voltage then one device alone. Levels of disturbing voltage were 

sometimes exceeding limits of CSN EN 55022 depending on configuration. The last series 

proved affectivity of anti-interference filter when level of disturbing voltage was always 

under limits and its average value was about 42 dBµV lower then without filter. 
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The subjective image quality becomes to be an important item in recent multimedia 

technology. The multimedia systems deal with images of various qualities from different 

resources and they have to cope with them. Therefore the subjective image quality and its 

objectivisation is a crucial question. The research project GA ČR No.102/02/0133 

“Qualitative Aspects of Image Compression Methods in Multimedia Systems” has been 

focused on the evaluation of subjective quality of distorted images. The topic is a typical 

inter-disciplinary problem overlapping selected image processing and biomedical engineering 

areas. The subjective image quality has a significant impact on the overall QoS (Quality of 

Service). The QoS is affected by all parts of multimedia chain – sensing, source coding, 

channel coding, reproduction and retrieving. The subjective quality is given by a perception 

of observing subject and the technical parameters are of secondary value.  

The project has been split into several directions defining the critical issues. The initial 

problem was targeted to managing a standard subjective image quality evaluation procedure 

by a group of observers – standardized by ITU-R Rec. BT.500. The evaluation workplace was 

established and equipped with the professional TV studio monitor and digital tape recorder. 

The main aim was to create a database of distorted still images and video sequences with 

evaluated subjective quality according to BT.500. The selection of test images has differed for 

still pictures and video sequences. In order to avoid an impact of experience with existing 

image tests such as LENA we have chosen our own set of images (PORTRAIT, SQUARE, 

GARDEN, POSTERS and FRUIT), the test video sequences have been chosen among 

recommended EBU sequences (SUSIE, KIEL HARBOUR, COMMERCIAL, FLOWER 

GARDEN and TITLES). The still picture tests have been processed by either professional 

codecs (JPEG, JPEG2000, LuraWave) or by our own image codecs (fractals, KLT). The 

video sequences have processed by a set of widely used videocodecs of MPEG-4 standard ( 

DIVX, XVID, DICAS, 3IVX , D4, VP6, SORENSON SQUEEZE, QUICKTIME,) 

H.264/AVC standard (VSS), MPEG-2 standard (TSUNAMI) and codecs WMP 9 and 

REALVIDEO V9. The subjective quality has been evaluated as a function of bitrate reduction 

or equivalent compression rate. These subjective data have been statistically processed and 

consequently approximated (polynomial function, logistic function). Generalized 

dependencies of  subjective quality have been drawn for given test picture/sequence and for 

given codec. The above mentioned codecs have been compared – the comparison criterion 

50% of subjective quality. Altogether we have performed almost 10,000 individual quality 

evaluations. Each observer has been subjected to eye testing by the Snellen optotype in order 

to eliminate some observers with significant eye malfunction. After that they have been 

carefully instructed. We have developed our own methodology of subjective tests (based upon 

the DSCQS type) according to the BT.500 modified for our laboratory conditions. The test 

video sequences have been created (test + reference, arbitrary order, grey screen separators 

with identification) with the continuous quality scale from 0 to 100%.  
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In such a way we have created the distorted still image / video sequence database with 

relevant subjective quality evaluation. This database has been applied as a reference for 

testing of various objective image quality metrics. We have verified a set of generally used 

objective metrics as MSE, PSNR etc. These distortion metrics are well correlated with the 

subjective perception for low-level distortions. More accurate and complex metrics are based 

upon the Human Visual System (HVS) models. Based upon the VQEC results some new 

original modifications have been developed and tested [2].   

Apart of testing of professional image compression packages there have been 

developed original compression approaches oriented to particular application – compression 

of scientific image information. We have chosen two directions – astronomical images and 

security images [3].   

The audio codec is another very important part of multimedia coding systems. The 

audio signal coding techniques are very matured and we have tested some selected 

compression packages. Our attention has been focused to the newest ones applying the 

psychoacoustic model for coding procedure optimization. The following codecs have been 

evaluated: FhG, LAME, MP3Pro, AAC, Ogg Vorbis, WMA [4]. Based upon previous 

experience the method „Double-blind Triple-stimulus with Hidden Reference” has been 

chosen with the evaluation scale according to the standard ITU-R BS.1284 and the Basic 

acoustic Quality BAQ has been evaluated. The test tape with 15 different compressions and 

three different signals has been created. The testing has been introduced by a training part and 

the test itself has been divided into three 30 minutes sequences.   

 There have been studied numerous areas of multimedia information quality under this 

project. Apart of the image compression the overall QoS of multimedia system is affected 

also by the sensing (cameras) and displaying devices. The additional processing of 

audiovisual information has also a qualitative impact e.g. virtual studio, special effects etc.  
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The metallic access networks have been recently using a variety of technical means that 

enable fast data transmission.  The whole family of such systems is called xDSL.  This 

category covers especially the following systems: ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber 

Line), VDSL (Very high-speed Digital Subscriber Line), HDSL (High-bit-rate Digital 

Subscriber Line) and other similar ones. xDSL systems have attracted attention mainly 

because data for high bit-rate digital services can be transmitted to the end user along the 

same transmission path (metallic lines) as employed in POTS (Telephone). These systems are 

used in the so-called "last mile", i.e. in the metallic section of the line (of the order of 

kilometres) between the central office and the end user.

The article picks up again systematic research of symmetric metallic pairs, especially of their 

properties concerning high-speed digital signal transmission (1 Mbps and above). The 

primary importance of these research results is in their relation to the practical usage of xDSL 

(Digital Subscriber Line) systems, which are widely applied in access networks.

The function of the xDSL system is mainly affected by the line attenuation (line length, wire 

diameter and type of insulation) and by cross-talk (NEXT, FEXT), which constitute the 

greatest problem of broadband signals. The cross-talk is the main limiting factor and 

determinates duplex method of transmission too. The article [1] enlarges on effects of 

crosstalk for digital transmission, error rate and compares theoretical capacity with practical 

data rates at VDSL line. 

The values of cross-talk differ in dependence on the mutual position of pairs. The strongest 

couplings exist between pairs of the same quad and between pairs of adjacent quads. The 

weakest couplings exist between pairs in remote subgroups. The selection of pairs with lower 

cross-talk couplings in cables is becoming problematic and even insoluble with the increase in 

broadband digital systems. Moreover, deploying xDSL does not mostly mean adding a system 

on an available line but extending the existing access line, which has its position in the cable. 

Allocation of bands for transfer directions downstream and upstream and with it the total 

width of the band, is dependent on the ADSL variant given by the ITU-T standard [2]. 

According to the recommendation of the ITU-T G.992.1 today’s systems use a frequency 

band of up to 1.104 MHz. The lower part of the spectrum is of course used for telephone 

channels and for this reason it counts on the coexistence of ADSL in one conduit with the 

original analogue telephone connection (ADSL/POTS), which is preserved thanks to 

separation filters (adapter, splitter). Apart from this, ADSL can also coexist with the basic 

ISDN-BA connection (ADSL/ISDN).

The variation without an adapter (ADSL splitterless or also ADSL lite) according to 

recommendation by ITU-T G.992.2 uses a frequency band with half the upper boundary 

frequency of 552 kHz. Duplex transfer is ensured either by FDD frequency division 

(Frequency Division Duplex) or with frequency overlap of the upstream and downstream 

bands with division using an EC coil with suppressed echoes (Echo Cancellation).
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The VDSL (Very high speed DSL) line [2], [3], according to the recommendation ITU-T 

G.993.1, is designed for the final section of the subscriber line, running for between 0.3 km 

and 1.5 km. Thanks to the expansion in the band to up to 12 MHz, the downstream 

transmission speed is up to 52 Mbps, and upstream 8 Mbps, with asymmetric transmission 

speeds.

A symmetric regime with the same transmission speeds in both directions of transmission can 

also be used. The technical solution is based on ADSL, including co-existence with an 

analogue telephone or ISDN connection with the help of splitters. VDSL also uses the FDD 

method only. Schematic development of VDSL consisting of a duplication of the upper 

boundary of the frequency is a perspective variation for shorter lines with a higher transfer 

speed.

The determination of duplex method results from different frequency dependence of crosstalk 

NEXT and FEXT. The results are dependence especially on the line parameters, length of the 

line and frequency. Other types of xDSL systems use other methods for duplex transmission: 

the HDSL and SHDSL use hybrid with echo cancellation (EC), the VDSL use frequency 

division duplex (FDD) and the ADSL use both of one. 

On local cables in access networks, systems with different line signals are generally operated. 

Interaction of systems of different types - Interaction occurs in the frequency band where 

power spectral densities overlap. Both NEXT and FEXT must be considered in the respective 

band.

The use of physical xDSL for Ethernet transfer is a very perspective area. The IEEE 802.3ah 

EMF group bears the marking Ethernet in the First Mile in its name, the task of which was to 

create a concept and standards for the solution of high-speed access based on an Ethernet 

interface. EMFC plans count on the fact that at greater distances than can be spanned by 

VDSL, the SHDSL system will be set up. If higher transfer speed is required, a greater 

number of pairs can be used, among which the required digital flow will be shared. The 

concept stated is a reaction to the decrease in interest in analogue telephone connections and 

the freeing up of pairs in cables connected with this, which can then be used in a multiple 

manner for high-speed data transfer. Of course while respecting the rules for spectrum 

management in cables. 
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Many engineering and scientific problems, e. g., those solved by the finite element 

method (FEM), lead to a large sparse symmetric system of linear equations (SSSLE). If 

memory capacity or computing performance of a single CPU are not sufficient for solving the 

SSSLE, then parallelization must be used. We use the SIFEL solver 

(http://cml.fsv.cvut.cz/~sifel) developed at the Czech Technical University, 

Faculty of Civil Engineering, Department of Structural Mechanics. Among others, it can 

solve SSSLEs in parallel by the envelope method using the Schur complements.  A solution 

of a problem consists of the 6 following phases: 

 

1. Domain decomposition. 

2. Ordering of variables. 

3. Assembling of submatrices. 

4. Factorization of submatrices (computation of the Schur complements). 

5. Solution of the reduced problem. 

6. Back substitution in submatrices. 

 

  A domain decomposition (Phase 1) of a problem is performed using a graph 

partitioning. It results in sparse submatrices. An envelope method is used to store these 

submatrices in the memory and to factorize them. Prior to the solution, the variables of each 

submatrix are reordered (Phase 2) by the Sloan algorithm to minimize qualities: memory 

requirements to store the submatrices and the time of the factorization (Phase 4). The 

submatrices take most of the memory of the solver and their factorization is the most 

computationally intensive part of the solution.  

 

 Our work focuses the first two phases: the domain decomposition and the reordering. 

They represent as preprocessing in the SIFEL solver. The domain decomposition is performed 

by the multilevel k-way graph partitioning. As was already observed in [1], a classical domain 

decomposition decomposes the problem, so that the numbers of variables in the resulting 

submatrices are roughly equal, but their qualities are disbalanced. Disbalancing of the 

memory requirements may lead to a crash of the solver on a distributed parallel machine with 

a limited amount of memory on each processor. The disbalancing of the factorization times 

increases the execution time of the solver, because the solution of the reduced problem (Phase 

5) cannot start before all submatrices are factorized. 

 

 To balance the qualities, we have recently developed Quality Balancing (QB) 

heuristics [2]. The QB heuristics balances estimates of the chosen quality, either memory 

requirements or the factorization time of submatrices. Since the qualities strongly depend on 

the ordering of the variables, the QB heuristics incorporates the reordering algorithm into the 

multilevel  k-way graph partitioning schema. The multilevel k-way graph partitioning is based 

on moving subsets of vertices among the partitions (which correspond to the domains). The 

QB heuristics after each move recomputes the estimations of qualities of the affected 

partitions. Prior to the computation of the estimations, the variables in the affected partitions 
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are reordered. This significantly slows the domain decomposition phase. Therefore the QB 

heuristics is contributive in the following cases. 

1. The decomposition is performed repeatedly. For example, during the solution of nonlinear 

problems a solver iterates several thousand times using the same decomposition. 

2. A SSSLE is solved on a distributed parallel machine with a limited amount of memory per 

node. Then a submatrix that needs significantly more memory than the other ones, can lead 

to the crash of the whole solver, whereas a decomposition with balanced memory 

requirements passes successfully.  

 

The Sloan algorithm was originally designed for serial solvers. During our work with 

the parallel solver we have developed a new variant, called Boundary Sloan Algorithm (BSA) 

[3], more suitable for parallel solvers. We have shown on a wide class of benchmarks that the 

BSA saves in average 15% of memory needed to store the submatrices and 25% of floating 

point operations (FLOPS) during their factorization. 

 

 Finally, we have incorporated the BSA into the QB heuristics. We have shown in [4] 

that the BSA outperforms the classical Sloan algorithm in terms of a) optimality of balancing, 

b) minimizing the qualities, and c) running time of the QB heuristics.
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Introduction: Although runtime dynamic reconfiguration of the FPGA devices has been an 

issue of the last decade, it has yet to achieve general recognition by the design community. 

The reasons for this are clear; there exists no straightforward design methodology, and the 

partitioning and CAD tool support is poor. The text below summarizes general concepts that 

must be addressed in a new generation of placement and routing algorithms to provide 

optimal implementation of designs with partial dynamic reconfiguration. 

 

Design issues: Partial dynamic reconfiguration means that the FPGA holds only those parts 

of user logic that are required at a given time to fulfil the desired function. The parts of logic 

that are not always required are usually denoted as the dynamic part; this logic can be loaded 

to or unloaded from the FPGA as needed. The part of user logic that must always be present 

and running is denoted as the static part. The static part is handled in the same way as current 

designs that do not use dynamic reconfiguration, and it requires no special coding style or 

other treatment. 

The dynamic part usually consists of several so-called dynamic modules (or d-modules) that 

are declared as VHDL entities and specified as VHDL instances in the static part. Each 

instance corresponds to one d-module and is represented by one EDIF file. A dynamic 

module represents a portion of user logic that can be missing in certain FPGA configurations. 

On the level of placement and routing this translates to alleviation of the placement and 

routing constraints, since certain blocks can remain unplaced and nets unrouted without 

yielding an invalid placement and routing of the design. 

A special case of dynamic logic deserves further attention when a design contains several 

dynamic modules that have the same input and output ports (interface), and that are used 

exclusively at different design contexts (FPGA configurations). Since such groups of logic 

can be viewed as a user macro (VHDL instance) with different logic functions at different 

contexts, we denote them as supermacros (or smacros). A supermacro can be viewed as 

several dynamic modules with inputs connected in parallel and outputs connected through a 

multiplexer. Each supermacro is specified by one VHDL instance and represented by several 

EDIF files (i.e. VHDL entities) that have identical input and output ports. 

 

Synthesis issues: Compared to the classical VHDL design the use of dynamic reconfiguration 

brings new requirements on synthesis of user macros. The designs are usually synthesized as 

several independent user designs that are packed together during placement and routing, i.e. 

when all valid FPGA configurations must be assembled to produce valid configuration 

bitstreams. There are two main synthesis issues: net connectivity, and preservation of macro 

ports. 

 

Net connectivity is the most critical problem that arises in the last, most complex situation. 

The problem is that the user assumes that an input in the static part connected to the output in 
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the static part should always remain connected no matter which dynamic modules are present 

on the FPGA. This is not usually the case, since during reconfiguration current placement and 

routing tools remove all nets that have at least one port in the dynamic part. 

Net connectivity can be analysed according to the following situations: a situation where an 

output in the static part feeds inputs in the dynamic part, a reverse situation with an output in 

the dynamic part feeding inputs in the static part, and the last situation being a mix of the 

former two where an output in the static part feeds both an input in the dynamic part as well 

as the static part. The problem arising in the first situation is where the actual net branching 

occurs (i.e. in the static or dynamic interconnect). 

The problem with the last situation is that during reconfiguration or in contexts where the 

output is not present on the FPGA the inputs in the static part are floating, i.e. their value is 

not defined. This problem must be solved on the synthesis level, for example, by using an 

interface buffer in the static part that will be enabled only when the corresponding dynamic 

logic is present. 

 

Macro ports: The problem with user macros is that they are processed in two steps: the first 

step defines the macro contents and its ports (dynamic logic), the second step connects the 

macro ports to the top-level design (static logic). A problem occurs when some logic in the 

macro is optimized away or replaced with a constant value during synthesis, i.e. some ports 

are completely omitted and some are joined by a common signal net. Since the top-level (i.e. 

static) design must be synthesized as a separate design, it uses the macro instantiated as a 

black-box component, which preserves all the interface inputs and outputs. On the other hand, 

when synthesizing the macro, its interface ports are generated to reflect the actual inputs and 

outputs used by the macro logic. When integrating together such a macro with the top-level 

design during mapping, placement and routing, current placement and routing tools find an 

inconsistency between the static and dynamic part connections and generate an error. This 

usually does not happen in classical modular designs, since the design flow is the other way 

round, i.e. the user first defines all macros, gets their post-synthesis interface definitions, and 

instantiates them as black-box components in the top-level design. There is also no need to 

unify interfaces of different user macros as is the case with reconfigurable supermacros. 

 

A systematic solution to these problems requires a new approach to logic synthesis and 

routing. At present, a viable workaround is to preserve all defined entity ports used in user 

macros, and to transform all connections with mixed inputs and outputs in the static and 

dynamic part to connections with no direct "static input to static output" connections. This can 

be easily done by the use of interface buffers generated in a core generator, instantiated as 

black-boxes in the top-level design as well as in each dynamic module used. 
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A survivable tree is an overlay tree-topology communication structure capable to 

deliver messages in a timely manner to all its correct member nodes even in the presence of 

failures ([1]). It employs a failure recovery scheme supposed to reconnect all the fragments of 

the failed tree (completeness) and avoid creating cycles in the restored graph (correctness). 

For this purpose, we have proposed preplanned bypass ring scheme [2], [3] based on 

redundant backup cyclic structures. In this text we outline how these structures, called bypass

rings, are arranged in the tree and used to route among individual tree fragments in order to 

deliver messages to all the fragments and thus ensure completeness of the recovery process. 

Let T = (N, L) be a tree network, N set of its nodes and L set of overlay edges. Failure 

in T is a simultaneous failure of nonempty set FC of adjacent nodes from N. Failure of FC 

causes the tree to be partitioned into fragments Ti; i = 1, 2, …, card(AT(FC)), where AT(FC) is 

a neighbor set of FC in T. The task of the bypass routing is to route messages among the 

fragments, i.e. among AT(FC) nodes neighboring with FC in a uniform direction and order so 

that the subsequent steps of the recovery (leader link election and fragment reconnection) can 

take place. Therefore, at each AT(FC) node, the bypass routing must find the next AT(FC) 

node to send a message to using bypass ring edges and thus create a bypass cycle BCT(FC) – 

cyclically ordered AT(FC) nodes surrounding the failure. 

The concept of bypass rings is based on partial order defined in the overlay tree 

network. T is partially ordered if for every node n ∈ N there exists a unique ordering 

n
0
, n

1
, …, nk ∈ AT(n), k = degT(n)-1 (degT(n) is degree of the node in T) of its tree neighbors 

according to some attribute (e.g., node identifiers). seqT(n) = n
0
, n

1
, …, nk is called ordered 

neighbor sequence of n in T. The partial ordering defines direction and arrangement of nodes 

in the tree; further we suppose the tree to be drawn as a planar graph such that seqT(n) of each 

node follows clockwise direction. 

Each bypass ring constituted in tree T, denoted BRT(n, d), is specified with its center 

node n and diameter d and it consists of degT(n) bypass edges connecting individual tree 

branches – potential tree fragments of the center node. The bypass edges are constructed 

between each two center node branches BT(n, ni) and BT(n, ni+1) neighboring in seqT(n) such 

that the initial node of the edge is located on the rightmost path (edge of the branch called 

negative ordered ray) of the left branch in the distance d/2 from n and its terminal node is 

located on leftmost path (positive ordered ray) of the right branch in the distance d/2 from 

n. 

Bypass rings of diameters 1, 2, …, dmax centered at the same node form a bypass 

framework BFT(n, dmax) protecting the tree against failure of its center node. To protect the 

whole tree and to allow for a multiple failure recovery, it is possible to build the framework 

around every node in the tree. The bypass ring edges connecting branches of every node in 

the tree allow the bypass routing algorithm to route between branches of a given center node 

using its rings and use rings of lower diameters centered in particular branches to route 

through that branches (from the viewpoint of the center node), while preserving the direction. 

Supposing that bypass frameworks BFT(n, dmax) are set up around each node n ∈ N, 

there are dmax bypass edges initiated at each node terminating at nodes in increasing distances 

(up to dmax) on the positive ordered ray of each of the node’s branches, which is an essential 
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fact for the bypass routing as these edges are used for the branch lookup in searching for the 

next fragment on BCT(FC). The routing itself is based on the fact that each faulty cluster is an 

intersection of the respective tree branches of the nodes neighboring with the cluster, i.e. 

<FC>T = ∩ BT(ni, nj) for all ni ∈ AT(FC), where nj ∈ AT(ni), nj ∈ FC. 

At each node ni neighboring with FC, the routing algorithm systematically browses its 

only tree branch containing the failed nodes using the bypass edges initiated at ni to find the 

next node neighboring with FC, node ni+1, which is the next on the bypass cycle. The branch 

lookup is performed sequentially by checking nodes in increasing distance on the positive 

ordered ray of the branch (enabled by existence of bypass edges) until the first alive node, 

ni+1, is not found. The sequence of checked nodes is kept for further use by leader link 

election. 

The same algorithm is used at each of AT(FC) nodes and together with the partial 

ordering of the tree it ensures unambiguous ordering of these nodes, i.e. creating the bypass 

cycle BCT(FC) around the failure FC and thus allowing further recovery messages to be 

uniformly exchanged among tree fragments in an effort to restore the tree. 

The proof of completeness of the algorithm is based on constructing a rooted 

vertex-induced subgraph <FC ∪ AT(FC)> with an arbitrarily chosen root node nr ∈ AT(FC). 

The completeness can then be shown by systematical browsing this rooted tree hierarchically 

according to the partial order which corresponds to the lookup along the positive ordered ray 

of the respective branch at each AT(FC) node. However, the bypass routing is not successful 

in all cases, as dmax is a finite number so the constructed bypass frameworks may not be 

sufficient for recovery of greater failures as the respective bypass edges needed for branch 

lookup do not exist. It can be shown that the routing is successful only if distT(ni, ni+1) ≤ dmax 

for every two AT(FC) nodes neighboring on BCT(FC). This follows from the fact that each 

bypass edge of ring BRT(n, d) spans d-1 tree nodes (by definition) and thus the distance from 

its initial to its terminal node in T is d. Therefore, the longest bypass edges of rings of 

diameter dmax can be used to route to node (fragment) in distance dmax in tree T. 

The space complexity of the bypass routing at each node is O(degT(n) * dmax) as each 

node maintains dmax bypass edges for each of its degT(n) tree branches. The total work spent 

by the bypass routing to route a message around FC is O(card(FC) * avgdegT(FC)), where 

avgdegT(FC) is average degree of nodes in FC. 

In this text, we have briefly described the concept of bypass routing in survivable 

trees, which is based on bypass rings – overlay cyclic backup paths and partial order of the 

protected tree. We have described the arrangement of the rings and their application in the 

routing. The routing is complete, supports local failure recovery (involves only failure 

neighboring nodes) and its feasibility for a given failure depends on dmax parameter that can 

be used to achieve a trade-off between fault-tolerance and complexity of the routing. 
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BR(r) scheme for tree failure recovery [1] is a preplanned recovery scheme designed 

for recovery of survivable trees [2] from node failures. The recovery is based on redundant 

backup cyclic structures, used to reroute the traffic in case of failure and connect the tree 

fragments. In this paper, we introduce parameterization possibilities of the recovery process 

that can affect effectiveness of the recovery, optimize the restored tree and even enable 

operation of the scheme in various classes of applications. 

Let assume a protected overlay survivable tree to be modeled as a graph T = (TM, CE), 

where TM is set of nodes and CE set of core tree edges connecting the nodes. The BR(r) 

scheme operates in several steps ([3]). First, bypass frameworks – the preplanned cyclic 

structures needed for routing of recovery messages in case of failure are built and the scheme 

is initialized. When a failure of a set of adjacent nodes FC ⊂ TM occurs and is detected by 

nodes neighboring in T, the designated nodes discovery (DN discovery) is performed using 

bypass routing mechanism that locates the tree fragments and routes messages cyclically 

among them through failure neighboring nodes AT(FC). The DN discovery process identifies 

one or more designated nodes DN(FC) ⊆ AT(FC) with specific attributes depending on 

properties of the tree and requirements of the application. These nodes initiate fragment

reconnection and coordinate the rest of the recovery process. Fragment reconnection is a 

process of constituting new core tree edges connecting the fragments into a single restored 

tree and it is based on results of simultaneous leader link election (LLE) designed to avoid 

creating cycles of core edges during the reconnection. The final step of the recovery consists 

of bypass framework reconfiguration according to the changes in the tree topology. 

Particularly DN discovery and fragment reconnection step can be adjusted or 

parameterized specifically for different applications. The application classes are derived from 

properties of the trees that the scheme is employed to protect. We can distinguish these trees: 

(A) undirected trees, (B) single-source or rooted directed trees and (C) multiple-source trees. 

Class A using undirected trees represents the most common type of applications with 

straightforward operation including some simple overlay multicast systems, loosely-coupled 

peer-to-peer systems or some on-line games. Class B involves content-distribution systems, 

divide & conquer computations, multicasting, replication with consistency management based 

on primary replica or hierarchical data-storing structures. Class C, multiple-source tree, is 

employed in large-scale file systems and peer-to-peer data sharing systems. 

Selection of designated nodes is an important process that differs in each application 

class since any possible sequence of the new core tree edges connecting the fragments 

constituted by fragment reconnection always begins at the designated node and it is necessary 

to keep correctness of the reconnection, i.e. the possible orientation of the edges and mutual 

logical relationship between fragments from the point of view of tree direction has to be 

preserved in the restored tree. DN discovery is initiated at each node detecting the failure by 

sending DNDISCO message to other fragments organized in bypass cycle BC(FC) by the 

bypass routing algorithm. The message is transmitted along the cycle until it reaches another 

discovery initiating node. At each intermediate node, attributes of the node are examined in 

order to identify the node to be one of the designated nodes. 
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The examined attributes can be either special-purpose properties specified by the 

application or tree-related properties. To achieve a correct operation in each type of the tree, 

the tree-related properties are relevant, particularly the orientation of the core tree edges 

incident to the node. Just elementary DN discovery is performed in applications of class A, 

where either each node detecting the failure is the designated node and DN discovery is not 

performed at all or DN discovery is performed and it identifies each node on BC(FC) to be a 

designated node, i.e. DN(FC) = AT(FC). 

The situation becomes a bit more complicated in applications of class B as each new 

core edge created by the fragment reconnection is required to be oriented towards the 

common parent node on BC(FC) (the bypass cycle node closest to the root) so that there is a 

path from root to each fragment (or vice versa, depending on the particular orientation of the 

tree). The common parent node, say np, is to be found by the DN discovery. Upon receiving 

the DNDISCO message at each node ni ∈ BC(FC), a simple test is performed: if the core edge 

connecting ni with its only failed neighbor node nf from FC, nf ∈ FC, is incident from ni to nf, 

then ni = np ∈ DN(FC), otherwise ni ∉ DN(FC). In single-source trees, there is always only a 

single designated node, card(DN(FC)) = 1, thus the DNDISCO is terminated at np. In 

multiple-source trees, class C, the test is the same, the only difference is that there might be 

multiple designated nodes on BC(FC), i.e. card(DN(FC)) ≥ 1. 

After the discovery of the designated nodes the LLE process together with the 

fragment reconnection is launched. The fragment reconnection itself does not depend on the 

particular class of the application; the fragments are connected with core edges sequentially 

from each designated node respecting results of LLE. The basic reconnection approach, LR

method, simply connects fragments on BC(FC) linearly, increasing diameter of the restored 

tree, while keeping degree of bypass cycle nodes as low as possible. Parameterized HR-x 

reconnection method allows choosing a trade-off as it creates the core edges (n
0
, ni) if 

i ≡ 1 (mod x) or (ni-1, ni) otherwise, where x is a parameter, 1 ≤ x ≤ N, N = card(AT(FC)) is 

number of fragments, and n
0
, n

1
, n

2
, … is numbering of nodes on BC(FC) such that n

0
 is a 

designated node and n
1
, n

2
, … are the subsequent, not yet connected nodes on the bypass 

cycle up to the leader node determined by LLE. Minimum diameter of the area of the tree 

recovered using HR-x method equals to min(2x, N-1) and maximum number of new core 

edges incident to a single BC(FC) node is min((N-1)/x+2, N-1). Hence, by choosing an 

appropriate value of x, it is possible to minimize message delay in the restored tree while 

meeting bandwidth constraints imposed by the physical network or the application. 

We have described variants of designated node discovery and fragment reconnection 

in BR(r) failure recovery scheme in three elementary classes of applications and shown that 

they affect the recovery process and its results according to the application requirements. 
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Partially ordered trees are tree-topology graphs where neighbor vertices of each 

vertex in the graph are uniquely ordered by some criterion. Overlay tree-topology 

communication networks (e.g., overlay multicast systems for content distribution) can be 

modeled as partially ordered trees with the order defined by identification or address of their 

nodes. When a failure of one or more adjacent nodes occurs in these networks, the tree is 

partitioned into several fragments. It is a goal of a distributed fault-tolerant scheme to 

reconnect the fragments into a connected graph keeping an elementary property of correctness 

– the fragments must be reconnected such that a new graph is a tree, i.e. no cycles are created. 

In this text, we outline an efficient method for a distributed fragment reconnection 

exploiting properties of partially ordered trees and an additional knowledge of arrangement of 

the failed cluster of tree nodes [1]. The solution is a part of bypass ring scheme [2] designed 

for tree failure recovery of large-scale peer-to-peer systems [3]. 

Let suppose a tree graph T = (V, E) with set of nodes V and set of edges E; partial

order in T is defined by means of unique nodes identifications ID(n), n ∈ V, such that seq(n) 

is a sequence of neighbor nodes of n, A(n), ordered by their IDs. When a failure of several 

adjacent tree nodes F ⊂ V occurs, the tree is partitioned into N fragments, where 

N = card(A(F)) is a number of tree nodes neighboring in T with F. Let assume further that all 

these N fragments are organized by a failure recovery scheme into a virtual cycle 

C(F) = (A(F), BE), where A(F) is set of nodes neighboring with F and BE is set of backup 

edges (a knowledge) cyclically connecting the nodes according to the partial order. 

The objective of the fragment reconnection is to connect the fragments (A(F) nodes) 

so that no cycle is created, i.e. select a single edge e ∈ BE to be a leader not participating in 

reconnection; all other backup edges are used to connect the nodes on C(F) in the restore tree. 

The problem can be transformed to election of a leader node; the leader edge is then the 

backup edge incident to the elected node. C(F) is the only communication structure for the 

election. The problem of the edge election in this arrangement is called circular LLE problem. 

Our solution is based on the famous Chang-Roberts algorithm for extrema-finding in 

circular configuration of processors where each node running for election sends an 

ELECTION message with its identification. On receiving ELECTION message, each node 

compares the received ID with its own ID and if they are equal, it announces itself as a leader. 

Otherwise it sends ELECTION message with the higher of the IDs further along the cycle. 

The favorable property of Chang-Roberts is a linear message complexity provided that the 

nodes on the cycle are ordered, which can be profitably exploited in partially ordered trees. 

Due to the characteristics of the problem and to ensure required properties of the 

whole failure recovery, particularly on-line and on-the-fly restoration, the LLE problem is 

designed to behave differently from the standard leader election so that once a link looses the 

election, it remains lost until the next failure in the tree and that there is not a state of the 

algorithm in which there is no leader (i.e., all the fragments might be connected); initially all 

the BE edges are leaders that are gradually eliminated until a single leader remains. Moreover, 

the result of the election at each C(F) node should be known as soon as possible. 

Provided that only a single failure occurs, i.e. card(F) = 1, F = {nf}, the LLE is 

straightforward as A(F) = seq(nf) and thus A(F) nodes on the cycle C(F) are ordered. Using 
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ELECTION messages similarly to Chang-Roberts, we can elect the leader within a constant 

time (provided that all the nodes run for election) using exactly N messages. This is a 

significant achievement considering the fact that single failures are the most probable in 

overlay systems. 

The LLE problem becomes more complicated when a multiple failure occurs, i.e. 

when card(F) > 1, as A(F) nodes are not ordered in such a case. The relative order of C(F) 

nodes is achieved by hierarchical identifiers that uniquely identify each node relatively to 

another node in the tree. Using this construct, it can be shown that leaves of an arbitrary 

partially ordered rooted tree are ordered ‘per partes’ according to hierarchical identifiers 

based in their common parent node. Therefore, if there is a common root node nr ∈ F, A(F) 

nodes are leaves of the vertex induced subgraph <F ∪ A(F)> of T and they are ordered in 

O(card(F)) parts at most. Using N = card(A(F)) ELECTION messages in the same way as 

before, one or more (up to O(card(F))) leaders are elected. These leaders (but one) are 

thereafter eliminated by a recursive sweep process considering hierarchical identifiers based 

in nr. 

The root node nr common for C(F) nodes is a faulty node with the minimum identifier. 

As there is no initial knowledge of the structure and arrangement of the failed cluster F, the 

node nr is not known immediately at the beginning of the election. Instead, it is determined 

together with the respective hierarchical identifiers step by step by the routing algorithm that 

routes ELECTION and SWEEP messages between A(F) nodes along the cycle C(F). The 

routing algorithm systematically checks aliveness of nodes in F and keeps track of it such that 

a hierarchical identifier of the relevant A(F) nodes based in the faulty node with the minimum 

known ID can be computed. Finally, the nr node is learned and only a single leader 

corresponding to seq(nr) remains; other leaders inside tree branches of nr are swept. 

The additional knowledge of the failed cluster structure is exploited to reach 

O(N logb N) average message complexity in a general case in partially ordered trees, where b 

is the average branching factor in F. Reconnection of fragments caused by a single failure 

needs only N messages. The same holds true even for fragment reconnection in rooted 

hierarchically ordered trees (a special case of partially ordered trees, e.g. binary search trees). 

The time complexity of LLE is O(N). 

The LLE algorithm is designed so that the fragment reconnection can be performed 

simultaneously with the leader election. Once a backup edge connecting two fragments is 

determined not to be a leader, the fragments are connected together and traffic may go on. We 

have also developed a more sophisticated method for fragment reconnection ([1]) based on 

LLE that takes into account also delay and/or bandwidth requirements of the recovered tree. 
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Two-dimensional pattern matching is a generalization of classical one-dimensional pattern 

matching into two dimensions. Basically, it is defined as a searching for all occurrences of 

a rectangular pattern in a rectangular text. As well as in one-dimensional case, this definition 

of the exact two-dimensional pattern matching can be extended to two-dimensional pattern 

matching with errors. The most straightforward is the two-dimensional pattern matching with 

substitutions, which allows substitution (replacement) of at most k  symbols. 

Let us suppose squared pattern P  of size ( )mm× , squared text T  of size ( )nn× , and 

( )
2

,min mA=σ , where A  is the size of the alphabet A . The first linear time solution for the 

exact two-dimensional pattern matching, which requires ( )( )σlog
22

nmO +  time, gave Bird 

[1]. This algorithm is based on the problem linearization and utilizes well known one-

dimensional pattern matching techniques (Aho-Corasick and Knuth-Morris-Prat algorithms). 

Using two-dimensional periodicity, Galil and Park [2] developed an alphabet independent 

algorithm requiring ( )
22

nmO +  time. The best result in two-dimensional pattern matching 

with at most k  substitutions gave Amir and Landau [3] achieving ( )( )
2

log nkO σ+  time 

using ( )
2

nO  space. 

In this paper we present new approach to the two-dimensional pattern matching, which 

utilizes two-dimensional online tessellation automata. Two-dimensional online tessellation 

automata were introduced by Inoue and Nakamura [4]. A nondeterministic (deterministic) 

two-dimensional online tessellation automaton, referred as 2OTA (2DOTA), is a 5-tuple 

( )FqQAM ,,,,

0

δ= , where A  is the input alphabet, Q  is the finite set of automaton states, 

( )QPAQQ →××:δ  ( QAQQ →××:δ ) is the transition function ( ( )QP  is the power set 

of Q ), Qq ∈
0

 is the initial state, and QF ⊂  is the set of final states. 

Since 2OTA can be taken as a two-dimensional extension of finite automata, presented 

method is a generalization of a well known one-dimensional pattern matching algorithm 

based on finite automata. Thus the algorithm works in three independent phases: 

1. create a 2OTA for given pattern and two-dimensional pattern matching problem type, 

2. transform this automaton into equivalent 2DOTA, 

3. read the input text and report an occurrence of the pattern whenever the automaton 

reaches a final state. 

Since each problem requires special automaton, step 1 is the only step that differs for different 

two-dimensional pattern matching problems. 

The biggest advantage of this approach is the fact that the matching phase (step 3) is 

always linear. It requires ( )
2

nO  time for the input text of size ( )nn×  with very small hidden 

constant. Moreover, the preprocessing phase does not depend on the size of the input text. On 

the other hand, the biggest disadvantage is the possibility of the exponential blowup of the 

number of created states in step 2. It requires ( )
2

2

m

AO  time in case of exact two-dimensional 

pattern matching of the pattern of size ( )mm×  and ( )
22

2

mk

AO  in case of two-dimensional 

pattern matching with at most k  substitutions. The extra space required by presented 
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algorithm is given by the size of the created 2DOTA and two lines (or columns) of the input 

text. So, it requires ( )nAO

m

+

2

2  in case of exact two-dimensional pattern matching and 

( )nAO

mk

+

22

2  in case of two-dimensional pattern matching with at most k  substitutions. 

Therefore, the this two-dimensional pattern matching algorithm is very useful in case that the 

size of the input text is much greater than the size of the pattern ( nm << ), or when the pattern 

is searched in many input texts because first two steps of the algorithm can be performed only 

once.
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My contribution connects my work with my previous work when I assessed Information 

Systems (IS) at the Czech market from dates provided by producers of IS. 

This new contribution deals with dates acquired by questionnaires from firms which have got 

installed some IS. 

Because of finding dates I used a questionnaire created in Excel. The reason is an opportunity 

of an easy interpretation. 

 

These pieces of information are from 12640 clients of all types of organizations. It is 96% of 

all clients. Number 12640 approaches 100% of all clients. 

 

Contemporary state in the area “All-in-one” IS for the segment of small firms (number of 

implementation). 

38%   LCS Helios IQ from the concern LCS International 

15%   Altus Vario from the concern ALTUS Development 

5%     Vision32 from the concern Vision Praha 

5%     Microsoft Navision from the concern Microsoft 

5%     Orsoft from the concern ORTEX 

4%     INFORIS Magic Win from the concern INFORIS Softwarehause 

28%   The rest  

 

Contemporary state in area “All-in-one” IS for the segment of middle firms (number of 

implementation). 

15%   LCS Helios IQ from the concern LCS International 

11%   Orsoft from the concern ORTEX 

8%     Vision32 from the concern Vision Praha 

4%     Altus Vario from the concern ALTUS Development 

4%     Information System K2 from the concern Q.gir 

4%     Microsoft Navision from the concern Microsoft 

54%   The rest 

 

In my work I concentrated at taking the advantage of standards for the direction of 

Informational technology (IT). 

Nova days companies and organizations have got three standards for the direction of IT, if 

they do not create an individual standard. 

1)Standard COBIT(Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology) 

2)Standard ITIL(Information Technology Infrastructure Library) 

3)Standard ISO 17799 (Information Technology – Code of Practice for Information Security 

Management). 
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These three described standards do not overlap in their target. The strength of the standard 

COBIT is in instructions for the control of IT and in well defined metrics. ISO 17799 

concentrates on the security of  IT while ITIL concentrates mainly on process. 

Companies which I cooperated with do not use this advantage very much. 

100%     All answers 

5.1%   Companies witch take the advantage of standards or have got created their own 

standards for the direction of IT. 

 

Those 5,1% are to be shared :  

3.92% Companies take the advantage of standard ISO17799 

1.12% Companies take the advantage of standard ITIL 

0.56% Companies take the advantage of standard COBIT

0.56% Companies take the advantage of an individual standard
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Artificial Life (ALife) [1], [2]  is the part of AI, which tries to model “the world as it is” or 

“the world as it could be”. The Mother Nature had billions years to undertake her experiment 

with living mass and man reached the point when he can imitate her. ALife gets the 

inspiration from many science disciplines. To name them it is biology, ethology, sociology, 

psychology, mathematics (grammars) and physics.  

The main focus of this work is to design and test agent architecture enabling 

adaptive behavior of agents in Artificial Life (AL) environments [1]. The AL environment 

is special in the sense that the agent’s environment is very diverse and dynamic. Agent has 

to exhibit many different behaviors (cannot be specialized). The typical behaviors are 

foraging, mating, roaming, fighting, predator avoidance etc. The most important properties 

of agents in AL are adaptation, reactive behavior and survival. 

Theoretical apparatus of control engineering, Q-learning and artificial neural networks has 

been combined with the results of the animal behavior research and ethology to get agents 

that are capable of behaviors similar to those exhibited by real animals. The resulting 

architecture extends the previous CZAR agent architecture [2] mainly to address 

requirements for agent adaptation and prediction: 

 

1. The concept of control engineering is used to implement physiological state and its 

dynamics and physical constraints posed by the environment. Moreover it provides 

solid base for defining a motivational subsystem and cost (penalty) functions used 

for adaptation and decision-making. 

2. Classical Q-learning techniques are used to map state, action pairs to utilities. Q -

learning is able – in contrast to standard reinforcement learning purely based on 

reward and punishment – deciding on a course of action by considering possible 

future stages without actually experiencing them.  

3. Artificial neural networks are used to overcome “the complexity and generalization 

problem”, which is typical in complex environment with large action-state space.  

4. Several extensions to the classical Q-learning techniques are introduced and tested 

mainly to overcome some of the limitations of reinforcement learning methods 

based on Q-learning. The standard approximate Q-learning has been enhanced by 

the concept of the dynamic rebuilding of Q-spaces and parallelization of Q-spaces 

generation and evaluation. The term Q-space is used because the whole <state, 

action> space is divided into smaller subspaces that correspond to different 

behaviors. The concept of dynamic rebuilding of Q-spaces has been introduced to 

overcome very slow adaptation factor of Q-learning that makes Q-learning 

ineffective in dynamic environments. The second limitation, that Q-learning 

algorithms are very focused and thus ineffective when agents exhibit more different 

behaviors is being solved by doing the Q-spaces generation and evaluation in 

parallel. 
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Most of the experiments will be performed in simulations, where several model 

environments and preconfiguration of agents will be tested in the existing ALS (Artificial 

Life Simulator) that has been developed to test the predecessor of the agent architecture 

presented here. A visualization framework has supported the analysis of the experiments. It 

allows better analysis of huge amount of data [3]. 

 

The following agent behaviors have been realized during tests (each behavior is a separate 

Q-Space): 

• Foraging  

• Mating and Reproduction 

• Predator Avoidance 

• Exploration 

• Information Exchange 

 

Important properties of agents with our architecture [4]: 

• Agents are capable to learn different independent behaviors. These behaviors can be 

combined together to form hierarchies. New behaviors can be added on the fly. 

• Two behavior types are supported: (i) the automatic ones – more like reflexes and 

instincts used from ethology (ii) and the more deliberative ones – supports for 

prediction and complex action sequences. 

• Agents adapt their behavior on the fly to reflect changes in the environment – they 

adapt their behavior motivations and sequences that form the behaviors. 

Agents can react both on reactive basis in a complex and changing environment. 
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Atmel AT94K FPSLIC is a VLSI device composed of a built-in field-programmable gate 

array (FPGA) and a prefabricated AVR microcontroller (micro). The device brings the 

benefits of both parts: an efficient execution of various logic functions implemented in the 

FPGA and easy application development in the C language with a short design cycle for the 

AVR micro. In fact, the AT94K is a micro with any peripheral device you can imagine. There 

are two interconnect mechanisms: an AVR 8-bit bus with 16 select and interrupt lines, and a 

32KB shared AVR program/data memory allowing block data transfers without AVR micro 

interaction. The AVR can communicate with the outside world by two UART lines. 

Additional communication interfaces can be implemented in the FPGA. For more information 

see [4]. 

 

The support for the SD memory card file system is built on top of an SD memory card 

interface that implements low-level read and write operations. It is implemented partially in 

the FPGA (SPI interface, basic handshake) and partially in the AVR (initialization, read 

block, write block, error checking). The FPGA part of the SD memory card interface is 

designed for streaming operations. It has input/output data channels with a simple handshake 

that is designed for multimedia applications (dictation machine, audio player, etc.). These 

channels are connected to the AVR memory allowing direct data transfers from/to the card 

without AVR interaction. A predefined memory block works as a shared area for the file 

system operations. Read or write functions work with 512-byte data block.  

 

The complete file system library (including FAT12, FAT16, and FAT32) offered by 

Progressive Resources LLC (see [3]) was too big to fit in the AT94K program memory. The 

implementation was therefore limited only to FAT16. Still the reduced file system library 

(including file and directory functions) was too big. A solution was found in a recent project 

dealing with dynamic reconfiguration (see [1]). The library was decomposed in several 

subsets: Functions related to the FAT file system was put together with the SD memory card 

interface functions and placed permanently in the program memory. Non-destructive file 

functions, destructive functions and directory functions were put in separate software 

overlays, that are loaded by a simple BIOS-like system on application demand. Each function 

call is evaluated first; whenever the requested function is not present in the program memory, 

it is loaded from an external memory storage (flash, SD card, etc.). The programming scheme 

is kept simple and transparent with the use of standard function calls. More information about 

the software overlays can be found in [2]. 
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The decomposed file system library can be simply used for any different storage media. It use 

read/write block operations of the SD card interface. Any other interface that provides the 

same functions can use this library with only a little effort. 
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Distance and online education becomes a favourite supplement of classical teaching 

methods. There are various forms of use of an accessible technology - starting with partial 

supplemental materials and finishing with quite independent and complex tutorial courses. 

Last year, two developing projects with the titles “Innovation of elemental work with 

computer" and „ Lifelong learning of the CTU employees in information technologies" were 

carried out at the Czech Technical University (CTU) in Prague. These projects have been 

managed by the “Centre of education support on the CTU”, which has acted as a co-ordinator 

of the task realized by four various workplaces of the university. Our Department participated 

in solution of these large projects. In terms of this cooperation we have developed an e-

learning course in fundamentals of the Linux operation system. A brief characteristic of the 

course is mentioned in following text.

The operation system Linux is an efficient, stable and perspective operation system, 

which finds more and more wide usage [4]. The advantages of Linux compared to other 

operation systems are in the area of demanding calculations, efficient automation of routine 

operations and in providing various network services. Within our branch (Geodesy and 

Cartography) we usually work with extensive sets of geographical data and therefore we 

introduced an obligatory education in fundamentals of the Linux operation system. Using a 

command line (necessary for creation scripts and for wider understanding of the system 

principles) requires deeper study than an intuitive work in a graphic user’s environment. The 

built-in help and available printed publications are usually too detailed and not enough 

flexible for an operative use. A tutorial course generally accessible via the internet presents a 

solution of the mentioned problem.

The developed e-learning course in fundamentals of the Linux operation system is 

based on the technology WWW [2]. Individual web pages of the course follow the valid 

standard XHTML 1.1. At present the course includes the basic information about operation 

system Linux and the description of almost all the basic commands. The structure of 

individual pages of the course is similar. It involves the explanation of the problem 

supplemented with notes, solved examples and it defines a theme for concrete training. An 

optional part of the www page is a description of syntax and of main options of particular 

commands.

Suitable accessories of tutorial courses are the tests, which can check the effectiveness

of the study. The program module for testing student’s knowledge is a part of the course in 

fundamentals of the Linux operation system. The module is created in programming system 

PHP; questions of tests and their configurations are saved in a text file of XML format. Every 

question has two or more answers. Every answer has its own valuation by number of points. 

There are three types of test evaluation which differ in a way of calculation the total number 

of achieved points. Questions and answers may be displayed in various ordering. Questions 

and answers may be defined as a simple text or as the URL address of web pages. The second 

mentioned type allows to use within the course all the options and possibilities of web pages.
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The program for testing of knowledge is designed quite generally and therefore it can 

be used also for other purposes [1]. We use this program module? within the tutorial course in 

a self-testing mode when the test results are not saved anywhere and they serve only as an 

information for students about the successfulness of their study. For future we may consider a 

classified option of the program unit, where the results of tests can be registered and become a 

part of student’s classification. Such an option can serve as a necessary feedback for the 

authors of the course – it may help to identify weaker parts of the course and contribute to its 

further development. 

The e-learning course in fundamentals of the Linux operation system has been 

developed according to the needs of the relevant study course at our Department. The course 

is freely available to everyone who is interested in this operation system. The current first 

version of the course is available on the web address http://gama.fsv.cvut.cz/~soukup/linux. 

We suppose that course will be further developed according to the experience gained from its 

usage. 

The use of the course does not suppose any installation of additional program systems 

– the whole course is accessible by standard web browsers. At present there is a number of 

professional software products for creation and administration of tutorial courses (Learning 

management system - LMS) [3]. The CTU used the WebCT LMS in recent years. This year, 

the Centre of education support on the CTU has bought a ClassServer LMS by Microsoft. The 

e-learning course in fundamentals of Linux operation system will be implemented into this 

LMS environment and it will become a standard component of the CTU tutorial course. 
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During expansion of existing or deployment of a new telecommunication network, it is 

important to undertake all actions with respect to economically optimal progress of the 

operations. Besides pure economic problems, e.g. finding sources to fund the project, it is also 

necessary to solve problems inherent to the technical realization of the network. Specifically 

an appropriate architecture and number of network resources have to be chosen. These actions 

are usually based on corresponding mathematical models of the network and of the carried 

traffic. Many algorithms have been developed to find optimal solutions of wide variety of the 

tasks. Nevertheless most of them solve only particular problems in specific types of the 

networks. This work has been aimed at generalized network optimization problem. In the first 

phase its computational complexity was examined and subsequently some suitable algorithms 

solving the task were introduced. A nonhierarchical network was considered being a most 

general case of the problem. To avoid complexity of some routing protocols only direct, 

deterministic routing was assumed. 

A network optimization problem can formalized as follows: It is given a connected, simple, 

undirected graph G=(V,E), where V is set of vertices and E set of edges representing potential 

circuits between nodes of the network. It is also given a matrix of offered traffic A, where 

each element of the matrix Ai,j is a vector of parameters describing offered traffic. For each 

edge ek a price function Ck(Ak,Dk), where A is vector of parameters describing traffic offered 

to edge ek. Vector Dk represents constraints necessary to perform dimensioning of the circuits, 

e.g. maximal loss allowed. Objective of the problem is to find such paths Pi,j=(i,v1,v2,...,vn,j),

connecting all pairs of nodes i,j, that a criterion function 

∑=
E

E

Cf

would be minimized. Offered traffic Ai,j contributes to traffic offered to edge ek by traffic 

a(i,j)(k).

Following the formal definition of the problem the computational complexity was examined. 

Among other results the maximal number of configurations concerning complete graph was 

derived:
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where NR is number of configurations and N number of vertices. 

The stated problem is proved to be NP-complete and thus no algorithm solving it with 

polynomial time complexity is known. Therefore it is to be expected that the algorithms 

finding optimal solution will be applicable only for small instances of the problem, none the 

less they were implemented as results obtained from them could be used to collate efficiency 

of other class of algorithms. If we trade off finding exact optimal solution for finding nearly 

optimal solution, it is possible to solve much greater instances of the problem utilizing 

various approximations (which does not exclude possibility of finding optimal solution). 
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Described problem belongs to the group of combinatorial optimization problems, for which 

many general algorithms were already designed. Some of them were examined closer: 

• hill climbing algorithm, 

• simulated anealing (SA), 

• genetic algorithms (GA). 

Hill climbing is a local optimization algorithm, which without undertaking additional 

appropriate measures ends-up search in the local minimum of the criterion function. In this 

work it was only used to confirm that the criterion function has local extremes. The 

implementation was instead focused on reminding approaches. Both SA and GA are 

nondeterministic optimization algorithms and as a result it can not be guaranteed that the 

result of each execution will be the same. Therefore it is necessary to use analyze results with 

statistical methods and so was among others implemented evaluation of the Students 

distribution, which allows determination of the confidential interval. Both algorithms were 

implemented in their standard form and it is possible to set-up miscellaneous parameters 

controlling their behavior. To compare their efficiency deterministic branch-and-bound 

algorithm was also implemented. As a next step, ten task were generated with networks up to 

ten nodes and subsequently values of algorithms parameters were adjusted so that the 

difference between optimal and mean solution is smaller than 1%. Details concerning 

implementation of the optimization algorithms will be published at the Access server [1]. 

Although the project is aimed at general network optimization, correctness of the 

implementation had to be proved on real examples. That is why the classical Erlang model of 

traffic in the telephony network was realized. Network represented by structure of service 

systems M/M/N/0 according to Kendall's classification. During repeated dimensioning of 

these systems Erlang first formula plays a key role from the point of view of the execution 

time requirements. Therefore corresponding evaluation algorithms were studied and their 

speed was significantly improved [2], [3]. 
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This paper describes a design methodology for selection of proper error detecting code 

for combinational circuits implemented in FPGA. Error detecting codes can be used to satisfy 

the totally self-checking properties (TSC). The most important criterion is the speed of the 

fault detection and the safety of the whole circuit with respect to the surrounding 

environment. Concurrent error detection (CED) techniques are widely used to check the 

circuit while the original circuit is in normal operation. To increase the reliability of the 

circuit we assume that the system reconfigures the faulty part. 

The regular structure of the FPGA is an advantage for many applications. The time 

needed to develop a design for FPGA is shorter than for ASIC. FPGAs enable the in-system 

reprogrammability to correct bugs or update the firmware to implement new standards. The 

FPGA circuits can be also used in mission critical applications such as aviation, medicine or 

space missions. The sensitivity of the circuit to the surrounding radiation is increasing due to 

the evolution of the CMOS technologies. The changes in FPGA memory contents are 

observable even at the sea level. The impact of particles on digital blocks in the FPGA leads 

to bit-flips. The process when the high-energy particles impact on the sensitive parts is 

described as Single Event Upset (SEUs). Some results of SEU effects on the FPGA 

configuration memory are described in [1].

There are many papers focused on CED in a random logic circuit. The combinational 

circuits are used as basic elements for testing the method that ensures TSC properties. There 

are two basic aspects that must be taken into account: fault coverage and area overhead. Fault 

coverage must be achieved as high as possible for the whole design. The whole design means 

the original circuit, the parity generator and the checker. Area overhead is a second aspect and 

must be as small as possible. These two aspects are in contradiction due to the fact that high 

fault coverage leads to higher area overhead in many cases. For every real design the 

relationship between the area overhead and the fault coverage must be found. Some results of 

fault coverage for circuit implemented in FPGAs are described in [2]. Basic methods used for 

the fault detection in logic circuits are based on a simple duplication and modification of the 

duplicate circuit described by a multi-level network. This method adds Hamming-like code on 

primary outputs of the duplicate circuit. This method allows prediction of final area overhead 

and fault coverage before implementation and simulation. Area overhead in many cases is 

higher than 100% and fault coverage is up to 99%. The duplicated part can be modified to 

remove common-mode failures (CMFs). The area overhead plays an important role in 

popularity of the method used for ensuring the TSC property. Therefore special schemes were 

designed for circuits with regular structures, for example adders, multipliers or memories. The 

reason why the CED techniques were not so popular was very high area overhead. These 

circuits also had a low disposition to temporary faults due to their large transistor size. 

Nowadays when the deep submicron technology is widely used, CED techniques for circuit 

with an unknown structure are more and more important. 

We have proposed a solution for small combinational circuits. These small parts are 

combined into a large design. To ensure the parameters of fault coverage and area overhead 
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we have designed a structure allowing to incorporates these small parts together [3]. The 

small combinational circuits are modified by the basic method of duplication and simple 

modification. The checker used for checking every part is situated in the next block where 

outputs of previous block are used as inputs. Due to this fact the interconnection between two 

blocks is checked too. In every place with branching signals buffers must be inserted. Buffers 

are used to keep self-checking properties for every part of the circuit. A fault may be 

undetected when buffers are not used for some nets. The modification of the duplicate circuit 

can be done by two basic methods. The first method modifies the circuit described by a 

multilevel logic leads to a high area overhead for any error checking codes. The Hamming-

like codes are strong enough to obtain 100% fault coverage but area overhead is too big due 

to the number of check bits. The check bits generator, based on this code, uses the generating 

matrix. The structure of this matrix implies the final area overhead and fault coverage. The 

fault coverage closely depends on the structure of this matrix. Some experimental results on 

the fault coverage and the number of parity bits dependence are described in [4]. In many 

cases, the small area overhead is more important than 100% fault coverage. Due to this fact 

the single parity code is a minimal solution when only one check bit is generated. The second 

method is based on a modification of a circuit described by a two level network. This solution 

leads to a small area overhead while keeping more than 75% fault coverage. This method is 

not sufficient for arithmetic and logic units due to a high area overhead. 

Our future work is devoted to calculation of an area overhead for the structure defined 

in [5]. We have to discover more precise relations between real FPGA defects and the used 

fault models. The appropriate decomposition of the designed circuit is under our intensive 

research.
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Collective communication  operations frequently occur  in parallel computing,  and  

their  performance  often  determines the overall running time of application. One of the 

fundamental communication problems is  gossiping (also called total  exchange or all-to-all 

non-personalized communication). Gossiping is the problem in which every  processing unit p  

wants to  send the  same packet  to every other  p. Said  differently, initially  each of  the n 

processing units  contains an  amount of  data of  size h,  and finally all processing  units  

know  the  complete  data  set  of  size  n*h. Gossiping  is used  in all  applications in  which 

the processing units operate  autonomously for a  while, and then  must exchange all gathered  

data to update  their databases. Many  aspects of the   problem   have   been   investigated   for   

all  kinds  of interconnection networks [2]. 

Complexity of gossiping algorithms strongly depends on communication model 

representing communication subsystem of parallel computer. We know a lot of different 

communication models. Very common is the telephone communication model. In  this model,  

a  processing unit can communicate with only one of its  neighbors at a time, but it can both 

send and receive during this communication. In this paper we assume  this  communication  

model.  We  also  assume that in one communication  round  two   communicating  processing  

units  can exchange all available data. This is called the unit-cost model, which is considered 

in most theoretical papers on gossiping. 

Design of gossiping algorithms also depends on type of communication network. We 

know a lot of networks such as hypercubes, meshes, tori, etc. One intereting network is  the 

wrapped butterfly. Hence, we  are  considering  wrapped  butterflies,  wBF.  They  form a 

parametrized  class of  networks. The  k-th network  has k*2
 k

 nodes of  degree  4. The nodes  

are indexed by  two-tuples (i,j), 0≤i≤2
k

-1 and 0≤j≤k-1.  They are connected by straight and 

cross edges. Straight edges connect nodes (i,*) into i lines. These lines are connected by cross 

edges. Nodes (*,j) we call rows. 

In the unit-cost telephone model we are considering, giving a gossiping schedule of 

length l, amounts to giving a sequence of l matchings: matching i gives the set of edges that 

are used in communication round i. In our case we will work with a small set of matchings 

M
i
. To represent a long regular sequence of such matchings, we use the following notation for 

regular expressions. A term [x]
 k

 means that x is repeated k times. A term {xy..}
k

 means that 

the regular expression is starting with x, is of length k, and is composed from x and y which 

are used alternatingly. A term {..xy}
 k

 means that the regular expression is ending with y, is of 

length k, and is composed from x and y which are used alternatingly. 

Even more, for gossiping we define two following operations: Going-straight down or up 

means using only straight connections, moving up or down. Distance x is covered in x rounds. 

Braiding up or down means using alternating using straight and cross edges, moving up or 

down. A distance x is covered in 2*x rounds. 

For gossiping in wBF
k
 we use four matching, covering all edges of wBF

k
 exactly once. We 

denote them as follows: M
0
 contains all edges between (i,2*j) and (i,2*j+1), M

1
 all edges 

between  (i,2*j-1) and (i,2*j). Hence, together M
0
 and M

1
 contain all straight edges. M

2
 

contains all edges between (i,2*j) and (i+2
i

,2*j+1), and (i,2*j+1) and (i+2
i

,2*j), M
3
 all edges 
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between (i,2*j-1) and (i+2
i

,2*j), and (i,2*j) and (i+2
i

,2*j-1). Hence, together M
2
 and M

3
 

contain all cross edges. 

Gossiping in wBF
k
, k≥4 and is even, can be done in telephone model in 5*k/2-2 rounds 

using [M
0
M

2
M

1
M

3
]

k/2-1

M
0
M

2
M

3
{ M

1
M

0
..}

k/2-1

that improves result presented in [2]. 

Wrapped butterfly wBF is vertex symmetric network. It is possible to describe 

gossiping for any node and due to  this symmetricity this description holds for every node. 

Without loss of generality, we describe gossiping for node (0,0). Gossiping starts by braiding 

using sequences M
0
M

2
and M

1
M

3
. Each of these sequences doubles number of informed nodes 

on every next row. After 2*k-2 rounds braiding stops. In this moment matching M
3
 is used 

which caused that one complete one row is informed by packet from source node (0,0). More 

exactly, all nodes at row (*,k-1) are informed. Going-straight operation continues. Packet is 

distributed by matchings M
1

and M
0
 in next k/2-1 rounds until all nodes are informed. All 

together we need 2*k-1+1+k/2-1=5*k/2-1 rounds. 
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The reliability and safety analyses, models and characteristics calculations of the safety 

critical systems are described in this paper. Markov Chain models and Reliability Block 

diagrams are used for the reliability and safety analyses of the safety critical applications of 

the common fault-tolerant safety-critical systems. 

It is naturally impossible to create a system that tolerates all kinds of faults. Many safety 

critical systems are designed to tolerate a single fault, which means that a system is fully 

operational when one of its units fails. Multiple faults can be handled by increased 

redundancy, but the cost is often higher than the associated gain in dependability. So-called 

single event upsets (SEU) are often substituted for single faults. A SEU is caused by a high-

energy particle and in real world occurs with exponential probability distribution. The 

consequence is that several fault events can occur close in time (before the damaged system 

part is repaired) and thus violate the single fault hypothesis. Depending on the failure rate, the 

probability of such burst of faults can be very small but never zero. 

Let us assume a medium-scale safety critical system (e.g. drive-by-wire car). This car can be 

equipped with a distributed fault tolerant communication subsystem called TTP/C (TTTech, 

1999; http://www.ttagroup.org). It is based on the single fault assumption and tolerates faults 

by using active node replication (due to special properties of the architecture, two nodes are 

sufficient). Since all nodes within the system use the same FT mechanisms, their reliability is 

essentially the same. If we create reliability model of a single fault tolerant unit (FTU) 

comprising two TTP/C nodes, we get a basic building block that can be used for easy 

reliability estimation of larger systems.  

The Markov reliability model of s single FTU and its embedding in a higher level 

(hierarchical) model to compute mission-time related reliability of whole systems is 

presented. All necessary input parameters are realistic – taken either from measurement by 

hardware producers or from low-level simulation. 

TTP/C protocol has been designed to tolerate any single physical fault in anyone of its 

constituent parts (a node or bus) without any impact on the operation of a properly configured 

cluster. 

The TTP/C specification doesn’t distinguish between permanent and transient node faults. A 

significant difference between these basic kinds of faults is that transient faults (unlike their 

permanent counterparts) can come repeatedly in a sequence (possibly attacking the same node 

or its replica) and the attacked node can regenerate between successive faults. An influence of 

a sequence of permanent faults can be easily investigated using conventional reliability 

models when the rate of faults is known.  

To evaluate the influence of a sequence of transient faults, a more precise definition of “single 

fault” is needed. In the following text we will assume single data damaging transient fault that 

we define as follows: 

It will occur at a single time point that is arbitrarily located at the time axis, i.e. the fault can 

occur at any time with respect to the cluster activity. 

The fault can destroy a data item located within a node erasable memory (i.e. CNI, 

communication controller or host controller local memory). All the nodes can be attacked 
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with the same probability. The assumed “width” of the fault is one bit. Every bit of the node 

erasable memory can be attacked with the same probability. 

The time distance between any two successive transient faults is large enough to recover from 

the previous fault (otherwise it is a multiple fault). 

This definition includes to some extent also message distortion, because TTP/C stores all 

messages before sending and after receiving in the CNI memory. A message can be damaged 

along with other data while in this memory. 

The presented method was used to estimate the reliability of a general TTP/C based system. 

The results confirm the assumed high reliability of TTP/C system and its general ability to 

serve as a framework for safety critical automotive control system construction.  

On the other side, it is necessary to remember that only a small subset of all possible faults 

was taken into account. It is obvious that SEUs caused by neutrons are too rare to cause any 

significant trouble in a heavily replicated system. Future verification work should concentrate 

on two tasks: first to analyze other possible sources of SEUs (e.g. heavy-ions) and add these 

sources to this model. This should be not too difficult (only the fault rate increases). The 

second task is to estimate the reliability of TTP/C based systems in the presence of multiple 

faults. 

The second part of this paper is focused on safety models. The safety is not usually observed 

reliability parameter by the fault-tolerant systems. The safety is defined as a probability that 

on the output of the safety-critical system will not be a non-detected error. There are two 

ways how to increase this probability. The first is way to decrease of failure rate; the second 

way is to increase the probability that the fault in the system is detected (coverage ratio). It is 

evident that the safety correlate with the reliability, but it is not possible to mix up these two 

terms. 

The safety models are designed for the demonstration, that the safety-critical system with 

predicable failure rate of the hardware, with the detection capability and with the safety 

reaction by the fault meets the requirements for the limitation of the hazard states. There are 

defined safety integrity levels (SIL) to the intervals of the tolerable hazard rate (THR) in the 

literature [3]. 

Each fault in the system hardware should be masked by another hardware fault, which occurs 

in the redundant part of the system and this situation must be viewed as a hazard situation. 

The probability of the hazard situation depends on the probability that a fault occurs in the 

system with another latent fault. 
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Due to the ever faster development of science and technology, the knowledge acquired 

during the study before entering the job market is not sufficient for the life-long career. The 

significance of life-long education is growing. Therefore there are being searched new forms 

of education that are accessible for broad public and enable individual approach and optimal 

utilization of precious time of employed people. These requirements can be reached by 

combination of classical methods with new information and communication technologies 

(ICT) – approach nowadays called blended e-learning. This approach is suitable for most of 

the topics relevant for the life-long learning – the only condition of its utilization is computer 

literacy of its users. Our aim has been to develop simple, illustrative, well-arranged, 

structured, and easily understandable teaching materials suitable for combined form of study 

and for self-study that can be efficiently used by all users who want to acquire practical skills 

for utilization of modern computer and information technologies. 

During last decade in advanced countries stress has been laid on versatile satisfaction 

of one of the basic human rights – right education. However education is not limited to primary 

education (continuous education of an individual from kindergarten to university level); 

education must be offered during the whole life – then we speak about life-long learning. 

Developed systems of life-long learning enable to individuals to enter the process of self-

education any time in their career corresponding with changing tasks or perceived needs in 

their jobs or personal interests. Lifelong learning means expansion of educational process out 

of schools. 

Computers have become common working tools gradually during last decade. We 

cannot manage without them such operations, as for example launching a space rocket, 

controlling a NC machine tool or robot, creating magic film illusions of prehistoric animals or 

action tricks. Till recently we could perceive the presence of computers completely passively. 

However, that time is over. Nowadays, each of us meets computers daily – at school, library, 

bank, post office, local authorities or when ordering services of a travel agency. Number of 

jobs where computer skills are required is growing. We are witnessing revolutionary 

introduction of computers and information technologies into daily practice. Similarly to 

Guttenberg typography, this technology brings people unthought-of opportunities and danger 

at the same time. It opens gate of knowledge and increase of work effectively. However, the 

same gate may be a cause dividing society to those who can utilize offered advantages and 

those who cannot. It is obvious that ability to work with computers is becoming new literacy. 

It is not sufficient to teach pupils and students these skills. Most adults must manage them as 

well if they want to keep their jobs or to proceed in their career. 

The content of the course is transparently structured into several teaching blocks that 

fully cover area of inevitable computer skills from entire fundamentals (switching on/off the 

computer, working with the mouse) over advanced document formatting to creation of user-
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defined tables and queries. The course is divided into eight basic modules (basic management 

of PC for absolute laymen, Concepts of Information Technology, Using the Computer and 

Managing Fines, Word Processing, Spreadsheet, Database, Presentation and Information and 

Communication).  

Each module is developed according to the syllabus whose individual points are 

presented in detail and illustratively in the course. At the beginning of each teaching unit, the 

given problem is explained in its context. Then detailed description (step by step) of 

individual acts using both keyboard and mouse follows. The course contains a number of 

multimedia elements including visual representation of text (individual steps) in the form of 

video sequences. Since we plan to introduce printed version of the learning course for 

students, we have completed it with pictorial series that can replace the video sequences. 

Other multimedia elements are audio comments, clicking maps. Tests with automated 

evaluation are present as well. 

Presented e-learning course is practically applicable to education of fundamentals of 

computer literacy in presented range. It is well-structured and illustrative. Chosen form 

introduces knowledge of computer literacy to persons interested in it in clear and attractive 

form and enables them to verify continuously level of knowledge acquisition. The course is 

interactive and contains a number of multimedia elements (figures, animations, sound tracks). 

Prepared modules significantly contribute to easier acquisition of new information, 

incorporation of this information into context and its successive natural fixation and 

refreshment. The course is implemented in the MultiPeS e-learning system [1]. Thanks to that 

the learning pages do not have usual rigorous layout but they have rich content and are user-

friendly. Little figure of magician Merlin developed using Microsoft Agent technology cares 

for user-friendliness in the MultiPeS system. This figure is a guide to students in courses and 

study materials. It can offer explanation of terms or advice how to proceed in the course. 
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This paper is focused on agents-animates simulation and their environment. Biological 

systems have inspired the development of a large number of artificial intelligence techniques 

such as neural networks, genetic and evolutionary programming, robotic and multi-agent 

systems. Due to the inherent complexity of these systems, a multi-level analysis approach 

supported with a lot of experiments and simulations is required. Animals, in contrast to the 

majority of agent applications, in which agents are highly specialized in terms of behavior, 

deployment environment, learning capabilities etc., incorporate broad set of behaviors and 

high level of adaptivity, mobility, social capabilities, proactivity, reactivity and are employing 

various learning methods in one system. They have to provide wide set of behaviors such as 

predator avoidance, nesting, fighting, eating, exploring, sleeping, reproduction and others. 

Motivation for formulation and creation of quite new environment was needed to test 

our results of research in computer simulation before control and behavior algorithms can be 

applied to real robots. Simulation or a robotic realization of such systems comes under the 

Artificial Life domain is dealing with high difficulty problems such as survival in complex 

unpredictable environment and others [3]. For this purpose few freely available applications 

were tested. Any of them was designed to be used in such wide manner as was needed. They 

were focused on one single and simple domain of Artificial Life such as cellular automata, ant 

colonies, etc. Just few of them provided more complex tools for creation capable, intelligent 

and self-sufficient creatures (agents). And in addition none of them has complex analytical 

tools for revising, debugging, comparing and evaluation of simulation and creatures 

parameters and behavior. Requirements for this simulation environment were as follows. 

Possibility to simulate various phenomena of Artificial Life domain such as mentioned above. 

To enable possibility to create much more complicated agents communicating and 

cooperating with each other. Also easy and flexible export of simulation data for analysis of 

simulation was required. Enabling modifications to simulation while is still running and also 

step-by-step tracing even backwards. Provide interesting visualization of agent’s world. And 

also deliver meaningful and beneficial visualization of parameters of simulation. In addition 

modularity, extensibility and portability were required. 

Proposed environment is meant to provide tool for anyone who wants to simulate his 

Artificial Life phenomena (agents, robots, animates etc.), and do not wants to bother with 

creation, design and implementation of environment. This referential environment can be 

used to measure different agent’s behaviors created by different users. It also helps the creator 

to focus more on behavior and not to pay so much attention to simulation environment. It is 

obvious that one concrete implementation cannot be sufficient for everyone. For this purpose 

abstract architecture was proposed. This architecture allows designers to benefit from all 

mentioned above and gives him free hand if something is not exactly the way he wants it. It is 

a set of propositions and standards definitions and if creator sticks to these recommendations, 

he will be able to benefit from all of its advantages such as usage of existing external 

modules. 

The proposed abstract architecture consists of several parts. Each one of them is 

focused to one specific area. It recommends the selected solution in order to maintain 

interconnectivity and modularity. These parts are as follows. Application engine is main 

program part. It synchronizes time steps for whole application, contains interfaces to all other 

parts (modules) of application and also contains and maintains all part of simulation like 
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agents and environmental layers (see below). Interface between engine and its program 

surrounding is data representation. Well-defined standard of XML language is supported, but 

has proved as highly inefficient to transfer along network to other modules of distributed 

application. For this purpose binary data representation was designed. This binary 

representation is conversion of XML tree structure to “transfer friendly” and byte effective 

format. 

Environmental layers are the main components of virtual world of agents. They enable 

to dissemble complex world into simple and easy to implement layers. They can overlap each 

other and together they will create more complex world composed from few simple layers.  

The layer is a logically detachable part of world, which is capable to act individually, and 

which creates the virtual world along with other layers.  

All described above is just an algorithm with no human interface. Visualization of 

designed world can be both attractive and useful tool. For this purpose external visualization 

module or internal (default) can be used. Internal visualization is meant to debug and observe 

simulation by creator. External module can be exact opposite while used to present this 

simulation to wider audience that science community. On-line or off-line tools for analysis 

parameters flow in time are also supported. Proposed environment is compatible with highly 

effective 3D visualization tool called VAT and it can be used to observe agents parameters at 

any time of simulation. Running simulation can also be stopped at any moment and even 

traced back to certain point and run again to observe if any change of behavior will occur in 

exactly same situation. Also change of simulation parameters should be available while 

simulation is running. Agent is any object in simulation either virtually alive (creature, 

predator) or virtually non-living (trees, food, water, rocks).  Sensors and effectors of agent are 

his interface with virtual world therefore they are part of environment and layers. Besides that 

agent mind and control are not part of environment and can be also remote. 

 Here described architecture was implemented and currently is being used in few 

diploma theses for testing agent control mechanisms and approaches. Effort of creators of this 

application is to present it as standard for Artificial Life domain specific simulations. Work 

on this subject follows up with former research of a MRG group on FEE, CTU and it 

concludes design of new environment for Artificial Life domain simulation. [2] This 

environment is a basis for other group members to aid them on their diploma and dissertation 

theses [1] or other experiments. They are used in both the visualization of an environment in 

which agents live and the visualization of agent parameters over time. This serves better 

analysis and better behavioral pattern recognition. While designing this architecture special 

care was applied to modularity of the whole application. 
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 This work deals with Image quality testing for perspective image compression 

methods (JPEG 2000, JPEG). For this testing was designed and used two Human Visual 

System Models (HVS) for image quality evaluation. This work compares results of standard 

methods and results of HVS models. Standard methods are: subjective and objective methods. 

Subjective quality testing is based on many observers that evaluate image quality. These 

tests have a very strict definition of the observational conditions that are given by unified 

recommendation of ITU-R. They are time demanding and expensive. Result of this testing is 

valid just for testing image. 

Objective quality testing is given by mathematical approaches that rise from transmission 

theory, most often by Signal to Noise Ratio or Mean Square Error. Objective image quality 

evaluation is faster and cheaper than the subjective one. But they have bad correlation with 

human perception that is given by subjective tests. 

 The other way how to assess the image quality is usage of a HVS model. Testing with 

HVS models are faster and cheaper than subjective quality testing and have better 

correspondence with the human perception than the objective one. Majority of these HVS 

models requires a tested image and its corresponding matching reference in order to 

determine the perceptual quality between them. Human vision models can be divided into two 

groups. The first group comprises one-channel models that computing selected features with 

the whole entire image. The second ones are multi-channel models based on neuron response 

of brain cortex that is known as it’s selectivity to spatial frequencies and orientation. These 

models decompose image into many spatial frequency bands and/or orientations. Then, 

separate thresholds are set for each channel. At the end of the processing the channels are 

weighted and summarised in order to get a number that represents the overall image quality. 

Was selected JPEG, JPEG2000 compression methods and prepared a set of testing 

images. The used scenes were selected with emphasis on textures, natural scenes, faces and 

contrasts areas. These images were tested by all listed method and two HVS models. 

Subjective results were tested in special laboratory with respecting ITU recommendations. 

As a testing method was selected Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale test that is 

especially useful for compare a pair of pictures. For objective testing were used MSE and 

MAE methods. For human visual system testing we implement used two models of HVS. 

These models respected features of selected method and was tuned by the best results with 

good correspondence to subjective testing.

Both models that we have design and implement are comparable with other methods and 

can be used for image quality evaluation. Results of the testing are represented by comparison 

of used methods especially with HVS testing. Resulting graphs are dependency of the image 

quality on compression ratio. All results was normalised to range from 0 to 100 so they can be 

compared. Subjective testing was set as a reference and all other results were compared with 
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it. Testing by human visual model is easier and less time demanding than with objective 

testing. In the work testing is presented for one scene and for all scenes that shows range of 

suitability for image quality testing.
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Current needs on functionality of the Geographic Information Systems frequently call 

for fully mastering of the automation in inserting the spatial data into project. Those data are 

nowadays frequently captured by using the GPS technology. It requires the complex 

technology solution including the data input itself, their verification, transformation to the 

target coordinate system and primarily the spatial operations on these data. After thorougthful 

severity examination of all phases of the data import and after considering the architecture of 

the developing GIS was accepted the use of spatial database. There was only one project 

found which satisfied both of our demands – licensing policy and functionality. It is PostGIS, 

system upgrade which gives spatial object support for the RDBMS PostgreSQL. This system 

upgrade consists from the set of SQL scripts which (when executed on given database) 

creates necessary data types, metadata tables and functions for their manipulation. PostGIS 

takes advantage of GEOS library (Geospatial Engine – Open Source). 

After then, there is possible not only to store and display spatial data in the spatial 

database, but also manipulate those using spatial functions and operators in the same way we 

are used in the area of desktop GIS. The advantage is evident. There are no doubts to the 

benefits of desktop GIS but there is usually not possible to develop real time data processing 

system. Using advanced RDBMS there are instruments called triggers which can serve 

virtually any database operation (such like new entry addition to the database table) by 

function which provides the processing of particular element to satisfy the consistency of the 

existing as well as the new data. 

The project which is aimed to the visualization of the landscape changes in the area of 

north Bohemia coal basin urged us in consequential way to find the general solution for 

spatial data capturing using GPS technology. Because of the data are usually captured in 

WGS-84 coordinate system, there is necessary to transform them to S-JTSK coordinate 

system and fill the associated attributes to particular point on the base of spatial relations with 

existing area features (administrative structure, type of the soil cover, geological data to the 

given point,... ). Data files are unloaded in simple text format and using simple web interface 

imported to the database. Further spatial data processing in the database is already served by 

the internal instruments (triggers, internal constraints). 

The spatial functions included in PostGIS includes the overlapping functions group 

(Intersects(), Touches(), Crosses(), Within(), Overlaps(), Contains(), buffer zones creating , 

creating of the auxiliary information (Area(), Centroid(), Length(), ...) or coordinate 

transformations (Transform() ). There is possible to provide all of the hereinbefore operations 

using these functions. Presuming optimal query building there is linear dependency of the 

query performance on the number of processed features. This presumption was tested on the 

sets of hundreds of thousands point features. The advantages of RDBMS use are evident in 

the case of really huge data sets (from the tables which exceeds tens thousands features, 

usually in the orders of hundreds of thousands or millions). In the case of storing the spatial 
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data into usual file system structures there exist big risk of the loss of gathered data from the 

reason of the system failure. In regards of transaction mode of data manipulation and common 

robustness of the data storage in the relational databases (including PostgreSQL) the is not 

possible to lost considerable amount of data. The maximum loss might be the data which 

were partially written to the storage place in the time of failure, not more than one transaction 

block. When using some safe backup schema of the database structures, there is secures pretty 

good prevention of the data loss. 

 

The spatial data requires very specific method for indexing. In the case of  simple 

attribute columns one can use some simple indexing mechanism (B-Tree) provided by the 

database. There is not sense to use the same indexing mechanism in the case of spatial data. 

There is a need to use R-Tree or GiST (Generalized Search Tree) indexes for these data. R-

Tree indexes works on the principle of recursive dividing the spatial data area to the regular 

rectangles. The features are indexed on the base of their envelope to the particular rectangles 

in the structure. This way is in the opinion of PostGIS developers not supported so good like 

the GiST method which is preferred. GiST method indexes the features on the base of their 

topological relations. This indexing needs enormous machine time. On the server with the 

Athlon processor with the frequency 1200 MHz gave approximately one hour to get the 

spatial index on the testing table with one million of the line features having average of the 20 

vertices. In result, all queries taking the advantage of the spatial indexes are much faster with 

them. There is always way how to enforce the spatial index use in each query using spatial 

functions.  Reindexing of such a huge table is more simple and faster and is performed 

transparently when maintaining (vacuuming) the database. 

There is possible to say that using the open source spatial relational databases gives 

indisputable advantages when manipulating huge amounts of spatial data. After examining 

the situation on the market (comparing the implemented solutions of the ESRI ArcSDE, 

Oracle Spatial and PostGIS) and considering the cost/performance ratio it seems that selected 

solution is optimal. One can only wish to have more software tools from commercial as well 

as from noncommercial sphere available that makes available the direct work with the data 

stores on the base of PostGIS. 
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In our article published in these Proceedings last year we have mentioned some 

already explored ways and methods of two-dimensional pattern matching performed by finite 

automata, e.g. algorithm of Bird and Baker. Their algorithm uses mechanisms slightly 

different from classical finite automata, i.e. Aho and Corasick algorithm for linearisation of 

the 2D problem, and Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm for matching 2D occurrences, both can be 

represented by pattern matching machines (automata using fail-function). 

Our approach is completely based on finite automata described by classification model 

[3-4] for 2D pattern matching exact and approximate. The classification criteria are: 1. nature 

of the pattern (String, seQuence); 2. integrity of the pattern (Full pattern, Subpattern); 3. 

number of patterns (One, Finite number, Infinite number); 4. way of matching (Exact, 

approximate using Hamming distance (R), approximate matching using (generalized) 

Levenshtein distance (D,T), matching using ∆ (G), Γ (L) or combined ∆-Γ (H) distance); 5. 

importance of symbols in a pattern (take Care of all symbols, Don't care of some symbols); 6. 

number of instances of pattern (One, finite Sequence). Together those criteria describe all 

known subtypes of 1D pattern matching. Note that we updated the model from [3] in the 

fourth dimension with distances used in the area of musicology [2], which were not known at 

the time of publication [3]. The updated classification allows us to describe conveniently new 

types of automata used for 2D matching. 

Now let us describe our new model and general algorithm for reusing of finite 

automata for 2D pattern matching. As finite automata are able to solve sequential problems, 

appropriate transformation of multidimensional (nonsequential) problems to sequential ones 

is needed. The idea of solving multidimensional pattern matching problems using the finite 

automata is simple: multiple automata should be used passing their results among them, 

reducing dimension of the problem by one in each step. In the last step classical pattern 

matching can be used. 

A generic algorithm of the two-dimensional pattern matching using the finite automata.

 Its input is certain pattern matching problem that specifies the edit distance (if any) 

and a value k, 1≤k≤mm'-1, k be the maximum number of allowed errors or k=0 for the exact 

matching. Let pattern array PA be 
'

A

mm

PA

×

∈ , text array TA be 
'

A

nn

TA

×

∈ , A be an alphabet. 

Let PS be the set of all (distinct) columns of PA, treated as individual strings and let us 

suppose the preprocessing starts vertically, i.e. in columns of TA. The output depends on a 

further specification of searching, e.g. reporting all occurrences or first occurrence only, etc. 

At first we build a dictionary-matching automaton M(PS) (of type SFF?CO), where 

each final state corresponds to some pattern in PS and eventually to some number of errors 

found in a particular pattern. Types of errors (if any) are given by a kind of distance 

considered for 2D matching. Columns of the pattern array are identified by final states of the 

automaton M(PS). In the second step the automaton M(PS) is applied to each column of TA 

and a new array, TA', is generated. Its elements are determined by run of M(PS). In case of the 

exact matching it suffices to store whether some string from PS ends at a given element. In 

case of the approximate matching a number of errors for particular strings from PS found in 

TA must be stored into TA'. Then string P over the set of final states of M(PS) is computed. P 
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represents the exact match of the pattern array PA in further matching: the i
th

 symbol of P is 

the final state identified with the i
th

 column of PA without considering errors. In the fourth 

step the string matching automaton M' of type SFO??O is build, searching for P with at most 

k errors. Counting these errors means to limit the sum of errors found in the second step in 

each string (column) of PA in a particular 2D occurrence. In the last step the automaton M' 

locates the representing string P inside the rows of TA', reporting eventual (1D) occurrences 

of P in TA', hence also 2D occurrences of PA in the original TA. 

Based on this generic algorithm we developed two specific models and algorithms. 

Our model of 2D exact pattern matching requires two finite automata: the M(PS) automaton 

is the SFFECO automaton; the M' automaton is the SFOECO automaton. These automata 

have neat structure, so they are useful as a model, but they are also nondeterministic. In order 

to achieve linear time complexity for the 2D exact pattern matching using our method, direct 

constructions of deterministic finite automata (DFA) should be used. Fortunately, it is 

possible in this case (cf. [1]): DFA M(PS) can be constructed as linear dictionary-matching 

automaton, DFA M' can be constructed as linear string-matching automaton. The 2D exact 

pattern matching using direct construction of DFA's has linear asymptotic time complexity. 

Model for 2D matching using the 2D-Hamming distance (i.e. matching with 

mismatches) employs a NFA M(PS) of type SFFRCO for the approximate matching of set of 

strings using the Hamming distance. M(PS) consists of SFORCO sub-automata for the 

approximate pattern matching using the Hamming distance. For counting errors in the 

preprocessed TA’ a SFOLDO automaton is used. These automata are nondeterministic and 

there is no known method of their direct construction, therefore a simulation is needed, 

impairing the overall time complexity, that is  ( )
2

nm

w

m

Ο , where m, n denote the length of 

pattern’s and text’s side, respectively, and w is the length of the computer word.  

Note that these results hold for the finite input alphabet, otherwise they should be 

multiplied by standard factor ( )Αlog , where A is the (unbounded) input alphabet. 
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For a graduate in our profession it is important to gain not only theoretical foundation through 

education, but also an adequate practical proficiency. The main aim of the project was to 

innovate educational process in subject "Communication in Data Networks" in practical 

courses as well as in theoretical lectures.  

 

Innovation of practical courses 

 

Main work has been done in innovation of practical courses. Refreshed practical courses 

syllabus contains seven practical tasks 

 

Task 1    Universal cabling measurement 

Task 2    Physical level of Ethernet 10 BASE-T 

Task 3    Protocol PPP – basic analysis 

Task 4    Ethernet switch Cisco Catalyst 1900 – connection, configuration and analysis 

Task 5    Router Cisco 2500 – connection, configuration and transmission analysis 

Task 6    VoIP gateway – connection, configuration and analysis 

Task 7    Application level protocols analysis (HTTP, ARP and DHCP) 

 

All input study materials for practical tasks have been innovated and transformed into 

Internet—ready form and then published to server that belongs to our department 

(www.comtel.cz → Předměty → 32KD → Materiály pro výuku) and therefore are easily 

accessible by students. 

 

Innovation of Task 1 – new cables and data distribution box for cabling models 

demonstration, material and tools to successful task realization (connectors, pliers and 

punch tools). 

Innovation of Task 2 – new test device that accommodate Ethernet (10 BASE-T and 

100 BASE-T) parameters to be easier measured, demonstrated and oscilloscope 

displayed. 

Innovation of Task 3 and Task 7 – new device for data communication link analysis 

equipped by modules for detailed analysis of all data-link and network level protocol 

(included PPP with authorization PAP or CHAP, DHCP, HTTP, BOOTP, ARP, IP). 

 

Innovation of Task 5 – new specialized cables for connection between two routers 

(technology V.35 a X.21) and old broken cables repair. 

 

Innovation of Task 6 – new VoIP gateway and control software, yet gateway loaned out. 
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Innovation of theoretical lectures 

 

New telco knowledge that has been studied has extended a spectrum of lectures. Mainly 

English written literature has been translated into new lecture base that is in form of MS 

PowerPoint presentation. This chosen format is able to show new concepts with animated 

explanation. This is more didactical. An electronic form of new lectures has been placed on 

Internet (www.comtel.cz → Předměty → 32KD → Materiály pro výuku) and therefore is 

easily accessible by students. 

 

Conclusion

 

Main goals of subject innovation are: 

 

• New knowledge implementation. 

• Workplace innovation for practical tasks. 

• Practical tasks optimalization and material, tools and device complementation. 

• New study material creation for theoretical lectures. 

• All study material is in electronic form of presentation. 

• Motivation of IT students to study modern telco technologies. 
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With development of Internet happens to intense a data transmit growth, that begins to 

prevail over telephone traffic in existing telecommunication networks, i.e. telephone services 

traffic. Current development of telecommunication networks tends to the convergence data 

and voice services, and therefore to the convergence in the one, integrated and broadband 

network, that supports all kinds of telecommunication services. It comes to being the network 

next generation NGN (Next Generation Network). Although the particular conception of this 

network is not quite clear so far, it is supposed, that its problems will be construct on IP 

(Internet Protocol) technology. 

For the future progress of the multiservice data networks in Next Generation Network 

is important MPLS technology (Multiprotocol Label Switching), which is used for the IP 

packets transfer throughout this network. This grant has initially delt with signaling gateway 

analysis between MPLS and a mobile network. During the grant solution it arisen change and 

the analysis concerned with the MPLS and WiMax (wireless metropolitan network) 

technology. By the reason of time seriousness and complexity the grant solution limits to the 

signaling analysis of MPLS. Next work will concern with signaling analysis in WiMax 

technology and consequently in signaling gateway dimensioning design and its mathematical 

description.

The MPLS technology has arisen mainly by demands on: 

- Increasing throughput the routers thanks to the packet switching of  the numeral 

   labels with fixed length, 

- The packet routing based on the destination address and the next fields in the  

   IP header, 

- The hardware usage based on destination address and the next fields in the IP header. 

This technology is based on the labelling packets 3
rd

 layer the RM-OSI model 

principle by marks (labels). Then the packets are transfer through the MPLS network in terms 

of these labels. The time and processor difficult analyses are wasted in connection with 

scanning the routing tables, that are realised only in input point. Labels determine the path of 

packet, but they could specify for example the service type. 

Important part of MPLS technology is signaling. The signaling in MPLS technology 

covers several functions.  It is label creation and distribution, LSP (Label Switched Path) 

creation and LIB (Label Information Base) updating. Label creation may be performed by the 

three ways: Topology-based, Request-based and Traffic-based. Label creation by topology-

based is the method, where the labels are carried altogether with assigned network adresses by 

means of the routing protocols (BGP, OSPF, ...). Label creation by request-based assigns 

RSVP packet flow switched path LSP. The last method of label creation is traffic-based. This 

method assigns label to FEC (Forward Equivalence Class) according to packet header. 

The label distribution within MPLS network may be performed by the two ways: 

Down-Stream Distribution and On-Demand Down-Stream Distribution. In the first case the 

router with assignment “label – address prefix” informs either neighbour routers in the path 
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according to routing table with the existing assignments. In the second case, the router that 

demands data relay requires valid label for the address from neighbour router. 

Creation of LSP is performed by the two ways: Independent path selection and 

Explicit routing. The first method is the switched path LSP created according to valid routing 

tabels by method hop-by-hop. Signaling messages are carried between ingress and egress 

router MPLS network. In the second method ingress router beforehand defines packets path in 

the form of partial routers sequence alongside the signaling messages are carried. 

Label Information Base (LIB) updating is performed in conservative or liberal mode. 

With the conservative mode are accepted the only label their assignment comes from 

neigbouring routers of the network. The liberal mode means the signaling messages accepting 

from all routers in the network. The demands on label maintanance are growing but the 

response time is better in the case of the path failure. 

The existing routing protocols like BGP and RSVP (after the adaptation RSVP-TE) 

are used in signaling in MPLS. Special signaling protocols like LDP (Label Distribution 

Protocol), CR-LDP (Constrained Routing – LDP) and Cisco proprietary TDP (Tag 

Distribution Protocol) were created.

Technology MPLS starts to be applied in the providers core networks and its main 

task in the near future is integration with the other technologies, like wireless or mobile 

networks. Wireless metropolitan technology WiMax enables support ATM (Asynchronous 

Transfer Mode) and Frame Relay but not MPLS. Wimax supports quality of service (QoS). 

This concept enables above all the audiovizual and data transmision. 
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The main task of this project is to increase space for students’ work, to enhance 

opportunities for storing data, to improve connection between Decin´s campus and Prague’s 

Faculty of Transportation Sciences. The opportunities of education will be also enhanced – 

there will be more space to store materials for studying and educational aids on the net. 

All these tasks are very demanding for file server and for its networking. As shown in [1] 

Novell NetWare 6 is the Net services software solution that offers secure non-stop access to 

core network resources. With NetWare 6 students can access files, printers, directories, e-mail 

and databases across all types of networks, storage platforms and client desktops. NetWare 6 

leverages the powerful Novell eDirectory, giving administrators a way to easily manage the 

network from virtually any Web-enabled, wireless device or traditional desktop computer. 

NetWare 6 also supports open, Internet standards and includes innovative, browser-based Net 

services. 

NetWare 6 revolutionizes file access and management by incorporating Novell iFolder, 

a unique Net services solution that enables access to personal files—from anywhere, at 

anytime—through virtually any Web-enabled device. Moreover, iFolder provides powerful 

security for your data, ensuring that your files are always protected from prying eyes. 

Ideal for mobile users, NetWare 6 incorporates NetWare Web Access, interface through 

which users can access network resources from virtually anywhere in the world. With 

NetWare Web Access users simply use a standard Web browser to log into CTU´s network 

environment. In fact, NetWare Web Access is conveniently integrated with eDirectory. This 

means that users can use the same network passwords to enter NetWare Web Access as they 

use on workstations, KOS, etc. 

To further extend of our network's boundaries, NetWare 6 supports various file 

protocols, including AppleTalk Filing Protocol for Macintosh (AFP), Network File System 

(NFS) and Common Internet File System (CIFS). NetWare's support for these diverse 

protocols eliminates the need for client software: communication is accomplished over 

TCP/IP and native applications are run over the network.  

Although a server that just meets the minimum hardware requirements is sure to 

function, it will by no means be an efficient services provider. In fact, if additional features 

such as iPrint or NetStorage will be installed, the minimum configuration is not sufficient. 

The following list defines powerful hardware configuration of new server: Processor Intel 

Pentium Xeon 3 GHz, 1024 MB RAM, 5x145 GB SCSI 10000 rpm HDD, 2x18 GB SCSI 

15000 rpm HDD, gigabit Ethernet network card, SCSI controller supporting raid. 

Thanks to this hardware students can use digital materials in better quality in their 

semestral works. They can use more video files for enhancing their presentations.  

I choose complete copy of all data and users from old server to new one as a solution of this 

problem. At the same time I have improved connection between Decin and Prague or more 

precisely I have built new context called DETAS in novel’s tree FD. This means, that all 

servers in FD tree are in the replica ring.  For this copy task I used Novell NetWare Server 
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Consolidation utility that makes it easy to move files, volumes and directories among 

NetWare servers. This utility is in high demand because it permits Novell eDirectory 

attributes to accompany files wherever they are copied.  

The timesaving flexibility of the NetWare Server Consolidation utility is particularly 

useful if we are trying to reorganize our network, consolidate files into a storage area network 

(SAN) or upgrade to a new version of NetWare. And because it copies files, rather than 

migrate them, the utility leaves source data intact. 

In addition to moving server files and volumes, the NetWare Server Consolidation 

utility also moves printer agents among Printer Server Managers.  

This operation was completed successfully. Of course this software cannot copy user’s 

passwords. Consolidation utility software has created random passwords for all users – eight 

characters long. This situation has negative impact on network’s life, because no one could 

connect to the server. On the other side this fact caused, that security of the user’s passwords 

has been improved. 

After passing this operation the web server Apache, as shown in [2] and NetStorage 

configuration had to be done. 

The experimental tests showed after installation that users created by  NetWare Server 

Consolidation utility have some errors with their home directory configuration and also public 

rights were not applied correctly. Dealing with this problem represented hours of manual 

work. At the beginning of running of this system users caused very high network stress on the 

server so that I had to change 100´s  mb/s switch to 1000´s  mb/s one. Next experience 

showed that NetStorage system is used mainly by part-time students and Apace web server is 

used mainly by full-time students for their web presentations and personal websites. 

This new network attached storage system is at the beginning of its life and at the 

beginning of its capacity utilization. Next task of this system will be storing lectures video 

files and helping with data store to all parts of the Faculty of Transportation Sciences. 
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Ethernet was designed for computer networks in 70’s without any real-time requirements and 

it was normalised later as IEEE 802.3 standard. Today, Ethernet is widely spread in office 

computer communication, which implies high availability and low implementation cost of 

Ethernet based solution. Therefore Ethernet is very attractive for the automation area due to 

high performance and wide diagnostics possibilities (using several protocols simultaneously 

running on the same medium). 

Distributed real-time applications have two main requirements for data delivery: time 

determinism and reliability. Ethernet in general is not deterministic due its media access 

control (CSMA/CD) and therefore its behaviour under transient overload is not sufficient for 

any real-time application. On the other hand, if the applications have predictable and bounded 

number of requests, the behaviour of Ethernet is “nearly” real-time — the probability of the 

delayed data delivery is very low due to the reasonably low number of accesses compared to 

the high-bandwidth performance. 

Widely used and popular protocol TCP/IP is reliable, but it cannot provide time determinism. 

The number of retried packets is not predictable and causes the time non-determinism. The 

UDP/IP protocol is better suited for distributed real-time applications, since it is deterministic 

(in the sense of packet retransmission). The UDP/IP needs to be combined with an upper 

layer, which provides packet retransmission suited for control applications due to the 

UDP/IP’s insufficient reliability. 

Several communication protocols using Ethernet for automation came up in the last years. 

Some of them are built on the top of TCP (Modbus TCP, ProfiNet v.1.2), some on the top of 

UDP (NDDS - Network Data Delivery Service, Modbus UDP) and some are built directly on 

Ethernet (PowerLink, ProfiNet v.2). NDDS middleware is commercial implementation of 

RTPS (Real-Time Publish-Subscribe) protocol. ORTE (Open Real-Time Ethernet), our open-

source implementation of the RTPS specification, is an alternative to NDDS built on the top 

of the UDP/IP protocol and tested on Ethernet, freely available at 

(http://sourceforge.net/projects/ocera).

PowerLink, developed by Bernecker&Rainer Company, is a proprietary real-time protocol 

built directly on the top of the Ethernet link layer. This protocol uses the Time-Division 

scheme for data delivery, where every node has a time-slot to send its data to avoid the 

collisions on Ethernet. 

The problem of the data delivery probability estimation for NDDS can be partially solved by 

analytical methods using probability calculation or by experimental results. 

In this project the ORTE (Open Real-Time Ethernet) was tested as open-source 

implementation of RTPS middleware (Real-Time Publish-Subscribe), built upon UDP/IP. To 

derive the time delay influence of the operating system, we combined the application 

response time measurement on physic model with the simulation results given by OPNET 

Modeler.

The special modular program was written for testing ORTE communication. Modularity of 

the program was used for different configuration varying in number of nodes (PC), 

application repetition, sent packet length and number of generating packets. This program 
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conception has allowed very fast reconfiguration of testbed. As was sad before, the same HW 

configuration was realised in OPNET Modeler, which allows taking advantage of wide HW 

and SW resources implemented in it.

The establishing the communication between publisher and subscriber was done 

automatically by simple rules, in each node was generated two publishers and one two 

subscriber. The application response time was measured as

A special program to start the application remotely was written to ensure the same starting 

time at all nodes. 

The possibility to integrated the ORTE protocol directly into OPNET Modeler was also tried. 

There was the overwhelming problem during the integration phase due to cooperation 

OPNET Modeler with external code. ORTE and OPNET code are dependent on time 

scheduling and this problem wasn’t possible to manage with OPNET support. 

There was a lot of feedback action to the ORTE developer to solve the ORTE implementation 

incorrectness.

As a result we have achieved the separation of the processing time in operating system and 

the communication time (Ethernet). The processing time gives higher jitter to the application 

response time. The communication time gives no jitter to the application response time due to 

the switched Ethernet. 

Therefore, further development of ORTE will be focused on new implementations in order to 

obtain deterministic and possibly shorter processing time. The former can be achieved by 

using real-time operating systems (like RTAI or RT Linux), and the latter by using faster 

hardware. The faster HW caused shortening of processing ten times, but the variation is still 

present due to non-real time Linux version, which was used in tests.

The financial subvention from the CTU internal project was used for buying better PC to 

achieved enormous simulation condition in OPNET Modeler, during tests on Ethernet. And 

the second financial part of resources was given to attend the international conference .
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 Coordinate systems in PostGIS and transformation results using freeware proj have 

been demonstrated in this paper. The original program PROJ was developed by Gerald 

Evenden at the beginning of the eighties in the programming language Fortran for the 

purposes of the United States Geological Survey, where it served entirely for the calculations 

in the area of mathematical cartography and in itself was used only as single-purpose utility. 

The original source code was developed step by step and the next projections were gradually 

added. In the progress of time was rewritten to the C programming language and today is as a 

PROJ.4 is distributes under the MIT license as nearly all software created at the government 

organizations of the United States. 

 That gives the program practically the public domain status. Program package is 

maintained by Frang Warmerdam and was revised by him to the form of program library 

which allows to it the transparent use in various programs working with the spatial data. The 

original use as a standalone program remained, anyway the usability in the form of program 

library multiplies its potentials. In the applications with the support of PROJ library is 

possible to use simultaneously the data from different (supported) coordinate systems ant the 

library supports the necessary transformation calculations to the coordinate system which is 

used for the work with the data.  

 All of the computations were performed in the PROJ package programs in the version 

4.4.9. For the conversion of the coordinates from planar reference system to the geographic 

coordinates on the reference sphere is used the program proj or program  invproj for the 

computations in reverse direction. For the transformations between particular systems is 

utilized the program cs2cs  (cs for coordinate system). By reason that the finding and use of 

the transformation parameters among all of the reference spheres (ellipsoids), in the system 

PROJ is used one of the reference ellipsoids (ETRF-89) as a transitional and all the 

transformations are decomposited to two steps – the transformation from the source 

coordinate system to ETRF-89 and from ETRF-89 to the target coordinate system. However 

there is no public available authorized transformation parameters between Krassovsky 

reference ellipsoid (used as reference projection sphere for S-42 coordinate system) and 

ETRF-89. This article should not only show the features and ways of use of PostGIS as a 

powerful tool for storing and manipulation of the geodata an the remotely network access to 

them in the frame of expected use by the subjects working with the geodata in the Czech 

Republic area, but as well the solution of the transformation among particular coordinate 

systems used in our area using the PROJ library. 

 Open source projects in the GIS area are monitoring the trends visible in the 

commercial systems. We can find here mainly desktop oriented systems (QGIS, GRASS) as 

well as the project aimed to the publication of spatially oriented data in the field of 

Internet/Intranet (e.g. UMN MapServer). Just like the commercial GIS there is an effort to 

divide the tools for storing the data and tools for processing them. 
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 The OGC Simple Features Specifications for SQL standard defines the standard object 

types for GIS, the functions necessary for their manipulation and the set of database tables 

containing related metadata. From the reason of securing the data and their metadata 

consistency there are special procedures for the operations of creating or deleting the columns 

with the spatial objects. 

 PostGIS defines two tables containing metadata. The geometry_columns table with 

the information for particular tables (only those with the spatial objects) the necessary 

information about the type of geometry, object dimensions and used coordinate system using 

the identification number. The identification numbers are stored in the spatial_ref_sys table 

and their values are in accordance with the instruction of European Petroleum Survey Group 

(EPSG). Along with them are stored the definitions of the individual projections on the base 

of ESRI prj files and the principal information – the PROJ parameters for manipulation with 

the coordinate system. The EPSG instruction was selected because of its high elaboration 

level. 

 The principles of storing the geodata together with their metadata mentioned in the 

second paragraph allows to display together data from several coordinate systems. The 

transformation itself is solved using the functions of PROJ library with the transition over the 

reference space for which was chosen the reference system ETRS-89 (see [2]). 

 The PROJ program library solves the transition between different reference spheres 

using seven element Helmert transformation. This procedure gives acceptable results in the 

case of modern coordinate systems, but in the case of such heterogenous coordinate systems 

such like S-JTSK and S-42 gives the results with as much as 5 meter absolute deviation. The 

alternative method to that one hereinbefore is for instance the evaluation of the increments of 

the spherical coordinates between two systems using conformal transformation of higher 

degree with the transformation key which was computed  from the set of identical points. This 

algorithm is used for instance in the cartographic system MATKART. 

 The precision of the transformation among the coordinate systems S-JTSK, ETRF-89 

and S-42 was examined on selected points of DOPNUL campaign [1]. The transformation 

was divided to four steps. We did the inverse Krovak projection from the JTSK system to 

Bessel ellipsoid at first, then transformation to ETRF-89 ellipsoid and in consequence to 

Krassovsky ellipsoid. The last step was the application of the Gauss-Krüger conformal 

projection from Krassovsky ellipsoid in meridional zones to the S-42 system. PROJ allows 

the definition of seven parameters of Helmert transformation between both reference 

ellipsoids and ETRF-89 system, too. The rotation coefficients is necessary to set with plus 

sign (contrary to [3]). 
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In the Research and Development Centre in Prague we are involved in a project research on 

the localization methods in GSM networks. There are several proposals on how mobile 

phones can be positioned. There are also other questions that must be solved before the 

location-based services will be offered to customers. The most important question is how to 

provide subscriber’s privacy and who should own positioning information. Other issues that 

must be solved are charging, interoperability between operators and roaming. 

The study was based on results published by Neil Chan in “Introduction to Location-Based 

Services”.

Location methods seem to be the important part of future mobile communication. It is a hot 

topic in the subject of wireless communication. This article tries to give an elementary 

introduction to location methods. It explains what is location methods, the technology 

involved, its applications and other noteworthy issues.

Positioning methods, which has been checked can be divided into the following three 

categories: basic (based on the use of cell identification, or together with timing advance 

parameter and network measurement report), enhanced (enhanced observed time difference) 

and advanced (assisted GPS). 

The most important thing in location methods is of course the positioning technology, which 

makes the way to find the location of a mobile station accurately. Due to the unique 

characteristics of the cellular environment, it is not easy to locate the object precisely. Many 

advanced methods are used for positioning. The most important are satellite-based technology 

(A-GPS, Galileo, GLONASS, etc.), network-based technology (Angle of Arrival, Time of 

Arrival, Time Difference of Arrival, hybrid methods). 

The following location methods have been studied. The description of most important 

attributes is defined bellow. 

The most accurate technology is the GPS (Global Positioning System). GPS is maintained by 

24 satellites and few ground stations located around the equator. GPS finds out the location 

based on the concept of Trilateration, a fundamental geometric principle that allows to find 

one location when its distance from other known locations is known. GPS is proved to be 

accurate and useful enough for many years. However, it is not good enough for LBS uses. 

The main disadvantage is that to use GPS, the mobile station should be in sight of minimum 

three satellites. This is impossible in indoor or urban areas. Only GPS is not accurate and fast 

enough for demanding LBS uses. 

A-GPS (Assisted GPS) is developed to compensate the weakness of GPS. This is a 

combination of mobile technology and GPS. It uses local wireless network. The assistance 

information derived from wireless network is used to substitute the satellite and locate the 

subscriber. A-GPS is much faster in location acquisition than GPS, more sensitive to signals 

from GPS satellites and excellent accuracy. The main disadvantage is such approach could be 

expensive to end-user, because the handsets must be compatible with GPS functionality. New 

mobile stations are needed. 

The location of a mobile station can be determined in accordance with its cell site. Coverage 

of a whole network is divided into different cells. The covered area is called cell and has its 

unique cell number called Cell ID. The network coverage in this cell is provided by a base 
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station. Signals between the mobile system and base station can be used in positioning 

technology. This kind of the positioning technology uses different methods of triangulation of 

the signal from serving cells. The basic types of location methods based on network are COO 

(Cell of Origin). The base station cell area is used as the location of the mobile device. 

Positioning accuracy depends upon the size of the cell. Accuracy may be 150 meters in urban 

areas, or 30 kilometers away from the target where base stations are less density of cells. The 

advantage is the speed of response and no network upgrade is required. 

COO is a technology that is widely deployed in wireless networks today. This method is used 

to meet Phase I requirement of E911 mandate. 

D-TOA (Difference in Time of Arrival) is based on different propagation time of a signal 

from a mobile station to three base stations is used to calculate the location. This system 

requires a synchronization of the cellular network using GPS or atomic clocks at each base 

station. It is more accurate than COO, but longer speed of response is required (usually more 

than 10 seconds). 

AOA system (Angle of Arrival) requires a complex of four to twelve antenna array at each of 

several cells locations. These antenna arrays can work together to determine the angle 

(relative to the cell site) from which a cellular signal originated. When several cell sites can 

each determine their angles of arrival, the mobile station location can be estimated from the 

point of intersection of projected lines drawn out from the cell site at the angle from which the 

signal originated. The main drawback is the system suffers from distortion of the wavefront of 

the cellular signal such as multipath. Another problem is that existing cell site antenna are not 

suitable for angle of arrival. 

E-OTD (Enhanced Observed Time Difference) systems operate by placing location receivers 

or reference beacons, overlaid on the cellular network as a location measurement unit (LMU) 

at multiple sites geographically dispersed in a wide area. The time differences of arrival of the 

signal from each base station at the mobile station and the LMU are described in Introduction 

to Location-Based Service, by Neil Chan, Aug 2003 calculated. The differences in time 

stamps are then combined to produce intersecting hyperbolic lines from which the location is 

estimated.

E-OTD schemes offer greater positioning accuracy than cell of origin, between 50 and 125 

meters, but have a slower speed of response, typically around five seconds, and require 

software modified handsets, which means that they cannot be used to provide location 

specific services to existing customer bases. 

Geographic data are required for location methods to function. It provides the data to render 

structures like road network, buildings and terrains like mountains and rivers. GIS is also used 

to manage point-of-interest data such as location of gas stations, restaurants, cinema halls, etc. 

The quality or types of Geographic data needed is dependent in the type of service to be 

provided to the user. The Geographic data needed should be updated and rich to be able to 

cater to various demands of LBS. 

The main goal of the localization of mobile station is to provide wide range of useful services 

such as emergency, people tracking applications, information directory service, advertising or 

location based billing. The results of this project will be used in planed location based 

services requested by the mobile provider. 

This research has not been supported by any grant.
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Fuzzy regulation is mostly used for driving systems that are difficult to describe 

mathematically. In case of non-linear systems, it also appears to be more advantageous than 

classical regulation systems. It is suitable for driving systems completely described 

mathematically, too. Fuzzy regulation is based on fuzzy set and fuzzy logic theory. 

It is necessary to normalize the fuzzy regulator input signals first, i.e. to transform 

them, so that they would gain values from a normalised universum (a value interval). Then it 

is necessary to match the normalized data with a degree of membership of one or more fuzzy 

sets. (The normalised data are a sharp value of input signal.) These procedures are followed 

by computation of output fuzzy data, using individual rules and selected implication 

functions. These rules are stored in the knowledge base of the regulator. The output fuzzy 

data must be defuzzified later, i. e. to find their sharp value and therefore to gain resulting 

drive signal. 

The universum must be covered with fuzzy sets according to these rules: Their sum 

must cover all the universum; and there must not be any point with a degree of membership 

equal to zero. Individual degree sets may overlap and their arrangement around all the 

universum does not have to be even. The number of membership functions determines the 

maximum number of derivation rules. Usually an odd number of membership functions is 

chosen, with respect to human perception abilities, i. e. 5 ± 2. The shape of individual 

membership function should be as simple as possible, usually made of linear sections. If there 

are measured data at disposal, it is possible to estimate the membership function shape. 

Individual derivation rules give a true picture of a verbal description of an appropriate 

regulation interference. The rules are in the ”if – then” format. The number of the rules used 

in a fuzzy regulator need not always be a maximum number (The maximum is given by the 

product of the membership function number of individual input signals). 

A belt drive with a moving part was used as a model for the simulation itself. The goal 

is to control the position of the moving part, which is fastened to the driven wheel of the belt 

drive through the ball shaft. A DC motor for driving the belt drive and other parts necessary 

for motor driving were incorporated into the model. Individual parts are modelled with 

respect to their real characteristics. The whole regulation circuit is a cascade circuit, and fuzzy 

regulation is used only for the outer loop. The inner loop includes a classical PI regulator. The 

PI regulator model was implemented by an optimum module method. Of course, other design 

methods were used too, but for this case the optimum module method was the most suitable 

one. 

The influence of all factors affecting regulation quality were analysed for the fuzzy 

regulation. These factors for this case include input signals of the fuzzy regulator, the number 

and coverage of input and output signals, the implication functions used, the shape of 

membership functions, the total number of rules in the knowledge base of the regulator. 
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The solution with the regulator with a single input turned up to be unusable. The effect 

of all the other factors was so small that the resulting regulation quality was not influenced at 

all or to a tiny extent. This solution is therefore useless for the practice. Adding one more 

input significantly improved the regulation quality and the effect of the other factors was very 

easy to identify. The hypothesis, that an even coverage of the universum by membership 

functions is easy to design, but the result of the regulation process is not completely 

satisfactory, has proven true. The resulting quality is markedly influenced by neither the 

number of membership functions nor their shape. On the other hand, with an uneven coverage 

of the universum and with a suitable membership functions shape, it is possible to gain almost 

any course of the regulation process.  The choice of the implication function and the 

defuzzification method had a significant effect on the result, but not as significant as the 

coverage and shape of membership functions. It is essential to note that good results were 

achieved only in case when the regulator knowledge base did not contain the full number of 

rules. In case of full rule number usage the regulator did not almost react to the change of the 

other parameters. Adding a next input to the regulator did not have an effect comparable to 

the usage of the second input. All the design became much more complicated and individual 

factors influenced each other to a larger extent; and it was not easy to state the dominance of 

any of them. Considering the very good results gained while using two input signals of the 

fuzzy regulator, the influence of more inputs was not further analysed and the usage of three 

inputs was marked as an ineffective choice. 

As stated above, all this research was done only as a computer simulation. The plan is 

to verify these simulations on a real-life model, which is already being prepared. Considering 

the fact that the model was made with respect to real characteristics of individual parts, it is 

assumed that the results will be similar to the simulation results. The drive of the same 

mechanical system with a different electromotor is also being prepared. 
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A typical and very frequent task in numerical mathematics is the solution of linear 

algebraic equations. When solving a set of linear equations (SLE), one often meets the 

problem of ill-conditioned matrix of the set. For large dense sets of linear equations, which 

are usually ill-conditioned, the stability of a numerical solution cannot be ensured. Rounding 

errors during the numerical computations involved in obtaining the solution of the problem 

cannot be tolerated. Many numerical methods were developed trying, with more or less 

success, to minimize the influence of the rounding errors on the resulting solution. 

Residual number system (RNS) appears to be a suitable number system for 

implementing certain numerical methods for error-free solving of a SLE. One of such 

methods is described in [1]. The computational complexity of this method is larger than the 

complexity of the original task of solving a SLE in the domain of floating-point numbers. 

Therefore, the mentioned paper describes a design of a parallel architecture of a modular 

system based on RNS which speeds up the complete calculation.  

This modular system consists of a control unit and the so-called Residual Processors 

(RP) that operate in parallel. The algorithm of solving SLE according to the methods 

described in [1] using the mentioned modular systems has three basic steps.  

1. Conversion of the coefficients of the matrix A and the elements of the vector b of a SLE 

Ay = b to systems of sets of linear congruences (SLC) Ay
k
 ≡ b (mod m

k
), where k ∈ [1, r] 

and r is the number of moduli in the utilized RNS. 

2. Solving of the r systems of SLC Ay
k
 ≡ b (mod m

k
) using Gaussian elimination in modular 

arithmetic modulo m
k
. Also, the determinants d

k
= det A mod m

k
are computed. Then, the 

solution of SLC Ay
k
 ≡ b (mod m

k
) is obtained as z

k
= d

k
y
k
. 

3. Conversion of the resulting vectors z
k

and the determinants d
k

using the mixed radix 

conversion (MRC) algorithm from the RNS to a single vector z such that z
k
 = z mod m

k
 

for k = 1, 2, ..., r. The solution of SLE Ay = b is then obtained as x = z/d.

The first step of the algorithm can be executed in parallel. This means that each RP 

reads integer elements of the matrix A and the vector b of a SLE, and converts them 

simultaneously into residues modulo m
1
, m

2
, ..., m

r
. The second step of the algorithm is 

completely parallel since the solutions of each SLC Ay
k
 ≡ b (mod m

k
) are independent for 

every k = 1, 2, ..., r. The RP
k

solves the SLC Ay
k
 ≡ b (mod m

k
). In the third step, cooperation 

of all RPs is needed to convert the results from RNS to rational numbers using MRC. 

For efficient computing of SLE according to the described algorithm using modular 

systems, the speed of solving the SLC by the RP is crucial. For solving the SLC, four basic 

arithmetic operations performed in modular arithmetic are used. An important operation in 

modular arithmetic is the multiplicative modular inverse. Due to its large computational 

complexity, the problem of efficient computation of the modular multiplicative inverse needs 

to be solved and a hardware implementation developed. The idea is to use such a designed 

hardware architecture for modular multiplicative inverse as the basic building block of an 

arithmetic unit for modular arithmetic, which is an essential part of the vector arithmetic unit 

inside each RP.   

The papers [2,3] detail the design of arithmetic units that are able to perform the four 

elementary arithmetic operations in modular arithmetic. In the paper [2], the entire 
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architecture of the arithmetic unit is derived from the architecture that computes the modular 

inverse using a new left-shift algorithm [4]. The arithmetic unit detailed in paper [3] is 

derived from the Almost Montgomery Inverse algorithm. Due to the FPGA implementation 

platform which was used for both arithmetic units, the advantages promised by an efficient 

implementation of the left-shift algorithm [4] are not utilized. Both designs of the arithmetic 

units demonstrate the correctness of the utilized design methodology. The papers [2,3] show 

that the modular inverse algorithms are the most complex ones and therefore it is 

advantageous to modify the architectures based on these algorithms in a way that allows to 

perform other operations in modular arithmetic. It is shown that such modifications only 

marginally worsen the area complexity of the previous circuits that compute modular inverse 

only. 

The knowledge gained from the design of the arithmetic units will serve for their 

implementation and inclusion in more complex hardware structures. As mentioned above, the 

goal is to use the designed arithmetic units in vector arithmetic units of the RP for the RNS-

based systems for error-free computations. The research performed in this area, a part of 

which is presented in [2-4], presents a good foundation that fulfils these goals.
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The pattern matching in compressed text is relatively new and has undergone huge 

development in last years. Last year, we have developed an algorithm for pattern matching in 

text coded by the static binary Huffman coding. We have generalized our approach, in order 

to provide algorithm capable of performing pattern matching in text coded by certain group of 

compression methods. The generalized algorithm is able to perform pattern matching in text 

coded by the (static) finite translation automaton, and so can handle any decompression 

algorithm that can be represented as a (static) finite translation automaton. 

The generalized algorithm works as follows. At the beginning, a pattern matching problem, 

set of patterns, finite translation automaton representing the decompression algorithm and the 

coded text are given. Then a pattern matching automaton is constructed for the given pattern 

matching problem and set of patterns. After that, each state of the pattern matching automaton 

is replaced by a copy of the translation automaton. The transitions of the pattern matching 

automaton need to be re-routed. Let us consider transition in the translation automaton from 

state t1 to state t2 for symbol b that translates to string w and a sequence of transitions in the 

pattern matching automaton for string w from state q1 to state q2. Then, in the newly created 

automaton create transition from state that corresponds to states t1 and q1 into state that 

corresponds to states t2 and q2 for symbol b. 

One more problem still exists: as is clear from the above description, by performing one 

transition in the new automaton, several symbols of the original text may be virtually 

decoded. As it is not simply possible to recreate this information from the new automaton, we 

proposed to augment this automaton with two auxiliary tables. The first table (“index” table) 

contains for each transition how many symbols of the original text were decoded by this 

transition. This is simply the length of string w. The second table (“match” table) contains 

offsets of matches that were found by this transition.  This table can be constructed by 

simulating the transitions in the pattern matching automaton for string w. 

When the automaton for pattern matching in text coded by the finite translation automaton is 

constructed, common pattern matching algorithm with some enhancements is employed. The 

enhancements are quite trivial and are based on the above tables. 

The pattern matching using our algorithm runs in time linear to the size of the compressed 

text (plus preprocession cost). 

We have presented a new algorithm for pattern matching in compressed text. Our algorithm is 

a generalization of algorithm for pattern matching in text coded by static binary Huffman 

coding. Our algorithm is based on (deterministic) finite translation automata and is able to 

handle any compression method, whose decompression algorithm can be expressed as static 

deterministic finite translation automaton.  

In the future, several possible research fields are open. One of them is to handle compressions 

like adaptive Huffman coding, LZ78, etc. Another is to solve fully compressed pattern 

matching problems (both text and pattern are compressed). 
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The northern-Bohemia comprises large areas with underground mining and brown coal 

open-casts. Abandoned open-casts were reclaimed. The reclamation was performed in several 

possible ways – hydric, forestrial and agricultural. Hydric reclamation can be found in the 

form of new water basins whose main purpose is to fill in land depressions after excavation, 

to create new part of countryside and to serve as recreational localities. Agricultural 

reclamation represents changing of previous open mines into agriculturally used areas. 

Forestrial reclamation is a creation of new forests whose good growth and sound stand is a 

measure of successfulness of the reclamation. The age of reclaimed areas varies from more 

than 30 years up to still reclaimed areas. The methods used for evaluation of these three types 

of reclamation from TM satellite data series will be presented 

The northern Bohemia is heavily touched by mining activities – on and under the surface. 

Reclamation activities must follow mine closing and are included in the Czech law as a duty 

of mining companies. Reclamation can be divided into three phases – technical one, 

biological one and maintaining one. The technical reclamation comprises surface geotechnical 

and hydrological corrections and improvements of new surface morphology to be stable and 

suitable for future non-mining using. Stable slopes, appropriate land consolidation, and/or 

reliable drainage system, transport network (if necessary) represent the first phase. The 

second – biological phase is a period formed by reforestation, agricultural using, new 

grassland creation or water basin fulfilling. The project of these two phases is performed by 

reclamation experts. The third phase is a maintenance period when reclaimed areas are 

controlled according to their development compared to their projected developments. This 

last period ends by handover to previous or new owners. These areas are controlled by 

reclamation specialists in situ. This project should prove how remote sensing data can be used 

for evaluation of biological phase and maintenance phase. The area, where reclamations are 

studied, is situated in the northern Bohemia between Ore Mountains range (forming the 

frontier Germany – Czech Republic) and the Ohře River. The oldest reclamation is from 

1966. Reclamation in certain parts is planned till 2015. The complete area of reclamation is 

1416 ha of forest, 920 ha of grassland, 500 ha of agriculture fields and 160 ha of water 

surfaces. The landscape is relatively flat with a sparse volcano chain. Vegetation indices are 

values used for characterizing green vegetation quality and extend. NDVI (Normalized 

differential vegetation index) is the most often used index for evaluation of vegetation state.  

NDVI used for TM data is evaluation of tree groups present on areas of individual pixels 

whose size is 30x 30 meters. NDVI calculated for IKONOS data is NDVI of individual trees 

(in case of trees older than about 15 years) when pixel size is 4x4 meters. Changes of NDVI 

were calculated as difference between NDVI of two years. Changes were calculated for the 

period of 10 years – between 1988 and 1998. The graphs show percentage for reclaimed 

areas. Reclaimed areas with age above 3 years are areas whose reclamation was older then 

three years at the year of reclamation end. Reclaimed areas with age under 3 year are areas 
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whose reclamations were younger than 3 years at the year of reclamation end. Only 5% of 

reclaimed areas had NDVI (amount of green vegetation) worse after 10 years. Their 

reclamations were finished in 1970 and 1976. 5 and 3 per cent of reclaimed areas have not 

shown higher NDVI in their 10 years development. The same situation was in comparison of 

4 years changes (1988 – 1992) and 6 years changes (1992 – 1998).  

The comparison shown that the period of four years can be used for evaluating reclamation 

development; tendency showed by this period was the same as that of 6 years and that of 10 

years. There more vegetation indices which are studied – RVI, PVI, IPVI, SAVI, TSAVI etc. 

Their evaluation has not been finished.  

RVI is the ratio vegetation index which has been used already for many years. Jordan used 

and defined it in 1969. It is widely used expressing ratio between two band values where 

highest values are those with green and sound vegetation. The ratio is to eliminate various 

albedo effects. The IKONOS data bought for the project is seriously damaged by haze and 

clouds. The present processing step is oriented to radiometric correction to get data 

atmospherically corrected. All indices calculated for TM data will be calculated also for the 

IKONOS corrected data. This calculation will be used for detailed evaluation of tree species 

of forest reclamation to determine their individual growth quality.  

 The VHR data (IKONOS) will be used for water and forest reclamation evaluation. 

Their importance is in their high spatial resolution enabling users to work in high spatial 

detail – to find small element which are undistinguishable at other data types – lines of 

detailed water network, landslides/unstable areas and to distinguish detailed classes of general 

classes – tree types in a forest. 
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GFS is a peer-to-peer file system designed to provide highly available and secure file 

service in a large-scale environment of the Internet ([1]). It uses massive data replication and 

efficient update mechanisms in cooperation with cryptography techniques to create a reliable, 

scalable and secure system. In this paper, we outline the data organization, internal control 

structures for update propagation and describe update structure and merging. 

For performance and availability reasons, each file in GFS is divided into several 

independently-managed data objects ([2]) allowed to be written or read at any client node 

(peer) of the system. For each data object, an overlay multi-source multicast scheme is built to 

organize the data object peers and propagate updates. The scheme consists of two entities: the 

administrative organization representing the logical relationships among peers, managing 

updates and resolving data consistency issues, and the multicast tree representing the physical 

relationship (i.e., how peers get connected) and providing data delivery services. 

The multicast tree of data object d is modeled as an undirected tree graph Rd = (Nd, E), 

where Nd is set of peers maintaining a replica of the data object and E is set of overlay edges 

connecting the peers. The multicast tree is a self-adapting dynamical structure reacting and 

adjusting itself to current network conditions and data object’s state to minimize replication 

costs and balance the overall system overhead in terms of a set of application-specified 

weighted criteria. 

The peers of Rd tree are divided into two disjunctive subsets Nd = NPd ∪ NAd, where 

NPd is a set of passive peers that recently either have not generated any data request or have 

generated only read requests and store the data object primarily for availability reasons or 

serve as read-only clients and NAd is set of active peers having generated write requests to the 

data object. Peer assignment to NPd and NAd changes over time according to their activity. 

Administrative organization of Rd peers forms a multi-layer hierarchy of clusters 

recursively defined as follows (where H is the number of layers, k > 3 is a constant): Layer 0, 

denominated L0, contains all peers from Nd; peers in Lj, j < H-1 are partitioned into clusters of 

sizes in [k, 3k], LH-1 has only a single cluster of size in [2, 3k]; a peer in a cluster at Lj, j < H is 

selected to be the head of the cluster and becomes a member of layer Lj+1 if j < H-1. 

A peer with the highest write request rate in a given administrative area becomes a 

head of a cluster at L0, which consists of its adjacent nodes in Rd. The boundaries of clusters 

C0,0, C0,1, …, C0,t at layer L0 are determined by behavior of data update propagation in Rd. 

After a hierarchical consistency agreement at layers Li, 0 < i < H, the data update is 

disseminated among peers starting at heads of L0 clusters using the data delivery tree Rd. Each 

update request creates a parent-child relationship between each two intermediate Nd peers 

until it reaches a peer that has already received this update. The parent-child relationship 

dynamically denominates the cluster of each head at L0. 

In this way, the relation between peers and boundary of clusters alters as network 

characteristics or the administrative organization changes. From the administrative point of 

view, Rd tree is set of subtrees (clusters) rooted at the respective cluster heads and connected 

by boundary nodes. A reliable and secure mechanism for merging of updates at boundary 

nodes is proposed. 
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To reliably dispatch and merge updates in the context of GFS means to get all the 

peers be informed of all updates in the order that is defined by consistency agreement prior 

disseminating the update. 

Each update consists of data to be stored as well as metadata used to preserve data 

integrity and confidentiality. To achieve reliability of the update mechanism, each update 

contains modification table TM, which reflects final state of the given data object this update is 

being applied on. Following operations and relations are defined on modification tables to 

determine mutual relation of updates and objects. 

• TM1<TM2 TM1 represents earlier version of data object than TM2. All updates in 

TM1 are contained in TM2 in the same order. 

• TM1=TM2 Versions represented by TM1 and TM2 are the same. Both tables contain 

the same entries in the same order. 

• TM1≠TM2 Data object versions represented by TM1 and TM2 are conflicting. 

Corresponding entries do not match. 

• TM1-TM2 Subtraction. Represents updates that were applied to data object after 

updates represented by TM2, i.e. set of updates that are contained in TM1 

but not in TM2. Order of entries in the result is the same as in TM1. 

• TM1+TM2 Union. Represents updates contained both in TM1 and TM2 and updates 

contained in one table and not in the other. Order of entries is 

preserved. This operation is applicable only if TM1<TM2.or  TM2<TM1 

• |TM| Cardinality of table TM (i.e. number of entries in the table). 

Level of confidentiality of data objects and updates is achieved by cryptography 

algorithms employed to encrypt both data and metadata. Sensitive data is encrypted with 

secret key EK that is stored in the respective data object in encrypted form as part of metadata. 

This key is encrypted by public key UK that is known to group of authorized users thus 

defining resource access control. Since peer storing the data must be able to perform basic 

operations on data objects and updates without knowledge of any secret key, modification 

table TM is not encrypted. 

Finally, integrity of data object is guarded by digital signature S that is calculated from 

both encrypted and unencrypted data, thus every malicious change is easily detectable [3]. 

Presence of digital signature provides write control as well, since only user authorized to 

modify the object should know the key. 
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In last several years many compression methods for digital video systems were 

introduced. It has become very important to devise objective video quality assessment 

algorithms. The subjective measurement Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is a widely used 

method on the assessment of image or video quality, but it has several obvious disadvantages. 

It is very tedious, expensive and impossible to be executed automatically. Instead, an 

objective image or video quality metric can provide a quality value for a given image or video 

automatically in a relatively short time. This is very important for real world applications. 

All types of objective video quality assessments are based on measurement of 

differences between the original video and received/degraded video sequence in some way. 

The easiest objective quality measures are some simple statistics features on the numerical 

error between the reference and the distorted image. Widely used statistics are Mean Squared 

Error (MSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). However, MSE and PSNR do not 

correlate well with subjective quality measures because human of perception distortions and 

artefacts is unaccounted for. 

Subjective quality tests form criteria for objective metrics. Formal test methods for 

subjective video quality assessment are defined in ITU-R Recommendation BT.500 series 

(Methodology for the subjective assessment of the quality of television pictures) [1] and ITU-

T Recommendation P.910 (Subjective video quality assessment methods for multimedia 

applications). Recommendations suggest standard viewing conditions, criteria for observer 

and test scene selection, assessment procedures and analysis methods. Test methods can be 

divided in two groups: Methods where both reference and test video is presented (Double 

Stimulus methods) and methods where only test video is presented (Single Stimulus 

methods).

Systems for objective quality measurement can use measures that correlate with 

perceptual distortion or can use Human Visual System (HVS) features. Widely used models 

are Tektronix/Sarnoff, NASA – DVQ Digital Video Quality Model and EPFL – PDM 

Perceptual Distortion Metric. I have developed two models for quality assessment of MPEG-

based codecs. Because we want to run these models real-time and we want to use these 

models in compression algorithm, simplicity was an important goal. Both models require both 

reference and degraded sequences. 

First model for video quality evaluation uses mathematical measures that correlate 

with perceptual distortion. These mathematical characteristics were selected by ITS in 

Colorado [3] from the quality features and parameters suggested by American National 

Standard Institute, ANSI. The quantitative metric is linear combination of three quality 

impairment measures. First measurement is a measure of spatial distortion and second and 

third measurements are both measures of temporal distortion. 

Second model for video quality evaluation simulates some stages of human visual 

system HVS. First steps are decomposition of sequence into different spatial channels and 

conversion to local contrast LC. Next block is temporal filtering which implements temporal 
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part of CSF. Then DCT coefficients are converted to just-noticeable difference (jnd). At the 

next stages sequences are subtracted, mean and maximum distortion is calculated, weighted 

and pooled to implement masking operation. The result is quality of video sequence. 

For quality tests of the models we have used five test sequences from the set of EBU 

test sequences. We have tested 6 widely used compression methods ((DivX, XviD, Quick 

Time, Windows Media, MP2 Tsunami and VP6). For each tested compression method we 

used 5 compression levels at 4096 kbit/s, 2048 kbit/s, 1024 kbit/s, 512 kbit/s and 256 kbit/s 

and we obtained set of 150 degraded sequences. As a reference values subjective rating of 14 

observers were used. Subjective assessment was based on ITU-R Recommendation BT.500. 

We used Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (DSCQS) method. In this method each 

trial consists of a pair of stimuli, the reference and the test sequence. The stimuli are each 

presented twice in trial and with randomly chosen order. The subjects rate each stimulus on a 

continuous quality scale. 

Perceived video quality depend on many factors. Subjective methods described first in 

this paper are the most precise methods but these methods are expensive and time consuming. 

Simple pixel-based metrics are very popular because of their simplicity but these metrics are 

not suitable for digitally compressed images and video.

I have proposed and described two models for objective video quality assessment. 

Both models and subjective Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (DSCQS) method 

have been used for quality tests at our department. Obtained data is correlated and it is 

possible to use proposed objective models, which are faster and cheaper, instead subjective 

methods for quality tests. 
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The major definitions [3] of HW/SW Codesign essence are: 

• the cooperative design of hardware and software components 

• the unification of currently separate hardware and software paths 

• the movement of functionality between hardware and software 

• the meeting of system-level objectives by exploiting the synergism of hardware and 

software through their concurrent design. 

Many developers attempt develop automatic systems and complex methodology for HW/SW 

Codesign. This target is very complicated, because only the designer knows what he needs 

and can to done. We developed a simple example for describing the problem of HW/SW 

Codesign. Example is called AutoCorrelation demo and is based on evaluation of a 

correlation function. 

Correlation is a standard pitch detection algorithm and should be used for data analysis (audio 

data, cryptographic data).

Correlation function: ∑
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Example has 2 parts: 

First part is Hardware part.  Hardware part periodically reads the data (max 1024 samples) 

for analysis (from Audio Input to the memory), evaluates the correlation function and sends 

the data to the Software part (if the software parts asked for a data). 

Software part periodically reads data from Hardware part, calculates X and Y scale factor for 

drawing outputs and draws data on video output.

AutoCorrelation demo was implemented on Celoxica RC200e Development Board (contains 

Xilinx XC2V1000 FPGA chip) by using Celoxica DK3, Celoxica DSM communications, 

Xilinx ISE 6.1 and EDK 6.1. [1], [2] and system clock was 50 MHz.

Software part: 

The Microblaze processor core was used for software part.

Hardware part contains:

• 32b, 2 stage-pipelined floating point aritmetic – Adder and Multiplier, 

• 4 stage-pipelined, to/from 32b fix point converter - 2x Float2Fixpoint and 1x 

Fixpoint2Float

Hardware part is Optimized EDIFs based on Celoxica float library ported to DK3 with Peak 

performance 100Mflops. 

• 2x 2048x24b of Block RAM – for inputs data

• 2048x32b of Block RAM - for output data

For communications between hardware and software parts was used Celoxica DSM 

communications.
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Implementation on RC200e

Logic Utilization: 

•  Slice Flip-Flops – 4827 = 47% 

•  4-input Luts – 7465 = 72% 

Logic Distribution: 

•  Slices – 4828 = 94% 

HW Part – Behaviour

With system clock on 50MHz and 22,05kHz Audio/800 Samples – 36.3ms (27 blocks/s) the 

processing of 800 samples needs 6.8ms. It means that the sending window is 29.5ms (800 

words needs 0.10 ms - cca. 8M words/s). Drawing of output is from 0.6s to 1.1s. 

This example shows that every design has some parts, which needs to be solved separately: 

• load data 

• data evaluation 

• data presentation 

In this example was the Codesign made manually but shows what all needs to be done in each 

design.
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The designed concept of the matrix converter control system employed in the hybrid traction 

drive with electric power splitting is presented. The matrix converter inclusion in the drive is 

advantageous especially with regard to the reactive component reduction. 

Matrix converters [1] provide an all-silicon solution to the problem of converting AC power 

from one frequency to another, offering almost all the features required of an ideal static 

frequency changer. They possess many advantages compared to the conventional voltage or 

current source inverters. A matrix converter does not require energy storage components as a 

bulky capacitor or an inductance in the DC-link. It enables the bi-directional power flow 

between the power supply and load. The most of the contemporary modulation strategies are 

able to provide practically sinusoidal waveforms of the input and output currents with 

negligible low order harmonics, and to control the input displacement factor. 

The matrix converter realised on the base of new progressive semiconductor elements 

(IGBT´s  modules) is used to treat the electrically transmitted power part of the  hybrid 

traction drive with electric power splitting. The electrical torque split device consists of a 

special electric generator with both rotor and stator rotating. The rotor is connected to internal 

combustion engine and its torque is via air gap electromagnetic forces transmitted to the 

stator. The torque and the output shaft angular speed constitute the mechanically transmitted 

power. The remaining part of the internal combustion engine power is transformed into the 

electric power and represents the input power of the electrical transmission. 

Hybrid drives generally can be considered to be an acceptable solution of gas emissions and 

fuel consumption connected with automobile traffic expansion which constitutes significant 

ecological problems to deal with. Electric car drives based on electric energy stored in 

batteries offer solution for vehicles covering short distances only. Nevertheless the internal 

combustion engine has some specific attributes in contrast to the electric motor. Its high 

efficiency is accessible in regime of higher output only and it depends on operating point 

choice given by torque and velocity. A hybrid vehicle equipped both with a fuel tank for 

internal combustion engine and with an electric battery for electric drive represents one of the 

possible alternatives. 

There are various types of hybrid drives [2]. Promising is propulsion with electric power 

splitting based on internal combustion engine power splitting into two parts. One part is 

converted into electric power in a generator, which supplies a traction motor, mechanically 

connected to vehicle wheels, and the remaining part is transmitted by electromagnetic forces 

in the air gap to the wheels mechanically without losses in electric machines. The splitting 

devices can be realized mechanically by a planetary gear or electrically by a special electric 

generator. In our case the above mentioned special electrical torque split device consisting of 

the electric generator with both rotor and stator rotating is used. 
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The special “Host PC – Target PC” digital control system [3], [4] was developed for the 

realised experimental test bed. The matter consists in the processor throughput. While in case 

of the digital signal processors it can be as far as 100 MIPS at 16 bit DSP with fixed point, 

200 MIPS at 32 bit DSP with fixed point, 20-200 MIPS/MFLOPS at DSP with floating point 

only, in case of processors for PC it can reach e.g. 9000 MIPS and 2600 MFLOPS. 

The basis of the control system consists of two common personal computers. The first one 

(Host PC) should be equipped with any multitasking operating system and the MatLab 

programme must be installed on this PC. It serves for compiling of the target real-time 

applications and for monitoring purposes only, such as downloading and displaying of 

measured waveforms, commands entry, etc. One serial port of the RS232 standard and one 

parallel port enabling operation in the ECP mode are inevitable. The second one (Target PC) 

works in real time and the matrix converter control programme is processed on it only. The 

most important component of this PC is the Multi I/O PCI card Meilhaus ME-2600i 

containing A/D and D/A converters and digital inputs and outputs. All the signals are 

reprocessed and adjusted in interface cards situated in the control rack. Here is also placed the 

IGBT’s switch pulses generating card based on a FPGA device. To make the work easy, the 

firmware for the Target PC and the monitoring programme for the Host PC were prepared. 

The firmware consists of the libraries set programmed in the ASSEMBLER and C language 

enabling faster algorithm implementation and testing. It has the real-time kernel with 50 – 200 

microseconds period and contains synchronisation, communication, and I/O card specific 

routines. The monitoring programme consists of the set of the mutually communicating 

programmes programmed in the MatLab, JAVA, and C languages. However, from the user 

sight it seems to be one application only. This software is very important for easy control 

application developing.  

The developed matrix converter control hardware and software makes it possible to achieve 

greater throughput of the digital control system and its variability. The results obtained on the 

built-up experimental test bed have proved proper function of the designed conception of the 

matrix converter control system. 
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This paper deals with an improvement of design timing characteristics by modification at the 

high abstraction level of the system description. Some synthesis tools such as Synplify Pro 

provide timing optimizations, called pipelining and retiming. These techniques help the 

designer unify delay slacks at different inputs, which results in higher system clock 

frequencies of the produced circuit. Unfortunately these techniques are not available for all 

devices, for example Atmel FPGAs are not supported. A modification at HDL level is the 

way how to achieve slight improvement for these devices. 

 

A new technique is based on partitioning of an original design into temporally independent 

partitions, i.e. that the outputs of any generated partitions are processed only in the following 

partitions and the outputs of the last partition are connected only to the primary outputs. Flip-

flops are inserted between the adjacent partitions; these partitions form the stages of a 

pipelined design. 

 

The most difficult task is the partitioning process. It should meet following requirements: 

- The partitions must be temporally independent. This is essential. 

- The delays along the most critical signal paths should be uniformly distributed in 

the created partitions. A better distribution leads to a higher possible frequency of 

the partitioned design. 

- The interface between adjacent partitions should be as narrow as possible. Fewer 

flip-flops mean a lower power consumption. 

 

We use the tool VPart (VHDL Partitioner) for design partitioning. This tool was developed in 

the scope of the European project RECONF2, which deals with design tools and methodology 

for dynamically reconfigurable devices. The VPart tool splits the VHDL description of an 

input design into temporally independent partitions which can be used as different contexts in 

a reconfigurable design. Each of the partitions can be loaded only once in an FPGA to 

complete one cycle of the original design. Because the partitions are temporally independent, 

the tool is suitable also for retiming. This tool also generates VHDL descriptions of structures 

(CUT entities) responsible for a proper connection among partitions.  

 

The VPart partitioning is based mainly on area estimations. We could achieve better results 

with a tool whose optimization techniques are based on delay estimations.  

 

We have chosen an 18-bit floating point (FP) adder and multiplier for the evaluation of this 

approach. These macros were generated using Celoxica DK 3.0 suite. The original macros 

were synthesized using Synplify Pro for reference purposes. The same designs were 

partitioned by VPart and also synthesized using Synplify Pro. Because the frequency 

estimations after the synthesis step do not take into account routing delays, we implement 
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these circuits in FPGAs using Atmel Figaro tool. After place and route the frequency 

improvement was about 21% for the FP adder and 35% for the FP multiplier. 

 

The proposed approach is applicable to designs where the impact of the additional latency 

(caused by additional flip-flops) can be eliminated by a specific use of these designs. For 

example, it can be used for arithmetic units that process a sequence of numbers. Then the 

additional latency causes the delay of the first result, but it has no impact on the overall 

performance. 
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The presumption for the effective usage of the non-dismantling diagnosis method is 

that this method is reliable and fast enough for the determination of the type and place where 

the defect originates. The further requirement is that there is a collection of the typical defects 

obtainable, which arise most often during the operation. To distinguish and detect precisely 

and quickly the defect means, that the method has the sufficient differentiation capability. The 

method, which establishes the defects of the combustion engines by means of the instant 

angular speed measurement of the crankshaft, complies with this requirement. Therefore the 

final task for the use in the practice is to create the collection of data knowledge in the 

sufficient quantity and to store them in the PC memory. 

In the laboratory conditions there is a problem, that does not exist the sufficient 

quantity of the test engines for the forming of the faults collection and therefore the 

possibilities of the verification of the influence of the single defects are very limited. The way 

how to proceed is the faults simulation. The simulated fault must be sufficiently expressed but 

it must not be severe in such a way, that the engine may be damaged.. The range of the 

simulated defects is therefore rather restricted. 

The developed diagnosis method is suitable for the engine with a number of cylinders 

in the lower level. For this reason the two cylinders and the six cylinders engine was tested 

and analysed.  (ČKD PRAHA 2S110 engine, Liaz 6S130). The defects simulation enclosed 

the reduction of the output due to the increased mechanical friction losses, due to the 

untightness of the piston or valve, due to incorrect adjusting of the engine etc. During the tests 

the courses of the angular acceleration were picked up. They show the changes in the 

characteristic of the measured course due to the simulated defects mentioned above. To obtain 

the broader bases of the data it is necessary to carry out the measurement on the other types of 

the engines with the respect to the number of the cylinders. 

Another way how to simulate the defects is the mathematical modelling of the engine. 

It is then very easy to realize the changes of the input and output parameters. With respect to 

the complexity of the mathematical methods used and due to the difficulty in getting the 

required parameters, the work on the model is being carried out. The problem in the final 

phase of the target is the independent verification of the correctness of the method in 

question. The standard way is the combustion pressure measurement. It was also followed, 

but the probes and the software are very expensive and the realisation will continue according 

to the further situation. 

The important property for the method is the reproducibility.  That was proved by means of 

the repeated measurements with the same conditions of the engine. The reproducibility can be 

used with advantage by the measurement of the good and faulty engine respectively after the 

repair, which was carried out in the service shop. 

The obtained data accuracy from one inductive sensor is influenced mostly by the 

inaccuracy of teeth manufacturing, because the engine running roughness is in the magnitude 

of 1 percent of the engine’s mean speed. Other influences are vibrations, eccentricity and 

flywheel magnetization. These influences show themselves as noise in the measured data with 
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large amplitude and are making the evaluation difficult. The filtration of noise can be 

achieved by means of moving average filtration, but it is not always easy to find the 

appropriate filters order with regard to sufficient noise suppression and simultaneously 

preserve the useful information contained in the measured data. The most common used 

method, based on time of passage measuring of the marks placed on the flywheel, can not 

provide more readings during one engine’s revolution than is the number of placed marks. It 

is caused by the transformation of the inductive sensor’s signal that is purely analog, to the 

square wave signal by means of a comparator and by measuring the transformed signal’s 

period with a digital counter. With this transformation, the additional information, contained 

in the original sensor’s signal, from the space between the marks (flywheel teeth) is lost.  

We are therefore investigating an alternative method for data measurement and 

evaluation based on digital signal processors (DSP) utilization and the usage of digital signal 

processing algorithms currently used in the field of sound and image processing. This way 

promises the usage of the additional information contained in the spaces between the marks 

and also the usage of this method for a wide range of engine’s revolutions. The easy 

adaptation of the signal processing algorithms for the present engine’s revolutions is 

advantageous and it is the main reason for DSP utilization.  

The described method has been tried out with the data obtained from National 

Instruments data acquisition card PCI 6024E in the LabView environment and with the digital 

processing algorithms implemented in Matlab. The card’s sampling frequency was set to the 

maximal value, which is 200 kHz. The results show that this sampling frequency is sufficient 

for this evaluation method, but it is not sufficient for other methods that have been 

considered, like the usage of time-frequency analysis.  

The obtained results show that the usage of digital signal processing algorithms for 

engine’s running roughness measuring and its utilization for fault diagnosis presents a new 

way of signal processing and promises the obtainment of more precise results, that the 

traditional time of passage measuring method. The possibility of higher frequency sampling, 

longer time interval evaluation and real time processing using DSP’s is currently under 

investigation.  
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Acceleration is a technique of improving performance of general-purpose processor 

through employing dedicated hardware units (coprocessors, accelerators) to handle some 

application specific tasks. Even though the acceleration proved its efficiency in a number of 

applications (e.g. floating-point coprocessors, graphical accelerators), the issues were 

encountered that made its benefits doubtful. The main problem was keeping the coprocessor 

busy most of the time – if the coprocessor is used rarely, investment in its design and 

maintenance becomes meaningless. This fact and the increasing performance of processors 

themselves resulted to abandoning the acceleration technique. 

However, its idea was revived with the increasing importance of configurable devices, 

especially FPGAs. Although the performance of the configurable devices is generally lower 

than of ASICs, it has still proven to be superior over the processors in a field of computation 

intensive applications (e.g. digital signal processing, image processing, cryptography, etc.). 

Combination of their performance with a possibility of reconfiguration makes the 

configurable devices an ideal platform for algorithm acceleration. 

Early works tried to accelerate systems based on conventional personal computer. The 

experiments showed some interesting results. Analysis carried in [1] discovered that most of 

the performance is lost due to latencies in a peripheral subsystem and due to great overhead of 

an operating system. 

Therefore, the more recent research utilizes so called platform FPGAs that allow 

complete systems, including a processor core, peripherals and a configurable coprocessor, to 

be implemented inside a single device. These systems are usually called Configurable 

System-on-a-Chip (CSoC). A number of publications (e.g. [2]) studying CSoCs reported 

impressive speedup factors in computation intensive applications. 

We have followed these trends and experiment with CSoC in Xilinx Virtex-II and 

Virtex-II Pro devices. Current generation of EDA tools such as Xilinx EDK (Embedded 

Development Kit) allows configuring the platform devices with systems based on MicroBlaze 

or PowerPC604E processor cores. MicroBlaze is a 32-bit RISC processor soft-IP core that 

can be fully implemented only with programmable resources, while PowerPC is a hard-IP 

macro immersed into the configurable logic. Both of these processor cores can be attached to 

IBM CoreConnect bus architecture and thus easily coupled with numerous peripheral IP cores 

included within EDK. Moreover, it is possible to extend the system by the user-defined 

components – processor cores, buses, peripherals and dedicated coprocessors. 

Three computing kernels (CRC, color-space conversion, DCT) were chosen to 

illustrate and analyze properties of the selected CSoC architecture. These kernels represent 

algorithms with different properties and with different acceleration potential. CRC (Cyclic 

Redundancy Check) is an example of a simple algorithm with extensive bit-level processing 

and it can thus ideally leverage bit-granular parallelism inherent to configurable logic 

resources. Color-space conversion (RGB-to-YCrCb) is on the other hand an algorithm that 

may benefit from spatial advantage of configurable logic over a processor – the logic may 

implement as many arithmetic units as required by the algorithm to exploit operation-level 
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parallelism. Finally, DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) represent a data intensive processing 

kernel with a moderate amount of control operations. It is an example of algorithm sensitive 

to a throughput of data-path between memory and data processing unit. More information 

about these kernels can be found in [3]. 

All three algorithms were tested with the MicroBlaze based CSoC system. Each 

algorithm was analyzed in two variants – software-only and accelerated. In the software-only 

variant, the algorithm was implemented entirely in software and run on the MicroBlaze 

processor core. The accelerated variant utilized free FPGA resources to implement an 

algorithm-specific coprocessor to move computation intensive parts of the algorithm into 

hardware. With the accelerated variant, we experimented with different possibilities how to 

connect a coprocessor to the MicroBlaze core. In order to make the comparison of the two 

variants as much objective as possible, a number of software implementations of the 

individual kernels were examined and the one promoting the best performance was included 

into the comparison. 

The experimental results (see [3] for a complete list) revealed a number of interesting 

facts. First, we were able to achieve for the selected algorithms performance speedup in 

factors ranging from two (DCT) to almost twenty (CRC). Even though this validates the 

original assumption on acceleration potential of configurable SoCs, it may seem that the 

presented speedups are lower than one would expect. Detailed analysis discovered that even 

for systems, utilizing low latency SoC buses a data transfer and synchronization overhead 

poses the most limiting factor. Especially MicroBlaze based system is limited mainly by 

insufficient support of burst transfers by the processor core. Further experiments showed that 

the limits could be partially diminished with a proper scheduling of data interactions between 

unaccelerated (in processor) and accelerated (in coprocessor) portion of the algorithm – e.g. 

employing such a simple technique as loop unrolling may gain noticeable performance 

improvements. However, to reach the theoretical upper limit of the performance speedup the 

architectural changes would be necessary – the coprocessor would need to read source data 

using burst transfers from a place where are available and write results into a place where the 

processor would continue in the computation. Proving this hypothesis may be a topic for 

further research. Nonetheless, based on the mentioned information and supported by our 

experiments CSoC systems have proven to be a promising architecture for accelerating a class 

of performance demanding algorithms. 
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Generalized and weighted strings are special strings capable of expressing variability and 

uncertainty of appearance of a symbol in a given position. These types of strings are mainly 

used in molecular biology as models of the DNA sequence. Characterizing and finding 

various kinds of periodicities and other regularities in strings are important problems in many 

areas of science. In molecular biology repetitive elements in chromosomes determine the 

likelihood of certain diseases, another problems arise during the DNA sequencing process. 

Examples of regularities are repetitions, borders and covers. In this paper we present a finite 

state automata approach for finding those types of regularities in weighted and generalized 

strings. 

Firstly we explain some terms used in the following. An alphabet is a nonempty finite set of 

symbols, (e.g. {a, c, g, t} is the DNA alphabet). A generalized string is a sequence of 

positions where each position is a set of symbols from a given alphabet (e.g. {a, g, t}{c, 

g}{t}{a, c}). A weighted string is a finite sequence of positions where each position consists 

of a set of pairs and each pair consists of symbol and its probability of appearance at the 

position. The sum of probabilities of all symbols at each position is equal to one (e.g. {[a,

0.5], [g, 0.25], [t, 0.25]}{[c, 0.5], [g, 0.5]}{[t, 1]}{[a, 0.75], [c, 0.25]}). We see that weighted 

strings can be seen as an extension of generalized strings by adding weights to the symbols in 

the sets and on the other hand if we remove weights from a weighted strings we obtain the 

corresponding generalized string. We say that string x=x1x2...xm occurs in generalized string 

Y=Y1Y2...Yn at position p if all symbols of x are elements of corresponding sets of Y (xi ∈ Yp+i , 

1 ≤ i≤ m) and we say that string x=x1x2...xm occurs in a weighted string Z=Z1Z2...Zn at position 

p if it occurs at position p in the corresponding generalized string and moreover the sum 

(additive probability condition) or the product (multiplicative probability condition) of the 

symbol probabilities in the corresponding positions are greater than a given constant. 

By searching for repetitions we understand searching for factors of a given string that occur at 

least twice in that string. We are interested in what factors are repeating and what are their 

positions. More advanced task is searching for borders and covers of a given string. A border 

of a string is its factor if it is both its suffix and its prefix and a cover of a string is its factor 

which occurrences cover every position of the string. 

We solve the presented problems for case of generalized strings using a special type of finite 

automaton, which we call Generalized Suffix Automaton. We designed GSA being inspired by 

the Suffix Automaton  (SA). A Suffix Automaton for a string x is a finite automaton accepting 

all its suffixes. SA is used widely for solving various pattern matching problems including 

computing regularities in strings. GSA is a finite automaton accepting all suffixes of a 

generalized string. 

To obtain (deterministic) GSA we create first the nondeterministic GSA (NGSA) which we 

consequently determinize. Let us consider a generalized string Y=Y1Y2...Yn, the NGSA for Y 

can be created in the following way: we create n + 1 states numbered 0,1,...,n. We make state 

0 initial and state n final. Next we add transitions from state i-1 to state i for every symbol of 

set Yi  for all sets Yi of Y. Finally we add epsilon transitions from state 0 to each of states  
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1,2,..n. The determinization of NGSA is performed by the known subset construction and in 

addition we memorize the set (d-subset) of the corresponding states of the NGSA for each 

state of the GSA. 

Our algorithms for finding regularities in generalized strings are based on the analysis of the 

states of GSA and their d-subsets. Every state of GSA corresponds to some set of substrings of 

the string. We can find out this set for a given state by finding all sequences of transitions 

from the initial state to this state and by the consequent concatenation of labels of the 

transitions of every found sequence. The elements of the d-subset corresponding to the state 

are the end positions of the found strings and of all their suffixes in that string. 

For finding all repetitions in a string we analyze all states having in corresponding d-subset 

two or more elements in the described way. The algorithms for finding borders and covers 

work with so called backbone of GSA. A backbone of GSA is a part of the automaton where 

each sequence of transitions from the initial state to any of states corresponds to a prefix of 

the generalized string. Since border is a prefix and a suffix at the same time, the final states on 

the backbone of GSA correspond to borders and therefore we can find the own borders easily 

by traversing the backbone from the initial state to all final states similarly as the repetitions 

are computed. Each cover of a string is also its border and therefore the algorithm for finding 

covers is an extension of the previous algorithm. We just add a phase when we go through the 

d-subsets of the automaton corresponding to borders and filter out borders which consecutive 

occurrences contain gaps. 

The solutions of presented problems on weighted strings can be divided into two phases: 

solution of the problem for a generalized string, followed by probability condition 

verification. 

First, we extract the corresponding generalized string from the given weighted string. Then 

we solve the given problem without considering probability condition for the generalized 

string and thus obtain a list of results. Finally we create a new list of results from the current 

list by removing all elements not satisfying probability condition. 

The time complexity of the presented algorithms for finding repetitions and covers is O(n
2

) 

and  the time complexity of the algorithm for finding borders is O(n) where n is the number of 

states of GSA. The number of states (space complexity) of the GSA is the open problem. The 

space complexity of a general finite automaton can be in the worst case exponential. We 

performed a series of experiments which showed that the size of GSA tends not to grow 

exponentially even in the worst case, both the maximum and the average size of GSA seem to 

be bounded from the top by the quadratic function and from the bottom by the linear function 

with respect to the size of the input string. 

Our future work will be devoted to the development of algorithms solving other problems 

concerning exact and approximate regularities in generalized strings, such as seeds, periods, 

etc. based on GSA. 
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The objective of this contribution is to give an introduction to fundamental principles and 

advantages of quantum information processing over the classical ones, especially concerning 

techniques for protecting privacy of individuals and communities. Technologies for trust and 

security represent a challenging problem for the digital nowadays. We usually refer to them 

by a more general term - cryptosystem. The current state of the art is the public-key 

cryptography which, as other cryptographic primitives, depends directly or indirectly on the 

assumed computational hardness of such problems in number theory as factoring of integers 

or computing discrete logarithms. 

No practical cipher has been proven computationally secure up to date and according to 

Shannon's theorem [1], every perfectly secret cipher (i.e. whose ciphertext reveals no 

information about the message) has to have a secret key of length at least equal to the entropy 

of the message; hence it is impractical. So called provable computational security only means 

that an efficient reduction from a standard complexity problem can be given and a 

cryptosystem is considered to be secure as long as the problem is hard. The Holy Grail of 

modern cryptography is to base security proofs on information theory (i.e. probability theory) 

or even better, on some physical laws of the nature instead of complexity theory. 

Cryptosystems based on the laws of quantum mechanics are always unconditionally secure 

assuming that we interpret the nature correctly. 

The history of quantum information processing goes as far as to well-known pioneer John von 

Neumann. Quantum computing offers enormous parallelism. The size of computational state 

space grows exponentially with its physical size, i.e. the number of used quantum bits 

(qubits). Qubits can be realized by any two-dimensional quantum system. The polarization of 

photons (vertical/horizontal) or 1/2-spin momentum of particles (up/down) are examples of 

the ones that are best explored. An isolated quantum system corresponds to a Hilbert space, 

which is a suitable mathematical framework for describing processes of quantum mechanics. 

Single qubit with two orthogonal states (denoted by |0> and |1>) is told to live in Hilbert 

space H
2
. While the classical bit can be only in one of the two states 0 or 1, a qubit can take 

any linear superposition of |0> and |1>. A tensor product of n qubits is called an n-qubit 

quantum register with corresponding Hilbert space H
2

n

. If an n-qubit register cannot be 

written as a tensor product of smaller Hilbert spaces the qubits are told to be entangled. 

Entanglement is a powerful quantum primitive that allows for even very distant parts of the 

system to be strongly tied. Its applications vary from speed-up of classical computations (e.g. 

polynomial time integer-factoring) or quantum key generation to teleportation. Entanglement 

is the main reason why quantum computers cannot be efficiently simulated by classical ones. 

Any quantum evolution can be described by a unitary matrix, thus it is reversible. On the 

other hand, a measurement is not a unitary event and the original state collapses to one of the 

base states. Hence any possible information encoded in a superposition is irreversibly lost. 

This fact together with no cloning theorem (an unknown quantum state cannot be copied - 
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there is no such unitary transformation) gives us a base for developing quantum cryptography. 

In 1984, Bennett and Brassard suggested a new protocol [2] for quantum key exchange. Two 

parties sharing no information can agree on a key that nobody else can figure out. Any 

eavesdropper on a quantum channel will be easily detected. He neither can make a 

measurement as it causes irreversible errors in two party's communication, nor make a copy 

of quantum states for later processing. This is a significant result which cannot be achieved by 

classical techniques alone. In other words, quantum cryptography offers a way for secure 

communication for free by quantum mechanics laws themselves. 

Apart from secure communication, cryptography also aims at achieving secure computation. 

Two parties would like to execute a computation modeled by a function y=f(x
1
, x

2
) without 

revealing their private inputs. Classically, this can be solved using oblivious transfer or bit 

commitment schemes. They are both conditional and it is not known yet if they can be based 

on the same computational assumptions. In quantum world, it has been shown that bit 

commitment is sufficient to build a quantum oblivious transfer whereas classically this seems 

impossible. Unfortunately, Mayers in 1996 [3] showed a general attack against all known 

quantum bit commitment schemes. The result is that quantum bit commitment, at least for 

now, needs an extra assumption as well as its classical counterpart. Other active research 

fields in quantum cryptography include techniques for quantum steganography, protocols for 

message authentication, quantum teleportation and others. A remarkable result is also the 

possibility of true random number generation. At first, the equally weighted superposition of 

all base states is created. After a measurement, the collapse to one of the bases is truly 

random.

Quantum cryptography has already captured the interest of the main world banks. They test 

the first out-of-the-lab products. However, there is still a lot of research work to be done. 

Qubits sent over a fiber optic cable cannot travel very far and can work only point-to-point. 

There is a need for quantum repeaters, which are not available yet. Researchers also try to 

send qubits through the air - up to satellites and then down to the final destinations. On the 

other hand, quantum computers are still under a slow development process. The last 

remarkable success was a 7 qubit system, on which number 15 was factorized in polynomial 

time using the Shor's algorithm [4]. We do not know yet any technology for building large 

quantum registers and keeping the system isolated from its environment. But anyway, as 

miniaturization of computing devices continues, quantum world is our destiny and more 

progress is expected every day. 
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Searching for repetitions in a text is one of the basic problems in stringology. Repetitions can 

be searched for in one or in more patterns. We can search for exact or approximate 

repetitions. The simplest problem to be solved is searching for exact repetitions in one string.  

Initially, I will define what exactly repetitions are. String x2 = ajaj+1 …aj+m is the exact 

repetition of string x1 = aiai+1…ai+m in text T = a1a2…an if ai = aj, ai+1 = aj+1,…, ai+m = aj+m, i

< j, 0 ≤  i, j ≤  n, 1 ≤  m < n – max (i, j) + 1. The string x2 = aq,jaq,j+1 …aq,j+n is the exact 

repetition of the string x1 = aq,iaq,i+1…aq,i+n in the set of strings S = {s1, s2, s3, …} if  aq,i = aq,j, 

aq,i+1 = aq,j+1, ..., aq,i+n = aq,j+n and i < j, sq∈ S, 0 ≤  i, j ≤ |sq|,1≤ n ≤ |sq| – max (i, j) + 1. 

The first real-time algorithm for the exact repetitions searching was published in 1983 by 

Anatol Olesievitch Slisenko. In the same year, Maxime Crochemore designed an algorithm 

for searching squares based on factorization of the word. The next interesting algorithm was 

presented by Roman Kolpakov and Gregory Kucherov in 1990 – it finds maximal repetitions 

in a word in linear time. This problem can also be solved by the factor automaton. This way is 

the most interesting for me because I want to generalize it so that it searches for all repetitions 

in the set of strings. 

A factor automaton is a finite automaton which accepts all factors of the string. We can regard 

factors either as prefixes of suffixes or suffixes of prefixes. This view allows us to construct 

easily the factor automaton. Initially, we construct the automaton accepting the word T. Let us 

denote each state of this automaton by the number l, 0 ≤ l ≤ |T|. Number k represents the 

length of the prefix of word T corresponding to this state. Then we insert ε-transitions from 

the initial state to all the other states and set all the states final states. This automaton is 

nondeterministic (NFA). Therefore, we determinise it. After the determinisation, we get a 

DFA in which every state will be labeled by subset of states of the original NFA. These sets 

shall be called d-subsets. If D(x) = {x1, x2, …, xk} where x1 < x2 < … < xk is any d-subset, we 

know that the string corresponding to the state labeled by D(x) occurs in the text k-times. Let 

us denote such string by sx. We also know that the length of the string sx is x1. The state x1 in 

the original NFA corresponds to the first occurrence of the string.  

Now it is easy to build the repetitions table. For each d-subset D(x) = {x1, x2, …, xn} we will 

write one row in the following way: the columns will contain the d-subset D(x), string sx 

coresponding to d-subset D(x), and the states in the original NFA corresponding to all 

occurencies with their type (e.g. (x2, G), (x3, S)), respectively. Type of occurence will be 

denoted by letter F (first occurence), G (repetition with gap), S (square repetition) or O

(repetition with overlapping). How to determine the type of repetition of the occurrence 

corresponding to the state xi in the NFA? The repetition corresponding to xi is a square 

repetition, if xi – xi-1 = |sx|; it is a repetition with overlapping, if xi  – xi-1 < |sx|; and finally, it 

is a repetition with gap, if xi – xi-1 > |sx|. By finding all the repetitions of sx, we find all the 

repetitions of all its suffixes. I considered important to describe the algorithm of searching for 

repetitions in one string in detail, because it will be the starting point of my future work.  

We have two types of sets: finite and infinite. Every finite set can be determined by the 

enumeration of all its elements. When we want to find all repetitions in the finite set S of 

strings, we can construct a factor automaton for each of its elements. We label each state by 

the length of the corresponding prefix and the index of the string from S. Now we can 
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construct an automaton accepting the union of the languages of these factor automata. We do 

it by adding a new initial state and the ε-transitions from this new state to the initial states of 

all factor automata. This automaton is nondeterministic too. After the determinization we can 

create a table of repetitions in the same way as in the first case. Here, a problem arises: how to 

determine which of the occurrences is the first one and which are repetitions. If we find more 

occurrences of a pattern within one string, we are able to distinguish them. If we find two 

occurrences in two different words separately, we are not able to specify which of them is the 

first. If we want to distinguish it we must establish an ordering of strings in set S. Now, the 

first occurrence in this set is the first occurrence in the least string. 

Every infinite set of strings can be determined by a regular expression (RE). RE is a string on 

the set of symbols A ∪ {ε, ⋅, +, *, (, )}, which is recursively defined as an empty string ε;        

a symbol a ∈ A, and (RE1), (RE1 ⋅ RE2), (RE1 + RE2), (RE1*), where RE1, RE2 are regular 

expressions. To be able to denote the language determined by any RE we must define value of 

it. Value of RE (h) we will define in this way: h(ε) = ε, h(a) = a ∀a ∈ A, h(RE1 ⋅ RE2) = 

h(RE1) ⋅ h(RE2), h(RE1 + RE2) = h(RE1) ∪ h(RE2), h(RE1*) = h(RE1)*. We can see that the 

results of the operations of concatenation and union (⋅ and +) are finite sets, but the result of 

the operation of iteration (*) is infinite.  

When we wish to find repetitions in one pattern we start by the construction of a finite 

automaton accepting this word. When searching for repetitions in the set A of strings 

represented by any RE we can also start by construction of a FA accepting the language of 

this RE. Initially, we must construct a syntactical tree of this RE and transfer it to the FA. 

There are several algorithms how to do it. The most important of them are the Thompson’s 

and the Glushkov’s algorithm. The FA built from the RE is nondeterministic in general case. 

We construct an automaton accepting all the factors of all words from set S by adding ε-

transitions from the initial state to all other states. We determinise it. Now is the moment to 

construct the repetition table. When the RE contains operation of iteration applied to any 

substring, we are not able to find these repetions of this substring from transition table of 

DFA. To find it we must search all cycles in the graph representing transitions of this 

automaton. 

My future work will consist in detailed description of the algorithm for constructing the 

repetition table, proving of correctness and determining the time and space complexity of it. I 

would like to generalise it for searching for approximate repetitions in the set of strings.
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Until 1990, the main causes of signal degradation in transmission were fiber nonlinearity and 

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from optical amplifiers. More recently a third type of 

system degradation, involving the unwanted beating of the signal with a number of weak 

interferers, has become increasingly important. 

These interferers can result from imperfect extinction of the drop signal in optical cross-

connect, add-drop multiplexers, connectors and double-Rayleigh scattering in the 

transmission span. Multiple Path Interference (MPI) has become increasingly relevant with 

optical amplifiers based on distributed Raman amplification [1].  The classic example is that 

of two partial reflectors, spaced by some distance along a fiber link. If an amplifier is placed 

between the reflectors, the double-pass gain may be enough to offset the weak reflections, 

increasing the MPI. Problem is, that in case MPI, additional (unwanted) optical paths, with 

losses orders of magnitude greater than the main path, lead to interfering signals at the 

receiver, and have a significant impact on system performance. The signal beats with delayed 

replicas of itself at the detector and induces inband crosstalk. 

MPI has been defined as coherent or incoherent MPI based on the product of the source laser 

lidewidt (∆ν) a time delay (∆τ) of the reflections that causes it. Specifically, coherent MPI is 

defined by ∆ν.∆τ < 1, and incoherent MPI by ∆ν.∆τ ≥1. Using these definitions, for a standart 

telecommunications grade DFB laser linewidth of 10 MHz, any reflections occurring within 

10m or so can be categorized as coherent MPI and any reflections greater than 10m as 

incoherent MPI. MPI caused by Double-Rayleigh Backscattering (DRB) due Raman 

amplification is typically generated over kilometers of fiber length. Hence most MPI 

generated from backscattering events in practical WDM systems can be thought to be of the 

incoherent type.  

The most widely used class of optical receivers employed today uses optically preamplified 

direct detection in order to reduce the impact of electronics noise to insignificance. Thus 

higher receiver sensitivities can be obtained than those achieved in practice for PIN o APD 

receiver. In optically preamplified receiver the dominating noise sources originate from 

beating between the signal and ASE as well as from beating of ASE itself [4]. Therefore this 

class of receivers is frequently termed beat noise limited. In optical communication system 

using discrete inline optical amplifiers, ASE is added at each amplifier. If distributed 

amplification is employed, ASE is generated continuously along the transmission path. 

Becouse ASE is is present in both propagation directions, originally counter propagating ASE 

that is Rayleigh backscattered and amplified together with the signal can also be observed at 

the receiver. In the presence of MPI, the beating of the signal and MPI can give rise to 

appreciable levels of MPI-induced beat noise, which additionally impairs detection [2]. 

The quantity of ultimate interest when assessing the performance of optical receivers and their 

sensitivity, is best specified in terms of required OSNR, that is, an OSNR value at the optical 

receiver input that guarantees a certain bit error ratio (BER) at the output of sampling and 
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decision device. It has been shown [3] that ( )2/5.0 QerfcBER = , where erfc[x] denotes 

complementary error function and Q is Q-factor. Q factor for system limited by both ASE and 

MPI can be accurately approximated by a function involving the sum of the inverse OSNRs. 

For OSNR penalty due MPI we can express  
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Where PattSig is peak signal attenuation factor due filtering 

PattMPI attenuation factor for variance of beating between signal and MPI due 

filtering.  

 

The overall receiver performance depends on a weighted sum of inverse OSNRs due ASE and 

MPI. Receiver degradations due to MPI were specified in terms of OSNR penalties. A large 

amount of ASE mitigates the impact of MPI, whereas a poor signal extinction ratio 

dramatically reduces a system’s robustness to MPI and high peak-to-average opticlal power 

ratio after demultiplexer helps to reduce the impact of MPI. This statement which imlplies 

that RZ using short pulses is more robust toward MPI than high duty cycle RZ or even NRZ. 

Practically amount of tolerable MPI power is typically some 20 dB below the signal power, 

independent of data rate. 
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Originally, the standard Sliding Mode Control (SMC) has been introduced by [2]. 

Later on, the SMC of time delay systems has been developed by applying equivalent control 

method. Usually, the SMC of time delay systems is designed by Lyapunov-like functional 

application. The SMC with standard switching surface applied to time delay systems, referred 

to as anisochronic, has been presented recently in [3]. The developed SMC scheme uses the 

so-called anisochronic state feedback working on sliding mode principle. In order to avoid 

chattering phenomenon, the second-order SMC has been applied to time delay systems. 

However, time delay distributions in system description resulted in control algorithm 

infeasible (anticipative) relations, which are to be recovered by the prediction of measured 

state vector. The unified approach to state vector prediction of time delay systems is based on 

Smith predictor, and time delay compensation is then based on system spectrum 

decomposition. Finally, a special attention is to be paid to the implementation of distributed 

delays in designed control algorithm, because not included hidden samples in the sampler and 

zero-order holder can bring about numerical instability of approximated system with 

distributed delays. 

 Unlike the previous results the presented SMC scheme for time delay systems consists 

in another approach to time delay compensation, which is based on functional extension of 

IMC (Internal Model Control) [4]. Advantageously, the IMC is generally more robust than 

Smith predictor based control, therefore the IMC is combined with the SMC for time delay 

systems in this contribution. In fact, the original Smith predictor based control scheme is 

proposed to be transformed into IMC-like scheme, when applying a so-called bypass for 

sliding mode presented in [1]. 

 Summarizing the statements above, the presented paper is a contribution to SMC 

design achieved by the help of the IMC, when the controlled time delay systems are described 

as retarded time delay systems with complex character of control variable. Moreover, the 

system is meant complex in mathematical manner. The reason why the complex based SMC 

design for time delay systems is developed, is that it allows to cope with perturbations of time 

delay systems. Finally, an example of the SMC design is added.

The model of the plant is supposed to be described by the transfer function 

corresponding to I/O relation, where the numerator and the denominator are 

quasipolynomials. Hence, there are infinite number of poles and zeroes of the model 

describing time delay systems. At the same time, the time delay systems are of retarded type.

In practice, the SMC is implemented as a composition of two variables as follows 

sn

uuu +=  (1) 
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where
n

u  is nominal (continuous) control and 
s

u  is sliding (discontinuous) control. Mostly, 

the nominal control is substituted by an equivalent control 
eq

u , originally introduced by [2]. 

The standard SMC is then being designed as discontinuous based function
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where { }0)(:R =∈= ymyS  is desired switching curve.

 First, the nominal control synthesis is applied and then that the sliding mode control 

synthesis is obtained. The former results in designing a continuous controller, the latter in 

designing the equivalent control 
eq

u  and a fixed gain of discontinuous control function. 

Moreover, the SMC design suggests the equivalent control 
eq

u  to be in coincidence with the 

nominal control 
n

u , which considerably simplifies the SMC scheme. Next, control error 

including perturbations are not amplified, because of  omitting a boundary layer of the sliding 

variable m . To the end, the bypass for sliding mode is achieved by a model of desired output 

trajectory introducing anisochronic output feedback. 

 The nominal control synthesis is designed to be based on dynamics inversion. Due to 

apparent structure similarity of the SMC scheme, consisting of the bypass and Smith 

predictor, to IMC-like scheme with actuator nonlinearity, the IMC based design of the 

continuous controller is suggested. Then, the case of 0=

s

u  is considered, because of 0=m ,

i.e. ideal tracking the desired output trajectory. In other words, there is ideally not any 

model/plant mismatch. 

 The synthesis of the discontinuous control is exclusively focused on determining the 

fixed gain, because of previously achieved nominal control 
n

u . Finally, the complex control 

variable is introduced to determine the fixed gain, and hence to robustly reject perturbations.
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Abstract

Testing of new transmission technologies, before the implementation of real operator’s 

network, it is nowadays necessary need. We have to find out the influence of new technology 

on spectral compatibility of access network, own options of new technologies and its credit 

(transmission performance) for the operator. The paper describes the method of noise 

generation for performance testing. 

Testing workplace for throughput modelling 

There are two tests before the new transmission technology implementation into the access 

network. The first is test for throughput modelling and the second is for spectral 

compatibility. Both kinds of test are performed in laboratory conditions. The reason is 

obvious. During the testing of new transmission system directly in operator’s access network 

there could be other transmissions technology influence of paying customers. Therefore we 

have to create situation and condition of real access network in laboratory. Network 

development, which would substitute the access network and would be for the test purposes 

only, is very difficult in economy way and in these days of efficient computers and 

mathematic models absurd. So we can create programmes and models, which save the money, 

work and time, but which are highly precise and liable in results and conclusions.

International Standardization Organization appoints in the frame of recommendation for 

individual transmission technologies, not only the transmit characteristics for reach of spectral 

compatibility, but also referential conditions for performance testing. 

Disturbance generators in spectral domain 

Noise caused by crosstalk from near symmetric pairs mainly influences the function of xDSL 

systems. For xDSL systems, where the method of Echo Cancellation is used for duplex 

transmission creation, is dominant crosstalk NEXT (Near End Crosstalk). This mainly regards 

to the systems with symmetrical transmission rate as HDSL and SHDSL are. Asymmetrical 

systems, ADSL and VDSL use mainly the method of Frequency Division Multiplex for 

duplex transmission creation.  Therefore there is influence on theirs activity especially the 

FEXT (Far End Crosstalk). We might gain the result mask PSD of disturbance signal by two 

ways:

- The simplified way is to use defined PSD profile models of disturbance from ITU-T. 

- The precise way is in superposition of PSD transmit masks of individual transmission 

technologies and modelling of PSD result mask disturbing crosstalk. 

Program for disturbance generation 
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Disturbance generator for the xDSL transmission technologies is created in the MatLab v6.5 

background of The MathWorks, Inc. The program is solved modularly. That means, that the 

main program body needs for individual tasks subordinated modules that execute theirs 

specific functions and calculations. When the calculations are done, these are given back to 

the main program body. The main sense was to create structure, which would be easy to 

modify and in which would be possible to add whole new modules of new transmission 

technologies. And this depends on the actual standardization state. The programs have 

intuitive graphic interface created in GUIDE component for easy initial parameters settings 

and result display.

Disturbance generation for xDSL lines 

Disturbance generation program is universal for all xDSL systems and it is based on 

recommendation for individual transmission technologies and common recommendation ITU-

T G.996.1. Program is designed for solving the spectral compatibility problems and for 

determination of crosstalk disturbance between individual transmission technologies before 

they are applied in operator’s access network. Therefore this program do not use model 

profiles (defined by ITU-T or ETSI), but the program allows to combine types and amounts 

of individual transmission technologies. Instead of defined model profiles, the program uses 

PSD transmission masks directly of each technology. The user can calculate the disturbance 

from following transmission technologies: HDSL, SHDSL, ISDN-BRA, ISDN-PRI, ADSL 

over POTS, ADSL over ISDN-BRA. System ADSL might be FDM or EC.

Programs determines PSD transmission mask for each given transmission system. From the 

PSD mask and from the amount of transmission systems we have to calculate frequency and 

length dependency of resulting crosstalk. From the calculated disturbance PSD mask we can 

obtain waveform with the use of inverse Fourier transformation. We will obtain the resulting 

waveform by counting of time process of each technology. The resulting waveform will be 

transferred to the tested loop through the coupling circuit. 
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In Global File System (GFS) that is based on peer-to-peer technology, confidentiality 

and integrity of data plays one of the most important roles. Since the system employs massive 

data replication, many vulnerable and possibly malicious peers are involved. In this paper we 

focus on data integrity, internal structures and mechanisms that build a reliable yet 

performance sufficient system. 

 As performance and availability is key feature of the system, each file in GFS is 

divided into several independently managed data objects (as in [1]) allowed to be stored at 

any cooperating peer of the GFS. Due to distributed nature of the system efficient and robust 

integrity mechanism has to be developed, moreover, anonymity of P2P environment stresses 

requirements to data confidentiality that - if provided - can enrich possible area of system 

deployment. 

 File integrity in the scope of GFS consists of integrity schema applied on data objects 

holding file data as well as of mechanisms that guarantee the schema. Important aspect of the 

schema is its resistance against intended attacks or just “disaster attacks”. 

 We use cryptography hash functions as a primary mean to provide integrity checking. 

This mechanism is powerful enough for areas where trustful peers are expected and involved. 

Suitable functions are such as SHA-1, MD5 (due to recent weakness discovery, MD5 

algorithm should be carefully reviewed) etc. Using selected hash function, integrity schema is 

as follows (also known as full file hash). All data that form data object O are hashed by the 

selected function H and resulting code h=H(O) is appended to the object. Integrity checking 

mechanism is then straightforward: upon receiving the object O, its hash value h’ is calculated 

using the same function H (h’ = H(O)) and values are compared. For the verified file holds 

that calculated hash value and value read are equal (h’ = h). 

 Performance penalties however are significant, since the whole object has to be read 

by the entity that performs the check even if it needs only part of the object (e.g. it is 

interested only in its i-th change [2]). Hash tree schema based on Merkle Hash Trees [4] 

removes this disadvantage and is supposed to behave well on large objects as well. The basic 

idea is to hash pieces of the object (segments) independently and combine and hash resulting 

hashes in the tree fashion till resulting “root” hash is calculated, which behaves similarly as 

the hash from full file hash approach. Since data object is internally composed of original data 

area and area of changes [3], these could form required segments that are to be hashed 

independently. Using this approach need for storage space increases, since all hashes and 

subhashes created during hash tree construction need to be stored as well. We argue that this 

penalty is worth increasing overall performance (not only we reduce amount of data 

transmitted, but we also reduce calculation required to create comparison hash value). 

Verifying a single change in data object means to verify its hash against root hash. This 

calculation can be performed without knowledge of all other pieces that form the object, since 

only specific subhashes from the tree are involved in this check. 

 Since root hash considered so far hasn’t been stored at trusted peer, its protection in 

general purpose P2P system is highly desirable. Two basic approaches can be applied here: 

keyed hash functions and digital signatures. Keyed hash functions are suitable only for 
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systems where no need for check at peers is required, since this schema is dependent on  

knowledge of a secret key that is involved in calculation of the hash value and that must not 

be revealed to the outer world. The latter schema is intended for systems where check at 

nodes is required or is necessary for correct functionality. Digital signature S guards the 

whole object O and also the root hash. The signature is calculated using signature key S
K
 that 

is held by users that are authorized to perform write operations. Verification is performed 

using public key U
K
 that is known to the world and is held by all peers storing the object and 

is also held by all users of the object. Integrity check of data object segment is then 

straightforward. Entity verifying the segment simply calculates its hash value, combines it 

with all necessary subhashes till it calculates its root hash. The real root hash is verified (it is 

“decrypted” by public key U
K
 and signatures are compared) and compared to calculated hash. 

Integrity of the segment is verified when both hash values are equal. 

 The schema using digital signature is the strongest way to check integrity of the file, 

however suffers from certain performance degradation since operations with private key S
K
 

are slower then operations that use symmetrical cryptography algorithms. This degradation, 

however, is independent of object or segment size. 

 As been outlined earlier, this schema not only can be used for file integrity checking 

purposes but can also be used for resource access control, where possession of the signature 

key S
K
 implies user’s authorization to modify the object. 
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It is known, the transfer line is the most expensive part of the wires telecommunication 

systems. Hence it is the idea of power line grids application for other purposes. Reason of 

communication and power signals combination is evident. With worldwide coverage of 95 

percents the power line grid is the biggest grid in all over the world. The power line grids 

were already used for non-power signal transfer at the beginning of the twentieth century, but 

only for simple applications, such as centralized telecontrol, service phone signals etc. The 

final ten years of the last century brought requirement for the power line broad-band high 

speed transfers. It took place, although these lines have unfavorable properties – for example 

it can be affected by incursive electromagnetic field, surrounding these lines. Thanks to mass 

expansion of the Internet, it is possible to use power line grid for that informative technology, 

too. Many world companies have started developing transfer systems, enabling 

communication by means of electric distributive grid. New systems have been arising. These 

systems are marked by following abbreviation:  PLC (Power Line Communication), PL 

(Power Line), PLCS (Power Line Communication Systems), DPL (Digital Power Line) or 

PDSL (Power Digital Subscriber Line). Other possibility, included in power line 

communication, is application of home networking. It means that different electrical devices 

form a local network. This network can be configured or controlled by remote control. These 

principles has been starting according to progress in computer equipment. In the low voltage 

power line grids, we can chance upon the following telecommunication broadband services: 

access to the Internet or intranet, video-streaming, LAN in the building, LAN in the flat. 

 Power line system provides permanent internet connectivity. Nevertheless power line 

grid represents shared transfer medium, therefore final bit rate (or transmission speed) 

decreases in proportion to number of power line users. By reason of network sharing there is a 

necessity of data security. Noise of power line system is a problematic field. Power line data 

transmission can disturb a radio communication or power line system   can be disturbed 

simultaneously. It affects service reliability. Power line signal is attenuated towards users – 

see [1]. This attenuation together with receiver sensitivity mean physical limit of transmission 

distance. Further there is a danger of reverbations. These reverbations can be caused by 

reflections from non-correct terminated points. Nowadays, there exist 2 different possibilities 

of power line systems. The first one is the narrow band variant that is suitable for places 

where the low noise level is assumed but it provides transmission rate of hundred kbps only. 

As to modulation, there is often used FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) or QPSK (Quadrature 

Phase Shift Keying). The second one is the broadband alternative that offers transmission rate 

of tens Mbps. Because of attenuation it is inevitable to use the processes such as a broadband 

modulation in spread spectrum, quick synchronization and adaptive error correction. The 

solution is possible by using OFDM modulation (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex). 

This solution is suitable for errors cancellation. These errors are made by interference of 

direct and reflected signals. The power line transfer is realized in a short data frames, because 

it is possible to transfer only a small data quantity until the errors appear. Power line 

technology is an unreliable network infrastructure, therefore it is necessary to use FEC 
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(Forward Error Correction) at data link layer. As to medium access control, power line system 

uses the method of token passing. This method is known from Token Ring local area network. 

Method that is used in Ethernet networks (CSMA/CD - Carrier Sense Multiple Access with 

Collision Detection) is not suitable in case of power line communication, because in power 

line grids it is difficult to recognize the signal in the noise. For token passing among network 

nodes, there is used the three-way handshake method. According to this procedure, there is no 

possibility of token loss. 

The pilot workplace has been realized at department of telecommunication 

engineering. This workplace represented cascade model of distributive low voltage grid. The 

model contained distribution box, electricity meters, circuit breakers, power wires and 

electrical outlets. The attenuation and the characteristic impedance have been measured at this 

workplace. Further there have been measured the attenuation of wire pairs and cross-talk 

between pairs of power lines in L-PE-N system. A network analyzer Rohde & Schwarz 

ZVRE has been using for that measurements. As to kinds of measured power wires, there 

have been measured cables of the following types:  CYKYLO 3Cx1.5, CYKYLO 3Cx2.5, 

CYKY 3Cx1.5, CYKY 3Cx2.5 and CYKY 5Cx2.5. The length of these cables was 100 

meters. According to measured values there have been performed the approximation of the 

specific attenuation by means of  modified eleven parameters model of Deutsche Telekom 

company – see [2]. For assignment of the specific attenuation, there have been made a 

computer simulation. This application is open to public and placed on web server of  

department of telecommunication engineering – see [3].Software allows simulation of the 

primary and secondary wire parameters according to wire diameter, thickness and material of 

insulation, wire temperature etc. Knowledge of the primary and secondary parameters is 

important for assessment of maximum transfer speed or more precisely throughput of an 

information channel – see [4]. There has been made software in MatLab environment for 

simulation of transmission parameters of cascade according to non-terminated cable branches 

as well as influence of electricity meters and circuit breakers. 

The results will be published in the first half of the year 2005. 
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Computers became an indispensable part of scientific research. The more difficult 

problems are being solved, the more confidence in computers the researchers have. Still, 

every researcher needs to be cautious and always has to worry about the correctness of results 

obtained from machine-based computations. To demonstrate this skepticism, lets paraphrase 

from [1] a well-known example that illustrates how inaccurate scientific computations may 

be. Consider a real-valued function defined by the equation f(a,b) = 333.75b
6

 + a
2

(11a
2

b
2

 –

 b
6

 – 121b
4

 – 2) + 5.5b
8

 + a/(2b). For the parameters with values a = 77617.0 and 

b = 33096.0, calculating the value of function using up to 121 bits of precision yields an 

incorrect result. The correct result is actually f(a,b) = -0.82739605994682135 ± 5·10
-17

 [1]. 

This extreme example is an illustration of a numerical error called catastrophic cancellation, 

which is a combination of cancellation with accumulated round-off errors. Round-off error is 

a difference between the actual value of a real number and its machine-representable image. 

This error is a result of using a finite set of floating-point numbers to represent infinite set of 

real/rational numbers. Cancellation occurs in a situation when two nearby quantities are being 

subtracted – since their most significant digits are matching, they will cancel each other. 

When the operands are subjects of even low round-off errors, their subtraction may cancel 

most of the meaningful digits and left most likely only inaccurate digits. Such cancellation 

significantly magnifies the round-off error and is thus called catastrophic.  

Unfortunately, the presented numerical errors are inherent properties of floating-point 

arithmetic and can never be completely diminished. Though there exist methods that try to 

minimize these errors. Variable precision (or multi-precision) arithmetic is one such method. 

It attempts to minimize round-off error through an increase of bits representing a floating-

point number. One may generally say that the more bits for a floating-point number, the more 

precise results may floating-point arithmetic produce. Nonetheless, the above example clearly 

illustrates that up to some (usually unknown) limit the increase of floating-point number bit-

length cannot guarantee correct results. Completely different approach is presented by 

methods forming a category called exact arithmetic. Examples of these methods include 

arithmetic systems based on continued fractions expansions and infinite sequences of linear 

maps. They are characterized by inconvenient number formats (e.g. rational number format 

with fixed/floating slash) and computation to arbitrary precision. Drawbacks of the exact 

methods are considerably less effective numerical algorithms than compared with standard or 

variable precision floating-point arithmetic. Somewhere in between variable precision and 

exact arithmetic are so called self-validating numerical methods. Their self-validity 

corresponds to a property that together with a computed result value they provide information 

on its correctness. Interval arithmetic is one example of such methods. 

The interval arithmetic has been proposed as an extension of the floating-point 

arithmetic. It provides an efficient approach to automatic monitoring of round-off errors and 

their magnification through cancellation during machine computations. It may further trace 

errors that occur due to approximation and non-exact inputs. The basic idea of this paradigm 

comes out from a definition of the interval, a continuum of real numbers defined by its 
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endpoints. The interval is a basic element for every arithmetic operation and it is used to 

represent bounds, within which the result of the operation is guaranteed to lie. A pair of 

floating-point numbers defining the interval endpoints determines these bounds. The distance 

between these endpoints indicates the actual accuracy of the result of interval arithmetic 

operations – the more distant the endpoint values, the less accurate the result.  

The fact that the interval arithmetic utilizes the floating-point arithmetic ensures 

considerably faster algorithms than possible with the exact methods. On the other hand the 

erroneous character of the floating-point arithmetic naturally affects the precision of 

computed results. However, thanks to directed outward rounding (i.e. rounding the lower 

endpoint downward and the higher endpoint upward) it is possible to ensure interval inclusion 

of the correct, real-valued result. Ideally, every computation starts with exact numbers in a 

form of a degenerate interval [x,x]. With every arithmetic operation, the result is a subject to 

round-off errors and the interval bounds start to diverge and their distance increases. Consider 

the following relation: [x
1
, x

2
] + [y

1
, y

2
] = [z

1
, z

2
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2
, even if x

1
 = x

2
 

and y
1
 = y

2
. Therefore, naive application of the interval arithmetic may quickly lead to very 

large intervals [2]. These provide no useful information except for the indication of a 

completely wrong result. Fortunately, methods have been developed that perform 

computations resulting into narrow intervals. These include techniques such as iterative 

refinement, a priori and a posteriori enclosure methods, etc. (see [2] for more details). Other 

ways to improve sharpness of the interval computations are published in [3]. Another 

possibility for high precision computing offers a combination of the interval paradigm with 

the variable precision or exact arithmetic. 

The basics of the interval arithmetic were originally published forty years ago, in the 

work of R. E. Moore [4]. Since then, it has been developing as a specialized branch of a 

numerical analysis and its principles have been greatly extended. During that time, the 

interval analysis helped to develop entirely new algorithms and was used to solve 

fundamental problems that appear to have no other solution [1]. Examples of problems, to 

which interval arithmetic was successfully applied, include solving systems of linear and 

nonlinear equations, global optimization, etc. Nonetheless, despite its achievements and 

increasing number of advocates the interval arithmetic stands outside the mainstream of 

scientific computing. Therefore, it may be an interesting field for further research. 
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Cryptographic systems are often based on operations in modular arithmetic. Examples 

thereof are RSA, Diffie-Hellman, ElGamal and elliptic curve cryptosystems. The 

cryptographic algorithms used to implement the security properties are often based on 

modular exponentiation which is achieved by repeated modular multiplication, where the 

most time consuming operation is modular multiplication. Montgomery multiplication is 

widely used for this purpose since its hardware implementation can be significantly faster 

than the conventional modular multiplication. 

As opposed to the conventional modular multiplication, the Montgomery's algorithm 

does not use division by the modulus N, rather it uses division by 2
i

, which is faster, since it is 

done merely by shifting (i is an integer). The reduction step is performed depending on the 

least significant digit of the intermediate result, rather than on the most significant one, as in 

the case of a conventional multiplication. This causes another speedup, since the critical path 

does not necessarily go through the full carry chain of the adder. When multiplyting short 

words, the speed advantage of the Montgomery multiplication may not turn into real speedup. 

In cryptographic applications however, we often multiply very long operands, up to 2048 bits 

and beyond. In order to achieve high speed for long operands we have to use special 

techniques like pipelining and redundant encoding. 

The underlying technology is often an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) 

or a reconfigurable architecture such as a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). Other 

technology includes general purpose processors, DSPs or embedded microcontrollers. There 

are many hardware implementations of Montgomery multiplication ranging from simple 

sequential architectures implementing the binary variant of the algorithm to complex unified 

GF(p) and GF(2
n

) pipelined and high-radix architectures. 

We have presented a modified pipelined architecture [1,4] on which we have studied 

the influence of word size and pipeline depth on the resulting area and speed. The architecture 

consists of a computing pipeline of p processing elements. Each processing element (PE) 

computes w bits of the intermediate result. Each PE consists of 2 partial product generators, 2 

adders and a shift and alignment layer, which includes registers. The latency of a single PE is 

1 clock cycle. The PEs are separated by registers, therefore the latency of one pipeline stage is 

2 clock cycles. We have adapted the architecture to the FPGA by utilizing the native fast 

binary adders, thus eliminating the need to use the carry-save encoding. We have shown that 

the architecture is scalable in pipeline depth as well as in word size. When increasing the 

word size however, the column size of the used FPGA limits the length of one binary adder. If 

the adder is longer than the column size, the carry chain breaks at the column boundary and 

the fast carry path is interrupted with a slow general-purpose routing path. Therefore the 

maximum operating frequency drops significanly when the word size exceeds the column 

size. 

Another studied architecture [2,3] is sequential (not pipelined) and uses carry-save 

encoding of the operands. We have modified the carry-save encoding in order to control the 

redundancy of the used code. Conventional carry-save encoding has a redundancy of 100 %, 

i.e. each digit consists of a sum bit and a carry bit. We have modified the encoding so that the 
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carry bit is saved only for each word of w bits. The redundancy is (100 %)/w, i.e. w times 

smaller. We have implemented the Montgomery modular multiplication in FPGA using 

modified carry-save encoding. By utilizing the dedicated carry logic in the FPGA, we have 

been able to save circuit area. The results show a decrease in occupied area for word size 

w > 1. The clock frequency also decreases, however, we can find a minimum time-area 

product for w > 1 while saving more than 20 % area. 
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The aim of this project has been to design and implement a model of an administration 

building equipped with modern control and automatic processes in chosen areas of building 

automation, such as  lighting, heating, ventilation, security systems, control of particular 

electrical appliances, etc., by Lonworks technology. The model states are required to be 

observable and controllable not only by means of selected physical appliances at the model 

itself, but also via intranet/internet. The model is to become an aid for educational purposes as 

well as for the purposes of further presentation.  

 

Lonworks technology is a type of  a control electronic network with random access to 

the medium with collision detection (CSMA/CD) and LonTalk communication protocol. 

There is no physical layer defined in LonTalk network protocol definition, thus we are 

allowed to choose the topology and the transmission medium. The choice is a matter of the 

system requirements (transmission rate, the way the gadgets are interconnected) and the 

properties of the environment (disturbance, gadgets accessibility) in which the system is 

implemented. Due to its flexibility, open topology with communication interface FT-10 

(twisted pair as the medium, see [1] for more detail) was  chosen for our model. The gadgets 

(nodes) interconnected by this technology create distributed (decentralized) control system. 

There are network variables defined for each system node. Communication of all nodes as 

well as the implementation of individual processes is programmed by virtual interconnection 

of particular network variables. 

To make the control of lighting more convenient there is the DALI (Digital 

Addressable Lighting Interface) technology used in particular parts of the model. This 

technology is master-slave type. It enables the light level of each slave element to be 

smoothly adjusted from 0 up to 100%, moreover, it provides you with the possibility to 

allocate individual slave elements into different groups and thus produce various light scenes. 

One can further define for each slave element minimum and maximum light intensity, and the 

intensity  in case the communication with the master element fails. 

 

The building model itself with dimensions 2600x750x1600mm consists of three main 

rooms (boardroom, office n.1, office n. 2) operated and controlled by Lonworks technology 

(Echelon - USA) into which some other system of building automation such as Wago control 

system with systems of light control DALI and wireless system EnOcean (boardroom), 

DESIGO RX by Siemens (office n.1) and WizPLC (SW PLC, office n.2) have been 

connected. For presentation purposes, the possibility to split up the model and handle 

separately the smaller part with the boardroom, so that all the manipulation is easier, has been 

left. 

To control the boardroom, Wago system series 750 consisting of programmable logic 

controller with the interface for Lonworks technology and input/output modules, DALI 

master element and EnOcean master element, were chosen. There are four main processes to 

be controlled in the boardroom - the light and temperature regulation, the predefined light 
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scenes invoking and the operating of three motors that control the movement of the door, the 

blinds and the screen. 

The office n.1 has been supported by DESIGO RX system (SIEMENS). Such systems 

are modular and are supposed to be used mainly in office precinct. There are the light 

regulation (done by analogue stabilizers), the temperature regulation and the control of motors 

(door and window movement, external blind) implemented in this office. The room is 

thermally insulated so that thermal losses of the other rooms can be compared. There is a 

radiator used for heating. 

To provide the control of the second office the SW PLC with gadgets on LON bus was 

chosen. This PLC runs on server that is located in the model of  the building and to which a 

15“ LCD display with touch-panel is connected. Such a display allows us to visualize the 

states and processes and gives us the possibility to operate individual rooms. Again, the light 

regulation (converter DALI/LON), the temperature regulation and the control of motors  have 

been solved in the similar manners as in the office n.1. In addition to a common radiator, the 

office n.2 is equipped with floor heating. 

As a consequence of the preceding paragraphs, it can be seen that different control and 

communication structures were used to demonstrate the variety of means used in commercial 

building automation applications. The students can compare the traditional centralized 

approach based on DESIGO RX and direct analog control of lighting and heating, and on the 

contrary the completely decentralized approach based on intelligent LonWorks devices 

controlled with a SoftPLC. As a combination of both approaches can be seen the boardroom 

installation, which uses direct connection of sensors and actuators as well as distributed 

LonWorks communication. Moreover, wireless communication based on modern elements is 

shown. 

 

 The building model represents the modern solution of Building Automation allowing a 

significant decrease of energy losses in a building and an increase of its safety level. The 

variety of technologies used in the model will certainly be useful for great number of future 

students, who will be given a chance to familiarize with them. 
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Data mining is an interdisciplinary discipline involving database technology and data 

warehouses, statistics, machine learning, pattern recognition, soft computing and 

visualization. The aim of data mining is to identify hypothesis about dependencies in the 

analyzed real data, which are interesting and valid. Data mining exhibits some aspects of an 

art – it is an art to choose an interesting task to be solved as well as to identify the best set of 

attributes to be considered. All over it there has been designed a methodology, which 

identifies the basic steps of the DM process and their dependencies. This is the CRISP 

methodology. Its first step is dedicated to understanding the data. The treated data can be 

described using great number of attributes and it has to be decided which of these attributes 

are relevant for the task to be solved and which are not. We need information about individual 

attributes and relations between attributes. After this, we can clean data, transform data and 

make data ready for some modeling method. 

Visualization of the data is important part of data mining, because the graph or picture is for 

human easier to analyze and understand than long list of numbers or strings. It is important 

tool for communication between data mining expert on one side and data domain expert (for 

example physician).

Visualization can help us to understand data, prepare data or test hypotheses. There exists a 

strict limit of graph dimension, because the world around us has only three dimensions and 

human understands only this 3D world. But for data mining we need more than 3 dimensions, 

because the data has normally more than 3 attributes. It means if we want to visualize 

multidimensional data, we must transform the data to only two or three dimensions [2]. 

SumatraTT 2.0 is a user-friendly modular system for data preprocessing, aimed at both data 

mining and data warehousing (Extraction, Transformation and Load process, ETL), which is 

developed at our department [3].

It consists of the graphical core providing a platform for defining the transformation and a set 

of modules solving various tasks of data preprocessing. Some modules cover generic tasks 

and there are also groups of very specialized modules targeted to specific problems. The 

graphical interface helps the user to quickly build the intended transformation without any 

programming, as the set of available modules is sufficient for most applications. In rare cases 

when the task goes beyond the scope of prepared subtasks /modules, it can require simple 

scripting.

In SumatraTT, the most preferred approach to data processing is streaming {one record is 

loaded, fully processed and saved. In this way huge data can be processed. Exception to this 

rule are modules requiring all data available and thus appropriate for smaller datasets (for 

example dynamic graphs). As a compromise solution, we are using the concept of an internal 

database. It means that data is first stored temporarily to the internal database, which is further 

processed by means of SQL. 

SumatraTT is an open system with GNU Public License built on open technologies (including 

popular GPL projects JFreeChart, BeanShell scripting, or McCoi database). Using such 

libraries brings fast development. Moreover, the libraries are growing independently on 
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development of SumatraTT. This way, the whole system is being actually developed by a 

number of developers. The openness together with modularity (especially independence 

between modules) enables creating a wide scope of modules, from which it is possible to 

choose appropriate ones best fitting particular needs. Thus, modules of insufficient quality can 

be easily omitted, while the best ones become a part of the official release.

Data visualization levels in SumatraTT: 

First Touch Review - Any data mining application commences by a report about the studied 

data from the point of view of each used attribute: the structure, distribution, and frequency of 

values has to be analyzed separately for each attribute. Such a report is generated by the First-

Touch Review, which informs about elementary statistical characteristics of individual 

attributes and includes corresponding graphs and histograms. It serves as a quick overview 

over the analyzed data and provides the user with input he/she will need to make the decisions 

concerning design of further processing, visualization or choice of attributes which could be 

completely omitted (due to constant values, excessively erroneous values, etc.). 

Static - The static visualization depicts relations between pairs of attributes and the 

corresponding output is generated without user's intervention (or with a very simple setup). 

Let us recall as typical examples of static visualizations e.g. tabular list of values, graphs (e.g. 

2D/3D bars or pie graphs, histograms, etc. 

Interactive - Through interactive visualization the user can reach more profound 

understanding of the role of the individual attributes and explore some dependencies between 

them by asking various questions. The data miner can e.g. click on a point in one of the 2D 

graphs and the system answers by a number of items in the source data, which fall into this 

point. This goal is not achievable by static visualization; hence an interactive environment is 

required.

Advanced - To understand the results of the last set of advanced visualization techniques 

special knowledge is required. The user has to know what the particular type of the graph is 

able to depict and how the resulting image should be interpreted. Modules for RadViz 

visualization or Parallel coordinates are typical representatives of this set.

Interactive visualization and advance visualization levels  have  been complemented  by new 

visualization modules (e.g. RadViz [4]). The resulting system will support and simplify work 

in  any data mining project.�
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This paper is focused on the flight data analysis gathered from the GPS receivers.  The main 

goal was the inclusion of this analysis in the educational course pursued by the existing 

course `Flight management systems'. The new laboratory tasks were designed. The goal of 

this project was also to improve our algorithms for data validation for aircraft industry of 

sports flying (paragliding, hang gliding, ultralight flying, soaring flying), which represents a 

fast developing area with high potential and growth, keeping the technological know how up 

to date. Due to the cost and weight limits there is a need for low cost flight instruments and 

minimization of redundancy of the systems.

For to reach the goals of this project we have set several task to be done. From this point we 

have decided to provide following steps in our research: 

a) To create new a web server to manage all gathered resources (articles, program utilities for 

data analysis, Matlab toolboxes) to cover the range of this research field. This part is also 

currently used in courses 'Flight Management Systems I & II'. Commercial and free resource 

software was analyzed for communication, navigation tasks (OziExplorer, SeeYou, 

MapSource, GPSmapper, GPSTrackMaker). In our laboratory, students should familiarize 

with all available resources and geographical databases of terrain elevation data (dted -

NMEA) and Matlab toolboxes such as MapToolbox, GPS Toolbox, Extended Kalman 

Toolbox for to provide flight data analysis and maps creation. This learning material should 

be used to support the courses 'Avionics systems I, II' and 'Flight Navigation' too. The 

inclusion of terrain profile in flight displays is a new area of strong effort in avionics systems 

development. The artificial flight displays of a new generation should have a terrain profile 

built in to avoid a ground collision. 

b) To create a mathematical aircraft model and provide data analysis using developed 

algorithms – detection of failures of flight data sensors. The results were presented in [1],[2]. 

The algorithm was continuously improved. In order to handle huge sets of data a new 

identification toolbox for Matlab was created. This new tool enables several features: the 

system (aircraft) identification based on several data analyzing procedures – user friendly 

graphical user interface for data validation and manipulation, finding maximum likelihood 

linearizing transformation, ARX model identification, model order reduction and graphical 

verification of data fitting. One feature of our data analysis tool allows to introduce artificial 

sensor failures to test the fault detection algorithm behavior.

c) To prove the simulation results on real flight data. Several flight data measurements were 

taken in order to find the aircraft dynamics for various flight regimes and the dynamics of the 

aircraft was identified. The flight envelope was analyzed. The obtained model was used for 

sensor data verification. The obtained results (the identification toolbox and fault detection 
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algorithm) were implemented as a new laboratory task for the course Flight Management 

system. We have decided to include also the data from inertial navigation in order to identify 

fast modes of the system. This task is currently solved in cooperation with Department of 

Measurement, CTU-FEL, which designed an inertial measurement unit and now the precision 

of measurements is being improved.

d) New textbooks were bought for educational purposes 'Dynamics of Flight: Stability and 

Control’ (B. Etkin) and 'Aircraft Control Systems: Practical Issues in Design and 

Implementation' (R. Pratt). 

e) A map GPS receiver was bought for laboratory experiments. The students should have a 

possibility to carry out experiments of their own and perform real-time data analysis, 

familiarize themselves with available tools and resources (introduction to the GPS maps 

problematic and creating owns maps for GPS devices). 

f) The results of realized experiments are supposed to be used in the fault tolerant helicopter 

autopilot project. 

g) A model of a glider wing was created. The lift performance of non-rigid body wing lift 

characteristic was experimentally validated (lift force dependency on the angle of attack, 

chord wing deflection).  The new area of application is spreading for military and rescue 

applications of glider autopilot design for precise landing systems. 

To summarize, the goals of this project were accomplished, new laboratory task were created 

and new research results were presented. 
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In the past year the development and implementation of the Execution Engine Virtual 

Processing Unit [1, 2] continued. VPU EE is the core part of project INDECS, which aims 

towards creating a flexible software system, that would drive a physical experimental device, 

especially a neutron diffractometer, collect the measured data, and analyze them. 

 The EE has more sources of instructions [1, 2]. Each source together with its resources 

(registers, memory blocks ...) forms a so called virtual context. When EE is executing 

instructions, it has to decide from which virtual context to execute the next instruction. The 

mechanism chosen here is a variant of priority based cooperative multitasking. 

 As opposed to the task switching on the hardware CPU, there is no big overhead when 

switching virtual contexts on the EE. So we can allow making the decision of which virtual 

context to execute before each instruction execution, instead of running each task in some 

time intrvals and using rather complex scheduling algorithms. This offers us a very nice, 

simple, and effective way to implement some mechanisms related to task switching, such as 

interrupts and events. 

 Each virtual context is assigned an integer cumber called the virtual priority. Virtual 

priority of each virtual context determines the source of the next executed instruction. 

Selected will be that running virtual context, which has the highest virtual priority. If there are 

more running virtual contexts with the same (highest) priority, then they shall be handled one 

by one using a round-robin principle. To support that, the EE runs its internal 64-bit 

Instruction Execution Clock Counter (IECC), which increments by 1 upon execution of each 

virtual instruction, and its value is then stored in the Last Instruction Execution (LIE) register 

within the virtual context that was the source of the last executed instruction. Then when the 

EE has to decide which virtual context to select as an instruction source among those with the 

same (highest) priority, it selects the one that has the value in the LIE register in the greatest 

backwards distance from the current value in the IECC register. Note, that it is not necessarily 

the lowest value among the LIE registers, because we want to achieve the correct 

functionality even in the very unlikely event of overflowing of the IECC register. (Probability 

of overflowing is quite remote, as it would take over a thousand years of running at the 

unlikely instruction execution rate of 5 GHz to achieve overflowing of the IECC.) 

 EE is not designed to run just some totally independent processes, like most CPUs are. 

Instead, it is supposed to run processes that would cooperate together in order to achieve the 

given common task. It is up to the programmer to make the virtual processes behaving 

correctly among themselfs. EE is not supposed to be a protective barrier between different 

processes. It should rather be an effective tool helping the programmer to perform a specific 

task. By choosing this approach we can again omit the rather complex interprocess protection 

and security mechanism. To achieve the overall security of the system it is only necessary to 

keep the whole EE system shielded against unwilling external intrusions and each 

programmer that writes code for the EE has to keep in mind that the code must behave 

properly. 

 As mentioned above, the selected scheduling mechanism makes the implementation of 

interrupt and event (sometimes also referred to as exception, and it differs from interrupt in 

the way that it is risen by an external, possibly hardware, source, while interrupts originate 
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from the internal, usually software, source) mechanisms very simple. Because of the way 

virtual processes are executed here, there is no need to take any special care about 

interrupting them, as they are in fact rescheduled after execution of every virtual instruction. 

So that the interrupt or event handling in a way that is common to most CPUs can be done 

just by creating some separate virtual process with sufficiently high virtual priority, put it to 

sleep and awaken it by the appropriate interrupt or event. This way, however, not only 

separate virtual processes with the proposed high priority can be awaken, but any virtual 

process can. 

 The mechanism works in the following way. Put the identifier of the selected virtual 

context you want to wake up in one of the Global Handler (GH) registers. Set the appropriate 

bit (of the same order as it the number of the chosen GH register) of the i-th Global Event 

Mask (GEMi) register to a 1, where i is the number of the event. Then when the event ocurs, 

all virtual contexts that are attached to it by the above described mechanism are awaken. This 

means that there can be more than just one virtual process awaken by one single event. 

 With a little addition of three more register sets the barrier synchronization mechanism 

of more virtual processes is also implemented. These sets are the Global Barrier Comparator 

Overflow (GBCO) registers, Global Barrier Counter (GBCN) registers, and the Global Barrier 

Event (GBE) registers. After each barrier instruction in each of the virtual processes that are 

about to be synchronized, the specified GBCN register increases by one and the virtual 

context falls asleep. When that GBCN register reaches the value of the adequate GBCN 

register, the event specified in the appropriate GBE register is arisen. Before all this happens, 

an appropriate mask must be set in the related GEM register and appropriate GH registers 

must be preset as well. 

 This was just a brief overview of some mechanisms related to the scheduling of the EE 

VPU. Further development of project INDECS is expected in the following year with hope to 

achieve final usable system that could drive our neutron diffractometer KSN-2 experimental 

device. 
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Cellular automata (CA) are an attractive source of test vectors for built-in self-test (BIST) in 

digital circuits [1,2]. The circuit under test is considered to be combinational, therefore 

ordering of the test vector and surplus vectors do not matter. The quality of a test vector 

generator is judged by its area and test duration. Various methods are used to improve the 

quality, e.g. by combining the generator with a test vector storage or by decoding the output 

by synthesized circuits. The task of optimum generator synthesis has an enormous solution 

space. Therefore, all known methods limit the solution space artificially. To simplify the 

synthesis further, heuristic functions and auxiliary criteria are employed to guide the 

synthesis. In this category, one of the best-known ideas is to observe the Hamming weight 

(the number of binary ones) of generator outputs and to compare it against the given test 

vectors. Either the Hamming weight of each output (local weights) or the Hamming weight of 

all output at a time (global weight) can be used as the similarity criterion. 

In this application, cellular automata are area-efficient and produce reasonable quality output 

[1], yet they are difficult to control. With a given CA structure (usually a 1-dimensional ring 

and a 3-neighbourhood), only two parameters remain to adapt the CA generator to the test 

vectors: the CA transient function ('rule' in CA terminology) and the initial state (seed). 

Moreover, little is known about the relationship between these parameters and output 

characteristics such as Hamming weight. 

Real-life BIST generators have hundreds or thousands of outputs and produce thousands to 

tens of thousands vectors. A CA implementing such a generator has a state space, which is 

impossible to be explored exhaustively, and uses only a very small portion of that space. To 

select the above mentioned CA parameters means in fact to select a 'good spot' in the state 

space, and to find a rule which is simple enough and permits for such good spots in the state 

space. 

 The presented work is an initial study in controlling CA for diagnostic purposes. The main 

idea is to work with CA so small that the entire state space can be investigated. The obvious 

advantage is that relevant phenomena can be conveniently observed in e.g. Hamming weight 

plots or state diagram charts. The drawback is that the applicability of the results on real-life 

devices is not guaranteed and has to be proven. This does not, however, prevent us to use 

such a study to direct further research. 

 The software and hardware used for the investigation was able to generate, store and analyze 

state spaces of CA with width of up to 29 bits. We investigated 

 

• additive CA, such as Rule 90 or Rule 60, also used in [1]; 

• non-additive CA lying on 'the edge of chaos' [3], also known as Class IV, such as Rule 

110; 

• heterogenous CA composed mainly of the elements listed above. 

 

We focused on CA of prime width, also in accordance with [1].An additive CA can be seen as 

a device multiplying its state by a fixed polynomial (which  usually has to be irreducible), or 

as an interaction  between symmetries (automorphisms) of the CA ring and the 
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automorphisms of the CA transient function. The latter approach shows that translation 

symmetries of the ring cause portions of the state space to fold. 

First of all, transients and attractors of the selected CA were investigated for Hamming 

weights. We found that the weight lies almost completely in a range between approximately 

1/3 and 2/3 of the CA width. Average weight of separate attractors varied by 10 – 20%. Some 

attractors (primarily rule 110) show cyclic Hamming weight, with period equal to the CA 

width or even a fraction of it where the width is not prime. Rule 60 CA exhibited behavior 

derived in [3] for rule 90: states with odd weight are initial only and cannot occur in 

evolution. 

The transients behaved differently. Although they are rather short in our 'toy' CAs, they 

exhibited weights similar to that mentioned in [1], where the relative weight of 0.1 has been 

maintained for many steps.  

To control local weights, we tried to 'inject' CA sites with higher Langton's lambda [2] into an 

otherwise homogenous ring. The heterogeneous rings behaved in an acceptable manner, the 

attractors being smaller and less similar, provided that the 'injected' sites were not too 

numerous and not too close. 

From these observations, we conclude the following directions for our future research. The 

investigation of CA symmetries seems to be both desirable from the diagnostic point of view 

and promising from the theoretical viewpoint. Also, to find unreachable (initial) states for 

more rules is of interest. Mixing rules in a CA seems to be a brute force approach; to develop 

a feasible method out of it, much more shall be known about what rules to mix and how to 

keep the CA behavior sufficiently complex. 
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The Subject Switching Systems I is mandatory subject for students in branch 

Telecommunication technology. This subject has on our department a long tradition and 

belong to pillar of telecommunication branch. According to very fast changes in our branch 

and setting up new technologies was very important adapt subject to this changes and give 

students new experiences and practical knowledge. Mainly the practical part of this subject 

needed innovation, because previously the exercises was only on theoretical base. In sequence 

was necessary to adjust succession contents of lectures and practical exercises. 

The point of our project was to implement practical experiences to learning program of 

switching systems. In first step was prepared new program of lecture classes and in sequence 

with this to prepare new practical exercises. Switching technology is the topic of subjects 

Switching systems I, Switching systems II, and marginally in Telecommunication systems.

It was very important to innovate subject of Telecommunications systems, because it’s 

designated for all students in Bachelor branch Electronics and Communication technology. 

Because students have very little knowledge about telecommunications, it is important to 

prepare easy demonstration exercises which can help the students to acquire the basic 

knowledge and make telecommunications more attractive for them. The different task is to 

prepare learning program for subject Switching systems I,II. These two subject should get the 

students complex knowledge about switching technology, compare all generations and give 

them good knowledge of newest technology and principals of signalization, voice traffic 

handling, tarification and projecting large telecommunication networks. Student should get 

complete knowledge to continue in following subjects which is more oriented to network 

planning and implementing of new technologies based on IN, NGN etc. 

Owing to this innovation the subject go though a radical change, which prove in 

content of lecture part and mainly in exercises, which was completely projected with respect 

of new learning possibilities. Exercises are based on possibilities of new reconstructed 

laboratory of Switching systems. This innovation is helpful not only for this subject, because 

the technological background is used up in other subject teached on our department. 

New laboratory exercises give students practical part of teached topic. They have good 

opportunity to experiment with this technology and find out new experiences. This idea gives 

students opportunity of individual work and thank to their interest get broad view, critical and 

real thinking, which is very important solving real problems in practice. 

Our Laboratory of switching systems has a very good technological background, 

thanks to modern telecommunication technology and measuring tools. We can provide our 

students background for measuring and configure all four generations of switching systems.
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- Main task was to design working places with consideration for future expansion and 

advancement. Project placement of individual devices and measuring workplaces. 

- Build up network of PbX technology, project numbering plan and connect of them 

(Erriccson MD110) to public telecommuni-cation network. We realize to connect our 

technology to data transmission technology and cables to measure transmission parameters. 

We want to use highest number of signalization interfaces to show students interoperability 

between systems of different generations.

- Result of our work is complete realization of workplaces for student work in groups, made 

cycle of laboratory exercises for independed work and optimalisation of seminars for maximal 

pedagogical effect. 

Prepared cycle of laboratory exercises

1. Analog signalizations - measuring of physical representation of signals on connection 

between two PbX and connection to public network. 

2. Digital signalization CAS - measuring signalization on boundary between two PbX with 

E1 interface and CAS signalization 

3. Digital signalization CCS - measuring signalization on boundary between two PbX with 

E1 interface and CCS-Qsig 

4. Synchronization in digital network -determination of synchronization state on boundary 

PbXes with ISDN BRI interface and evaluation of connection quality. 

5. Transmission of analog signal through digital systems – determination of parameters for 

different types of connection (one Exchange, between two syustems, in large network)

6. Management of PbX system – configuration and service PbX systems 

(Erricsson,TTC,Siemens,Goldstar)

7. Tarrification – work with tarification system Calom, verifying voice data traffic realized 

trough actual branches, type of call and price for call

Innovated exercises was implemented in learning program for students in bachelor studying 

plan. Last semester pass of  first cycle of laboratory exercises. Students accept this innovation 

very positive and help us make some improvements for better demonstration and 

understanding new practical knowledges.  We want to follow up next semester with 

preparation similar exercises in SSY II which will be more oriented on projecting 

telecommunication networks and specialized for amplify knowledges about SS7 and VoIP 

principals
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Genetic algorithms (GAs) are probabilistic search techniques, which operate on a population 

of chromosomes. Each chromosome represents a potential solution to the given problem. In a 

standard GA, binary strings of 1s and 0s represent the chromosomes. Each chromosome is 

assigned a fitness value expressing its quality with respect to the given objective function. 

Such a population of chromosomes is evolved by means of reproduction and recombination 

operators in order to breed the optimal solution’s chromosome. The evolution runs until some 

termination-condition is fulfilled, usually the number of genetic operations to be performed is 

specified. The best chromosome encountered so far is then considered as the found solution. 

The use of the population is apparently advantageous since it provides more information to 

properly bias the search. On the other hand the bigger is the used population the more 

computations are carried out. Note that every generation all newly created or somehow 

modified chromosomes must be evaluated. This becomes an important issue when the 

evaluation procedure is not trivial. So when applying the GA to such a real problem one 

should find a trade-off between the quality of the solution to be found and the amount of 

computation to be spent. Genetic algorithms have good potential for solving problems such as 

scheduling and resource allocation. They have started to be used in combination with other AI 

techniques in so-called hybrid systems. 

In our research we have focused on several problems arising from practical applications. Let 

us describe briefly three of them, namely planning of rescue operations, identification of 

economically unstable licenced subjects, and setup of parameters of an instance-based system. 

The aim of the search and rescue operations (mainly in urban environments) is activity 

coordination and planning for a rescue squad in case of emergencies or catastrophes in order 

to search for injured persons and to review of all specified places [1]. The main task – 

searching for survived persons or objects with an unknown position – is called the exploration 

problem: plan a tour for each squad member so that every point in the environment can be 

visible by at least one member. This problem can be solved in two steps. Locations for 

sensing are found in the first step, followed by finding an optimal strategy how to connect 

these sites by m squad members. Such a problem can be restated as the Multiple Travelling 

Salesmen Problem (MTSP): given N cities and A agents, find an optimal tour for each agent 

so that every city is visited exactly once. A typical criterion to be optimized is the overall time 

spent by the squad during the task execution. The ability to solve the MTSP in a fast and 

optimal way therefore plays an important role in the rescue scenario. In this work, there has 

been selected the natural path representation for encoding the agents tours in the form of the 

linear string. This means that the tour is represented by a sequence of integer numbers, where 

each number represents the name of the city and the order of numbers is the order of cities in 

the tour. The edge recombination crossover operator is used. GA with the steady-state 

evolutionary model is used. This means that it operates on a single population. The whole 

population is randomly initialized first. Then the population is modified through the steps – 

selection of parents, cross the parents over, and applying the mutation, single tour 

optimization and longest tour shortening to the offsprings – until the stopping criterion is 

fulfilled. The currently worst individual of the population is replaced by the newly generated 

solution in each generation cycle. 
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The main goal of the second task is to develop a tool for automatic identification of the 

companies that could cancel the supply due to economic problems without detailed 

examination of each company. In order to achieve the goal two approaches have been chosen 

[2]. The first one is based on development of an aggregate evaluation criterion for assessing 

the firms. The solved problem can be restated as a knowledge mining task, where given the 

existing database of firms. records one wants to extract the knowledge of what is a good and 

what is a bad firm (measured in terms of economic stability). If each record is assigned an 

indicator that expresses its stability then the task belongs to the class of supervised learning. 

Once a model acquiring the knowledge contained in the presented training database is built it 

can be used for classification of new records with unknown economic stability. In this work 

we use artificial neural networks and multivariate decision trees for modeling the knowledge. 

The multivariate decision trees are generated by genetic programming.  

The third task is an application of the novel modification of genetic algorithms called a 

genetic algorithm with limited convergence (GALCO) to the hard parameter tuning problem. 

The GALCO algorithm is based on the idea that the population is explicitly prevented from 

becoming too homogenous by simply imposing limits on its convergence. This is achieved by 

special replacement strategy equipped with a new recombination operator. The algorithm was 

used in the system iBARET (Instance-BAsed REasoning Tool) [3]. This system takes a 

traditional instance-based learning approach and enhances it from several points of view. This 

article focuses on techniques of feature weighting combined with different methods of the 

model evaluation. It discusses and compares GALCO modification with respect to the 

traditional tuning approaches on the real world problem of the prediction of the heart 

operation results. The proposed algorithm was experimentally tested on a real-world problem 

and its performance was compared to that of a standard incremental GA and a simple 

sequential algorithm. The results are in agreement with our intuition that the algorithm should 

be able to deliver a reasonably good solution in a shorter time than the other two tested 

algorithms. Another important observation is that the performance of the algorithm is much 

less sensitive to the used population size than the standard GA. This allows using rather small 

populations without losing an explorative power of the algorithm whilst ensuring that the 

population will not prematurely converge. 
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The European Union is a major patron of the learning economy. E-learning is the core 

business of the learning economy; it was one of the issues in the first call in the 6th 

Framework Programme as well. Information is extracted, packaged, delivered, marketed and 

audited. It is globally disseminated, untouched by human hands. E-learning is a modern form 

of distant education that utilizes the most up-to-date information technologies in the form of 

electronic distributed education. Its main advantages are versatile flexibility and saving. 

Multimedia course combines text explanation with animations, video sequences, audio 

recordings, graphics, schemas and testing objects. The aim of e-learning is not to replace 

classical education in all areas. However it is a suitable supplement even for such areas where 

classical style is due to the direct contact between students and teachers regarded for 

irreplaceable. E-learning brings a number of communication tools from e-mail to 

videoconferences that enable teachers to contact individually each student. Based on the 

information from the electronic course, the teacher has precise information what the student’s 

score in certain parts is, how much time he/she spends in certain parts of the course, how 

he/she responds questions. Thanks to the communication tools the teacher can communicate 

with a certain student more intensively than in classical lessons. 

Based on the above-mentioned aspects, we have decided at the Department of Cybernetics to 

develop an e-learning system MultiPeS (Multimedia Pedagogical System) that could help us 

continuously increase quality of teaching and include the latest research results. It is designed 

as an open modular system, which enables its simple further extension. Information about 

individual lectures and lessons are saved in standard XML format that significantly simplifies 

possibility of cooperation with other systems. Based on the developed project, the MultiPeS 

system enables to generate on its output a course in both HTML and XML formats. XML 

format enables to use fully the structure and depth of all information included in the course. 

For example, it is very easy to search information by its type or keywords. Another great 

advantage of the XML format is that textual content of the course is separated from the 

graphical presentation, which makes all modifications and text structure maintenance easier 

and significantly supports export to various format types. Further advantage of the system is 

its simple and intuitive control. 

At present, each of us meets computers daily – at school, library, bank, post office, at local 

authorities or when ordering services of a travel agency. Number of jobs where computer 

skills are required is growing. However, this technology brings people unthought-of 

opportunities and danger at the same time. It opens gate of knowledge and increase of work 

efficiency. However, the same gate may be a cause dividing society to those who can utilize 

offered advantages and those who cannot. It is obvious that ability to work with computers is 

becoming new literacy. It is not sufficient to teach pupils and students these skills. Most 

adults must manage them as well if they want to keep their jobs or to proceed in their career. 

The aim of our work has been to develop a specialized e-learning course in the MultiPeS e-

learning system (Multimedia Pedagogical System) whose content would fully cover problems 

of learning the fundamental work with computer and common program tools. It introduces 

knowledge of computer literacy to persons interested in it in a clear and attractive form and 
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enables them to verify continuously level of knowledge acquisition. The course is interactive 

and contains a number of multimedia elements (figures, animations, sound tracks). Prepared 

modules significantly contribute to easier acquisition of new information, incorporation of 

this information into context and its successive natural fixation and refreshment. The course is 

divided into eight basic modules. Great emphasis is laid on the fact that the content must be 

presented to students interactively and illustratively. 

Module 0 – Basic Management of PC for Absolute Laymen - opens up students entire 

fundamentals of work with a computer using instructive videos with a sound track 

commenting the activities. Module 1 – Concepts of Information Technology (IT) - requires 

the student to have an understanding of some of the main concepts of IT at a general level. 

The student is required to understand the make-up of a personal computer in terms of 

hardware and software and to understand some of the concepts of IT such as data storage and 

memory. The student shall be aware of some of the important security and legal issues 

associated with using computers. Module 2 – Using the Computer and Managing Fines - 

requires the student to demonstrate knowledge and competence in using the common 

functions of a personal computer and its operating system. The student shall be able to adjust 

main settings, use the built-in help features and deal with a non-responding application. 

Module 3 – Word Processing - requires the student to demonstrate the ability to use a word 

processing application on a computer. The student shall be able to accomplish everyday tasks 

associated with creating, formatting and finishing small sized word processing documents 

ready for distribution. Module 4 – Spreadsheet - requires the student to understand the 

concept of spreadsheets and to demonstrate the ability to use a spreadsheet application on a 

computer. The student shall understand and be able to accomplish tasks associated with 

developing, formatting, modifying and using a spreadsheet of limited scope ready for 

distribution. Module 5 – Database - requires the student to understand some of the main 

concepts of databases and demonstrate the ability to use a database on a computer. The 

student shall be able to create and modify tables, queries, forms and reports, and prepare 

outputs ready for distribution. Module 6 – Presentation - requires the student to demonstrate 

competence in using presentation tools on a computer. The student shall be able to 

accomplish tasks such as creating, formatting, modifying and preparing presentations using 

different slide layouts for display and printed distribution. Module 7 – Information and 

Communication - is divided in two sections. The first section, Information, requires the 

student to understand some of the concepts and terms associated with using the Internet, and 

to appreciate some of the security considerations. In the second section, Communication, the 

student is required to understand some of the concepts of electronic mail (e-mail), together 

with having an appreciation of some of the security considerations associated with using e-

mail.  
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The problem of reproduction of high dynamic range (HDR) images on the devices 

with restricted (low) dynamic range (LDR) is well established in the field of computer 

graphics. There exist various approaches (see an overview by Devlin et al. [1]) to this issue 

which span typically several research areas including computer graphics, image processing, 

physiology, neurology, psychology, etc. These approaches assume thorough knowledge of 

both the objective and subjective attributes of an image. The problem is that the attributes are 

not defined at all or are defined very vaguely or ambiguously. Moreover, some of the 

attributes have very strong bindings to the others; however these bindings are not clear. 

In this contribution, we present a summary of image attributes that are used 

extensively in the tone mapping methods and relations and bindings between them. This 

overview is not just useful to get in to the tone mapping field, or when implementing a tone 

mapping operator, but it is very desirable for two reasons: it is necessary to have all image 

attributes precisely defined when conducting a comparison of tone mapping operators (which 

is very desirable), and it is useful when designing an automatic comparison or image quality 

metric [2], as well. 

Viewing the transformed HDR image should produce a subjective experience that 

corresponds well with viewing the real scene. This means that the reproduced image should 

look as natural as possible. Therefore, the naturalness is the goal of tone mapping methods. 

However, if we want to have our result natural, we must define the naturalness of an image in 

some sense. Unfortunately, the naturalness is definitely very subjective quantity. We propose 

that the naturalness connects other image attributes together, namely the brightness, contrast, 

colour reproduction, detail reproduction, visibility preservation, visual acuity, glare, and

artifacts. It implies that the naturalness can be replaced by the composition of the other 

attributes. If we are able to measure the other attributes, we are able to assess the naturalness 

by the weighted sum of the other attributes.  

Brightness is a quantity that measures the subjective sensation produced by a 

particular luminance (brightness is the perceived luminance [3]). A linear scale for brightness 

expressed in brils was proposed, where one bril is equivalent to the brightness induced by a 1 

second exposure to a 5° white target of 1/(π ×10
2

) cd/m
2

. The subjective brightness, B, grows 

as a power function of luminance: B=k(L-L
0
)
α

, where k is a constant, L
0
 is the threshold 

luminance, and α is an exponent between 0.333 and 0.49, depending on the level of 

adaptation. Although the expression above gives a convenient relationship between luminance 

and brightness for simple targets, the overall brightness of an image is more complex. Thanks 

to the light adaptation of the human visual system (HVS), people are quite insensitive to 

absolute levels of illumination. The perceived dimension of brightness is due largely to the 

contrast of one region with a surrounding region [4]. When two small adjacent paths of the 

retina are stimulated by light, each patch not only responds to the light but also inhibits the 

response of its neighbor. By providing a dark surround to any patch, we reduce the inhibition 

it receives, and its response to the same amount of light is increased - this phenomenon is 

called simultaneous contrast and it depends strongly on the semantics of the scene.  

There exist two commonly used definitions for measuring the contrast, the 

Michelson's and the Weber's definition. The Michelson definition is as follows: C=(L
max

–
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L
min

)/( L
max

+L
min

), where L
max

 and L
min

 are the maximum and minimum luminance values, 

respectively. The Michelson's definition is usually used when measuring the contrast of 

periodic patterns. The Weber's contrast is used to measure the local contrast of a single target 

against a uniform background. The Weber definition is as follows: C=∆L/L, where ∆L is the 

difference of the target luminance from the background luminance. Another definition of 

contrast that is suitable for complex images was proposed. Local band-limited contrast 

assigns a contrast value to every point in the image as a function of the spatial frequency 

band. For each frequency band, the contrast is defined as the ratio of the bandpass-filtered 

image at that frequency to the low-pass image filtered to an octave below the same frequency. 

The contrast at the band is represented as a 2D array: c(x,y)=a(x,y)/l(x,y), where a(x,y) is the 

bandpass-filtered image, l(x,y) is the local luminance mean image, and l(x,y)>0. 

Owing to scattering of the light in the human cornea, lens, and retina, and due to 

diffraction in the cell structures on the outer radial areas of the lens, the bloom (veiling 

luminance) and flare lines (ciliary corona) are seen around very bright objects. The diffraction 

effects of circular optical grating formed by the radial fibers at the periphery of the crystalline 

lens cause the lenticular halo. All these real-world phenomena are commonly referred to as 

glare effects. Since the dynamic range of traditional output devices is not sufficient to evoke 

such phenomena, we must simulate the human response artificially to improve the 

naturalness of an image. Several works on the simulation of glare effects have been published 

and some tone mapping operators have included the glare simulation as well. It has been 

verified that the simulation of glare can substantially increase the apparent brightness of light 

sources in digital images.  

As a consequence of tone mapping transformation, artifacts may evolve in the output 

image. The artifacts are degrading the quality and are also reducing the naturalness of the 

output image. Simple local tone mapping operators typically exhibit halo artifacts. Halo

artifacts are caused by contrast reversals. This often happens for small bright features or sharp 

high-contrast edges, where a bright feature cause strong attenuation of the neighbouring 

pixels and surround the feature or high-contrast edge with a noticeable dark band or halo. 

In this contribution, we have presented an overview of image attributes for comparison 

of tone mapping operators. This overview is useful when designing an automatic comparison 

metric or image quality metric, as well. We have defined the attributes, and relations and 

bindings between them. Since many affected image attributes are purely subjective, we will 

perform thorough subjective testing to verify the proposed features. 
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Linux is an example of an open-source operating system kernel. It means the source 

code of the kernel is public and anyone can read and modify it. This is very useful, because 

some tasks require modifications and/or enhancements to the OS kernel. Without the 

modifications, such tasks either cannot be solved at all, or would be very inefficient or 

complicated. 

An example of such task is a process migration module, which needs to access 

memory space of processes, their internal data structures, etc [1]. This module also needs to 

communicate between OS kernels running on different computers. It turned out that such 

a communication is not an easy task on the OS kernel level. 

To support communication between Linux kernels, we have developed a universal 

kernel-level communication library called KKC, which stands for Kernel to Kernel 

Communication. The library can be used by other kernel modules that need to communicate 

with other computers on a network. Such modules are called customer modules in this text. 

 

The KKC library has following features: 

• Simple API. Inside the kernel, it is relatively difficult to utilize standard network 

sockets. The library provides simple interface, easy to use in costumer modules. 

• Architecture independency. The library is not limited to TCP/IP protocols family. 

Customer modules can use the library to access various network architectures (e.g., 

fast switching networks, such as Myrinet) in a uniform and transparent way. 

• Buffering. The library supports combining of primitive data values, such as integer 

numbers, into data buffers, which are then sent in a single network operation. On the 

receiving side, the library is able to break the buffer back into individual values. 

• Modular design. The library has a form of a Linux kernel module. Separate modules 

are use to provide support for particular network architectures. New modules can 

easily be added when a new architecture needs to be supported. The modules are 

loaded automatically by the KKC library using a Linux kernel module loader (kmod). 

• Connection oriented. The KKC library provides mechanisms to create a connection 

between two Linux kernels and to send and receive data through it. If underlying 

network architecture does not support connections, the library must simulate them. 

 

To describe the KKC library, we need to briefly mention two kernel services provided 

by a standard Linux kernel. A Linux kernel module loader kmod can be used to automatically 

load modules into the kernel when some functionality is needed. A sysctl service allows to 

pass arbitrary values from user space programs to kernel utilities using virtual "files" of 

a special filesystem. 

 

Before using the communication library, a module called kkc must be loaded into the 

kernel. This module provides general function which hide architecture dependent code. It also 

contains functions to initialize the library and to release its resources when the module is to be 

removed from the kernel. 
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When a customer module needs to make a connection, it calls a general kkc_connect 

function and passes a destination address to it. To ensure architecture independency, the 

address is a plain string value consisting of two parts: 

• name of the network architecture and 

• architecture-dependent address of the destination computer. 

For example, if the TCP/IP protocols are used, the address may be "tcp:192.168.1.1:987". 

The kkc_connect function splits the address into two parts and checks whether 

a module for the specific network architecture is present in the kernel. If not, it is 

automatically loaded using the Linux kmod service. The second part of the address is then 

passed to an architecture-dependent function provided by that module. 

The destination address is usually provided by an end user, not a costumer module. 

This means the customer module just reads it from either a configuration file or using the 

sysctl system. The address is then passed to the KKC library unchanged, allowing the user to 

specify any network architecture transparently to the customer module. This makes the 

customer module totally unaware of the underlying network architecture and it also allows to 

have several connections, each of them using different network. 

On the other side of the connection, a kkc_listen function is called, which is basically 

analogous to a combination of TCP/IP bind and listen functions. Similarly to kkc_connect, the 

kkc_listen also takes a string argument specifying a port or a network interface to listen at. 

Again, the argument is composed of two parts: the identification of network architecture and 

an architecture-dependent part. 

The kkc_listen function also ensures that a module for the particular network 

architecture is loaded and then calls an architecture-dependent function provided by that 

module. After the call, incoming connection can be accepted by a kkc_accept function. 

Once a connection is established, kkc_send and kkc_receive functions are used to send 

and receive data through it. 

If a customer module needs to send a large number of values, it can use 

a kkc_buf_alloc function to create a buffer. Then, the individual values are stored into the 

buffer, which grows automatically, as needed. Finally, the whole buffer is sent through 

a network connection. Buffering improves the efficiency of the communication and it also 

makes the usage of the library more comfortable in some situations. 

 

The KKC library is a universal library that hides particular network architecture and 

allows customer kernel modules to communicate with other computers in a uniform and 

transparent way. At the first sight, the API of the library is very similar to the BSD socket 

interface, which allows customer modules programmers to easily understand the semantics of 

all functions. 
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Clusters of Linux workstations are a relatively cheap computing platform. Beside high-

performance, there is also a need for high-availability of such clusters. This basically means 

there is no single point of failure. If a node fails or becomes unavailable due to a network 

error, other nodes take over the node's function. To cope with failures, we first need to detect 

them. For this purpose, nodes of a cluster must monitor each other. We have proposed a 

monitoring protocol, which allows detecting failures of nodes and communication links. 

In [1], a timeout-based failure detector is proposed and its correctness proven. 

Although our proposal works on similar principles, there are two important differences: our 

solution can be used for more than three nodes and it is also more resistant to packet loss 

and/or delay of the communication network. 

 

Communication States 

Each node in a cluster can be in one of four communication states. Each node remembers not 

only its own state, but also the states of all other nodes. This information may eventually be 

inconsistent among the nodes. The states are: 

• ALIVE: The node is functional and sees at least half of the other nodes also in the 

ALIVE state. This "majority" condition ensures that there cannot be two disconnected 

groups of ALIVE nodes. 

• DEAD: The node is not operational or its status is unknown. 

• CANDID: The node is ready to be ALIVE. This state is used before entering the 

ALIVE state for some time to confirm that the node is seen by all other ALIVE nodes. 

It is also used when the node is operational but the majority condition is not satisfied. 

• FAIL: Permanent or repeating failure detected. This is identical to the DEAD state 

but a human administrator action is required to recover from it. This state is used to 

prevent the node from trying to switch to the ALIVE state again and negatively 

affecting function of other nodes. 

 

Heart-Beats 

To achieve reliable monitoring, each node periodically broadcasts heart-beats to all other 

nodes. A heart-beat contains following information: 

• sender identification, 

• heart-beat serial number, and 

• an array containing following information for every node in the system: 

o node state, 

o time elapsed from the last heart-beat received from that node, and 

o the serial number of the last heart-beat received from that node. 

 

When no heart-beat is received from any node for some specific time (called an inactivity

timeout), the node is marked as DEAD. 

Communication Failures 
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The underlying communication medium is considered unreliable. The monitoring protocol 

can cope with the following types of malfunction: 

• Heart-beat loss. Because the inactivity timeout is several times larger that the period 

of heart-beats, the loss of one or two heart-beats does not cause any troubles. Only if 

a significant number of consecutive heart-beats are lost, the sending node is marked as 

DEAD, this information is then distributed among all nodes. 

• Out-of-order heart-beats. If the order of heart-beats is accidentally changed by the 

communication layer (for example, if one of the heart-beats is delayed significantly), 

the receiving side detects it using heart-beat sequence numbers. Heart-beats older than 

the newest heart-beat already received are ignored. 

• Delayed communication. Whenever a heart-beat sent from a node N is received by a 

node M, it contains (among others) the serial number of the last heart-beat received 

from M by N. The M node can use this information to check the round-trip time. If the 

time is too large, the heart-beat is ignored. If the communication is delayed 

permanently, one of the nodes will eventually mark the other as DEAD. 

 

Conditions 

The monitoring algorithm will function properly, if two important requirements are satisfied: 

sufficient process responsiveness and limited time drift. 

Process responsiveness. The nodes must be fast enough to react quickly to any 

events, such as to incoming heart-beats. Moreover, the monitoring process must be scheduled 

by the operating system often enough to generate heart-beats and perform other actions. 

If this condition is violated (for example, the CPU load on the node is too high), there 

could be serious implications because the time measurements would be very inaccurate. 

Again, this situation is eventually detected and the corresponding node is marked as DEAD. 

As pointed out in [1], there are ways to assure that no process performs any "dangerous" 

instruction before the detection occurs. 

Limited time drift. Since the solution is based on timeouts, it is required that the 

system time on all nodes runs fluently. There are no explicit requirements on the accuracy of 

the absolute time; just the system clock drift must be limited. 

The above requirement is very weak and is satisfied in virtually any real-life setup. 

The only problem can arise if the system time is changed (e.g., by an administrator) suddenly. 

In this case, the heart-beats will be ignored for some time and the particular node will be 

marked as DEAD eventually. 

 

A pilot implementation of the proposed monitoring protocol was created and tested. It proved 

the protocol is simple, robust and can detect node failures quickly and reliably.  
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Nowadays, the most wide spread method of authentication is through the use of passwords. 

Passwords are very suitable for users, easy to implement and so are very popular. There are

more secure authentication schemes which  are using security tokens, smartcards etc. but  

none of them is wide spread. The password based authentication, although very convenient, 

has some lacks due to the nature of this system. People have tendency to choose short and 

simple passwords that they can remember and such these passwords belong to a very small 

domain. Thus, they are susceptible to dictionary attacks.  There are several instances of such 

attacks on various systems throughout the world. Password based systems mainly suffer from 

off-line and on-line dictionary attacks. 

Off-line dictionary attack requires adversary who monitors communication on the 

communication channel to record data for a successful protocol execution. The adversary then 

goes off-line and tests passwords against the recorded protocol execution data without 

contacting the server at all. In on-line dictionary attack, the adversary tries the possible 

passwords by logging in on-line. Off-line dictionary attacks can be prevented by using public 

key cryptography suggested in the literature many times. In the case of on-line dictionary 

attacks, there are only few possibilities how to prevent them. Most of them are difficult to 

implement or its implementation is not very effective.

Password based systems are vulnerable to on-line dictionary attacks. Countermeasures 

adopted to prevent the on-line dictionary attacks are very expensive and not very effective. 

Among majors methods’ preventing on-line attacks belongs: 

• Delayed response 

• Locking of user accounts 

• CAPTCHA

Delayed Response 

Server using this method of protection will not allow more than one user request per defined 

time interval.  This may prevent an attacker from checking sufficiently many passwords in a 

reasonable time. It’s very effective for local machines but is ineffective in a network 

environment. The attacker can try many login attempts in parallel and elude the timing 

measure using the fact that user logins are typically handled by servers that can handle many 

login sessions in parallel. A system which enables logins over a network and has many 

accounts also suffers from such attacks because an attacker is usually interested in breaking 

any account in the system, rather than targeting a specific account.

Locking of user accounts 
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After defined number of unsuccessful attempt to login, server locks account of the particular 

user for sometime e.g. 5 minutes. This is helpful in preventing dictionary attack by limiting 

the number of wrong guesses in a given time, but there are problems with this system in  large 

networks. If account locking is used then the system will become susceptible to denial of 

service (DoS) attack and similarly to the distributed DoS (DDoS).

CAPTCHA

CAPTCHA is an acronym for Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell Computers 

and Humans Apart.  This method uses some challenge which is sent to the user while 

attempting to login. This challenge is proven to be easy for humans to respond but rather 

difficult for computers (because on-line attacker is a programmed computer) to answer. 

Usually it’s a picture of distorted or numbers and characters. This scheme was an effective 

countermeasure against on-line dictionary attacks. But, due to recent developments in 

Artificial Intelligence there are programs which can quickly and correctly interpret and 

answer these challenges. Due to these developments, even CAPTCHA is not considered to be 

a secure technique to prevent on-line dictionary attacks.

In [3] Goyal describes based on one way hash functions which seems effective and easy to 

implement. This method reduces the risk of success on-line dictionary attack due to 

computations made on client side. Client has to compute a response on challenge sent by 

server.  The computation of this response is designed to be time consuming operation.

Their protocol uses only fast one way hash functions. The user and the server are required to 

perform a few hash calculations for logging in. The system is deliberately made time 

consuming and computationally intensive for the client. This ensures that clinet is not able to 

make a large number of authentication requests per second. System is extremely efficient for 

the server. This method may solve the problem of on-line dictionary attacks. 
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Distance forms of learning are more and more popular mainly with expanding 

potentials for connection to the Internet. Especially for technical branches there is necessary 

to prepare their laboratory experiments using remote control through the Internet. 

Laboratories of Automatic Control Theory of the Department of Control Engineering FEE 

CTU in Prague [2] are well equipped with standard scale models (Ball and Beam, Couple 

Tanks, Servos, Helicopter, Thermal system etc). These models are primary controlled by local 

PC with AD/DA cards using Matlab
®

 and Simulink
®

 and they are inconvenient for remote 

control. In cooperation with our students we developed two new systems to fulfill Internet 

specific requirements - the Levitation and the Lathe. Remote control of these models was 

built in to the Internet textbook SARI [3].  

The Internet textbook SARI was created like a support for basic courses of theory of 

automatic control “Systems and Models” and “Systems and Control” with a goal to enhanced 

teaching methods [1]. The Internet textbook (still mainly in Czech language) is available at 

http://dce.felk.cvut.cz/sari and is based on CSS, PHP and SQL technology. This version 

includes complete publishing system with an integrated discussion forum, control-engineering 

dictionary, and references on libraries, where the recommended books are available. Online 

computing of teaching simulation programs is available by implementing Matlab Web 

Server
®

. The most important part of the design of the Internet textbook is intelligible and fast 

navigation in the texts and other components like utilities for Matlab. The main tool is the 

menu on the left side of the page. It's possible to access every page by few clicks, using this 

tree menu, which is composed to be the most effective by searching for the required page. 

The second useful part is an m-file downloading page. The user can see dependencies on the 

other m-files or examples of use. The page offers downloading single file or generates 

complete pack needed for running. Automatic syntax hi-lighting is also available. This is apt 

for fast searching inside the m-file. 

Web interface with a lot of capabilities was designed for the administration of the 

textbook. The web interface was chosen to make alternating of the pages most simple, to 

allow the administration also for not advanced webmasters. The system shows detailed access 

statistics for each page. Accounts for people creating the pages are divided into groups. This 

enables them to make different actions like alternating page contents, menu structure or the 

base system. The root manages these accounts, which shouldn't be unique. The editing of 

pages is possible in two ways. Profound changes of the textbook can be made by direct 

HTML or PHP editing, though it places high demands on the users' skills. The minor changes 

can be achieved via the built-in WYSIWYG editor, which is useful for standard pages but has 

limited abilities. The page should have set it's description, list of keywords, group allowed to 

deleting and editing it's content or setting the visibility attribute. 

Last but not least topic which is going to improve quality of education is remote 

control of the physical model experiments. These models are identified and controlled in 

practical lessons of control engineering. Next two sections depict new scale models. 

Primary part of the “Levitation” model [4] is vertically orientated two meters long 

transparent plastic tube. A flow of the air from a ventilator levitates a body placed inside. 
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Position of the body is mainly continuously measured by a laser sensor, which is placed 

above the tube. Auxiliary sensors measure pressure in the tube, speed of the ventilator, power 

voltage of the ventilator, and discrete position of the body by reflex sensors. Power voltage of 

the ventilator, which is implicating the amount of airflow inside the tube, can be set either 

manually from control panel or via remote control. 

Web camera view of the model is available. The model is controlled either by a 

programmable logical controller PLC-5 or a personal computer equipped with special 

measuring card. There were designed two types of visualization accessible through the 

Internet. The first visualization uses the programmable controller, the second one a personal 

computer. You can visit both pages using SARI textbook or the address 

http://vznaseni.felk.cvut.cz. The web pages issued by processor of programmable controller 

are only for process monitoring. Web server that runs on the personal computer enables full 

control. Measured data are stored to database and subsequently are used for generating 

visualization on web pages as table, graph or xml files. There is a multi-user system for model 

access and user authentication. The advantage of using database is a personalized connection 

to the model for each user. Local control is standard one. 

The second one model is multiple axis servo model – the “Lathe”. In practice, it is a 

model of the lathe, which can only copy surface of the finished workpiece. The position of the 

slide head is read from two incremental rotary sensors, the distance from the surface is 

measured by tactile inductive drift meter and rotating speed of spindle by tachodynamo. 

Motion in axis is driven by 24V DC motor. The slide head movements are directed manually, 

or by ControlLogix programmable controller equipped with special motion module, or by 

personal computer. We have designed new control electronic switch with remote changeover. 

ControlLogix system offers new Ethernet web server module, which also allows full remote 

access. The process is again monitor by a web camera. 

Our new models were ready for teaching in the last semester. We have got a positive 

acceptance from students which have worked with these models. 
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Keynesian models were in mid-1970s critized on methodological grounds. Robert Lucas’s 

research in mid-1970s showed that the relationships between macroeconomic variables are 

likely to be influenced by economic policy itself. F.Kydland and E.Prescott’s received Prize 

in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel, 11 October 2004 [2] for their contribution 

to dynamic macroeconomics. The fact that there is only one generally valid equation used in 

presented model, which has been driven from Capital by Karl Marx, foreshadows that there is 

very few robust foundations in modern econometrics up to this day. To enable a comparison 

our NAIP framework is being presented. But let us pay attention, such broader frameworks as 

this used now in dynamic models has shaky base. If other Mr. Lucas comes modern 

econometrics could fall like a house of cards.  

Prescot’s framework consists of two state variables [2]: z
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production, which is not consumed as wage. (Taxes are assumed to be paid only from wages). 

Compare it with this NAIRU framework [1][3][4]: First equation is expectation augmented 
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process influenced by oil price and interest rate. Unobservable status variable of natural rate 

of unemployment is then AR process like this: u
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Finally suppose dummy expectations like this: π

e
(t) = π(t–1). 

Let us compare these two models. Prescot’s status variables are well specified from control 

theory’s point of view. These variables represent values, which slightly changes according to 

shocks and inputs. Moreover the product logically depends on technology level and capital 

stock. Additional capital or better technology activate extra product. 

In opposite NAIRU state variables do not behave like primary states but more likely as 

responses or combination of basic states. It is impossible to prove whether they have character 

of state variable or they completely have not. It is not common that peoples building 

econometric models have so good feeling like F.Kydland and E.Prescott. Many models use 

empirically established laws and it does not matter how do status variables look like. 

Algorithms needed to solve dynamic econometric models are already developed. It is possible 

to compute these tasks both analytical and numerical way. Way how to do it is well described 

in previous works. [1][4] 

Nowadays is our effort focussed on creation of cookbook describing, how to create purged 

models. Information gathered from output does not fully describe structure of system. There 

exist infinity of mathematically equivalent models, but only one is the pure one which most 

closely describes reality. Only such model allows us to make deep analysis of system 

behaviours and it will make results more credible for future research.. 
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Thanks to continuously growing level of integration of contemporary VLSI integrated 

circuits, floating-point units are more and more frequently implemented in hardware. The 

IEEE 754 standard [1] is generally accepted and used standard for floating-point number 

representation in almost all systems using floating-point operations.  

General structures of basic operations (i.e. addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division) for such units are well known [2-3]. Basic floating-point computation algorithms are 

straightforward. The situation gets more complicated when the floating-point arithmetic unit 

should comply with IEEE 754 standard. Exceptional cases, namely denormals and special 

values, have to be taken into account. Denormals, the feature introduced in IEEE 754 to 

implement so-called gradual underflow, are numbers whose significand is not normalized. 

Since most of the floating-point implementation structures count on the fact that input 

operands are normalized, introducing denormals leads to plenty of problems. The task of 

solving these problems is not difficult, but area and delay consuming. Quite often, designers 

deal with these problems simply by not allowing denormals in their designs. Second 

exceptional case, the special values, is not as big issue as denormals, but still requires some 

extra area.  

In [4], a new internal floating-point numbers representation is introduced, which copes 

with the exceptional cases just mentioned. It means that all arithmetic units work with 

numbers in the internal representation. If input operands or result are required to be in IEEE 

754 standard representation, a translation unit has to be used. To describe the internal 

representation, first IEEE 754 standard requirements are discussed, and based on them the 

description of the new representation is given. 

The IEEE 754 standard defines single and double precisions with 32 and 64 bits 

respectively. It also defines single and double extended precisions with at least 43 and 79 bits 

respectively. The following text focuses on single precision only, however the conclusions 

can be generalized for all the other representations defined by the standard. The single 

precision representation consists of 32 bits: one sign bit, exponent (8 bits) and magnitude (23 

bits). Depending on operation to be performed: for exponent, fixed-point added-subtracter is 

needed and for magnitude, fixed-point added-subtracter, multiplier or divider is needed. 

Furthermore, there must be additional logic that deals with denormals and special values.  

In the internal representation, denormals are avoided by increasing number of bits of 

exponent. This way, any denormal of IEEE 754 standard can be represented as a normalized 

number in the internal representation. Increasing number of exponent bits doubles the range 

of numbers, which can be represented, and therefore gives enough space for representing all 

numbers which are considered denormals in IEEE 754 standard as a normalized numbers in 

the internal representation (for example in single precision, standard 8-bit exponent gives the 

range -128 to 127, not considering that some values are dedicated for special use, however, 

using 9-bit exponent in the internal representation offers range –256 to 255, which covers all 

the denormal values of the standard representation) The result of an operation in the internal 

representation, which would be a denormal, is considered as underflow. Eight extra flag bits 
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are included in the internal representation to represent special values. In this way, no 

conversion circuits are needed to detect these special values in contrast to IEEE 754 standard 

representation, which requires unpacking and packing before and after the operation 

respectively, because it encodes these values as dedicated values of significand and exponent. 

Compared to the requirements of unit working in IEEE 754 standard representation, 

the internal representation [4] requires only one additional bit of fixed-point adder-subtracter 

for exponent.  There is no need for additional logic that deals with denormals, neither a circuit 

that packs/unpacks special values. This results in smaller area consumption and shorter 

execution times. The benefits of the internal representation are not great, when it is used to 

implement a single floating-point operation, because two conversion units (IEEE to internal 

and internal to IEEE representation) are required. However, using the internal representation 

in more complex arithmetic unit, which would use a set of several floating-point operations, 

will show advantages of the representation. 
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This project dealt with a verification approach of a real time distributed system. Let us 

assume such system consisting of application processes (designed by application developer) 

running under Real-Time Operating System (RTOS e.g. OSEK) while using several 

processors interconnected via standard broadcast communication based on the Controller 

Area Network (CAN). The crucial problem is to verify both time properties (e.g. message 

response time, schedulability of periodic processes, response time) and logic properties (e.g. 

deadlock, mutual exclusion, priority based access) of the applications incorporating two kinds 

of shared resources - the processor and the bus. Classical approaches deal separately either 

with the processor sharing (studied for example by RMS) or with the bus sharing (e.g. CAN 

message latency studied by Tindell [1]).  

 

Task schedulability on single-processor and multiprocessor systems is a widely studied 

subject. For example Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) can be used to guarantee 

schedulability, when the application consisting of periodic processes is running on a single-

processor with priority based pre-emptive kernel and the processes have their respective 

deadlines at the end of the period. RMS assigns fixed priorities to the processes according to 

their request rate (inverse to their period deadline), therefore the highest priority is assigned to 

the processes with highest frequency. Schedulability of such processes can be verified using 

Utilization bound theorem or Completion time theorem. 

 

An important part of this project was to improve the CAN arbitration model composed of 

several timed automata: a bus automaton and a transmitter automaton per each message ID. 

Concrete CAN model, based on discrete event system is presented in [2]. The model consists 

of an arbitration automaton and a transceiver automaton per each message transmitted in the 

system. The Interface between the transceiver and the upper layer model (tasks) is provided 

by synchronization channels. Verification of the CAN model was compared to the results 

achieved by Tindell and Burns. 

 

The next part of the project dealt with an integration of the CAN model with the model of the 

RTOS developed in [3]. The approach assumes a fine grain model treating the task internal 

structure, OS kernel, communication layer and the controlled environment. The task model 

consists of several blocks of code called computations, calls of OS services, selected 

variables, code branching and loops (affected by values of selected variables). The OS kernel 

model formalizes operating system services functionality. The controlled environment model, 

specifying arrival times of events, releasing the tasks or the messages, plays the key role in 

the system verification. An comprehensive analysis of this model behavior (automatically 

done by model checking tool UPPAAL) considers task and messages response times 

corresponding to a realistic phasing, realistic tasks and messages arrival times, realistic 

blocking and realistic execution time in a relation to the modeled code branching. Therefore 

the verification result is as precise as the model is. 
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Finally, the qualities of the project RTOS and communication bus modeling approach were 

proved on a real test bed. The test bed configuration consists of PC104 device and a several 

Motorola HC12 boards. The PC104 was configured as follows: CAN PCI card running 

RTLinux with OCERA LinCAN driver. The Motorola HC12 board includes MsCAN driver. 

The measurement on the test bed showed that our approach was correct. 

 

The results of the project were presented at the FISITA 2004 - World Automotive Congress in 

Barcelona, at the 11th IFAC Symposium on Information Control Problems in Manufacturing 

and at the IEEE International Workshop on Factory Communication Systems in Vienna [4]. 

 

The list of the project results is as follows: 

• Improved timed automata model of CAN was developed. 

• The model was included to the RTOS model. 

• A distributed RT system model was realized by the model and its properties were 

verified by temporal logic. 

• Properties of such approach were validated at a test bed consisting of PC104 and three 

Motorola HC12 boards and compared to the timed automata results. 

• The results were presented at several conferences (IFAC, IEEE). 
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 Automatic control is one of today’s most significant areas of science and technology. 

This can be attributed to the fact that automation is linked to the development of almost every 

form of technology. By its very nature, automatic control is a multidisciplinary subject; 

therefore, the common course “Automatic Control” is required for all third-year students in 

the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering (CTU in Prague), see [2]. It is also important for 

students to have practical skills and abilities which are usually only gained through 

experience. This can only be possible by the hands-on use of equipment. Practical training as 

a component of the course is given at the Laboratory of Automatic Control, which is one of 

the laboratories of the Institute of Instrumentation and Control Technology (IICT), see [3], 

[4]. 

 

 Laboratory models allow the practicing of fundamentals of logic, analog and digital 

control. In order to increase interest in control engineering, the old laboratory equipment is 

gradually being removed and replaced by new equipment. The laboratory equipment and 

software must be user friendly, flexible and reliable. New apparatuses are manufactured at 

IICT with the aid of students but the design, development, manufacture and testing of 

appropriate experimental physical models are always a long-term matter. Therefore a 

scientific-research consortium was formed to join their potentials and to develop experimental 

equipment for education purposes in the field of automatic control. The members of the 

research consortium are teachers and research workers from four Czech universities and the 

Czech Academy of Sciences. Each member of the proposed consortium already has broad 

experience with designing physical experimental models. The principal task of each member 

is to design, develop and construct a physical experimental model that reflects the physical 

reality of some process as well as its static and dynamic characteristics. IICT, as a member of 

the consortium, has decided to construct a new laboratory model called “Bathyscaph”.  

 

 The laboratory model “Bathyscaph” is an original laboratory model that demonstrates 

the motion of a hollow cylinder (bathyscaph) within a water tank [1]. The average density of 

the bathyscaph (including the enclosed air) is almost the same as the density of water. When 

the pressure above the surface of the water is changed, the volume of the air within the 

bathyscaphe will also change. This means that the average density of the bathyscaph will be 

changed by a density slightly above or below that of water allowing the bathyscaph to move 

up or down. The motion of the bathyscaph depends upon this pressure. The position of the 

bathyscaph is measured by an ultrasonic sensor. The pressure above the water surface is 

adjusted with the aid of an air pump and an outlet valve. The pressure above the water surface 

may also be changed by the second outlet valve simulating a disturbance. Both the outlet 

valves are governed by servomotors, which are controlled by computer. The basic aim of the 

control is to maintain the bathyscaph in a desired position. The laboratory model is also 

equipped with a sensor for measuring the pressure above the water surface and thus utilizes 

advanced control strategies such as cascade control etc. 
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 An extensive range of experiments can be carried out with this apparatus: 

Real-Time digital processing 

PID controller design for ball position stabilization and trajectory tracking 

LQ/LQG controller design based on state and I/O model 

Fuzzy controller design 

Adaptive controller design 

Nonlinear controller design 

 

System modelling and identification is another application where the laboratory model may 

be used. 

 

 The laboratory equipment uses a MATLAB/SIMULINK environment for system 

analysis, control algorithm design and simulation. Furthermore the Real-Time Toolbox 

(Humusoft s.r.o.) for using MATLAB in real time, data acquisition, signal processing and 

on-line control.  

 

 This piece of educational equipment is both lightweight and compact, thus it is easily 

portable. In the year 2005 the next four laboratory models will be manufactured at IICT for 

the other members of the consortium. 
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A Linear Combustion Engine (LCE) is a special type of combustion engine 

representing a new approach concerning the conversion of the chemical energy of 

hydrocarbon fuel into electrical energy. Unlike conventional engines, this type of engine does 

not use a crankshaft, and generates electric energy directly by a linear movement of pistons. 

The LCE moving part consists only of two rod-connected pistons, which move from 

one side to another. The reduced amount of moving parts and strict linear movement of 

pistons significantly increase the durability of the LCE, simplify the lubrication of pistons and 

increase efficiency. During operation, the pistons are accelerated by a combustion mixture 

and move from one side to the opposite side. The released energy is partially used to 

compress the fuel mixture in the opposite cylinder. This action is repeated periodically. The 

difference between the energy released by the combustion mixture and the energy consumed 

by mixture compression and mechanical losses is drained from the system as electric energy 

by a linear motor-generator which is also used as a starter during the start of LCE. Finally, the 

motor-generator also allows the prevention of the LCE from stopping when a misfire occurs.  

Because the motion of a moving part is not constrained by a crankshaft, the controller 

must provide precise control of a moving part’s position in order to avoid collision between 

the piston and the cylinder head. The controller must also detect possible misfires and 

intervene appropriately. This presents a key problem related to the feasibility of the LCE. The 

control features should also maximize the electric energy drained from the LCE. 

The main drawbacks of a conventional two-stroke engine (e.g., high emissions of 

pollutants and irregularity at low speed) could be partially eliminated by the use of a precise 

fuel mixture system (e.g., air assisted fuel injection).  

A number of papers, which examine a combined linear alternator and combustion 

engine system, have been published; however, most of these works concern the coupling of a 

linear alternator and Stirling engine [3]. A configuration with two opposed cylinders and two-

stroke cycle is described [2] and [1], but these works are focused mainly on simulation, but 

control is not considered. Another configuration with one piston and spring is discussed in 

[4]. This configuration also allows the use of a four-stroke cycle, but in this case external 

electric energy is needed for steady operation. 

Our real LCE model employs two 50ccm cylinders with direct fuel injectors. These 

DiTech technology injectors use the air assisted fuel injection method, which allows proper 

mixture preparation and consequently low emissions. The linear motor-generator has power 

1 kW and is driven through a 3-phase IGBT bridge. 

In our case a powerful Motorola PowerPC based system produced and supplied by 

DSPACE Company is used for control of the LCE. The modern, high-level design methods 

utilize Real Time Workshop, Matlab and Simulink for precise real-time control. Main 

advantage of this high level approach is a short implementation time of control algorithms in 

comparison to “C” or assembly language based development. Control algorithms, which are 

tested on the Simulink model, can be also used directly for the real model control. 
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Currently we consider only the control of the linear motor-generator and the 

combustion engine operates only in one mode at the constant speed. Therefore the parameters 

like spark position, fuel-air mixture ratio etc. are set to the constant values, which are based 

on the experimental system identification. Motor-generator control provides keeping of the 

pistons in some limits and thereby the steady operation of whole LCE prototype.  

Two control loops are used to control the movement of the linear motor-generator. 

The outer loop provides tracking of the desired trajectory. The output value of this regulator is 

a desired force, which should be generated by the linear motor-generator. This force is 

dependent on the actual currents through the motor-generator coils, therefore another 

regulation loop is necessary to provide the appropriate current control (motor-generator is 

supplied by the voltage from the PWM modulator).  

Although the prototype at this time is very crude, it enables experiments, which are 

very important for further research. Currently a steady operation of the LCE was achieved, 

which demonstrates a feasibility of the LCE project. Previous work also indicated problems 

of the current LCE design. The main problem is in electric motor-generator, because its 

parameters are not sufficient for draining of energy from the combustion engine. Therefore 

only poor fuel mixtures can be used (braking force of the motor-generator is not high enough) 

and it has a negative effect on efficiency of the LCE. The key problem is also the design of 

the control algorithm, which maximizes drained electric energy and concurrently provides a 

steady operation of the LCE (also in case of a misfire). 

Generally the linear combustion engine seems to be a perspective device concerning 

the conversion of the chemical energy of hydrocarbon fuel into the electrical energy. With 

some essential improvements in the current design it can offer advantages over the 

traditionally used rotary system. 
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Diversity techniques, like space, time or frequency diversity, are well known methods to 

improve reliability of the wireless transmission systems and system resistance against 

distortions. Among diversity techniques, the space diversity is the most promising one, 

because it does not require additional bandwidth, and does not introduce additional delays in 

signal transmission. The space diversity is based on the fact, that two signals detached in 

space exhibit the independent fading in radio channel. The real break through in system 

reliability and system performance was made by introducing the diversity at the transmitter 

and receiver side. Telatar [1] shows high system capacity improvements achieved by usage of 

multiple receive as well as transmit antennas Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 

channel.

The proposed work deal with design and analysis of advanced detection algorithms, that 

exploit as much as possible such information theoretic bounds. The detector in our sense is 

digital part of the receiver, which serve as data estimator and channel nuisance parameter 

synchronizer. Advanced receiver represent for the adaptive, near-optimal receiver with lowest 

possible complexity. From recent research is obvious, that such detector must be based on 

iterative principle [2]. Iterative principle  is method for joint parameters and data estimation, 

where the global structure of the receiver are reached by the network of subsystems, which 

interchanged marginal soft information on estimated parameters. Principle itself can be seen 

as a complexity reduction method, because its complexity grows linearly with the number of 

subsystems over an optimal processing. So we have focused on implementation problems 

connected with iterative processing.

An iterative detector consists of a network of blocks, which correspond to soft inverses to 

individual coders in the transmitter or channel. Some of these blocks perform the Soft-in Soft-

out (SISO) algorithm usually realized by Forward-Backward algorithm (FBA). The 

complexity of a SISO algorithm grows exponentially with the constraint length of the code or 

length of channel memory. Therefore we exploited a suitable approximations to conventional 

SISO algorithm, which would not significantly affect the global receiver performance. We 

applied the state reduction techniques such as hard and soft decision feedback of currently 

available decisions and reduction the number of survivors. This situation is more complicated 

than in conventional hard decision decoder, because the local modifications influences all 

members in the network. Then we analyzed the influence of complexity reduction on 

convergence rate and error performance. The outputs are intended to be used for finding 

suitable methods with good trade-off between those characteristics.

The most elementary approach to estimate channel state information (CSI) is independent 

estimator which passing estimates to the detector. The advantage of such iterative network is 

that the synchronizer can re-estimate the parameters based on improved marginal soft 

informations at each iteration, where these soft informations exploit global structure of the 

system [3]. Second approach evaluates an exact expressions of the joint soft metric and 
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related to adaptive SISO block for both data and nuisance parameter [4]. However, 

implementation complexity of joint decoding and CSI estimation is always huge. The most of 

approximations of joint adaptive processing are based on various trellis pruning techniques 

such as well known per-survivor processing. Such method exploits hard decision about the 

most probable sequences as a training symbols for temporal parameter estimation and apply 

these estimates to joint metric evaluation. From recent research it seemed to be obvious, that 

for slowly changing parameters wins parametrized iterative networks with independent 

estimators. The general theoretical framework was enough developed in [4]. Our aim was to 

explore the fundamental problems, limiting the performance of the decoding network. We 

have developed a few representatives of real decoding networks and explored their 

performance depending on initial CSI choice. Next we discussed the possibilities how to force 

the network to iterate to correct estimate and  rise a convergence rate. 

Finally, the serially concatenated codes and corresponding iterative receivers for space-time 

diversity systems were constructed and analyzed. We found the recursive space-time inner 

code convenient, because it offer us extra spatial diversity gain in addition to interleaving 

gain  comes from MIMO flat fading channel. Moreover we constructed an iterative equalizer 

for MIMO frequency selective channel. The next generation mobile system developers 

appealingly call for proper space-time diversity receiver techniques and our analytical and 

simulation results seriously contribute on the way to real system implementation.
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Department of control engineering provide education in the field of basic and 

advanced modeling and control of dynamic systems. During laboratory lessons, students use 

models of dynamic systems in the Laboratory of automatic control. In the case measurement 

and control of astatic systems, it is suitable just the model of coupled drives. 

Construction of new coupled drives model can be divided into 7 part: 

- mechanic construction 

- drives 

- power electronic 

- manual control and indicators 

- rotation and position measurement 

- circuit for control of system dynamic 

- PC interface 

Mechanic construction 

For the mechanic construction, cost-effective and flexible part from Item international 

company was selected. The basic chassis is built using 30mm profile (Profile 6 - standard). 

For the most of side panel, semi-transparent acrylat glass (plexi, Perspex 30% from AXOM 

s.r.o.) is used. The door is full transparent. The alluminium belt pulley is used (diameter 

34mm). The length of toothed belt is 1050mm.

Drives

Based on a analysis, the Maxon DC-drives (Re-max series) was selected. Drives are attached 

to belt pulleys due to planetary gearheads GP22 (conversion ratio 4,4:1).

Power electronic 

Based on a analysis a number of commercional power circuit (output power, dimension, 

price,…), it was decided, that the power electronic (power amplifier) is better not to buy as a 

full-block. The power electronic was built with IC TD340 (Linear technology, circuit for full 

H-bridge control). As a switching element, the power HEX-FET transistors IRF530 

(International rectifier, 14A) was used.

Because TD340 need non-standard input signals (1,2V – 3.6V, rotation direction), voltage 

converter from +/-10V is added. This converter permits the precision calibration of power 

amplifier too. 

The power supply is compound from two parts. The 1
st

 is standard ATX PC-power supply 

(power 12V for drives, 5V), 2
nd

 part is basic +/-15V DC power supply (operational 

amplifiers,…) with 7815/7915 IC. The ATX power supply was partially changed, modified 

ATX-power supply does not need starting impulse (PC starting button). 
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Manual control and indicators 

For the model testing and measurement, the manual control block is needed. Two 

potentiometers was connected to circuit. The manual or external (PC) control can be switched 

by means of toggle switch on face-panel. 

Rotation and position measurement 

For the measurement of rotatin speed of belt pulley, the IRC sensors from Maxon is used.

Circuit for control of system dynamic 

This circuit is not necessary for model operation. The model enables to change dynamic 

parameters of motors. This mean it is able to modify model parameters for different groups of 

students. The time constant of motor could by set in the range of 7ms (mechanical time 

constant) till 5s.

PC-interface

Coupled drives model is connected into PC through i/o card MF614 (Humusoft). This card 

work with: 

- 2 IRC channels 

- 2 analog input 

- 2 analog output 

The model of coupled drives enables to students to verify basic algorithm of dynamic system 

modeling, learn about disruptive effect of the real world to the basic law of control in real 

conditions. This new model is usable in many of our school subject. Contrary to 

commercially produced model, our model is not only cost-effective, but is usable in the wide 

range of situations. 

Regrettably, schemas, block diagrams and photos are not allowed :-(( 

This research has been supported by číslo grant CTU04-18513 .
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As already indicated, to solve the  system of equations (\ref{Systemrovnic}) we aim to use 

methods for  direct solution of this partial differential equation. Since we cannot find the 

exact solution in general 

we need to apply a numerical method. Since the system (\ref{Systemrovnic}) consists of two 

equations where one equation is 

differential and the second one is algebraic (and there are two unknown functions $x$, $u$) 

our computation consists of two steps - 

first we choose the control $u(v)$ and we solve the partial differential equation. Then we 

adjust the control $u$ so that an error 

(defined below) is minimized. Then we repeat this procedure until a sufficiently precise 

approximation of the solution of the system 

is found. 

 

A crucial point for solving the nonlinear output-tracking problem is to find the solution x(v) 

of the system of equations called the regulator equation. 

 

 

It is possible ig and only if there exists a solution x(v),u(v) of the system of the regulator 

equations.  The manifold (x(v),v) is the output zeroing manifold if x(v) is the solution of the 

regulator equation.Then there exists a function c and a matrix L such that the control attains 

the form 

 

 

u=L(x-x(v))+c(v). 

 

 

As already indicated, to solve the  system of regulator equations we aim to use methods for  

direct solution of this partial differential equation. Since we cannot find the exact solution in 

general we need to apply a numerical method. Since the system consists of two equations 

where one equation is differential and the second one is algebraic (and there are two unknown 

functions x, u) our computation consists of two steps -  

first we choose the control u(v) and we solve the partial differential equation. Then we adjust 

the control u so that an error 

(defined below) is minimized. Then we repeat this procedure until a sufficiently precise 

approximation of the solution of the system is found. 

 

 

 

The way how the system was obtained does not yield any boundary conditions since validity 

of this equations for each v is assumed. The only condition posed on the function x is x(0)=0. 

Nevertheless we cannot numerically solve the system on the whole space. Rather we have to 

restrict the solution on a bounded domain while we assume that all possible trajectories of the 
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exosystem lie in this domain. Further we are forced to introduce appropriate boundary 

conditions for the system. We propose to use the Dirichlet boundary conditions. 

 

The values for the control u_0 are chosen so that a properly defined error functional is 

minimized. The adjusting procedure of the function u_0 is as follows. The values of this 

function at the points V=(1/2i,1/2j) with i,j=-4,-3,-2,-1,0, 1,2,3,4 such that V is in the domain 

introduced above.The values in other points of the domain are obtained by the spline 

interpolation. Hence adjusting the values at the points V lying outside the domain has a good 

sense as long as these values influence the solution on the domain through the interpolation.  

A modified direct 

search is applied for adjusting the design parameters.  

 

This method was apllied to an example from the references. However the limited space does 

not allow to describe the results in detail. 
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The research of creating 3D models by means of computer graphics has inspired development 

of many very powerful modeling packages (Maya, 3D Studio Max, Lightwave). These 

packages allow experienced users to create very detailed and complicated 3D scenes. The 

power of the modeling tools unfortunately goes hand in hand with considerable complexity of 

the user interface, which renders the most sophisticated modeling packages unusable for a 

common, untrained user. The classical WIMP user interface is no longer useful, which leads 

to development of alternative means of user interaction, often referred to as Post-WIMP 

interfaces.

Sketch-based interfaces are recently being researched in order to simplify the modeling 

process. Modeling by sketching trades the precision and detail of common modeling 

techniques for the simplicity of user interface. A sketch-based interface resembles a blank 

piece of paper onto which the user sketches images. The sketches are being recognized and 

translated into 3D shapes in more or less intuitive manner. This approach allows even the 

users without any technical background to create simple 3D models by drawing them. Some 

of these interfaces [1] are even simple enough to be used by children after few minutes of 

explanation.

The main limiting factor of sketch-based modeling is the ambiguity of sketched input. Since 

each sketch can have multiple interpretations, the modeling system has to resolve these 

ambiguities. The modeling software either constrains the class of possible objects the user can 

create (for instance the software can be used only for modeling objects with sharp edges) or it 

constrains the way the user is allowed to sketch (for instance by prescribing specific gestures 

for drawing particular objects). In both cases, the software imposes certain limits to the 

actions of the user that stem from the ambiguous input.

In our work we disambiguate the user input by a multi-modal user interface [2] that performs 

concurrent speech and sketch recognition. As the users sketch, they describe the emerging 

design verbally. The modeling resembles explaining the design to another person. The 

software is capable of recognizing a set of keywords and phrases that serve as hints 

concerning the nature of the sketched object. This way the user has higher freedom while 

drawing and the sketch recognition is more robust. 

It has been shown that “informal interfaces”, such as sketch-based ones, are better for rapid 

creating of concepts [3]. The imprecision of the input can actually be a benefit, since it frees 

the user from the urge to create precise and detailed model at times, when the precision is not 

required and achieving it would be even counter-productive. However, since the models 

entered by sketching are imprecise, they have to be rendered in a way, which does not 

emphasize the lack of precision.

Common rendering techniques are not suitable for displaying the models created by 

sketching. These techniques strive to present the model in high detail, which lets even small 

errors show. Instead we used methods of non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) that are able to 

present the model in sketchy manner that matches the quality of user input. The sketchiness of 

the rendering can be introduced by special modifications to the rendering pipeline and can be 
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implemented in hardware [4] using common graphics accelerators. Although the use of a 

special rendering technique might seem unnecessary in the context of creating a modeling 

tool, it turns out that proper rendering can lead to higher user satisfaction and even faster 

modeling.

As a test of our approach, we developed an application that lets the user place various pre-

defined objects from a database into the 3D scene by sketching the rough shape of the object 

and speaking its name. Such application can be used for instance for rapid office furnishing, 

where there is only a limited set of furniture that can be placed into the scene. We use 

geometrical constraints for positioning the objects in 3D, for instance in the case of an office 

the objects have to stand on the ground or be placed atop other objects. 

We allow simple rendering of non-photorealistic panoramic images of the created scenes, that 

can be easily shared on the web with users that are not familiar with VRML or other 3D 

formats. Moreover, by using the panoramic images the model can be delivered in non-

photorealistic format, which would otherwise require specialized software. The panoramas 

can even be used for simple annotation (either on a computer or after being printed out), 

which enables collaboration between users in a very simple manner. 

We have proven the multi-modal interface to be useful for creating of simple 3D scenes. The 

sketches allow the user to place the objects directly at the desired location in the scene, while 

the spoken input raises the robustness of the sketch recognition dramatically. The interface 

also allows recording of the entire process of creation including the speech. The recording can 

be replayed, or used as automatic annotation of the model. It is possible to replay the spoken 

words that were uttered during creation of various model parts simply by clicking them. This 

way the user can store a lot of additional information without a need to type it explicitly. 

We used a TabletPC platform for the implementation. This platform was very natural to use 

for our project, since TabletPCs provide necessary hardware and software libraries that allow 

them serve as “smart paper” that can be directly sketched on. We take advantage of the built-

in libraries for sketch capturing and handling as well as of Microsoft Speech API for speech 

recognition. Since we rely on TabletPC-specific library for sketch rendering, small 

modification is necessary to run the software on a common PC equipped with a tablet. 
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There are two main approaches when animating articulated structures, e.g. human 

bodies, etc. Forward kinematics and Inverse kinematics [1]. Inverse kinematics is more 

natural method for use in field of animating articulated structures. This is due to the fact that 

the end-effector (end point of the structure) is the only part being taken into the account. The 

rest of the structure is controlled by the system itself. There is no influence from the side of 

animator to control inner parts of the structure. 

Several techniques have been developed to solve Inverse kinematics – Jacobian 

inversion, Jacobian transposition, CCD (Cyclic Coordinate Descent) and others [1], [2]. 

We have focused on Jacobian inversion method due to its mathematical simplicity and 

purity. The system is described by set of non-linear equations. It is possible to simplify it into 

one vector equation 
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where q
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 is the status vector of the system (angles between neighboring segments) and x
ρ

 is 

position of the end-effector. But (1) describes Forward kinematics however. For Inverse 

kinematics it is necessary to have inverse form of (1). It usually leads to more than one 

solution. Hence the differentiating is applied to obtain equation for solving Inverse kinematics 
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The major problem of (2) is finding inversion of )(q

ρ

J  which is usually non-square 

matrix. Some Generalized inversion method can be used in this case, for instance inversion 

based on Singular Value Decomposition. But there are problems with numerical stability. 

Next, there is still no control of inner parts of the structure however. Thus we decided to 

extend the Jacobian. First, to omit using of generalized inversion and next to be able to 

control all the structure [4]. 

 

Problems and Potential Solution 

We have received one major problem with proposed solution. We were unable of 

exact control of the structure. We were not capable to solve this problem analytically thus we 

decided to use Sensitivity analysis [3] to determine the dependencies in the whole system. 

Sensitivity analysis helps to determine changes of the system regarding the changes of the 

system parameters. 

In case of Inverse kinematics independent parameters are represented by position 

vector x
ρ

 and observed parameters are represented by status vector q
ρ

. Sensitivity function is 

defined as 
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The function )(xg

ρρ

 in (3) is inverse function to function )(qf

ρ
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 in (1). Find this inverse 

function is impossible in case of vector x
ρ

 describing just position of end-effector. However 

function )(xg

ρρ

 can be found according to construction of vector x
ρ

 as described in [4]. The 

structure is treated by 1−N  independent pairs and main link – origin to end-effector. Each 

pair consists of two neighboring segments. 

When finding function )()(
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=  it is appropriate to start from the first pair. It 

implies at most two solutions according to 
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 there will be still at most two solutions for three segments now. The preceding algorithm 

is applied to all the structure and at the end there will be still at most two solutions. In the 

case that there are still two solutions the final decision will be given by main link – origin to 

end-effector. With the algorithm stated above it is possible to find analytical expression of 

status vector )(xfq
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Knowing the analytical form of  )(xfq
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expressed analytically and computed easily for each parameter of vector 
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Having the knowledge of the sensitivity of the system to the particular parameters it is 

possible to control all the structure and reach desired movement of all parts instead of 

controlling only end-effector. Controlling of inner parts includes also imposing constraints to 

the joints for example based on physical principles, etc. 
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       The course aiming at motivating young people to engineering study, and at improving 

engineering training using innovative didactic and technological approaches has been 

developed. The resulting web-based training modules are supported across the Internet by 

tools like a robust simulation engine, publishing and monitoring system, and an environment 

for virtual experiments. The international consortium participating in the development 

consisted of the Czech Technical University in Prague (Coordinator), Ruhr-Universität, 

Bochum, Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits, Dresden, Tallaght Institute of 

Technology, Dublin, University of Sussex, Brighton. The course is freely available at 

http://virtual.cvut.cz/dynlab course/ 

       The emphasis and style of the course differs from most of the existing courses on 

engineering dynamics and control by 

• exposing learners to a novel systematic and efficient methodology for realistic modeling 

of multidisciplinary system dynamics applicable to electrical, magnetic, thermal, fluid, 

acoustic and mechanical dynamic effects  in a unified way  

• introducing learners to the methodology through simple, yet practical, examples to 

stimulate their interest in engineering before exposing them to rigor math 

• giving learners a  better ‘feel’ for the topic by problem graphical visualization and 

interactive virtual experiments  

• allowing different target groups to select individual paths through the course tailor-made 

to their actual needs and respecting their background  

• allowing both for self-study and remote tutoring combined with investigative and 

collaborative modes of learning 

• integrating computers into the course curriculum consistently and giving learners a hands-

on opportunity to acquire the necessary skills  

• exploiting the computers not only for equation solving, but also for their formulation 

minimizing thus the learners’ distraction from their study objectives 

• giving learners the opportunity to benefit from the ‘organizational learning’, i.e. from 

utilizing knowledge recorded during previous problem solving both in academia and 

industry  

The main target groups of the course are  

• distance-education students at different  levels of  vocational study and training 

• students wishing to complement the traditional face-to-face courses  

• practicing engineers in the context of their continuing education or lifelong learning 

• teachers intending to innovate the courses on dynamics and control they teach 
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       Learning modes in the course: 

Course assignment 

Learning

objective

Prerequisites

Given Task 

stirring up interest 

in dynamics 

high-school

math and physics 

3D virtual model 

of a real system 

to modify system parameters and excitation to 

observe changes in its dynamic behavior 

introduction to 

dynamic modeling

high-school

math and physics 

configuration of

a real system

to set up the corresponding multipole diagram 

and to simulate its behavior 

more advanced 

dynamic modeling

fundamentals of 

system dynamics 

configuration of

a real system 

to set up the multipole diagram from custom-

made submodels and to simulate its behaviour 

formulation of 

system equations

introduction to 

dynamic modeling 

configuration of

a real system 

to form corresponding equations and to solve 

them, to set up the multipole diagram, and to 

compare the solution with simulation results 

introduction to 

control design 

formulation of 

system equations

model of a plant & 

control objectives 

to reduce the model, to design control, and to 

verify it using the plant unreduced model

introduction to 

system design 

introduction to 

control design 

system

specification

to design system configuration and to optimize 

its parameters 
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Robust control theory has certain tools for design of robust controller intended for 

control of systems with uncertain parameters. Design of static output feedback simultaneous 

stabilization of scalar plants with uncertain parameters is interesting problem. In these cases 

when it goes about only one parameter, the results are available now in [2], [3], [4]. For 

instance, it is possible to compute the stability interval, i.e. an interval of values of the 

uncertain parameter (gain of the static output feedback) for which the system is stable. 

 

In the case of more then one uncertain parameter, the situation is a lot more difficult 

from the theoretical point of view. Nonetheless, in a two or three-parameter case it is possible 

to take advantage of some graphical routines available in common CACSD packages and the 

possible result is the (2D) or (3D) picture. More n-dimensional picture isn't good from 

practical aspect, i.e. comprehensive, visual orientation. 

 

In case of control loop analysis can finding parameters represents i.e. uncertain 

parameters of closed loop characteristic polynomial p(s,q,r) = a0 (q,r) + a1 (q,r)s + ... + ai 

(q,r)s
i

, i = 1,...,N, denote the closed loop characteristic polynomial of degree N where ai (q,r)s
i

 

are scalar multivariate polynomials with uncertain parameters q, r. Our objective is to find a 

region for parameters q, r for which the closed loop characteristic polynomial is stable. This is 

the first problem that we have solved in the first part of this work. The next problem can be 

problem when we would like to find parameters of PI, PD and PID (or in discrete-time case 

PS, PD and PSD) controllers. This was the main solution of our work. At this point when it 

goes about design of control loop (controller) can finding parameters q, r represents i.e. 

individual gain of classical dynamic controllers - PI, PD, PID (PS, PD, PSD) consequently Ki, 

Kd, Kp or K, Ti, Td. The question is: “How we can find these parameters for which will be the 

control loop stable?”. 

This can be solved in continuous-time case using the Hermite polynomial stability 

criterion and using the Schur-Cohn-Fujiwara polynomial stability criterion: Hermite stability 

criterion say, that the polynomial p(s) is stable if and only if the symmetric Hermite matrix H 

defined in [1] is positive definite and Schur-Cohn-Fujiwara stability criterion say, that the 

polynomial a(z) is stable if and only if the symmetric Schur-Cohn matrix S defined in [1] is 

positive definite.  

In the first step we must compute the closed-loop characteristic polynomial for 

designed controller. In the next step we compute the Hermite (or Schur-Cohn) stability matrix 

for obtained closed-loop polynomial (it depend on the degree of the polynomial). After this 

we substitute the coefficients of the closed-loop polynomial to the stability matrix and 

compute the determinant of the stability matrix a its subdeterminants. From this procedure we 

obtain matrices in which “1” represents that for this value is the determinant (or 

subdeterminant) positive and “0” represents that for this value is the determinant (or 

subdeterminant) negative. Now we use these matrices to draw areas of parameters. For this 

we have used standard Matlab routines, see Matlab. We obtain 2-dimensional pictures. Last 
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operation is drawing the boundary curves. This curves we obtain from decomposition of the 

stability matrix determinant. Result from this procedure is the set of controllers that are 

stabilizing the plant.  

Second part of our work consist from building graphical user interface for this 

solution. Input of our interface is the plant which is set with external description - transfer 

function (the face is the same like in Polynomial Toolbox). Plant can be in continuous-time 

case using operator “s” or “p” and in discrete-time case using parameter “z”. Output of our 

interface is the area of uncertain parameters of designed controller for which is the closed-

loop stable (all controllers which stabilize the plant). For continuous-time plant it is possible 

to find all continuous-time PI, PD and PID controllers and for discrete-time plant all PS, PD 

and PSD controllers. The GUI-Graphical User Interface is designed and created using Matlab 

Graphical User Interface Builder see [3] and Polynomial Toolbox see [4]. User can choose 

from nine types of controllers, six types of continuous-time controllers and three types of 

discrete-time controllers. 

The graphical user interface allows user to communicate with Matlab: import plant 

data from Matlab Workspace and export designed controller data to Matlab Workspace. They 

have been created tools for viewing roots of the closed-loop polynomial and for computing 

the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions and its bode diagrams. Also is 

possible to export all computed and used data to file (*.m or *.txt). Single part of the 

graphical user interface is the stand-alone application. This application has been compiled 

using Matlab Compiler and is allows to run this graphical user interface in every computer 

where the user have not the Matlab. To run this application on random computer demands 

install the MATLAB Component Runtime library utility in executable file MCRInstaller.exe. 

This library is available in every Matlab installation and must be distributed with this version 

of our graphical user interface. 

At this time there are some extensions for this problem solution: the first is 

implementation of optimalization criteria; next is possibility to modify the stability area using 

some transformation; last possible extension is extension to more uncertain parameters, but 

there are problems with drawing the stability area (in 3-dimensional pictures it is always 

possible, but when parameters are four or more then it is not good possible to draw this areas) 

we must draw cuts. 
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The semantic web is an extension of the current web, in which information is given well-

defined, computer understandable meaning. This concept enables an automatic processing of 

web resources by search engines, software agents or computer applications. This is possible 

due to metadata that describes various web resources in the way the computers can 

'understand' the meaning of an information. Basic technologies of the semantic web are RDF, 

the language capable express knowledges, and ontologies, formal descriptions of terms, 

relations and rules used in the metadata. Since the fundamental standards for the semantic 

web are already finished [3], the research in this area is focused on extending of the current 

web by semantic web concepts. 

One long-term vision of the semantic web is making the web a global universal medium of a 

data exchange. The current web data formats such as HTML or PDF are not able to represent 

information in a transparent way. Even if two web resources describe one particular object, 

the information cannot be merged automatically. The human user can read these two pages 

and merge information in his brain, but this cannot be done by machines to create one 

knowledge of those two. However, this would be possible if the information were described 

also by semantic web metadata. Then the information can be automatically aggregated, stored 

and processed. 

We discuss a problem of a web resources aggregation in this paper. There are usually various 

information sources dedicated to one knowledge domain on the web. For example, 

information about movies and cinemas in specific area can be published on information 

portals, online magazines, blogs, wikis or web databases. These resources are usually 

presented in traditional web formats. The information aggregation can be then divided into 

the two main problems. The first task is to create semantic web metadata that extend the 

current resources. The second problem is how these metadata can be aggregated and 

processed in order to create a complex information service for human users. 

Our previous work [1] was focused on the former issue. We designed and implemented tool 

that can semantically enrich dynamic web pages generated from a relational database. The 

system was designed to be simple and flexible, so it can be easy to make it part of an existing 

web application. If various web sites from one knowledge domain adopted this system and 

made agreement on one ontology, they would be able to publish RDF metadata that has the 

same vocabulary. That means those metadata would create a transparent and public 

information representation, which can be used by any interested part on the web. 

Of course these knowledges can be also aggregated and merged in order to create one 

centralized knowledge base over the particular information domain. This issue is our current 

interest. We are designing the semantic web portal [2] that would be able to harvest, merge, 

process and publish information in one particular knowledge domain. The first step of this 

process is a search for interesting pieces of information on the web. Then RDF metadata are 

downloaded by some robot, preprocessed and stored in a knowledge base. This knowledge 

base can contain information about one object that come from different web resources, but 

this data are merged so they are compact knowledges. Content of this knowledge base can be 
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again published as RDF metadata, or it can be datasource for web portal that serves various 

advanced features for human users, e.g. semantic search. 

Our work covers both parts of the information workflow on the semantic web - the generating 

and the processing of metadata. This complex research serves many challenges. Until now we 

have designed and implemented the system that can generate RDF metadata to extend 

dynamic web pages. Currently we are designing the model of aggregation system and we plan 

its implementation in the near future. 

The complex system would enable data exchange in one particular knowledge domain, which 

is a step to more global vision of semantic web as a universal and transparent data medium. 
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Motivation for the project 

The objective of the TEMCON (Transmission Electron Microscope CONtrol) project was to 

initiate a new interdisciplinary applied research direction at Czech Technical University in 

Prague. This new highly attractive research area lies at the intersection of automatic control, 

electronics and physics. The motivation for this was bringing advanced know-how from the 

field of automatic control to the application domain of electron microscopy. 

 

The proposers of the project have succeeded in developing a good contact with a Czech hi-

tech company developing and producing innovative low-voltage transmission electron 

microscopes – Delong Instruments, Inc., Brno <http://www.dicomps.com/>. 

Objectives of the project 

1. equip the laboratory with necessary devices 

2. in discussions with the industrial partner, determine the concrete technical problems of 

common interest 

3. formulate two doctoral projects and get students for it 

4. prepare materials for a big joint project (either with GACR or MPO CR)  from which the 

doctoral students could be payed and a laboratory laser interferometer could be bought. 

Outputs from the first phase of the project 

1. A mini-laboratory was set up at the corner of a room of the rather theoretical Division of 

Automatic Control CAK: 

• PC equipped with DAQ cards,  

• development HW-SW kits for 8-bit RISC microcontroller AVR and 32-bit digital signal 

processor TI C2000, 

• high-precision voltage source, function generator, digital oscilloscope, multimeter,  

• precise electric drill, professional toolset for electricians, gripper, 

• license of a sofware package Eagle for designing electrical circuits that allows use in 

projects, 

• specialized integrated circuits for driving piezos, 

• practical books on electronics and piezoelectrics,  

• membership in IEEE Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control Society. 

2.  Prototype of a 3D piezoelectric nanopositioning stage based on stick-slip phenomenon 

was designed by the industrial partner and provided for free to the researchers at CAK  to 

design control system for it. As an outcome of numerous technical discussions, the 

industrial partner equipped the stage with a 2D capacitive position sensor. 

 

3. With the real positioning stage in the laboratory, several technical tasks were identified for 

the immediate future, mainly done in two doctoral projects that are beginning in march 

2005: 
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• perform basic experimental identification of the positioning stage with a laser 

interferometer. From the rough model determine requirements on the driving and 

measuring electrical circuits, design and implement driving circuits for the 3D 

piezoelectric stick-slip actuator. In essence, it is a very fast high-voltage amplifier (up to 

250V) for a capacitive load, 

• design and implement electronics for 2D capacitive sensor based on changing cross 

section of a moving flat electrode and a quadruple of fixed flat electrodes, 

• develop a mathematical model of the stage and verify with a more advanced 

experimental identification, 

• compute various controllers (PID, LQG, H
2
, H , l

1
) for positining in x-y plane and 

verify using simulation and laboratory experiments 

4. long term technical tasks were discussed with the industrial partner 

• with the automatic positionin in the horizontal x-y plane, plug also the vertical z-axis 

into the positioning feedback. However, the measured variable used here for the 

feedback will not be obtained from a position sensor but from the image processing 

unit. Therefore, the problems of determining defocusation in run-time will be studied. It 

is at this moment, that colleagues from Center for Machine Perception at CTU will be 

invited to participate.  

 

The expected practical outcome of this joint research is a fully automatic electron microscope 

that moves the observed object to a desired position in horizontal plane fast and precisely and 

always keeps the image focused without assistance a the operator. 
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The goal of the project is the Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) with the operational range of 500 

to 40 000 km. The applications of the results are in geophysics, space geodesy, ecology, 

climatology and other Earth sciences. The recent SLR systems achieve a single shot precision 

of several millimeters; the accuracy is on one centimeter level. The principal error contributor 

for the accuracy is the atmosphere and its refractive index. To determine the refractive index 

and its influence on the laser ranging accuracy, the two wavelengths approach has been 

proposed. The satellites will be ranged simultaneously on two different laser wavelengths, the 

analysis of the measured propagation time difference will enable to improve existing models 

of the refraction index profile. 

The laser ranging experiment has been carried out at the satellite laser station in 

Shanghai, China in 2002-2004. The Shanghai Observatory has modified the tracking 

telescope and the laser transmitter. The Nd:YAG laser with the second harmonics generator 

and the Raman generator delivers several mJ of energy at the wavelengths 0.46, 0.532 and 

0.68 µm in the pulses 25-35 picoseconds long. The experiments optimizing the Raman 

conversion have been carried out in the CTU Prague labs. The conversion efficiency, output 

energy and the far filed beam profile have been investigated and optimized for the SLR 

purposes [1]. The first satellite laser ranging results on two wavelengths have been completed 

in October 2003 [2], [3]. The results confirmed the concept of the system and the proper 

operation of its components. 

Simultaneously, the new system calibration schemes, set-ups and procedures have been 

developed at CTU in Prague. These calibration procedures must ensure the system calibration 

stability and reproducibility on a picosecond level to enable the determination of the 

refraction index on the basis of the two wavelength SLR measurements. The calibration 

procedures are based on the Portable Calibration Standard device. To meet the current and the 

future requirements on the calibration standard, the existing device has been upgraded for the 

high repetition rate. The version PET2K has been completed in 2004. The new feature is the 

increase of the maximum repetition rate of laser ranging from the original value of 100 Hz up 

to 2 000 Hz. This upgrade required both entire hardware reconstruction and the control 

software package re-configuration, as well. The extensive software package for data 

acquisition, noise reduction data analysis, editing and fitting has been significantly 

reconstructed, debugged and tested on the simulated and real satellite laser ranging data. 

The millimeter precision satellite laser ranging is based on the echo signal detector 

consisting of the solid state photon counter developed at the CTU in Prague. This unique solid 

state detector is capable to detect optical signals containing 1 – 1000 photons with the time 

resolution 5 – 20 picoseconds. The detector contains a built in compensation circuit, which 

eliminates the dependence of the detection delay within the dynamical range 1:1000. The new 
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technique for determination of the number of photon involved in the detection has been 

developed, tested and implemented. This technique is based on a measurement of the 

avalanche pulse risetime variations in the range 10-30 picoseconds. The new electronic 

circuits have been developed, tested and incorporated into the Portable Calibration Standard 

PET2k [4]. The possibility to determine the echo signal strength will improve the system 

stability and data productivity. 

The SLR station timing system configuration has been tested for the Chinese tracking 

network. The timing based on a Stanford Research counter SR620, Hewlett Packard 

HP5370B counter, Riga event timer A031-ET and Shanghai Observatory LTT timer have 

been compared the PET2k. The timing resolution, linearity, temporal and temperature 

stability nave been tested in a series of indoor and field tests at the facilities in Prague and 

Shanghai Observatory respectively. The performance of the PET timing system is superb in 

all the tested parameters, however, the system costs are not acceptable for the Chinese 

tracking network. The event timer A031-ET made by Riga University proved to be an 

acceptable compromise, its linearity, stability are comparable to the PET2k, the timing 

resolution is 12-15 ps in comparison to 3 ps of the PET2k. The A031-ET system would 

enable laser ranging with precision 4-5 mm rms while keeping the costs at acceptable level. 

The development stage of the LTT timing system constructed by the Shanghai Observatory 

has been found an attractive candidate for the near future projects. Once the timing linearity 

will be mapped and compensated, it will provide resolution 20-30 ps with multistop capability 

in a space qualified package. 

The output of the project is the upgrade of the Satellite Laser Ranging Observatory of the 

Shanghai Observatory to the two wavelengths mode for the sub-centimeter ranging precision 

and accuracy. 
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We are reporting on the achievements of the project “Solid state photon counter for space 

applications”, which has been supported by the grant GACR 102/02/0122 in the period 2002-

2004. The goal of the project is the development of the solid state photon counting detector 

for the space projects: time scales synchronization using laser light and in the laser altimeter 

for planetary exploration. The main goal was the development of detector version capable to 

operate in extreme temperature range, high radiation flux, and low dark count rate. Integral 

part of the detector is the active quenching and gating circuit, which will be tailored for the 

prepared projects, as well.

The photon counter is operating on the principle of the avalanche photodiode pulse 

biased above its break voltage.  Its main features are: high timing resolution, high quantum 

efficiency and wavelength range in comparison to the photomultiplier. This photon counter 

has been adopted for satellite laser ranging, it is in use at numerous satellite laser ranging 

stations in Austria, United Kingdom, Germany, China, Japan, Australia, and France. The 

photon counter developed in our labs has several unique characteristics attractive for its space 

applications: small size and low mass, low sensitivity to cosmic radiation, low bias voltage, 

capability to operate in an extreme temperature range, operation without any analog signal 

processing. The deep space application of the photon counter has been proposed in 1990 for 

the Soviet/Russian projects Mars. The detector was a part of the compact laser altimeter 

onboard a balloon probe dedicated to Mars’s atmosphere studies. The research and 

development has been co-ordinate by the Space Research Institute, Moscow. In late nineties, 

our detector has been used as an echo signal detector in the Lidar for atmospheric studies on 

board of the NASA Mars Polar Lander 98.  

In the last three years, the photon counting detector has been optimized for several space 

born applications [1]. We have acquired experimental data on atmospheric fluctuations 

measurements and their influence on laser ranging precision. The laser ranging chain based 

on solid state photon counting detector has been used. Three independent path configurations 

have been studied: 4.3-kilometer horizontal path, slant path at elevation 10–80 degrees and 

slant path from ground to space. The laser ranging has been performed using the satellite laser 

ranging system in Graz, Austria. The system precision is 6 picoseconds (single shot RMS) 

and the measurement repetition rate is 2 kHz. That enables us to monitor fast fluctuations 

with period of the order of milliseconds. The atmospheric seeing conditions have been 

measured simultaneously. We have identified and measured contribution of the atmospheric 

fluctuations to the ranging precision and time spectrum of these fluctuations for the first time 

[2]. 

For the laser ranging purposes, the new technique has been developed, which enables to 

determine the number of photons involved in a detection process. The technique is based on a 

fact, that the avalanche build up time reflects the number of photons triggering the avalanche. 

The software simulator of the avalanche buildup model has been developed and tuned along 

with the experimental technique [3]. For the proposed project of optical transponder for space 

navigation, the version of photon counting detector has been developed and optimized. The 

detector is capable of both gated and not gated operation with relatively high count rates. As a 
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part of an optical transponder it will enable to range on an interplanetary scale with decimeter 

accuracy [4]. The new application of our detector in space is the photon counting detector for 

the space segment of the T2L2 joint project of the Europe and China. The Time Transfer by 

Laser Light T2L2 project is dedicated for time scales synchronization by means of picosecond 

laser pulses. Study carried out in the OCA labs, Grasse, France, demonstrated, that our 

detector is the fastest detector available for this project. In permits to time tag the events with 

the precision 3-5 picoseconds. Early 2004 the radiation lifetime tests verified the excellent 

long term stability of the detector under high cosmic radiation dose. In contrast to the 

competitive photon counting detectors, our structure should be able to operate for more than 

10 years in space condition without additional shielding. The detector chips and the active 

quenching and gating circuits have been tests together with the partner group in Shanghai, 

China. 

The European Space Agency ESA prepares, among others, the Laser Altimeter for 

Planetary Exploration (LAPE). It will be a compact laser altimeter based on a photon 

counting principle. It should be capable to range the planet Mercury surface from the altitude 

400-1400 km with one meter resolution. We have built a laboratory sample of the Technology 

Demonstrator of this altimeter, which is based on a diode pumped microlaser and a solid state 

photon counting detector. We have demonstrated the algorithms to extract the useful signal 

from the background noise and the decimeter ranging accuracy. 

The project did enable future elaboration of the solid state photon counting technique at 

the University and permitted participation of the laboratory in a top-class international space 

project. 
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Nearly in all today electronic devices the microprocessors play an important role. It 

begins with simple detection of pressing the pushbuttons, cooperation on data acquisition or 

control process, continues with complex DSP algorithms and ends with status presentation 

and communication with the higher-level system. Each of these applications is relatively 

specific ad requires special knowledge in both the hardware and software fields. The aim of 

the education in the Laboratory of Microprocessor Applications (below only Laboratory) is to 

focus on the use of theoretical knowledge and to acquaint students with practical limits of its 

implementation.

The education in the Laboratory is provided in several subjects, each of them is 

focused on particular area – basic microprocessor application in instrumentation, signal 

processing in instrumentation, advanced instrumentation applications and finally the 

application for data communications. Passing these subjects, student are able to design and 

develop standard instruments, intelligent sensors and actuators for fieldbus networks and 

similar devices, used in today control, measurement and data acquisition systems. Their new 

skills are later proved in solving the diploma thesis, which often includes the practical 

implementation of the developed approach. 

Two years ago the status of laboratory equipment was unsatisfactory. Ten workplaces 

were equipped with diskless computers connected to LAN with local file server and an 

Internet access. All the laboratory instrumentation consisted of two analog/digital and three 

analog oscilloscopes, 1 old logic analyzer, 1 multimeter, 1 function generator and number of 

power supply sources (three level, regulated). Development tools available were focused on 

microprocessor family I8051 – a basic kit with 80C52 processor, EPROM with serial monitor 

and RAM for program download, and an enhanced kit with 80C537 processor, EPROM with 

serial monitor, RAM, LED display and 4 pushbuttons. The processor bus and additional ports 

are available to connect with solder less breadboard for further hardware development. For 

implementation of DSP algorithms several kits with Analog Devices’ DSPs were available. 

The status of the software was poor as well. Three operating systems were available, MS 

DOS, Windows 3.11 and Windows 98, all from the network resources. For I8051 family the 

assembler and C compiler were available, as well as serial debugger, the same for DSPs. 

Basic software for CPLD design and programming was also available, as well as the 

MATLAB/Simulink environment for simulations. Nevertheless, the student projects solved in 

the laboratory included rather sophisticated instruments like digital oscilloscope, 

communication over GPIB bus or intelligent sensor for the CAN bus.

Above described situation together with fact, that students have been interested in 

subjects being taught in Laboratory, we decided to considerably improve the quality and 

number of instruments and development kits in laboratory, as well as the quality and sorts of 

available software equipment. 

In the year 2003 the first phase of project started. We bought 4 combined DSO 

scopes/logic analyzers and 6 DPO scopes with high bandwidth and sampling rate to support 
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the high-speed digital design. We also bought 5 single channel arbitrary generators with 

software support for easy design of required test signals. The diskless workstations were 

extended with hard discs and operating system was installed locally. The number of 

development kits was increased so that each working group of students had its own within the 

whole semester. The OrCAD system was installed for all laboratory workplaces to allow 

schematic and PCB design for student projects. The same was done for the MaxPlus2 

development environment that supports CPLD and FPGA design in VHDL. The 

communication environment was extended with PCI CAN cards with appropriate software, 

which can be used for tasks solving the implementation of CAN bus nodes. 

In the year 2004 the project continued with the second phase. We purchased the 

TLA5203 logic analyzer with option for synchronization with the oscilloscope, 2 dual-

channel arbitrary generators, 5 programmable power supplies and set of universal 

programmers. We also purchased 5 development kits with ARM7 TDMI core based 

processors and the JTAG debugger for ARM with the trace memory support. These kits are 

intended to replace the 80C537 kits in projects that require more powerful processor. 

LabWindows CVI was installed on laboratory workplaces to support the GPIB programming. 

The GPIB is implemented using USB ↔ GPIB converter. Available software was also 

extended with programming environment for universal programmers and development tools 

for ARM7 based kits.

The specialized kits were developed for rapid implementation of CAN, Measurement 

Bus, IEEE488 and USB communication interfaces, which are used in student projects. Also 

available is the newly developed FPGA kit, which features the local microprocessor, analog 

input and output (codec) for implementation of DSP algorithms, LED display and 

pushbuttons, PS/2 port, VGA output and 24 general purpose I/O pins. The basic library of IPs 

implements function modules for the peripherals mentioned above. 

The Laboratory is now fully equipped for projects focused on hardware and software 

implementation of modern measurement instruments and intelligent sensors, including data 

communication in industrial distributed systems. It is used either in regular laboratory 

education, either for bachelor, diploma and doctoral thesis projects. For students it is 

accessible 10 hours per day, often including Saturdays and Sundays. 
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Novel device technologies are closely linked to the use of new materials. A good 

example is the replacement of the conventional aluminum interconnects in microprocessors 

by copper ones. This example is also followed in the field of power devices, where copper-

based technology was recently successfully used to decrease the overall resistance of power 

MOSFETs in the ON-State regime [1].  

The aim of this project is to find potential benefits of the copper-based contact 

technology in the field of high-power devices, like that of silicon diodes with maximal ON-

State current exceeding 100A. For this purpose, the electrical parameters of diodes with new 

contact stacks were designed, characterized and compared with those of the traditional 

aluminum-based technology [2 - 4].  

For experiment, the Al-Ti-Ni-Ag, Ti-Ni-Ag, PtSi, PtSi-Al, PtSi-AlCuSi, PtSi-TiW-

AlCuSi, PtSi-TiW-Ni-Cu stacks were chosen as anode contact of the 2.5kV/100A high-power 

P-i-N diode. The starting material is 130 Ω.cm n-type float zone silicon cut in the <111> 

plane. The diode has 16 mm in diameter and about 370 µm of thickness.  

The Pt, AlCuSi, TiW, Cu and Ni contact layers were deposited in r. f. plasma 

deposition system from corresponding targets in ON-Semiconductor, Rožnov pod Radhoštěm 

and TTS, Prague. The thicknesses of deposited layers and the conditions of thermal 

processing were varied in order to find optimal electrical parameters. A special care was 

dedicated to the processing of PtSi layer that was found to have a dominant impact on the 

quality of contacts. The sintering of sputtered Pt anode layer (50, 100, 200 nm thick) was used 

to form the PtSi layer. The sintering was performed at optimal temperature of 450
o

C and 

sintering time was varied from 40 to 100 min. The diodes without PtSi buffer layer were 

processed as well. The aluminum cathode layer was evaporated and sintered in the standard 

way. The diodes with new contact stacks were compared with the reference one provided with 

two 10 µm thick aluminum anode and cathode contact layers.  

To characterize the contact structures the forward I-V curves of  diodes were 

measured in four point arrangement at constant temperatures +30 - +125 
o

C under a constant 

contact loading of 300 ± 1 kg. Application of a pulse measurement principle (t
ON

 = 150 µs, 

f = 4 Hz) was used to minimize the self heating effect. Forward voltage drop, differential 

resistance, serial resistance, crossing point current and their temperature dependencies were 

evaluated from the measured I-V curves.  

 The diode with PtSi anode contact with the smallest sputtered Pt thickness (50 nm) has 

been found to possess the lowest values of both forward voltage drop and differential 

resistance as well. Unfortunately, the mechanical stability of such contact is poor. At the same 

time, this contact cannot be used for soldering. This motivated us to add strain buffer layers 

made from aluminum (TiW-Al) and copper (TiW-Ni-Cu) including diffusion barriers based 

on TiW and TiW-Ni. The introduction of these layers led to the increase of the diode voltage 
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drop and series resistance, but the mechanical reliability of diode in press pack increased due 

to higher metal thickness.  

 Further evaluation has showed that in spite of two extra barriers between silicon and 

top metal, the diode with copper contacts possesses lower voltage drop and series resistance 

than that of aluminum contact owing to low barrier-metal resistances and nearly equal 

electrical conductivity of sputtered copper. Moreover, for the copper contact, the application 

of thin PtSi layer between silicon and TiW-Ni barrier layer was found absolutely necessary to 

achieve lower overall contact resistance compared to that of Al contacts and reproducible 

parameters at the same time. The best contact resistance was obtained for the contacts with 

the lowest thickness of copper. However, the contact systems of some high-power devices 

require also very good mechanical ruggedness for which a thicker strain buffer layer is 

needed to eliminate the roughness of lapped surface in order to meet the mechanical demands 

of press-pack housing. The lapping is beneficial for gettering the defects originating from 

high-temperature processing and cannot be avoided. To cope with this problem, additional 

etching step was added after diffusion of doping elements and a special set of samples was 

prepared to evaluate this provision. The effect of etching the lapped surface was found to 

have negligible effect on the electrical parameters, but the mechanical stability was improved 

on the level of thick aluminum layers even with thinner copper layers. As there was found a 

reserve in the quality of interface between the PtSi and buffer layer, further optimization of 

copper deposition conditions is necessary to fully utilize the beneficial features of this 

element.  

 Beside the effort to minimize the voltage drop, the thermal behavior was studied, 

namely the magnitude of current at which appears the crossing of cold and hot forward I-V 

curves. So far, the existence of this effect was attributed to bulk phenomena, namely the 

struggle between the increasing injection of anode p-n junction (decreasing barrier height) 

and decreasing carrier mobility with growing temperature, and the influence of contact was 

not taken into account. However, the measurements have shown that there is a significant 

influence of contact technology on the magnitude of the crossing point current. The 

evaluation enabled us to conclude that the negative temperature coefficient of thinner contacts 

(caused by the dominating thermal dependence of barrier height) can be compensated in 

thicker contacts by the positive temperature coefficient of metal electrical conductivity.  
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Ultrathin (subnanometer) InAs layers in GaAs matrix reveal extremely high optical 

recombination efficiency which persists even at elevated temperatures. Embedding them into 

the AlGaAs/GaAs waveguide as a laser active region gives an opportunity to produce highly 

efficient and reliable near infrared lasers. We showed that lasers with different ultrathin InAs 

structures in AlGaAs/GaAs waveguide prepared by Metal-Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy 

(MOVPE) can lasing at different wavelenghts from 890 to 1100 nm with low threshold 

current density (up to 0.12 kA/cm
2

) and high quantum efficiency (up to 35 %) [1,2]. 

Control of the growth and further optimization of these ultrathin InAs layer structures 

necessitates application of adequate diagnostic techniques capable to characterize them 

quickly and accurately. Optical characterization methods offer fast, non-destructive and 

contactless option. The most popular technique, photoluminescence (PL), works best at low 

temperatures and yields mainly ground-state interband transitions. In-plane photocurrent (PC) 

measurement under different polarizations allows to separate optical transitions to light hole 

(lh) and heavy hole (hh) states [2]. Photomodulated reflectance (PR) spectroscopy [3] uses 

laser pump source to periodically perturb sample dielectric function. The alternating 

component of the sample reflectance, which is subsequently measured, exhibits sharp 

derivative-like spectral features in the region of interband transitions. As a result, PR provides 

equivalent energy resolution to that of PL at low temperatures and probes wider range of 

critical points, highlighting the ground-state and also many high-order interband optical 

transitions from which band structure can be deduced. For this reason, we focused in this 

stage of the project on development of the PR setup for characterization of MOVPE grown 

InAs δ-layer structures forming subnanometer single-quantum wells (SQW), double-quantum 

wells (DQW) and multi-quantum wells (MQW) in GaAs. Results of PR measurement were 

compared with  PL and PC data and observed optical transitions were interpreted by 

simulation of electronic states in quantum wells using 1D Schrödinger numerical solver. 

Ultrathin InAs structures in GaAs matrix were grown in an AIXTRON 200 MOVPE 

reactor on (100) oriented GaAs substrate using TMGa, TMIn and AsH
3
 as precursors. Low 

growth temperature (500°C) in combination with low growth rate (below 0.1 nm/s) was used 

to ensure high layer quality. High V/III ratio (180) was used to limit quantum dot and other 

3D objects formation. Different structures were grown to calibrate the growth and optimize 

optical properties: single InAs δ-layers (SQW) with variable thickness W
L
, two coupled 

0.45 nm InAs layers (DQW) separated by GaAs spacer with thickness S
L
, and various types of 

MWQ with different number of ultrathin layers, W
L
, and S

L
. Structures were covered by 

42 nm thick GaAs cap. 
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 Photomodulated reflectance was measured at room temperature using the 

standard set-up consisting of the tuneable monochromatic probe light source provided by a 

tungsten-halogen lamp and the JY640 0.64 m focal length single grating monochromator. The 

modulation light source made by an unfocussed 5 mW red HeNe laser mechanically chopped 

at 626 Hz. The reflected probe beam was measured by a cooled Ge detector protected from 

any scattered laserlight by a high pass filter. The weak electrical signal was recorded using 

standard lock-in technique. The photoluminescence and photocurrent experiment was 

performed using in principle the same apparatus. The Q-switched DPSS laser working at 

532 nm was used as the excitation source for PL measurement and some spectra were 

recorded at 10 K using the Oxford Instruments CC1104 cryocooler. 

All measured PR spectra showed strong resonances corresponding to the optical 

transitions in InAs/GaAs SQWs, DQWs, MQWs. The transition energies were obtained from 

fitting the PR data with the first derivatives of the Gaussian line shape. The strongest 

resonances arising at lowest energy were attributed to E1H1 transitions which were 

fundamental in all investigated structures and they were also detected by PL. Besides the 

E1H1 transitions, PR spectra showed E1L1 transitions – the lowest energy transitions for light 

holes, which were also resolved in some of the PC spectra, and series of transitions between 

excited states, e.g. E2H2, E2H1, etc. Some of these transitions, e.g. E1H2, are forbidden, but 

the built-in electric field in the structure makes them possible to be observed in PR 

measurement. The existence of built-in electric field was confirmed both by the presence of 

Franz-Keldysh oscillations in spectra above the GaAs resonance and the shift of the PC 

absorption edge for samples grown on the tellurium doped substrate. Identified transition 

energies were subsequently compared with simulation of the electronic states in particular 

InAs/GaAs structures. In this way, their electronic band structure and structural properties 

(layer thicknesses and compositions) were be elucidated [4]. Results show that the room 

temperature photoreflectance measurement provides more detailed information compared to 

PL and PC spectroscopy. Received data can be readily used for control and optimization of 

the MOVPE growth of ultrathin InAs layers in GaAs. 
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     The paper deals with the education of the subject “Digital Signal Processing in 

Telecommunication Engineering” at the Czech Technical University in Prague. The education 

of the digital signal processing was substantially updated. New syllabus of the subject is 

presented.

          The practical training in the digital signal processing in the telecommunication engi-

neering at the Czech Technical University in Prague was traditionally based mainly on Matlab

experiments in the past. Only few seminars were devoted to the old Digital Signal Processor 

(DSP) TMS320C50. In order to cope with the advanced of the DSP technology, the syllabus 

of the subject was substantially changed. The practical training is based on the Very Long 

Instruction Word (VLIW) DSPs, both with the floating point (320C6711)  and fix point 

(320C6416) arithmetic in form of  commercial DSP Starter Kits (DSK) [1]. In order to make 

the training more efficient, special in house made daughter cards were designed and realized. 

The best students can design and realize their own special purpose hardware using our 

universal daughter cards.

Old Syllabus of the Lectures

Analog and digital signals, conversion 

Integral transforms 

Implementation of transformation  procedures 

Design of digital IIR filter 

Design of digital FIR filter 

Decimation and interpolation filters 

Noise properties, stability of digital filters

Architectures of the digital signal processors 

Adaptive filtering 

Digitizing of speech

Parametric coding 

Digitizing of broadcast related signals

Digitizing of images and video signals 

New Syllabus of the Lectures

Analog and digital signals, conversion 

Integral transforms 

Implementation of transformation  procedures 

Design of digital IIR filter 

Design of digital FIR filter 

Decimation and interpolation filters 

Digital Signal Processors, introduction, VLIW architecture 

Noise properties, stability of digital filters
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DPS TMS320C6x, instruction set, architecture 

Design of systems with DSP 

Adaptive algorithms in telecommunication 

Digitizing of speech,  parametric coding 

Digitizing of broadcast related signals, images and video signals 

Digital image processing, compression 

Old Syllabus of the Seminars

Program tools for the analysis and synthesis of discrete systems

Matlab basics 

Integral transforms (DFT, FFT, DCT) 

Analysis and synthesis of  a digital IIR filters 

Analysis and synthesis of  a digital FIR filters

Decimation and interpolation filters, signal resampling 

Development tools for the realization of digital systems using digital signal processors

Instruction sets of digital signal processors

Design and simulation of discrete systems

Realization of discrete system

Speech compression 

Test

Evaluation of the properties of the discrete system

New Syllabus of the Seminars

Program tools for the analysis and synthesis of discrete systems

Matlab basics 

Integral transforms, decimation, interpolation, resampling 

Analysis and synthesis of  digital IIR and FIR filters

DSP VLIW TMS320C6x

Development tools for DSP, Code composer studio, DSK 320C6711 

Implementation of convolution and correlation on DSK TMS320C6711 

Implementation of echo on DSK TMS320C6711 

Implementation of FFT, DFT, DCT on DSK TMS320C6711.

Implementation of DTMF coding and decoding  on DSK TMS320C6711 

Implementation of echo cancelling on DSK TMS320C6711 

Implementation of motion detection on DSK TMS320C6416 

Implementation of image filtering on DSK TMS320C6416

Presentation of semester projects 
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The project consisted of three main parts, entitled Digital Audio Signal Processing 

with Respect to Their Perception, Measurement and Analysis of Audio Systems Using  MLS 

and Swept Signals, and finally Processing of Low Level Audio Signals Recorded in Noisy 

Environment.  

In the first part of the project, multiple measuring signals were designed and generated 

in order to determine the quality loss induced by perceptual audio compression systems, e.g. 

MPEG or ATTRAC [1-4]. These consisted of combinations of sine waves and filtered random 

noise. Masking thresholds of human auditory system were taken into account, the levels of 

individual spectral components were carefully chosen. The effect of more or less severe 

reduction of bit rate of the measuring signals was explored, with emphasis on changes of 

resulting spectral shape. Distortions introduced by tandem coding were examined, using 

selected combinations of bit rates in the compression stages. Real low-level signals were also 

subject to digital processing, including spectral shaping of the error signal and dithering. 

Implementations of the former procedure took advantage of two different ways of noise 

shaping, one using a psychoacoustic filter in the feedback loop, the other using multiple 

feedback of the delayed output signal. Concerning the latter method, an adequate dither with 

desired properties was designed and applied. According to valid recommendations, subjective 

listening tests were performed to judge the quality of the processed signals, both compressed 

and noise-shaped. All the test signals were recorded on a CD and reproduced using 

professional electro-acoustic system in a listening room. At first, selected listeners were 

trained to be able to detect undesirable audio artifacts caused by compression. The most 

common distortions (i.e. aliasing, pre-echo, birdies, speech reverberation, collapse of the 

stereo image)  were presented using numerous tutorial sound samples. Also, the reasons and 

mechanisms of generation of the coding artifacts were briefly discussed. The trained listeners 

subsequently participated in the listening tests. A suitable set of testing signals was prepared, 

containing excerpts from orchestral and organ music, drums, vocals, as well as from male 

speech and recitation. The effect of the bit rate reduction and noise shaping was assessed. 

Both from the spectral analysis and subjective listening tests, the bit rate of 128 kbps appears 

to be the threshold beyond which the distortions of the compressed signals are not apparent to 

majority of listeners. The listening tests also proved that the implemented noise shaping 

systems meet the initial requirements and can help to improve perception of digitally 

processed signals. The first noise shaping algorithm is especially suitable for use in 

combination with high sample rate, the second one can be advantageously utilized during the 

requantization process or word length truncation.

In the second part we started from the fact, that transfer functions of acoustical and 

electroacoustical systems may be established by classical methods using harmonic signals, or 

by impulse methods. Nevertheless, recent development in digital signal processing makes 

feasible the use of pseudorandom Maximum-Length Sequences signals. MLS signals are used 

to excite tested acoustical, electroacoustical or combined systems. The system response is 

recorded and digitally processed. The result describes the impulse response of the system 
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under test with its frequency response. These methods have good immunity against external 

noise ingress. Our work describes testing of combined systems, consisting of electroacoustic 

transducers and acoustical systems.  

Digital signal processing makes it possible to use another efficient method, based on a 

sweeping frequency signal, for measurement of transfer properties of systems. The method is 

based on excitation of system by a logarithmically swept harmonic signal within the whole 

bandwidth of interest, together with recording of system’s response to this signal. A so-called 

“inversion filter” can be derived from the driving signal. The filter is a signal having a 

reciprocal level of the driving signal’s frequency spectrum. By convolution of a system’s 

response with this inversion filter we can obtain an impulse response of the system under test. 

This method also enables analysis of non-linear distortion of tested electroacoustic systems. 

Our research deals with optimum design of driving signal, numeric calculation of system’s 

impulse response, non-linear component analysis and immunity of this method against 

ambient noise of the location in which this measurement takes place. In our work we 

concentrated on confirmation of the feasibility and accuracy of analysis of created non-linear 

distortion. The modeling confirmed theoretical conclusions. Results obtained on system 

models confirmed theoretical assumptions [5]. 

In the third part of our project, processing of low level acoustic signals recorded in noisy 

environment was examined. First, signals produced by small species were recorded (here we 

used spiders of the Palpimanidae family), which  were treated using MATLAB program 

package. The improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio was achieved, thus preparing the 

method for recording signals in natural environment of small animals [6,7]. 
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New generation of silicon power devices is faced with increasing tasks regarding their 

switching speed performance. Advanced method of carrier lifetime control have to be used to 

speed-up device turn-off without substantial deterioration of ON-state losses. For this reason, 

traditional techniques of lifetime killing, like diffusion of noble metals, were replaced by 

irradiation with high energy particles. Irradiation with protons and alphas in combination with 

electron irradiation allows creation of nearly arbitrary carrier lifetime profile [1] and very 

good controllability and reproducibility of lifetime killing process. In this project, we focused 

on detailed characterization of radiation defects and their profiles resulting from proton and 

alpha-particle irradiation in the MeV range. Profile parameters and defect introduction rates 

were further used for simulation of irradiated structures using modern Technology Computer 

Aided Design (TCAD) tool to predict the effect of irradiation on device performance. 

Radiation defects produced by high energy ions were investigated in the low-doped 

(phosphorous concentration below 10
14

 cm
-3

) <100>-oriented FZ silicon substrate forming the 

n-base of  1.7kV/100A power planar p
+

nn
+

 chip diodes for power modules from ABB 

Switzerland Ltd., Semiconductors. The diodes were irradiated with 1.8, 2.8 and 3.6 MeV 

protons (
1

H
+

) and 3.6, 8, 12 and 14.5 MeV alphas (
4

He
2+

) using the 5 MeV tandem accelerator 

in FZ Rossendorf. The irradiation with low fluences ranging from 7×10
9

 to 2×10
10

 cm
-2

 (
1

H
+

) 

and 1.4×10
9

 to 1×10
10

 (
4

He
2+

) were used for defect characterization. Higher fluences of alphas 

(up to 5×10
11

 cm
-2

) were used to modify static and dynamic parameters of investigated 

diodes. 

To fully characterize radiation defects, the following methods were used: the 

capacitance deep level transient spectroscopy (C-DLTS), I-V profiling, the high voltage 

current transient spectroscopy (HV-CTS), and C-V measurement. 

C-DLTS spectra of proton irradiated samples revealed six electron traps and two holes 

traps while only three electron trap levels and one hole trap were detected in samples 

irradiated with helium [2]. The most prominent recombination levels were attributed to the 

acceptor level of vacancy-oxygen pair VO
-/0

 at E
c
-0.167 eV and the single acceptor level of 

divacancy V
2

-/0

 at E
c
-0.436 eV. While the VO pair set the lifetime at high injection levels, the 

single acceptor level of divacancy is responsible for the carrier recombination at low injection 

levels and charge generation in depletion regime.  

Profiles of dominant recombination levels measured by HV-CTS and C-DLTS were 

compared with primary vacancy distributions obtained from simulation using the Monte Carlo 

code SRIM2000. Results show that divacancy profiles, consisting of a sharp defect peak with 

a tail extending to the irradiated surface, follow in principle the simulated distributions. The 

peak depth R
D
 and its struggle ∆R

D
 were estimated both for helium and hydrogen irradiation. 

As we summarized in [3], SRIM simulation exhibited a good agreement with experiment 

concerning the divacancy peak depth while the measured straggle showed noticeable 

broadening. For protons and alphas the difference was in the range of 0.6-0.7 µm and 0.7-1.4 
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µm respectively. The introduction rates of particular defects, which were defined as a fraction 

of total number of produced defects to total amount of primary vacancies, were established 

for different ion energies. An example of data recieved from HVCTS measurement is shown 

in Table 1 where profile parameters of vacancy-related defects in silicon irradiated with 12 

MeV alphas and 2.8 MeV protons are compared. 

 

Table 1.     Profile parameters and introduction rates for defects in silicon irradiated with 12   

MeV alphas (left) and 2.8 MeV protons (right) 

12 MeV He 2.8 MeV H 

Introduction 

rate×10
2

 

Introduction 

rate×10
2

 

  

Defect 

 

R
D
/∆R

D
 

[µm] 
Peak Tail  

 

Defect 

 

R
D
/∆R

D
 

[µm] 
Peak Tail  

VO
-/0

  91.6 / 1.88 2.9 2.4 VO
-/0

 84.7/2.45 1.6 1.3 

V
2

-/0

 
92.7 / 2.11 1.1 1.7 

V
2

-/0

 
84.5/2.98 0.90 1.1 

Vacancy 91.9 / 0.98 (simulation) Vacancy 81.7 /2.14 (simulation) 

  

Simulation of unirradiated and irradiated diodes was performed using device simulator 

ATLAS from Silvaco Inc. The simulator possesses a model of thermal 

recombination/generation with full trap dynamics and arbitrary distribution of defect levels. 

Two dominant recombination levels, the acceptor level of vacancy-oxygen pair VO
-/0

 and the 

single acceptor level of divacancy V
2

-/0

 were used to simulate the effect of irradiation. The 

defects were characterized by their profiles, capture cross sections and bandgap positions [4]. 

To receive realistic magnitudes of defect capture cross sections, we have to extract them from 

room temperature I-V and Open Voltage Circuit Decay (OCVD) data since the magnitudes 

measured by DLTS are valid only at cryogenic temperatures. Simulated static and dynamic 

characteristics of irradiated devices showed a good agreement with experimental ones. 
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This paper proposes a method to estimate the position of suspended body that hovers 

due to the electromagnetic force. The position information of the suspended body can be 

extracted from the coil currents, which contain the high frequency components due to the 

injected high frequency voltage without any additional hardware. The most popular 

configuration applied is the "classical" one of gap sensor, current control, current-amplifier 

and magnetic coil. The novel method realizes stable and well damped levitation without any 

sensor hardware at the rotor. This is achieved by using the coil voltage of the magnetic 

bearing as system input (voltage instead of current amplifiers) and the current as system 

output. It is demonstrated that the resulting system is observable and controllable in the sense 

of control theory, allowing a magnetic bearing to be stabilized with a simple linear controller 

using current measurements alone. The problem is cast as a nonlinear regulation problem and 

an internal model-based regulator able to offset the noise in spite of the presence of unknown 

parameters affecting the model of the system is designed. The controller is designed using 

nested saturation functions and is able to provide a global region of attraction. The control of 

coil currents and the position of suspended body are performed with the digital controller 

using DSP. 

Active magnetic bearings require some form of control, based on feedback of the 

position of the suspended object, to overcome open-loop instability and to achieve targeted 

system performance by modifying the bearing dynamics. 

In many potential applications of magnetic bearings, the number of wires which must 

pass between the bearing controller and the components in the rotating machine needs to be 

minimized. Such a requirement may arise either from economic or reliability considerations. 

An exaggerated example of this is provided by the application of magnetic bearings to heart 

pumps where wires must either pass through the chest cavity (transcutaneous) or be 

inductively coupled to an external transmission/reception device. In either case, minimizing 

the wire count is a paramount design concern. 

The wires feeding the electromagnets can, to some extent, be minimized by 

interconnection of the magnets. A more substantial reduction in wire count can be achieved 

by eliminating the discrete position sensing device and, instead, determining the position of 

the suspended object from information available in the electromagnet signals. Elimination of 

the discrete sensing device has such additional benefits as lowering the cost of the system and 

removing the potential failure of the sensing element, thus improving the reliability of the 

overall system. Other potential advantages include elimination of sensor-actuator no 

collocation and reduction in noise   infiltration because the bearing switching signal is now 

information rather than noise (as it is when a discrete sensor is used). Magnetic bearings 

which estimate the position from the information available in the electromagnet signals are 

referred to as "self-sensing". 

Previously, there have been two mainstream approaches for developing self-sensing 

magnetic bearings. One approach is to use a Luenberger observer designed from a linearized 

state-space representation of voltage-controlled magnetic bearings. Due to the nonlinearities 
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involved with the physics of the bearing, this approach has limited applicability. The other 

approach considers the air gap as a parameter of the system rather than a state. Previous 

attempts using parameter estimation were hampered by force feed-through (the infiltration of 

force information into the position estimates). 

My idea is a nonlinear parameter estimation technique by which the position of a rotor 

supported in magnetic bearings may be deduced from the bearing current waveform. The 

bearing currents are presumed to be developed by a bi-state switching amplifier which 

produces a substantial high frequency switching ripple. The amplitude of this ripple is a 

function of power supply voltage, switching duty cycle, and bearing inductance. Inductance is 

predominantly a function of the bearing air gap or, equivalently, the rotor position, while the 

duty cycle is fundamentally dependent upon the developed bearing force. Ideally, the 

estimator should exactly extract rotor position information while perfectly rejecting bearing 

force information. 

Before summarizing previous research on self-sensing magnetic bearings, it seems 

necessary to point out the fundamental drawback to any self-sensing approach. Capacity and 

thermal considerations usually lead to an actuator structure with magnetic paths whose 

reluctance substantially exceeds that of the air gaps at high frequencies (20 kHz or more). In 

contrast, high sensitivity and good rejection of magnetic nonlinearities are achieved in 

variable reluctance sensors by ensuring that the iron reluctance is on par with or substantially 

less than that of the air gaps. Thus, the overall sensing performance of a self-sensing magnetic 

bearing can be expected to be inferior to that of a discrete variable reluctance sensor when 

evaluated solely in terms of sensitivity, bandwidth, and linearity. In deciding whether such an 

approach is appropriate to a given application, the system-level advantages of self-sensing 

bearings must be weighed against expected performance shortcomings. 

When the bearing is a perfect inductor, the aforementioned functional relationships are 

easily established and the gap dependence is monotonic. Since voltage and duty cycle are 

both easily measured, the relationships can be inverted with a non-linear parameter estimator 

to extract the rotor position. The estimator embeds a model of the bearing inductance 

parameterized by the air gap. This simulation is subject to the same switching voltage as the 

actual magnetic bearing coils. A feedback loop compares the simulated current waveform 

with the actual current and adjusts the gap length parameter until the two waveforms match. 

One of the objectives of my dissertation research is to develop a mechanism that 

estimates the gap position by processing the current switching waveform.  Other objectives 

are to identify no idealities that are normally neglected in modeling the magnetic bearing and 

to investigate the effects of these no idealities on the performance of the estimator. 
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Modern silicon power electronics necessitates introduction of different profiles of 

defects acting as effective centers for recombination of excess charge carriers. Radiation 

defects produced by irradiation with high-energy protons, alphas and electrons are being now 

widely used for this purpose [1]. The advantage of irradiation technology is a high 

controllability, but electrical parameters of radiation defects are far from optimum. On the 

contrary, platinum atoms at substitutional position in silicon lattice (Pt
s
) are ideal 

recombination centers, but the creation of an arbitrary platinum profile is difficult. The 

application of radiation damage to guide the in-diffusion of platinum atoms is one possibility 

to get an arbitrary profile of ideal recombination centers. 

Recent investigation [2] showed that the high-energy implantation of helium atoms 

produces radiation damage which is optimum to guide the in-diffusion of platinum without 

negative side effects. We successfully used this technique in power diodes to shape 

concentration profiles of platinum diffusing from the thin platinum silicide (PtSi) surface 

layer [3], however, the controllability of the amount of introduced Pt
s
was low. Therefore, we 

decided to replace the PtSi layer by platinum implantation to control the amount of 

in-diffused Pt
s
. At the top of it, we examined various single and multiple energy helium 

implantations to shape platinum profiles at different depths of silicon substrate. 

Radiation enhanced diffusion of platinum was studied on the low-doped <100>-

oriented float zone n-type silicon substrate forming the n-base of the planar p
+

nn
+

 diodes. The 

diodes were first implanted with 1 MeV platinum ions in the dose range from 5×10
11

 to 

5×10
12

 cm
-2

 to create a homogeneous and finite source for platinum in-diffusion. Excluding 

the reference samples, the diodes were subsequently subjected to single and multiple energy 

implantations of helium ions with energies of 7, 9, 11 and 13 MeV and a dose of 10
12

 cm
-2

.

Two processes were used for the platinum in-diffusion. The standard process A consisted 

from 20 minutes furnace annealing at 725°C in vacuum. Two step annealing process B used 

an additional anneal at 675°C for 20 minutes prior the implantation of helium ions. The aim 

was to decrease the amount of defects produced by platinum implantation without noticeable 

redistribution of platinum atoms. Electrically active defects were then characterized by 

capacitance deep level transient spectroscopy (C-DLTS) and high-voltage current transient 

spectroscopy (HV-CTS). 

Results C-DLTS and HV-CTS measurements [4] show that the diode without helium 

co-implantation exhibits nearly flat distribution of Pt
s
, whereas in helium co-implanted 

diodes, the substitutional platinum almost perfectly decorates the simulated distribution of 

primary damage (vacancies). Detailed analysis of measured profiles shows that platinum 

accumulates at the peaks of the radiation damage given by helium implantation. Regardless 

on the helium energy, measured peaks of platinum concentration exhibit a constant 

broadening (about 5µm) compared to the simulated distribution of primary damage. 

Accumulation of Pt
s
 in the region between the peak and the implanted surface (the tail region) 

is higher (approx. 20×) than might be expected from the simulated distribution of the primary 
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damage. This applies for all profiles measured on samples implanted with different doses of 

platinum and different energies of helium ions. In contrast with simulated distribution of 

primary damage, all Pt
s
 profiles show a significant extension behind the end-of-range of 

helium ions. Since the platinum labels vacancy-like defects, this extension can confirm the 

presence of these defects in this region as it was recently shown for silicon irradiated with of 

high energy alphas. 

Although, the shape of the platinum profile is qualitatively given by the distribution of 

radiation damage, the total amount of in-diffused platinum measured for helium implantations 

with different energies is constant (approximately 0.04% of the platinum dose) and does not 

scale with the number of introduced radiation defects. This confirms that, compared to the 

guided in-diffusion from the surface PtSi layer [3], platinum implantation produces a limited 

and controllable source for platinum in-diffusion. The low amount of in-diffused Pt
s
 is caused 

by defects produced by platinum implantation which serve as sinks for platinum interstitials. 

To confirm this assumption and to increase the amount of in-diffused platinum, we partially 

removed this damage by annealing which preceded the helium implantation (process B). 

Results show that the removal of the damage produced by platinum implantation significantly 

increases the amount of in-diffused platinum. For both treatments, the amount of in-diffused 

platinum is, up to a certain limit, linearly dependent on the dose of platinum implantation.

We also examined capability of the technique to shape an arbitrary profile of platinum 

substitutionals in different depths of the target. For this purpose we created a complex profile 

of radiation damage by multiple energy co-implantation of helium (7, 9, 11 and 13 MeV with 

equal doses of 1×10
12

 cm
-2

). Also in this case, the resulting Pt
s
 profile was fully given by the 

distribution of radiation defects produced by easy controllable helium co-implantation. Profile 

measurement disclosed that the shape of the distribution follows well the principles 

established for the single energy helium co-implantation (the Pt
s
 concentration ratio between 

the peak/tail region equal to 2) [4]. All this brings the possibility to produce an arbitrary 

profile of ideal recombination centre closer to reality. 
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Topics related to problems regarding systems with the direct digital-to-analog 

conversion, which are called by many “digital loudspeakers” have been appearing in the 

scientific literature in the past twenty years although their number has not been great.

Their main characteristics is the absence of a conventional digital-to-analog (D/A) converter 

processing an electric signal and having an electric signal as an output when driven by the 

digital signal. The D/A conversion is performed either by adding mechanical forces acting on 

the voice coil system or by adding acoustic pressures radiated by individual parts of the 

system representing three-state bit signals. Undesired products of such conversion can be 

removed by using acoustic filters.

Such transducers can be embodied in several ways The first one is the system 

sometimes called multiple voice coil system, in which the conversion is performed by adding 

forces caused by voice coils with numbers of turns which are weighted according to the bit 

weight, the second possibility is a system with the number of membranes corresponding to the 

number of bits, each respective membrane having the area proportional to the bit weight of 

signal used as the source signal. The last possibility is using a field of transducers, which are 

connected into groups with the same excitation signal. Each group has the number of 

transducers proportional to the weight of the bit signal.

Digital loudspeakers bear in their design inherent problems, among others - those 

related to spatial distribution of elements and problems of elementary transducers, which 

should theoretically have ideally flat frequency response so that the reconstituted acoustic 

field would be undistorted, but of course, in reality this cannot be achieved. The former 

problem was examined in the previous papers [1], [2], [3], the latter problem is examined in 

the present work.

Because of their transfer function, transducers act as filters, in most cases due to their 

fabrication as band pass filters, some may work well even at low frequencies. This fact results 

from their physical nature, transducers with magnetic field have their transfer functions in the 

form of a band pass filter with cut off frequencies depending on the mass and compliance of 

the system. Transducers with electric field are capable of transmitting frequencies 

theoretically from zero, but real embodiments show some drop in sensitivity at low 

frequencies due to leakage.

In both cases break point frequencies are given by dimensions of transducers, 

especially membranes, their material constants, and tension forces. In this part of work we 

concentrated on modeling various types of frequency responses and their influence on bit 

signals radiated by individual transducers of transducer field. Comparison of the original 

signal and the signal filtered by the transducer is made using statistics.

At this stage transfer functions were modeled by modifications of the cosine function, 

which provides their realistic first estimate. Input signals were two-state digital signals, the 

waveforms of which were chosen arbitrarily. Main parameters to be changed in this analysis 

are the frequency of the transfer function maximum (frequency shift), the width of the transfer 
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function (T), and the side slopes of the transfer function (power). In this way we can achieve a 

wide range of types of transducer functions, which can be fitted to transfer functions of real 

transducers. Narrower types of the transfer functions model those of piezoelectric transducers 

with one main resonant frequency, which can be mechanically attenuated and thus frequency 

band broadened.

As a result, waveforms of digital signals which were filtered by modeled transfer 

functions of various types have been calculated and presented in forms of figures in which the 

original signal, the filter/transducer transfer function and the resulting filtered signal can be 

seen. Data are processed statistically by cross-correlation function stating the resemblance of 

the input and resulting signals. Theoretical substantiation of the fact, that transducers 

constituting a digital loudspeaker do not have to have an ideally flat impulse response, can be 

derived by writing mathematical description of both analog reproduction with the D/A 

conversion performed on the electrical side of the system and digital reproduction, where D/A 

conversion is performed either on acoustic or mechanical side of the system. The only 

difference being the placement of weighted summation (which is in fact the nature of the D/A 

conversion), which can be mathematically done on any place as convenient.

The future work will comprise further analysis of combination of both mentioned 

problems, i.e. influence of the path delay and the transfer functions of transducer constituting 

the digital loudspeaker.
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Student’s research activity should be integral part of the whole pedagogical process at all 

universities. Its main aim is to support independent creative work of students and stimulate 

practical application of theoretical knowledge acquired during their study. We take for 

necessary and very useful to organize regularly student scientific conferences, namely 

because of comparison of contributions to solution of a certain research problem at different 

domestic and foreign institutions, establishing personal contact among young researchers, 

development of personal skills, and development of habits of research work and its 

presentation. 

 

Students' scientific conferences POSTER organized by the Faculty of Electrical Engineering 

of the Czech Technical University in Prague began in 1995 as an internal meeting of students 

from all CTU faculties interested in the field of electrical engineering. In 1997, after 

two-year's experience, we decided to open this event to students from other Czech and foreign 

universities and invite both undergraduate and postgraduate students from neighbouring 

countries. Seven following successful successors in 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2003 

confirmed that this was a right choice. 

 

The 8
th

 international student conference on electrical engineering POSTER 2004 showed on 

further growing interest in this conference which was manifested by another 10 % increase of 

submitted contributions. The program committee selected for presentation 220 contributions 

of both undergraduate and postgraduate students from another record-breaking number of 270 

submitted abstracts. Criteria of acceptance were namely based on the scientific quality and 

originality of students´ contribution. Majority of contributions came from FEE CTU (131), 44 

from other Czech universities and 33 from foreign countries (Germany, Poland, France, 

Hungary, Italy, Estonia). The contributions were presented as posters in seven parallel 

sections: 

 

Communications      33 posters 

Electronics and Instrumentation    41 posters 

History of Science and Technology      8 posters 

Informatics and Cybernetics     61 posters 

Management       12 posters 

Natural Sciences      24 posters 

Power Engineering      29 posters 

 

The History and Science and Technology Section is a new section which has as its aim to 

raise public interest in the history of technical sciences.  
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Proceedings of the conference [1] were published in the form of the CD-ROM, which was 

distributed to all conference participants. The paper size was limited to 6 pages in the set 

format and by 1MB of the submitted file in the .pdf format.   

 

POSTER 2004 was sponsored by the CTU Grant Agency, FEE CTU Prague, various 

companies (Schneider Electric, Siemens, Orange and Green, CertiCon, Vápenka Vitošov and 

T-Mobile) and scientific societies (the Czechoslovak section of IEEE, its Joint MTT/AP/ED 

Chapter), which provided organizers with numerous prizes (mobile phones, printers, digital 

cameras, journal subscriptions and cash prizes). 

 

Members of evaluating committees chose winners and further rewarded contributions in 

individual sections. A  total of 39 posters were awarded, 26 from FEE CTU Prague, 6 from 

other Czech universities and 7 from abroad. Winners in respective categories are listed below: 

 

C18 – Milan Kníže: Linear Diversity Precoders Designed for Block-Fading Delay Limited 

MIMO Channel 

EI 35 – Jan Včelák: Navigation System with AMR Sensors and Accelerometers  

HS4 – Tomáš Martan: nvestigation into History of Solitons 

IC27 – Jan Koutník: Temporal Mapping in Categorizing and Learning Module 

PE3 – Christian P. Dick: Improved Implementation Technique for Sensorless Control of 

Switched Reluctance Motor Drives 

M6 – Martin Hrivňák – Energy Conceptions 

NS10 – Markus Huelsbusch, Nikolaj Blanik, Thomas Kirschkamp: Perfusion Studies of the 

Eyeground Using Contrast Agents 

 

Six domestic student presentations, one in each section, received the IEEE Prize awarded by 

the committee of the Czechoslovakia section of IEEE.  

 

To conclude we can state that the 8th International Student Conference POSTER 2004 was 

very successful. This fact is substantiated by yet another record-breaking number of 

participants and increased quality of presented posters. The program committee decided to 

continue in organizing this conference in the year 2005. The 9
th

 POSTER 2005 is scheduled 

for May 26 2005, the first call of papers is already in circulation. 
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Introduction

The very tight competition in the telecommunication market leads network operators 

and service providers to seek new effective and efficient ways of data transmitting and system 

deployment. The moving into new, previously unused high frequencies (tens of GHz), 

promises higher frequency bands to be allocated to each service and consequently higher bit 

rates offered to customers. 

The millimeter-wave spectrum offers enormous application potential and has chance 

to become the next frontier for terrestrial wireless communications. The employment of 

frequencies above about 30 GHz (e.g. for Local Multipoint Distributions Systems –LMDS) has 

also great challenges from electromagnetic wave propagation point of view. It would be 

emphasized that propagation in the millimeter-wave frequency bands are in several aspects 

different from those at the lower frequency bands used by cellular (GSM) and wireless LAN 

systems. It includes for e.g. the attenuation due to rain, which is the main factor limiting the 

range of high-reliability microwave links above 30 GHz, or other differences like diffraction, 

influence of foliage etc. Propagation model is the fundamental tool for designing and 

analyzing the fixed broadband wireless systems. 

 

Realization

The diffraction on dielectric wedge (building corner) in millimeter frequency band has 

been investigated both theoretically and experimentally to provide knowledge support for ray 

tracing/launching calculations of LMDS interference issues in urban areas. The main 

motivation was to find balance between a reasonably reliable results and necessary demands 

on the calculation complexity and input data accuracy. A measurement system was developed 

at the Department of Electromagnetic Field. This system consists of a transmitter, receiver 

and two antennas: an open waveguide was used as a transmitting antenna, the receiving 

antenna was of a horn type. 

Measurements of diffraction were performed in anechoic chamber. Used frequencies 

were 18 GHz and 38 GHz. Two types of diffracted material were utilized. The first: the 

perfectly conducting wedge with wedge angle of 90 degrees, which was made of a metal 

reflection foil and an aluminum plate. And the second: the dielectric wedge formed by two 

breeze-blocks standing next to each other. 

The basic signal propagation planning and analyzing tool has been developed to study 

time-space characteristics of LMDS. The main goal is an investigation of LMDS (or similar 

systems of new generation working above 30 GHz) system performance against various 

propagation phenomena (e.g. variations of precipitation, diffraction).  The main software 

module of the tool enables several forms of input. The subscriber positions can be generated 
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randomly according to a chosen statistical distribution. Heights of subscriber stations above 

ground can be chosen either as constant values or as Rayleigh distributed values with 

adequate factor. Input rain rate distributions in space can be chosen from known statistics or 

the actual radar data for given region are considered.  

The signal propagation simulations for LMDS system presently enable to generate: 

coverage of investigated area by selected number of hubs, potential interferers (since the 

subscribers in MWS utilize narrow beam antenna only limited number of subscribers can be 

affected by interference from another than nearest base station), received signal level, 

attenuation through rain, availability of service in area influenced by time variable rainfall. 

When a time series of rain rate distribution in space is entered various system characteristics 

can be simulated in space and time: coverage, interference, site diversity improvements etc.  

 

 

Results

The results coming from realization of the project has been published at international 

conference VTC 2004 in Los Angeles [1], symposium URSI  in Australia [2] and at 

conferences Radioelektronika in Bratislava [3] and Poster 2004 in Prague [4].   
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Using power lines for communication purposes is not a new idea. Power Lines 

Communications (PLC) represent a potential simplicity for communications among different 

devices, because it does not need additional wires for connecting devices network together. 

Nowadays PLC are expected to be used in homes and offices for sharing or providing 

connection to the Internet and for home automation. The main interest of our work is to study 

possibility for using PLC in industrial environment for real-time data exchange with special 

focus on automotive industry, where we would like to implement our principle to replace a 

comfort communication based on CAN bus by any communication using power lines. 

The first thing to be considered is power lines channel properties. Power lines 

compared to designed communication media are a very hostile environment that has to be 

studied from various points of view when communication is to be established. Important 

properties are a transfer function, network impedance and distortion on power line network. 

Because of short distances in a car, transfer function is characterized by periodic notches 

caused by reflections at the non terminated ends of lines. This is a property of network that 

could not be avoided and communication has to take this feature into account. Structure of 

power network in a car has a star topology with lead battery plugged in the center of it. This 

leads to low impedance, fewer than 10 ohms, at frequency band from DC up to about 4 MHz. 

Distortion on mentioned power lines network in band above 4 MHz is a subject of further 

study.

The principle used for our developing communication is created with respect to power 

lines channel characteristics and expected utilization as an industrial fieldbus system. It means 

we tried to find a modulation scheme that is robust enough that does not need channel 

equalization and is easy to detect as well to keep modem complexity at lowest possible level. 

For this reason we selected a Binary Frequency Shift Keying with lots of orthogonal carrier 

frequencies used to transmit the same information. In time domain two symbols are generated 

using Inverse Discreet Fourier Transform to represent binary values. The first symbol has a 

pseudorandom code (any sequence of +1 and –1) assigned at even frequencies in intended 

frequency range, while zeros are used elsewhere. The other has a pseudorandom code 

assigned at odd frequencies in intended frequency range with zeros elsewhere. As a 

consequence these two symbols are formed by a sequence of samples that have two identical 

halves of the same module, but odd frequencies assigned symbol has a second halve 180 deg. 

phase shifted against the first one. Detection of communication based on these two symbols is 

a simple constant time correlation at half symbol period with low pass filter attached at the 

output of the correlator. Thanks to symbols properties output of the low pass filter produces 

base band PAM signal that is processed by common techniques for PAM signal detection and 

reception. Because the information carried by these two symbols does not depend on phase 

shifts at different frequencies and symbols occupy wide spectra we expect that this 

communication will be robust enough to successfully beat bad channel properties at the cost 

of bandwidth wasting. 
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This principle has been simulated using Matlab/Simuling environment before self 

implementation. Simulation model took AWGN frequency selective channel into account. 

Simulation results showed a good modulation’s properties face to face SNR up to 10 dB and 

more than one half in-band spectra suppressed. Simulation itself did not bring rounding noise 

into account so we expected worse properties on real system. 

Introduced communication has been realized using demonstration system based on 

FPGA. The main goal of the project was creating a universal hardware whereon 

communication principle can be tested and improved. At this time we have two development 

boards to evolve the communication at the physical level. Our communication occupies 

frequency band in a range approximately 4 MHz to 16 MHz. Two symbols, that represents 

logic high and logic low levels, consist of 256 samples each and was generated using IFFT in 

MatLab. In the FPGA these symbols are stored in a memory block. The main drawback of 

storing those symbols in memory is constant speed at the physical level that is compensated 

by easy implementation. Communication’s physical layer data rate is 195 kbps. Digital Signal 

Processing operates at 50 MHz sampling frequency. 

To analyze bit error rates boards are equipped with Universal Serial Bus interface to 

connect to a Personal Computer. Massive bit error rate study has not been performed yet, but 

after a few tests on subject car it seems that physical layer is as robust as expected and 

communication is stable even during transient states caused by switch of high power 

appliances such as front side lights. Achieved bit error ratio was around 10
–5

. Final 

application will use LDPC for forward bit error correction. 

During our future work we plan to focus on optimization of current system. Determine 

boundary limits of used communication principle in terms of communication channel 

properties, resolution of analog to digital converter and rounding in signal processing path. 

Next, we would like to optimize existing system and find balanced compromise between 

reliability and complexity of detection method. Two additional boards will be created to 

develop a suitable Medium Access Control for this communication based on Carrier Sense 

Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance, Token ring or Master Slave principle. We will 

perform massive channel properties study to adopt communication straight to it that might 

lead to simplification of devices which affects price of whole system. 
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Quality of many industrial materials processed by melting with following crystallization or 

solidification is negatively influenced by Earth‘s gravitation. Some alloys cannot be produced 

on Earth at all. Basic material experiments have been carried out in space stations in the 

Earth‘s orbit in micro-gravity environment during several last years and next are under 

preparation. Samples of selected materials are processed in equipment called crystallizer, 

which is a mechatronic computerized facility consisting of  multi-zone tubular furnace, 

electrical vibration-less very low-speed  drives for precise positioning of processed samples 

and manipulating of in-sample measurement facility, furnace heaters, power converters,  

furnace temperature measurement and control electronics, gravitation measurement unit, crew 

Interface Computer (CIC), telemetry channels and other auxiliary units. Some material 

experiments last relatively long time, one day or more and  processing is fully automatic 

based on computer program prepared on the Earth by physicists. Processed samples are 

transported to the Earth to be analyzed.  

Facility basic requirement is vibrationless behavior during all time material is processed. 

Scientific facility for material high temperature processing have been in operation in the 

orbital station MIR during ESA EUROMIR missions several years ago. Facility have been 

equipped with vibrationless electrical drives. Microgravity measurements proved very good 

behavior of that drives, no vibration noise was measured from this source. But another 

problem aroused; astronaut motions inside station and their contacts with the parts of station 

induce spurious vibrations and influence resulting quality of processed samples of material. 

Newly prepared facility have to be equipped with damped platform on which the working part 

of furnace will be placed. The paper presents some basic principles and first results of design 

of electromagnetic damping platform model for new facility.   

Model is based on following assumptions: 

- translation only considered (no rotation) 

- moving object has rigid body (no deformation by external force) 

Model input data used to complete mathematical model are as follows: 

- space station mass  m
s

= 470 t, (mass of completely assembled space station ISS) 

- astronaut mass m
k

= 80 kg.  

It is necessary to know maximal value of astronaut body acceleration to complete model. On 

The Earth man vertical jump  upward maximal acceleration value  is approx. 4 m/s and time 

of takeoff is approx. t = 0,3 (if constant acceleration is supposed). Max acceleration value 

used in model is 20 m/s
2

. (nearly zero gravity environment in the space station)  

Space station crew motion model: 
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To simulate motion of crew, generator of pseudo random values is used (with limitation of 

output value and zero mean value). From point of view of long time period (e.g. one day) 

crew is supposed to be on same place (in the morning and in the evening) inside limited space 

of the space station  

 

Damping method model:  

Mono mass model is supposed based on active damping model used in automobile 

techniques. 

Forced damping oscillation formula is: 

 

                                                  a
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- F   - external force exciting motion of system [N]  

- F
R

- regulation action 

- a - deflection [m] and its derivations (speed, acceleration) 

- γ ��� - damping coefficient [1/s] 

- k - oscillator rigidity [N/m] 

- m - damped facility mass (estimated approx. 80 kg) 

 

With the above stated parameters space station acceleration can be calculated. Acceleration is 

induced by motion of one astronaut when he takes off from the wall of space station If 

acceleration of crew member is a = 20 ms
2−

, calculated space station acceleration is a
s

=

0,378 *10
3−

 ms
2−

. This values are in compliance with the data measured in space station MIR 

during several scientific missions. Based on the presented, model simulation of dependence of 

acceleration, speed and path (deflection) of the system on the exciting force and on the mode 

of damping (passive vs. active) has been calculated.  
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Six-port vector network analyzers (VNA) are well known for decades, [1]. Similar concept 
using only a scalar network analyzer and a PTP was designed in [2], where only a basic 
principle was designed and 
experimentally verified using a PTP with properties far from optimum. No recommendations 
for the structure of the PTP were given. Some suggestions for an optimum three state PTP can 
be found in [3], yet the states of the PTP are unpractical for a realization and are suitable only 
in a narrow frequency bandwidth. The main demand in the PTP design is to realize optimum 
states valid on the whole Smith chart in wide frequency band. These demands can be hardly 
satisfied with any minimum 3-states PTP. The solution is a new concept of the PTP vector 
network analyzer based on redundant multi-state PTP. It releases the demands on PTP so that 
they must be satisfied only in a part of Smith chart. The concept can be summarized into three 
key steps. 

• over-determination of measured data using more than three minimum states of the 
PTP 

• approximate determination of measured reflection coefficient in Smith chart using 
proper three PTP states 

• state the measured reflection coefficient more precisely applying the best PTP states 
determined in given frequency in corresponding part of Smith chart by proper test 
criteria 
 

The purpose of this paper is to present proper criteria for the PTP state selection and a new 
circuit solution for individual states of the 7-state PTP. 
 

Theory 

A typical arrangement of the new PTP vector network analyzer with seven switched PTP 
states. An unknown reflection coefficient Γ

DUT
 is modified by s-parameters of the PTP and 

measured by a scalar analyzer (SA) as certain Γ
m
. The relation can be modified to quadratic 

plane equation where A
x
, B

x
, …,G

x
 are real constants. These seven real constants completely 

define the quadratic plane at one frequency above the complex plane Γ
DUT

. The constants can 
be found by calibration [3]. The vertical line with diamonds corresponds to the Γ

DUT
 position. 

This line intersects the quadratic planes in points on certain circle counter lines. A common 
intersection of these circles transformed into the plane of Smith chart determines Γ

DUT
 

position. At least 3-state PTP must be used for a unique determination of measured Γ
DUT

, see 
[1]. In real measurements some noise error signal superimposed on measured power must be 
considered. This noise will produced error at the Γ

DUT
 space determination. A multi-state PTP 

makes possible to choose the best states for a certain area in the Smith chart. Four test criteria 
were developed for the selection. 
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Gradient criterion: The criterion discovers areas in the quadratic plane where even a small 
noise error in measured reflected Γ

m
. will produce a significant error at Γ

DUT
 determination.  

Angle criterion: This criterion determines the circle cross angle for the whole x-y plane. 
Angles between 30-90 degrees are acceptable producing low errors in Γ

DUT
 determination 

process. 
 
Vector product criterion: It is a more complex criterion. For two quadratic planes we can 
explain two gradient vectors in each point of the x-y plane. The module of the vector product 
of the gradient vectors displayed at the x-y plane gives information including both gradient 
and angle results. 
 
Noise error criterion: A noise error signal superimposed on measured reflection coefficient 
moves the positions of circle counter lines which determine the Γ

DUT
 position. It results in the 

error area with four border cross points. If the geometric distance between the Γ
DUT

 position 
and the most outlaying point is computed and displayed at x-y plane, the measurement noise 
dependency can be obtained. 

7-State PTP: The novel 7-state PTP consists of switched elementary two ports composed 
from thru connection and serial and parallel RC, RL and R combinations connected to 50Ω 
microstrip line. It was designed for the frequency band 240-1600 MHz. The structure and the 
values of components of this PTP were optimized using the new test criteria. Corresponding 
quadratic planes are shown in Fig.4. The elements were chosen so that the individual 
quadratic planes were sufficiently different in the whole frequency band. 
 
Experimental results: The above declared test criteria were tested on two PTP. The first one 
6-state PTP based on FET transistors mounted at 7mm coaxial structure and designed for the 
frequency bandwidth 7-14 GHz was used for experiments in [1]. This first sample of a PTP 
was not optimized with respect to minimization of measurement uncertainties. 
The second one was the new 7-state PTP. 
The tests were carried out by the following way. The complex plane of a reflection coefficient 
was scanned with the step of 0.1. In each point on the frequency of interest all combinations 
of quadratic plane pairs were tested and the best and the second best results were chosen to be 
displayed. 7-state to 3-state optimum PTP reduction was carried out by this way.  
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During the lessons of subjects Construction of Telecommunication Systems and 

Construction of Transmission Systems at the Department of Telecommunications 

Engineering, good experiences with students education using developer kits were gained. Kits  

with programmable gate arrays (internally called FPGA_PCI_ISA_BOARD) developed at the 

department, are being used. These boards, with either ISA or PCI bus, contain among others 

FPGA circuit Xilinx XC2S150, which features universality of digital functions realization. 

Other kits are also used, with circuits for particular telecommunication application. A board 

with ISA bus only (internally called E1_ISA_BOARD), contains Dallas Semiconductor 

circuit DS21554 SCT - E1 Single Chip Transceiver. It is integrated E1 interface controller 

(also called E1 Framer) and E1 LIU – Line Interface Unit. This board also contains DS2172 

circuit (produced by the same company), which is designed as a BERT – Bit Error Rate 

Tester. More details about these developer kits may be found in references [1]. 

Based upon good results with students education using the described developer kits, 

which covered purely digital applications area, an idea came up to familiarize students with 

possibilities of relatively new integrated circuits, which interconnect “two worlds – digital 

and analog”. Functions realized with these circuits are purely analog or analog-digital mixed 

(filtration, substraction, multiplying, comparing, power elements control, time delay, PLL 

realization, frequency division, A/D and D/A conversion, ...), but its control is digital. These 

circuits are called “in system programmable analog integrated circuits”. Details about the 

market supply are in the references [1]. 

Circuits with similar function are offered by Zetex company (http://www.zetex.com/) 

but much more sophisticated integrated circuits (ICs) offers Lattice company under labels 

ispPAC, ispPAC Power Manager and as a hot news offers frequency generator circuits 

labeled as ispCLOCK, see web page of Lattice company [4]. 

While choosing the proper circuits for practical project for laboratory education, 

theoretical background of students (who are to take the above mentioned subjects) had to be 

taken into account. Practical realization of the project and its didactic point of view, limited 

by the given time during one theoretical lesson and practical part – three lessons in the labs 

and available measurement equipment, also had to be taken into account. Groundwork for 

theoretical part presented during the theoretical lesson is released in the reference [3]. 

In the end, circuits from Lattice company were chosen for their features, price and 

usability in the lessons and are used for one practical project realization. 

The purpose of this subject is to practically familiarize students with programmable 

analog components. For this intention has been chosen frequency band pass filter realization 

for ADSL modem, ATU-R transmit side, which serves to limit the output signal frequency 

spectrum in a way to meet the spectral mask requirements according to ITU-T G.992.1 

recommendation. This filter consists of cascaded High Pass and Low Pass filters, realized 

using ICs ispPAC10 and ispPAC80. 

Before realization of the project, it is necessary, that students get familiar with the 

functions of oscilloscope ETC M221, generator ETC M321 (PC measuring boards, see [1]), 
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and program environment of ETC Wobbler, see 

http://www.etc.sk/ftp/documents/wobbler/1.00/wobbsvk.pdf, which are being used during the 

lessons. 

During realization of this project, five workplaces with developer kits ICs ispPAC10 

and ispPAC80 were created, because one workplace is to be used for max. three students (that 

is given by the total capacity of one practical class, which is 15 students). Further, it was 

necessary to design and make units for matching symmetrical interfaces to existing 

measurement equipment: arbitrary waveform generator ETC M321 and oscilloscope ETC 

M221. These equipment (PC boards) have asymmetrical interfaces only. The matching units 

for interconnection of symmetrical interfaces of telecommunication equipment and 

asymmetrical interfaces of measurement devices were designed and made at the Department 

of Telecommunications Engineering and are versatile designed from the point of view of 

impedance value at symmetrical interfaces so they would be usable for all standard used 

impedances at symmetrical interfaces in telecommunications. 

During the project realization students design, program, simulate and measure the 

characteristics of each block of the frequency band pass filter of the ADSL modem transmit 

side  according to the particular project assignment. 

Particular project assignments, other details and links will be released in the end of 

February 2005 on the website www.comtel.cz in the subject Construction of 

Telecommunication Systems section. First practical lessons of this subject will start in the 

summer term of the school year 2004/2005. 
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Abstract - Rapid growth in wireless communication systems has lead to a 

requirement for smaller, higher performance and lower cost RF and microwave circuits 

and systems. Recently, standard planar constructions have been replaced by a 

multilayer arrangement using modern materials and new 3-D components. However, 

such stacking in multilayer structures push both active and passive circuit components 

into closer proximity and the design problem becomes very complex indeed. 

Fortunately, the design problem can be solved using electromagnetic field simulator as a 

very efficient CAD tool. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate advantages of 3-D 

structures and outline methodology of its modeling as well.   

The short wavelength radiation sources used for materials removal emit at both low 
(synchrotron radiation sources) and high peak power (sources based on hot dense plasmas). 
With low-peak-power sources, materials are removed by photon-induced desorption of 
material components from the irradiated sample surface. Each x-ray photon carries enough 
energy to break any chemical bond. This energy is also usually higher than the cohesive energy 
of any crystal. There fore the photons absorbed in the near-surface region may also create 
small fragments of the sample material, which are emitted into the vacuum. It is necessary to 
underline that, in the case of low-peak-intensity irradiation, material is removed from the 
surface and a very thin near-surface layer only. Quite a different situation is expected when a 
high-peak-power source delivers a single high-energy pulse onto the sample. The sample is 
exposed to a high local dose of radiation (given by the energy content of the pulse and the 
absorption length of the radiation in the irradiated material) in a short period of time (given by 
the pulse duration) – thus a very high dose rate. This means that a large number of events 
which cause radiation-induced structural decomposition (i.e. polymer chain scissions, etc.) 
occur almost simultaneously in a relatively thick layer of irradiated material. Since a 
significant part of the radiation energy absorbed in the material is thermalized, sudden 
overheating of the layer, which is also chemically altered by the radiation, must be taken into 
account. On the whole, the overheated fragmented region of the sample represents a new 
phase, which tends to blow off into the vacuum. 

In this contribution we present the results of a study of the ablation of PMMA, PTFE, 
and Si irradiated by intense soft x-ray radiation emitted from laser-produced plasmas. The 
high - temperature plasma was created by focusing a 1315-nm laser beam from the PALS, 
iodine laser system (Institute of Physics, ASCR, Prague) on the surface of a metallic target 
placed in a vacuum chamber. A gas fill in the interaction chamber was used to reduce charged 
particle emission from the plasma before arriving at the sample surface. By varying the 
operational parameters of the plasma sources, we covered a wide range of photon energies, 
pulse energies, and pulse durations of the short-wavelength radiation pulses with which the 
chosen samples were irradiated. 

It has been demonstrated that the operating conditions of this sources can be optimized 
to provide enough soft x-ray radiation, emitted in sufficiently short pulses, to ablate PTFE, 
PMMA and Si. Polymer layers with a thickness of several hundred nanometers were ablated 
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by a single shot, under optimum irradiation conditions. Silicon, an example of an inorganic, 
covalently bound crystalline material, is much more resistant to x-ray ablation than organic 
polymers. PTFE sample was ablated to level of depth from 0.1 µm up to 0.6 µm, PMMA up 
to 0.8 µm and Si up to 0.2 µm through a nickel mesh by intense XUV radiation emitted from 
laser produced plasma, driven by the laser pulse focusing on the molybdenum-target surface.  

This finding, plus the hydrodynamic-like structures which were observed in irradiated 
areas of the polymer samples, supports a model of x-ray ablation based on the assumption of 
radiation-induced scissions of the polymer chains, resulting in formation of a fluid-like phase. 
Removal of macroscopic amounts of the material is then realized by expansion, ejection, and 
vaporization of this phase (overheated by the dissipated fraction of absorbed radiation) into 
vacuum. Reduction of the soft x-ray fluence by increasing the plasma-sample distance and 
locating the target at the laser beam focus, results in a dramatic decrease of ablation 
efficiency. The localization of samples at different distances from the x-ray source made it 
possible to investigate the x-ray dose and dose rate effects on ablation processes under 
constant spectral properties of the x-ray source. Comparing this result of ablation depth 
profiles we can measure the space dependence of X ray intensity with respect to the assumed 
r
-2 decrease in the intensity far away from the plasma.  
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This paper deals with the enhanced approach to the objective quality assessment of 

video signals in the multimedia systems. Objective image and video quality evaluation plays 

very important role in the systems for signal recording and transmission. Higher precision of 

the image quality evaluation helps to optimize both recording and transmission system in 

order to minimize the bitrate needed to achieve as high image quality as possible. This paper 

presents the brief overview of the subjective and objective image quality evaluation methods 

and shows the proposal of the system for the video quality assessment using Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN). 

There are two main methods for image quality assessment: subjective and objective. 

Subjective methods (evaluation by the group of human observers) offer the most precise 

results, but these methods are time consuming, costly and they cannot be easily automated. 

Methodology for the subjective image quality assessment has quite strict requirements for the 

viewing conditions. These conditions are described in the ITU-R BT.500 recommendation 

[4]. We have conducted number of subjective tests using slightly modified methodology in 

our laboratory. This laboratory is equipped with the reference source of the video signal - 

digital video tape recorder (DVCam format) - and professional calibrated CRT display. 

Realized subjective tests were performed with both video signal and static images. Source 

images and sequences were distorted by several compression algorithms or noisy 

communication channel. We chose Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale test that is 

especially useful to compare a pair of pictures or video sequences. A series of testing images 

and videos were prepared with various compression ratios and compression methods. The 

types of the scenes were selected in order to emphasize textures, natural scenes, faces and 

contrast areas. Besides these natural scenes video sequences typical for the security 

technology were also used. The image compression in the field of security technology has to 

be treated and evaluated as a distorting process affecting a final performance of imaging 

system. The most critical point can be described as a preservation of relevant image features 

important for a particular application such as identification, classification etc. Most of video 

coders are optimized for the maximum subjective quality (natural scene) but the security 

systems have different requirements and priorities e.g. a correct identification of relevant 

object (face, fingerprint, car plate). The visual impression in these systems is of a secondary 

importance.

Among the objective quality evaluation methods belong methods using mathematical 

characteristics [1] and methods utilizing model of the Human Visual System (HVS). There is 

no universally usable objective characteristic that allows describing the whole variety of 

distortions incurred by today imaging systems. The objective image quality evaluation is a 

very complex problem and relates to the human visual perception. There are several 

approaches generally used. In the field of image processing it is usually Mean Square Error 

(MSE) or Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) that can be easily evaluated when both distorted 
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and original (source) images are available. There are numerous attempts to objectivize the 

evaluation of the subjective image quality. Among many possibilities the HVS (Human 

Visual System) modeling seems to be most promising. We are working on several modified 

models suitable for the field of multimedia and security technology. 

Systems that measure the quality of an image or image sequence usually consist of a 

component to compute the values of particular measures, and a component that combines the 

values into a quality score. Combination of the measures can be done by simple mathematical 

formula or some more advanced approach can be used. One of the methods to combine the 

particular measurements is to use an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [2, 3]. The main aim 

of this approach is to automatically derive a score that is the same as, or at least correlated 

with the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) obtained from the subjective votes of many observers. 

Features that can be used as an input to the ANN for video quality evaluation can be divided 

into six main groups: 1) Pixel difference-based measures, 2) Correlation-based measures, 3) 

Edge-based measures, 4) Spectral distance-based measures, 5) Context-based measures and 6) 

HVS-based measures. Twenty six measures belonging to the one of the groups are described 

in [1]. Among features comprising spatial distortion information belong simplest PSNR and 

MSE, which are the most widely used quality metrics but these are insufficient to precisely 

measure the objective quality of the sequence. 

Preliminary experiments with the model using neural network were conducted. 

Results are promising, but larger training and testing sets are needed for the future 

development of this technique. This is very time consuming process because of many 

subjective tests. The main future effort in this research will be devoted to the selection of the 

most suitable features-measures as inputs to the combining ANN. After this step combining 

ANN will be trained and tested with sufficient sets of subjective votes. Obtained results of the 

new video quality assessment approach will be compared to the results from older methods 

and after statistical evaluation the gain of the new approach over older methods will be 

verified. Video quality assessment system using ANN without reference (non-distorted) 

sequence can also be implemented. In this - no reference - approach the important coding 

parameters of the particular source coder should be used as inputs of the combining ANN. 

Systems without reference are suitable only for the particular coder or distortion type but this 

method is not appropriate for the general video quality assessment. 
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A system for analog filter design is presented in this contribution. The system consists of a 

special library of functions SYNTFIL (SYNTesis of FILTers) [1] for Maple™ sowtware. The 

library contains functions for solving particular tasks in the complete design procedure of 

electric filters. The library includes: 

 

• Set of functions for solving approximation tasks: normalization and computation of 

Butterworth, Chebyshev, Cauer (types A, B and C) and Inverse Chebyshev (types A 

and B) approximations, i.e. computation of gain and characteristic function. 

• Set of functions for LC filter synthesis according to calculated gain and characteristic 

functions: computation of chain matrix from gain and characteristic function for a 

chosen filter termination, realization of LC ladder filter from chain matrix 

transformation of LC ladder structure of normalized lowpass filter (NLP) to lowpass 

(LP), highpass (HP), bandpass (BP) or band-rejection (BS). 

• Set of functions for cascade design of active RC (ARC) filters: NLP pole-zero 

frequency transformation, biquadratic functions forming (pole-zero pairing), 

determination of biquad cascading order,  calculation of gain distribution and 

realization of particular biquads.  

• Functions for resulting filter structures analysis including of Q-factors of inductors for 

LC ladders and DC open-loop gain and unity-gain frequency of operational amplifiers 

for ARC filters. 

 

Specification of all filter types (lowpass, highpass, bandpass and band-rejection filter 

characteristic) is transformed first to normalized lowpass filter characteristic. It is solved by 

LP2NLP, HP2NLP, BP2NLP (or BP22NLP) and BS2LP functions of the SYNTFIL library.  

Magnitude approximation is solved for normalized lowpass filters by above mentioned 

methods, i.e. Butterworth, Chebyshev, Cauer [3] and Inverse Chebyshev approximation.  

Power transfer ratio, characteristic function and zeros of transfer function (poles of power 

transfer ratio) as a result of approximation task, are next used for calculation of a filter chain 

matrix. Elements of LC ladders structure of normalized lowpass filter can be calculated 

("dropped") from the chain matrix by function Dr oppNLP. Resulting scheme of filter 

required type including real element values is reached by applying inverse frequency 

transformation to normalized lowpass filter structure. Namely by El e ms LP, El e ms HP, 

El e ms BP (or El e ms BP2) and El e ms BS function for lowpass, highpass, bandpass and 

band-rejection respectively. 

Active synthesis of filters in the SYNTFIL library is based on cascade synthesis [2]. 

Transfer function poles and zeros of normalized lowpass filter are obtained from 

approximation task. They are consequently transformed to ω
0
, Q and eventually ω

n
 parameters 

of partial biquadratic transfer functions so-called biquads of resulting filter type. The pole-

zero pairing is solved within transformation functions (NLP2LP, NLP2HP, NLP2BP and 

NLP2BS). The functions return sequence of the particular section parameters so that the order 
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of cascaded sections is optimal. ARCBl oc k  function distributes total gain to particular 

sections – biquads. This function calculates the gain constant so that dynamic of whole filter 

is balanced. It means that maxima of magnitudes after each section in cascade filter structure 

have the same level.This functions are usually called by means of  ARCSynt  function for 

circuit synthesis for biquads synthesis by active circuits.

Analysis of all resulting filter structures (including LC ladder filters and cascade 

structures of ARC filters) can be made by Ma ke H function. 

The library can be used in original environment of Maple, for which it was designed. It is 

possible to use the library directly in MATLAB® using Extended Symbolic Math Toolbox 

[4]. MATLAB users can also derive benefit from the library by this way. Maple command 

outputs are interpreted in MATLAB as a string format. They should be converted first for 

direct processing in MATLAB environment. The interface tool (m-files) is now being 

prepared to provide this conversion. 

The SYNTFIL library of function for system Maple includes all necessary tools for 

complex design of analog electrical filters. The library is drawn up in the view of teaching 

filter design at our university. The presented system supports students to work in an 

interactive way during the whole design process. The particular results can be mathematically 

treated and/or verified what is necessary for high-quality teaching software. This system is 

well structured and transparent but on the other hand it demands familiarity with MAPLE 

software. It was the reason for the creation of new WWW interface which enables simple 

filter design using the SYNTFIL library without the necessity of any special software 

installation [1]. 
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Optical losses they are some from fundamental parameter optical planar wavequides 

usable for base planar laser structure. In planar optical wavequides with value optical losses 

move in terms of till tenths dB/cm. Basic requirements they are what minimal optical losses 

optical wavequides in the area working wave length. Optical losses was measured on samples 

by using method sensing scattered optical radiation from wavequide layer by the help of CCD 

camera. Advantage this method is contactless measuring optical losses.  

For measuring optical losses was used method scan scattered optical radiation in 

wavequide layer by the help of CCD camera. This method was realized in the workplace 

ČVUT - FEL (in optical laboratory). Measuring optical losses was realized on planar optical 

wavequides fabricated by the ion exchange of Ag
+

 ↔ Na
+

and Li
+

 ↔ Na
+

in mats of several 

type glass namely on figure in original state and further on samples after mechanical 

surfacing (polished surface). Every sample was measured in more point (five till ten) 

depending on length sample, scatter optical radiation at the end sample. Accurate shift CCD 

camera (in upright and horizontal direction) was secured currency by the help of stand with 

micro-shift. Measuring was effected for every sample number of time. Most error (till 20%) 

with there probably boots inaccurate setting focus distance object-lens CCD camera from 

surface metering wavequides. For more accurately setting it is necessary on-calibrate near of 

each of  sample distance focalization on calibration mark on surface wavequide. Size 

calibration mark depends on parameter scanning CCD camera. In our case was using camera 

with CDD microchip with resolution 1288x1288 pixels on surface 0,5 cm2 in 256 colours 

gray. Method measuring optical losses by the help of CCD camera measuring only stray 

losses from surface wavequide layer. From repeated metering set of samples was findings, 

that surface wavequide layer and type disturbances on surface wavequide layer markedly 

affection optical losses in these wavequides. If  are deep defects on surface wavequide, then 

they are metering optical losses hight affection these defects. At point defects happen to 

strong de-excitation optical radiation from wavequide layer. After polished surface of samples 

get near majority metering samples to increasing optical losses. Possible causes increasing 

optical losses in samples 607, 610, 628, 740, 565, 571, 589 is more. One of  themselves it can 

be rise by other disturbances at burnished finish wavequide. To decrease optical losses till 

about one dB/cm get near samples 608, 686 and 702. All these samples shell they substrate 

GIL 49. All metering saples with polishet surface see.  

Measuring optical losses separate modes in planar optical wavequides fabricated by 

the ion exchange of Ag
+

 ↔ Na
+.  

From measured values it was possible deduced, that in 

measured wavequides had higher quidee modes major optical losses than lower quidee mode. 

In some cases was difference measured optical losses successive following quidee mode 
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approaches below errors using measuring method.  

We reported about metering optical losses of the planar ion exchanged waveguides in 

glass by the help of CCD camera. Metering optical losses was effected on planar optical 

wavequides fabricated by the ion exchange of Ag
+

 ↔ Na
+

and Li
+

 ↔ Na
+

. Relative Error 

using measured method with move about 20%. Quality of the optically surfaces markedly 

affection optical losses in measuring  wavequides. Limits usability method measuring optical 

losses scan scattered radiation by the help of CCD camera with in our case move about 0,5 

dB/cm. With longer time ion exchanges with magnify dept wavequide layer and in wavequide 

is more quided wave, and grown optical losses in these wavequides. Used method for 

metering optical losses with show advantageous to fast and contactless metering. 

Disadvantage is quantity factor (shieling undesirable radiation, critical focus CCD camera), 

which affect measurment error. 
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The aim of this project was to design and build an automated measuring system that 

would enable detailed examination of contactless measurement methods developed in our lab. 

The research program of our lab focuses on contactless optical measurement methods of e.g. 

dimension, position or velocity measurement. The research covers both conventional 

measurement methods and novel methods such as the so-called shadow projection methods 

[1]. 

Since various measurement methods have often very different and even contradictory 

claims to the measurement set-up, the designed measuring system is modular. The measuring 

system consists of following parts: 

• Mechanical set-up 

• Measuring camera 

• Illuminator 

• Software 

The mechanical set-up has to secure fixed distances between individual parts of the 

measuring system. The MayTec aluminium profile system was chosen for this purpose. This 

profile system enables to easily reconfigure the measuring system in order to meet the 

demands of the particular measurement method. 

In some cases the measurement method requires to adjust precisely the position of one 

part of the set-up with respect to others (e.g. adjusting the position of the measured object 

during position measurement). For these purposes the mechanical set-up is equipped with a 

linear positioning table. The positioning table has a span of 20 cm. An incremental sensor 

with position resolution of 1 µm is used to indicate the actual position of the positioning table. 

From the beginning the project intended to use both standard CCD cameras and 

measuring cameras designed in our lab. Standard CCD cameras with CCIR output are used 

mainly for conventional measurement methods while the cameras designed in our lab (such as 

the camera with CMOS area sensor [2] or the CCD line-scan camera ULC84 [3]) are used 

mainly for novel measurement methods. In the scope of this project no new camera was 

designed. However three sensor modules for the line-scan camera ULC84 were developed. 

These modules are designed for the linear CCD sensors Toshiba TCD1205D and 

TCD1304AP and for the linear CCD sensor Sony ILX553A. These sensors were chosen 

because they have high resolution (small pixel width) but still they have big pixel area which 

secures sufficient output signal level even in case of low illumination. 

The type and parameters of the illuminator are crucial for the performance of the 

contactless optical measurement methods. For example the so-called shadow projection 

methods [1] require an illuminator built using multiple point light sources while conventional 
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measurement methods sometimes use large area diffusion back-light illuminators. In order to 

meet demands of various measurement methods the designed measuring system is equipped 

with several illuminators. Two illuminators with point light sources were built – the first 

contains laser diodes SLD6505A, the second was built using miniature LEDs Osram 

LGU260-EO. The back light illuminator with illuminated area of 24.5 × 15 cm can be used 

during conventional measurements to back illuminate the measured test in order to increase 

its contrast. Two modules with laser diodes and optional collimation lenses (type ALA12-3-

650; optical output power 3 mW, λ = 650 nm) can be used both for conventional and novel 

methods of measurement. 

The whole measuring system is controlled by the OpticLab software we developed 

using the LabWindows/CVI development environment. OpticLab is able to acquire and 

process data from standard CCD cameras connected to the PC via frame grabber and from the 

CCD line-scan camera ULC84. Support for more measuring cameras designed in our lab will 

be added in the near future. OpticLab can also control the illuminators (as required by e.g. the 

so-called shadow projection methods [1]) and up to three independent positioning tables. This 

enables to perform a fully automated measurement that consists of several hundreds 

measurement steps. 

The designed measuring system helps us to test measurement methods that were 

developed in our lab. The measuring system was already used in research – e.g. for dimension 

measurement using CMOS area sensor [2]. Parts of the system are used by students in our lab 

during their work on semester projects and diploma thesis. The measuring system will also be 

used during the laboratory exercises of the subject “Optoelectrical Sensors and Videometry”. 
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Ultrasonic non-destructive testing is used for detecting of flaws in materials. 

Ultrasound uses the transmission of high-frequency sound waves into a material to detect a 

discontinuity or to locate changes in material properties. Measured ultrasonic signal 

characterizes structure of materials. Measured signal consider back-wall echo, echo from flaw 

named fault echo and other echoes which are caused by noise or by scattering of signal from 

grains including in material. These echoes falsification back-wall and fault echo. The noise 

has to be cancelled by using methods for filtering of ultrasonic signal [1]. There are several 

sources of noise that can hide a fault. A common source of noise is electronic circuitry, which 

is used for processing the ultrasonic signal, and scattering at the inhomogeneities in the 

structure of a grainy material. The amplitude of the fault echoes can be smaller than the 

amplitude of the noise, and the noise can totally masks echoes characterizing faults. This case 

is undesirable, because we cannot correctly identify flaws in the material. The most frequent 

usage of ultrasonic testing is for weld inspection. In welds there is big probability of cracking. 

For this determination we have to use a method for reducing the ultrasonic signal noise.  

This paper describes method for reducing ultrasonic signal noise. For measure of 

ultrasonic signals we used the material with coarse grain structure, which is used for 

constructing airplane engines. The most common application in signal processing is used 

discrete wavelet transform. The discrete wavelet transform [2] can be used as an efficient 

filtering method for families of signals that have a few nonzero wavelet coefficients for a 

given wavelet family. This is fulfilled for most ultrasonic signals. The standard filtering (also 

called de-noising) procedure affects the signal in both frequency and amplitude, and involves 

three steps. The basic version of the procedure consists of: 

a) decomposition of the signal using discrete wavelet transform into N levels 

using bandpass filtering and decimation to obtain the approximation and 

detailed coefficients, 

b) thresholding of detailed coefficients, 

c) reconstruction of the signal from detailed and approximation coefficients using 

the inverse transform (IDWT). 

For decomposition of the signal it is very important to choose a suitable mother wavelet. The 

shape of the mother wavelet has to be very similar to the ultrasonic echo. The best results 

were obtained with the discrete Meyer wavelet. In the proposed procedure, local thresholding 

of detailed coefficients was used [2]. We computed the threshold at each level of 

decomposition from the detailed coefficients (Dc), and this value was used for thresholding in 

the same level. For thresholding we propose new threshold value based on standard deviation: 
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where N is the length of signal. 

In our study we used noisy signal measured on coarse-grain structure material and we 

changed amplitude of fault echo from 10 to 1020 % of the effective noise value. A value of 

1020 % of effective noise value corresponds to 100 % of back-wall echo. The noise reduction 

for a signal without fault echo is 18.56 dB. For signals with a simulated fault echo the noise 
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reduction ratio was from 17.65 dB to 19.72 dB. We also investigated improvements in 

sensitivity of fault detection. Our method allows identification of faults with relative 

amplitude higher than 132.6 % of the effective noise value. 

In other work we used similar methods as discrete wavelet transform named wavelet 

packets [3]. The wavelet packets method is a generalization of wavelet decomposition that 

offers a larger range of possibilities for signal analysis. In wavelet analysis, a signal is split 

into an approximation and detail coefficients. The approximation is then itself split into a 

second-level approximation and detail, and the process is repeated. In wavelet packets 

analysis, the detail coefficients as well as the approximation coefficients can be splited. In 

case of wavelet packets global thresholding in Matlab is used, but for better results of filtering 

we used local thresholding. In this case we compared both methods discrete wavelet 

transforms filtering and wavelet packets filtering. We created simulated ultrasonic signal. A 

noise with normally random distribution was added to the ultrasonic signal and the level of 

noise was changed from value 1 to 90 % of maximum amplitude of back wall echo. Up to 

value 10 % of noise of maximum amplitude of back wall echo, discrete wavelet transform has 

better results. In the opposite from value of 12.5 % of noise of maximum amplitude of back 

wall echo wavelet packets bring better results. Better overall results bring wavelet packets 

method. For higher level of noise (12.5 % of back-wall echo) filtering by wavelet packets has 

better results then discrete wavelet transform filtering. The highest difference between signal 

to noise ratio is for value 90 % of back-wall echo. For the following work we use for filtering 

of ultrasonic signal method based on wavelet packets.  
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One of the most important parts of the design the sensor system is to provide the 

signal from the sensor to the output. In modern systems, to provide to the output means to 

include the measured signal to the framework of the signals from the other sensors. There are 

several ways how to do it. Generally, to include the signal in the framework means to connect 

the sensors to some kind of a bus and continuously to operate with their signals. This bus can 

be represented by the wires or it can be virtual i.e. that the sensors ale wireless. In cases where 

is difficult or impossible to guide the cables (e.g. moving or rotary part of some machine) the 

wireless solution is essential. 

Other important part of the design is the temperature compensation and the 

compensation of the power supply drift. Modern smart sensors need to be as much as possible 

compact and easy to handle. So this compensation must be internal and designed for a wide 

range of possible values. 

The power consumption needs to be reduced to the minimum to manage a long 

operating time of the wireless device. Low power supply by one single lithium cell is handy. 

Modern systems used to be digital hence the signal from the sensor also has to be in 

the digital form. 

 

My work has several parts. First, I summarize the principles of the measuring the 

pressure with the special accent on the possibility of representing the measured pressure by 

the electric signal. I embrace the principles from the oldest techniques to techniques based on 

the MEMS technologies. 

Then I discuss the circuits for the temperature compensations of the sensor, 

amplifiers, analog to digital converters and radiofrequency transmitter which are suitable for 

the integrated wireless pressure sensor.  Firs part of my work is ended by description of the 

sensor MPX4115A, microcontroller MC68HC908RK2 and PLL tuned UHF transmitter 

MC33493/D which can be used in commercial applications (produced by Motorola). 

 

Main purpose of my work is the design of an analog to digital converter, suitable for 

the cooperation with the pressure sensor MPX4115A and with some kind of transmitter. 

My concept of the solution of this problem is an analog to digital converter called 

V/F converter, which is able to transfigure its internal structure to a shift register and 

consequently drive a modulation of the transmitter. V/F converter is based on an oscillator 

where the frequency of the oscillations depends on the input voltage (VCO – Voltage 

Controlled Oscillator). Counting the impulses from this oscillator for some time we obtain a 

digital number which is proportional to the input voltage from the pressure sensor.  

In my design, after counting the counter changes its internal structure to the shift 

register and the counted number is send to the bus or directly to the transmitter. 

This concept enables construction of very simple and effective temperature and 

power supply swing compensation. This compensation is based on the symmetry of the 

circuit. The counter of the impulses from the VCO is controlled by another counter clocked 

by VCO of the same construction as the first VCO droved by voltage from the sensor. While 
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the first VCO chances its frequency proportionally to the input voltage from the pressure 

sensor the second oscillator is droved by the constant voltage and its frequency change only 

due to drift of the temperature and drift of the power supply. Counted number, which 

represents the measured pressure, depends direct proportionally on the frequency of the first 

VCO and inverse proportionally on the frequency of the second one. If we consider that the 

oscillators are of the same structure and that ale linear, the counted number is independent on 

the temperature and the power supply swing. 

 

Device was designed and tested in program WinSpice using CMOS technology in 

order to manage minimal power consumption. Several simulations were made in order to 

prove the supposition of the temperature and power compensations. Results of these 

simulations are discussed.  

Design consider with the possibility of remaking it for the simulation in CADENCE. My 

structure can be useful as a particular part in some bigger project. 
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A new field which arose throughout the past few years is the field of integrated 

optoelectronics. Within this field of hybrid or even monolithic structures of optics, 

optoelectronic and electronic components are becoming useful for the transmission of 

information in the increase of speed up to several gigabits per second. 

In the integrated optoelectronics field, there are also some rather new optoelectronic 

components originating. One of these is the bistable semiconductor laser diode (BLD) that 

makes use of the physical principle of saturated optical absorption. The general optical 

bistability belongs to a physical phenomenon, which was first assumed by Szöke in the year 

1969 and only after, the words were experimentally observed. It was five years later, when 

Lasher thought about bistability especially through the semiconductor laser diode (LD). 

Optical bistability by LD belongs amongst the nonlinear dynamic optical phenomenon, 

originating in LD radiation, the essence of which is Q switching. This physical mechanism is 

based on nonlinear dependence of the absorption coefficient in the absorbing region of the 

divided active layer of the semiconductor LD and appears in LD radiation by providing the 

origin of self pulsations or optical bistability [1].  Few years ago, several papers took place, 

which described the origin of bistability on LD with a multiple heterostructure that was 

purposefully modified by dividing the stripe contact for achieving the bistable mode. The 

papers differed according to the physical mechanism bistability, technology and also 

according to the method of mask divided stripe contact [3]. 

As far as ternary BLD structures are concerned, the works used universally demanding 

technological creations in order to prevent the current spreading under the contact and to 

achieve a very low threshold current. With these structures, the continual bistabile regime was 

achieved in room temperature. From the BLD created at the quaternary structures, the 

bistabile mode was achieved by an easier technological order by using the multiply divided 

stripe contact. The component was working in the progressive bistabile mode only under mild 

cooling. The important characteristic expressing the bistabile BLD properties is the W-A 

characteristic.  Its analytic expression is possible to be deduced by statically solving a set of 

three so called rate equations. The W-A characteristic was theoretically and also 

experimentally determined by a line of authorities [1], [4]. Under certain simplifying 

preconditions, it is possible to derive from the analytic expression, also basic conditions of 

bistability arising and also the conditions necessary for the origin of self pulsations in LD 

radiation. 

This article deals with theoretical results and experiments, which led to the 

demonstration of optical bistability on the specially modified LD created on the double 

heterostructure GaAlA/GaAs with saturable absorption section. The used BLD structure made 

it possible for the bistability to arise only in the current impulse mode. To prove the 

bistability, the time method for bistability impulse verification (BIV) by LD, eventually BLD 

was proposed. With the use of the BIV method, basic parameters of the hysterisis loop of the 

W-A characteristic samples of realized BLD were determined. Also the mathematic model of   

the W-A characteristic was derived, used for the simulation of the characteristic for the 
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realized BLD. The achieved characteristics were optimized in accordance to the measured 

results. Element values of the electrical equivalent circuit of the BLD for small changes of 

signal were calculated for selected operating points of the simulated W-A characteristics. 

The BLD was realized by using the ternary GaAs/GaAlAs structure with a double hetero 

junction and a multiple-divided contact stripe. The manner of masking was selected according 

to [2], the contact isle distance was increased from 10 to 20 µm. The axis length of the contact 

isles is 30 µm and the width is 10 µm. To verify bistability, two synchronized impulse power 

generators were used, whose impulses were lead to the measured sample, fixed in the 

measuring head. Current from the first generator set the BLD operating point, the second 

generator generated the setting and resetting impulse. Waveforms were monitored on the 

sampling oscilloscope and recorded on the plotter. The waveforms made it possible to 

determine the BLD impulse W-A characteristic and read the basic parameters of the hysterisis 

loop. 

The dependency of bistability on the temperature is monitored by measuring the BLD 

W-A characteristic. The method uses the W-A characteristic integral impulse measuring 

device, which makes it possible to change the filling coefficient of exciting current impulses 

and to monitor the dependency of the integrated optical power on the amplitude of exciting 

current impulses and records this dependency on a plotter. The BLD element was placed into 

a cryostat and the impact of the temperature on the parameters of the W-A characteristic 

hysterisis loop was monitored for various temperatures. The range of temperatures where 

bistability occurred was from - 10 to + 22
o

C.  

For verifying the theory of the measured results, the mathematical model of the W-A 

characteristic was derived by a static solution of the system of rate equations [4], respecting 

the dependency of the lifetime of carriers to their concentration in the active BLD layer. 

Physical constants were determined from the measuring of the cut-off frequency of the 

modulation characteristic of BLD below the threshold and from frequency measuring of 

foton-electron resonance of samples above the threshold. Values of physical constants were 

optimized throughout the simulation process. For selected points of operation on the W-A 

characteristic, the equivalent electrical small signal BLD circuit was calculated for small 

signal changes. Based on the knowledge of equivalent electrical small signal circuit, the 

stability of the semiconductor LD radiation can be analyzed, or an electronic modulation 

circuit can also be designed, to reach the required radiant response of the semiconductor LD 

respectuallyBLD.
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Introduction 

 

Modern approach to signal processing in radio systems moves more and more to digital signal 

processing. High performance analog to digital and digital to analog converters together with 

high computational power of programmable devices and digital signal processors enable to 

digitally realize both basic blocks and whole signal processing stages in present systems like 

radio receivers and radio transmitters. It is possible to process signal bandwidth of hundreds 

of MHz without loss of dynamic range. 

The concept of radio receiver, whose main parts of signal processing chain are realized 

digitally by programmable digital circuits, is usually called Software Defined Radio (SDR) or 

simply Software Radio. 

 

Experimental GNSS software receiver 

 

The experimental GNSS receiver [1-3] based on software radio architecture has been 

developed at the Czech Technical University for the processing of present and future global 

navigation satellite systems. For the biggest possible versatility, the modular concept was 

chosen. The receiver consists of three units: two-channel RF unit that covers frequency band 

1 – 2 GHz, a DSP unit based on FPGA device, and a high power computer unit. In the first 

version of receiver the DSP unit was based on FPGA Virtex-II platform realized as a PCI 

interface card for PC workstation running Windows 2000 operating system.   

The main difficulties with the first version of GNSS receiver were represented by problems 

with real time handling of the GNSS correlators and communication with the DSP card via 

PCI bus. The discussed problems are fully solved in the latest version, which is based on the 

Virtex-II Pro platform. The new FPGA platform enables single chip integration of all digital 

processing parts, i.e. correlators and computer for tracking and navigation task resolving. For 

achieving higher reliability of the whole system, the true real time multitasking operating 

system MicroC/OS-II is chosen instead of Windows 2000. 

Virtex-II Pro FPGA chip includes two PowerPC processors operating at 300 MHz with 128 

Kbytes internal and 8 Mbytes shared external memory and peripherals connected on shared 

peripheral bus OPB, like UART, timer, interrupt controller and array of ten to fifty 

GPS/GLONASS correlators. 

 

Signal processing design and implementation in GNSS software receiver 

 

Generally, the SDR concept can be realized by two ways. The first approach uses description 

of signal processing algorithms completely in some of programming languages and its 

implementation in processor or DSP device. The second approach enables to share signal 

processing between structures of programmable logic (e.g. FPGA) and algorithms running in 

processor.  The signal processing is then represented by combination of code describing 

configuration of programmable logic and code running in processor. Simple but numerically 
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demanding operations e.g. signal filtration, modulation, demodulation, and coding are 

realized by programmable structures in FPGA device. The other operations that are less 

computationally demanding but very complex are then executed by convenient processors or 

DSP devices. These operations include data processing in link and network layers and system 

interface and control, programmed by assembler or higher programming languages. The 

FPGA devices, e.g. Xilinx Virtex-II Pro with several PowerPC cores embedded in the device, 

profit from embedded processor power and its direct connection to blocks formed by FPGA 

structures without loss of structures available for use in the design. The concept of embedded 

hardware processor in FPGA device was chosen for experimental GNSS receiver described in 

this paper. 

The software design flow combines both FPGA configuration and software for processor. For 

seamless integration of both parts, it can be used some kind of various CAD Integrated design 

environments (IDE) provided by FPGA devices manufacturers. For the design of 

experimental GNSS receiver from this paper the combination of IDE Xilinx Platform Studio 

by Xilinx was used. 

DSP software design flow begins by the system modeling and evaluation in Matlab Simulink 

using Xilinx Blockset. Then the Simulink system is compiled using Xilinx System Generator 

for DSP to the VHDL language. 

Simulink models do not support some special subsystems like bi-directional busses and other 

special circuits. These auxiliary blocks are described directly in VHDL language and they are 

added to the project. The VHDL code is processed in the standard software ISE 5.1 tools by 

Xilinx. Before the implementation of the program to the FPGA the correct function of the 

DSP can be simulated using VHDL simulation tools. Final target code is then implemented 

inside the FPGA and tested in the real hardware. 

  

Conclusion 

 

SDR concept is prospective approach to signal processing in radio systems, including 

navigation systems. The advantage of software oriented approach resides in easy 

configuration and modification of signal processing algorithms. 
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Recently the imaging technology plays very important role in the field of biomedical 

technology. In many imaging systems, the imaging with semiconductor devices is replacing 

the conventional photography. Image sensors based on CCD and CMOS technology are more 

suitable than the conventional photography. Because there is preferred the evaluation of 

image quality, some relevant dependencies concerning to the geometrical structure (2D 

sampling structure) of the image sensor, especially in the case of large area image sensors are 

very important. Based on long term experience the MTF (Modulation Transfer Function) has 

been used as one of the common image quality parameter – in more cases in the image quality 

evaluation based on the two-dimensional MTF.  

In a standard imaging approach an imaging system is described by the Point Spread 

Function (PSF) or the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF). There can be defined the 

response of imaging system to the point light source (2D Dirac impulse) as the impulse 

response or PSF. The PSF is frequently used to characterize, e.g. the optical blur. The 

relationship between the image and original is given by the convolution of the original with 

PSF [1]. In the frequency domain the convolution (a linear system is supposed) becomes a 

product. The Fourier transform of the PSF is known as the Optical Transfer Function (OTF). 

The OTF is generally complex and thus it has a module and argument. The module OTF is 

called the MTF or Contrast Transfer Function (CTF). The argument is called the Phase 

Transfer Function (PTF). In our case is supposed imaging systems without aberrations. It 

implies, that PTF=0. There can be also defined so called “contrast” that helps to describe the 

contrast transfer efficiency by MTF with respect to spatial frequencies with appropriate 

brightness. All parts of the imaging systems, i.e. atmosphere, objective, image sensor, image 

processing, image display and finally the observer's eye can be described by the MTF. The 

MTF of the whole imaging system is than given by the product of all particular MTFs. But 

the main task was to evaluate the sensor MTF. 

 There are very useful relationships among the PSF, OTF and MTF via Fourier 

transform [1]. We have used the analogy between optical imaging systems and electro-optical 

imaging systems. Because the CCD and CMOS sensors are so called intensity sensors, it 

means that they cannot sense phase information, and thus we can consider the pixel shape and 

pixel sensitivity profile as PSF. Then we can use the same mathematical operations as above 

described. 

 There are several approaches how to obtain the OTF (MTF) including 2D case [2]. 

From the point of view of the image sensor we have used the following methods: 

 - Image sensor OTF computation based on the definition of the pixel shape and 

sampling grid [1-3], 

 - Computation of the MTF based on the contrast modulation evaluation [1-3], 

 - Computation of the MTF based on the deconvolution [2], 

 - MTF measurement based on the random patterns or LSF (ESF) [4]. 
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From the point of the image sensor there is very important to describe the process of 

spatial image sampling. Based on the theory of sampling, we can state that the real sampling 

model of the image sensor is represented by the convolution of an input image and a finite 

sampling aperture with different distribution over the sampling aperture area multiplied by 

sampling functions (sampling grid) [2]. There is also included to our consideration the effect 

of fill factor [2]. 

From the theoretical point of view we have computed the detector MTF for the set of 

different pixel shapes (rectangular shaped detector, L-shaped detector, rhombus shaped 

detector, hexagonal shaped detector, octagonal shaped detector and circular shaped detector) 

[3]. The uniform pixel sensitivity distribution was used within the all sections. The linear 

spatial invariant systems were used. MTF of the linear spatial variant system has been 

partially solved, e.g. for the case of the log-polar arrangement of the sensor or for the retina 

like sensors utilizing the retina structures from animals. Nevertheless the systematic solution 

will be performed in the future.  

From the point of view of the requirements of the system modeling we have used GUI 

application called Image Sensor MOdeling Toolbox (ISMOT) [3]. This application enables 

modeling of the following tasks: 

- Optical subsystem properties (f, D, distance, λ), 

- Spatial frequency settings, 

- Detector shape and sampling grid, 

- CCD sensor specific properties (diffusion, CTE), 

- GUI chart properties (selected MTFs, overall MTF of selected subsystems). 

 

We have tested the different geometrical structures of an area image sensor, based on 

finding of optimal MTF, e.g. to have Nyquist spatial frequency as high as possible and 

minimum and small peaks beyond the Nyquist spatial frequency, that represent aliasing. 

Currently, most of the CCD or CMOS detector arrays utilize a rectangular geometry. 

However, other detecting and sampling structures may offer an improved performance, like 

rhombus [3]. If the sampling geometry is rhombus, there is possibility to obtain 100% fill 

factor as well. There was tested a sensitivity distribution also. We have used LSF (Line 

Spread Function) profile as a suitable tool. An ideal sensitivity distribution is Dirac impulse 

from that follows MTF=100%. The Gauss distribution sensitivity seems to be an optimal case.  
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We present properties of piezoresistive sensor with thin-film piezoresistive layers. In 

this paper is described methodology of measurement and modeling of these sensors with the 

aim to use that structure as a sensor of mechanical quantities [1,2]. Static parameters and 

temperature range of their usability have been measured on realized samples. We compare 

sensors based on implanted strain gauges and sputtered thin-film strain gauges as well. The 

basic function of the semiconductor strain gauge is based on transforming the changes of 

dimension in certain direction to change its electric resistance [2].  Deformation of measured 

object causes the change of strain gauge dimension. It allows measuring of plenty 

nonelectrical quantities such deformation, bending, force, acceleration etc. 

There were designed a new topologies of testing thin-film piezoresistive structures in 

the first stage. The experimental work followed, the material constants (gauge factor etc.) was 

obtained and used in MEMS simulator CoventorWare. The designed topologies were 

simulated and verified. The are several testing structures, from single resistors through half-

bridges to full Wheatstone bridges and complex structures with several half-bridges. 

The software package CoventorWare was used for design of 

mechanical and thermal characteristics of the structure. The tools enable design, modelling 

and successive modification of designed MEMS structures. For successful simulation, it is 

necessary to input all material constants correctly. There have been realised Mechanical, 

Piezoresistive and Thermal simulations [1,3].

Mechanical simulation calculates bend of the cantilever and 

value of mechanical strain on the surface of the cantilever caused by this bend.

Piezoresistive simulation calculates magnitude of voltage on 

meander at constant current in dependence on cantilever deformation caused by effective 

force.

Thermal simulation, results of this simulation are data on mechanical strain arising in 

connection of cantilever with base due to different thermal expansion of material of base and 

Si.

There have been measured a number of parameters of realised samples in dependence 

on mechanical strain and temperature and reverse voltage and junction capacity as well. From 

the measured values there have been calculated further parameters like values of 

piezoresistive coefficients, coefficients of deformation sensitivity, deviations from linearity, 

hysteresis and temperature coefficients of resistance. 
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The main goals of this work were: to establish measurement system which is 

controlled via personal computer via GPIB bus. This allows automatic measurement and data 

acquisition and processing. The next goal was design and characterisation of sensors with 

thin-film sputtered layers. Measured and calculated characteristics piezoresistive samples 

exhibit very good linearity, low hysteresis at load but unfortunately the gauge factor is 

relatively low. The future work will focus on increasing of gauge factor and sensitivity of our 

piezoresistive layers and design of sensors based on materials suitable for high temperatures 

e.g. diamond or silicon carbide [4]. 
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Simulation is very important phase in development of semiconductor structures. Main 

purpose of the procedure of simulation is in testing the functionality of given structure and to 

determine its significant characteristics. With more sophisticated simulators in terms of the 

best physical model we can even predict the properties of these structures. It might put aside 

the manufacturing of non functional devices, so its place in a stage of development is well-

earned.

There exist a lot of possible physical models that lead to the same quantitative results. 

All these models have in common the Schrödinger equation and can be classified as either 

dynamic (coherent) or kinetic. Most uses of the Schrödinger equation for quantum system 

simulation are based on a scaled single-particle wavefunction as the state function, since the 

exact many-particle wavefunction becomes unmanageably complex with more than just a few 

carriers. Two features of quantum electronic devices have not been accurately treated with the 

Schrödinger equation approach: absorbing boundary conditions (e.g., ohmic contacts) in a 

transient simulation, and inelastic scattering. We can see this as a crucial problem and focus 

to find other way that will lead to better results without systematic limitations. Kinetic models 

such as density matrix, Green function or Wigner function are the way. They employ 

statistical state function, rather than the exact many-quanta wavefunction as with the 

Schrödinger function (SE) or one wavefunction per energy as with the transfer matrix method 

(TMM). Quantum statistical mechanics does not attempt to retain all information about the 

evolutions and interactions of perhaps millions of distinct quanta, but rather deals with 

continuous distributions of particles and interactions. A statistical state function is thus a 

natural and efficient way to model particles in many-body systems. A statistical approach 

should also be quite accurate - the myriad single-particle wavefunctions intermingle so 

completely that they can not be distinguished anyway. The statistical state function is usually 

formed by assuming total particle independence (the one-particle approximation). 

If we speak of accuracy, we also have to mention the computational speed of 

simulations. In other words we talk about efficiency of model’s algorithm. We can say that 

SE and TMM uses one of the lowest computational-requirement algorithms. In contrast the 

Green function approach has relatively bad computation efficiency. Remaining two models, 

the density matrix and Wigner function takes a middle position in this comparison. 

Let’s focus on the TMM which popularity is mainly due to its simplicity (in both 

theory and programming), and which is currently the only implemented solution of our 

quantum device simulator. The TMM represents one possible way to surmount the absorbing 

boundary problem of the Schrödinger equation - solving the equation in steady-state. The 

TMM is based on the assumptions that particles enter and leave the system as continuous 

beams with amplitudes given by the fixed boundary conditions, that a particle beam entering 

at a given energy is perfectly phase-coherent, and that particle beams at different energies do 

not interact. The result is a state function for each particle beam which is simply a scaled, 

steady-state, single-particle wavefunction. However, because it is based directly on the 

Schrödinger equation, the TMM also can not handle irreversibility (inelastic scattering). 

Further, because continuous particle beams are assumed throughout the system, transient 

simulations are almost impossible to implement using the TMM. 
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Another aspect of every computer simulation resides in representation of numbers on 

different platforms. Our case is based on x86 where is very difficult to combine required 

accuracy and absolute time of simulation because of the calculation of extremely low or high 

exponential numbers. Only possible solution is to choose between different levels of 

arithmetic’s precision. 

Actually we are interested in simulation of resonant tunneling diodes even though the 

simulator is capable of dealing with arbitrary quantum device structure. Particular process of 

computing characteristic properties consists of several stages. First of all we have to 

transform the current structure to a suitable grid using a proper procedure, in our case piece-

wise-constant node-bounded potential profile. Next step consists of two closely tied parts. We 

have to count so called transmission amplitude T of an incident wavefunction for all 

significant energies throughout the whole structure (grid respectively). Each result of T has to 

be properly add to arrive at total current flow through the device. In every point of the grid for 

all computed energies the wavefunction coefficients has to be stored because of the future 

calculation of the carrier density profile. 

Important property of every quantum device simulator is self-consistency. It is a 

smooth cross-over between Schrödinger equation and Poisson equation to get the authentical 

potential profile in according to accumulation of carriers. This solution enables us to clearly 

observe the current-voltage characteristic’s hysteresis. Another enhancement consists in a 

simple but significant modification of the TMM which rests on the use of node-centered grid 

regions, where grid interfaces are half-way between nodes rather than at the nodes of the grid. 

We might even add in a piece-wise linear interpolation or use a finite element analysis to 

obtain even more credentiable potential profile. 

In despite of the limitations of the TMM stated above the objective results of 

simulation are close to being real. 
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The main goal of this work is to design and realize a mechanical model controlled by 

synchronous motors. We show their synchronization and cooperation. Controlling of each 

motor is provided by servo drive (Acopos) that is controlled by PLC via communication 

Ethernet PowerLink [3]. Originally, we intended to use application profile ProfiDrive v3.0, 

which is based on Profibus DP-V2. However, finally we decided to base the model on a real-

time Ethernet protocol, namely Ethernet Powerlink. Several of the main reasons are the 

increasing popularity and usability of real-time Ethernet communication and proven 

functionality of one of such protocols, i.e. Ethernet Powerlink.

Positional control [1] 

Part of many automation tasks is to control one or more axes, not only in the areas of 

CNC applications. In real world, this problem is often tightly interconnected with general 

control of the machine or technology, thus providing space for applications and/or products, 

integrating both the general control and multi-axes synchronization. 

Requirements for such tasks are obvious – on one hand it is comfortable to work with 

PLC with all its advantages (arbitrary control algorithms, extensive memory, great 

communication and visualization possibilities), on the other hand the servo drives [2] (usually 

and preferably digital ones) must be precise enough, offering high dynamics and accuracy for 

the whole process. 

Unfortunately this solution usually has a disadvantage – the necessity to solve the own 

application tasks (it means the general and position control tasks), and the transfer of the 

information and commands from one part to another ones, i.e. the communication between 

the PLC and the servo drives. Using standard analog or digital signals for the transmission, 

only limited features of the servo drives can be exploited, although such data transfer can be 

fast and simple. A better solution is to use communications possibilities of the servo drives 

and PLC, e.g. CAN, Profibus DP-V2 or Ethernet PowerLink.

As mentioned above, we decided to use Ethernet PowerLink, which is a modern 

protocol for the data transfer in real time, allowing synchronization of the individual nodes, 

mutual communication among the drives without master intervention, etc. Ethernet 

PowerLink has a constant cycle time with the minimum jitter of synchronization ticks. For 

this reason it is suitable for control of multi-axis mechanisms.

Position control itself can may be realized by special control commands called 

ncActions[1] and/or by defined CAM  profiles. The positioning procedure via ncActions is 

programmed in an application task in the master PLC using a data-structure representation of 

the controlled axis. The structure’s individual members describe the characteristics of the axis 

(input/output signals, parameters of the regulator, limit values, set target values for the 

movements, e.g. speed, position and acceleration, actual values etc.) The ncActions operate 

above the NC structure, issuing commands for parameterization and control (e.g. initialization 

parameters, switch on/off the regulator, start/stop movement etc.). The NC manager of the 

PLC then performs the communication with the operating system of the servo drive using 
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Ethernet PowerLink, and handles the following jobs during cyclic operation: transfer 

parameter data (e.g. control parameter, encoder parameter, motor data etc.), process data (e.g. 

temperature values, current dynamic power, etc.) and commands to the servo amplifier, read 

status data (warnings and errors) from servo amplifier and make entries in the NC structure. 

The operating system of the servo drive obtains: set value generator (calculates an 

optimal set value sequence from the application parameters without exceeding the specified 

maximum values), actual value evaluation (evaluation of the encoder data, line currents and 

temperature values) and control logic. 

The control via CAM profiles is realized by defined trajectories of the position, speed 

and acceleration.  The defined CAM profile is depends on the behavior of the master axis, 

which represents the course of time. The CAM profile does not handle parameters of 

regulator and others parameters of the servo drive. To set the parameters ncActions must be 

used. The graphic editor is used to define necessary trajectories. We must define master – 

slave dependence of axes and can define technology functions, e.g. electronic gearbox, switch 

CAM, position CAM, CNC systems and etc.

Controlled model 

There are two linear belt modules (from the Bosch Rexroth company) mounted on a 

steel construction. Every module is driven by a synchronous servo motor. The next servo 

motor is fixed at each module. At this motor a holder of the ball is mounted. As a result, one 

pair of servo motors executes movements up or down and second pair of motors executes 

movement to the side. 

The individual motors contain encoder (resolver) to scan the actual position and speed.

Motors handling vertical movement contain an electric brake. All motors are controlled by the 

servo drives [2]. Separate movement of all motors is realized by the pulse width modulation 

(PWM) of the supply voltage of each motor with the basic frequency 20 kHz. This frequency 

is sufficient to the exact realization of the calculated actions. The control algorithm is 

processed in the PLC, which realizes the transfer of the commands to the servo drive and 

exchanges all controls and status data via Ethernet PowerLink with the communication cycle 

of 400ms.

The model is programmed to execute two functions. First of them is the “Catapult” 

which consist of kicking up (drop) the ball in the vertical direction and follow-up catching 

this ball. This part was programmed by “ncActions”. Second function is the “Juggler” which 

throwing the ball between the both holders from one side to second and was programmed 

using “CAM profiles”. The touch screen, which is integrated in the PLC, is used to control the 

model and to visualize the actual data. 
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 In recent years the acoustic receivers are becoming specialized, their fabrication is 

more complicated and more expensive. As a result the importance of the modelling of these 

systems is rising. This contribution deals with miniature silicon condenser microphones with 

different shapes of moving and back electrodes and microphone with direct analog-to-digital 

conversion. The model is based on electro-acoustic analogy [1] and the study leads to the 

equivalent lumped element circuit. 

 First, the properties of thin plates of different shapes used as moving electrodes were 

studied. The displacement of the plates was found by solving the wave equation, which is the 

differential equation of the fourth order. From the displacement the mechanical impedance is 

derived [2]. We assumed an equivalent circuit of the moving plate in the form of the second 

Foster’s reactance two-pole network. The comparison of  the impedance of this network and 

the mechanical impedance of the moving plate gives the expressions for the mechanical 

masses and mechanical compliances. Using this method the equivalent lumped element 

circuits of rectangular and circular plates clamped at the centre and at the edges have been 

found. The analytical results have been verified by the numerical analysis using the Finite 

Elements Method. 

 The thiner the air-gap between moving and back electrode is, the more sensitive the 

microphone gets, but due to the air viscosity the movement of the moving electrode is more 

damped. In order to suppress this damping the back electrode can be perforated, but there is 

another way more suitable for micromachining fabrication, which is a non-planar back 

electrode. The electrostatic transducer with rectangular moving electrode and non-planar non-

perforated back electrode as a miniature silicon microphone has been studied [3]. The 

equations describing the electroacoustic transduction by the transducer coefficient, the 

transducer capacitance, generalized displacement and negative stiffness have been derived 

and these coefficients have been expressed. We consider the moving electrode being the 

rectangular diaphragm and vibrating under the first resonance frequency. Then the equivalent 

circuit of the diaphragm can be simplified to the serial combination of one mechanical mass 

and one mechanical compliance. The equivalent circuit of the air-gap is the two-port network 

having the output connected to the peripheral cavity, which is modelled by its compliance. 

The two-port network modelling the air-gap consists of a compliance, a mass and a resistance. 

The expression of the compliance and the mass comes from the solution of wave equation for 

velocity potential which is derived from the continuity equation. The resistance caused by the 

air viscosity can be derived supposing an incompressible viscous fluid in the air-gap. The 

equation of motion for this fluid is the Navier-Stokes equation. By solving this equation we 

find the velocity and the volume velocity in the air-gap and its relation to the acoustic 

pressure in the air-gap. The ratio of the pressure and the volume velocity is simply the 

acoustic impedance, at low frequencies we take into account only the resistance caused by the 

viscous losses. This resistance models the damping of  the moving electrode. 

 Another type of special acoustic receiver is the microphone with direct analog-to-

digital conversion. We have focused on the electrostatic transducer with the new concept of 

detecting and driving electrodes [4]. This transducer consists of  the diaphragm positioned 

between the detecting electrode and several driving electrodes. The displacement of the 
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diaphragm caused by the acoustic pressure is detected by the the detecting electrode as in the 

case of classical condenser microphone. Then the driving electrodes working as the actuators 

compensate this displacement. Every driving electrode corespondes to one bit, the digital 

information is which driving electrodes have to be activated to compensate the diaphragm 

displacement. The diaphragm displacement compensating effect is weighted by the 

significance of the bit for each driving electrode. In the case of our transducer this weighting 

is realized by the different area of the driving electrodes. The non-piston like vibrating mode 

of the circular diaphragm was taken into account. The electrostatic transducer with circular 

diaphragm, planar or non-planar detecting electrode and several prototypes of driving 

electrodes for 4, 5 and 6 bits direct analog-to-digital converting microphone have been 

realized. Subsequent work will focus on the electronic parts of the microphone. 

 In this work the using of electro-acoustic analogy for modelling of some special types 

of acoustic receivers has been presented. The equivalent lumped element circuit of thin plates 

of different shapes used as moving electrodes was found, the theory of electrostatic transducer 

with rectangular moving electrode and non-planar non-perforated back electrode as a 

miniature silicon microphone has been studied and the experimental electrostatic transducer 

used as the microphone with direct analog-to-digital conversion was described.
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Introduction

 

This paper deals with construction of LC network and with measurement of voltage 

Korteweg-de Vreis (KdV) solitons, which were generated on this nonlinear LC network.  

The voltage KdV solitons are analogy of optical solitons, which can be generated e.g. in 

standard single-mode optical fibers or in special optical fibers, such as in high nonlinear 

mictostructure optical fibers or in fiber tapers. KdV solitons were generated on newly 

constructed LC network from different input voltage profiles. Nonlinear LC network was 

constructed for stable solitons generation and for observation of phenomena, which nascent 

during solitons propagation. 

 

Construction of the LC Network 

 

Non-linear LC network consists of cascade of LC sections. Each non-linear LC section 

contains inductor and voltage variable capacitor (Varicap). Inductors with constant inductance 

L = 28 µH (± 2 µH, measured on frequency f = 1 MHz) were made by copper wire winding 

on toroidal core (T 10, µ
r
 = 230). The Varicaps KB 109G were used in all non-linear LC 

sections, too. The capacity of the Varicaps was changed by a reverse voltage. The Varicap 

capacity was changed from C
v
 = 30 pF up to C

v
 = 6 pF for reverse voltage from U

v
 = 3 V up 

to U
v
 = 25 V. 

 

Measurement and Simulation 

 

Constant voltage supply, analytical function generator and two-channel oscilloscope were 

used for measurement.  

Constant voltage supply was used for Varicaps operating point set-up. An analytical 

function generator was used for generating of input voltage profiles. The two-channel 

oscilloscope and a personal computer were used for representation of recorded waveform.  

One of two probes of oscilloscope was situated at the input of non-linear LC network. 

Second oscilloscope probe was situated at n-unit of four-terminal network for observation of 

transformation of input voltage profile. PC was used also for mathematical modeling of 

soliton properties and for comparing measured soliton shape and calculated soliton shape.  

Stable solitons were propagating through nonlinear LC network after input voltage 

profile transformation. Time (distance) of transformation was depended on frequency and 
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amplitude of periodic input voltage and on reverse voltage of Varicaps. Time (distance) of 

transformation was not depended on shape of input voltage profile. 

 

Conclusions

 

Stable soliton pulses were generated from different input voltage profiles on constructed 

nonlinear LC network. Input voltage profile was changed after very short time and during 

profile transformation of input voltage was measured stable solitons propagating on LC 

network without change of shape, amplitude, and velocity. 

Stable soliton pulses were molded from all input voltage profiles (sinusoidal, rectangular 

and triangular). A few series of measurement was obtained by the two-channel oscilloscope. 

Each of series of measurement corresponded with one of input periodic course of voltage. 

Transformation of input periodic voltage profile and consequential formation of solitons were 

registered. These series of measurement was obtained by magnitude setting of reverse voltage 

of varicaps, by different magnitude setting of amplitude of input periodic voltage profile and 

different frequencies. Solitons was generated consequently from all input voltage profile 

(sinusoidal, rectangular and triangular) and in these all cases reached an agreement with 

theoretical behaviour of solution of Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. 

By measurement was demonstrated nonlinear behaviour of KdV solitons during solitons 

propagation. Solitons with different amplitude was formed on LC network for observation of 

velocity dependence of amplitude of soliton pulse. Soliton pulses are described by hyperbolic 

secans, which is solution of KdV equation. By measurement was verified mathematical model 

of propagation of soliton pulses with different amplitudes. A soliton of high amplitude travels 

faster than anyone of low amplitude. Measurement demonstrated other properties of solitons. 

Solitons saved their identities (shapes, velocities, and directions of propagation) after 

collisions. During the overlap time interval their joint amplitude changes non-linearly. 
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This project dealt with a verification approach of a real time distributed system. Let us 

assume such system consisting of application processes (designed by application developer) 

running under Real-Time Operating System (RTOS e.g. OSEK) while using several 

processors interconnected via standard broadcast communication based on the Controller 

Area Network (CAN). The crucial problem is to verify both time properties (e.g. message 

response time, schedulability of periodic processes, response time) and logic properties (e.g. 

deadlock, mutual exclusion, priority based access) of the applications incorporating two kinds 

of shared resources - the processor and the bus. Classical approaches deal separately either 

with the processor sharing (studied for example by RMS) or with the bus sharing (e.g. CAN 

message latency studied by Tindell [1]).  

 

Task schedulability on single-processor and multiprocessor systems is a widely studied 

subject. For example Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) can be used to guarantee 

schedulability, when the application consisting of periodic processes is running on a single-

processor with priority based pre-emptive kernel and the processes have their respective 

deadlines at the end of the period. RMS assigns fixed priorities to the processes according to 

their request rate (inverse to their period deadline), therefore the highest priority is assigned to 

the processes with highest frequency. Schedulability of such processes can be verified using 

Utilization bound theorem or Completion time theorem. 

 

An important part of this project was to improve the CAN arbitration model composed of 

several timed automata: a bus automaton and a transmitter automaton per each message ID. 

Concrete CAN model, based on discrete event system is presented in [2]. The model consists 

of an arbitration automaton and a transceiver automaton per each message transmitted in the 

system. The Interface between the transceiver and the upper layer model (tasks) is provided 

by synchronization channels. Verification of the CAN model was compared to the results 

achieved by Tindell and Burns. 

 

The next part of the project dealt with an integration of the CAN model with the model of the 

RTOS developed in [3]. The approach assumes a fine grain model treating the task internal 

structure, OS kernel, communication layer and the controlled environment. The task model 

consists of several blocks of code called computations, calls of OS services, selected 

variables, code branching and loops (affected by values of selected variables). The OS kernel 

model formalizes operating system services functionality. The controlled environment model, 

specifying arrival times of events, releasing the tasks or the messages, plays the key role in 

the system verification. An comprehensive analysis of this model behavior (automatically 

done by model checking tool UPPAAL) considers task and messages response times 

corresponding to a realistic phasing, realistic tasks and messages arrival times, realistic 

blocking and realistic execution time in a relation to the modeled code branching. Therefore 

the verification result is as precise as the model is. 
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Finally, the qualities of the project RTOS and communication bus modeling approach were 

proved on a real test bed. The test bed configuration consists of PC104 device and a several 

Motorola HC12 boards. The PC104 was configured as follows: CAN PCI card running 

RTLinux with OCERA LinCAN driver. The Motorola HC12 board includes MsCAN driver. 

The measurement on the test bed showed that our approach was correct. 

 

The results of the project were presented at the FISITA 2004 - World Automotive Congress in 

Barcelona, at the 11th IFAC Symposium on Information Control Problems in Manufacturing 

and at the IEEE International Workshop on Factory Communication Systems in Vienna [4]. 

 

The list of the project results is as follows: 

• Improved timed automata model of CAN was developed. 

• The model was included to the RTOS model. 

• A distributed RT system model was realized by the model and its properties were 

verified by temporal logic. 

• Properties of such approach were validated at a test bed consisting of PC104 and three 

Motorola HC12 boards and compared to the timed automata results. 

• The results were presented at several conferences (IFAC, IEEE). 
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Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) represent a commonly used positioning, 

navigation and localization systems. GPS system is the most widespread Global Navigation 

Satellite System, it is the only one fully applicable global satellite position determination 

system on the world at present. The GPS can be perceived as a model for other following 

systems – Russian GLONASS and Galileo. The new European GNSS system Galileo is 

planed to be usable in 2008 and will bring an extension of the current GPS satellite segment 

to the 54-60 satellites. The integrated GNSS system GPS+Galileo will be more reliable due to 

better signal coverage and the safety and integrity improvement. 

The GNSS position determination is based on the satellite-to-user distance measurement. 

GNSS satellites transmit the specially designed signal with spread spectrum modulation. The 

signal propagation delay is measured to obtain the distance information. Because the satellite 

orbital parameters are known, position and velocity of users receiver equipment is computed 

consecutively. 

Development of the new European GNSS system Galileo, modernization of the GPS, and 

implementation of augmented systems WAAS and EGNOS require new approach to 

investigation of the signal processing in the receiver. Due to this challenge the Experimental 

GNSS Receiver based on Software Defined Radio (SDR) Architecture has been developed at 

the Czech Technical University in Prague. The receiver is determined for research and 

development of new GNSS signal processing algorithms including massive parallel 

processing for indoor navigation and for the study of new forms of the GNSS signals 

transmitted during the early phase of the Galileo mission. 

The Experimental GNSS Receiver consists of two units: the Radio Frequency Unit (RFU) and 

the Digital Signal Processing Unit (DSP). The RFU contains two independent equivalent 

channels; each channel can operate at any frequency in the frequency band from 1 to 2 GHz. 

The bandwidth of each channel is adjustable up to 36 MHz. The output immediate-frequency 

wide-band signal (122-158 MHz) is sampled by 8-bit A/D converter with very low jitter and 

samples are passed to the DSP unit. 

The DSP unit is based on the on the FPGA Virtex-II Pro. This solution presents integration of 

very powerful gate array with two or more processor cores PowerPC (PPC 405E) on 300 

MHz and other support circuits such as set of multipliers for parallel algorithm realization or 

200 to 600 kilobytes of in-chip memory. The concentration of these circuits in one chip 

device allows compact solution of complicated DSP unit. The used FPGA platform enables 

single chip integration of all digital processing parts of the GNSS receiver, i.e. correlators and 

signal filtering, signal tracking tasks and finally position-velocity-time (PVT) resolving, 

system integrity monitoring, navigation and other related tasks. The FPGA is fully 

programmable and one iteration of design procedure takes several tens of minutes only. 

Therefore, many variants of DSP algorithm solution can be verified and tested with real signal 

in suitable time duration. 

The described DSP unit version is a successor of previous one based on the FPGA Virtex-II 

without internal PowerPC cores. This DSP unit was used for several early experiments in our 

laboratory and for weak parts inquiry of the receiver design. 
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The GNSS uses spread spectrum modulated signals. This modulation technique complicates 

detection of weak signals without adequately precise priori estimations of code delay and Doppler 

frequency shift. These parameters are unknown at the beginning of the signal search process. 

However, the parameter space has to be searched in both code-delay domain (with size M) and 

Doppler frequency domain (with size N). Since the sequential searching in two-dimensional space 

M⋅N is very slow, optimized parallel or quasi-parallel algorithms are investigate. Parallel search in 

code-delay domain requires using of massive parallel correlator structures and brings considerable 

requirements to hardware complexity and capacity. Parallel search in Doppler frequency domain 

can be realized effectively by FFT. 

The GNSS signal synchronization in tracking phase is kept by two feedback loops – code-delay 

lock loop (DLL) and carrier-phase lock loop (PLL). Design of DLL in case of Galileo or 

modernized GPS signal is complicated due to used BOC signal modulation. Correlation function 

of BOC signal contains multiple local peaks. These side peaks phenomenon causes ambiguity in 

code-delay tracking and will be studied and investigated in the future. Using standard GPS 

correlation techniques for BOC signal tracking is not suitable because of ambiguity risk. Special 

correlators and code-delay discriminators design will be provided and tested in both forms – by 

software simulation on numeric signal model and by real signal testing with Experimental GNSS 

Receiver hardware. 

The weak GNSS signal acquisition and BOC modulated signal tracking are the actual problems, 

which will be investigated in projects of new Galileo and modernized GPS receiver design and 

verifications of these receivers. We presume that developed Experimental GNSS Receiver is 

usable to be suitable platform for testing and development. 
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The finding of the optimal model of the real imaging system (including the image 

sensors) is constantly actual theme in an area of obtaining, processing, reproduction 

(visualization) and archiving of any imaging data. All imaging data, in analogue and in digital 

representation, are distorted by the effects of sensing device (optical part and the active 

sensing unit – imaging sensor), by the effect of compressions (we can treat the compression 

algorithm as any other imaging system) and at the end by the effect of recording device. For 

the high-quality reproduction and potentially machine processing of the image data is 

necessary work down impact of imaging system and try to obtain better issues.

Specific part of this problem is special imaging systems used for scientific purposes, 

for example for example for obtaining of the imaging data in medicine and astronomy. 

Especially in astronomy is evident progress in technology for obtaining of imaging data in 

invisible parts of spectra – near infrared band (IR) and RTG band. The imaging sensors used 

for those purposes are based on another physical principles than the sensors used for visible 

part of spectra. In this part of research is necessary to determine criteria of image quality 

(objective and subjective) and find the model of imaging system which will be respect 

parameters required to determine this model. 

In a standard imaging approach we describe an imaging system by the PSF or the 

MTF. We can define the response of the imaging system to a point light source (2D Dirac 

impulse) as the impulse response or the Point Spread Function (PSF). The PSF is frequently 

used to characterize e.g. the optical blur. The relationship of the imaged object and the 

original is given by the convolution of the original object with PSF. All parts of the imaging 

systems, i.e. atmosphere, objective, image sensor, image processing (including image 

compression methods as well), image display and finally the observer's eye can be described 

by MTF. The MTF of the whole imaging system based on the above-mentioned equations is 

than given by the product of all particular MTF. 

There are a few approaches how to obtain the Modulation Transfer Function of image 

sensor. At first it is approach based on restoration methods, including deconvolution. Within 

these methods we use only image data and computational workstation. At second we can use 

specialized measuring system, e.g. interferometer that enabled to obtain 2D MTF. But this 

method is exacting in cost. At third there in our approach required  

to perform a set of 1D MTF (in a lot of angles) computational based on the contrast 

evaluation within the sinusoidal test pattern projection onto the imaging system. Then we can 

perform 3D interpolation to obtain a complete 2D MTF. This last approach was also 

implemented in Matlab and was used within the obtaining results.

In an area of the imaging sensor we are interesting of many parameters and only part 

of them has real impact to consequential image and quality of this image. Interesting 
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parameters for simulation purposes are fill factor, sampling distances, dimensions of pixels 

and area sensitivity of pixels. We can consider a few possible arrangement of sampling 

aperture: rectangular pixels, L-shaped pixels and symmetrical octagonal pixels. 

For the modeling of all imaging systems is very usable the Matlab environment which 

is a full featured, flexible and low cost allowance of traditional measurement methods. The 

next task for the referenced work will be method for the obtaining of the better quality of 

imaging data – super-resolution.
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A new field which arose throughout the past few years is the field of integrated 

optoelectronics. Within this field of hybrid or even monolithic structures of optics, 

optoelectronic and electronic components are becoming useful for the transmission of 

information in the increase of speed up to several gigabits per second. 

In the integrated optoelectronics field, there are also some rather new optoelectronic 

components originating. One of these is the bistable semiconductor laser diode (BLD) that 

makes use of the physical principle of saturated optical absorption. The general optical 

bistability belongs to a physical phenomenon, which was first assumed by Szöke in the year 

1969 and only after, the words were experimentally observed. It was five years later, when 

Lasher thought about bistability especially through the semiconductor laser diode (LD). 

Optical bistability by LD belongs amongst the nonlinear dynamic optical phenomenon, 

originating in LD radiation, the essence of which is Q switching. This physical mechanism is 

based on nonlinear dependence of the absorption coefficient in the absorbing region of the 

divided active layer of the semiconductor LD and appears in LD radiation by providing the 

origin of self pulsations or optical bistability [1].  Few years ago, several papers took place, 

which described the origin of bistability on LD with a multiple heterostructure that was 

purposefully modified by dividing the stripe contact for achieving the bistable mode. The 

papers differed according to the physical mechanism bistability, technology and also 

according to the method of mask divided stripe contact [3]. 

As far as ternary BLD structures are concerned, the works used universally demanding 

technological creations in order to prevent the current spreading under the contact and to 

achieve a very low threshold current. With these structures, the continual bistabile regime was 

achieved in room temperature. From the BLD created at the quaternary structures, the 

bistabile mode was achieved by an easier technological order by using the multiply divided 

stripe contact. The component was working in the progressive bistabile mode only under mild 

cooling. The important characteristic expressing the bistabile BLD properties is the W-A 

characteristic.  Its analytic expression is possible to be deduced by statically solving a set of 

three so called rate equations. The W-A characteristic was theoretically and also 

experimentally determined by a line of authorities [1], [4]. Under certain simplifying 

preconditions, it is possible to derive from the analytic expression, also basic conditions of 

bistability arising and also the conditions necessary for the origin of self pulsations in LD 

radiation. 

This article deals with theoretical results and experiments, which led to the 

demonstration of optical bistability on the specially modified LD created on the double 

heterostructure GaAlA/GaAs with saturable absorption section. The used BLD structure made 

it possible for the bistability to arise only in the current impulse mode. To prove the 

bistability, the time method for bistability impulse verification (BIV) by LD, eventually BLD 

was proposed. With the use of the BIV method, basic parameters of the hysterisis loop of the 

W-A characteristic samples of realized BLD were determined. Also the mathematic model of   
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the W-A characteristic was derived, used for the simulation of the characteristic for the 

realized BLD. The achieved characteristics were optimized in accordance to the measured 

results. Element values of the electrical equivalent circuit of the BLD for small changes of 

signal were calculated for selected operating points of the simulated W-A characteristics. 

The BLD was realized by using the ternary GaAs/GaAlAs structure with a double hetero 

junction and a multiple-divided contact stripe. The manner of masking was selected according 

to [2], the contact isle distance was increased from 10 to 20 µm. The axis length of the contact 

isles is 30 µm and the width is 10 µm. To verify bistability, two synchronized impulse power 

generators were used, whose impulses were lead to the measured sample, fixed in the 

measuring head. Current from the first generator set the BLD operating point, the second 

generator generated the setting and resetting impulse. Waveforms were monitored on the 

sampling oscilloscope and recorded on the plotter. The waveforms made it possible to 

determine the BLD impulse W-A characteristic and read the basic parameters of the hysterisis 

loop. 

The dependency of bistability on the temperature is monitored by measuring the BLD 

W-A characteristic. The method uses the W-A characteristic integral impulse measuring 

device, which makes it possible to change the filling coefficient of exciting current impulses 

and to monitor the dependency of the integrated optical power on the amplitude of exciting 

current impulses and records this dependency on a plotter. The BLD element was placed into 

a cryostat and the impact of the temperature on the parameters of the W-A characteristic 

hysterisis loop was monitored for various temperatures. The range of temperatures where 

bistability occurred was from - 10 to + 22
o

C.  

For verifying the theory of the measured results, the mathematical model of the W-A 

characteristic was derived by a static solution of the system of rate equations [4], respecting 

the dependency of the lifetime of carriers to their concentration in the active BLD layer. 

Physical constants were determined from the measuring of the cut-off frequency of the 

modulation characteristic of BLD below the threshold and from frequency measuring of 

foton-electron resonance of samples above the threshold. Values of physical constants were 

optimized throughout the simulation process. For selected points of operation on the W-A 

characteristic, the equivalent electrical small signal BLD circuit was calculated for small 

signal changes. Based on the knowledge of equivalent electrical small signal circuit, the 

stability of the semiconductor LD radiation can be analyzed, or an electronic modulation 

circuit can also be designed, to reach the required radiant response of the semiconductor LD 

respectuallyBLD.
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 At the Faculty of Transportation Science was teaching course ”Introduction to 

Computer Hardware” since 2000/2001. New course ”One-chip microcontrolers” since 

2005/2006 has been taught as continuation and amplification into one-chip microcontrolers. 

The course is in  the category of optional subject and they are recommended for students who 

study “Automatization in Transportation and Telecommunications” specialization. The  

subject covers problems of One-chip microcontrolers and logical circuits, their architecture 

and design, programming etc.. For practical testing and developing with microcontrolers is 

very useful for students if they have an opportunity to work in laboratory, to connect some 

circuits and verify their functionality. For this purpose we accommodate the laboratory with 

some educational electronic modules. 

As a general architecture we had choose AVR 8-bit architecture developed by Atmel 

inc. This architecture is new, modern, simply and powerful. Is very ideal for first contact with 

microcontroler and sufficient powerful for more application. In the concrete ATMega16 

microcontroler was select. ATMega16 include in-circuit debugging across JTAG interface. 

For in-circuit debugging we buy JTAG debugger from MCU firm. This is the cheapest 

solution form in-circuit debugging compatible with AVRStudio.

For basic programming and using of microcontroler is used STK 500 developing 

board. For additional application we developed two extended boards connectable to STK500 

across connectors. 

• LCD display 16*2 characters and 9 buttons keyboards 

• Traffic cross-road with 18LED`s and 8Button`s for simulating traffic 

cross-road controller 

Interfaces of both extended boards are based on Xilinx CPLD,  that serves make variety of 

connection interfaces between all peripheral and microcontrolers. 

For programming  of ATMega microcontrolers is usable free assembler compiler in 

AVRStudio development system from Atmel. For C programming is usable free GNU 

compiler AVRGCC. AVRStudio serves as simulator and in-circuit debugger for AVR 

microcontrolers is freeware.

Next the logic systems is added from Digilent inc. of this systems: 

• PegasusXC2 evaluation board with Xilinx Spartan2 FPGA and some 

peripheral – Buttons,LEDs,7-segments display, etc. 

• CERES evaluation board with Xilinx Coolruner CPLD and some peripheral 

This FPGA and CPLD boards are connectable to STK500 board across one interface. 
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 Finally, new microcontrolers, logic systems and testing boards are added to 

educational laboratory. Students will be able to do some experiments with microcontrolers 

and logical circuits. 

This research has been supported CTU 0419216.
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Navigation systems are used in many applications. One of the most important and 

original are military application where high accuracy and reliability is necessary. New civil 

applications appear in last few years for navigation systems. Electronic navigation systems 

and compasses are currently used in cars, ships, submarines, GPS locators, mobile phones or 

watches, security systems underground drilling systems. To the group of electronic navigation 

systems belong also magnetic navigation systems, strap-down systems satellite navigation 

systems like GPS or GLONASS, star tracking systems, radio beacon navigation, ultra-low 

frequency navigation for submarines and others. We are concerning in the group of 

navigation systems that determine actual azimuth from measuring of Earth’s magnetic field 

vector. In case of low cost low power electronic compasses the components of Earth's 

magnetic field vector are usually measured by AMR. In more precise systems fluxgates are 

used. Low cost systems are suitable for battery powered devices and the dimensions could be 

also very small. The main disadvantage of these systems is, that the magnetic field vector (the 

direction and total value) is influenced by ferromagnetic object near by the system. When the 

accurate measurement of azimuth is necessary we have to measure actual roll and pitch of the 

device especially in case of planes, yachts, ships or submarines. Most electronic compasses 

without tilt sensing are able to measure accurate azimuth only when they are perfectly 

adjusted in horizontal plane. But in case of planes, yachts, ships or submarines it is not 

possible to assure perfectly horizontal plane of measurement. It is very suitable to have 

information about actual roll and pitch to calculate real azimuth in every position of the 

electronic compass.  

After we have considered all these facts we decided to develop low cost, low power 

navigation system with AMR (anisotropic magneto-resistance) sensors. Developed navigation 

system provides accurate information about actual azimuth, roll and pitch in every position. 

Our developed navigation system uses AMR sensor for magnetic field measurement and 

accelerometers are used to measure actual roll and pitch.  

Sensors part consists of three-axis accelerometer and three-axis AMR magnetometer. 

The sensor part is designed for universal using of several AMR magnetometers from different 

suppliers (sensors Honeywell HMC100X, HMC102X and Philips KMZ 5X can be used). 

Both triplets of sensors create in ideal case orthogonal coordinate systems. We use three non-

magnetic MEMS accelerometers to calculate actual roll and pitch of the device. The AMR 

magnetic sensors are placed as far as possible from driving electronics in order to minimize 

magnetic interference.  

The AMR sensors and accelerometers provide analog output value. This output value 

is digitalized by six ∆-Σ A/D converters. All six ∆-Σ A/D converters are triggered by same 

clock signal in order to define sample take-off time. These low power (0.6mW) A/D 

converters are equipped with differential inputs, programmable gain amplifier and serial 

interface. Digitalized values are sent to microprocessor using serial interface. AMR sensors 
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are powered by three adjustable current sources. Current supply provides higher temperature 

stability than voltage supply.  

The set and reset pulses (flipping AMR sensors) are periodically generated by flipping 

circuit. The influence of cross-axis effect is then reduced by two readings of their output 

values (one after set flipping pulse and the other after reset flipping pulse). 

Digital part consists Dev16 kit for 16-bit Fujitsu MB90F543 microprocessor. This 

microprocessor is equipped with RAM and FLASH memory and directly provides filtration 

of data and calculation of actual azimuth, roll and pitch. Calculated data are directly displayed 

on a character display and parameters of measurement could be set up using connected AT 

keyboard. Measured data are also sent to the PC (if it is connected) for further processing. 

Whole system is battery powered and is able to work stand alone (without PC) for more than 

24 hours without charging.  

Output values of roll and pitch are calculated from measured values of G
x
, G

y
, G

z
 and 

azimuth is calculated from measured vector of magnetic field H
x
,H

y
,H

z
 corrected with regard 

to actual roll and pitch. The correction for actual pitch and roll is done by mathematical 

rotation of H sensors triplet as it would be in horizontal plane. The advantage of this design 

with magnetometers and accelerometers is that the calculated azimuth is not influenced by 

actual roll or pitch in ideal case.  

As the placing of sensors is not ideal (the sensors in triplets are not perpendicular to 

each other and the axes of triplets don’t align together) the calibration of deviation angles is 

necessary. We have developed non-magnetic calibration device to calibrate these deviation 

angles. The calibration of three deviation angles for both sensor triplets is done by simple roll 

rotation of the sensor part in homogenous magnetic field. The compensation of the deviation 

angles is done by numeric backward rotation of the sensor coordinate system  

After the compensation of deviations the accuracy of azimuth determination is better 

than ±0.8° in whole range and the general accuracy of roll and pitch determination is better 

than 0.1° (range of azimuth measurement 360°, pitch ±40° and roll ±180°). The residual error 

is caused by the cross-axis effect and also by the inaccurate determination of deviation angles.  

 

.  
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A new generation of small high-performance microphones based on silicon 

micromachining has been focused on the need to monolithically integrate the sensor structure 

with an electronic circuit to maximize the performance. Compared to conventional 

microphones those devices have potential advantages of small size, high reliability and 

reduced parasitic capacitance. Furthermore signal processing circuits can be integrated on one 

chip with a microphone’s structure. Capacitive microphones may be subdivided into two 

branches: condenser and electrets microphones. The condenser microphone requires an 

external bias voltage for operation, but this is not the case for the electrets microphone since it 

has an internal built-in bias.

My work is aim at design of front-end and biasing peripheral circuits for MEMS (Micro –

electro – mechanical systems) integrated silicon capacitive microphones. Design of the high 

input impedance, low-noise and wide-band preamplifier suitable for these microphones is 

solve in both versions from discrete components and microelectronic IC.

The condenser microphone from standpoint of his electrical connectors is possible to 

replace by an equivalent electrical circuit, which consists from a signal voltage generator u
S

and a capacitor C
S
 in series. Toward effective transmission of a low signal voltage is then 

necessary to following preamplifier has a high value of input resistance with minimal noise. 

The most important function of preamplifier is impedance match of output impedance of 

transducer that is with respect to his capacitive character too high-level, especially within the 

low frequency range. To amplify of low-level signal mostly happen as far as in the following 

amplification stages.

Preamplifier from discrete components is identified to testing and measurement already 

realized MEMS transducer. Requirement of high-level input impedance and high voltage gain 

challenge to using of noninverting operational amplifier. In case of using only one 

amplification stage with required gain occurs too large limitation of the frequency bandwidth. 

In case of using several amplification stage in cascade again growth the noise. One of the 

feasible solutions is composite amplifier using dual low-noise amplifier OPA2111 with JFET 

input transistors. This preamplifier was designed and realized as a system for testing and 

measuring of standalone transducers. 

The integration of front-end circuits on common chip together with transducer is 

advantageous from many standpoints. Among most important is increasing sensitivity with 

decrease noise by suppressing of parasitic parameters. Most frequently used is CMOS 

technology, sometimes BiCMOS and others. The simplest solution is to use MOSFET 

transistor connected as a source follower. Better performance can be achieved using 

Operational Transconductance Amplifiers (OTA). At present, our work is focus on simulation 

of this preamplifier in SPICE type simulator and on design of the layout of IC chips in CMOS 

technology.
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The capacitive microphones need for their operation a biasing voltage that may have a 

value of tens Volts or more. An application of silicon capacitive microphone with an 

integrated DC-DC voltage converter for biasing the device can be interesting in low-power 

applications.

Charge pumps are circuits that can pump charge up-ward to produce voltages higher 

than the regular supply voltage. Using only capacitors, which takes less area than inductors in 

an integrated circuit, allows charge pump circuits to be fully integrated. Charge pumps 

suitable for the integration are often proposed on principle of Dickson’s pump. Dickson’s 

charge pump contains n MOSFET transistor (where n means number of stages) that function 

as a diodes, so that the charges can be pushed only in one direction. These transistors are 

switched by two out-of-phase clock signals. Efficiency of these charge pump isn’t as high as 

efficiency of other DC-DC converters, but power consumption of bias circuits is negligible 

low.
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The mathematical analysis of experimentally determined salt profiles depends on the 

assumed mode of salt transport in the material. If purely diffusion transport is assumed, 

common methods for solving the inverse problems for parabolic equations can be used. The 

simplest method makes the assumption that the diffusion coefficient is constant, the domain 

under solution is semi-infinite, and the boundary condition on the remaining side of a one-

dimensional arrangement is Dirichlet-type. Then diffusion coefficient can be identified using 

the simple analytical solution of the parabolic problem with error function (e.g. [1]).                                        

The dependence of the diffusion coefficient on salt concentration can be found if some 

more sophisticated methods for the analysis of measured salt profiles are used. One of the 

methods that can be potentially used to determine concentration dependent chloride diffusion 

coefficients in an analogous way as with simple moisture diffusion or simple heat conduction 

is a classical Boltzmann-Matano analysis (see [2], [3]). 

Another step towards a more realistic description of the salt transport in porous 

building materials is the assumption of coupled water and salt transport and the application of 

the diffusion-advection equation 
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together with the water mass balance equation  
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where κ is the moisture diffusivity [m
2

/s]. 

Assuming the Darcy’s velocity in the diffusion form, 

wgradv κ−=

ρ

,      (3) 

we arrive at a system of two parabolic equations with two unknowns variables w, Cf, and two 

principal material parameters, D, κ.  

 In the case of a 1-D transport, this system of two parabolic equations can be subjected 

to an inverse analysis in a similar way as for one parabolic equation, provided the initial and 

boundary conditions are simple enough, and the material parameters D, κ can be identified as 

functions of water content and salt concentration. 

 The simplest possibility of such an inverse analysis is an extension of the Boltzmann-

Matano treatment under the same assumptions of constant initial conditions and Dirichlet 

boundary conditions on both ends of the specimen for both moisture content and salt 

concentration where one of the Dirichlet boundary conditions is equal to the initial condition. 

 The Boltzmann transformation then leads to the system of equations 
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 Performing the second transformation providing that in the known time t = t0, w(x,t0), 

Cf(x,t0), Cb(x,t0) are known, 
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From Eq. (8) we can determine 
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where ),()(
000 f

Cwz κκ = , w0 = w (z0,t0), Cf0 = Cf (z0,t0), 

and finally using (8) and (9) we arrive at 
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Concrete mixtures were prepared according to Okamura and Ozawa [1]. Their 

composition is given in Table 1. The basic properties of the SCC mixtures are shown in Table 

2. The S1 mixture containing calcareous filler achieved lower porosity and thus higher bulk 

density and matrix density compared to the S2 mixture containing fly ash.  

 

Table 1 The composition of concrete mixtures 

 

Component Unit S1 S2 

cement kg/m
3

 379 394 

water kg/m
3

 177 155

limestone kg/m
3

 253 - 

fly ash kg/m
3

 - 263 

w/c - 0.46 0.39 

superplasticizers % mass 2.4 2.0 

sand  0/2 kg/m
3

746 746 

aggregate  2/16 kg/m
3

746 746

amount of air 

(calculated) 
dm

3

/m
3

 40 30 

 

Table 2 Basic properties of studied SCC 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 Water vapor 

transport properties of studied SCC 

 

97/50% 5/48% 

SCC 

δ [s] D [m
2

s
-1

] µ [-] δ [s] D [m
2

s
-1

] µ [-] 

S1 1.56E-11 2.13E-06 10.8 8.618E-12 1.17E-06 19.5 

S2 2.63E-11 3.58E-06 6.5 8.613E-12 1.17E-06 19.5 

 

The water vapor transport parameters of the studied SCC mixtures are shown in Table 

3. The measured data revealed a basic information that the values of water vapor diffusion 

SCC ψ
0

[%] 
ρ [kg m

-3

]  ρ
mat

[kg m
-3

]  

S1 11.1 2260 2542 

S2 13.3 2161 2492 
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coefficient corresponding to the lower values of relative humidity (5-48%) were always lower 

than those for higher relative humidity values (97-50%). Comparing the data measured for the 

particular mixtures S1 and S2, we can see that the values of water vapor diffusion coefficient 

of S1 were in the range of higher relative humidity about 40% lower than for S2. This is in a 

general agreement with the open porosity data in Table 2. However, in the range of lower 

relative humidity were the water vapor diffusion coefficients basically the same for both 

materials. This may indicate higher amount of smaller pores in the material S2. 

 

Table 4 Water transport properties of studied SCC 

 

SCC A [kg m
-2

]    w
sat

 [kg m
-3

]    κ [m
2

s
-1

]    

S1 0.0086 110 6.72E-09 

S2 0.0052 132 1.57E-09 

 

The results of measuring liquid water transport parameters in Table 4 show that the 

material S2 with higher porosity transported liquid water in much slower way than the 

material S1. Its water absorption coefficient was 65% higher and the moisture diffusivity 

more than four times higher compared to S1. These findings indicate that the material S2 had 

significantly lower amount of bigger (capillary) pores in the 1-10 µm range (where the 

transport of liquid water is fastest) than the material S1. This is also in a good agreement with 

the dry cup data for water vapor diffusion coefficients in Table 3 that indicated higher amount 

of smaller pores in the material S2. 

 

Table 5 Thermal properties of studied SCC 

 

SCC λ (W/mK) C (J/m
3

K) a (m
2

/s) 

S1 3.50 1.84 1.90 

S2 2.61 1.77 1.47 

 

The thermal parameters data in Table 5 show that the material S1 had higher thermal 

conductivity than S2. This is in a qualitative agreement with the open porosity data in Table 

2. The volumetric heat capacity of S1 was slightly higher than of S2. The thermal diffusivity 

of S1 was higher compared to S2 which corresponds to the fact that the difference in thermal 

conductivity between the two studied materials was higher than the difference in the 

volumetric heat capacity. 
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The most frequently used methods for the determination of salt diffusion  coefficients 

in building materials use the experimental set-up designed for concrete in the so-called 

„Rapid Chloride Permeability Test“ (sometimes called as “Migration Test”), which was 

developed at the beginning of the 1980s in USA (see [1]). The experiment uses two cells 

separated by a plate specimen of the measured material. In measuring chloride diffusion, cell 

1 normally contains a NaCl solution, and cell 2 is filled with a NaOH solution of the same 

molar concentration as that of the chloride source solution. Two mesh electrodes are fitted, 

one on each side  of the concrete specimen in such a way that  the electric field is applied 

primarily across the test specimen.  

Another possibility for determining the salt diffusion coefficient is to use a 

mathematical analysis of measured salt profiles. A typical experiment for the determination of 

the salt profile in a concrete specimen was described in [2] for chloride penetration. Concrete 

samples cured in wet conditions were exposed to a chloride solution from one side in a one-

dimensional transport arrangement. After a specified time, slices 3-4 mm thick were cut in the 

near-surface layer for chloride analysis. The total chloride content was extracted from the 

specimens using a boiling nitric acid solution for 30 minutes.  The free chloride content was 

determined after a contact time of 3 minutes between water and concrete. Chloride 

concentrations were measured by potentiometry using a titrated silver nitrate solution. 

In this paper, we propose an improved experimental setup for monitoring coupled 

water and salt transport in building materials. During a single experiment in the conditions of 

one-sided salt-in-water solution uptake, both salt diffusion coefficient in dependence on 

concentration and moisture diffusivity in dependence on moisture content are determined. 

The organization of the experiments is the same as in common water sorption experiments. 

The samples are exposed by their 40 x 40 mm face to a salt solution with the known 

concentration. Duration of the experiment is chosen to be different for several (typically 3-5) 

different groups of samples. After this time, the samples are cut into typically 8-16 pieces and 

in each piece water content and salt concentration are measured. Moisture content is 

determined by the gravimetric method using weighing the moist and dried specimens. In the 

determination of salt concentration, the particular samples are after drying first ground by a 

vibration mill so that grains smaller than 0.063 mm are obtained. Then, 10 g of the ground 

sample is subjected to a chemical analysis so that the total amount of salt in the specimen is 

determined. Finally, the experimental salt concentration profiles and moisture profiles are 

subjected to an inverse analysis. 

The solution of the inverse problem can be done in several ways. The first possibility 

is using the diffusion model for both water and salt transport without the cross effects. In such 

case, the result of the inverse analysis is the identification of apparent water and salt transport 

parameters instead of the basic parameters of the coupled water and salt transport defined 

exactly in the sense of irreversible thermodynamics.  The main difference between the 

apparent parameters and the thermodynamically “pure” parameters of the coupled water and 

salt transport is that the apparent parameters do not express “pure” effects but combined 
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effects. So, the apparent salt diffusion coefficients include not only the free salt diffusion in 

the porous space but also the effect of salt bonding on the pore walls and the effect of salt 

transport due to the water movement. The notion of apparent moisture diffusivity then means 

that it is related not to the water itself but to the salt-in-water solution, i.e. the whole liquid 

phase. The second, more accurate possibility is using the diffusion-advection model (see e.g. 

[3]). The parameters expressing the diffusion and advection in the process of salt transport in 

a way of rigorous thermodynamics of irreversible processes can only be obtained after 

determination of the effect of bound salts on the total salt concentration measured in the 

proposed experiment. For this, it is necessary to determine the ion binding isotherm. Then, the 

amount of bound salts can be expressed in terms of the free chloride concentration and the ion 

binding isotherm as a conversion parameter, and the inverse analysis of the diffusion-

advection equation can be done in a similar way as for the diffusion model.  

It should be noted that common methods of solution of the inverse problem of water 

and/or salt transport are not based on an exact mathematical solution. The solution is rather a 

physical one. In addition, the input parameters of the inverse problem are given in the form of 

point-wise defined functions. This requires data approximation including smoothing of the 

originally measured data sets that may introduce significant errors to the analysis. Therefore, 

the verification of results obtained by the solution of the inverse problem at least in the 

physical or technical sense is necessary. The easiest way to do that is the substitution of the 

calculated moisture diffusivity and/or salt diffusion coefficient into the original diffusion or 

diffusion-advection equation and numerical solution of the problem. If the inverse analysis 

was precise enough, the measured and calculated water and/or concentration fields should 

coincide within a certain error range. However, this is not always the case and some 

optimization of the calculation procedure is necessary. The simplest way how to do such an 

optimization procedure is using the error and trial method. First, we choose a smoothing 

factor of the data approximation function. Then, we perform the backward analysis, i.e., the 

solution of the inverse problem. The result is used afterwards as the input parameter in a 

forward analysis. Finally, the agreement between the calculated water and/or concentration 

fields and the original measured data is evaluated using a common least-square procedure. If 

the least-square difference between the measured and calculated data falls within given limits, 

the process of optimization is stopped. Otherwise, another value of the smoothing factor is 

chosen and the whole procedure is repeated until a good closeness-of fit is achieved.  
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In the project “Testing and quality evaluation of new materials by a combination of 

techniques used in civil engineering and geophysics” (see [1], [2] for details) the Czech 

research team is concentrated first on laboratory techniques for determination of basic field 

variables of heat and moisture transport (moisture content, relative humidity, temperature, 

capillary pressure) and hygric and thermal transport and storage parameters (moisture 

diffusivity, water vapor diffusion coefficient, sorption isotherms, water retention curves, 

thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity). In the subsequent phase, implementation of the 

laboratory techniques in semi-scale conditions and in situ is the main task. The laboratory 

methods are analyzed and adjusted with the primary aim to transfer them into the large-scale 

conditions. In the verification of techniques for monitoring heat and moisture transport, the 

newly developed semi-scale system of climatic chambers NONSTAT is used, utilizing 

relatively complicated and expensive measuring equipment, whose application is not assumed 

for common measurements but for special aimed experiments looking for critical problems. 

For instance, in the case of a concrete envelope such problem can present the area close to the 

surface exposed to the aggressive environment or close to the thermal insulation layer. 

Therefore, moisture, temperature, relative humidity and capillary pressure fields are 

monitored in the material element. Data for temperature and relative humidity corresponding 

to the reference year for Prague are used in the system of climatic chambers to simulate 

external conditions. This experiment is so close to the reality of the building site that the 

experience can be directly transferred to the conditions in situ. 

In the first phase of the project solution the laboratory techniques for determination of 

basic field variables of heat and moisture transport (moisture content, relative humidity, 

temperature, capillary pressure) and hygric and thermal transport and storage parameters 

(moisture diffusivity, water vapor diffusion coefficient, sorption isotherms, water retention 

curves, thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity) were analyzed and examples of their 

application were given. On the basis of this analysis, the basic system of experimental 

methods suitable for testing and quality evaluation of new materials both in laboratory 

conditions and in situ was designed.  

Among the methods for determination of moisture content in laboratory conditions, 

the capacitance method (see e.g. [3]) can be chosen for the inclusion in the system as a basic 

method. The time-domain reflectometry (TDR) method can be considered as an alternative 

for measurements in more complicated conditions for moisture measurements. For the 

measurements of relative humidity in both laboratory and field conditions, we have chosen 

capacitance sensors designed by Ahlborn. For the measurements of temperature, the 

resistance  thermometers built in the capacitance probe for relative humidity measurements 

designed by Ahlborn were used. For the measurements of capillary pressure, we have chosen 

the mini-tensiometer for laboratory measurements designed by Plagge.  
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For the determination of apparent moisture diffusivity, given by a characteristic value 

that does not depend on the moisture content, the water sorptivity experiment was chosen. In 

the determination of moisture dependent moisture diffusivity from the moisture profiles, we 

have to choose  between two experimental setups. In the first experiment, specimen is  fixed 

in horizontal position in order to eliminate the effect of gravity on moisture transport, and in 

the second experiment specimen is fixed in vertical position. For the determination of 

moisture diffusivity coefficient from the moisture profiles we have chosen the Matano 

method as the basic method (see e.g. [3]).  For measuring water vapor diffusion permeability 

we have chosen the standard cup method where the measurement is carried out in steady state 

under isothermal conditions. For the measurements of the adsorption isotherms we suggest 

the desiccator method. For the determination of moisture retention curves we suggest the 

pressure plate device. For the determination of thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity 

we propose the application of the commercial device ISOMET 2104, which belongs to the 

simplest and most convenient for a practical use. 

In the first phase of verification of the designed system in laboratory and semi-scale 

conditions, the research work was concentrated on the laboratory methods for determination 

of moisture diffusivity, water vapor diffusion coefficient, sorption isotherms, thermal 

conductivity and specific heat capacity. In the semi-scale test, moisture content, relative 

humidity and temperature were monitored. The basic tested material was high–quality 

concrete C90/105 containing microsilica. This concrete has a potential of application for 

technically demanding structures including those in marine environment. For the sake of 

comparison, the same mixture of concrete C60/75 was prepared without microsilica. The 

building envelope studied in the semi-scale test consisted from the interior to the exterior of 

high-quality concrete wall 200 mm thick, material KAM developed by Sakret, Ltd., on 

cement glue principle for sticking the thermal insulation boards in a thickness of  10 mm, 

thermal insulating boards INROCK by Rockwool, SA, on the basis of hydrophilic mineral 

wool with dual density in a thickness of 80 mm. The exterior plaster on the basis of KAM 

material was reinforced by a plastic net. 

The results of the first phase of the verification procedure showed that the designed 

system is very promising and may have  good perspectives for the application in the practice. 

This is to be confirmed in the second phase of the verification tests. 
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Portland or blended cement as traditional binder in concrete is the most universal 

binder to date although it has a number of disadvantages, such as high energetic demand for 

its production, low resistance against aggressive substances and instability at high 

temperatures.  

At the end of 20
th

 century there appeared a trend of low-energy binders based on the 

utilization of secondary raw materials. In this respect, slag is one of the possibilities how to 

expand the range of concrete and mortars by other materials that meet the requirements to 

binders and in many aspects have better properties than classical Portland cement. Granulated 

blast furnace slag is used as a component of blended cements. However, in this case its 

hydraulic properties are not fully utilized because at grinding together with clinker and 

gypsum, a part of grains remains unreacted due to its difficult grindability. 

Alkali activation of granulated blast furnace slag makes possible a more effective and more 

economic utilization of its hydraulic properties. For the alkali activation, any aluminosilicate 

material with pozzolanic, hydraulic or potentially hydraulic properties can be used. The most 

appropriate and most studied option is alkali activation of granulated blast furnace slag and 

kaolinite [1]. Granulated blast furnace slag is characterized by the ratio of the glassy and the 

crystalline phase, and by its chemical and mineralogical composition. While slags of acidic 

character crystallize with difficulties, basic slags crystallize relatively easily. The crystalline 

phases with calcium hydroxide have a very low reactivity but the amorphous phases react 

easily in the presence of basic compounds. Therefore, for the binder production rapidly 

cooled slag of amorphous character is used. Higher basicity of slags characterized by the 

modulus of basicity, is for the alkali activation very important and is given by so-called 

modulus of basicity M
z
.  

At the activation of slags in highly basic environment, it is not necessary to maintain 

strict requirements concerning the amount of glassy phase and the chemical composition, as 

for instance in blended cements. For the slag activation, Bélidor applied already in 1737 [2] 

lime that reacts in the same way as calcium hydroxide formed by cement hydration. However, 

the application of silicates, carbonates or hydroxides of alkali metals [3] appears more 

appropriate for slag activation.  

Among the hygric properties of concrete based on the alkali-activated slag, only water 

permeability was previously measured [4]. As for other transport parameters, air permeability 

in concrete based on alkali-activated slag was measured by the Figg test, and chloride 

diffusion in concretes and pastes based on alkali-activated slag and on its blend with cement 

was studied. Thermal properties of concrete based on alkali-activated slag were not found in 

commonly used databases. 

As it follows from the above survey, properties of materials on the basis of alkali-

activated slag were studied only relatively seldom to date. When some parameters were 

measured, then it were mostly  mechanical properties. Hygric properties such as moisture 

diffusivity or water vapor permeability depending on the moisture content were not yet 

seriously measured even in normal conditions (on the basis of water permeability and air 
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permeability it is possible to get some estimates but serious data not at all), for the thermal 

parameters the situation is very similar. The effect of high temperatures on hygric and thermal 

properties was not studied at all.  

Alkali-activated materials have many benefits. These are above all high strength 

materials, corrosion resistive materials, partially resistive to high temperatures. Therefore, a 

determination of a complete set of mechanical, thermal and hygric properties of materials 

based on alkali-activated slag both in normal conditions and after high temperature exposure 

is very urgent. Performing this task, a significant extension of knowledge of these parameters 

will be achieved, which will make possible a serious analysis of their reaction to high 

temperature exposure.  

In this paper, a slag-based material alkali-activated using water-glass solution with a 

composition given in Table 1 was analyzed. First results of the measurements of basic thermal 

and hygric properties of this material are shown in Table 2.

 

Table 1 Composition of the alkali activated slag material 

 

Sand aggregates [g] 

PG1 PG2 PG3 

Slag 

[g] 

Alkali-activation 

silicate admixture 

[g] 

Water 

[ml] 

1350 1350 1350 450 90 190 

 

Table 2 Basic thermal and hygric properties of alkali-activated composite material 

 

Thermal 

conductivity 

[Wm
-1

K
-1

] 

Volumetric heat 

capacity 

[10
6

 Jm
-3

K
-1

] 

Thermal diffusivity 

[10
-6

m
2

s
-1

] 

Moisture diffusivity 

 [m
2

s
-1

] 

1.59 ± 2.4% 1.73 ± 2.6% 0.92 ± 0.7% 1.84 E-07  ± 21.5% 
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Determination of a complete set of mechanical, thermal and hygric properties of 

practically any type of non-modified and modified gypsum is a very actual problem. 

Complete sets of these parameters are not available and without their knowledge it is 

impossible to perform any serious hygrothermal analysis of building elements based on these 

materials.  

The solid structure of calcined gypsum is created by reverse hydration from the flue 

waste gas desulfurization (FGD) gypsum CaSO4.1/2H2O when gypsum CaSO4.2H2O is 

formed according to the equation: 

CaSO4.1/2H2O +  1 1/2H2O   →  CaSO4.2H2O       (1) 

This compound is relatively soluble in water; its solubility is 256 mg in 100 g of water 

at 20°C. The resistance of hardened gypsum against water is generally a serious problem. For 

the utilization of gypsum elements in the exterior, it is necessary to modify it so that it would 

exhibit more suitable properties and longer service life.  

We have done the classification of the FGD gypsum from the electric power station 

Počerady according to the Czech standard ČSN 72 2301. This classification consists in 

determination of grinding fineness using the 0.2 mm sieve residue, initial and final setting 

times using the Vicat device and compressive strength for the time of two hours after mixing. 

According to our results the FGD gypsum can be classified as G-13 B III [1]. During the 

development process of the various types of modified gypsum it is always necessary to assess 

the quality of their parameters in some way. A set of reference measurements on common 

gypsum samples was carried out for the sake of future comparisons with the data obtained for 

modified gypsum [2][3]. 

The first investigations of modified gypsum were aimed at the effect of plasticizers 

and hydrophobization on its basic properties. The water/gypsum ratio, type of admixture, and 

the concentration of the admixture of the measured materials are shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Materials Water/gypsu

m 

ratio 

Admixtures Designation Concentration 

S0 0.627 none none none 

S1 0.5 a plasticizer PERAMIN SMF 20 0.5 % by mass 

S2 0.5 a  plasticizer MELAMIN F4000 0.2 % by mass 

S3 0.627 a hydroph. admixture IMESTA IBS 47 0.5 % by mass 

S4 0.627 a hydroph. admixture ZONYL 9027 5.0 % solution 

 

Table 1 Composition of measured materials 
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The measurements of mechanical, hygric and thermal properties of gypsum modified 

by using plasticizers have shown that both plasticizers basically can be used in further 

modifications. The main goal, which was the improvement of mechanical properties, was 

achieved for both plasticizers. However, it should be noted that the effect of PERAMIN SMF 

20 in a concentration of 0.5% of the mass of the solid phase was more pronounced compared 

to the second used plasticizer MELAMIN  F 4000  in a concentration of  0.2% of mass of the 

solid phase. The water and water vapour transport properties of both modified materials were 

either the same or lower than for the reference material, the more favourable properties were 

achieved again with PERAMIN SMF 20. On the other hand, the thermal conductivity of both 

modified FGD gypsum materials increased which is not a positive factor but quite a logical 

result taking into consideration the effect of any plasticizer in general [4]. 

The measurements of basic properties of gypsum modified by hydrophobization 

admixtures have shown that only the hydrophobization admixture ZONYL 9027 can be used 

in further applications. This admixture decreased the apparent moisture diffusivity of FGD 

gypsum by about two orders of magnitude, which is a very good result. The modified material 

exhibited liquid water properties somewhere on the level of common cement based materials. 

Also, the hygroscopic behaviour of the material was reduced, and the material exhibited best 

thermal properties among the studied gypsum materials. On the other hand, the hygric 

properties of the material with the hydrophobization admixture IMESTA IBS 47 

(concentration 0.5% by mass) were improved in the hygroscopic range only. The liquid water 

transport in this material remained practically the same fast as in the reference gypsum 

material. This is not an acceptable result because any fast liquid water transport can lead to a 

fast increase in water content in the material and consequently to the worsening of mechanical 

properties.  

Next stages of the development of modified gypsum will be aimed at the combinations 

of different admixtures and the comparison with obtained data. 
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There is a generally accepted view in the cultural heritage community that materials used 

for renovation of historical buildings should be similar to the original materials and their 

composition should be similar to that used in the time of origin of a particular building. This 

is the reason, why experts do not accept using Portland cement in plasters for renovation of 

historical buildings. 

Historically used binders are materials based on lime and admixtures with pozzolanic 

properties. We tried to prove in our development the use of metakaoline, grinded brick and 

grinded enamel glass as pozzolana admixtures in lime-pozzolana plaster mixtures. These 

materials form first a solid structure of CSH compounds and hydrated calcium aluminates, 

later calcium carbonates.     

For renovation of historic buildings there were proposed three new lime plasters with 

pozzolanic admixtures [1–3]. Proposed plasters do not contain new binders as Portland 

cement. Plasters contain lime (CL 90 Czech-Moravien Cement Mokrá), pozzolanic admixture 

and sand (with continuous granulometry 0 to 4 mm) in relation 1:1:3. The amount of water 

was between 1.2 and 1.5 multiple of the amount of lime. Pozzolana admixtures used were 

metakaoline (manufactured in U.K. and in Bohemia), grinded brick ceramics from brick-

fields in Hodonín and in Dolní Jirčany and grinded enamel glass from Mefrit plc., ČR. The 

second step in developing new plasters was the addition of zinc stearate as a hydrophobic 

admixture in the amount of 0.4% by mass [4]. 

The hydrophobization of the three studied lime-pozzolana plasters by the use of zinc 

stearate resulted in the following changes of their basic, mechanical and hygric properties. 

The open porosity of the hydrophobized plasters decreased significantly and their bulk 

density increased compared to plasters without zinc stearate. The compressive strength and 

the bending strength of the lime/metakaoline plaster decreased only moderately after 

hydrophobization but for the lime/grinded brick plaster and for the lime/grinded enamel glass 

plaster the strengths were down to three times lower. The water vapor sorption of 

lime/metakaolin plaster decreased about four times after hydrophobization but the 

corresponding decrease for the remaining two lime-pozzolana plasters was only 30-40%. The 

liquid water transport properties of all three studied plasters decreased significantly after the 

hydrophobization. For the apparent moisture diffusivity it was the decrease in the range of 

one to two orders of magnitude. 

Selected basic, mechanical, hygric and thermal properties of hydrophobized lime plasters 

with pozzolanic admixtures are compared in Table 1 with properties of the lime plaster   

(lime:sand:water 1:3:1) without zinc stearate. 
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     Plasters                             Bulk       Open     Bending       Pressure    Apparent     Water vapor      Dry thermal 

                 density   porosity    strength        strength     moisture      diffusion re-      conductivity 

                                  (28 days)     (28 days)   diffusivity   sistance factor 

                                [kgm
-3

]   [m
3

m
-3

]      [MPa]         [MPa]        [m
2

s
-1

]              [-]                 [Wm
-1

K
-1

] 

    Lime plaster                      1658         0.34         0,32             1.11         6.86E-07         15.0                   0.73 

    With  metakaoline  

    Božíčany                          1437         0.37         1.36             2.88         1.19E-08         15.6                   0.46 

    With grinded  

    brick                                 1870         0.14         0.65             1.26         1.06E-08         13.9                   0.77 

    With grinded 

    enamel glass                     1840         0.14         0.56             0.70         9.00E-09         12.0                   0.73 

 

 

 

Table 1 Basic properties of the lime plaster and hydrophobized lime-pozzolana plasters with 

0.4 % of zinc stearate. 

 

It can be concluded that among the lime-pozzolana plasters studied in this research the 

most favorable properties exhibited the lime-metakaolin plaster. The hydrophobization of this 

plaster has led to a significant decrease of liquid water transport properties and water vapor 

sorption while the mechanical properties preserved their high values. This makes very good 

prerequisites for its application in the renovation of historical buildings instead of the 

common lime plasters. 

Better properties than lime plaster showed all pozzolana plasters. For use in Czech 

Republic we can recomend pozzolana plaster with metakaoline from Sedlecký kaolin a.s. 

Božíčany and plaster with grinded brick. 
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The mechanical properties of pressure vessel steels are a decisive factor in the 

complex safety assessments of nuclear power plants. There has been extensive research on 

fracture behaviour of these types of steel and the mechanical properties can be improved by 

thermal treatment leading to a bainitic microstructure. The steel chosen for this study was the 

15Ch2MFA (15Cr2MoV) tempered bainitic steels used for fabrication of pressure vessels of 

VVER 440-type nuclear reactors [1]. The forged plate of 190 mm thickness was subjected to 

the thermal treatment consisting of normalizing at 1010°C/12 hours followed by cooling in 

air, and tempering at 730°C/14 hours followed by cooling in furnace. The resulting 

microstructure corresponds to the tempered bainite. 

The standard tensile specimens were taken at a depth position at one quarter of the 

plate thickness from the surface (1/4t position) in the T (transverse) and orientation. The 

specimens were enclosed and neutron irradiated in the same capsules as standard surveillance 

specimens. The chains contained the set of activation monitors (including fast as well as 

thermal neutrons) and also fission monitors. Each capsule contained two rings of copper wire 

to evaluate the azimuthal fluence. The capsules were irradiated in emptied surveillance 

channels in the nuclear reactor of VVER 440-type. The mean irradiation temperature was 

estimated after evaluation of the melting temperature monitors to 275°C. Tensile tests were 

carried out on the INSTRON 1342/8500+ hydraulic testing machine at constant crosshead 

speed of 0.5 mm.min
-1

. 

The results of tensile test of neutron irradiated and non-irradiated specimens are listed 

in Table 1. After irradiation, the yield stress and the tensile strength are increased. The 

elongation after irradiation is firstly decreased (12.5% after neutron fluence, 

Φ
n
=3.3 10

23

n.m
-2

 comparing to 17.8% at the non-irradiated state) but with increasing neutron 

fluence slightly increases (14.5% after neutron fluence, Φ
n
=9.5 10

23

n.m
-2

). 

 

 

Φ
n

[n.m
-2

] (E > 1 MeV) Yield stress [MPa] Tensile strength [MPa] A [%] 

0 560 670 17.8 

3.3 × 10
23

 665 745 12.5 

7.1 × 10
23

 700 770 13.2 

9.5 × 10
23

 710 785 14.5 

Tab. 1 Results of tensile tests of 15Ch2MFA steel before and after neutron irradiation  

(average value from 2 tests). 

 

The influence of irradiation on hardening can be seen from the fit of the stress-strain 
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curve by a Ramberg-Osgood relationship [2]: 

 

n

E














+=

2.0

002.0

σ

σσ

ε      (1) 

 

where E is Young modulus, σ
0.2

 is an equivalent yield stress, and n a parameter 

defining the sharpness of the knee of the stress strain-curve. 

Hardening exponent n is increased from 12 in non-irradiated state to 24 after neutron 

irradiation but remains unchanged after further irradiation dose (up to neutron fluence, 

Φ
n
=9.5 10

23

n.m
-2

). Lower hardening rate after irradiation is probably induced by an easier 

glide after the first dislocation glide through the nanoscale defects generated by neutron 

damage [3]. 

The change in hardening can also probably explain a slight increase of elongation after 

irradiation. In non-irradiated steels hardening capacity tends to decrease as yield strength 

increases [4]. In irradiated steel, higher yield stress retards the localisation of plastic 

deformation (necking) and consequently the elongation is slightly increased with increasing 

neutron fluence. 
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Instrumented Charpy impact test is widely employed for determining the Ductile-to-

Brittle Transition Temperature (DBTT) and for characterization of neutron induced 

embrittlement of nuclear reactor pressure vessel steels. Resistance to brittle fracture is one of 

decisive factors in the complex safety assessments of nuclear power plants. However, the 

final (brittle) fracture is frequently preceded by ductile tearing in the DBTT range. Ductile 

crack growth preceding the unstable cleavage fracture changes significantly the stress-strain 

field ahead of the notch root or the crack tip (stress, strain and constraint, see e.g. Refs. [1,2]). 

Premature ductile crack growth can, therefore, lead to a sudden increase of the stress ahead of 

the notch root and it can, consequently, lead to the cleavage initiation. 

Although there has been an extensive research on the micromechanisms of ductile 

fracture, only a little has been published about the influence of irradiation on ductile crack 

growth. In previous research of fractured impact and/or static loaded Charpy specimens from 

A508 Cl.3 reactor pressure vessel steel [1,3], the ductile area situated next to the notch root 

(after extracting of shear fracture near the lateral faces) was found to be closely correlated 

with the CVN impact energy even for the areas of surface less than 1 mm
2

 (corresponding 

values of impact energy were lower than 20 J). In the temperature range from –60 ºC to 0 ºC 

(DBTT range) and strain rates of 10
-3

 s
-1

 (quasi-static loaded specimens) and 10
3

 s
-1

 (impact 

loaded specimens), the micromechanisms and kinetics of ductile crack growth were found to 

be the same, independent on temperature and strain rate. 

In the paper presented, the influence of neutron irradiation on ductile crack initiation 

and growth is studied on fracture surfaces of impact loaded Charpy specimens broken in the 

DBTT range. The steel chosen for this study was the 15Ch2MFA (15Cr2MoV) tempered 

bainitic steels used for fabrication of pressure vessels of VVER 440-type nuclear reactors [4]. 

The Charpy V-notch (CVN) specimens were taken at a depth position at one quarter of the 

plate thickness from the surface (1/4t position) in the T-S (long transverse-short transverse) 

orientation. The specimens were enclosed and neutron irradiated (in the same capsules as 

standard surveillance specimens) in emptied surveillance channels in the nuclear reactor of 

VVER 440-type. The mean irradiation temperature was estimated after evaluation of the 

melting temperature monitors to 275°C. 

Charpy tests were carried out on an instrumented impact pendulum device Tinius-

Olsen 74 (sampling frequency was 1 MHz) with nominal impact energy 358.5 J and nominal 

impact velocity 5.1 m.s
-1

 at various temperatures ranging from -190 °C to +240 °C. 

Measurement of ductile crack length (situated next to the notch root) was carried out on the 

photographs acquired by a standard CCD camera. The final fracture in CVN specimens 

occurred in DBTT range by cleavage. The cleavage facets reflect the light more than the 

ductile dimples, which makes possible to distinguish the ductile dimpled zones on the fracture 

surface. The ductile crack length was measured as the mean value of crack extensions at nine 
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equally spaced points centred about the specimen centreline (ASTM E1820-99). For non-

irradiated specimens, the methodology was confirmed by measurement of ductile crack length 

in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Jeol JSM 840. 

Neutron-irradiation caused a shift of DBTT of about 65°C after neutron fluence, 

Φ
n
 ~ 10

24

n.m
-2

. Neutron-irradiation caused a slight decrease of the upper shelf energy from 

about 110 J in non-irradiated state to about 95 J after neutron fluence Φ
n
 ~ 10

24

n.m
-2

. The 

influence of irradiation can be seen on instrumented test record. With increasing neutron 

fluence the maximum reaction force increases. Conversely, the fracture displacement, d
F
 

(striker displacement at brittle fracture initiation) and the force at the crack arrest, F
A
 

decrease. 

Measured ductile crack lengths, ∆a exhibit a quasi-linear dependence of ductile crack 

length on the fracture energy; practically the same curves are obtained for neutron irradiated 

ad non-irradiated specimens. There is no significant acceleration in ductile crack initiation or 

growth with increasing neutron fluence. Measured shear band widths exhibit a quasi-linear 

dependence of the shear band width on the fracture energy and/or fracture displacement. The 

slope of the dependence of the shear band width on fracture energy (and/or fracture 

displacement) increases with increasing neutron fluence. The increasing amount of shear 

fracture on fracture surface could explain the decrease of upper shelf energy. In non-irradiated 

specimens broken completely in a ductile manner, the amount of shear fracture was about 

20%. In specimens irradiated by neutron fluence Φ
n
 ~ 10

24

n.m
-2

, the amount of shear fracture 

increased to about 30%. This corresponds well to observed decrease of upper shelf energy of 

about 15 J. 

Presented results indicate that the micromechanisms and kinetics of ductile crack 

growth are therefore the same, independent on neutron fluence (up to given neutron fluences) 

and the DBTT shift is primary caused by higher stresses developed at the notch root of 

irradiated specimens due to the matrix hardening and not due to the faster ductile crack 

initiation or growth. 
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The main aim of the project “Innovation of Computer Graphics Stream at the CTU 

FEE” was to improve of software instrumentation of the Laboratory of Computer Graphics at 

the Department of Computer Science and Engineering by the top products of computer 

graphics software. There were chosen 9 sections of computer graphics applications for 

innovation:

• Bitmap graphics editors 

• Vector graphic editors 

• DTP systems 

• 2D animations systems 

• 3D animations systems 

• Authoring systems for web 

• Authoring systems for CD ROM 

• Developing systems web 

• Video signal processing systems 

•

A market research of possible computer graphics products in every section of the computer 

graphics application was undertaken. Then the criteria for selection of one product every 

application were established. The results of a selection procedure are presented in the 

following table. 

Bitmap graphics editors Adobe PhotoShop 7.0 

Vector graphic editors Corel Draw Graphics Suite 11 CZ (*)

DTP systems Adobe InDesign 2.0 CZ 

2D animations systems Macromedia Flash MX 2004 (*)

3D animations systems Autodesk 3DS MAX5.1, MAYA 

Authoring systems for web Macromedia DRAMWeaver MX  (*) 

Authoring systems for CD 

ROM

Macromedia Director MX Win

CAD systems Autodesk Inventor Prof  (*) 

Video signal processing systems  Adobe Premiere 6.0 

(*) bought from the grant and new installed 

All the delivered products were immediately installed and used in the undergraduate course 

“Computer Graphics Applications”. In the frame of students’ projects of this course there 

were prepared the tutorials for students training for every application of Computer Graphics. 
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The instrumentation of the Laboratory of Computer Graphics at the Department of Computer 

Science and Engineering was qualitatively improved. This equipment is for the disposal not 

only for the students of the department also for all the students of the faculty. 

This research has been supported by FRVŠ  grant No. FRV 2013 F1. 
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Surface modification technologies can be divided into two groups. In the first group there are 

technologies, by which the surface layer of an original material is directly modified. 

Examples of these technologies are diffusion technologies, e.g. nitridation and ion 

implantation. In the second group there are technologies, by which the deposited layer with 

desired properties is created on the surface of original material... [1] Examples of these 

technologies are PVD (Physical vapour deposition), MOCVD (Metal organic chemical 

vapour deposition) and IBAD (Ion beam assisted deposition). Each technology has some 

advantages but also some disadvantages. It is beneficial to combine various technologies, 

especially from different groups, to make use of their advantages and limit their 

disadvantages. This paper deals with combination of IBAD and MOCVD, which be called 

multiplex IBAD/MOCVD technology.   

IBAD process can work under relatively low temperatures, it is very well controllable and it 

also possible to control component ratio during deposition, so the desired concentration of 

component profile in the coating can be determined. The important advantage of IBAD is the 

very high adhesion of coatings. The high adhesion of coatings is given by consequence of ion 

beam mixing at the interface between coating and substrate. On the other side the high energy 

facilities can reach only relatively low ion current and therefore also low process productivity, 

what is the disadvantage of high energy IBAD method. MOCVD is a specialized area of CVD 

which utilizes metallo-organic compounds as precursors usually in combination with hybrids 

or other reactants. Metalorganic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) is an attractive 

process for the deposition of thin film dielectrics and other coatings, because it works under 

relatively low growth temperatures, high growth rates, and conformal coverage of substrates 

and lithographed high aspect ratio features. In such a chemical process for thin film 

deposition, the composition and structure of the film are determined by the chemical 

precursors used and the conditions (e.g. temperature and pressure) employed for film 

deposition. Thus, the properties of a MOCVD-grown film (electrical, optical, magnetic, and 

mechanical) are determined by a variety of physical and chemical processes involved in it’s 

growth. In MOCVD process there are not particles with energies as high as the IBAD process 

and therefore adhesion problems often take place. This is disadvantage of the MOCVD 

process. But the advantage of MOCVD method is high process productivity in comparison 

with high energy IBAD process, because of higher coating thickness rate.  

The CrN coatings were prepared on flat steel substrates AISI 616 (diameter 20 × 4). The side 

indented for coating deposition was mechanically polished with SiC paper and then diamond 

paste down to a final grade of 0, 05 µm. Substrates were cleaned ultrasonically in ethanol 

bath. The substrate surfaces were bombard by nitrogen ions accelerated to energy of 90 keV 

in ion implantater. During this ion bombardment the sputter cleaning proceeds and, in the 

case of some materials, the hardening of substrate surface area took place because of nitrogen 

ion implantation. This hardening is beneficial to avoid the breaking through hard deposited 

layer on a softer substrate. Prior to the growth coating CrN of technology MOCVD, the 

substrates were heated in H
2
 atmosphere at 400°C in the MOCVD reactor for 10 min in order 
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to remove the native oxide from substrate surfaces. The growth temperature was 330°C, 

except for the initial CrN nucleation layer which was grown on AISI 316 substrate. 

Depositions of the chromium nitride thin films were carried out in a horizontal, hot-wall; low-

pressure MOCVD reactor built in Department of Physics. It comprises a fused silica reactor 

tube of 90 mm (inner) diameter and 100 cm length, evacuated by a two-stage rotary vane 

pump (250 l/min). The precursor, Bis(benzene) chromium is a crystalline compound that 

sublimes. It is taken in the form of a fine powder placed in a silica boat which, in turn, is kept 

in a stainless steel vaporizer, whose temperature may be controlled to within 1 °C. The 

vapours of the precursors are carried into the reaction chamber by high purity argon, whose 

flow is regulated by an electronic mass flow controller. After the above process (900 nm 

thick) the samples were load into IBAD process. The sample has been load into chamber of 

IBAD process. Nitrogen ion beam etching at 90 keV/ 2 mA was employed to clean and 

activate the coating of substrate. After the ion bombardment, adhesion were improve by 

bombardment by ions with such energies to enable ions to reach coating (MOCVD) -coating 

(IBAD) interface. A dynamic recoil mixing was then used to prepare the interface, which 

combined the bombard with simultaneous sputtering of chromium ( -10 kV/ 0,033 A). Then, 

because of collision cascades induced by bombardment, intensive ion beam mixing proceeds 

at the interface what is very beneficial for increasing of adhesion of coating on the thin film of 

MOCVD. During the CrN deposition, the same sputtering parameters were used, while the 

ion beam bombardment was kept at 90 keV/ 2 mA. The processing pressure was about 2×10

-5

 

Pa. The deposition time was 4 h and the temperature was held below 180 °C. The thickness of 

the CrN coating (IBAD) was about 0,7 µm and its surface roughness was about the same as 

that of the substrate ( 0,05 µm). The microhardness of the coatings were investigated by 

means of equipment Leitz. The microhardness of prepared coatings was measured by Vickers 

method. The load on the indentor was applied in the range of (50 – 300) mN in five steps 

(50,100,150,200,300).The microhardness of the CrN coatings was HV
0,005

 630 MPa which 

was measured by a Leitz Microhardness Tester. Dimensions of indentation figures were 

measured optically by microscope Leitz with camera connected to PC. The total thickness of 

coatings were about 1,5 µm. Example of the microhardness measurement of the multiplex 

IBAD/MOCVD CrN coatings together with dependence of the Vickers microhardness (HV) 

on the load in above mentioned range. The analogical of microhardness of shown to 

dependence of the substrate itself is, too. The microhardness value in case of substrate with 

coating is much higher than that in case of substrate only. It can be seen that microhardness 

values for the lowest load in the case of substrate with coating is about 2,3 times higher than 

that in the case of substrate only and what next values are approximately conformable. If we 

apply the load of 50 to 1000 mN to the sample surface gives hardness of 300 to 650 HV what 

leads to the indentation depth values of order of units of micrometers and the thickness of the 

coating is about 1500 nm.  
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CrN coating is usually used for surface protection of cutting tools, die blocks, pressing 

moulds etc. Wear resistance and other mechanical properties are very important at the 

applications, but also high temperature stability and corrosion resistance are very significant. 

Corrosion properties are usually examined by high temperature oxidation tests but sometimes 

are used low temperature tests in aqueous electrolytes are applied. Tests in electrolytes are 

fast and simple, but in principle their results give evidence about porosity and not about high 

temperature corrosion resistance.  

There are not too many papers concerning anticorrosion properties of CrN
x
 IBAD, are so 

limited our literature overview was extended to all types of nitrides. Mitterer et al. [1] have 

used the nitride coatings to surface protection of steel mould for aluminium casting. The 

coatings were formed by titanium and aluminum nitrides, which were deposited by magnetron 

like PACVD (Plasma Assisted Chemical Vapour Deposition) methods. These coatings have 

shown high resistance against corrosion fatigue and oxidation during laboratory tests. Field 

test has given remarkable increasing of the mould life-time. Scharf with Barnard [2] have 

deposited IBAD nitride coatings, but from our point of view these coatings were too thin 

(around 5 nm). Wang et al. [3] have studied oxidation behavior of CrN coatings, which were 

deposited on AISI 304 steel. Samples have been tested at temperature 300 – 800 
0

C for 60 

minutes. In the deposited state, the coating contains besides CrN a small amount β-Cr
2
N 

phase. Over 600 
0

C the CrN phase turns to change to β-Cr
2
N and transformation is finished at 

800 
0

C. Oxidation of the nitrides was observed at temperature above 500 
0

C and size of the 

oxide and nitride grains increases with temperature. As regards the temperature stability of 

nitride coatings there are similar conclusions in paper [4]. It has studied the influence of 

deposition parameters on CrN magnetron coatings and general corrosion resistance he has 

tested by electrochemical method in desecrated 1 M H
2
SO

4
 at room temperature. It is very 

interesting that the hardest coatings (1790 HV) have shown maximum portion of Cr
2
N phase. 

According to the substoichiometric Cr
2
N coatings have microhardness up to 2100 HV. Their 

bad adhesion he has  explain by high level of internal stresses. He has found out the crystals 

of metal chromium in addition to CrN and Cr
2
N. In the coatings have had very good adhesion 

and corrosion resistance.   

The coatings were deposited on samples (of diameter 20 mm and thickness 4 mm) made from 

high-nickel INCO 738 alloy and stainless AISI 316 steel. Substrate surface was before 

coating deposition mechanically grinded and polished. Before own deposition process the 

samples were ultrasonically degreased in acetone. Process conditions: First 0,1 µm thick 

chromium layer was deposited by electron beam evaporation followed simultaneous 

chromium evaporation (flow density 1.8 x 10
17

 m
-2

.s
-1

) and nitrogen ions bombardment (flow 

density 3.9 x 10
17

 m
-2

.s
-1

). Nitrogen ions energy was 91,6 keV. Total thickness (nominal) of 

coating was about 2 µm. Corrosion tests: Corrosion tests were taken in air at temperatures 700 
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and 800 
0

C for total time 500 h. The tests were interrupted after 50, 100, 200 and 500 h. 

Corrosion kinetics was evaluated by gravimetric measuring of weight gains during each test 

interruption. Each point in the diagrams represents the arithmetical average from weighing of 

10 samples. 

The dynamic microhardness (DHV) of coatings was measured by nanoindentor at 2 g (IBAD 

coatings). Thicknesses of coatings were measured by calotest method (i.e. coatings were 

grinded through by rotating sphere and the thicknesses were measured on grinded surface by 

light microscope). Adhesion of coatings were measured by scratch tester (with cone tip) at 

trust force varying in range 0 – 80 N. Chemical composition of coatings in as deposited state 

was measured by electron probe microanalyzator (with wave dispersion of emitted X-rays) at 

electron beam energy 10, 15 and 20 keV. 

Given results of scratch test are to some extent distorted by fact, that test tip very easy 

deforms austenitic substrate. The deformation causes supplementary stress and peeling of 

coating. The thicker magnetron coating is failed also by de-cohesion inside the coating. This 

phenomenon is inherence of high level of internal stresses. Results of chemical analysis show, 

that all studied coatings contain large amount of non-reacted pure chromium in addition to 

chromium nitride.

Corrosion resistance of CrN
x
 coatings is better than resistance of substrate. It means that 

atomic mixing which is on the coating – substrate interface has negligible influence on 

protection ability of the coating. In addition to it IBAD coatings oxidize at 900 
0

C very 

quickly and arising oxide layer has no protection ability. By contrast the magnetron coating 

has at 900 
0

C good protection ability and fast oxidation comes only at 1000 
0

C. Moreover 

oxide layer arising from magnetron coatings slows down the corrosion rate of substrate in 

comparison with non-coated one. The processing gas residua occluded in magnetron coatings 

can caused its breaking and peeling during high temperature exposure. Therefore it is suitable 

to degasify the coatings by vacuum annealing for a few hours at temperature 600 
0

C . 
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Cementitious composites contain a significant amount of pores of different size that 

can be filled either by air or water. Therefore, both the total pore volume and the distribution 

of pores can affect their thermal conductivity in a very significant way. In this paper, the 

effect of the amount and the size of the pores on the thermal conductivity is studied for two 

carbon fiber reinforced cement composites. The changes in their porosity are induced by the 

thermal load, tensile load and their combinations. 

The measurements were done on two different types of carbon fiber reinforced cement 

composites (CFRC) produced in the laboratories of VUSH Brno that will be denoted as UC 

II, UC III in what follows. Portland cement CEM I 52.5 Mokrá was used for UC II, high 

alumina cement Alcoa CA-14M for UC III. Carbon fiber was PAN for UC II, pitch based for 

UC III, both with 10 mm length. Water in the amount corresponding to the w/c ratio of 0.9 

was added to the mixture for UC II, 0.73 for UC III.

In the experimental measurements, eleven various specimen pre-treatment conditions 

were tested: 

• Reference specimen not exposed to any load.

• Specimen exposed to a gradual temperature increase up to 600, 800 and 1000

o

C

during two hours, then left for another 2 hours at the final temperature and slowly 

cooled.

• Specimen exposed to tensile load up to breaking. 

• Specimen exposed first to tensile load up to breaking, then to a gradual temperature 

increase up to 600, 800 and 1000

o

C during two hours, after that left for another 2 

hours at the final temperature and slowly cooled. 

• Specimen exposed to a gradual temperature increase up to 600, 800 and 1000

o

C

during two hours, then left for another 2 hours at the final temperature, slowly cooled 

and finally exposed to tensile load up to breaking. 

The thermal conductivity was measured using the commercial device ISOMET 2104 

(Applied Precision, Ltd., SK). It is equipped with various types of optional probes, where 

surface probes are suitable for hard materials. The measurement is based on analysis of the 

temperature response of the analyzed material to heat flow impulses.

The thermal load up to 1000

0

C, tensile load up to breaking and their combinations 

were found to have very different effects on the thermal conductivity of the two investigated 

types of CFRC. Generally it can be concluded that the effect of thermal load was much more 

remarkable than that of tensile load. The thermal decomposition processes also dominated the 

changes of thermal conductivity for all the analyzed combinations of thermal and tensile load.
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The effect of high alumina cement on the thermal conductivity of samples subjected to 

elevated temperatures was not found to be so distinct as it might be anticipated from the 

expected stabilization of the aluminate structure after the conversion occurring at relatively 

low temperatures. After the pre-heating procedures, the thermal conductivity of the CFRC 

material UC III containing high alumina cement was very similar to the properties of the 

material UC II containing common Portland cement. The reason for this could be the  

autoclaving of UC II applied at its production. 

In looking for the correlation of thermal conductivity of thermally pre-treated UC II 

samples with the porosity measurements we realized that compared to the reference specimen, 

the porosity of UC II for the 600

0

C pre-heating decreased by 8%, for 800

0

C it increased by 

22% and for 1000

0

C by 44%. The changes in the pore distribution were more remarkable. For 

the 600

0

C pre-heating the most distinct peak of the incremental volume curve of UC II at 20 

nm decreased to about one half and the amount of bigger pores increased in practically the 

whole range. The 800

0

C pre-heating then led to an almost complete reversal of the pore 

distribution curve. The 20 nm peak completely disappeared and a new peak at about 3 µm

became dominant. The pre-heating to 1000

0

C resulted in a remarkable increase of the amount 

of bigger pores in a relatively wide range of 200 nm to 10 µm. The relatively low effect of the 

pre-heating of the material UC II to 600

0

C on its pore structure indicates that the 

decomposition of Ca(OH)2 supposed to take place in Portland cement based composites at 

about 460-480 °C [1] was of much lower importance in our particular case which was 

probably due to the autoclaving procedure applied in the specimen production. 

The remarkable decrease in thermal conductivity of UC III after the 600

0

C pre-heating 

was clearly a consequence of a significant increase of porosity after heating. The global pore 

characteristics show that the samples of UC III preheated to 600

0

C exhibited an about 20% 

increase in porosity compared to the reference specimens. Comparison of the respective pore 

distribution curves shows for the 600

0

C preheated UC III samples a shift of the most distinct 

peak from 1 µm to 1.5 µm and its increase by about 25%. This peak remained at the same 

position also for the specimens pre-heated to 800

0

C and 1000

0

C which is in a good 

accordance with the thermal conductivity measurements.

It seems surprising that the very significant difference in the pore distribution curves 

of the samples pre-heated to 600

0

C and 800

0

C resulted in only relatively small difference in 

thermal conductivity. However, the overall character of the correlation of changes in thermal 

conductivity with the changes in the porosity and in the pore distribution looks similar as in 

the case of the above analyzed differences between the room temperature values of thermal 

conductivity and porosity of UC II and UC III. It can be summarized that for the 

measurements throughout this paper, the higher porosity has led in all cases to lower thermal 

conductivity but the presence of  bigger pores resulted in an increase of thermal conductivity, 

probably due to the appearance of thermal bridges. 
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 Demands for weldable, tough steel with improved yield strength lead to microalloying 

of low carbon steel with aluminium, vanadium, titanium and niobium singly or by combining 

these chemical elements. Unlike to famous wrought high strength low alloyed (HSLA) steels, 

the cast steels can not be strengthened by means of plastic deformation during 

thermomechanical treatment. Hence, the improved yield strength can be attained only by 

carefully controlled heat treatment, which should not be too complicated. Normalizing and/or 

solution annealing come under consideration. 

 Yield strength of every polycrystalline metallic material obeys extended Hall-Petch 

relationship 

  R
y
 = R

0
 + ∆R

a
 + ∆R

g
 + ∆R

p
 + ∆R

t
          (1) 

where R
0
 is friction stress and ∆R

i
 are contributions owing to alloying, grain-size refinement, 

precipitation and phase transformation, respectively. The friction stress R
0
 is usually taken as 

40 MPa for low carbon low alloyed steels, alloying contribution ∆R
a
 is related only to solid 

solution strengthening and is linearly proportional to the concentration of chemical element  

k
a
.(wt.%X) [1]. Grain size contribution ∆R

g
 = k

g
.d

 -1/2

, where d is the grain diameter. 

Precipitation contribution ∆R
p
 is proportional to precipitation potential (M), ∆R

p
 = k

p
 . (M), 

when (M) is the content of precipitate forming metallic element in austenite [2]. Generally, it 

is considered that M is able to create dispersed precipitates of carbide MC, nitride MN or 

carbonitride M(C,N). The precipitation potential (M) is derived from solubility product, 

which e.g. for aluminium nitride has form [3] 

  log [(Al).(N)] = 1,95 - 

T

7400

           (2) 

 Last term in relation (1) represent matrix phase transformation strengthening. 

According to [1] this contribution can be neglected, if the phase transformation product is 

pearlite, however in case of bainite or acicular ferrite that may be present in microstructure, 

we suggest following expression 

  ∆R
t
 = f

B
 . (150 + 15 . l 

-1/2

)           (3) 

where f
B
 is volume fraction of microstructural component and l [mm] is lath size, taken as 

mean linear intercept. When relation (3) is used, the rule of mixtures should be applied also 

on contribution ∆R
g
 reflecting above all the polygonal ferrite grain size. 

 The objective of this paper is verify the validity of above described model for 

prediction of yield strength on low carbon steel 19Mn5 singly microalloyed (killed) with 

aluminium in two kinds of heat treatment − normalizing (N) or solution annealing (SA). 

 Pilot-plant heat had following chemical composition (in wt.%) : 0,19 % C−1,16 % 

Mn−0,25 % Si−0,023 % P−0,009 % S−0,12 % Cr−0,20 % Ni−0,08 % Mo−<0,01 % V− 

<0,01 % Ti−<0,01 % Nb−0,34 % Cu−0,040 % Al−0,008 % N. The heat was casted into plates 

with dimensions 30x250x350 mm which were normalized 900 °C, 3 h, air cool or solution 

annealed 1100 °C, 10 h, air cool. 
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 Tensile tests were conducted at room temperature on device INSTRON 5582 (100 kN) 

in accordance with standard ČSN EN 100002-1. We obtained following average  

(3 specimen) mechanical properties : 

 steel 19Mn5N – R
p
0,2 = 378 MPa, R

m
 = 629 MPa, A = 24 %, Z = 33 % 

 steel 19Mn5SA – R
p
0,2 = 350 MPa, R

m
 = 585 MPa, A = 18 %, Z = 35 % 

 

 Quantitative light microscopy gave these characteristics : 

steel 19Mn5N – polygonal ferrite and pearlite : vol. fraction 76,7 %, grain size 18 µm 

     acicular ferrite : vol. fraction 23,3 %, lath size 5 µm 

steel 19Mn5SA – polygonal ferrite and pearlite : vol. fraction 79,6, grain size 33 µm 

       acicular ferrite : vol. fraction 20,4 %, lath size 10 µm 

 

Predicted yield strength computed from eq. (1) with all the contributions and experimental 

yield strength R
p
 0,2 are summarized in next table (values in MPa) : 

 

 

Steel R
0
 ∆R

a
∆R

g
∆R

p
∆R

t

R
y

R
p
0,2 

19Mn5N 

19Mn5SA 

40 

40 

95,5 

95,5 

114,5 

  87,5 

39 

60 

84 

61 

373 

344 

378 

350 

Notes : values of k
a
 were taken from [1], precipit. potential (Al) was computed from eq. (2) 

             and k
p
 was estimated as 1500. 

 

 In conclusion is to be emphasized that the model based on Hall-Petch relationship 

works fairly well, but chosen conditions of solution annealing decreased the yield strength of 

steel 19Mn5. New relation for contribution caused by tranformation strengthening (3) was 

suggested. 
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Gallium nitride (GaN) and related nitride compounds semiconductor materials have 

attracted considerable attention because of their possibility to be used in optoelectronics 

devices such as blue/green light emitting diodes and laser diodes. GaN is a wide band gap 

semiconductor crystallising in the wurtzite structure with a direct gap of 3.50 eV at 300 K [1]. 

GaN is usually fabricated by MOCVD (Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition), but 

many research group produced GaN by using MBE (Molecular Beam Epitaxy) or HVPE 

(Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy).  GaN layers can be deposited on various substrates, such as 

silicon carbide (6H-SiC), sapphire (Al
2
O

3
), lithium gallium oxide (LiGaO

2
), and silicon 

(Si(111)). 

The rare earth (RE) doped optical materials are of significant current interest for 

applications as solid state laser, optical amplifiers and full color display. The most interesting 

RE ion is erbium [2], because erbium doped semiconductor can be used as light source 

emitting at 1.54 µm, which is of great interest for optical fiber communication system.   It was 

previously shown in [3] that the thermal quenching in Er-doped semiconductors decreased the 

bangap. Therefore wide bandgap such as GaN are suitable hosts for the RE elements. 

This paper will give an overview of our development of the RE doped GaN layers 

fabricated by magnetron sputtering. The GaN samples were deposited by using the Balzers 

Pfeiffer PLS 160 system from gallium oxide target (purity 99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) on silicon, 

silica on silicon or Corning glass substrates. Typical growth parameters were: deposition 

temperature 300 K, deposition time 60 - 240 min, nitrogen-argon ratio 3:7, total gas pressure 

3.4 Pa, power 50 Watts. For erbium and ytterbium doping into the gallium nitride films the 

pellets of Er
2
O

3
:Yb

2
O

3
(99.9% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) or Er:Yb powder  were put on the top 

of Ga
2
O

3
 target. 

The structure of the deposited GaN thin films was studied by the XRD (X-ray 

diffraction). Fabricated samples had amorphous texture with poorly developed crystals. The 

composition of the deposited layers was determined by means of nuclear analytical methods. 

The Ga:N ratio and content of oxygen (O) was obtained by the Rutherford Back-Scattering 
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(RBS) measurement using 2.4 MeV protons. The content of the incorporated erbium and 

ytterbium was determined by RBS using both the 2.4 MeV protons and 2.2 MeV alpha 

particles. The amount of the incorporated erbium differed depending on the area of the target 

covered by the Er
2
O

3
:Yb

2
O

3
 pellets or Er:Yb powder as well as on the erosion area 

represented by the part of the surface covered by the RE source. 

The transmission spectra of the samples in the spectral region from 300 nm to 600 nm 

at room temperature were taken as well. For that the tungsten lamp and monochromator MDR 

23 were used as light source and the light transmitted through the samples was detected by the 

pyro-detector. Transmission spectra of the samples fabricated by magnetron sputtering onto 

the Corning glass (to ensure that the light will be transmitted through the whole structure) 

were compared with the GaN fabricated by the MOCVD deposited onto sapphire substrate. 

The absorption edge at the GaN samples fabricated by magnetron sputtering was not so steep 

as the GaN samples fabricated by MOCVD. The reason is the GaN on the sapphire substrate 

had monocrystalline structure.   

The Ar laser ILA-120 at λ
ex

 = 488 nm with E
ex

 = 100 mW and semiconductor laser 

P4300 at λ
ex

 = 980 nm with E
ex

 = 500 mW were applied for photoluminescence measurement. 

We observed PL emission peak at 1 530 nm at room temperature due to excitation into the 

4

I
15/2

→ 

4

I
7/2

and due to 

4

I
11/2

→ 

4

I
15/2

 transition. The strongest photoluminescence we observed 

at the Er:GaN sample fabricated by sputtering with two Er
2
O

3
 pellets (5 mm diameter) laying 

on the top of the Ga
2
O

3
 target. For more details of the fabrication process and RE doped GaN 

properties see [4].

The magnetron sputtering was used to fabricate RE doped GaN layers fabricated by 

magnetron sputtering on various substrate using a gaseous mixture of nitrogen and argon as 

precursors. The doping of the GaN films with RE occurred simultaneously with the sputtering 

process when placing the metal RE pellets or RE powder onto the Ga
2
O

3
 target. The amount 

of the incorporated erbium increased with increasing weight of the RE pellets or RE powder. 

We observed photoluminescence emission at 1 550 nm due to the 

4

I
13/2

→ 

4

I
15/2

transition 

under excitation at 488 nm and 980 nm. 
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We report about fabrication and properties of the erbium ions containing Poly(1-

vinylpyrrolidone-co-vinyl acetate) (PEO), Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and 

Polysthyrene (PS)  planar optical waveguides fabricated by spin coating. 

Semiconductor materials and dielectric materials such as lithium niobate are relative 

expensive and the processes used to fabricate optical devices are very complicated. Polymer-

based optical layers offer a low-cost alternative for inorganic optical waveguides. Optical 

polymers can be transparent, with low absorption loss below 0.1 dB/cm at the key 

communication wavelengths of 1 300 and 1 550 nm [1] and the fabrication process is not 

complex. Rare earth (RE) doped optical materials can be used for fabrication of solid state 

lasers and optical amplifiers. The most interesting RE ions is Erbium (Er
3+

), because Er
3+

 

doped optical materials can be used for fabrication of optical amplifiers operating at 1 550 nm 

due to the Er
3+

 
4

I
13/2

 → 
4

I
15/2

 optical transition [2]. 

The polymer optical waveguides were theoretically designed by using mathematical 

modification of the dispersion equation. We determined the number of guided modes and 

critical thickness of the waveguides. After that the polymer layers were fabricated by spin 

coating on silicon and silica-on silica substrates. The drawing of the spin-coating set-up and 

designed optical waveguides were previously described in [3]. 

For the coating the polystyrene Sigma-Aldrich, M
w
 20 000, ρ= 1.05 g/cm

3

, Tg= 104 

°C was dissolved in toluene (Penta, ρ= 0.8675 g/cm
3

) obtaining thus solutions with different 

PS concentrations. The fabrication procedure was as follows: a drop of the PS solution was 

trickled down onto the substrate from a pipette, then the substrate was let to spin round, the 

PS drop covered the substrate surface and partially evaporated out. Rare earth ions can not be 

directly dissolved in the polymer precursors. To introduce the erbium ions into the polymer 

matrix, we synthesised the chelate complex 8-hydroxychinoline that was then mixed with 

strongly diluted solutions of several polymers as, e.g. Poly(1-vinylpyrrolidone-co-vinyl 

acetate) (PEO), Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) or Polysthyrene (PS). The mixture of the 

polymer and the chelate was then deposited onto substrate wafers by spin coating [4]. The 

best samples were obtained when dropping 2 ml of the PS solution on the spin coater, waiting 

for 5 s to let the drop to spill on the substrate and then to spin dry (2 000 - 4 000 rev/min). 

The deposited layers were then let to dry for 30 minutes at 80 °C. For example, using 6% PS 

solution and 2 500 rev/min gave 6 µm thick PS optical layers. 
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Properties of the fabricated layers were analyzed by various methods. Refractive 

indices of the samples were determined using refractometer at wavelength range from 300 to 

800 nm and by prism coupling method at 632.8 nm. Optical losses were evaluated by 

scanning the light scattered from the waveguides by the CCD camera. The absorption spectra 

were taken at wavelength range from 300 to 600 nm. Photoluminescence properties of the 

samples were measured using Ar laser at 488 nm. 

Al the samples deposited onto the silica-on-silicon substrate had waveguiding 

properties. The number of propagating modes varied from 1 to 12 depending on the thickness 

of the deposited layers. For the PS waveguides the value of the refractive index was 1.52 at 

632.8 nm. The measured thickness of the waveguide corresponds well with calculated values. 

Observed differences between calculated and experimental depths of the waveguides, which 

are rather small (less than10%), are due to low values of the refractive indices inserted into 

the used dispersion equation. For more details see [3]. Optical losses of the best samples 

without erbium were found to be below 0.2 dB/cm. Doping with Er
3+

 makes the optical losses 

to increase, probably because clusters of erbium scattered the propagating light. We observed 

photoluminescence emission at 1 550 nm due to 
4

I
13/2

→ 
4

I
15/2

under excitation at 488 nm.
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Optical losses and refractive indices are two of the most important parameters which 

characterize the quality of optical waveguides. We would like to present simple measurement 

method that allows us to determine nondestructively the propagation losses and method for 

refractive index measurement in optical planar waveguides. This loss measurement technique 

involves the measurement of transmitted and scattering light intensity as a function of 

propagation distance along the waveguide. For determination of refractive indices we used 

two-prism mode spectroscopy. 

Principle of the scattered light measurement method, which we use to characterize the 

gallium nitride (GaN) layer fabricated by MOCVD (Metal Organic Chemical Vapor 

Deposition) on sapphire substrates [1], is based on the distribution of light scattered by 

imperfections in the optical planar waveguides. The vertically polarized (TE) laser beam 

which goes through a system of mirrors, a half-wave plate and a linear polarizer is guided into 

the optical planar waveguide by an optical prism. The optical coupler prism and the measured 

planar waveguide are mounted on a rotation stage. This allows us to select the individual 

guided mode for the measurement of optical losses. This guided mode passing through the 

optical planar waveguide and the optical light beam are dispersed at in homogeneities in the 

optical waveguides, so that the scattered light is generated. The light streak from the top of 

the optical planar waveguides is detected by a CCD video camera which is connected with an 

AD converter and a computer. The CCD camera is situated above the optical planar 

waveguide and it is focused on a region of interest on the surface of the waveguide core. The 

intensity of the scattered optical light must be set between level 0 and 255 points. Then the 

image of the scattered light can be taken and stored. This two-dimensional image is reduced 

to one-dimension one by summing the pixels intensities in each column separately. Then we 

obtained the one dimension light intensity which is a function of distance. The obtained 

profile of the scattered light is 5 mm long and it is divided into 1288 columns. The number of 

the columns depends on the maximum resolution of the chip used in the CCD video camera. 

In our case maximum resolution in the CCD chip was 1028 x 1288 pixels by 256 gray-levels. 

For a uniform loss along the waveguide length this measurement method is independent of 

which section of the optical waveguide is imaged. The scattered light decreases exponentially 

along the length of the optical planar waveguides. The attenuation coefficient is obtained by 

fitting the measured light intensity to decreasing exponential function. The attenuation 

coefficient is then recalculated and expressed in dB/cm units.  
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The scattered light measurement method can be used for measuring optical losses in 

planar waveguides. This technique has the advantage of being nondestructive, rapid, accurate, 

readily automated. It requires no special sample preparation and it is independent on the light 

coupling efficiency to the waveguide. This measurement method can evaluate optical losses 

in range from less than 1 dB/cm to more than 100 dB/cm. More details about this method are 

given in [2]. 

We demonstrate this measurement method for measuring optical losses in GaN planar 

waveguides. Optical losses were measured at the wavelength 632.8 nm and 781 nm. For 

optical coupling we used the Bi
12

GeO
20

 prism (n= 2.54350, λ= 632.8 nm; n= 2.494756, λ= 

781 nm).  

The smallest obtained value of optical attenuation was less than 3.5 dB/cm at 

632.8 nm and 3 dB/cm at 781 nm (TE mode). 

Waveguides properties of the planar waveguides were determined by measuring the 

effective indices by two-prism mode spectroscopy at 632.8 m and 781 nm. We used the same 

prism for optical coupling as well as for optical losses measurement. The measured data were 

evaluated by using the inverse WKB method [3]. 

We observed 7 modes for TE polarization. Basic effective refractive index was 

N
0
= 2.349278 at λ= 632.8 nm. However, we can not determine basic mode for TM 

polarization. The main reason is the small difference between the refractive index of GaN 

layers and the coupling prism. The thickness of the GaN layers was calculated from 

propagation constant of the TE and TM modes and it was 2.071 µm (TE mode) and 2.041 µm 

(TM mode). The difference is only 40 nm, which corresponds to 1.5 % of total thickness. We 

think that the reason for this difference is small inhomogeneous refractive index on the 

boundary between the substrate and the GaN layers. We observed 6 TE modes at λ= 781 nm 

and the thickness corresponds to 2.022 µm. The thickness calculated for both TE and TM 

modes differed by 1 %, which is due to inhomogeneous thickness of the GaN sample. The 

refractive index were n
o
= 2.35375 (TE mode) and n

c
= 2.39267 (TM mode) at λ= 632.8 nm. 

The refractive index (at λ= 781 nm) were n
o
= 2.33740 (TE mode) and n

c
= 2.37519 (TM 

mode). 
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The main task of the quantitative fractography of fatigue failures consists in relating the 

morphology of crack surface with crack growth rate (CGR). Typically, we investigate a set of 

images (obtained by scanning electron microscope, SEM) of fracture surfaces, with assigned 

values of CGR. The aim is an algorithm for estimation of the CGR directly from the image. 

Then we are able to estimate CGR for fracture surfaces from practical service, and to 

reconstitute the history of the failure.  

Textural fractography of fatigue failures [1] is a new method, which has been developed 

since 1990 in the Dept. of Materials, FNSPE. SEM images of fracture surfaces are analyzed 

as image textures. Many methods may be used: decomposition of the image (Fourier, wavelet, 

...), random field models (Gibbs, Markov, ...), extracting textural elements and modeling them 

by means of stochastic geometry, etc. Images are individually characterized by a set of 

textural parameters - a feature vector f =  [f1,..., fk].  

The relation between the feature vector and CGR is expressed standardly in the 

multilinear form log(v) = Σ cjfj+ck+1, where index j =1,...k, denotes image features. The set 

of constants c = [c1, ..., ck+1] can be simply estimated by the least squares method. By means 

of testing statistical significance of the contribution of single image features fj  that ones not 

predicating CGR are excluded.  

Up to now, routine fractographic reconstitution of fatigue crack growth was limited to 

cases of constant cycle loading. However, the cyclic loading in practice is usually variable. 

Morphologies of fracture surfaces are complicated and deeply dependent on loading regime. 

The time reconstitution of fractures was possible only individually in certain cases, and its 

reliability was limited. A general, unifying approach for these cases was highly desirable.  

The conventional presumption, valid only for constant cycle loading, is: "Crack surface 

morphology is unambiguously related to the (conventional) CGR." Let us generalize the 

presumption as follows: "We will suppose the possibility to define the reference crack 

growth rate (RCGR), which is unambiguously related to selected features of fracture 

surface morphology". The concept of RCGR implies a more general definition of time (in 

conventional approach time is defined as the number of loading cycles N).  

A method how RCGR can be estimated from a cycle-by-cycle crack growth model was 

published by Lauschmann et al. during 2004 [2,3]. 

For a cyclic loading with variable, sufficiently stationary parameters, we may suppose that 

the ratio between RCGR and conventional CGR can be approximately expressed by a 

constant B linked only to the given type of loading (particularly, for constant cycle loading 

B = 1). Projecting this presumption into the system of equations mentioned above results in a 

more general regression formula with the absolute element ck+1 special for the given type of 

loading. The difference ck+1, constant cycle - ck+1, variable cycle  is just equal to constant log(B). This 

makes possible to estimate B for different types of loading [4]. 

The method was tested on a set of three CT-specimens from aluminium alloy AlCu4Mg1,  

loaded by different loading processes: constant cycle, constant cycle with a regulary 

overloading (called "Z+1"), and a random block. Crack growth was measured and recorded. 

Crack surfaces were documented by SEM images in magnification 200 x, which were 
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assigned values of the mean CGR pertinent to the center of the image. Images were 

normalized and two decomposition methods were applied to estimate the feature vectors: The 

two-dimensional Fourier transformation and the wavelet transformation.  

Both methods gave almost the same values of B (B"Z+1" = 1.69, Brandom = 4.9). Moreover, 

for random loading the result is very close to that obtained by physical model [2,3]. When 

RCGR is estimated as CGR multiplied by B, a very tight relation (close to equality) of crack 

rates measured and estimated from single images is reached.  

By imaging only image features which remained in the final model [4], we can see the 

elements of fracture surface morphology which are common for all fracture surfaces without 

any respect to the type of loading. 

We may conclude: For the reference crack growth rate, some common morphologic 

features are present in all fracture surfaces, without any influence of different loading 

conditions. On the contrary, the conventional crack growth rate has no morphologic correlate 

common for all fracture surfaces. 

Results reached are highly valuable for the practical application. The concept of reference 

crack growth rate opens way to routine fractographic reconstitution of fatigue crack 

growth under variable cycle loading. The direct solution is limited to experimental 

fractographic techniques and does not require the knowledge of the loading sequence. It 

enables to estimate directly from images of fracture surface an important characteristic B, 

which characterizes the loading process.  

Recent methodological progress described above significantly improves possibilities of the 

quantitative fractography of fatigue failures. 
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Cu-based shape memory alloys (SMA) are known to show thermoelastic martensitic 

transformations (MT) into various martensitic phases: β’1(18R), γ’1(2H), α’1(6R). These MTs 

are first order phase transformations driven by the external stress or temperature. When these 

transformations proceed, the interacting phases are separated by mobile phase interfaces.  

Mobile twinning like interfaces exist also within the martensitic phases. Although knowledge 

of the elastic constants of the individual phases is essential to describe reliably the mechanical 

behavior of Cu SMAs, only very limited experimental data are available namely concerning 

the low temperature / high stress martensite phases.  

 

Elastic properties of the cubic high temperature phase are relatively well known, including 

their temperature dependence. Particularly, variation of the austenite elastic constants in the 

vicinity of the phase transition has been thoroughly investigated and related with the soft 

mode of the [110](1-10) TA2 phonons [2,3]. On the other hand, there are only few references 

in the literature concerning the elastic properties of  the lower symmetry martensite phases in 

SMAs. This is mainly because of the experimental difficulties related to the preparation of 

multiple sufficiently large single crystals of low symmetry martensite phases needed for the 

ultrasonic experimental methods used to evaluate the elastic constants. 

    

In this contribution the elastic constants of cubic austenite and orthorhombic 2H martensite 

phases existing in Cu-Al-Ni shape memory alloy were determined taking advantage of easy 

twinning deformation in the martensite state. Multiple parallelepiped shaped samples were 

prepared to carry out acoustic measurements on the 2H martensite phase and the elastic 

constants were evaluated using a dedicated newly developed optimization method which is 

based on inversion of ultrasound wave velocities measured in redundant number of general 

crystal directions. This method allows to minimize the uncertainty in evaluated elastic 

constants stemming from the experimental error in determination of the single crystal 

orientation. It is believed, that, for low symmetry materials such as 2H martensite phase in 

CuAlNi, which require multiple velocity measurements to evaluate complete set of elastic 

constants, the optimization approach is more precise and less laborious compared to standard 

direct determination method. 

 

It follows from the comparison of the elastic properties of the austenite and 2H martensite 

phase that: i) although the elastic properties change significantly with the martensitic 

transformation, the elastic anisotropy of  the austenite is inherited by the martensite phase in 

the first approximation, ii) the martensite crystal is softer for most of the crystal directions, 

but  becomes elastically harder particularly in crystal directions, where the parent austenite 
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phase was softest. This causes the martensite phase to be slightly less anisotropic in spite of 

its lower symmetry. 

 

The softest elastic modulus in the martensitic structure corresponds to the qT2 wave 

propagating along a directions close to the (110)M, (100)M and (001)M. These modes are 

inherited from two of the C’ and one of the CS of  austenite. The existence of such elastic 

modes in martensite appears to be a common feature among Cu-based alloys which transform 

to different martensitic structures. 

 

In the case of polycrystals, obviously much depends on the crystallographic texture not only 

in the parent austenite phase but also in the stress induced martensite phase. Since texture in 

the stress induced martensite phase evolves dynamically and depends on the applied stress 

state, the Young modulus of the SMA polycrystal containing stress induced martensite phase 

would be curiously different in tension and compression and might even depend on the 

deformation history. 

 

The evaluation of thermo-mechanical properties of NiTi wires intended for stent applications 

was carried out by combination of tensile tests at constant temperature with in-situ ultrasonic 

measurements (wave speed, attenuation) and electrical resistivity  measurements.  It was 

found that the mechanical and electric resistance results were mainly sensitive to R-B19’ 

stress induced martensitic transformation, but the ultrasonic wave speed and attenuation 

varied most significantly when the R-phase reorientation or distortion took place. 
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In chemical and power engineering, tube systems are exposed to complex mechanical 

loading, high temperature, corrosion environment, etc. Long-time influence and interaction of 

severe conditions can result in the degradation of crucial properties of structural materials. 

Experimental research, the results of which are summarized in the contribution 

presented, was aimed to the study of fatigue properties of three chrome-molybdenum steels: 

P91, ČSN 15 313 and N10 (21CrVMoW12). CT-specimens of thickness B = 8 mm and width 

W = 50 mm used in the experimental program were cut out from thick-walled tubes. 

Generally, materials of the tubes were tested in two different stages – original (without 

degradation), and degraded: 

1) steel P91 

a) original state (specimens were cut out from a new tube), 

b) service degradation was simulated by annealing at T = 625°C for 5000 hours, 

2) steel ČSN 15 313 

a) original state (specimens were cut out from a new tube), 

b) service degradation was simulated by annealing at T = 650°C for 500 or 1000 

hours, 

3) steel N10 

a) quasi-original state was obtained by means of two-stage regeneration of material 

degraded in service: normalization annealing at T = 1100°C  for 2 hours, and 

tempering at T = 720°C for 4 hours, 

b) degraded in service – specimens were cut out from the tube after 165 000 hours of 

industry service at temperature T = 350°C and pressure p = 32.5 MPa. 

Besides the material state, also orientation and location of specimens in the tube wall 

were under study, but the influence of these factors on fatigue crack growth was negligible. 

During high-cycle fatigue tests, an influence stress ratio R characterizing the mean 

stress (i.e., static part of time variable loading) was studied. For the fatigue crack length 

measuring, two simultaneous methods were applied: direct optical monitoring of the crack on 

the specimen surface, and drop potential method. Macroscopic crack growth rate v = da/dN 

determined by means of secant method was presented as a function of stress intensity factor 

range ∆K. The data (∆Ki, vi ), i = 1,2,…,n  were fitted by regression function in the form of 

[1] 

)(
m

th

m

KKCv ∆−∆⋅= , 

where C, m, and ∆Kth are parameters determined by means of least squares method [2]. 

Regression parameter ∆Kth represents a rough estimation of threshold value of stress intensity 

factor range. In consequence of material degradation, the results obtained indicate an increase 

of exponent m but also simultaneous decrease of constant C, thus both relation v = v(∆K) and 

estimated threshold values ∆Kth are almost identical for original and degraded states of all 

three steels: ∆Kth(R=0.05) = (12.9÷13.8) MPa.m
1/2

, and ∆Kth(R=0.3) = (11.9÷12.7) MPa.m
1/2

. 
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Higher stress ratio R results in less crack closure and thus in higher fatigue crack 

growth rate. This influence can be eliminated by application of effective value of stress 

intensity factor range ∆Keff  instead of nominal value ∆K.  Effective value can be calculated 

by means of relationship ∆Keff  = U(R). ∆K, where U(R) ≤ 1. Form and parameters of the 

function U(R) depend on the material and testing (service) conditions. For the Cr-Mo steels 

under study, use of the relation U(R) = 0.75 + 0.25.R [3] was suitable – crack growth rates for 

both R = 0.05 and R = 0.3 were able to unify into one data set correlated by ∆Keff. Data 

(∆Keff,i, vi), i = 1,2,…,n  were fitted by regression function in the modified form 

)(
,

m

theff

m

eff
KKCv ∆−∆⋅= . 

Both v vs. ∆K, and v vs. ∆Keff  relations represent the significant characteristic fatigue 

properties of the studied Cr-Mo steels under given conditions.  

Stress ratio R has substantial influence also on the threshold value of stress intensity 

factor range ∆Kth – increase of R results in decrease of ∆Kth. The indicated dependence can be 

analytically expressed by means of empirical relationship [4] 

( ) ( )
γ

RKRK
othth

−∆=∆ 1
,

, 

where ∆Kth,o means the threshold value at R = 0 and exponent γ  (0  ≤ γ  ≤ 1) quantifies a 

sensitivity of ∆Kth on R for given material and environment. Parameters ∆Kth,o and γ were 

estimated for the three Cr-Mo steels under study on the base of experimentally determined 

∆Kth at R = 0.05 and R = 0.3. The results indicated that values of ∆Kth,o are practically 

independent of steel type and its state (∆Kth,o = (13÷14) MPa.m
1/2

), but exponent γ  is varying: 

the most sensitive on stress ratio is steel P91 in degraded state (γ  = 0.446), the least value 

γ  = 0.150 corresponds to steel 15 313 in all states. Relations ∆Kth = ∆Kth(R) established by 

this way allow a rough estimation of ∆Kth at whichever values of stress ratio R ≥ 0. 

 Results of fractographic analysis of fractures of fatigued specimens are corresponding 

to the results of fatigue tests: there is no substantial influence of all factors under study 

(including steel type and material state) on character of fracture. In all cases, striation 

formation has prevailed as a dominant micromechanism controlling the fatigue crack growth. 

In addition to this, some other minority mechanisms took a part in the failure process: 

intergranular decohesion (in the range of lower ∆K values), decohesion or failure of sulphide 

inclusions, and transgranular ductile fracture. Percentage fracture areas corresponding to the 

mentioned individual mechanisms slightly differ in individual cases, but this fact is negligible 

from practical point of view.  
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The assessment of production technology of cement composites with non-metallic 

fiber reinforcement was based on the evaluation of various mechanical, hygric and thermal 

properties. The methodology included the following four basic testing methods: 

a) methods for assessment of thermal and hygric parameters at normal temperatures, 

b) methods for assessment of thermal properties at high temperatures, 

c) methods for assessment of mechanical properties, 

d) methods for study of changes of the internal structure and composition, 

e) methods for assessment of micromechanical properties. 

Results of the methods mentioned above are aimed to closely characterize conditions to which 

the materials are exposed in building structures. Methods must be suitable for investigating 

the materials not only at their virgin state at normal temperatures but also after the exposition 

to different static, dynamic and cyclic mechanical loading and to high temperatures. 

Methods for assessment of thermal and hygric parameters at normal temperatures are 

based on the following parameters. Thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and specific 

heat capacity are measured with the aid of ISOMET 2104. The measurement with this 

apparatus is based on the analysis of time development of thermal response on thermal flux 

impulses into the material. Water vapor diffusion coefficient is measured by the method 

without thermal gradient that is based on the one-dimensional diffusion of water vapor 

through the specimen. Moisture absorption coefficient and average coefficient of moisture 

conductivity are based on the monitoring of the time dependence of the sample moistening. 

Further parameters belonging to this group of methods are moisture dependent moisture 

diffusivity, moisture expansion coefficient and thermal expansion coefficient [1]. 

Methods for assessment of thermal properties at high temperatures are based on the 

following parameters [2]. High temperature thermal diffusivity is measured by the method of 

non-stationary one-sided sample heating. This method lies in the measurement of temperature 

dependence on time and location in a sample exposed to high temperature. High temperature 

specific heat capacity is based on the measurement of thermal energy increment of the 

system. Basic idea of this non-adiabatic method consists in a precise correction of thermal 

losses. High temperature thermal conductivity is assessed with indirect method from the two 

above coefficients and bulk density. High temperature coefficient of thermal expansion is 

based on the principle of comparative measurement of two specimens. One sample is made of 

the measured material whilst the other is a material with known thermal expansion. 
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Methods for assessment of mechanical properties use standard test such as direct 

tension test with the whole force-displacement diagram recording, three-point bending test 

and dynamic tension tests. These properties are measured with the MTS Aliance TR 30 that is 

an electromechanical machine with the capacity of 30 kN in tension. It is equipped with a 

special device for three-point bending and with several gauges for force and displacement 

measurement. Dynamic testing is designed as a fatigue test of notched specimens loaded by  

1 000 to 10 000 cycles in 60-70% of the tension capacity [3]. 

Methods for study of changes of the internal structure and composition utilize the 

electron microscopy. Environmental scanning electron microscope Phillips XL30 is capable 

of standard topological analysis of nonconductive specimens in high and low vacuum. It is 

equipped with the EDX (element X-ray) analysis for composition assessment of the sample. 

Further, the microscope is capable of orientation imaging analysis for determination of 

microstructural and crystalographic orientation. 

Micromechanical methods are used to support basic macroscopic findings [4]. These 

methods are time consuming and therefore used for verification of the aforementioned ones. 

Selected specimens are tested for micromechanical properties such as elastic modulus and 

hardness in the order of several microns. Measurements are carried out with Nanotest 

nanoindenter. This apparatus produces very small imprints of the diamond tip into the 

material. The force-displacement diagram is measured and evaluated for given properties at 

this microscale. 

All the methodologies described above will be used for the development of the new 

technology for production of cement composites with non-metallic fiber reinforcement 

intended for heavy industries and operations at high temperatures. The criterion for successful 

development of the new technology will be the comparison with the recent technology. 
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           At the last time it was discovered series of studies concerning of using eddy-current 

(ET) to monitoring microstructure and its changes. Study [1] described methodics of detection 

structural changes – first of all precipitation of secondary phase – in forming austenitic 

stainless steels. Amount of deformation martensite in identical type of material investigate De 

Backer et al. [2] and ferrite R. Becker et al. [3]. Philosophy of detection of content 

nonmetallic inclusions (too in austenitic matrix) including preparations of standard specimens 

described Pudov and Sobolev [4]. Another founded works deal with detection of 

microstructure effects (like martensite creation, carbides precipitation, plastic deformation 

etc.) on unalloyed or low-alloyed steels, let us say in aluminium alloys. To all mentioned 

applications was common multifrequency measuring of electric conductivity and total 

response including influence of permeability and conductivity. 

Microstructure changes of steels and alloys were studied on carbon steels. 

Transformations at annealing of quenched microstructure were observation. For 

multifrequency measuring was using common through probes. ET measuring has been supply 

by metallographic analysis by the help of the light microscope. Analysis results showed very 

good sensitivity of ET on microstructure changes of the carbon steels at the heat treatment.  

For experiments were using specimens of steel 12 040 and 12 060 shaped roller with 

diameter 11,2 mm and length 67 mm. Specimens were heated according to figure 1 (also 

included labelling of single specimens). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Heat treatment and single specimens labelling 

specimen labelheat treatment 

12 040 12 060 

non treated (supplied condition) 40 60

soft annealing 680 – 720 °C 41 61

normalization 840 – 870 °C 42 62

normalization 950 °C 43 63

quenching 850 - 880 °C 44 64

quenching 950 – 960 °C 45 65

quenching 850 °C + tempering 400 °C 46 66

quenching 850 °C + tempering 500 °C 47 67

quenching 850 °C + tempering 600 °C 48 68

quenching 850 °C + tempering 670 °C 49 69
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Microstructure of single annealed specimens was ferritic-pearlitic in various 

proportions according to the conditions of annealing. Hardened if you like treated specimens 

were microstructure that changed from martensite-bainite up to sorbite, which again depend 

on the conditions of heat treatment. ET measurement has been effected on structurescope IBG 

Eddyliner P with the pair of through probes, which one serves as measuring and second as 

compensative. As a compensative were used specimens in supplied condition (spec.40 let us 

say 60). Measurement has been executed with eight operating frequencies of range 25Hz-

25kHz. 

Measured responses of eddy-current resulting that for identification of microstructure 

is for both steels optimum frequency 630Hz. At other used frequencies is difference among 

measured response lower or even inconsiderable. With used comparative specimens (steel in 

supplied condition) it is possible well distinguish quenched specimens from treated let us say 

from annealed and single annealed with each other. There isn't yet too obvious resolution 

inside the group of the treated specimens. Innovation would be possible to achieve by using 

of another specimen like comparative. In the present time it is prepared continuation of the 

experiments.  

          Example demonstrate, that eddy currents it is possible use for monitoring 

microstructure changes off metal material. Concrete using method depends on character 

analyze material and microstructure effect, which we want to observe. Inseparable section of 

the analyses is the well made metallographic classification of reference sample.  
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The mechanical ad tribological behavior of cutting tools thin coatings, prepared for 

commercial purposes were studied. All samples were prepared on plates from sintered WC. 

Except chemical composition, total thickness and morphology the adhesion, universal and 

plastic hardness (Fmax=30 mN), Young’s modulus E, wear rate steel in humid air during ball – 

on – disc – test at 20°C and 500°C under normal load FN=5N, has been evaluated[1,2].  

The hardness measurement was based on indentation characteristics of relation between the 

load of indentor head L [gf] and the depth of indentor penetration h [µm]. The values of 

universal hardness Hun, plastic hardness Hp and Young’s module were obtained using the load 

0 – 80 N. Scratch were conducted and shower that critical load Lc is higher for monolayer 

TiN coatings, indicated TiN adhesion better to substrate that the  multilayrTiAlCN coatings. 

Plastic and brittle behaviors are related with hardness and  Young’s module. 

Nanocomposite TiAlN/Si3N4 coatings exhibited high values hardness and Young’s module, 

behavior this coating were the brittles. Plastic behaviors are related with structure coating and 

it occurred monolayer film and monolayer gradient film. 

Friction test against 100 C6 steel and Si4N3 were conducted using a ball - on - disk 

tribometr. Coating with addition Al contend greatly affects the hardness and oxidation 

resistance. The formation of dense of Al2O3 layer protects (Ti,Al)N even at high temperature. 

It is extensively used to cutting with high speed. Friction behavior coating (Ti,Al)N exhibited 

wear rate K at 20°C same as for temperature 500°C. 

Multilayer TiN with content Al and C have a low friction behavior due to the formation of 

graphite transfer layer on the wear track. The low friction behavior decreases  the wear rate of 

the A2O3 .. 

Very important role of morphology and tool coating roughness has been observed in case of 

critical normal load FC measuring during scratch – test. The hard and tough coatings prepared 

by arc technology exhibit lower critical load FC than magnetron sputtered coating with nearly 

the same harness and Young’s modulus values. The technology preparation and total coating 

thickness influenced also the final radius of cutting edge.  

The presence of macroparticles in multilayer is considered as drawback for the type 

applications these coatings are designed for. Their incorporation alters significantly the 

surface morphology and roughness changing real contact area and thus friction coefficient. 
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Additionally, the pinholes created by their debonding have a deleterious effect on erosion and 

corrosion resistance of the coating by exposing the multilayer structure to the element. 
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This paper summarizes results of research and development works carried out in the 

Department of Materials of the Czech Technical University in Prague in the frame of the 

European project EUREKA E!2530 CONTCASTALTRANS “Continuous casting 

technologies for production of aluminium alloy sheets for transportation applications”. 

The partner countries of this project were Turkey and Czech Republic. The main 

participant in the project was the Turkish producer of aluminium alloy sheets ASSAN 

Aluminium Works (ASSAN). On the Turkish side there was a second partner – the research 

institute Marmara Research Center, Gebze, Kocaeli. Research efforts on the Czech side were 

coordinated by the Research Institute for Metals Panenské Břežany, other participants were 

AL INVEST Břidličná, a.s.  (AIB), producer of aluminium alloy sheets, the Department of 

Metal Physics of Charles University in Prague, Aeronautical Research and Test Institute, Plc., 

Prague-Letňany and Department of Materials of the Czech Technical University in Prague. 

The research works were organized mainly at the national level, with exchange of 

samples of materials and also of some experience during the visits of the Czech participants in 

Turkey and the Turkish partners in Czech Republic. Several common research papers were 

published at international conferences and congresses.  

A primary goal in today’s automotive industry is weight reduction resulting in fuel 

economy improvement and emission reductions. Aluminium alloys, having one-third density 

of steel and a superior strength-to-weight ratio could provide up to 50 % weight reductions 

when used in automotive sheet applications. However, to perform the same function, Al alloy 

sheets produced by conventional direct-chill (DC) casting and hot rolling route cost usually 

four or five times more than steel sheet. Therefore, production of low-cost/high-quality Al-

Mg (AA5xxx) sheets by twin-roll casting (TRC) can help to increase the employment of 

wrought aluminium alloys in automotive applications.  

In the project, the structure and properties of TRC materials were compared with the DC 

cast and hot-rolled sheets, taken as reference materials. Research and development works 

were then carried out solely on TRC sheets from AA 5754 (AlMg3), AA 5052 (AlMg2.5), 

AA 5182 (AlMg4.5Mn0.4), AA 5049 (AlMg2Mn0.8) and AA 6016 (AlSi1.2Mg0.4) alloys, 

fabricated by both aluminium sheet producers. AL INVEST Břidličná, a.s. (AIB) uses 

Pechiney twin-roll casters producing strips 8.4 mm thick, while ASSAN Aluminium uses 
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Fata-Hunter casters, usually casting at thickness less than 6 mm. The Fata-Hunter casters 

allow casting also at significantly lower thicknesses and some experimental works were 

performed using strips cast at 3 mm at higher speed than the conventional ones.  

The first results of research and development efforts have shown that mechanical 

properties, formability and corrosion resistance of Al-Mg twin-roll cast alloys are equivalent 

or superior when compared with DC cast and hot-rolled materials [1]. The materials prepared 

by both different technologies exhibited different microstructures. Second-phase particles 

were coarser and less numerous in DC cast sheets. The grain size in TRC sheets is of the same 

magnitude or finer than in DC-cast sheets. AA5052 samples had anisotropic grains, whereas 

AA5182 samples have almost isotropic grains. Texture evaluations indicated that DC-cast 

samples differ from TRC samples by the presence of a strong cube texture component and of 

relatively strong retained rolling texture. TRC samples exhibit a weak retained rolling texture 

or an unusual texture with orientations very different from the known ideal textures. The 

differences in the crystallographic texture of TRC- and DC-cast samples are due to the 

differences in iron content in solid solution resulting from the different solidification rates of 

both casting methods [2].  

Forming limit diagrams of selected final gauge sheets were measured and also simulated 

using finite element modeling method. The results of modeling yielded complementary 

information about the formability of the materials [3].  

Solid solution decomposition of an Al-Mg-Si alloy (AA6016) was investigated by means 

of microhardness, tensile test, electrical conductivity, differential scanning calorimetry and 

transmission electron microscopy. The aim of the study was to improve the paint-bake 

response of a twin-roll cast sheet by employing artificial aging between the solution treatment 

and the paint-bake cycle. During pre-ageing at 180°C, stable GP1 zones form first and 

suppress the natural ageing after the pre-ageing treatment. Clusters and small GP1 zones are 

reverted and stable β” nuclei are formed. During the paint-bake cycle these nuclei grow 

readily to become coherent β” particles. Consequently, the yield strength considerably 

increases. A pre-ageing treatment for 2-10 minutes at 180°C is optimum for the twin-roll cast 

6016 sheet to offer a sufficient bake-hardening response without impairing the stampability 

and the shape accuracy during manufacturing of the body panel at the automotive plant [4].  
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The application of interior thermal insulation systems on building envelopes is not a 

natural solution but sometimes there is no other option available. A typical example is a 

historical building, where the facade has to be kept in its original appearance mostly, and the 

exterior insulation systems are excluded for that reason. In that case the development of such 

an insulation system would allow to prevent moisture damages and to upgrade the thermal 

properties of the envelope as the only reasonable option.

In this computational analysis, we have chosen interior thermal insulation system 

consisting of internal plaster, insulation material and water vapor retarder. In the internal side 

there was light plaster with the thickness of 10 mm. We have chosen two different materials 

as thermal insulation, with the thickness of 100 mm. Insulation I was hydrophilic material 

with low value of hygroscopic moisture, Insulation II hydrophobic material with low value of 

water vapor resistance factor. The thickness of water vapor retarder was 10 mm. We assumed 

no air gap between the water vapor retarder and the old structure. We considered glue or 

mastic as the water vapor retarder, which was applied directly on the old structure. As old 

bearing structure we have chosen a brick wall with the thickness of 450 mm. On the external 

side there was lime plaster with the thickness of 20 mm. 

The physical properties of basic materials were partially obtained from material 

database, which was created in the form of an internet application. The physical properties of 

insulation materials are given in Table 1.

Table1.  Material parameters of insulation materials 

ρ c κ µ λdry λhyg λsat θsat θhyg

 [kg/m
3

] [J/kgK] [m
2

/s] [-] [W/mK] [W/mK] [W/mK] [Vol %] [Vol %]

I
150 840 1

.

10
-7.

e
0.0485

.
θ

2 0,04 0,048 1,1 95 0,16 

II 280 840 5
.

10
-13.

e
0.1486

.
θ

3 0,055 0,066 1,2 31 0,73 

General aim was to analyze the hygrothermal performance of the designed insulation 

systems with different insulation materials and to find the best water vapor resistance factor 

and moisture diffusivity for the water vapor retarder. 

For the calculations we employed the computer simulation tool TRANSMAT 4.3 

which was developed in the Department of Structural Mechanics, Faculty of Civil 

Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague in order to support the investigation of the 

coupled heat and moisture transport in porous building materials. The modelling of transient 

transport processes leads into a system of non-linear partial differential equations. The 

construction of the code is based on the application of the general finite element computer 

simulation tool SIFEL (SImple Finite ELements) developed in the Department of Structural 
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Mechanics, FCE CTU. The moisture and heat balance equations were formulated according 

to Künzel [1]. For the interior insulation systems this is a crucial factor because liquid 

moisture is almost always the basic cause of defects and failures.

The proper initial and boundary conditions of the model are crucial factor affecting the 

reliability of the calculations. Therefore, the calculations should be done for exactly the same 

situation as it will be done in the practical reconstruction on building site. First, the boundary 

conditions for the external side should be as accurate as possible. This can be achieved by 

using the meteorological data for the locality as close as possible to the real object. Second, 

the initial conditions should be realistic. To this point, the calculations should be done first for 

the construction without the interior insulation system. Third, the calculations with the 

interior insulation system should be started exactly in the same time of year when the real 

reconstruction will begin.

In our calculations, we chose the 1st of May as the starting point, when we assumed 

the application of the insulation system on the load-bearing structure was done. For the 

insulation systems, there were taken initial values of field variables corresponding to the 

values inside (temperature equal to 21°C and relative humidity equal to 60%). The systems 

with interior thermal insulations were exposed from inside to the above constant conditions 

and from outside to climatic conditions corresponding to the reference year for Prague 

(temperature, relative humidity, vertical rain, wind speed, wind direction, short wave 

radiation, long wave radiation). 

We have chosen two critical profiles in the evaluation of performance of the envelope, 

A-A´, B-B´, where the profile A-A´ was between water vapor retarder and insulation material, 

profile B-B´ was between old structure and water vapor retarder. In these profiles we had 

calculated the dependence of the relative humidity and temperature on the time. 

 For the Insulation I we found the optimal value of water vapor resistance factor equal 

to 5 and the value of moisture diffusivity equal to 1.10
-10

e
0.0923.θ

 m
2

/s. The maximum values 

of relative humidity were then about 80 %, which is very far from the condensation limit. The 

Insulation II  exhibited much worse hygrothermal performance. We found the optimal value 

of  water vapor resistance factor  equal  to 5 and the value of moisture diffusivity equal to 

1.10
-10

e
0.0923.θ

 m
2

/s. The maximum values of relative humidity were then about 94 %, which is 

very close to the condensation limit. However, any other variant did not improve this 

problem.
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The computer simulation tool TRANSMAT 4.3 was developed in the Department of 

Structural Mechanics, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague  in 

order to support the investigation of the coupled heat and moisture transport in porous 

building materials. The simulation of the thermal and hygric behaviour of constructive 

building details is possible for 1D, 2D problems. The modelling of transient transport 

processes leads into a system of non-linear partial differential equations. The construction of 

the code is based on the application of the general finite element computer simulation tool 

SIFEL (SImple Finite ELements) developed in the Department of Structural Mechanics, FCE 

CTU. The basic variables characterizing the hygro-thermal state of building constructions 

(temperature, moisture content, relative humidity) can be obtained as functions of space and 

time. A particular advantage of the numerical simulation program is the possibility of 

investigation of variants concerning different constructions, different materials and different 

climatic loads. Constructive details of buildings and building materials can be optimized 

using the numerical simulation, and the reliability of constructions for different given indoor 

and outdoor climates can be judged. 

The moisture and heat balance equations were formulated according to Künzel [1]:
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where ρ
v
 is the partial moisture density, ϕ the relative humidity, δ

p
 the water vapor 

permeability,  p
s
 the partial pressure of saturated water vapor in the air, H the enthalpy 

density, L
v

 the latent heat of evaporation of water, λ  the thermal conductivity and  T is the 

temperature. The liquid water transport coefficient is defined as 

ϕ

ρ

ϕ

d

d

DD
v

w

=                                                                                                                            (3) 

The computer simulation tool TRANSMAT 4.3 consists of several parts for data input, 

initialisation and output, numerical calculation and data representation. The user interface 

program TRANSMAT 4.3 has been developed for PC - Windows 2000/XP in order to 

facilitate the input data handling. Using TRANSMAT 4.3, the input files can be edited for 

SIFEL, and the user has access to the data bases of materials, climatic data and construction 

details. In order to enable changes in the input files, the information about projects is stored in 

a user-friendly format. 

The time required for simulations depends strongly on several factors: the 

discretization, the material properties, the initial conditions, the climatic or constant boundary 

conditions and the output properties.
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The transport coefficients and the storage coefficients of the system of partial 

differential equations for coupled heat and moisture transport are dependent on the material 

properties and the variables of state. The material properties are described by material 

functions (analytical functions with parameters and/or interpolation and approximation of 

measured data). The available material specifications are contained in the material database, 

which was created in the form of an internet application.

The conditions of simulation problems are defined by “Conditions” part. Available 

conditions types are initial and boundary conditions. The initial conditions to be specified are 

temperature and relative humidity. The boundary conditions we can use: „Dirichlet 

conditions“, „Newton conditions“, „Neumann conditions“ and special boundary conditions. 

The special boundary conditions are climatic conditions describing time dependent loads 

corresponding to boundary conditions or field conditions. The evolution with time of the 

climatic conditions can be expressed by numerical values initialized from climatic data files. 

The numerical data initialized from climatic data files may be a set of measured data on a 

reference object, a test reference year (TRY) or another arbitrary climatic data. The climatic 

data files should contain a header block with an information about the climatic condition, its 

input/output unit, the given time format and its usage. The climatic data for a common 

application are assumed in the form of the test reference year for Prague provided by the 

Czech Hydrometeorological Institute. The first given time point is January 1th at 01:00:00. 

Therefore, the climatic value of January 1th at 00:00:00 is automatically set from the last 

value of December 31th at 24:00:00. The values during the first hour of the year are calculated 

by interpolation between December 31th at 24:00:00 and January 1th at 01:00:00.

SIFEL allows to define various output file formats, for example GID, Open_DX and 

clasical data outputs. The formats of SIFEL output files depend on their data presentation type 

and their specific settings according to the output data records contained in the input file. 

SIFEL distinguishes three data presentation types: 

• 2D-Presentations, a single time dependent variable 

• 3D-Presentations, a variable dependent on time and one spatial coordinate (x or y)

• 4D-Presentations, a variable dependent on time and two spatial coordinates (x and 

y).

For the graphical representation of simulation results in TRANSMAT, the TransGraph code 

can be used. TransGraph is an external program, which can present 2D and 3D graphs. The 

usage of other external programs is also possible as the output files are easily readable. 
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Mineral wool based materials are frequently used in various technical applications. 

Probably the most widespread target of mineral wool products is their application in building 

industry in the form of thermal insulation boards. However, they can also be utilized for 

acoustic insulation, fire protection, cement reinforcement, pipe insulation and as synthetic 

soils for plant growing. 

Many mineral wool products are provided with hydrophobic substances because the 

presence of water in the material is undesirable for the majority of applications. The main 

argument for hydrophobization is the fact that water in mineral wool increases its thermal 

conductivity several times, which leads to the loss of thermal insulation properties. However, 

in some cases the hydrophobization can result in problems for a structure, particularly if 

mineral wool materials are improperly used. The capacity of mineral wool for absorbing 

hygroscopic moisture is very low and its water vapor diffusion permeability very high. This 

combination of properties may lead to water condensation in the material, for instance if 

mineral wool boards would be used as interior thermal insulation. In such case the 

hydrophobization would lead to water accumulation in lower parts of the boards and 

subsequent damage of the structure.  

Hydrophilic additives are used only seldom in mineral wool products. Practically the 

only notable application of hydrophilic mineral wool is in the form of synthetic soils for plant 

growing where water saturation of the material is necessary for its proper function. However, 

the capability of a fibrous material with hydrophilic substances to transport rapidly liquid 

water makes very good prerequisites for a variety of other applications such as interior 

thermal insulation, desalination of old buildings, drying out of flooded buildings where such 

favorable hygric properties could be conveniently employed. 

Among the material properties of mineral wool based materials, thermal properties 

appear to be of particular importance for their practical applications. Therefore, practically 

every catalogue list of any material producer contains thermal conductivity, sometimes also 

specific heat capacity but this is only one characteristic value mostly.  

Moisture transport and storage properties of mineral wool products are in the scientific 

literature not so frequent as thermal properties. Basic information can be obtained easily. In 

every catalogue list, there is given water vapor diffusion resistance factor, which is very 

similar for most mineral wool boards. However, obtaining more data is very difficult. The 

apparent reason is that for common hydrophobized mineral wool materials additional hygric 

properties are not very interesting for practical purposes. Liquid water transport cannot be 

realized in such a material and water retention is excluded. 

The thermal and hygric properties of hydrophilic materials on mineral wool basis were 

not published yet in the relevant sources. The apparent reason is their very rare application in 

technical practice. However, for these types of materials the lack of knowledge of these 
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parameters has much worse consequences than for common mineral wool products. 

Particularly critical is the knowledge of moisture transport and storage parameters in the 

overhygroscopic range. Without these parameters no serious hygrothermal analysis of any 

building structures involving these materials can be done. Therefore, the determination of 

thermal and hygric properties of hydrophilic materials on mineral wool basis appears to be an 

actual problem. 

In this paper, complete sets of moisture transport and storage parameters of two new 

hydrophilic mineral wool materials having a potential to be utilized in building structures are 

determined. For the sake of comparison, the same measurements are also performed for two 

hydrophobic mineral wool products and two mineral wool materials without any specific 

admixtures. The materials analyzed in this paper were produced specifically for testing 

purposes by Rockwool CZ, SA.  

Several modifications of the cup method were employed in the measurements of water 

vapor diffusion resistance factor [1], namely the dry cup method, wet cup method and dry-wet 

cup method. The apparent moisture diffusivity was determined on the basis of a common 

water sorption experiment [2]. Sorption isotherms were measured by the classical desiccator 

method. The water retention curves were determined by the pressure plate method [3].  

The measurements of hygric properties of two new hydrophilic mineral wools in this 

paper revealed very good perspectives for this type of material. While their water vapor 

transport and storage properties remained on the same very good level characteristic for 

common mineral wool materials their liquid water transport and water storage parameters 

were significantly improved compared to the hydrophobic mineral wool materials and mineral 

wools without any specific admixtures. The new hydrophilic mineral wool materials can 

transport liquid water in a similar way as ceramic brick possessing a high capillary activity, 

their liquid water storage properties are somewhere between ceramic brick and autoclaved 

aerated concrete. 
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The amount of energy required to the heating of buildings depends on the thermal 

performance of the particular building envelopes. It is commonly assessed primarily using the 

thermal properties of the applied materials. Therefore, thermal insulation materials are the 

major contributors and obvious practical and logical first steps towards achieving energy 

efficiency especially in envelope-load dominated buildings located in areas with harsh 

climatic conditions. In addition to the operating temperature affecting the thermal properties 

of thermal insulation materials [1], the material moisture content is another major factor 

influencing the thermal conductivity of insulation materials. The higher material moisture 

content causes the higher thermal conductivity. In buildings, insulation materials used in 

walls and roofs normally exhibit higher moisture content when compared to test conditions. 

The ambient air humidity and indoor conditions, as well as the envelope system moisture 

characteristics, play an important role in determining the moisture status of the insulation 

material. When the external conditions are not favorable, condensation can occur within the 

insulation material, what in consequences causes a total disturbance of its thermal insulation 

function. Studies on the impact of moisture content on insulation thermal performance 

concluded that the effectiveness of insulating materials at higher moisture content is reduced 

in proportion to the moisture content level. Higher thermal conductivity is obtained due to the 

increased energy transfer by conduction and, under certain conditions, by the evaporation-

condensation process, in which moisture moves from warm to cold regions. 

In reference to facts given above, not only the thermal parameters of thermal 

insulation materials have to be determined, but also the assesment of hygric properties should 

be done in order to make a proper design of thermal insulation systems.  

The objective of this paper is to present a comparison of hygric properties of three 

different thermal insulation materials, namely expanded polystyrene, hydrophilic mineral 

wool with different densities and calcium silicate, which should indicate the proper area of the 

application of the studied materials in building envelopes structures.  In the laboratory 

experiments, the expanded self-extinguishing polystyrene produced by MUREXIN-

AUSTROTHERM Ltd., Slovakia, two hydrophilic mineral wool materials denoted as 

INROCK hard and INROCK soft, developed by Rockwool Inc., and calcium silicate based 

material produced by Calsitherm, Germany, were tested. 

In the experimental work, the entire assessment of hygric properties, describing the 

transport and storage of both liquid water and water vapor, was carried out in the conditions 

of air-conditioned laboratory (relative humidity 30 ± 5%, temperature 25 ± 2°C). The 

apparent moisture diffusivity was determined by a common sorption experiment. The 

monitored water flux into the specimen during the suction process and previously determined 

vacuum saturation moisture content were then employed to the determination of apparent 

moisture diffusivity. The moisture diffusivity coefficient in dependence on moisture content 
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was determined from moisture profiles measured by the capacitance method applying the 

methods of inverse analysis. In the hygroscopic moisture range, where the transport of water 

vapor is the dominant mode of moisture transfer, the moisture storage function is called the 

sorption isotherm. It expresses the dependence of moisture content in the material on relative 

humidity. During the experiments, the specimens of studied materials were placed into the 

desiccators with six different salt solutions corresponding to specific relative humidities and 

the steady-state value of mass was determined. In the overhygroscopic moisture range, where 

liquid water transport is the dominant mode of moisture transfer, the moisture storage 

function is called the water retention curve. It expresses the dependence of moisture content 

on capillary pressure.  The experiments were made using pressure plate apparatus. To 

describe the water vapor transport, the measurements of water vapor permeability, water 

vapor diffusion coefficient and water vapor resistance factor were done using the cup method 

based on the Czech standard ČSN 72 7031. Details of the employed methods are described in 

[2] in more detail. 

The measurements of hygric properties of the tested materials revealed high 

differences between the studied insulation materials. Systematically, the highest values of 

moisture diffusivity were observed for calcium silicate and hydrophilic mineral wool 

materials, whereas in the measurement on expanded polystyrene no moisture flux was 

observed. Also the water vapor transport was much higher for the calcium silicate material 

and hydrophilic mineral wools in comparison with expanded polystyrene. Concerning the 

storage properties, the absorption of water vapor in matrix of expanded polystyrene was 

almost negligible, whereas the highest values were obtained for calcium silicate material. The 

water retention curves for mineral wools and polystyrene were almost identical, for calcium 

silicate were obtained values typically six time higher. From the measured results it is evident 

that expanded polystyrene  should be applied on the exterior side of building envelopes 

because of its relatively high liquid water resistance. On the other side, this type of material is 

impracticable for interior thermal insulation systems without application of a proper water 

vapor retarder layer by reasons of danger of water condensation. In this type of insulation 

systems, the calcium silicate and mineral wool materials will find use, as their relatively high 

liquid water transport parameters enable the transport of condensed water from the insulation 

layer. Certain limitations of the application of calcium silicate material we can see in its 

relatively high solubility in water, which in the conditions of higher moisture content may 

negatively affect its thermal insulation function. 
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A continuous increase of requirements on the thermal function of building structures 

which was started about thirty years ago is driven in particular by the fact that the buildings 

are large consumers of energy. Especially in regions with unfavourable climate, a substantial 

share of energy goes to heat and cool buildings. This heating and air-conditioning cost can be 

reduced to a certain degree through many means. Particularly notable among them is the 

proper design of a building envelope, its components and the use of proper building materials.  

The application of proper type of thermal insulation in buildings does not only 

contribute to the reduction of the required air-conditioning system size but also to reduction 

of the annual energy cost. Additionally, it helps in extending the periods of thermal comfort 

without reliance on mechanical air-conditioning particularly during inter-seasons periods.  

The properties of different types of thermal insulation materials are given by their 

performance characteristic as are e.g. bulk density, thermal conductivity, fire resistance, water 

absorption, resistance to direct sunlight, maximum service temperature, durability (if 

compression reduces value of thermal resistance), sound absorption, price, eventually 

potential health risks [1]. The proper type of thermal insulation is then chosen regarding to the 

intended practical application. 

The objective of this paper is to present basic physical and thermal properties of four 

different types of thermal insulation materials on the basis of expanded polystyrene, 

hydrophilic mineral wool with different densities and calcium silicate. The complex 

knowledge of the presented material parameters is necessary in relation to their proper 

technical utilization and application in building structures. However, the producers of thermal 

insulation materials afford only basic overview of material parameters, mostly without the 

description of the methods and conditions of their determination, what can cause in 

consequence hard failures of the realized building structures.  

In the experimental work, expanded self-extinguishing polystyrene produced by 

MUREXIN-AUSTROTHERM Ltd., Slovakia, is chosen as ordinarily used material for 

exterior thermal insulation of building envelopes. Materials on the hydrophilic mineral wool 

basis denoted MU and INROCK are newly developed products by Rockwool Inc. designed in 

cooperation with our laboratory in the frame of EU project INSUMAT for a utilization in 

interior contact thermal insulation systems [2]. Capillary active calcium silicate based 

material was produced by Calsitherm, Germany, and is used as interior thermal insulation 

material and fire resistance thermal protection [3].  

Among the basic physical properties, the bulk density, matrix density, saturation 

moisture content and total open porosity were measured using vacuum saturation experiment 

and Archimedes weight concept [4]. 
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The measurements of thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and specific heat 

capacity were performed on samples freely left in laboratory conditions (relative humidity 30 

± 5%, temperature 25 ± 2°C). For the measurement of thermal properties, the commercial 

device ISOMET 2104 developed by Applied Precision, Ltd. operating on impulse technique 

was used. The particular measurements were performed by surface probe with the measuring 

range of thermal conductivity of 0.03 – 0.3 W/mK and the measuring error of 5%.  

The measured results revealed very good thermal insulation properties of all tested 

materials. From the studied materials, the expanded polystyrene and mineral wool based 

materials had the thermal conductivity coefficient markedly lower in comparison with 

calcium silicate. The sorptivity test provided an information on the resistivity of insulation 

materials against the infiltration of liquid water. The obtained results showed that expanded 

polystyrene had the highest resistivity to transport of liquid moisture. Therefore it should find 

use especially in exterior thermal insulation systems exposed to an impact of unfavourable 

climatic conditions. On the other hand, the materials on the basis of hydrophilic mineral wool 

and calcium silicate are proper for an application in interior contact insulation systems as a 

possible transport of liquid moisture can be realized easily, either along the fibers provided by 

hydrophilic admixtures in mineral wool materials or directly through the porous structure of 

calcium silicate. 

It should be noted that the obtained results are not yet complete at the moment. In the 

future work it will be necessary to supplement presented results by measurements of other, 

particularly hygric material parameters and to include an influence of temperature, moisture 

content and relative humidity of the material on the measured material parameters.  Using the 

completely determined material parameters, it will be possible to correctly assess the hygric 

and thermal performance of the studied materials, e.g. utilizing advanced computational 

simulations techniques solving the problem of coupled heat and moisture transport in building 

materials themselves or in their multi-layered systems. 
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Utilization of advanced computer codes solving the problem of coupled moisture and 

heat transport is a recognized technique in the assessment of the hygrothermal function of 

porous building materials themselves or their multi-layered systems. Application of 

computational analysis makes it possible to study an investigated structure in wider time 

intervals what is very important for predicting the durability and the service life of studied 

structures. On the other hand, this treatment assumes a complete determination of thermal and 

hygric material parameters that should be done very precisely and rigorously because a 

combination of particular errors from material parameters measurements can lead to high 

inaccuracies in a computer analysis.  

Although most of building materials are applied in building structures for many years, 

determination of their thermal, hygric and other physical properties was not in the center of 

interests of building designers and engineers until now. Presently, when the requirements on 

buildings structures are increasing, the question of the entire knowledge of material properties 

applied in buildings structures is getting to be actual.  

In this paper, a complete set of physical, thermal and hygric material parameters of 

ceramic brick is collected to support computational modeling of coupled moisture and heat 

transport in brick structures. The hygrothermal properties of different kinds of ceramic bricks 

are considered as relatively comfortable in general. However, some differences in their 

properties should be expected given especially by the fact, that the raw material for their 

production can be varied as well as the manufacturing technology. Therefore, for particular 

ceramic bricks, the measurements of material parameters have to be done. In this paper, 

ceramic brick produced by brickworks Nebužely, Czech Republic, is tested. 

For the studied material, the measurements of bulk density, matrix density, vacuum 

saturation moisture content, total open porosity, thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity, 

apparent moisture diffusivity, water absorption coefficient, moisture diffusivity in dependence 

on moisture content, water vapor diffusion coefficient and water vapor resistance factor were 

performed. 

In the determination of basic physical properties, the samples of tested materials were 

first completely dried at the temperature of 100°C to obtain the dry mass. The dried samples 

were than placed into the desiccator, which was fully filled by distilled water and evacuated 

for 24 hours. On the basis of measured Archimedes weight of saturated samples, the 

calculation of remaining above given physical parameters was performed [1].   

Determination of the apparent value of moisture diffusivity was done on the basis of a 

common water suction experiment, where the inflow of water into the sample was 

continuously monitored. From the shape of the suction curve, the water absorption coefficient 
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was assessed and the apparent value of moisture diffusivity was calculated from the known 

vacuum saturation moisture content [2]. Since the apparent value of moisture diffusivity is 

only constant value insufficient for computational modeling, determination of moisture 

diffusivity in dependence on moisture content was done on the basis of inverse analysis of 

moisture profiles measured by the capacitance method. For the inverse analysis, the Matano 

method was applied on the basis of the previous experience with the solution of the inverse 

problem of liquid moisture transport [3]. 

To characterize the water vapor transport through the brick material, the assessment of 

water vapor diffusion coefficient and water vapor resistance factor was done employing the 

cup method according to the Czech standard ČSN 72 7031, with different values of applied 

relative humidity. 

The measurements of thermal properties were done using the commercial device 

ISOMET 2104 with the surface sensor having the measuring range of thermal conductivity 

0.5–2.0 W/mK and the measuring range of specific heat capacity 1.5.10
6
–4.0.10

6
 J/m

3
K. The 

measurement is based on the analysis of temperature response of the tested materials on 

thermal flux impulses emitted from the sensor. Because of a strong dependence of thermal 

material properties on moisture content and temperature, the measurements of thermal 

conductivity and specific heat capacity were done on completely dried samples, samples left 

freely in laboratory at constant relative humidity 50% and on capillary saturated samples. At 

first, the measurements were performed at constant laboratory temperature of 21± 2°C. Then, 

the temperature dependent thermal properties were determined in the temperature range of –

10°C to +30°C. During this experiment, the sample together with the sensor was placed into 

the climatic chamber, where the temperature changes were simulated and the changes of 

thermal properties were continuously monitored. The time necessary to achieve the 

temperature equilibration of the measured material was estimated in advance by calculations. 

The results presented in this work will be introduced into the material database of the 

newly designed computer code TRANSMAT 4.3, solving the problem of coupled moisture 

and heat transport in porous building materials. The measured results give also general 

information about the hygrothermal performance of the studied material, particularly in 

comparison with other previously tested materials.  
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Modeling salt transport in building materials is an effective tool in service life 

assessment because it makes it possible to predict the salt profiles in a building element. 

However, modeling just the salt transport may not be sufficient, because the transportable 

salts are always dissolved in water. Therefore, combined water and salt transport should be 

used in mathematical models of degradation processes. 

In this paper, a computational inverse analysis of coupled water and chloride transport 

in cement mortar is done in order to identify the water and salt transport parameters that are 

necessary as input data for the models of coupled water and salt transport. On the basis of 

obtained results, the choice of a proper model for description of coupled water and salt 

transport is discussed. 

In the computational inverse analysis of the coupled water and chloride transport in 

cement mortar, we assumed, for simplicity, a simple diffusion model of either water or salt 

transport without any cross effects. Therefore, the result of our analysis was the identification 

of apparent water and salt transport parameters instead of the basic parameters of the coupled 

water and salt transport, defined exactly in the sense of irreversible thermodynamics.  

The main difference between the apparent parameters and the thermodynamically 

“pure” parameters of the coupled water and salt transport is that the apparent parameters do 

not express “pure” effects, but combined effects. So, the apparent chloride diffusion 

coefficients include not only the free chloride diffusion in the porous space but also the effect 

of chlorides bonding on the pore walls and the effect of chloride transport due to the water 

movement. The notion of apparent moisture diffusivity then means that it is related not to the 

water itself, but to the chloride-in-water solution, i.e. the whole liquid phase. 

Under these simplifying assumptions, we have formally obtained the same parabolic 

differential equations and the same boundary and initial conditions for both water transport 

and chloride transport. Therefore, the calculation of concentration-dependent diffusion 

coefficients from the measured chloride concentration profiles could be done using basically 

the same inverse methods as those for the determination of moisture-dependent moisture 

diffusivity or temperature-dependent thermal conductivity. In the solution of the inverse 

problem to the parabolic differential equations, we assumed that the water or concentration 

field C(x,t) was known from the experimental measurements as well as the initial and 

boundary conditions of the experiment. Solving an inverse problem in this particular case 

meant the determination of the D(C) function using the above data. On the basis of the 

previous experience with the solution of inverse problems of moisture diffusion and heat 

conduction [1], we employed for determination of the D(C) function in this paper the Matano 

method. 

The calculated results show that systematically, both apparent chloride diffusion 

coefficient and apparent moisture diffusivity calculated using the profiles corresponding to 24 
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hours exposure to the chloride solution are higher than those determined from the 168 hours 

profiles. This result gives an evidence of the time dependence of both apparent chloride 

diffusion coefficients and apparent moisture diffusivities. On the other hand, this feature was 

not observed for the penetration of distilled water where the difference in calculated moisture 

diffusivity was somewhere on the edge of the error range of the method. From known water 

and concentration fields C(x,t) determined previously in laboratory experiments, there is 

obvious, that the water penetrates into the specimen much faster than chlorides. However, the 

measured chloride concentrations close to the surface after already 24 hours of penetration 

were higher than the concentration in the penetrating solution. This reveals that a part of 

chloride ions is apparently bound on the pore walls of the matrix and is immobilized so that it 

cannot further take part in transport processes in the solution. As a consequence, the 

calculated apparent transport parameters are lowered. This effect can be described in more 

advanced phenomenological models by using ion binding isotherm as a storage parameter of 

salt transport [2]. 

On the other hand, the water molecules cannot be adsorbed on the pore walls in such 

extent as in usual situation when chloride ions are not present because a part of potential van 

der Waals bonds on the walls is blocked by the chloride ions. Therefore, water molecules are 

transported by faster capillary forces in higher extent than usually and the apparent transport 

coefficients are higher. However, this effect leads after some time to partial separation of 

water molecules and the chloride ions in the solution, the solution on the penetration front 

becomes more dilute and water molecules on the front can again be adsorbed on the pore 

walls easier, similarly as in the case when no chlorides are dissociated in the solution. As a 

consequence, the transport coefficients of water in the porous medium are lower than in the 

initial phase and the higher viscosity of the chloride solution compared to the distilled water 

begins to play a significant role for the transport rate. The apparent chloride transport 

coefficients also become lower because they do not include such high extent of ions fixed on 

the pore walls and the ion transport in the solution begins to prevail. 

In this paper, an attempt towards better understanding of mechanisms driving the 

coupled water and chloride transport in cement mortar was done using simple evaluation 

methods based on the diffusion model of both water and salt transport. Although this type of 

models is not the only one that can be used for modeling water transport in cement based 

materials, and maybe even not the most appropriate one particularly for more complicated 

transport problems [2], their simplicity makes it possible to analyze fundamental phenomena, 

which in more complex models could be more or less hidden, in a very straightforward way.  
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In this paper, we present the time domain reflectometry technique for moisture 

measurement as a relatively new method for building materials with a good potential for the 

application in both laboratory and in situ conditions. The time domain reflectometry (TDR) 

method was commonly used for the measurement of moisture content in soil science until 

now. Therefore, the measuring technology and the measuring procedure have to be adjusted 

for an application in the investigation of porous building materials.

The time-domain reflectometry (TDR) technique presents a specific methodology   

among the microwave impulse techniques. A device based on the TDR principle launches 

electromagnetic waves and then measures the amplitudes of the reflected waves together with 

the time intervals between launching the waves and detecting the reflections. The 

fundamental element in any TDR equipment used for the determination of moisture content in 

porous materials is a metallic cable tester. In the experimental work in this paper, we used the 

cable tester LOM/RS/6/mps Easy Test, Poland, which is based on the TDR technology with 

sin

2

-like needle pulse having rise-time of about 200 ps. It is a computer aided instrument  [1], 

originally designed for measurements of soil moisture. The built-in computer serves for 

controlling TDR needle-pulse circuitry action, recording TDR voltage-versus time traces, and 

calculating the pulse propagation time along particular TDR probe rods and the dielectric 

constant of measured material. 

A variety of TDR probes of different shapes and types have been designed so far. For 

instance, Topp et al. [2] used a coaxial cell in a direct (but much larger) extension of the 

coaxial cable. Nissen and Moldrup [3] described a three-rod coaxial probe, where the shield 

of the coaxial cable was replaced by two metal rods of the same length as the conductor.

In this paper, we used a two-rod miniprobe LP/ms (Easy Test) for the determination of 

instantaneous moisture profiles that was designed by Malicki et al. [4]. This probe is designed 

for monitoring changes in water and salt distribution in the material. The sensor is made of 

two 53 mm long parallel stainless steel rods, having 0.8 mm in diameter and separated by 5 

mm. The sphere of influence was determined with the help of a simple experiment. The probe 

was fixed in the beaker and during the measurement, there was added water step by step. 

From the measured data (dielectric constant in dependence on water level) there was found 

out that the sphere of influence creates the cylinder having diameter about 7 mm and height 

about 60 mm, circumference around the rods of sensor. The accuracy of moisture content 

reading is ± 2% of displayed water content. 

The measuring technology can be divided into three basic steps; probe calibration, 

sample arrangement and probes placing, data evaluation and calculation of moisture content.

The probe calibration has to be done for every probe on the basis of known dielectric 

constants of water and benzene. The applicability of TDR method for measurements of 

moisture content in building materials was tested performing the vertical suction experiment 
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on dry samples of cellular concrete produced by Ytong, Germany. The sample size was 

70x50x330 mm. At first, samples were water and water vapor insulated with Epoxy resin on 

four lateral sides to ensure the one-dimensional transport. Then, sixteen LP/m probes were 

installed into each sample into the holes bored before. The probes were fixed and water and 

water vapor insulated with the technical plasticine. The moisture transport was continuously 

monitored, and the experiment was stopped before the water suction has reached the end of 

the measured sample. The experiment was performed in air-conditioned laboratory at 23 ±1°C 

and 30 ± 2% of relative humidity. 

The determination of moisture content in the material from the measured dielectric 

constant was done using conversion function proposed by Malicki et. al. [4] where the bulk 

density of a studied material has to be known from the previous vacuum saturation test.

Preliminary experiments performed with the samples of  cellular concrete have clearly 

shown a good perspective of the TDR method for measuring moisture content in porous 

building materials. Contrary to the other currently used methods for determination of moisture 

content, the application of TDR method does not require calibration by the gravimetric 

method for every material. The TDR probe calibration can be done in advance all once for 

every single probe. Another advantage of the TDR method is that it is well applicable for the 

materials with higher salinity, where an application of other widespread methods such as the 

resistance method or the capacitance method is impossible due to their significant loss of 

accuracy. It should also be noted that the TDR method has a high potential not only in 

laboratory measurements, and its field version makes possible long term monitoring of 

moisture content in situ, directly on building site. 
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Among other methods within textural fractography, also fractal geometry was used 

to describe the textures in images of fatigue crack surfaces.  

The standard application of fractal geometry [4] consists in box counting method [3]. It is 

based on continuous covering of the followed image or space objects with a network of boxes 

of side r, while the magnitude of the box side is changed in each step. The number of boxes 

N(r), necessary for the coverage of the object perimeter, is detected. The relation between the 

number of boxes and the magnitude of the box side determines the value of the fractal 

dimension D in the relationship D = log(N(r)) / log(1/r). Fundamental prerequisite of the 

fractal geometry is self-similarity - the value D is constant in all steps, and may be estimated 

as the slope of a line. The magnitude r stands here for the unit of length of the object under 

study. N(r) represents measured length, while 1/r is factor of scaling.  

The fractographic application of fractal geometry consists in relating fractal dimension 

characterizing images of fracture surfaces, with fatigue crack growth rate. 

The first experimental basis for the development of textural fractography methods were 

the fracture surfaces of three specimens from an extensive research programme aimed at 

fatigue characteristics of austenitic stainless steels AISI 304L used in nuclear power plants. 

The CT specimen had proportions 60 x 62.5 x 5 mm. 

Specimens were loaded by a constant cycle loading in tension with Pmin = 1450 N, 

Pmax = 4850 N,  frequency 0.5 ÷ 10 Hz, at temperature 20°C in a corrosive aggressive aqueous 

solution (B-water). The status of crack growth  was regularly recorded during the loading in 

the form of couples [number of cycles N, crack length a]. Crack length was measured by a 

microscope on specimen surface and simultaneously estimated from the measurement by 

potential method.  

Fatigue crack surfaces were documented using SEM with magnification 200 x. Real image 

area was 0.6 x 0.45 mm. Images were located in the middle of the crack surface. The shift of 

the neighbouring images 0.4 mm forms continuous strip with small overlap of the images. 

The direction of crack growth in images is from the bottom up. Images were digitalized with 

resolution 1600 x 1200 pixels at 256 brightness levels (8 bit). For every specimen the 

acquisition was about 45 pictures. 

The estimation of fractal characteristics was provided in two ways.  

1. Normalized greyscale pictures were replaced by a fibre process [1], which provided 

images of fibrous idealizations of elongated light objects in resolution 1600 x 1200 pixels in 

binary map (logical field). A 2D box-counting method was applied at fibres [2].  

2. The second method consisted in processing of the normalized greyscale pictures with 

the box-counting method in  3D [2]. Here grey scale forms the third dimension, giving cubes 

r x r x r. The principle is the same as in the first case: step by step overlaying the picture, with 

changing measure r. The dimension rmin = 20 pixels of the smallest cube was chosen so that it 

would be possible to recognize a small textural element within. Then the equidistant sequence 

rmin + ∆r, rmin + 2∆r, ... , 320 with ∆r = 15 pixels, was followed.  

Application was computationally realized in environment of MATLAB [2].  
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Within the first method, the presumption of the linearity of the dependence of log N(r) on 

log 1/r was not fulfilled. That means, binary representations of fibres were not self-similar. 

Therefore, fractal dimensions could be estimated only as rough approximations. On the basis 

of the results, it was possible to speculate about a linear dependence between logarithm of 

crack growth rate and fractal dimension. Unfortunately, the scatter of single values was too 

large. However, from the fractographic standpoint, the results show undoubtedly that fractal 

dimension of fracture morphology increases with crack growth rate. 

Problems with an insufficient self-similarity were smaller (but also present) at box-

counting 3D method. Nevertheless, it seems to be the right way in the development of 

applications using fractal geometry. Acceptable tight linear or quadratic dependences of crack 

growth rate on fractal dimension were obtained for each particular specimen. Within the 

future development of this method, the ratio between length and brightness units will be 

optimized. 

The results of  the first applications of fractal geometry in fractography of fatigue failures 

showed, first of all, to a fundamental problem: the morphology of fatigue fracture surfaces is 

far from the main presumption of self-similarity. There are many ways how it could be 

overcome, for example: 

1. Within the theory of fractal geometry: to follow the concept of self-affinity or the 

concept of multifractals. 

2. Within fractography of fatigue failures: to extend the frame of analysis to a large range 

of magnifications. Then the same locality of fracture surface could be analyzed in many 

scales and its detailed structure could be investigated.   

3. To use the estimated values log(N(r)) directly as image features without fitting them by 

a line, or to fit them by a more general dependence with parameters serving as final image 

features. 

The fractal analysis of images of fatigue fracture surfaces is a promising research direction 

within textural fractography of fatigue failures.
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The computer simulation of temperature and relative humidity fields in building 

envelope systems based on modified gypsum was performed with the primary aim to assess 

their hygrothermal performance. The computational analysis of the hygrothermal 

performance of the studied multi-layered building envelope was done using computer 

program DELPHIN 4.4 (TU Dresden). Contrary to other software packages for modeling heat 

and moisture transport working with temperature and relative humidity only, DELPHIN 4.4 

also includes capillary pressure as one of the basic state variables, which makes it possible to 

determine the transport of liquid moisture with much better precision and reliability [1]. 

 In our calculations, we chose the 1st of January as the starting point, when we 

assumed the construction of building envelopes on modified gypsum basis provided by an 

exterior thermal insulation system to be done. For the insulation systems, there were taken 

initial values of field variables corresponding to the values of temperature of 21°C and 

relative humidity of 70 %. The systems with exterior thermal insulation were exposed from 

inside to constant conditions (temperature equal to 20°C and relative humidity equal to 50,60 

and 70 %) and from outside to the climatic conditions corresponding to the reference year for 

Prague. Initial conditions for gypsum were different (50-90% relative humidity). 

  We have solved three variations of FDG gypsum wall, namely from the raw material 

and from two different types of modified (hydrophobized) gypsum, with the thickness of 300 

mm. On the external side there was thermal insulation with a thickness of 100 mm on mineral 

wool basis (Rockwool) and lime plaster. The physical properties of modified and non-

modified gypsum materials were measured in our laboratory [2] [3]. The physical properties 

of mineral wool and lime plaster were partially obtained from the material database in the 

computer code DELPHIN 4.4 and partially measured in our laboratory.   

The modification of FGD gypsum for the utilization of gypsum elements in the 

exterior is necessary primarily due to the unfavorable water transport properties of basic 

gypsum. So, the primary aim is to achieve more suitable properties and longer service life. 

Possibilities of such modifications are basically two. The first one is using a hydrophobization 

admixture in the course of sample production.  The second one is impregnation of specimen 

surfaces. In our investigation we used the first option. 

Hydrophobization admixtures used for our investigation were common commercially 

available materials. The first modification contained the admixture   IMESTA IBS 47 

produced by Imesta Inc., Dubá u České Lípy, CZ. Concentration of this admixture was 0.5% 

by mass. The second one contained the admixture ZONYL 9027 (a fluorochemical solution 

that provides a durable, subsurface, transparent, protective barrier against oil and water on 

porous surfaces) produced by Du Pont, USA. This admixture was used as a 5 % solution in 

water. Basic properties, which were used for our simulations, are shown in Table 1. 
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Bulk 

density 

Open 

porosity 

Apparent 

moisture 

diffusivity 

Water vapor 

diffusion res. 

factor  

Materials 

[kgm
-3

 ] [m
3

m
-3

 ] [m
2

s
-1

 ] [-] 

raw material 1019 0.60 2.6E-7 14.3 

gypsum with 

IMESTA IBS 47 

942 0.63 1.47E-7 15.0 

gypsum with 

ZONYL 9027 

941 0.66 7.32E-9 15.0 

 

Table1 Basic properties of applied materials. 

 

Computational analyses show that after one or one and a half year, for the initial 

conditions of 90 % relative humidity in the gypsum wall, there are in the gypsum wall 

basically the same conditions as in the interior. In general, the time to achieve this situation is 

strongly dependent on the initial conditions in gypsum (temperature and relative humidity), 

where relative humidity has a very significant effect. This conclusion is very interesting for 

future development of technology and future production of elements on FGD gypsum basis 

because the freshly produced gypsum specimens have very high value of relative humidity 

and drying is very slow in laboratory conditions (temperature 25°C and relative humidity 

50%).  

The effect of hydrophobization admixtures, particularly of ZONYL 9027, was found 

to be very distinct. They reduced significantly the daily and yearly variations of relative 

humidity in the gypsum element.  This is a very positive feature because it leads to a 

reduction of hygric stresses in the structure. For multi-layered building envelopes this seems 

to be particularly important.  
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Most of solid and powder materials both natural (stones, soils, minerals, etc.) and 

manufactory produced (cements, ceramics, composites, etc.) contain a certain internal 

volume, which is distributed in the form of pores, cavities, and cracks of different sizes and 

shapes to form a porous system of solid matrix. The total sum of these volumes is called 

porosity which is a basic material property strongly affecting important physical properties 

such as mechanical strength, durability or adsorption properties of solid materials. The 

knowledge of pore structure makes prediction of material behaviour under different 

environmental conditions possible. Two main pore types can be distinguished, namely closed 

and open. Closed pores are completely isolated from the external surface and not able to be 

accessed by external fluids. These influence material parameters like density, mechanical or 

thermal properties. On the other hand open pores are connected to the external surface, are 

accessible to fluids. They can be basically divided into dead-end or interconnected pores.

The complete characterisation of material parameters can be measured using a 

combination of different techniques, namely mercury porosimetry, for pore size and particle 

size distribution, bulk and matrix density, total porosity and pore area distribution 

measurement, gas adsorption, for specific surface, pores distribution and pores total volume 

determination, and helium pycnometry, the only one for real density measurement. The 

choice of a particular technique usage depends also on the material pore size.

SORPTOMATIC 1990 is fully automatic analytical instrument based on a static 

volumetric principle to characterise solid samples, which can be used for gas 

adsorption/desorption and chemical adsorption measurement [1].  By using inert gases such as 

nitrogen, it is possible to determine the basic properties of a large scale of solids and powders, 

in the case of very low specific surfaces (non porous materials)  krypton can be used, while 

for some ultramicroporous solids (zeolites) argon physisorption is applicable. Chemisorption 

technique provides information on the quality, activity and selectivity of a wide range of 

catalysts, using reactive gases, for example hydrogen, carbon monoxide or ammonia.

If a gas or vapour comes in contact with an adsorbent (material surface), adsorbed 

material molecules are distributed between gaseous and adsorbent phases. Surface atoms do 

not entirely exchange their valence electrons with those nearby and thus form free electrons, 

which enable liquid or gaseous molecules coming into contact with solid surface to combine 

with it by relatively weak interaction called Van der Waals bonding. At constant temperature 

the quantity adsorbed depends on pressure and adsorbent. It is known that the isothermal 

adsorption increases with pressure and decreases with temperature.

The specific surface area represents the outer surface for non-porous solids, while for 

porous solids it is considered as an outer surface similar to that of non-porous solid plus an 

inside surface remarkably superior to the outer one, which is formed by the surface total 

pores. In order to calculate the adsorbent surface area it is necessary to determine the gas 

volume relative to the monomolecular layer and to know the value of the gas adsorbed 

molecular section area.

The SORPTOMATIC 1990 consists of two main parts: control and analytical sections. 

The brain of instrument is a powerful microprocessor controlling and monitoring all phases 
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during both the analysis and the sample pre-treatment. If the PC is connected with the 

instrument the system status, actual experimental conditions and the adsorption in a real time 

can be monitored. Common coolants for the analyses are liquid nitrogen or argon, different 

ovens are available to perform analyses from room temperature up to 450°C.

The main aim of this paper was to determine the basic material parameters of a high 

performance concrete. The basic tested material was high performance concrete C90/105 

containing microsilica and denoted as BI in what follows. For the sake of comparison, the 

same mixture of concrete C60/75 (denoted as BII) was prepared without microsilica. In order 

to analyze the effect of aggregates, two other mixtures based on BI and BII were prepared. 

The first one denoted as BBI, BBII was cement mortar without the 8-16 mm aggregate 

fraction. The second one was cement paste denoted as PI, PII. 

The samples were prepared in the form of standard prisms sizes 40x40x160 mm. After 

twenty eight day hardening period they were cut and milled into powder or crushed into small 

particles. After that they were drying in an oven to achieve a constant so called zero weight. 

The samples were analyzed using nitrogen gas. The results show the influence of silica fume 

suspense addition and a great effect of aggregate granularity.
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Although known for more than a century, the ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) of ferritic 

steels with decreasing temperature remains a fundamental issue in engineering, metallurgy 

and material science. Almost all structural ferritic steels show this transition: Above the DBT 

temperature the ferritic steels are characterised by a ductile dimple fracture accompanied by 

high energy absorption. Below the DBT temperature, the fracture mechanism is transgranular 

cleavage and only little energy is absorbed. When the specimens are tested in the ductile-to-

brittle transition region, cleavage crack initiation is frequently preceded by ductile crack 

growth and the values of energy to fracture exhibit a large scatter. The understanding of the 

ductile to brittle transition depends mainly on the determination of a reliable cleavage 

criterion, well established on physical basis. 

 

The resistance against brittle fracture plays an essential role in the safety assessments of 

important engineering structures made of steel (rails, bridges, pressure vessels, nuclear power 

plants). Since brittle fracture can lead to a catastrophic failure of the structure components, the 

fracture behaviour of ferritic steels has been extensively studied [1-3] and models relating the 

fracture toughness of the steel to its yield and fracture stresses through characteristic distances 

in the microstructure or using a statistical local approach have been proposed. However, the 

above-mentioned models cannot explain either the sharp upturn of the DBT curve or the 

increase of energy scatter in the ductile-to-brittle transition. Almost all these models expect a 

single mechanism of cleavage initiation. Our recent results showed that this condition is not 

necessarily fulfilled in larger temperature ranges in which more cleavage initiation 

mechanisms can coexist. A more detailed understanding of the physical mechanisms of 

cleavage is then necessary to predict the behaviour of the steel during operation.  

 

Deeper knowledge of relationships between mechanical characteristics and 

micromechanisms of initiation and propagation of fracture in structural steels, especially at 

lower temperatures and at temperatures in the transition region, play therefore a very 

important role as well in chemical composition and microstructural design, as in a rational 

estimation of service safety of engineering structures. The purpose of the research effort is to 

carry out a physical-metallurgy analysis characterising an influence of microstructural, 

geometrical and loading parameters on initiation and propagation of cracking in structural 

steels. Besides steels, cleavage initiation mechanisms are analysed on Fe2-3wt.%Si 

considered as a model material for studying the cleavage fracture of bcc metals. 
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In the present work, the ductile to brittle transition (DBT) in α-iron was studied on four 

oriented single crystals of a Fe-3wt%Si alloy using acoustic emission, scanning and 

transmission electron microscopy. The experimental results are compared to the molecular 

dynamic simulations. Single-edge notched specimens 95 mm × 10 mm × 2 mm were loaded 

in tension at room temperature. The crosshead speed was changed in the range from 0.1 to 5.0 

mm/min, the crack propagated in the (001) plane and in the [-110] direction. The tension 

fracture tests confirmed a strong dependence of the character of fracture on loading rate. The 

results indicate that the DBT temperature for loading rates 1-5 mm/min lies in the region of 

room temperature. Under the lowest loading rate, a plastic zone was formed at the notch tip - 

scanning electron microscopy showed a wavy relief of the non-crystallographic slip in this 

region. Faster loading lead to brittle fracture. Fractographic analysis of one of the samples 

broken at 1 mm/min loading showed flat cleavage facets and tongues formed by the 

interaction of the crack with deformation twins. Besides the tongues, the fracture surface of 

the second sample ruptured at the same loading rate exhibited signs of plastic deformation. In 

the first sample, transmission electron microscopy in the vicinity of the fracture surface 

confirmed deformation twinning and a very low dislocation density. In the second sample, the 

deformation twinning was assisted by slip of dislocations.  

Molecular dynamics simulations with an empirical Y-potential for α-iron confirmed that 

crack growth has a more brittle character under high loading rates. Under a slower loading 

rate, the crack growth is more difficult since it is impeded by emission of the shielding 

dislocations from the crack tip in the <111> {112} slip system. New simulations with a semi-

empirical N-body potential have been performed for the loading rate equivalent to crosshead 

speed of 1mm/min. The simulations show that the running crack can produce twins in the 

<111>{112} slip systems. It later causes new rupture along the twin-twin interfaces, which 

creates jogs (tongues) on fracture surfaces.  
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Alloys based on Fe
3
Al and FeAl rank to the most studied intermetallics particularly 

because of their low price, low density, good wear resistance, relative easy fabrication and 

high corrosion resistance in oxidizing and sulfidizing environments. However, there have 

been also two main disadvantages limiting their use – low ductility at ambient temperature 

and low strength at elevated temperatures [1]. The first one was characterized as an extrinsic 

effect caused by water vapour from surrounding atmosphere (hydrogen embrittlement) [2]. 

Many alloying elements were used to improve the properties of Fe
3
Al alloys (Cr, Si, Ce, B, 

Zr, Y, Nb, W, etc.). Some are beneficial for increasing tensile strength (Mo, Nb), some 

increase room temperature (RT) ductility by hindering the embrittlement (Cr), some help to 

increase fatigue crack growth resistance (Zr, C) [3]. The aim of this paper is to investigate the 

tensile and fatigue properties of Fe-31.5Al-3.5Cr-0.25Zr-0.2C (at.%) alloy at room and 

elevated temperatures in order to verify the effect of Zr and C on fatigue behaviour of Fe-

31.5Al-3.5Cr (at.%) alloy. 

The mentioned alloy was prepared by vacuum induction melting and casting. The 

ingot was hot rolled at 1100°C to a plate 7 mm thick and subsequently quenched into mineral 

oil. After machining by milling, all the test specimens were annealed in air at 700°C for 2 

hours to relieve internal stresses and then quenched into mineral oil. The material 

microstructure was recovered, with elongated grains having up to 1 mm in the direction of 

rolling and up to 300 µm in the transverse direction. Static tensile tests were carried out at 

temperatures 20 (RT), 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 °C respectively on INSTRON 1195 testing 

machine equipped with a resistance-heated furnace. At each temperature, two cylindrical 

buttonhead specimens having 3 mm in diameter and 22 mm gauge length were tested at the 

constant crosshead speed of 2 mm/min (initial strain rate 1.6 ×10
-3

 s
-1

). Fatigue crack growth 

experiments were performed on compact tension (CT) specimens of thickness B=5 mm and 

width W=40 mm. The notch was prepared by electro-discharge cutting using a wire 0.2 mm in 

diameter. The initial crack length a
o
 was 6.5 mm. The fatigue crack propagated 

perpendicularly to the rolling direction. The specimens were loaded in tension at 20°C, 300°C 

and 500°C on a computer–controlled servohydraulic loading machine INOVA ZUZ 50 

equipped with a resistance-heated furnace. The frequency of loading was 10 Hz, the stress 

ratio R was 0.042 and the maximum load was 4.8 kN. 

The basic mechanical characteristics, 0.2% proof stress (R
p
0.2), ultimate tensile 

strength (R
m
) and tensile elongation (A), were measured at six different temperatures. 

Considering the range from 20°C to 540°C (D0
3
 region), R

p
0.2 and R

m
 had their minimum at 

200°C, while the maximum values were reached at 300°C (R
m
) and 500°C (R

p
0.2),

respectively. The values of R
p
0.2 and R

m
 measured at 20°C and 500°C were comparable and 

the values of R
p
0.2 and R

m
 at 600°C (B2 region) were practically identical. Tensile elongation 

at elevated temperatures was 3 ÷ 4 times higher than tensile elongation at room temperature. 
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In D0
3
 region the elongation slightly increased with temperature, except for 400°C, where the 

value dropped down to 10%. At 600°C, in B2 region, the elongation was substantially higher 

than at 500°C (D0
3
 region). Described temperature dependencies are in good agreement with 

the dependencies from Ref. [4] (experiments on Fe-28Al-3.6Cr-0.1Ce-0.16C (at.%) alloy). 

The only difference consists in evolution of elongation with temperature. While in Ref. [4] 

the elongation after reaching its maximum value (11.5%) drops approximately to the same 

value as at RT (~2.5%) at 300°C, in the present study the elongation was higher (17.2%) at 

500°C than of RT and 300°C values. Fracture surfaces of broken tensile specimens changed 

from transgranular cleavage facets at RT to entirely ductile dimpled fracture at 600°C. 

For evaluating of fatigue crack growth resistance, v-∆K curves were plotted for each 

test temperature. The significant increase of slope (about 4 times) was observed comparing 

the curves corresponding to 20°C and 300°C. The shift to higher crack growth rates of almost 

2 magnitudes with almost no change of slope was found when comparing v-∆K curve 

corresponding to 500°C to the curve for 300°C. Both these changes were observed as well in 

Ref. [4]. The only difference is in the upper estimate of threshold value of ∆K, which was 

higher in Ref. [4]. This is probably a consequence of alloying by zirconium.

There were no important changes in character of morphology of fatigue fracture 

surface with increasing test temperature or with increasing stress intensity factor. The main 

fracture micromechanism was transgranular cleavage. Besides the transgranular cleavage, 

transgranular quasi-cleavage facets, ductile fatigue striations and brittle striations were also 

found on fatigue fracture surfaces. In the region of final fracture, there is a significant increase 

of signs of plastic deformation with increasing temperature. Similarly as on static fracture 

surfaces of broken tensile specimens it is possible to see a continuous change of fracture 

mechanisms from transgranular cleavage at 20°C to ductile dimpled fracture at 500°C. 
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     To understand better the behaviour and the tube properties it is very important to examine 

in detail the dependence of the tube mechanical properties on its structure and texture formed 

in shaping/created in forming and thermal processing. The presented article contributes to the 

study of these problems developing both the results of [1], which deals with the anisotropy 

analysis of zirconium alloy tube mechanical properties and the knowledge of [2], where the 

development of Zirconium tube textures in the course of their plastic deformation is 

discussed. 

     The most widespread method of examining textures of shaped/formed materials has been 

X-ray diffraction. However, its usage is limited only to a thin surface layer of the sample. To 

gain information on volume textures it is then necessary to use specially treated samples. For 

this reason it is advantageous to make use of heat neutron diffraction method which provides 

the image of the average texture in the whole sample volume. Absorptive and scattering 

characteristics of heat neutrons (namely high penetrative ability of neutrons into most metals), 

as well as a large cross section of neutron beams used in experiments (as large as 10cm
3

) 

allow to arrange the experiment in the way that makes it possible to irradiate the whole 

volume of the sample. The knowledge of the mean texture in the sample volume is very 

important in observing the deformation processes prior to initiation of the tube 

integrity/compactness damage. 

     Owing to the fact that neutron diffraction can provide a complete image of the mean 

texture in the volume of massive samples, it is suitable for non-destructive observations of 

volume kinetics of processes, which form the type and clearness/sharpness of textures. 

Together with the three-dimensional oriented distribution function which has been widely 

used in texture analysis, neutron diffraction is an important source of experimental 

information for the study of anisotropy of other physical properties of industrial materials 

such as elasticity, plasticity, magnetic anisotropy, corrosion resistance, and the like.This 

article presents the results of texture investigations of Zircaloy-4 tubes. Neutron diffraction 

and inversion pole figures were used to chracterize the texture of samples. The main interest 

is given to the analysis of texture changes under different tensile test conditions including 

tensile force direction, annealing temperature and tensile test temperature. Four different 

specimens of different orientation to the tube axis were tested. The examined tension 

specimens were sampled from tubes made of Zircaloy-4 alloy (SANDVIK). The properties of 

the measured samples were then formed by thermal and mechanical processing characterized 

by the annealing temperature, the tensile test temperature, and the tensile force direction.  

     Neutronographic experiments were made using the KSN-2 diffractometer in the neutron 

diffraction laboratory of the Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering.The 

apparatus worked at a regime for measuring powder diffraction diagrams. For measuring 

inversion pole figures the KSN-2 was equipped with TG-1 texture goniometer [3]. The 

measured samples were composed of five sheets of flat tension specimens examined in an 

open-end tensile test first. The tested area of the specimen was limited by a suitable deflection 
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of the monochromatic neutron beam. Thus the diffracted intensity was strengthened only by 

the part of the tension specimen  lying less than 6 mm far from the failure point (it was 

measured along the longitudinal tube axis). The wavelength of the monochromatic neutron 

beam was 0.1031nm, the KSN-2 resolution for the given monochromator parameters (Zn 

(002) monocrystal)) and collimation system reached a level of   ∆d/d = 0.009 (d – interplanar 

parameter). 

     The apparatus parameters mentioned above made it possible for zirconium to measure 

intensities of 13 diffraction lines: from reflection (100) to (114). The needed values of integral 

intensities and their standard deviations were found by profile analysis of neutronograms. 

     By means of the procedure mentioned above, inversion pole figures have been calculated 

from integral intensities in both coordinate systems N, T, L and P, Q, R. Pole densities and 

texture indices have been calculated using the INVPOL program and f
i
 texture parameters 

using the NETINV program [4]. The experimental conditions have been chosen in order that 

the obtained texture characteristics error would not exceed a level of 10%.  

The above mentioned texture changes of tested specimens caused by different conditions in 

the tensile test can be summarized as follows: 

- The perpendicular orientation of crystallite basal planes towards the tube radius has 

been remarkably preferred for all the four specimens and is not affected by changing 

the tensile test conditions. The tensile force directed along the L tube axis does not 

cause any change in the preferred orientation. 

- The tensile force in the R direction at an angle of 22
o

 to the  reference direction T in 

the L-T plane leads to a considerable texture change which results especially in 

substantial decrease in the level of p
002

 pole density for the L direction, the crystallites 

being turned around the crystallographic hexagonal axis c. The planes of a (hk0) type, 

(e.g., (100), (210), or (110)) do not show any considerable preference of their pole 

orientations for being parallel to the L direction.  

- The temperature increase in the tensile test from the room temperature to 310
o

 C is 

reflected in decreasing the overall texture clearness/sharpness, its previous character 

being maintained. The average decrease in pole density values resulting from the 

temperature increase reaches roughly 25%.  
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Image analysis method for porosity estimation of various material has been investigated. 

Results of such measurements are reported for a cement paste of water/cement ratio 0.5 and 

for porcelain and ceramic. In addition, the same specimens were analyzed using conventional 

porosimetry. The aim of this study was to develop a method for investigating and establishing 

pore size distribution measurement in cement paste using backscatter electron (BSE) and 

image analyses. Newly presented method has disadvantages in specimen preparation, image 

thresholding and limited resolution. Compared to the conventional porosimetry, image 

analysis performs better in the matter of pore shapes, upper pore size limit, and in statistical 

distribution of pores within specimen.

Hardened cement paste is a porous material. Porosity is one of the important phases of the 

microstructure of cement paste. Since it has great influence on strength and other properties in 

this material, the pore structure should be monitored. There exist at least three types of pores: 

the smallest gel pores embedded within C-S-H gel (typical size up to 10 nm), capillary pores 

of size up to 10 µm and above this limit the air pores, in the well-rounded shape. Reasonable 

resolution limit of environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) images for cement 

paste has been found around 1  µm. From this restriction it can be concluded that resolution 

bellow this value provides no information about pore shapes, therefore only upper range of 

capillary pores can be analyzed and characterized.

Techniques for studying the microstructure of cement paste can be divided into three 

categories. The first gives information about the average volume fraction occupied by one or 

more phases or by pores. Examples of such bulk techniques include thermo gravimetric 

analysis and quantitative X-ray diffraction. The second category provides information on the 

distribution of sizes of a component (i.e. porosity). Such techniques include: mercury 

intrusion porosimetry and low temperature calorimetry. In the third category, there are 

microscopical techniques. These provide a vast range of information on the microstructure in 

visual form including that obtained by techniques in the two previous categories.

A wide range of optical and electron microscopical techniques have been used in this study. 

For an automatic analysis, a technique must produce images which represent well the bulk 

microstructure. Different phases and porosity should be clearly identified and distinguished. 

These requirements preclude the secondary electron imaging of surfaces, but it has been 

found that backscattered electron images are well suited for this purpose. Contrast in BSE 

images is produced by variations in atomic number within the specimen, the resulting image 

displays in gray scale the shape and possible phase of microstructure surface. Typical image 

contains black color which represents empty pores, white color of mainly unhydrated clinker 

minerals. Gray levels can be assigned to hydration products (C-S-H gel, calcium hydroxide, 

ettringite etc.) but there has not been found a way how to distinguish these phases according 

to the gray level. Successful outcome that lies within accepted limits is strongly dependent on 

thresholding level, i.e. separation of pores from the rest of phases.

The objective of specimen preparation for microscopic analysis is to provide a polished 

surface. The microstructural characterization described above has been carried out on an 

backscattered electron microscope type XL30 ESEM-TMP (produced by FEI PHILIPS). 

Contrast and brightness of microscope is set in such a way that image provides sharp edges 

with good differentiation between voids and bulk.
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This study carries out investigation of three specimens – a cement paste (w/c ratio 0.5), a 

porcelain and a ceramics. The reason of using porcelain and ceramics was to have some more 

homogeneous, reference material. The pores  are better recognized and have more regular 

shape then the pores in ordinary cement paste. Forty images were captured from each 

specimen using ESEM microscope at different magnifications. For the processing of images, 

the software named LUCIA (produced by Laboratory Imaging) was used. LUCIA enables 

image segmentation and is capable of images conversion. This software allows measuring in 

automatic or interactive  mode. Automatic measurement mode works on the binary images 

only. Interactive measurement mode enable to access length, area, angle and colorimetry 

measurements with the option to annotate the picture with the measured values. At first, the 

properties in interest should be chosen, i.e. area of pores. Segmentation is a process through 

which the image is partitioned into meaningful regions based only on the intensity of the 

pixels. Segmentation by the thresholding  is the simplest approach. A contrast color is used 

for coloring of pores. Gray limits must be defined in automatic thresholding. The low 

threshold level was always set to zero since the black color corresponds to pore. The high 

threshold level is very sensitive for results. Parametric study of high threshold level vs. 

resulting porosity has been carried out. There has been found ascending relationship between 

these two values, which means that steeper increase occurs at higher threshold level. The 

reasonable high threshold level should be determined by calibration with another technique,  

such as porosimetry. This was done using mercury porosimetry from which the calibrated 

value of high treshold level was found.

Carlo Erba Porosimeter 2000 was used for conventional porosity measurement. It is an 

automatic instrument used for the determination of pore size and pore volume distribution in 

the range of 3,7 to 7500 nm pore radius. Pore volume is measured by a capacitance system, 

used in Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP). This technique is used for the measurement of 

pore size distribution, and has an advantage in such way that it is able to span the 

measurement of pore sizes ranging from a few nanometers to several hundred micrometers. 

Since a specimen has the distribution of pore sizes ranging from sub-nanometer to many 

millimeters, MIP  forms an important tool in the characterisation of pore size distribution and 

total volume of porosity.

Quantitative microstructural analysis of pores requires proper sample preparation and   

adequate microscope images. The results of porosity are dependent on high threshold level 

value. For good results it is necessary to specify reasonable high threshold level. This value is 

calibrated with another experimental method. Based on the parametic study made on 40 

images of cement paste with w/c = 0.5 it was found that described image analysis is capable 

of assesment of pore volume. The results are highly dependent on high tresholding value that 

has to be calibrated using a separate experimental technique. Image analysis is suitable for 

gray images rather than black-white images. Disadvantage of this method is that only a part of 

pore volume can be identified. The main advantage of image analysis is the identification of 

pore shapes. 
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Gypsum is very old material but in the recent time its importance is growing with the 

increasing amount of gypsum from flue gas desulphurisation (FDG). The application 

properties of natural and FDG gypsum are possible to improve by adding of appropriate 

ingredients. Some possibilities how to improve the consistency, workability and the strength 

of the gypsum binder were tested. Also the best formulation of the foamed gypsum products 

(with better value of bulk density and thermal conductivity) was tested. These additives were 

tested: plasticizers, dispersions and several types of fibres. As foaming agents for preparing of 

foamed gypsum was used chalk or sodium bicarbonate with some acid components. All the 

tested additives are available in powder form. The powder form was chosen because it 

enables to formulate dry gypsum mixtures ready for preparing of gypsum products on the 

construction site. 

 

First the reduction of water amount in the gypsum mixture by the plasticizers was tested. As 

plasticizers were chosen Melment F10G, (which is determined particularly for gypsum), 

Stachement NN, Stachesil and superplasticizer Melflux PP 100F. The flow tests on the slurry 

of normal consistency (according ČSN 72 2301) were accomplished with the batch 

recommended by the manufacturers. The results of the tests are shown in the table1. The 

biggest influence has the superplasticizer, there is no difference between special gypsum 

plasticizer and universal one. The plasticizer with higher batching (Stachesil) considerably 

reduces the flow of the slurry.  

 

Table 1: Diameter of gypsum slurry after flow test in cm 

    Amount 

            [%] 

Plasticizer 

0 * 0,1 0,2 0,5 0,75 1 1,5 2 2,5 5 10 15 

Melment 

F10G 
  27,0  26,5 31,0 31,0 30,7    

Stachement 

NN 
  25,3  27,6 28,9 29,6 28,0    

Stachesil         14,0 15,0 12,0

Melflux  

PP 100F 

18,0 

21,5 27,0 31,0 32,5 34,2       

* mixture of normal consistency 

 

The most efficient additive, Melflux PP 100F was tested in two-phase optimization 

experiment together with dispersion Vinnapas RI 551 Z. The influence of the combination of 

dispersion and plasticizer on bending strength and compressive strength was tested. Test 

pieces in the size 40x40x160 mm were prepared from the gypsum mixture of normal 

consistency with amount of the dispersion: 0, 1%, 2% from weight of gypsum and with the 

plasticizer in amounts 0, 0,5 % and 1 %. The results are shown in table 2.  
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Tab. 2: Bending and compressive strength 

 Bending strength Ry [ Mpa] Compressive strength Rt [ Mpa] 

       

Dispersion 

Plasticizer 

0 % 1 % 2 % 0 % 1 % 2 % 

0 % 3,10 3,70 3,73 6,11 6,44 6,83 

0,5 % 3,47 3,31 3,42 6,63 5,89 6,12 

1 % 1,14 1,56 1,44 3,13 3,89 3,30 

 

The higher amount of plasticizer considerably reduces both the bending and the compressive 

strength. This happens also in the case, that the amount of water is reduced.  The addition of 

dispersion has some improving influence on the strength, but in combination with plasticizer 

the dispersion is not able to compensate the loss of the strength caused by the plasticizer.  

 

Further the influence of different types of fibres on the strength of the gypsum mixture was 

tested. The polypropylene, glass and paper fibres were tested. The results of the tests were not 

so good as was to be expected.  

 

The last part of the experiments was aimed at finding the best suitable composition of the 

gypsum foamed by the carbon dioxide, originated from chemical reaction between salt of  

carbonic acid and some stronger acid component. This type of reaction was chosen because 

all components can exist in powder form and therefore is possible to prefabricate dry mixture 

for preparing of the foamed gypsum on the construction site.   

 

A wide scale of solid acid components was tested together with chalk (CaCO3) or sodium 

bicarbonate (NaHCO3). The best suitable acid components seem to be tartaric acid and 

aluminum sulphate. Mixtures with the chalk and one of these components can achieve 

lightweight products (with bulk density less than 500 kg/m
3

) with reasonable strength. 
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For many years, it is known that loading which varies in time leads to a specific type 

failure – fatigue. It has been studied intensively right from the beginning. Experiments with 

real objects and real loading parameters are unacceptably expensive and time consuming. 

Therefore, many sophisticated methods for studying fatigue have been developed to describe 

this process and allow for simplification of the experiments while maintaing credibility of the 

results. These methods include for example a fractographic analysis of fracture surfaces, 

linear and nonlinear fracture mechanics, or elastic-plastic models based on finite element 

method (FEM). 

Generally, two-dimensional approach has been preferred. Only past few years, mostly 

due to the progress in computers, it is possible to study the three-dimensional nature of the 

fatigue crack growth process. In most cases, 3D models are natural extension of 2D ones. On 

the other hand, 3D model enables us to simulate effects that are present in reality but the 2D 

model cannot include, such as crack front curvature or shear lips. 

This paper will focus on strain energy density along the curved crack front and some 

of the aspects of energetic models for local crack rate prediction. The presented results are 

obtained from FEM simulations in MSC Marc. The geometry of the models, material and 

loading parameters used in the models comply with real experiments performed in VZLU Inc. 

[1]. In the experiments, CCP specimens (the thickness B=6mm, the width 2W=58mm, the 

length 2L=180mm) made of aluminum alloy 2024-T42 were used. The detailed description of 

the simulations can be found in [2], it can be briefly summarized as follows. 

Two test specimens, P2 and P6, with significantly different loading, were chosen for 

the simulations. The loading parameters (∆S = 31.3MPa and R = 0.5 for P2, ∆S = 45MPa and 

R = 0 for P6) caused that the formation of the shear lips in the marginal part of the crack 

fronts began at significantly different crack lengths (a=11.975mm for P2, a=6.525mm for 

P6). For the first pair of simulations, the fatigue crack lengths corresponded exactly to these 

lengths mentioned above (standard crack). To be able to study the process of energy 

accumulation as the crack grows, another two simulations were performed for each of the test 

specimens. These simulations were completely same except for the crack length which was 

by 2 mm shorter or by 2 mm longer (shorter crack, and longer crack). The shapes of the 

curved crack fronts were determined from fractographic observation. In order to prevent a 

distortion of results due to large plastic zone after the first loading cycle and to induce a 

steady state conditions, the crack growth was simulated with the path 380µm long. A rigid 

surface was inserted into the crack plane (instead of the opposite part of the specimen) to 

simulate the contact of crack faces during the crack closure. The model assumed small 

deformations. The finite element mesh was intensively refined in the vicinity of the crack 

front, where the smallest eight-noded hexagonal elements (2x2x2µm) were situated. 

There are many approaches to calculate crack rate. In this paper, the Sih’s method [3], 

which is one of the first 2D energy-based fatigue crack rate prediction methods, is used. If it 

is extended for 3D and modified for FEM simulations, it can be briefly formulated as follows. 

Let us consider a material element P perpendicularly before the crack front point F. Let the 

distance between F and P be ∆r. The mean strain energy density at point P in the present 
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inactive cycle is λ
m
, and the increment of λ ([λ]=mJ/mm

3

) during this cycle is ∆λ. Assuming 

that λ
m
 roughly represents the critical accumulated energy and that the energy increments 

during the following real cycles are roughly constant and equal to ∆λ, then the local crack rate 

at point F can be estimated as 

mc

r

v

λλ

λ

−

∆⋅∆

= .         (1) 

Usually, critical strain energy density λ
c
 is assumed to be a material constant. If this 

was true, the method would represent a relatively simple and efficient tool for crack rate 

prediction. The value of λ
c
 can be measured in low cycle fatigue tests, and for the material 

2024-T42 it is λ
c
 = 970 mJ/mm

3

 [4]. However, the calculated crack rate (for the standard 

crack) was not in agreement with the experiment and predicted unrealistically high crack rate 

in the marginal part of the crack front. Therefore, it was decided to reverse the relation (1), 

and knowing the crack rate, the value of λ
c
 along the crack front has been calculated. From 

the middle, where λ
c
 = 500 mJ/mm

3

, to the margin, it is growing slowly. Approaching the 

margin, the increase of λ
c
 is steeper and steeper. On the free surface, it reaches up to λ

c
 = 

4000 mJ/mm

3

.  

The change in λ
c
 with the depth under the free surface could be interpreted as a 

consequence of growing deformation constraint which can be characterized, for example, by 

the local value of stress triaxiality h (σ
m
/σ

eff
). Nevertheless, results for specimen P6 show that 

not even function λ
c
 = λ

c
(h) is “unchanging” for the given material. 

The same procedure has been also applied on the models with shorter and longer 

crack. The results are qualitatively the same, λ
c
 changes along the crack front with slow 

increase in the middle and steep increase in the marginal part. The difference is in a 

magnitude. The values for the shorter crack in P6 are higher than for the standard crack, the 

greatest difference is in the marginal part. Similarly, the values for the standard crack are 

higher that for the longer crack, but the difference is not so significant. It seems that as the 

crack grows, the λ
c
 decreases and for very long cracks, it reaches some lower bound limiting 

curve. This has been supported by the results from the model of specimen P2. The cracks are 

longer, compared to P6, and they exhibit the same dependence on the depth below free 

surface. But there is no significant change in λ
c
 with the crack length. 

It seems that not only the magnitude of the accumulated energy is relevant, but 

generally also the way in which the accumulation takes place. 
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The authors have recently studied deformation mechanics around the propagating 

through-thickness planar fatigue crack with straight ([1]) and realistically curved front ([2]). 

The primary motivation of such FEM computations was an extension of usual two-

dimensional fracture mechanics concepts for cracks under loading mode I to three 

dimensions. A quantitative understanding of three-dimensional effects could improve the 

methodology for the fatigue crack growth rate prediction in more complicated crack 

configurations (e.g., surface cracks and through-thickness cracks in parts with complex cross-

sectional area). Some attention has also been paid to direct evaluation of the crack growth rate 

from parameters of the stress and strain field around the crack front. Such approaches based 

mostly on HRR estimation of the energy dissipated ahead of the crack front have recently 

appeared more frequently (e.g., [3], [4]). 

In this paper, numerical simulation of the cyclic stress-strain field in front of the fatigue 

crack with shear lips is discussed. The model curved crack front shape is chosen to closely 

correspond to the crack front obtained experimentally. The model presented represents a new 

approximation of the real fatigue crack. 

3D nonlinear finite element model was created using software MSC.Marc. Contrary to 

previous simulations with planar cracks, the modelled crack geometry has no symmetry 

condition in plane of flat growth. Therefore, one quarter of the CCP specimen had to be 

modelled, and symmetrical constraints were added to simulate the rest of the body.  

Because of 3D shape of the crack front, the finite element mesh construction was 

complicated. The resulting mesh consists of three connected parts A, B, and C. 8-noded 

hexahedral elements in A were created by expansion of quadrilateral elements along the 

curved front. The element size varies – the smallest elements 2×2×2µm are situated at the 

front under the free surface, where large stress and strain gradients were expected. The 

element size increases towards the centre of the thickness and away from the crack front. The 

number of elements along the slant and flat part of the front is 11 and 9, respectively. Four-

noded tetrahedral elements in the transition part B were produced by automatic generator. The 

rest of body C is covered by a regular mesh consisting of 8-noded hexahedral elements. Each 

boundary element from A and C is connected to two boundary elements from B. 

The material behaviour was considered as elastic-plastic with kinematic hardening. 

Small strain formulation was used. 

In order to prevent the crack surfaces from penetrating, contact algorithm had to be 

used. The relative motion of crack surfaces is tracked, and when contact occurs, direct 

constraints are placed on the motion using boundary conditions – both kinematic constraints 

on transformed degrees of freedom and nodal forces. Crack advance is realized by the change 

of contact algorithm parameters: relative motion between unfractured (future) crack surfaces 
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is not permitted. A prescribed front jump is modelled by enabling relative motion between 

elements adjacent to the crack plane ahead of the crack front during the so-called active 

cycles. An “idle” model cycle without crack propagation is inserted between two active 

cycles. It is reasonable to suppose that the crack front deformation mechanics in the idle cycle 

will be close to that in the real cycle with very small crack extension. The total prescribed 

crack extension during 44 applied model load cycles was 0.45 mm. In the simulation 

presented, no friction of crack surfaces was involved. 

Numerical simulation in the shear lips area indicates that the experimentally observed 

plane of propagation is not given by the maximum tangential stress condition and it is slightly 

inclined also to the plane of maximum shear stress. 

The plastic zone size in crack plane has been determined according to the condition of 

nonzero equivalent plastic strains. The extensive zone detected along the whole slant crack 

front is not localized only into the thin surface layer, as in the case of planar crack with 

curved front ([2]). 

The plastic zone size corresponds to the distribution of plastic strain energy density 

dissipated ahead of the crack front. Both dissipated energy and critical energy to fracture are 

several times higher for the shear mode than for the tensile mode. 

A quantitative characterization of plasticity induced crack closure is essential for an 

assessment of effective values of stress intensity factors. At this moment, the results achieved 

provide only a basic qualitative view: no plasticity-induced closure appears in the mid-

thickness, whereas the closure is very intensive in the surface layer. 
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ITER is an international project to develop fusion energy as the way to a clean and 

sustainable energy source [1]. The current design is a cost effective tokamak, whose 

programmatic objective is to provide an integrated demonstration of the scientific and 

technological feasibility of fusion energy. The blanket-shield system is the innermost part of 

the ITER reactor, directly exposed to the plasma. Its basic function is to provide the main 

thermal and nuclear shielding to the vessel and external reactor components. 

The Blanket-shield concept is a modular configuration mechanically attached onto the 

vessel. Three types of modules are required: the baffle modules, the limiter modules and the 

primary first wall (PFW) modules. The latter consist of a water-cooled austenitic stainless 

steel shield block and separable PFW panels, mechanically attached onto the shield block. 

The PFW panels use a copper alloy as a heat sink material bonded to a stainless steel backing 

plate and beryllium as a protection material to cope with the plasma/wall interactions. The 

PFW modules are designed to sustain a peak heat flux of 0.5 MW/m
2
, a maximum neutron 

wall load of 0.8 MW/m
2
 and an average neutron fluence of at least 0.3 MWa/m

2
.

A mechanical test programme has been proposed to check the fatigue behaviour and the 

strength limit of the PFW panel attachment system under loads simulating the mechanical 

loads occurring during off-normal plasma operations such as disruptions, vertical 

displacement events or halo currents [2]. 

For this test programme, the attachment of the ITER PFW panels onto the shield block 

is considered through the direct rear access bolting. This option consists of PFW panels with 

one central 5-mm thick poloidal key located at the rear side of the panels. The mechanical 

function of this key is to bear poloidal and toroidal forces as well as radial moments. It allows 

also electrical contact of the panel to shield only at a central location minimising therefore the 

electro-magnetic loads. The panels are attached by means of one row of 10 studs located on 

the key to minimise the current density going through the studs during electro-magnetic loads. 

Test programme includes the performance of five types of tests: 

Test No. 1 on blind hole thread - The objective is to check the behaviour of the PFW panel 

blind hole thread. In particular, the effect of the operation temperature of 200 °C on the pre-

load of the stud will be investigated as well as the possible relaxation of the stainless steel 

thread under the required pre-load and temperature. The strength limit of the blind hole thread 

shall also be assessed. 

Test No. 2 on poloidal moment - The objective is to study the fatigue behaviour of the 

attachment system under cyclic poloidal moments at different pre-tension forces. 

Test No. 3 on radial moment - The objective is to study the fatigue behaviour of the 

attachment system under cyclic radial moments at different pre-tension forces. 
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Test No. 4 on radial pulling force - The objective is to study the fatigue behaviour of the 

attachment system under cyclic radial pulling pressure at different pre-tension forces. 

Test No. 5 on poloidal force - The objective is to study the fatigue behaviour of the 

attachment system, in particular of the contact pressure areas, under a poloidal force at 

different pre-tension forces. 

Three participants from the Czech Republic are involved in performing of described 

mechanical test programme: Design of both the PFW test panel and supporting plate mock-

up, which represents shield block, and all FEM computations are realized in the Department 

of Materials, FNSPE, CTU in Prague. The stainless steel test objects will be fabricated in 

Vitkovice Steel, a.s. and all mechanical tests will be performed in Skoda Research Ltd. 

Originally, the thickness of the supporting plate mock-ups was supposed to be 300 mm. 

Due to forging limitations in Vitkovice Steel, only 100 mm thick plates could be fabricated. 

Therefore, some preliminary FEM computations were performed to quantify the change in 

stiffness of whole attachment system. 

Fully 3D mesh consists of approximately 5000 finite elements. Contact between PFW 

test panel and supporting plate mock-up were considered. The pre-load on the studs for 

assembling the panel to the support structure is realized by the pre-tension forces and 

consequent “gluing” of bolt head to the surrounding material. External loadings of the PFW 

test panels were prescribed according to specifications of Test No. 2 – 4. 

The stiffness of the attachment system was judged by the gaps between the panel and 

the supporting plate, mainly in area of the key. According to results from all simulations, the 

increase of stiffness by additional bolting the middle of the 100 mm thick supporting plate 

bottom to the ground is sufficient and, in that case, constrained 100 mm thick plate is a good 

and cheaper representation of the 300 mm thick plate bahaviour.
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This project is focused on concrete structure, which are used as a radiation shielding. 

Many projects are recently dealing with storage of waste radioactive fuel. Many different kin-

ds of material may achieve the desired reduction of radiation if a sufficient thickness is used. 

Excessive thickness can cause space shortage and also economical difficulties. On the other 

hand, different types of materials are available such as lead but its durability for high tem-

peratures is not suitable. Water is good shielding material but to keep the tanks at good con-

ditions seems unrealizable and risk from hydrogen created during radiolysis due to gamma ra-

diation also. So concrete is considered to be an excellent and versatile shielding material and 

is widely used for the shielding of nuclear power plants, partical accelerators, research re-

actors, laboratory hot cells and other facilities.

It is proposed that main part of shielding should be made from concrete. This concrete 

applied in radiation shielding should resist for any influence from outside and inside with 

lowest physical mechanical or chemical changes for a long period. Recent experience with 

con-crete durability show its suitability for intermediate storage shielding. 

 As known, the radiation neutron and photon flow are mainly problem of shielding. 

Neutron flow is attenuated by hydrogen atoms, which are part of the concrete shielding as wa-

ter in cement paste and aggregates such serpentine. The cement hydrates and so contains dif-

ferent types of water. Water in the concrete can therefore be present in three states: as chemi-

cally bonded water in hydrates, water in the gel pores, and water in the capillary pores. The 

water in each of these states is held with different degrees of firmness: the water in the capil-

lary pores is considered to be free whilst the water in the hydrated compounds is chemically 

bound water. It is hard to predict the distribution of the water between the states mentioned 

above, and for convenience the water in concrete is divided into evaporable and non-evapora-

ble water. Non-evaporable water, also referred to as fixed water, is regarded as the water held 

by the cement paste after drying to constant weight at 105

o

C. This water consists mainly of 

chemically bound water in the cement-hydrates is about 24 per cent by weight of the hydrated 

cement.

On the other hand, gamma radiation is causing problems because of water radiolysis. 

Measurements of concrete samples irradiated by gamma radiation are showing changes in 

mechanical properties. The decreasing of strength is not negligible. The changes are induced 

by gamma radiation and are on chemical basis. Not only radiolysis is the main problem of 

these changes but also thermal stresses. Above all the radiolysis also changes structure of 

voids. The voids contain water with soluble compounds and gamma radiation produced 

radicals, which attack concrete structure. Amount of meso, makro and micro pores decreases 

about on one third for dose of half megagrey.

Operating temperatures in a nuclear reactor are high, and heat from this source may al-

so be transferred to the concrete radiation shielding. The effect of heat on the water content of 

concrete is necessery to consider. Elevated temperatures accelerate the diffusion of water in 

concrete, and for temperatures in range between 40 and 105

o

C affects evaporable water con-

tent. At temperatures exceeding 105

o

C the amount of non-evaporable water in the concrete 

decreases.
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Yuan [2] also reporeted that at elevated temperatures and realtive vapour pressures ex-

ceeding 0,25 the equilibrium moisture content of concrete increased with increasing w/c ratio. 

Experimental results in Japan also indicated that the ratio of the weight of non-evaporable wa-

ter to the weight of cement in a cement paste increased as the initial effective w/c ratio incre-

ased. It may be suggested from these results that one way of increasing the water content of 

hardened concrete is to increase the initial w/c ratio. This must, however, be considered in the 

context of the effects on other concrete properities especially strength. 
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The standard imaging technique in fractography is the scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM). It provides large depth-of-focus and high contrast images at a large variability in 

magnification. However, the relation between the third dimension of fracture surface (depth 

of the fracture morphology) and the image brightness is complicated, and the real morphology 

cannot be reconstituted from the image. Although many tasks were solved by using SEM, the 

real 3D reconstruction of the fracture shape brings much richer fractographic information.  

From a 3D model, it is possible to evaluate quantitative fractographic parameters such 

as surface roughness, profile and height of fatigue striations, the extent of plastic deformation, 

etc. 3D reconstructions of corresponding regions of both surfaces of a crack enable us to 

perform volume measurements and to determine critical tip opening displacement (CTOD). A 

height map can be expressed as a grayscale image, the brightness of which represents the 

height, and visually interpreted. The fractal dimension and many other characteristics of the 

fracture surface in 3D can be estimated [1]. 

The 3D reconstruction of a fracture surface can be obtained by several techniques:  

Using SEM requires creation of stereo images (stereo pairs). Two images of the same 

region are taken with a slightly different tilt of the specimen. From these images, an automatic 

image analysis system generates digital elevation models (DEM) consisting of about 10

4

 to 

10

5

 sampling points [1]. The main problem of the automatic elevations of the DEM is the 

identification of corresponding points in both images, representing the same point on the 

specimen (homologue points). The solution procedure is generally called matching. The 

three- dimensional surface point is represented by a small area in the image - the so-called 

window. The window of a point to be searched for in the second image is shifted within a 

certain area, and at each position a correlation measure is calculated. The maximum value of 

the correlation measure matrix defines the homologue point in the second image. The 

algorithm is hierarchical; at the first level the image is divided into a small number of 

rectangles for which initial parallax values are found. At the following levels, these rectangles 

are subdivided and the procedure is repeated. The height in the DEM is subsequently 

calculated from the x-parallel axis between two corresponding points, thereby generating a 

complete 3D reconstruction of the fracture surface. 

As for the laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM), in addition to good 

resolution and a broad magnification range, confocal imaging can be performed at room 

temperature and pressure, and does not require a conductive specimen surface. With the 

confocal microscopy, three-dimensional images are formed by acquiring series of images of 

the same object at consecutive focal planes. This is achieved by a series of diaphragms that 

focuses light supplied by a laser onto the sample. The reflected and fluorescent light passes 

through a point detector which discards rays that are reflected or fluoresced by planes which 

are not in focus. A three-dimensional representation can be assembled using automated image 

analysis to reconstruct the shape of the fracture surface from the series of images [3]. 

 Both methods (SEM, LSCM) are connected with expensive equipment. Therefore, we 

investigate to solve the task by means of a metallographic microscope - a modification of an 

ordinary optical microscope. Its main disadvantage is a small depth-of-focus. In contrast to  
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LSCM, images of non-planar surfaces contain not only actually focused objects, but also 

"blurred" contributions of objects from all depths of the surface. Therefore, the reconstruction 

of specimen surface from a series of equidistantly focused images is much more complicated. 

The concept of obtaining depth information by processing a large amount of image 

data acquired with a small depth of field requires a particular knowledge of the image 

formation model. Contrary to systems for the macroscopic objects, a sequence of image 

frames of the microscopic object is acquired by moving the object itself (on a translational 

stage) rather than by changing camera parameters. During the acquisition of the images all 

camera parameters must remain stationary. In each image frame, objects in the scene will be 

blurred depending on their distance from the focused plane [4]. 

Two kinds of information are recovered during the 3D reconstruction. One is the 

geometric information about the shape of an observed object. The other is textural 

information of the object’s surface. 

For an accurate reconstruction of 3D shape and focused image a precise estimation of 

the point spread function of the optical system is crucial. A very complex model based on 

the electromagnetic wave theory is required because of the aberrations of the optical system. 

Also the absence of relatively reliable depth maps of testing samples, produced by another 

method, makes the estimation of the reconstruction error difficult. 

The traditional image focus analysis methods are based on focus measure. As a 

typical focus measure, the presence of details is used, expressed for example by the gray level 

variance, spectral density of high frequencies, etc. It is estimated at each pixel in a small 

neighborhood around the pixel [2], throughout the sequence of all images. At each pixel, the 

image frame which has the maximum focus measure among the images in the sequence is 

found by a search procedure. The gray level of the pixel in this image frame gives the gray 

level of the focused image for that pixel. The depth is proportional to the index of this image 

frame.  

Further development of a new approach taking advantage of all the data from the 

sequence of equidistantly focused images for improved reconstruction accuracy is in progress.
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Poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC), together with polyethylene and polypropylene, is one of 

the most widely produced technical polymers today. It is used in a broad range of 

applications, for instance in automotive industries, fabrication of electrical accessories, civil 

engineering, and medicine. Thus, the material properties of the resulting products and their 

relation to the composition of the raw material, fabrication procedure, and resulting 

microstructure are becoming increasingly important, and are subjected to the extensive 

research.  

Despite of a common long-lasting effort in investigation of PVC microstructure, 

serious questions remain still opened concerning the micro-arrangement and orientation of 

polymer chains, as related to the applied deformation and thermal treatment. The reason lies 

undoubtedly in the high complexity of the PVC material itself. To achieve deeper 

understanding of its morphology, it has to be considered at three levels at least: molecular 

level, level of nano- and micro-aggregates, and, finally, at level of macro-particles.  Similarly 

complex is also the type of PVC chain packing, varying from a purely amorphous state to a 

crystalline one. The later usually amounts about 10% (wt.), but influences strongly on 

properties and processibility of PVC. Experimental data collected so far have supported the 

supposition that there are two types of crystalline domains which can be populated under 

usual PVC processing conditions (180
o

 C, presence of plasticizer in the mixture) stimulating a 

PVC gel phase formation: fringed micelles with polymer chains oriented along a main 

stretching direction (SD) possessing a well developed three dimensional order (“c-

orientation” of PVC chains), and lamellar platelets with the crystalline axes a along the SD 

ordered over long distance in one or two dimensions only (“a-orientation”). It is commonly 

accepted that the crystallites with the a-orientation are grown from the amorphous phase 

during the gel stretching process rather then coming in existence by re-orientation of the c-

oriented crystallites. The low percentage of syndiotactic sequences typically present in a 

commercial PVC further stimulates the elastic gel formation. The contingent gel phase can be 

oriented during the subsequent processing performed at lower temperatures (usually ca. 70 – 

100
o

C). Thus, existence of the two types of crystalline domains can be expected in volume of 

the drawn sheets produced from a standard commercial material.  

The presented research has been focused on further elucidation of PVC 

microstructural order, mainly using advantages of neutron radiation. The wide angle neutron 

diffraction (WAND) data were complemented by optical birefringence (OB) measurements 

providing information about an average orientation of all polymer chains. More detailed 

overview of the obtained results have been published elsewhere [1]. Very recently, we have 

also recorded wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns, and compared them with the 

WAND results. Evaluation of the later experiments is still in progress and will be reported 

later. 

The PVC sheets used in our investigations were stretched uniaxially (at constant 

width), equally biaxially, and unequally biaxially. The planar strain ratio (ε
A
) was in the range 

2.0 ÷ 4.84. Small samples of the foils (oblong shape, 10 x 20 mm) with different deformation 

ratios 2.0 x 1.0, 2.0 x 1.4, 2.4 x 1.4, 1.7 x 1.7, and 2.2 x 2.2 were at first examined by OB 
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measurements. The three samples possessing a superior optical anisotropy (2.4 x 1.4, 1.7 x 

1.7, and 2.2 x 2.2) were selected for the subsequent WAND and WAXD measurements. 

Texture of crystalline domains was analyzed in relation to the following principal directions: 

SD, the transversal direction (TD), and the sheet normal direction (ND).  

The setup for in-plane OB measurements consisted of He-Ne laser, polarizing optics, 

light intensity detection system, and goniometer with the sample holder. For every sample, 

two parameters were obtained: cΓ characterizing a level of the in-plane anisotropy, and  α
0

providing an angular declination of the optical indicatrix from SD in plane of the tested 

sample. WAND experiments were performed on the neutron spectrometer KSN-2 installed at 

the horizontal channel HK-2 of the experimental nuclear reactor LVR-15 situated in Institute 

of Nuclear Research in Řež. The diffraction patterns (neutron wavelength λ = 0.1362 nm) 

were scanned in the 2θ-range  5
o

 – 40
o

. Stacks of the sample foils with the total thickness 2 – 

3 mm were used in place of specimens, and examined both in symmetrical transmission and 

symmetrical reflection position. WAXD diffraction patterns (CoKα radiation, Bragg-

Brentano geometry) were collected in the 2θ-range 5
o

 – 40
o

. 

Non-zero in-plane optical anisotropy was observed for the samples with ε
A
 ≥ 2.8. It 

was ascending with the ε
A
-value, irrespective of the type of sample stretching. It is known that 

the anisotropy can be correlated with the type of in-plane polymer chains orientation: a higher 

value corresponds to a larger fraction of in-plane aligned polymer chains. The average 

direction of chains (characterized by the α
0
-value) was observed to be increasingly declined 

from the SD with the ε
A
 rising up. The maximal deviation  was obtained for the 2.2 x 2.2 

sheet: α
0
 = 25

o

. The result is compatible with the idea of the drawing-induced genesis of the 

a-oriented phase, but it is rather contradictory to the planar uniformity expected for equally 

biaxially stretched foils. Thus, further research is necessary to elucidate the effect in detail.  

The obtained WAND patterns did not allow for determination of standard inverted 

pole figures (IPFs). Therefore, “cumulative” IPFs were calculated, the integration running 

over two distinct 2θ-regions expected to contain (010), (200), (110), and (201), (111), (211) 

PVC reflections, respectively. The obtained IPFs were compatible with the dominant 

orientation of polymer chains  in the stretching plane of the sheets for all investigated 

samples, in agreement with our previously reported results [2]. The tendency was more 

pronounced for the equally biaxially stretched samples. An unusually strong and sharp (200) 

reflection (d = 0.522 nm) was observed in diffraction patterns of the equally biaxially 

stretched samples, recorded in the symmetrical reflection position, and in the transmission 

setting with the TD oriented along the scattering vector. The remarkably low half-width of the 

(200) reflection suggested that the coherence length of corresponding crystalline domains has 

to exceed 50 - 100 nm along the scattering direction. The lamellar platelets might be 

considered in this regard. Preliminary measurements also showed that the (200) pole angular 

distribution is very narrow in the SD-ND plane, providing evidence about a high orientation 

uniformity of the diffracting structure. The measurements of complete (200) pole figures are 

recently in progress. 
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Detection of various chemical substances in variety of environs belongs to the 

contemporary priorities. It starts with sensing of noxious agents in drinking water, and ends 

with analysis of human blood. Together with the broad range of detection targets, there is also 

plenty of sensing methods and physical principles applied in praxis. One of the sensing 

groups, promising from the point of its applicability and fabrication expenses, is constituted 

of the sensors (chemical, physical, biological, biochemical) based on utilization of optical 

fibers. Chemical fiber optic sensors of alkali ions in water environ have also been in focus of 

the presented research. 

In fiber optic chemical sensors, it is the optical fiber that mediates the conversion of a 

monitored chemical concentration onto the output information. Light propagates through the 

fiber and creates an electromagnetic field with the intensity highest in the fiber core and 

exponentially decaying into the fiber coat. The so-called evanescent field, influenced by the 

coat material, facilitates the desired contact between the transmitted light beam and the 

surrounding environ.  

Very often, principal of fiber optic sensors is based on measuring radiation intensity 

transmitted through the system and integrated over a selected wavelength window (λ1, λ2). 

The target analyte permeates into the coat matrix causing fiducial changes of some 

(spectrally-dependent) material property, such as fluorescence, light absorption, refractive 

index, or turbidity. So, one of the crucial parts of a sensor design has to be devoted to creation 

of a coat, permeable enough for the target analyte, and accommodating a suitable reagent 

showing a desired reaction with the later. In our system under development, we decided to use 

spectral variations of optical absorption as the ‘sensing’ quantity. Such sensor operation then 

depends on spectral changes of specific absorbency of  the fiber coat (A) in presence of the 

target analyte (M): A(λ) + M → A
´

(λ). Described on a molecular level, the chosen reagent 

moieties chemically react with the target analyte causing changes of the evanescent field 

absorption in the fiber coat, and hereby modifying also the light flux in the core. The spectral 

distribution of the guided light intensity is evaluated and compared with a calibration curve 

relating the later with the analyte concentration  data. Thus, the target analyte concentration in 

the investigated environ can be determined. 

The above described scheme was adopted as the core of our system intended for 

detection of alkali metal ions (M
+

 = Na
+

, K
+

, Ca
2+

, Mg
2+

) in water environs. A tetra(ethyl 

acetate) calix[4]arene kindly supplied by Dr. P. Lhoták from ICT Prague was chosen in place 

of an ion-selective reagent (ionophore) forming chemical complexes with the alkali ions. For 

the later showing negligible absorption in the VIS/NIR spectral range, the system design had 

to be further eked out with a lipophilic chromophore. The later  reacts on variations of the 

proton concentration inside the sensing fiber coat (caused by the M
+

 ↔ H
+

 exchange 

occurring on the coating/water interface) by a  distinct change of optical absorbency in VIS 

range. Application of such combination of an ionophore with a lipophilic chromophore in an 

optical sensing system was once before suggested in [1, 2].  

The first step in testing the proposed scheme was focused on evaluation of the 

chemical reaction of the chosen ionophore with the target alkali ions, especially on its 
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selectivity and pH-dependence (detailed overview is given in [3]). The fiber coating 

containing the ionophore was simulated by a lipophilic organic solution of the ionophore (a 

liquid membrane). An extraction rate of the target ions from an aqueous to the organic phase 

(hexane was chosen in our case) was quantified by specific electrical conductivity 

measurements (a standard Pt-probe attached to the conductometer Radelkis OK104), and pH 

measurements (a standard combined glass/AgCl electrode) of the water solution. The 

solutions were filled in an inert plastic cell, bottom of which formed a movable piston 

allowing changes of the water/hexane interface level. The cell was kept under nitrogen 

atmosphere to prevent an undesirable dissolution of aerial carbide dioxide in the aqueous 

phase.  

The obtained results can be summarized as follows. Two groups of solutions, 

hydroxides and chlorides, were used in the tests. In case of the hydroxide solutions, an 

expected decrease of the electrical conductivity (due to the alkali ion’s extraction into the 

organic phase) was accompanied by a decrease of the pH-value, and traces of ethanol were 

detected in the  resulting aqueous solutions. It leaded us to the conclusion that a basic 

hydrolysis of the ionophore side groups is taking place, reaction scheme of which could be 

very likely such as: 
.COOEt OH M COOM EtOH

− +

− + + − +  Stability constant (K) (defined 

as a product of the concentrations of the species entering the reaction divided by the 

concentration of the reaction product) of the later reaction was calculated from the 

conductivity data for all the alkali ions under examination: KNa+ = 7.3 × 10
-7

, KK+ = 6.5 × 10
-8

, 

KCa2+ = 1.6 × 10
-5

, KMg2+: no measurable reaction. Thus, the highest selectivity towards the 

target ion (∼ 1/K) was obtained for the potassium ions.  

No measurable change of the specific conductivity was observed in case of the 

chloride solutions. On the other hand, pH of all the solutions was growing during the contact 

with the ionophore solution, reaching a level of saturation after several hours. An acidic 

hydrolysis process, summarized as: COOEt H OH Cl COOH EtCl OH

+ − − −

− + + + − + +  might 

be compatible with the observed behavior. 

In future,  our effort will be focused on selection, preparation and tests of ionophores 

or chromo-ionophores with a higher chemical stability, showing a well-defined, selective 

complex formation in both the slightly acidic and basic water environs. The promising 

candidate groups includes other calix[n]arene derivatives, crown ethers, and calix[4]aren-

crowns.  
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In a number of countries the neutron diffraction method is used on a large scale in 

solid-state physics and metallurgy research. In many others the construction of research 

reactors is making such research possible. Less well known is the possibility of applying 

neutron diffraction to structure studies in polycrystalline materials. At present rapid advances 

in technology are making such investigations more and more useful. It is rather obvious that 

the properties of polycrystalline materials depend on their structure. The grain orientation 

distribution – texture – gives important information about this structure and influences the 

properties of materials. For example, texture influences both the behavior of polycrystalline 

materials during thermal or mechanical treatment and the anisotropy of various physical 

properties in technical materials. Consequently, there are several areas in physics and 

metallurgy, of which nuclear technology (investigations of fuel elements and fuel tubes) is an 

important example, where texture studies should be performed. 

Our laboratory developed and tested experimental and calculation techniques for 

quantitative texture analysis based on the ODF (orientation distribution function) combined 

with the diffraction of thermal neutrons. The texture experiments were carried out on the  

KSN-2 diffractometer using the TG-1 texture goniometer [1]. The monochromatic 

wavelength was 0.1023 nm and single-crystal Zn(002) was used like monochromator. The 

experimental data were measured by means of the TG-1 goniometer in transmission or 

reflection arrangement and pole figures were determined. The measured data are corrected 

for absorption, irradiated volume, and they are normalised. The experimental data processed 

in this manner are used to calculate the coefficients of expansion to express the measured 

direct pole figures using spherical functions. The determined pole figures are used to 

calculate the coefficients of expansion Cl

µν

 for expanding the ODF function into a number of 

generalised spherical functions. The ODF leaves the program package in the form of sections 

through the Euler space either for φ
1 

or φ2 = const (in 5o steps) and ODF´s can also be 

depicted graphically in the individual sections. All texture characteristics can be obtained 

from these TODFND-codes [1,2,3]: pole figures, inverse pole figures, ODF (f(g) values in 

the 5o steps), parameters of the ideal orientations (HKL)< uvw>, texture index J, volume 

fraction coefficient f, fiber texture distribution. The distribution of crystal orientation, or 

texture, in polycrystalline materials is calculated and displayed by a wide variety of graphic 

formats for comparison with published results. 

Silicon steel belongs among the most important soft magnetic materials in use today. 

Applications vary in quantities from the few ounces used in small relays or pulse transformers 

to tons used in generators, motors, and transformers. Continued growth in electrical power 

generation has required development of better steels to decrease wasteful dissipation of 

energy in electrical apparatus and to minimise the physical dimensions of the increasingly 

powerful equipment now demanded. During the last ten years a lot of research has been 

carried out world wide to gain a better insight the magnetic behaviour of electrical steels 

(silicon steel sheets containing 3% of silicon) used in rotating electrical machines and 

transformers. One of the main task in this field of research is directed to investigate the 
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relation between microstructural properties and the final magnetic properties. It means, that 

actual research field concerns the study of the relation between the macroscopic 

electromagnetic behaviour and the microstructural properties, like grain size and texture.  

We have examined over 25 specimens, which were prepared by the Sheet Rolling 

plant. The complete quantitative texture analysis was performed on the mentioned different 

silicon steel samples [4] and the dependence of the final texture (texture form, level of the f(g) 

values) on the different processing stages (the I. and II. cold rolling) was obtained. As the list 

of our results is very large the selected texture characteristics of only four specimens (with the 

processing stages listen in Tab.1 are given. Pole figures were measured for (110), (200) and 

(211) reflections of Fe-3%Si steel sheets and the ODF function was determined. Results are 

given in Tab. 1.           

Table 1: Characteristic parameters of the investigated Fe-3%Si samples 

 

Sample TIV [°C] TIIV [°C] f(g) 

(011)<100> 

J f [%] Zp [W/kg] B [T] 

1 20 20 48.2 3

9 

36.5 1.450 1.73

9 

2 200 20 34.2 2

3 

29.2 1.570 1.70

3 

3 20 200 21.5 1

6 

27.4 1.760 1.66

3 

4 200 200 13.3 1

4 

24.1 1.830 1.64

6 

 

Remarks: T
IV

[°C] – temperature of the I. cold rolling, T
IIV

[°C] – temperature of the II. cold rolling, f(g) – 

ODF´s values;  (HKL) <uvw> - ideal orientation, J - texture index,    f [%] – volume fraction, Z
p
 [W/kg] – power 

losses;   B [T] – magnetization            

It appears, that the best texture form and f(g) values were obtained at TIV =TIV = 20 

°C, i.e. for sample 1 (power losses Zp are lowest and B is highest). In this treatment we have 

determined very sharp and narrow form of the f(g) peak values. If the temperatures are going 

up to 200 °C, the texture values are going down and the texture peak half-width is more 

wider. These conclusion are confirmed simultaneously by the distribution of the power losses 

in the rolling plane.  

Neutron diffraction is a very powerful and suitable tool for microstructure and texture 

characterisation of these oriented silicon steel sheets and generally grain-oriented materials. 
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Zeolites and related microporous materials have common and diverse applications. 

They are used as catalysts to produce gasoline and pharmaceuticals. For medical and 

industrial purposes, they are employed to separate N2, O2 and other gases. Formulated in 

household detergents, they remove the calcium ions that make water „hard“. Zeolites also 

sequester radioactive ions for environmental remediation. Many new applications, in areas 

such as batteries and fuel cells, are being investigated. Knowledge of structures has been quite 

important for developing new materials, as well as for tailoring properties of existing 

materials. Neutron powder diffraction is very valuable for this work, since single crystals are 

rarely available and because understanding the sitting of light atoms is paramount.  

Experimental results [1] as well as theoretical investigations [2] showed that chemical 

properties of protons are controlled by actual basicity of the lattice oxygen atoms and by the 

character of bonds where protons are attached. Experimental support was obtained also from 

the results of diffraction methods, where namely neutron diffraction provided direct evidence 

on the location of protons in faujasites with various H+/Na+ ratio [2]. The aim of our study 

was to estimate the location of chemisorbed species in the lattice and to elucidate the role and 

participation of various lattice oxygen types in chemisorption of methyl cations. We have 

made an attempt to estimate regular distribution of cations and chemisorbed species over the 

lattice and to locate chemisorbed CH3

+

 ions at different oxygen atoms.  

The investigations of the zeolitic catalysts in the Laboratory of neutron diffraction 

FNSPE CTU led to determinate the structural parameters of the basic faujasite framework 

together with the location of chemisorbed species and the distribution of natrium cations after 

chemisorption. Suitable crystalline powders of NaY, NaX and NaLSX with high content of 

sodium cations and with low content of defects and decationation were used in this study. 

Neutron powder diffraction patterns were collected at temperature of 298 and 7 K on the 

KSN-2 diffractometer, which is placed at the LVR-15 research reactor in Řež near Prague. 

This device was equipped with close circuit liquid helium cryostat - type CP-62-ST/5 

(Cryophysics SA). The wavelength of 0.1362 nm was used and the resolution δd/d=0.00075 

was achieved (d is the interplanar spacing). The complete structural parameters were 

determined by Rietveld analysis of powder neutron diffraction data using the GSAS software 

package including the Fourier maps. The reaction of methyl iodide with sodium cations was 

used for the preparation of anchored methyl groups in the structure of zeolites. 
13

C MAS 

NMR spectra were measured on a BRUKER DSX200 spectrometer. Experimental evidence 

of the created chemisorbed methyl groups after reaction of methyliodide with Na
+

 cations of 

the zeolite was obtained from 
13

C MAS NMR spectra as described earlier [1]. This method 

allowed to controle the conversion of methyliodide to surface methoxy species on a 

quantitative level.  
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Our results obtained by powder neutron diffraction and 
13

C MAS NMR can be summarized in 

this way: 

-Chemisorbed methylium ions are located in the Y type faujasites structure at the lattice 

oxygen O1 as bridging-type methoxy group characterized by the 
13

C MAS NMR signal at 56.5 

ppm. For the sodium ions, the SI sites in the hexagonal prism and the SI´ sites in the sodalite 

cage are both partially occupied with occupation factors of ca. 0.14 and 0.57 respectively, 

whereas the SII site in the supercage is full. The T(Al, Si) positions and oxygen positions 

O(1)-O(4) are fully occupied. An agreement factors on integrated intensities Rwp = 6.92%  

and Rp =5.14% were obtained. The space group is Fd3m with a lattice parameter a=2.4851(7) 

nm [3]. 

-Methylium ions are located in X faujasite at O4 and O1 lattice oxygen atoms only in α-

supercavity. Although the location at two different sites corresponds well with two observed
 13

C 

MAS NMR signals at 54 and 58 ppm of surface bridging methoxyls, the existence of the signal 

at 58 ppm cannot be explained unequivocally. Rietveld analysis of the neutron diffraction data 

of NaX samples led to the complete set of the structural parameters for both the origin NaX 

sample and that with chemisorbed methyl species [3,4]. The structural analysis was treated in 

frame of Fd3 space group with a = 2.4976(7) nm,  Rwp = 0.0516, Rp = 0.0468 (origin NaX 

sample) and with a = 2.4895(6) nm, Rwp = 0.0523, Rw = 0.0487 (chemisorbed NaX sample). For 

chemisorbed NaX sample we have determined the occupation numbers of cations and the 

location of CD3 groups with the center in the position 96g  (0.387, 0.387, 0.119). The 

occupation numbers of Na cations in chemisorbed NaX were decreased for SI´ and SI´´ and 

increased for SIII in comparison with the initial NaX. SII is practically fully occupied in both 

cases. We observed serious changes in the structural arrangement of the Na
+

 cations after 

chemisorption (not only in occupation factors but sometimes also in coordinates). 

-Parameters of NaLSX given in [4] were refined in both recently discussed space groups, as 

in Fd3 space group as in Fddd (orthorhombic) group but without any significant difference. 

Cations are distributed over six possible sites in the frame of Fd3 space group. For NaLSX we 

observed in addition another effect resulting from the influence of chemisorbed species on the 

geometry. This effect was associated with some distortion of cubooctahedra caused probably 

by chemisorbed species together with associated cation displacement.  
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Nowadays, concrete belongs to the most extensively used materials in construction 

industry. Requirements on increasing load or on reduction of the construction thickness 

become highly actual. In particular, extension of concrete durability lies in focus of interest. 

Principal aim of this paper is to analyze basic hygric and thermal properties of cracked high-

performance concrete. The obtained data can be applied as input parameters for computer 

simulations aimed to the prediction of concrete service life. 

The high performance concrete of two basic compositions C90/105 and C60/75, 

marked as BI and BII, respectively, was chosen as a basic tested material. The first one, BI, 

was composed of cement CEM I 52.5 R, silica fume suspension, aggregate of 0-16 mm 

granulity, accelerant Lentan VZ33, larry Woerment FM794, and water of given proportion. 

The second one, BII, had the same composition as BI except for the silica fume suspension. 

To analyse the effect of aggregates on heat and moisture transport parameters, the cement 

pastes marked as PI and PII, and concretes without the aggregates of 8-16 mm granulity 

marked as BBI and BBII, were also studied. The measured samples were loaded by 

temperature of 600°C to get cracked concrete samples. Temperature loading was provided 

using the furnace BVD 100/KY. At first specimens were heated with temperature increase 

rate of 10°C/min until the final temperature was achieved. Then, it followed the loading 

period of 120 minutes and then the samples were slowly cooled down. 

The experiments for measuring hygric and thermal parameters were carried out at 

25±2°C in laboratory conditions (relative humidity about 30-35%); another set of 

measurements was done with the various values of relative humidity. The sample sizes 

depended on the laboratory test type. The initial state for all the measurements was dry 

material. 

Hygrothermal behaviour of building materials is described by thermal and hygric 

properties. Among the thermal properties, the most important are thermal conductivity λ       

[W m

-1

K

-1

], thermal diffusivity a [m

2

 s

-1

], and specific heat capacity c [J kg

-1

K

-1

]. They were 

measured by the commercial device ISOMET 2104 (Applied Precission). The measuring 

method is based on an analysis of the temperature response of the analyzed material to heat 

flow impulses. The dimension of the specimens for determination of thermal parameters was 

71 x 71 x 50 mm. 

One of the common hygric material properties is water vapour diffusion resistance 

factor µ [-], basically measured according to the standard ČSN 72 7031 [1]. In the 

measurements was employed the standard cup method (dry and wet). In the first one the 

sealed cup containing silica gel (5% relative humidity) was placed in a controlled climatic 

chamber with 50% relative humidity and weighed periodically. In the second one the cup  

containing water was placed in an environment with the temperature about 25°C and relative 

humidity about 50%. The measurements were done in a period of two weeks. The steady state 
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values of mass gain or mass loss determined by linear regression for the last five readings 

were used for the determination of water vapor transfer properties. 

The simplest way, how to describe liquid water transport through a porous material, 

can be by way of water suction experiment. The water sorptivity was measured using a 

standard experimental setup. The specimen was water and vapor-proof insulated on four 

edges and the face side was immersed 1-2 mm in the water, constant water level in tank was 

achieved by a Mariott´s bottle with two capillary tubes. One of them, inside diameter 2 mm, 

was ducked under the water level, second one, inside diameter 5 mm, was above water level. 

The automatic balance allowed recording the increase of mass. The known water flux into the 

specimen during the suction process can be employed to the determination of apparent 

moisture diffusivity [2]. The water absorption coefficient, A, is calculated from the linear part 

of the dependence of the increase of tested sample’s mass [kg m
-2

] on the square root of time 

[s
1/2

]. Then moisture diffusivity κ [m
2

/s] can be calculated from the vacuum saturation 

moisture content and water absorption coefficient according a simple equation [3]. 

The results of measurements of both thermal and hygric properties of cracked high 

performance concrete in Table 1 show the effect of aggregate presence and aggregate size but 

the influence of silica fume suspension was not found to be very significant.  

 

Table 1 Basic thermal and hygric properties of cracked high-performance concrete 

   

µ κ λ 

[-] 

Type of

cracked 

concrete 97-25% 5-97% 
[m

2

s

-1

] [W m

-1

K

-1

] 

BI 15.82 15.35 9.174E-08 1.133 

BII 
10.40 13.24 1.137E-07 1.433 

BBI 
13.78 12.25 2.472E-07 1.593 

BBII 
11.03 10.63 1.970E-07 1.350 

PI 10.24 7.24 5.458E-07 0.510 

PII 
17.45 10.81 1.995E-07 0.414 
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Accumulative Roll Bonding (ARB) enables the production of large amounts of ultra-

fine grained (UFG) sheets with improved strength and is thus a promising method for 

industrial applications. The process involves repetitions of surface processing, stacking, 

rolling to 50% reduction, and cutting. The rolling bonds the sheets and after 6 to 8 cycles, 

UFG materials with high strength and good ductility are produced.  

ARB has been successfully used to prepare UFG sheets from different ingot cast aluminium 

alloys [1]. Alloys issued from continuous twin-roll casting (TRC) exhibit finer second phase 

dispersion and smaller grains than ingot cast alloys [2]. They are thus regarded as good 

starting materials for ARB and they are expected to have thermally stable UFG structures. 

TRC AlFeMn sheets were successfully AR-bonded up to the 5
th

 cycle at 200 °C and up to the 

6
th

 cycle at higher temperatures (250, 300, 350 °C). The effect of rolling temperature on the 

quality of roll bonding, grain refinement, and hardness was studied.     

Twin-roll cast homogenised and cold rolled sheets of 2.0 mm thickness of a com-

mercial aluminium alloy AA8006 (supplied by Al INVEST Břidličná, a.s., Czech Republic) 

were used in the experiments. Its chemical composition is in the following table (wt.%): 

 

Fe Mn Si Cu Mg Zn Ti Al 

1.51 0.40 0.16 0.006 0.003 0.012 0.014 Balance 

 

Recrystallized material was prepared by annealing for 0.5h at 450 °C. ARB processing 

consisted in the repetition of 5 steps: 1) surface degreasing in tetrachlorethylene and wire-

brushing with 0.3 mm steel wire brush; 2) stacking of two pieces of 300 x 50 x 2 mm; 3) 

pieces joining by Al wires; 4) heating in an electrical furnace to 200, 250, 300 and 350 °C; 5) 

bonding by rolling without lubricant to 50% reduction in thickness. Roll diameter of 340 mm 

and peripheral speed of 0.7 m/min were applied in all cases. In order to prevent the 

propagation of edge cracks, specimen edges were trimmed and smoothed down after each 

cycle. 

The initial and deformed microstructure was examined using light microscopy (LM) 

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). LM observations were carried out in the plane 

normal to the long transverse direction (TD-plane) on samples oxidised in Barker's solution 

by electrolytic etching. TEM foils 3 mm in diameter were prepared in the rolling plane by 

twin-jet polishing (-30°C, 30 V) using 6% solution of HClO
4
 in methanol.  

Vickers hardness HV10 measurements on sheet surface and tensile tests were used for 

evaluating the strength of processed materials. Tensile test specimens were machined in 

direction (TD) perpendicular to the rolling direction. The gauge length and gauge width were 

20 mm and 8 mm, respectively. The crosshead speed was 1 mm/min. 
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After initial failures to achieve good roll bonding, five successful ARB cycles were 

performed at 200 °C. The results of those experiments are reported in [3] and are compared 

with the results of ARB processing at higher temperatures. The input sheets used for ARB 

were recrystallized with grain size of 20 µm in the rolling direction (RD) and 15 µm in ND.  

LM examinations indicate that the samples processed at 200 °C exhibit deformed 

grain structure typical for heavily cold rolled aluminium sheets. TEM examinations after the 

first ARB cycle reveal subgrains of size from 0.5 to 1.5 µm. During subsequent cycles, low-

angle boundaries convert to high-angle boundaries. Dislocation density in subgrains or grains 

remains almost unchanged throughout all cycles and is indicative for a recovered 

substructure. In the samples with 2
nd

 and 5
th

 cycles, 150 µm wide areas with much finer grains 

(0.1 to 0.3 µm in diameter) are observed. X-ray energy dispersion analysis does not show any 

difference in matrix composition in these areas; neither fine-dispersed particles that could pin 

grain boundaries are observed. Tsuji et al. [4] suggest that these extremely refined grains are 

formed as result of the intensive friction and shear deformation involved in surface brushing. 

In contrast to the specimens ARB processed at 200 °C, coarser grains form in specimens 

processed at 350 °C. TEM examinations confirm that the average grain size refines in the 1
st

 

cycle down to 1.3 µm and it remains almost unchanged by further processing. Both LM and 

TEM indicate that local subgrain coarsening and recrystallization occur during the heating to 

350 °C. These processes cause the low hardening achieved by ARB processing at 350 °C. 

However, areas of grain size as small as 500 nm are also locally observed. The situation is 

similar also during processing at 250 °C and 300 °C, where deformation recovery is also 

observed and is more pronounced at larger strains. 

ARB at 200 °C results in hardness increase from 28 to 58 (after two cycles), i.e. by a 

factor of 2.2. HV10 rises a little during subsequent cycles up to 61.4. Better roll bonding is 

obtained when the sheets are processed at 250, 300 and 350 °C, but smaller increase in 

hardness is achieved. When the alloy is processed at 350°C, HV10 increases from 30 to 49 

and no increase is observed during subsequent cycles. Processing at lower temperatures (250 

and 300 °C) leads to a small improvement in the strengthening introduced by ARB. The 

maximum relative increase in hardness in samples processed at T ≥ 250 °C is not higher than 

1.7 times the initial value. Therefore, ARB induced strengthening is not stable at temperatures 

above 250 °C. The behaviour of tensile strength is similar to that of hardness. 
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The renovation of historical buildings leads to use of the original materials, that were 

used hundreds years ago. The similarity between new plasters and old plasters is also needed 

to preserve cultural heritage. In these plasters it is not acceptable to use Portland cement and 

all the binders applied at renovation should be similar to those used in the past. Lime plasters 

are materials for exterior use that were applied on the old buildings.  

Plasters are exposed to the external conditions such as temperature changes, wind, rain 

etc. They are supposed to resist to big volume changes. For the historical buildings were used 

binders with pozzolanic properties. Pozzolanic admixtures improve the mechanical strength 

and resistance to the temperature changes and to the frost action. The pozzolanic admixtures 

caused the development of a solid structure in plasters such as CSH gels and calcium 

aluminates.  

In this research we applied three pozzolanic admixtures: metakaoline (Metastar 501 

UK), grinded brick pottery (Cihelny Hodonín), grinded enamel glass (Mefrit a.s. Mělník). 

Three lime plasters were produced. The plasters composition was lime (CL 90 Czech-

Moravian Cement Mokrá), sand with continuous granulometry, water and pozzolanic 

admixtures in 1:3:1.2:1 proportion. A comparison was done with reference lime plaster as 

well. 

The mechanical strength of studied plasters was two or three times higher in 

comparison with the lime plaster, only lime plaster with grinded enamel glass had the 

mechanical strength of the same magnitude. Thermal properties were changed only for lime 

plaster with metakaoline. This had two times lower thermal conductivity.  

The biggest problem of the new plasters was the change of the thermal and hygric 

expansion coefficients. The coefficient of thermal expansion was for the lime plaster with 

metakaoline lower, which is a positive feature, but for the other plasters it was higher than for 

the reference lime plaster. The coefficients of hygric expansion were in comparison with 

reference lime plaster two times higher that could potentially lead to cracking. Therefore,  

numerical simulation and calculation of the hygric and thermal changes of the lime plasters 

was applied to predict possible cracking and to avoid the destruction of the lime plaster. 

The simulation of the thermal and hygric behaviour of lime plasters was made by the 

use of Delphin program that is developed at the TU Dresden. The simulation enabled to 

observe the yearly development of the capillary condensed water, thermal flows, the highest 

and the lowest temperature in the construction. The construction was from outside: 30 mm of 

the analyzed lime plaster, 450 mm brick, 30 mm Calsitherm inside insulation, 15 mm lime 

cement plaster. The simulation has shown the history of the plaster in two-year simulation. 

The effects of higher temperatures on the southwest side and of the dominant direction of the 

wind and rainwater on the northwest side of the construction was considered in the simulation 

and in the calculation. 

The differences between the temperature on the inner and outer side of the plasters, 

and also the temperature differences in the whole construction during the year were 
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calculated. The differences in the water content during the whole simulation were studied as 

well.  

 

Thermal

expansion

coefficient

Max. relative 

thermal

deformation

during the 

year

Hygric

expansion

coefficient

Max. relative 

hygric

deformation

during the year 

Mechanical

stress from 

the

deformation

Plaster

strength

after 28 

days

α
t
 ε

t
 α

w
 ε

w
 σ F

Plasters

[K
-1

] [mm/mm] [w.%
-1

] [mm/mm] [MPa] [MPa] 

Crack-

ing

Lime plaster 0.0000116 0.00064 0.0000334 0.00058 0.53 1.11 no 

With metakaoline 0.0000062 0.00035 0.0000607 0.00152 1.15 2.36 no 

With grinded brick 

pottery

0.0000108 0.00060 0.0000720 0.00127 2.09 4.06 no 

With grinded enamel 

glass

0.0000146 0.00082 0.0000755 0.00125 1.35 1.12 yes 

 

Table 1 Cracking evaluation in the lime plaster and lime plasters with pozzolana admixtures 

  

The results show the maximal relative thermal and hygric deformation during the year. 

From these values were calculated the maximal mechanical stresses, which were compared 

with the mechanical strength of the plasters. 

Lime plasters as an exterior and interior finishing surface are exposed to the thermal 

and hygric stress. The numerical durability analysis consisting in determination of cracking 

resistance of lime plasters with pozzolanic admixtures exposed to thermal and hygric volume 

changes revealed that lime plaster, lime plaster with metakaoline and lime plaster with 

grinded brick met well our requirements. In the lime plaster with grinded enamel glass the 

appearance of cracks was found as very probable. In a further simulation process the 

hydrophobized lime plasters will be observed. The hydrophobization causes lower water 

absorption and lower hygric changes. So, better mechanical behaviour can be expected also 

for the lime plaster with grinded enamel glass. At the moment, from the point of the cracking 

resistance we can recommend all the studied lime plasters except for the lime plaster with 

grinded enamel glass for the further use on historical buildings. 
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     In all areas of particulate technology where solid particles are handled structures in contact 

with the particles will exhibit erosion wear. In some applications this wear may be so severe 

as to limit the life of a component or plant, while in others it may be negligible [1]. 

     The erosion process of a pitched blade impeller in a solid-liquid suspension was recently 

studied [2,3,4], and a simplified two parameter model of the process was proposed and 

experimentally verified. The erosion wear of the impeller blade caused by particles of higher 

hardness can be described by an analytical approximation in exponential form of the profile 

of the leading edge of the worn blade 

 

( ) ( )[ ]RkCRH −−= 1exp1 , (1) 

 

where the dimensionless transversal coordinate along the width of the blade is 

 

( )

h

y

RH =  (2) 

 

where the dimensionless longitudinal (radial) coordinate along the radius of the blade is 

 

D

r

R

2

= . (3) 

 

     Parameters h and D characterize the width and diameter of impeller, respectively. 

 

     The value of the parameters of Eq. (1) – the wear rate constant k and the geometric 

parameter of the blade C – were calculated by the least square method from the 

experimentally found profile of the worn blade. While the wear rate constant exhibits a 

monotonous dependence on the pitch angle, only, the geometric parameter is dependent both 

on the pitch angle and in linear form on the impeller speed as well as on time. 
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     This study attempts to extend our knowledge about the mechanism of erosion wear of the 

blades of pitched blade impellers in a solid-liquid suspension to determine the influence of the 

blade material (hardness) on both parameters of Eq. (1). Four blade pitched blade impeller 

(pitch angle α = 30
o

), pumping downwards was investigated in a pilot plant fully baffled 

agitated vessel (vessel diameter T = 300 mm, four baffles of width b = 30 mm, impeller 

diameter D = 100 mm, impeller off bottom clearance H2 = 100 mm) with water suspension of 

corundum (volumetric concentration cV = 5%, average size of particles dp = 0.257 mm, 

density ρS = 3 900 kg/m
3

). The impeller speed was held at the level of complete homogeneity 

of solid suspension under turbulent regime of flow of agitated batch. The shape of four worn 

blades was scanned in a time series and all obtained blade profiles were correlated according 

to the exponential form of Eg. (1). Metallic blades were made from various materials of 

different hardness : 

aluminium Al 99,8 ( HV 34 ), Al 99,5 ( HV 40 ), brass Cu Zn37 ( HV 74 ), brass 

Cu Zn40Pb2 (HV 134 ), construction steel  C10E ( HV 112 ), stainless steel  X5CrNi18-10 

( HV 194 ). 

 Results of experiments cover dependences of both parameters of Eq. (1)  on time and 

hardness. The geometric parameter of blade C was changed  between 0.025 ( X5CrNi18-10 ) 

and 0.25 (Al 99,8 ) and value of wear rate constant k  was detected from 5,01 ( CuZn40Pb2 ) 

to 5,7 ( Al 99,5 ) during time 80 hours. 

 Dependence of relative mass erosion wear on time and Vickers hardness was similar and 

decreased  with increasing Vickers hardness of tested metals. 
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The sign and magnitude of residual stresses and generally all diffraction characteristics 

of treated surfaces always depend on the type of material and on the parameters of applied 

technology of their machining. The character of stresses on the workpiece surface and 

beneath it affects its functionality. Compressive stresses increase fatigue limit and improve 

wear resistance, whereas tensile stresses decrease fatigue strength and make destruction of 

frictional surfaces easy.  

At present, the most generally recognized residual stress classification is based on the 

volume magnitude in which the stresses are of constant value and direction (i.e. they are 

homogeneous). The classification takes into account the extent of the acting stress [1 – 3]. 

Macroscopic (first order) residual stresses are approximately homogeneous in a 

macroscopic volume (in many crystallites) of the material. Its linear dimensions are at least of 

the order of millimeters. The volume can be of the shape of an extensive layer of minute 

thickness. Macroscopic stresses cause an angular shift of diffraction lines, which disappears 

after the investigated body under loading has been appropriately cut, or stress relaxed. 

Microscopic (second order) residual stresses are approximately homogeneous in 

volumes of a dimension comparable to the grain size. The force and moment equilibrium is 

supposed even in a great number of crystallites. Homogeneous microscopic stresses can result 

in a symmetrical broadening of diffraction lines. Consequently profiles of individual 

diffraction lines contain an important information about defects of crystalline lattice (real 

structure of polycrystalline materials), e.g. about crystallite size and lattice microstrains (local 

variations of the lattice parameter). 

The research is being carried out on two sets of steel specimens: (a) tool steel (Czech 

grade 19 436 – 2.0 % C, 12.0 % Cr, 0.4 % Mn). The samples was prepared from material in 

quenched (K) and as-received (NK) state; (b) low-alloy steel (Czech grade 14 220 – 0.15 % 

C, 1.0 % Cr, 1.4 % Mn ). Material was in the as-received state. The squared samples 

15×15×7 mm
3

 was cut from bars. 

The analysed samples was prepared by using two methods of unconventional 

machining and grinding: (a) Electro-discharge machining (fine cut) was realised with an 

AGIEETRON IMPAKT device and both graphite and copper electrodes. Working conditions 

were automatically optimised on the base of the required roughness of the cut surfaces; (b)

Electro chemical grinding was performed using a WENAT device with NaNO
3
 electrolyte 

and a diamond wheel; (c) Ground samples were prepared with cooling on a horizontal 

spindle surface grinding machine BPH 20. 

Besides the ferritic (α-Fe) and austenitic (γ-Fe) phases a minority fraction of Cr
7
C
3
 

(PDF No 11-550, 5-720, 6-0683) was observed in the surface layers of 19436 samples. The 

ratio of the two Fe crystalline phases was estimated using the standardless method designed 

by J. Fiala [6] assuming that the content of Cr
7
C
3
 is negligible. 

The values of the microstrains and the crystallite size were obtained from the 

broadening of single lines by the method of Voigt function [4, 5]. The microstresses were 
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calculated from the microstrains by using the Hook law to allow a direct comparison with the 

macroscopic stresses. 

CONCLUSIONS  

 

1. Biaxial state of residual macroscopic stresses found on the electro discharge cut 

surfaces is nearly isotropic, i.e. σ
L

 ≈ σ
T

. 

2. Considerably higher tensile stresses in the surface layers of the samples cut with a 

graphite electrode correspond to a higher heat loading in this case of machining 

conditions. Only compressive residual macroscopic stresses were obtained on the 

electro chemically treated surfaces. It is a result of the predominant mechanical 

interaction of the diamond wheel with the treated material. The state of residual stresses 

is slightly anisotropic and |σ
L

| > |σ
T

|.The ground samples have an appreciably 

anisotropic state of compressive residual stresses where  |σ
L

| » |σ
T

|. 

4. The quenched samples 19436 treated by EDM have more great microstresses than the 

samples treated by ECM and by grinding. On the contrary, the as received samples 

19436 and the samples 14220 treated by EDM have microstresses approximately equal 

to zero. 

5. The method EDM Cu leads to narrower diffraction lines than the method EDM G. The 

particle size in the case of EDM G is smaller than after EDM Cu. 

6. The treatments ECM and grinding lead to the similar diffraction broadening, but its 

reasons are different. 
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 Low carbon cast steels are nowdays usually microalloyed with small additions of 

alloying elements that retard austenite recrystallization and pin austenite grain boundary 

movement by the formation of small carbide and/or nitride precipitates. These elements 

include vanadium, niobium, and titanium. The microalloyed steels are produced for a variety 

of offshore platform, centrifugal cast pipe, support, frame, housing, coupler, ingot mold, 

bucket, universal joint, arms associated with bloom furnace, boiler vessel and cast steel tube 

application with yield strength varying from 400-600 MPa. The microalloyed steels are alloys 

of iron and with less than 0.18% carbon and with manganese, silicon and other elements in 

small quantities. The latter elements are present for their desirable effects. [1]  

 Microalloying elements can affect the constitution, characteristics and behavior of 

microalloyed steels in many ways. Some of the major effects of these elements are, solid 

solution and precipitation strengthening, grain refinement of austenite and ferrite and possibly 

transformation temperature control. [1] 

 The ferrite grain size of a microalloyed steel can have a major effect on mechanical 

and physical properties. The Hall-Petch equation illustrates the retation that exists between 

grain size and yield stress; 
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σσ       (1) 

It has been shown that for microalloyed steels, the also fracture stress is related to ferrite grain 

size by a -0.5 exponent. [3] 

 Ferrite grain size can be measured by several different methods. One of the earliest 

methods of evaluating of microalloyed steels was developed by Spektor. [4] Metallographic 

techniques for measuring grain size were originally based on point counting or linear 

intersection lengths (chords). [2] 

 Ferrite grain size determination of metallographic microalloyed steels in as-cast state 

(non heat – treatment) specimens should be done in a magnification suited to the size of the 

grains so that small grains may not be lost. The degree of magnification will be  limited by the 

fact that the picture must include a sufficient number of grains. [4] 

 Spektor considers the penetration of a polydispersed system of spheres by a straight 

line or secant. There are many spheres of diameter dj , the centers of which are distributed in 

space with statistical uniformity. The distance from fhe center of the sphere to the intersecting 

chord is  
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where 
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l is the length of the chord. The number chords per unit length of the secant having 

lengths between 
i

l  and 
j

d  is calculated next. There are Nv(j) centers of spheres per unit 

volume of the structure, the number of chords per unit length of the secant will be 
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It is sufficient to represent the distribution of particle sizes as a discontinuous function with a 

limited number of class intervals. The working formula is obtained. [4] 
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In following table, there are gathered selected results of my investigations on six samples.  

Table1 Size distribution and yield stress of ferrite grains of microalloyed steels in as-cast state 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Items
Steels

Range of 

Chord

lengths, µm 

Number of 

chords per mm., 

)( jn
L

Diameter of 

grains
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Number of grains 

per
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, Mpa 

1 17Mn6 0 - 260 183 0.026-0.260 

1.013x10

5 39.9 140.1 

2 16MnV6 0 - 150 688 0.015-0.150 

13.4114x10

5 22.6 173.0 

3 19MnNb6 0 - 170 542 0.017-0.170 

7.3575x10

5 26.3 163.3 

4 22MnVNb6 0 - 130 625 0.013-0.130 

14.0886x10

5 20.2 180.7 

5 17MnTi6 0 - 160 671 0.016-0.160 

13.3789x10

5 22.1 174.5 

6 18MnVTi6 0 - 140 876 0.014-0.140 

22.6714x10

5 19.2 184.3 

Notes: values of 
0

σ is usually taken as 40 MPa and k as 20 MPa.m
2

1
−

 (constant value). 

 

 The evaluation mean ferrite grain size ( d ) of microalloyed steels in as-cast state were 

22.6, 26.3, 20.2, 22.1 and 19.2 µm that showed a secondary structure response. Vanadium is 

known to promote precipitation strengthening and made smaller mean grain size than steels 

without it. The mean grain size of ferrite in steel 17Mn6 is largest than other steels because it 

is not microalloyed. The microalloyed steel 19MnNb6 with niobium added is very difficult to 

dissolve in its austenite phase. This steel is without heat-treatment so that it has largest 

austenite-ferrite grain size and lowest yield stress than other microalloyed steels. 

Metallographic analysis of the secondary ferrite grain size of microalloyed steels in as-

cast state after Spektor’s method is carried out. Qualitatively, a good correlation was found 

between mean grain size and yield stress. 
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Hardness testing is a method frequently used for evaluation of the resistance of body 

surfaces to the influence of contact loading. The Vickers hardness test is applied for this 

purpose in a case when the material is sufficiently ductile and no cracks occur in the corners 

of the indents. Testing of the surface hardness of such materials as glass and ceramics, on the 

basis of the Vickers testing method, must take into account the energy that is spent on cracks 

extension. The paper [1] describes a method evaluating a resistance of a material against to 

microcracks formation on its surface. To evaluate the conditions for crack extension it is 

necessary to test a specimen under external loading. The suggested procedure involves a bent 

strip. As bending stresses are known, from them and from the differences in cracks length, 

along and across the strip, the resistance of the material surface toagainst the crack 

propagation is determined. This technique was still verified for different kind of  brittle 

materials [2][3]. 

A study of the mechanical properties of evaporated Cr
2
N layers is conducted as from the 

point of  view of  their  hardness so from the point of view of their toughness,  using  the 

PAAR-MHT 10V Microhardness Tester. This instrument consists of a sensor with a Vickers 

type diamond tip and a control unit. This permits programming of the chosen maximum load 

in the range of 0.5 – 400gr, the rate of a growth of the load and the dwell time of the 

maximum load. The sensor is screwed into the head of a Zeiss Amplival optical microscope, 

the  objective of which has usually a magnification of 40 times. A JAI digital camera, with 

768 x 572 pixels resolution, is used to record the indent images, where the length of of the 

imprints diagonals is measured using Tescan  Atlas software.  

        A  problem studied today is a characterisation of the mechanical properties of thin 

Cr
2
N  layers, used to a protection of metal parts against  corrosion. The layers are deposited 

on a bed of the monocrystalline  Si plate and  of the high strength steel - CZ Standard (ČSN) 

17346, by PACVD technology. The Cr
2
N thin layers, are created at the same conditions, 

which leads to a semicrystalline material structure. The standard quantity of Vickers hardness 

of all specimens was then determined and compared with that of a pure Si plate oversurface, 

which was used for a bed of the evaporated layers .

           The  method  evaluating  the resistance of a  materials  surface  to the growth  of  

microcracks length is  derived  from  techniques used  for fracture toughness testing . The 

difference between macro and micro  toughness  testing depends  on  whether the  stress  

state, that  causes  crack  propagation, is  present  in  the  material  before  or after  the 

moment when the crack initiates. The device used for Vickers hardness  test  was therefore 

extended  by a bending device. A surface crack toughness of strip specimens with Si and high 

strength steel bed was then tested [4]. 
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             The specimen with the Cr
2
N layer on the Si plate bed has the strip form with the size 

of 8x30mm and with the layer thickness of 1,5 µm. The strip specimen is then glued by 

supercement to the stiff arms having  the 10 mm span between them. The prepared specimen 

is loaded according to scheme of three point bending,  in a special device, which is put into 

the microhardness  tester.  

             The specimen with the Cr
2
N layer on the high strength steel bed has the strip form 

with the size of 8x110mm.The thickness of the bed plate is 1mm ,  the layer thickness is 1,5 

µm. The strip specimen is then glued by supercement to the stiff arms, with the 10 mm span 

between them. The whole specimen is bent in the newly  worked three point bending  device, 

which is put into the microhardness  tester.

 

The Vickers indents are done into the specimens surface, in the place of central supporting  

point, so that  they don’t change  the whole stress state. The indents done were at four 

magnitudes of  the load, i.e. 20,30,40,50 [g] and for two levels of  bending  loads. The 

microscopic images of indents are digitally recorded and the length of diagonal cracks was 

measured.  A magnitudes of the quantities, characterizing  a resistance of  materials surface 

with Cr
2
N anticorrosion layer against  microcracks  spreading, are calculated. 
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Introduction 

Consortium for research and development of nanostructural coatings for improvement of 

tribological properties of machine elements is successor of the project „Centre of research and 

application of the coatings increasing the life-time and reliability of machine elements“ which 

has been solved at the Institute of Physics FME in the years 2000 – 2002 and which was 

supported by MPO in the frame of the program „Centers“. This “Consortium” project has 

been supported by Ministry of Industry and Trade again. Its aim  is the development of 

nanostructural coatings with  new tribological properties including the development of the 

PVD deposition technology on the surface of selected machine elements and initiation of the 

coatings production at the collaborating companies. These coatings contribute to the 

decreasing of energy consumption due to lower friction and to the increasing of the machine 

elements life-time. They also enable the design and production of  new  types of 

enviromentaly acceptable machine parts, e.g. gear boxes with low consumption of lubricants 

or sliding bearing working without oil-based lubricants. The research is aimed to the 

application of newest information of the basic research in the branch of nanostructural 

coatings. It is especially considered that all parts of the life-cycle of the coated machine 

elements are   in agreement with the enviromental demands. 

Consortium and scope of its activity 

Consortium consists of three members: CTU Prague, HVM Plasma Ltd. and Ecochem Inc. 

(late ČKD Technical Laboratories, Inc.) and its activity has been specialized in several fields 

of research and development :  research of the composition of  wear resistant or self-

lubricated coatings, research and development of PVD technology  for these types of coating 

deposition, characterization of tribological properties and optimum choice of  coatings 

composition for specific application in industry scale.  

 

Coatings research 

Investigation of hard and wear resistant coatings was aimed to the  study of the temperature 

dependent parameters of TiN, CoCr and CoCrN coatings. All investigated coatings were 

sputtered by means of a system of  unbalanced magnetrons  with  pulsed d.c. supply. The 

most important  deposition  parameters ( e.g. total and partial pressures of Ar+N
2
 mixture, 

sample bias) were registered.  The adhesion was measured with a scratch tester, for coating 

structure and internal stress evaluation the XRD and for coatings hardness the Hanemann 

microhardness  were used. The temperature dependence of tribological parameters was 

determinated by means of a high temperature tribometer in the temperature range RT – 800 

°C. Apart from the major variables of normal load, contact area, sliding speed and testing 

time also the temperature was controlled and monitored during all tests. Analysis on wear test 

tracks was performed using the ball crater method. Optical measurement and image analysis 

of a ball crater produced over the wear track helped to reveal  the failure mechanism, to 
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determine the presence of brittle interfaces or  lack of adhesion. The analysis of determined 

temperature dependences could estimate the part of frictionally generated defects and of 

thermally activated processes on the wear rate or on the total coating failure. 

Self-lubricated coatings could strongly decrease friction coefficient and working temperature 

of the surfaces of machine elements. Most frequently used coating is MoS
2

, but this coating 

performance in humid air and water vapour deteriorates its tribological properties. Therefore 

the comparative measurements of tribological characteristics of MoS
2
 and MoSe

2
 were 

carried out. The investigated coatings were sputtered by means of unbalanced magnetron and  

the deposition conditions varied in argon pressure, substrate temperature and bias. The 

tribological measurements were provided in the same way as in the case of hard coatings. The 

results showed that the temperature dependence of friction coefficient and wear rate were 

nearly the same for  both materials. But only negligible dependence of tribological properties 

of MoSe
2
 on air humidity in comparison with MoS

2
 proved that molybdenum diselenide was 

a very promising material for self-lubricating coatings. 

 

Coatings applications in industry 

Selected results of coatings applications realized in the year 2004: 

-  important increasing of the life-time of elements used in high pressure hydraulic systems  

   with DLC coatings, 

-  prolonging of the life time of  injection moulds and increasing of the surface quality of the  

    mouldings with the DLC and other coatings, 

-  DLC coatings on highly stressed elements of  spinning systems enabled construction of the  

   new generation of textile machines, 

-  hard coatings on knives and blades used in glass industry increased multiple prolonging of  

    their life-times. 
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Hardness testing with the use of Vickers, Knopp or Berkovich indent tip methods was 

frequently employed in the past for estimating the resistance of material surfaces to damage 

caused by a contact load. Indent techniques are applied today to characterise material 

properties in a more general sense. The indent process therefore needs to be analysed. Two 

reviews from this field have been presented recently. In these papers, the interest is focused 

on on application of indent methods for an estimation of the properties of hard materials and 

ceramics, and on the analysis of strain fields and residual stresses generated by Vicker’s 

indentation in brittle materials. 

 When indent methods are applied for characterising materials, it is necessary to take 

into account that bulk material properties and quantities, such as modulus of elasticity, yield 

stress and critical stress intensity factor, are defined at a homogeneous stress state of the 

material macrovolume. A decomposition of the indent object, which is strongly local and non- 

homogeneous, into the individual damage components, is the main problem in estimating the 

hardness quantity. The hardness quantity derived on this basis is always conventional. The 

surface properties can be classified exactly by a combination of the indent method and 

external loading, which is chosen in such a way as to cause a state of  homogeneous stress on 

the specimen surface, which is superposed with the stress state caused by the indent [1]. This 

technique was verified by estimating material surface resistance to cracking initiated by an 

indent. 

 The Vickers test is reliable method for measuring the hardness of materials. Vickers 

hardness is a measure of the hardness of a material, calculated from the size of an impression 

produced under load by a pyramid-shaped diamond indenter. The indenter employed in the 

Vickers test is a square-based pyramid whose opposite sides meet at the apex at an angle of 

136º. The diamond tip is pressed into the surface of the material at loads ranging up to 

approximately 20kg and 400gr (in our case) and the size of the impression (usually no more 

than 0.05 mm) is measured with the aid of a calibrated microscope. The Vickers number H
v
 is 

calculated using the standard formula [1] [3]. 

 The testing of surface mechanical properties with using the Vickers method, must take 

into account crack formation in the indent corners. A quantitative estimation, based on the 

Vickers testing method, must take into account the energy spent on crack spreading. The area 

marked around the indent by the crack tips is deformed by the indent elastically, and it is from 

here, that this energy is released. The mean intensity of the indent force over this area thus 

characterizes a surface property of a material, similar to its hardness, which can be named 

toughness T
v
. The Vicker’s toughness is calculated therefore from the formula similar H

v
 [1] 

[4]. 
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 To evaluate the conditions for crack propagation, it is necessary to test the specimen 

under loading. The suggested procedure involves a bent strip. The Vickers indents are carried 

out in such a way that the edges of  the indent pyramid are oriented parallel and orthogonally 

to the  strip length. When the indent is now made, the bending stresses cause cracks that are 

orthogonal to the strip length to be bigger. As bending stresses are known, from them and 

from the difference in the crack lengths along and across the strip, the resistance to the 

propagation of cracks in the material surface can be determined [2]. 

 In our research we were especially interested in mechanical properties of brittle 

materials and layers. 

-   The monocrystalline Si plates without and with thin Cr
2
N layers which  are deposited on a 

bed plate  by PVD and CVD technologies. Specimens have the strip form, the size  of 

which is of  6x40x0,5 mm. 

-   The thermally sprayed coatings WC-Co, WC-Co-Cr, Cr
3
C
2
-NiCr, NiCrBSi, 316L,  WC, 

S49 were deposited on a bed from the carbon steel of Czech Standard (ČSN)  12 050. The 

specimens were provided by Škoda Research institute Plzeň. The  specimens have the 

strip form and are of the size of 8x110x3 mm.  

-   The glass bars  with the size of 11x150x8 mm. 

 The microscopic images of indents are digitally recorded and the length of diagonal 

cracks was measured using Atlas TESCAN software. A magnitudes of the quantities, 

characterizing the resistance of  materials surface with anticorrosion layer against  

microcracks  spreading, are calculated. 
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Automobile industry has within Czech Republic old tradition. This is one of the reason why 

other automobile manufacturer and their suppliers are coming to our country to establish their 

production factories. Transfer of production is often accompanied by transfer of development 

and by the need of solving problems in production and in the quality of products. In both 

cases, there could arrive a need of using methods or means, which the manufacturer does not 

have in command.  This could be a possibility to establish a cooperation with academic 

sphere, especially with technical universities. 

In this article we describe particular case of cooperation with some automobile components 

manufacturer. The analyzed object was a spring, which has been broken under cyclic loading 

before estimated time of the test. The aim of the analysis was to find out cause of the fracture 

(defects etc.). 

The analyzed spring was not complete, because some small pieces had not been found after 

the failure. Nevertheless we had enough of material to conduct the analysis. The spring is 

manufactured of thin narrow tape made of stainless steel. Then it is formed by cold bending 

and by cutting.

It was the place where cross-section of the spring was reduced by cutting, where three 

fractures arose. Firstly we observed the spring’s surface optically with the magnitude 20x. 

The surface was gleaming without any visible defects. The fracture surfaces were partially 

mechanically corrupted. On one of them we could distinguish several steps of the fissure 

propagation and the final phase of the fracture. 

Further step of our investigation was a detailed fractographic analysis of the fracture surfaces 

by the means of scanning electron microscope. Conducting the analysis, we had to cope 

with corrupted stage of the surfaces. The corruption was caused probably by the pressure 

phase of the loading cycle. However we found on each fracture surface striations, evidence 

of fatigue. On the least corrupted fracture surface we could find an initiation of the fracture, 

direction of propagation of the fracture and the final phase of the fracture. The fracture 

originated on two adjacent surface defects (fissures) on the edge of the spring surface and the 

cutting. These fissures were about 10µm long and 1µm wide. We found more fissures of this 

kind on the surface; on the edge, near the fracture initiation, alongside the fracture and also 

on the fracture surface. Similar situation was observed in the case of other fracture were 

the initiation of the fracture was small fissure on the outer edge of the spring. 

Consequently, we tried to look for the surface fissures on the whole surface of the spring. We 

found areas with fissures of the same type as described. But these were much longer (tens 

of microns). Once, we found an area of netting of the fissures. This was on the spring’s part 

that was not loaded. So we could assume that fissures originated before the loading, hence we 

suppose they are caused by the production process. 

This analysis was completed by surface analysis of other two springs, which were not broken. 

One of the springs was tested, the other was in the stage just after manufacturing. On both 
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springs we found fissures and fissure like defects with local surface deformation. Amount 

and dimensions was much lesser on the not loaded spring. 

The last step of our investigation was metallographic analysis of the spring’s structure. 

We measured grains’ dimensions (length –hundred of microns, thickness – microns). Depth 

of surface fissures was approximately 5µm.

Final results of the analysis of the spring’s fracture are as follows. Fracture propagation 

mechanism was fatigue. Fracture initiated on the surface fissures on the edges of the spring. 

Typical dimensions of the fissures are: width - 1µm, length – tens of microns, depth – 5µm.

These fissures were found also at other places on the spring’s surface far from the initiation 

sites. The fissures helped also in the propagation of the fracture. 

Further we found appearance of the fissures on other springs. There we found also local 

deformation of the surface, which could serve as a starting point for fissure initiation. 

Exact origin of the described surface defects is not yet known. We suppose that critical points 

are depletion of plasticity of the steel band by rolling, e.g. by too high reduction, and not 

sufficient lubrication of rolling cylinders. Chemical and electrochemical effects (cleaning 

process) can also support creation of the defects. It will be necessary to analyze surface 

of the steel band after each step of production for exact determination of the process step 

which is responsible for the creation of the defects. 

At recent stage of analysis we recommend for prevention of premature failures to use 

material with better state of the surface (without fissures and defects, with higher plasticity) or 

take existence of the defects into the account and change the dimensions of the spring 

and/or the parameters of loading cycles. 
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During the rehabilitation of historical buildings attacked by moisture, the continuously 

increasing emphasis is put on the non-destructive approach of the methods used. The method 

based on the existence of the electro-kinetics phenomenon (e.g. electro-osmosis) belongs to 

the advisable methods in this field. Next advantage of this method is possible to see in easier 

installation of system in case of substructures, which brings savings in consequence and the 

possibility of constant control of function.  

This thesis starts from the results of doctoral thesis of authors and it enlarges the 

knowledge of electroosmosis upon the effect of applied voltage.   

The aim of the work was to notice the influence of applied voltage on transport of salt 

brine through the structure of tested samples. The major criteria in view were: 

 

� The volume of transported solution from the solid phase to the particulate material 

(bulk phase). 

� The passed charge through samples.  

� The determination of the mean value of current. 

� The calculation of linear regression of the curve of humidity in tested samples. 

 

The samples were constructed in order to constitute the condition in situ, so it’s 

represented conversion between solid and bulk phases. The solid phase was formed by the 

clay brick sample of cylinder shape. The bulk phase was created by cohesionless dust of the 

clay brick base.  

The samples were wetted and insulated uniformly within the possibility. The salt 

concentration of embedded dilution corresponded with the rise degree scale values of salinity 

of wall (in accordance with ČSN P 73 0610).   The apparatus EMIS 03 and EMIS 04 [4] was 

applied as the electrical source and multi-channel interface.   

The tests passed on three samples configurations. The voltage of 5 V was applied to 

configuration 1, 10 V to configuration 2 and 20 V to configuration 3. The time of voltage 

application was comparable for all samples. The results of measurement brought the next 

knowledge: 

� The configuration of samples and their material base create favorable 

conditions for electro-osmotic flow, where the gradient of humidity grows in 

the direction of cathode. 

� The values of linear regression are comparable in the solid and bulk phase in 

the case of 5 V applications. The lager value of linear regression of bulk phases 

were observed in the cases of 10 and 20 V applications. 

� In the case of 5 V application was transported 3, 6 g solution from solid to bulk 

phase during 115 days period. This volume represents approximately 5 % of 

the inserted solution into solid phase before voltage application. The current 
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density, with use of the mean value of current, was 0,23 A/m
2

. The value of 

charge, which passed through the sample, was 4122 C. 

� In the case of 10 V application was transported 8,05g solution from solid to 

bulk phase during 112 days period. This volume represents approximately 12% 

of inserted solution into solid phase before voltage application. The current 

density, with use of the mean value of current, was 0,37 A/m
2

. The value of 

charge, which passed through the sample, was 6005 C. 

� In the case of 20 V application was transported 21,18g solution from solid to 

bulk phase during 112 days period. This volume represents 21% of inserted 

solution into solid phase before voltage application. The current density, with 

use of the mean value of current, was 0,42 A/m
2

. The value of charge, which 

passed through the sample, was 9065 C. 

After approximately 115 day period the volume of solution removed from solid to 

bulk phase was positively correlated with the voltage value. The quadruplicated increasing of 

voltage caused quadruplicated volume of transported solution during development twofold 

current density. The quadruplicated increasing of voltage caused twofold increase of the 

passed charge. 

Results of the analysis showed that the efficiency a process of electro-osmotic flow 

and so the employment of the electro osmosis for dewatering of walls is affected by the value 

of applied voltage and by the current density. The inserted voltage is directly affected by the 

electric source. Its value is limited by the health safety and the guarantee period. The current 

density is not influenced only the applied voltage, but also the electrochemical conditions of 

the internal environment. The study of the properties of this environment and its influent on 

electric conductivity can contribute to the accurate design electro-osmotic application in 

holding the voltage value.  
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This paper presents the damage of concrete and its dependence on different strength 

grades of plain concrete under the action of load and freeze-thaw cycles and analyzes changes 

of material characteristics of concrete in compression. The loss of compressive strength of 

concrete specimens subjected to loading was determined. Experimental results show that 

material characteristics of concrete specimens are strongly influenced by the damage process 

of freeze-thaw cycles, which is of great importance to durability of concrete under the 

comprehensive conditions. 

 The fact that cyclic changes of temperature loading have an influence on quality and 

durability of concrete structures is very well known. Many researchers dealt with the effect of 

such a loading on material characteristics of concrete in compression, especially on modulus 

of elasticity of concrete in compression. In this article, the material characteristics (cylinder 

compressive strength) for two different strength grades of concrete (C25/30 and C45/55) are 

demonstrated.

All compression tests have been carried out using the GROND DSM 2500 apparatus 

at the Department of Structural Mechanics of the Czech Technical University (CTU) in 

Prague.

The apparatus consists of a stiff loading frame having the capacity of 2 500 kN. The 

elevation of the loading platen is 100 mm. The loading frame is provided with a hydraulic 

servomechanism, which has been used when loading a specimen in order to measure 

softening under the deformation control. A constant strain rate of 1 x 10
-5

 m/s has been used. 

The axial strains were measured by tensiometers. The strain gauges were located on 

the two opposite sides of the specimen and symmetrically in the quarters of the round loading 

platens of the loading apparatus. 

As strain gauges located on the specimen the INOVA PXA 50 strain gauges were used 

having the measuring base equal to 100 mm. As strain gauges located in the quarters of the 

cylindrical steel loading platens of testing apparatus the SANDNER EXA strain gauges were 

used with the measuring base equal to 25 mm. 

The separate readings of the two strain gauges on the specimen as well as of four 

strain gauges on the loading platens were recorded for information on the uniformity of 

deformations of a specimen during the test. The measurements had to be corrected for the 

deformations of the loading platens and for extra deformations due to the setting of the 

loading platen against the specimen. This setting is due to non-flatness of the specimen 

surface, non-parallelism of loading platen surface and specimen surface and internal setting of 

the loading platens. The corrections have been made by the software, by which the measured 

data have been evaluated. 

Special attention was paid to the flatness and parallelism of the loading surfaces. This 

is necessary for uniform loading. The top surface of all specimens was finished using the 

concrete paste. The direction of casting was simply done by the shape of steel rigid form and 

was perpendicular to the direction of loading. Significant differences in the test results can be 

found for loading parallel and perpendicular to the direction of casting. 
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Special care was taken when manufacturing the specimens. Steel rigid moulds were 

used for manufacturing of all the cylinder (150x300mm) specimens. Specimens were 

compacted on a vibration table for 30 seconds, kept in the moulds for two days under wet 

cloths to prevent drying out, and after demoulding they were placed in a fresh water basin 

until the age of 28 days and kept in sealed plastic bags with some water added afterwards. 

Before freeze-thaw loading, the specimens were taken out from the plastic bags and exhibited 

to open air. Material components of both grades of concrete have the maximum aggregate 

size 16 mm, no admixtures, and w/c ratio equal to 0.41.

The age of concrete at time instant of testing varied from four to five months. At that 

age, standard compression tests on not loaded cylinders resulted in average compressive 

strengths of 49,6MPa for concrete C25/30 and 65,3MPa for concrete C45/50. 

The specimens were placed into the freezer with temperature of -20˚C and afterwards 

into the water basin with temperature of +20˚C. The measured temperatures inside the 

specimen during the full cycle changed from -12˚C to +12˚C. 

Three groups of specimens were tested. Each group consists of three cylinders, the 

first group with no freeze-thaw loading, the second group loaded with 25 cycles of freeze-

thaw loading and the third group loaded with 50 cycles of freeze-thaw loading. 

From results of the cylinder compression tests can be seen that the ability of concrete 

C45/55 to resist the damage of freeze-thaw loading is much higher than for concrete C25/30. 

The reduction of cylinder compressive strength after 50 cycles of freeze-thaw loading is 10% 

for C45/55, and 41% for C25/30. 

Almost no differences were found for 25 and 50 cycles of cyclic loading for concrete 

C45/55. Much different ability to resist the damage of freeze-thaw loading was found for 

concrete C25/30. The reduction of peak stress value was 25% for 25 cycles, and 40% for 50 

cycles of loading. 

 This study has investigated the material characteristics of two different strength grades 

of plain concrete subjected to cyclic changes of freeze-thaw loading, and proposed the 

relationships between the number of freeze-thaw cycles and cylinder compressive strength. 

Based on this study, the following conclusions have been made: 

• compressive strength of concrete C45/55  subjected to freeze-thaw loading attains  

90% of  the initial strength value after 50 cycles of loading

• obviously larger is the damage of concrete C25/30, the compressive strength 

subjected to freeze-thaw loading attains  only 59% of  the initial strength value after 50 cycles 

of loading. 
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Functionally graded materials (FGMs) provide a solution to many advanced applications 

where two or more materials with distinct properties are required to be put together. The most 

often used definition says that FGM is a material characterised by a gradual change of 

microstructure and/or composition in its volume, which is designed and manufactured in 

order to achieve different functional requirements at different locations of the part [1]. 

Basically, there are two main types of FGM, i.e., continuously graded materials and the so 

called multi-layer-composites. The first type shows continuously changing properties, while 

the second one, composed of a number of homogenous sublayeres, shows step-vice changing 

properties.

Replacing the sharp interface by a gradual transition of properties and characteristics 

from one side of the body to the other, reduces the mismatch in properties, such as 

mechanical and thermal properties, to minimum. This could be beneficial in the view of the 

following arguments mentioned in the literature (see, e.g., [2]): (i) thermal stresses can be 

reduced; (ii) thermal stresses at critical locations can be reduced; (iii) stress jumps at the 

interface can be avoided; (iv) the driving force for crack extension can be reduced;  (v) the 

tendency for delamination of brittle coating on a ductile substrate can be avoided; and (vi) the 

strength of the interfacial bond, which may be characterised by the interfacial fracture 

toughness, can be increased. 

 Although not all these arguments are in many cases convincing, at present FGMs are 

used due to their benefits all over the world. The ceramic-metal FGM systems exploit the 

heat, oxidation, corrosion, and wear resistance typical of ceramics, and the strength and 

toughness typical of metals [3]. So, they can be used as thermal barrier coatings (FGM TBC) 

in power generation and propulsion applications, such as gas turbines, diesel and jet engines. 

Other applications are, for example, hard protective surface layers on cutting tools, parts of 

pumps, aircraft engine lines, etc., or ballistic applications. Combinations of various materials 

are used in biomedicine to produce biocompatible implants with mechanical characteristics 

close to live tissues, e.g., bones, etc. Other kinds of FGMs are applied to piezoelectric 

actuators to provide devices of higher strain, life-time, and reliability. Despite the wide range 

of application possibilities, the characteristics and structures of only a few FGM systems are 

known well enough. The reason consists in the general complex structure and inhomogenity 

of the FGMs, as well as in the huge spectrum of processing methods and their parameters 

causing, that materials produced in different labs show distinct variability in properties. 

 The above spectrum of fabrication processes includes two dominant methods, which 

are the powder metallurgy and the thermal spraying (most often plasma spraying), and some 

minority methods as the combustion synthesis, high temperature in-situ synthesis, and 

chemical (CVD) and physical vapour deposition (PVD). The fabrication process of FGM is 

one of the most important areas in FGM research [4]. The aim is to optimise the processes in 

order to get materials of required properties in the desired quality of acceptable price. It is 

important to notice, that high costs and fabrication problems still remain the most limiting 

factors of FGMs applications. 

 The experimental part of the research will be performed in close cooperation with the 

Institute of Plasma Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. This institute 
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has at its disposal, above all, the water stabilized plasma (WSP
®

) torch, which is an unique 

apparatus usable for producing self-standing bodies made of FGM. The IPP has also other 

testing facilities, such as the arrangement for performing three- or four-point bending tests, 

wear tests or X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), at the IPP. The work has to be started by 

testing the methodology on some FGM specimens, which are already prepared, just to justify 

their usability for FGMs, which has not been tested and is known from the literature only. 

After that, the specimens of the desired composition will be prepared. 

 Preparation of three types of multilayered FGMs is now expected. The first one is 

composed of brown alumina (Al
2
O

3
 + 3% TiO

2
) and olivine (SiO

2
 + Fe

2
O

3
 + MgO). Alumina 

is widely used for its high hardness and good thermal resistance in industrials applications; 

the addition of small amount of titanium oxide then leads to lowering the melting temperature 

and makes easy the sintering of individual particles. Olivine is sometimes used as a thin 

interlayer to improve ceramic coating adhesion on steel substrates, because of its 

advantageous value of thermal expansion coefficient. The second FGM system will consist of 

alumina and zirkonia (Al
2
O

3
/ ZrO

2
); the third one will be a multi-layered composite 

composed of Al
2
O

3
/ Ni / Ni / Al

2
O

3
 layers. In the next part of the research, the methods for 

fabrication of continuously graded FGMs by WSP
®

 will be developed.

For testing the above FGM systems the following methods and approaches will be 

employed:

- The phase analysis will be accomplished by means of XRD, also nucleation, if present, of 

new phases during post-processing or thermomechanical loading will be observed; 

- The XRD analysis will be used also for measuring the existing residual stresses in the 

material;

- Mechanical characteristics will be determined by bending tests, using of the indentation 

methods comes also into consideration; 

- Fatigue properties of FGM coatings and their influence on fatigue life will be studied on 

“SF-Test” material tester;

- Microscopic studies of structural characteristics will be done by light as well as scanning 

electron microscopy and by local electron microanalysis. 

  All results will be compared with those of homogeneous materials of similar 

composition or systems with sharp interface which were obtained during the previous 

research.
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The flanged shafts of wind power stations are made from heat-treated steels 

34CrNiMo6 and 42CrMo4. These materials are selected for big forged pieces especially 

because of their high hardenability. At present time wind power station shafts are treated in 

ŠKODA KOVÁRNY Pilsen, Ltd. Heat treatment is composed of marquenching with 

subsequent tempering. By this technological process – quenching and tempering – is obtained 

fine-grained structure with uniform distribution of fine carbides. This structure leads to 

improvement of the mechanical properties. The main parameter of the quench and tempered 

sizable shaft is the achieved hardened depth below surface. Importance of the hardening depth 

level consists not only in stiffness of the whole shaft but also in its fatigue characteristics. 

The experimental program was aimed at finding such a heat treatment which would 

lead to the most effective full hardening of the flange shaft. Marquenching process was 

sought that would provide hardened structure in greatest possible depth combined with crack-

free state of material. 

The technology of flanged shaft production starts with roughing an ingot into a 

stepped roll workpiece. After reheating to initial forging temperature of 1050 °C the flange 

with required dimensions is forged on an upsetting plate. Then the forged piece is air-cooled 

to 600 °C at the most. Subsequently the piece is placed in the furnace heated at 550 °C where 

temperature is gradually raised to 850 °C. After achieving hardening temperature in the whole 

volume of the forged piece, marquenching follows. It includes a short transport in ambient air 

and subsequent submersion in water. Here the forged piece is left until the material cools to 

temperature close to M
s
. Then it is withdrawn and submerged in oil. Cooling in oil is finished 

after the temperature of about 120 – 160 °C is achieved. The piece is then placed in the 

furnace heated to 200 °C and the furnace temperature is stepped up to tempering temperature 

of 630 °C. After soaking the piece is air-cooled. 

For this purpose a computational model of marquenching was created by means of 

DEFORM 2D programme. This numerical simulation modelled the real processes of the heat 

treatment. The experimental specimens were treated by a thermal-deformation simulator 

according to the computed cooling curves for marquenching. Then the specimens were 

submitted to metallographic analyses by light microscopy and to hardness and microhardness 

measurements. Material for testing from the real treated flanged shaft was obtained. These 

specimens were also submitted to metallographic analysis and the results were compared with 

the mentioned experiments. On the basis of the realized experiments and obtained results the 

possibility of marquenching in water was assessed. 

The aim of numerical simulation of processing of flanged shafts from 34CrNiMo6 and 

42CrMo4 steels was to monitor the distribution of the temperature field during the process of 

marquenching, i.e. cooling in air, water and oil. The program DEFORM 2D was chosen for 

this computer simulation. Thereby were obtained specific temperatures throughout the 

processing time and in given computational nodes of the flanged shaft. Six measurement 

points near the end of the shaft in different depths below the surface were chosen after the 
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computation. In these points were graphically registered the courses of temperature during the 

whole process of the heat treatment. The obtained cooling curves were mapped on CCT 

diagrams of the steels. Subsequently the heat treatment optimization was performed: the 

calculation of marquenching process modifications. Numerical simulation of extended delay 

in water from previous 22 to 28 minutes was performed and the influence on the 

microstructure was monitored. 

Results obtained from numerical model were the basis for physical simulation on the 

experimental specimens of the heat treatment with the aid of the SMITWELD TTU 2002 

thermomechanical simulator. 

The interpretation of acquired results is greatly complicated by the carbon segregation, 

or, as the case may be, alloying elements, which manifests by great structural heterogeneity. 

The experimental study of the developing microstructures was only conducted after the first 

phase of the heat treatment – marquenching. The final mechanical properties of the flanged 

shafts are achieved through the second part of the heat treatment process – tempering. 

The structural analyses show that the fraction of the hardening structures in the depth 

of 100 mm below the surface is high, i.e. substantially higher than 50 %, in both methods of 

the treatment. Nevertheless, it occurs that the relative toughness values in thus treated shafts 

are insufficient. This can be caused by unfavourable morphology of the hardening structure. 

Results of the performed experiments suggest that the most suitable hardened structure is 

probably a fine mixture of martensite and lower bainite. However, upper bainite dominates in 

larger depths of the hardened layer.  

The computer simulation enables to determine the distribution of the temperature 

course within the part, which could not be measured in practice. The results of the calculation 

and subsequent materials analysis show that the extended delay in water does not have 

marked influence on the 42CrMo4 material with respect to the resulting hardened depth. 

Conversely, the proposed water cooling delay extension of the material 34CrNiMo6 appears 

as a benefit. The results of the numerical simulation suggest other possibilities of optimization 

of power station shafts treatment – namely by selection of a suitable forming process and 

subsequent heat treatment. 
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Zirconium alloys are currently used as cladding materials of the fuel elements of 

water-cooled reactors. However their high-temperature behavior (under conditions being 

typical for LOCA) is still the object of extensive research. 

The aim of this contribution is to present the results of X-ray diffraction analysis of 

two Zr-based alloys oxidized at 1000 °C. The crystallographic cell unit characteristics were 

evaluated by analysis of three selected diffraction lines of the metal substrate after oxidation. 

The same characteristics were examinated for unoxidized standards of the both alloys. 

The cladding tubes of Zr1Nb (Russia) and Zircaloy-4 (Zry-4 Sandvik) alloys were 

exposed for different time in a water steam environment at 1000 ° C. Then the part of tubes 

was slowly cooled up to 700 °C and quenched in water. The rest part was quenched in water 

immediately after oxidation. This paper deals with the former case, the latter will be the 

object of follow-up research. 

Specimens of dimensions 4x15x0.5 mm
3

 were prepared by longitudinal cutting, 

grinding and etching the outer surface of tubes. The metal sections of oxidized tubes were the 

object of X-ray investigation. The peripheral parts of flat surface (approx. of 1 mm wide) 

were shaded off by slides, thus the X-ray measurements were carried out on the inner parts of 

tubes oxidized.

A ω - goniometer SIEMENS with Cr Kα radiation was used to measure diffraction 

patterns. Three diffraction lines (112), (204) and (004) of α-Zr were recorded for the 2θ range 

of measurement (110° ÷ 128°). A fitting procedure had to be used to obtain the accurate 

values of the peak positions and consequently interplanar d
hkl

spacings. The lattice constants 

a, c and unit cell volume V have been calculated for hexagonal α-Zr matrix of oxidized 

specimens.

The same procedure was applied on the standard samples of both the alloys under 

investigation.

The relative changes of unit cell volumes can be calculated from the results obtained 

for oxidized and as-received specimens. The results of calculation are given in Tables 1 and 2. 

As it was seen from diffraction diagrams, the strong textures occur in the metal substrate of 

both the alloys after oxidation. Texture varies with the exposure time especially for Zry-4 

alloy. This fact can affect the accuracy of evaluation of appropriate values. Therefore the 

three equations instead of (necessary) two were used for calculation the lattice constants in 

order to check the obtained results. 

It follows from the tables that the lattice space of both the alloys was changed after 

oxidation but in different mode, both quantitative and qualitative. Primarily there is a 

significant difference between the values of relative increase of unit cell volumes of the both 

alloys. At short time (10 and 30 min) exposures this values for Zr1Nb alloy are almost 10 

times greater than for Zry-4. Furthermore, whereas the unit cell volume V of Zr1Nb alloy 

increases nearly steadily with each exposure, V of Zry-4 alloy stagnates up to 120 min 

exposure.
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Table 1 

Lattice constants, unit cell volumes and their relative changes of Zr1Nb specimens oxidized 

in steam at 1000 °C with various exposures

specimen exposure,(min) a (nm) c (nm) V (nm
3

)
relative

change,%

Zr1Nb ST X 0,3232 0,5149 0,046578 X 

NM 009 3 0,3233 0,5165 0,04674 0,4 

NM 010 15 0,3234 0,5164 0,04678 0,4 

NM 011 30 0,3238 0,5163 0,04687 0,6 

NM 012 60 0,3238 0,5175 0,04698 0,8 

NM 014 120 0,3247 0,5176 0,04726 1,5 

NM 013 195 0,3246 0,5191 0,04736 1,7 

Table 2 

Lattice constants, unit cell volumes and their relative changes of Zircaloy-4 specimens 

oxidized in steam at 1000 °C with various exposures

specimen exposure,(min) a (nm) c (nm) V (nm
3

)
relative

change,%

Zry-4 ST X 0,3231 0,5151 0,046580 X 

SM 009 3 0,3230 0,5154 0,04657 0,0 

SM 010 15 0,3231 0,5155 0,04660 0,04 

SM 011 30 0,3232 0,5155 0,04660 0,03 

SM 012 60 0,3231 0,5152 0,04658 0,02 

SM 014 120 0,3233 0,5159 0,04670 0,3 

SM 013 195 0,3238 0,5163 0,04686 0,5 

The large difference between the crystallographic unit cell volumes of the both alloys 

can be probably related to hydrogen uptake. This assumption corresponds with the data 

presented in [1], where the values of hydrogen content and relative hydrogen uptake for the 

same alloys oxidized at the same conditions were in the same relation as mentioned above for 

V. Thus the value of crystallographic unit cell volume would be appeared as a sensitive 

indicator for such a type of processes. 
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Heat transfer is still one of the most challenging problems in almost all branches of 

engineering. The specific needs of particular engineering branches make huge differences 

between the approaches and methodologies used in the research, ranging from heat and mass 

transfer in civil engineering (i.e. the calculation of both the heat losses and the humidity 

condensation), through cooling of the electronic equipment in electrical engineering, to 

various applications in mechanical engineering (e.g. drying of paper, or construction of heat 

exchangers). In each of the above mentioned application, different approach to the research is 

used, since different outcomes are expected. 

In mechanical engineering, one of the most frequent topics is the increasing of the energy 

sources efficiency. This can be done using either the heat recuperation (like in modern 

stationary gas turbines), or the cogeneration (e.g. in a combined cycle power plants). 

Regardless of the above mentioned ways of increasing the use value, increasing the highest 

temperature, reached in the thermal cycle, always leads to the improvement of the efficiency, 

and can be, therefore, combined with the above mentioned methods of efficiency raise. 

In future, gas turbines are expected to play a key role in power supply policy, namely their 

utilization as a local low output source of both the electric and the thermal energy is expected, 

whether oil or hydrogen is used as the fuel. In order to reach the maximum efficiency of such 

a gas turbine, the maximum temperature in the cycle should be as high as possible. Recently, 

the temperatures in the combustion chamber and in the first turbine- stage are very close to 

the melting point of their material. Therefore, an intensive cooling of them is absolutely 

necessary. 

A standard way of combustion chamber cooling is the film cooling, which is a powerful 

technique, ensuring its compactness and sufficiently long life- time. 

Because of the centrifugal force, the first turbine stage is exposed to extreme mechanical 

stresses, the effect of which is raised by the high temperature, needed for the high efficiency 

of the turbine. These two factors give raise to a strong need to cool the blades down. 

Recently, two basic ways of cooling the blades are subject to research. The first is utilization 

of the above mentioned film- cooling, the disadvantage of which is a severe decrease of the 

aerodynamic performance of the blade, caused by the mixing of the cold air injected into the 

expanding exhaust gases. The second way is internal cooling of the blade, which can lead to 

the suppression of the cold air injected through the bleeding holes during the film cooling. 

Recently ([1]), the rib induced secondary flow was discovered as the most powerful way of 

heat transfer enhancement in the internal blade- cooling and therefore the rib- roughened 

channels are considered the best solution. Although since [1] was published, plenty of reports 

have been written, severe lack of basic hydro dynamical data still persists. The researchers 

focus their attention on various rib arrangements and report the Nusselt number distributions 

together with the pressure drop data. So far, no researcher has focused on the physical 

processes accompanying secondary flow. 

The aim of this research is the description of the secondary flow phenomenon through 

simplification. In order to obtain reliable data, an aerodynamic research facility was 

constructed. The facility enables, due to its module construction, the research in both the 

internal and the external aerodynamics. 
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The research in internal aerodynamics is limited to channels of rectangular cross- sections 

with aspect ratio 2:3. This limit is caused by the construction of the original aerodynamic 

contraction, needed to obtain a uniform velocity profile, free of any disturbances or turbulent 

fluctuations. This part of the facility can be used for any rib arrangement and, also, for 

theoretical research of secondary flow, induced by different ways, than by rib- roughening. 

One of these ways can be an injection of an additional fluid by suitably arranged bleeding 

holes ([2]). If the bleeding holes will be arranged in a contra running directions with a 

transverse distance, the injected fluid will have a moment of momentum, which will be 

redistributed in the flow by the shear stress. The redistributed moment of momentum 

introduces swirl into the main flow- the secondary flow is created ([3]). 

The above mentioned way of inducing the secondary flow brings many advantages for basic 

research of this phenomenon, e.g. the secondary flow is induced with no influence of 

recirculation zones downstream of possible ribs. 

The research in external aerodynamics can be focused namely on the research of impinging 

jets, both the planar and the axisymmetric. 

The research of plane impinging jet can be connected to the research of the secondary flow by 

the idea, that the flow structure in a channel with secondary flow is similar to the 

impingement of plane jet into a rectangular cavity ([4]). 
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It has been demonstrated in numerous papers [1-4] that numerical solutions of mechanical, 

hydro-mechanical, electromechanical and other system are an inherent part of the Bachelors, 

Masters and PhD studies at CTU in Prague in the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, in the 

courses of Mechanics, Dynamics of Mechanical Systems and Dynamics of Processes. The 

paper presents the modelling and simulation of those systems with one and more degrees of 

freedom, their numerical solution with Matlab and Simulink and applications for teaching 

mechanics via the web (http://volt.feld.cvut.cz/vyuka/DMS/index.htm). Different numerically 

solved models; mechanical, hydro-mechanical, electromechanical systems with driven 

motors, load moments and control units, with Matlab and Simulink, are presented on the web 

and applied in Mechanics courses. 

First the two video programs on the web pages demonstrate the building of models of 

machinery, the determination of the number of degrees of freedom and methods of 

compilation of the equations of motions. These methods are explained in several models with 

one degree of freedom. The commands of Matlab are explained on the web. These commands 

of Matlab are explained on easy examples. The numerical solution for models of mechanical, 

hydro-mechanical and electromechanical systems are explained in 20 models of systems with 

one and more degree of freedom (http://volt.feld.cvut.cz/vyuka/DMS/index.htm): 

1) A model of machinery with an unbalanced rotor location on an elastic frame. The 

model has one degree of freedom. Vibration on the body of machinery is solved 

numerically. 

2) A model of machinery with an unbalanced rotor location on two elastic frames. The 

model has two degrees of freedom. Vibration on both bodies of machinery is solved 

numerically. 

3) A model of a two mass torsion system with elastic coupling. The model has two 

degrees of freedom. Vibration on both masses is solved numerically. 

4) A model of machinery with direct current driving motor, gear, elastic coupling and 

load moment. The driving moment 
h

M  of the direct current motor is ,

0
ωBMM

h
−=  

where  M
0
 ...starting torque, B  ...constant,ω    ...angular velocity of the motor.  The 

model has two degrees of freedom. The loading moment has different courses: a) 

transient curve, b) square wave pulse, c) periodic square wave pulse, d) load changed 

with square of velocity – e.g. ventilator fan, compressor, centrifugal pump, etc. 

Vibration on both masses is solved numerically. 

5) The some machinery such as the machinery in example 4, is driven by an 

asynchronous motor. The driving moment with a static non-linear characteristic of 

asynchronous motor (Kloss`s moment characteristic) is ),(2
22

0
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where 
SYN

s ωω−=1  is a slip in respect to a synchronous angle velocity SYN
ω , and 

Z
s  is a parameter, which give the slip value, for which the moment 0

M  is the 
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maximum. For value 25.0=
Z
s  the maximum of moment is given by 

.75.0)1(
SYNSYNZM

s ωωω =−=  The system has two degrees of freedom. 

6) A model machinery with a driven asynchronous motor, gear, rack, elastic coupling 

and loading force acting on a rack. The system has two degrees of freedom. 

7) A model of a planer manipulator acting only in plane x,y, with two motors with 

constant driving moment. The model has two degrees of freedom. 

8) A Model of a hydro-mechanical system with two interconnecting tanks. The system 

has two degrees of freedom. 

9) A model of a quadruple mass torsion system with an elastic shaft, driving with the 

moment . The model has four degrees of freedom. 

10) A model of a gear driven by an asynchronous motor and loading with two loading 

moments. The system has four degrees of freedom. 

11) A model of a manipulator moving in the axes x,y,z and driven with two direct-current 

motors. The system has three degrees of freedom. 

12) Vibration of a body hung-up on two springs  (6-1). The system has one degree of 

freedom. 

13) The determination of the deflection pointer of a measuring apparatus (6-2). 

14) The movement of a mechanical system with two degrees of freedom (6-6)). 

15) The starting of a motor with ventilator (4.2-1). 

16) The starting and braking of a rotor driven by shunt motor (4.3-2) 

17) The model of lifting mechanism driven by motor (4.3-3). 

18) The model of a feed cam (4.3-4). 

19) The movement of a double pendulum (4.3-7). 

20) The movement of a liquid column (7.3-2). 

 

Examples No.12-20 are solution analytic in the textbook CTU, Faculty of Electrical 

Engineering S. Jirků: Mechanika a termodynamika – cvičení, 1992. The students have the 

possibility to compare numerical and analytic solutions. Also, instruction for compiled these 

examples are for other models of mechanical and hydro-mechanical systems and their 

numerical solution with Matlab and Simulink.   
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The research of flow separation is aimed at clarifying more minutely the formerly obtained 

knowledge from the field of the flow in model of the airways ([2], [3]), where was shown that 

when flow separation occurs (e.g. in branching, behind the rib etc.) the longitudinal mass 

transport enhances significantly.

The flow in airways is from the viewpoint of fluid mechanics very specific, because it is 

oscillatory flow to the “death end” during which is the net mass transport equal zero. 

However, the exchange of the breathing gases is possible. 

Recently in medicine is expanding usage of artificial breathing HFV (High Frequency 

Ventilation) which uses because of reduction of pressure high breathing frequencies and small 

tidal volumes – very often even smaller then the death space (the area of airways, where the 

gases cannot be exchange). It is well-known from practice, that the gas exchange is even for 

so small tidal volumes efficient, although the mechanism, how that efficient exchange can 

occur and the influence of breathing condition (especially the Reynolds and Womersley 

number), has not been yet fully clarified. 

It was shown experimentally – by comparing the flow in bifurcation, in the duct with ribs and 

in the smooth duct – that the decisive part of axial mass transport is cause by formation and 

extinction of flow separation zones, where the fluid is during a part of oscillating cycle 

captured till the change of the flow direction. In smooth duct, where no flow separation 

occurs, is axial mass transport minimal. 

The research of this phenomena and especially the extent of flow separation zone with 

dependence on flow parameters can be very useful for application in medicine, for detail 

clarifying of mass transport during HFV and its further clinical expansion. 

The research of mass transport during oscillatory flow (breathing) due to flow separation was 

so far done on simplified model of lungs, which helped to approach to real condition but on 

the other hand considering the complexity of flow and influences of other phenomena (the 

bent of the flow, Taylor dispersion, complex velocity profiles) it was not possible to assess 

the part of each mechanism on mass transport. 

To avoid another mechanism of mass transport, which occur in branching, this research is 

aimed at flow in direct channel, where the flow separation is caused by a rib. 

The problem is solved numerically and simultaneously the experimental device is built, where 

the numerical results can be verified. 

For the simplifying the problem is the flow considered as two-dimensional, the width of 

cross-section of experimental channel is several times longer then its high (200 x 40 mm). 

The rib is placed on the bottom along all width of the channel. Its dimensions are 5 x 5 mm. 

Because of conservation of value of non-dimensional parameters water is used as working 

fluid and for that case is also solved numerical model. 
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The experimental device is constructed to allow the measurement of velocity profiles by 

means of optical method PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry). Oscillator consists of piston and 

motion screw driven by stepping motor. It enables to change frequency of the oscillation and 

also the stroke of the piston and so the change of tidal volume. Designed experimental setup 

allows also the modification of the velocity during each cycle. 

For numerical simulation was used software Fluent 6.1. The problem was solved like two-

dimensional.

The stationary case was solved for varying Reynolds number covering the field of normal 

breathing and artificial high frequency ventilation and the length of flow separation zone 

depending on Reynolds number was evaluated. 

Further the non-stationary computation for higher Womersley number was done. As it follows 

from numerical simulations, for two – dimensional case remains in vicinity of the rib structure 

of six permanently formed and vanished vortices. Although the mass transport was not 

modeled, it is clear, that vortices significantly contribute to mixing the fluid and so to the 

mass transport during oscillatory flow. 
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Perforated plates, i.e. plates “weakened” with a large number of holes of various 

shapes, are generally recognized as attractive structural members. This is mainly due to the 

fact that these structures offer substantial weight reduction while keeping the load-bearing 

capacity of a member relatively unchanged even for a high degree of perforation. In addition, 

the shape and degree of perforation can be optimized and adjusted for specific needs, which 

makes these structures even more attractive. Therefore, ability to accurately predict overall 

behavior of these structures is definitely of practical importance. 

A particular example of such a study is provided by the work of Máca and Fajman 

summarized in [1]. In this contribution, authors performed a detailed computational study of 

the critical load of perforated webs made of acrylic glass for a variety of shapes of the 

openings and degree of overall perforation. In addition to detailed numerical simulations, 

comparison to extensive experimental data had also been presented to demonstrate high 

accuracy of the predicted values. Nevertheless, the applicability of the presented methodology 

is rather limited owing to the fact that authors in [1] simulated the response of the complete 

structure, i.e. a plate with all geometrical details. Such a direct simulation is feasible only for 

restricted sizes of structural members (such as the members subjected to experimental 

analysis); for realistic structures it presents obstacles both in terms of computational demands 

and mesh generation. 

When analyzing structures, where the typical size of an opening is much smaller than 

the typical size of a structure, it appears to be advantageous to rely on homogenization 

methods. In this framework, the complicated perforated structure is replaced with an 

equivalent homogeneous one with properties based on the perforation pattern. The overall 

analysis then naturally splits into two scales: the microscale level, which defines behavior of 

the equivalent homogeneous structure, and the macroscale level linked to the overall behavior 

of the structure under the imposed load. There exist a vast body of literature related to 

homogenization problems; the recent book by Lewińki and Telega [2] summarizes state of the 

art in application of these methods to plate and shell structures. In particular, the theory 

presented in [2, Chapters 2 and 3] suggests that the appropriate model of the structure on the 

macroscale level is the classical Kirchhoff thin plate theory, regardless of geometry of the 

perforation and the thickness of the plate. These facts are taken into account in the microscale 

problem, which is substantially different for thin (Kirchhoff) and thick (Mindlin) plate 

models. 

In particular problem of determination of the critical load of a perforated compressed 

web, the microscale problem is set once the geometry of the periodic unit cell is specified by 

the perforation pattern. The macroscale problem then reduces to the determination of the 

critical load for a homogeneous (but generally anisotropic) unidirectional compressed plate. 

This is a classical problem of plate theory for which the analytical solution can be easily 

found in the literature; see, e.g. [2]. 

The interaction between the macro- and micro-scale is ensured using kinematics on 

the macroscale level. Since the appropriate macroscale model is the Kirchhoff plate, the only 

macroscopic kinematical information available is a curvature tensor on the macroscale; see 
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also [3] for similar analysis in an one-dimensional setting. In order to specify the microscale 

problem, this information must be supplemented with appropriate periodic boundary 

conditions. If the microscale unit cell problem is set within the Kirchhoff framework, it 

suffices to prescribe these conditions for the rotation fields in the unit cell only. However, if 

the Mindlin model is adopted for the microscale, additional conditions for the deflection field 

need to be included to complete the microscale problem. In the next step, the unit cell 

problem is solved and used to determine the average moment intensities, which then directly 

lead to the definition of the effective properties; see again [2] for more detailed discussion. 

Once the microscale unit cell problem is set, an appropriate numerical method needs 

to be invoked for its solution. In this contribution, the Finite Element method-based 

commercial software ADINA [4] was used to obtain the results. For the Kirchhoff-based unit 

cell, the three-node DKT finite element was used, while the four-node MITC element was 

employed for the Mindlin unit cell problem; see [4] for additional details and relevant 

references. The concept of control points was used to describe the average curvature tensor on 

the microscale; the periodic boundary conditions were imposed using constraint equations 

implemented in the ADINA code. The average moments can then be easily obtained from 

reactions found at the control points. 

Using the introduced methodology, the critical loads for the structures analyzed in [1] 

were determined and compared to the experimental values. For all cases, it was consistently 

found that the results obtained using the Mindlin model on the microscale level were in much 

better agreement with experimental data than for the model based on the Kirchhoff 

assumptions. This is probably caused by additional influence of shear, which is taken into 

account in the Mindlin model. Moreover, in most cases the accuracy of the results was 

approximately 5-10%, which is acceptable from the point of view of practical requirements. 

Nevertheless, the accuracy of the predicted critical load was for certain shape of 

openings substantially lower than those reported in [1]. This can be attributed to the 

simplifying assumptions adopted in the homogenization-based analysis, namely the perfect 

periodicity of the perforation pattern, the periodicity of curvature fields and the assumed 

cylindrical shape of the bending. A more detailed analysis of these factors will be a subject of 

the future research. On the other hand, the presented methodology is rather general, allows for 

substantial reduction of computational time and can be used for more general problems 

including geometrically non-linear effects. 
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The goal of the work presented in this paper is the minimization of function calls 

necessary for locating the global extreme of an investigated function. The investigated 

function is supposed to be a “black-box” function, which means that we do not have any 

knowledge about functions properties such as its differentiability or continuity. Therefore, 

classical deterministic methods cannot be used in this case and stochastic global optimization 

algorithms seem to be preferable. In addition, an attention is paid to minimization of the 

number of function calls as the “black-box” function is assumed to be the most expensive part 

of the solving process. 

The algorithm introduced in this contribution is the combination of a neural network 

and a genetic algorithm. The principle of the algorithm is to approximate the investigated 

function by a neural network, to locate the global extreme for this approximation by genetic 

algorithm and subsequently to improve the approximation in next cycles. 

The type of the used neural network is the Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) 

[1,2], that approximates black-box function by the sum of base functions values and neural 

weights for each neuron. The value of a base function is influenced by its “distance” from 

neuron’s center vector to vector of variables, for which we want to know the approximate 

function value. The neural weights are derived from the condition of equality between the 

values of black-box function and its RBFN approximation. This condition is represented by a 

system of N linear equations, where N stands for the number of neurons.  

The global maximum of this approximation is found by GRadient-based Atavistic 

Differential Evolution (GRADE) algorithm [4]. Now, it is possible to improve the ability of 

RBFN to approximate the black-box function by adding new neurons into the neural network. 

Adding the right neural centers is the most important step of each cycle of solution process. It 

determines the efficiency of the whole algorithm. In our case, three points are added in each 

cycle. The first one is the maximum found by GRADE algorithm, the second one is a 

randomly created point inside the definition domain. The last added point is acquired by 

different methods. In particular, three methods of generating new points were tested:  

 

• a new point is located in the (hyper)cube with the center localized in the maximum found 

by GRADE and side length derived from the number of optima found in this (hyper)cube 

in previous cycles. 

• The second method adds a new point with respect to the standard deviation, computed for 

values of maxima found in previous cycles. The randomly created vector is multiplied by 

the standard deviation and added to the current maximum found by the GRADE 

algorithm.  

• The last method counts difference between maxima found by genetic algorithm in last two 

steps and adds this difference to the better one of them. This method is called gradient 

method of adding new point. 

 

The results of numerical experiments shows that the gradient method is the most 

effective, both from the point of view of the number of function calls necessary for locating 
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the global maximum and from the point of view of standard deviation of number of function 

calls. Therefore, the gradient method was used for all subsequent tests.  

 

The introduced algorithm was tested in solving the twenty–function test set [3] and 

one real-world problem of optimal control of structures undergoing large displacements [4]. 

 

• The set of twenty functions includes various functions with the dimensions up to 

twenty. This set was solved by many other algorithms, such as differential evolution, 

binary genetic algorithm, extended binary genetic algorithm and Simplified Atavistic 

Differential Evolution (SADE). The comparison shows that presented algorithm is 

able to solve effectively functions with specific properties. Namely, the dimension of 

the problem solved should not be too high and the function should not have many 

peaks with steep slopes. For functions with high dimensions and steep slopes it is 

necessary to have a large number of approximating neurons. As a result, the system of 

linear equations for determination of neural weights is too large and the algorithm 

becomes ineffective. But in all other cases, when optimized functions fulfill the 

specified properties, comparison shows very strong decrease of function calls 

necessary for locating the global extreme. 

• The problem of optimal control of structures undergoing large displacements [4] was 

also solved by SADE and GRADE. In this case, the number of function calls 

decreased approximately four times, which is quite promising for the solution of more 

complex optimization problems from this area. 

 

To conclude, the algorithm presented in this paper allows us to achieve a very strong 

reduction of function calls necessary for locating the global maximum of black-box functions. 

On the other hand, robustness of the algorithm decreased as the algorithm is not able to solve 

all types of functions. The more detailed investigation of this behavior of the algorithm will 

be a subject of the future research. 
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Internal thermal gains from the office equipment represents a major portion of cooling 

load of air condition systems in office buildings nowadays. The increase of internal gains is 

associated with wide using of personal computers and information systems. There are a lot of 

problems connected with thermal gains from office equipment. Just some of them have been 

already solved with the previous research. One problem is determination of real total heat 

gain from equipments. This was usually estimated based on the nameplate power 

consumption ratings. Total heat gain was measured in previous research as power input. It 

was found that actual total heat gain ranged from 7% to 32% of nameplate power 

consumption. This presented result illustrates the dramatic difference that exists between 

nameplate rating consumption and actual measured consumption. Air-conditioning systems 

designed based on nameplate data would result in extra first costs and in operating costs for 

the whole life of building. Another problem is diversity factor of equipment. Diversity is 

influenced by occupants, their work and by the types of equipment they use. For detailed 

system design using advanced methods (like computer simulations) there is a dynamic profile 

of the office equipment need. Absence of this data led to this research project. The goal of the 

project is to determine mathematical model of real thermal gains from PCs and monitors. As 

thermal gains from PCs and monitors depend on people using it, it was necessary to perform 

field measurement of computer’s and monitor’s power input in real office building. 

The measurement was performed in Škoda AUTO office building from August to 

December 2004. Each of almost 200 PCs and monitors was measured during one-week period 

and its usage was evaluated. The special datalogger based on principle of pulse wattmeter was 

developed and constructed for the purpose of the measurement. Measurement device 

consisted of one memory module DM8 and eight pulse sensors of power input HMP64-ISP1 

connected by data cable. Each pulse sensor was installed to wall socket and electrical 

appliance was plugged in. As pulse sensors of power input measure specific amount of 

energy, it sends pulse to memory module. Memory module saves pulses from sensors in given 

time interval. Module is capable to store about 8400 records from each of the eight input 

slots. The three minute interval was used in pervious studies as sufficient time to set maximal 

thermal gain. Time interval set to three minutes enabled more than 14 days of continuous 

measurement in our case. The memory module was connected to computer and measured data 

were saved in CSV format for later processing. To shorten the total time of experiment two 

separate sets of dataloggers with pulse sensors were used simultaneously. Equipment was 

measured in one-week period or in two-week periods at most. Installation and dismantlement 

of measuring equipment took less than one hour. It is not probable that this procedure led to 

loss of accuracy of mathematical model.  

The measured data had to be filtrated before processing due to the power failures in 

measured building during the experiment. The measurement of workstation, which was not 

used in one day at all, was not included to later processing. Approximately 30% of the 

measured data were excluded. From filtrated data of three-minute intervals were average hour 
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consumptions calculated for each measurement. It is supposed that equipments of the same 

mark and type have the same maximum power consumption. Therefore PCs were separated to 

five groups of the same brand and type and monitors to four groups. The average three-

minute maximal consumption (taken as the maximum consumption value from three-minute 

intervals) and average hour time behaviour were created for each group. The average group 

hour consumptions were compared to group maximum consumption to obtain non-

dimensional parameter dependent on time. Then were calculated mean proportional hour data 

separately for PCs and for monitors. It has been calculate as average of proportional hour data 

of equipment’s group. Results are presented in appending table. Results of this research 

project will be used to detailed system design using advanced methods (like computer 

simulations). 
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The object of this project was implementation of PIV measurement and method based on 

PIV system like stereo PIV, PLIF (Planar Laser Indeced Flourescence) and IPI 

(Interferometric Particle Imaging) on student laboratory work at Faculty of Mechanical 

Engineering Department of Fluid Dynamics and Thermodynamics. Objective our project was 

design and constructs four student laboratory works: 

 

1. Measurement two dimensional flow field whit low Reynolds number by standard PIV 

technique 

2. Measurement velocity profile in tube by stereo PIV system -laminar and turbulent 

flow field 

3. Measurement concentration and temperature by PLIF-Planar Laser Induced 

Florescence 

4. Measurement two phase flow by IPI- Interferometric Particle Imaging 

 

The next and most important objective our project was design and construct Low-cost 

PIV. Low-cost PIV system which we designed is consisting from  CCD Camera LU175M 

whit resolution 1024 x 1280 pixel and continual Laser 50 mJ, whit 532 nm wave length. 

Using this CCD camera is very advantageous that is why there is possible to change frame 

rate repetition from 15 fps at 1280x1024 to 60fps at 640x480. The next advantage is 

possibility to change time of exposure. This camera is connected to the PC using standard 

high speed USB 2.0 (480Mbits/sec) connector and therefore is possible to us this CCD 

camera whit all PC whit system Microsoft XP. This Low-cost PIV system was used for 

measurement two dimensional flow field whit low Reynolds number. The results of this 

measurement (images whit seeding particle) is possible to analyze by standard commercial 

software FlowManager by Dantec dynamics or using one's own PIV software. 

 For measurement of two phase flow by IPI the experiment in moist wet steam will be 

designed. The aim of the experiment was to measure velocity of the growth of condensing 

nucleus in the wet steam dependent on velocity of condensation. For the experiments in wet 

steam the experimental setup was designed and constructed, generating superheated steam at 

lowered pressure and temperature of 50˚C. Low pressure and temperature of hot vapour was 

chosen in order to minimize the risk of the accident at the wall’s disruption. The size of 

condensing nucleus was measured by the method of Interferometric Particle Imaging IPI. The 

IPI method is a technique for determining the particle size of transparent and spherical 

particles based on calculating the fringes captured on a CCD array. The number of fringes 

depends on the particle size and on the optical configuration. The experimental setup used is 

identical with the setup for measuring flow by the stereo PIV method. The only difference is 

in using special camera mount comprising transparent mirror and enabling focusing both 

cameras to one point. The results of the development are measured growth of condensing 

nucleus and the histograms of sizes of all measured particles depending on time and 

condensation velocity. 
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For measurement velocity profile in tube by stereo PIV system the experimental setup 

was designed and constructed. For this experiment the test section for reduce the noise 

because of reflection and refractive index was designed and constructed. Using this special 

test section we were able to measure to wall in boundary layer. Results of these experiments 

were turbulent and laminar velocity profile.   

For measurement concentration and temperature by PLIF the experiment for measured 

temperature boundary layer on vertical wall was designed and constructed. Using special 

camera mount there were able to observe one measurement test section by two cameras. One 

CCD camera was used for two dimensional measurement of velocity boundary layer and 

second CCD camera was   used   for  measurement   temperature   boundary  layer.   Diameter 

of test section  was  20mm x 20mm and thickness temperature boundary layer was about 2 

mm. Because of very small test section and thickness of boundary layer there was necessary 

to design one's own PLIF software. Using this software we was to able measured this 

temperature boundary layer in small test section. 

The methodology of measurement for all student laboratory works was booking and 

would by used for teaching in laboratory of Division of Fluid Dynamics and 

Thermodynamics.   
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The objective of this paper describe the number of mode shapes in the dynamic 

response of structures. New technical standard EUROCODE 8 is being prepared in Europe in 

these days. It concerns the influence of earthquake to structures. This standard expects that 

common structures will be calculated with so called response spectrum. When using this 

method it is very important to choose carefully the number of considered mode shapes. 

Suggested standard implements quite simple criterion for determination of number of 

considered oscillation shapes which is based on so called equivalent modal mass. This 

criterion was not yet tested in details.  

The method of calculation the seismic response of building structures according to 

EUROCODE 8 is based on simplified assumptions. This simplification is based on 

transformation of dynamic load given by seismic acction to the equivalent static load by 

method of multi-modal analysis (e.g. combination of mode shapes). Conversion of dynamic 

task to static solution is fundamental for design practice where the solution of tasks with time 

variable load exceed the possibilities usual in engineering practice. Next remarkable 

simplification of calculation the response of structure is an assumption of linear material 

behavior. Inaccuracy flown from this simplification grows with choice of material which show 

apparent non-linear behavior (e.g. reinforced-concrete structures). In order to take into account 

the dissipation capabilities of the construction in the calculation, linear analysis will be made, 

based on design response spectrum that is smaller than an elastic spectrum. This reduction can 

be achieved by implementation of ductility factor q (in EC8 called behavior factor). All of 

these significantly simplifying suppositions lead (according to the type of a construction) to 

inaccuracy in assignment of resultant construction response. A comparison of thus assigned 

structure’s response calculation with a calculation based on detailed analysis of the 

construction can lead to a modification of the minimal number of oscillation shapes criterion 

considered in the calculation, as assumed in the EUROCODE 8.                                   

A verification of the minimal number of mode shapes criterion for a determination of 

structural response under seismic load was done for an atypical structure of a high-rise 

building. It was a  constructionally complicated building sensitive to dynamic load. The second 

structure considerd  was a steel truss tower. In these problems was used a 3-D spatial model 

with a linear material behavior. Both structures were calculated by a method of mode 

superposition (multi-modal response analysis). It was proven that the criterion of minimal 

number of mode shapes is strongly overestimated mainly for steeel tower structures. Also for 

the high-rise building structure it was proven that the response definition was from more than 

80% based on the first oscillation shape relevant for given direction. For intermediate 

directions is the situation more complicated, but these directions are not crucial according to 

the size of structure’s response. In implementation of assumption of knowing the exact 

definition of structure’s response there is a possibility to proclaim above mentioned calculation 
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as conservative and reduce the requirement for minimal number of oscillation shapes, if it 

would be proven that the reduction for specified type of structure is sufficiently secure.                                    

For detailed analysis of reinforced-concrete frame structures a non-linear analysis was 

used. The primary algorithms was based on requirement of definition of dynamic structural 

response, natural frequencies and mode shapes etc. This calculation is now being 

implemented to the SIFEL program which is beeing developed at the Department of 

Structural Mechanics, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague. 

On a simple reinforced-concrete structure was used a non-linear structural analysis was done. 

Within this calculation we can observe, apart of redistribution of internal stresses, also change 

of natural frequencies. The natural frequency has an essential influence on a defining the 

value of seismic action. We are able to track the natural frequency (softening of structural 

system) we can track also the influence of this change on the size of the seismic action. By 

this change is understood an increase of structural resistance to seismic action, therefore the 

linear dependence between increase of effective value of maximum acceleration ag and 

seismic shake Fk does not apply. With non-linear analysis it will occur a significant increase 

of structural movement, but the influence to reallocation of internal intensity is not crucial 

and it is actually beneficial for solidity of construction system. Reduction of natural 

frequency, which conversely can be crucial, can cause even a reduction of the size of internal 

intense in the construction and thus contribute to an impair of requirement of minimal 

oscillation shape number in calculation of structure’s response to a seismic load. For appraisal 

of structure resistance these internal intense are crucial.                                     

 

The criterion of number of mode shapes considered in the calculation of structural 

response to a seismic action as presumed by EUROCODE 8 norm appears not to be 

satisfactory. In the project was proven that the final response of structure is remarkably based 

on the first mode shape. If we take into account the non-linear structure behavior and the 

reduction of seismic action influenced by it’s softening, we can strengthen the influence of the 

first oscillation shape given by the linear calculation to the overall structural response. It is 

necessary to execute a detailed analysis of all types of structures because the influence of non-

linear behavior is not possible to generalize for all types of structures. The project will be next 

focused on comparison of results obtained by multi-modal response spectrum analysis and 

direct integration of equations of motion. New adjustments of the minimal mode shape 

number criterion considered for calculation of specified type of structure will be suggested, in 

order to receive more effective calculation of linear structural response, which appears to be 

most appropriate for common use in engineer practice. 
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Nowadays, the experimental research of shear layer and transition to turbulence is still on one 

of the first places of scientific interest. This study of influences of inlet flow parameters is 

new direction at world research.  

 

Our project was directed to the airfoils and blade cascade at the condition of low Reynolds 

number flow. These points at issue are one of the research lines solved at department 12107 – 

new wind tunnel of 1200 x 400 mm cross-section was built in our laboratory under 

contribution of CTU grant.  

It has been shown, that not only turbulence intensity, but also dissipation length parameter 

play an important role in transition process. An aim of current research is to prove the impact 

on integral aerodynamic coefficients (such as drag and lift) on streamline bodies. To enable 

such measurement, the flow in wind tunnel should be significantly modified. In front of 

examined airfoil or blade cascade is now placed turbulence generator.  

Two grids are used - the first one is coarse and it is placed just downstream the inlet 

contraction of the tunnel. The second one, fine, is placed in front of the measurement area. 

Both are designed as replaceable part of the aerodynamic tunnel for future possibilities to 

change it. Thanks to this is a well defined inlet flow comes to the leading edge of airfoil or 

blade cascade. Chord used on models is 400 mm, which with standard operational conditions 

yields test Reynolds number up to 300 000. Locking device for total and static pressure are 

placed in front of test section. The same variables can be evaluated by traversing in the wake 

behind the body. 

Measurement procedure is adequate to proven practice used in best wind tunnels worldwide – 

lift can be evaluated from pressure distribution over model surface. Drag is calculated by 

means of momentum balance in wake behind airfoil. Required velocities are measured by 

Particle Image Velocimetry, which is a laser supported optical method. Our team proved 

higher accuracy than with the standard pressure rake. Use of large transparent panels 

facilitates usage of the method and required calibration. The use of hot-wire anemometry for 

same purpose will be examined as well.  

As an initial experiment, the visualization of flow filed of Wortmann FX66-17AII-182 airfoil 

with air brake has been carried out. PIV method has been used; this measurement has been 

also utilised as a test case of the whole system. Investigated area has been divided into several 

sub-regions which have been evaluated separately. Such procedure enabled better resolution 

of velocity gradients. The function of air brake under various angles of attack of base airfoil 

has been studied.  

Different air brake geometry was applied at NACA 23012 airfoil – noticeable wake has been 

visualised.   
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An importance of proper flap function is pronounced both at sport and transport airplanes. 

MS(1)-0313 is widely used in this category, hence a model with simple flap has been 

prepared and wind tunnel tested.  

All presented measurements have been aimed at possibilities of lift and drag control. A study 

of entirely new topic of active flow control has been started which expanded initial topic of 

the grant. The concept of active flow control on blade cascade has been created by means of 

synthetic jets. The manufacture of simple airfoil test case has been started as well.  

Airfoil design and optimization for sailplane application is another important topic and final 

results have been gained for club class. Wind tunnel testing has continued by the study of the 

boundary layer separation on typical club class airfoil. 

 

Design features of the airfoil using numerical solutions and measurement were presented [1]. 

General application of numerical method in feasibility studies of experimental research is 

written [2]. Methodology of PIV measurement and limits of evaluation of turbulence 

properties was studied [3]. Interaction of synthetic jet with free shear layer and its usage for 

boundary layer thickness control was introduced [4].  

 

The new wind tunnel and its valuable equipment opens further field of aerodynamic research 

in the laboratory of the department U207.1 aiming at compressor aerodynamics, blade 

cascades, airplane aerodynamics and airfoil . 
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 Optimization methods became an efficient tool in practical and research problems 

many years ago, but the application of optimization methods in fluid dynamics is still 

difficult. The most limiting factor of the usage of optimization methods in fluid dynamics is 

an enormous consumption of the time needed to obtain the objective function from the results 

of numerical simulation. Thereafter very sensitive choice of the optimisation method is 

needed for efficient solution of each optimization task in aerodynamics. Presented work deals 

with the development of methodology for the problems of fluid dynamics and is primarily 

focused on direct search methods. 

 An appropriate choice of the optimization method in aerodynamic task is allways 

complex problem. One has to consider that the solution of optimization problem is closely 

connected with numerical solution. The enormous time consumption of numerical simulation 

in fluid dynamics is not the only problem to be dealt with. Mesh adaptive techniques which 

are needed to correct solution of the system of equations (Euler or Navier-Stokes equations) 

with finite volume or finite difference schemes allways superpose some noise function on the 

objectice function, which can be naturaly nonlinear, nonsmooth or discontinuous. Objective 

function with low-amplitude, high frequency oscillations is challenging for all optimization 

methods. For such optimization problems, two main usable groups of optimization methods 

will be described in the following two paragraphs. 

 The first group of methods contains stochastic methods, evolutionary algorithms 

(genetic algorithms, differential evolution, swarm optimization, etc.) or simulated annealing. 

All these advanced methods are generally very good for solving global optimization problems 

but they are not very efficient for optimization tasks with low dimensionality due to 

comparatively high number of objective function evaluations. Recently, an effort to lower the 

number of function calls with assistence of so called “metamodels” [1]. The metamodel 

approximate real objective function with algebraic expession of objective function gained 

from trained neural network or another type of artificial intelligence algorithms (self-

organizing maps, Kohonen structures). On such metamodel part of the calculation is done. 

 The second group of methods contains direct search methods as a part of deterministic 

methods (gradient methods are hard to use in problems of fluid dynamics due to noisy 

character of objective function). Direct search methods are best known as unconstrained 

optimization techniques that do not explicitly use derivatives. Direct search methods were 

formally proposed and widely applied in the 1960s but fell out of favor with the mathematical 

optimization community by the early 1970s because they lacked coherent mathematical 

analysis. In the past fifteen years, these methods have seen a revival due, in part, to the 

appearance of mathematical analysis, as well as to interest in parallel and distributed 

computing [2].  
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 For testing the efficiency of direct search methods, the basic set of testing functions 

[4] was applied, namely Spherical function, Eliptical function and general Roosenbrock test 

function. Results obtained on these smooth functions up to R
10

 dimensions were published 

and discused in [3] and some conclusions for practical use of direct search methods were 

derived. 

 As a good choice from the set of tested direct search methods we can recommend the 

Roosenbrock method and the Hook-Jeevse method, which are generally more eficient then the 

Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm or the Polytop method for the functions with low amplitude 

noice. The Nelder-Mead simlex algorithm or Polytop method seems to be a good choice for 

the problems with up to 10 dimensions and for the functions fith medium amplitude of noice 

on objective function. Moreover, these methods with applied rough step, are good for the first 

estimate of the starting point of the following optimization process. All direct search methods 

should be used up to 20 dimensions of search space, for problems with more then 20 

dimensions we can strictly recommend use of evolutionary algorithms or other sofisticated 

methods described at the beginning of the article. For the functions where the amlitudes of 

noise are relatively high to the ratio of mean value change in objective function all the direct 

search methods fail and some more sophisticated method must be applied on optimization 

process. 

 For further progress, coupling of direct search methods or evolutionary algorithms 

with neural networks should be investigated. Such optimization approach seems to have a 

great potential for industrial applications with hundreds of design parameters. 
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Air ejectors are spread at the area of distribution at different stuffs, aeronautics and air 

conditioning. These devices are usually designed in respect to their purpose. Efficiency of the 

ejector influences its utilization like substitution conventional appliances. 

This article is devoted to improve sufficiency and describe the behaviours of these air 

machines. Therefore new measuring circuit was installed to validate and inquere more precise 

values. The measuring devices were chosen due to special literature and previous measuring 

experience. This device is mostly used for transport of gas, liquid or steam. Its theoretical 

efficiency is based on the design of the entry canals, mixture chamber, diffuser and applied 

transport matter. Inlet canals should admit of reaching required velocities and satisfy 

aerodynamic principles. Pressure difference implicates interaction and interposition between 

driving and driven gas in subsequent mixture chamber so that driving air warfts driven air by 

mixture and energy transfer. The rest of the transfered kinetic energy is enacted inside the 

diffusor. The diffuser is joined on the  measuring track. The measuring spot was created in 

space of envolved velocity profile and constant static pressure to ensure true measuring data. 

It is usually in distance 5 times throat diameter behind diffuser. The measuring line contains 

digital flowmeter, which is located at the end. It works on principle of Carman´s fluxes. At 

the end of the trackline there is also adjustable throttle. This choking element simulates 

different pressure conditions at the outletline. The driving air is produced by screw 

compressor Atmos SE 80 with maximum flow volume 75 m
3

/h. Admission line of driving air 

is equipped with pressure and temperature probe. The ejector sucks driven air outright from 

laboratory room close to the barometric conditions. At the measuring track there was installed 

Coanda ejector with adjustable width of the slot to elicit optimal gap from measured values. 

Characteristic diameter of the ejector throat was 51 mm. The air ejector achieved maximum 

efficiency at 0.2 mm width of the slot. The measuring track contains throttle to simulate 

frictional losses in following ducting. We verified decreasing amount of transported air by 

risen value of the outlet pressure. The pressure growth 20 Pa (pressure behind diffuser) causes 

flow volume drop about 10 %. As a result of high decreasing energy it is important to 

consider the loss which arise from line length and high velocity. It determinates scale of using 

even though if pipe enlarges its size. The admission line of  the ejector provides change of 

compressed air flow due to air relief branch with installed rotameter. Thus it enables 

comparison at particular working conditions at the suction part by the same level of  pressure. 

Values of the driving compressed air were in range 1 up to 3 bars at the ejector entry, values 

of the compressed air in compressor were about 0.5 up to 1 bar higher than at the ejector. Real 

valuations of supply air are usually about 7 bars in ordinary compressed air distribution. It 

satisfies as compressed air source with supposed reinforcement 15 by given conditions. This 

reinforcement is stated as rate of the driven and the driving mass flow.  

In some practical cases ejector equipment is applied without diffuser and is directly lined up 

on subsequent conduit. Function of the diffuser is partly substituted that conduit however high 

speed of the air flow provokes crucial losses in consequence unstable fluctuant flow air. 
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Practice also offers single ejector applications, it is made for exhaustion of gaseous matters 

either they are rising or they are dissipating heat by manifold actions. Ejector reaches value of 

reinforcement up to 30 at this settlement. The reinforcement value helps us to compare chosen 

device to another at some parts like channels, walls or shapes. It represents the operation of 

whole apparatus.  

On the other side we can start from mathematical equations for the mixture chamber, but it do 

not have to lead to goal. The validity of these equations is usually limited.  

 

Mathematical model for fundamental mixing effect is formularized by dynamics and energy 

equations 
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that is generally unsolvable in this form. 

 

These turbine engines generally achieve smaller operation than classic conventional devices.  

On the other side turbojet machines substitute them and offer low investing costs, minimal 

process cost and portability. They have advantage for special and irregular running. 
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Air conditioning equipment ensures thermal comfort in important public buildings 

such as hospitals, theatres, concert halls, TV and broadcasting studios. In all these cases the 

indoor spaces are very demanding with respect to holding the level of noise within the 

required limits. 

Air conditioning pipe manifolds in the above buildings are terminated by inlets and 

outlets, which serve for the uniform supply of air. This is usually achieved by airflow control 

in the individual branches by throttling (dynamic pressure losses). Outlets together with 

control elements (predominantly butterfly dampers) are in addition to the above sources of 

aerodynamic noise. Designers are above all faced by problems related with the noise of 

outlets and control elements, which are either integrated into terminal elements or located 

very near to them. Usually there is not enough space to reduce the noise by means of sound 

dampers. The aim of the present paper, which is the result of an implemented research 

project, is to consider possibilities of the reduction of aerodynamic noise already in the 

control elements themselves. 

Butterfly dampers are both from the viewpoint of their production costs and price 

cheap products. However they have insufficient highly non-linear working characteristics, 

from which it is apparent, that at a small slewing angle θ (°) the dampers offer nearly no 

resistance to the flowing air. Only at greater slewing angles the dynamic pressure loss 

coefficient ξ (-) grows substantially, however as already mentioned, the course of the control 

is non-linear.  

The aerodynamic noise is generated by a control butterfly damper with a specific 

section area of 0.1 m
2

 and can be characterized by the sound power level A L
WA

 (dB) in 

dependence on the airflow rate V (m
3

/h). A detailed analysis of the generation of noise in a 

butterfly damper shows that the critical part, where a prevailing portion of the sound power is 

generated, is the constricted part of the flow field. The flow velocity of air in this place grows 

considerably. In view of a commonly known fact, that the generation of aerodynamic noise is 

proportional to the 6th power of the airflow velocity, approaches have been sought to achieve 

the required reduction of pressure in a duct at lower airflow velocities.  

From the experiments performed a regressive equation can be set determining the 

dependence of the level of the sound power A on the airflow velocity w
c
. As follows from the 

presented results the dependence concerned can be expressed by an increase of the level of 

the sound power A by approx. 21 dB at a duplication of the airflow velocity in the constricted 

part of the control element. 

 If a conventional orifice plate or perforated sheet is used in the duct as a resistance 

element, then the airflow rate will be set to a constant value. The aerodynamic noise 

generated for the flow of air through a single hole into free space is generally known.  

If the outlet hole is arranged as a set of small holes, practical results show that the 

generation of sound power can be reduced. Dependence sound power level on air flow was 

found out for sheet with perforation 33 % and 66 % in the duct with diameter Φ=0,355 m 

(0,1m
2

). From the analysis of the results of measurement is evident that for example the sound 
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power level is equal to 28 dB for perforation 33 % and 16 dB for perforation 66 % both 

causes with air flow 1000 m
3

/h. 

If the design of the damper is combined with a perforated sheet, in the first 

approximation a hypothesis could be applied, that in a series arrangement the resistances are 

summed up. 

The effect was studied of the system "Butterfly damper + perforated sheet", in which 

the throttling elements were series arranged. On the basis of the performed experiments the 

behaviour of a newly created control element with an assumed pressure loss of 50 Pa.  

The results of the experiments indicate a possible linearization of the working characteristic 

by series arrangement of the damper and the perforated sheet. 

The required reduction of the supply pressure was achieved in two stages. At a constant value 

of the total reduction of pressure the fraction of the pressure loss in the damper is given by a 

change of the setting of the angle θ to a lower value. This automatically leads to a reduced 

generation of noise in the damper, since the airflow velocity w
c
 in the narrowest profile drops 

significantly. 

 One way how to change the working characteristic of a throttling element and 

simultaneously reduce the noise it generates, is to arrange more butterfly dampers in series. 

Experiments were carried out with two identical dampers. Here the noise of one butterfly 

damper was compared with that of two series arranged dampers with an identical pressure 

gradient. Theoretical analysis could offer a noise reduction by up to 6 dB. Experiments have 

proved a reduction of noise by approx. 4 dB. One explanation of this phenomenon is at hand. 

The sound power corrected by filter A involves the effect of the shape of the spectrum. It has 

been proved that the spectrum of the generated aerodynamic noise is displaced on the 

frequency axis in dependence on the homothetic Strouhal number Sh, which induces a 

correction of the sound power A. 

From the analysis of the results of experiment, which mapping dependence the sound 

power level on total pressure loss, is follow the reduction of pressure difference can be done 

as series arrangement of throttling elements. Series arrangement of throttling elements has 

been resulted in decrease velocity of air in the constricted part of throttling element. This 

effect causes decrease of sound power level emitting in the duct. Within the scope of this 

grant experimental work proceeds with an aim to obtain an overview of other combinations of 

throttling elements appropriate for air conditioning equipment.   
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The radiator is important part of heating systems. Project of radiator for example type, 

location, technique of working, have direct impact to thermal comfort of heated space. Is 

important, in order to the project of radiator took thermal comfort of occupant into account to 

the full along with economy requirements.  

With the panel radiators it was determined during the measurement under standard 

conditions that the nominal heat output by the radiators called „short“ is constant both for 

single-side top and for diagonal top connections. This information is not valid for called „long 

(L≥4.H)“ panel radiators. 

This phenomenon is read different. Germany technical literature is inclined to explain 

it as of ejector effect. By long radiator with single-side top connection the ejector effect 

means that induction cold water come up first heating flue connected with top distribution 

box. Consequently the mean surface temperature of radiator is cutting down along with 

decrease of heat output. This information was published in article of Abel, Bott and 

Schlapmann in 1993 [L4]. 

In other literature [L1, L2, L3] interprets this phenomenon as significant decrease in 

dynamic pressure in top connection box wit respect to its length. Due to the pressure loss of 

the radiator, which in the form of friction and local resistance increases with length of the 

radiator, predominant part of flow is immediately returned to bottom collecting box and to the 

outflow from the radiator. In the second half of the radiator unordered (chaotic) flow occurs 

and velocity moves in the order of 1O
-9

 [m/s] here. Take place such small velocity conditions 

determinate convection heat transfer coefficient inside the water, but at the same time more 

marked cooling water by flow trough complete radiator. The water stayed in radiator for a 

long time and the temperature gradient (temperature of medium minus room temperature). 

Temperature gradient in radiator is more highly than nominal temperature gradient. 

Insufficient warming-through of radiator by inlet hot water is the cause decrease mean surface 

temperature thereby decrease heat output by radiator with single-side top connection.   

This problem we are solved by mathematic simulation and experimental verification 

temperature fields by surface temperature mapping. We carried out mathematical simulation 

on two types of panel radiators. The first type was „short“ model. This model corresponded to 

panel radiator KORADO Radik Klasik type 10 – 500 x 500 (the first number is the type of 

panels, the second number is the radiator of height, the third number is the radiator of length) 

with single-side top connection and diagonal top connection by nominal and double flow. The 

second type called „long“ model corresponded to panel radiator KORADO Radik Klasik type 

10 – 500 x 2000 with single-side top connection and diagonal top connection by nominal and 

double flow. In experiment the surface temperature is mapping with the assistance of 

contactless thermometer (radiant heat pyrometer) Testo Quickstep 860-T2. The panel radiator 

type 10 – 500 x 500 and type 10 – 500 x 2000 was measured always single side-top and 

diagonal top connection. 

By radiator type 10 – 500 x 500 with single-side top connection the temperature fields 

obtained by mathematic simulation is compared with experiment both causes showed creation 

the colder area in the right bottom corner of radiator. The colder area is caused by decrease of 

water current velocity in this part of radiator. The mean temperature of radiator, which is the 
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70 °C for both causes, corresponded to 75 % radiator heights by experiment and this 

temperature is distribution for all its length. On the contrary by the mathematic simulation the 

mean temperature is transferred lower and its course of temperature have more diagonal 

character. By the same type of radiator, but diagonal top connection, the mean temperature is 

transferred under 75 % radiator heights. By the mathematic simulation the mean temperature 

corresponded to 60 % radiator heights and by the experiment it is 65 % radiator heights. The 

colder area, which by the mathematic simulation is in the middle of bottom part of radiator, is 

moved moderately to right by experiment. 

Type 10 – 500 x 2000 with the single side-top connection. The mathematic simulation 

demonstrated reduces of flow in the second half of radiator with ensuing minimal heat 

transfer. However by the experiment the colder area is in the bottom part of radiator. This 

area covered almost all length of radiator and reaches about the 20 % radiator heights. 

Both figures of temperature fields are not so much different for diagonal top connection of 

long radiator. In the distance about 80 to 100 mm from inlet of hot water to the radiator is 

predominant part of flow ripped to the bottom collection box and conducted back to the 

heating system. But by the mathematic simulation is seen, that flow of water is continuously 

separated for all length of radiator. Due to pressure distribution in the radiator occur to 

deceleration of flow in its half-length thereby bigger cooling water. Difference in temperature 

distribution by experiment and mathematic simulation have the same cause as by single side-

top connection. 

From the analysis of the results of mathematic simulation and experimentally obtained 

temperature fields is reason of decrease of heat output by single side-top connection of 

radiator decrease of dynamic pressure in the top connection box.  From the confrontation the 

experiment and mathematic simulation, the diagonal top connection is better, because near 

concordance is evident as short as long radiator. The causes of difference between 

temperature fields by single side-top connection are caused first of all inlet hot water to the 

radiator trough distance ring. This cause will be part of next research. Advantage diagonal top 

connection of long panel radiator with ratio L/H ≥ 4 is possibility reached higher surface 

temperature of radiator thereby better utilization of heat surface. On the basis of acquired 

results we can recommend even more and change the condition of distinguishing „long” and 

“short” radiator with respect to the connection. As „long” radiators for which the above-

mentioned recommendation of the connection is valid we consider panel radiators, which 

fulfill the condition (L ≥ 3H). 
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The paper deals with the evaluation of operative / globe temperature and indoor air 

temperature by computer simulation method (ESP-r) and their comparing with measured 

temperatures in real air-conditioned room. Difference between operative / globe temperature 

and indoor air temperature is given by mean radiant temperature in the room which is affected 

with indoor and outdoor radiant sources.  

Room in which was measurement carried out is located on the top floor of Faculty of 

Mechanical Engineering, CTU in Prague building on Department of Environmental 

Engineering. The room is mostly used as meeting room during working days approximately 

from 8:00 to 17:00. Meeting room is 7,3 m long, 4,6 m wide and 3,1 m high. Construction of 

the building is formed by iron-concrete skeleton. Sole outer wall is oriented on the South-east. 

Windows in the room are from steely frame with clear glass with U = 2,4 W/(m
2

.K). Area of 

windows is approximately 60 % of the wall surface. Two from three windows is possible to 

cover with black draperies. Internal walls are built-up by wooden cupboards with books. 

Ceiling and remaining parts are painted with white colour. Meeting room is equipped with 

ceiling air-conditioning unit Mitsubishi with cooling load 3,7 kW and heating load 4,0 kW. 

Measurement of physical parameters of internal environ and selected surfaces in the 

room has been carried out in period from 12.5.2004 to 11.6.2004. This period was divided to 

three parts. In each period has been defined specific conditions:  12.5. – 24.5. - measurement 

with draperies and without air-conditioning, 12.5. – 24.5. -  measurement without draperies 

and without air-conditioning, 2.6. – 11.6. - measurement without draperies and with active 

air-conditioning (thermostat has been set to 23 °C). This physical parameters has been 

measured: indoor air temperature ti  (°C), globe temperature tg  (°C), surface temperature tp  

(°C) and outdoor air temperature te  (°C). Indoor air temperature ti  (°C) in the room was 

measured with shaded thermometer in two points, at the window and near internal wall at 

height of 1,7 m from the floor. This dimension according to CSN ISO 7726 standard is 

representing height of head of stand-up person. Equal conditions was used for notice globe 

temperature tg  (°C) with globe thermometer (diameter at 100 mm). Surface temperature tp  

(°C) has been scanned with four thermometers on selected superficies (window, floor, 

cabinet, ceiling). Thermometers were fit with isolation against radiation of surrounding walls. 

There was also recorded the temperature of shaded thermometer and globe temperature  in the 

space between the roof and the ceiling above the meeting room as well as outdoor air 

temperature te (°C). Measured parameters were recorded on measuring central outfitted with 

additional card with A/D converter. The central was installed at beside room in order to its 

operation untouched measurement in the meeting room with additional heat gain. The sensors 

which were used for measurement of temperature are in a matter of fact semiconductor 

thermometers. For communication with measuring card and for recording of measured data 

(interval of record was 15 minutes) was used Eflab program. Velocity of air flow in the room 

was recorded with programmable central Almemo 3290 (Ahlborn) by resist sensor (heating 

string). As the air velocity was not higher than 0,2 m/s it was possible in the next steps to 

evaluate operative temperature as arithmetical average of air temperature in room and mean 

radiant temperature.  
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Calculation model of the meeting room was created with ESP-r simulation program. 

Meeting room was simulated as two-zone model. The first zone was the room. The second 

zone was formed with space between the roof and the ceiling above the meeting room. For 

calculation of operative temperature in random point in the room and in random position of 

the person is needed to use MRT (mean radiant  temperature) sensor. Sensor has block shape 

with this dimensions 0,3 x 0,3 x 1,1 m (w x t x h) and it is placed 0,7 m from the floor. This 

dimension represents the stand-up person. For simulation were not applied data for reference 

climatic year in Prague but own database of climatic entries. This database was measured and 

recorded in solar laboratory at Department of environmental engineering.  

From measurement in the real room come out that indoor air temperatures and mean radiant 

temperatures are very similar. If these temperatures are identical also the operative 

temperature is equal to them because it is their average value. If these temperatures are 

identical also the operative temperature is equal to them because it is their average value. This 

can bee truth only when the airflow velocity in the room is not higher than 0,2 m/s as well as 

in our case. At simulation with ESP-r was distinction between indoor air temperature and 

mean radiant  temperature little bit higher but did not overdraw value of 2 K. Values of 

temperatures received with measurement and simulation shows relatively good equality. This 

can be truth only when measurement was overshoot under setting conditions and it was not 

obstructed by outer effects. For instance the air-conditioning was active when it should be 

turn off. After its turn off the temperature was relatively quick returned to required values so 

it had not long-time effect to measurement process. 
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The die casting process is a true metal casting process, since metals are melted and then 

solidified within molds having cavities shaped to the design of the required parts. In the 

casting processes that utilize sand or plaster for molds, the mold is destroyed by the molten 

metal heat or when extracting the casting from the mold. In the die casting process, the 

hardened steel molds can withstand the casting heat and are constructed with movable 

sections which allow easy removal of the solidified casting. Therefore, these molds are 

reusable and can be used for producing thousands, or even millions, of castings. These 

permanent molds, called "dies", are reusable and are subjected to high levels of force or 

pressure and include complex mechanisms.

The die casting process actually has three sub-processes. These are: permanent mold casting 

(gravity die casting), low-pressure die casting, and high-pressure die casting. In North 

America, the term die casting is used to mean high-pressure die casting, although the 

technology embraces all three sub-processes. The three processes differ mainly in the amount 

of pressure, which is used to force the molten metal into the die. All three use reusable dies as 

molds. In permanent mold casting, the molten metal is poured into the mold and flows only at 

the force of gravity. The low-pressure process utilizes pressures up to 1.5 MPa to force the 

molten metal into the die. The high-pressure die casting process subjects the molten metal in 

the die to pressures between 7.0 and l40 MPa. As the pressure is increased, there is a 

corresponding reduction in the time required for the molten metal to fill the die.

An increase in the molten metal injection pressure requires the machine to apply a 

corresponding increase in force to hold the die halves together. The internal metal hydraulic 

pressure can be very high; consequently, die casting machines clamp the dies closed with a 

great amount of force (more than 25 MN (3 000 t) of force). To apply such high pressure, the 

molten metal is ladled into a cylindrical chamber and a hydraulically driven plunger pushes 

the metal into the die. The machines are made to automatically cycle through their sequence 

of motions. The cycle consists of die close, apply clamping force to the die, ladle molten 

metal, inject molten metal into the die, wait for the metal to solidify in the die, open the die, 

and eject the casting from the die. The die absorbs the solidification heat from the casting, and 

the heat must be processed through the die, away from the cavity area before the next casting 

is made. The design and control of the heat flow through the die is one of the most critical and 

challenging aspects of the process.

Die casting is a manufacturing process that is just one step within an industrial system that 

processes raw materials into consumer goods. The raw materials are from either metal bearing 

ores or metal scrap. The zinc or magnesium die casting alloys originate directly from the ore. 

The alloys are refined into ingot of high purity by mining and/or smelting companies and sold 

as "primary" metals. The larger die casting companies purchase the "pure" ingot and add the 

other constituents to make the proper alloy. Most of the smaller die casting companies 

purchase the metal pre-alloyed from either the smelter or an independent alloyer that 

specializes in buying the pure metals and producing the die casting alloys. Most aluminum 

and copper base die casting alloys are secondary alloys that are refined from scrap metals. 

The scrap may be collected from other manufacturing operations, such as the offal from sheet 

stamping or the shavings from machining operations. Much of this scrap comes from items 
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that have outlived their usefulness and are being disposed. The secondary smelting companies 

purchase the scrap, then sort and refine it into the die casting alloys. Some metal(s) may be 

added during the process to make the alloy composition correct. The smelter casts the alloys 

into ingots, which are purchased by the die casting companies. 

When cast, each casting contains extra metal in the form of sprues (biscuits), runners, 

overflows and flash that must be removed. The extra material is usually cut from the casting 

with a trimming die in a power press. These trimmings are utilized as scrap by the die casting 

companies.

In some instances, the die casting company sells the castings in their ''as trimmed" condition 

to companies that manufacture products that include the castings. Other die casting companies 

will perform additional machining and metal finishing operations (i.e. polishing, buffing, 

electroplating, painting and machining) to the casting before shipping it to the customer. In 

these instances, the purchaser of the die casting simply assembles the finished part into the 

final product. The die casting operation often is located in the factory that produces a final 

product, such as home appliance manufacturers, automobile companies, and hardware 

producers.

Die casting is a highly specialized segment of the manufacturing industry. Among the 

industries affected by die casting are: machine tool, tool and die, utility, construction, 

banking, marketing, transportation and communications. Some supporting industries have 

evolved specialty factions that concentrate on servicing the die casting industry, such as the 

machine tool, tool and die, process lubricants and industrial furnace industries.

Many companies are independent and specialized only in producing die castings. These 

companies obtain their business through competitive bidding on a job-by-job basis. These 

"custom" die casters range in size from those having three or four small die casting machines 

to multi-plant corporations with many large die casting machine. 

Some die casting companies have developed proprietary product lines that dominate their 

productive capacity. These may have once been custom die casting companies, or may have 

been established to make a product and are involved in die casting because it is the best way 

to produce their product. When die casting facilities are maintained within a company to 

support some other activity, the die casting operation is considered a "captive" operation. 

The automobile, small engine, outboard marine products and builder's hardware industries 

have large captive die casting facilities (many machines with big clamping capacity up to 32 

MN - 3 000 t). Similarly, most manufacturers of fractional horsepower electric induction 

motors have captive die casting facilities. Many other metal working companies also have die 

casting facilities which may consist of a single small die casting machine with a much larger 

manufacturing facility, while companies may also devote a substantial portion of their 

manufacturing effort to die casting. Since a die casting operation requires specialized 

engineering and highly trained personal for the supportive maintenance equipment, it is 

usually most economical to have at least 12 medium-sized machines. Smaller groupings of 

die casting equipment will not justify the proper supporting staff and facilities. The 

economics are quite different if the die casting operation is limited to machines with less than 

1.0 MN (100 t) clamping capacity. The economic unit size may then be as small as three or 

four machines. 
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Dynamics was investigated in a test room with middle ability of heat accumulation, 

which was not affected by outside climatic conditions directly. This slab-on-ground test room 

is placed in ground floor of Department of Environmental Engineering laboratory. Heat loss 

is created by external air supply to the test room. Heat pump was used for this experiment and 

heats this laboratory and offices contiguous to this laboratory. Heat pump source is ground 

with dry earth bore filled with non-freezing mixture. This heat pump is heat source for 

heating system with plate heaters. This heating system consists of 11 plate heaters with 

temperature gradient 50/40 °C, circulating pump and expansion tank. There is plate heater 

placed in the test room that covers its heat loss. Heater in the test room is projected on heat 

loss value 419 W. Total heat loss of all heated rooms is 6,6 kW in this case. Heat pump 

equipments are storage tank and heating coil too. The volume of tank storage is 0,5 m
3

. 

Heating coil could be use as added heat source if increased heat supply is required. This 

occasion can come at drop of external temperature value below 0 °C.  

 

Measurements were carried out in two measuring places. The first one is the test room 

and the second one is a room with heat pump. In this experiment were measured values 

necessary for evaluation and appreciation of dynamic behaviour of plate heater with heat 

pump heat source. 

All dynamic experiments were measured under two working states. In the first 

working state heat is supplied only by the heater to the test room and the other heaters are 

closed by thermostatic valves. In the second one heat is supplied to the whole heating system 

but dynamic changes are measured only in the test room. Dynamic measurements were made 

at common heating operation, at start of heater by switch-on heat pump from cool state of all 

system or after heat pump switch-off. For next dynamic measurement were used storage tank. 

Circulating pump is in function after heat pump switch-off and storage tank supplies heat to 

heated space. Further change was made this way: heat pump was started but circulating pump 

was turned off until heat pump switch-off, that is heat pump operates as long as storage tank 

is not fully charged. Then circulating pump is released and heating system starts extracting 

heat from storage tank. Before this experiment heating system and heat pump are let to cool 

down totally. Further measurements were realized at simultaneous operation of heat pump 

and heating coil namely either at current start this both device or heating coil is attached to 

heat pump during heat pump operation. Behaviour of this combined heat device is measured 

within common operation too in order to characters appreciation for heat purposes.  

Heater dynamics is criticized according to heater heat inertia. Heat inertia depends on 

water content in heating system mainly. Heat inertia is influenced by heater material less. 

Plate heaters have the smallest water content hence they are characterized by the lowest heat 

inertia value. Plate heaters reach fastest thermal comfort after switch-on of heat source in 

heated space. After heat source switch-off, air temperature drops in heated space quickly too.  

In the case, that heat was supplied only to the test room, heater was characterized by 

twice lower value of approach heat inertia than in the case of supply of heat to all heated 

spaces for all measured dynamical changes. The lowest value of approach inertia was reached 
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at simultaneous start of heat pump and heating coil. The higher value of approach inertia was 

obtained at instantaneous heat delivered to the heating system. This was realized by 

circulating pump switch-on after storage tank full charge and heat pump switch-off. Heater 

had the slowest response at common switch-on of heat pump from cool state. Heater in the 

test room did not reach its rated power even at working state of whole heating system. The 

obtained measured approach inertia results are compared with values presented in [2]. 

In the case of heat source switch-off, without usage of tank storage accumulated heat, 

medium (water) temperatures in the heating system pipes dropped very quickly at both 

working states. Consequently, air temperatures went down in the test room as well. Heater 

was able to heat the test room during 5,5 hours as much as its 50 % rated power by using of 

tank storage accumulated heat. In the case of whole heating system operation, this period of 

heat supply from storage tank to the test room was eleven times shorter. This period took 30 

min. 

Modifications of external climatic conditions have negligible impact on the heat pump 

performance because heat pump heat source is earth bore, whose temperature is usually 

stationary throughout heat period. Therefore heat pump has almost constant value of 

coefficient of performance (COP). External temperature decline influences increase of heat 

loss value of heated space. It is suitable to use additional heat source to heat pump – heating 

coil in winter season. Current operation of heat pump with heating coil reduces heat pump 

energy consumption by one third and ensures more balanced heat pump operation and shutoff 

periods. Heater reached its rated power in all examined cases of operation of heat pump with 

heating coil. Heat pump operation period was five times shorter at working state of the test 

room heating only than at heat pump common operation in the case of whole heating system 

heating. Heater rated power was even exceeded in the case of the test room heating only for 

example at heat pump switch-on or heat pump common operation or at heat pump with 

heating coil operation. Heat loss in the test room was covered from the tank storage mainly at 

this working state because heat supply was much smaller than at working state of whole 

heating system and heat pump was for most of day switched off. 

 

Measurement results show that usage of tank storage is very suitable and useful for 

heating system with plate heaters because heat pump need not switch and shut off so often. In 

the period, when heat pump is switched off temperature fall in heated space is covered by heat 

accumulated in the tank storage. Heat is accumulated in the tank storage during heat pump 

operation so that heat that is not consumed in the heating system is saved to the tank storage. 

This tank storage was charged from totally cool state until its full recharge for the duration of 

70 min at no heat supply to the heating system. 
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Currently a pulse-jet cleaning is practically dominant way of the effective separating of 

suspended particles from flue gases. Most industrial filters with the pulse-jet cleaning are 

fabric bag filters, known as the pulse-jet fabric filters. 

The area of pulse-jet cleaning of industrial filters has been studied in the Department of 

Environmental Engineering of the Czech Technical University since 1996 and different 

partial targets have been studied. At the beginning problems of geometry optimization of the 

elements of pulse-jet cleaning were investigated [1]. This contribution is focused on the 

investigation of the influence of volumes of both inlet (dirty) and outlet (clean) part of the 

filter to the pulse-jet cleaning efficiency. 

The main important criteria were defined [1], by reason of evaluation of tested alternatives. 

These criteria are established on the background research, expressing the basic features of the 

pulse pressure time signal in the bag and have decisive influence on pulse-jet cleaning. 

According to the criteria the evaluation system was determined [1]. This system consists of 6 

evaluation factors, that come from the measured pressure time dependence ∆p(τ) at three 

distances from the mixing nozzle outlet.  

For solving problems of the pulse-jet cleaning an experimental filter unit with a single filter 

bag [1] was built in the laboratory of the Department of Environmental Engineering in 1996 

and 1997. The filter was constructed from real filter parts and it is equipped with a filter bag 

of diameter 127 mm (5´´) and length 2730 mm. The filter is equipped with instrumentation 

for measuring all parameters necessary for describing the time dependence of pulse-jet 

cleaning. 

In the beginning experiments of investigation the influence of volumes both the inlet (dirty) 

and outlet (clean) part of the filter to the pulse-jet cleaning efficiency 6 different alternatives 

of filter volumes were tested (3 alternatives of the inlet volume and 2 alternatives of the outlet 

volume) [2],[3]. Results showed, that volumes of the inlet and outlet filter parts have a 

significant influence to the pulse-jet cleaning efficiency. The best evaluated was the 

alternative with the highest filter volume on the inlet as well as on the outlet of the filter. This 

conclusion is unfortunately in contradiction with the practice of filter designers, who aim at 

minimizing the filter volume per filtering area. 

For the proper research of this problem the reconstruction of the experimental filter was made 

[4]. Reconstructed inlet part of the filter has the additional volumes situated symmetrically in 

four directions. The total volume of 12 additional inlet chambers is 684 l, so summarized with 

the original inlet volume (316 l), the maximal inlet volume of the filter is 1000 l. The volume 

of one additional chamber can be reduced either about one third on 38 l or about two third on 

19 l by means of a barrier. Thanks to this possibility 4 alternatives of inlet volumes are 

offered. The new outlet additional chamber has volume of 90 l, that can be again reduced 

either about one third on 60 l or about two third on 30 l. The maximal outlet volume is 150 l 

(the original outlet volume is 60 l). 4 alternatives of outlet volumes together with 4 

alternatives of inlet volumes originate totally 16 alternatives of arrangement of the 

experimental filter. Values of specific volumes (inlet and outlet volume per one cleaned filter 

bag) of the experimental filter cover and exceed range of specific volumes of real filters. 
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Conditions of the experiments were slightly modified compared with the previous 

experiments. Thus new results [4] cannot be directly compared with results of the previous 

period. By this reason the original ranges of measured values and the point evaluation 

(established already in the period of the geometry optimization of the elements of pulse-jet 

cleaning) were changed according to new measured values. Therefore these experiments 

represent the individual part, that is focused on detailed investigation of the influence of filter 

volumes to the pulse-jet cleaning efficiency. 

The best evaluated is the alternative with the highest filter volume both on the inlet and the 

outlet of the filter. The size of the outlet volume as well as the inlet volume has a positive 

influence to the point evaluation of the tested alternative. In case of higher filter volumes a 

gradient of change of the point evaluation is lower than in area of lower filter volumes. The 

developed point evaluation system can be considered as a measure of the pulse-jet cleaning 

efficiency of bag filters. The higher point evaluation of the alternative, the higher efficiency 

of the pulse-jet cleaning is. The pulse-jet cleaning efficiency is nearly connected with a 

pressurized air consumption and a filter pressure drop and thus directly influences operating 

costs. 

The used pressure measuring system scanned the difference between a static pressure inside 

the filter bag and a static pressure outside the filter bag as the differential pressure. In the final 

period of experiments the pressure measuring system was changed. Components of the 

differential pressure (a pressure inside and a pressure outside the filter bag against the 

atmospheric pressure) were scanned by means of a new measuring system.  

Four alternatives with the minimum and the maximum inlet and outlet filter volume were 

investigated by means of the new measuring system. An under-pressure in the outlet filter part 

is strongly influenced by the outlet volume – the lower outlet volume, the higher the under-

pressure. Pressures along the filter bag (in the inlet filter part) depend mainly on the inlet 

volume – the lower inlet volume, the higher the overpressure. If the volume of the outlet filter 

chamber is small, the mass of an induced gas by the pulse-jet cleaning elements is reduced 

and the effective differential pressure decreases. A limitation of the inlet part of the filter 

decreases the effective differential pressure, because the counter-pressure outside the filter 

bag is increased. 
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During the development of the parts of machines or constructions it is necessary to 

consider a damage caused by the fatigue of material. Generally it is possible to find many 

types of welds and structural welded nodes. There is a problem of the absence of basic fatigue 

data and their accuracy already in the stage of their design so that the qualified fatigue life 

assessment could be carried out [1]. Welded joints for infinite life can be designed in 

accordance with the classical processes of uniaxial fatigue life assessment. There is rather 

complicated stressing on the structures in the welds and their neighbourhood. Its influence 

will appear only during laboratory fatigue life testing of the given structural joints. The 

common goal of the grant was to find a methodology of testing and calculations of thin 

walled welded profiles which would enable to implement a qualified fatigue life assessment 

before testing itself. Such a virtual testing allows to optimize the given structural joint already 

in the stage of the design.  

The next goal of the project was the investigation of the principles of the fatigue 

damage of the chosen typical structural welded nodes used in the skeleton frame of the 

vehicles (mainly trolleybuses and buses) under uniaxial and multiaxial loading and the 

proposal of the fatigue life assessment methodology. For this purpose the project has been 

solved both theoretically and experimentally. The aim of the experimental part has been 

ensuring the reliable data about the formation of fatigue defect and its propagation measured 

under the defined conditions exposed to different proportional and nonproportional 

combination of loading. The results served as a base for the theoretical part. Except own 

experimental results the experimental results available in the literature [2] has been used.  

Tests were performed for the sinusoidal loading in tension, bending, torsion and 

combination in bending and torsion. Basic tests on elementary tests specimens served for 

obtaining complete collection of fatigue data for the different types of technological and 

structural notches. The S-N fatigue curves for five types of flat specimens in tension or in 

bending were investigated. They present the technological and structural notches effect of the 

weld. Next tree S-N curves were investigated for proportional and nonproportional loading in 

bending and torsion on the two types of welded thin – wall profile joints (40x40x2 mm and 

60x40x3 mm) [4]. Material of the hole specimens was structural steel 11 373.1 - S235 JRG2. 

The strain-life curve of this steel was too experimentally investigated to describe the basic 

fatigue parameters for elasto-plastic (low cycle) fatigue life [3].  

During the tests the point of the expected origin of fatigue damage has been monitored 

in detail and the level of the stress in the base of the weld has been measured by the strain 

gauges. The SPATE (conventional measurement VZLÚ Prague) method was tested too. Most 

these simple and combined loading tests were performed on the electro hydraulic test 

machines of the Dynamic Testing Laboratory of the SKODA Research Institute. Plzeň. 

Auxiliary static tests to the calculations of the determination of necessary material parameters 

have been realized together with FME CTU in Prague. 
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At the same time as experiments an analysis and comparison of the methods of fatigue 

life assessment has been carried out by means of the NSA (nominal) LESA (local elastic) and 

LPSA (local plastic stress approach) with the modification for welded joints. The finite 

elements method (FEM) for stress calculation was widely used to apply of NSA according the 

Euocode 3 Standard as well as the local methods. Different FEM models of flat and tubular 

welded joints were calculated by ANSYS, ABAQUS and COSMOS-M software. Calculated 

stress distribution was compared with the experimental stress analysis. A new structural stress 

approach as the uniaxial fatigue life prediction method was proposed. Also the other uniaxial 

local approaches (for example SWT and Landgraf parameter) as well as notch approaches 

were checked [2]. Last but not least the multiaxial criteria were verified. For this analysis our 

own computer program MAXA [2] (MultiAXial Analysis) was used and modified. Though 

the calculation results were ambiguous, best results for proportional and nonproportional 

loading gave the method according to Kenmeugne at all. 

Direct application of attained outcomes will be in the optimization of complicated 

welded structures of the public transport vehicles frames, where is possible to modify the 

calculation for other types of structural nodes. This way can significantly reduce the cost of 

the structure design and its complicated and expensive experimental verification. Further 

importance of the project is in the creation of the software for the prediction of the fatigue life 

of welded joints exposed to the combined loading. At the same time created database of 

experimental results with detailed description of parameters and test conditions is an 

important source of information for both applied research and pedagogical purposes. 
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    The paper presents the solution of a model of a mechatronic system with a moment
characteristic of an asynchronous or a direct current motor. The system is compiled with a 
driving motor, gearbox, mechanisms, kinematics bonds, control units and a driven machine.
The equations of motion of the system are in most cases systems of non-linear algebraic-
differential equations. The reason for non-linear equations is the non-linearity of kinematical
bonds, passive resistances, dampers or elastic elements. Their analytic solution is limited to a 
few exceptional incidents. For the solution of non-linear systems it is necessary the use 
numerical methods in connection with computer systems. Compared to other possible 
software products Matlab appeared to be the most successful for teaching.

The part of the Bachelors and Masters studies at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering of 
the Czech Technical University includes courses in Mechanics and especially in the field of 
Electrical Power Engineering and Control Engineering. The courses proceed on a basis, 
which the students have received in physics in their first two years of studies. These courses 
widen their technical and practical knowledge. The students get to know methods of vector 
and analytic static systems, kinematics planar mechanisms and especially dynamic systems
with one and more degrees of freedom. For the compilation equation of motion, the Newton’s 
second law or the Lagrangian equations of second order are being used. The computational
system Matlab-Simulink uses a numerical solution in order to solve the mathematical model,
i.e. the system of non-linear differential equations of the second order. The modeling,
numerical solution and dynamical simulation of operating behavior of system make it 
possible to design the parameters of this system.

Mostly an asynchronous or a direct current motor drives the system. The driving moment
with a static non-linear characteristic of an asynchronous motor (Kloss`s moment
characteristic) is

),(2 22
0 sssMsM ZZm                                    (1)

where SYNs 1  is a slip in respect to a synchronous angle velocity SYN , and  is a 

parameter, which determines the slip value, for which the moment  is the maximum. For

value  the maximum of moment is by 

Zs
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   The driving moment  of a direct current motor is hM

,0 BMM h                                                                                                                 (2)

where ...starting torque, M0 B  ...constant,    ...angular velocity of the motor. The 
equations (1) and (2) are solved with the computer system Simulink. A reduced model can 
substitute the mechatronic system, which is mostly a two mass torsion system with reduced 
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moments of inertia and two degrees of freedom. The mathematical model of this 
reduced model is represented by the equations of motion based on Newton’s second law: 
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G  - modulus of rigidity of shaft, l  - length of shaft, 

Mh  - driving moment of motor, i - resulting gear ratio, 

d      - diameter of shaft, k  - spring constant of shaft,

Mz  - moment of load of driven machine, b               - damping constant of shaft,

21, II - reduced moment of inertia of masses of driven and driving elements,

kc , bc , dc  -  parameters descriptive of non-linear course of elastic moment in coupling. 

Equations (3) and (4) are solved with Matlab-Simulink.With the simulation of different 
courses of moments of load Mz and different courses of the driving moments for the 
asynchronous a direct-current motor it is possible to determine the time dependences for 
example of  and the designs of a control unit for the moment of load. The 
numerical solution with SW Matlab – Simulink of this system will be compared with the 
results of experimental measuring on two mass torsion laboratory model [1-3] driven and 
braking with servomotors M406I-070-01-70 ( VUES Brno), sensiting unit ECN 1313 
(Heidenhain) and transducer Servostar 603 (Danahar Motion). The knowledge of the dynamic
characteristic of mechatronic systems is important for the designing of the whole system as 
well as for the regulation and control of different processes. The modeling and dynamic
simulation of operating duty of system make the realization of operating behavior for this 
system possible for students. Different numerically solved systems with driven motors, load 
moments, and control units, with Matlab and Simulink, are presented on the web and applied 
in courses of Mechanics, Dynamic of processes and Dynamic of mechanical systems.

2121 ,,,
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The radiator is important part of heating systems. Project of radiator for example type, 

location, technique of working, have direct impact to thermal comfort of heated space. Is 

important, in order to the project of radiator took thermal comfort of occupant into account to 

the full along with economy requirements.  

With the panel radiators it was determined during the measurement under standard 

conditions that the nominal heat output by the radiators called „short“ is constant both for 

single-side top and for diagonal top connections. This information is not valid for called „long 

(L≥4.H)“ panel radiators. 

This phenomenon is read different. Germany technical literature is inclined to explain 

it as of ejector effect. By long radiator with single-side top connection the ejector effect 

means that induction cold water come up first heating flue connected with top distribution 

box. Consequently the mean surface temperature of radiator is cutting down along with 

decrease of heat output. This information was published in article of Abel, Bott and 

Schlapmann in 1993 [L4]. 

In other literature [L1, L2, L3] interprets this phenomenon as significant decrease in 

dynamic pressure in top connection box wit respect to its length. Due to the pressure loss of 

the radiator, which in the form of friction and local resistance increases with length of the 

radiator, predominant part of flow is immediately returned to bottom collecting box and to the 

outflow from the radiator. In the second half of the radiator unordered (chaotic) flow occurs 

and velocity moves in the order of 1O
-9

 [m/s] here. Take place such small velocity conditions 

determinate convection heat transfer coefficient inside the water, but at the same time more 

marked cooling water by flow trough complete radiator. The water stayed in radiator for a 

long time and the temperature gradient (temperature of medium minus room temperature). 

Temperature gradient in radiator is more highly than nominal temperature gradient. 

Insufficient warming-through of radiator by inlet hot water is the cause decrease mean surface 

temperature thereby decrease heat output by radiator with single-side top connection.   

This problem we are solved by mathematic simulation and experimental verification 

temperature fields by surface temperature mapping. We carried out mathematical simulation 

on two types of panel radiators. The first type was „short“ model. This model corresponded to 

panel radiator KORADO Radik Klasik type 10 – 500 x 500 (the first number is the type of 

panels, the second number is the radiator of height, the third number is the radiator of length) 

with single-side top connection and diagonal top connection by nominal and double flow. The 

second type called „long“ model corresponded to panel radiator KORADO Radik Klasik type 

10 – 500 x 2000 with single-side top connection and diagonal top connection by nominal and 

double flow. In experiment the surface temperature is mapping with the assistance of 

contactless thermometer (radiant heat pyrometer) Testo Quickstep 860-T2. The panel radiator 

type 10 – 500 x 500 and type 10 – 500 x 2000 was measured always single side-top and 

diagonal top connection. 

By radiator type 10 – 500 x 500 with single-side top connection the temperature fields 

obtained by mathematic simulation is compared with experiment both causes showed creation 

the colder area in the right bottom corner of radiator. The colder area is caused by decrease of 

water current velocity in this part of radiator. The mean temperature of radiator, which is the 
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70 °C for both causes, corresponded to 75 % radiator heights by experiment and this 

temperature is distribution for all its length. On the contrary by the mathematic simulation the 

mean temperature is transferred lower and its course of temperature have more diagonal 

character. By the same type of radiator, but diagonal top connection, the mean temperature is 

transferred under 75 % radiator heights. By the mathematic simulation the mean temperature 

corresponded to 60 % radiator heights and by the experiment it is 65 % radiator heights. The 

colder area, which by the mathematic simulation is in the middle of bottom part of radiator, is 

moved moderately to right by experiment. 

Type 10 – 500 x 2000 with the single side-top connection. The mathematic simulation 

demonstrated reduces of flow in the second half of radiator with ensuing minimal heat 

transfer. However by the experiment the colder area is in the bottom part of radiator. This 

area covered almost all length of radiator and reaches about the 20 % radiator heights. 

Both figures of temperature fields are not so much different for diagonal top connection of 

long radiator. In the distance about 80 to 100 mm from inlet of hot water to the radiator is 

predominant part of flow ripped to the bottom collection box and conducted back to the 

heating system. But by the mathematic simulation is seen, that flow of water is continuously 

separated for all length of radiator. Due to pressure distribution in the radiator occur to 

deceleration of flow in its half-length thereby bigger cooling water. Difference in temperature 

distribution by experiment and mathematic simulation have the same cause as by single side-

top connection. 

From the analysis of the results of mathematic simulation and experimentally obtained 

temperature fields is reason of decrease of heat output by single side-top connection of 

radiator decrease of dynamic pressure in the top connection box.  From the confrontation the 

experiment and mathematic simulation, the diagonal top connection is better, because near 

concordance is evident as short as long radiator. The causes of difference between 

temperature fields by single side-top connection are caused first of all inlet hot water to the 

radiator trough distance ring. This cause will be part of next research. Advantage diagonal top 

connection of long panel radiator with ratio L/H ≥ 4 is possibility reached higher surface 

temperature of radiator thereby better utilization of heat surface. On the basis of acquired 

results we can recommend even more and change the condition of distinguishing „long” and 

“short” radiator with respect to the connection. As „long” radiators for which the above-

mentioned recommendation of the connection is valid we consider panel radiators, which 

fulfill the condition (L ≥ 3H). 
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The aim of the project was the design of an experimental stand for the measurement of 

the sound power of selected items of HVAC equipment, particularly those designed for 

comfortable HVAC equipment. Consequently it was necessary to comply with requirements 

for low background noise, i.e. noise of the HVAC equipment as a whole. Due to the fact that  

an such experimental stand has been already established in the noise laboratory (free-field 

room) of the Department of Environmental Engineering, which, however does not meet the 

required values of background noise, another  appropriate system was investigated. The 

existing system uses a ventilator for the achievement of the required air flow. This system, 

working in a continuous mode of operation, has a significant drawback from the viewpoint of 

background noise. 

The source of air in the newly designed system is a pressure vessel (property of the 

Department of Environmental Engineering) with an approximate volume of 5.9 m
3

 situated in 

the yard between the laboratory halls. The above method of the achievement of the required 

air flow is based on the expansion of air supplied from the pressure vessel. Consequently such 

operation is not continuous – in the first stage the vessel is filled by a compressor  with air up 

to the required pressure and only afterwards controlled expansion occurs. The advantage of 

the above system is that a significant source of aerodynamic noise – the ventilator – can be 

omitted. 

Besides the above pressure vessel use was also made of an existing DN 100 ductwork. 

A ball valve which serves for the closing of the supply duct to the aerodynamic tunnel was 

mounted at the outlet of the pressure vessel. Beyond the valve the duct leads from the outer 

space (yard) perpendicularly into the corridor of the laboratory halls and further runs under 

the ceiling into the workshop of the Department of Environmental Engineering, where it is 

connected to the aerodynamic tunnel. 

The aerodynamic tunnel runs longitudinally through the workshop of the Department 

of Environmental Engineering and its end opens into the free-field room. The tunnel is 

mounted in four suspensions anchored into the ceiling of the workshop. The tunnel comprises 

two sections of high-pressure MOPVC PN 12.5 ducts with a 315 mm outer diameter and a 8.5 

mm wall thickness. The total length of the tunnel is about 12m. Flexible sound dampers 

(FLEXO) are mounted inside the MOPVC ducts. 

Individual parts of the tunnel are secured against shifting by means of special flanges  

and also normal  modified flanges. The sound dampers inside the MOPVC ducts are joined by 

flanges. 

Compressed air is supplied by a GX5C single-stage screw compressor with an output 

of 10 l/s. The compressor is housed in a soundproof case together with a 200 l receiver. 

Compressed air is supplied from the compressor to the pressure vessel via a 1" duct 

and designed in such a way to enable the use of the compressor for current work in the 

workshop. 

One of the main problems of the design was to ensure the required control of the 

expansion of air from the pressure vessel. At first throttling of air by a single orifice situated 

in the removable segment of the ductwork in the workshop was considered (exchange of the 
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orifice for various air flow requirements was assumed). This system, however, can be hardly 

considered as a source of "quiet air" since air flows through one orifice at  sonic velocity (up 

till the moment the pressure ratio drops beyond the critical limit). During the outlet of the 

fluid aerodynamic noise is radiated. The total sound power irradiated depends on the 8th 

power of the air flow rate at high values of the Mach number (Ma > 0.8). For lower values of 

the Mach number the value of the power of the air flow rate decreases which leads to a 

reduction of the aerodynamic noise. From fluid thermodynamics it follows that if low values 

of the Mach number are to be achieved, the air flow must be subsonic. In order to be able to 

achieve subsonic air flow, the pressure ratio must drop below the critical limit. 

From the above it is apparent that the designed system requires not only  air flow 

control but also  reduction of the air flow rate. The above has led to considerations to use a 

system of orifices still situated in the removable segment of the ductwork in the workshop. 

Later, however, it appeared that a more appropriate solution would be a cascade of "sieves" 

(punched-plate screens) situated inside the pressure vessel. This concept appeared to be 

advantageous mainly from the viewpoint of the layout but also from the viewpoint of 

vibrations since this system is situated farther from the place of measurement. 

The use of a cascade of "sieves" causes a reduction of the pressure ratio in the 

individual stages and consequently leads to a reduction of the air flow rate. For a given 

cascade the initial air flow is preset and during expansion continuously decreases. For a 

different initial air flow another set of punched-plate screens (further "sieves") designed for 

the given air flow must be used in order to achieve the required pressure at the inlet of the 

aerodynamic tunnel. 

As it has been mentioned earlier, the equipment for air flow control is situated inside 

the pressure vessel. The pressure vessel has only one main "entry port" in its lower part and 

four smaller ports in the upper part. Inside the pressure vessel from each of the ports in the 

upper part a DN 150 duct leads vertically to approximately ½ of the height of the pressure 

vessel. Two of these ports are sealed  with flanges outside the pressure vessel and the two 

remaining ports serve for the discharge and supply of air into the pressure vessel. The air flow 

reductor is suspended on the  vertical discharge duct, which supplies air to the aerodynamic 

tunnel. 

The application of the  principle of pressure differences made it  possible to gradually reduce 

the air flow rate in the cascade and thus to reduce the noise of the aerodynamic tunnel as a 

whole and also to enable an easier and more rapid control of the entire system. 
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In this contribution we present the result of following topics which were successfully solved 

in 2004: 

In the area of Air Pollution Control were analysed different methods of classified sampling 

of emissions and for the next application was recommended a classification with a cyclone 

separator. In the laboratory of the Department was built a new testing line and experimental 

tests of the cyclone separator with φD = 78 mm were realised. From the results of 

experiments follows, that the cyclone separator φD = 78 mm can be used as a “PM10 

classifier” only at a low flow rate under 3 m
3

/hour. In the 2004  was realised an exacting 

reconstruction of the laboratory testing filter for investigation the pulse-jet cleaning of 

industrial filters and extensive experiments of investigation of inlet and outlet filter volume 

influence to the efficiency of pulse-jet cleaning were then carried out. Results of experiments 

turned out that both inlet and outlet filter volumes play an important positive role for the 

pulse-jet cleaning efficiency, expressed at experiments by means of a point evaluation system. 

Our important conclusion is unfortunately in contradiction with the practice of filter 

designers, who aim at the minimising the filter volume per filtering area. 

In the area of Noise Control was made an analysis of the behaviour of selected variants of the 

connection of thermostatic valves to an experimental heating system. The aim was to monitor 

the behaviour of elements comprising the system and to suggest the most appropriate 

alternative of the design of heating systems with regard to the suppression of undesirable 

noise. In conclusion results are presented of experiments which led to recommendations on an 

optimization of the design of heating systems with regard to the suppression of noise. 

The flow of air through ducts is mainly controlled by throttling (except for the control of the 

performance of fans, where variation speed is used). All throttling elements are sources of 

aerodynamic noise. The most common throttling elements in air conditioning systems are 

butterfly (single-blade) or multiblade dampers. The main object of the present paper is an 

analysis of the working characteristic of a butterfly damper in a pipe with a circular section in 

terms of noise generation. Also possible improvements are sought of the working 

characteristics of dampers by a substantial reduction of the aerodynamic noise. Finally a 

successful solution is presented based on the cascade expansion of air in a duct achieving a 

reduction of noise by approx. 6 dB.  

The control of the performance of Heating Radiators is performed by regulating the flow of 

heating water. By fitting a thermostatic valve at the entry to a heating radiator the process of 

regulation of the flow of water (closing of valve) is accompanied by an increase of local 

losses, occurrence of cavitations and subsequent production of noise and its transfer to the 

heating radiator. The radiator due to its large surface area is an ideal medium for the 

transmission of noise into dwelling spaces. 

The advancement for Renewable Energy Sources Utilisation - The reconstruction of testing 

stand for solar collectors power characteristics, Facade solar collectors – computer simulation 

of its performance, Long-term testing evaluation of glass collector cover or of windows 

soiling, Optical behaviour under different slopes, Starting testing of combined heat 
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accumulator (for heating and soft water) and for different renewable energy sources 

applications (heat pump, solar system, boiler burning wood), The measuring of heat transfer 

coefficient at outer surface of solar collector glass cover, Multivalent renewable energy 

source in Herbertov – continuous monitoring and performance data evaluation, Passive and 

active glass Fresnel lens research and results application at bio-technological system in the 

town of Nove Hrady, Mathematical modelling of two types of hybrid solar collectors, heating 

and photovoltaic - air and water simultaneously as the heat transfer media, The development 

of vacuum tube solar collector with heat pipes – the prototype, Mathematical modelling and 

computer simulation of the dynamic performance of heating systems with renewable energy 

sources. 

In the area of Ventilation and air-conditioning are presented following results:  

Important role in sustaining or improving the quality of environment in Prague down town 

city has operation ventilation of road tunnel Mrazovka. The use of research work results on 

the design of ventilation system (made under support of Research Project), contribute to 

safety and economical operation ventilation (with 2 MW power input of installed fan motors). 

Physical modelling results of individual parts the fire ventilation system secures the safety 

evacuation of tunnel users by stratification of smoke under the ceiling.  

The research was aimed at the development and application of analytical methods, 

experiments, computer modelling and simulations in the design and performance assessment 

of ventilation and air-conditioning systems. The most important projects performed within the 

framework of the Research Plan were focused on: 

Theoretical and experimental analysis of indoor air flow (construction of a climate room, 

CFD simulations, laboratory measurements of temperature and concentration patterns in 

ventilated rooms); 

Development of energy models for buildings and HVAC systems (using the ESP-r software); 

Cooling ceilings (computer-based simulation and analysis of thermal comfort, energy 

performance, measurement of temperature patterns and indoor comfort parameters); 

Application of information technologies in control of HVAC systems; 

Radiant heating system combined with displacement ventilation (computer simulation, field 

experiments).
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Rapid development of computers and computer aided design opens relatively new way of 

fatigue damage computation. Real stress or strain tensors obtained from FE-analysis can be 

used as a direct input to the locally based methods. Such improvement in detailed description 

of local load states on engineering components gives interesting possibility how to further 

improve prediction capabilities in fatigue damage computation – above all in the case of 

complicated shapes of constructions or complicated loading.  

The locally based methods are still in development. Although there is some public acceptance 

of methods processing the complicated local load state to the reduced uniaxial value (so-

called uniaxial methods), any extension towards the more precise multiaxial solution 

(processing complete local stress or strain state, see [2]) is still doubtful.  

The aim of the project described here was to build a PragTic software for a fatigue damage 

calculation, that would be able to read FE-model and calculation data, collect the data about 

planned damage calculation and run it. Accent was also laid on the requirement of future 

extensibility, fast work with huge bundles of data and simple way of use. 

Since the load histories and FE-analysis data can be very lengthy, the main part of solution 

was interested in the question how to increase speed of calculation and efficiently use the 

memory of computer. The final solution uses splitting of data into separated binary files, 

where each file consists of a number of components with the same dimension. Binary files are 

used in order to accelerate access to the desired data. Whenever needed, a whole bunch of 

entities is uploaded from the file saved on the hard disc to the memory - not only the desired 

entity is read. The accompanying cached data are usable in much shorter time and thus reduce 

the time which would be used for any access to the hard disc. 

Separation into equally dimensioned data blocks is preserved in the memory. These “data-

vectors” are basic entities for any operation. Some higher system had to be build in order to 

take care of these data-vectors. This managing utility is called the data-base in PragTic 

project. It cares for opening and closing of files, read of data to the memory and their save to 

the files and also provides description of them to the user. It also identifies dependencies, i.e. 

cases where some data-vector is necessary for description of another one. Such solution is 

used in cases where the final entity has some parts of unequal lengths (e.g. element table of 

incidencies in the description of elements). 

The software code is written in the C/C++ language. Advantages of C++ Builder were used in 

the development, thus the PragTic is Windows-oriented. Nowadays the user interface is 

sufficiently built to record all necessary inputs for fatigue damage calculation. It allows to 

import and edit all parts of input data. 

In order to enable great variety in forms of imported FE-data, the import is performed in 

semi-automated way. User designates the heading line of the record, where the description of 

data is saved in the most of FE-software. A tentative upload is done, in order to test the file 

and data. Afterwards the user can inspect the result and changed or omit some parts of 

imported data. When finished, he starts the real import.  

As regards the now implemented calculation methods, these are (for further details see [2]): 
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• Uniaxial: by Smith, Watson & Topper; Morrow strain based; Morrow energetic; 

Bergmann; Erdogan & Roberts; Heitmann; Pospisil; Feltner; 

• Multiaxial: by Socie; Findley; McDiarmid; Kenmeugne et al.; Papadopoulos; Wang & 

Brown. 

The load history decomposition implements following methods: rain-flow counting method 

and several its clones (concerning which component of stress/strain state is counted), method 

presented by Wang & Brown in 1996, longest chord method and minimum circumscribed 

method. In case of shear load path decomposition, two methods for separation of cycles are 

implemented – separation by load path crossings and by local extremes of von Mises stress. 

The main obstacle in nowadays computations by PragTic is absence of some criteria for 

elastic-plastic accommodation of multiaxial load states. Accommodation is implemented only 

in its uniaxial variants – by Neuber and by Glinka. This deficiency limits PragTic’s use of 

multiaxial methods to the high-cycle fatigue region, where the degree of plastization is 

neglectable. 

In order to get appropriate data for computation, a set of 30 experimental tests was performed. 

Testing specimens machined from CSN 41 1523.1 were subjected to random loading in non-

proportional tension and torsion. For further information see [1]. 

Due to lack of a proper method for the elastic-plastic accommodation in multiaxial states, the 

prediction comparison of these specimens was performed on uniaxial methods only. All 

gathered experimental data show too great influence of plasticity. Among uniaxial methods 

the best solution was obtained from Morrow’s energetic method, which gives lowest scatter 

of results in contrast to experiment. Nevertheless it leads to the most unconservative results 

among uniaxial methods and vice-versa for other methods. As a whole, the results of methods 

tend to be unconservative and relatively highly scattered. Such results could be expected due 

to nature of uniaxial methods.  

To complete and enlarge the testing of methods to multiaxial solution, another comparison of 

prediction capabilities was made on high-cycle experimental data of the same steel under 

proportional and non-proportional combination of harmonic tension and torsion (see [3], [4]). 

Here the best solution was obtained from the integral criterion by Kenmeugne et al. The 

prediction accuracy is much better here ([3], [4]). 
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The mechanical surface aerator of pneu – hydraulic type is an alternative solution to known 

aerate systems. The aeration equipment draws the air in term of hydrodynamic effect of 

propeller, submerged under the surface of liquid, more to principle of function is on [1] [2]. 

Axial impeller and aeration equipment have to provide desired parameters. 

Comparative parameters were chosen the same as with similar equipment of this type. The 

main chosen comparative parameters were these: 

Suction air flow     Q
g
 [m

3

.h
-1

] 

Power consumption of electric motor in gas – liquid   P
g
  [W] 

Power consumption of electric motor in ungassed liquid   P  [W] 

Depth of submerged propeller   h  [cm] 

Revolution of aeration equipment   n  [s
-1

] 

Specific power consumption in gas – liquid   P
g
/Q

g
  [W.h.m

-3

]

Experimental results were reached using laboratory aeration equipment. The laboratory 

equipment had nominal power consumption 1,1 kW and its nominal speed was 2900 rpm. The 

laboratory aeration equipment was used with two different propellers. Both three blade 

propellers were D = 80 mm in diameter, d
he

 = 20 mm in external diameter of hub and d
hi

 = 

14,5 mm in internal diameter of hub. Length of hub was 120 mm. Both propellers of the 

aeration equipment were tested in chosen positions according to the amount of dissolved 

oxygen. Shape of the propeller with high comparative parameters, that was simultaneously 

able to provide high amount of dissolved oxygen, was chosen as the basic shape for next 

phase of optimalization. The experiment was carried out in block vessel, which was 4 m long, 

1 m deep and 1 m wide. 

Following results were reached using the aeration equipment with nominal power 

consumption 5,5 kW at speed of 2925 rpm. This aeration equipment was used with three 

propellers. Propellers were D = 120 mm in diameter, d
he

 = 50 mm in external diameter of hub 

and d
hi

 = 23 mm in internal diameter of hub. Length of hub was 95 mm. The development and 

production of propellers has been done by modern junction method altogether with classic 

technologies. The shape of blades was generated in 3D Cad system. The graphical design of 

blades is subsequently transformed into real shape using Rapid Prototyping technology. FMD 

(Fused deposition modeling) technology for making the blades was also used.  The blades 

were cast from brass and then cut. The final product is mandrel controlled. The blades are 

soldered (with use of silver) to hub of the propeller.  
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Propellers of laboratory aeration equipment were compared in chosen position. The influence 

of number of the blades in this case was found accordingly to comparative parameters and 

amount of dissolved oxygen. The experiment was carried out in block vessel, which was 

10,4 m long, 1,31 m deep and 1,55 m wide. For the measurement suction air flow was 

developed a torus input jet. The jet provides the input resistance lesser than conventional flow 

meter. 

For following design of propeller and its velocity rate determination, the flow pattern was 

found. The flow pattern of aeration equipment (1,1 kW) was observed using PIV method and 

was found in co-operation with Division of Fluid Dynamics and Thermodynamics (CTU) [3]. 

Aeration equipment was installed in measuring line of Department of Hydrotechnics (CTU). 

Measurement was realized in 2D using just one CCD camera. Plastic debris or air bubbles 

were used as particle seeding and experimental equipment was operated in the same block 

vessel as mentioned above. Research of flow pattern was carried out in a gas-free liquid (non 

– aeration steady) under given conditions. The dependence of the liquid flow rate on depth 

submersion has been found. The next determination of 3D flow patterns for propellers with 

120 mm diameter should be used with five hole probe. The five hole probe was standardized 

on air accordingly to its intended use. 

The characteristic parameters of conventional air pump (air flow rate, power consumption and 

others) were used as foundation for partial economical judgment.
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This paper deals with building and HVAC system design in modern building and control 

strategies of these systems in order to save energy. During designing of buildings and systems 

working in a buildings the designers not take in to account these systems as a one unit but 

design and optimize each system separately. Each device (for example air conditioning) can 

be on high technical level but when these devices do not cooperate with others (for example 

shading device) the result is not optimal and goes to energy looses.

In older building the different devices were designed step by step but also in this case the 

designer can take in to account the older installed devices and optimized them together with a 

new devices as one unit. In modern buildings it is already known which devices will be 

installed (for example air conditioning, slab cooling, shading device …) and it is necessary to 

take in to account each device. 

In this project model environment based on a computer simulation was created in which is 

possible to simulate the dynamic behavior of building and the systems working in the 

building. In this environment we can simulate the building and the devices in this building 

and we can apply and compare different solutions. 

As a case study is shown a meeting room in the 8-th floor at Department of Environmental 

Engineering in the building of Czech Technical University in Prague – Faculty of mechanical 

Engineering. This building consists of massive metal – concrete construction and the 

envelope is largely from glass. Building is largely heated by slab heating system “Crytall “ (a 

water pipe circle embedded in heavy thermal mass construction).

When this system was designed it was expected that this system will be used also for cooling 

in summer days, but it was never used and the system is used only for heating. In this room is 

installed local cooling unit, but in this building there are many rooms where is no cooling 

device. So in the summer day the occupants suffer from very bad condition. On this room it is 

shown how can different devices (cooling unit, slab cooling, shading devices, night 

ventilation) cooperate in order to save the energy. The devices which running costs are 

cheaper should be running first and only when it is beyond of this device to hold the thermal 

comfort in acceptable level the other devices should start. A numbers of models of meeting 

room with air heating, slab heating, shading, night ventilation system, air cooling system, slab 

cooling system and their combination in computer environment ESP-r (environmental 

simulation program – research) was created. In order to get environment identical with Prague 

conditions the complete climate database from CHMU (Czech Hydrometeorology 

Department) was both. Because the year 2003 was extremely warm it was both the year 2003. 

The climate data from CHMU were in the form which was not possible to laoad in ESP-r 

climate database maintanance so the data obtain from CHMU first must have been put in the 

unix form. ESP-r climate database uses this climate data: Global radiation, Diffuse radiation, 

Temperaturue, Outside relative humidity, Wind speed, Wind direction for 365 days in a year 

and 24 hours in a day. Because the data from CHMU for radiation contains only global 

radiation the diffuse radiation must have been calculated with using Erbs model. 

Each model of the room and device contains geometric data, construction and material data 

with all physical propreties, complex climate data, control law, and operations as number of 

people, internal gains etc. For the result analyses were used the inside  dry bulb temperature, 
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thermal comfort (PMV- Predicted Mean Vote and PPD – Percentage of Peple Dissatisfied), 

energy delivered, hours above value (26°C).On each model runs the simulation from 1.1.2003 

until 31.12.2003. The results analyses were made in hotest week (10.8.-17.8.) and in coldest 

week (6.1.-13.1.2003). In coldest week the energy delivered by heating (air system) in to 

room is 211 kWhrs and by slab heating 447 kWhrs. The energy demand for heating at slab 

heating system is higher then by air heating system. This is caused by acumulation of high 

thermal mass of the concrete slab. But we can se that the thermal comfort is much better then 

at heating by the air. It is caused by different way of heat transfer. The heat transfer is by 

radiation and does not caused the drafts. 

In the summer when no device is running the temperature in the room in the hotest day rise to 

45 °C. When the shading device is runnig (blinds) the temperature in the room rise to 40°C 

these conditions still represents great discomfort. When the shading device and night 

ventilation are  running the thermal condition are much better. The maximum temeperature in 

the room rise to 32°C. 

When air cooling unit is running the maximum temperature is 30°C and the energy delivered 

is –124 kWhrs and PPD is 50 %. When the slab coling system is running the maximum 

temperature is 30°C, energy delivered is 256 kWhrs and PPD is 30 %. 

When air cooling unit and shading device are running the maximum temeperature is 29°C, 

energy delivered is –86 kWhrs and PPD is 35 %. When slab cooling system and shading 

device are running the maximum temperature is 27°C, energy delivered is –184 kWhrs and  

PPD is 20 %.When the air cooling unit, shading device and night ventilation are running the 

maximum temeperature is 28°C, energy delivered is –28 kWhrs and PPD is 20 %. When the 

slab cooling system, shading device and night ventilation are running the maximum 

temperature is 26°C, energy delivered –83 kWhrs and PPD is 10 %. 

From the results is obvious that when the shading device, night ventilation and cooling 

systems cooperate properly, we can save about 70 % of energy. From the results we can also 

see that thermal comfort is better at slab cooling system because this system does not caused 

the cold drafts and the heat transfer at this system is mostly by radiation. 

At the slab cooling system is energy delivered in to the room higher but total energy 

consumption of this system is lower because this system is low-energy cooling system and is 

based on water loop circle (pipe embeded in a concrete slab) and as a cooling source can be 

used for example river etc. The other advantage is that high thermal mass of the concrete slab 

work as a acumulator. In the night when is the electricity cheaper is “charged  by cool” and 

during the day can provide acceptable thermal conditions for a few hours. 
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The project deals with ventilation of the road tunnel called “Blanka” which is a part of future 

City Ring in Prague. 

 

Ventilation of tunnel tubes is problematic because of high concentration of polluted air in 

long unventilated sections. Polluted air needs to be drained at once and at the same moment 

fresh air must be supplied. Flow rates which are needed for long tunnels are high and air-

exhausting devices are financially demanding and energy consuming. That is why conditions 

need to be optimized as much as possible, for example by suitable proposal of exhaust inlets.  

 

Aim of the project: 

• Experimental verification of the right function of proposed solution, appretiation of rate of 

interaction between exhaust and supply part of a ventilation knot, proposal of shape and 

placement of exhaust inlets which are placed in the ceiling, proposal of shape of the 

exhaust flue, proposal of  shape of guiding blades in the exhaust flue. 

• Control of results, which were achieved by measuring, by CFD simulation. 

 

Input boundary conditions: 

- project documentation of  the future tunnel “Blanka” 

- preliminary proposal of solution of balance of ventilated tunnel tube 

 

Experimental verification was carried out on 1:40 model. The model was built following the 

project documentation of a real tunnel. Construction details which did not have any influence 

on the overall air flow were vanished.  

 

Exhaust inlets were proposed in two alternatives. The first one was built on method of 

constant pressure maintenance in exhaust flue; inlets were getting wider in the direction of 

exhausting. The second one used constant profile of inlets along the whole lenght of 

exhausting part. The inlets were rectangular in both cases. 

  

Air got sucked in by exhaust inlets into exhaust flue and lead into machine room and further 

outside. There were guiding blades in the turn-off of the exhaust flue. Their aim was to 

decrease pressure loss. Connection of fans was proposed in a way, that the first one simulated 

air-motion inducted by moving cars and jet fans in the tunnel. The second one simulated 

exhaust and supply machine room of the system. Both circuits were considered to be closed.  

 

 

As a result of the measurement, we found out large non-uniformity in exhaustion of the inlets 

with variable profile. Exhaustion effect in this case was 85,6%. Exhaustion of the inlets with 

constant profile was more balanced, nevertheless, exhaustion effect was only 76%. Interaction 
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between supply inlet and exhaustion area was minimal. Pressure loss in the 

turn-off of the exhaust flue verifies observance of requirements put on proposed guiding 

blades. 

 

We see the alternative of inlets with variable profile as preferential, the decisive 

characteristics being exhaustive effect (with regard to exhaust of pollutants). Non-uniformity 

of exhaustion is less important.  

 

For full control of correctness of the experiment we performed computer simulation of the 

preferred alternative. The CFD model was made in a preprocessor called GAMBIT and 

mashed with more than 1 500 000 cells. Software package FLUENT was used for  

computational fluid dynamics simulations. The k-ε RNG turbulence model was used for 

solution. Boundary conditions corresponded with the experiment.  

 

The results of both the experiment and the computer simulation correspond well. They 

confirm that the approach towards the project was correct. 
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The goal set out for this research project was to describe precisely and define the procedures 

to be used to determine the heat transfer coefficient on the solar radiation collectors’ outer 

glazing. This heat transfer coefficient is influencing significantly the collector performance 

characteristics in their final form. 

Once accomplished, this project should have given three major results: 

- Completion of the test measuring line to be used to determine the solar radiation collector 

operational characteristics via the thrust fans installed to control air flow around the solar 

radiation collectors;  

- Newly arisen instrumentation able to measure the heat transfer coefficient on the solar 

radiation collector outer glazing; 

- Mathematical model supporting the interpretation of the experimentation results – the value 

of the heat transfer coefficient expressed as function of the wind velocity and direction, 

sloping and orientation of the surface being cooled down.  

 

It is very problematic to determine the convective heat transfer from the solar collector 

glazing outer surface outdoor. A vast number of formulas derived from the experiments that 

simulate more or less aptly the solar collector boundary conditions can be found in the 

scientific bibliography. The collector mechanical dimensions, its inclination, air flow thrust 

angle, turbulence intensity or a portion of an unobstructed current, all of this will find its 

reflection in the resulting value of the heat transfer coefficient.    

The measuring line used to measure the heat transfer coefficient on the glazing outer side is 

based on the knowledge attained from the abstracts from the articles published in the 

specialized bibliography.   

 

The measuring line itself consists of the insulated glazing with a heating foil installed on its 

bottom (internal) side. Knowing the input power delivered into the foil under the given 

thermal conditions, one can determine the heat transfer coefficient on the glazing outer side. 

Beside, the foil will also be installed on the real solar radiation collector and the results will 

be compared. But this measurement has not yet been realized because of the delayed 

beginning of the measurement as a whole. The measurement on the real solar radiation 

collector is supposed to be commenced in the first quarter of 2005.  

The measurement itself is mainly being carried out during the nighttime hours in order to 

avoid the solar radiation influences. 

 

Eight temperature sensors, wired to the measuring system central control panel are measuring 

the surface temperature of the glazing. The panel has the TEDIA MU measuring modules able 

to process various types of inputs. Other quantities being measured within the research project 

are the ambient temperature, wind velocity and direction. These measurements form a 

standard part of the measuring system central control panel, being carried out round the clock.  

The TEDIA MU 1211,  are used to measure the voltage and current values indispensable for 

the heating foil input power monitoring. 
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Due to the troubles in purchasing the heating foil as a vital component for the measuring, the 

measuring system has been commissioned as late as in early December. Since then, only a 

few measurements have been taken during a cloudless sky, as the clouds might have affected 

the results (contribution of a long-term radiation against the sky).  

It was even enough to base the measurement analyzing procedure giving as its result the heat 

transfer coefficient on the outer glazing on these partial results only. Currently, the heat 

transfer coefficient is being analyzed in its dependence on the ambient temperature, wind 

velocity and direction.  

But the measurements have demonstrated a disadvantageous measuring line location on the 

platform of the Environment Technology Institute’s solar laboratory. On its one side, the 

platform is overshadowed by the extension building. Thus, a pocket has arisen on the 

northeastern side, affecting the frequency of the related wind directions.  But due the 

limitations on the measuring platform size, no better place could be found. At one of this 

internal grant outputs, there is a request for the GAČR grant called ”Thermal Characteristics 

& dynamic Responses of the Integrated Active and Passive Solar Elements in the Facades and 

Roof Structures”. As on of its parts, this grant will comprise the construction of a flexible 

measurement point on the secluded Štipoň Station, where the measurement will take place on 

the flat surface of the building without any protrusions and other influencing construction 

works.  

This grant ought mainly to show that the heat transfer coefficient on the outer glazing can be 

measured in this way. Only the partial measurement results have shown the measuring line in 

full compliance with the given requirements and that the necessary heat transfer coefficient 

curves can be obtained from the corresponding results. 
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This article introduces results of input analysis for doctoral thesis. Thesis topic is 

Theory of Modelling Manufacturing Systems and Processes with Using Simulation Programs. 

It explains the meaning and the essence of simulation and introduces thesis aims. 

 

In the last decade the business environment has been changed by dramatic events. 

After opening of the world market, a national competition has transformed into a world 

competition. Sharp development of communication, increase of computer power and break of 

duty barriers lead manufacturing companies to reach the best quality of products and services. 

The key issues for business success are quickly made decisions, their accuracy and correct 

implementation. Multinational companies play the most important role in the current Czech 

industry. They brought capital, modern methods and tools that ensure quality and successful 

production. Cooperation with these companies has been a very good occasion for Czech small 

and medium size enterprises (SMEs). They can become direct suppliers and through 

multinational companies deliver their products to the entire world. Wide range of Czech 

SMEs have taken these occasions and they also changed their position in the supply chain. 

They moved from dependence on multinational company to the indispensable position. 

 

Design manufacturing systems and processes is the first stage in building success. 

Only correct decisions “What to produce?” and “How to produce?” can be developed and 

ensured by other activities as accounting, financial management, human resource 

management, strategy and business planning etc. Just these two questions are objects of 

Design manufacturing. Three main rules for correct design are as follows: 

 

  - A designer should be able to analyse past 

  - A designer should be able to control present 

  - A designer should be able to predict future 

 

It is necessary to actively use these rules, furthermore quickly and with high accuracy. 

For the realization of the first two rules, it is necessary to correctly implement information 

system in the company. Obviously, there is a very limited offer of powerful tools for 

prediction of future in the market. Nevertheless, development of cheap and powerful 

hardware and software enables the usage of simulation. Simulation has range of definitions, 

but in the context of manufacturing design it can be defined as “Technique of building a 

computer model of a real or proposed system so that the behaviour of the system under 

specific conditions may be studied“. There are many types of simulation. Main division is 

into two groups – Discrete and Continuous Simulation. Continuous Simulation is usually used 

for modelling mechanism (robotic etc.). Design manufacture uses usually Discrete Event 

Simulation, which is represented by a series of events. There are three main approaches: 

 

• Comparison – used for analysis of previously made decisions and their impacts, 

comparison of results help chose a good decision 
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• Prediction – used for prediction of changes in behaviour of system in a particular point 

in time in the future 

• Investigation – in the specific situations it is important to study behaviour itself rather 

then performance parameters, it is interesting to see how the simulation behaves and 

reacts to normal and abnormal stimuli 

 

Simulation is used in situations, where it is impractical to experiment with real system, 

because it is dangerous or expensive, etc. We can also experiment with a new system that has 

not been built yet. Simulation is a powerful tool for designers. It can be used in design stage 

(alternative design) or in operation stage (alternative operation policies). 

 

Software, which uses simulation technique, has been developed since the end 1980s. 

For the first time, simulation was used in 1960 in the British steel industry. Nowadays, the 

most widespread tools are Witness (developed since 1988), ProModel (developed since 1990) 

and Arena (developed since 1994). All these tools are very large and sophisticated systems, 

that can solve wide range of problems. They can work in 2-D and 3-D environment. Their 

drawbacks are the need for advanced ability users and high costs of investment. In the fact, 

these tools are applicable and feasible for only large world enterprises, for example Boeing.  

Majority of companies would use simulation only as an external service for solving several 

problems. Therefore they can’t fully implement and utilise all its advantages. 

These tools aren’t often appropriate for SMEs. It is fact that now some producers 

attempt to offer their tools and systems also to SMEs, but it won’t probably spread, because 

their philosophy isn’t in accordance with philosophy of SMEs. They strive for easy 

organizational structure, where the next level is not desirable. In the same way large software 

usually requests high experience and moreover is often moved off main information flow. 

Then these tools become inefficient. 

The main aim of my thesis is to find compromise between the real needs of Czech 

SMEs, their possibilities and simulation software. Partial aims are: 

• Incorporate simulation in design manufacture so that the next new 

organizational level won’t arise and volume of work will not increase 

• Set up level differentiation of the model to practical value, moreover to 

eliminate unessential details and highlight important elements 

• Identify important indicators, which will be available for managers in every 

time 

• Connect actual state of manufacturing system and usage of the model 

• Implement solution in real production for adequate costs 

 

It is clear that only active company that improves its activities and implement 

continuous improvement process, reach the success. However, the crucial aspect is to develop 

both product and design manufacturing together. 
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Research in the field of laser micro-milling technology, using laser beam as a cutting tool, 

was oriented first of all on the estimate of the following characteristics: 

• optimum laser working characteristics for different materials, 

• number of laser-beam passes, needed for micro-milling into the desired depth, 

• quality of the machined surface, 

• wall chamfers of the machined cavity, 

• size accuracy of machined surface, residual stresses, 

• changes of the micro-hardness of the work material at the place of the laser-beam 

influence, 

• size of heat affected zone. 

Experiments were performed on different kinds of materials - constructional chromium 

steel to heat treatment, tool carbon steel and high-speed cutting steel, brass, electrolytic 

copper, titanium, duralumin, aluminum, zinc, carbon, iron and bronze. The speed of laser-

beam movement was changed within the range of 20, 25, 30, 50, 60, 80 and 100 mm.s
-1

. The 

number of laser-beam passes was changed in these experiments too. 

Here are presented the experimental results: 

• Between the depth and the numbers of laser-beam passes there is a linear dependence. 

The depth of cavity grows linear with the growing numbers of laser-beam passes. The 

equations of achievement depth of stock removal on the numbers of laser-beam passes 

and responsibility values R
2

 for different speed of laser-beam movement were obtained 

from measured values. Mentioned equations make possible to determine the working 

conditions for achievement of desired depth of cavity for laser micro-milling before the 

full machining. 

• The quality of the machined surface was valued according to the parameters Ra and Ry. 

Roughnesses of the surface Ra and Ry increase with the growing numbers of laser-

beam passes. The best quality of the machined surface was reached at copper working, 

contrariwise the worst quality of the machined surface was found out at high-speed 

cutting steel. 

• The chamfer angle of the cavity wall increases with the growing speed of laser-beam 

movement. The largest chamfers were found out in steel 14 100 and the smallest in 

brass. Bigger chamfers are placed vertically to the direction of laser-beam movement 

and smaller are in the direction of laser-beam movement. 

• Size accuracy of machined surface is approximately in the range from 0,05 to 0,5 mm. 

• The residual stresses were measured by two methods, namely the method of the gradual 

eating away of the material and the method of the diffraction of the X-ray. By the 

method of the gradual eating away of the material it was established that the residual 

stresses have the character of tensile stresses. In dependence on the numbers of laser-

beam passes the measured values were in the range from 9 to 80 MPa. By the method of 

diffraction of the X-ray the tension stresses were established at the high-speed cutting 

steel 19 852 at the depth of 3 µm from the work piece surface. Regarding the low values 
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of the measured residual stresses and with regard to previously acquired pieces of 

knowledge from the running of machined forms it is possible to state that residual 

stresses have no influence on the working life of the form. On the contrary, secondary 

hardening and also the rising of the micro-hardness was achieved. 

• From the distribution of the dependence of the micro-hardness on the distance from the 

work piece surface it follows that the depth of the influenced thickness depends 

especially on the number of laser-beam passes. At tested materials it moved from 

0,0018 mm (at steel 19 857) to 0,022 mm (at steel 19 312). With the increasing numbers 

of laser-beam passes the depth of the influenced thickness grows too. On the machined 

surfaces no micro-cracks were established. 

This technology is suitable especially for production of forms for plastic die-casting, 

printing blocks, laser micro-milling into different depths, punches, EDM electrodes and tools 

for the ultrasonic machining. 

Laser micro-milling technology has a lot of advantages, such as big flexibility. It is enough 

to compile a program for a computer. By micro-milling it is possible to machine even the 

heat-treated, hard and hard-machining materials. This technology is more accurate and 

quicker than technologies used so far (e.g. engraving). It is possible to produce even very 

small and complicated shapes of business LOGO in 2D and 3D, e.g. marking using the type 

height less than 1 mm. 

In case of integration of laser into machine-tool it is possible to produce form, punch or 

electrode by combination of the conventional way of machining with laser technologies on 

one clamping of the work piece, by which the production accuracy increases. In the 

production of punches it is necessary to take into consideration that the marks on punch have 

to be produced inclined along 30°. If it is not done when punching it results very quickly in 

deformation of marks. 

In the Research Center of Manufacturing Technology the detailed research of laser micro-

milling technology is carried out. It is centred on database creation enabling the assessment of 

optimum working conditions for different materials. The program for simulation of laser 

technology processes is being developed as well. Our tendency is to apply the results of our 

research immediately into industrial practice. 
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      Five Axis machining has been used in aerospace applications for many years but it is only 

recently that the tool making industry has shown similar interest. The main advantage of 5 

Axis machining is the ability to save time by machining complex shapes in a single set-up. 

Additional benefit comes from allowing the use of shorter cutters that permit more accurate 

machining. 5 Axis machining allows the user to create continuous 5 Axis tool paths across 

complex surface. The tool paths are fully gouge checked and support a wide range of 

machining strategies and all tool types. A wide range of machining strategies can be used to 

machine models that would previously require multiple set ups. Tool paths are created by 

defining side angle, lead and lean for the tool.  

Aim of research: A contribution to improvement knowledge influence of 5-axis milling (lean 

for the tool in face of material, method of chip removal) on dimensional and geometrical 

accuracy and operational ability of machine parts. 

Specimens investigated: 

 

• 15
th

 samples of prismatic shape 15x10x70 mm. 

• Cutting surface of aluminium 6995 – T6 (Al-Mg-Si) after thermal treatment and tracer 

controlled milling (at setting different cutting conditions, slant tool in face of material, 

and parallel and up cut milling). Cutting tool was spherical-end milling cutter ∅ 8 

mm, from high-speed steel, ZPS Zlín 511415, Sp 60NC,HSS Co5 

For the analysis of surface quality were used two methods. 

• Surface roughness measurement was performed by means of apparatus           

TALYSURF 6. 

• Measurements of residual stresses were performed with method of electrolytic etching 

and processed with computer. Stresses were measured circa in the middle of the 

cutting surface. 

•  

Results of measurements 

Is evident, that tensile values of residual stresses isn't as great as is pertinent finish allowance 

and then surface properties will depend on used finishing operation. For surface finishing is 

possible 5-axis milling with copying cutter regard as perspective. Get past this way cutting 

dynamically stressed surface. 
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The GPS system (Geometrical Product Specifications) unifies technical standard 

documents on basis of a GPS matrix. The GPS matrix covers main demands of mechanical 

engineering in particular branches and creates a basis of a line communication supporting 

product output.

All phases (construction, technology, metrology and quality management) of 

production are included in this description. The EU directions about declaration of conformity 

contain set conditions for products. In order to comply with these conditions the 

manufacturers must keep the requisite identification of articles. The identification is provided 

by design documentation, which helps with determination of conformity declaration 

according to a module principle. Of course, the design documentations has to be created in 

agreement with the GPS principles. 

Until the present time any educational course showing the GPS system has not been 

taught at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of CTU in Prague. On that account an 

effective innovation of specialized technical courses is being proceeded in the curricula at 

Department of Manufacturing Technology. The changes are actual both for the branch  of 

study Production Engineering and for the other fields of study. This  raise the educational 

standards on generally reputable level and students obtain large experience with problems of 

global view on production. 

This project was aimed at a complex description of the GPS system (Geometrical 

product specifications) and its sequence on an industrial process with utilization of innovative 

educational programmes in the chosen technical courses. The innovation consists in a 

practical training and its possible implementation into topics of technical lectures. The stress 

laid especially on the introduction and development of the GPS system in conditions of the 

industrial manufacture, and on using the modern technical facilities (digital measuring 

instruments, scoring instruments), that are in equipment of laboratories at the Department of 

Manufacturing Technology.

The goal is a systematic adoption of experience from the application development of 

the GPS system into education. This means qualitative improvement and modernization in 

teaching of technical courses at the Department of Manufacturing Technology, of CTU in 

Prague. Next objective of the new educational methods was the active wiring of all students 

into practical training and to extend the scope with solving their diploma or doctoral thesis. 

The overall effort was  the better readiness of graduated students of the Faculty of Mechanical 

Engineering for practice, which requires increasing demands on active knowledge of the GPS 

systems.

In the first phase the higher expertness and experience of the GPS systems  

(Geometrical product specifications) was obtained thanks to studying the  scientific literature, 

EU standards and participation in technical seminars and sessions. Above mentioned 

expertness and experience was systematically implemented especially into these courses: 

Mechanical Engineering Metrology, Quality Control and Complex Inspection of Production 
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Quality. This innovation can be used for new conception of lectures and at the same time for 

solving diploma thesis and doctoral thesis. 

In second phase the acquired experience was evaluated and then implemented into the modern 

educational conception of the GPS systems in all forms of studies at the Faculty of 

Mechanical Engineering of CTU in Prague. 
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Characterization of progressive systems and the next part deals with pros and cones of 

systems. 

 

Name Exact description of systems 

 

Prevent of a 

defect

System, which occupies the elimination of mistakes, caused by people 

during the working process. The target of the system is to create such a 

workplace where it is possible to reveal a human error and a 

subsequent bug immediately at the place of their origin and to prevent 

the fault on its way to a next operation.  

 

KANBAN

A Japanese expression for the commission which subsequent the 

process (operation) order needed in number of parts from the process 

preceded. Today the comprehend this system as planned at pull. 

 

JIDOKA

A Japanese expression for an „autonomous workplace” where the 

operator is freed from passive supervision over machines and it is 

allowed to him to utilize time meaningfully. 

 

Zero injuries 

The Company plan concentrates on the prevention in the area of safety 

work and on the protection of health during the work in which all the 

staff participate. The target is to eliminate injuries and harms at work.. 

 

Fast changes 

The Company plan concentrates on doing away with wasting and loss 

of time by exchanging tools. The reduction of these unproductive 

times is a requirement for reaching the synchronous production and 

reduction of working up and stock. 

 

5 S 

5S - abbreviation for five basic principles by the respect is of which it 

is permanently secured clean and effectively organized workplace in 

which every item has got its own place. 

 

MOST

(Maynard Operations Sequence Technique) The system of measuring 

work by beforehand appointed times at scope of which the norms of 

the consumption of time are unwound from a detailed motion analysis 

of given activity and the cards give objective time. 
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TPM

The system of the maintenance in which there are all activities 

connected with maintenance of machines and apparatus done by all the 

profession groups. The target of TPM is to maximal utilize machines 

and apparatus. 

 

Dynamic

development of 

the process 

 The system which always allows all the workers of a concern to 

actively participate in suggestions and realizations of measuring and 

whose target is to be an effective process. 

 

Team

organization

The form and organization of work founded at upper stage of 

cooperation among workers who aim their activity at the reach of 

selected targets. 

 

Motivation system 

System of objective remuneration of individuals and teams which 

based on reaching of individual qualifications and evaluation of 

reaching of team performance. 

 

“ Elasticity“ Possibility of IS to adapt to the needs of the company. The possibility 

to connect all the systems to fill in the targets given by BSC. 

 

BSC

Total strategy of the company which is split into wickedly selected 

strategy. This strategy has got all-company character and all 

departments have to cooperate. 

 

KAIZEN

Japanese philosophy of the management based on permanent small 

improvements for which all the workers of the company are 

responsible. The most important things are control and innovation. 

 

Just-in-Time

Supplement of material directly to a fixed production place in exact 

sequence with piece assembled. Effort to reduce stock at minimal 

level. 

 

6 SIGMA 

Reaching the level six sigma means that the firm is reaching the top 

level in the area of quality an effective. The customers are satisfied. 

The target costs are getting lower and the sale and profit are getting 

higher. 
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The main aim of this project was to enhance the exercises of automation on the department 

of industrial technology at the CTU FEE by means of small functional models of automated 

production systems and robots. We have decided to buy and improve some training models. 

This paper deals with the improvements of communication and control interface for these 

models in order to satisfy various claims posed by various forms of exercises at our 

department. The models are also suitable for purposes of some diploma and semester works.

The mentioned models are made by German company FischerTechnik and are assembled 

from several types of plastic building blocks, which provide high variability of model 

solution. FischerTechnik offers lack of small and simple toy models for children based on 

electrical or pneumatic drives, with the possibility of computer control by their software. 

FischerTechnik also offers few ready-made so called „training models“, which replace the 

real systems for training purposes. The prime aim was to buy the models in this configuration: 

3-D robot  with interface and expansion module, production line with two machining 

centers and conveyor belts with interface and expansion module, punching machine and 

conveyor belt with interface, control software LLWin.  

The 3D robot was finally replaced by four „industry robots“ all for the same price as the 

3D robot. The ready-made models are equipped with FischerTechnik interface for serial 

communication with control computer via RS232 by default. Only the „industry robots“ don’t 

have these interfaces, but we decided not to purchase them, because of some difficulties 

mentioned below. 

The need of cheaper and for education more suitable variant of interface lead to design and 

development of our own control and communication interface. 

Purchased and completed models together with developed adaptible software equipment 

should be in next semesters incorporated to exercises of four courses lectured at the 

department. Some of them deal with the computer control via the serial bus and some deal 

with the control using Programmable Logic Controllers. 

Except of the courses, we assume, that the models will be used within some degree, 

bachelor or semester works. Currently, two degree works are being worked up using these 

models. The first of them deals with the control by PLC, the second provides visualization 

and control of the model with PLC by Czech SCADA system Control Web. 

Every model is equipped with a number of 9 or 24 volt DC drive (in our case, the cheaper 

9 Volt variant was used) and up to eight switches. The switches are used for positioning, as 

the limit switches on one hand and as an incremental sensor (with cam shaft) of position on 

the other hand. Besides these switch sensors, some models use optical sensors. 

Original interface can control up to four DC drives and watch up to 8 switches and 2 

analog inputs. Interface has its own comunication protocol and is controlled by the software 

LLWin. Also an expansion module (further digital I/O) can be added. 

The supplied software LLWin allows to program the models using the flowcharts, which 

are  drawn in  LLWin editor. This software is also suitable rather for introduction to 

problematics. For control of complex system consisting of more models is more suitable any 
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of the SCADA systems with appropriate driver for bus communication,  own program written 

in standard programming language (Pascal, C/C++, Basic), or PLC ladder program. 

There are some disadvantages of the standard solution of interface.

1) The communication interface is point-to-point serial interface RS232, so we can’t use 

one control computer for control of complex system consisting of tens of models.

2) The interface cannot be individually adressed, so we cannot simply transform the 

RS232 signal levels to some bus standard (e.g. RS485). 

3) Neither the expansion module can be used for control of more models, because only 

one expansion module can be connected to the interface. In addition the expansion 

box can not be used when we want to control the models as separate units (e.g. in 

exercises where one student or a small group of students controls one model) 

4) The firmware in the controller and the communication protocol are not very 

transparent and may not be overwritten, so programming the model with own software 

and original interface would be a problem. 

5) The interface doesn’t allow the use of PLC control, because the power part and control 

part of the interface are coupled together and the logical signals are quite unreachable, 

so there is no possibility to connect the PLC. 

6) The cost of standard interface is excessively high. 

It is suitable to design and develop such an interface, which would be able to eliminate the 

mentioned disadvantages of the standard interfaces. These standard interfaces are planned to 

be used in the basic courses of automation (13AVS) for introduction to problematics. 

Each interface consists of two parts, the power part and the control part, which can be 

separated. The power part can be connected directly to PLC or to control part by the ribbon 

cable. When control part is connected, the model may be controlled via the RS485 bus. 

Outputs of power driver part are realized by two brigde drivers L298 for driving of 4 DC 

servodrives. The driver is controlled by two signals, one enabling the driver and one for 

choosing the direction of motion. At every input there is simple amplifier for optical sensor 

(or microswitch) and optoisolation, so that the inputs can be connected directly to 24V inputs 

of PLC. 

The control part is equipped with 8bit AVR microcontroller ATMega16, which acts as 

communication interface and as the controller for the power driver part.. The unit is 

connected by two-wire communication bus to control computer via the RS485 bus. In this 

configuration it is possible to control all the models on one bus by one computer.

The model may be controlled by appropriate software. In case of a SCADA system, we 

need a software driver for interfacing the models with the system kernel. The other possibility 

is to create own control software in any of standard programming languages.

Currently both the SCADA and the own software control is possible, but in the simplest 

form usable in the exercises. Further development is assumed by some students’ works. 
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Quality has become an increasingly important concept, especially in the field of 

production, if not so much in areas like the mining of primary commodities.Tough, rigorous 

competition on the world market requires that quality must be on the required level.

The new approach to quality is integrated. It is not merely some annex to production, 

but forms an integral part of control, project planning, production preparation, and then of the 

utilization of products or services by the customer. It is a way of thinking, a course of action, 

or even a philosophy of life.

Hence, all graduates of the mechanical engineering faculty must have at least a basic 

understanding of quality and methods of quality assurance. Graduates of technical aspects of 

mechanical engineering need much greater knowledge. Quality assurance rests on mastering 

the processes and improving them on an ongoing basis. It is important to have a correct 

undestanding of methods and information, and of reliability, availability and appropriate 

processing of data.

The greatest asset provided by project grant is a good supply of modern publications 

and textbooks. These materials, including software, cover the whole spectrum of modern 

methods of quality control. The books include the latest works of leading authors and the 

latest editions of standard works. These materials not only contribute considerably to the 

modernisation of courses in quality control, but are also a major facility for students and 

experts from industry working on projects, dissertations and solutions to technical problems 

occurring in the workplace.

The newly-acquired software equipment will have a significant impact on the quality 

of courses that can be offered. Last year we used MS Excel for processing data. The new 

Minitab 14 computer laboratory equipment enables illustrations to be introduced into all 

exercises, and it will now be possible for students to process their own data. The exercises 

will be more interesting, and there will be more time for working on methods of 

interpretation. In adition, the equipment will be accesible for all students of technology for 

processing all experimentally-measured data, primarily in their diploma and dissertation 

projects.

The individual licences for Minitab 14 and Design Expert will be utilized mainly in 

lectures and colloquia, in a combination of notebook plus projector, and in some diploma 

projects on applications, e.g., of non-normal distributions,  for planning extensive 

experiments.

The acquired software will in general raise the standard and efffectiveness of 

experimental work, and will enable better planning and interpretation of experiments carried 

out by students of the department.

Titles of excercises in courses where Minitab 14 software will be used (underlined): 

Quality Control: 

1. Statistical analysis of a file,

2. Gauge calibration (R&R method),

3. Statistical control: design of control charts from measured values,

4. Analysis of control chart analysis with various courses of characters,
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5. Pareto analysis,

6. Statistical acceptance,

7. Credit

Complex Inspection of Production Quality: 

1. Detailed statistical analysis of a large file,

2. Work under a normal distribution curve,

3. Comparison of hypergeometrical, binomical and Poisson distribution,

4. Statistical control: design of control charts from alternative characters,

5. Analysis of control charts and specific types of statistical control,

6. Statistical acceptance: design of OC curve and AOQL curve of nonconformities,

7. Credit

A one semester LifeLong Learning course has been prepared: 

Importance and Scope of DOE Methods (Experimental Design) 

A diploma project is now being completed on the Influence of Scanning, Feed and Process of 

Manufacturing on Surface Quality in the Production of Molds. Design Expert was used for 

planning and interpretation of the results. 

Other courses being worked on are: 

A New Approach to Quality Costs, 

A Comparison of Individual Methods of DOE. 

Both courses are supported by books and software acquired from the grant. 

This research has been supported by FRVS No. 1973/F1. 
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Soldered joints have influence on general quality of electronic assembly equipment 

(electronic assembly equipment on PCB – print circuit board). The decision about 

acceptability or non-acceptability of the specific soldered joint is provided according to 

strictly given criteria. The criteria for a visual control are also given. The visual control can be 

done manually (for example by magnifying glass or microscope) or automatically (for 

example by cameras or laser etc.).  

Mechanical tests are mainly used for resistance evaluation of components, parts and whole 

products against mechanical stress, which is applied on objects during function, transport and 

storage. Mechanical stress is caused by external forces that have been applied on the object. 

In practice, low mechanical resistance of products is one of the most frequent problems. 

That’s why investigation of mechanical stability and resistance is very important. 

 

The first step of the experiment was the creation of the test samples. In the second step 

images ware created by a microscope and digital camera. Each image is made several times 

with a different focus depth. The last step is the creation of a sharp image via software. The 

sharp image is created from the sequence of images with the different focus depth. For the 

creation of the sharp images and for image evaluation we used LUCIA IMAGE software with 

EDF (extended focus depth) module. 

For analyzed samples we used PCBs (printed circuit board) with the same properties. 

On PCBs we applied lead solder paste (Sn62Pb36Ag2) and lead free solder paste (Sn96Ag2). 

Some of the samples were set up by SMD resistors (1206, 0Ω). All the samples were put into 

a continuous furnace with the temperature profile. Both solders – lead (Sn62Pb36Ag2) and 

lead free (Sn96Ag2) were reflowed. Then we evaluated common properties of the soldered 

joints such as: wetting wetting angle, cone length. 

The next step was application of the machanical strees on the test samples. There we 

have used image analysys for evaluation proportions of cracks. 

Before and after mechanical stress on the samples we have measured electrical 

resistance of the soldered SMD resistors by tetra-point method.. Then we compared values of 

electrical resistance of  lead and lead free soldered SMD resistors. 

 

 

Using the image analysis of the soldered joints it is possible to compare or evaluate 

suitable properties, for example: wetting angle, solder cone length, surface structure of lead 

and lead free solders.  With image analysis we can compare properties of the soldered joints 

before as well as after different types of stresses. 

Mechanical stress applied on the samples could cause the occurrence of cracks on the 

surface of the soldered joints. Proportions and frequency of cracks depend on the strange and 

type of mechanical tests. Proportions and frequency of cracks is possible evaluation by the 

image analysis.  
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Mechanical stress also changes electrical properties of the soldered joints, such as 

electrical resistance. Electrical resistance of the soldered joints increases with the strange of 

mechanical stres.  

The value of the electrical resistance of the lead free (Sn96Ag2) soldered connection is 

higher than the value of the electrical resistance of lead (Sn62Pb36Ag2) soldered connection. 

Nevertheless the influence of mechanical stress on the value of the electrical resistance is 

more perceptible at the lead solder. Too strong mechanical stress can also cause disconnection 

of the electrical conductive way.

Moreover, we can also evaluate conductive adhesives in the same way.
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Performance of controllers applied in glass production depends a lot on models used 

for the control design and verification. Hence, main objective of the research was to create a 

suitable model and simulate the process for the purposes of controller design. Several 

approaches to modeling such systems have been tried before. First of all, simulation can be 

done using CFD mathematical modeling. It is computationally very slow and therefore is 

more suitable for feeders or furnace design rather than iterative design and testing of control 

algorithms. Recently, some research has been done in order to derive reduced (low-order) 

linear models from existing CFD models, i.e. models based on first principles. Another 

frequently used method is black-box model identification. Simple first-order transfer function 

plus dead time (FOPDT) linear models are the most common ones.

A different approach to the problem was carried out in this project. The main aim was 

to find a nonlinear model that is not necessarily so accurate but still can show the significant 

effects of control actions and major relations among variables in the system and can capture 

the nonlinear nature of the process. A simulation model was developed and tested for a feeder 

used for fiber drawing consisting of five zones. For a successful production it is crucial to 

deliver glass to all the bushings at temperatures, which are measured by thermocouples, 

within quite a narrow band. Heat losses are compensated by controlled gas burners above the 

glass layer in the feeder. 

Process Modeling 

First, the feeder was divided into finite lumps and then a bond-graph modeling method 

was applied since bond graphs are particularly suitable for large-scale mixed systems 

containing a lot of components, subsystems and interconnections among them. A glass 

furnace with forehearths and many feeders is an example of such a complex system.

The bond-graph model of the feeder consists of two mutually interacting parts – 

hydraulic and thermal. The hydraulic model of each zone contains three so-called hydraulic 

resistors. Their resistances determine the glass flow in the upper (or lower) layer between the 

neighboring zones and influence the top-down flow between the layers. The hydraulic 

resistances are assumed to be proportional to the glass dynamic viscosity and since the 

dynamic viscosity is nonlinearly dependent on temperature we get strong nonlinear 

dependence between temperature and hydraulic resistance and this makes the entire feeder 

model nonlinear as well. A bond graph of the thermal model is much more complex; it 

involves convective, conductive and radiant heat flows between the zones and between the 

atmosphere and glass layer. 

Estimation of parameters 

The result of bond-graph approach based on physical laws driving the process is a 

simplified nonlinear low-order model with significant dead-times available in the form of a 

computer simulation scheme. The model is a multiple-input-multiple-output system with 8 

inputs and 5 outputs. Most of its parameters have straightforward physical meaning and were 
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determined from a prior knowledge about the system (dimensions etc.). However, eight of the 

parameters could not be found that easily and needed to be tuned by the optimization 

algorithm. As possible ranges of these parameters are known identification from data acquired 

from the real process leads to a constrained optimization problem. If data fitting based on 

least-squares criterion is used and the employed model of the system is nonlinear, a non-

convex optimization problem with multiple local minima often results. In consequence, a 

global optimization technique has to be applied. 

Within this project three selected global optimization algorithms were tested for 

parameter estimation – local gardient-based search, simulated annealing and DIRECT 

algorithm. For our case, multiple local search outperformed the other two algorithms. 

Moreover, the local search always gave us, at least, after several trials an upper bound for the 

objective function. Increasing the number of evaluations might give better results with the 

other algorithms, however, in practical applications the computation time is a major issue.

Simulation results 

Results of simulations showed a good match with the original data from the real 

system. Model with the optimized parameters was also validated on completely different 

segments of the historical records than used for parameter estimation. Nevertheless, the 

results are still satisfactory and confirm correctness of the chosen physical model structure. 

To improve performance of current PID-based control system of the feeder it was 

suggested that the atmosphere above the glass layer would be separated by refractory 

partitions. Then each feeder zone would have its own valve that control the flow rate of gas-

air mixture through burners and the atmosphere temperatures above the glass layer can be set 

more or less independently. A multivariable linear-quadratic (LQ) controller was then 

designed and tested on the nonlinear model in order to show how the feeder partitions and 

advanced control can help to stabilize glass temperatures above the bushings. All the 

undesired disturbing changes in glass temperatures were significantly rejected. 

Conclusions

To sum up, a novel approach to modeling systems in glass industry for the purpose of 

control design and validation was developed and verified for the case of a real industrial glass 

feeder. Despite the high level of simplification and abstraction of the real process the 

proposed model proved to be satisfactory in showing major effects and correlation among 

variables in the process. Also, simulation speed was several times higher than a real time. 

Moreover, validity of the nonlinear model is not limited to a narrow range around the 

operating point as it is with linear black-box models. 
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Switching on and off in electric circuits is connected with transient phenomena. Current or 

voltage surges usually occur and influence negatively the switch itself, switched appliance 

and electric network. To minimize this influence is a very serious problem. To use electro 

mechanic contactor is impossible do to on-time scatter of different contactors. Important 

improvement brought the replacement of the mechanic switch by an electronic solid-state 

thyristor switch with special inner control circuits. Such a solution enables to implement the 

switch-on time with respect to the phase of AC voltage according to the impedance angle of 

the switched load. In the case of single phase load the transient current depends on the switch-

on time. Would the RL load be switched on the voltage with delay angle 
R

L
tgarc

ω
α =   

after the voltage passes zero the over current value will be zero. That means that inductance L 

with negligible resistance R should be switched on the sinusoidal voltage with delay angle 90 

degrees. Such rule is easily to realise on one phase loads. When the load has three phases a 

good compromise should be taken.  

The paper deals with the problem what compromise in the switching of induction three phase 

machines by means of electronic switch would be simple and good one. 

For the mathematical model the space vector theory was used. [1] [2]. Space vector of three 

phase currents is given by the equation 
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Similar equations hold for three phase voltages u
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  and for three phase magnetic 

linkages Ψ
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. Mathematical model of the induction machine is described with 5 

following equations written in p.u. (proportional unites) system, time is in sec: 

S denotes stator, R denotes rotor, 1 denotes α �component, 2 denotes β �component, ω �denotes 

angular velocity and M denotes torque 
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Let us study the influence of sequential switching of terminals of the electric machine. We 

switch first two terminals to build magnetic flux in the machine and after a while we switch 

the third phase on. For this purpose the mathematical model is derived for two-phase 

connection of the machine to the mains. 

The switching on begins with switching terminals “b” and “c” on the mains voltage. Terminal 

“a” is not connected at this moment. After a short time third terminal “a” will be connected on 

mains. There are two parameters that can be changed. The first parameter is the moment of 

two terminals (b,c) connection, the second parameter is the duration of this connection after 

which is motor connected completely on mains.  

To minimize transient currents in accordance to theoretical results, three-phase synchronized 

switcher, was built. Switcher consists of three AC anti-parallel thyristors channels controlled 

by opto-coupler elements and control electronics. The control circuits, enabling such sequent- 

ional switching consists of three blocks. The first block is synchronized impulse generator, 

producing square wave pulse, which front end is synchronized by mains voltage L1 and is 

delayed with respect to instant of voltage zero. Other two blocks enable generate second, time 

delayed impulse and its amplification for third switching channel. Obtained experimental 

results verified very good theoretical prepositions.  
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Any rotating machine must be provided with bearings. Some special applications have 

special requirements on the bearing function as for vacuum and clean-room technique, ultra-

high-speed applications and drives with vibration dumping control. One of possible solutions 

is to use magnetic bearings. Generally radial and axial stabilizations are based on actual 

information about rotor displacement. Position sensors are necessary part of stabilization 

system for each active magnetic bearing. Control algorithm depends on the principle of 

magnetic bearing. Sensors must be very fast and they must have preferably linear output 

dependence on the rotor position. Planned rotor speed of our application is higher as 100.000 

rpm. The following types of sensors were considered. 

A. Hall sensors 

Use of Hall sensor was very promising at the research beginning. Many experiments 

were made with sensors KSY14. The time delay of Hall sensor output signal is for high speed 

application too long. Another disadvantage is output signal dependence on the magnetic field 

in the air gap. 

B. Tuned inductive sensors 

Experiments with inductive high frequency sensors were carried out. The detection 

principle is based on the measuring of the voltage in one of two coils connected in half-

bridge. Sensor worked with resonance frequency 423 kHz. All experimental results were 

correct and applicable till the stator wasn’t powered by PWM voltage. Voltage higher 

harmonics produce disturbed magnetic field influencing sensor signals negatively. Design of 

the filter does not succeed without any acceptable time delay. 

C. Capacity sensors 

Capacity sensor was also tested. Its advantage is in the measuring principle. Electric 

field is not influenced by magnetic field in the motor air gap. Sensor is formed by two 

electrodes. One electrode is located between coils, conductive board under the motor is the 

second one. Rotor displacement changes geometric configuration and consequently changes 

capacity impedance. The disadvantage is given by the dependence of dielectric characteristic 

on temperature and humidity. 

D. Optical and ultrasonic sensors 

The advantage of both sensor types is in the measuring principle. Optical and 

ultrasonic measuring signals are not influenced by magnetic field. Optical sensors can be used 

only in applications where the sensor pollution is eliminated. Ultrasonic sensors were 

investigated, but they are too big and expensive. Further application of those sensors isn’t 

possible because of the described disadvantages. 
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E. Eddy current sensors 

Eddy Current Sensors (ECS) are advantageous for precision, non-contact 

displacement sensing where the range of the target (rotor) displacement x is relatively small (x

= 0.5 – 3.0mm). They are useful especially everywhere the magnetic bearing (MB) 

environment is polluted (dirty, humid, dusty) or where the sensing through the non-

conductive or non-magnetic intervening materials is required. 

ECS formed by the coils L
A
, L

B
 are arranged in the measuring – control system 

almost exclusively as a balanced differential bridge where each sensor coil works usually in 

resonance regime tuned to resonance with the condensers C
A
, C

B
.  Sensor coils drivenby the 

AC RF current from the exciting generator induces eddy current in nearby metallic rotor 

creating a weakly coupled air-core transformer. Any radial movement of the rotor changes the 

coupling which causes the imbalance of the bridge resulting in the difference between output 

signals from both of the R,L,C bridge branches. Magnitude of this differential signal Vdif is 

proportional to the displacement x.  This signal serves (after analog filtering and 

amplification, respectively moreover DSP processing) as corrective feedback signal which 

drives electronic power blocks of  MB in order to secure  effective levitation (balance) of MB 

rotor. Possibly the used DSP enables mainly further efficient signal filtering (digitally), 

because the environment of sensors coils is highly “polluted” by the electromagnetic smog 

generated by the MB power driving coils. DSP serves also for another purposes of course – 

e.g. for linearization of the characteristic Vdif = f(x), synchronous demodulation etc. 

ECS systems are being developed and tested. 
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This paper proposes a method to estimate the position of suspended body that hovers 

due to the electromagnetic force. The position information of the suspended body can be 

extracted from the coil currents, which contain the high frequency components due to the 

injected high frequency voltage without any additional hardware. The most popular 

configuration applied is the "classical" one of gap sensor, current control, current-amplifier 

and magnetic coil. The novel method realizes stable and well damped levitation without any 

sensor hardware at the rotor. This is achieved by using the coil voltage of the magnetic 

bearing as system input (voltage instead of current amplifiers) and the current as system 

output. It is demonstrated that the resulting system is observable and controllable in the sense 

of control theory, allowing a magnetic bearing to be stabilized with a simple linear controller 

using current measurements alone. The problem is cast as a nonlinear regulation problem and 

an internal model-based regulator able to offset the noise in spite of the presence of unknown 

parameters affecting the model of the system is designed. The controller is designed using 

nested saturation functions and is able to provide a global region of attraction. The control of 

coil currents and the position of suspended body are performed with the digital controller 

using DSP. 

Active magnetic bearings require some form of control, based on feedback of the 

position of the suspended object, to overcome open-loop instability and to achieve targeted 

system performance by modifying the bearing dynamics. 

In many potential applications of magnetic bearings, the number of wires which must 

pass between the bearing controller and the components in the rotating machine needs to be 

minimized. Such a requirement may arise either from economic or reliability considerations. 

An exaggerated example of this is provided by the application of magnetic bearings to heart 

pumps where wires must either pass through the chest cavity (transcutaneous) or be 

inductively coupled to an external transmission/reception device. In either case, minimizing 

the wire count is a paramount design concern. 

The wires feeding the electromagnets can, to some extent, be minimized by 

interconnection of the magnets. A more substantial reduction in wire count can be achieved 

by eliminating the discrete position sensing device and, instead, determining the position of 

the suspended object from information available in the electromagnet signals. Elimination of 

the discrete sensing device has such additional benefits as lowering the cost of the system and 

removing the potential failure of the sensing element, thus improving the reliability of the 

overall system. Other potential advantages include elimination of sensor-actuator no 

collocation and reduction in noise   infiltration because the bearing switching signal is now 

information rather than noise (as it is when a discrete sensor is used). Magnetic bearings 

which estimate the position from the information available in the electromagnet signals are 

referred to as "self-sensing". 

Previously, there have been two mainstream approaches for developing self-sensing 

magnetic bearings. One approach is to use a Luenberger observer designed from a linearized 

state-space representation of voltage-controlled magnetic bearings. Due to the nonlinearities 
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involved with the physics of the bearing, this approach has limited applicability. The other 

approach considers the air gap as a parameter of the system rather than a state. Previous 

attempts using parameter estimation were hampered by force feed-through (the infiltration of 

force information into the position estimates). 

My idea is a nonlinear parameter estimation technique by which the position of a rotor 

supported in magnetic bearings may be deduced from the bearing current waveform. The 

bearing currents are presumed to be developed by a bi-state switching amplifier which 

produces a substantial high frequency switching ripple. The amplitude of this ripple is a 

function of power supply voltage, switching duty cycle, and bearing inductance. Inductance is 

predominantly a function of the bearing air gap or, equivalently, the rotor position, while the 

duty cycle is fundamentally dependent upon the developed bearing force. Ideally, the 

estimator should exactly extract rotor position information while perfectly rejecting bearing 

force information. 

Before summarizing previous research on self-sensing magnetic bearings, it seems 

necessary to point out the fundamental drawback to any self-sensing approach. Capacity and 

thermal considerations usually lead to an actuator structure with magnetic paths whose 

reluctance substantially exceeds that of the air gaps at high frequencies (20 kHz or more). In 

contrast, high sensitivity and good rejection of magnetic nonlinearities are achieved in 

variable reluctance sensors by ensuring that the iron reluctance is on par with or substantially 

less than that of the air gaps. Thus, the overall sensing performance of a self-sensing magnetic 

bearing can be expected to be inferior to that of a discrete variable reluctance sensor when 

evaluated solely in terms of sensitivity, bandwidth, and linearity. In deciding whether such an 

approach is appropriate to a given application, the system-level advantages of self-sensing 

bearings must be weighed against expected performance shortcomings. 

When the bearing is a perfect inductor, the aforementioned functional relationships are 

easily established and the gap dependence is monotonic. Since voltage and duty cycle are 

both easily measured, the relationships can be inverted with a non-linear parameter estimator 

to extract the rotor position. The estimator embeds a model of the bearing inductance 

parameterized by the air gap. This simulation is subject to the same switching voltage as the 

actual magnetic bearing coils. A feedback loop compares the simulated current waveform 

with the actual current and adjusts the gap length parameter until the two waveforms match. 

One of the objectives of my dissertation research is to develop a mechanism that 

estimates the gap position by processing the current switching waveform.  Other objectives 

are to identify no idealities that are normally neglected in modeling the magnetic bearing and 

to investigate the effects of these no idealities on the performance of the estimator. 
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Knowledge of the stress state in materials and structures belongs to basic parameters 

and, particularly from the limit analysis point of view, the assessment of stress distribution in 

the structure surface layers appears to be decisive. In this paper, a formulation of an 

experimental method, based on strain gauges application and enabling assessment of the 

stress state in materials (obeying  Hooke´s Law) and structures, is presented. The 

methodology presented in this paper is based on the drilling principle, which was developed 

already in the last century, formulating the drilling method to be applied for the residual stress 

identification based on prof. G. Kirch´s analysis of a modified plate theory with ideally 

circular hole. A new theory, introduced in this paper, is based on numerical simulations of the 

drilling process and is applicable for the stress identification in both ideal holes, which is 

standardized for residual stress [E837-01,e1 Standard Test Method for Determining Residual 

Stresses by the Hole-Drilling Strain-Gauge Method], and drilled holes when considering their 

imperfections both with static and dynamic problems of the experimental stress analysis. We 

are engaged in mutual relations of the aspects of  the formulated mathematic model of the 

new method with the aspects of its verification by physical experiments, since the two 

methods mingle. 

The principle of the experimental drilling method to be applied for the stress 

distribution assessment is based on a strain gauge rosette application (see the scheme) on the 

surface of investigated structure. Subsequent drilling of a hole of radius R
o
 in the middle of 

the rosette causes a change of the structure shape and thus released deformation on the surface 

in the hole vicinity is measured with this rosette. The strains measured in this way are 

calibrated for individual types of rosettes in dependence on the principal stress introduced  

parallel with the free surface. The theory of the stress assessment, based on the superposition 

method, determines directions of the principal stresses  σ
x,

 σ
y

, and their distribution along the 

hole depth, in the planes parallel with the structure surface plane. The principal stress zero 

component σ
z
 is perpendicular to the surface in the investigated points on the drilled hole 

which corresponds to reality in small depths when the surface is unloaded. In this theory of 

the unaxial stress assessment, we formulate distribution of strains in the drilled hole vicinity, 

by means of a finite number of  Fourier series members: 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∑
=

⋅⋅+⋅⋅=

n

i

ii

ii
DC

1

sincos, αασαε .  

At the location of the strain gauge rosette in dependence on the principal stress σ and 

angle α about this principal stress. After normalizing the formula by σ, the ideal strain gauge 

signal δ(α)  is: 
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Utilizing these normalized constants, the strain gauge rosette signals εi, εj, εk, 

corresponding to 2D stress state σx, σy, can be expressed by the superposition method. From 

this system of linearly independent equations, stress parameters (usually principal stresses σx, 

σy  and angle α of their position), corresponding to the hole depth of an ideal hole, can be 

clearly assessed (here αi,j  means an angle between the i-th strain gauge εi and the j-th 

principal stress direction σj ): 
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,,

,,
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Numerical modelling  appears to be fundamental in  developing the drilling process 

methodologies.  In numerical models, individual influences can be separated and thus, by 

means of goal-directed calculations, a database of constants of applied goniometric series can 

be created for all the spectrum of imperfections. At physical experiments, imperfections with 

respect to  ideally drilled hole are  necessary be identified and, on their basis, a computing 

model, based on the corresponding constants, matching a specified real hole, be classified. 
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Frequent cases of stress state assessment can be encountered with in operation where, 

due to the experimental analysis, the production process would be necessary either modified 

or interrupt. Further we are focused on materials and products after their production stages 

have been performed, when it deals with the residual stress caused by the production 

technologies themselves and when a plastic flow could deform the structures as a 

consequence of extreme loading.  In all the cases, a common strain gauge application is 

problematic and the drilling principle is more suitable.  In the case of static or quasi – static 

loading, the calibration process can be utilized to assessing stress profile in dependence on the 

depth of drilled semi-destructive hole. With dynamic loading, the stress distribution along the 

hole depth is not possible to assess since both the hole drilling and the stress changes depend 

on time. Practical meaning of the drilling method is concerned of structure surface layers up 

to the depth of about a few millimetres. As soon as the investigated object is non-comparably 

more sizeable than the drilled hole dimensions it is possible to suppose small gradients of the 

stress components to be in this mm-depth  and a choice of the drill hole depth influences the 

sensitivity of these experiments – the deeper we drill the greater is the gauge response (to 

depth about hole diameter). Therefore the individual influences projected to the experiment 

results are possible to define only in the case of their external separation. Such a small hole 

made in the investigated object is possible maintain at many cases or it can be tooled out by a 

way suitable for surface defects elimination. 

At next can be concluded, that only two relatively simple experimental measurements 

of two displacements on the bar specimen are sufficient for identification of basic material 

constants - Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio µ - by the here presented method. The 

knowledge of this both material constants is required for precise application of the drilling 

hole method for stress identification [Standard Test Method E837-01,e1 ].

Any classic tensile experiment can introduce significant uncertainty, regarding the 

boundary condition definition, into the elastic constants’ definition. Moreover, necessity to 

measure small strains by strain-gages arises. Thus the identification of material properties by 

the help of tensile experiments is time demanding and quite high-priced. In contrast, a simply 

shaped bar body, variously loaded, can be manufactured easily and prepared fast for the 

experimental use. It can be modeled quickly in the frame of any relevant computational 

system. The possibility to measure experimentally displacements on such simple bar 

construction is attractive, together with the fact that the strain sensitivity can be adjusted by 

means of proper choice of bar’s dimensions. The sensitivity of a measuring instrumentation is 

then adapted. The measuring instrumentation should be purely mechanical and no extra 

investments into strain-gages are necessary. 
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The bending diagram of dependency of displacement v on the force F, which is 

obtained from the linear regression analysis in the form: v = a *F in the validity range of the 

Hooke's law. Generally, the slope of regression line a(E, µ) is a function of Young's modulus 

E, Poisson's ratio µ and of constant dimensions of expected bar specimen. When the specimen 

is shaped as a circle with mean radius R and with a constant rectangular cross-section (height 

in radial direction h and width b), by the FE-analysis concerning the Poisson's ratio µ and

displacement v(E, µ) for the chosen unit force F is adapted by polynomial regression thus, the 

displacement v is a week function of µ and dominant function of E.

The elastic modulus' identification can be done, when the inverse proportion of v(E,

µ) displacement to elastic modulus E is documented (prepared via power function regression 

on calculated variants). Since the slope a of the regression line on experimental data 

corresponds to displacement v for given unit force F, the elasticity modulus E can be 

determined as an intersection of the regression line from the experiment and of the regression 

hyperbole set from calculations, i.e. from the equality: v = a*F = a*1 = c*E
-1

. The elasticity 

modulus is then given in accordance with the previous equation from the ratio: E = c/a.

The determination of Poisson's ratio is based on the hypothesis of "simple functional 

dependency of bar's displacement under a dominant combination of torsion and bending on 

Poisson's ratio µ". The circle is loaded by a force perpendicular to the bar's plane and the 

displacement u in the direction of F is measured, leading to the linear regression line u(F) = 

p*F. The calculations of the displacement u(µ) are performed with the use of unit loading 

force F and constant elasticity modulus E. They are characterized by a regression line, which 

is a strongly linear function of µ in the form: u(µ, E) = g*µ+h The constant h is a function of 

elasticity modulus E only, which is already set from the previous analysis of the first 

displacement v.

Thus the h constant can be determined from the calculation of displacement u(µ, E) of

the bar's model loaded by unit force F and with material constants in the form: E = previous

analysis, µ = 0. Thanks to the second suitable combination of constants (E = previous

analysis, µ = 1) the constant g of the regression line stems from calculated deformation u as: 

g = u-h. The Poisson's ratio can be found as an intersection of the linear regression of 

experimental data and of the linear regression of calculations: u(µ,E) = (g*µ +h)*F = p*F.

This leads to:  µ = (p-h)/g . 
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 A containment of a nuclear power plant represents a concrete cover that should 

prevent the escape of radionuclides into environment. In the case of serious nuclear accident, 

vapor and radioactive materials escape to the containment building. This mixture starts to 

flow outwards through different leakages due to pressure difference between containment and 

environment. The amount of escaped radioactive materials depends on containment 

conditions and the properties of leakages and radionucledes. This work deals with radioactive 

aerosols passing through a narrow rectangular or circular crack. The main ask is to predict the 

ratio of retained and escaped radioactive particle for various aerosol and crack dimensions. 

Calculation of gas, vapor and aerosol flow through a narrow crack is derived from 

theory described in [1]. Mixture properties (velocity, pressure, temperature, etc.) are changing 

along the crack and can be determined by solution of system of conservation equations. 

General modeling of this mixture represents a complicated task that cannot be easily solved 

[2]. For this reason, some simplifications were done to make it possible the solving of the 

most frequently incident cases. In order to simplify the general transport equation, steady state 

system is considered, i.e. all terms with time derivatives are neglected in transport equations. 

The crack is considered to be a long non-curved hole of rectangular or cylindrical shape. 

Dimensions of the crack are expressed by its length and hydraulic diameter. Since the length 

and hydraulic diameter are the most important parameters that influence transport of air, 

properties of walls of the crack are also substantial in some cases. For example, high 

difference in air and wall temperature affects dramatically the flow of air due to high energy 

transfer between air and walls that is directly proportional to the temperature difference. 

Information on pressure (partial pressure of dry air and partial pressure of vapor) and 

temperature of air in the point of enter to the crack are required. Temperature, velocity, and 

partial pressures of dry air and vapor are changing only along the crack in the direction of 

flow, i.e. the mixture is averaged over the cross section of the crack. Their magnitudes are 

considered constant facing to wall (vertical direction to the direction of the flow) and dry air 

and vapor are assumed to be homogeneously mixed. Other air parameters (air viscosity, 

specific heat, vapor diffusion coefficient, etc.) are derived from previous quantities. Pressure 

difference or air pressure in environment is a last parameter required for calculation.  

The objective of the calculation is to assign variation of temperature, velocity, and 

partial pressures of air, aerosol diameter, and aerosol density from enter to exit of the crack. 

These magnitudes depend on position in the crack. They are determined by solving a system 

of equations. This system comprises equations for energy and momentum balance, dry air 

mass balance, vapor mass balance, aerosol mass balance, and aerosol grow equation. These 

six differential equations demand six initial conditions, i.e. air temperature, dry air pressure, 

vapor pressure, aerosol density, aerosol diameter close to enter to the crack, and pressure of 

the mixture at the end of the crack. Mixture pressure at the end of the crack is assumed to be 
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equal to air pressure in environment. Used model takes into account all processes and 

interactions that can significantly influence the result. The dry air mass balance equation is 

simple, because the flow of dry air is constant from beginning to the end of the crack. Since 

the flux is equal to a product of velocity and density, any change of velocity in the crack 

causes contrary change of density. Similar behavior occurs in the case of vapor flow if vapor 

condensation is not applied. If air humidity is higher then equilibrium humidity at temperature 

of wall, vapor starts to condensate on it. On the contrary, condensed water can evaporate from 

wall surfaces to air. Both these effects may significantly change the flow conditions due to 

high energy, which is released and used up during condensation and evaporation respectively. 

Momentum balance and energy balance equation are more complex, because they comprise 

effects caused by air contraction and expansion, energy transfer between air and walls of 

crack, and so on.  

The system of six differential equations was numerically solved with a Runge-Kutte 

algorithm. For the purpose of numerical calculation, crack is divided to many parts 

characterizing air and wall properties over cross section of the crack in its certain section. The 

equations, transformed to the form required for numerical solving, enable to assign 

temperature, velocity, dry air and vapor pressure, and aerosol particle density in a specific 

part of the crack. 

Calculation results show the influence of aerosol diameter, crack wall temperature, 

mixture pressure, and hydraulic diameter on deposition rate in a crack for aerosol diameter 

from 0.1 to 10 µm [3], [4]. Three deposition mechanisms were taken into account, i.e. 

gravitational settling, diffusiophoresis, and thermophoresis. Gravitational settling asserts 

oneself predominantly for aerosol particle with a diameter higher than 1 µm. If the 

temperatures of a mixture and crack walls differ, the lateral temperature gradient appears and 

thermophoresis contributes to aerosol settling. Diffusiophoresis can dramatically change the 

flow, but it appears only in the case of vapor condensation or water evaporation on crack 

walls.   
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Energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) is a nondestructive and noninvasive 

analytical technique allowing quantitative multi-elemental analysis of the surface of 

investigated sample. Its principle consists in excitation and detection of characteristic 

radiation created in a sample by incident X-ray photons that are emitted from a suitable 

source. Portable EDXRF apparatuses enable in-situ measurements, therefore it an excellent 

tool in research on various objects of art [1], [2], [3]. Recent studies at DDAIR (Department 

of Dosimetry and Application of Ionizing Radiation) are focused especially on identification 

of old pigments that were used on decoration of wall paintings and manuscripts. EDXRF 

provides, together with the others analytical techniques, important information required for 

restoration and study of paintings or manuscript illuminations.    

Two different apparatuses are used for pigment identification at DDAIR. The first one 

applies annular radionuclide source (
55

Fe, 
238

Pu, or 
241

Am sources with activities in the order of 

hundreds of MBq) for excitation of characteristic radiation. The ORTEC Si(Li) detector with 

an effective diameter of 6 mm and a thickness of  5 mm (FWHM = 170 eV for the line 5.9 keV 

of 
55

Fe) is used for detection of characteristic radiation and spectra recording. Due to relative 

big thickness, photons up 60 keV are detected with good efficiency. This detector is cooled by 

liquid nitrogen in a small transportable Dewar vessel with a volume of 5 l for in situ 

measurements. The CANBERRA 35+ multichannel analyzer serves for laboratory 

measurement and the ORTEC DART for measurements in situ. Lead collimator ensures 

detection of characteristic radiation only from desired area of a measured object. The diameter 

of investigated area depends on collimator diameter and is approximately equal to 1 cm.  

 The second apparatus was constructed at DDAIR in order to measure smaller areas. In 

comparison with the first one, radionuclide source is replaced with a miniature X-ray tube with 

molybdenum anode that produces much more intensive X-ray beam than common radionuclide 

sources. This X-ray tube (TF 3001 Oxford Instruments) works at a voltage of 30 keV and a 

maximum current of 100 µA. The X-ray beam is focused to measured object by means of an 

aluminum collimator. The incident angle is 45 degrees and the beam spot has a diameter of 

approximately 1 mm. Characteristic radiation is detected by Amptek Si-PiN detector connected 

to MCA8000A multichannel analyzer. The Si-PiN detector is cooled by electric current, and 

therefore does not require Dewar vessel with liquid nitrogen. Its detection efficiency is worse 

due to small dimensions of sensitive detection volume. Two light emitting diodes were added 

for the purpose of targeting of measured point. Whole apparatus is place in a box, made of lead 

glass, to reduce the intensity of ionizing radiation in the laboratory. 

Acquired spectra are evaluated with QXAS-AXIL computer code that enables peak 

searching and net peak area determination. This software provide also quantitative analysis 

(based on fundamental parameter method or method of empirical coefficient), but that is 
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usually not essential in the case of pigment identification.  

Pigment in wall painting or manuscripts can be recognized usually only from the 

presence of various chemical elements. Quantitative analysis is complicated because of badly 

defined layers of paints.  The EDXRF performed with the apparatus with radionuclide source 

was successfully applied to pigment identification in wall paintings, e.g. in Karlštejn and 

Žirovnice castles. Žirovnice is a Gothic castle from 13
th

 century in S.E. Bohemia. After a fire 

in 1964 the castle was restored and valuable Gothic frescoes from the rebuilding in 2
nd

 half of 

15
th

 century were brought to light. The measurements, carried out in three rooms (the Chapel, 

the anteroom, and the “Green Chamber”, identified various characteristic paints, e.g. azurite, 

malachite, and minium. The second apparatus was utilized in analysis of illumination of old 

manuscripts. Its ability to target a small area showed itself as the main advantage in the case of 

measurements of fine paints. For example, Českobudějovický gradual, dating back to the 15
th

 

century contains several illuminated parchment. We were able to recognized pigments even if 

they were located very close to themselves [4]. 

Qualitative EDXRF analysis can provide valuable information on pigment composition 

and thus contribute to understanding the history of works of art and help the conservators used 

the most convenient method of restoring. The following research is focused on multilayer 

pigment identification. 
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Energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) is a nondestructive and noninvasive 

analytical technique allowing quantitative multi-elemental analysis of the surface of 

investigated sample. Its principle consists in excitation and detection of characteristic 

radiation created in a sample by incident X-ray photons that are emitted from a suitable 

source. Portable EDXRF apparatuses enable in-situ measurements, therefore it an excellent 

tool in research on various objects of art [1], [2], [3]. Recent studies at DDAIR (Department 

of Dosimetry and Application of Ionizing Radiation) are focused especially on identification 

of old pigments that were used on decoration of wall paintings and manuscripts. EDXRF 

provides, together with the others analytical techniques, important information required for 

restoration and study of paintings or manuscript illuminations.    

Two different apparatuses are used for pigment identification at DDAIR. The first one 

applies annular radionuclide source (
55

Fe, 
238

Pu, or 
241

Am sources with activities in the order of 

hundreds of MBq) for excitation of characteristic radiation. The ORTEC Si(Li) detector with 

an effective diameter of 6 mm and a thickness of  5 mm (FWHM = 170 eV for the line 5.9 keV 

of 
55

Fe) is used for detection of characteristic radiation and spectra recording. Due to relative 

big thickness, photons up 60 keV are detected with good efficiency. This detector is cooled by 

liquid nitrogen in a small transportable Dewar vessel with a volume of 5 l for in situ 

measurements. The CANBERRA 35+ multichannel analyzer serves for laboratory 

measurement and the ORTEC DART for measurements in situ. Lead collimator ensures 

detection of characteristic radiation only from desired area of a measured object. The diameter 

of investigated area depends on collimator diameter and is approximately equal to 1 cm.  

 The second apparatus was constructed at DDAIR in order to measure smaller areas. In 

comparison with the first one, radionuclide source is replaced with a miniature X-ray tube with 

molybdenum anode that produces much more intensive X-ray beam than common radionuclide 

sources. This X-ray tube (TF 3001 Oxford Instruments) works at a voltage of 30 keV and a 

maximum current of 100 µA. The X-ray beam is focused to measured object by means of an 

aluminum collimator. The incident angle is 45 degrees and the beam spot has a diameter of 

approximately 1 mm. Characteristic radiation is detected by Amptek Si-PiN detector connected 

to MCA8000A multichannel analyzer. The Si-PiN detector is cooled by electric current, and 

therefore does not require Dewar vessel with liquid nitrogen. Its detection efficiency is worse 

due to small dimensions of sensitive detection volume. Two light emitting diodes were added 

for the purpose of targeting of measured point. Whole apparatus is place in a box, made of lead 

glass, to reduce the intensity of ionizing radiation in the laboratory. 

Acquired spectra are evaluated with QXAS-AXIL computer code that enables peak 

searching and net peak area determination. This software provide also quantitative analysis 

(based on fundamental parameter method or method of empirical coefficient), but that is 
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usually not essential in the case of pigment identification.  

Pigment in wall painting or manuscripts can be recognized usually only from the 

presence of various chemical elements. Quantitative analysis is complicated because of badly 

defined layers of paints.  The EDXRF performed with the apparatus with radionuclide source 

was successfully applied to pigment identification in wall paintings, e.g. in Karlštejn and 

Žirovnice castles. Žirovnice is a Gothic castle from 13
th

 century in S.E. Bohemia. After a fire 

in 1964 the castle was restored and valuable Gothic frescoes from the rebuilding in 2
nd

 half of 

15
th

 century were brought to light. The measurements, carried out in three rooms (the Chapel, 

the anteroom, and the “Green Chamber”, identified various characteristic paints, e.g. azurite, 

malachite, and minium. The second apparatus was utilized in analysis of illumination of old 

manuscripts. Its ability to target a small area showed itself as the main advantage in the case of 

measurements of fine paints. For example, Českobudějovický gradual, dating back to the 15
th

 

century contains several illuminated parchment. We were able to recognized pigments even if 

they were located very close to themselves [4]. 

Qualitative EDXRF analysis can provide valuable information on pigment composition 

and thus contribute to understanding the history of works of art and help the conservators used 

the most convenient method of restoring. The following research is focused on multilayer 

pigment identification. 
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Monitoring of the radiation fields in the environment and determination of the origin 

(fields can be generated not only by natural radionuclides but also by man-made 

contaminants) and characteristics of these fields is important part of radiation protection tasks. 

Gamma fields in the in-situ environmental monitoring are usually characterized by some 

suitable dosimetric quantity (recommended is air kerma rate) measured in some reference 

conditions (typical standard is measurement in the reference point 1 meter above ground, if 

possible on the free plain terrain). Taking into account variability and fluctuations of the 

natural background, measured integral value of the air kerma rate is generally not sufficient to 

detect and/or identify low level contamination and spectrometry measurements are necessary 

in such cases. 

 The method for the in-situ scintillation gamma spectrometry data processing and 

analysis was developed for these purposes. Method is based on the deconvolution technique 

using detection systems response matrices, calculated by Monte Carlo simulation. Result of 

the experimental spectra processing is energy distribution of air kerma rate that enable to 

identify the radiation sources and their contributions in the measured field. Next advantage (in 

addition to the qualitative new spectral information mentioned above) is that developed 

method does need neither calibration nor corrections for the energy dependence (both 

included in the calculated response matrix). Method and its application is described in [1], 

some examples of the typical applications for gamma fields in-situ environmental monitoring 

are in [2, 3].  

Discussed spectrometry method is based on the off-line data processing (usually 

iterative deconvolution procedure) and need relatively good statistics (i.e. quite long data 

acquisition) for the good (without random noise) results of data processing/analysis. 

Relatively long period of the data acquisition and off-line processing can be disadvantage in 

some cases (e.g. rapid scanning, accidental monitoring, etc.). For this reason the prompt 

method using dependence between air kerma rate and count rate was developed and tested for 

∅3“x3“ NaI(Tl) detection system and natural background fields. Verification of such method 

was based on the number of spectrometry measurements sets available from many in-situ 

environmental monitoring applications (radiological assessment of the Semipalatinsk nuclear 

weapons test site, study of the radiological impacts of the uranium industry and uranium ore 

processing, monitoring of the environmental impact of the spent fuel temporary storage 

operation, running project of monitoring of the environmental impact of the NPP Temelin 

operation in its neighborhood, etc. –  see examples in [2, 3]). Results of the several hundreds 

in-situ gamma spectrometry measurements (for several detectors and range of different 

conditions) were analyzed and statistically evaluated and used for the calibration of the 

proposed prompt method [4]. Linear fit of experimental data was used to analyze dependence 

of air kerma rate on the used detection system count rate and deviations of individual 

measurements from the fit were evaluated statistically. It was proved that air kerma rate can 

be derived from the count rate with error up to 10% (on ±2σ significance level, with 

assumption of the detector given size, given character of the field, i.e. character of the natural 

background and practically no discrimination, i.e. measurement cover whole energy interval 
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~0 – 3 MeV). Calibration function depends only on the type, shape and size of the used 

detector. On the other  hand it was shown, that calculated dependence is not valid for gamma 

fields originated from other then natural sources - e.g. fields with high energy components 

(from reactors and  accelerators), fields of specific sources (e.g. point sources as 
137

Cs, 
60

Co, 

beams from such sources, etc.).  

In the context with these issues, the problems of the detectors internal activity, 

response to the cosmic radiation and detectors responses directional dependence were studied 

and analyzed. 
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The solution to the problem of the spent nuclear fuel disposal is on of the key 

conditions for the further development of the nuclear power industry in the Czech Republic. 

An one through cycle with final depository can be one possible solution (currently preferred), 

another one can be a closed cycle. 

No fully closed cycle technology is currently available anywhere in the world. What is 

used commercially in several countries (France, The U.K., Japan, Russia etc.) is the burning 

of MOX fuel manufactured by the reprocessing of spent uranium fuel assemblies (i.e. partial 

closing of the cycle). 

Due to the fact that Temelin NPP is licensed for the usage of MOX fuel, it is reasonable 

to assess a possibility of MOX fuel loading to its core and the possible impact on the 

inventory of the nuclear waste – namely in comparison with the currently employed uranium 

one-through cycle. Such comparison was carried out in the publication [1], the content and 

key findings of which are briefly summarized in the following text. 

The main goal of the publication was the comparison of one-through uranium cycles to 

eventual cycles using MOX fuel from the point of view of the radioactive waste inventory and 

its main forms generated by the cycles. That is why nine main scenarios were formulated – 

three one-through cycle scenarios (for the Temelin NPP service life of 40, 50 and 60 years), 

three MOX cycle scenarios with single reprocessing (MOX is produced only by the 

reprocessing of spent uranium fuel, service life of NPP is 40, 50 and 60 years) and three 

MOX cycle scenarios with double reprocessing (both spent uranium and MOX fuels are 

reprocessed). 

For every scenario formulated, the nuclear waste inventory and its forms were 

evaluated. The special focus was given to cycles characterized by the longest studied NPP 

service life (i.e. 60 years) due to the fact these cycles vary one from another the most. The key 

findings from the analysis carried out are as follows: 

• The weight of uranium cycles waste is less than 6% compared to one for MOX cycles 

(depleted uranium is considered to be waste). Moreover, there is just a single form of 

waste – spent fuel assemblies (if not disassembled) – for uranium cycles contrary to 

multiple forms for MOX cycles (spent fuel assemblies, construction materials, depleted 

uranium from reprocessing and HWL – glass containing actinides and fission products 

from reprocessing). 

• Only if depleted uranium from reprocessing can be further recycled or utilized 

beneficially (i.e. it is not waste and it can be excluded from waste weight), MOX cycles 

produce less waste by 25-30% in comparison with uranium ones. 

• There are two significant forms of waste (measured by weight) for MOX cycles: depleted 

uranium from reprocessing (30-40% of waste weight) and not-reprocessed spent fuel 

assemblies (25-30%). 
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• Spent products mass is almost identical for all nine types of cycles. 

Mass of actinides (uranium excluded) is higher for uranium cycles than for MOX cycles. 

Difference is app. 15-30%. 
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The main purpose of this project is to integrate new teaching/learning methods and 

new scientific findings into the „Reactor Physics 1“ course offered at the Department of 

Nuclear Reactors of the Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering of Czech 

Technical University in Prague. 

The final product of our project is an electronic teaching/learning program on a CD-

ROM. The program consists of 2 parts:  

1. Web page „Reactor physics 1“ (in Czech „Reaktorová fyzika 1“), created in the 

programming language HTML, 

2. Presentation of lectures in „Reactor Physics 1“ created in the programme MS 

PowerPoint. 

The first part covers both reactor physics based on the diffusion theory and the

fundamentals in reactor physics based on the transport theory. The second part covers reactor 

physics based on the diffusion theory only. 

Both parts have been created based on lectures and textbooks for „Reactor Physics 1“ 

course . A collection of tables, diagrams and pictures accompany each lecture.   

The web page of this subject is available for students on the web server of Faculty of 

Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering. The e-address: 

http://www.fjfi.cvut.cz/reaktorova_fyzika1/.   

The presentation  of lectures created in the programm MS PowerPoint and can be found on: 

http://www.fjfi.cvut.cz/reaktorova_fyzika1/prezentace/.   

 

The e-lectures can be browsed on a CD-ROM or accessed directly on the Internet. It is 

possible to download and save them into a personal computer and print or update them and use 

them as an in-class support or consult them where no internet connection is available.  

The web page and the e-lectures encompass the program in “Reactor Physics 1” for 

the students of the Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering in the 

specializations of   „Nuclear Reactor Theory and Engineering“, „Nuclear Energy and the 

Environment“ and�„Nuclear Facilities“. 

The web page has the same structure as the lecturenotes in  „Reactor Physics 1“. New 

color pictures and diagrams were added, some of them are animated. In the main menu, there 

are links to individual chapters and in each chapter, there are links to subchapters. The main 

menu makes a reference to the contents in which it is posible to choose and access any sub-

chapter of your choice.  
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The presentation of lectures in “Reactor Physics 1” consists of 8 chapters:  

 

• Nuclear reactors 

• Neutron reactions  

• Fission chain reaction  

• Neutron diffusion  

• Slowing down neutrons  

• Bare homogeneous thermal reactor  

• Reflected homogeneous thermal reactor  

• Physical principles of the ADS systems  

 

The visual presentation includes 429 photos in total, covering the topics of our e-

programme. The programme is by no means a substitute for students´participation in lectures, 

nor does it contain all the information required at the examination on the subject. It is a 

supplementary material facilitating both preparation for practicals and in-class orientation 

during the lecture. Students needn't take all the notes or search for source information. 

 

This teaching/training material for the students of the Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and 

Physical Engineering of Czech Technical University in Prague has filled a gap in teaching 

tools, since no such open-access, summarising material has been developed before for the 

branch of nuclear engineering.  
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This paper is focused on the main results of research plan MSM 210000020 in year 2004 in 

which 7 workplaces of CTU were involved. The main investigator was the Department of  

Nuclear Reactors of the Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering of Czech 

Technical University in Prague CTU (FNSPE CTU). The research was a follow-up of the 

investigation conducted in previous years and it covers the areas listed below: 

 

Department of Nuclear Reactors – FNSPE CTU 

Nuclear facilities and nuclear safety – research was continued in the fields of: nuclear safety 

analyses, monitoring the trends of european requirements on newly built nuclear power plants 

and nuclear facilities and installations, training eligible staff specialists and an innovation 

project for the VR-1 control equipment.  

• Aplication of computational codes MCNP 4C and MCNPX version 2.1.5 and data library 

ENDF B/6 for the calculation of neutron physical core parameters of research pool reactors 

and verification of computational parameters at VR-1 training reactor experiments for the 

core configurations realised in 2004 year. 

• Quality control in the development of highly reliable software and work on quality 

assurance of programmable arrays (PLA). It deals with circuits assuring hardware 

functions for nuclear safety control.  

• Innovation of the VR-1 reactor control and safety system. 

Department of Dosimetry and Application of Ionizing Radiation – FNSPE CTU  

• Development of computational programmes for modelling gas behavior, aerosols and 

vapor and their transport in case of serious incidents in a NPP. Application of the Monte-

Carlo method for a more precise calculation of the detector response. 

Department of Nuclear Chemistry - FNSPE CTU 

• Topic of migration of radioactive contaminants in the environment: 

Study of methods and ways of incorporation of both equilibrium surface complexation 

models and experimentally verified kinetic interaction models into dynamic transport 

models. Such modifications of the dynamic model is especially important for the 

simulation of migration of various types of radioactive contaminants in the near- and far-

field of radioactive waste disposals.   

 

• Topic of liquid radioactive wastes: 

New findings about the composite sorbents containing extraction agents will be used for 

the development of new procedures in separation of radionuclides from model or real 

liquid radioactive wastes.  
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Department of Materials – FNSPE CTU 

• New findings about the failure processes in chosen types of steel used in nuclear power 

engineering. These findings will be applicable at all stages of nuclear power installation 

structural design. A database of failure mechanisms is a basis for the future evaluation of 

residual life and contributes to the enhancement of safety and reliability of structural parts    

where failure may occur. In our particular case, fatigue failure was studied in austenitic 

and bainitic steels and corrosive properties were studied in zirconium alloys.  

 

Department of Solid State Engineering – FNSPE CTU 

• Research was carried out in the context of a long-term program in “Neutronographic 

structural analysis of materials and development of methods based on neutron wave 

properties”.  Program files for collection and processing data from powder neutron and X-

ray diffraction were created.  The work concentrated on: 

- Control of neutrongraphic experiments in the field of quantitative texture analysis by 

means of the orientation distribution function (ODF) for the description of crystallite 

orientation, 

- Creating and testing computer codes for recording and processing experimental data 

measured by linear position-sensitive detectors and for the designation of direct pole 

figures.  

 

Department of Electric Power Engineering – Faculty of Electrical Engineering of CTU 

• Establishment of testing centers for testing the electrodiagnostic expert system currently in 

operation. Testing and verification of an expert system for electrodiagnostics of insulation 

systems in power engineering installations. Gradual acquisition of new findings.  

 

• Protections and a control system testing new approaches were implemented on a physical 

model of the block. Also methods of a more precise estimation of the reactor power in the 

real time were developed.  

 

Department of Physics – Faculty of Civil Engineering of CTU 

• Study of mechanic and structural changes in concrete used in a NPP under the thermal 

shock and radiation. The results will serve as a base for controlled aging of concrete 

structures in a NPP. 
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Understanding of a processes and phenomena in the core of nuclear reactor are 

essential basis for safe operation of each reactor. Behavior of the nuclear fuel in the core and 

after unloading from reactor is very important not only for nuclear safety, but also for 

environmental impact and economy of the operation. One of the lectures, which are conducts 

at the Department of Nuclear Reactors and deal with nuclear fuel behavior in the reactor, is 

Operational reactor physics. 

Textbook Operational reactor physics, which was published at Czech Technical 

University Press at 2001, is one of the key sources for the lecture at the Department of 

Nuclear Reactors. Printing version of textbooks are quickly obsolete mainly on the subjects 

focused for applied physics and not allowed use multimedia sources of information as video-

shoots, animations, interactive mock-up calculations, etc. 

Multimedia CD-ROM "Operational reactor physics", which was developed at the 

Department of Nuclear Reactors, is new source with both "classical" printing and "new" 

multimedia information. CD-ROM is appointed not only for students from Faculty of Nuclear 

Sciences and Physical Engineering, but also for all students from power engineering 

department from other Czech universities.  

Multimedia CD-ROM Operational reactor physics is produced as a comprehensive set 

of texts, pictures, photos, mock-up calculations and video-shoots which are joints to one unit 

by standard web tools as Html and CSS 2.0 styles. Anyone who wants use CD-ROM does not 

need any special software. CD-ROM consists of five educational modules: 

Modulus THEORETICAL BASIS - consists of four main theoretical parts, which is 

necessary basis for study of operational reactor physics: 

• Long-term kinetics - study of the isotopic changes of the fuel in the nuclear 

power reactors, 

• Medium-term kinetics - study of the Samarium and Xenon poisoning and 

oscillations influence to the standard and abnormal operation of the nuclear 

power reactors, 

• Linear reactivity model - study of the reactivity behavior during fuel cycle, use 

of the linear reactivity model in PWRs   

• Cast-down operation - study of the reactivity coefficients and cast-down 

operation at the end of fuel cycle. 

Modulus MATLAB MOCK-UP consists of basic mock-up calculations in the MatLab 

environment for both long-term and medium-term kinetics. 

Modulus FUEL CYCLE consists of the descriptions of the nuclear fuel, fuel cycle, 

fuel management and fuel loadings and patterns used in the PWRs (both Russian and Western 
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types) and BWRs & CANDU Reactors with deep focus on the both Czech NPPs in Dukovany 

and Temelín.  

Modulus SPENT FUEL consists of two parts: 

• Study of the inventory & physical behaviors of the spent nuclear fuel after 

unloading from the NPP Core,  

• Descriptions of the different types of the wet and dry interim storages for spent 

fuel storing with deep focus to the CASTOR transport and storage casks. 

Modulus VIDEO-SHOOTS consists of different video-shoots which support 

information from fuel cycle and spent fuel modules. 

 Multimedia CD-ROM "Operational Reactor Physics" brings new potential in the 

modern aspect of educational process at the Department of Nuclear Reactors and it will be 

useful tool for anyone who wants to find up-to-date information on operational reactor 

physics.    
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There are two significant nuclear power plants in the Czech Republic (NPP Dukovany, 

NPP Temelin) with 6 reactor units of total electric power 3722 MW. Furthermore there are a 

few of training and research reactors, with low or zero power, and great number of little 

radiation sources, above all in the health service and industry. Certainly the number of the 

nuclear facilities will be increased. Also the new “National energy concept of Czech republic” 

will propagate this situation. Opposite this reality, the knowledge about this field of human 

activity (the nuclear physics, the nuclear industry, the radiation utilization, etc.) is not 

widespread abroad citizens of the Czech republic. 

With a view to change this situation, the Department of Nuclear Reactors (DNR), in 

cooperation of the Department of Dosimetry and Application of Ionizing Radiation (DDAIR) 

and the Department of Nuclear Chemistry (DNC), all departments from Faculty of Nuclear 

Sciences and Physical Engineering (FNSPE), prepared a new general course aimed at the 

nuclear power engineering and its impact on the environment and the society. The course was 

named „Prospects and Acceptance of Nuclear Power Engineering in Czech Republic“. It is 

addressed to civil servants (employees of: ministries, regional, district and municipal 

authorities, etc.) who have only basic knowledge of nuclear field. The course graduation will 

bring the qualification of the civil servants for accountable and objective assessments about 

nuclear facilities. 

The course consists of 130 lessons, every lesson take 45 minutes. The 84 lessons of 

this amount take the lectures, and the 19 lessons of training and consultations. Finally, 

excursions to several nuclear facilities take the 27 lessons (without traffic time). The lessons 

are organized in the 19 thematic lectures, each take 3 or 6 lessons with the one lesson of 

discussion.  Consequently the course will take in two consecutive semesters. 

The following course curriculum was prepared on the DNR:  

1. Introduction to power engineering and nuclear power engineering, short history  (6+1 

lessons) 

2. Introduction to nuclear physics (3+1) 

3. Nuclear reactors overview (6+1) 

4. Nuclear fuel cycle and its development (6+1) 

5. Design and operation of nuclear power plants (6+1) 

6. World development of nuclear power engineering (3 +1)  

7. Fusion systems (3+1) 

8. Spent fuel management: transport, medium-term storage (6+1) 

9. Transmutation systems (3+1) 

10. Radioactive waste and spent fuel repositories (3+1) 

11. Radionuclides migration in environment (6+1) 

12. Nuclear safety  (6+1) 

13. Radiation protection  (6+1) 

14. Emergency preparedness (3+1) 

15. Legislation (6+1) 

16. Lifetime of nuclear installations (3+1) 
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17. Impact of nuclear power engineering on environment (3+1) 

18. Social aspects of nuclear power utilization (3+1) 

19. Summary of „Prospects and Acceptance of Nuclear Power Engineering in Czech 

Republic“, discussions (3+1) 

20. Excursions: 

a. Training reactor VR-1 of the Nuclear reactors department, FNSPE (3 lessons) 

b. Reactor LVR-15 and LR-0 of  the Nuclear Research Institute plc, Rez near 

Prague (5 lessons) 

c. Cyclotron of the Nuclear Physics Institute and the Fluorine Chemistry 

Department, NRI plc, Rez near Prague (5 lessons) 

d. TOKAMAK of the Institute of Plasma Physics, AS CR  (3 lessons) 

e. Nuclear Power plant Dukovany (3 lessons) 

f. Nuclear Power plant Temelín and water power plant (e.g. Štěchovice, Orlík) (5 

lessons) 

g. Coal power plant or heating power station  (3 lessons). 

 

Various lecturers from 9 institutions (DNR–FNSPE, DDAIR–FNSPE, DNC–FNSPE, 

NRI plc Rez near Prague, Institute of Plasma Physics - AS CR, Radioactive Waste Repository 

Authority, State Office for Nuclear Safety, NPP Temelin, Czech Power Company) will 

lecture the individual subject lessons. The abstracts of the individual lectures are prepared at 

the present time. 

In the year 2004, about 65 government boards were addressed during the investigation 

of interest. We can mention for example: Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Industry and 

Trade, Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of the Environment of the Czech Republic, Office of 

the Czech Republic Government, State Environmental Fund of the Czech Republic, State 

Energy Inspection, National Security Authority Regulations, Energy Regulatory Office, 

Regional authorities, etc. 

About 30 persons showing interest from 9 government boards were entered. The 15 

peoples from various government boards were chosen for the first running of the course, 

which will start at the summer semester of the year 2005. 
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Deep geological storage was chosen as a concept for disposal of spent nuclear fuel in 

many countries. The canisters with spent nuclear fuel produced during the operation of 

nuclear reactors are planned to be disposed of in an underground repository. Canisters will be 

surrounded by compacted bentonite that will retard the migration of safety-relevant 

radionuclides into the host rock.    

The construction of underground repository should be preceded by the thoroughly 

safety analysis prescribed by nuclear safety authorities, which would have to appreciate the 

safety requirements and criteria proposed. This complex system of judgments, called 

performance assessment (PA), consisted of numerous steps in various fields of knowledge 

and experience, includes also mathematical modelling of migration of all dangerous 

radionuclides from canisters with spent fuel possibly damaged in the future into the 

environment. The path of radionuclides that should be modelled used to be divided into two 

main areas: (i) near-field region represented by engineered barriers (canister, compacted 

bentonite) and (ii) far-field region formed by rock in which would be the repository situated 

(natural barrier). 

The canister itself with assemblies of spent fuel represents for the modelling in the 

near-field region so called source term. As it is assumed that the transport through the 

bentonite layer will be controlled by diffusion, the model of canister that should contain at 

least the inventory of radionuclides, and model of canister corrosion and model of leaching of 

studied radionuclides from the fuel matrix and contamined structural parts, forms the initial 

boundary condition for the solution of diffusion equation in the near-field region. For 

complex modelling performed by special environmental codes based on the description of 

radionuclide migration in the far-field region the source term used to be represented by all the 

man-made area, which includes also near-field region. In both approaches the source term is a 

complex system, behaviour of which is described by a set of models, functions, variables and 

parameters.

The own code, MIVCYL, which enables the modelling of radionuclide transport from 

the canister through the bentonite layer in the cylindrical geometry, was prepared in our 

laboratory [1]. The code solves the diffusion equation in the cylindrical configuration for 

various types of initial and boundary conditions. The advantage of this code is (i) its ability to 

take into account an arbitrary shape of non-linear equilibrium function describing the 

interaction between radionuclides diluted in the seepage water and the sorbing surface of 

bentonite and (ii) stability of it for broad ranges of initial and boundary conditions. The code 

was successfully verified with codes PAGODA [1] and GoldSim [2] that are commercially 

delivered by organization working in the PA-field. The sub-model of the code MIVCYL, 

which describes the source term, includes radioactive decay and ingrowth of nuclides in the 

canister, the set of subroutines describing degradation models of fuel matrix in the canister 

and leaching of studied nuclides, solubility limitation of the concentrations of the latter, and 

ideal mixing in the free volume of the canister.  
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The influence of source term model parameters on the release rates of studied 

radionuclides from the near-field region was studied by numerical experiments [1-2]. It was 

stated that the extent of their influence depends also on the type of the studied nuclide. The 

migration of solubility limited nuclides is influenced by physical parameters of the system 

(void volume of the container, porosity of the bentonite layer) more significantly than that of 

nuclides, concentration of which in the void volume is not controlled by solubility, or the 

model of leaching in the water present in the void volume in the canister is very important 

mainly for nuclides that does not sorb on the bentonite surface. From our results, it could be 

recommended to bind the leaching of all nuclides with the degradation of fuel matrix 

controlled preferentially by leaching of uranium that depends on solubility limitation and 

retardation of it in the bentonite layer. Using this approach the modelled release rates of most 

of the dangerous nuclides would be lesser than previously reported (e.g., [3]), which would 

describe the reality more properly.  

Our approach includes nor the history of canister degradation nor the influence of 

corrosion products on the sorption of radionuclides that affects the retardation of them. The 

models of these processes are not at hand as the conceptual description of them is under 

development as yet. The implementation of these models into the source term model will not 

be simple but it seems to be necessary for the acquirement of a more realistic safety 

assessment of the repository. 
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 The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), currently under construction for the CMS 

experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Organization for Nuclear 

Research (CERN), has been designed to very precise energy and position measurements of 

electrons and photons produced in proton-proton collision at 14 TeV center-of-mass energy. 

The calorimeter consists of 61200 lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals read out by avalanche 

photodiodes (APDs) in the central barrel region and 14648 crystals read out by vacuum 

phototriodes (VPT) in the endcap regions. All the components of the calorimeter will be 

operating in a challenging environment: a magnetic field of 4 T, a time of 25 ns between 

bunch crossings, and a radiation dose of ~1-2 kGy/year for LHC operation at maximum 

luminosity [1]. 

  

 The calorimeter barrel will be built from 36 supermodules. Each supermodule consists 

of 1700 crystals with APDs and associated electronics, monitoring systems and services. Lead 

tungstate crystals are a homogeneous detection medium with a short radiation length X
0
 of 

0.89 cm and a small Molière radius of 2.19 cm, which allows the construction of a compact 

and a fine granularity calorimeter. The time constant of the scintillation mechanism is well 

adapted to the 25 ns LHC bunch crossing rate, and radiation hardness has been achieved by 

appropriate doping and growth methods. On the other hand, the relatively low light yield 

necessitates the usage of a phototodetector with intrinsic gain. In addition, the sensitivity of 

both the crystal and photo-detector responses to temperature fluctuation requires a precise 

control of the temperature stability. All components of the calorimeter have been tested 

during the manufacturing process in regional centers as well as on CERN beams before final 

construction.  

 

 During the past few years functional properties of individual parts of the 

electromagnetic calorimeter were tested on beams of various high energy particles (electrons, 

muons and pions). Results of the analysis of the test experiments have served to elaborate on 

the general engineering-technical solutions of the electromagnetic calorimeter construction 

and optimize  its spectrometric and operating properties. Hence the first fully equipped 

supermodule SM10 with final technical solutions was prepared and tested on electron, muon 

and pion beams in Autumn 2004. The supermodule was installed on a remotely controlled 

calibration table which allowed the crystals to receive the particles from the beam as if they 

come from the vertex. Auxiliary equipment such as scintillating fiber hodoscopes were 

installed as well. During 6 weeks of the beam test period the stability of the whole system 
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(voltage, temperature, dark current, laser monitoring) was monitored, particularly the function 

of on-detector electronics.  

 

 Most of the time the crystals were tested with electrons. The main priority of the test 

of SM10 was an intercalibration that was done with 120 GeV electrons (for all the active 

channels ~ 1225) and for 10 % of channels with 50 GeV. A detailed scan in eta geometry (85 

crystal centers and 84 boundaries) with 50, 120, 180, 250 GeV electrons; high statistic 

position scan across module boundaries; energy scan/uniform coverage (four 3x3 crystal 

arrays); muons (150 GeV) and pions energy scan (50, 120, 180, 250 GeV); and test with 

cosmic rays was also performed. Test beam measurements on the supermodule thus could 

serve the following main objectives: intercalibrations, test on data acquisition and online 

software, the moving table, the understanding of the laser monitoring system, stability checks 

of the laser and the cooling systems, and the preparation for offline analysis. In addition, 

measurements of the crystal behavior under radiation, and comparison of the crystals' 

response to laser light and beam particles; comparison of the crystal light yield as obtained 

from the laboratory measurements and from the beam data. The offline data analysis and 

processing is currently being worked on and the preliminary results should be found in [2].  

 

 The beam test measurements with the first supermodule have given very encouraging 

indications and valuable results that the ambitious design goals could be met. The mechanics 

and the photodetectors are already ready or under production. The electronics have achieved 

their specified performance. The individual components of the calorimeter are working as 

expected.  
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Abstract

Conservative methodology for estimation of a potential dose in caves employs solid state 

alpha track detectors. Obtained data are converted into annual effective doses in agreement 

with the ICRP recommendations (using the “caves factor”). The more precisely determined 

value would have a significant impact on the radon remedies or on restricting the time guides 

spent in the underground. To define the calculation of the effective dose in caves, the 

following measurements were carried out: continual radon measurement (differences in ERC 

between working hours and night-time and daily and seasonal radon concentration 

variations); regular radon and daughters measurement through the sampling procedure to 

specify proportion of radon daughters; regular indoor air flow measurement to study the 

location of radon supply and its transfer among individual parts of the cave; natural 

radioactive elements content evaluation in sub soils and in water inside/outside to study radon 

sources in the cave; aerosol particle-size spectrum measurement for determination of free 

fraction (cave-apartment comparison); guides/visitors behaviour monitoring to record time 

spent in cave and to assign it to the continuously monitored levels of Rn concentration; results 

summarizing and comparison with “official” values.

Introduction

Carst caves fall among regions with exceptionally high radon concentrations, (despite the 

very low uranium content in limestone) that are caused by minimal airflow and negligible air 

exchange. The conversion factor (which plays the fundamental part for dose calculation) is 

dependent on aerosol particle size spectrum resolution and on distribution of radon daughters 

among the attached and unattached fraction [1]. With the aim to particularize the calculation 

of the effective dose in caves, the following measurements were carried out: continual radon 

measurements (differences in ERC between working hours and night-time and daily and 

seasonal radon concentration variations descry); regular radon and daughters measurements 

using a sampling procedure to specify proportion of radon daughters; regular indoor air flow 

measurements to study the location of radon supply and its transfer among individual areas of 

the cave; natural radioactive elements content evaluation in sub soils and in water 

inside/outside to study radon sources in the cave; 5-day aerosol particle-size spectrum 

measurements for determination of free fraction and for comparison of aerosol spectra in 

apartment and cave; guides/visitors behavior monitoring to record time spent in cave and to 
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assign in to the continuously monitored levels of Rn concentration. All obtained data were 

used for the effective dose calculation.

Effective dose calculation 

The entire effective dose a person receives from the radon daughters was calculated as the 

sum of all effective doses obtained from individual sizes of aerosols (including the unattached 

fraction) using the following assumptions: in caves, only 
222

Rn and its daughters occur; the 

mutual ratio of radon daughters and equilibrium factor is constant; the spectrum of aerosols is 

constant [2]. 

Conclusions

Occurrence of aerosols particles with diameter 1-10µm is caused by visitors or personnel 

presence. Concentration of aerosols with diameter approximately 100-200 nm seems to be 

stable, larger-size aerosols are produced by visitors only. Small aerosols are produced by an 

intensive work or movement. Time spent inside by guides must be related to the actual radon 

concentration at given time. Personal dosimeters are advised. Using the factors described 

above, the effective dose was recalculated without any significant simplification as in case of 

SONS’s methodology (no direct aerosol measurement had been carried out). The resulting 

values are fully comparable with the “official” values. Therefore, we have established that the 

methodology commonly used for dose estimation is correct. So far, we are unable to 

determine the ratio of attached and unattached portion that could significantly influence the 

calculations.

All results should be used as input parameters for dose-in-lungs model LUDEP calculation. 
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Abstract

The (bio)monitoring in the neighborhood of Nuclear Power Plant Temelin (NPP) started in 

year 2000 – one year before the initial power plant operation. Biomonitoring is continuing 

fifth year where in the years 2000, 2002 and 2004 the spectrometry characteristic of photo-

fields measurement was included. The area of interest contained 29 sampled locations along 

eight radial profiles intersecting the area up to distance from 2 to 20 km around NPP. 

Laboratory as well as in situ gamma spectrometric method enables to determine presence of 

natural and manmade radionuclides with very good limits of detection. In situ gamma 

spectrometry consist of determination air kerma rate from direct measurement (special energy 

compensated plastic scintillation detector) and air kerma rate calculation from photon spectra 

measurement (scintillation detector NaI(Tl) diameter 3" by 3"). The laboratory gamma 

spectrometric measurement (geometry of Marinelli containers) is used for determination of 

radionuclides in the samples of pine bark, Shreber’s moss, forest humus, edible mushrooms 

and forest berries. The trend analysis of measurements results serve for completing of the 

main task of this project: to describe the influence of NPP Temelin on the radiation increase 

in its neighborhood. Only 
137

Cs of manmade radionuclides has been identified. 

 

Introduction

Atmospheric radionuclide deposit monitoring in the environment is often conducted using 

bioindicators. For the past fifth years, FNSPE CTU in Prague took part in monitoring the 

influence of NPP Temelin on the environment within 20-km radius of the plant. Using 

ecological principles, the changes in environment quality are indicated by biological indicator 

changes. We chosen forest humus, surface of pine bark, Shreber’s moss, edible mushrooms, 

and forest berries.  

The year 2000 was designated as reference year before the start of the NPP operation, and 

2001 was the year of the initial operation. Research will continue in the following years. The 

biomonitoring for year 2000, 2002, and 2004 also included assessment of the dosimetry and 

spectrometry characteristic of the photon-fields.  

 

Monitored area 

Monitored area contains 29 sampled locations along eight radial profiles intersecting the area 

of interest (the measuring points are located 2-5-10-20 km from NPP, distance of 20 km is a 

comparison area). The pine bark and moss were sampled at the selected sites twice yearly, at 

spring and fall, forest humus once during spring months, mushrooms and berries once in 

growing seasons. The top 3 mm of tree bark were taken in reference height of 1m along the 

circumference of the trunk. To prevent contamination by soil the moss samples were cut by 

scissors. Forest humus was sampled with respect to resolution of surface layers, according to 
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the degree of hummification. In total, 203 samples in 2000, 222 samples in 2001, 223 samples 

in 2002 and 251 samples in 2003 were collected.  

In situ gamma spectrometry is conducted at selected 15 points in order to sufficiently cover 

the area of interest. 

Materials and methods 

In the gamma spectrometry laboratory, the samples were, after drying (for example on case of 

mushrooms the weight loss was 90%) enclosed in Marinelli containers (0.5 l), surrounding 

during the measurements coaxial HPGe detector. Processing of measured spectra in the range 

up to 3 MeV provided mass related activity (Bq/kg) of naturally radioactive elements (
40

K, 

226

Ra, and 
232

Th) and contaminant 
137

Cs (resulting from nuclear weapon tests in the fifties of 

last century and from Cernobyl accident fallout) use program SP DEMOS. The resulting data  

were used for the trend analysis. Two model situations had to be studied: Firstly, one accident 

or several ones, occurring in a short term, would lead to relative extensive radionuclide 

escape. Secondly, a small amount of radionuclides is continuously escaping and depositing 

during the regular operation.  

Two methods of the gamma fields in situ measurements of the dosimetric characteristics were 

selected (all measurements were conducted in altitude 1 meter): 

1.  Determination of air kerma rate by direct measurement  

2. Air kerma rate calculation from photon spectra measurement by use of portable 

spectrometer with scintillation detector NaI(Tl) diameter 3” by 3” in the energy range up to 

3 MeV  

 

Conclusions

The measured spectra represent characteristic spectra of natural background. In the calculated 

energy distribution of air kerma rate is not possible to identify (with the exception of the 

above mentioned 
137

Cs) any significant contribution of any man-made radionuclide. Based on 

the so-far obtained results of monitoring, as well as of the trend analysis, it can be stated that 

it was confirmed that JETE operation does not have any impact on the level of natural 

background in the measured reference points. 
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Abstract

With focus on the detection of the Rn concentration in water in extreme conditions, the 

detection unit YAPMARE was developed by company CRYTUR Ldt. The main part of the 

detection unit is a detection probe based on the Ø25x100mm YAP:Ce detector (chemical 

formula is YAlO
3
 doped Ce). The measured water covers approximately 95% of the crystal 

surface (the detection volume is 12 ml). Measurements of 
222

Rn and 
220

Rn standards for 

determination of individual peaks in spectra were conducted, including observation of the 

222

Rn (and its daughters) behavior. For YAPMARE calibration the fresh water from drilled-

well from Lounovice area (biotitic granodiorite - adamellite) was taken. The calibration was 

carried out with the assistance of radon in water monitor RADIM 4. Results of the Lounovice 

water measurement: detection limit about 50 Bq/l, calibration coefficient 1,1.10-3 imp/s be 

1Bq/l. The results of the fresh water and air samples measurements have demonstrated the 

main advantages (spectrometric results of the measurement, possibility for water or air 

samples evaluation) and disadvantages (large size of scintillation crystal increases gamma ray 

background, calibration for each water with particular composition, detector cleaning using 

HCl acid). A thin plate YAP:Ce version was tested for alpha particle detection. 

Introduction

With a focus on earthquake forecasting by detection of the Rn concentration in water, the 

detection unit YAPMARE was developed by the company CRYTUR Ldt. The main part of 

the detection unit is a detection probe based on the Ø25x100mm YAP:Ce detector, made of 

monocrystalline YAP:Ce (chemical formula is YAlO
3
 doped Ce) grown by the Czochralski 

method in Crytur Ldt. The detection unit was described in [1, 2]. Between October 2003 and 

May 2004 the following tests were carried out: (i)gamma and alpha energy calibration using 

radionuclide etalons; (ii) identification of spectrum peaks using “air” 
222

Rn and 
220

Rn

standards; (iii) a long-time monitoring for stability and background elimination; (iv) 

completion of water sampling methodology; (v) measurement of high radon activity water 

from Jachymov mines; (vi) measurements of fresh and standard Rn water; and (vii) the 

detection- unit calibration using RADIM 4 (a monitor for water radon samples). On the basis 

of those results was started a study of YAP:Ce crystal sorption characteristic.
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Materials and methods

For radon activity measurement, fresh water from drilled-well (Rn concentration of water 

samples were 700 - 900 Bq/l) in Lounovice area (adamellite) was taken. Completely filled 

special bottle 0,5 l was carefully closed and bottles were kept in refrigerator for restriction of 

evaporation. For each following measurement was always used a new bottle. The detection 

unit was used in the stationary regime. The measurement of radon in water activity was 

started after establishment of equilibrium between radon daughters (3 h). The time 

measurement interval was 2 hours. After each measurement the detection unit was cleaned 

with HCl acid for 20 minutes, rinsed with water and after that background and energy 

stability was checked. Calibration of detection unit YAPMARE was carried out with the 

assistance of radon in water monitor RADIM 4

Results and conclusions 

The test measurements indicated the influence of the gamma ray background, which can be 

minimized in the laboratory e.g. ten times with use of Pb shielding with 25mm thickness.

The results of the first water and air samples measurement have demonstrated the main 

advantages (linear dependence towards gamma ray and alpha ray, spectrometric results of the 

measurement, possibility for water or air samples evaluation) and disadvantages (large size of 

scintillation crystal increases gamma ray background in area 
214

Po, alpha calibration is 

necessary to be repeated again for measurements of a new type of water, thoron influence in 

high active fresh water samples, necessity of detector cleaning by HCl acid). A thin plate 

YAP:Ce version was tested for alpha particle detection.

Results of the Lounovice water (ph 6,7) measurement: detection limit about 50 Bq/l, 

calibration coefficient 1,1.10
-3

 imp/s be 1Bq/l. The calibration coefficient and detection limit 

are dependent on the chemical composition of water. As a result of unit leakage, a deficit of 

Rn activity occurs during long-run measurements, an effect that must be prevented when 

implementing flow-through measurement method. 
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This contribution deals with the VR-1 training reactor independent power protection upgrade. 

The VR-1 training reactor has been operated since 1990 by the Department of Nuclear 

Reactors FNSPE CTU in Prague. The reactor was designed and constructed by the Škoda 

Company in co-operation with the Faculty. The VR-1 reactor is a pool-type light-water 

reactor based on enriched uranium (36%). Its thermal power is up to 5kW. The moderator of 

neutrons is light demineralised water that is also used as a reflector, a biological shielding and 

a coolant. Heat is removed from the core with natural convection. The VR-1 reactor is utilised 

particularly for training of university students and nuclear power plant staff. Research at the 

VR-1 reactor is mainly aimed at the preparation and testing of new educational 

methodologies, investigation of reactor lattice parameters, reactor dynamics study, research in 

the field of control equipment, neutron detector calibration, etc. 

The reactor I&C seems to be obsolete now, and its upgrade is being carried out. The upgrade 

is being done gradually during holidays in order not to disturb the reactor utilisation during 

teaching and training. The first stage was the human-machine interface and the control room 

upgrade in 2001. During the second stage of the upgrade, the control rod drivers and the 

safety circuits were replaced. The third stage, the control system upgrade was carried out in 

2003. The fourth stage, the independent power protection system upgrade described in this 

contribution is being upgraded now. All upgrades are being carried out in cooperation with 

Škoda Nuclear Machinery Company. 

The independent power protection system is component of the reactor safety (protection) 

system. There are strict requirements on quality and reliability of nuclear facility safety 

systems. The independent power protection system is a computer based system, so there is 

necessary to fulfil quality requirements on both hardware and software.  

The independent power protection system is redundant and consists of four individual 

channels. Each channel evaluates the reactor power and the velocity of power changes and 

compares them with safety limits. If the safety limits are exceeded, the channel disconnects its 

safety relay. The relays of all channels are connected to the reactor safety circuits. The safety 

circuits evaluate the states of individual channel relays in the logic ‘two out of three’. If the 

logic condition is met, the safety circuits break the control rods power supply. The rods fall 

down into the reactor active core and stop the fission reaction. 

At the start of the channel development, the general channel requirements, the hardware and 

software requirements [1] were prepared. 

The input of the independent power protection channel is the neutron boron chamber located 

under the reactor vessel. Because of the chamber sensitivity and a significant distance from 

the reactor active core, the chamber signal is evaluated in the pulse regime only. The chamber 
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signal is amplified and processed with a discriminator. Pulses from the discriminator are 

counted in the digital portion of the channel. 

The digital portion of the independent power protection channel is multiprocessor-based. The 

channel structure supports division of channel functions to individual microcomputers. There 

are two microcomputers to calculate the reactor power and the velocity of power changes, to 

compare them with the safety limits and to control the safety relay. These microcomputers are 

the most significant for nuclear safety. The microcomputers work parallel and their outputs 

are checked by a supervisory microcomputer. This microcomputer compares data from the 

calculation microcomputers, and if they are different (problem indication), the supervisory 

microcomputer disconnects the channel safety relay. The next microcomputer is a 

communication one. The communication microcomputer guarantees the communication 

between the independent power protection channel and the reactor control system. The 

communication is serial with fibre optic lines. 

The channel provides test functions. It is possible to connect the channel input instead of the 

neutron chamber with test pulses and to test the channel response. Moreover, the 

discrimination can be changed, and its influence is evaluated. Next, discrimination level and 

chamber high voltage power supply are evaluated by A/D converters and checked. If a 

problem is found, the channel safety relay is disconnected. 

The software for the channel was developed with respect to [2]. The software development 

was based on the software requirements [1]. The next phase of the software development was 

the software design. The software modules, algorithms and data structures were proposed. 

Furthermore, the software design was coded in the C language regarding [3]. The software 

was then integrated with the hardware and is now carefully tested during non-active and 

active tests. Configuration management, verification and validation accompanied the 

independent power protection system software development [4]. 

The developed independent power protection system is being tested now and is installed 

during the summer holiday 2005. The system substantially improves nuclear safety, 

availability and utilisation of the VR-1 reactor. The reactor I&C upgrade continues with the 

operational power measurement system upgrade in 2006. The complete reactor I&C upgrade 

brings the reactor I&C to top conditions and enables a prolongation of their functionality and 

maintainability for at least 10 next years 
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The VR-1 training reactor has been operated since 1990 by the Department of Nuclear 

Reactors, at the Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering of Czech Technical 

University in Prague. The reactor was designed and built by the Škoda Company in co-

operation with the Faculty. The reactor control and safety system (I&C) was developed in the 

mid- 80s. The original system is digital, it utilizes 8-bit microcomputers with software written 

in the assembly language. The technical design of the control and safety system is now quite 

obsolete. There are also problems with maintenance, and since its development, the quality 

demands (e.g. the IAEA, IEC, and IEEE recommendations and standards) were significantly 

evolved. Therefore, it was decided to upgrade the present control and safety system with the 

aim to apply the latest available techniques and technology. 

The principal upgrade of the control and safety system started in 2001. The first stage 

was the human-machine interface upgrade. During the second stage of the upgrade in 2002, 

the control rod drives and the safety circuits were replaced. The third stage – the control 

system upgrade – was carried out in 2003. The next upgrade stage is the independent power 

protection (IPP) channels upgrade in 2005. During the last stage, the operational power 

measurement (OPM) channels will be upgraded probably in 2006. 

The upgraded control system is based on a high quality industrial PC mounted in a 19'' 

crate and Simatic PLCs for dedicated functions. The operating system of the PC is the 

Microsoft Windows XP with the real time support RTX of the VentureCom Company. The 

software for the control system was developed according to requirements in MS Visual C. A 

large amount of work has been devoted to the software requirements to specify all 

dependencies, modes and permitted actions, safety measures, etc. The control system receives 

data from the operational power measuring and independent power protection channels and 

compares them with safety limits, and it also controls the safety circuits. Furthermore, it 

calculates the average values of the important variables (power, power change rate), and 

sends data and system status to the human-machine interface. Next, it receives commands and 

button inputs from the operator's desk and carries them out according to the reactor operation 

mode. Finally, it serves as an automatic power regulating system. 

The upgraded control system was thoroughly tested. First, the non-active tests were 

carried out. During these tests, the core of the reactor was subcritical; HPIB and VXI 

controlled instruments generated the input signals that provide alternative pulses and current 

as from neutron chambers to simulate various operational and emergency conditions. The 

instruments control and tests evaluation were implemented using the Agilent VEE 

development system. The second stage was the active testing. The behaviour of the whole 

I&C was investigated under the standard as well as non-standard operating conditions. 

First, the non-active tests started with the whole system behaviour checking. The 

reactor start-up and operation were carried out with simulated input signals and deep 

subcritical core of the nuclear reactor. 

Next, basic safety functions of the control system were tested. The reactor operation 

conditions were simulated in such a way to provide exceeding of the reactor power and the 

power change rate safety limits. During these tests, the control system used more rigorous 
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safety limits in comparison with the reactor protection system to check the safety function of 

the control system only. Various reactor power courses were prepared for the control software 

of testing facility to simulate emergency situations mentioned above. 

The new control system provides also advanced safety features in comparison to the 

old one. There is built in a check for the reactivity excess during the reactor start-up when 

condition for the transition to standard operation is met, and safety, experimental or control 

rods are not in proper positions (typically too low with high reactivity excess). Conditions for 

these types of safety function initiation were simulated, and proper response was checked 

during standard operation, dynamic experiments and basic critical experiment modes. 

Further safety function of the control system deals with deviations among individual 

neutron flux (reactor power) measuring channels. If such deviation is too large, it indicates 

some problem in those channels. When the power deviation of channel X exceeds 50% of the 

reactor power (arithmetic mean of all 3 channels) during the reactor start-up or 25% during 

the standard reactor mode, the operational power measuring channel X is changed from the 

status “Measure” to the status “Failure”. If only 2 channels are in the status “Measure”, the 

power deviation is calculated as the difference between these 2 channels related to the lower 

one. All tests were carried out on different levels of the initial reactor power during the 

start-up and on the initial power of 10000 counts per second during the standard operational 

mode. 

Faults and errors discovered during the non-active testing were fixed, and new tests 

were carried out to approve these amendments. 

After the successful non-active checking, the active test of the control system were 

carried out. During these tests, the reactor core was put into the standard configuration. 

Again, all safety features of the control system, transitions among reactor modes and 

submodes were tested. All control functions, commands and validity of their execution were 

verified. The automatic power regulator was also tested. 

The tests described in this article contributed to the successful upgrade of the VR-1 

training reactor control system. The tests approved the compliance of the new control system 

with requirements set on it. The new control system substantially improves the reactor safety, 

operational comfort and facilitates the work of the reactor staff. 
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This article deals with experience of the VR-1 training reactor new control system 

operation. The VR-1 training reactor has been operated since 1990. The reactor was designed 

and built by the Škoda Company in co-operation with the Faculty. The reactor utilizes a 

digital control and safety system (I&C) that was developed in the mid- 80s. Even if the 

present control and safety system fully covers the demands that are put on it, its technical 

design is obsolete to a certain extent at the present time. Also some new internationally 

respected demands to ensure the quality and the qualification (e.g. the IAEA, IEC, and IEEE 

recommendations and standards) were not or could not be considered. Therefore, it was 

decided to upgrade the present control and safety system with the aim to apply the latest 

available techniques and technology observing the above mentioned recommendations and 

standards.  

Because of the typically annual financial planning and the frequent utilization of the VR-1 

training reactor during the academic terms, it was decided to carry out the upgrade of the 

control and safety system gradually, in stages during holidays so as not to affect the training 

at the reactor. The first stage of the I&C upgrade was the human-machine interface and the 

control room upgrade in 2001. During the second stage of the upgrade in 2002, the control 

rod drives and the safety circuits were replaced [1].  

The third stage, the VR-1 training reactor control system upgrade [2] was accomplished in 

the summer and autumn 2003, some amendments and succeeding tests were carried out in 

winter 2004. The general contractor of the project was Škoda Nuclear Machinery Company 

Plzeň, the hardware and software subcontractor was the dataPartner Company České 

Budějovice. Necessary changes in the human-machine interface induced by the control 

system upgrade were done by the ZAT Company Příbram. The Department of Nuclear 

Reactor prepared the software requirements, solved specific electronics and software tasks 

and carried out the tests of the upgraded control system and associated systems. 

The upgraded control system is based on a high quality industrial PC mounted in a 19'' crate 

that cooperates with Simatic S7-200 PLCs utilized for dedicated functions. The operating 

system of the PC is the Microsoft Windows XP with the real time support RTX of the 

VentureCom Company. The computer is equipped with 8 RS232 lines for communication 

with the reactor power measuring and power protection channels (the reactor protection 

system), with the RS485 (Profibus) line for communication with the Simatic control rod and 

I/O PLCs and with the Ethernet line for data transfer to the human-machine interface. 

The complete control system was thoroughly tested. The detailed description of the control 

system tests can be found in [3]. 

The new control system provides better comfort of reactor operation and nuclear safety. 

New commands were added in comparison to the old control system to simplify the reactor 

operator work; e.g. the experimental rod position setting, operational status and setting 

information, reactor mode change. New batch commands were introduced into the control 

system. The system offers batch commands consisting of up to 200 individual commands to 

accomplish intended reactor power courses, etc. There is possible to store produced batches 
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on the computer hard disc for a future utilization. The batches are very useful for training of 

students. 

Safety functions of the control system were significantly improved during the upgrade. The 

control system can initiats the safety action because of the reactor power, velocity of power 

changes and deviation among individual measuring channels safety limits exceeding. Next, 

the deviation between given and real reactor power is evaluated, and the exceeding of the 

safety limit also causes the reactor scram. The reactivity excess during the reactor start-up is 

checked, and if the reactor power reaches the proper value for the transition into the standard 

operation mode with low position of control rods, the safety function (rod fall) is initiated. 

The absorber rod diagnostics was improved. If the rod falls from its top position, the rod 

fall time is measured and stored for the rod reliability evaluation. Furthermore, new control 

system abilities for the rod tests were introduced. During the rod test, the velocity of the rod 

movement is measured and stored; then the rod falls down from the top position and the fall 

time is measured. These tests contribute to better checking and maintenance of control rods. 

One and half year experience revealed some problems in the new control system despite of 

thorough testing. Some of these problems were because of software requirements [4] 

uncertainties that specify all dependencies, modes and permitted actions, safety measures, etc. 

If the “Rod Drop” command was done (e.g. during the measuring of the control rod 

calibration), the control system blocked safety signal of minimal reactor power but the 

warning signal was active. Operator could not move the control rod up because the system 

generated warning signal, which blocks rod up motion. The control system requirements were 

corrected. Moreover, some ideas were gathered how to implement some improvements. Also, 

some minor mistakes in the programmer’s work localized by experienced operators were 

fixed by the software manufacturer.  

The operational experience with the new control system is positive. The new control system 

is more user friendly then the old one, provides better comfort of the reactor operation and 

nuclear safety. 
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Energy neutron spectrum in the reactor core is a very important property, which is 

essential for complete understanding of experimental investigations performed in the core. 

VR-1 reactor’s spectrum had already been basically studied - introductory experimental [1] 

and theoretical [2] research had been done. Objectives of our investigation were in coupling, 

comparing and improving of both methods, it means extension of experimental measurement 

and more precise theoretical prediction of energy neutron spectrum. The bottom of the 

pneumatic transfer system’s pipeline was chosen for this study, because this geometrical point 

was very important due to frequent use of the pneumatic transfer system for experimental 

studies (e.g. material and activation analysis). 

Theoretical prediction of the spectrum was calculated by Monte Carlo code MCNP 

version 4C [3]. This code is world-widely used and very well validated. Default ENDF/B-6 

based libraries were used. Energy distribution of neutrons was calculated in 15, 83, 106, 246 

and 620 energy groups structure. The 15 groups library was chosen due to its use in the past 

and the 620 groups library due to correspondence with energy structure used by SAND-II 

code [4], which was appear in experimental data analysis. Processing and visualization of 

MCNP output spectrum were improved too. 

Experimental determination of energy distribution of neutrons was performed by 

activation analysis method i.e. thin foils from various highly pure materials with variable 

activation cross-sections and reaction thresholds were irradiated inside the core and then 

analyzed using γ-spectroscopy methods. Two new experiments were carried out. Measured 

data were joined with a third one-year-old experiment [1] using measurement of Au foil 

activity. The same Au foil was irradiated in all three experiments, so results should be 

normalized in according to saturated activities values [6]. Reaction rates obtained by such 

normalization can be afterwards processed together. Activation foils kit was irradiated in the 

same geometrical point that was used for calculation. After irradiation the γ-spectra of 

irradiated foils were measured by HPGe detector. In general, 11 foils (i.e. Au, Mo, W, Sc, Fe, 

Ni, NaCl, V, In, Mg, Al) were irradiated, measured and analyzed. During this project, 

methodology of HPGe detector efficiency has been significantly improved. Until now, simple 

power function of energy was used to fit efficiency curve. For this data analysis efficiency 

function ε was used in exponential form: ε = exp{S
n
[ln(E)]}, were S

n
 is a polynomial function 

of logarithmic argument of energy [7]. Measured γ-spectra were analyzed using standard 

procedure; areas of the γ-peaks have been fitted by Deimos code [5], reaction rates were 

calculated by VYNAKT code (developed during this investigation in Department of Nuclear 

Reactors FNSPE CTU in Prague). Reaction rates were used as input parameters for SAND-II 

code, which applied iterative method for neutron spectra unfolding. Results of MCNP-4C 

(theoretical calculation) and SAND-II (processed experimental data) were compared. It was 

the first step of experimental methodology validation and it brought a lot of interesting ideas 

and suggestions for future work. 
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One of future major plans is improvement of high-energy parts of energy neutron 

spectrum measurement. It mainly needs measurement of (n,p), (n,n’), (n,2n), (n,α) reactions, 

which usually have high energy of reaction’s threshold but small reaction cross-section. These 

measurements need extension of irradiation time (preferably at increased power of reactor) 

and long-time γ-measurements. Next step should be increase of HPGe detectors efficiency by 

reducing of distance between measured foil and HPGe detector. Such a reduction needs 

improve of efficiency calibration by using surface calibration sources, and consideration of 

coincidence summing of γ-quanta. Also data analysis should be improved. Main problem is 

incompleteness of SAND-II data library. All this methodology is in preparation and new 

experiments are planned for the year 2005. 
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In according to present European and worldwide activities, Department of Nuclear 

Reactors initialize an idea of CENEN – “Czech Nuclear Education Network”, national 

institution which aims its effort to nuclear education in Czech Republic. Association is based 

on principles of ENEN – “European Nuclear Education Network Association” founded as 

part of 5th European Framework Programme [1]. The main objective of the CENEN (as well 

as ENEN in European level) is the preservation and further development of a higher nuclear 

education and expertise. This idea should be realized through the co-operation between Czech 

Universities involved in education and research in the nuclear engineering field. Future plan 

is enlargement of co-operation to research centers, nuclear industry and regulatory body. 

CENEN will promote and further developed the collaboration in nuclear engineering 

education of academicians, engineers and researches; ensure the quality of nuclear 

engineering education and training.  

Essential aim of CENEN is increase attractiveness for nuclear engineering studies; 

open studies for wider number of students and incorporate Czech nuclear education into 

European education network. Future objectives should be also definition of Czech Master of 

Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering (as part of European M.Sc. Standard), promotion of 

exchange of students and teachers participating in the frame of CENEN network, and 

establishment of mutual lectures and training courses. Activity in founding national education 

network is also motivated by successful work of BNEN – “Belgian Nuclear Higher Education 

Network” [2]. BNEN Association is based on national co-operation and experiences with 

collaboration are great. Five Belgian universities in co-operation with SCK-CEN research 

center organize common courses and lectures, which are provided by individual BNEN 

partners for all students. 

First activities of CENEN will be based on experiences with present projects in which 

Department of Nuclear Reactors participate. Czech Technical University in Prague represents 

the Czech Republic in ENEN and WNU (World Nuclear University) and collaborates in 

NEPTUNO (Nuclear Platform of Training and University Organization) project in the scope 

of 6
th

 European Framework Programme. Department of Nuclear Reactors has also 

experiences with projects Erasmus, Erasmus-Mundus and Eugen-Wigner Course [3], which 

attend in 2003 and 2004 students from many European countries, and it takes place in Prague, 

Vienna, Bratislava and Budapest. Next course is planned in the year 2005. Organization of 

national meetings, seminars and workshops should be also initial activity of the CENEN.  

Department of Nuclear Reactor CTU in Prague organized the preliminary CENEN 

seminar on November 2004. Seminar was called “Integration of the Czech higher education 

into European and world’s educational structures”. All representatives of Czech universities, 

which engage in nuclear engineering education, were invited to participation in seminar. All 

attendee agree with CENEN establishment. Representatives of departments and institutes of 

Czech Technical University in Prague, The University of West Bohemia in Pilsen, Brno 
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University of Technology, and VŠB-Technical University Of Ostrava are highly interested in 

this activity and they will be founding members of the CENEN. In seminar first version of 

future statutes [4] were created and discussed. Statutes and foundation charter of the CENEN 

will be signed in first quarter of the year 2005. Participants of the seminar come to agreement 

that official web pages of the CENEN will be set up. Internet presentation will include 

foundation charter, statutes, aims and objectives of the CENEN. Each member of the 

association will be presented here, with annotation of all lectures and trainings courses 

regarding nuclear engineering education provided by the institution. 
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Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering, Department of Nuclear 

Reactors (FNSPE DNR), solves problems associated with a dynamics behaviour of subcritical 

reactor with external neutron source and provides wide information for study of transmutation 

technology. FNSPE DNR closely co-operates with Nuclear Physics Institute (NPI), Academy 

of Sciences of the Czech Republic in study of this issue. In a close collaboration of the NPI 

Řež and at the FSNPE DNR , the high-power external neutron source at the NPI Fast Neutron 

Facility (FNF) and the module of the fluoride-salt subcritical blanket Blažka at the FSNPE 

DNR were developed. Both, the basic characteristics of these facilities and the forthcoming 

research program are outlined. Experimental research program concerns the neutronics of AD 

(Accelerator Driven) system which employs a subcritical blanket Blažka and an external fast-

neutron source NG2. 

DNR, FSNPE prepared design and fabrication of subcritical blanket named Blazka. 

Blanket consists especially of these materials: 

• Graphite 

• NaF in powdered state  

• Fuel elements EK-10.  

Fuel elements EK-10 are grouped beside oneself in square lattice (fuel elements constitute 

nine square fields in total – 3x3). Blanket contains 232 fuel elements EK-10 in total 

(approximately 1856 g 
235

U). Powdered NaF is put in polyethylene covers. These covers 

protect fuel elements from chemically aggressive NaF. All fuel elements (EK-10) are 

polyethylene covers with NaF. Graphite blocks fill leftover area in lattice. These all materials 

were stacked up in aluminium cover. In the centre of the blanket is removable graphite block, 

which can be changed for another materials or some equipment (for example external neutron 

source). Blanket contains three measurement channels, which can be used for different 

detectors installations inside the blanket. 

 Design and manufacture of NG2 target station, which includes the high-power heavy 

water target and a beam line from the negative-ion extractor, have been completed in year 

2001. NG2 facility comprises high–performance target station for gaseous, liquid and solid 

target (heat load to 1 kW) and ion-optical lines. These ion-optical lines ensure transport of 

accelerated ions from negative-ion extractor (at NPI cyclotron U-120M) on target. Trial 

installation of target station to NPI cyclotron was carried out in year 2002. A lot of 

measurements were performed with NG2 target station during years 2002 and 2003. 

Experiments were focused on measurement of basic neutron characteristics (spatial and 

spectral neutron distribution from target) for various targets. We intend to use at first Be 

target (reaction Be(d, xn)) and later D
2
O target (streaming D

2
O target, reaction D

2
O(p, xn)) 
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for experiment with subcritical blanket Blazka and external neutron source at NPI Řež. 

Theoretical model of NG2 target station is made by MCNPX code for various targets (Be, 

D
2
O and Li).  

 Following works were made in year 2000 – 2004: 

• Basic critical experiment with core B4 at training reactor VR-1, one component of this 

core was subcritical blanket Blazka (DNR, FSNPE), 

• Experiments with the subcritical blanket Blazka and AmBe external neutron source 

(DNR, FSNPE), 

• Computational verification of Computational verification of the above mentioned 

experiments by MCNP and MCNPX computational codes (DNR, FSNPE)by MCNP 

and MCNPX computational codes (DNR, FSNPE) 

• Basic neutron measurements with the NG2 target station (NPI, Řež), 

• Computational verification of neutron distribution from the NG2 target station (NPI, 

Rez and DNR, FSNPE), 

• Testing of the measurement system (Mc-256) with the chamber SNM-13 at NG2 

target station (NPI, Rez and DNR, FSNPE), 

 All experimental data from the above mentioned experiments were compared with 

calculated data. For all caculations was used code MCNPX (version 2.5.d). Experimental and 

calculation data were processed and analysed by code Tecplot 10. All results were processed 

in graphs and tables. 
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Department of Nuclear Reactors (DNR), Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical 

Engineering (FNSPE) has been studying transmutation technology for many years. In the year 

1996 department became a member of TRANSMUTATION consortium of the Czech 

Republic. Other consortium members are: 

• Nuclear Research Institute (NRI) Řež,  

• Nuclear Physics Institute (NPI), Academy of Sciences of Czech Republic Řež, 

• ŠKODA Nuclear Machinery in Plzeň.  

This consortium is focused mostly on transmutations with liquid fuel on fluoride base (project 

SFINX). Since 1997 the main application research works at Department of Nuclear Reactors, 

FNSPE were focused on thorough preparation of behavioral modeling attestation of 

subcritical system with external source, which is a part of the national TRANSMUTATION 

project (project SFINX).  

 Under this research DNR closely co-operates with NRI Řež. In a close collaboration 

of the NRI Řež and at the DNR, FSNPE the irradiation experiment with module B417 in core 

B6 at the training reactor VR-1 were prepared and realized. Experiment with module B417 

was intended to gain information on neutronic and physical characteristics of graphite and 

NaF, which are components of this module and will be probably a part of  future 

TRANSMUTOR.  

 Module B417 consists of: 

• aluminium cover (138x138x850 mm), 

• graphite, 

• main irradiation channel (aluminium cylinder ∅ 48x3 mm), 

• backward channel (aluminium cylinder ∅ 35x3 mm), 

• balance channel (aluminium cylinder ∅ 35x3 mm). 

Main balance channel and backward channel are placed in the graphite and main irradiation 

channel is placed in in a void. Height of channels correspond to the legth of the active part of 

the IRT-3M fuel element. Main irradiation channel and backward channel were completely 

filled by solid NaF in the shape of small cylinders. Balance channel was filled by NaF 

cylinders only in one-third of its height. In the centre of the NaF cylinders were made gaps for 

installations of activation wires. All channels are placed in aluminium covers. Aluminium 

cover can be hermetically sealed by thick top with quick stopper and so the top can be quickly 

removed. 

 Irradiation experiment with the module B417 took place at the training reactor VR-1 

in June 2004. In the first step were put Cu wires into module B417 (in NaF cylinders, in 
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aluminium covers and in graphite) and then was module placed into the position F5,4 – G5,4 

of the core B6. Core B6 contained: 

• module B417, 

• seven 6-tube fuel assemblies, 

• seven 4-tube fuel assemblies, 

• eight graphite two-blocks. 

The critical state with the B4 core configuration was attained on June 1, 2004 at 10:00. 

Positions of control rods were: scram rods - up, first experimental rod - up, second 

experimentl rod – 550, fine control rod - 362 and coarse control rod - 520 mm. The power of 

the reactor was 2E8. At this power modul B417 was irradiated half an hour.  

 Irradiated wires were analysed and we determined the thermal neutron flux density 

distribution in several positions in the module B417 (in the vertical direction of module). 

Experimental results were compared with calculated results. 
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 Research of a new type of semiconductor detector of ionization radiation is presented. 

This work describes the basic principles of semiconductor detectors and summarizes the 

current application of such devices. Fundamental information about fullerene-like materials, 

the potential reasons for the use of fullerit and our first results are given. 

 The basic principle of detection of ionization radiation by semiconductor detectors is 

based on collecting the charge resulting from ionization. This collection is possible only in 

the case, when the detector material is able to conduct the charge carriers (electrons and also 

holes). However, this detector material must have such a little amount of native charge 

carriers so that the ionized charge can be measured. The collection is enabled by an electric 

field created between electrodes situated on the crystal surface. The electrodes have three 

roles. First, to provide the collection field. Second, namely in the case of Schottky and P-N 

junction, to reduce the current streaming through the detector bulk. And third, to provide a 

connection with the electronics, which reads the collected charge. Consequently, the 

requirement for contact and material homogeneity, as well as for the little amount of native 

carriers, is crucial for the suitable performance of semiconductor detectors.  

 Silicon and germanium are semiconductors the most frequently used materials in 

radiation detector manufacture. Both materials can be produced with good homogeneity and 

with 100% charge collection efficiency. Other semiconductors, such as InP, GaAs, CdTe, 

CZT, etc, are continuously investigated, however without significant definite results. 

 Silicon surface barrier detectors are appropriate for detection of heavy charged 

particles (e.g. protons, alpha-particles, etc). With a thin film of a neutron sensitive material on 

their front side these devices can serve as neutron detector. Silicon lithium-drifted detectors 

are suitable for the precise X-ray and low-energy gamma spectroscopy. However, the use of 

there SiLi-detectors requires cooling down to liquid nitrogen temperatures. 

 High Purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors are suitable for precise gamma 

spectroscopy. Their disadvantage is, as for SiLi-detectors, the need for cooling to liquid 

nitrogen temperatures. Therefore, composed semiconductors (InP, GaAs, etc) are being 

developed as detectors which can be operated at room temperatures. However, these materials 

exhibit many defects, namely anti-site defects, causing very short life time of holes. This 

reality degrades their spectroscopic resolution. This problem can be solved by the discovery 

of a new material. 

The fullerene is a macromolecule consisting of 60 or 70 carbon atoms arranged to 

form a sphere. The term fullerene is used in this work to denote the molecules which are 
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composed of 60 atoms of carbon. Fullerene molecules crystallize in the face centered cubic 

lattice. This crystal is called fullerit. The bonds between the molecules are mediated only by 

Van der Waals forces. Therefore, the fullerit is soft and brittle. The fullerit exhibits a low 

sublimation temperature which can be exploited to obtain millimeter-size single crystals by 

the vapor growth technique. Moreover, the fullerit is a semiconductor with a band-gap of 1.5 

eV [1] which is greater than the band-gap of other semiconductors such as Si (1.124 eV), InP 

(1.344 eV), and GaAs (1.429 eV) [2,3]. 

The large band-gap of fullerit brings about a negligible amount of native carriers into 

the conduction band, and therefore, fullerit detectors would be able to operate under room 

temperature. Furthermore, a fullerit consists of identical molecules – fullerenes. This fact 

renders anti-site defects impossible, and consequently, an improved spectroscopic resolution 

is expected. Detector manufacturing from the fullerenes which are stuffed by atoms or 

molecules sensitive to indirect ionization radiation would permit production of detectors 

which are sensitive to any arbitrary radiation. If there ideas prove correct, the fullerit, as a 

new detection material from nanotechnology, would open new incalculable frontiers. The 

main aim of our project is to learn how to prepare macro-crystals out of fullerit, to verify if 

these crystals are suitable as radiation detector, to find out a way of metallization, and to 

prepare an application project submitted to an external grant agency. 

Acquiring a fullerit macro-crystal is the first result of our project. The crystal was 

produced by the vapor growth technique by the following way: The fullerit pieces, no greater 

than 500 µm, were placed into a quartz tube with vacuum of 4x10
-4

 Pa. Before sealing the 

tube, the fullerit pieces were heated up in order that fullerit impurities are desorbed. After 

sealing, the 20 cm long tube was inserted into a horizontal furnace. One end of the tube, 

containing the fullerit pieces, was kept at 700°C. In the opposite end of the tube the macro-

crystal of the fullerene was grown, the temperature kept at 660°C for several days. The 

macro-crystal produced has diameter 1 cm and length also about 1 cm. 

Further evaluation of results is underway. 
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Diagnostic procedures using X-rays are the most common application of radiation in 

medicine. The amount of radiation received by the population during X-ray examinations can 

be expressed in terms of a collective dose. To quantify the collective dose, typical effective 

doses per X-ray procedures must be known. The effective doses for X-ray examinations range 

between several microsieverts and several milisieverts. Effective dose is a weighted-organ 

dose quantity and therefore can not be measured directly. To obtain a value of effective dose, 

it is essential to know absorbed doses in all radiosensitive organs. There are two approaches 

available to determine the organ doses for particular X-ray examination. The first approach is 

to use a simplified mathematical model of a human body and a Monte Carlo simulation of 

radiation transport through this mathematical phantom. The second approach is to use an 

anthropomorphic phantom loaded with appropriate detectors and irradiate it in the same way 

as a patient undergoing an X-ray examination. Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) as the 

detectors are most suitable for this purpose. This method can verify the Monte Carlo model 

and also allows assessing of organ and effective doses for very complex and difficult X-ray 

procedures such us interventional examinations, for which the computational models are not 

yet available. In this study organ and effective doses for four types of routine X-ray 

examinations were evaluated using the direct method with an anthropomorphic phantom and 

TLDs. The results were compared with two most widely used computational programs. 

Before the phantom measurements, whole TLD system was optimized. Main problems 

in dosimetry in diagnostic radiology are very low doses applied to patients and also wide 

range of energies in the X-ray emission spectrum. Moreover, photon energies in a spectrum 

range usually between 20 kV – 120 kV; TL detectors show strong energy dependence in this 

energy range. To avoid too high uncertainty due to energy dependence and to detect doses in 

a microgray range, LiF:Mg,Cu,P as a TL material was chosen, because of its tissue 

equivalence and therefore very low energy dependence, and its very high sensitivity. This 

material has also excellent fading properties, its light sensitivity is negligible and annealing 

procedure is very simple. As a reader, manual TL system Harshaw 4500 with corresponding 

software Winrems was used to measure and evaluate the signal from TL dosimeters.  

Before each irradiation-readout cycle an oven-annealing was performed. The TLDs 

were annealed at 240°C for 10 minutes and then they were rapidly cooled down to room 

temperature. After the first oven annealing, an individual background and individual 

sensitivity correction coefficients were assessed for each of the TLD. When corrected, 

readout values show differences ±5% (2 SD). After these initial experiments, energy and 

angular dependence of the TLDs were determined. If calibrated in the corresponding energy 

range (similar voltage and half-value layer), the energy dependence doesn’t exceed ±2%. 

Angular dependence doesn’t exceed 5% if the orientation of a TLD in a measurement field 

matches the orientation in a calibration field. There were no need for fading correction during 

the experiments, because measurement and calibration dosimeters were annealed, irradiated 

and readout together in the same time. Calibration of the TLDs was performed against PTW 
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DIADOS electrometer and corresponding semiconductor detector with combined uncertainty 

5% (2SD). Combined uncertainty of a dose assessment with TLDs is less than 10%. 

 To obtain absorbed doses to radiosensitive organs an anthropomorphic RANDO 

phantom loaded with 100 TLDs was used for each type of examination. The RANDO 

phantom consists of a bone, lung and soft tissue equivalent material and simulates a torso of a 

reference man. It is sectioned into 35 slices 2,5 cm thick. Holes of 5 mm in diameter are 

drilled in a 3 x 3 cm array in each slice. Correlation between a position of the radiosensitive 

organs in a human body and the holes in the slices of the phantom was made according to 

anatomical atlas of CT slices [1]. Exposures of the phantom were performed using a Chirana 

MP-15 X-ray unit. Standard X-ray examination of a chest (low and high voltage technique), 

head, and abdomen were simulated. Calibration of the TLDs in terms of air kerma was made 

at the same unit. In the energy range of radiation used in diagnostic radiology, air kerma and 

absorbed dose in air can be considered equal. To convert the dose in air to dose in tissue or 

dose to bone and bone marrow, dose in air was multiplied by a factor 1,06 or 1,1 respectively 

[2, 3].  

The organ doses measured inside the phantom and corresponding effective doses were 

compared with doses obtained from two Monte Carlo based programs PCXMC and NRPB 

[3, 4]. Effective doses computed by the programs for lung examinations were 0,04 mSv for 

low voltage technique and 0,03 mSv for high voltage technique. TLD measurements indicated 

0,06 mSv and 0,05 mSv respectively. For the head examination, effective doses were 

0,06 mSv for PCXMC program, 0,03 mSv for NRPB program, and 0,07 mSv for TLD 

measurement. For the abdomen examination effective doses were 0,89 mSv for PCXMC 

program, 0,68 mSv for NRPB program, and 1,22 mSv for TLD measurement. The results 

from TLD measurements were systematically higher than the results from the computational 

models. The reason is an insufficient coverage of large organs (skin, bones) with TLDs. 

Because of a small number of TLDs, the dosimeters were placed only into organ parts with 

maximum dose. Quite good agreement was achieved in head examination, where coverage of 

the head region of the phantom with TLDs was satisfactory. The second reason for the 

discrepancies is a difference in an organ position in mathematical and anthropomorphic 

phantoms and a setting of X-ray field at the phantoms. To achieve a better agreement between 

the results, it is essential to perform the measurements with a greater number of TLDs and 

also compare the results also with other sources of available data.  
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Instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) is a method used for the determination of 

elements in biomonitors of the atmospheric deposition at the IBR-2 reactor in JINR Dubna. 

The comparative method is commonly used for the analysis of the deposits there. The 

principle of this method is simpl, the accuracy depends on the preparation of a suitable 

standards. The practical realization of the analysis can be difficult for multielement samples 

or in case of the epithermal INAA. The knowledge of a neutron spectrum can help in this 

situation or can raise the accuracy of the analysis. It is useful for quality assurance. 

 

The IBR-2 is an experimental fast reactor working in a pulsed mode and reaching high 

density neutron flux in the core. Plutonium oxide is used as fuel. Liquid sodium is used as a 

moderator, wolfram as a reflector and light water as a coolant is. The cooling is forced. The 

thermal steady power is 2 MW, the thermal power in the pulse is 1500 MW. The width of the 

thermal neutron pulse is 320 µs, the pulse frequency is 5 Hz. Maximal thermal neutron flux is 

1x10
13

 n.cm
-2

.s
-1

, maximal fast neutron flux is 1.5x10
14

 n.cm
-2

.s
-1

. 

 

REGATA is an experimental system used for INAA at the IBR-2 reactor. Regata contains 

four channels for the irradiation of samples, pneumatic transport system and 

gamaspectrometric systems for the measurement of activated samples. The neutron spectrum 

was evaluated only in channels CH1 and CH2. These channels are connected with a 

pneumatic transport system and they are cooled by air. The neutron flux inside the channels is 

lower than stated for the reactor. Maximal thermal neutron flux is 4.5x10
11

 n.cm
-2

.s
-1

, 

maximal epithermal neutron flux is 8x10
10

 n.cm
-2

.s
-1

, maximal fast neutron flux is 

3x10
11

 n.cm
-2

.s
-1

. The temperature inside the channels is about 50 °C. The original covering 

of the channel CH1 was made a cadmium layer of thickness 1.5 mm in 1982.  

 

A program SAND II was used for the calculation of neutron energy spectra. This program 

was developed by OAK RIDGE National Laboratory, Tenneseee, USA. An iterative 

perturbation method was used to obtain a 'best fit' neutron flux spectrum for a given input set 

of infinitely dilute foil activities. The calculation procedure consists of a selection of known 

flux spectra forms to serve as an initial approximation to the solution, and subsequent 

iteration to a form acceptable as an appropriate solution. The solution is specified either as a 

time-integrated flux (fluence) for a pulsed environment or as a flux for a steady-state neutron 

environment. The SAND-II Data Library, distributed with a package, contains 40 types of 

foils and 3 covers. The simplifield version of SAND-II with 99 groups was used in this 

application [3]. The input neutron spectrum was taken from [1], [2].  
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Experimental determination of neutron energy distribution was perfomed by the activation 

analysis method. Two sets of foils, i.e. In, Cu, Mn, Au, Ni, Ti, Fe, Mg, Al, In+Cd, Cu+Cd, 

Mn+Cd, Au+Cd were prepared for the measurement. A set of 13 foils was irradiated in each 

channel. Each foil was inserted into an inner capsule of a polyethylene transport container and 

irradiated. The working regime for irradiation, decay and accumulation of gamma spectra of 

each foil was optimised. It depended on the weight and cross section of foil, half-life of decay 

and gamma emission of daughter nucleus, detection efficiency of gamma detector, etc. 

 

The program VYNAKT was used for the calculation of irradiated foil activity, namely their 

reaction rate. This program was developed by FNSPE, the Department of Nuclear Reactors, in 

2004. The input parameters are the time parameters of foils irradiation and foils measurement, 

reactor power, weight the foil, reaction type, material composition, foil thickness, etc. The 

data for the VYNAKT were extracted from the Reus-Westmeier Catalog [4], which is a 

compilation and evaluation of gamma-ray and other data related to the decay of all nuclides 

known from paper and electronic sources. Gamma energy and intensity of daughter nuclei are 

directly sought in the table. 

 

A simple cadmium ratio of selected elements was calculated for both channels. The results 

obtained are 0.784 for reaction 
55

Mn(n,g), 0.836 for 
115

In (n,g), 0.857 for 
197

Au(n,g), 0.629 for 

63

Cu(n,g). Although the channel CH1 has its own cadmium covering, the values of cadmium 

ratio are lower than 1. It indicates the depletion of cadmium covering. The results obtained for 

channel CH2 without the covering are 0.203 for reaction 
55

Mn(n,g), 0.350 for 
115

In (n,g), 

0.545 for 
197

Au(n,g), 0.267 for 
63

Cu(n,g). The ratio of CH2 is lower than the ratio of CH1. 

These results corresponded to our expectation. 

 

The selected reactions (i.e. 
46

Ti(n,p), 
47

Ti(n,p), 
48

Ti(n,p), 
54

Fe(n,p), 
56

Fe(n,p), 
58

Fe(n,g), 

58

Ni(n,p) 
60

Ni(n,p), 
197

Au(n,g), 
27

Al(n,a), 
24

Mg(n,p), 
55

Mn(n, γ), 
115

In(n, γ), 
115

In(n,n´), 

115

In(n,2n), 
197

Au(n, γ), 
58

Ni(n,2n), 
58

Ni(n,p), 
60

Ni(n,p), 
63

CU(n,γ)) were chosen for analysis 

by SAND-II program. The first precalculation indicated similar behaviour of neutron spetrum 

in irradiated channels as stated in [1], [2].  
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The topics of neutron detection and detectors are related to the nuclear reactor specification 

of neutron field parameters (flux density, fluence, spectrum). Neutron gas detectors are 

mainly used in experiments. They allow us to obtain immediate information about the neutron 

field inside the reactor.  

Generally, gas detectors take advantage of the fact that, when the ionizing particle passes 

through the detector contents, the gas filling is ionized. But neutrons are indirectly ionizing 

particles. The detection of neutrons comes from the fact that when neutrons pass through a 

suitable material, secondary charged particles are formed as a result of ionization. Therefore, 

the walls of the detector are covered with the B10 isotope or with the fission materials 

uranium, thorium, plutonium or else the detectors are filled with special gas, for example BF
3
, 

3

He, 
1

H.  

The ionization chamber, proportional detector or corona detector are commonly used. If 

the response of the detector is proportional to the energy of impinged particles, we can say 

that the detector has spectrometric properties. The detector can be connected in the pulse or 

current mode. In the pulse mode, the number of pulses is proportional to the number of 

impinged particles. The reactor core is not only the source of neutrons, but also of gamma 

radiation. The sensitivity of neutron detectors is small, but not insignificant for gamma 

radiation. Due to this fact, by using the amplitude discrimination the neutron response can be 

distinguished from the detector noise and from the accompanying radiation which has small 

ionization compared to α particles or fission fragments. The setting of the gamma and neutron 

discrimination threshold is a delicate operation. In the current mode, the current response is 

measured. The size of it is proportional to the charge formed by ionization during a time unit. 

The current mode is advantageous at high rates of impinged particles when the individual 

pulses are overlapped. A compensated ionization chamber or a fission chamber combined 

with the Campbell method is used for discrimination of undesirable gamma. 

Dead Time of the Detectors 

The influence of dead time comes into effect with non-linearity of the detector response in 

dependence on the rate of impinged particles. Dead time of the detector is defined as a time 

interval τ that follows after each recorded pulse at the detector output and during which the 

detector is not able to respond to a next stimulus on the input. Two types of dead time are 

known. If within the time interval τ a new stimulus appears, which is not recorded on the 

output but leads to prolongation of dead time, it is called dead time of cumulative type. If the 

new stimulus does not affect the duration of dead time, it is dead time of non-cumulative type. 

The values of dead time are from one to tens µs. Generally, dead time of detectors depends on 

dimensions, geometry, voltage, detector type, the rate and the kind of  impinged particles 
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To measure detector dead time, a number of methods are used. The two-source method, the 

maximum rate method, the method based on statistical fluctuations of the measured rate, the 

method of the source with short half-life, the method of electronically forced dead time.  

Dead Time of  Detection Systems 

Dead time is not only a matter of the detector. The measuring chain contains an amplifier, 

a discriminator, a high voltage supply, a single or a multichannel analyzer, a counter etc. Each 

of these parts is characterized by its own type and value of dead time. Resulting dead time of 

detection system is their combination. The way of hardware and software discrimination 

set-up plays an important role in dead time. Now, in practice it is better to determine the 

correlation coefficient rather than dead time. The dependence between the true interaction rate 

and the recorded count rate can be expressed by the correlation coefficient. This method is 

commonly used at theVR-1 reactor.  

The fact that the system working in the current mode has not its own dead time is an 

advantage for determination of detection system dead time. The response of both detection 

systems is measured together. The VR-1 reactor can change the power within the range of 

0.1 W - 5 kW. The response of the pulse system is directly compared with the compensation 

ionization chamber connected in the current mode, in which the negative influence of dead 

time is eliminated. If the reactor power is increased step by step we get a set of response 

values of the measured detector and the ionization chamber. It can be very well expressed by 

a 3
rd

 degree polynomial. Due to the fact that for a low rate the influence of dead time is 

insignificat, the start rate must be lower then 500 s
-1

. 

Since for the low initial rate the correction needn´t be done, it is possible to claim that the 

true rate is equal to the recorded rate. For each step it is possible calculate a true rate and 

correlation coefficient. This is a method of dead time calibration for the whole detection 

system. It can be applied to any other measurement. If we use the same set up of detection 

system, then we always get the right results. Its another advatage is that the range of 

measurement is wider. This method is not suitable for the systems containing Wilkinson 

A/D converter. 
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Zirconium, as an element is a metal, which is used in nuclear engineering as sheet of fuel 

elements. Hafnium is an undesirable admixture. The aim of this study was to determine the 

concentration of Hafnium in the mineral Zircon from different geological deposits. The name 

Zircon cames from the Arabic „zargun“, which is a derivative from a Persian „zar“ = gold and 

„gun“ = color. Zircon has been known since antiquity, but its first modern description was 

made by Werner (1783). 

 

We obtained Zircons from mineralogical musem at Faculty of Natural Sciences at Charles 

University in Prague. Zircons from six places around the world were analysed in our 

laboratoty. The sample called R1 is from the location Třebivlice-Podsedice in the Czech 

Republic. Other samples, called „RR2-RR17“, are from the location around the world such as 

Mias Ural (RR2,RR3,RR4), Siam (RR5,RR6,RR7), Madagascar (RR8,RR9,RR10), Naéki-

Japan (RR11,RR12,RR13,RR14) and Ceylon (RR15, RR16,RR17). For the determination of 

Hafnium in Zircons a short-term instrumental neutron activation analysis was used.  

Facility and equipment 

The activation was carried out in the core of the training nuclear reactor VR-1 Sparow at 

Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering of CTU in Prag. VR-1 is a small 

reactor and can operate at maximum power 5 kW (2,5x10

9

n.cm

-2

.s

-1

). VR-1 Sparrow is a 

pool-type reactor with a 36 % enriched 

235

U metal fuel in Al-cladding. Maximum continuous 

operation time of VR-1 is 4 hours. The core is equipped with a number of irradiation 

positions. For a short term activation of examined samples, a vertical channel inside the core 

equipped with pneumatic irradiation system was used. The trasfer time of a sample from the 

reactor core to the laboratory is approximately 3,5 s. The laboratory is equipped with high 

resolution gamma ray spectrometric system with a HPGe detector (FWHM 1,8 keV, rel. 

efficiency 25 %). Gamma-ray spectrum analysis and quantification were done using the 

software packages currently used at the laboratory (Canberra AccuSpecB, ND ASAP).  

Measurement

Short-term irradiation mode of instrumental neutron activation analysis based on analytical 

response of gamma line 214,3 keV of short-lived radionuclide 

179m

Hf (18,67s) was appllied 

for determination of Hafnium in the mineral Zircon ZrSiO4. Cross section σcapture for the 

reaction 

178

Hf(n,γ)

179m

Hf is 52 barns. The optimal working regime was: irradiation in a 

neutron flux 1x10

9

 n.cm

-2

.s

-1

 during 50 s, decay time 20 s, and accumulation of gamma-ray 

spectrum of induced radioactivity during 40 s. The elemental abundance of Hafnium was 

determined using the comparator mode (the net peak area of 

178m

Hf in a sample is compared 

with the same net peak area of hafnium standard).  
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The sensitivity of non-destructive determination of Hafnium concentrations depends on the 

background level of the accumulated spectrum of the gamma emitted from the activation 

products of the other elemental components in the analysed sample, e.g. 

28

Al, 

165m

Dy, 

46m

Sc, 

239

U, 

27

Mg, 

56

Mn.  

 

The level of gamma radiation was checked by external device and the dose rate of gamma on 

the surface of the most active sample was 70 µGy/h. Because the reactor core is small, the 

impact on reactivity was checked and a change of reactivity was lower than +0,02 βef.  

Samples and standards 

Cylindrical capsules of ultrapure high-pressure polyethylene (dia 1,6 cm, height 5,5cm) were 

used for the analysis. Samples of weight 0,1 - 2 g were sealed in pre-cleaned polyethylene 

bags. The Hafnium standard series were prepared in the form of solutions from pure 

stoichiometric Hafnium dioxide HfO2 (specpure, Johnson-Matthey). Ten standards of 

different contens of Hafnium from 1 mg up to 24 mg were used for the analysis. 

Results

Samples and standards were irradiated one by one (not together) at a constant neutron flux. 

For the detected peak area, dead time correction was made. Error in time of irradiation 

was < 2 s. Statistical error of net peak area is always < 1% (because of the criterium > 10000 

counts in net peak area) except samples (RR16, RR17, RR18), were it is < 2%. The results are 

underlined. First is the name of the sample, second its weight, third concentration of Hf [%] 

and fourth is the detection limit [µg/g]. (R1, 1966, 0.32, 14.66), (RR2, 1017.1, 0.57, 21.01), 

(RR3, 1063, 0.55, 20.98), (RR4, 575.6, 0.65, 27.57), (RR5, 568.3, 0.51, 25.18), (RR6, 729.1, 

0.48, 21.54), (RR7, 517.8, 0.48, 32.30), (RR8, 560.7, 1.58, 50.62), (RR9, 878.2, 1.79, 46.69), 

(RR10, 832.5, 0.72, 37.04), (RR11, 638.6, 3.16, 69.71), (RR12, 690.9, 3.69, 76.33), (RR13, 

175.6, 2.90, 132.71), (RR14, 102.6, 4.40, 151.11), (RR15, 349.5, 0.28, 30.19), (RR16, 235.6, 

0.18, 50.49), (RR17, 92.9, 0.37, 61.68).   

Conclusion

The results of the determination of Hafnium in Zircons by short-term INAA at VR-1 show, 

that Hafnium can be easily determined. Moreover, this application is to representative for 

short-term INAA, that will be included into a practice for students. 
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Practical knowledge of properties of nuclear radiation and basic nuclear measuring 

techniques, application of nuclear radiation in analytical and solid state measurements and 

dosimetric measurements are the part of the Basic Practical Training and Advanced Practical 

Training in Detection and Dosimetry of Ionizing Radiation on the Department of Dosimetry 

and Application of Ionizing Radiation at the Faculty of Nuclear Science and Physical 

Engineering, CTU in Prague. 

The training is practically oriented with a special emphasis on practical work with 

typical modules in nuclear spectroscopy instruments. The programme of the training includes 

practical exercises carried out individually, by the trainees under permanent supervision of the 

experienced staff members of the department. Good training facilities available and properly 

designed programme of the training should update knowledge, improve background and 

develop practical skills of the trainees in different areas of modem nuclear electronics. 

There are primarily two laboratory courses at the Department of Dosimetry and 

Application of Ionizing Radiation. These labs are obligatory for all students of Nuclear 

Engineering and for students of newly opened branch of study Radiology in Medicine, too. In 

addition to students of our own university we welcome in our laboratories in special courses 

some students from other Czech and European universities, for example in ATHENS 

program- Advanced Technology Higher Education Network, Socrates. In the framework of 

this program the Course on Application of Ionizing Radiation is organised by our department 

for the foreign students mostly from France and Spain. 

The programme of the training includes the following topics [1]: 

 

• Principles of radiation detection, namely for α, β, X and γ rays. 

• Characteristics of spectrometry systems based on gas filled, scintillation and 

semiconductor detectors. 

• Dosimetry, personal dosimetry and radiation protection. 

• Basics of application of X-rays in diagnostics of crystalline materials. 

 

Because previous measuring instruments CAMAC in these laboratories was out of 

date, we asked grant to purchase new modern instruments, and to change and partially expand 

our laboratory workplaces.  

List of required and already obtained instruments follows [2]: 

 

Radon source RF 2000,  

ORTEC Model TRUMP – PCI – 8 k (Multichannel Analyzer),  

ORTEC Model 418A Universal Coincidence,  

ISO-DEBYEFLEX 3003 – 60 kV X-Ray Equipment in table casing,  

X-ray tubes:  9.365.70.13.08 c -DX-Cu 10x1-S 2000 W short anode,  
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  9.365.76.13.08 c -DX-Co 10x1-S 1800 W short anode  

3 pieces of each of following ORTEC instruments: 

 Mini Bin and Power Supply Model 4006, 

 2-kV Bias Voltage Supply Model 478, 

 5-kV Detector Bias Supply Model 659, 

 Amplifier and Timing SCA Model 590A, 

 Timer and Counter ORTEC Model 871, 

 

Summary price of all is 1,585 kCZK and was paid from grant Nr. 2075Aa FRVS CR 

and 366 kCZK (VAT + transportation costs) from own department budget. 

The new equipment made us possible to modernize the old experimental exercises and 

build new exercises e.g. radon measuring in environment, in preparation for example are β – γ 

coincidence activity measuring and Bonner’s sphere neutron spectrometer. 

The course will introduce now the students to the experimental background, 

concerning the dosimetry, application of ionizing radiation and radionuclides in industry, 

medicine, etc. Depending on the mode of application, information is in most cases obtained 

through effects interaction ionizing radiation with matter. Detection and evaluation of 

radiation spectra can give the desired information about these effects. 

The experiments give our students the chance to develop professional ability, both in 

performing a substantial experiment and in relating experiment to theory. Most students find 

these experiments more demanding and more satisfying than the short experiments of the 

Basic practical exercises. The experiments are described briefly in the Practical instructions 

on the www pages [3] under pass phrases 16ZPRA, 16PDDZ. 
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Abstract 

UNSCEAR reported that the effective doses due to inhalation of radon 

222

Rn and its 

daughter nuclei  account  on  average  for about half of all  natural sources of radiation. The 

dose absorbed in lungs tissue cannot be measured directly, but can be  estimated. In  the 

European countries and in the legislation of Czech Republic, for the estimation of effective 

dose the  recommendation of ICRP 65   is  used,  which   comes   from epidemiological 

studies at Uranium mines [1]. In the annual report of the ICRP 65 for protection against 

Radon   for   general  public  at home are  recommended  conversion  coefficient  for  the 

annual exposure  to radon concentration and radon to exposure  to  effective dose. It is 

adequate  use an equilibrium factor 0,4 and an occupancy of  7000 hours per year indoor 

home in the and the relationship between the annual  exposure. radon concentration. In  the 

present  investigation, we  will study the dose relevent factors in order to get  a more  accurate

estimation of 
222

Rn.

In our study, we have tried to establish, based on the analysis of 12 weekly continual 

measurements and 4 integral measurements in different seasons, which uncertainties enter 

into this estimation. We have decided to use the values from a bedroom, in average, the most 

from the whole yearly effective dose indoor take a person before sleeping (around 8 hours per 

day), when occured intensivitely in bedroom. It is adequate to use an equilibrium factor 0,4 

and an occupancy of 7000 hours per year for conversion coefficients recommended in the 

annual report ICRP. We have tried to estimate individual occupancy for each room based on 

analysis of 116 examined persons. The values of average occupancy in the bedroom is 2850 

hours/year (approximately 2 weeks people use to spend outdoors), in the kitchen is 800 

hours/year and in the living room 1400 hours/year. The total occupancy is 28 % lower than 

recommended. This accepted model does not included difference in age, gender, 

morphometry and  physiological parameters of the respiratory tract, which can influence the 

dose. We have found, that for the more accurate estimate it is not sufficient to know only the 

weekly averaged value of concentration measured in one term, but  also it is important to 

know the value of f and to estimate the real individual time of stay, when we do accept this 

approach for the dose estimation. 
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During the last few decades, anthropogenic activities have had negative consequences for the 

natural environment. This unfavorable impact also has been seen in aquatic ecosystems. 

Human activity has resulted in the increase of harmful substances which enter into aquatic 

ecosystems as wastewater. Heavy metals (HM) belong to the group of extraneous substances, 

which destroy the balance of water ecosystems and belong to the group of the most dangerous 

substances entering aquatic ecosystems. HM issues, their mobility in aquatic ecosystems and 

their toxicological impact on organisms is still not very well understood, especially in an 

environment where frequent and fast changes of conditions occur. This type of the 

environment is present especially in small urban streams, where the urban drainage 

significantly changes the flow, physical and chemical conditions of water (pH, conductivity, 

hardness, redox potential, concentration of nutrients and pollutants, etc.). These changes can 

lead to a remobilisation of pollutants from sediment back to water. Substances become easily 

bioavailable for aquatic organisms and through the food chain enter higher trophic levels. 

This paper is focused on the study of HM remobilisation possibilities and changes of 

distribution coefficients leading to remobilization as a result of changing conditions in stream 

caused by urban drainage. The paper also reports consequent changes of bioaccumulation 

coefficient for different species of benthos community, which seems to be the best indicator 

of aquatic community quality in small urban streams. 

The study stream, the Botic creek, is the largest tributary of the Vltava River in Prague, 

capital of the Czech Republic. The stream is in study section impacted by two CSOs and one 

SSO. The quality of wastewater from the overflows is influenced by industry. Industrial 

plants participate especially in Cu and Zn contamination. The SSO contributes to stream 

pollution by high concentration of Pb. 

The impact of most common changes in urban streams, as changes of pH, hardness, HM 

concentrations in medium, was studied in laboratory conditions as well as in field. 

Laboratory experimentation is carried out by batch adsorption test based on EPA 

methodology (Page, 1999) and is focused on Cu, Zn and Pb, elements which are most 

dangerous in study environment. Preliminary results show different behavior of tested metals 

during experimentation. Divergence was observed already in equilibrium time (5 days for Cu, 

10 days for Zn). An experimentation under conditions of highly risky metal concentrations in 

liquid phase (dosed concentrations 1mg/l- 30 mg/l, which can occur in stream in case of an 

ecological accident) has showed that however most of metal is bound from water to sediment 

during test, concentrations in water still remain in risky levels, higher then ecologically 

acceptable limits. It can be caused by limited amount of sediment sample taking for 

experiment, in which all adsorption positions have been occupied. Moreover, a small amount 

of other metals was released from solid phase to water during testing; Cu shows higher ability 

of expulsion than Zn. HM in solid phase after testing were analysed by a sequential extraction 

procedure according to Tessier. Differences between Cu and Zn binding behavior are evident. 
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Whereas Cu prefers binding into organic matter, Zn binds mainly in residual and carbonates 

fractions.

Differences in binding behavior of elements are very important for the biological availability 

of metals in aquatic ecosystem. This is especially important as several sediment-feeding 

macrobenthic organisms in polluted waters develop a large biomass and become thereby a 

major nutrient source for many organisms in higher trophical levels. 

Conclusion

The fate of heavy metals in urban streams depends on changes caused by urban drainage. 

Frequent changes caused by entering wastewater into stream can evoke remobilization of HM 

from sediment, in some cases high concentration of one metal can expulse other metal from 

sediment and use free binding capacity instead of the originally present element (Cu show this 

ability very strong). Different binding behavior of HM is crucial for their bioavailability and 

consequently for there bioaccumulation to body tissue of aquatic organisms. 
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           The most heavy metals present predominantly in industrial wastewater in different 

concentration are usually toxic substances and even at trace level belong to the most 

dangerous contaminants for the human organism. Therefore, seeking for some effective and 

economically convenient  methods of their removal from aqueous solutions seems to be one 

of the most actual tasks.  Conventional chemical  methods used  for this  purpose are  not only 

complicated  

( multistage processes) but also expensive and their efficiency is not often sufficient. As it has 

been shown in some papers, the radiation can be succesfully used for the reduction of metal 

ions to insoluble, easily separable metallic form [1,2] or to the lower -less toxic oxidation 

state [3]. Because the metals or metal ions reduced to lower oxidation states by reducing 

products of water radiolysis ( hydrated electrons and H atoms) may be reoxidized to the initial 

forms by hydroxyl radicals, the suitable scavenger of these radicals must be introduced to the 

system. From our earlier study dealing with removal of lead from aqueous solutions [2] and 

determination of optimum conditions of this process it follows that Na(K) formate appears to 

be more effective scavenger of OH radicals when compared with aliphatic alcohols which are 

also usually used for this purpose. Moreover, many other factors such as pH, initial 

concentration of salt, type and dose of applied radiation as well as the presence of different 

promoters may substantially affect not only kinetics and mechanism of elemental reactions 

but also the efficiency of the whole radiation process including the precipitation of metals.  

          This contribution presents the results of our preliminary experiments focused on the 

removal of lead from aqueous solutions containing some selected solid promoters and 

investigation of their influence on the radiation process under study. In the first series of 

experiments the typical  sorbents namely zeolite in Na cycle,  bentonite and active carbon  

differing in their specific surface areas were applied. The contact time with solution was 24 h. 

The non- deaerated or  nitrogen bubbled solutions of lead nitrate with initial concentration of 

100 mg /L  containing  10 
-2

mol/L HCOONa with or without addition of different amount 

(0,125 – 0,5 mg/ ml)  of sorbent were irradiated in sealed thin – glass ampoules by accelerated 

electrons of an average energy of 4,5 MeV from a high- frequency linear accelerator (dose 

rate of 0,5 kGy/s) at the doses ranging from 0,5 to 15 kGy. The irradiation of the samples  

with solid was performed under intensive  stirring. The Fricke dosimeter was used for the 

dose estimation. After treatment the centrifugation ( 21 400 g) was used for the separation of 

the product – finely dispersed metallic particles precipitated from the solution and their 

portions adsorbed on the surface of solid in the case of irradiated heterogeneous starting 

systems. The changes in lead concentration were determined by means of atomic absorption 

spectroscopy with flame atomization with the error of ± 5 %. In addition to the above 

mentioned sorbents in the second series of experiments the promoters based on different 

oxides such as SiO2 , TiO2 , γ- Al2O3, CuO, NiO and Cu2O  with unified concentration of 0, 25 

mg/ml under otherwise identical conditions were applied. 
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          It was found that the amount of adsorbed ions increases in the sequence bentonite, 

active carbon, zeolite and this quantity appears to be independent of the magnitude of specific 

surface areas. In the same sequence increases the positive effect of promoter ( compared with 

homogeneous system without addition of solid phase) expressed as radiation chemical yield 

G(-Pb
2+

) or by degree of reduction achieved at given dose. In accordance with reductive 

mechanism of the process under study its efficiency may be substantially increased when the 

oxygen dissolved in solution is removed by preliminary bubbling with nitrogen. With 

increasing dose of irradiation the influence of both positive effects ( presence of sorbent and 

deaeration) decreases. 

             Radiation adsorption removal of lead conducted with oxide promoters under identical 

conditions showed the best results with CuO, TiO 2 and Cu2O oxides whereas the effect of 

SiO2, NiO and γ- Al2O3  oxides was almost negligible. Very weak correlation between the 

amount of adsorbed ions and magnitude of positive effect has been found. Both these 

quantities appear to be significantly affected by the concentration of scavenger – HCOONa. 

The cuprous oxide probably directly acts in the mechanism of reaction so that 50 % reduction 

of Pb 
2+

ions may  be attained without addition of scavenger. 
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Natural organic matter (NOM) present in natural waters is a complex heterogeneous 

mixture composed of humic acids, fulvic acids, low molecular weight organic acids, 

carbohydrates, proteins and other compounds classes [1]. The understanding of dissolved 

organic matter properties, as a function of size is a crucial factor to determine NOM 

treatability. 

NOM is considered to be the primary organic precursor to disinfection by-products  

(DBP) formation and it is present in nearly all natural waters. Today, the majority of DBP 

control strategies (e.g. enhanced coagulation, carbon adsorption and membrane filtration) 

focus on the removal of NOM from water prior to disinfectant/oxidant addition. In general, 

total organic carbon (TOC) removal is used as a criterion for effectiveness. 

Extensive research has been conducted to understand NOM composition. Much of this 

research has relied on the fractionation of natural waters into operationally defined discrete 

fractions based on adsorption chromatography employing synthetic resins. However, 

questions have been raised about such isolation and fractionation techniques because NOM is 

cycled through large changes in pH (2 to 10), which may chemically alter its structure. 

Fractions isolated by adsorption chromatography have been characterized using a range of 

proximate and sophisticated spectroscopic techniques including pyrolysis GC/MS, C-NMR 

and IR/FTIR [2]. However, this kind of analysis may not be generally applicable because it is 

time consuming, expensive, and requires considerable operator expertise. NOM can also be 

characterized by nonspecific parameters e.g. DOC and UV
254

 absorbance. 

NOM found in water consists of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic components where 

the largest fraction is generally hydrophobic acids, which makes up approximately 50% of the 

dissolved organic carbon (DOC). These can be described as the aquatic acids (aliphatic 

carboxylic acids of 5 – 9 carbons), one- and two-ring aromatic carboxylic acids, one- and 

two-ring phenols and humic substances comprising of humic and fulvic acids. The 

hydrophilic fraction can contain polyfunctional organic acids and aliphatic acids of five or 

fewer carbons.  

The humic substances are generally regarded as the main cause of natural colour and 

THM and HAA formation potential (PTHM, PHAAF). For example it has been reported that 

the hydrophobic fraction produced THM 51 µg.mg
-1

 DOC when compared to 21 µg.mg
-1

 

DOC for the hydrophilic acid fraction [3].  

Disinfection by-products (DBPs) are comprised of several organic compounds that are 

formed by reactions in water between chemical oxidants, NOM and bromide. 

Trihalomethanes (THMs) and haloacetic acids (HAAs) are the two major classes of DBPs 

commonly found in waters disinfected with chlorine. The presence of such DBPs in drinking 

water is undesirable because they are suspected to be toxic, carcinogenic, and mutagenic to 

humans if ingested over extended periods of time [4]. 

A sampling programme has been undertaken to investigate the nature and fate of natural 

organic matter (NOM) in the water from Rašeliník, Flájský Brook, Mackovský Brook and 

Radní Brook. Water samples were collected also from the reservoir Fláje inlet and after 

coagulation and filtration on the Meziboří Water Treatment Plant. Samples were taken each 
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month during the period 2002 – 2004. Changes in the dissolved organic carbon (DOC), COD, 

UV absorbance at 254 nm, specific UV absorbance SUVA, trihalomethane formation 

potential PTHM and halogenderivates of acetic acid formation potential PHAA were 

measured in all samples. 

Based on the interpretation of results we conclude that the NOM was not the same for 

the different source waters. The results showed that there was an increase in the amount of 

THM and HAA precursors in autumn compared with winter, summer and spring. This 

corresponded with an increase in the NOM amount in all water sources. 
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Natural organic matters (NOM) is a complex of organic compounds that occurs 

universally mainly in surface waters. The dominant fraction of aquatic NOM is comprised of 

humic substances, which are responsible for 40 – 80% of the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) 

in many surface waters. Yeah and Huang [1] have proposed that the organic in natural water 

are fractionated into humic acid, fulvic acid, hydrophilic acid a neutral fraction. The major 

functional groups present in humic acid are carboxylic acids, phenol acids, alcoholic hydroxyl 

groups, keto groups and quinonoid groups. 

The range of NOM in water varies from water to water and seasonally. This 

consequently leads to variations in the reactivity of NOM with chemical disinfectants such as 

chlorine.

NOM affects potable water quality in many aspects. The following reasons explain why 

humic compounds must be removed from raw water: 

• The yellow color of humic compounds is incompatible with the requirement 

that drinking water is colorless 

• Humic compounds have a potential for bacterial regrowth 

• When disinfectants are used in water treatment processes, they lead to the 

formation of toxic disinfection by-products like THM, HAA and other 

• Humic compounds can form complexes with heavy metals present in water, as 

a consequence, they reach the consumer since they cannot be precipitated in 

the water treatment plant 

• Humic compounds lower the efficiency of treatment processes. 

NOM have several characteristics that influence on how they may be removed from 

water. First of all humic substances are large organic molecules that carry a negative charge. 

This gives them colloidal characteristics making them removable from water by coagulation 

and subsequent flock separation. The negative charge characteristic is also utilized when 

separating humic compounds from water by ion exchange. 

Among the proposed methods for the control of disinfections by-products, advanced 

oxidation processes (AOP) deserve more study for potential applications in drinking water 

treatment. AOP. AOP can effectively mineralize many organic compounds and have become 

attractive for the control of organic compounds in water and also for the control of 

disinfections by-products precursors. 

The UV/H
2
O

2
 process is an example of a homogenous AOP. Generally, the 

effectiveness of homogenous light – driven oxidation processes is associated with very 

reactive species, such as hydroxyl radicals which are generated in the reaction mixture by the 

direct photolysis of H
2
O

2
 under UV radiation [2]. 

Fenton reagents have also been used for degradation of NOM in water [3]. Reactions 

were pH sensitive, and acidic conditions were necessary for iron solubility. 

This study was conducted to determine the effect of hydrogen peroxide, Fenton reagent, 

and permanganate and son chemical process on degradation of NOM in surface water in Fláje 

catchments. Specific work included the investigation of the effect of those process parameters 
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on the DOC removal, including the humic matter concentration, chemical dosage (H
2
O

2
,

Fenton reagent, KMnO
4
) and reaction time. The role of granular activated carbon (GAC) and 

synthetic anionic exchange resin on the adsorption of NOM from surface water was 

investigated as well. 

The optimum KMnO
4
 dose was found to be 2,0 mg.l

-1

 for the oxidation of NOM in this 

study. Under optimum conditions process achieved greater than 90% removal of DOC and 

UV
254

 absorbance. 
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          Many data and informations exist in the literature which support of macromolecular 

and polydisperse character of humic substances (HS). Depending on the type and origin of 

HS, on the way of their isolation and pretreatment or purification, their molecular weight was 

reported to lie in the range approx. from 10
2

 to 10
5

 dalton [1]. Using new techniques such 

AFFFF (Asymetrical Flow Field-Flow Fractionation, for size distribution) or TOF-SIMS 

(Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry, for mass distribution) quite different 

results were obtained indicating that the mean molecular weight of HS can be much smaller, 

somewhere between 10
2

 and 10
3

 dalton. Earlier data were explained as due to an aggregation 

of individual molecules of HS [2]. 

          With the aim to contribute to the knowledge of molecular weights of humic acids and 

the associated effects of metal complexation, we have used the MMWM (Mean Molecular 

Weight Model) model [3] and the experimental results of Eu - humic acid complexation study 

by dialysis and ion exchange methods [4] for assesment of mean molecular weight of Aldrich 

humic acid (MHA). The approach employed consisted in two steps: (1) the calculation of the 

abundance of Eu humate, %EuHA, as a function of MHA for pH 4 and 6 using MMWM 

model, (2) the comparison of the calculated results with experimental data expressed as 

%EuHA for pH 4 and 6 and deduction of the value of MHA. 

          In the case of MMWM, it is assumed that the complexation takes place at pH < 8 – 8.5, 

i.e., only with dissociated carboxylic groups of HA, namely with so called strong carboxylic 

groups (HAS
n-

, more acidic) and so called weak carboxylic groups (HAW
m-

, less acidic); this 

classification is based on the evaluation of titraton curve of Aldrich HA [3]. In accordance 

with the results of electrophoretic measurements [3], the complexation reactions can be 

written:   

 

                  a. Me
z+

 + HAS
n-

 = MeaHAS
(m-a.z)-

   a = 1,2,3,...........,amax ;   amax = | n/z | 

                  b.Me
z+

  + HAW
m-

 = MebHAW
(m-b.z)-

      b = 1,2,3,..........,bmax ;   bmax = | m/z |               

 

If both the reactions ocurr simultaneously (probably above pH 4), then   

                                     

               (a+b).Me
z+

 + (HAS
n-

 + HAW
m-

)
p-

 = (MeaHAS
(n-a.z)-

 + MebHAW
(m-b.z)-

)
(p-a.z-b.z)-

              

 

(HAS
n-

 + HAW
m-

)
p-

 denotes one mole of HA
p-

 with total charge p- = n- + m- where n- is 

contributed by dissociated carboxylic groups of type HAS and m- by dissociated  carboxylic 

groups of type HAW. Similary, the sum (MeaHAS
(n-a.z)-

 + MebHAW
(m-b.z)-

)
(p-a.z-b.z)-

 denotes 

one mole of HA whose carboxylic groups HAS + HAW are occupied by cations (a+b).Me
z+

 . 

Polyanionic molecule HA
p-

 represents central ion in the complex formation, in contrast to the 

classical concept of complex formation where this role is played by a cation. The maximum 

values of stoichiometric coefficients, amax and bmax, should correpond to the zero charge of the 

complex for given pH.    
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          In the first step above mentioned, the abundances of individual species, i.e.,Eu
3+

, 

EuaHAS
(n-a.3)-

, EubHAW
(m-b.3)-

, (EuaHAS
(n-a.3)-

 + EubHAW
(m-b.3)-

)
(p-a.3-b.3)-

 ≡ EuHA, for 

different values of mean molecular weight of HA (MHA) were calculated as a function of pH. 

In the course of iteration calculations, it was also looked for the values of stoichiometric 

coefficients and for the values of corresponding stability constants. In addition, the charges of 

HA molecules for pH 4 and 6 as a function of MHA were computed.                                                                  

          In the second step, the mean molecular weight was assessed by comparison of the 

abundance of Eu humate, %EuHA, calculated by the MMWM model for pH 4 and 6 as a 

function of MHA, with experimental data obtained by dialysis and ion exchange [4] as 

%EuHA for the same values of pH, i.e., for pH 4 (%EuHA amounted to 35 %) and pH 6 

(%EuHA amounted to 84.5 %). The comparison points to the values between approx. 0.6 kDa 

for pH 4 and 1.6 kDa for pH 6. This interval is in relatively good agreement with the 

measurements using the AFFFF and TOF-SIMS techniques [2] (Mn = 0.445 kDa; Mw = 0.626 

kDa, size range = 0.150 – 3 kDa, where Mn is number-averege molecular weight and MW is 

weight-averege molecular weight); simultaneously, the influence of pH on the slight 

aggregation of HA in the presence of Eu(III) can be deduced.                      

          Linear dependences, calculated by means of MMWM model, exist between charge (p{-

}) of HA molecules and MHA; naturally, the charge depends on pH. In the case of low values 

of the charge, i.e. if valency of the metal z{+} > p{-}, the formation of the larger entities type 

of  MepHAz can be ecpected. 
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           Complexation with humic substances can significantly affect speciation, toxicity and 

migration of metals and radionuclides in the environment, therefore it has been extensively 

studied. In this paper, free-liquid electrophoresis [1] was used for the study of thorium 

complexation with Aldrich humic acid (HA) with the aim to test applicability of the method 

under difficult conditions (low thorium concentration, hydrolysis and large adsorption losses) 

and to obtain missing data on the complexation at low pH values.  

           Electrophoretic mobility u of thorium labelled with 
234

Th was measured in aqueous 

solutions of 0.01M (HClO
4

+ NaClO
4
) as a function of pH (2-4), concentration of thorium 

([Th] ≤ 10
-7

 - 10
-5

 M) and concentration of HA (0 – 10 mg/L). It was found that in the absence 

of HA the mobility 
+
u towards cathode decreased with pH and decreasing [Th]. This was due 

to hydrolysis of Th
4+

 and formation of thorium pseudocolloids by adsorption of thorium ([Th] 

≤ 10
-6

 M) on colloidal impurities ever present in solutions. The mobility towards anode 
–
u 

was negligible except for that of carrier-free 
234

Th. Addition of HA caused decrease in 
+
u and 

increase in 
–
u due to formation of negatively charged or neutral complexes ThHA.  

           Abundance of ThHA (%ThHA) was calculated from the decrease of 
+
u assuming that 

only mononuclear cationic forms of thorium (Th
4+

 and hydroxocomplexes) and neutral or 

negatively charged ThHA complexes were present. Therefore, cathodic mobility of 10
-5

 M Th 

in the absence of humic acid was used to represent mobility of the cationic forms. At lower 

concentration of thorium pseudocolloids exist and at higher concentration polynuclear 

hydroxocomplexes and colloidal hydroxide can be formed. Accuracy of determination of 

%ThHA depends on the value of %ThHA and on the adsorption of thorium prior to 

electrophoresis on the mixing vessel and during electrophoresis on the electrophoretic cell. 

           If %ThHA is close to 100%, the large adsorption can exert only minor effect on its 

value, which can be lowered due to a shift of equilibrium between ThHA complexes and 

cationic thorium species in favour of the latter, caused by the adsorption. Such effect was 

probably responsible for the lower values of %ThHA found in this work for 10
-7

 M Th. The 

accuracy of %ThHA values lower than about 90% is generally worse, mainly due to possible 

kinetic lability of ThHA complex, which can result in an apparent increase of calculated 

%ThHA. For this and other reasons, %ThHA values lower than 90% found should be 

considered as maximum possible values for the given conditions. 

           The values of %ThHA obtained (see Table 1) indicated nearly complete binding of Th 

to ThHA complexes upon addition of 10 mg/L HA except for 10
-5

 M Th at pH 2 and 3, where 

significant effect of saturation of HA capacity for Th was found. Similar effect was observed 

with 10
-7

 M Th and 0.1 mg/L HA. In these two cases, however, the binding of thorium by HA 

exceeded capacity of dissociated carboxyl groups of HA thus pointing to at least partial 

displacement of H
+

 ions from non-dissociated carboxyl groups. 
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Table 1 %ThHA as a function of pH and initial concentration of Th and HA 

 

[Th] 

mol/L

[HA] 

mg/L
pH 2 pH 3 pH 4 

10
-7

 0.1 53.8 ± 10.0 90.3 ± 4.2 92.4 ± 1.9 

10
-7

 1.0 90.8 ± 1.8 95.2 ± 1.7 92.5 ± 3.2 

10
-7

 10 92.2 ± 0.8 89.3 ± 1.9 92.6 ± 2.5 

10
-6

10 99.4 ± 0.6 97.4 ± 1.2 97.2 ± 2.4

10
-5

10 54.6 ± 2.5 89.4 ± 1.1 97.3 ± 1.2

 

           The values of %ThHA obtained were used for calculation of the mean negative 

electrophoretic mobilities of ThHA complexes 
–
u
ThHA

from the corresponding values of 
–
u of 

thorium found in the presence of humic acid. The calculated values of 
–
u
ThHA

can be 

considered as minimum possible values. They mostly increase with pH and decrease with 

[Th]/[HA] ratio (see Table 2). Surprisingly, complete charge neutralization of humic acid 

(and thus zero or positive mobility) was not found even in cases, when ThHA complexes 

were formed from a large excess of positively charged thorium ions over dissociated carboxyl 

groups of humic acid. This is important for the calculation of stability constants of ThHA 

complexes when the charge neutralization is often assumed. 

 

Table 2 -  
–
u
ThHA

, in 10
-4

 cm
2

 s
-1

 V
-1

, as a function of pH  

and initial concentration of thorium and humic acid 

 

[Th] 

mol/L 

[HA] 

mg/L 
pH 2 pH 3 pH 4 

10
-7

 0.1 0.74 ± 0.12 1.39 ± 0.11 2.21 ± 0.14 

10
-7

 1.0 1.31 ± 0.15 2.36 ± 0.27 2.52 ± 0.10 

10
-7

 10 1.43 ± 0.04 2.53 ± 0.10 2.25 ± 0.25 

10
-6

10 1.26 ± 0.27 1.83 ± 0.07 2.72 ± 0.20

10
-5

10 0.87 ± 0.26 0.55 ± 0.08 0.69 ± 0.34
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The flexibility of the coordination sphere of mixed valence carbonyl complexes 

enables to tune spectral and protochemical properties. The variety of excited states is 

ilustrated on Ru, Re and W mixed ligand carbonyl complexes. The lowest excited states of 

[W(CO)
4
L] and [W(CO)

5
L’] (L=N,N'-di-methyl-1,4-diazabutadiene, ethylenediamine, 2,2’-

bipyridine, phenantroline; L’= pyridine, 4-CN-pyridine, piperidine) complexes were found to 

be either W → π*(L) or W → π*(CO) in character, depending on the type of the hetero-

ligand. Within trans(X,X)-[Ru(X)
2
(CO)

2
(L)] (X = Cl, Br, I) and fac-[Re(X)(CO)

3
(L)] (X = 

NCS, halide) complexes the lowest electronic transitions are identified as mixed X→L/M→L 

ligand to ligand and metal to ligand charge transfer (XLCT/MLCT). In order to characterize 

how the particular lowest exited state reflects the coordination sphere variation, a combined 

experimental and theoretical study was performed. The interpretation and modeling of 

experimentally measured UV-VIS, emission, picosecond time-resolved IR and resonance 

Raman (rR) spectra is based on DFT calculations. 

The ground-state electronic structures were calculated by density functional theory 

(DFT) method. The spectral transitions and charge density redistributions in the course of 

excitations were calculated by the time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) method. Lowest excited 

states of the closed-shell complexes were optimized at TD-DFT level or unrestricted Kohn – 

Sham calculations on the lowest-lying triplet state. The electrostatic solvent influence on 

spectra was modeled using the polarizable - continuum model (PCM) or conductor - like 

screening model (COSMO). The interpretation of ground and excited state IR spectra was 

based on the vibration analysis at optimized structures. The calculations assigned the lowest 

lying transitions within all system studied, simulated ground and excited-state IR spectra 

correspond closely to the experimental spectra measured by ps-time-resolved IR 

spectroscopy.   
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Table 1. Wavenumbers (cm
-1

) of ground- and excited state vibrations of 

[Re(NCS)(CO)
3
(N,N)] measured and calculated in a MeCN solution. Calculation: Turbomole, 

PBE0, COSMO calculated values scaled by a factor of 0.9445 to achieve a best 

correspondence between calculated and experimental values for the ground-state. 

 

[Re(NCS)(CO)
3
(R-DAB)]

a

 [Re(NCS)(CO)
3
(bpy)] 

GS ES GS ES 

Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp. 

1919, A'(2) 1922 1956(CO) 1944 1911, A'(2) 1918 1952(CO) 1952 

1927, A" 1922 1994(CO; A") 1986 1914, A" 1918 2010(NCS+CO) 2002 

2027, A'(1) 2027 2014(NCS+CO) 2045 2023, A'(1) 2026 2038(NCS+CO) 2041 

2101(NCS) 2099 2036(NCS+CO) 2059
b

2104(NCS) 2097 2082(CO; A") 2072 

a

 Measured for R = iPr, calculated for R = Me 

b

 Poorly resolved band, wavenumber determined by Gaussian fitting. 

 

Table 1 shows the good correspondence between calculated and experimental 

vibration ground and excited state frequencies for [Re(NCS)(CO)
3
(L)] complexes. It can be 

concluded that TD-DFT calculations well reproduce the electronic absorption spectra, 

ground- and excited-state provided that the solvent is included into the calculations and the 

excited state structure is optimized at the TD-DFT level. 
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One of the methods for studying metal-ligand complexation equilibria, Hummel–

Dreyer method [1], has an unique advantage over the conventional static equilibrium methods 

in that metal ion concentration can be kept at a desired and predetermined value during the 

experiment so that metal complex and ligand are in dynamic equilibrium with “free” metal 

throughout the process of their separation. In gel chromatography, one advantage often cited 

says that separation is in an ideal case governed only by the size of molecules separated (size 

exclusion mechanism) and therefore the equilibrium is believed to be unperturbed by 

interactions with solid phase of the gel. Macromolecules should elute at void volume of 

column, low molecular weight species at total liquid volume. 

This work summarizes our results on critical examination of an application of a gel 

chromatographic variant of Hummel – Dreyer method for studying of di- tri- and tetravalent 

metals complexation with humic acid, in continuation of our previous results presented on 

CTU WORKSHOPS [2,3]. In search of an efficient separation, four different columns were 

tested: Sephadex column G-15, Ultrahydrogel 120,  Glycidyl-methacrylate column GMB 200, 

and TSK-GEL column G3000SWXL. Aldrich Humic Acid  (AHA)  was  used  as standard  

humic acid,  europium, cobalt and thorium were chosen as models for important radionuclides 

present in nuclear waste. Mobile phase contained known concentrations of metals studied and 

pH and metal buffering medium (citrate for Co and Eu and carbonate for Th). Samples  with a 

constant amount of  AHA  and  various total metal content (internal standards) were injected, 

fractions collected and amount of Co and Eu in fractions determined by AAS/OES. In other 

series of experiments 

152,154

Eu and 

234

Th were used as radioactive tracers and activity of 

individual fractions was measured. 

Conditions for the correct use of the method were evaluated, mainly for effective 

separation and equilibrium preservation. Results cast doubt upon the main advantage of the 

method – size exclusion mechanism of separation and equilibrium unperturbed by interaction 

of sample with gel. On all chromatographic columns studied elution volumes of low 

molecular weight metal species do not correspond to their molecular size. From the 

comparison of elution volumes with speciation calculations by program PHREEQC [3,4] it is 

concluded that the efficiency of the separation depends on the charge and concentration of 

low molecular weight forms (citrate and carbonate complexes prevail) because ionic 

exclusion takes place. In the case of Co and Eu choice of gel, buffer, pH, ionic strength  and 

metal concentration enables finding of suitable conditions for the separation but drastically 

reduces the range of applicability of the method and enhances the uncertainty of interaction 

constants. The best separation was achieved at pH 5, I = 0.01 - 0.1 (NaClO
4
 ),  0.001 mol/l 

citrate buffer and 5x10

–5

 mol/l total concentration of Eu or Co. In the case of Th suitable 

separation conditions were not found in any of columns tested. Another „non size-exclusion 

effect“ which take place is sorption of humic acid and metals on gel. A thorough estimation of 

uncertainty of 

c

K (CoAHA) determination revealed [4] that to the high standard relative 
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combined uncertainty (26%) mostly contributes the uncertainty of values of stability 

constants of Co-citrate complexes and the uncertainty of AHA concentration in sample 

(because of relatively high sorption of AHA on column, from 8 to 25%). In the case of 

thorium, 10 – 29% decrease of sample activity after passing through column was observed, 

evidently due to sorption and/or isotopic exchange. 

Taking into account uncertainty of determination, the values of interaction constants 

obtained [3,4] are in fairly good agreement with results published by other authors and with 

results of our measurements [4] performed on the same samples of AHA by ion exchange and 

ultrafiltration methods. To achieve sufficient precision, readily measurable amount of metal-

humic acid complex (MAHA) must be formed, corresponding to analytical method 

sensitivity. This way the sensitivity of analytical method also limits the range of applicable 

experimental conditions. The chromatographic method leads to sample dilution and larger 

concentrations of metal and AHA are necessary. Also solubility of AHA (and consequently 

the amount of AHA in sample) is limited and strongly pH dependent. Due to low sensitivity, 

AAS/OES determination of Eu in fractions is applicable only to larger (SEPHADEX, low 

pressure) columns. The problems may be overcome by use of radioactive tracers. 

From our results, the following conclusions can be derived. The gel chromatographic 

variant of Hummel–Dreyer method gives results comparable (in terms of interaction 

constants) to other more frequently used methods, but some precautions must be taken. The 

effective separation of MAHA from low molecular weight metal species is a must. In search 

of separation conditions, speciation calculations proved to be a very useful tool. So called 

„non size-exclusion effects“ must be diminished and their contribution to the combined 

uncertainty of interaction constants values thoroughly calculated. Many experimentalist 

neglect the sorption of reaction components on gel, but sorption may constitute a very 

important factor, mainly in the case of metals of higher valency. One doubt remains 

concerning the accuracy of the method. The complexation reaction must reach equilibrium 

before the MAHA peak leaves the column. Fulfillment of this requirement is difficult to 

check, therefore the method may yield data only on the first rapid stage of complexation. It is 

evident that more kinetic data are necessary. 
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The study of corrosion in water/carbon steel systems has important impact on evaluating 

which materials are suitable for construction of containers for storage of a spent nuclear fuel 

in deep repository. Containers present the most important barrier preventing leakage of spent 

nuclear fuel to the environment. It is supposed that spent nuclear fuel containers will be 

mainly constructed from carbon steel. It is necessary to consider the possibility of 

groundwater leaching into the container due to random defects or human mistakes. Oxygen 

dissolved in natural water will be consumed in reactions with organic compounds of soil. 

Thus, water reaching deep repository should be deoxygenated. Oxygen is main corrosive 

agent present in water. Nevertheless, even in deoxygenated water occur corrosion effects, 

especially when reinforced by some outer influence and specific environment. This is the case 

of deep repository environment. Ionizing radiation emitted by radionuclides present in spent 

nuclear fuel will cause radiolysis of water. It can certainly affect redox-potential of water. 

Highly reactive intermediate products of water radiolysis (radical and ion products ·OH, eaq
-

, 

H· and molecular products H2O2, H2) may cause corrosion effects despite the lack of oxygen. 

Some of these species are much stronger oxidizing agents than oxygen. Therefore, the study 

of radiation corrosion of carbon steel/deoxygenated water systems is important for safety 

precautions of deep repository.  

 The paper deals with some possibilities of experimental simulation of conditions in 

deep repository in the case of groundwater leaching into the spent nuclear fuel container. 

Proposed experiments consist of several steps: 

• Preparation of deoxygenated water 

• Chemical pre-treatment of steel samples 

• Construction of corrosion cells 

• Irradiation of samples 

• Evaluation of effects of dose, dose rate and type of applied ionizing radiation 

• Determination of corrosion products 

 

          Deoxygenated water was prepared in special box with overpressure of inert 

atmosphere. Large volume of distilled water was bubbled with nitrogen. Argon seems to be 

an ideal medium for these purposes, but nitrogen seems to have sufficient effect as well. The 

time of bubbling is dependent on volume of distilled water and gas pressure. 

Steel tablets (size 3 × 1 cm, thickness 1mm) were treated in 1% solution of a 

hydrochloric acid to remove rust, oxygen and other contaminants from their surface. Tablets 

were treated for 1 hour. All operations were performed in the box under inner atmosphere. 

Corrosion cells consist of glass ampoules with inserted steel tablet. Ampoules were 

completely filled with water. Corrosion cells were carefully closed so that oxygen diffusion 

during irradiation was kept at minimum level.
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Prepared samples in corrosion cells were irradiated using radionuclide gamma-source 

60

Co. Applied doses varied from 1 to 10 kGy. Progress of radiation corrosion in deoxygenated 

water was compared with corrosion progress in non-treated water so that effect of oxygen 

could be discerned. Thus, degree of corrosion caused by deoxygenated water radiolysis 

products was obtained. 

It is possible to apply several physico-chemical methods for quantitative and 

qualitative analysis of the corrosion products (mainly Fe
2+

 and Fe
3+

). Atomic absorption 

spectrometry may be utilized for determination of total ferric and ferrous ions concentration 

in solution. For analysis of steel tablet surface, roentgen micro-structural analysis can be 

employed, provided the layer of corrosion products on the surface of steel has sufficient 

thickness. UV/VIS spectrophotometry may be used for distinguishing between Fe
2+

 and Fe
3+

 

ions. 

Preliminary obtained results show that significant differences between radiation corrosion 

progress in deoxygenated and non-treated water exist.  Even in deoxygenated water was 

observed significant concentration of corrosion products. The differences are probably caused 

by oxygen present in non-treated water. Based on preliminary results, detailed and more 

thorough study of corrosion effects in deoxygenated water/carbon steel system is necessary. 
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Low-rank coal, particularly postsedimentary oxidized coal (oxihumolite or leonardite) 

represents a potential low-cost sorbent of toxic metals and radionuclides for use in waste 

water treatment, groundwater remediation, and construction of active geochemical barriers. 

The sorption ability of coal is given primarily by oxygen functional groups (mainly 

carboxylic and phenolic) contained in humic substances (HS), natural polyelectrolytes 

immobilized in situ in coal matrix. Partial solubility, i.e. leaching of HS from coal, and 

insufficient mechanical stability of coal particles in neutral and alkaline solutions deteriorate 

their sorption ability especially at utilization for dynamic column operations. Chitosan 

(poly[(1
→

4)-β-D-glucosamine]) is a polysaccharide derived from chitin, a major component of 

the shells of crustacean organisms (crabs, shrimps), insects, and some fungi mycelia, the 

second most abundant biopolymer next to cellulose. Chitosan is produced from chitin by 

deacetylation with alkali. Among number of applications in various fields, chitosan has been 

considered to be a promising sorbent for removing heavy metals and radionuclides from 

polluted waters, and also as a prospective material in removal of HS from water by 

coagulation forming an insoluble complex. This research has been aimed to investigation of 

sorption properties of sorbents made by blending coal and chitosan.  

Sorption of Cs, Co and Eu on coal in mixture with chitosan was studied as function of 

pH (~ 3 - 6). Coal samples - oxihumolite and its parent lignite (from the same seam) - 

originated from from the Sokolov Basin, Czech Republic. Samples were sieved to 0.3 - 0.5 

mm, lignite was oxidized on air at 140°C for 200 hours to increase degree of oxygen 

functionalities. All samples were protonized by 1M HCl. Aldrich humic acid (purified, 

protonized, HA) was used as a reference sample. Chitosan (Fluka, highly viscous) was used 

as received. 

Acidobasic properties of coal samples, chitosan and HA were studied by 

potentiometric titration. Titration curves reflected deprotonation of coal carboxyl and 

protonation of chitosan amino groups. A strong buffering action of chitosan at the neutral 

region was observed. Kinetics of HA adsorption on chitosan was studied by 

spectrophotometric determination of HA concentration (from absorbance at λ=254 nm) in 

solution of HA (20 mg/L) with chitosan added (1 g/L) at pH ~ 6.5. About 22 % HA was 

sorbed within the first hour, the sorption maximum of 37 % was reached after less than 10 

hours. The chitosan covered with HA obtained under these conditions, dried, was 

characterized by the FTIR spectrum. The band at 1740 cm
-1

 was assigned to C=O, 1636 cm
-1

 

to aromatic C=C, 1577 cm
-1

 to COO
-

, 1463 and 1377 cm
-1

 to aliphatic CH
3
, CH

2
 of HA. 

Chitosan showed C-O bonds at 1155, 1073, 1033 cm
-1

, the amide I band of parent chitin at 

1655 cm
-1

 and the deformation N-H bands were merged in the aromatic C=C bonds of HA. 
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Batch sorption experiments using radiotracer method with 
134

Cs, 
60

Co, and 
152

Eu were 

carried out under following conditions: V=10 mL, 100 mg of coal, 0 - 10 - 50 mg of chitosan, 

ionic strength I = 0.1, Cs, Co and Eu concentration of 2.9×10
-5

, 2.7×10
-5

, 1.9×10
-6

 mol L
-1

 

respectively. After pH adjustment and 24 h shaking, centrifugation was applied to separate 

phases. Activities in solution were measured by γ-spectrometry. 

Distribution coefficients K
d
 increasing in the order Cs < Co < Eu reflected increasing 

charge of a cation and its increasing ability of complexation with HS. In acidic media, K
d
s 

increased with pH due to dissociation of the carboxylic binding sites of HS. In neutral media, 

K
d
s of Eu (for oxihumolite also Co) decreased with pH due to formation of soluble HS 

complexes. 

An improved sorption efficiency of the coal sorbents at neutral pH was obtained in 

mixture with chitosan, namely for oxihumolite at sorption of Eu and Co. Addition of chitosan 

prevents deterioration of the sorption ability probably via removing the HS complexes from 

solution by formation of an insoluble complex -NH
3+

…-OOC-R. Buffering capacity 

(acidobasic) of chitosan may have a positive effect as well. 
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Heavy metals contamining predominantly industrial wastewater are potentially 

threatening for human health. Cobalt contaminates the environment from natural sources and 

the burning of coal or oil or the production of cobalt alloys. The general population is 

exposed to low concentrations of cobalt in air, water, and food. Cobalt has both beneficial and 

harmful effect on health. It is part of vitamin B12, which is essential for good health. At high 

levels of concentration, it may harm the lungs (respiratory sensitization, asthma), skin 

(allergic dermatitis) and heart. Presented paper deals with radiation reduction of cobalt ions 

from aqueous solutions using electron beam irradiation. 

 The principle of radiation reduction of heavy metals from aqueous solutions was 

described in many papers [1]. The system (water solution of specific metal) after irradiation 

contains particles of both oxidative (OH radicals are the most important), and reductive 

character. These particles originate from water radiolysis. It is necessary to decrease the 

concentration of OH radicals in solution due to possible reoxidation of reduced metal. For this 

purpose the scavengers of OH radicals are used. These scavengers may be aliphatic alcohols 

or organics species (potassium formate). After irradiation the reduced metal can be in less 

toxic soluble valence state (Cr
6+

 � Cr
3+

), and/or in form of insoluble solid (Co
2+

 � Co
0

). 

Reduced metal can be subsequently separated using filtration or centrifugation. 

Performed experiments were aimed at study of water solutions of Co
2+

 (in form of 

nitrate). Solutions of different initial concentrations ranging from 10 mg/l to 200 mg/l of Co
2+

 

were irradiated in sealed thin – glass ampoules by accelerated electrons from a high frequency 

linear accelerator (dose rates of 0.5 and 1 kGy s
-1

). Doses ranging from 0.5 to 70 kGy were 

applied. After irradiation, the centrifugation (25 min; 5000 rpm) was used to separate the 

possible precipitate. After centrifugation, the atomic absorption spectroscopy with flame 

atomization was used to determine the concentration of Co
2+

 in solution. 

The preliminary experiments show that cobalt can be reduced using the accelerated 

electrons irradiation. However, in comparison with lead reduction [2], it is necessary to apply 

higher doses of radiation to obtain desired effect. It was found out that without addition of 

substances scavenging OH radicals, degree of radiation reduction is virtually negligible due to 

mutual recombination of oxidizing and reducing products of water radiolysis. As the most 

convenient scavenger of OH radicals the potassium formate was used. Its standard 

concentration was 1 10
-2

 mol dm
-3

. Distilled water was used and the pH of irradiated solutions 

was not adjusted. The 90 % reduction was observed at the dose of 70 kGy if the initial 

concentration was 100 mg/l and concentration of potassium formate was 1 10
-2

 mol dm
-3

. The 

99% reduction was found at the dose of 70 kGy if the initial concentration of Co
2+

 was 200 

mg/l and the concentration of potassium formate was 1 10
-1

 mol dm
-3

. Obtained results show 

that the irradiation can decompose potassium formate at doses of 40 kGy and higher. Product 

of potassium formate decomposition may further contribute to reduction of Co
2+

. When 

ethanol was used as OH radicals scavenger (concentration 1% Vol.) instead of potassium 

formate, higher doses of radiation are necessary for Co
2+

reduction to desired degree. 
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There are two main sources of spent nuclear fuel Czech Republic, Dukovany and 

Temelín nuclear power plants. In the next sixty years, the state government is planning 

construction of a deep repository, where spent nuclear fuel would be stored in special 

containers at a depth of hundreds of meters underground. Safety system consists of several 

engineering barriers - dry container, a corrosion resistant envelope and a bentonite barrier. 

This complex system inhibits leakage of the radionuclides into the environment, so that no 

exceeding of the allowed contamination limits should occur. It is necessary to ensure a dry 

environment inside the container and to prevent possible corrosion of material. However, it is 

impossible to totally eliminate the possibility of container water contamination. Some 

material defects or human operator failure could occur, although the probability of this event 

is very low (about 10
-3

). Due to presence of water, the corrosion of the container may occur. 

Moreover, ionizing radiation emitted by the radionuclides increases electrochemical potential 

(Eh) and changes the pH of the medium due to water radiolysis. 

Processes running in the aforementioned system can be studied by determining some 

selected parameters, like the amount of solid corrosion products, the concentration of ferric 

and ferrous ions in the water solution, pH or Eh. Therefore, selection and verification of 

appropriate analytic methods is needed. These methods should be fast and simple to perform. 

In addition, the methods should be selective (e.g. differentiation between Fe
2+

/Fe
3+

 ions or 

between corrosive products), sufficiently responsive and applicable in a wide range of the 

studied values. 

Two groups of the laboratory samples were used for the experiments. The first group 

consisted of the samples prepared from pure chemicals (e.g. solutions of ferric or ferrous 

salts). The second group consists of model samples. The model sample is steel tablet put into 

the glass ampoules filled with water under anoxic conditions. Samples were irradiated with 

various doses of gamma radiation. 
60

Co radionuclide source was used for irradiation. 

The concentration of the iron ions in the solution can be determined by UV/VIS 

spectrophotometry and atomic absorption spectrometry. Due to iron complexing reaction, the 

UV/VIS method allows the determination of ferric and ferrous ions in the same sample. By 

reaction with phenantrolin, ferrous ions create red complex ferroin, which absorbs visible 

light of wavelength about 500 nm. Ferric ions absorbs in UV – range (about 300 nm). The 

actual experimental data showed that the detection limit of the iron determination was about 

10
-4

 g.l
-1

. 

Atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) is one of the most sensitive methods for 

determination of many metals. The lowest determination limit of iron is declared 10
-7

 g.l
-1

. 

The instrumental equipment allows fast and reliable performance of measurement. Its only 

disadvantage is the impossibility of the separate determination of the different iron ions in the 

same sample. Using AAS, it is possible to determine just the total concentration of iron in 
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solution. This problem can be solved by a very fast separation of one form, followed by the 

determination of two parallel samples. This separation can be performed by the reaction of 

ferric ions with the cupferon complexing agent that results in the precipitation of iron 

complex. After ultrafiltration or centrifugation, the solution contains only the ferrous ions. In 

the case of the determination of more concentrate samples, the separation is better replaced by 

use of UV/VIS spectrophotometry, especially if the condition of the higher ferric-ions 

concentration applies. Both UV/VIS spectrophotometry and AAS were studied on the 

laboratory samples. 

The main solid corrosive products are the ferric oxide Fe
2
O

3
 and the ferrous-ferric 

oxide Fe
3
O

4
. These substances form mainly on the surface of steel. It is possible to determine 

them either directly on the steel tablet or separately after its complete displacement from the 

surface. An appropriate method for its determination is an X-ray microstructural analysis, 

provided the layer of corrosive products has sufficient thickness. Like AAS or UV/VIS 

spectrophotometry, X-ray microstructural analysis was studied on both groups of laboratory 

samples. 

Activation analysis is a very effective, but difficult method. An irradiation of the steel 

tablet by thermal neutrons results in many nuclear reactions, one of which is 
58

Fe (n,γ) 
59

Fe 

(2.5 yrs) reaction. The 
59

Fe isotope is well-specifiable by gamma-spectrometry. By an activity 

measurement of this isotope, information about an iron distribution in the system can be 

acquired (including adsorption on glass). However, this method has some disadvantages. It is 

necessary to use a neutron source emitting intensive neutron flow, or to irradiate the sample 

for a long time. Use of stronger neutron source (e.g. nuclear reactor) results in problems with 

open radionuclide transportation. Because of this, application of this method for purposes of 

presented study is in theoretical phase. 

Four methods are applicable for the study of steel–water system exposed to ionizing 

radiation. By combination of these methods, it is possible to obtain the data required for 

studying the processes running in system. Combination of UV/VIS spectrophotometry and the 

atomic absorption spectrometry can determine the concentration of the ferric and ferrous ions 

in the water solution, the x-ray microstructural analysis is usable for the determination of 

solid corrosive products. The determination process can be carried out with the neutron 

activation analysis, whose results can give the information about distribution of iron in whole 

system.
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The operation or malfunctions of nuclear facilities and development or testing of 

nuclear weapons caused environmental contamination by fission nuclides at many places all 

over the world. Remediation and/or decontamination procedures are necessary for the 

restoration of the environment. The treatment processes for the contaminated soils can be 

divided into two categories. The first one is “in situ” decontamination and it is used mainly 

for remediation of large areas. The second category groups techniques for treatment of soil, 

that has been removed from its original location, in special treatment devices [1]. These 

techniques are used namely for high active soils from localized contaminations, such as those 

from the Jaslovské Bohunice nuclear power plant (NPP), where some leaks from liquid waste 

tanks occurred in 1977 and fission products, mainly 
137

Cs, contaminated the neighbouring 

soil. Several decontamination procedures were described for treatment of such soils - classic 

leaching, soil fractionation, biological methods (e.g. phytoextraction), thermochemical, and 

electrochemical (electrokinetic or electrolytic) methods [1]. 

At the Czech Technical University in Prague, soil decontamination techniques have 

been studied for several years [2-4]. The leaching procedures (batch or “sorption” leaching) 

did not allow to achieve more than 30% caesium desorption from the soil [2]. Caesium 

thermodesorption was demonstrated not to be very efficient either; quantitative caesium 

separation could be achieved only from solutions resulting from fusion of the soil with special 

fluxes [2,3]. The most promising results were achieved by electrolytic decontamination.  

In this method soil is electrolyzed very close to the anode in an acid electrolyte. The 

released cesium migrates to the cathode and it is available for the consequent separation. In 

preliminary experiments [4], more than 97% of caesium was released from soils contaminated 

long time ago.  The aim of this study was to perform optimisation of the parameters of this 

method. 

Electrochemical decontamination is a complex process, which is influenced by many 

parameters. For the process optimisation, some of them should be kept stationary, which is 

often not possible. This fact causes many difficulties in the determination of the influence of 

individual parameters and, of course, mechanism of the process. The main parameters of the 

process are: electric current and voltage, electrolyte composition and concentration, 

temperature, and, naturally, also type of the soil and caesium bonds inside it. The first part of 

the optimisation consisted of design and construction of a new electrolytic device, which 

allows continuous measurement, and recording and storing of the obtained electric data. 

Because the process runs at the constant electric current, corresponding voltage is measured 

by multimeter connected to the computer with a meter software. Released radiocaesium is 

separated in a column with inorganic ion exchanger based on potassium-nickel ferrocyanide. 

The electrolyte from the cathodic compartment is periodically pumped to the column located 

inside a NaI(Tl) scintillation detector, where the caesium cations are sorbed. After the 

equilibrium between 
137

Cs and its daugter 
137m

Ba (which is actually measured) is established, 
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the activity and the related yield of decontamination could be measured. The activity data are 

also stored in the computer.  

In the experiment, it has been demonstrated that the new electrochemical cell allows 

better and faster decontamination and easier and more precise study of the process. The soil 

from the Jaslovské Bohunice NPP contaminated sites was electrolyzed in the ammonium 

phosphate and phosphoric acid mixed solution. The whole process took 22 hours in 

approximately 2 hour steps, a constant current of 1.5 A was applied. After this time more than 

99% of the radiocaesium was separated from the soil, the total energy consumption was about 

186 Wh/g. In the previous tests, maximum decontamination reached 97% after 38 hours of 

electrolysis at comparable conditions, the total energy consumption was 280 Wh/g. In 

agreement with the literature data, the process efficiency was found to strongly depend on the 

operating temperature, but this influence has not been tested in detail, yet. 

Future experiments will test behaviour of the system at different currents (0.5, 1 A), 

different electrolytes (chlorides, nitrates, sulphates and others) and their concentration. All the 

processes will be tested at the same temperature, which requires partially different design of 

the electrolytic cell, the influence of the temperature will be determined separately.  

The results obtained as yet demonstrate the efficiency, simplicity and speed of the 

proposed method. It is possible to release even very strongly bound caesium ions from the 

soil contaminated long time ago. However, further experiments and detailed testing will be 

necessary to scale the method up to industrial application.  
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             Removal of organic chlorinated compounds from wastewater and contaminated 

ground or drinking water is one of the most actual problems of water treatment technologies. 

Conventional treatment methods are not sufficiently efficient and radiation treatment 

represents promising alternative. Water radiolysis results in production of free radicals which 

interact with target molecules of pollutants. However, it is necessary to optimize radiation 

treatment technology for full – scale application, especially due to process efficiency and cost 

effectiveness.

           Based on previous results (1,2), new experiments in the large volume pilot plant were 

performed. This pilot plant has been developed and constructed  using experience  with 

similar device used for radiation degradation of PCBs in alkaline 2-propanol (3). 

            The pilot plant was set-up to treat wastewater and other liquids. It enables to  process 

liquids at a flow rate ranging from 0,2 to 2 m
3

 per hour with average dose 3 - 30 kGy per one 

throw-flow at maximum power of accelerator depending on flow rate or 0,3 to 3 kGy per one 

throw-flow at maximum flow rate depending on power of accelerator. Two vessels with 

capacity of 75 litres were used for storage and homogenisation of contaminated media and for 

storage of the irradiated liquid. Glass pump was used for homogenisation and for pumping of 

liquid through the irradiation device, specifically constructed for this purpose. The system 

allowed to collect samples of liquid medium before and after irradiation. 

            Irradiation may be carried out in two ways. One is the circulation arrangement, the 

other is one-way flow arrangement. In the first case liquid medium circulates within 

homogenisation vessel and the irradiation cell. Estimation of applied doses is based on time 

of circulation and power output of e-beam accelerator. During one-way flow arrangement 

medium flows under irradiation device between homogenisation and collection vessels and 

dose estimation is based on the flow rate and the power output of e-beam accelerator. 

            The linear pulse electron beam accelerator LINAC-4-1200 (TESLA V.T. Mikroel) 

was used as the source of electrons with mean energy 4,5 MeV. The current of the electrons 

can be regulated from 20 to 350 microamperes. Electron beam is scanned on area of 60 cm 

length and 2,5 cm width at frequency 50 Hz. Thickness of irradiated stream is 0,8 cm. 

Absorbed dose is evaluated using calorimetric system or acetate dosimetry. 

             Synthetic samples of contaminated drinking water and groundwater have been 

prepared by dilution of saturated C
2
Cl

4
, CHCl

3
 and C

2
H

2
Cl

4
 water solutions in distilled water 

(concentration range 10
-4

 – 10
-3

 mol.l
-1

). Synthetic ground water has been prepared by the 

dissolution of nitrate, hydrogencarbonate and sulphate ions (10
-3

 mol.l
-1

). Experiments were 

performed in the presence of oxygen in irradiated samples. 

             The efficiency of radiation treatment was verified using gas chromatographic 

analysis. CHROMPACK analyser (model CP 9002, ECD, DATA-APEX integrator) was 
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utilized. Amount of chloride ions generated by radiation degradation of chlorinated pollutants 

was determined electrochemically using selective chloride electrode. 

              In the circulation arrangement the dependence of pollutant degradation degree on 

dose was found. Obtained dose values were consequently used in the one-way flow-through 

arrangement. The maximum flow rate and maximum power of accelerator were used, one-

way flow dose was 3 kGy. 

              Obtained data provide informations on scale-up effect of wastewater treatment for a 

commercial scale plane design and for economic feasibility studies concerning radiation 

treatment of wastewater. 
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The nuclear wastes, produced by the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel contain Long-

Lived Radionuclides (LLR), essentially belonging to the family of the actinide elements (An), 

which induce important radiotoxicity for the long-term. These wastes are usually vitrified and 

supposed to be disposed off into deep geological repositories. Elimination of LLR from the 

vitrified wastes constitutes the Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) strategy. (P&T) 

concerns the P – Partitioning of the actinides, which are contained in the nuclear wastes and 

the T – Transmutation of these actinides into short-lived or stable nuclides by nuclear means. 

DIAMEX process, with malonamide compounds as extractants, is a tentatively 

tolerable process for chemical separation of minor actinides and lanthanides from high level 

liquid nuclear wastes issuing the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuels. For similar type of 

applications, novel composite solid extractants (SEX) / extraction chromatographic systems, 

with dimethyldibuthyltetradecylmalonamide (DMDBTDMA–PAN) or dimethyldioctylhexyl 

oxyethylmalonamide (DMDOHEMA–PAN) as extractants and modified polyacrylonitrile 

(PAN) binding matrix, have been developed at the Czech Technical University in Prague [1]. 

The main advantage of the new SEX-based procedures is combination of the selectivity 

typical for liquid-liquid extraction with the simplicity of column arrangement.  

A detailed study of sorption properties of the DMDBTDMA–PAN and 

DMDOHEMA–PAN solid extractants was performed. In the first phase, dependences of Eu, 

Am, Pu, and U weight distribution coefficients on all the DMDBTDMA–PAN and 

DMDOHEMA–PAN materials (prepared from solution of PAN in DMSO or from its solution 

in cc HNO3) on nitric acid concentration have been determined. The experimental data have 

been correlated with the published data [2-4] on behaviour of DMDBTDMA and 

DMDOHEMA in liquid-liquid extraction. 

It has been found that, in the nitric acid concentration range 2–8 mol/l, the behaviour 

of the solid extractants closely follows the behaviour of DMDBTDMA or DMDOHEMA in 

liquid-liquid extraction – for all the nuclides a sharp peak was observed on the dependence of 

Dg on nitric acid concentration at the HNO3 concentration 6 mol/l. At this peak, the values of 

the distribution coefficients are Dg(Eu) ≈ Dg(Am) ~ 35 ml/g, Dg(Pu) ~ 17 000 ml/g, and 

Dg(U) ~ 5 000 ml/g for DMDBTDMA–PAN material, and Dg(Eu) ~ 50 ml/g, 

Dg(Am) ~ 100 ml/g, Dg(Pu) ~ 15 000 ml/g and Dg(U) ~ 4 700 ml/g for DMDOHEMA–PAN 

material. All these values are significantly higher than the values that can be calculated from 

the published values of D using theoretical equation 

org

org

g

w

DD

ρ

⋅=  
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where w
org

 is the mass fraction of the extractant or its solution in the solid extractant and ρ
org

 

is the density of the extractant or its solution. This fact is another argument in favour of the 

application of solid extractants with polyacrylonitrile binding matrix. 

A comparison of the performance of the solid extractants prepared from solution of 

PAN in DMSO or from its solution in cc HNO3 revealed that the behaviour of materials 

prepared by these two different procedures is almost identical in all the nitric acid 

concentration range for all the nuclides studied. The only exception to this rule was the 

behaviour of plutonium on the DMDBTDMA–PAN absorbers, where the Dg values in the 

nitric acid concentration range 0.05–2 mol/l are significantly higher for the DMDBTDMA–

PAN(HNO3) material than for the DMDBTDMA–PAN(DMSO) one.  

When comparing the performance of the DMDBTDMA–PAN materials with the 

DMDOHEMA–PAN one, the following differences can be seen in the nitric acid 

concentration range 2–8 mol/l: 

− for Eu and Am, the Dg values are generally higher for the DMDOHEMA–PAN material; 

− while no Am / Eu separation is observed with the DMDBTDMA–PAN material, Am / Eu 

separation factor SFAm/Eu ~ 2 is achieved with DMDOHEMA–PAN; 

− for DMDBTDMA–PAN, the U and Pu Dg values are at first almost identical, with 

increasing nitric acid concentration no peak is observed for plutonium (contrary to 

uranium). For DMDOHEMA–PAN, the curves are almost parallel and Dg(Pu) are about 

2.5 times higher than Dg(U). 

When correlating the behaviour of the solid extractants with that of DMDBTDMA or 

DMDOHEMA proper in liquid-liquid extraction at low nitric acid concentrations a rather 

unexpected finding was done. At nitric acid concentrations below 1 mol/l, the Dg values of all 

the nuclides sharply increase. Contrary to this, a steady decrease of D values with nitric acid 

concentration was reported even in this nitric acid concentration region for the liquid-liquid 

extraction system. Currently, the reason for this difference is unclear, more research will be 

needed to explain this effect. 
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 One of the crucial problems in determination of the majority of essential and toxic 

trace elements, such as As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, I, Mo, Sb, Se, Si, V, etc. in biological and 

environmental materials by neutron activation analysis (NAA) is that overwhelming activities 

of namely 
24

Na, 
42

K and 
82

Br are formed on neutron activation, which cause a high 

background in γ-ray spectrometry. Therefore, the interfering activities of 
24

Na, 
42

K and 
82

Br 

are to be eliminated to enable determination of the above trace elements. Usually, the most 

efficient way of their elimination is radiochemical neutron activation analysis (RNAA). 

However, a relatively high retention of 
24

Na, 
42

K, 
82

Br was found in the development of new 

RNAA procedures using composite materials – extraction agents embedded in the modified 

polyacrylonitrile matrix (solid phase extractants – SPE). The retention of 
24

Na, 
82

Br and 
42

K 

in the polyacrylonitrile (PAN) matrix from real biological samples was 5.34 %, 1.53 % and 

0.16 %, respectively, and it was therefore necessary to find a procedure for elimination of 

these activities, especially of 
24

Na and 
82

Br.  

It was found that radio-sodium can be selectively and quantitatively (> 99.9 %) 

removed from solutions of dilute minerals acids resulting from decomposition of irradiated 

biological and environmental samples using a pre-treatment column filled with specifically 

tailored composite material prepared by incorporation of crystalline polyantimonic acid into 

the PAN matrix. This inorganic ion exchanger has an extremely high distribution coefficient 

for sodium ions in acid solutions (Dg > 10
4

) and exhibits suitable capacity and hydrodynamic 

properties in column experiments when embedded into the inert PAN matrix. The break-

through capacity for sodium ion was 5.58.10
–1

 mmol.g
–1

 in 4M H
2
SO

4
 at a flow rate of 

0.3 mL.min
–1

. Thus, the proposed procedure of 
24

Na elimination proved to be very simple and 

effective. 

Elimination of radio-bromine appeared to be a more complex task, because of its 

occurrence as elemental bromine (Br2) and ionic species (Br
–

 and BrO3

–

) after sample 

decomposition in a mixture of mineral acid. As it is known, BrO3

–

 ion is a strong oxidant in 

acid medium and reacts with Br
–

 ion according to the reaction 

BrO3

–

    +    5 Br
–

    +    6 H
+

    →    3 Br2    +    3 H2O  

Speciation of bromine was studied after sample decomposition in a mixture of HNO3 + 

H2SO4 + HClO4 at the final temperarure of ~ 250°C. The BrO3

–

 ions were determined by 

iodometric titration, while the Br
–

 ions were determined by manganometric titration. 

Since, the bromine concentrations are at the µg.g
–1

 or lower level in biological 

samples, the determination of bromine forms using common analytical techniques is not 
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feasible. Therefore, inactive Br
–

 and/or BrO3

–

 species (in amounts of 400 mg of Br) were 

added to the biological samples before decomposition in model experiments. The residual 

concentrations of both ionic bromine species in solutions resulting from mineralisation of the 

samples were below 1 %, which was due to their conversion to volatile elementary bromine 

formed according to the aforementioned reaction. This was obvious also from discolouring of 

the originally yellow colour of the solution. The BrO3

–

 species were observed in the analysed 

solutions even in the case they were not added to the sample, apparently due to oxidation of 

elementary bromine or Br
–

 ions directly to BrO3

–

 ions. 

The main attention was paid to finding the most effective way of elimination of the 

undesired retention of radio-bromine on the PAN-based SPE in column experiments. For this 

purpose, different compositions of the feed solutions and different elution modes were tested. 

The retention of various forms of bromine was investigated with appropriate tracers prepared 

by irradiation of Br
–

 and BrO3

–

 salts by neutron activation in VVR-15 nuclear reactor of the 

Nuclear Research Institute Řež, plc. for 2 hours in quartz sealed vials, at a thermal neutron 

fluence rate of 2-3.10
13

 cm
–2

 .s
–1

. For column experiments, a glass column with a 1 cm 

diameter and a 5 cm bed height was used; it was filled with 0.2 g of SPE. 5 mL fractions of 

the feed solutions containing the radiotracers of 
82

Br
–

 and/or 
82

BrO3

–

and inactive carriers of 

Br
–

 and/or BrO3

–

in concentrations of 0.1 mol.L
–1

 were passed through the column at a flow 

rate of 0.3 mL min
–1

. Then the activity of 
82

Br in 5 mL fractions of the effluents or in the SPE 

material were counted in 30 mL polyethylene vials using a coaxial HPGe detector with 

a relative efficiency of 53 % and FWHM resolution of 1.8 keV. Significantly higher retention 

(by factor of 3) was observed for BrO3

–

 species in comparison with Br
–

 species. The lowest 

radio-bromine retention (~ 11 %) was obtained when the feed solution contained 0.1 mol.L
–1

 

concentration of KBr. Bromine elimination could be further improved by washing the SPE 

after sorption with a solution of 1M H2SO4 containing either 0.1M KBr or 0.1M KBrO3 or a 

mixture of 0.1M KBr and 0.1M KBrO3. Of these procedures, the best elimination of radio-

bromine was obtained by washing of SPE with the solution of 1M H2SO4 containing 

0.1M KBr [1]. In this way, the majority of radio-bromine species were eluted, resulting in 

decontamination factor of the order 1.1.10
3

. This favourably high decontamination factor 

appeared to be important not only for reducing the background in gamma-ray spectrometry in 

RNAA, but it also prevented deterioration of extraction properties of SPE due to oxidation of 

the extraction agents with elementary bromine and/or bromate species.  

This proposed procedure for elimination of radio-bromine also helped to suppress the 

retention of radio-potassium on SPE by the action of potassium ions in both the feed and 

washing solutions. 
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Most of reactions utilized in industry are created by heterogeneous catalytic reactions 

in which various catalysts (precious metals, oxides or sulfides of transition metals, silica, 

zeolites, etc.) are used. Their properties determine, in such a way, the economic convenience 

of the processes. Hence, optimizations of the catalysts are needed. The irradiation of the 

catalysts prior to their use represents an alternative possibility how to optimize their catalytic 

properties [1].  A special method, used for this purpose, seems to be the implantation of 

various ions into the surface of the solid phase. This method enables to affect the optical, 

semiconducting [2], scintillation [3] or catalytic properties of the solids. 

The objective of this study was to investigate the influence of implantation of nitrogen 

ions into the surface of nickel oxide on its catalytic activity. On that score, the commercial 

nickel oxide (Merck, analytical grade), with a particle size higher than 0.1 mm, was 

introduced into the stainless steel cage with the mesh size of 0.1 mm. The whole cage was 

incorporated into the chamber of implantation equipment. The N
2

+

- and N
+

-ions (in the ratio 

3:1, the energy of 90 keV and the whole ion current of 1.5 mA) were implanted into the 

nickel oxide under the vacuum of 3x10
-3

 Pa during a rotation of the cage (30 rotations per 1 

minute) for the time period of 2 h. The implanted sample (about of 0.2 g) was introduced into 

the chemical reactor containing of 20 mL of 1.2 M dm
-3

 hydrogen peroxide aqueous solution. 

The kinetic of the hydrogen peroxide decomposition at four different temperatures ranging 

from 25 to 40    
0

C was investigated by means of measuring of the rates of oxygen evolution 

at every temperature and constant pressure. The untreated nickel oxide was tested, of course, 

under the same conditions. Both rate constant and the apparent activation energy was used for 

description of kinetic of hydrogen peroxide decomposition (estimated with average errors of 

± 4 and ± 5 %, respectively). Specific surface areas of both non-treated and implanted 

samples were measured by low-temperature adsorption of nitrogen. The obtained results give 

evidence that the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide proceeds, under the given conditions, 

as a pseudo first-order process on both non-treated and treated samples. The average values of 

the rate constants, apparent activation energies as well as of relative changes in these 

quantities, obtained from six independent measurements, are given in the following Table. 
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Table 

Rate constants k
m

 [L g
-1

 min
-1

] at different temperatures T [
o

C], apparent activation energies 

E
a
 [kJ mol

-1

] prior (A) and after (B) implantation and their relative changes ∆ [%] 

 

 

Sample

A B AB 

T k
m

x 10
2

 ∆ 

25 3.4 4.5 30.

6 

30 4.8 6.1 27.

8 

35 7.4 9.1 22.

5 

40 12.

7 

14.

8 

16.

6 

E
a
 67.

8 

61.

9 

8.7 

 

 

An increase in the rate constants due to the implantation is obvious from the Table. The 

increase falls of sharply from the values of 30 % up to the 16 % with increasing temperature 

of the reaction. In contrast to it, no changes were found in the apparent activation energies of 

the reaction in the range of insecurity of the measurements. No changes were observed as 

well in the surface area values. Based on the results obtained in this paper it may be assumed 

that the surface concentrations of the catalytic sites increase after the implantation. The rise 

seems not be accompanied by any changes in the efficiency of the catalytic sites. May be that 

some charge defects create on the surface of the implanted oxide and they disappear at higher 

temperature of the test reaction. Nevertheless, the created sites seem to be relatively stable at 

room temperature in air because no changes in the catalytic activity of the treated samples 

were observed during the storage of the implanted samples in air at room temperature for the 

time period of five days. 

Systematic studies will be performed in this field in future. The attention will be 

focused first of all on the dependence of implantation effect on the dose of ion-irradiation, the 

energies of the implanted ions and, last but not least, on the qualitative character of the solids 

as well as of the implanted ions.       
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The non skeletal children spine scoliosis (deformation of chest curve) is usual treated 

by corrective braces. The brace pushes on child trunk and has a force effect on spine. If the 

brace is used for a long time the pathologic spine curve it corrected. The brace is worked 

individually for each patient at this manner: the first is made a plaster negative and then a 

positive form of child trunk. The orthotic according to his and orthopaedist experience deeps 

the plaster positive form at the place where the brace has to push on the child trunk. The 

plastic brace is then made according to this plaster form. The brace after its application 

pushes at the places, where the form has been deepen (the small shoe principle). The paper 

shows the computer aid system of brace form design and treatment course prognosis. 

The brace has a force effect on patient body surface and the result is stress state in the 

spine and a spine deformation which corrected a pathologic form of spinal curve. The 

behaviour between brace force and spine deformation and stress state is calculated with help 

the finite element method. It was supposed that the vertebrae bodies have no deformations 

and soft tissue is elastic. The potential energy was calculated only for the inter-vertebrae discs 

and lignums and for the pressed soft tissue region of the trunk. The inertia moment has to be 

determined for inter-vertebrae disc and lignum cross-sections. The cross-section is divided to 

triangles and the third parts of areas for each triangle are concentrated to its side centres. 

Because it is no deformation between vertebrae centre and inter-vertebrae disc bounder, the 

central spine line is at this part straight. The finite element method is applied as 3D problem 

for the frontal and sagital plane and torsion effect. 

The parameters of node deformation are the 3 displacements and the 3 rotation at 

vertebrae centres. The finite element is the spine part between the neighbouring vertebrae 

centres. The element stiffness matrix is derived for inter-vertebrae disc and ligaments only 

and then it is recalculated for vertebrae centres because the deformation at vertebra part has a 

lineal course. The influence of trunk soft tissue is considered as an elastic ground. A brace 

form brings the trunk surface displacements. The potential energy of system is calculated for 

inter-vertebrae discs and ligaments (vertebrae are stiff and have no deformation) and for 

compressed trunk soft tissue part. The brace pushes at a child trunk at the place, where the 

plaster positive form has been deepen; it means that the trunk surface (surface of soft tissue) 

has at these places the non-zero prescribed displacements. The system is loaded by trunk 

surface displacement which is given by brace form. 

The pathologic spinal curve is measured on the X-ray. The bought ends of spinal curve 

are connected by line and the places and values of spinal curve extremes are measured. The 

spinal curve is approximated between extremes by cubic polynomials (the polynomial is 

given by value and zero derivations at bought sides) and by quadratic polynomial at the start 

and finish parts (the polynomial is given by zero value at bounder side and non-zero value 

and zero derivation at inner part). The X-ray of spine can be made for patient with a brace and 

then the brace effect can be observed.    

The two algorithms ware implemented on computer: 
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1
st

 algorithm - The input values are trunk surface displacements given by brace form (the 

thick of  the layer which was deepen from plaster positive form of child trunk) and pathologic 

spinal curve measured from X-ray. The results are displacements and rotations at vertebrae 

centres (spine deformation - correction of pathologic spine state) and the spine stress state. 

The results are calculated with help the finite element method. The algorithm is used if the 

brace is made and its influence on spinal curve is checked. 

2
nd

 algorithm - The input values are X-rays without and with brace. The difference between 

the spinal curves without and with brace effect is spine deformation (spinal curve correction). 

The stiffness matrix of the finite element method is the same as at the 1
st

 algorithm but the 

given values are spine deformation and result values are trunk surface displacement (brace 

form). The algorithm is used if the brace is made, we have the X-ray patient with brace and 

the brace influence is checked. The aim of treatment is ideal spinal curve, it is optimal if the 

spinal curve with brace is near this ideal curve.  If the ideal spinal curve is set for spinal curve 

with brace to the 2
nd

 algorithm the ideal brace form is obtained.  

The remodelling of spine curvature depends on the spinal stress state, time of brace 

application and type of spinal defect according to King and Moe. The orthopaedist measures 

the lumbar and thoracic angles, the angles between tangents at points of spinal curve where it 

change its curvature. The second aim of the program is computer prognosis of treatment 

course. The program algorithm considers that the lumbar and thoracic angles correction is 

perceptual constant in time. The spinal correction is given by exponential function 

t

kt
0

)( αα =  

The spinal curves are divided according to King to fife types. Parameter k can be 

determined statistical for King’s curve type or precisely if the X-ray of the patient spine is 

made in time t
1
 and the angle value α(t

1
) is known, then the parameter k can be determined. If 

the further values of lumbar or thoracic angles are known the treatment course (angle α) can 

be approximated by the other function. 

The results from algorithms of treatment prognosis ware verified with treatment 

course of real patients and the values of parameters ware judged for variable types of spinal 

curves and stress state intensities. 
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The great break is occurring in the medicine in last years. The goal of each intervention 

is to be safe for a patient and it must be maximal effective. Therefore many interventions are 

going to be improved. These changes could not miss artificial lung ventilation. 

One example can be introduction of the high frequency ventilation (HFV) into the 

clinical practice. HFV does not follow physiological ventilation parameters as the 

conventional ventilation (CV). Tidal volume and breathing frequency belong between 

physiological ventilation parameters. HFV uses tidal volumes, which are the same or less than 

dead space in the respiratory system and the breathing frequency is one hundred times greater 

than volumes used in CV. 

Protective ventilatory methods are gradually introduced into the clinical practice. 

Therefore it is necessary to design model of the respiratory system for finding optimal 

ventilation strategy. The mathematical modelling is one method, which can get some answers 

on many questions about the artificial lung ventilation. Present models can not be used, 

because they are based on conventional mechanisms of a gas transport, but unconventional 

methods are based on different principles. It was written before. 

This work is based on Jongh’s model [1]. The Jongh’s model simplifies the lung 

structure. The lungs are substituted by using a divergent tube with non-linear growing 

diameter. Model parameters follow real anatomical structure of the lungs [2]. Jongh’s model 

does not respect some physical laws and therefore had to be modified. One law which is not 

be respected was the tidal volume which is whole delivered to the end of the respiratory 

system. This is not possible in the real world. Tracheal gas insufflation is implemented into 

repaired model as a source of the ventilatory mixture. The model outputs are compared with 

another model and also with an animal experiment. The other modelling approach is based on 

electro-acoustic analogy. This approach does not allow description of gases concentrations 

during artificial ventilation, but permits simulation of pressure amplitude and the tidal volume 

distribution in the lung structure. The model based on Jongh’s model has a good agreement 

with an animal experiment and with the model based on the electro acoustic analogy. This 

model is the first, which permitted simulation of the behaviour of the respiratory system 

during conventional and unconventional ventilation regime. 

The described model still contains a lot of simplifications. For that reason it must be 

known contribution of each gas transport mechanism to remove these simplifications. 

Therefore was designed a unique mechanical model which allows simulation of a patient 

breathing. The model is consisted of a mechanism, which is powered by stepping motor. This 

motor substitutes a work of the breathing. Four pistons are fixed in the mechanism and they 

are filled by a contrast liquid. The lung structure is substituted by a glass model. The glass 

model contains the first three lung generations, which are made in ratio proportionally the real 

lung structure. The glass model is placed into a water reservoir, because visual representation 
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in the air is very complicated. Therefore all breathing parameters are recalculated for visual 

representation at water using a Womersley and a Reynolds number. The fresh ventilatory 

mixture is modelled as water marked by ink. The breathing frequency was set accordingly to 

air Womersley number. The water reservoir is illuminated from the bottom. A camera is 

perpendicularly situated to the upper part. 

The glass model is captured by a camera for whole time of the simulation. It is very big 

benefit, that captured data (simulation results) for different simulation can be very easily 

compared with each other. This property was used for a comparison of a gas flow in the glass 

model and in a straight pipe. The straight pipe has the same mechanical parameters as the zero 

generation of the glass model (the trachea). Two cases of model simulation will be described 

in the following part of the text. 

The first case is a simulation, where the glass model is placed into the reservoir. Marked 

water by ink is presented in the system before an entrance to the model. Marked water was 

delivered to the end of the glass model after two breathing cycles. The way throw the glass 

model is 33 centimetres long from the glass model entrance. The second case of this 

experiment is a simulation made on a straight pipe with the same mechanical parameters as 

the generation zero in the glass model. There are set the same ventilatory parameters as for 

the first simulation. Marked water did not get to the end of the pipe. Marked water reached 

only 22 centimetres from the entrance of the pipe. The distance 22 centimetres was reached at 

the end of the inspiration phase. The tidal volume at the end of expiration was situated at the 

pipe beginning. This result is very different from the first case, where the tidal volume moved 

to the next lung generation, deeply into the lung structure. 

It is evident that bifurcations play very significant role in a gas transport in the 

respiration system. This effect can not be caused by a change of cross-sectional area of the 

glass model, because the cross-sectional area grows with a higher generation. If the cross-

sectional area is decreased with higher generation, the distance reached by tidal volume will 

be higher. It means that the gas gets deeply into the lung structure. The cross-sectional area 

grows in the real lung structure and this shows that the whirls presented at the bifurcations 

play a very significant role in the gas transport. 

Therefore it is necessary to involve modelling whirl’s effect into design of the model of 

the gas transport. This effect can not be described in a one-dimension; therefore it is needed to 

make at least a two-dimensional model. The presented work showed a reason of the whirls 

presented at the bifurcations. There is a very big motivation, because the final model will be 

widely used in the clinical practice. Some doctors could suggest optimal ventilatory 

parameters for every patient. The model will get some results, which can explain a transport 

of the ventilatory mixture. These data are impossible to get by measuring on a human being. 
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Over the past few decades numerous efforts have focused on the development of various 

types of three-dimensional (3D) ultrasound imaging techniques. Only in the last few years has 

technology progressed sufficiently to make clinically useful systems, due to the enormous 

computing demands needed to produce such images. In general, current free-hand systems are 

based on commercially available transducer arrays whose position is monitored by a position-

sensing device, so during the acquisition, 2D images and position data are stored in a 

computer for subsequent reconstruction of 3D volume. 

 This paper is dealing with multi-camera system, where the probe localization is 

performed based on different views from the cameras, which are following it (or some 

corresponding marks). Designing such a system for position and orientation determination of 

the ultrasound probe should take into account an optimal number of cameras, the 

specifications of the environment and the progress of examination, too. It should be an 

alternative solution to magnetic systems with higher length accuracy, eliminating its 

disadvantages as e.g. sensitivity on electric conducting materials around. 

Position-Sensing Techniques 

We may select among five basic position-sensing techniques based on the (i) acoustic 

ranging, (ii) mechanical articulated arm, (iii) a magnetic field sensor, (iv) image correlation 

techniques and (v) an optical tracker. Acoustic sensors receive signals which are emitted by 

ultrasonic emitters and determine location via time-of-flight. Mechanical sensors determine 

the position based upon measurements of joint angles and kinematics of the device. Magnetic 

sensors measure electrical currents induced in three orthogonal coils when the receiver is 

moved within a magnetic field. Image correlation methods measure image-to-image 

correlation loss to estimate the position. Last, optical tracker systems track the position of one 

or more markers and use geometric triangulation to determine the location of these markers. 

The optical tracking system provides reliable and accurate position determination for 

medical application in the case, when there is always a free line of sight between the markers 

and cameras. Additionally, the optical tracker does not involve any magnetic field for 

determination of position data and consequently does not permit any deformation of these 

data in the presence of metallic structures that is unavoidable in a surgical environment. 

Optical tracking systems 

Optical tracking systems are already widely used in different kind of applications e.g., 

robotic, monitoring, virtual and augmented reality where the orientation and the position of a 

real physical object is required. Their principle is based on the analysis of 2-dimensional 

projections of image features received by CCD cameras. The camera system for 3D 

ultrasound localizes the tip of the ultrasound probe by tracking the motion of markers that are 

mounted on the body of the device. 

A known mathematical model can be used for cameras calibration in order to 

calculating intrinsic (focal length, location of the image center, effective pixel size, radial 

distortion coefficient of the lens) and extrinsic (rotation matrix, translation vector) camera 
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parameters [1]. During the tracking, the markers are automatically matched and triangulated 

within the images.

Optical system resolution 

The resolution of the optical system is defined as the smallest change that can be detected by 

a sensor (in our case, by a CCD sensor inside the camera). For more complicated systems 

consisting from more then one camera we can derive the final resolution stepwise beginning 

with the resolution in one dimension. 

One camera (one CCD sensor) having P sensing elements and viewing range α in both 

directions, can cause error due to these limitations and the distance l as follows: 
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where α is defining the range of camera view in horizontal direction.

In the case of two cameras suppose the next simplifications: the cameras are equally 

far from the investigated point; they are not turned around their optical axes, and the angle 

between them (between their optical axes) is γ, then the maximum possible error due to the 

finite number of sensing elements is:
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 are angles defining axeses differing form the optical axes. The investigated 

point is lying on the intersection of these axeses. y
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 define a 3D space in the 

distance l
1
 and l

2
 from the cameras, where the movement of the point in 3D scene will not 

take effect on the cameras. 

Several simplifications were used in our consideration, which should be emphasized 

on the end. Commercially available CCD cameras in contrast with the analysis above have 

generally different number of sensing elements in vertical and horizontal directions and their 

resolution will slightly differ. The final resolution of the system also depends on their position 

and the presented results are valid on the case when the cameras are not turned around their 

optical axes. Also there is a possibility to specify more precisely the investigated point 

position from the brightness of several nearest pixels on the image by some kind of 

approximation algorithms.
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The aim of the project “Characterization of morphological reactions of organ cultures 

by means of wavelet transform based correlation and cepstral analysis” was to develop and 

evaluate the new methods for videometric evaluation of changes in morphology and growth 

parameters of dorsal root ganglia used for neurotoxicity in-vitro testing. 

Neurotoxicity seems to be one of the most important toxicological problems. The 

nervous system consists of a huge number of highly specialized cells connected in a complex 

manner. Cells in the central nervous system (CNS) are protected to a certain extent by the 

blood - brain barrier. Peripheral nervous system, however, being more directly exposed to the 

neurotoxic agents, is more vulnerable.   

The changes of morphological characteristics and growth parameters of neurites 

growing out from cultured dorsal root ganglia can be used for evaluation of the reaction of 

ganglia to toxic agents. The method originated from Department of Teratology, Institute of 

Experimental Medicine ASCR, was introduced as a promising new toxicity test that can be 

used as an alternative to tests carried out on laboratory animals.  

The described project was focused on multiscale methods for planar shape description 

based on wavelet transform. For comparison the radial length distribution was used as a 

benchmark method. The research covered methods of continuous and discrete wavelet 

transform, wavelet packets and wavelet correlation. 

The continuous wavelet transform based method uses maxima lines of scalogram for 

representation of planar shape.  The Euclidean distance between the end-points of maxima 

lines from two evaluated representations is related  to similarity of two shapes. A weighting 

of  scale axis of scalogram can be used  for differentiation between local and global shape 

features, between details and overall  shape. The main disadvantage of the method is 

computational inefficiency due to redundant nature of signal decomposition. A solution of the 

mentioned problem can be non-redundant signal decomposition based on orthogonal dyadic 

scheme used in discrete wavelet transform or wavelet packets. 

The planar shape description method based on discrete wavelet transform uses the 

detail and approximation coefficients resulting from dyadic decomposition of the complex 

signal representing the parameterized contour.  The distance between appropriate coefficients 

of signal decompositions related to two evaluated shapes serves as a measure of similarity. 

The weighting of the blocks at certain levels tune the sensitivity to local and global shape 

features. The method is also usable for shape averaging through inverse wavelet transform of 

mean coefficients. 

Wavelet packet analysis provides more efficient tool for signal decomposition and 

representation then discrete wavelet transform due to the full decomposition of every detail 

and approximation of the analyzed signal.  Planar shape described as a complex signal can be 

represented using complex wavelet packets.  This multiscale approach  gives more 

adaptability in the selection of signal representation over discrete and continuous wavelet 

methods. The parameterized contour expressed as a signal in complex plane is decomposed to 

wavelet packets by normal scheme that consists from low-pass and hi-pass filtering and 

downsampling. The wavelet packet method corresponds algorithmically to standard sub-band 

coding schemes and is numerically as fast as the FFT algorithm. From the standard used 
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wavelet families the Meyer wavelet exhibits desired symmetry and smoothness in the points 

of maximal curvature of analyzed shape. 

The raw output from wavelet packets decomposition is a full binary tree which 

contains redundant information; the optimal set of wavelet packets must be selected as a 

proper graph in this tree. Obtained non-redundant set of coefficients represents the shape 

descriptor. The level of decomposition for a packet is measure of scale or locality of the shape 

features. The descriptors set is composed from packets at different scales; thus it is possible to 

reduce the descriptor to important scales only.  

In the feature selection process we use a variant of linear discriminant analysis. The 

objective of this processing stage is to perform dimensionality reduction while preserving as 

much of the class discriminatory information as possible. The result of the procedure is a set 

of wavelet packets coefficients determined by discrimination tree for non-redundant and 

complete description of shape. 

Symmetries and periodic components in the ganglia shapes were studied using wavelet 

autocorrelation. This method is based on circular autocorrelation applied on the coefficients 

of continuous wavelet transform for a fixed scale. Thresholded maxima in the autocorrelation 

scale-space carry the information about scale and period of the periodic shape components. 

The result of the described project is a set of methods for videometric evaluation of 

morphological changes in organ cultures suitable for experimental in-vitro neurotoxicity 

testing. 
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 Masticatory movements during function are technically a typical example of 

kinematically and mechanically indeterminate system. Jaw movements are realized by a large 

count of masticatory muscles. While these muscles are activated heterogeneously [1] each 

muscle is able to influence more than one degree oh freedom [2]. All muscles act together and 

generate a resultant force and torque (six degrees of freedom) with respect to the lover jaw 

[4]. The distribution of forces and torques necessary to perform any movement over the 

different parts is not established. Consequently, the system is mechanically redundant. 

Two segments, the mandible and the skull, are able to move with respect to each other. 

Two temporomandibular joints guide these movements. Mandibular condyle articulates 

incongruently with the articular fossa of the temporal bone in each joint. The articular capsule 

is slack. Due to this construction both joints allow for movements with six degrees of freedom 

(rotation – depression and elevation, side to side movements –lateropulsion and translation – 

propulsion and retropulsion). If the joint surfaces are assumed to be undeformable and 

maintain contact all the time, the mandible is still able to move with four degrees of freedom. 

Jaw movements in particular anatomical directions can be defined by the three dimensional 

path of point, that is rigidly connected with lower jaw. Movement of this point can be scanned 

and its path can be reconstructed by motion analysis technique.  

The aim of this experiment was detection of path of lower jaw movement during 

mastication, duration of processing of one bite depending on its character (hard and soft 

aliment) and peak amplitude of this motion. The knowledge of lower jaw movement in 

population is very important for dominant anatomical direction assessment during adduction 

and for bite force direction specification. 

The method of motion analysis for recording of three-dimensional mandible 

movements was used in this study. Specially developed and individualized sensor was rigidly 

attached to lower jaw of each patient. Additional black paper skin markers were put on patient 

face, particularly above eyebrows, on nose dorsum and above upper lip. These markers were 

made for definition of local coordinated system, where the motion of sensor was observed. 

The x, y, z coordinates represents mandibular movement in mesio-distal (lateropulsion, 

mediopulsion), cranio-caudal (abduction, adduction) and vestibulo-oral direction (propulsion 

retropulsion) respectively. The origin of local (non-stationary) coordinated system was placed 

on nose dorsum marker. Kinematical transformation relations between primary (stationary) 

coordinated system and local (non-stationary) coordinated system were determined by means 

of kinematical transformations matrix technique. Each subject of experimental research was 

asked to masticate one bite of hard and soft nutrition (nuts, pastry). 

The motion of markers and sensor was mark-scanned by three digital video camera 

recorders. The shutter was used for the synchronization. Recorders calibration was achieved 

by specially constructed calibrating cage. Video records, 3D motion reconstruction by direct 

linear transformation and results processing was performed by APAS system. Results and 
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kinematical transformations between coordinated systems were evaluated by the MATLAB 

system.  

Marginal movements (maximal opening, dextro- and sinistropulsion) were performed 

by each patient at the beginning of each measurement. Then patient inserted into his mouth 

one bite of soft aliment and started to masticate. The same process was repeated with hard 

aliment. All 32 patients participating in this trial had natural dentition. Duration of hard (t1) 

and soft (t2) bolus masticating and peak amplitude of masticating movement (in percent) in x, 

y and z axis related to peak amplitude of marginal movements (Amp 1 – hard aliment, Amp 2 

– soft aliment) were evaluated for each patient. All measured quantities were averaged; 

median, maximal, minimal and standard deviation values were set and they are shown in 

table.  

Logical presumptions that bite character affects processing duration were statistically 

significant, because count of patients with longer duration of soft bite processing was 

approximately one third of researched set of patients. This conduces to finding, that the 

mastication is highly individual process influenced not only by anatomical conditions, but 

also by specific manner acquired during life. 

Understanding of mastication development and knowledge of some physiological 

relationships is very important for principal anatomical direction assignment during adduction 

and for statement of resultant direction of loading within mastication. These results can be 

used for ideal reconstruction of defected dentition from mastication point of view, planning 

treatment of some masticatory apparatus disorders and/or treatment procedure validation. 

Results can also affect design and usage of materials for dental implants, their position in 

jaws and shape of occlusal surface of bridgeworks and dentures.   

Values measured in this pilot study suggest, that masticatory movements are very 

individual and that their relationships should be more precisely examined. 
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A confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) gives possibility to scan images from a 

biological specimen in different depths and obtain a stack of precisely registered fluorescent 

images within the specimen. 

Fluorescent image intensities from a CLSM suffer from several distortions. 

Particularly, images captured from deep layers of the specimen are often darker than images 

from the top most layers due to absorption and scattering of both excitation and fluorescent 

light. These effects cause problems in subsequent analysis of biological objects. Therefore, 

methods for compensation of the light attenuation with depth must be used. 

Several papers have depicted some solutions of this problem until now [1-3]. 

Generally, methods described there are based on the post-processing of data. We have chosen 

another, potentially more efficient approach, which lies in software optimization of the 

microscope hardware during scanning. Our second method is based on the post-processing 

too by using a simple optimization of image intensities in the image stack. 

In our experiments we have used a Leica SP2 AOBS CLSM that is controlled by a 

personal computer equipped by the proprietary Leica Confocal Software. This software 

contains a Macro Developer giving the user a possibility to develop macros in Visual Basic 

language to tune the CLSM hardware. 

Two important parameters that can be tuned during scanning are “PMT Gain” and 

“Offset”. Offset represents a value of a signal intensity corresponding to a background, i.e. 

intensities below the offset are set to zero and intensities above are depicted. PMT Gain, i.e. a 

gain of photomultiplier tubes, describes amplification of the signal during scanning. In order 

to preserve fast scanning of the specimen we have chosen to optimize PMT Gain only. 

We have developed a macro called SCOM (Series Capture Optimization Macro) in the 

above described environment. In the beginning the macro tests the specimen according to 

level of intensities in the predefined number of evenly spaced layers of the specimen. This is 

done in order to speed up the macro by avoiding the repeated scanning of all images of the 

specimen, since the scanning of an image is a relatively slow process. As a measure of the 

intensity level we have chosen an average value of pixel intensity values of a layer (AVPI). 

Only intensities higher than a predefined threshold are considered. The main advantage of this 

measure is its independency on pixel positions, since images from different layers of the 

specimen do not correspond. To get the same value of AVPI in all tested layers, the value of 

PMT Gain is optimized by “n-step search”. This optimization strategy uses decreasing steps 

to achieve the global minimum of difference of AVPI of two layers. Having values of PMT 

Gain of tested layers, the values of PMT Gain of all layers are piecewise linearly interpolated 
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and the resulting stack of images is captured. If small or irregular objects are present in the 

specimen, it is possible to apply the macro only on a selected region of interest. 

The important advantage of the described method consists in preserving the 

information content of images within the whole specimen. Information degradation due to the 

attenuation is lowered. On the contrary, the level of background noise grows by increasing 

PMT Gain in deep layers. This could be solved by 2-parameter optimization taking into 

account both PMT Gain and Offset. However, this approach would significantly slow down 

the scanning of the specimen, which is not desirable. 

A similar approach we have applied in the post-processing method. However, there is 

no necessity of tested layers, since the post-processing of images by a personal computer is 

much faster than the scanning of images by a CLSM. The method optimizes AVPI of all 

images of the stack directly by adding or subtracting a value to image pixels. At the end of the 

procedure the whole stack is intensity equalized. The method has been implemented within a 

modular Ellipse software system (ViDiTo Company, Slovakia; http://www.ellipse.sk) for the 

visualization and processing of 2D/3D biological data sets. This post-processing method is 

computationally fast, simple, and at the same time yielding good visualization results. 

To conclude, we have developed two methods for compensation of the light 

attenuation with depth for the use in confocal microscopy. The first method is based on tuning 

the hardware and is very efficient, since the information degradation of data is lowered 

already during the scanning. But it is relatively slow. The second method is based on the post-

processing and it does not enhance information content of data, but it improves visualization 

of data and is fast. 
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About the project

The „ADVANCED PDA“ project was developed at the Institute of Biomedical Engineering 

CVUT in Prague. Its basic function is the scanning of biological and technical signals. This 

system was originally designed for technical support of our own research projects (telemetry, 

monitoring and storage of biomedical signals). Due to satisfactory results, experiences and 

significance of this topic, „ADVANCED PDA“ project has overwhelmed the needs of our 

institute and it was decided to make it available for public in form of customer modular 

system.

The system is able to acquire signals via input sensors at several levels:

 

Biological signals:

EKG, EEG, skin resistance, body temperature, blood pressure, actigraphy, myography, 

spirometry.

Physical and technical quantities:

Temperature, pressure, acceleration, pH, flow rate, electrical current and voltage, 

illumination, GPS positioning, angle. 

Measurement, processing and visual representation 

Measured signals are digitalized and processed by the central control unit, then passed on by 

selectable communication interface (metallic connection (RS232, USB), wireless interface 

(BlueTooth, WiFi, GSM, GPRS-ethernet) for displaying, archiving and further evaluation in 

given imaging unit (classical PC, notebook (OS WIN/Linux), PDA platform (PocketPC 

2003)).

Modularity 

The most advantageous feature of the system is its modularity. The whole chain is composed 

from preassemblied modules via internal interfaces which represents very fast, effective and 

inexpensive solution. By simple software or hardware adjustments we can measure other 

quantities than those included by default modules. 

Software 

Most components are available from our own development incl. all software tools. Selection 

of the appropriate connection interface ensures the maximum users comfort and opens the 

gate into modern world of communication. 

Accomplished applications: 
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• Viligant Car 

• Equine ECG 

• Scuba Diving Monitor 

• Pulmonary Thermometer 

• Applications in Civil Engineering 

• Stimuli Sensing Unit 

Modular measuring chain ADVANCED PDA is ready to be strong and affordable tool for all 

potential partners in research and industrial area, see http://www.ubmi.cvut.cz/pda.
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This work describes the construction of an appliance for measurement of galvanic 

cells electric parameters in the oral cavity, own developed method of measurement. The aim 

of the study is to create a theoretical model of galvanic cells’ dislocation in the oral cavity. 

 

The alloys of common or rare metals have been used in dentistry for a long time for 

their excellent physical conditions as pourment, malleability, tensillness or resistance.Last 

period they have been used in implantology for dental restorations as well.Metals from dental 

alloys are not the physiological part of the human organism in commonly used volumes. That 

is the reason for appearence of unwanted side effects in sensitive individuals after aplication 

of dental alloys. These side effects can be of physical or biological origin. During the 

interaction of the metallic denture with the agressive environment of the oral cavity each alloy 

more or less corrodes.This corrosion is characterized not only by simple chemical one, but 

electrochemical one, on the base of galvanic features when the dental alloys function as 

electrodes and the oral liquids - saliva, crevicular and tissue fluids - as bath. The ions are 

released from one electrode and intercepted by the other one. Such a way the movement of 

metal elements is performed.These mechanisms together with abbrasion caused by the 

mastication lead not only to the destruction of dental alloys but also to the ballast of the 

organism with the metal elements from the used materials. Both, the galvanic features and the 

exposition to released metal elements are able to evoke subjectively very unpleasant feelings 

in predisposed individuals while the objective findings using a large scale of serious 

diagnostic methods are rare. They can show both local or general symptoms. Galvanic voltage 

and currents function as tickler like any other physical irritant and the answer of the organism 

is characterized by standardly known features of inflammation: rubor, color, dolor, tumor and 

function laesa, depending on the health stage of organism and the intensity or irritation. 

 

All negative influences are strictly individual and can be objectified only on the basis 

of measurement. In Czech Republic, there is the measurement of absolute maximal values of 

voltage and currents (going through the resistor 2200 ohm) performed and on the base of 

these values the mood of therapy is decided. The aim of our study is to create a theoretical 

model of galvanic cells´ layout in the oral cavity. For this purpose the methodical tip for 

establishment of this model was proposed. 

 

Due to this requests and to own experiences from the clinic practice we find out 

building of our own mobile device for the diagnostic measuring of current and voltage in the 

oral cavity accompanied with user's software. The mobile device enables the measuring 

voltage, current, their polarity, maximal value, internal resistance, capacity of galvanic cells, 

and the possibility to follow the effect of the loading of the one cell to the other cell. The 

single-chip microcomputer (Cygnal C8051F330) and A/D converter (Analog Devices 
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AD7738) built the substance of the equipment. The resistor 2200 ohm is automatically wired 

in mode of the measurement current by the relay. The values of measuring quality are 

transferred to PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) or PC in the real-time by the serial interface 

RS232. The data are processed on PDA or PC and by the rectangle method the capacity of 

galvanic cell are calculated. 

 

We also found the new method of measuring, which should enable high repeatability, 

definiteness and reliability. The clinical practice has already showed us, that the metal 

systems (metal crowns and bridges, fillings) have inhomogeneous surface (different state of 

corrosion, internal inhomogenicity of material, etc…), which has a serious influence on the 

magnitude of measuring value. Recently the measuring is practised in this way. At first we 

gradually touch the surface of measuring metal system by the electrode, the measuring advice 

displays the max. value. After this first step we have to put the electrode on the place where 

we suppose max. value there we start the measuring of the current and we obtain its value by 

the similar way. This method is impossible to use for measurement of further parameters. It is 

necessary to find the place with the highest voltage while the actual value is being showed all 

the time, and the current and other parameters (internal resistance, cell capacity…) are 

measured in this place. 

A new mobile system for identification of the electrical parameters of galvanic cells in 

the oral cavity was developed composed of the own appliance accompanied with user's 

software. Due to the current literature this problem has not been solved yet. We proposed our 

own measurement method as well. Our next aim is to measure a statistically significant 

sample of values for various dental metal materials and the correlation of gained data with the 

clinical stage of the patients. The final result should be the creation of a theoretic model by 

using the Finite Element Method (FEM) that enables to follow not studied potentially 

important dependences, and to make the diagnostic judgement of the physician in the clinical 

praxis easier using the graphical scan of measured parameters. Nowadays, when at least tens 

till hundreds of measured values in one patient are manually evaluated only on the base of the 

experience, this model will open a new age in the evaluation of data and will enable the 

thousands of measurements combine with further medical research (immunology…). This all 

would lead to the solving of the key problem: to the prevention of galvanic cells arise in the 

oral cavity for the concrete person or the prediction of voltage and currents decomposition in 

case of a new metal dental product added to older ones. 
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Effective friction coefficient is among the main parameters influencing periods of 

survival in elaborating tasks aimed at joint replacements testing, mainly if mutual speed  

of friction areas of joint replacements are very low. Due to friction and consequently 

detritions, friction elements are releasing, and they can cause relieving of bone components of 

a replacement. Temperature [1] increases by dissipation of friction energy during motion in 

joint, which can cause increasing of friction, creep, degradation UHMWPE or even 

degradation of tissue [4], which is situated close to joint components. To minimize detritions 

of joint components increasing viability is necessary. When searching of optimal solution, 

which will lead to increased viability of joint replacements, the right way seems to be 

simulation of real conditions during experimenting by simulator. Real simulation of working 

conditions (mainly conditions, which significantly influence tribologic processes in joint 

replacements of big human joints) is done by simulator KKK [3]. A loading and kinematic 

simulator characteristic meets fundamentals requests. 

In motion, joint components mutually roll away and push and pull, by which weight 

powers cause dynamic and cyclic exertion. Mutual motion depends on replaced joint 

connection and on replacement structure itself [2]. Pressure power significantly influences 

detritions and consequently endoprosthetics viability. That’s why friction power and effective 

friction coefficient are important factors in evaluation of viability of joint replacements.  

By simulating working conditions of joint replacements ‚in vitro‘ it is possible to receive 

valuable knowledge to be used in applying of results ‚in vivo‘. Simulator KKK simulates 

variable loading of sinus course for knee joint replacement, where the force goes from 250 N 

to 1800 N. Fundamentals motion is determined by  swing angle from 0° to 30°, then the 

motion is accompanied by along knee motion towards a base in the extent of 4 mm and 

rotation around vertical axis ±2°. Motion frequency is adjustable from 0.25 ÷ 2 Hz. Lubricate 

bath can be warmed by resistive heating unit up to the requested temperature similar to a 

temperature of human body. Contemporary, motion simulation of knee joint replacement is 

realized, experiments will be elaborated also in hip replacement. 

Nowadays, tension is measured in tibia plateau in static loading is simulated. Static 

tension measurement is a preparatory phase before tension measurement during dynamic 

loading of tibial component, i.e. in working conditions of loading, similar to these by joint 

replacement after implantation. 

The main effort is aimed to create universal simulator, where knee and hip joints can be 

tested after easy adjustments. Considering different anatomy of knee and hip joint, demands is 

laid down to regulate the extent of motion and loading. Loading of joint components enable 

realistic simulations of motion regimes according different working characteristics [1]. To 

solve various tasks in the field of biomechanics of joint replacements, it is necessary to know 

the extent of local tensions in different parts of joint replacements. Loading characteristics 
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varies in different kinds of motion, that’s why differences shall be included into realistic 

simulation. The temperature approx. 37°C is necessary in measurement in long- and short-

termed experiments [3], to provide lubrication by a liquid, which simulates real synovial liquid 

after implantation of joint replacement and to enable to set different regimes of loading. Based 

on relevant determined real loading, it will be possible to measure, eg. real tension in tibial 

plateau. These results can be compared to previously gained ones in exercises ‚in vivo‘. 

Following of thermic processes during simulation seems to be very important, mainly it is 

important to follow warming up close to slide areas [4]. Mainly a creation of friction elements 

is influenced by mutual activity of all mentioned factors. 

It would have been possible to receive lubricant samples in real motion simulation, 

when these samples would have been enriched by friction elements, which would have been 

further assessed. Simulator will be further developed for increased function advantage.  

The goal is, to achieve changes in extent of motions according to requests, quickly, easily and 

of low cost. By this then to change simulation conditions to bring it closer to real conditions in 

joint space after implantation. In the second period, it is necessary to adjust a simulator in the 

sense to create a possiblity to change loading’s extent and characteristics. 

Next important task is to close a joint space considering a real volume of lubricating 

liquid. Experiment shall be elaborate in space in simulator, which is filled with lubricant and 

both components are completely under the liquid-level.  Mainstream testing is done in 

significantly higher volume of lubricant, compared to the volume of lubricant in a joint after 

implantation. The possibility how to achieve this is to construct artificial joint casing, which 

will guarantee, that in joint space will be the same volume of lubricant as in real joint 

implanted into human body.  

After construct adjustments, there will be a possibility to elaborate experiments, i.e. 

friction measurement, measurement of thermic processes in motion or of extent of tension by 

tension meters, which will be done in conditions relevant to real environment in joint space in 

implanted joint replacement. 
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Presented application project refers to formerly established one named „Sleeping 

driver, Vigilant car“, which was being solved within the framework of research project MSM 

210000012 – Transdisciplinar research in biomedical engineering and, before that, under the 

„MSMT“grant within the program „Support of the science and research at the undergraduate 

and graduate education system“ (250s) at UBMI (formerly CBMI) already in 1999. 

 

The essential part of the project was the development of algorithms for digitalization 

and storing of data on the real time basis, its reliability, sturdiness, detection of the data flow 

interruption and other background computing options (fiber priority control, calculations of 

given attributes from the current data and its imaging) for the needs of the „Sleeping driver, 

Vigilant car“ project and also for ECOM Ltd., a domestic manufacturer of the liquid 

chromatography equipment that is used for all scanning and processing of the analog input 

signals in testing and burn-in of  the products. 

 

Should all the analog input signals be monitored and processed in real time and the 

imaging and parallel computing available (for alarm settings and other industrial purposes) 

with the possibility to change configurations, keep the whole system mobile and small in size, 

the solution is the use of one board PC with the appropriate operational system. At the 

moment, as a result of the computing technology development there are available fairly 

inexpensive PDA computers (Personal Digital Assistant) (priced from as little as 7000 CZK), 

containing Intel StrongArm processor (400MHz), several tens of MB of the memory 

(extendable by memory cards), operating system PocketPC 2002 on the MS Windows CE 

basis (others also available) and with plenty of peripheries from net interfaces to GSM, GPS 

modules and miniature hard discs. Although PDAs are due to its „commercial“ technical 

parameters not widely usable in common industrial practice and due to Windows CE not even 

for the true real time operations, its low price and wide accessibility makes them ideal for the 

one-purpose or intelligent monitoring unit use in the prevailing „office“  environments such 

as laboratories and service workshops. 

 

In bellow described „Sleeping driver, Vigilant car“ project we faced the problem how 

to detect the steering wheel movements that carry the information about the driver’s fatigue, 

how to calculate in real times all the parameters referring to the lack of vigilance symptoms 

and how to display it and inform the driver about any possible related danger. 

 

Thanks to all above mentioned advantages and due to an absence of any rotating 

mechanical parts (sensitive to vibrations in moving vehicle) we decided to use PDA. This 

innovative solution found already its industrial use targets, an interest with the prospect of 

long-term cooperation was expressed by ECOM Ltd. (see http://www.ecomsro.cz), Czech 

manufacturer of the liquid chromatography equipment that is used for all scanning and 

processing of the analog input signals in testing and burn-in of  the products. 
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Within the project there was a PDA based equipment developed that is readily able to 

scan and store analog signals in real time. It is derived from previously developed system that 

contained a standard PC component (notebook). The essential aspect was to implement 

algorithms resolving processing on the real time basis and to adopt the final solution for an 

industrial practice. 

 

The proposed solution should be considered perspective mainly due to decreasing 

prices and improving performance of PDA units. Further development of algorithms for such 

analog signal scanning is determined by necessity to construct a HW module with A/D 

converter that would enable scanning, digitalization, wireless transmission and storing signals 

in PDA in real time. Such module was developed, tuned and constructed at the initial stage of 

the project. Also developed were the algorithms for digitalization and storing of data on the 

real time basis, its reliability, sturdiness, detection of the data flow interruption and other 

background computing options (fiber priority control, calculations of given attributes from the 

current data and its imaging). Finally, the SW for the purposes of „Sleeping driver, Vigilant 

car“ project (as well as for the company „ECOM Ltd.“) was composed. 

The results are to be presented not only at the Workshop 2005 (presentation of 

achievements by Czech Technical University in Prague) but it has also contributed to the final 

version of modular measurement chain „ADVANCED PDA“ assigned for the research 

support in medicine and biomedical engineering. Its author’s collective (K. Hána, R. Fiala, J. 

Kašpar a P. Smrčka) was granted with the Innovation 2004 Prize by the Innovative Enterprise 

Association of Czech republic, personally delivered by the Czech vice-prime minister Ing. 

Martin Jahn, MBA. 

 

With respect to the common financing of the project by ECOM Ltd. and practical 

impact of the project results we consider our work as very prospective as it provides a solid 

example of mutually beneficial cooperation in which the scientific results are both used as a 

basis for further research and development activities as well as usefully implemented in 

practice. 
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The manner of central nervous system in man is considerably complicated and 

learning all the underlining processes is a natural mankind’s desire. Each process is in fact a 

system of more physical procedures that result in more or less measurable quantities. 

Monitoring of such quantities helps us to detect physiological or pathological principles. 

Many physical approaches could be used in general but monitoring of the electrical brain 

activity by EEG seems to be very promising, especially in combination with the functional 

MRI investigation.  

 

Functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) enables the mapping of active brain areas with 

fine spatial resolution based on so called BOLD effect. The increase of the local blood flow in 

given area result in the change of T1, T2 and T2* constants, which is manifested by changes 

in the shades of gray in final image. By comparing and further processing prior to and after 

the activation, the areas can be later highlighted in 2D or 3D model for easier diagnostics. 

      

The electrical activity of a brain is viewed by EEG. This method monitors brain with 

very fine time resolution of incoming signals and is ideal complement to the spatial 

information generated by fMRI. Problematic issue in this combination seems to be low level 

of EEG signals that are in addition under fMRI deformed and produce specific artifacts. 

These are caused by a strong magnetic field, radiofrequency pulses (RF) and also by 

alternation of gradient fields. All of these aspects can be expanded to more general 

environment, said to be with a high noise. 

 

The EEG apparatus destined for operation in this high noise environment should 

therefore be specifically adapted. Elimination of the disturbing factors should be 

distinguished in two levels. Firstly at the level of the very signal acquisition, e.g. of 

measuring hardware (HW) and secondly at the level of the registration program and 

digitalized data processing. 

 

  Development and construction of such EEG device adapted for an operation in the 

high noise environment has started in Institute for Biomedical Engineering at Czech 

Technical University in Prague.  Our team is focused on the development and construction of 

such acquisition hardware and control programs with incorporated numerical filters. 

      

The protection from RF pulses is ensured by shielding and a special construction of 

the scanning electrodes. Further protection from the disturbance at the level of HW is 

replacing the classical metallic data transfer system by optical fibers or alternatively using 

wireless system that does not interfere with the RF noise. However, a substantial deal of the 

artifacts yet remains on the side of processing the signal by the measuring program. In case of 

MRI, precisely defined pulse sequence allows us to set the adaptive filtration of signals very 

effectively and eliminate thus the influence of RF and gradient fields. In other cases, further 

numerical filters and processing has to be implemented and thus we should eliminate also the 
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influence of balistic-cardiographical artifacts (such as synchronization with ECG) and effects 

of movements of scanning electrodes and cables. 

 

Scanning the EEG signals in the course of fMRI proves to be a beneficial combination 

for monitoring of time-spatial processes in human brain and it is a subject of further research, 

what are the diagnostic scopes of the correlation between these two methods. There are some 

results obtained especially in epileptic patients but it is quite possible that this approach will 

become very valued in the health care of the future. 
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Modern health care is highly specialized. Many experts and laboratories have to be 

involved in a complex examination of a single patient. Modern medicine is characterized by 

distributed data, information, knowledge, and competence. Most often, the specialists 

exchange their conclusions in terms of high level concepts, but this approach makes it 

difficult to utilize complex relations among diverse symptoms namely in the early stages of a 

disease, when manifestations remain minor. Hopefully, such relations can be recognized if all 

measurements are evaluated by a single person. However, there is a number of reasons why 

this is hard to achieve. Most measurements do not produce a simple unique number, but they 

correspond to a time trace of some attribute (ECG, EEG, etc.). The resulting data is extensive, 

its interpretation is very demanding and it needs lot of special knowledge – consequently it 

must be ensured by a domain specialist. But most probably, a specialist in one domain is not a 

specialist in the other domain, which is vital for the patient at the very moment. That is why it 

is most important to search for solutions enabling flexible exchange of data or knowledge 

between specialists participating in reasoning process. The exchange should not restrict to 

high level concepts, but it should pay attention to minor signs which would otherwise go 

unnoticed. For predictive diagnostics, it would be useful to complement the present 

specialized view on the patient by a more complex picture reflecting the details recognised in 

independent measurements.  

Recently there has been growing interest in the application of agent-based systems in 

health care. The most frequent medical domains in which agents have already been considered 

are: retrieval of medical knowledge from the Internet, decision support systems for monitoring 

and diagnostic tasks or for home care, distributed patient scheduling within a hospital.   

Considering the whole cycle of patient treatment, we can identify (at least) five 

separate areas that can be computer supported, namely:  

Diagnostics as a process of identifying a disease from its signs and symptoms is the 

most obvious area for application of computer support. The systems can help to focus 

attention on the most probable diseases, to suggest other special examinations of the patient, 

etc. 

Prediction means inference regarding future disease development after application of 

a certain treatment. Prediction, likes diagnostics, requires a vast amount of knowledge and 

experience on the part of the doctor. Prediction may be supported by various tools, such as 

simulation systems or certain machine learning methods. 

Monitoring is a life-critical activity in intensive care units, where delayed information 

can be decisive for the patient's survival. It therefore requires (at least partial) real-time data 

processing and evaluation. In this context, computer support offers significant time saving for 

personnel.  

Distributed information processing represents a big problem. Isolated “island” 

solutions are typical in medicine. There is a high degree of distribution, a great volume of 
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knowledge, and heterogeneity of information (findings, images, treatment protocols, 

laboratory results). If this information is to be used efficiently in diagnostics and treatment, it 

must be easily accessible and must be as consistent as possible. 

Workflow management and treatment planning requires a high degree of 

cooperation and communication, especially in hospitals and between different health care 

providers. As in classical industrial fields (production, sales), also in medicine computer 

supported solutions promise increased efficiency and decreased costs. 

Is it possible to develop and set into life a large system covering and supporting all the 

above- mentioned areas? It seems plausible provided that hospital management is highly 

enthusiastic about such a plan.  To simplify the task, we have decided to focus on diagnostics 

and monitoring first. There are several reasons for this: We have long-term practical 

experience with the development of diagnostic knowledge-based systems. Diagnostic data 

and knowledge are quite easily available for development and testing of the system. Several 

modules have already been developed that can be incorporated into a larger system. Thus we 

will concentrate in further description on diagnostic and monitoring tasks. 

Diagnostic Tasks. Medical diagnostics in general is a complex process requiring a 

vast amount of specialised knowledge and experience. Depending on the patient's symptoms, 

the general practitioner (GP) is able to determine a probable diagnosis more or less precisely. 

If the symptoms are the same for several diseases he/she has to perform further examinations. 

Some examinations are based on measurement of signals or parameters. Most of this data 

needs interpretation (= explanation of the semantic content). Of course, it should be stressed 

that in any case the final decision will be taken by the medical doctor and not by a computer 

system. The computer system is always considered as a decision support tool.  

Monitoring Tasks. Most bedside monitoring and patient-support devices, such as 

ventilators and physiological monitors, are microcomputer based. They have frequently 

different outputs because they come from different manufacturers. As a result, the responsible 

person has to read data from several displays and then to enter to another system for further 

processing. The urgent need for integration of the outputs is obvious. We can identify several 

categories of patients who need monitoring: patients with unstable physiological regulatory 

systems; patients with a suspected life-threatening condition and number of patient 

parameters has to be measured continuously, namely heart rate and rhythm, respiratory rate. 
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The acquirement of elastic coefficients of bone is important mainly for 

micromechanical modelling that conduces to new findings concerning the microstructure of 

bone tissue. This knowledge may for example help to answer a bone tissue remodelling 

problem. Bone tissue is from mechanical point of view inhomogeneous, anisotropic and 

visco-elastic material. It is in principle composite material. Strain of bone tissue is compared 

to other tissues of the human body comparatively small, hence it is possible to assume linear 

dependence between stress and strain. Visco-elasticity of cortical bone is in terms of time 

dependency on material constants relatively small therefore it is possible to contemplate a 

cortical bone as a linear elastic material, which is approximately homogenous and anisotropic 

with orthotropic material symmetry [2]. 

Determination of elastic coefficients of bone tissue is very important for description of 

mechanical properties of bone. Static mechanical tests (for example tension, compressive, 

bending and torsional tests) are currently used for assessment of elastic coefficients of bone. 

Elastic coefficients are possible to detect experimentally by means of dynamics tests 

(ultrasonic tests).

The purpose of this study is a measurement of elastic coefficients of cortical bone as 

an orthotropic material [2] in its material symmetry via immersion technique. This 

experimental method consists in specimen positioning between transmitting and receiving 

ultrasonic transducers, whereas entire measuring configuration is immersed into a liquid. The 

specimen is rotated in various directions and phase velocities and broad range of directions 

are measured. This method is closely described in [1]. Elastic coefficients of specimen can be 

obtained either analytically from velocity measurements in different directions or the problem 

is possible to solve as multi dimensional optimization approach [4]. This optimization method 

is used for specimen elastic coefficients assessment in this study. 

Ultrasonic immersion scanner was prepared in this project. It is mechanical-acoustic 

device for performing both reflection and transmission measurements. Design of this scanner 

assures various degrees of freedom among transducers and sample. Transmitting transducer is 

steady and receiving transducer is movable, since the position of both the target (sample) and 

transducers can be adjusted. Sample is fastened into goniometer, immersed in liquid between 

both transducers and enables rotation around goniometer axis. In particular, one can apply 

rotation to the target and move the receiver laterally. This makes it possible to monitor the 
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wave propagation occurring in a system, which obeys the Snell laws, and also measure shear 

waves and determine their velocities in planar directions. 

Velocity measurements were performed on etalon composite specimen CFRP (Carbon 

Fiber Reinforced Plastic) by virtue of above described ultrasonic scanner. CFRP is 

homogenous and anisotropic (transversally isotropic material symmetry) material with 

principal directions identical to the fiber direction. The specimen were plate-shaped; the 

thickness is approximately 8 , 3.8 and 2 mm. Velocity of the wave propagating through 

specimen along various directions are well known from previous acoustic measurements as 

well as corresponding elastic constants [4] and they are in good agreement with immersion 

measurements. Further experiment will be performed on composite sample of pipe shape. 

This study will follow on bone sample elastic constants observation. The measurement 

will be performed on immersion ultrasonic scanner and the results will be compared with the 

results from contact and RUS measurement, which is also scheduled into the future. General 

aim of this study is mapping of bone elastic constants in principal bones of human skeleton. 
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Hydroxyapatite [HA; Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2] ceramics have been recognized as substitute 

materials for teeth in dentistry for long time. The method of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 

was successfully used to create HA coatings and these were studied in vitro and in vivo [1]. 

HA-coated implants have shown good fixation to the host bones and increased bone ingrowth 

into the implants. However, there are still many concerns about the application of HA 

coatings due to their poor mechanical stability. Some previous studies have shown that 

mechanical properties of HA coatings can be improved by adding ZrO2. One of the 

approaches is to create HA/ZrO2 composite coatings. Alternatively, HA + ZrO2 coatings are 

fabricated with the ZrO2 layer as a bond coat. 

To improve HA layer adhesion to the substrate the intermediate ZrO2 layers were 

created. The depositions of HA and ZrO2 films were carried out in two different deposition 

set-ups where KrF and ArF excimer lasers were used. The sample of an implant was a round 

pad made of titanium alloy Ti6Al4V with the diameter of 10 mm and the thickness of 2 mm. 

Film properties were characterized by XRD, SEM and WDX methods. The biological 

samples were tested of cytotoxicity, attachment and spreading and the immunohistochemical 

reaction was proceeded [2]. 

First, all ZrO2 films were created by KrF excimer laser (LUMONICS PM 842) 

of 248 nm wavelength, frequency 10 Hz and energy 450 mJ. The target was fixed 

in the distance of 4 cm from the ZrO2 substrate. The trace of the laser beam on the target was 

7.6 mm
2

. The energy density of the laser beam was 4 Jcm
-2

. During the deposition, the 

oxygen pressure of 6.10
-3

 Pa was kept and the substrate temperature of 20°C was maintained. 

The number of pulses was 4000. Then HA films were created on titanium substrates coated 

with the ZrO2 layers. The ArF excimer laser of 193 nm wavelength, working at repetition rate 

50 Hz and output energy 330 mJ was used for deposition. The trace of the laser beam was 

5.3 mm
2

. The deposition was proceeded in the H2O atmosphere at the pressure of 50 Pa. 

The target was fixed in the distance of 3 cm from the HA substrate and heated up to 600°C. 

The film thickness was measured by Alpha Step 500. The ZrO2 films of the thickness 

of 50 - 100 nm were grown. The thickness of the HA films varied from 6.0 µm to 16.7 µm. 

The crystalline structure of the deposited film was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD). 
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The XRD analysis proved the presence of the crystalline HA in the deposited films. The film 

morphology was observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (JEOL JXA 733) using 

15 kV electron beam and 400x magnification. Smooth surface covered by droplets 

of diameters of 5 – 20 µm was demonstrated. The Ca/P ratio was studied using an electron 

microprobe using wavelength dispersive X-ray analysis (WDX). The ratio was studied 

on droplets and on flat surfaces and it differed within the range 2.2 - 2.4. The Ca/P ratio 

of the droplets was lower. Measuring on the larger surface (40 µm x 40 µm), the value of 2.37 

was reached. 

 The direct test of cytotoxicity was used to evaluate the biocompatibility of HA + ZrO2 

samples. Mice line and human fibroblasts were cultivated in the presence of different 

materials including the studied samples. The best results were reached for the HA + ZrO2 

samples. No morphology changes were observed during cultivation. The cytotoxicity 

of the HA + ZrO2 samples was not proved. In the test of attachment, the amounts of attached 

fibroblasts onto the surface of the sample and onto the bottom of the dish were numbered. 

After 24 hours of cultivation, there were 53 % of cells attached onto the surface of the sample 

and 47 % of cells attached onto the bottom of the dish. In the test of spreading, the human 

fibroblasts were cultivated for 96 hours. There was 47 % growth of the cells on the surface 

of the sample and 53 % growth of the cells in the surroundings. Two of the HA + ZrO2 

samples were separated after 72 hours of the cultivation processed in the test of spreading 

to study the immunohistochemical reaction. The fibroblasts created subconfluent and 

confluent growth. 

 The thin films of HA were grown by pulsed laser deposition on the titanium alloy 

Ti6Al4V with the intermediate ZrO2 layer. The HA + ZrO2 coatings were well adhesive. The 

cytotoxicity of the films was not proved. The perspective of its implantation into the bone is 

open. Various modifications of the coatings can be used for future research, especially sole 

ZrO2 coatings are expected to be deposited and studied for tooth prostheses. 
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Integration of a biomedical measuring system using Ethernet as a standard interface 

between smart sensors and evaluating station offers the possibility to get local area or even 

wide area configurations of open, modular systems. They allow immediate acquiring of 

various types of medical information that was previously obtained off-line or by several 

independent systems.  

Presented BIOLAB ATR device is a part of a BIOLAB project [1] intended to design 

a concept and develop necessary hardware and software components of a modular networked 

biomedical measuring system for biophysical examinations. Based on previous experience 

with the method [2], BIOLAB was designed to help in fast diagnostics of thyroid gland 

function by evaluating parameters of the cardiovascular, neuromuscular and thermoregulatory 

system as its peripheral indicators. In comparison with biochemical methods, such 

examinations are non-traumatizing and in many cases provide enough diagnostic information 

at much lower costs.  

BIOLAB ATR was designed to help in fast diagnostics of thyroid gland function using 

a non-invasive measuring method revealing the effect of thyroid gland hormones on the 

neuromuscular system. Increased production of thyroid gland hormones induces faster actions 

of the neuromuscular system and vice versa. Based on this relation, dynamics of Achilles 

tendon reflex (ATR) is evaluated as one of peripheral indicators of thyroid gland function.  

The reflex is initiated by a neurological hammer and the tendon jerk causes motion of 

the sole that is scanned by an IR optoelectronic system. Time course of the motion is recorded 

as the ATR signal, sampled at 1 kHz rate and transferred over the Ethernet into the data 

processing PC. From the measured ATR signal, time intervals of the contraction time TK, 

relaxation time TR and half-relaxation time TH are extracted and evaluated by the PC software. 

Results from several measurements can be averaged, presented in numeric and 

graphical form and classified according preprogrammed known diagnostic criteria to assess 

the functional state of the thyroid gland. During the diagnostic classification, age and 

biometric parameters of the patient are taken into account. 

Besides direct evaluation of the reflex time intervals, overall thyroxin T4 level can be 

estimated and classified using regression equation [3]: ln T4 = 8,62104 – 0,01169 *TH. 

If also indicators from the cardiovascular and thermoregulatory system are present 

(measured by BIOLAB STI and BIOLAB RHT devices), T4 level estimation can be based on 

other appropriate regression equations using additional measured parameters and/or their 

combinations. Results of the classification are displayed in a circular diagram showing values 

of all evaluated parameters and estimated T4 level relatively to a normal range. 
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Core of each BIOLAB smart sensor module is Analog Devices ADµC812 

microcontroller chip with a measuring unit and interface control and an RS 232C to TCP/IP 

converter with RJ45 Ethernet connector enabling connection of the module to a data 

processing PC via Ethernet network. For the patient safety, module is optically isolated from 

the Ethernet and is powered by Li-Ion battery enabling approximately 6 hours of 

measurement. Due to advanced power management, average battery operating time is about 5 

working days, however, device can be operated also during the battery charging from an 

isolated charger.  

Specific input module of the BIOLAB ATR sensor contains three infra red emitting 

diodes and a photo-transistor sensing the radiation reflected by the moving sole. Switching of 

the emitting diodes and sampling of the photo detector output is controlled directly by the 

ADµC812 chip. Intensity of the reflected radiation depends on the distance between the photo 

sensor and the sole.  

After the sensor module is initiated from the data processing PC, ATR signal 

recording starts automatically when a stimulus signal is detected. This signal is generated by 

an accelerometric sensor placed in the neurological hammer and its sensitivity is adjusted for 

precise synchronization of the measurement with properly strong stimulus. 

Software for real time ATR measurement, communication with a PC and module 

power management is factory programmed and can be reprogrammed over the RS 232C 

interface if software is updated. Modular BIOLAB application software can run on any PC 

with Ethernet network adapter and is available on CD. 

Presented device has been successfully used in the clinic for routine screening of 

thyroid gland patients as well as a learning tool in courses of biomedical engineering. It 

combines simplicity of the measuring method with advanced technology to obtain reliable 

measurements. Presented BIOLAB concept was proposed as open and modular one. From the 

users’ point of view, main advantage of the solution is its variability, possibility to extend it to 

other examinations, including applications where information is acquired off-line. Modular 

concept cuts the cost and time for system development and implementation.  
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Mechanical loading of the hip joint is very important factor determinig articular 

cartilage damage. One of oseoarthrosis frequent reasons is an excessive mechanical 

overloading articular cartilage. Geometrical shape and mainly a mode of loading cause 

different stress and contact pressure magnitude and distribution in the hip joint. This paper 

specified contact stress and pressure distributions in the hip joint. Further, influence of 

changes in the loading modes and magnitudes on the contact pressure and stress distributions 

in the hip joint was evaluated. 

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a very serious hip joint disease, which attacks mainly older 

population. OA causes a significant  damage of  human health connected with  important 

social and economic problems. An OA prevention would contribute to early diagnoses and 

subsequent treatment of this disorder. It appears that one of important factors influencing a 

rise and development of OA in hip joint is a magnitude and mainly a mode of its loading. 

Geometrical shape and mainly a mode of loading cause different stress and contact pressure 

magnitude and distribution in the hip joint. This paper specified contact stress and pressure 

distributions in the hip joint. Further, influence of changes in the loading modes and 

magnitudes on the contact pressure and stress distributions in the hip joint was evaluated. The

hip joint loading during walking has a cyclic character. This loading mode is for the articular 

cartilage advantageous not only from the  mechanical, but as well as from the nutrition, 

viewpoints. Articular cartilage is nourished with the synovial fluid which is “sucked in” at 

unloading and “driven out” at loading. When this physiological situation is disrupted by a 

change of loading mode, a continuous local overloading of the articular cartilage occurs 

resulting in its primary and permanent damage since  its physiological nutrition can not 

proceed The primary degenerative region (PDR) occurs with every patient at different femur 

head areas depending on a way of his/her locomotion. Most often (60%) OA is found on the 

top of the femur head. At the PDR location, an increase of the articular cartilage stress and 

strain concentration occurs influenced with the multiplied mechanical loading. Thus the 

cartilage is again overloaded and its secondary degeneration occurs resulting in a progressive 

expansion of the degenerative area. The human organism tries to correct this adverse reaction 

by changes of its locomotion, but this causes further concentration of the mechanical loading 

into still smaller areas of the cartilage tissues, which results in a still more intensive 

overloading. Such an always developed cycle: overloading – change of locomotion – 

overloading (OCO) is one of main factors influencing a rise and development of osteoarthritis 

of the hip joint. This paper deals with the stress and strain analyses of the hip joint, how it is 

influenced by the loading mode changes during human walk, and aimed at the assessment of 

significant factors of the OCO cycle described above. To carry out the stress and strain 

analyses of a 3D model of the hip joint, the finite element method (FEM) was applied. 
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Next part of this work has been carrying out physiological study of several patients 

with OA first-degree. Further was design video-analysis of motion these patients namely with 

reference to a location of their stereotyped movement. Results of these clinical investigation 

together with videoanalysis was comparing with results of the simulation analyses described 

above. After complete study of all results has been designed an optimal physiotherapy 

treatment. With reference to long-time treatment the results of treatment are not known yet.
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We would like to present the results obtained from the signal of heart rate variability 

(HRV) in experiments motivated by practical needs of distinguishing the sleep-deprived 

individuals and individuals with alcohol intoxication from vigilant individuals with no sleep 

deficit. In the experimental part, we have obtained 23 pairs of 80 minutes long ECG records. 

In each pair were one record from vigilant state and one record in alcohol deprivation or sleep 

deprivation. For the experimental and technical details see [2]. The experimental data were 

preprocessed (filtration, segmentation) and heart rate variability signal was extracted. The 

basic idea of the fractal analysis of time-series is in quantification of self-similarity of 

rescaled segments of the signal. The integration (or accumulation) is the step that can be 

interpreted as the mapping of the original (bounded) series to the integrated signal with fractal 

behavior. In fractal signals the distribution is scale dependent and this dependency can be 

quantified using so called self-similarity indexes; in monofractal signals the dependency is 

exponential and it is possible to calculate one and only self-similarity exponent; on the 

contrary for the multifractal signals it’s not possible and we must characterize signal using 

more local exponents of self-similarity. 

We have conducted classical statistical and spectral analysis and then fractal and 

multifractal analysis. For this purpose we have used 3 different methods: (A) the DFA-

estimator - Detrended Fluctuation Analysis, Havlin and Goldberger 1994, (B) the WAV-

estimator based  on dispersion of the wavelet transform coefficients and (C) the WTMM-

estimator - Wavelet Transform Modulus Maxima, which represents so-called  multifractal 

formalism. Classical statistical and frequency domain methods of analysing HRV proved to 

be insufficient, mono and multi-fractal analysis allowed rather distinctive differentiation of 

both states. The best results were given by the multifracal descriptor derived from the 3
rd

 

order distribution function. Well-known Gaussian formalism with the 2
nd

 order statistical 

moments gives only the suboptimal results in case of heart rate fluctuations. We have not 

found significant difference between the states of sleep deprivation and alcohol intoxication 

together. For the details concerning results see [4]. We believe this methodology can be 

utilized in practical situations, for example. in personal monitors of the alertness or vigilance 

in the traffic and industry. The main advantage of introduced methodology may be in an 

automatic, absolutely noninvasive procedure and relatively easy accessible source signal 

(heart rate). Proposed interpretation comes from the analysis of 23 independent datasets, so 

some (but no so far going) generalizations are convenient. In the near future it will be 

necessary to carry out more experiments in order to verify this methodology and, especially, 

its accuracy. For the first experimental group the results are quite promising. 

Our interpretation of the results of multifractal analysis of the heart rate, which we 

would like to present here, concerns the configuration of biological regulatory systems. We 

used division into 3 levels of the control. This is not just theoretical construction but such 

procedure of multifractal analysis of the time arrays which makes possible to quantify the 

crucial aspects which is documented by the comments for each of the control levels. 
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1. Strategic (planning) level. Characteristic length of the fluctuations of heart rate is 

hundreds to thousands of heart beats. There is significant influence of sleep-deprivation and 

alcohol intoxication. No need for detail evidencing, long-term memory necessary. Possible 

localization: restricted areas in brain. 

2. Tactical (coordination) level. Characteristic length of the fluctuations of heart rate 

is tens to hundreds of heart beats. Low influence of sleep-deprivation and alcohol 

intoxication. Need for more detailed evidencing, earlier forgetting. Physiological assignment: 

autonomous reflexive loops.  Possible localization: medulla oblongata, spinal cord. 

3. Operational (executive) level. Characteristic length of the fluctuations of heart rate 

is units to tens of heart beats. No significant influence of sleep-deprivation nor alcohol 

intoxication. Need for detail evidencing, immediate response in real time, early forgetting. 

Local feedback circuits, direct control mechanisms. Possible localization: pacemakers, 

transmission heart system. 

This configuration leads to new understanding of physiological regulations different 

from compartment model for example, or from the homeostasis principle. In this new picture 

there would rather be the whole coordinated system of interrelated fluctuating regulatory 

loops that operates chaotically and far from the balance. There is a clear evidence that most 

physiological signals under healthy conditions may have a fractal temporal structure – time 

series generated by certain physiological control systems may be member of special class of 

complex processes, called multifractal (Ivanov , Thurner 1999). Though some physiological 

signals may contain an important information, classical methods (such a statistical or spectral 

analysis and also methods arising from low-dimensional deterministic chaos) do not imply 

unambiguous results.  One of the most interesting questions is how the properties of heart rate 

fluctuations (or other physiological modalities) are altered in mentioned (or any other) 

physiological states. The multifractal analysis of HRV is a very convenient tool for inspecting 

the central nervous system, further investigations and development of this method will reveal 

more.  
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Due to the ever faster development of science and technology, the knowledge acquired 

during the study before entering the job market is not sufficient for the life-long career. The 

significance of life-long education is growing. Therefore there are being searched new forms 

of education that are accessible for broad public and enable individual approach and optimal 

utilization of precious time of employed people. These requirements can be reached by 

combination of classical methods with new information and communication technologies 

(ICT) – approach nowadays called blended e-learning. This approach is suitable for most of 

the topics relevant for the life-long learning – the only condition of its utilization is computer 

literacy of its users. Our aim has been to develop simple, illustrative, well-arranged, 

structured, and easily understandable teaching materials suitable for combined form of study 

and for self-study that can be efficiently used by all users who want to acquire practical skills 

for utilization of modern computer and information technologies. 

During last decade in advanced countries stress has been laid on versatile satisfaction 

of one of the basic human rights – right education. However education is not limited to primary 

education (continuous education of an individual from kindergarten to university level); 

education must be offered during the whole life – then we speak about life-long learning. 

Developed systems of life-long learning enable to individuals to enter the process of self-

education any time in their career corresponding with changing tasks or perceived needs in 

their jobs or personal interests. Lifelong learning means expansion of educational process out 

of schools. 

Computers have become common working tools gradually during last decade. We 

cannot manage without them such operations, as for example launching a space rocket, 

controlling a NC machine tool or robot, creating magic film illusions of prehistoric animals or 

action tricks. Till recently we could perceive the presence of computers completely passively. 

However, that time is over. Nowadays, each of us meets computers daily – at school, library, 

bank, post office, local authorities or when ordering services of a travel agency. Number of 

jobs where computer skills are required is growing. We are witnessing revolutionary 

introduction of computers and information technologies into daily practice. Similarly to 

Guttenberg typography, this technology brings people unthought-of opportunities and danger 

at the same time. It opens gate of knowledge and increase of work effectively. However, the 

same gate may be a cause dividing society to those who can utilize offered advantages and 

those who cannot. It is obvious that ability to work with computers is becoming new literacy. 

It is not sufficient to teach pupils and students these skills. Most adults must manage them as 

well if they want to keep their jobs or to proceed in their career. 

The content of the course is transparently structured into several teaching blocks that 

fully cover area of inevitable computer skills from entire fundamentals (switching on/off the 

computer, working with the mouse) over advanced document formatting to creation of user-
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defined tables and queries. The course is divided into eight basic modules (basic management 

of PC for absolute laymen, Concepts of Information Technology, Using the Computer and 

Managing Fines, Word Processing, Spreadsheet, Database, Presentation and Information and 

Communication).  

Each module is developed according to the syllabus whose individual points are 

presented in detail and illustratively in the course. At the beginning of each teaching unit, the 

given problem is explained in its context. Then detailed description (step by step) of 

individual acts using both keyboard and mouse follows. The course contains a number of 

multimedia elements including visual representation of text (individual steps) in the form of 

video sequences. Since we plan to introduce printed version of the learning course for 

students, we have completed it with pictorial series that can replace the video sequences. 

Other multimedia elements are audio comments, clicking maps. Tests with automated 

evaluation are present as well. 

Presented e-learning course is practically applicable to education of fundamentals of 

computer literacy in presented range. It is well-structured and illustrative. Chosen form 

introduces knowledge of computer literacy to persons interested in it in clear and attractive 

form and enables them to verify continuously level of knowledge acquisition. The course is 

interactive and contains a number of multimedia elements (figures, animations, sound tracks). 

Prepared modules significantly contribute to easier acquisition of new information, 

incorporation of this information into context and its successive natural fixation and 

refreshment. The course is implemented in the MultiPeS e-learning system [1]. Thanks to that 

the learning pages do not have usual rigorous layout but they have rich content and are user-

friendly. Little figure of magician Merlin developed using Microsoft Agent technology cares 

for user-friendliness in the MultiPeS system. This figure is a guide to students in courses and 

study materials. It can offer explanation of terms or advice how to proceed in the course. 
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Although a lot of research tries to find relation between hemodynamics and 

mechanisms which cause arterial diseases the influence of hemodynamics on arterial diseases 

has not been completely understood so far. The main cause of these ambiguities is the fact 

that the flow is very complex and the existing measurements are carried out in models which 

are approaching reality to a certain extent. Presently, the development of experimental 

methods together with the development of measurement technique make possible to measure 

in models which are closer to reality. 

The aim of this project was to create tools which enable research of unsteady flow in 

models of parts of cardiovascular system (CVS), like bypass, bifurcation, aneurysm, stenosis, 

etc. The project solving was divided into several partial aims: design and construction of test 

circuit, the creation of measurement space, making of construction for holding the cameras 

and laser, design and putting the measurement chain for pressure measurement into operation, 

synchronization, creation of methodology, and verification of methodology. All of determined 

aims were accomplished and solving of the project was carried out as follows. The test circuit 

which allows obtaining velocity flow field by PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) method in 

model of parts of CVS in required instants of unsteady flow period and allows synchronizing 

the flow field with data obtained from pressure transducers was designed and produced. The 

complete methodology of all measurement together with software for controlling 

experimental devices, software for saving experimental data and for processing measured data 

were created. The methodology was verified on trial experiments. 

The test circuit comprises several parts. The peristaltic pump is used as a source of 

periodical unsteady flow. It is driven by stepping motor with 4 Nm moment. Mechanical 

connection with the pump is implemented with the help of elastic coupling which reduces 

vibration. The control electronics allows setting precise position with precision 1.8 degree. It 

is possible to increase stepping accuracy (pump rotation) by microstepping with the help of 

control electronics. In the software which controls the operation of motor stepping there is 

possible to define flow pulse shape and the shape of synchronization signal (0/5V). The 

synchronization signal has rectangular pulse in desired places. The device with optical sensor 

placed in the shaft between pump and motor which generates synchronization pulses (0/5V) 

was made for alternative drive. 

The measured model is placed in the test circuit and is modified so that the optical 

access between camera chip and measured plane was minimally deformed. The transparent 

prismatic boxes (for 2D and 3D measurement) were made for thin-walled models which are 

placed into them. During measurement the box is full of working fluid. The box walls are 

parallel with the camera chip. The holders for pressure transducer were made, which allow 

measuring the static pressure upstream and downstream the model. In the circuit there is a 

reservoir which is also used for setting the required static pressure (by setting the fluid surface 

height towards the model). In order to enable appropriate placing of cameras and laser 

towards the measured plane in required places, the construction was made which allows fixed 

holding of model, cameras and laser in optimal position towards each others.  
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The measurement of unsteady flow field by PIV method is limited by parameters of 

the system used and by camera and laser frequency in the first instance. The cameras in our 

system have frequency 4.5 Hz in double-frame regime and laser frequency is 15Hz. The flow 

in CVS has average maximal values of frequency parameter which is defined as 

υπα /25.0 fd= where d is diameter, f is frequency and ν is kinematics viscosity α = 17 for 

physiological state and α = 35 for increased heart frequency. These values of α correspond 

with maximal frequency f = 0.5 Hz and f = 1.9 Hz for model of characteristic dimension 

d = 20 mm and for working fluid viscosity near to water viscosity and they correspond with 

maximal frequency f = 1 Hz and f = 3.5 Hz for working fluid viscosity near to blood 

viscosity. 

Concerning these values of periodic flow frequency it is not possible to obtain the 

progress of flow field during one period by PIV method with sufficient resolution. For that 

reason periodic character of flow is used and measurement methodology is created which 

enables to obtain flow field in concrete instant of period for selected number of periods. 

These values enable to calculate mean values of flow field for individual instants of period 

and allow assembling the progress of mean flow field during whole period. The 

synchronization signal is used for obtaining images in the required instant and is connected to 

the control unit of PIV system. The control of PIV system is set so that the system saves 

double-image after coming of rectangular pulse. The double-image allows calculating the 

instantaneous flow field. Instantaneous flow fields are saved in structured variable of program 

MATLAB for next processing. 

The pressure transducers XTM-190M-0.7BAR D made by Kulite company are used 

for pressure measurements. The signal from pressure transducers together with 

synchronization signal are connected to measurement card PCI-6024E made by National 

Instruments company. A program is created for recording and saving data in LabVIEW 

software. The data together with time recorded are saved in columns in files of ASCII format 

. 

The data from pressure transducers and instantaneous velocity field data are loaded in 

MATLAB where further processing is carried out. Data synchronization is carried out with 

the help of time of recording. Owing to this synchronization, the values of corresponding 

pressure from pressure transducers are linked with concrete velocity fields. The graphical user 

interface was created in MATLAB enabling synoptic graphic representation. The graphical 

user interface allows simultaneous looking over the process of pressures and velocity fields 

and other calculated characteristics as well.  

The financial means were spent in required amount; their spending was in harmony 

with budget presented, transfer among particular cost items was not accomplished.
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The project deals with using the PIV method for blood flow investigation. 

Experimental loops for measurement in models of cardiovascular system are made together 

with experimental loops for testing different types of model material, working fluid type and 

seeding particles type. The problems with choosing suitable material of model, type of 

working fluid and type of seeding particles are being solved. The methodology of 

measurement by PIV method (both 2D and stereo) is created. The methodology was verified 

on trial experiments. The experimental loops were adjusted for teaching. The laboratory tasks 

are prepared for two courses Fluid mechanics and Unsteady flow and hemodynamics. The 

manual for measuring by PIV system and manual for calculating 2D and 3D flow field are 

created.  

For flow simulation in different parts of cardiovascular system by PIV method, 

experimental loops were built. These loops are made of variable components (i.e. 

measurement space for 2D or 3D PIV, pumps, flow meters, valves, pressure transducers, 

tanks, etc.). It is possible to change these components when necessary. If unsteady flow is to 

be investigated peristaltic pump is used as its source. Other experimental loops were made for 

testing different types of materials for models and different types of working fluids. Since it is 

necessary, during the measurement, to set the cameras and laser into optimal positions 

towards the measured model, both traverse constructions and camera stands and other 

different preparations enabling 2D and 3D measurement.  

The models of a part of cardiovascular system have usually very complex geometry 

where most of the faces are curved. The curvature or the junction of two tubes can lead to 

severe optical distortions during flow imaging. Distortions can be reduced by refractive index 

matching or when the model is enclosed in a transparent fluid-filled box with flat faces so that 

the camera chip plane was parallel to the box wall and thus the transition from one optical 

environment to the other one is made by flat plane. 

The most frequently used working fluid is water, which is cheap, easy available and 

bio-safety. The disadvantage is the difference between physical properties of water and 

human blood, but for the first approximation is usage of water adequate. To minimize optical 

distortion and optical noise at the model/fluid interface, the variant mixture of sodium-iodine 

(NaI) or glycerin are used. The fluid index of refraction is than close to the index of Plexiglas. 

Addition of glycerin also approximates the physical properties (density and kinematic 

viscosity) to human. 

The quality of the measurement by PIV method is dependent on seeding particles 

properties and on their ability to follow the flow stream. The selection of particles is closely 

joined with selection of working liquid. Their density should be approximately the same as 

working fluid density. During measurement in transparent models made for example from 

Plexiglas, high reflections arise on the boundary between the model and liquid which makes 

the measurement close to the wall impossible. Except of using ordinary particles (polyamide 

or metal coated particles, wooden particles, air bubbles or dissolved milk, etc.) it is possible 

to use the fluorescent particles as well. If they are illuminated from monochromatic light they 

absorb luminous intensity in the range from λ=520 to 570 nm and they emit light with lower 
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energy from λ=570 to 650 nm. If these particles are illuminated with ND-YAG laser (λ=532 

nm) and if the screen for camera (which transmits only the light with the wave length higher 

than λ=580 nm) is used then it is possible to scan only the light emitted from the particles and 

thus to filter out the reflections. 

One of the suitable combinations is Plexiglas for model material, 60% NaI solution for 

working fluid and fluorescent particles for seeding particles. Frequent problem with optical 

distortions can be reduced when the model is enclosed in a transparent fluid-filled box with 

flat faces so that the camera chip plane was parallel to the box wall. 

Measurements and data analysis by PIV method is partly the same both for 2D PIV 

(which measures flow field projection on the measured area) and for stereo PIV (which 

measures all velocity components in measured area). In case of stereo PIV a transforming 

matrix calculation is additionally carried out. With the help of this matrix it is possible to 

calculate the flow field with all velocity components from two projections of flow field 

obtained from two different places. The process can be summarized into several points: 1. 

Preparation of the experiment; 2. Calibrations; 3. Measurements; 4. Data analysis and 

evaluation. The preparation of the experiment requires several steps. That means to position 

the laser so that it illuminated the measurement area in the required place with sufficient 

intensity and with suitable light sheet thickness. Further it is necessary to select seeding of 

measured fluid. The following step is calibration during which real sizes are assigned to the 

image acquired with a camera (sometimes the image can be largely distorted). 

During the measurement it is necessary to set the time between particular images 

according to flow velocity and size of the measured area. It comes out that suitable setup is 

when particles displacement between particular images is approximately five pixels. The 

basic analysis and data evaluation is carried out in FlowManager program. For further 

analysis, comparison and graphical presentation of the results of measured data Matlab 

program is used. A set of scripts was created for this program. FlowManager program enables 

direct data transfer to Matlab. For analysis of great amount of measured regimes the system of 

data saving was created so that it enabled data analysis and comparison in real time. One 

structured variable of one-dimensional type is created where index of the field is number of 

regime. All recorded values from FlowManager and all calculated values are saved in one 

variable. 
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Many causes of the cardio-vascular system (CVS) behaviour, both under normal and 

under pathophysiological conditions, remain still unexplained and therefore great attention 

has been paid to this problem [1]. The thickening of the intima (part of the blood-vessel 

walling) at the regions where the low shear stress appears this effect may lead to the 

formation of the atherosclerotic plates.  Theoretical analysis shows that the change of the 

shear stress (sudden increase or decrease) affects as a trigger of the chemical reactions. 

Consequently the dramatic decrease of the vessel elasticity is followed by the increase of the 

blood flow resistance in the vessel. The shear stress has thus the crucial impact on the cell’s 

functions; it influences the cell morphology and the activity of the cell‘s organels. The change 

of the arterial geometry leads consequently to the changes of blood flow conditions and thus 

even to the alterations of both the shear stress and the arterial wall deformation [2].  

Aim task is to solve the blood flow through the elastic tubes analytically, numerically 

and experimentally and to analyze the context of the mechanical properties of the blood 

(viscosity) and of the vessel wall (elastic modules) with their instability (Korotkoff’s sounds), 

all with the proper intention to biomechanics of the cardio-vascular system. 

We consider the parallel theoretical and experimental research supported by the 

numerical simulation as inevitable. Is developped and constructed experimental 

hemodynamic line for simulation of the self-excited and enforcement oscillating in the thin-

walled elastic tubes, both at continuous and pulsuting liquid flow. All establishment with its 

characteristics will be constructed for biomechanics purposes. There will be followed up 

mechanical, and above all elastic, properties of the investigated wall´s sample and its 

interaction with the liquid running throught. Physical model will be promoted by 

mathematical systems modelling. 

The dynamics of the CVS as whole is determined by the mechanical properties of its 

single parts and especially by the heart activity. The mechanical properties of the single 

components of the physical and mathematical model of the system characterize their 

compliance and resistance values under blood flow, fitted to the concrete patient [3] or 

particular problem. The physics and mathematics, especially the numerical mathematics, are 

presently in the stage be able to solve the problems of the blood flow several chemical 

reactions included and considering the geometry change and the elastic properties of the 

blood vessel wall. Especially encouraging is the analysis of the unsteady blood flow through 

vessels and the finding of the relations between the oscillations (Korotkoff’s sounds) and  the 

elastic properties of the blood vessel. It has been demonstrated that the frequency of these 

sounds depends not only on the blood flow type (laminar or turbulent), on its properties 

(viscosity), but on the elastic properties of vessels too. There exists great hope that these 

phenomena will be possible to simulate as well numerically [4] and to support results which 
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are obtained experimentally throught the physical simulation in the near future. The suitable 

material parameters will be fitted in connection with the physical experiment (IP CAS, GRBB 

Montreal, Canada), and the consequential verification of the proposed model by the 

comparison with the manufactured material will thus be possible.  

Laboratory of Biomechanics of Man (CTU in Prague) and Biomechanical Laboratory 

(Institute of Thermomechanics CAS in Prague) long-time pursued to the biothermodynamic 

problems, especially to the experimental and theoretical modelling of the cardiovascular 

system function. By means of the operating models it is possible to study the flow in the 

elastic tubes (collapsible fluid flow) partly experimentally and partly  simulating 

mathematically on the computer the hemodynamics of the human cardiovascular system.  

Thanks to the computer simulation and physical modelling of this problem it is 

possible to contribute by improvement of the diagnostics process in the heart-vessel system. 

The already existing numerical methods and algorithms will be used for solving the viscous 

fluid flow, and they will be extended to the problem of the fluid structure interaction (the 

liquid with the elastic wall). The experimental research of the elastic properties of the flow 

through elastic tube under the regime of their oscillation will be carried out at the Laboratory 

of Biomechanics of Man and the mathematical modeling to the IT CAS. The project solution 

will contribute to understanding of the vascular disorder origin e. g. atherosclerosis formation 

in the large vessels and maybe even to the prevention of the one of the most dangerous 

diseases.  
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Introduction

 

This paper deals with the system for optical applicator evaluation, that means 

measurement of the far-field radiation pattern nearby the aperture of the optical applicator. 

The measurement was realized with the fiber applicators, which were designed for 

photodynamic treatment of primary lesion. 

 This project is also focused on the design and testing of different shapes of the optical 

applicator. Different terminations of optical applicators were modified for obtaining the 

optimal radiation patterns. The radiation pattern represents the dependence of radiated power 

on the angle shift of the fiber termination. 

 

 

Photodynamic Treatment Method 

 

The photodynamic treatment method has been used for many years in advanced 

countries, in our country it is for about 15 years. The principle of this method is based on 

treatment of the tumor by the medicament, which is incorporated in the patient body and 

activated by the optical radiation of defined frequency and defined power. The advantage of 

this method is the activation of the medicament only in the area, which is irradiated by the 

optical radiation. For the medicament activation is used the special optical applicator with the 

accurately defined radiation pattern. 

 The medicament is activated only by the specific radiation of specific power, its 

wavelength is 630 nm (red light). The applicator has to be able to transfer the optical energy 

about hundreds of milliwatts. 

 

 

Design and Construction of the Applicators 

 

For the construction of the optical applicators we chose the plastic optical fiber, the 

diameter of the fiber cladding is 1 mm, the fiber core diameter is 200 µm. We molded the 

fiber terminations to achieve many different termination shapes. These fiber terminations we 

measured by a special device. 

 

 

Device for Measurement of the Radiation Pattern

 

We used the system for measurement of the optical fiber numerical aperture, which was 
modified for purposes of mentioned radiation pattern measurement. We combined this 
measuring device with the water phantom of the biological tissue. 
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 We used the LED (Light Emitting Diode) or the laser diode as the light source for 
applicator excitation, the wavelength of the radiation was 650 nm. The light source was not 
modulated. The quasi-monochromatic light was guided within the optical fiber to the optical 
applicator, which was located in the center of the rotation cylinder. This rotation cylinder was 
mechanically connected to the axis o of the stepper motor, which was controlled by the 
computer.
 The light from the applicator was emitted on the photodetector, located in the far-field 
zone in the fixed position (it is possible to change the distance between the applicator and the 
optical applicator). As the photodetector we used the PIN diode. The applicator was rotated in 
conjunction with the cylinder from -45° to +45° in front of the photodetector. 
 The electrical analog signal from the optical detector is converted by the A/D converter 
to the digital form and then processed by the computer. 
 The rotation cylinder together with the optical applicator and with the photodetector was 
placed in the black box. This box was closed for prohibition of penetration of the external 
light to the PIN diode. 
 The advantage of our system is the possibility to immerse the rotation cylinder with the 

applicator and the optical detector inside the liquid, so we can measure the radiation pattern in 

the loss media. 

 

 

Conclusions

 

We modified the device for automatic measurement of numerical aperture of optical fiber 

and the system for evaluation of microwave applicator in the water phantom of the biological 

tissue for the needs of our measurements. It allows us to study different types of fiber 

terminations, which can be useful for tumor exposure. We designed and constructed some 

types of the optical applicators for cancer treatment and diagnostics. 
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The element simulating the body tissue resistance changes represents the dominant 

part in the cardiovascular modeling circuit set-ups. The element simulating the distal 

resistance of system circuit of the bloodstream systemic resistance (SO) [1] was created. The 

total resistance of this apparatus is possible to change with connecting proper number of 

resistance segments (OS), in dependence of experiments. The element is made up of multiple 

embranchment flow liquids and resistance segments. The flow cross-section will be extended 

fivefold from input to output by full opening of SO. 

The circulation in a human body represents closed hydrodynamic system, in view of 

technical details. It is structured from three main components, which are reciprocally 

interactively connected: heart, vascular system and blood. Vascular system is described, 

among others, by systemic resistance of the bloodstream, which generated functional ballast 

for human heart and aorta. It is dependent on diameter of blood vessels and blood’s viscosity. 

General peripheral resistance in systemic circulation represents overall resistance of all 

parallel circuits together. Measurement of the flow capacity, like peripheral resistance, can be 

determined by Hagen-Poiseuille principle [2, 3, 4]. The blood flow is directly proportional 

and peripheral resistance of systemic circulation is indirectly proportional to fourth power of 

the blood vessel’s internal radius. Systemic resistance (SO) of the bloodstream (total 

peripheral resistance) is about range ][)15077(
3−

⋅⋅= msMPatofromR  [4] at the healthy 

adult. Diastolic aortic pressure is between values ][)3,138( kPatofromp
ad

= . The middle 

minute cardiac distribution at the healthy adult about weight 70 kilogram’s or superficies of 

their human body 1,73 m
2

 is approximately  ]min[5.5]min[105,5
1133 −−−

⋅≈⋅⋅= lmQ [4]. 

These experiments were realized with a continuous flow of liquid. The input pressure 

titled pv and output pressure ph to SO were scanned. The flow of this system was caused with  

hydrodynamic pump and was regulated by ball valve. This experimental line was closed. 

Measurements were carried out with 24, 18, 12 and 6 active OS. There was set proper value 

of input pressure pv by ball valve in experimental circuit, which is matched up with value 

pressure ph behind SO. After stabilization of this liquid circulation and compensation of 

pressures, we can find the value of the element simulating the body tissue resistance. 

Our measurement was carried out with range of input pressure 

][)242( kPatofromp
v

= . The flow was defined in extent ]min[)42,0(
1−

⋅= ltofromQ . 

Developed SO is assembled from 24 resistance segments. Calculated values of the element 

simulating the body tissue resistance were in scale ][)800300(

3−

⋅⋅= msMPatofromR  for 

24, 18, 12 a 6 active resistance segments of OS. The liquid flow is directly proportionate to 

internal cross-section S, velocity of flow c and tube radius r, which liquid flows. By means of 

approximation with method of the smallest square, used for calculated values R and Q, are 
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obtained relations of dependence R-Q for experiments with different number of active 

resistance segments of peripheral resistance. 

Causes of high hydraulic resistance: 

• The resistance of each element is composed of hydraulic resistance of bath with resistance 

segments of OS and multiple embranchments, which is moving liquid to OS. Resistance in 

embranchment can caused accumulation of total element resistance. 

• There are 3500 capillaries with diameter 0,18 millimeters in resistance segments of OS. 

These are situated in tube. Their length could be the cause of total element resistance 

increment above area of physiological layout of peripheral resistance. 

Potential ways of hydraulic resistance decrease: 

• Functional simplification of multiple embranchment before bath of SO. 

• Magnification of output cross-section of SO by adding another resistance segments with 

conservation of existing multiple input embranchment. 

• Length reducing of resistance segment’s capillaries of SO. 

Function of the element simulating the peripheral body tissue resistance was 

demonstrated. The total resistance of element is dependent on cross-section, which is liquid 

funneling. When the flow cross-section is decreasing, a whole apparatus’s resistance is 

increasing. With increasing distance from the compressive generator pv we can monitor 

escalation of hydraulic resistance. These facts are in harmony with physiology [2, 3, 4]. 

Acquired values of total resistance were higher and moved above area of range R, in 

accordance with literature. Present hydraulic resistances simulated suspiciously peripheral 

resistance of hyper tonic’s cardiovascular system. 
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High risk of sudden death associated with a general anaesthesia in horses is considered 

as one of serious problems of equine medicine. Clinical experience suggests that there exists a 

correlation between various phenomena as training conditions, feeding (generally a way of 

keeping the horse) and predisposition to sudden death by failing of the cardiovascular system 

(CVS) during anaesthesia - a high level of fitness can serve as an example. The correlation 

imposes a hypothesis about hidden system causes influencing capability of CVS control in 

horses that could be the reason of the lethal anaesthetic complications. 

In order to verify or exclude this hypothesis it was necessary to develop 

methodological system for measuring proper physiological variables describing activity of 

CVS in horses under specific experimental and clinical conditions and design and construct 

appropriate measuring equipment. The signals measured by the developed measuring system 

should express dynamics of variables describing status in horses during anaesthesia and the 

hidden dependencies of the variables. The signals should also serve for a search of 

neurocardiovascular characteristics that could indicate a disposition to the sudden death 

caused by CVS failure. The choice of signals depends on the background of the analysed 

phenomenon and on technical capabilities to measure the signals under the given 

experimental conditions (respecting specificity of equine medicine and demands following 

from equine clinic management). 

Required signals had to describe a neural component of the cardiovascular system 

control, heart activity and haemodynamics of blood flow through the vascular bed. The 

former two facts can be expressed by ECG signal and its parameters (heart rate variability, 

shape of ventricular waveforms as QRS complexes and T waves, resp., length of QT interval, 

etc.), the measuring of which is a standard diagnostic procedure even in equine medicine. 

This explains why the initial part of the work was oriented to study relationships between 

time parameters of ECG signals, in particular RR, QT, PQ, and QRS intervals respectively. 

The later properties can be described by parameters of phonocardiograms and chest 

bioimpedance signals. 

The ECG signals were recorded at rest (at different places - stable, examination 

laboratory - and daytime - in morning during standard work at clinic and at night) and as 

response to electrical excitation (rectangular impulse 100 mA, 100 ms) applied at back of the 

horse. The signals were recorded for 10 minutes. If electrical excitation was applied, it was 

done in the middle of recording, i.e. cca 5 minutes after the beginning of the recording. Three 

bipolar ECG signals V
46

, V
26

, and V
42

 were recorded from standard chest lead positions V
2
, 

V
4
, and V

6
 of the tetrahedron lead system used in equine electrocardiography. The ECG 

signal parameters were measured automatically, and afterwards inspected and if necessary, 

corrected manually. 

Analysis of variations in equine heart activity revealed some unexpected and at 

present unexplainable behaviour in relationship between lengths of QT and RR intervals in 

equine ECG signals measured under different experimental conditions. It has been found out 
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that equine ECG records exhibit much more heterogeneous and complicated relationships 

between QT and RR intervals if compared with human ECGs. 

Besides not very frequent shape of the QT/RR diagram similar to that usually found in 

humans, three dominant classes of the QT/RR interval dynamics can be recognized in equine 

ECG: 

• Delayed shortening of QT intervals appears after instantaneous shortening of RR intervals. 

It is followed by slowly oscillating return to a steady state; 

• Negligible QT variability with substantially variable heart rate; 

• At first, QT intervals prolong with shortening of RR intervals and only after that their 

values return to the initial point - this kind of behaviour has not been found in human ECG 

signals yet. 

The last mentioned inverse dependency between QT and RR intervals in equine heart 

can be caused by several hypothetical reasons, such as: 

• Decrease of the vagal activity is not proportionally complemented by the sympathetic 

action; 

• There is quite different innervation of heart in horses than in man; 

• Greater dimensions of equine heart can substantially change propagation of the electrical 

excitation in various parts of the heart and these changes can result in different values of 

ECG signal parameters and their dynamics. 

No relevant explanation of the described fact can be found in the literature, so it was 

necessary to confirm or exclude the suggested hypotheses either experimentally or by means 

of computer simulation. 

Several mathematical models have been developed to analyse character and 

parameters of equine heart innervation. The models represent definitions of different 

relationships between parameters of the sympathetic and vagal activity, in particular intensity 

and time-delay. Simulation experiments with the developed models and their parameters 

demonstrated that in particular the additive model has the most suitable properties to express 

the behaviour of real equine ECG signals. It seems that the described model provided a good 

tool for generating hypothesis about background of the processes in equine heart. This is a 

necessary and useful starting point for investigation of the problems that can be a cause of 

fatal cardiovascular events in horses. 
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In order to perform stress analyses of bone or true loading of joint prostheses, muscle forces 

must be determined. The determination of musculotendon forces about knee actuators during 

squatting activities was chosen, because this functional movement pattern generates relatively 

high compressional stresses at the knee and squatting requires mechanical output at the hip 

and ankle in addition to the knee; consequently some of the knee actuators must be modeled 

as two joint muscles. 

In this study, the average data of three experimental trials from one subject were used. The 

anatomical model of the knee joint actuators included 31 musculotendons. Two force 

platforms were used to obtain ground reaction forces (GRF) and a motion analysis system 

was simultaneously used to collect segment coordinate data, see for details [1]. All other input 

data, e.g. data about musculotendon attachment positions, and inertial and mass properties, 

maximal isometric muscle force 
M

F
0

, were calculated or based on SIMM software 

(Musculographics Inc.; [2]), the lower limb anatomical model.

Lower limb joint kinematic data were used as input for the anatomical model to determine 

individual musculotendon lengths and velocities for the muscles. Additionally, moment arms 

for each muscle during the squatting movements were determined using the anatomical 

model. Input joint angels were flexion/extension for the hip, knee and ankle joint, as well as 

adduction/abduction and internal/external rotation of the hip. The last data processing 

requirement was to calculate the net moments at the ankle, knee and hip joints in sagittal 

plane.

For the solution a representation of the musculotendon complex (Hill type model) using 

idealized mechanical objects was used. Here is the basis for the physiological EMG-driven 

model [3, 4], and it considers factors related to force-velocity fv, force-length fla and activation 

level a(t) of the contractile muscle component, force-length relation of passive muscle 

component flp, and pennation angle α(t). This model corresponds with a full Hill type 

musculotendon complex without tendon dynamics. The lower extremity musculoskeletal 

system is strongly redundant and the muscle forces were calculated by optimization technique 

and inverse dynamics approach. 

It is evident that for a complicated musculoskeletal system such as the knee (a system which 

includes many double joint actuators), additional constraints associated with other joint 

mechanics (ankle and hip) must be applied. For this reason, it is difficult to use 

experimentally collected EMG data for complex force analysis of lower extremity, because it 

is near impossible to collect EMG data for all lower-extremity muscles, 31 muscles in this 

study. Our analysis was simplified by modeling squatting movements as uniplanar events. 

One potential method of addressing these discrepancies is to use a optimization scheme which 

assumes that EMG and kinematic information are inherently imperfect, and the driven 

activation signal a(t)  (normalized EMG) is calculated by optimization method. Therefore, the 

unknown variable is now activation (for each muscle). The optimization of the driven - 

activation signal has been done for all 31 used muscles based on: first, sum of the cube of the 

ratio between current muscle forces and physiological cross section area must be minimum, 

and second, minimizing the sum of the muscle activation square. A third criterion used was, 
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the sum of maximal muscle activations must be minimum. The inequality constraints of 

activation signal 01 ≥≥
i

a were added. 

For solving the problem of calculating the muscle forces of the knee actuators during 

squatting, three different optimization criteria were used. Results suggest that the shape of the 

knee actuator force curves is similar and the variance of values depended upon selected 

optimization criterion. Important finding is that the difference between optimized values of 

activation by criterion provides numerous potential solutions. 

Here are two problems. At first, the net joint moments calculated from forces given by 

optimized activation signal differed in some cases from the net joint moments calculated from 

inverse dynamics. At second, the optimized activation signal do not agree with the measured 

flexor activation levels (normalized EMG’s). Usage of the derived method with Hill-type 

muscle model is suitable for calculation of the muscle forces for both contractors and co-

contractors and calculated data suggest that extensor activation is greater than flexor 

activation and these findings correspond with the orientation of the net knee moment. 

In conclusion it appears that optimized EMG-driven muscle model provide similar results for 

analysis of squatting movements in used optimization criteria.  Nevertheless, we suggest care 

in selecting appropriate optimization criteria which may be influenced by the type of 

movement studied, kinetic and kinematic characteristics of the movement (e.g. range of 

motion, rate of force development, and movement speed) and the co-contraction of 

antagonistic muscle groups. 
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Several methods are available for the muscle forces calculation. Most of the methods use the 

optimization techniques, according to the strong redundancy of the musculoskeletal system. 

Some authors use the processing the EMG signals to the muscle force (EMG-driven 

methods). Its advantage is, that the EMG-driven methods give muscle forces with non zero 

values because every muscles, contractors and co-contractors are almost full time activated, 

and is not important to know complex information about the all joint actuators just as in 

optimization approaches. Almost is most important have information about muscle shortening 

and lengthening, suitable muscle model (for example Hill-type muscle model) and activation 

signal. The processed and normalized EMG signal is appropriate as the activation signal. One 

of physiological driving factor for muscle force is EMG, processed as muscle activation level 

a(t). 

The EMG-driven methods usually make use of the muscle model with respectation of an 

active muscle properties or both active and passive muscle properties. 

The main problem of these methods is the processing of the normalized EMG signal to 

muscle activation signal. If the normalized EMG signal as activation signal to muscle models 

is used, in many cases the joint moments calculated from the forces estimated by raw EMG-

driven models are different than net joint moments calculated by using inverse dynamics 

techniques. The joint moments calculated from forces based on raw EMG-driven models are 

usually much smaller than moments from inverse dynamics technique. 

Such that the muscle forces estimated by using raw EMG-driven models are necessary to be 

optimized, or the activation (normalized EMG) signal in the Hill-type model is optimized. In 

our studies, [1, 2] the combined technique was used, the EMG-driven model with 

optimization approach for muscle force estimation in both elbow and knee problems. The 

activation input into EMG-driven model was unknown variable which was calculated from 

optimization. Therefore, the experimentally collected EMG signals were not used for muscle 

force estimation. 

If the EMG-driven model with respectation of all active and passive properties as active and 

passive force-length relations, force-velocity relation and activation, as for example in [3], the 

activation signal is optimized and the estimated muscle forces seems authentic. This muscle 

model expresses the most of the physiological muscle properties, but without respectation the 

tendon dynamics. 

Some authors, [3] [4], use the Hill-type models with the processed EMG directly as an 

activation signal (EMG-driven models). Question is: Is the prime necessity to know the 

muscle activation signal if the muscle forces are wanted results, especially if the driven signal 

(processed EMG) is optimized? The role of the muscle activation signal is to control the 

active muscle component. 

If we compare both, the processed and normalized EMG’s with the optimized activations, the 

measured signals are very small and different form the optimized signals. Also the forces 

calculated from the processed and normalized EMG’s have usually very small magnitudes but 

the forces calculated from optimized signals seems more realistic and net joint moment 
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calculated from these forces usually agree with the net joint moment calculated by inverse 

dynamics approach.   

The processed EMG signal is good to be used as activation signal only for the first approach. 

The findings of our studies and the answer for the above question is that for the EMG-driven 

models with the optimization technique is not necessary to know muscle activation and 

recorded and processed EMG, see results in [1] and [2], disregarding its difficult experimental 

collection for some muscles. 

In conclusion, the knowledge of the real activation signal (based on measured EMG’s) is not 

necessary for the muscle force calculation. Optimization techniques with respectation of the 

muscle active and passive properties give non-zero values for co-contractors. The EMG 

recording from the small and deep muscles is very difficult to record and the best appropriate 

usage is only for the timing of the muscle action. Finally it must be said that the Hill-type 

models, where the unknown activation signals are results from the optimization technique, are 

better than the raw static optimization without respectation of muscle mechanics mentioned 

above.  
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It is difficult to directly examine the muscle force in living subjects. Many muscles are acting 

cooperatively in living subjects, therefore, computed simulation could be useful in analyzing 

the muscle force. 

Consequently, in this study, prediction of the muscle force using the artificial neural network 

was described. Using the MATLAB neural network toolbox, the backpropagation neural 

network with learning algorithm was programmed. In Standard backpropagation is a gradient 

descent algorithm, in which the network weights are moved along the negative of the gradient 

of the performance function. 

Properly trained backpropagation networks tend to give reasonable answers when presented 

with inputs that they have never seen. The architecture of the network that is commonly used 

with the backpropagation algorithm is the feedforward multilayer network, in this case 

consists of three layers (two hidden layers of sigmoid neurons followed by an output layer of 

linear neurons). 

The proposed object of neural network simulated cooperation of 7 musculotendon actuators in 

elbow joint, four flexors: m.biceps brachii c. longum a c. breve; m. brachioradialis; m. 

brachialis, and three extensors: m. triceps brachii c. laterale, c. mediale a c. longum. The 

elbow joint was selected because it provides a good visual demonstration, the movement is 

uniplanar and uniarticular. 

In the neural network for muscle forces estimation were used 14 input parameters, and was 

assumed that these parameters have influence on resulting muscle force. Input parameters 

were physiological characteristics of participating muscles of particular joint mechanism, 

further data about movement and electric activation of muscles. Parameters were obtained an 

experimentally, from the technical literatures [3] and calculation. 

Elbow flexion/extension movements were recorded with the 6-camera 60Hz VICON Motion 

Analysis system across two movement speeds (slow, 1.1rad/sec and fast, 2.8rad/sec) and two 

loading conditions (unloaded and with 4.2kg bar-bell). Electric activation of watched muscles 

was recorded by EMG. Processed and normalized EMG signal were taken as muscle 

activation and history of muscle activation.[1] The used input parameters were: 

musculotendon length, LMT, velocity of muscle shortening, v, pennation angle, α0, optimal 

muscle length, l0, physiological crossectional area, PCSA, tendon slack length, LST, maximal 

isometric muscle force, F0, force-velocity factor, Fv, active force-muscle length factor, Fla,

passive force-muscle length factor, Flp, muscle activation, a(t) and three degrees of history of 

muscle activation, a1H(t+∆t), a2H(t+2∆t), a3H(t+3∆t).

The output parameter must be known for training as well. The training output parameter for a 

network object in the variant A was the muscle force and for its approaching to the real 

muscle force, the Virtual Muscle system was used, see [2]. 

For the problem of muscle forces estimation using neural network were proposed two 

variants of neural object, which were watched at different initial and boundary conditions.[4] 

In a first one, variant A, a network object for one general muscle was created. In a second 
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one, variant B, a network object for elbow joint system with 7 musculotendon actuators was 

created.

The Variant A, a network object for one general muscle was created. Generally, this network 

could be used for prediction of the muscle force for all of the muscles, not only about elbow 

joint, accuracy of predication depends on quality of training data of course. For the Variant B, 

the elbow torque, as training output parameter calculated by inverse dynamic, was used. 

The variant B was created directly for 7 elbow joint actuators. A basic effort was the precise 

prediction of muscle forces. The network object was composed by 7 networks for each 

muscle (the same network as in variant A was used), enlarged on moment arms inputs. 

Synaptic weights were adjusted according to actual errors between learned torque and torque 

calculated by inverse dynamic. This solution had remove errors in results, which were 

obtained from system of Virtual Muscle. But it is impossible to set up the weights for 

example positive for flexors and negative for extensors. In this case the network is setting up 

the weights in each training process with different values and signs. Therefore, this type of 

artificial neural network, variant B, could not be used for this type of task. 

The A variant of network object for general muscle was very difficult to learn and generalized 

for all of the muscles. The error was minimized, but for general using of this network for all 

of the muscles it was still enough high. Probably the error is due to the low number of training 

sets, and due to possible errors in muscle forces calculation by Virtual Muscle system, even if 

the input data to both methods were the same. 

The artificial neural network, variant B, predict net moment on the whole very good. But this 

variant, could not be used for prediction of joint actuator forces. It is very difficult to use the 

network variant B for obtaining of values from inside the network, because the relations 

between the values inside of the network could not be guaranteed. 

For the general usage the network variant A appears, with partly reduction of input 

parameters, as the best, but with higher number of good training sets. 
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The muscle force in human subjects is affected by many effects. Based on observations of the 

important muscular parameters by the help of the artificial neural network, analyzing the 

muscle force can be simplified. Moreover, the muscle force is important considerations for 

orthopaedists, biomechanists, and physical therapists because joint contact forces, as well as 

muscle forces, must be estimated to understand joint and bone loading and pathology. 

For analyzing and simplification the muscle force sensitivity analysis were studied on the 

aritificial neural network [4]. By using the MATLAB neural network toolbox, the 

backpropagation neural network with learning algorithm was programmed. In standard 

backpropagation is a gradient descent algorithm, in which the network weights are moved 

along the negative of the gradient of the performance function. 

The threelayer feedforward neural network with 14 input parameters and one output neuron 

was used for solving this problem. A degree of adaptation and generalization was possible to 

change by the change of number of neurons in the hidden layers. The topology of the network 

was consisting of three layers. Between input layer and first hidden layer, the sigmoidal 

transfer function was used. Also between first and second hidden layers the sigmoidal 

function was used. For transfer between second hidden layer and output layer was used linear 

function.

Input parameters were physiological characteristics of participating muscles of particular joint 

mechanism, further data about movement and electric activation of muscles. Parameters were 

obtained an experimentally, from the technical literatures [3] and calculation. Was assumed 

that these input parameters have influence on resulting muscle force. Changes in the network 

outputs, for training without input parameter, were described by correlation coefficient, C.

Elbow flexion/extension movements were recorded with the 6-camera 60Hz VICON Motion 

Analysis system across two movement speeds (slow, 1.1rad/sec and fast, 2.8rad/sec) and two 

loading conditions (unloaded and with 4.2kg bar-bell). Electric activation of watched muscles 

was recorded by EMG. Processed (after rectification, filtering and smoothing) and normalized 

EMG signal were taken as muscle activation and history of muscle activation.[1] 

The used input parameters were: musculotendon length, LMT, velocity of muscle shortening, v,

pennation angle, α0, optimal muscle length, l0, physiological crossectional area, PCSA, tendon 

slack length, LST, maximal isometric muscle force, F0, force-velocity factor, Fv, active force-

muscle length factor, Fla, passive force-muscle length factor, Flp, muscle activation, a(t) and 

three degrees of history of muscle activation, a1H(t+∆t), a2H(t+2∆t), a3H(t+3∆t).

The output parameter must be known for training as well. The training output parameter for a 

network object was the muscle force and for its approaching to the real muscle force, the 

Virtual Muscle system was used, [2]. 

The network object was used for estimation of sensitivity inputs. By the observation of the 

sensitivity of input parameters for each from the four movement conditions (slow and fast 

movement unloaded, slow and fast movement with weight) was the network object the same 

in every event, only one observed input parameter was zero or constant value.
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The two most insensitive input parameters to results and network topology are velocity of 

muscle shortening, v and force-velocity factor, Fv. The most sensitive input parameters are 

length of musculotendon, LMT and muscle activation, a(t). It is evident, that muscle activation 

include information about muscle state and work, and can describe different situations as for 

example the same velocity of muscle shortening with different loading of muscle. This 

finding corresponds with knowledge, if a muscle activation parameter has zero value, muscle 

can not produce active force. All of the other input parameters have, in this case, similar 

influence on results and the neural network topology. 
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Human brain is with no doubt one of the most complicated systems that mankind ever 

encountered. It integrates all somatic functions (metabolism, endocrinic regulations, 

immunity, cardiovascular and gastrointestinal systems, etc.), psychic functions (vigility, 

reactivness, sleep, memory, etc.) and its own systems. 

Electrical activity is probably generated by synchronous and synphasic activity of 

electrical impulses of many neurons in cortex and deep brain centers. This synchronicity is 

ensured partially by the cortex itself but mainly thalamus and to certain extent even septal 

nuclei and hippocampus. The rythm generated by cortex is irregular and is expressed basicly 

in slow waves area whereas more regular thalamic rhytm is prominent in faster wave areas. 

Electrical activity is measurable by scanning the electroencephalogram (EEG) from the head 

surface.

The most interesting seems to be further study of EEG activity with the use of a model 

for prediction of the EEG spectre shape and for consequent design of EEG data compression, 

recognition of neurophysiological abnormalities incl. light brain disfunctions (ADHD) etc. 

In our proposal we consider model simulations presented by Wright and Liley. Their 

investigations led to more advanced methods of implementation incl. wave equations  

mentioned by Robinson for instance. 

In later years there were various improvements implemented into the mentioned 

models, in particular by adding more physiological parameters that describe the brain 

anatomy more precisely. (Liley, Wright and Rennie).

The model constructed by us is based on real human brain anatomy and physiology 

that was later reviewed and broaden by Rennie. The proposal consists from three basic 

structures (submodels) – main, thalamic and cortical. He main submodel comprises the 

manner of basic structures such as excitatory star and pyramidal neurons or inhibitory star 

neurons. In other submodels the manner of particular interconnections are specified, incl. 

local and global responses between cortex and thalamus. 
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Medical and biomedical applications are particularly suitable for successfully applying 

computational intelligence (CI) tools and techniques, due to the nature of the domain. Any 

relevant information about these problems is the prior domain knowledge, usually incomplete, 

and input-output instances of the system’s behaviour, which is also incomplete. Therefore, in 

many cases, hybrid combinations are capable of describing an approximate reasoning for 

these domains. Hybrid computational intelligence is defined as any effective combination of 

intelligent techniques that performs in a superior or competitive way to simple standard 

intelligent techniques. Generally we could define two types of hybrid systems, namely 

systems that combine two or more well-known intelligent techniques in a methodological 

manner in order to obtain a superior intelligent performance in complex domains of 

application, and systems that combine a well-known intelligent technique and a standard 

mathematical or heuristic method, in order to effectively handle complex problems, still 

preserving the intelligence of the overall approach. 

In the medical domain, data exists in various forms – single numerical values, non-numerical 

expressions, measured signals (e.g. ECG, EEG, EMG). In this research we have focused on 

automatized processing of long-term recordings of measured signals, in particular ECG and 

EEG. One of the most important aspects of the ECG and EEG classification systems is 

reliable analysis of ECG and EEG records respectively, which enables significant values to be 

identified on the measured signal. This analysis is a necessary condition for correct 

classification. In both cases we use hybrid intelligent systems combining several methods – 

mathematical transforms, clustering, soft computing and machine learning methods. The 

standard procedure is following: first step is application of mathematical transform (wavelet, 

Fourier) for extraction and/or calculation of characteristic attributes of the signal. Then 

clustering is used for class determination (in case we do not have a training set developed by 

an expert). Final step is development of models using one or several learning methods - in our 

study decision trees, fuzzy rules, neural networks, kNN and fuzzy kNN classifiers. 

For ECG signal preprocessing we have used the wavelet transform. It has proven to be a good 

tool for ECG signal analysis. It achieves a sufficiently high level of reliability – about 80 per 

cent. It enables to detect required values of selected attributes in few steps, which is important 

from the point of view of time required for processing. The extracted values are then used as 

input values for a classification system. We have used decision tree induction and successive 

classification with the See5 program. We have verified the suitability of classification using 

decision trees for different numbers of attributes and classes. Then we have made a 

comparative study using fuzzy rules [1]. FURL (FUzzy Rule Learner), a theory revision 

approach to fuzzy rules learning based on the Hierarchical Prioritized Structures (HPS), has 

been used. FURL’s natural tendency to produce a relatively large number of rules can be 

reduced in some specific domains by employing negated antecedents. While decision trees 

decompose the feature space by means of hypercubes, fuzzy rule sets represent classes 

through more complex membership functions. On the contrary of other interpolative 

approaches (i.e. neural networks) fuzzy rule sets employ a symbolic formalism that explains 

more clearly the learned knowledge. Moreover, they provide a soft classification that is suited 

to cope either with the uncertainty in the data or in the diagnostic knowledge. The initial 
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partitioning is decisive in obtaining more compact rule sets. Comparing results of both 

approaches the FURL reached lower classification error, on the other hand it generates greater 

number of rules than the decision tree.  

The EEG signal is more complex, and thus it requires more steps of pre-processing. The first 

step is the adaptive segmentation that divides the EEG signal into stationary segments. When 

the signals are segmented, all attributes are calculated, some of them in time domain, some of 

them in frequency domain. In this step, we have employed the Fourier transform. The 

extracted values are used as input values of a classification system. In our case study we have 

used cluster analysis, neural network, kNN and fuzzy kNN classifiers. The developed system 

has been tested using real EEG signals. In the first experiment the signal has contained 

epileptic graphoelements [2]. Classification into two classes has been used. Based on 

individual experiments we can compare properties of applied methods for EEG processing. 

First test has been aimed on evaluation of impact of the value of constant k in k-NN algorithm 

and K in fuzzy k-NN with K-NN learning. The classifier reaches better results with higher 

value of k. However, if k exceeds a certain limit the classification error increases again. From 

the tests it has followed that the most suitable values of k are 5, 7 or 9. The system has 

reached very good results in detection of graphoelements. The whole processing has reached 

mean testing error of 6%. In the second experiment we have used real sleep EEG recording 

for which the classification has been known (in total 10 classes) [3]. For segmentation, 

combination of non-adaptive and adaptive segmentation has been used. Length of segments 

for non-adaptive segmentation has been set up to 32 seconds (at sampling rate of 256 Hz 8192 

samples correspond to 32 seconds, this value has been selected with respect to successive 

computation of FFT). Intervals containing artefacts have been determined by adaptive 

segmentation. With respect to the character of the application we cannot expect 100% success 

rate. When requiring exact classification we reach success rate of approximately 80%. When 

allowing tolerance of one level of sleep depth the success rate increases to 90%. More exact 

evaluation of the error has no practical sense because the manual estimation of classification 

done by an expert is burdened by a non-zero error according to his view. 

It is necessary to stress that not only the selection of a pre-processing method is a very 

important step in data mining process, especially when working with continuous signals, but 

also careful generation of the training set. In such complex tasks as classification of ECG or 

EEG records, experience of a human expert that can modify, for example, a training set 

generated by cluster analysis may contribute to more successful classification. 
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This paper is focused on the issue of the vigilant state (level of concentration) of a 

man based on EEG signal processing in neuronal network RBF. A specific area of interest is 

influence of preprocessing of training patterns for neuronal network on a quality and 

consequent recognition of the state of wakefulness in tested samples. 

All experiments described in this paper are derived from the Vigilant car project 

conducted at Center for Biomedical Engineering of CTU in Prague and "Detection of a drop 

in drivers concentration" conducted at the Laboratory of System Reliability" at the Transport 

Faculty of CTU in Prague, both in 1999-2004.  

The target of these experiments was to detect the state of  fatigue of a driver from 

biological and other signals and warn him in case of the danger of a micro-sleep. There were 

always two long-distance rides (Prague-Pilsen) undertaken, one in vigilant state, the other 

after 24hours of sleep deprivation. The videorecordings of the driver were taken in both cases 

too beside the standard biological signal monitoring such as EEG, EKG, EOG, etc. From each 

experiment there are therefore 2 data files (d-files) available, one of the vigilant state driva 

and second of the fatigue state.  

The state of the driver is detected from a spectral analysis of the EEG outcome 

together with the video recording in both drives. The procedure of the fatigue recognition 

consists of two steps: the first is the preparation of the training and testing samples for 

neuronal network based on the data acquired from vigilant and fatigue drives of some of the 

drivers, the second is the very training of of this network and testing of its capability to learn 

in samples that it did not learn beforehand. In preparation of the training samples the selected 

EEG channel is via FFT (with 2 or 4 sec frame) translated into a sequence of patterns 

comprising output or amplitude in frequential ranges delta, theta, alpha, beta with potential 

types of preprocessing none-percentage-norming, resulting in 4-element input vector that is 

evaluated by 2-element output vector (1.0) or (0.1) depending on the vigilant/fatigue state of 

the tested person. The state is determined based on the file with the time characteristics of the 

fatigue evaluated by the team of psychologists from the videorecording and was assesed once 

in each minute. The state of fatigue was evaluated by point ranging from 1 to 5 (1-vigilance, 

5-fatigue) and the final decision about the state of the driver was judged according to passing 

beyond a given threshold value (e.g. 2.7 for instance).  
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The highest level of the recognition in tested samples (in one driver with one EEG 

channel) is 80%, in some cases only 60%, eventuallz even less.  As far the ways of 

preprocessing of the training and testing samples are concerned, the combination of 2 main 

parameters were used: firstly the result type of FFT (4 element array of output values in delta-

beta ranges or of amplitudes), secondly the type of preprocessing modes none (direct output 

or amplitudes in given ranges) / percentage (the sum of the 4 gives 100%) / norming (each of 

the numbers is presented in % related to min. and max. value of the number at this position in 

all file). There is an evidence that use of amplitudes is more succesful in evaluation of testing 

samples rather than the use of output values and so is the use of norming and percentages 

rather than no preprocessing. The differences in various types of preprocessing are basicly 

only in units of %. However, there are other possible ways of preprocessing available: for 

example the use of only theta, alpha and beta ranges (amplitude in delta is highest in all 

samples) or the use of coupled patters delta+theta, alpha+beta, delta+theta/alpha+beta. 

Finally, it is necessary to mention thatthe level of vigilance assesed from EEG is rather 

complicated and is a subject for an experienced neurologist.  
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Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related mortality in the whole world. Non–

small-cell lung cancer accounts for 80% of all cases, with the remaining 20% presenting as 

small-cell lung cancer. Non–small-cell lung cancer is composed of the following three major 

histologic subtypes: (1) squamous cell carcinoma, (2) adenocarcinoma, and (3) large-cell 

undifferentiated carcinoma. Adenocarcinomas can be further subdivided histologically into 

four less distinct subtypes: acinar, papillary, mucinous, and bronchioloalveolar carcinoma. 

The varied clinical and radiographic manifestations of bronchioloalveolar carcinoma often 

lead to an incorrect diagnosis of pneumonia and possibly significant delays in obtaining 

appropriate diagnosis. 

In this paper we would like to present methods and experimental results concerning 

developed instrumentation and data processing methods for early and non-invasive 

diagnostical method for detection of bronchogenical Carcinoma by temperature measuring in 

air passages. On this place it is necessary to mention main methodology  previously used – 

bronchoscopy. It is one of the diagnostical methods of bronchogenic carcinoma. In the past, 

bronchoscopy played a limited role in the staging of bronchogenic carcinoma, and the major 

use of bronchoscopy was to assess the T (tumor) status. Method proposed in this paper 

extends preliminary results obtained by Votruba et al. (2003) and may provide cheap and 

early diagnosis of Bronchogenical carcinoma. The method is based on measurement of 

surface temperature in lung cancer. Numerous reports have been published about the staging 

of lung cancer for example by CT scan, in particular about its usefulness in evaluating the 

nodal status. The general conclusion is that the CT scan, when used to evaluate the 

mediastinum, is very sensitive, but not too specific.

Bronchoscopy is an examination that allows a doctor to see inside the airway. During 

bronchoscopy, an instrument called a bronchoscope is used to look at the throat, larynx, 

trachea, and lower bronchial airways of the lungs. Bronchoscopy may be done to: (A) Identify 

problems that may be causing inflammation and bleeding. (B) Diagnose certain lung diseases. 

This is done by collecting samples of lung tissue for biopsy or by collecting mucus (sputum) 

samples to be examined in a lab for specific abnormalities or infections. (C) Diagnose and 

determine the extent of lung cancer – it is our case. (D) Remove foreign objects or thick 

mucus that may be blocking the airway. (E) Destroy growths in the airway. 

Two different types of bronchoscopes may be used, depending on why the procedure 

is being done. 

    1) A flexible bronchoscope is a long, thin tube that contains many small, clear fibers 

or a small camera that can transmit light images as it bends. The flexible bronchoscope is 

used more often than the rigid bronchoscope because it is usually safer, does not require 
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general anesthesia, is more comfortable for the person, and offers a better view of the small 

airways. Small samples of tissue can also be removed using a flexible bronchoscope. 

     2) A rigid bronchoscope is a straight, hollow metal tube that is used when there is 

bleeding in the airway that could block the flexible scope's view, to remove large tissue 

samples for biopsy, to clear the airway of foreign bodies (such as a piece of food) that cannot 

be removed using a flexible bronchoscope.   Special procedures, such as widening (dilating) 

the airway or destroying a growth using a laser, are usually done with a rigid bronchoscope. 

Bronchoscopy may be used diagnostically to detect the cause of symptoms such as 

blood-tinged sputum (hemoptysis), wheezing, or difficulty breathing, evaluate abnormalities  

such as nodules or growths found on chest X-rays. Biopsies can help diagnose certain types of 

cancer or infection. Obtain samples of secretions or mucus in the airway to help diagnose 

certain lung problems,  evaluate the airway after a traumatic chest injury and evaluate the 

extent of previously diagnosed lung cancer. 

Using our equipment, it was measured (by dr. Votruba in hospital Na Homolce, 

Prague) the surface temperature of the tumors in patients with primary lung cancer, using a 

flexible bronchofiberscope (this is big advantage) and a thermometer BETATHERM. The 

thermometer was inserted into the aspiration channel of the bronchofiberscope, and 

temperature was studied under bronchofiberscop located in the various portions of the lung 

were the carcinoma provably was and provably was not (distinguishing by visual 

observation). Lung cancer showed a significantly higher surface temperature. The method is 

very promising and our technical equipment and data processing software is usable for this 

purposes. In the near future, much more work will be done in order to prove results on wide 

sample of patients. 
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No known surgical implant material has ever been shown to be completely free of 

adverse reactions in the human body. However, long-time clinical experience of use of the 

biomaterials has shown that an acceptable level of biological response can be expected, when 

the material is used in appropriate applications. This article deals with very specific wear 

resistance testing of the bio-compatible and bio-stable materials used for surgical implants. 

The abrasion is indispensable parameter for evaluation of the mechanical properties. This type 

of testing is very important for appreciation of new directions at the joint replacement design 

(for example in total knee replacement). The special experiments were carried out in 

collaboration with company Walter Corporation - developing and producing bone-substitute 

biomaterials and implants. 

The titanium alloy with DLC coat and UHMWPE is a new combination of materials 

used for surgical implants. The DLC coat (Diamond-like Carbon) was created by combination 

two methods – Plasma Assisted Chemical Vapour Deposition and Ion Beam Mixing. This 

surface coat was made in laboratory of Physics. The special wear resistance test with the first 

pair of these new materials was carried out according to ISO 6474:1994(E) Implants for 

surgery – Ceramic materials based on high purity alumina. International Standard deals with 

evaluation of biocompatible and bio-stable materials. These materials are used for production 

of bone and orthopaedic joint components replacements. The standard requires a long-time 

mechanical testing at which a complete volume of worn material is evaluated. The test 

conditions, requirements on the testing system and specimens’ preparation are closely 

determined. For the specimens treatment and their evaluation, a procedure is assessed which 

ensures the testing objectivity. 

The method is based on loading and rotating two pieces from biomaterials (fig. 1, 2). 

A ring from titanium alloy (Ti
6
Al

4
V) with DLC coat is loaded onto a flat plate from 

UHMWPE. The axial load that is applied on the ring is all the time constant. The ring is 

rotated through an arc of ±25° at a frequency of (1 ± 0.1) Hz for a given period of time (100 ± 

1) hours. There is distilled water using as the surrounding medium. 

The special jigs were used for fixing both specimens during testing. These jigs have to 

be able to undergo oscillatory rotation of the ring specimen about fixed axis using a 

sinusoidal or near-sinusoidal rate of change of angle. The disc-holding device is equipped 

with the especial joint to ensure the plane of the disc surface coincides with the plane of the 

ring surface at all times during the test.  

As a measure of wear resistance is determined and used volume of the wear track on 

the disc. The wear track cross-sectional area is analysed from measured profile. The volume 

is calculated from this area. The profile measurement of the tested specimen was carried out 

using a specially adapted assembly. To determine the vertical position of points on the disc 

was used the digital drift sight MAHR EXTRAMESS 2001, with the sensibility of 0.2 µm, 

placed in a sufficiently stiff stand. A positioning cross-table (ZEISS), containing a make-up 

piece (in which the disc was inserted), served for the disc shifting. The cross-table is movable 

in two axes by means of two micrometric screws. The shifting sensitivity is 0.01 mm. 

Measured data were registered in a table prepared in advance.  
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The experiment was carried out on the top quality testing system MTS 858 MINI 

BIONIX placed in “Laboratory of Biomechanics of Man” at the Czech Technical University 

in Prague. 

The final parameters obtained in this test - the wear track on the discs and standard 

deviation - were calculated  

Volume of the wear track is 6.61±0.21 mm
3

. 

The test was executed with only first pairs of specimens, because of obtaining 

objective information about wear resistance for this combination of materials. The resulting 

volume describes one from the mechanical properties and shows that this new combination of 

biomaterials is suitable for using as a surgical implants.  

We obtained the objective information about wear resistance for these combinations of 

materials. The resulting wear volume indicates the amount of elements that are loosening 

during loading of the bone substitute implant in human body and describes one from the 

mechanical properties.  

For next development is purposeful to finish the full test as is required in international 

standards – that means with five pairs of specimens. In near future is suitable to create 

database of this parameters for other combinations of bone-substitute materials. 
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 This paper deals with the interaction of the laser beam and stent’s material during their 

production. The stents are used in the case of perfusion defects in the whole cardiovascular 

system. The stents are produced by different technologies and from different materials. This 

works pays attention to the stents produced from the Ni-Ti alloy by Nd:YAG laser. 

 In these days, many more stents are needed, whether it concerns biliary, pancreatic or 

colonic stents. Their production is difficult and time consuming, and because of the high 

accuracy required manufacturers often turn to new progressive methods of production. One of 

them is the production with the help of lasers.  

 The use of lasers in the production of body implants has the advantage of the 

accuracy, great repeatability and a small heat affected zone. 

 Lasers are divided by different aspects. One of the main aspects is active medium; 

according to this, lasers are solid-state, semiconductor, gas and chemical. Most frequently 

used lasers in industry are Nd
 3+ 

:YAG a CO
2

. 

The word stent derives from a dentist, Dr C.T. Stent, who in the late 1800’s developed 

a dental device to assist in forming an impression of teeth. Nowadays, the term stent is 

reserved for devices used to scaffold or brace the inside circumference of tubular passages or 

lumens, such as the esophagus, biliary duct, and most importantly, a host of blood vessels 

including coronary, carotid, iliac, aorta and femoral arteries. Stenting in the cardiovascular 

system is most often used as a follow-up to balloon angioplasty, a procedure in which a 

balloon as placed in the diseased vessel and expanded in order reopen a clogged lumen (called 

a stenosis). These balloons are introduced percutaneously (non-surgically), most often 

through the femoral artery. Ballooning provides immediate improvement in blood flow, but 

30% of the patients have restenosed within a year and need further treatment. The placement 

of a stent immediately after angioplasty has been shown to significantly decrease the 

propensity for restenosis. 

Stents are also used to support grafts, e.g. in the treatment of aneurysms. An aneurysm 

is caused by the weakening of an arterial wall, that then balloons out and presents a risk of 

rupture. Surgical repairs are often difficult. With the endovascular approach, a graft is placed 

through the aneurysm and anchored in the healthy part of the artery at least at the proximal 

neck of the aneurysm. Thus, blood is excluded from the aneurysm sack. The grafts are 

typically supported and anchored by self-expanding stents structures. 

 Most stents today are 316L stainless steel, and are expanded against the vessel 

wall by plastic deformation caused by the inflation of a balloon placed inside the stent. 

Nitinol stents, on the other hand, are self-expanding – they are shape-set to the open 

configuration, compressed into a catheter, then pushed out of the catheter and allowed to 

expand against the vessel wall. Typically, the manufactured stent OD is about 10% greater 

than the vessel in order to assure the stent anchors firmly in place. Stents are made from 

knitted or welded wire, laser cut or photoetched sheet, and laser cut tubing. 
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Binary alloy TiNi, known also by the original name NITINOL is one of the series of 

metal systems, which embody formative memory phenomena. The nickel and titanium alloy 

or if needed its ternary variants doped by copper, iron, chromium etc., has the best 

combination of properties for practical purposes, the formative memory behaviour is a 

phenomenon connected with non-diffusion phase transformation of the martensitic type. The 

control of the relevant transformation characteristics creates the fundamentals of effective use 

of materials with these properties in technical practice.  

From the mechanical point of view, the material exhibits the return to the original 

configuration only by change of temperature or in another variant by superelastic behaviour 

and during deformation the material is able to unfold relatively considerable forces. These 

characteristics, accompanied by excellent corrosion resistance and biocompatibility 

predetermine this material for a wide use in many branches of electrotechnics, mechanical 

engineering, robotics and not in the last in medicine.  

It is possible to produce the NiTi alloy in several structural forms, which will differ by 

a slight difference of chemical composition and which are strongly affected by thermal and 

mechanical treatment. The deciding parameter for selecting a suitable structural type is the 

final object of application and the working temperatures at the point of setting. The 

temperature of termination of the austenitic transformation can vary at intervals Af = -200 to 

+ 150°C depending on chemical composition.  

The most evident property of superelastic Nitinol is its flexibility, which is 10 to 20 

times higher than for stainless steel, this means that setouts, still elastic after an 11% 

deformation may be seen. This flexibility has its role for some near the surface application 

stents, as are carotides and femoral arteries, when vessels may be stressed by external 

pressure, which could cause warping of conventional stents. Such deformation has been 

observed in stainless steel stents and it may have serious effects. 
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In the last few years there has been a significant growth in interest in the mechanical 

properties of arteries and some other parts of the cardiovascular system. The reason of this 

investigation is that diseases of cardiovascular system cause the most of deaths in the mature 

countries. The knowledge of the mechanical properties of the cardiovascular system is very 

important in development of new diagnostic techniques, artificial organs and therapeutic 

methods.  

Realistic information about constitutive relations of a human tissue is one of the most 

important input to our engineering computing models. There are a many papers which 

describe constitutive equations for human aorta where is this artery assumed as homogenous 

continuum. This assumption is not so realistic because of its structure. If we do not consider 

composite structure of particular aortic layers, We can distinguish three basic parts of aortic 

wall if we do not consider composite structure of each layer – each layer is difficult system of 

elastin, colagenous and smooth muscle fibres. There are intima (very thin inner layer which is 

not so important from mechanical point of view), media (the thickest layer) and adventitia, 

respectively.  Each of theme has own individual substructure which is based on composite 

configuration. We do not consider this composite composition in our paper. 

Passive mechanical properties and constitutive equation of the arterial wall was 

studied by many authors, Fung, Humphrey, and Vorp for example. They performed uniaxial 

tensile tests in 70
th

. They observed basic mechanical properties during experiments with 

arterial wall considered as continuum. So, we can find many papers which describe 

mechanical properties of components of arterial layers as are collagenous and elastin fibres, 

respectively. But we can not find papers which describe mechanical properties of each layer. 

So, this is the reason why we decided to perform uniaxial tensile tests with arterial layers, 

with media and adventitia respectively. We did not consider an intima as important from 

mechanical point of view because it is essentially one cells layer only and so can not take over 

important load.  

We performed our experiments with 30 samples of human aortic arterial layers which 

we obtained from Department of Forensic Medicine of University Hospital Královské 

Vinohrady. We had 14 media layers and 10 adventitia layers. Because of viscoelastic 

properties of arteries, which include relaxation and creep, each experiment consists of two 

parts. First part was preloading; ten pre-cycles were performed in a rate 6 mm per minute. A 

loading to failure posed second part of experiment and loading rate was 4 mm per minute. 

The loading during pre-cycles was restricted by the value of axial force 1.8 N. Experiments 

were performed in axial and circumferential direction. Tests were performed on MTS 858 

MINI BIONIX, MTS corp. USA, in our Mechanical Testing Laboratory accredited by ČIA.    

Our results show that adventitia layer is more compliant than media layer. We do not 

observe important differences between male and female specimens. In case of media the 

mean maximum value of the strain was 35 pct but in one case of male media was achieved 

60pct. Strain in circumferential direction. Linear regression with polynomial regression 

function was performed and we obtained as the most appropriate function a third degree 

multinomial. 6
th

 degree multinomial was used in case of maximum strain 60 pct. A graph of 
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these functions has always distinct initial part with low value of slope and approximately 

linear part follows. This second part has higher values of the slope. A point of inflexion was 

found in at end of second part. Approximately similar results were found in case of adventitia. 

But we can say that adventitia layer is more compliant than media because here were 

achieved higher values of strain. We hope that our results and our constitutive equations will 

be useful in computing modelling. A comparison of the properties of the adventitia and media 

with all wall was performed too. We did not observed essential differences between them.       
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Aneurysm of the abdominal aorta (AAA) is of the most serious cardiovascular 

diseases. It is described as a distortion of the sub renal part of the aorta by more than 50%. 

The most dangerous event accompanying the AAA is a rupture of the AAA (RAAA), which 

is a common cause of death in patients with AAA. Processes, which cause aneurysm, are 

influenced by many factors and the exact aetiology of all types of aneurysms is not yet 

known. Many factors play an important role during the development of the AAA, mainly 

heredity, hemo-dynamic factors, such as type of a blood flow, hypertension and other 

vascular diseases – arterioscleroses, vasculitis and various ischemic diseases. There is also a 

separate group of people with Marfan Syndrome or Erdheim disease. Currently in the 

cardiovascular surgery a definite indicator for a surgical solution (removal) or endo vascular 

therapy is the diameter of the AAA and the speed of growth of the aneurysm. 

At this time a great interest is given to a calculation method (based specially on the 

method of end elements FEM or other methods of numerical mechanics), which should 

determine the stress state of the aorta’s wall affected by the AAA. But calculating the tension 

so that the results can indicate accurately the borderline state of the aorta can be difficult with 

mainly material and geometrical difficulties. For this reason we have concentrated on other 

methods. Our goal is to find a method, which will predict the behavior of the AAA. The 

objective is to be able to answer this question: How is the aneurysm going to develop further? 

For this purpose we think it is possible to use the artificial neural network (ANN).  

Neural network does not progress along classical algorithms but allows us to answer 

some questions, where there are no exact physical, chemical and other substances available. It 

manages to bypass this problem. In the propagator v1.0 program artificial network type back-

propagation was created with these characteristics: Three layered ANN (one concealed layer), 

7 entry neurons with linear transmission function, 1 entry neuron with sigmoid transmission 

function, 3 neurons in the concealed layer with sigmoid transmission function. The entry 

parameters for ANN learning were chosen from an average AAA selected from the last two 

measurements (with an interval between measurements of at least 100 days) and other 

information, which might influence the behavior of the AAA. (Age, ischemic heart disease, 

diabetes mellitus, hypertension, smoking, lung obstruction disease. The information about 

ICHS, DM, K, H, PP is entered with the help of logical 0 or 1. The value of the diameter of 

the aneurysm and the age appear in the model standardized from 0 to 1.From this information 

the patient receives an entry data vector. The exit model of the AAA is the scalar value of the 

diameter of the aneurysm 100 days after the last measurement, which was the entry to the 

ANN.  

Mean difference between predictive values and real values was 0.00015948m =  [1] 

in the case of normalized values and 0.0087714m = [mm] in the case of   non-normalized 

data. We were obtained these results considering positive and negative values of predictive 

diameters. Another situation arises if we take the residue (deviation) only as a positive 

quantity. If we take non standardized residue (in mm) in their absolute value, we get for the 
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test file these parameters: e=0,7404562 ≈0,74 mm chosen diameter   Maximum network error 

was 1,94 mm and minimum 0,04 mm (non-normalized data). 
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In a mature countries are diseases of cardiovascular system the most important cause 

of death. Major of this diseases has direct connection with coronary arteries and their 

mechanical behavior. In the last few years there has been a significant growth in interest in 

the mechanical properties of arteries and some other parts of the cardiovascular system. A 

number of publications focused on any mathematical models biological and chemical and 

mechanical behavior of some diseases was increased in the last few years too. The reason of 

this investigation is that diseases of cardiovascular system cause the most of deaths in the 

mature countries. The knowledge of the mechanical properties of the cardiovascular system is 

very important in development of new diagnostic techniques, artificial organs and therapeutic 

methods.

Realistic information about constitutive relations of a human tissue is one of the most 

important input to our engineering computing models. The most of papers which were 

published in the world is focused on the investigation of easy available animal samples, e.g. 

[1], [2]. If you want to use data obtained from experiments with human tissue in your 

computing model you usually have big problem to find them in the literature. It was the most 

reason why we decided to perform mechanical experiments with human coronary arteries to 

determine their constitutive relationships.

We built a special experimental system based on static pressure tests to measure 

deformations of arteries which are under loading. Basic loading were performed by internal 

pressure of liquid medium. The internal pressure was measured by pressure sensor. Loading 

was static during experiments. During our experiments we measured external diameter of 

artery by camera system. The measured artery was also subjected to an axial pre-stretch. A 

incompressibility condition was used to determine internal diameter of the artery. 

Ordinary constitutive equation was replaced by a strain energy density function W. 

We used strain energy density function in Hayashi´s shape (logarithmic), [3]. 
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Where
i

p  is internal pressure, 
0

rr
i

,  internal and eternal diameter and 
t

λ  is 

circumferential stretch during loading. Material constants were obatained in this numerical 

values: C = 10.6791 kPa, 
tt

c  = 8.9854, 
zz

c  = 1.3872, 
tz

c  = -0.0087. Residual strain and stress 

were included to our computations.
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Artificial lung ventilation (ALV) is a method that is often used in clinical practice. This 

technique is the most efficient method to treat acute respiratory failure. Despite the fact that 

conventional artificial lung ventilation (CV) is able to solve acute respiratory insufficiency in 

many cases, there still remain from 40 % to 60 % patients that do not take a profit from CV. 

Other ventilatory techniques are searched and studied in order to substitute CV especially as a 

“rescue” technique when CV fails. High-frequency ventilation (HFV) is one of the 

unconventional ventilatory regimens that is being tested in the treatment of acute respiratory 

distress syndrome (ARDS) in adult patients and is supposed to be more efficient in ARDS 

treatment than CV. These unconventional ventilatory strategies are very different from CV 

not only because of their principle, but also because of their totally different influence upon 

intrapulmonary conditions and gas exchange. Different effects of artificial ventilation can be 

observed when CV or HFV is used. Many parameters can influence the oxygenation, but it is 

very difficult to study their effect directly in the human body. Any direct measurements in the 

alveolar space, as well as measurements of ventilatory parameters changes along the 

bronchial tree, are practically impossible. Nevertheless, these parameters are essential for a 

rational control and further investigation of these unconventional ventilatory regimens. 

Investigation of the unconventional ventilatory strategies cannot be based on clinical trial 

studies only. Sophisticated and advanced methods of intrapulmonary conditions monitoring, 

the respiratory and chest wall mechanics measurement and evaluation of other parameters 

must be employed. These sophisticated methods comprise various modelling techniques of 

the human respiratory system that differs in the approach used. Therefore, deriving model of 

the respiratory system exactly corresponding with the reality can be the only possibility how 

to study influence of mechanical lung properties along the bronchial tree.

Our aim was to develop a model of the respiratory system in concordance with the 

anatomical structure of the lung with a possibility to study the effect of the inhomogeneous 

changes in the pulmonary mechanics upon the efficiency of both ventilatory techniques: CV 

and HFV. The model was supposed to be used for evaluation of intrapulmonary conditions 

and description of gas exchange, to assess them and evaluate their precision and suitability for 

use in the clinical investigation and practice. The airways begin with trachea and divide with 

each new generation by course of irregular dichotomy. It means that airways in the same 

generation have various length and diameter. The whole structure of the bronchial tree is very 

complex and not suitable for modelling because it is very difficult to describe this structure 

mathematically. Therefore the morphological model of Weibel [1] was used to gain the 

geometrical proportions of the airways. The irregularity in the dichotomy is considered as 

negligible thus the airways in the model have the uniform length and diameter in the same 

generation of the bronchial tree. 

Most of the existing models of the respiratory system are very simple without any 

possibility to observe differences in the intrapulmonary conditions such as pressure and tidal 
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volume distributions inside the lung structure. Novel approach has been used to study the 

ventilatory parameters inside the lung structure for both CV and HFV. A mathematical model 

of the respiratory system has been developed as an electro-acoustic analogy of the respiratory 

system respecting its exact anatomical structure. All individual airways are represented by 

short acoustic capillaries with parameters computed using the common acoustic principles 

and the published lung morphometry measurements. Alveoli are represented by acoustic 

compliances computed from their proportions and the overall lung compliance. The final 

model has 23 airway generations and employs 67 108 859 individual components. 

The following results were obtained from the conducted simulations. The airway resistance 

increase has no significant effect on the total lung impedance during CV, whereas the total 

lung impedance is substantially higher during HFV for the same airway resistance increase. 

The tidal volume distribution among the bronchial tree generations is worsted more during 

HFV compared with CV with increased airway resistance. It suggests that CV is more 

suitable ventilatory technique for the lung affected by the increased airway resistance in 

comparison with HFV. The alveolar compliance increase causes the total lung impedance 

growth during CV, whereas the resonant frequency is shifted during HFV. The total lung 

impedance remains unchanged during HFV and it is possible to maintain the tidal volume 

with the similar pressure amplitude applied to the airway opening in healthy lungs. HFV is 

more suitable technique to ventilate the lungs affected by the reduced alveolar compliance. 

The inhomogeneous changes in the pulmonary mechanics affects especially the tidal volume 

distribution along the bronchial tree compared with the changes in the total lung impedance. 

Several simulated parameters predicted by the models can be compared, as for example 

distribution of tidal volume among bronchial generations, distribution of airflow, etc. 

Approximately the same results (error is less than 4%) have been obtained from the presented 

model and a gas flow model [3]. In spite of the different modelling approach and methods of 

computation, both the models yield the same results.

The electro-acoustic analogy model is the first model suitable for the fast modelling of the 

intrapulmonary conditions along the real bronchial tree structure both during HFV and CV. 

The model is able to explain different behaviour of the respiratory system during these 

ventilatory regimens. Importance of the exact modelling occurs especially during HFV, where 

low tidal volumes are used and the mechanical parameters of the respiratory system play a 

significant role in efficacy of the artificial ventilation efficacy. The model is useful for 

introduction of HFV into the practice. 
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The research project was focused on basic problems of behaviour of materially non-

homogenous structures. The goals of project in theoretical modelling and experimental investigation 

of non-homogenous structures from steel, concrete and timber were achieved. The four main parts of 

research were: 

• New types of shear connectors 

• Integral bridges 

• Timber and concrete structures 

• Composite beams with undulated webs. 

New Types of Shear Connectors 

 Perforated shear connector (perfobond) with circular openings have been originally developed 

in Germany twenty years before the end of last century. Very extensive experimental research into 

static load capacity was fulfilled during last years at CTU [4]. Now are commonly known and widely 

published all necessary formulas for calculation of characteristic and design load capacities for two 

basic types of perfobond connectors. Connectors can be and also are frequently used in practice of 

steel structures. The sophisticated computer model developed under frame of this research enables to 

calculate load capacity of any other type of perfobond connector [1]. 

 For bridges is needed to know also fatigue load capacity of connector. The first experimental 

research was finished and computer model for fatigue behaviour of perfobond connector is under 

progress now. 

 New types of thin-walled shear connectors called Ribcon and Stripcon and fastened via 

powder actuated nails were tested in collaboration with Hilti CZ Company. Ribcon is a thin steel angle 

formed from 1.5 - 3 mm sheet, whose larger free leg is supplied with various perforations enabling 

penetrating of concrete and shorter leg is fastened by prescribed number of Hilti nails to a beam 

flange. Stripcon is made of cold formed steel strip of width 80 mm, with a shape corresponding to the 

wave of trapezoidal sheeting used as a formwork and fastened to a beam also by nails in its each 

valley. Based on series of push tests shear design resistances of Ribcon and Stripcon connectors were 

established, leading to certification of the connectors for use in the Czech Republic as the first country 

in the Europe. 

Integral Bridges 

Traditional beam-type bridges include expansion joints and bearings in order to accommodate 

the thermally induced movements. As practice shows, these structural members are the most 

vulnerable points in highway bridge construction. In case of integral bridges there are no expansion 

joints and no bearings between the superstructure and the substructure. The initial costs of these 

structures are therefore much lower and less demanding maintenance is required.

The analysis and the design of integral bridges are more sophisticated compared to traditional 

beam-type bridges because of the necessity of analysing the soil-structure interaction. Response of the 

structure is dependent on lateral earth pressure magnitude. And in turn, lateral earth pressure is a 

function of structure deformation. This means that the analysis of the structure must be iterative. In 

addition, there is non-linear relationship between horizontal earth pressures and deformations of 

a structure. 
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 To analyse integral bridges it is possible to use many finite element methods. Computer 

program IM2004 being developed to simplify integral bridge analysis of these structures is shortly 

described in [3]. 

Timber and Concrete Structures 

Timber beams can be connected with concrete deck into the non-homogenous composite 

structure. Moreover it is very advantageous solution especially for reconstructions and rehabilitations 

of old buildings with horizontal timber structures. Two advanced models for calculation of load 

capacity of timber-concrete beams were developed and verified compared with foreign experiments. 

New methods for testing of mechanical characteristics of old timber beams were established 

simultaneously. New type of shear connector was tested. Three composite beams will be tested having 

novel type of shear connector in short future.

Composite Beams with Undulated Webs 

Novel structural forms in composite steel and concrete structures enlarge material base of 

modern structures and pertain to progressive trends in structural design. Recently some highly efficient 

elements were introduced into practice, namely steel girders with undulating web and thin-walled 

shear connectors called Ribcon or Stripcon, reported above. 

Within the research project a joint use of both elements was investigated experimentally and 

theoretically. The investigation covered both full and partial shear connection to analyse full range of 

its use in structures. The possible application is envisaged in floor beams of multi-story buildings 

having larger spans (> 6 m) as contemporarily required for administrative buildings. Three real-size 

tests (7.5 m span) were performed, evaluated and compared with analytical results. Numerical non-

linear analysis and further investigation into interaction of buckling of undulating web with a partial 

shear connection is under way.

The experimental investigation and evaluation of the results proved practical applicability of 

this new progressive structural element. While the strength of such girder corresponded well to 

common Standard design, the deflection was due to ductility and slip in the shear connection larger 

and needs a careful design. The results were fully published in [2]. 
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Drinking water distribution systems are primary composed of iron and steel pipes that 

are subject to corrosion. Corrosion of system pipes has economic, hydraulic and aesthetic 

impacts, including water leaks, corrosion product buildup, increased pumping costs, high 

demand for chlorine and dissolved oxygen, biofilm growth and water quality deterioration 

(color, taste, turbidity). The corrosion scales present in corroded iron pipes restrict the flow of 

water, and can also deteriorate the water quality. The compounds ussually found in iron 

corrosion scales include geothite (α-FeOOH), lepidocrite (γ-FeOOH), magnetite (Fe3O4), 

siderite (FeCO3), ferrous hydroxide (Fe(OH)2, ferric hydroxide (Fe(OH)3), ferrihydrite (5 

Fe2O3. 9 H2O), green rusts (e.g. Fe4Fe2(OH)12(CO3) and calcium carbonate (CaCO3) (1). 

In the absence of any corrosion scales, corrosion of iron is the primary cause of iron 

release. The interaction of corroded iron surfaces with water quality are not completely 

understood. However, it is recognized that water quality parameters can influence iron release 

from corroded iron/steel pipes in distribution systems. Some of these factors include 

dissolved oxygen DO, pH, alkalinity, buffer capacity, water flow characteristics, temperature, 

water treatment practices, application of an inhibitor, and fluctuations in water quality. 

Based upon circumstantial evidence linking elevated coliform bacteria counts in 

drinking water distribution systems, it was hypothesized that adsorption of humic substances 

by iron oxide containing corrosion products can stimulate and/or support biofilm 

development. The combination of humic substances and corrosion products led to an increase 

in biofilm biomass when free chlorine was not present, similar to conditions that occurs at 

distribution system dead-ends. The reaction between chlorine and iron oxide in corrosion 

products can reduce chlorine concentration in drinking water while also affecting the ability 

of chlorine to act on biofilm (2). 

The development of bacteria in the biofilm is highly relevant for water quality, since 

these bacteria directly influence bacterial density in the bulk phase through detachment. 

Recent research suggest that using phosphate-besed inhibitors for corrosion control 

contributes to improving the microbial quality of distributed water and enhancing compliance 

records, which may be the result of better maintenance of the chlorine residual along with the 

limitation of corrosion deposits. Phosphate, a bacterial nutrient like carbon and nitrogen, may 

also stimulate bacterial growth (3). 

This research was conducted to assess the impact of different corrosion control 

programs on water quality. Specific objectives of the study were: 

• To design a simple corrosion monitoring program 

• To evaluate a current corrosion control program applied at a full scale conventional 

treatment plant 
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• To determine a corrosion control strategy that can minimize corrosion rates in a 

distribution system 

• To evaluate its short term effects on bacterial water quality (bulk water and biofilm 

bacteria). 

Three places were chosen as locations for corrosion monitoring and taken samples for 

the analysis of the main characteristics of the treated water from WTP Plav in South 

Bohemia. 

The WTP Plav is a conventional water treatment plant that provides settling, 

coagulation, flocculation, sand filtration and disinfection with chloramines. Corrosion rates 

were measured using removable steel coupons and glass coupons to evaluate biofilm density. 

From pre-tests carried out, it was decided to use two exposure periods: 63 and 120 days. After 

this period the coupons were analyzed. Corrosion rate measured in crude water from Římov 

reservoir after 63 days exposition was 70 µg.l
-1

, in water after filtration 162 µg.l
-1

 and in final 

drinking water 60 µg.l
-1

. 
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The basic function of water utilities is to provide uninterrupted supply of safe drinking 

water to the appropriate place. Water treatment and distribution systems have to be carefully 

designed and monitored to ensure the reliability of the quality of drinking water delivered to 

the users. Bacterial regrowth at the pipe walls of a distribution system can contribute to 

degrade this water quality. Many studies have been made to identify the principal factors 

influencing regrowth of heterotrofic bacteria in pipes of the distribution system. They have 

been identified as: 

1. The concentration of organic substrate in the treated water that could be utilized by 

heterotrophic bacteria (BDOC), 

2. The concentration of free residual chlorine in the distributed water, 

3. The residence time of the drinking water in the distribution system from the treatment 

plant to the consumer 

4. The water temperature 

5. The characteristics of the material covering the distribution pipes. 

Several papers have shown that the breakdown of organic matter in the pipes of water 

mains mainly take place at the interface between the water and the pipe surface, on which a 

high density of microorganisms accumulates (a biofilm). The increase in the number of 

bacteria in tap water may be explained by the growth and shear of the biofilm with transport 

of the detached organisms into the water. Proper monitoring of the microbiological quality of 

water in the distribution system also requires the development of hydraulic and biological 

models[1,2]. 

During the last years, different studies were carried out in full-scale distribution 

networks, focusing on the role of the biodegradable organic carbon (BDOC) in distribution 

systems. It was shown, that this parameter in the finished water was the major controlling 

factor of bacterial dynamics when free chlorine was depleted. The different studies agree to 

conclude that the control of biodegradable organic carbon remains one of the prime objectives 

to achieve biologically stable water. This solution, in addition to reduce bacterial growth by 

limiting the nutrient sources, offers two additional advantages: removal of organic matter 

initially reduces the formation of undesirable disinfection by-products (DBPs) during 

chlorination and also increases the stability of the chlorine residual in the distribution system 

by reducing chlorine demand. 
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This study was designed to monitor the water quality in the drinking water distribution 

system served by the Plav WTP. The sampling strategy chosen consisted of measuring two 

groups of parameters related to biomass, organic matter and residual chlorine concentration. 

To obtain a picture of the water quality, a large number of samples were collected from 

several points in the distribution system: WTP Plav, WT Hlavatce(inlet/outlet), WT 

Zdoba(inlet/outlet), WT Varta,  Sudoměřice (inlet/outlet) and  WT Hodušín(inlet/outlet). 

BDOC parameter was used for evaluation of the biological stability of water in given 

distribution system. This parameter based on DOC analysis numerates the resistance of water 

to bacterial growth. BDOC concentrations were estimated as the difference of DOC 

concentrations measured before and after a 30 d incubation at 20

o

C with indigenous bacteria 

[2]. 

BDOC levels in raw water from WR Římov were between 0,19 and 1,07 mg.l

-1

  (∅ 0,38 

mg.l

-1

) and at the outlet of the WTP Plav between 0,12 and 0,28 mg.l

-1

( ∅  0,20 mg l 

-1

), 

whereas in the outlet from WT Sudoměřice the values from 0,10 to 0,57 mg.l

-1

 (∅ 0,36 mg.l

-

1

)  were measured. It was shown, that the BDOC values in outlets from all water reservoirs 

were higher then in their inlets.  
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Radiant cooled ceiling is relatively efficient cooling system, which can be used to 

achieve optimal thermal comfort. Heat gains in rooms are dissipated by large-area water-

cooled panels, which are installed into the soffit of the rooms. Airflow, which is supplied into 

the room, can be reduced to minimal amount of the fresh air. Theoretically, the radiant heat 

transfer between body and surroundings is preferable than convection heat transfer in the view 

of thermal comfort achieving and energy consumption. Paper deals with advantages and 

disadvantages of radiant cooled ceiling application. Especially paper presents cooled ceiling 

application in various type of buildings. 

Sensible heat gains in spaces with thermal comfort requirement as offices, conference 

halls, museums, etc. is possible to remove by radiation cooling system. The minimum of fresh 

air is used for moisture reducing. Principal advantages and disadvantages of cooled ceiling 

systems are: 

Advantages:   •  better comfort levels 

•  low energy consumption 

• minimum fresh air supplying  

• less demands for air distribution 

• no noise  

• no risk of draft 

Disadvantages: •  capital cost 

• risk of condensation 

• the heat taken in vapour couldn’t be drain of 

• capacity limitation 

Inlet water temperature into the cooled ceiling has to be chosen to preserve 

condensation on surface (surface temperature of cooled ceiling have to be higher than dew 

point temperature of air). In principle the inlet water temperature tw1 is chosen ≥16 °C 

(Central Europe), maximally 20°C. Temperature difference between inlet and outlet cooling 

water is commonly 2 ≤ ∆T ≤ 4 K.

Cooling ceiling system is useful only for sensible heat gains removing. Latent heat gain 

is possible to remove by convection ventilation system only. Most often the cooled ceiling 

systems are combined with displacement ventilation. The air supply system is often 100% 

outdoor air system and works with minimum fresh air requirements. 

Energy consumption is one of very discussed subjects in connection with higher energy 

cost. Many authors advert to energy saving possibility within the range 10 – 30 % in 

comparison with all air system.

The application of cooled ceiling system is limited. The limitations derive from 

advantages and disadvantages discussed above. Of course it’s not possible to cover whole 
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ceiling. In practice it is possible to calculate with covering of 50 – 80 %. That’s basic 

limitation of cooled ceiling application. Following paragraphs describes wide range application 

of cooled ceiling system in particular buildings. 

Most frequent and optimal is application of cooled ceiling in offices. Offices in modern 

buildings with large glazing are exposed to heat gains from solar radiation. Also indoor heat 

gains like electrical appliances (PC, screen, copy devices, printers), lighting etc are present. 

Often, tempered air is supplied at a constant volume, and the room thermostat modulates the 

panel output. In some application, the panels are arranged for zone control, and the air system 

is designed to provide individual room control. 

Over the last years the radiant panel systems are applied for hospital patient rooms. The 

system is well suited because it: 

• provides thermally stable environment, 

• is noiseless system, 

• requires no mechanical equipment in the space, 

• does not take up space within the room, 

• is possible to use it for heating, 

• does not pollute the space. 

The piping system may have a two- or four- pipe design. Water control valves should 

be placed in the corridor outside the patient room so that they can be adjusted or serviced 

without entering the room. The system can be used in areas of the hospital occupied by 

mentally disturbed patients since no equipment is accessible to the occupant for destruction or 

self-inflicted injury. 

Application of cooled ceiling panels in industry is not very common, but especially in 

Western Europe it is possible to found some using also in this area. Thermal comfort demands 

for people working in industry still increase and radiant cooled ceiling can be very efficient 

solution.

Cooled ceiling panels can be used in museums, airport terminals, convention halls etc. 

Over the last years the personalized ventilation was developed as a new ventilation system. 

Personalized ventilation is a ventilation system, where the minimum amount of fresh air is 

supplied directly into the breathing zone of people. But minimum amount of air doesn’t satisfy 

to remove sensible heat gain in space. Therefore the system has to be combined with cooling 

system and cooled ceiling system could be a good alternative. 
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Cold-formed purlins are restrained by connected sheeting both laterally and 

rotationally. The stiffness of rotational restraint CD, provided by connected sheeting to one 

flange of cold-formed beam, influences the behaviour of the beam: higher stiffness CD leads 

to the reduction of stresses in the free flange and to the reduction of its buckling length in 

hogging moment areas. The stiffness CD depends on primary loading of purlin q. Though, 

simple tests (recommended i.e. by [1]) do not cover influence of loading – they give the same 

CD for gravity and uplift loading. The effect of loading on the purlin rotation can be 

determined by more complicated tests proposed and used by Lindner (e.g. [2]) or by 

presented theoretical method. 

The proposed solution for determining the effect of the loading is based on analytical 

analysis, with relevant help of numerical modelling. FEM program ANSYS was applied for 

numerical calculations. The models compose of purlin (modelled by shell elements), the 

sheeting (modelled by beam elements in lateral direction) and their connection (modelled by 

contact and spring elements). The compression contact between the purlin and the sheeting is 

modelled by contact elements while the screw is modelled by the linear spring element. 

Contact elements are compression-only ones of infinite stiffness. The stiffness KD of the 

linear spring element controls CD - the relation was derived in [3]. Torsion at purlin supports 

is free in the model so that purlin rotation is controlled purely by stiffness CD and it is 

constant along the purlin length. This model corresponds with standard test procedure. 

Rotational stiffness CD for zero loading q was set as input value by appropriate 

stiffness of spring connection elements. The aim of the study is to analyse the change of 

flange rotation and redistribution of contact forces in relation to the change of loading q. This 

redistribution causes the change of stiffness of rotational restraint. The results depend linearly 

on the ratios Mx/q and Mx/CD where Mx is applied torsion moment per unit length of purlin.

 Four different cases - Z- or C-sections under gravity or uplift loading - were defined 

and solved, and appropriate formulas were derived. The behaviour varies for listed cases and 

it is described in the following paragraphs. 

Top flange of Z-shaped purlins is restrained against rotation by gravity loading so as 

the stiffness CD needs not to be determined. The length of contact area between purlin and 

sheeting was determined and formula for determination was derived using numerical solution. 

Proposed new attitude gives favourable results compared to traditional approach.

Two different cases can occur for Z-shaped purlins under uplift loading: when lateral 

forces bring purlin into contact at the purlin web, the stiffness CD is not influenced by 

loading; when contact takes place at the flange tip, the loading reduces CD and the following 

formula was derived: 

hkb

hk

CC

ha

h

,DD

−

=

0
 (1) 

where

CD,0 is rotational stiffness CD for zero loading q
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kh  ratio of lateral to primary loading, it is constant for each cross-section and it 

can be determined using [1] 

h depth of cross-section 

ba width of top flange 

For C-shaped purlins under the gravity loading it was found that loading q does not 

have any effect on force in the screws. Therefore loading q does not influence the stiffness CD

in this case. This consequence again gives favourable results compared to existing calculation 

methods.

For C-shaped purlins the uplift loading strongly reduces CD. Formula (2) was derived: 

ah

h

,DD

bhk

hk

CC

+

=
0

 (2) 

Proposed procedure can be used for determining the effect of loading on the stiffness 

CD when basic value of CD was determined by standard tests or by such calculation procedure 

that did not cover the effect of loading, e.g. author's method [3]. 

Modified model of real purlin with restraint of rotation in supports and without direct 

torsion load served for verification of basic results. Distribution of forces to supports 

corresponds to [4]. Purlin rotation is function of span length in this case but the principle of 

behaviour is the same as in basic analysed model.
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The correct determination of the loading of the bridge structure is one of the decisive 

problems in bridge design. While traffic load is being investigated in detail, traffic flows on 

roads are monitored and railway carriages are weighed, climatic loads have not been explored 

in such a detailed manner yet.  

 A railway bridge in Královské Poříčí was selected for the measurement of climatic 

effects on composite steel and concrete structures. 

The aim of the measurements was to collect data on the real fluctuation of temperature 

fields and maximum temperature gradients in a composite bridge structure during different 

year seasons. 

The bridge in Královské Poříčí has a continuous gravel bed. The superstructure of the 

bridge is made by two main plate girders connected with a monolithic reinforced concrete 

deck 200 mm thick. The deck is connected to the beams by stud  shear connectors welded to 

the upper flange of the beams. 

The applied measuring method involved temperature measurement with resistance 

platinum sensors. 

As the measurements were conducted on a composite steel and concrete structure, two 

types of temperature sensors had to be developed. Based on commercially available resistance 

sensors MT 100, the following devices were constructed: 

• contact sensors for temperature measurement of steel structures 

• probes for temperature measurement inside concrete decks. 

The basic demand on the construction of the contact sensor was to achieve the best 

possible heat transfer between the sensor and the measured structure (steel), while thermally 

insulating the sensor from the outside environment. Therefore, the sensor developed had a 

large contact area of 1260 mm2 and the heat transfer was increased even more by the use of 

silicon oil. The whole sensor was forced down to the steel structure mechanically with 

suitable attachments. 

Some sensors were placed on the steel structure. Others were placed inside the 

concrete deck at the depths of 55, 100, 130, and 150 mm, measured from the lower surface of 

the deck. In plan, the holes made corners of a square with 200 mm sides.  

The sensors were connected with the measuring equipment situated in a caravan under 

the bridge by means of cables. 
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In order to achieve the highest possible measurement accuracy, each sensor in the 

thermostat was individually calibrated in connection with the same measuring equipment, 

which was also used for measurement in the field. The dependence of resistance of the 

platinum sensor on temperature was approximated with a linear function within the assumed 

temperature range. Based on the calibration results, calibration equations were determined for 

each sensor using linear regression. 

 

Evalutions and Conclusion 

The data collected in these experimental measurements have become the basis for 

ČSN 73 6203 facilitating development of a temperature distribution scheme in composite 

bridges. It is a favourable fact that the European preliminary standard for the temperature 

bridge load (part of ENV 1991-2-3) is similar to ČSN.     

In this respect, it is necessary to state that climatic changes of the construction 

environment are generally known and are experimentally measurable without problems. 

Temperature field and temperature gradient measurements within e.g. a bridge structure itself, 

on the contrary, are rather difficult. They often involve the entire bridge structure, and 

measurements at various, hardly accessible points. Due to the nature of the problem, they are 

always long-term measurements setting high all-round demands. 

The determination of gradients of temperature and moisture fields from surface 

temperatures and temperatures of the surrounding environment is not sufficient for the 

analysis of building structures. It can be misleading. It is necessary to gather data inside the 

structure experimentally. It is important to penetrate into the mass of the structure and 

determine the values inside the structure experimentally. It is also one of the key benefits of 

this experimental research. 

 

This project is being conducted with the participation of Ph.D. student Ing. Jan Pytel 

and undergraduate student Jakub Římal. 
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INTRODUCTION

Renewable construction materials and other resources (energy, etc.) have recently 

become a very much-discussed topic. It is more than logical in times of dramatically 

increasing oil prices and notification of natural resources scarceness. General knowledge of 

renewable sources’ advantages, disadvantages, and prices, especially in comparison with non-

renewable substitutes, are the main factors to influence their rate of use. 

The volume of world consumption of energy and raw materials being used in 

construction industry as well as in other branches of industry is continuously increasing. 

Depletion of these limited sources implies way of life and economic development of future 

generations. Current volume of consumption of non-renewable sources does not head towards 

so called sustainable development (i.e. situation when needs of present generation are met 

without compromising those of future generations) [1]. 

WAYS TO SUSTAINABILITY 

How to make construction industry more sustainable and more effective from points of 

view of the environment and resources? We can analyse four main phases of the whole 

construction industry and lifecycle of construction production, and focus on each of them: 

� Design phase 

� Construction process 

� Structure’s life period 

� Reconstruction (renovation) or Demolition 

Ad A – Design phase is very important from architectural and material point of view. 

A skilled designer uses landscape settings and terrain to benefit from their advantages as well 

as specific materials (e.g. plated windows, thermal insulations, etc.) with respect to their 

characteristics.

Higher share of renewable and easily processible materials composed in a structure 

causes lower energy consumption, reduced labour needs within processing, and less 

irreversible depletion of limited resources. An example of this type of material is wood. 

Timber structures are lightweight, and moreover production process of timber as a 

construction material spends ten times less energy than production of steel. 

Ad B – Construction process is generally the most important consumer of materials 

and energy in construction industry. It includes transport of material and construction 

processing. Usage of local and lightweight materials (see point A) reduces needs and costs of 

transport, which implies to lower energy consumption. 

Innovative construction technologies and materials may make construction process 

itself easier and improve characteristics of the final structure. Furthermore they offer 

differentiation and combination of materials, higher share of mechanisation and 

prefabrication. It enables for example so-called “off-site way of construction” (certain way of 
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prefabrication), which is significantly more precise than on-site construction (concreting, 

building of bricks, etc.). 

Ad C – Structure’s life period represent a period demanding a volume of energy for 

operation (lighting, heating, etc.). An improvement to be achieved in energy consumption 

area is dependent on current rate of energy use efficiency. It requires making a survey and 

taking remarkable but relevant measures. The first step should be focused on possible 

reduction of energy consumption, e.g. with help of thermal insulation. Later, the structure of 

energy sources should be also considered with respect to renewable energy sources. 

Ad D – Reconstruction (part of point C) or demolition need to be considered in initial 

phase of a project preparation. An energy audit should be carried out to assess needs of the 

structure during its entire life cycle. External costs and benefits analysis is, therefore, to be 

evolved with respect to future costs of energy and materials in their net present values. [2] 

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY 

All measurements should be economically effective otherwise it is not reasonable to 

take them. How to motivate building firms to use environmental friendly technologies and 

materials for construction? 

Motivation through a taxation system as one of the most effective instruments may be 

set up according to evaluation of external costs and benefits. Environmental taxation such as 

payments for energy, fuels, and other limited resources consumption, is an example of 

successful model applied for instance in several European countries. On the other hand, 

positive motivation may come with specific tax rebates on environmental friendly production. 

ETUS I 

ETUS is a doctoral project of PhD students of the Czech Technical University. It is 

titled Economics of Sustainable Constructing Based on Renewable Sources and Materials. 

Objectives of our team are the following: to support environmental friendly construction 

processing, to establish an economic assessment model, and to draft framework of sustainable 

production development in the Czech construction industry. [3] 

At present we prepare construction of an experimental low energy structure mostly 

with use of renewable sources. In terms of cooperation with several companies we plan to 

establish a cluster agency in the year 2005. This organisation is about to support and manage 

development of low energy timber structures production in the Czech Republic.
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The project focuses on studying the rainfall-runoff conditions of catchments. The research 

study should help to find possible ways of protection the Cesky Krumlov suburb from 

repeated flooding by Polecnice stream. The Polecnice watershed is located in South Bohemia, 

its area is 198 km
2

 and outlet point of Polecnice stream is in UNESCO protected town Cesky 

Krumlov. There are two main streams in the basin – Polecnice stream and Chvalsinsky 

stream, their junction is located few kilometers upstream the town. Rainfall-runoff processes 

were simulated in hydrologic interface WMS 6.1 (Watershed Modeling System). For 

purposes of this study Curve Number Method, Method of Unit Hydrograph and Muskingum-

Cunge Method for channel routing were used. The calculation was provided by HEC-1 

model. Input data (digital elevation model, land use map, soil type map, hydrographical 

network) were prepared in GIS (ArcView, Idrisi). Flood situation from summer 2002 

(precipitations from 6.-8.8., 11.-13.8. and 31.8.2002) was used for calibration. After the 

calibration the study focused on simulation of different scenarios that can influence runoff. 

There were following simulated scenarios – change of land use, transformation of the outflow 

wave by change of channel roughness and channel size and transformation by small 

reservoirs. For comparing the effects precipitation from 6.8.2002 (total head was 128,6 mm – 

that corresponds to precipitation with probability of repetition 1000 years) was used. 

Tendencies noticeable from model results were helpful for conclusion of knowledge which 

combination of influences would lead to solution of runoff problems.  

By probing of land use changes influence five scenarios were simulated: all meadows and 

pastures assigned to arable land; actual land use interpreted from satellite image and terrain 

survey (year 2002); all arable land and bents assigned to pastures; all arable land and bents 

assigned to meadows; arable land, meadows, pastures and bents afforested. Results showed 

changes in runoff peak and runoff volume (the same order like above). The afforested 

scenario had the highest difference from real land use and the peak was lowered by 22%. 

Delays of runoff peaks weren’t much remarkable. 

Five scenarios were considered for change of hydraulic roughness of the channel - 5 various 

Manning’s coefficients (0.180, 0.025, 0.040, 0.060 and 0.100) that represent real values for 

varied channel conditions. Shape (trapezoid) and size of the channel used for simulation is 

close to real conditions. The main importance of this separate effect is increased peak delay. 

The runoff peak did not change reasonably. 

The next view was comparing transformation of waves caused by channels with various sizes 

combined with various hydraulic roughnesses of inundation fields. There were trapezoidal 

channel, wide inundation, 3 different channel sizes and 2 roughness scenarios considered. 

Results show that for the smaller channel there is bigger influence of inundation roughness 

because of larger spillage. Higher roughness of inundation also cause slowing down the 

outflow wave which corresponds to reality. 
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As the last separate effect transformation of outflow by reservoir was simulated. On both 

streams the reservoirs (model case) were considered upstream the Polecnice and Chvalsinsky 

stream junction. Graphic chart of inflow and outflow from the reservoirs (decrease and delay 

of peak) was one of the results. Other results were: total effects of various combinations 

involving the reservoirs in the outlet point of the basin. It was showed that reservoirs haven’t 

very big influence because of filling up already before beginning of culmination. It’s 

necessary to keep in mind that used precipitation invokes runoff that is corresponding to Q
1000

 

thus inflow volume is 4 times higher than retention volume. It was only a model case; in 

practice the system of polders would be used. After the simulation of separated effects it was 

approached to combination of disposed influences to total decrease and delay of runoff peaks. 

It was simulated 6 scenarios (1 negative, 1 real, and 4 positive). The biggest influence 

(decrease of peak - 33% and time difference of peaks - almost 5 hours against real scenario) 

had forestation, meadows, pastures and bents, the channel with high roughness of inundation 

field and both reservoirs. The last effort was to break the outflow waves from sub-basins 

using disposed effects. The aim was to speed up one of the stream and slow down the second 

one above the junction. Possible delay without reservoir routing wasn’t sufficient and the 

waves would encounter. Even the influence of designed reservoirs wasn’t efficient enough. 

The reasons are that the precipitation is too high and that culmination of outflow wave lasts ca 

9 hours. For smaller precipitation the influence would be bigger. 

Conclusions are: Strong land use change influences runoff peak and runoff volume. Change 

of channel roughness influences especially time of peak. Delay of culmination may be caused 

by spillage to inundations, especially if they have high hydraulic roughness. Model case of 

reservoir showed the possibilities and reserves of impacts to runoff (particularly in case of 

extreme rainfalls). By combination of disposed effects the peak would decrease by one third 

and delay rose to 5h (even in case of this extreme precipitation and only model case of 

reservoirs). On the other hand it wasn’t successful in separating runoff waves from sub-basin 

(without land use changes) not to come to encounter and redouble the runoff peak. It could be 

assumed that the simulated effects would have bigger influence in case of smaller rainfall.  

Acquired results are the base for further research: To find trends and efficiency of simulated 

effects for lower probability precipitation and for precipitation with other continuance; 

involving of polder and comparing to reservoir; examination of influence of reservoir (polder) 

parameters changes; to project polder system including finding available lokality and further 

proposing disposed scenarios to resolving problem of encounter outflow waves from sub-

basins.  
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The general trend of increasing the protection of environment and the efforts to 

minimize the energetic costs of production are apparent also in the production of asphalt 

mixes. The requirement to decrease the consumption of energy is a logical one as our goal is 

the most economic and sustainable use of non-renewable and renewable sources and 

minimization of produced emissions (CO
2
, fumes and aerosols). There is a proven direct 

relationship among the volume of emissions of the CO, CO
2
, or NO

x
 type, energy demands 

and the range of working temperatures as well as an economically clearly defined relationship 

between costs and consumed energy [2]. On the other hand following such requirements and 

developing technologies consuming less energy should not impact the performance and 

mechanical or rheological characteristics of pavement construction. The paper presents 

summarizes results of selected mechanical and rheological properties of compacted asphalt 

mixes with standard and low viscous bituminous binders, with respect to the influence of used 

additives on the properties of asphalt mix.  

The additives for the production of low-temperature bitumen binders and their use in 

asphalt mixes that are produced, laid and compacted at lower temperatures are generally 

called bitumen liquefying agents or intelligent fillers. Some groups of these additives are 

called low molecular weight polymers. For research presented e.g. in [1, 3, 4] low molecular 

paraffin was used. FTP has higher softening and rigidifying point due to the longer 

hydrocarbon chains and specific structure. This is in the range of 70 to 120°C. The bitumen 

modified by FTP is characterized by relatively high softening point and medium penetration. 

The penetration index has the value PI > 3. The breaking point measured was the same as for 

the initial binder. The negative influence of FTP or Montana waxes on the breaking point has 

been observed only if more than 4% mass of wax had been added. The viscosity for the 

temperature range 100 – 120
o

C is an important parameter that demonstrates the difference 

between low-temperature binders and standard bitumen. This improves the workability and 

compactability of asphalt mixes with the binder containing low molecular paraffin. Due to 

higher stiffness modulus of the binder there is a negative influence on ductility because of 

higher fragility. Results of force ductility showed higher values of deformation work (E
s
, E

r
 or 

E
20

). 

The ideal bitumen binder should have a good workability of the mix for the 

temperatures 130 – 140
o

C (decrease of the consumption of energy and to the lower quantity 

of released fumes). The binder should be characterized by the high elasticity on one side and 

the capacity of good relaxation on the other side. It should have a high strength and resistance 

to pavement deformation at 60
o

C. Its properties have to allow the decrease of binder content 

in the mix guarding his functional properties, [2]. During the research it was proven that the 

addition of 3% mass of synthetic waxes to the bitumen binder is optimal for the practice from 

the point of view of achieved effects and properties. 
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As appropriate mixes SMA (Stone Mastic Asphalt) for wearing course because of high-

quality standards insisted on this type of asphalt mixture and ACHC (Asphalt Concrete High 

Coarse Grained) for binder course were used. The mix design was in all six variations of 

SMA the same with bitumen content of 6.2% mass. The mix design in three variations of 

ACHC was also the same too with bitumen content of 4.2% mass. For low temperature 

mixtures 0.3% mass of additive was calculated and added to the bitumen. Asphalt mixes with 

original modified binders have been produced and compacted at different temperatures. Each 

of the mixes was then tested on following mechanical and rheological characteristics [3, 4]: 

• Marshall stability and Marshall deformation 

• Stiffness modulus at 27°C (SMA) and at 15°C and 40°C (ACHC) 

• Relaxation test at Nottingham Asphalt Tester 

• Flexural strength 

• Resistance against permanent deformation 

Adding FT-paraffin into binder increased the resistance against permanent deformation of 

the asphalt mix and the stiffening effect of FT-paraffin was confirmed again. Mixtures where 

FTP was used show also higher value of flexural modulus of rigidity as well as higher values 

of stiffness modulus. The expected positive effect of binders with lower penetration and 

polymer modified bitumen could be evaluated. 

It was possible to confirm the positive influence of synthetic wax additive on workability, 

compactability as well as on mechanical and rheological properties of asphalt mixes designed 

with low-temperature bitumen binders. The attention should be focused further on confirming 

the improvement of thermal resistance of asphalt courses under the service conditions without 

the impact on the low temperature properties as well as higher resistance against the fatigue. 

In the same time it is possible to determine on a broader scale the advantages of the 

combination of these additives and polymer modified binders – the use of higher resistance to 

permanent resistance and higher stiffness due to the FTP and elasticity of modified binders.
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Temperature measurements continued in two prestressed concrete bridges with one 

box girder during the year 2004. These temperature measurements started in 2003 thanks to 

support of CTU grant – always in one cross section of the two following bridges: 

• Highway bridge (D8) across the Vltava river, the right bridge structure from Prague; 

• Tramway bridge (Hlubočepy scaffold bridge) on tramway line from Hlubočepy to 

Barrandov. 

Temperature measurements are running in connection with ČSN EN 1990 [1] and with 

currently introducing EN 1991-1-5 – Thermal actions [2]. This European Standard is devoted 

to temperature changes in structures including bridges and its National Annex (NA) which is 

being prepared will specify postulates referring to climatic conditions in the Czech Republic. 

Collections of obtained values will be given to authors of the NA. 

In the case of the highway bridge across the Vltava river, the advantage of already 

inserted heat detectors was taken (they were buried in concrete during the time of building of 

the bridge), which were used by the Klokner Institute for measuring the development of 

hydration heat. In a cross section in the middle of a side span across the Vltava river, fifteen 

detectors are situated (four in the top slab, six in walls and five in the bottom slab), one 

measures outer shade air temperature. The temperature is measured periodically once an hour 

in every detector. The measurement was started in July 2003. 

In the case of the tramway bridge, all preparatory works had been running during 

bridge building. Heat detecting elements were compiled and tested in cooperation with the 

Experimental Center of the Faculty of Civil Engineering. They were embedded by epoxy 

resin to be protected from wet concrete during the building of the bridge. The chosen cross 

section is in the stationing of km 0.600 of the new tramway line from Hlubočepy to 

Barrandov. The heat detectors were fixed to a conventional reinforcement shortly before the 

pouring of concrete to the particular section of the bridge. Thirteen heat detecting elements 

are buried in concrete in the cross section, one is measuring the values inside the box girder 

and one outer shade air temperature. Every hour’s recording is processed by a program made 

by the Experimental Center of the Faculty of Civil Engineering. The measurement was started 

in December 2003 and after its recondition, which was made in April 2004, it is still running. 

The following parameters of thermal load are determined from obtained values in both 

of measured bridge structures: 

•  An uniform temperature component with the minimum and maximum measured bridge 

temperature; 

•  A linearly varying temperature difference component (non-linear), which represents the 

vertical or horizontal temperature components in the cross section or in walls or in slabs; 

•   A shade air temperature and its relation to the measured bridge temperature. 

The uniform temperature component depends on the minimum and maximum uniform 

bridge temperature component – Te,min/Te,max [2]. The results of this temperature component 

are in length – element’s changes in an unrestrained structure. Te,min/Te,max is derived 

according to a type of bridge deck (steel deck, composite deck and concrete deck) from a 

correlation with the minimum and maximum shade air temperature – Tmin/Tmax. In the case of 

the highway bridge across the Vltava river, the minimum measured bridge temperatures 
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(Te,min in [2]) haven’t been recorded yet to compare them with values in [2] and [3], because 

of no occurrence of the extreme shade air temperatures. Values of the maximum measured 

bridge temperatures (Te,max in [2]) are between values, which are introduced in [2] and [3]. 

They are certainly near to lower value according to [3]. Both of the maximum and minimum 

measured bridge temperatures were recorded in the heat detector, which is located 20 mm 

from the top surface of the top slab in the axis of the box girder. In the case of the tramway 

bridge, the minimum measured bridge temperatures in winter 2004 aren’t suitable for 

comparison with values according to [2] and [3] up to now. The maximum measured bridge 

temperatures are near to value in [3] as for the highway bridge. The bridge surface is made 

from ballast, which means a top slab is protected against sun and freeze. The temperature 

extremes were recorded in the heat detector, which is located under the top surface of the 

cantilever of the top slab, where is no ballast. 

The linear temperature difference component is characterized by the heating or 

cooling of a bridge deck’s upper surface, which leads to the maximum heating ∆TM,heat – the 

top surface is warmer or to the maximum cooling ∆TM,cool – the bottom surface is warmer [2]. 

The horizontal component is considered only in particular cases. In the case of the highway 

bridge across the Vltava river, values of vertical components are higher than values of 

horizontal components. This is why, that a bridge road is warm due to the sun and that the left 

bridge structure (from Prague) is located in south-west from measured bridge structure and it 

induces a shadow on the measured bridge structure. The maximum vertical temperature 

gradients are determined as maximum temperature differences measured in the top slab’s heat 

detectors and in the bottom slab’s heat detectors located always 20 mm from the outer surface 

of both slabs in the axis of the box girder. The location of heat detectors allows obtaining the 

vertical temperature gradients in the left wall of the box girder too. But these don’t reach 

maximum values as those in the top slab and in the bottom slab. In the case of the tramway 

bridge, vertical temperature gradients in the axis of the box girder and in the left wall are 

negative influenced by the occurrence of ballast, which behaves as an insulation. The vertical 

temperature gradient is observed in the left cantilever of the top slab too, which thickness is 

only 180 mm. Prefabricated side walls, which are located outer of the walls with heat 

detectors caused the preventing of side sun of bridge structure. The values of the vertical 

temperature gradients are lower than values conforming with [2]. There aren’t values for 

horizontal temperature gradients in [3]. The value of maximum heating gradient is attainable 

only in the summer season. On the other hand, the maximum cooling gradient occurs in the 

summer and winter season. 

There are measured shade air temperatures near both cross sections too. For example 

in the case of the highway bridge, a temporal movement of process of temperatures between 

shade air temperature and temperature measured in the heat detector, which is located 20 mm 

from the top surface of the top slab in the axis of the box girder is three hours. Concrete 

structures don’t heat and don’t cool immediately with fluctuation of ambient temperature. 
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Water quality modelling is an important tool for improving our understanding of the 

movement and fate of drinking water constituents within distribution systems. This paper 

describes chlorine decay modelling in EPANET 2 and its practical application in a part of 

South Bohemian drinking water distribution system. 

The main objective of drinking water utilities is to guarantee safe water to all 

consumers connected to the distribution system. Microbiological and chemical deterioration 

of water may occur during the distribution process through pipelines even if the treatment is 

effective and the quality of the water, which leaves the water treatment plant, is acceptable. 

There are two commonly encountered problems with regard to water quality control in the 

drinking water distribution system. The first problem is that of taste, odour, and contaminants 

in water. The other is deterioration of bacteriological quality. To effectively control these 

problems, it is imperative to maintain a disinfectant residual in distributed water. Chlorine is 

the most widely employed disinfectant over the world. A drinking water utility must be able 

to predict the location at which the chlorine concentration drops below a certain minimum 

desired level to ensure low bacterial concentration in distributed water. The chlorine decay 

modelling is therefore a well-established tool for assisting in the operation of distributed 

system to achieve adequate water quality. 

Hydraulic modelling of drinking water distribution systems can help in operation of 

the systems and also in assessment of drinking water quality. Program EPANET 2 tracks the 

flow of water in each pipe, the pressure at each node, the height of water at each tank and a 

concentration of a chemical species throughout the network during a simulation period 

comprised of multiple time steps. In addition to chemical species, water age and source 

tracing can also be simulated. It is possible to design and evaluate different variants and 

solutions and to optimise the operation of the network. Zero order growth is used in EPANET 

2 to model water age, where with each unit of time the “concentration” (i.e. age) increases by 

one unit. It enables also to model the movement and fate of reactive material as it grows (e.g., 

a disinfection by-product or iron) or decreases (e.g., chlorine residual) with time. It is possible 

to model reactions both in the bulk flow and at the pipe wall with the use of n-th order 

kinetics for reactions in the bulk flow and zero or first orders kinetics for reactions at the pipe 

wall. 

This paper is focused on modelling of free and total chlorine in a system which 

supplies drinking water from water treatment plant Plav through water tank Včelná and 

pumping stations Hlavatce and Sudoměřice to water tank Hodušín.  The total length of this 

water distribution network is 89 km and hydraulic model contains 693 nodes, 7 distribution 

reservoirs, 661 pipes and 21 pumps. Some parts of this system are created by gravity water 

pipes Včelná – Hlavatce, Zdoba - Malá Varta and Malá Varta – Sudoměřice and parts of it are 

pressurised Plav – Včelná, Hlavatce - Zdoba and Sudoměřice – Hodušín. 

In this contribution we present the results of chlorine decay models calibration and 

verification. Hydraulic model WTP Plav – Hodušín was created at our department in co-
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operation with  JVS company. Necessary total and free chlorine concentration data were 

measured and collected. These data were evaluated and used for calibration and verification 

of chlorine decay model in EPANET 2. Two models were used for free chlorine decay 

modelling – first was model of first order decay in bulk water and first order decay at the pipe 

wall and second was model of first order decay in bulk water and zero order decay at the pipe 

wall. The same approach was realised also for total active chlorine. In EPANET 2 the 

Lagrangian time-driven method is used for water quality modelling. Reaction coefficients k
b
 

and k
w
 are different for each distribution network and they depend on input water quality, 

length of distribution system, pipe diameter, material and age and other factors. 

The results of total active chlorine decay model calibration are reaction coefficients k
b
 

= -0,1 d
-1

 a k
w
 = - 0,06 m/d for model of first order decay in bulk water and first order decay 

at the pipe wall and first order decay in bulk water and zero order decay at the pipe wall these 

coefficients are k
b
 = -0,18 d

-1

 a k
w
 = - 2,2 mg/m

2

/d. Both models showed relatively high 

correlation (0,96 and 0,95) of measured and computed values.  

Calibration of free chlorine decay models was performed on the base of means of 

measured concentrations. The results are reaction coefficients k
b
 = -0,03 d

-1

 a k
w
 = - 0,008 

m/d for model of first order decay in bulk water and first order decay at the pipe wall and first 

order decay in bulk water and zero order decay at the pipe wall these coefficients are k
b
 = -

0,09 d
-1

 a k
w
 = - 0,075 mg/m

2

/d. Both models showed relatively high correlation (0,85 and 

0,9) of measured and computed values.  

Verification of models were realised with use of a set of independent measured data. 

Achieved results showed, that free and total chlorine decay in South Bohemian drinking water 

system can be predicted by these models. For some stages of system operation models of first 

order decay in bulk water and first order decay at the pipe wall are more suitable and for other 

stages models of first order decay in bulk water and zero order decay at the pipe wall give 

better results. 
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The problems of reinforcing elements exploitation in transportation engineering 

solutions are well known. There are plenty of examples of reinforcing elements application in 

steep soil slopes construction and in soft soil properties enhancement [1]. The further step in 

reinforcement elements transportation engineering application is the use of these elements in 

the pavement structure strengthening. The incorporation of reinforcing elements in the 

asphaltic layers of pavements prevents the crack propagation from the cement bound base 

layers and in the case of concrete road reconstruction from the cracked pavement slabs into 

the asphalt top courses. Further improvement of the pavement performance is the restriction 

of the permanent deformation development.  It is, therefore, of prime interest to prove, 

theoretically and experimentally, the increase in performance and service life duration of the 

pavement due to the incorporation of the reinforcing element, or to certify the possible 

savings in the asphalt layers thicknesses for the pavement of the same service life.  

The market activity in geosynthetics is very strong.  The individual products differ in 

fibre material, the size of the warp, the fabric material and in overall machanical properties of 

the whole product. It is, however, questionable, whether the classical methods of the 

transportation engineering are able to suggest which product is best suited for the given 

problem solution. This contribution aim is to present possible answers to these problems.  

The assessment of the mechanical contribution of the reinforcing elements built in the 

asphaltic layers has been based on results of five well-known testing procedures, which had to 

be modified to recognize the effects of the reinforcement.  The following laboratory 

measurements have been involved:  (1) indirect tensile strength test, (2) resistance against 

rutting, (3) shear test of layer bonding, (4) bending strength test and (5) Marshall test. These 

tests have been performed on four reinforced samples and the resulting values were compared 

to those of the nonreinforced sample.  

The reinforcing effects have been tested using asphalt mix ABS as a reference mix 

with binder 50/70 and binder content of 6,2%. The type of the binder and its content indicate 

that the mechanical properties of the mix would be under average, which fact is favourable 

for testing (now more evident) benefit effects of the reinforcement element installation.  

The indirect tensile strength test was performed according to the prepared European 

Standard  ČSN EN 12697-23 Asphalt mixes – Testing methods for hot asphalt mixes – Part 

23: Determination of indirect tensile strength (in the execution time). The cylindrical 

specimen to be tested is fixed between loading strips and is loaded along the line parallel to 

the axis of cylinder  under constant loading rate until failure of specimen. The indirect tensile 

strength (ITS) is the maximum tensile stress computed from the value of the failure loading 

and specimen dimensions. The result of the test is the indirect tensile strenhtg ITS in kPa. At 

the same time, the type of failure mechanism is recorded. 

The resistance agains rutting has been tested in accordance with the methodology 

prescribed in the Technical Specifications TP109 „Asphalt compacted layers with enhanced 

resistance against rutting“ , change 1. The manufacturing of specimens had to be modified 

due to the installation of the reinforcing grid in the specimen body. The specimen with 

dimensions 300x150x70 mm was manufactured in three stages. In the first stage, the first part 

of the specimen was made with the thickness of  4 cm. The top surface of the specimen was 
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sprayed with the asphalt binding coating and then the reinforcing geocomposite was placed 

(sticked). Then the second layer was placed in the thickness of 3 cm. The reference set of 

specimens (with no reinforcement) was manufactured in the same sequence of steps (of 

course without grid installation). In this way, the similar manufacturing conditions for 

reinforced and reference specimens were guaranteed in order to perform tests under 

comparable circumstances.  

The flexural strength test is defined in the specifications TP 151 „ Asphalt mixes with 

high stifness modulus“, issued in september 2001. This test is one of the two tests concerning 

low-temperature properties of asphalt mixes. In order to verify mechanical contribution of 

reinforcing grids, the standard version of the flexural strength test had to be slightly modified. 

The test has been perforemed in a special climatized basin at the temperature 0±1°C, the 

beam specimen having dimensions 75x80x300 mm. The flexural strength test results allow 

analogous conslusions to be made on the role of reinforcing grids as in four other laboratory 

tests. The moderate-only flexural strength increase should be attributed to the small distance 

of the geogrid placement from the neutral axis of the nonreinforced sample. This distance 

couldn’t be increased owing to the sample limited dimensions and to the maximum aggregate 

grain size allowed in the ABS mix.  

The Leutner shear test of layer bonding condition serves for determination of the 

maximum allowable shear force on the pavement asphaltic layers interface. The sample is 

loaded in shear at the layer interface under constant shear slip rate. The shear force and shear 

slip (deformation) determined in the test are used to assess the quality of layer bonding as an 

important design factor influencing dramatically the service life of the pavement.  

In the Marshall test, the most important test parameter is the amount of energy 

necessary for specimen failure. Once again, the standard manufacturing of specimens had to 

be modified due to the installation of the reinforcing grid in the specimen body. 

The results of the performed laboratory testing proved its ability to detect behavioural 

benefits of the reinforcing elements installation in the compacted asphalt layers. On the basis 

of the performed laboratory tests, using results of the theoretical analysis and multicriterial 

assessment of the laboratory results, the following conclusions may be drawn:   

- the installation of each of the four tested geogrid types improved the utility value 

(mechanical performance) of the asphalt layer,  

- the performance improvement is markedly influenced by the aperture size of the 

geogrid - the smaller the aperture size, the more pronounced is the geogrid material 

separation property with adverse effects on the layer  performance,   

- the arrangement with impregnated fibres seems more suitable. 
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From the collectivization period and landscape pattern destruction almost 50 years ago 

sediment transport from agricultural land into rivers and reservoirs remains problem within 

the Czech Republic. For erosion assessment at larger scale, robust and simple modelling tools 

are needed. USLE is commonly used in the Czech Republic for many years at a plot-scale but 

modern GIS tools in computer science allow using it (after a proper calibration) at larger 

scales. Another available approach is use of Watem/SEDEM model (developed at the 

Laboratory for Experimental Geomorphology of KU Leuven, Belgium). 

Watem/SEDEM is a spatial distributed model of erosion and sediment transport 

processes. The model is RUSLE (Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation) based, applying 

sediment delivery routines at 2D topography scale. As empirically based model it is relatively 

less precision data demanding comparing to physically based erosion models. Its’ relative 

simplicity leads to widespread usability and availability for larger catchment scale. 

With Watem/SEDEM, the sediment transport assessment within a watershed is solved 

in three major steps. First – erosion rates are calculated using RUSLE and raster based GIS 

layers. Model uses Idrisi32 GIS formats and routines. Average annual soil loss (t ha
-1

 year
-1

) 

by RUSLE is calculated as: A = R K L S C P. 2D topography routines are used for evaluating 

LS factor at DEM grid. As a second step, outflow pathways are derived for each pixel of the 

DEM (Landscape pattern, different crops and field borders are considered). Through these 

pathways eroded soil is then distributed toward the river streams, while at each pixel the 

amount of sediment is compared to the cell’s trapping efficiency. When the cell’s transporting 

capacity is exceeded, the proper part of transported soil amount deposits at the cell. After the 

sediment reaches the river stream, the sum of delivered amounts is compared to total soil loss 

within catchment resulting in the SDR (sediment delivery ratio) of the watershed. Total soil 

loss, total sediment transport and total sediment deposition in the catchment are the main 

simulation results. To these, third step is now implemented. Nowadays new and revised 

version of the model – Watem/SEDEM 2.1.0 – is available. This version uses different 

approach for sediment routing through the rivers. Now all the river segments are labelled and 

the river topology is included. All the sediment that reaches the rivers is continuing through 

the river scheme to the outlet of the whole catchment and the pond trapping efficiency is 

applied for considering the amount of sediment trapped in various reservoirs within a 

catchment. 

For the first implementing of Watem/SEDEM model to Czech conditions, Vrchlice 

watershed (Middle Bohemia, 97 km
2

) was chosen as appropriate. The sediment amount 

within the two main outlet reservoirs was measured in frame of previous projects at the 

Department of Irrigation, Drainage and Landscape Engineering and various data sources were 

available for the main GIS layers and maps. Sediment transport from the watershed was also 

previously calculated the traditional way using USLE, sediment delivery ratio (as a lumped 

approach – for 11 sub-watersheds separately) and trapping efficiency of the main watershed 

reservoirs and ponds using Brune’s curves. 
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Various sources were used for data preparation and conversion to GIS layers. Twenty 

meters grid size was used for sediment transport assessment as appropriate to the sources 

accuracy. DEM based on 1:25000 vector contour maps (DMÚ25) with contours’ interval 5 m 

was prepared. Land cover map was based on supervised classification of Landsat TM scene, 

completed together with terrain survey and orthophoto map digitalization. Soil map was taken 

from BPEJ – official detailed bohemian database in scale 1:5000. As a special input layers the 

Parcel map (calculated using Watem/SEDEM routine), the Rivers map (including river 

segments topology table) and the Ponds map (including Brune’s trapping efficiency values) 

have to be prepared. Ponds are then given identifiers by program itself during computation 

and their identification according to river segments is provided. Ponds trapping efficiencies 

are then applied for proper river segments. Then various input parameters have to be set 

before the calculation can start. These were tested for Belgian watersheds but then different 

values after basic recalibration were selected for Czech conditions. 

The main results are always taken from the final program output menu. Except for 

them, various Idrisi32 data layers and several tables are produced. Among these, the map of 

sediment export and deposition within the cells of the catchments is the most important. For 

the table of river sediment inputs many analyses may be done. When hillslope sediment input 

to each segment is normalized by its length, the most endangered river length units are 

derived showing where efficient river bank conservation measures could be done. From the 

table of sediment inputs, trapped values and outputs for every pond (and corresponding river 

segments) the sediment amounts trapped in the main reservoirs of the catchments can be 

compared with the measured values for the model output calibration and validation. Total 

sediment production of  31990 t year
-1

 within catchments and total sediment deposition of 

21562 t year 
-1

 within catchments was estimated. Total sediment deposition of  9324 t year
-1

 

in all catchment’s reservoirs lead to calculated 100015 m
3

 of sediment laying within Vrchlice 

reservoir, while measured value is estimated being above 125000 m
3

. 40200 m
3

 were 

predicted for Hamersky pond, where measured value reached 32470 m
3

. That shows partial 

correspondence, but model calibration and validation continues in other areas. The research 

also focuses on model suitability for prediction scenarios of land-use changes and landscape 

pattern development. 
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Prefabricated buildings – phenomenon industrial architecture bring into our domain many 
new, good and poor. Greater peoples dislike their features, building physical properties 
elementary structures, disposition concept residential buildings and solitary housings or town 
planner estate. Prefabricated buildings will be here and 1,5 million housings make up 40 % 
housing stock Czech Republic. That means there is no at present pace renewal housing stock   
c. 40 thousand yearly possibility fast replace given prefabricated buildings. It led after a year 
1990 to that initiation inquiry current place prefabricated buildings and to that design 
reconstruction unsuitable part. Use chiefly about activity concerted to thermal barrier 
peripheral and roof structures, repair, constructive changes roof jacket, renewal or changes 
service core, installation, … Results single inquiry and concrete practical experience from 
same reconstructions will be publication in technical paper and present on technical 
discussion and conference. Regarding on necessity gradual renovation housing stock is need 
systematically deal with problems prefabricated buildings and from piece of knowledge take 
into account specifically properties there buildings step by step design more effectively and 
safety method there reconstruction. 

In the course of inquiry make to in view that regarding technical, time and pocket severity 
impossible of achieve total information on object. Along analyze experience research make to 
take trough in a way it is possible partial piece of knowledge generalizing, or information 
obtained by sectional construction extract on all construction. Item make to explore as it 
would be use for useful design structure. Inquiry made out that prefabricated have to uniform 
experiences (geometric, reinforcement, concrete) while there joint are difference. 

Cross wall system with small span withheld excessive lay-out scope. Change life activity 
and social differentiation society often leads to requirement lay-out flat, or their connection so 
need make a hole in gap in bearing wall. 

Bearing wall are strengthening steel structures, problems is their activation and interaction 
regarding to rheology properties. For strengthening structures use frame with rolled beam, or 
bonding steel plates or FRP reinforcement. 

Will be carrying out pilot project influence size gap in wall that is economic and exigent of 
minimal strengthening wall. Design has shown voltage buil-up in both lines that will be 
dependent on size gap. Tension force increases twice as much in horizontal or vertical line. 
Effect joint will be boot labefaction thickness wall. 

Performed paper acknowledges possibility linear design, because results from linear or 
nonlinear calculation each other be differ about 3 – 5 %. Labefaction thickness wall for 
vertical joint 90-95%, horizontal joint 50 – 60 %. 

Wider demand nonlinear calculation in engineering design it is impossible regarding to 
timing title and unnecessary difference in result. Nonlinear calculation is need for solving 
special details (simulation load test). 

Elaborate study show that in the course of acceptable take into account behavior 
prefabricated structures in joint prefabricated. May be completed use for design internal 
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forces in structures net thickness gap apply linear calculation. Computer analysis structures 
and their load is only variant solution because verification results trough the use of load test 
real structures almost impossible in the face of big size structures and their heavy load 
carrying capacity structures. 

Results from calculation that load carrying capacity horizontal joint have to influence into 
carrying capacity all structures at load take vertically. In case that decisive factor for carrying 
capacity prefabricated structures in gap is bearing resistance horizontal joint in pressure, we 
have to determine bearing resistance all structure as that the proportion of pressure horizontal 
joint and wall prefabricated. Effect vertical joint and neighboring prefabricated in carrying 
capacity prefabricated structures with gap declines after exponential curve with in growing 
distance from gap. Low carrying capacity make structures with minimal depth column next to 
gap or side jamb gap forms late joint prefabricates. 

Result study acknowledge importance analysis size gap and location gap in structures for 
decision making about reality his performance, pointed also critical place structures that need 
devote advance attention. 
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Present time can be characterized as a time of inflow of knowledge and information – in 

many fields. Many standards, new technologies, many discoveries have come into being and 

many of them are still appearing. It is a problem for anybody to absorb such quantity. And 

also it is a problem for a teacher to prepare a valid long-term study material in a paper 

form.On the other hand there exists such medium as internet – enabling people to get 

information for instance from their homes.  I suppose that those are some of the reasons why 

on-line study publications are becoming popular and also why some students will probably in 

not distant future choose to take a distant type of study and some of them can prefer a subject 

worked-out as on-line course in comparison with regular study.

We have worked out an on-line course concerning ensuring of a pit and excavation as a 

whole and underpinning of existing structures. It should enable students to get some 

informance about used kinds of retaining walls – piles, micropiles, h-piles, cast-in-situ 

diaphragm walls, pre-cast diaphragm walls, jet-grouting, steel sheet piles, anchors – 

performed in hydro-geological and local conditions. It is quite an important matter for water, 

transport and civil engineers to be able to design convenient and performable ensuring of a 

pit, as most of constructions are performed in urban conditions with high density of neighbour 

structures. The design of retaining structures must reflect the way of their performing and 

needs. There exists a division into two parts during retaining structures: 1
st

 part – retaining 

structures performed by means of big machines, usually not able to work in solid rock, 2
nd

part – retaining structures performed by means of smaller machinery plant – able to get into 

solid rocks.  On the other hand the retaining structures can be divided from point of view of 

their permeability. Some of them can be performed as impermeable, some as permeable. The  

choice of convenient type of retaining structure so depends on local and hydro-geological 

conditions especially. The projector must also notice influence of aggressiveness on 

structures. Some stage of aggressiveness needs a secondary prevention – not performable for 

each type of retaining structure.

The text also contains information on the performing of this sheeting and simplified static 

survey – by means of static software GEO4.

In the text there are also described some ways of dewatering of excavations as pumping 

from wells, well-points, from sumps, simplified calculation of needed number of wells, 

design of their diameters and depths. 

The study material is combined with answers concerning individual chapters and also six 

tasks – four for static survey of retaining structures, one for choice of convenient type of 

retaining structure and one for design of dewatering system. The static survey could be 

worked out by means of PC software intended to be installed in PC room of a school. 

The course is worked-out in HTML form. The material consists of two columns - left with 

text and right with pictures, tabs and so on. CTU has been holding a licence on Class-server 

for preparing on-line teaching since 2004 year. It is in a tested stage now. After getting-know 

more of this system the communicative part of text may be converted into this system.

System of the on-line course: 
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Ensuring of a Pit and Excavations as a Whole, Underpinning of Existing Structures

1. Preface : 

1.1 Why just this theme and for whom is this course? 

1.2 What can we imagine under name ensuring of a pit and excavations as a whole 

(during this course)?  

1.3 Content of a course = what can we learn 

 1.4 Contact 

 1.5 Some technical data 

2. Basic data 

2.1 Kinds of excavations and their definitions: 

2.2 What should we know before starting to design a way of ensuring  the excavation 

2.3 Where is no need to have excavation with sheeted or battered faces? 

2.4 When retaining structure and when battered faces? 

2.5 Safety battered faces 

3. Retaining structures 

3.1 Which retaining structures do we know and for which branches of building 

industry are they suitable 

3.2 Impermeable retaining structures 

3.2.1 Steel sheet piles 

3.2.2 Cast-in-situ diaphragm walls

3.2.3 Over-bored piles 

3.2.4 Jet-grouting

3.3 Permeable retaining structures 

3.3.1 H-piles

3.3.2 Pile walls 

3.3.3 Pre-cast diaphragm walls 

3.3.4 Micropiles

4. Static survey 

5. Aggressiveness on retaining structures 

6. Excavation with level of the bottom under water surface 

7. Occupational safety 

8. Tasks

9. Literature

10. What to say in the end? 

On-line course will be placed on web pages of Department of Technology of Construction. 

It should enable students to know more of ensuring of excavations and design of convenient 

retaining structures. Probably it will be offered as an eligible course.
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Natural waters contain many different compounds, both natural and anthropogenic. 

Categories of these compounds include taste and odor causing compounds, synthetic organic 

chemicals, pesticides, herbicides,, trihalomethanes precursors atc. Most of these chemicals are 

hazardous and must be removed from drinking water. The most common water treatment 

includes chemical coagulation followed by separation (sedimentation or flotation). 

Coagulation is a treatment process by which the physival or chemical properties of colloidal 

or suspended particles are altered such that agglomeration is enhanced to an extent that these 

solids will settle out of solution by gravity or will be removed by filtration. Coagulants 

change surface charge properties of solids to promote agglomeration and/or enmeshment od 

smaller particles into larger flocs. 

 

Historicaly, most coagulation processes were primarily designed for particle and turbidity 

removal. However, some plants, especially those having to treat highly colored water, were 

designed to remove organic matter. The modification of the coagulation process to achieve 

greater natural organic matter removals is called „enhanced coagulation“.  

 

Enhanced coagulation is a method for maximising the removal of dissolved organic carbon 

(DOC) which results in reduction of chlorine decay rates and THM formation in water 

distribution system. High doses of coagulant (typically Alum or Ferric Sulphate) are used, 

higher than those needed for the reduction of colour and turbidity alone. It has been well 

established that removal of DOV is strongly influenced by pH, with the optimum being about 

5-6. Depending on the type of DOC and its concentration, usually more than about 50% of 

DOC can be removed by enhanced coagulation. 

 

Improvement performance in operation and control of water treatment process plants depends 

on better understanding of the inter-relationships of process variables. Computer simulation is 

mainly based on principal models and has been widely used as a tool to capture the inter-

relationships of process variables. If principal models are not available, neural networks can 

be employed to learn empirical models from databases. The main advantage of neural 

networks compared with more traditional data-driven approaches, such as regression analysis, 

is that they are highly non-linear, universal function approximators. In addition, the form of 

the model does not have to be chosen at the start of the modelling process, but is chosen so as 

to provide the best fit to the available data. 

 

In some previous studies artificial neural networks were used to develop process inverse 

models for the prediction of optimum coagulant doses [1,2]. In all studies, the model inputs 

consisted of raw water parameters, whereas the model output was the optimal coagulant dose 

needed to achieve the desired treated water quality. 
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In this work, ANN model are developed that are capable of assisting treatment plant operators 

with determining optimal alum doses for water treatment plant Plav in southern Bohemia. 

This WTP provides settling, coagulation, floculation sand filtration and disinfection with 

chloramines. 

 

The inputs to the model predicting treated water quality parameters were the raw water 

quality parameters and the applied alum dose. The model outputs were the treated water 

quality parameters that are to be controlled by the addition of coagulant, namely turbidity, 

color and  COD. The pH and residual coagulant concentration of the treated water were 

omitted.
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A suitable design of the hydro power plant inlet belongs among the basic premises for the 

proper functioning of the plant and assists in increasing the overall efficiency, optimizing the 

operation of the plant. The hydraulic solution for the separating pier as well as other 

components of the inlet usually employs a method of mathematical modelling. 

 

The objective of this study is the optimization of hydrodynamic conditions in the area of the 

inlet of a run-off river hydro power plant using a 2-D mathematical modelling of the flux. The 

main emphasis is placed on the design of the separating pier between the weir and the power 

plant since the wrong width and shape may cause detachment of the current from the face side 

of the pier infringing the flux. This disturbance then propagates to the inlet of the nearest 

aggregate. Measurements conducted on finished water works have demonstrated a decrease in 

the efficiency of such an aggregate by as much as 30% [3]. The above-mentioned 

methodology can also be used for the optimization of pier shapes, in order to direct the inlet 

flux towards the individual turbine blocks. These piers also serve as supports for the coarse 

screens and the footbridge. 

 

The modelling was carried out on the premises of a stable two-dimensional flux of 

incompressible fluid. Both viscosity and density were considered equal within the whole area. 

The basic description of the fluid flux is given by the two Navier-Stokes equations and the 

continuity equation [4]. The above set of equations is used for the calculation of the laminar 

flux of real fluid. For real flows, the current must be considered turbulent. Mathematical 

modelling of a turbulent flow used the turbulent k-ε model [4], comprising modified Navier-

Stokes equations with the Reynolds number, the continuity equation, transport equations and 

the diffusion of kinetic turbulent energy, and equations describing transport and diffusion of 

the speed of the dissipation of the kinetic energy of the turbulence. The above-specified 

equations for the 2-D turbulent flow were approximated by the Finite Element Method in the 

computing environment FEMLAB. Geometric limit conditions are given by the shape of the 

area of flux and are based on the layout solution of the inlet to the water power plant. The 

geometry of the inlet was estimated first, with the subsequent optimization of the geometrical 

solution with the aim of achieving the most uniform possible velocity profile between 

individual turbine blocks. 

 

The case study of inlet optimization before turbine blocks is calculated for the project of the 

power plant on the Nemen River in Belarus. The flux area was derived from the layout 

solution of the power plant and the weir. The positioning of the power plant, weir fields and 

piers between individual turbine blocks was retained. The water power plant comprises a total 

of five turbine blocks, separated in the inlet by piers with elliptical pier heads. The number of 

finite elements in the area was 5,000 to 10,000 depending on the alternative and type of flow. 

A reliable description of the inlet flow to the power plant required the selection of a 

sufficiently large area for the solution. The power plant is located on the concave side of a 

curve of a diameter of approximately 340 m. The area of the solution starts at the beginning 
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of this curve in the vicinity of the upper dock of the lock chamber, where uniform distribution 

of velocities is assumed. 

 

A total of five basic scenarios of the power plant inlet were examined. Four of them focused 

on the shape of the separating pier and one examined the effects of the shape of the side pier 

between the power plant and the riverbank. The circumfluence around the separating pier 

between the power plant and the weir is unsymmetrical; therefore the shape of the pier should 

be equally unsymmetrical and streamlined. A model research [1,2] demonstrated that the 

width of the separating pier is a function of turbine flow rates. 

 

There are numerous empirical relations and recommendations for the optimum design of 

hydrodynamic shapes of elements subject to circumfluence in the area of the inlets of water 

power plants, usually based on physical research in laboratories. This paper utilises these 

recommendations in the formulation of the initial design scenarios, which are subsequently 

optimised using 2-D mathematical modelling of the laminar and turbulent flux. The advantage 

of this solution is above all in the low time and financial demands of the optimization of inlet 

elements of hydro-power plants. 
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Climate change significantly affects water resources which evokes demand of the new 

management and control strategies development. This contribution quantifies and discusses 

climate change impacts on water yield and on the value of the previously defined cost 

function which describes cumulative losses as an result of water supply failures. Recently, the 

research has shown that to mitigate adverse climate change impacts on water resources 

adaptive control models can be used to advantage. The paper deals with optimization of these 

adaptive models known from cybernetics in conditions of stochastic uncertainty with the use 

of synthetic series of daily flows affected and non-affected by the climate change. 

 

Owing to the climate change, higher flow variability (while keeping the same average annual 

flows) is to assume. It could result in a decrease in minimum flow and an increase in value of 

flood flows. Reservoirs are usually designed to supply preferably constant releases for various 

demands, which are highly reliable. However, this reliability could not be achieved, if the 

above-mentioned change occurred. The active storage capacity of water reservoirs, which 

serve for fluent and continuous water supply, are unable to resist more frequent drought 

periods. Due to the emptying of active storage, the required amount of water could not be 

supplied to consumers and this would lead to economic losses. Indeed, these losses can be 

reduced by the application of adaptive control model. 

 

The proposed Adaptive Control Model (ACM) is based on Patera and Nachazel [1] concept. 

ACM puts off the moment of water supply failure, which occurs in the hydrological drought 

period. This postponement can be reached by well-timed reduction of the releases. The 

current release restriction depends on the predicted inflow and on the condition of active 

storage. The lower the inflow and condition of active storage is, the more restricted the 

release will be. The actual release is given by the decision matrix and it depends on the actual 

storage and on river inflow forecast. ACM in the course of management restricts releases 

from reservoir, the function of which is described in the simulation model (SM). SM imitates 

the reservoir function by balance calculation of inflows and releases. 

 

The discharge series used in the simulation model is given by the stochastic ARMA model 

which generates average annual discharges (1000 years long). These annual values of 

discharges are consecutively modified either by fragments of real daily discharges or by 

adjusted fragments which describe the favourable and unfavourable probable climate change. 

 

The optimum way of management is defined by the minimum sum of economic losses 

evaluated by balance calculation of given flow series. It is impossible to express the problem 

analytically, the optimum point is reached by repeated calculations using varied parameters of 

ACM. Under these parameters, we understand elements of the decision matrix. We have 

taken into account two different methods for retrieving the restrictive coefficient : 
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• the restrictive coefficient is given by the set according to decision matrix [1], 

•   the restrictive coefficient is intermediately interpolated and acquires values ranging 

from C
min

 to C
max

, 

• for comparison, the model without optimization was applied. 

 

For optimization, the genetic algorithm (GA) method is used [2]. This method is one of the 

powerful stochastic optimization techniques, which belong to the group of artificial 

intelligence methods. Results are compared with standard procedures of non-linear 

programming. These methods are capable to find the global extremes of non-linear and multi-

dimensional functions. Following figures show process of optimization. In case of 

optimization by GA method is evident stochastic manner of process. In case NP method the 

changes are fluently. 

 

As a case study the adaptive control of the Rimov reservoir in the Czech Republic was 

accomplished. Control model was accomplished with the use of Matlab programming 

environment [3]. It was shown that the optimized adaptive control model can partly mitigate 

climate change impacts in comparison with standard release control. 
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Better controlling and optimising the plant´s processes has become a priority for Wastewater 

Treatment Plant managers. The more and more strict standards for treatment plant effluents 

require better process control. The use of mathematical models is also crucial to elaborate 

optimised management strategies. The major aims of the control options in WWTPs can be 

summarised as follows: 

 

• Avoiding discharge of biomass into the effluent 

• Maintaining performance of the plant processes 

• Meeting the owerflow discharge and effluent standards 

• Minimisation of operation and maintenance costs. 

 

Dynamic simulation of wastewater treatment plants is generally used as a powerful tool to 

increase the detailed knowledge on the process and systém behaviour, for optimisation studies 

(e.g. performance evaluation, operational optimisation, controller design and conceptual 

process design), for training and teaching, and for model-based process control. In the last 

years dynamnic simulation not only became an important tool for the scientific community 

but also proved its usefulness in the general wastewater treatment practice. 

 

The quality of simulation studies can vary strongly depending on the goal set, expertise 

available and resources spent. Different approaches and insufficient documentation make the 

quality assessment and comparability of these studies difficult or almost impossible. 

 

The model-based diagnosis technique requires good mathematical models to represent 

WWTP under different conditions. Even though many different models such as IAWQ 

Activated-Sludge Model No.1 and 2. [1,2] have been developed, there are still weak points in 

applying these models to diagnosis and control problems of real activated – sludge WWTP. 

These weaknesses include: (1) they cannot provide an entirely satisfactory description of the 

cause-effect relationships within the activated-sludge WWTP, (2) the models require the 

specification of a large number of parameters, many of which are difficult to determine, (3) a 

large number of parameters included in this model need to respecify parameter values for 

different operational conditions [3]. 

 

In the recent years, intelligent monitoring and fault diagnosis to achieve good performance of 

WWTP using an artificial neural network-based pattern recognition technique has been a very 

active investigation area. 
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The aim of this work is to discover the interrelationships and response of the process variables 

and to analyse the system behaviour of the real activated-sludge WWTP using a neural 

network.  

 

The Hostivice WWTP is located on the west of Prague and was originally built with the 

specification of the conventional activated-sludge process. 
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Steel and concrete composite structures consist of a steel section, concrete slab and a 

shear connector, that transfers longitudinal shear force acting at the steel-concrete interface. 

Among wide-spread shear connectors belong headed studs, HILTI brackets and perforated 

shear connector, that is made of a steel plate of certain height and thickness, through which 

holes are punched. Such connector is welded upright to upper flange of a steel section. So 

called “concrete dowels” formed in connector holes together with reinforcement of a concrete 

slab running through these holes transfer longitudinal shear force. Perforated shear connector 

was developed in 1985 in Germany and in 1987 performance analysis was published in [1]. 

Since this time development of different types of perforated connector began in many 

countries. Investigated connectors differed in dimensions and hole shapes. Experimental 

specimen configuration differed in amount of transversal reinforcement and in concrete 

strength. The aim of both experimental and theoretical research was to find relation between 

above mentioned variables and shear load capacity of the connector in terms of kilonewtons 

per connector length (kN/m). 

At the Department of Steel Structures research of perforated connector started in 1994. 

Two connector shapes were developed. „Basic“ or sometimes called „low“ connector with 

height of 50 mm, thickness of 10 mm with holes 32 mm in diameter was termed as connector 

„CTU 50/10“. The second „high“ connector, termed as „CTU 100/12“, was 100 mm high, 12 

mm thick and with holes 60 mm in diameter. Basic connector is to be used mainly for 

building construction, high connector for bridges and for heavily loaded structures.  

Altogether 34 push-out tests and 3 beam tests with basic connector under static 

loading were carried out. Based on regression analysis of experimental results formula for 

shear load capacity of CTU 50/10 connector was derived [2]. This formula takes into account 

the two variables: amount of transversal reinforcement and concrete strength. Numerical 

analysis of push-out specimen under static loading based on finite element method was 

performed as well. Also different modifications of basic connector were arranged and tested 

(parallel connectors, heightened basic connector etc.). 

As for high connector, 16 push-out tests under static loading with normal concrete and 

9 with lightweight concrete were carried out. Formula for static shear load capacity of this 

connector was established as well. 

Since high connector CTU 100/12 is proposed to be used mainly for bridge steel-

concrete composite beams (simple supported or continuous) with concrete slab thickness of 

about 200 mm, also its behaviour under repeated loading, which is in bridges caused by 

traffic, has to be known. For this reason push-out tests under repeated loading had to be 

conducted. Altogether 3 push-out tests with cyclic loading of a specimen with connector CTU 

100/12 have been carried out so far. These tests, conducted by CTU, were performed in 2001 

– 2003 in „Dynamická zkušebna ŠKODA VÝZKUM s r.o.“ in Plzeň, Czech Republic. All the 

three specimens were identical with concrete cylindrical strength of 40 MPa and with 

reinforcement area of 0.25 mm
2

/mm. 1st, 2nd, 3rd specimens were loaded cyclically with 

frequency 3, 4.5 and 3 Hz respectively. Load amplitude (difference between maximal and 

minimal acting force), which was the most important variable,  was 460, 300 and 450 kN 

respectively. Specimen was loaded either until its failure or until the number of cycles 2 
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million was reached. 1st and 3rd specimens failed after 808,000 and 1,909,000 cycles 

respectively. In both cases micro-cracks occured on outer surfaces of concrete blocks just 

after first cycles and spread and joined into one magistral crack after further cycles. Fatigue 

fracture occured in the connector at the outer opening in 1st as well as in 3rd specimen. 2nd 

specimen did not fail even after the number of cycles 2,400,000. 

Based on these experimental results the following can be concluded. Fatigue load 

capacity (amplitude corresponding to the number of cycles 2,000,000) of perforated shear 

connector CTU 100/12 while using concrete with cylindrical strength 40 MPa and with area 

of transversal reinforcement 0.25 mm
2

/mm is approximately 375 kN/m. It is assumed, that 

increasing amount of transversal reinforcement will lead to higher fatigue load capacity of the 

connector, however it is necessary to verify this assumption either by other experiments or by 

a numerical model. Since the experiments with cyclic loading are extremely expensive, the 

only way to verify the results and to extend them for different specimen modifications is to 

prepare a theoretical model. 

Due to large complexity of the problem (two different materials, cyclic loading) 

software based on finite element method ABAQUS was chosen for modeling. Symmetry 

along the two planes of the specimen allows to model only its quarter. Very important aspect 

of numerical modeling is to choose the right material model as well as to input corresponding 

material parameters.  Concrete block was modeled by using “concrete damaged plasticity”, 

one of many material models included in ABAQUS material model library. The “concrete 

damaged plasticity” model in ABAQUS uses concepts of isotropic damaged elasticity in 

combination with isotropic tensile and compressive plasticity to represent the inelastic 

behavior of concrete and is defined by using the concrete damaged plasticity, concrete tension 

stiffening and concrete compression hardening options. This model was designed among 

others for affecting behaviour of concrete under cyclic loading. Steel part of the specimen was 

modeled by using nonlinear isotropic/kinematic hardening model, one of the two material 

models for cyclic loading of metals in ABAQUS, which describes translation and expansion 

of yield surface in stress space. Constrain equations defined at nodes are applied, where 

translation in z-direction (along the connector) is enabled, while translations in other two (x-

,y-) directions are restrained. Dividing the model into finite elements was performed using 

structured mesh technique provided by ABAQUS. Shell elements S4R are used for steel part 

of the model, while concrete is modeled with continuum C3D8R elements. Very important 

steps in this numerical modeling, that have not been performed yet, are defining loading and 

load steps relating to cyclic loading, final solving the problem and comparing obtained results 

with those from experiments together with subsequent calibration of the numerical model, 

which is supposed to be a powerful tool for the following parametric study.   

Intensive effort is made to finish the numerical model successfully, however no certain 

results have been gained so far. 
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This article describes the possibilities and applications of active remote sensing. It also 

considers using SAR interferometry techniques in geotechnical applications in northern 

Bohemia. First of all, is this problem connected with SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar). This is 

the kind of radar that scans Earth surface by receiving and measuring not only delay and 

amplitude of reflected signal, but also frequency and phase. This helps resolving the problem 

of resolution in flight direction and it is possible to receive data in resolution about three 

orders higher. This radar is named coherent radar and it is the basic condition for using the 

SAR interferometry method. In principle, radar interferometry in digital processing is 

comparison of corresponding pixels in two images of the same area acquired in a very little 

different looking angles. Generating the interferogram involves only pixelwise subtraction of 

the phases of both images. Phase difference is closely connected with difference in distance 

between Earth surface and the satellite. The advantage of the method is the possibility of very 

accurate measurements of this phase difference.

The method can be applied for topographic mapping with relative precision of 10 – 15 m, 

deformation mapping with precision less than 1 cm, another possibility is thematic mapping 

based on change detection, and last one is measuring the atmospheric influence on satellite 

movements.

We can see wide use of this method but in practice, obtaining data with such high precision is 

difficult, because it’s very sensitive on many events. For instance a wet surface, snow or 

vegetation has a significant influence on surface features in longer time periods, and the 

interferometry method is impossible to use due to decorrelation.

Our project is focused on using of the conventional interferometry for monitoring landslides 

and ground displacements caused by mining activities in northern Bohemia. We are using 

data from European satellites ERS 1 and ERS 2 (Earth Resource Satellite).  Hence ERS 1 is 

over we plan to use data from the new biggest remote sensing satellite, ENVISAT. In our 

whole solution we wanted to use only free software products, but the step named SAR 

processing is not covered be this kind of service, so we used SAR processor developed in 

Indian Bombay University. For an intereferometric processing, open-source product DORIS 

is used. A digital elevation model (DEM) was successfully derived from a tandem pair. This 

topographic information serves as input into so called three pass interferometry where three 

scenes are needed. One topographic pair and one differential one, which should already 

contain deformation. The purpose of our research is to test this method and compare the 

results with different ground based methods on specified area of the open brown coal mine 

Chabarovice. Unfortunately, deformation interferogram doesn’t show good results in the 

place. Next step is to improve method using or developing different algorithms, and using 

data selected with different criteria.

Problems: There are several problems in our project. First of all, we don't have enough data to 

produce reliable estimates of deformations. For data selection, very strict criteria were used 

because of the fear of coherence lost due to vegetation and atmosphere. Fortunately, even the 

interferogram with temporal baseline longer than two months and spatial baseline of approx. 

100 m shows good coherence in more than 50 % of the area. There is also another 

deformation pair selected, but there are some problems with coregistration so an 
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interferogram cannot be generated. This problem is probably caused by convergence of orbits 

and therefore the resampling step cannot be covered by the polynomial transformation. 

Another problem of our application are the orbit and atmospheric errors which cannot be 

distinguished (their influence is very similar and both can be corrected by the same procedure 

– setting the „artificial“ baseline – see e.g. [3]). 

Future work: First, we plan to order another data; the criteria for data selection should not be 

so strict now. We would like to process data with shorter perpendicular baseline (in order to 

prevent such a  strong influence of errors) and different seasons (not just winter). We would 

also like to improve results by testing other algorithms. 

We would also like to implement interferogram adjustment in order to eliminate the orbit 

errors: to adjust the measurements to a plane (but this procedure is dependent on the success 

of phase unwrapping which is not certain), implement some sophisticated methods both with 

and without use of tie points.
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The Czech Republic is country with high loads due to point sources of pollution and, in 

general, there are large brownfield areas. However, considerable efforts have been made in 

the last decade to improve the situation. The removal of brownfields always leads an 

improvement in the environment, especially when it is a matter of dealing with present or 

potential sources of contamination that threaten water quality. 

Approximately 80% of all decisions on brownfields are made on the basis of a risk 

evaluation for groundwater. This risk assessment is based on an estimation of the absorption 

and desorption matter in the soil, and also involves a prediction value for introducing 

improvements and anticipates the time period for which possible contamination of 

groundwater may continue. A basic starting point in brownfield remediation is to ascertain a 

socially acceptable value of ecological and health risks.

UMS/SISIM models were selected as software tools for classifying brownfields. The model 

was created in cooperation with the following institutions: Chemlog GbR, Focon GmbH and 

LFA RWTH Aachen. For this classification, the UMS System was chosen from the accessible 

software programs. It connects a transport simulation model of harmful substances SISIM and 

self-model UMS. UMS model derives a recommendation on how to use the locations at the 

present time or in the future, taking into account affected user groups, soil characteristics, 

concentration of contamination in contact media, the transport medium and soil, and also the 

background load. SISIM simulates transfer in the unsaturated zone and quantifies the extent 

and time of possible groundwater contamination. The calculations are carried out until the 

capillary zone is reached. Based on this information, the potential contamination in the 

aquifer can be determined and it can be established by means of a comparison with target 

levels whether a risk situation exist. The numerical model was tested on an area of about 0,7 

ha situated in the former industrial park of CKD Prague (used in the past for burning solid 

fuels and for dumping municipal wastes, accumulator cells, barrels containing unknown 

liquids, chemicals, etc.) Verification of the model in the Czech Republic indicates that a small 

number of simple and efficient soft resources can lead to rapid and efficient determination of 

all factors that influence decision making on the re-use of brownfields. 

Three soil sampling have been made on monitoring area or its vicinage. Laboratory 

analyses of soil samples proved exceeding of limits on one sample. Values were overrun by 

Arsenic (limit B) and non-polar extractives (limit C). 

For these substances was done also simulation by UMS for determination of the best 

way for use of surveyed area. For Arsenic were used 8 of exposure scenario. After 

simulations we can determine final recommendation. Soil in this area with that concentration 

of pollution is possible safely use only for commercial building or like industrial areas, either 

as public green with the small risk. Such as places, where not direct contact with 

contaminated medium (soil) is and where is restricted frequency of risk-groups, especially 

small babies and children. Results from SISIM displays small amount of contamination in soil 
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profile and it is without influence on groundwater. Similar conclusion we get for non-polar 

exceeding namely, that the deposit of pollution is not extensive and it will not have influence 

on underground water. It means (in connection with the UMS), that after remediation (from-

mining) of contaminated soil, will be possible make use of locality without restriction. 

During this project - working with the UMS/SISIM models, the creating basics 

databases was finished and the comparison was done between obtained results (values of 

impact to groundwater and recommended using models) and values from the ecological audit. 

General handbook for using the UMS/SISIM program in the form of user manual translation 

arose during the solving project as a part of the methodology, and also it will be a part of 

dissertation thesis of this project author. The manual in Czech language will serve as a basis 

for the interrelated project. 

Results:

- inserted databases were tested in research area and the results were compared with obtained 

values by ecological audit of Ekohydrogeo Zitny, 

- the methodology for creating and creating extended databases are in process now, 

- results will be used in dissertation thesis, which is going to be defended during of the year 

2006

In the meantime was the UMS/SISIM program found as very available tool for 

determining to use contaminate areas. Its using is simple and purposeful. The results carried 

out by means of the UMS/SISIM model do not show any fundamental deviation in 

comparison with the values and the results obtained in ecological audit. 
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The Highway Development and Management System - HDM-4 - is a software system 

for investigating choices in investing in road transport infrastructure. The Highway Design 

and Maintenance Standards Model (HDM III), developed by the World Bank, has been used 

for over two decades to combine technical and economic appraisals of road projects, to 

prepare road investment programmes and to analyze road network strategies. The 

International Study of Highway Development and Management ISO HDM has been carried 

out to extend the scope of the HDM model, and to provide a harmonized systems approach to 

road management, with adaptable and user-friendly software tools. This has produced the 

Highway Development and Management Tool HDM 4. The scope of HDM 4 has been 

broadened considerably beyond traditional project appraisals to provide a powerful system for 

the analysis of road management and investment alternatives. Emphasis was placed on 

collating and applying existing knowledge, rather than undertaking extensive new empirical 

studies, although some limited data collection was undertaken. Wherever possible, creative 

new approaches were developed for applying up to date knowledge to the technical problems 

and management needs of different countries. HDM 4 uses five basic mathematic models: 

Traffic, Road deterioration model, Road works model, Road users effects, Social and 

environmental effects. The results of economic analyses are quite sensitive to traffic data, and 

most benefits that justify road improvements arise from saving in road user costs (Road Users 

Effects). To perform economic analyses in HDM -4, traffic characteristics of road therefore 

need to be described and represented at an appropriate level of detail. Traffic characteristics 

need to be represented for project analysis. This requires a detailed representation of traffic 

characteristics on the road being analyzed. For each road section, the representation should 

include data items that describe the details of changing traffic composition and volumes, axle 

loading, capacity and speed-flow relationships, hourly traffic flows, traffic induced by road 

improvements and of demand shifts. Road deterioration is broadly a function of the original 

design, material types, construction quality, traffic volume, axle load characteristics, road 

geometry, environmental conditions, age of pavement, and the maintenance policy pursued. 

HDM 4 includes relationships for modeling Road Deterioration and Road Works Effects. 

These are used for the purpose of predicting annual road condition and for evaluating road 

works strategies. The relationship should link standards and costs for road construction and 

maintenance to road user costs through road user cost models. The modeling of Road User 

Effects comprises analysis of the motorized, non-motorized vehicle speed, operating costs, 

travel time and road safety. The vehicle classification system uses a flexible approach in 

which vehicles are divided into motorized and non-motorized categories, and each category is 

divided into vehicle classes. A class comprises several vehicle types or representative 

vehicles, which can be user specified based on one of several standard vehicle types. This 

approach suits the needs of many countries and satisfies all the analytical requirements in the 

system. The Social and Environmental Effects are for the analysis of energy balance and 

vehicle emissions. It is widely recognized that energy and environmental effects need to be 
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considered in the assessment of alternative investment policies and projects. By adopting 

projects and policies that minimize total life cycle energy use and vehicle exhaust emissions, 

related benefits such as reduced vehicle operating costs, reduced pollution, reduced 

dependency on imports of energy and reductions in the balance of payments deficits can be 

maximized. Planners and decision makers need to be able to understand the energy 

implications and environmental impacts of alternative road transport projects and policies. 

HDM 4 caters for three applications levels commonly used in decision making within the 

road sub-sector. Strategic planning – for estimating medium and long-term budget 

requirements for the development and preservation of a road network under various budgetary 

and economic scenarios. Programme analysis- for preparing single or multi-year work 

programmes under budget constraints, in which those sections of the network likely to require 

maintenance, improvement, of new construction, are identified in a tactical planning exercise. 

Project analysis – for estimating the economics of engineering viability of different road 

investment projects and associated environmental effects. Typical projects include the 

maintenance and rehabilitation of existing roads, widening or geometric improvement 

schemes, pavement upgrading and new road construction. In Czech Republic are now used 

only Project analysis.  For analyzing by HDM 4 is needed calibrated workspace, which is 

issued by Technical Department of Ředitelství silnic a dálnic ČR. This workspace contains 

data of vehicle fleet, maintenance and improvement standards, and all calibrated parameters 

such as climate zone, traffic flow patterns, speed flow types etc. For entry of road network 

parameters can be used built in forms or data can be imported form file in dBase standard. 

This file and contains 159 fields for each section. 
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The common concrete is a considerably porous material. The rate of most of the 

degradation processes is controlled by the rate at which moisture, or any aggressive agent can 

penetrate the concrete.  

 

The porosity of concrete has influence on freeze-thaw resistance too. Freeze-thaw 

degradation is a result of internal stresses caused by the freezing of water within concrete. 

The internal stresses are caused by the expansion of water as it freezes and pore pressure, 

which is developed in the capillaries of the concrete as water, moves through the concrete 

during freezing. Concrete, which remains dry in service, or is otherwise protected from water 

will be less susceptible to freezing damage. 

 

Also strength, hardness, abrasives resistance and durability of concrete generally are 

limited by the porosity.  One of ways for improvement lifetime of concrete is impregnation of 

concrete surface. Impregnation (surface treatment) with waterproof products (waterproof 

coatings) is firstly a barrier against the penetration of liquid water, into concrete, but suitable 

impregnant increases chemical resistance and strength of concrete surface layer. It is 

important namely in case of industrial floors.  

 

All experience tells one that all concrete floors should have a surface protection. This 

way one will obtain an extended life and also a more aesthetic appearance. The choice of 

impregnant depends on many parameters concerning concrete (porosity, cleanliness, etc), the 

product and the local conditions for application (climatic conditions and purpose of service). 

 

Concrete contains pores of varying types and sizes, and therefore the penetration some 

fluid substance into concrete can be considered as a flow through a porous medium. The rate 

of flow will not depend simply on the porosity, but on the degree of continuity of the pores a 

their sizes.  

 

Flow can occur by movement of a fluid under a pressure differential (permeation), or by 

movement of a component under a concentration gradient (diffusion) and last but not least by 

capillary attraction of a liquid into empty or partially empty pores (sorption).  The well 

selected impregnant must penetrate deeply and must act as a binder increasing mechanical 

properties of penetrated layer. 

 

Strengthening of concrete is possible by epoxide coatings first of all. Epoxy resins based 

on epichlorohydrin and bisphenol A are well established materials used in a wide variety of 

applications. For surface treatment of concrete are used in diluted form. The viscosity of 

epoxy resins is too high for coating application and must be reduced by the addition of either 

nonreactive or reactive diluents.  
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Dibutyl phthalate, xylene, xylene-butanol, isopropanol or acetone can be used as 

nonreactive diluents and butyl glycidyl ether is a popular reactive diluent.  

 

Common epoxide coatings for concrete surface treatment use acetone as solvent. A 

mixture of technical polyalkylene polyamines (containing mainly diethylenetriamine) is used 

as curing agent. Usual impregnant involves medium molecular weight epoxy resin. Total 

solid is 25 % by weight and epoxide group content is 3,0 – 3,8 mol/kg. 

 

Nowadays are produced new types of epoxy resins (with lower molecular weight and 

lower viscosity) and new types of solvents appear either. It gives good preconditions for 

further development new concrete coatings. 

 

A design of a better impregnating composition is possible as likely as not. The goal can 

be reached by using new resins, new hardeners, and new solvents. Additives improving 

capillary elevation and flow can help. 

  

For testing of new epoxide impregnants a next method is developed. The method uses a 

layer of fine silica sand (with 100 mm thickness) as a model porous media. Pushing 

laboratory pestle into the sand layer does an indenture. Then a sample of tested impregnant (5 

g) is dropped into the indenture. Glued piece of sand (conglomerate) is isolated from sand bed 

next day.  Weight and cohesive strength of the conglomerate is rated by empirical scale (0 – 

10 points).  

 

Results can serve for further design. Using as data for formulation program based on 

flexible simplex algorithm seems be advantageous. Results obtained in dry sand bed must be 

completed with results in wet sand bed. It will necessary to compare results from sand bed 

with results from impregnated concrete samples. This contribution has therefore character of 

preliminary report only.  
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The risk engineering and reliability are extremely important research topics, which are 

of a great interest of experts, state institutions, insurance and financial organizations as well 

as of the wide range of undertakings. The evident reasons for this are the recent accidents of 

technical systems including construction works for various purposes (structures and buildings 

for power production, public, administrative and service buildings, civil engineering works) 

constructed by investors in power industry, transportation, chemistry and other branches in all 

parts of the world. 

The main goals of the presented research project include the development of reliability 

theory and methods of risk assessment taking into account uncertainties and vagueness of 

technical systems in accidental situations. In particular, theoretical models for unfavorable 

environmental effects are newly developed or re-examined for conditions of the Czech 

Republic. 

Risk engineering methods based on the Bayesian concept [1] and probabilistic 

reliability methods are investigated and their application to risk analysis of complex structural 

and technical systems is discussed considering accidental design situations such as fire, 

impacts due to vehicles or trains [2], accidental actions caused by water, etc. It appears that 

theoretical models applied for the accidental actions can be improved using e.g. the Bayesian 

concept, sensitivity factors of the FORM method or experiments. Uncertainties in the 

theoretical models of actions and structural resistance are effectively described by the 

statistical models and uncertainties in the specified limit state are estimated by the fuzzy-

probabilistic approach. 

The newly introduced methods are applied in analyses of structural reliability and 

assessments of residual lifetime as well as in planning of maintenance and schedule of 

inspections. A special attention is paid to the methodology of risk assessment of technical 

systems under fire. It is emphasized that accidental actions and unfavorable impacts of the 

environment on technical systems should be analyzed by the developed procedures 

considering conditions of the Czech Republic. 

Data for probabilistic models of accidental situations with regard to accidental actions 

in the Czech Republic are collected and theoretical models for various types of the actions are 

updated. The theoretical models for the behavior of existing as well as new structures under 

accidental situations are developed. Analyses of structures endangered by natural or technical 

seismicity and explosions are elaborated. Probabilistic models for accidental actions due to 

impacts of vehicles and trains together with models for estimates of damage caused by such 

actions are proposed. Database of probabilistic models for accidental actions in the Czech 

Republic and data for risk engineering is established, i.e. data are systematically gained, 

gathered and evaluated focusing on extreme environmental effects, e.g. fire actions, impacts 

of trains and vehicles, gas explosions, explosions caused by terrorists [3], etc. The collected 

data include common conditions of normal use of technical systems in persistent (design) 

situations and exceptional conditions in accidental (design) situations where both the existing 

and new structures are considered. 
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The project is partly focused on analysis of climatic actions considering conditions of 

the Czech Republic. Temperatures on bridges are measured and obtained data are used to 

specify the theoretical model. Stochastic analysis of wind speed in selected locations in the 

Czech Republic is carried out. Simulations of exceptional design situations of the wind 

actions on structures are generated using the boundary layer wind tunnel [4]. Results of 

numerous analyses clarify the reasons of changes in natural frequencies of structures with 

variations of temperature. Measurements of the snow load intensity in mountain regions are 

evaluated. 

Response of footbridges to dynamic actions due to vandals is investigated and 

application of dynamic dumpers is analyzed. It appears that effects of such dynamic actions 

are efficiently reduced by the dynamic dumpers. 

Part of the research is devoted to models of the layered structure of the pavement slab 

supporting system. The reliability of the computational model for concrete pavements is 

enhanced by the procedure allowing the layered structure to be fully accounted for. The 

procedure accomplishes a time-saving computation of layered system deflections under effect 

of the unit pyramidal loadings, from which the overall contact stress distribution in concrete-

slab/subgrade contact problem may be constructed. 

An important outcome of this research is implementation of the new findings into 

European and international standards and in their Czech national annexes. Background 

materials and recommendations for the development of the standards and regulations in the 

field of risk engineering and reliability are provided. 

Within the framework of the newly implemented European standards, nationally 

determined parameters such as safety factors for actions and material properties are specified 

and design procedures are selected. Findings in reliability theory and probabilistic structural 

design are implemented in the European standard EN 1990 Basis of Structural Design. Results 

of analysis of dynamic actions on footbridges are used in EN 1991-2 Traffic Loads on Bridges. 

The measurements of the snow load intensity are used to determine the nationally determined 

parameters in EN 1991-1-3 Snow Loads. Extensive investigation of wind action on structures 

and its effects forms basis for the national annex of EN 1991-1-4 Wind Actions. Achievements 

of the research in reliability theory are included in JCSS Probabilistic Model Code where basic 

principles of probabilistic structural design are provided. Selected results are involved in the 

national annex of the international standard ISO 13822 Assessment of Existing Structures. 

It is indicated that significant results are achieved within the development of six-year 

research project. The findings are applied in the construction industry and standardization as 

well as in the further research. 
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The topic of this paper is to describe the measuring of hygric and thermal properties of 

clay plasters, experimentally improved by polypropylene fibres or wool. The impact of this 

additives on thermal conductivity, moisture diffusivity and specific heat capacity has been 

studied. There was found, that the impact of additives on moisture diffusivity is very low. We 

was not able to determine the impact of fibre additives on thermal conductivity and specific 

heat capacity due to small quantity of until finished measuring steps. 

The base material for the production of clay plasters was a clay obtained from a 

foundation excavation of a experimental single house in the village Únětice. The testing spoil 

was composed mainly of clay. The result of the granulometric test is shown in fig.1.  

Fig.1: The composition of the tested soil 

 

 

 

 

 

On the beginning of the experiment, there were made three mixtures named S-01, S-02 

and S-03. The reference mixture named S-01 was made of basic soil and water only. The 

mixture named S-02 was made of basic soil, wool (2% of mass) and water. The mixture 

named S-03 was made of basic soil, polypropylene fibres (2% of mass) and water. The clay-

water ratio of all mixtures was 0,3. 

The dimensions of specimens were designed in relation to the type of the measuring. 

For the measuring of moisture diffusivity there were made specimens of dimensions 

20x40x150 mm. For the measuring of thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity there 

were made specimens of dimensions 70x70x70 mm. 

For the measuring of moisture diffusivity λ [m
2

s
-1

] was determined so-called Matano 

method. The moisture profiles were determined using a common capillary suction 1-D 

experiment in the horizontal position, lateral sides of specimens were water and vapor-proof 

insulated. Moisture meter reading along the specimen was done every 5 mm. The calibration 

curve was determined after the last moisture meter reading, when the moisture penetration 

front was at about one half of the length of the specimen, using this last reading and the 

standard gravimetric method after cutting the specimen into 1 cm wide pieces. The moisture 

profiles were then calculated from the calibration curve. The measurements were done at 

25°C ambient temperature. For the mixtures named S01 and S02 were determined the values 

of moisture duffusivity in the range of moisture content between 3 to 23%, for the mixture 

named S03 between 3-22%. 

Dimensions of 

soil paticules 

 [%] 

0,001-0,063 0,063-0,25 0,25-0,5 0,5-01 

Mass

 [%] 

80 15 4 1 
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There was found, that the values of moisture diffusivity of clay plasters is low, they 

are on the same level as values of moisture diffusivity of high performance concretes. The 

impact of fibre additives in the clay plasters is very low. 

 Thermal parameters, which is thermal conductivity λ [W m
 -1

K
-1

] and specific heat 

capacity C [J m
-3

K
-1

], were measured using the commercial device ISOMET 2004. It is 

equipped with various types of optional probes, needle probes are for porous, fibrous or soft 

materials, and surface probes are suitable for hard materials. The measurement is based on 

analysis of the temperature response of the analyzed material to heat flow impulses. The heat 

flow is induced by electrical heating using a resistor heater having a direct thermal contact 

with the surface of the sample. 

 Before the measuring, the specimens were dried by the temperature 110°C in the kiln. 

In each step of the measuring, the moisture content was determined. In the fig.2 and 3 are 

shown until measured values of thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity. 

 

Fig.2: Thermal conductivity (Wm
-1

K
-1

)   Fig.3: Specific heat capacity (Jm
-3

K
-1

)

 

. 

 

 

 

 

There was found, that the values of moisture diffusivity of clay plasters is low, they 

are on the same level as values of moisture duffusivity of high performance concretes. The 

impact of fibre additives in the clay plasters is very low. 
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Moisture 

content (% m) 

Mixture 

0,0 2,5 

S-01 0,835 1,028 

S-02 0,846 0,959 

S-03 0,901 1,062 

Moisture 

content (% m) 

Mixture 

0,0 2,5 

S-01 1446 1527 

S-02 1442 1502 

S-03 1503 1557 
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Laser scanning systems are devices for collection of spatial information with 

contactless measurement, 3D modelling and visualisation [1]. We tested systems using spatial 

polar method for determination of the point spatial place. Two experiments were carried out 

[2-3]. The first experiment was verification of scanners possibilities to measure different 

materials under different angles. The second experiment was directed to object measurement 

under steep angles. They were tested these scanners: HDS 2500, Riegl LMS Z 360 and Mensi 

GS200. 

The first experiment dealt with scanning systems’ ability to measure various materials 

under various angles of incidence and linked up to the previous experiment with the HDS 

2500 System [3]. There were 19 desks of various materials and colours used for the 

experiment. The desks were ranged under 5 angles of incidence. For each desk there was 

determined theoretical number of detailed points and real number of points ranged on the 

desk. From these two data, there was arranged number of per cent of really ranged points 

towards theoretical number of points. Tables 1, 2 and 3 state results of measuring materials, 

with which the scanners had certain troubles. 

Tab. 1) Scanner GS 200 

Incidence Angle 

[gon] 
0 30 55 75 90 

material k[%] k[%] k[%] k[%] k[%] 

Sheet - red 80 100 100 100 80 

Sheet -dark blue 40 100 100 100 10 

Metal sheet 0 100 100 100 0 

Cuprum 10 100 100 90 0 

Sheet - black 95 100 99 30 0 

Clear glass 100 0 0 0 0 

Smoke glass 100 0 0 0 0 

Mirror 70 0 0 0 0 

Tab. 2) Scanner HDS 2500 

Incidence Angle 

[gon] 
0 30 55 75 90 

material k[%] k[%] k[%] k[%] k[%] 

Sheet - yellow 100 100 100 100 86 

Sheet - red 100 100 100 19 0 

Sheet -dark blue 100 100 100 25 0 

Metal sheet 100 100 100 100 64 

Cuprum 100 100 73 12 10 

Sheet - black 100 13 2 0 0 

Clear glass 100 0 0 0 0 

Smoke glass 100 0 0 0 0 

Mirror 100 6 0 0 0 
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Tab. 3) Scanner LMS Z 360 

Incidence Angle 

[gon] 
0 30 55 75 90 

material k[%] k[%] k[%] k[%] k[%] 

Wood Light Blue 100 100 100 100 30 

Zinc-coated 100 100 100 95 0 

Sheet - green 100 100 100 100 0 

Sheet -dark blue 100 100 100 100 10 

Metal sheet 100 100 80 95 0 

Cuprum 100 100 75 20 0 

Sheet - black 100 100 20 0 0 

Clear glass 0 0 0 0 0 

Smoke glass 94 0 0 0 0 

Mirror 20 10 10 10 0 

 

It is possible to judge from the results of the experiments that the laser scanning 

systems are able to measure most materials even under large angles of incidence. The 

scanners can have troubles when scanning dark, highly reflexive or transparent materials. 

The second experiment dealt with verification of abilities to determine position of 

plane edge that was scanned under very abrupt angles. It concerned determination of plane 

edge that lied further from the scanner in view of scanning. Experiment was carried out with 

the Riegl LMS-Z360 Scanner. 3 objects from 5 points of view (5 angles of incidence) were 

measured. Distance from the scanner was c. 7-8 m. The defined edges were modelled from 

the scanned points. Position of those edges was compared with position of control points 

ranged by the total station. 

During verification of position of object edges measured under very abrupt angles it 

turned out that in some cases, the Riegl LMS-Z360 Scanner does not define position of the 

ranged edge precisely.  
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Geodetic cultural heritage documentation tasks usually comprise close range recording 

applications. It means objects range from small artifacts over sculptures to buildings. Irregular 

shapes and surfaces are encountered frequently. Often, the time available for the 

measurements is limited. In the past, close range photogrammetry was the only method to 

meet these demands.

In the framework of co-operation between the Laboratory of Photogrammetry of 

Department Mapping and Cartography, Department of Special Geodesy and the Laboratory of 

Quantitative Methods of Monuments Research (Faculty of Nuclear Physics and Physical 

Engineering), new methods of 3D objects documentation are tested on school level. There are 

two base types of 3D scanners under developing: first type uses triangulation method: laser is 

used only as a point or profile marker (rotating platform system) and system with 2 cameras 

and image projector as a structured light source. Second type uses pure laser technology “time 

of flight”. Three small devices for 3D object co-ordinates capturing are being developed at 

present on CTU in Prague. The aim of this research is to develop a small inexpensive device 

for special purposes of 3D documentation. Combining of several electronic parts such as 

CCD camera, laser marker, computer and distance measuring device and laser sensor head 

(time of flight) have been used for instrument development.

 In last years, new methods for documentation of 3D objects were prepared. In the 

framework of co-operation of above mentioned subjects new methods of 3D objects 

documentation as a part of project are tested. Two devices for 3D object co-ordinates 

capturing are being developed at present. The aim of the project is to develop a small 

inexpensive device for special purposes of 3D documentation. By combining several 

electronic parts such as CCD camera, laser marker, computer and distance measuring device a 

new laser sensor has been developed. There are only few possibilities how to construct laser 

based 3D sensors. The principle of these devices is the same: the laser beam is used as an 

object point marker (single point or line on object) and the laser track is recorded by using of 

a small CCD camera. The camera and laser position are convergent to the object, 3D co-

ordinates can be computed from laser-camera basis.  

As the first is a laser system with CCD camera and rotating platform. For small objects 

such as small sculptures, vessels or models a system with rotating platform has been 

constructed.  A laser beam optically modified to a thin line on the object is recorded from a 

basis with CCD camera. A maximum of 25 frames per second can be used. The measured 

object is situated on a rotating platform with a possibility to change the rotating velocity. All 

the images are stored on a PC and processed by using of special software.  From the image 

co- ordinates of marked object points the real 3D co-ordinates are computed. 

 Second is system with two cameras and structured light source. This device uses the 

principle of image – correlation. The image projector sends structured light on the object and 
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the object is recorded by using of two CCD cameras from a known basis. This system can by 

combined with rotating platform for complete documentation of object (0-360deg). Every 

image pair must be post –processed by using image correlation for 3D co-ordinates of object 

point’s determination. 

 The last is laser scanner based on laser head SICK. In the 2003-4 a small inexpensive 

laser 3D scanner based on “time of flight” was developed.  The laser head SICK is the main 

part of 3D scanner. There are two possibilities for using:  first one as a linear laser scanner 

and second one as a rotating head. In the linear scheme the SICK head was used as a 3D 

scanner for sculpture documentation, but the resolution on about 50cm was not very high (it is 

a good idea for more precision scanners). Next, the head was completed with motorized PC- 

controlled rotating part with incremental device for angle measurement. It is the”classical” 

laser scanner scheme. All with the control software was made on CTU Prague and will be 

used such a “school laser scanner“. Technical details: laser head for technical using (security, 

working process control), relatively inexpensive (5000Euro), accuracy cca 8mm (0.1-10m), 

accuracy cca 8cm (10-80m). Disadvantage: wide laser beam = big laser trace (low detail 

resolution), without rotating or motion device for practical using   (all must be„hand-made“), 

without control and processing software. 

Examples of inexpensive systems based on simple digital camera and laser are discussed in 

the paper. All systems are under construction on Czech Technical University in Prague and 

they are used for the technology testing and teaching. 
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At present, the amount of energy used on manufacturing, usage, demolition and recoverability 

aspects of materials is going to be one of the judgement criteria of the future buildings 

quality. From this point of view, timber structures are one of the solutions for modern 

buildings. It is because of their cost, recoverability of timber and the low impact on the 

environment. 

The most common structural form of timber structures is the wall system known as light 

skeleton as well. The disadvantage of this system is a small ability of changing the interior 

layout during the building’s life. The need for a better flexibility of the interior leads to the 

heavy skeleton structure.  

The behaviour of the building and its horizontal deformation due to the impact of horizontal 

forces depends on the space rigidity of the structure. The most significant influence to the 

rigidity of the structure has the stiffness of structural joints. The stiffness of modern timber 

skeleton joints used in housing is not sufficient enough to carry horizontal loads; therefore the 

construction has to be braced. The common bracing types are shear walls or diagonal bracing 

which constrain interior layout. To get minimal number of these constructions, we need to 

make an appropriate connection between the frames and the bracing. This connection is the 

fully rigid ceiling, which is hard to obtain for timber structures. The solution to the problem 

how to minimize the number of bracing constructions could be the rigid or semi-rigid frames. 

These constructions are able to carry particular load corresponding to their rigidity, so that the 

requirement for bracing is smaller. The current types of the rigid or the semi-rigid joints are 

not easy to assemble and the structural joints are usually very expensive. One of the cheap 

and easily performed joints is a joint with glued-in rods. 

Joint with glued-in rods has been tested in CTU laboratories during author’s diploma thesis. 

Assumptions based on this pilot research results has been implemented into the new research 

supported mainly by CTU0402511. The task of the news research is to specify real joints 

stiffness using experimental, analytical and numerical data.  

Experiments

Tested specimens have been divided into three groups. The first group of specimens has been 

loaded mainly with bending moment, the second group mainly with shear force and the third 

one is a group of specimens which represents only a part of the whole joint, and the rod glued 

perpendicular to grain loaded with tensile force. All tests are now being performed. 

The result of the first group specimen’s tests will be a real joint stiffness represented by M-ϕ 

curve (relation between bending moment and rotation of the joint) and a ductility of the joint. 

Stiffness is needed when the rigidity of the building is calculated; ductility is a criterion for 

applicability of joint. 

The tests of the second group of specimens are mainly focused on a failure mode. The 

knowledge of a failure mode is necessary for the applicability of this type of joint in 

constructions with short and heavy loaded beams.  

Loading of these two types of tests represents common loading of timber frames. The test of 

the third group is focused only on a part of the joint and the results of this test will be used for 

verification of the analytical model. 
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Analytical model 

For the analytical analysis component method has been used. The principle of this method is 

to simplify the real geometry of the structure by dividing the structure into parts (components) 

which have significant influence on the joint stiffness. Tested specimens have been divided 

into components as follows: the rod glued parallel to grain loaded with tensile/compression 

force, the rod glued perpendicular to grain loaded with tensile/compression force and the 

sway of the timber in the column and the beam. Every component is represented by a spring 

with specific stiffness. Knowing the geometry and stiffness of each component we are able to 

evaluate the rigidity of the whole joint. For this purpose, spreadsheet in MS Excel has been 

made. With this utility we are able to determine the stiffness of joint of various geometry. 

This utility has been verified by numerical model made in ANSYS. 

Numerical model 

Every numerical model has been made in ANSYS 8.0. For timber, SOLID64 has been used, 

for other materials SOLID45 was considered. Material characteristics for steel and glue have 

typical values for these materials. Characteristics of the timber were taken from [1], because 

we were not able to specify all parameters of tested timber until experiments were made. 

The first task of the numerical analysis was to verify analytical model. Two models have been 

made. The first model is simulating a rod glued perpendicular to grain, the second a rod glued 

parallel to grain. The distribution of strain energy in the volumes of both models was studied 

and it is now being evaluated. Due to the knowledge of strain energy distribution we are able 

to specify area or volume of the timber which has most significant influence on the rigidity of 

tested component [2]. This timber block with the steel rod represents the spring used in 

analytical model.  

The second task of the numerical analysis is to simulate the behaviour of a whole joint. The 

reason for this simulation is unknown behaviour of mentioned timber blocks acting in groups. 

These blocks (areas) can affect each other so this aspect has to be taken into consideration in 

analytical model. 
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This paper informs the professional public about results of the experimental 

composites verifying process on the basis of the power station fly ash and sludge from the 

water purification plant with addition of the bentonite eventually of the cement and lime 

hydrate. Existing results show a brighter use in the praxis, although their research and 

development is only at the beginning. 

 

1 Introduction 

The period, in which we are living, confronts us with new problems and as every 

phase of the human being, also it brings new trends. There is speaking about a principles of 

the maintainable development more and more, which becomes a central theme between 

professionals, politics and managers and which is investigated in many views also in all 

economical, industrial and social areas of the society. It is no possible to develop a building 

activity and to search for new methods, trends and technologies without a responsible interest, 

how much is this activity compatible with a basic nature system and how much is this system 

maintainable in view of further development. One from awaited changes of building materials 

and products is the maximal use of existing, still not processed raw material sources, in 

particular wasted. In ecological view, we discern following main wastes: 

• wastes during raw materials mining (e.g. nine times more of the waste earth then the 

lignite is stored during lignite mining), 

• products during lignite burning (ash, fly ash etc.), 

• solid communal waste (requiring deponies, disposal sites, incinerators), 

• waste sediments 

2 Input data 

Following components were used for composite production: 

Fine power station fly ash from the EMĚ III Mělník power station (traditional atmospheric 

lignite burning). 

Waste sediment from the water purification plant in Praha 6 – Bubeneč. 

Common bentonite sort B 70, Obrnice u Mostu 

Slag Portland cement CEM II/B – S 32,5 R 

Lime hydrate volume stable, class I. – fine, Ca (OH)
2
:200 

3 Partial experiment results 

Nine sample sets (small balk 40x40x160 mm) were tested in proving tests in the 

laboratory of the Department of Building Materials, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech 

Technical University in Prague. 

Significant hardening occurs at each mixture after 2 to 13 days after covering be PE 

foil during one week. 
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On the contrary, the mixture stability loss (after stiffening and hardening) by influence 

of the rising water (during the balk storing into the water, ranging up to one third of their 

high) does not occur after one exposition week. 

The comparison of tested composite properties, namely the volume weight and the 

strength in  a simple pressure (tested on balk fractions after 28 days since production) was 

made. 

4 Conclusion 

The paper refers to the fly ash and sediment use not only from the point of view of two 

separate wastes, but their combination. A mixture is created after addition of suitable 

sediment and stabilising binder amount into fly ash, which has such properties after stiffening 

and hardening, that it could be stored as stabilised, without the risk of environmental 

contamination [1]. The fly ash and sediment stabilisation could be secured by higher cement 

rate (more than 20% of their total weight). The research and development of the composites 

on fly ash and sediment base from Water Purification Plant is in the beginning and surely will 

be changed, because „if all would be loosed, no progress could occur.“ Prospectively, the 

investigated composites could be used as: 

• underlying and protective roads, highways, airport areas, parking places etc. layers, 

• holes, caverns, hollow dips, underground areas (incurred after floods or coal mining) 

fillings, 

• material suitable for filling of areas after open cast mining and restoration of initial or 

balance of new land area, 

• „concrete over“ sewerage and  replacements of filling of areas about the ferro-

concrete basis, collectors in particular there, where are  difficult comprehensive 

conditions,  

• material suitable for reclamation of  anterior sludge places, 

• technical reclamation layer of waste dumps, unloading yards etc. before covering by 

earth and final surface finishing, 

• sealing material for waste dumps; it is possible, under certain conditions, by 

composite recipe modification and by its storing, to prepare a layer for sealing 

purposes, reaching the penetrability against water (values of the filtering coefficient) 

order of 10
-9

 to 10
-11

 m/s [2]. 
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The project presented is rather broad, as it has been declared as a “Support of 

successful teams from the funds of Rector of CTU Prague”. Therefore, there was not one 

particular problem solved within the project, but the support has been used for progress at 

more connected branches. There was also cooperation (not multiple support) with other 

projects or other supported activities in frame of other national and international projects. 

Basically, the topic of the project has included following chapters: 

• Data measurements concerning of surface runoff, soil erosion and sediment 

transport to have a material for mathematical models validation and calibration 

• Structured approach definition and theory development for surface runoff, soil 

erosion and sediment transport in the landscape 

• Individual mathematical simulation models of surface runoff, soil erosion and 

sediment transport validation and calibration for the conditions of the Czech 

Republic 

• Preparation of new national and international project proposals for future 

development of the team’s activities. 

As for the data measurement, the activities had concentrated mainly in two directions. 

At first, the measurements on laboratory rainfall simulator at hydraulic laboratory of Faculty 

of Civil Engineering, has been prolonged. Mainly surface roughness and soil erodibility has 

been measured this year, as referred at [2] and [3]. At second, a field experimental gauging 

station has been set up near of Neustupov village at the small stream. The station has been 

equipped by two rainfall gauging stations and two barometric discharge sensors to measure 

runoff response of the catchment (ca 1,5 km
2

) to storm event and flood wave transformation 

from artificial channel to revitalized stream bed, as can be seen at [2]. 

Within the chapter of structured approach, the main effort has been focused to the so 

called “global” and “regional” levels, as can be seen for instance at [1]. Method for soil loss 

and sediment transport assessment within large watersheds based on combination of USLE 

and SDR, with GIS assistance have been newly applied and precised at Svratka catchment. 

Concerning of USLE, as the most popular method of soil erosion risk assessment, the revision 

of rainfall erosivity and acceptable soil loss limits has been started, as can be seen for instance 

at [2]. 

Concerning of individual mathematical models testing, validation and calibration, the 

effort has concentrated mainly to validation of WATEM/SEDEM (model of soil loss and 

sediment transport) for the conditions of the Czech Republic in the branch of soil erosion [4]. 

Within the field of surface runoff, simple robust methods like CN-curves assisted by GIS 
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tools were tested. More sophisticated model, based on empirical relations Wet-Spa has been 

used and tested at Polečnice catchment in Southern bohemia. Furthermore, more detailed 

models like V-flo or WMS has been implemented for smaller catchments size in order tens of 

km
2

. 

The last topic covers an effort of the team to prepare new scientific projects at 

different levels and orientations. The international project EMTAL, managed by TU 

Bergakademie Freiberg in Germany, dealing with structured approach to flood protection, 

where Dept. Of Irrigation, Drainage and Landscape Engineering cooperates, continued in this 

year. The project proposal within Kontakt program together with VUB Brussels, dealing with 

surface runoff modeling within medium scale catchments has been accepted for 2004 – 2005 

years and international project within AKTION program together with BOKU Wien for 2005 

– 2006 has been prepared in 2004 year and accepted for funding since beginning of 2005. The 

staff of the Department of Irrigation, Drainage and Landscape Engineering has participated at 

the Management committee of international project COST Action 634 in Bratislava in 

October 2004 and coordinated national project COST Action 634. Also project proposal for 

grant agency of ministry of Environment of the Czech Republic has been prepared within 

2004, dealing with GIS tools application for landscape stability assessment and the team also 

participated at project proposal to Brussels commission for science in the “Asia Pro Eco 

Programme”, together with Technical university of Suderburg in Germany, ministry of 

Environment of Nepal and University of Sannio, Benevento, which coordinates the project. 

Generally, there can be claimed, that the support of the Rector of the CTU Prague has 

been used very effectively and that the head of the team believes, that it will improve the 

reputation of the Czech Technical University within the Czech Republic and also on the 

international field. 
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It is well known that the advance methods of numerical analysis, not only in the field 

of masonry structures, require a lot of material properties. There are very few experimental 

results especially in the case of stone masonry. Consequently, the experimental research was 

focus on masonry made from nature stone units. In the Klokner Institute, a several tests of 

material properties of sandstone, cretaceous marl and some types of mortars were conducted. 

Further, the first pilot test of masonry specimen was carried out. 

The tested sandstones were from the following localities: Kamenné Žehrovice, 

Božanov, Hořice, Vyšehořovice (all in the Czech Republic). Also, the cretaceous marl, so 

called golden Prague cretaceous marl from Přední Kopanina near Prague, was investigated. 

We pay attention to the sizable set of material properties including stress strength, tensile 

strength, three-points bending test, fracture energy, modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, 

bulk density, water absorption and others. The tests were performed in two stages – on dry 

specimens and then on specimens saturated by water. The influence of moisture is dependent 

on the type of sandstone and the correlation with moisture absorption can be recognised. In 

case, that the orientation of layers was determined, it was also taken into account. Some 

results were presented in [1] [2] and [3]. 

It is necessary to obtained similar set of material properties which the mortars posses.  

First, the commercially sales types of mortar were investigated (MZŠY – grey mortar 

intended for brickwork produced by YTONG; MAY – universal plaster produced by 

YTONG; MVSJ – lime-cement mortar).  The results of fracture energy (specimen dimensions 

40 x 40 x 160 mm, span length 120 mm, notch 13 mm), compression strength (specimen 

dimensions 100 x 100 x 400 mm), strength in simple tension (specimen dimensions 40 x 40 x 

160 mm) and modulus of elasticity (derived from stress-strain diagram in compression) are 

presented in table 1. 

Table 1: Basic mechanical properties of mortars 

mortar MZŠY MAY MVSJ 

fracture energy [N/m] 16,00 10,17 6,57 

compression strength [MPa] 8,26 2,66 2,61 

strength in simple tension [MPa] 0,85 0,34 0,40 

modulus of elasticity [MPa] 6935 3177 3615 

 

But it is not able to take from the real structure the specimen which dimensions are 

suitable to direct testing. So, the specimens should be prepared in the laboratory according to 

prescription gained by means of the analytical methods. Consequently, the chemical and 

mineralogical analyses of historical mortar were done. About 10 samples of historical mortar 

were obtained and investigated. Theses analyses were conducted by Mr. Rychard Štrouf 

(WTA CZ), who co-operated on renovation of plaster situated on the St. Vitus Cathedral and 
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on renovation of other monuments in Prague. With assistance provided by Mr. Štrouf, we 

determine the prescription of mortars, witch will be take into account in the next research. For 

this purpose, we obtained the mortar components (aggregate, trass cement and slack lime) 

from Mr. Ivan Vaněček (Baumit, Ltd.).  

Finally, the pilot test of the masonry specimen was provided. It was uncoursed random 

rubble set in mortar (assembled from cretaceous marl and cement mortar). Dimensions were 

600 x 600 x 10 mm. The specimen was loaded so that the combination of normal and shear 

stress was invoked in the bed joints. There are a lot of methods that invoke this state of stress. 

They are summarised in [4], but in all cases, it is not possible to achieve ideal shear stress 

distribution along the joint. We choose the test arrangement according to Samarasinghe et al. 

This arrangement was applied to many previous experimental and theoretical analysis of 

brickwork masonry. It is based on loading by diagonal compression load. The maximum 

value was 41,5 kN in this case. Of course, four potenciometric transducers measured the 

deformations and, further, strains were measured by two extensometers. So, we get data for 

next processing. Then another masonry specimens were prepared in laboratory of Klokner 

Institute including regular coursed rubble assembled from sandstone.   

The unique data were obtained by experimental methods; especially in case of fracture 

energy such brittle materials like sandstones, cretaceous marl and mortar. The results will be 

applied to non-linear analysis of masonry structures.  
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The article is divided to two parts corresponding to the research. The first part focuses on 

morphological characteristics of natural small watercourses and then on principles of design 

of small watercourses rehabilitation. The second part focuses on rehabilitation of small 

watercourses from the hydrobiological point of view. 

 

Morphological Characteristics of Natural Watercourses 

The former part of the project was focused on determination of morphological characteristics 

of natural small watercourses based on terrain measurements and the latter on finding 

relationships between measured characteristics and hydrological data of a watershed.  The 

measured characteristics and the relationships will result in a handbook for designing of small 

watercourses revitalization. 

 

Terrain measurements 

Three reaches of natural streams were chosen for terrain measurements. Those were done 

during the year 2004: 

o Polečnice stream, Český Krumlov district: reach length 450 m, river log 20.000 – 

20.450 km, watershed area 18.03 km
2

, 

o Polečnice stream, Český Krumlov district: reach length 350 m, river log 13.530 – 

13.880 km, watershed area 57.41 km
2

, 

o Chvalšinský stream, Český Krumlov district: reach length 570 m, river log 1.530 – 

2.100 km, watershed area 89.83 km
2

. 

The stream reaches were chosen in relation to their: minimum interference by human 

activities, altitude, stream type, watershed area, and accessibility. Stream dimensions and the 

watershed area should correspond with dimensions and the watershed area of recently 

revitalized streams. 

Terrain measurements were made in a way of a geodetic surveying. Theodolite Theo 010A 

and digital distance meter WILD 1000 + geodetic prism LEIKA were used for the surveying. 

The field measurement consisted of measuring of stream bed elevation and water depth in a 

centerline in a span of 1 – 5 m depending on stream segmentation. Furthermore longitudinal 

slope of alluvial plain and cross-sections of stream channel were measured in a span of 50 – 

100 m. 

Processing of measured data 

Geodetic data were processed by geodetic software ZKGEO and the results were then used 

and processed in AutoCAD. Then stream morphologic data where imported to software HEC-

RAS (River Analysis System) and channel flow was simulated. N-year-flood discharges (Q
1
, 

Q
5
, Q

10
, Q

50
 and Q

100
) were used like a design discharge for the flow simulation. 

Results and conclusions 

AutoCAD outputs are horizontal projections and longitudinal profiles of surveyed stream 

reaches and bend radius. HEC-RAS outputs are computed hydraulic data in a tabular form 

(flow velocity, water level, Froude number etc.) or in a graphic form (cross-sections, 

longitudinal profile, axonometric 3D view). 
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For the flow modeling the span of measured cross-section was too long. Shorter span will by 

used in next surveying (10 - 20 m – depend on the stream segmentation). HEC-RAS results 

correspond sufficiently with measurement and modeling which were done by Zuna in 1987, 

1992 and 1994. 

 

Hydro-biological principles of watercourses rehabilitation 

One aim of the second project part is to work up a methodology of “evaluation of 

watercourses rehabilitations” based on hydro-biological and chemical indicators. Another aim 

is to find out which materials used for channel structures and stream revitalizations should be 

optimally used for settlement of benthic and attached organisms.  

Terrain measurement 

For terrain research Slupský stream (Benešov district) was chosen because the stream has 

been regulated in past and rehabilitated in the spring 2004. Four control sections on the 

stream were placed and monitoring started in June 2
nd

 2004 after the end of the rehabilitation. 

Measuring frequency is ones per month according to Czech standard ČSN 75 7221. The 

monitoring will go on in total 24 months. 

Monitoring indicators are divided in to two parts: 

o Hydro-chemical: alkalinity, acidity, carbon dioxide (free), Abs
254

, total carbon, 

inorganic carbon, organic carbon, COD
Mn

, bicarbonates, phosphates, ammonium ions, 

nitrite, nitrate, total inorganic phosphorus and total inorganic carbon. 

o Biological: diversity and saprobity indexes of makrozoobenthos and phytobenthos, 

algal growth potential. 

Processing of measured data 

Up to now measured data were processed in MS EXCEL 97. Measured data will be imported 

to the biological software CONOCO where the gradient analyses will be used. 

Results and conclusions 

The monitoring started after finishing of the revitalization and during six months the benthic 

macroinvertebrates were evolving rapidly and positively. Benthic macroinvertebrates 

frequency and diversity was the highest and still is the highest at the first control section. The 

first way of benthic macroinvertebrates migration is drifting downstream to the revitalized 

stream reach and the second one is imago flyover. Exemplary sample of a quick migration is a 

migration of mayfly larvae (Heptagenia lateralis) that occured initially only at the first control 

section (natural stream reach). After two month mayfly larvae occurred sporadically at the 

revitalized stream reach (control section three) and after six month its presence there was 

frequent.
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The current trend in designing building constructions is characterized by efficient exploitation 

of physical and mechanical properties of materials and constructions and by minimizing their 

reserves. The development of numerical methods, material engineering and theoretic models 

describing the behaviour of materials and constructions allows a highly efficient practice in 

designing structures. The objective of the research plan, VZ No. 1, is to increase the 

functional qualification and reliability of structures, namely by reducing the risks of 

appearance of serious faults and failures of structures and their parts in the course of their use. 

In order to fulfil the above-mentioned objectives, the research carried out in 1999-2003 was 

focused, in particular, on the following areas: 

• multi-criteria evaluation of reliability, safety, residual service life and serviceability of 

structures. 

• development of reliability and durability theory of building materials and constructions 

with regards to time-dependent effects of loads and optimization of constructions. 

• evaluation of reliability of structures exposed to extreme loading conditions (floods, fire, 

explosion, vehicle impacts). 

• the effect of rheological changes, degradation and corrosive processes on the reliability and 

service life of structures.   

• the effect of loading history on the reliability and service life of structures.  

• reliability of joints of structural systems. 

• interaction of constructions with sub-base and optimization.  

• identification of accident localities and minimization of risks of road traffic accidents. 

• quality control systems and innovations of diagnostic methods.  

• decision-making methodology on the methods of building stock rehabilitation and 

renovation. 

• development of suitable design models of concrete constructions with respect to an 

analysis of their safety, suitability and durability, monitoring of the effect of different 

parameters on plastic angular displacement of reinforced concrete slabs and beams, new 

methods of strengthening concrete and masonry constructions reinforced with metallic 

materials to ensure their reliability.  

• experimental and theoretic research into steel and thin-walled planar units, development of 

design procedures and aids, new types of coupling, behaviour of timber truss plates and 

panels for housing design. 

• exploitation of probability models of road construction response to structural data of 

random character ensuring a higher reliability level of roads.  

In 2004, the research activity was focused, in particular, on the following areas:  

• analysis of degradation of load-bearing pre-cast panel constructions and their individual 

parts exposed to non-stress effects and extreme loads,   
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• theoretic and experimental research into vaulted masonry structures, verification of 

reliability of existing design relations for the calculation of the load-bearing capacity of 

strengthened masonry pillars,   

• formulation of partial conclusions for the assessment of the effect of increased moisture 

content on physical and mechanical properties of masonry constructions, development of 

design recommendations, preventative measures,  

• elaboration of models for monitoring the effect of active depth below oversize foundation 

slabs,  

• analysis of the appearance and development of cracks in foundation slabs,  

• theoretical procedures for the homogenization of masonry with irregular texture,  

• theoretical procedures based on chemo-nanomechanics, 

• load-bearing capacity of arch bridges and problems of durability of concrete structures,  

• monitoring of the effect of individual material parameters (of concrete, reinforcement, sub-

base etc.) and geometric parameters (dimensional tolerances of slab thickness, 

reinforcement emplacement etc.) on the reliability of industrial concrete floors,  

• problems of behaviour of thin-web joists connected with flanges by one-side welds,  

• stability of frames, practical recommendations for frame design and assessment,  

• fire resistance, on-going experiments and process simulations,  

• composite beams with Stripcon connectors, execution of an experiment leading to 

interaction of web buckling with the behaviour of coupling using shot-fixed Stripcon 

connectors, 

• research into the behaviour of composite timber-concrete structures,  

• mathematical modelling of geotechnical structures, 

• introduction of two alternatives of road pavement construction composition for two 

different sub-base bearing capacities, 

• monitoring of selected properties of asphalt mixes with high moduli of rigidity (fatigue, 

relaxation), monitoring of the effect of temperature and asphalt binder type on these 

properties,  

• detailed assessment of the effect of various noise-absorbing elements inserted in rail 

constructions,   
• measurement and evaluation of shifts and strain of structures with a focus on historical 

monuments,  

• application of GPS/RTK method in checking the condition of engineering line structures. 
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The design of flexible pavements is usually based on pavement fatigue life assessment 

evaluating the amount of cracking distress developed in the pavement during its exploitation 

period. The aim of the project GACR 103/02/0396 „Fatigue of asphalt mixes and flexible 

pavement design optimization“ was to gain new knowledge on the fatigue associated 

processes in asphaltic layers of flexible pavements and to use it in the innovation of the Czech 

design method.  The combination of experimental testing and computational modelling was 

envisioned as a major tool of the projected research. 

The laboratory monitoring of asphalt mix fatigue properties was performed on the 

NAT  (Nottingham Asphalt Tester) device. NAT allows monitoring of selected rheological 

properties of asphalt mixes, besides fatigue the stiffness modulus as well as dynamic and 

static creep characteristics are determined. In the course of the project research more than 60  

asphalt mixes were tested. Different types of  mixes were examined (asphalt concrete of 

medium grading ABS I, coarse grading ABH I and very coarse grading ABVH I, asphalt 

mastic of medium grading AKMS I and coarse grading AKMH I, coated maccadam of coarse 

grading OKH I and asphalt mix VMT with high stiffness modulus) and the effect of different 

asphalt binders (road asphalt 50/70 and different types of modified binders) was also studied.

The conditions for implementation of fatigue experimental results in pavement design 

procedures changed during the project solution in context of changes associated with 

transition from the original version of the Czech design method TP 77 [1] to the currently 

prepared design method innovation TP 170 [2]. At the beginning, the aim was to verify details 

of the fatigue based evaluations of [1] in order to  establish rational values of fatigue 

parameters for innovative types of asphalt mixes (such as VMT mixes with high stiffness 

modulus). The design method innovation [2] introduces formally principles of performance 

based pavement design allowing the laboratory determined stiffness modulus of asphalt mixes 

to be taken as characteristic value of their elastic modulus and laboratory determined fatigue 

parameters to be used in pavement fatigue life assessments. The problem arises to be 

answered, in which way the laboratory obtained fatigue results are to be transformed to 

provide reasonable projection of the actual pavement fatigue performance. 

The recent results of international research in the field of pavement design indicate 

extreme complexity of the task to develop a coherent design method. In the theoretical part of 

this task, new complex models of construction materials behaviour should be solved 

demanding substantial calibration phase to be accomplished in order to verify derived design 

criteria. It is hardly conceivable that such solutions may be based on direct implementation of 

(restricted) laboratory determined material parameters as stipulated in [2]. In our current 

situation, the only rational way is to study results of international research (e.g. [3]) and to 

transform them in the manner compatible with the current Czech design method.

Substantial part of the research of the project GACR 103/02/0396 was devoted to the 

computational modelling of the structure of asphalt mixes in order to gain new information on 

processes associated with distress formation in asphaltic layers. To this end, the method of 

multivolume micromechanical analysis was used. The method considers asphalt mix as a 

periodic composite and analyzes mechanical behaviour of its characteristic volume.  The 

complex structure of the asphalt mix requires a three-level modelling procedure. The first 
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level represents modelling of asphalt cement as a two-component composite (binder & filler), 

on the second level the asphalt mortar is modelled as a three-component composite (binder & 

asphalt cement & soft aggregate) and, finally, on the third level the asphalt concrete is 

modelled as a three-component composite (binder & asphalt mortar & coarse aggregate). The 

computerized version of this modelling procedure is denoted as  program AB-model, the 

input being the material characteristics of binder and aggregate, the output representing the 

equivalent modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio of the asphalt mix. In progress are 

research activities taking into account the viscoelastic properties of the asphalt binder, the 

efforts on determining Wöhler curves of the asphalt mixes based on fatigue properties of 

asphalt binder and the elaboration of the procedure for determination of permanent 

deformation formation in asphalt mixes using viscoplastic characteristics of the binder 

mechanical behaviour.

The method of multivolume micormechanical modelling was used also for 

determination of the reinforcement parameter S
mem

of geosynthetic grids. This quantity is used 

to describe mechanical performance of the geogrid built in the asphaltic layer. The 

micromechanical modelling procedure was used to study performance of the geocomposite 

ARMATEX with polyester material of the grid. In modelling mechanical performance of this 

geocomposite, the effort was focused on simulation of the locking effect of the geogrid – the 

aggregate grains being „locked“ in the grid apertures. The modelling procedure followed that 

of the AB-model, the first two levels of modelling being the same as when modelling asphalt 

mix structure. The third level modelled the structure of the geogrid and of the composite 

membrane wraped up around the grid.  The results of this theoretical analysis indicate 

possibility of saving up to 10-20% of asphaltic layers overall thickness in the flexible 

pavement structure. 

Considerable attention was given also to the application of research results in 

pavement design praxis and diagnostics. Several cases of pavement structures with premature 

distress formation were analysed to find the causes of observed structural failure. In the year 

2003 the failure of the Prague Radial (connecting highway D1 with Brno main road circle) 

was analyzed as well as Pilsen circumferential highway. In the year 2004, the new opened 

section of the highway D3 was examined as well as the reconstruction of the road I/35 

Litomyšl-Gajer. The theoretical computations confirmed gravity of technological violations in 

course of road construction, but were unable to explain (confirm theoretically) full extent of 

the observed distresses. In this way it was confirmed that the Czech design method lacks 

reliable links with the reality of pavement deterioration and distress accumulation.
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Procedure providing optimal selection of a technological method of underground 

structure realization (basement realization) in voids is described in the presented research. 

The procedure is based on comparison of two different technological methods of basement 

realization. 

The first method, the so-called Standard Method or the Method of Full Excavation 

under Flooring Slab, is in principle a sequence of the following steps: (1) realization of 

underground walls, (2) complete excavation-mining of a foundation pit, (3) realization of 

foundations and (4) realization of horizontal and vertical structural members of an 

underground structure. 

The second method involved in the submitted comparison, the newly introduced 

Method Top & Down, is based on simultaneous realization of basements together with upper 

floors. Apparently, this may reduce amount of time necessary for realization of the whole 

building. 

However, selection between the discussed methods is dependent on a number of 

basements and upper floors. Parametric study is carried out for a building with a fixed number 

of upper floors (total number of 7 upper floors is considered) and with variable number of 

basements (being a parameter changing from 3 up to 7). 

From a technological point of view, time required for basement realization and time 

needed for realization of the whole building is identified and recorded. Economical 

comparison of the two methods is based on determination of the total cost spent on the 

basements since the cost of upper floor realization remains, at least in approximation, of a 

constant value. 

A considerable number of secondary effects may have influence on the optimal 

selection between these two methods. E.g. weather, quality of design and project, available 

technological procedures and geological conditions may significantly affect realization of the 

building. Sensitivity analysis is, therefore, carried out using probabilistic methods of 

reliability theory. Uncertainties in the secondary effects mentioned above are approximately 

described by the well-known normal (Gauss) probability distribution that seems to constitute 

a relatively appropriate theoretical model. It is noted that the theoretical models should be 

improved in the further research. 

Assessment of the time required for basement realization and realization of the whole 

building, evaluation of the cost of basement realization and the sensitivity analysis yield the 

following conclusions and recommendations. 
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It is necessary to consider realization of the whole building. When comparing time 

needed for basement realization only, the obtained results are nearly the same. Differences are 

1 or 2 months. As basements and upper floors are realized simultaneously in the Method 

Top & Down, time required for realization of the whole building by this method is 

significantly reduced. The difference corresponds to the time needed for realization of 5 or 6 

upper floors compared with the Standard Method. Realization of the whole building with 7 

upper floors and with 3 – 7 basements by the Method Top & Down is faster on average for 

150 days. 

The sensitivity analysis indicates that lower total cost for the Method Top & Down is 

obtained for 6 and more basements. For 5 basements, the total cost is similar for both the 

methods. 

It appears that realization based on the Method Top & Down is incomparably faster 

that realization based on the Standard Method. Realization using the Method Top & Down 

remains a rather more expansive. However, differences in costs are nearly negligible. 
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 This publication presents the results of the studies of the Department of Social 

Sciences of the Faculty of Civil Engineering of the Czech Technical University, related to the 

research objects No. 5 The Environmental Aspests of Civil Engineering and No. 6 The 

Management of Sustainable Development of Buildings, Building Firms and Territories, 

concerning the braoder contexts of these issues. 

 During the years of the political and economical transformation important value 

changes have appeared, but without any definite decision about the priorities of the society. 

The targets of education are based on the democratic values. The importance of the freedom 

of individuality sould not, nevertheless, prevent solidarity and the respect of the common 

interest (to which the environment undoubtedly belongs) to exist. The education at the 

University needs a suitable combination of the value and the knowledge areas of approach. 

 The problems of sustainability and the environment from the point of view of social 

sciences are seen in the context of the conclusions of the documents of the UN international 

summits, namely Agenda 21 (accepted on the summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992) and of the 

16th summit in Johannesburg (2002) „People, Earth, Prosperity“, defining the three pillars of 

sustainable development: the social, the ecological, and the economical one. Social sciences 

aim to study each of these aspects and their mutual relations in the national and in the global 

levels. 

 The sub-heading of this publication “The Broader Contexts of the Sustainable 

Development in the Building Industry” gives some idea about the range of problems included 

in this book. The discourse of sustainability is grasped from the point of view of various 

disciplines represented at the Department of Social Sciences Faculty of Civil Engineering 

CTU and at the same time, of the various authors themselves. In this way, it should throw 

some light on the approach to the topic of the environment in the context of the research 

objects. The present publication concentraces especially on the questions which are relevant 

for the basis of the education at the Faculty of Civil Engineering CTU.  

 At first, the topic of sustainability is approached in its general theoretical and 

historical levels, in two different points of view, as are represented in the Chapter 1 and 2. In 

the first one, more stress is put on the origin and the history of the concept, nevertheless in 

both contexts the concept of sustainable development is proclaimed to be a concept with 

rather ambiguous content, not a closed and a static one. It has been subjected to many debates 

since its definition in Brundtland Report in the 1987, its interpretations being based on 

different philosophical backgrounds. To make a meaningful debate possible, it is necessary to 

identify the multidisciplinarity of the concept, especially both its factual and normative 

aspects. At the same time, it is based on the anticipation of the future development with the 

aim to eliminate the potential crises. Sustainability is both the scientific concept and social 

strategy. In this context, it has been affected by the decline of science´ s claims on “objective” 

knowledge.  

 The third chapter focuses on the difference and relationship between the spheres of 

nature and culture, important for formulating the relationship of man and society to nature and 

environment. The concept of culture is rooted in the metaphor of cultivation and tillage, 
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which grants to it a connotation of the anchorage of humankind in nature. During history, the 

relationship “culture“ - “nature“ has undergone important changes. The modern concept of 

culture emerged in Early Modern Times together with the beginnings of modern science and 

with the modern concept of nature.  

In the contemporary Czech environmental philosophy, culture - nature relationship is 

interpreted by J. Šmajs as a necessary conflict. In contrast to it, E. Kohák explains that the 

conflict between nature and culture is not a fatal result of the culture itself, but the result of a 

certain direction of human action, or culture. 

 The following part of the book (chapters 4 - 5) already concentrates on the problems 

of the environment and sustainability in its relation to civil engineering, at first from the 

sociological point of view. Building activities are approached in the context of the whole 

society and the population influenced by them.This part of the text concentrates on 

information about social aspects of sustainable development in the educational system of civil 

engineering. In the Czech system of laws, general provisions for environmental impact 

assessment (EIA) are provided. The EIA process is established by the Act of the Czech 

National Council No.100/2001 Coll. 

 One of the most important practical tasks in relation to the building activities and its 

impacts on the environment is territorial planning. This topic is connected with the questions 

of the best way how to stimulate economically the use of the „brownfields“. Sustainable 

development in the building industry is only possible when re-use of large areas is realized.. 

At the same, time density, form and location of such development must be in line with 

sustainability principles. 

 The following part of the book concerns education at CTU in respect to sustainable 

development and the values related to it. In the system of education at the Czech Technical 

University, knowledge of environmental protection and sustainable development is vital. 

 We analyse mutual relations of the quality of life and sustainable development. One 

of the vital faculties of a graduate is his ability to communicate. Communication skills in a 

developed form might serve as a basis for penetration, development and sustainance of all 

human relations both in private and public area. Communication competency significantly 

contributes to the success in studies, business and leading of groups of people.  

 In the last part of the publication, we attempt to address events and issues which are 

central to the future direction the Czech Republic will follow. It highlights a number of 

shortcomings which have prevented society from creating critical feedback mechanisms (and 

which have not been sufficiently considered in political science and sociological studies).  

 In the conclusion, a concept of ”common good” is analysed in the context of 

juridisprudence. 
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The lack of design guidelines and design experience in FRC applications  in structural 

concrete elements are responsible for a slow spread of FRCs in  broader structural 

applications, despite their many advantages  Fibres are often used in controlling plastic and 

drying shrinkage cracks, instead of steel reinforcing bars or steel wire mesh. Application 

examples include floors and slabs, and concrete pavements. These structures and products 

have extensive exposed surface areas and movement constraints, resulting in high cracking 

potential. For such applications, fibres have a number of advantages over conventional steel 

reinforcements. Most structural design is based on empirically-obtained code equations that 

are loosely based on elasticity or plasticity theories and on experience-based serviceability 

criteria. Such tendencies greatly limit the usage of new and advanced materials or structures 

that generally fall outside the scope of the conventional approaches. The formulation and 

utilization of more rational approaches has led to  modifications of existing design codes. 

Along these lines, fracture mechanics based methodologies seem to be promising but are not 

yet able to provide a complete basis for a new generation of design codes. 

The most general structural analysis procedure is that based on the finite element  

method. However, due to the need for significant computing time and skill, such analysis is 

often restricted to special and non-conventional structures. Within this approach, the 

incorporation of the σ-w relation of FRC is straightforward through a discrete crack approach 

or an equivalent smeared crack approach. Alternatively, cracked FRC elements have been 

used, for example, where the crack is incorporated within special elements. Other FE 

implementations include the use of bar elements that represent fibres and elasto-plastic SFRC 

beam elements. The main aim is to find a stress-strain relationship that works with the method 

of FEA. As tests are used for validating the FE results a stress-strain relationship is derived 

from control specimens that belong to the specimens in to determine their characteristics. A 

special procedure is needed that allows transforming a load-deflection relationship into a ρ-w 

relation approach . The demanded ρ-ε relationship can be derived by dividing through a 

characteristic length L
ch

. This length is assumed to relate narrowly to the element length L
EL

. 

That is in case of calculating structural members of SFC/SFRC with finite element programs 

the post-cracking behaviour demands for an element size-dependent definition of the ρ-ε 

relationship. The characteristic length has to be restricted by a value that is strongly connected 

to the fibre length (L
ch

 ≤ L
F/2

). 

Program systems based on FEA that enable modelling of non-linear behaviour and 

further parameters of concrete as cracking in approach as smeared or discrete crack model 

(e.g. ANSYS, ABAQUS, ATENA, DIANA) are   suitable for simulation of fibre concrete to a 

limited extent.  

The basic material characteristics were gained from laboratory tests on beams in four 

or three point bending  and by an inverse analysis procedure the load-deflection relation was 

transformed into ε-σ relation used in simulation.    

In the process of verification the main task was a simulation of a prescribed test using 

acquired material relation. The result of numerical modelling is load–deflection relation, 

which is compared with measurements. The test was simulated by means of a non-linear 

program system  using a user-defined constitutive relation, which enables to model fibre 
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concrete.  Constitutive relations in the program comprise parameters of concrete which could 

be used in modelling of fibre concrete: non-linear behaviour in compression including 

hardening and softening, fracture of concrete in tension based on the nonlinear fracture 

mechanics, biaxial strength failure criterion, reduction of compressive strength after cracking, 

tension stiffening effect, reduction of the shear stiffness after cracking (variable shear 

retention), two crack models: fixed crack direction and rotated crack direction. For post-peak 

response fracture mechanics approach is employed for softening behaviour, which is based on 

the crack band model and fracture energy. Such a model substantially reduces the mesh 

sensitivity. Discrete cracks and compression zones are modelled by means of strain 

localisation within bands. A test beam was modelled in 2D. 

 Constitutive models in commercial program systems comprise model for non-linear 

behaviour for concrete that can be used for modelling of fibre concrete. The model includes  

non-linear behaviour in compression with hardening and softening, brittle behaviour in 

tension resulting in cracks, failure reduction of compression strength after cracking, tensile 

stiffening, reduction of shear resistance after cracking, a model of strain softening based on 

fracture energy. Reinforcement can be modeled by means of smeared concept of layers in 

different directions.  In a similar way modelling in ABAQUS was performed and also the 

material relation acquired was used in the non–linear analysis. The test beam was loaded by 

increments of deflection in simulation and load–deflection in midspan relation was observed. 

Comparison of results from simulation and from measurement proved a good agreement. 

The main contribution of the apparently simple applications (in fact it is quite complicated to 

gain post-peak response by means of current tools) was achievement of the harmony between 

the  analysis and the tests. Effectiveness of used method was proved and an analysis of more 

complex structure could be carried out. 

The non-linear finite element analysis is an advanced tool for design and development 

of concrete structures. The constitutive model based on the smeared cracks  and fracture 

energy shows the low mesh sensitivity  and good agreement with experiments in many 

investigated cases of fibre concrete members. The experience with the programs used 

indicates that non-linear analysis can be used for prediction of structural response of fibre 

concrete as well. 
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Fibres in concrete structure affect its behaviour during tension stress generally after a 

development of the first crack. Fibres bridge the crack and carry the most of the tension 

stress. As the load increases, the crack gets wider and the cross-section absorbs certain 

amount of energy. The amount of absorbed energy depends on properties of concrete, 

properties of the material that the fiber is made of, and also on interaction between concrete 

and fiber. The interaction is influenced by the shape of fibre cross-section, and above all by 

the geometry of the fibre axis, and the anchor length. 

 Friction interaction is usually not sufficient, so the bond strength of the most used 

steel fibres is usually increased by bending, flattening or expansion of their ends, by 

corrugation or molding of the whole fibres or by combination of these modifications. The 

quality of the fiber material, shape of the fibre, and the anchor length determines whether the 

fiber is pulled out from the concrete or is teared. 

 The interaction of fibres and concrete is usually tested by the method of the Single 

Fibre Pull-out test. Usually one end of the fibre is embedded in concrete or cementious matrix 

and the other one is fixed in a jaw and pulled out of the concrete specimen. The load and 

displacement is measured. It is also possible to embed both ends of the fibre into the concrete 

specimen, which is separated by a thin plastic film. The Single Fibre Pull-out test has several 

disadvantages. It is not easy to provide the correct fibre position during casting of the 

concrete specimen. The free part of the fibre between the surface of concrete and jaws has to 

be as small as possible and the loading has to be pure axial. When only one end of the fibre is 

embedded in concrete, the top concrete surface has different properties than concrete inside of 

the specimen. In case of both ends are embedded, the specimen has to be casted separately, 

which means it is made of two concretes with different ages. Also gripping of concrete 

specimens and their axial loading is even harder. 

 Because of above-mentioned disadvantages, the authors of this article developed a 

new testing method. This method is based on classical three point bending test of notched 

beams. Two fibres have been placed in the middle of each beam. The middle of the fibre was 

placed adjacently to the notch, so the crack was bridged by the fibre and the embedded length 

was the same. Some fibres were placed parallel with the bottom surface of the beam; other 

included an angle of 15, 30 or 45
o

. The used mixture proportion was invariable. Ten different 

types of steel fibres, two types of synthetic fibres and one glass fibre have been tested. Also 

the same steel fibres with different shapes have been tested. For example the expanded ends 

of twin cone fibre have been cut off or hooks of hooked fibre have been straighten. Overall 98 

test have been carried out. 

 The load and displacement were recorded during testing and were put in load – 

displacement diagrams. The area under the load-displacement diagram is equal to the energy 

absorbed during the test. Absorbed energy at five points - displacement 1 to 5 mm has been 

compared.

The experiment proved, that it is possible to use the testing method based on three 

point bending test, and that in some aspects, it is comparable or even better than the standard 

single fibre pull out test.
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The worst results have been achieved with synthetic, glass and straight steel fibres. 

These fibres were anchored only by friction force. They were simply pulled out and the 

amount of absorbed energy was very low.

Thin corrugated fibres, fibres with flat ends, and hooked fibres were pulled out too, 

but during this process these fibres were straightened which increased the absorbed energy. 

The maximum deflection was 5 mm and all these fibres were still able to carry indispensable 

load.

The highest amount of energy was absorbed during the test with thick corrugated 

fibres, and fibres with a cone on each end. From the load-displacement diagram it is also 

obvious, that these fibres were teared when the deflection reached approximately 2 to 4 mm. 

It means, that these fibres did not carry any load after the deflection reached certain point.

It is obvious, that the fibre geometry has a great influence on the amount of energy 

that is absorbed during fracture process of the concrete structure. Some fibres are able to carry 

the load even though the deflection is large, other can carry bigger load but only till the 

deflection reaches certain point. This has to be taken into consideration when the real concrete 

structure is designed.
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The European harmonisation of timber building codes, the determination of design 

values for loads and materials is the purpose fort his study. Safety factors in building codes 

are traditionally based on long-term experience. Also, Eurocode states that, as the most 

common method, numerical values of partial safety factors can be determined on the basis of 

calibration to the long-term experience of the building industry. As an alternative, the use of 

statistical evaluation based on probabilistic reliability theory is mentioned. An international 

model code for probability-based assessment and design of structures is under preparation. 

However, it does not yet include information concerning timber and wood-based products 

resistance. 

 

Timber structures 

This study on the use of probabilistic methods in the development of timber building 

codes, which is a part of the Czech COST project, covers a study with a special emphasis on 

Eurocode 5, an analysis on material strength data to which CTU has access, and some 

reliability analyses to demonstrate the effect of selected distribution types and parameters on 

calculated failure probabilities. Also, a calculation is performed to demonstrate the 

dependence of safety factors on the coefficient of variation of strength. 

When the number of experiments allows, determination of the 5% fractile of strength 

should be based on the function fitting on the lower tail of the strength values, for instance 

10%. All smooth functions fitted to tail data gave good estimates of the 5% fractile. When the 

5% fractile was determined from a function fitted to all data, up to 5% error occurred when 

compared to a non-parametric estimate. Three-parameter Weibull distribution gave, in all 

calculated cases, the 5% fractile within an accuracy of ±3%. 

The result of structural reliability analysis depends strongly on the load and strength 

distribution types used. When fitted functions are used in reliability analysis, it is essential 

that the fit is good in the lower tail area, the lowest values being most important. When fitted 

to the same data, a two-parametric Weibull distribution being next, and lognormal and three-

parameter Weibull being the most optimistic. In an example, a two-parameter Weibull gave a 

failure probability 10 times higher than that of a three-parameter Weibull. 

Reliability analysis with a permanent load and a variable load gives an interesting 

result: constant reliability level can be obtained by the same value of material safety factor 

M
γ , when partial load factors are =

G
γ 1.2 and =

Q
γ 1.6 and COV of lognormally 

distributed strength is not more than 20 %.  

 

Timber-concrete composite structures 

The study also deals in a complex way with the problems of timber-concrete 

composite structures. 

  The aim of this study is to determine design models for timber-concrete composite 

beams, that are applicable for computer simulations as well as for hand calculations. 

  The study is concerned with the investigation of the use of non-destructive testing 

methods for the evaluation of structural timber and for determination of the performance of 

structural timber elements. 
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  The investigations dealt with the ultrasonic and stress wave methods and mainly with 

the penetration method. The usability of these methods was verified at samples with the 

structural dimensions. The principle of the work lies in the search for statistic relationships 

between parameters characterising the timber quality (e.g. bending strength, modulus of 

elasticity) and magnitudes measured by the above mentioned non-destructive methods (e.g. 

dynamic modulus of elasticity, density). 

  The study confirmed the important influence of the load-slip characteristics of the 

timber to concrete connection on the bending stiffness and load-bearing capacity of a 

composite beam. 

  The effect of an interlayer on the strength and slip modulus of the connector is also 

very important. General rules as to how to reduce strength and slip modulus are formulated. 

Calculation models (analytical and based on the FEM) were developed, since the non-linear 

behaviour of the timber, the concrete and the connectors up to failure could not be well 

described by analytical model. 

  The study provided an alternative solution relating modulus of rupture and tensile 

strength for structural timber with intermediate ratio of tensile to compressive strength, 

assuming that the timber member failed in tension but with some compression yielding. 

  The study revealed the importance of the timber tensile strength, the timber modulus 

of elasticity and the slip modulus and strength of the connectors. 

  The concrete quality hardly affects the behaviour of a composite beam. 

  The design models for the behaviour of timber-concrete composite beams, were 

implemented into design equations and can be used in practice. 
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The energy consumption in the building sector represents approximately 40% of the total 

energy use within the EU and the buildings produce about 30% of CO2 emission and 40% of 

total waste. The predominant part of these indicators is related to the operational phase of 

buildings. The implications regarding the environment lead to an increased interest for energy 

and emissions in buildings during all phases of their lives. It is obvious that the more energy 

needed for operation decreases, the more important is to pay attention to the amount of 

embodied energy (and related embodied emissions). Therefore, the embodied values have 

become important research fields in order to minimize the environmental impact of the 

building sector.

The main goal of this paper and of the poster is to show one possible way of the 

environmental impact assessment applied to residential buildings in the Czech Republic. 

There are assessed environmental parameters such as consumption of non-renewable material 

sources, consumption of energy sources, waste production, emissions of CO2 and SO2, etc. in 

this evaluation process.

The environmental assessment models used for residential buildings presented in this 

paper are based on the principles of ISO 14040 international standard [1].

These used tools are: 

a) the tool, which is developed within the Martin Vonka´s thesis “Life Cycle of 

Assessment of Buildings” (this tool is not for practical utilization at this moment, but 

for the research purposes only), 

b) a Canadian tool Athena [http://www.athenasmi.ca/] (this tool was used for two 

buildings to show differences between my tool and Athena). 

There were calculated the flow of materials used for building and flow of the energy 

consumed during manufacturing of materials, transport and construction (embodied energy) 

for each building. Main groups and used criteria in the assessment process of the residential 

buildings are the following:

(i) environmental criteria associated with material use: weight and volume of used 

materials, embodied energy, embodied CO2, eq. and SO2, eq., material input (amount of 

renewable sources, use of recycled materials, primary natural sources), material output 

(amount of fully recyclable materials, partially recyclable materials and non-

recyclable materials - waste), 

(ii) environmental criteria associated with utilisation phase: heating, DHW, cooling, 

primary energy consumption, CO2, eq. and SO2, eq. emissions associated with operation 

of building,

(iii) other parameters: floor area, heated area, building size, number of occupants, etc. 

The tool Athena calculates besides water pollution index and solid waste emissions. 
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There are a lot of possibilities to relate the values of each criterion. The best type of 

relation depends mainly on the purpose of the study: 

(i) values in absolute values (disadvantage: it is impossible to compare the assessed 

buildings),

(ii) values related to comparative floor area (the calculating of this floor area = the net 

floor area without loggie, balcony, terrace + 0,1 x area of loggie, balcony, terrace), 

(iii) values related to volume of the building, 

(iv) values related to number of occupants. 

It has been assessed 20 buildings from the environmental point of view – among 

evaluated buildings are for instance prefab buildings (structural system T06B or VVÚ ETA), 

old traditional buildings about 100 years old, new “standard” buildings, low-energy buildings, 

etc. (see the poster). 

There are shown the primary energy consumption of these buildings and the embodied 

energy as well on the poster. It is possible to see quite interesting values in the 2D graphs of 

(i) embodied energy and primary energy consumption during use of building, (ii) embodied 

CO2 (SO2) and operating emissions of CO2 (SO2), (iii) amount of renewable sources + 

recycled materials and amount of nature sources. 
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The grant project “Structured Approach to Estimation of Surface Runoff from Small 

Catchments” was a continuation of the project starting in the year 2003. The first year of the 

research (2003) focused on the classification of large areas according to their surface runoff 

production. This classification was tested on the area of Central Bohemian District. The main 

result of this research was the map of surface runoff production for the catchments of fourth 

hydrological order. This solution presents a so called global approach which is the first step of 

“Structured Approach”. 

The year 2004 was aimed at the research connected with the second step of structured 

approach - a so called local approach. Within this part of complex solution small areas, which 

were evaluated in the first step as a big producer of surface runoff, are solved in detail. The 

analysis was tested on a small German catchment for which the data were available. It was a 

catchment of a stream Reichstädter Bach situated south from Dresden. The assessed 

catchment with a quite steep character and mainly agricultural use has 12,8 square kilometers 

. Hydrographic net of Reichstädter Bach is only a little developed and buildings are 

concentrated along the main stream. 

All analyses were made using a hydrological software “Watershed Modeling System version 

6.1” (WMS v. 6.1) - a complex environment for hydrological modeling which offers interface 

for different hydrological models (HEC-1, TR-20, TR-55, NFF, HSPF, Rational formula, etc.) 

and tools for pre- and post-processing of the data (digitizing of raster images, editing of 

vector data, creating of rainfall data, etc.).  

Different analyses were made for Reichstädter Bach catchment. Surface runoff volumes and 

peak discharges of surface runoff were calculated for different conditions . These values were 

then compared and evaluated. For these calculations mainly spatially oriented data (land use 

map, soil map, hydrographic net, etc.) were used. 

First, analyses of influence of land use changes were made. For this purpose five different 

land use scenarios were assumed including both real and theoretic conditions. 

Tested scenarios were: 

• All arable land covered with small grains and rape (present state) 

• All arable land covered with crop residues (possible present state) 

• All arable land not covered – bare soil (possible present state) 

• All arable land changed into pasture or meadow (theoretical state) 

• All arable land forested (theoretical state) 

Calculations of runoff parameters were done for all possible combinations of land use and 

precipitation totals. Different soil conditions were also considered. 

As a second type of analysis a comparison of runoff response of sub watersheds was made. 

For this purpose the watershed was divided in to six smaller sub watersheds. The runoff 

volumes were then calculated for each of them respectively and then mutually compared to 

see which of them is producing more surface runoff. Areas of sub watersheds had to be 

considered for comparability of calculated values. For this purpose unit runoff values for each 

sub catchment were calculated. 
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The main output from the presented research was that the software WMS v.6.1 was tested for 

application within a local step of “Structured Approach”. Also the analysis of land use 

changes influence on surface runoff was done. It was also necessary to find out a procedure 

how to prepare the data for the use in WMS v. 6.1. This procedure is described for the use of 

software ArcGIS 9. 
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Crack control is required in all structures. The design of conventionally reinforced 

flexural concrete members is often governed by the maximum crack width requirements in 

the serviceability limit state. The application of FRC could be a suitable way to fulfil these 

requirements. The calculation of the design crack width in fibre reinforced concrete is similar 
to that in normal reinforced concrete. The calculation of crack widths in fibreconcrete, as 
proposed by RILEM seems to be too conservative. An adaptation of the formula to calculate 
the final crack spacing and width should be proposed. 

When a crack is formed in fibre reinforced concrete, the fibres will typically stay 

unbroken. The fibres crossing a crack will resist further crack opening and impose what is 

called crack closing or crack bridging effect on the crack surfaces. Different failure modes 

can result, depending on the effectiveness of the fibres, in providing crack bridging. If the 

fibres break or are pulled out during crack initiation, or if the fibres cannot carry more load 

after the formation of the first crack, then the first cracking strength is the ultimate strength 

and further deformation is governed by the opening of a single crack and fibres pulling out 

and/or breaking along the edges of the crack. This behaviour is also known as tension 

softening behaviour. If – on the other hand – the fibres are able to sustain more load after the 

formation of the first crack, more cracks will be formed and what is known as multiple 

cracking or pseudo-strain hardening will occur. 

A crack propagating in concrete can be modelled by a zone of diffuse microcracking- 

the process zone and a localized crack. The localized crack can be divided into a part where 

aggregate interlock is present, and a traction free crack. First crack formation is calculated on 

the bases of stress-strain relationship. Crack width is calculated on the bases of bond between 

fibreconcrete and reinforcement. Owing to fibre activation the bond is higher. 

Bond has principal significance on structural behaviour of fibreconcrete. Without presence of 

bond the structure could not be able to carry loads together. Bond performance has an effect 

on flexural load bearing capacity and particularly on service ability behaviour. Tension 

stiffening, thus crack widths can be evaluated directly from an analysis based on bond and 

force transfer. Bond performance of reinforcing bars is usually represented by bond stress – 

slip responses. Phases of bond performance and failure are the followings: i) adhesion with 

zero slip, ii) mechanical interlocking microcracks are formed around the reinforcement and 

microcrushing occurs in the concrete highly stressed in front of ribs of the reinforcement.  

If splitting failure is avoided failure of bond in the case of conventional reinforcement 

is always rebar pull-out with shearing the concrete lugs present between ribs. Surface failure 

of steel reinforcement never occurs, thus bond strength depends only on the strength of the 

concrete. 

Cracks are formed in fibreconcrete members when principal tensile stress from loads 

reaches the tensile strength of concrete. Formation of cracks of flexural members can be 

distinguished into two phases: the crack formation phase and the stabilised cracking phase. 

During crack formation phase cracks form at random positions according to the locally weak 

sections. The compatibility of strains between concrete and reinforcement is no more 

maintained at a crack as concrete stress dropped to zero for normal reinforced concrete. 

However, it has to be taken into account that the tensile stress in steel fibre reinforced 
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concrete after cracking is not equal to zero. With increasing distance the compatibility of 
strains between concrete and reinforcement is again recovered. The better the bond properties 
of the reinforcing bar, the shorter the length for re-establishing strain compatibility. At the 
crack formation phase the disturbed zones are independent form each other and increase of 
load causes the decrease of the average crack spacing. 

The so-called stabilised cracking phase is reached when no more cracks may form. 
Under this condition cracks are so close to each other tat the disturbed zones can not be 
independent. At the stabilised cracking phase the average crack spacing remains constant. 
Increase of loads causes increase of only the crack widths. The average crack spacing at 
stabilised cracking phase is a function of bar diameter, bond properties, concrete tensile 
strength and effective reinforcement ratio.  

During crack formation phase cracks form (independently from each other) at random 
positions in locally weak sections. When a crack is formed, stress in the concrete adjacent to 
the crack drops. At the section of a crack loads ate carried by the reinforcement only. 
Compatibility of strains between concrete and reinforcement is no more maintained. With 
increasing the distance from the crack the tensile stress in the concrete increases as force is 
transferred by bond stresses. At some distance from the crack the compatibility of strains 
between concrete and reinforcement is again maintained. The better the bond characteristics 
of the reinforcing bar, the shorter the length for re- establishing strain compatibility.

In applications where conventional reinforcement is used with fibre concrete, FRC 

members exhibit multiple cracking until reinforcement yielding. At that point, one crack 

generally governs the member behaviour due to the softening nature of fibre concrete. The 

assumptions must enable modelling the member response at small and moderate crack 

opening. At small crack opening under service loads, both the maximum crack width and the 

stress level limits in the reinforcement can have a significant importance. 

Despite a long time elapsed from the first applications of fibreconcrete elements, the 

use of FRC in load-carrying structural members is very limited. It might be because of the 

lack of clear understanding in how fibres contribute to better behaviour of a structure, lack of 

structural design guidelines for FRC members, uncertain cost benefit ratio, and insufficient 

material property specification, characterization, and test standards for novel materials. This 

paper intends to propagate favourable properties of fibreconcrete - convenient spreading and 

spacing of cracks and from it arising crack width. Fibres may increase a flexural load bearing 

capacity but main benefit of fibre content in FRC members shows itself primarily in analysis 

of serviceability limit state.  
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Large research and development has been made in research on fibreconcrete 

behaviour. Even though benefits of fibreconcrete material properties are obvious, the use of 

fibre-reinforced concrete in load-bearing structural members is rare and sporadic. Reasons 

might be in a shortage of codes and guidelines with statement of FRC material properties as 

engineers get used to for structural analysis of reinforced concrete structures. That is in fact 

impossible, as fibre-reinforced concrete material properties strongly depend on the fibre type, 

i.e. material of fibres, fibre cross-section, ratio of fibre length and diameter and the amount of 

fibres in concrete mixture. It is necessary to determine material properties for a specific 

fibreconcrete used in a particular structural member. 

Number of searched material properties depends on type of a structural analysis. For 

simple calculation of load bearing capacity Young elastic modulus, tensile and compressive 

strength are sufficient. For more sophisticated structural analysis performed on computer (e.g. 

finite element method) more data input is required. Except above-mentioned basic material 

characteristics an engineer has to determine a number of other material inputs and decide 

about a suitable material model. 

There are two recommended approaches for modelling of FRC: model based on a 

stress-strain relationship and model based on non-linear fracture mechanics. In terms of these 

two approaches there are several possibilities for modelling behaviour after crushing and for 

modelling of tension softening. Tension softening might be based on fracture energy or 

exponential or linear crack opening law. 

To gain material properties for FE analysis input a laboratory test must be carried out. 

Three or four point-bending test is simple to perform and sufficient for finding material inputs 

to FE simulation. 

In this research work FRC with polypropylene fibres Forta Ferro (reinforcement ratio 

0.5%) was investigated. A notched specimen 100 x 100 x 400 mm with was bent in three 

point bending laboratory test. The notch depth was 31mm. The load to the specimen was 

applied by deformation and a midspan deflection was measured. Elastic modulus, tensile and 

compressive strength were calculated from the load – deflection curve. Other material 

parameters – important points of stress-strain relationship were obtained by means of an 

inverse analysis.  

In a former stadium of the research work an inverse analysis was performed by 

manually controlled input. The laboratory flexural test was simulated in a FE analysis. 

Material properties for the first run of computer analysis were estimated. Results of FE 

simulation were compared with experiment and material input was adjusted to approximate 

the load - deflection curve from FE simulation to that obtained in laboratory test. This 

procedure was repeated for several times until acceptable coincidence of the curves was 

reached. Favourable results of inverse analysis were obtained for two material models; first 

based on stress – strain relation with adopted fracture mechanics approach to prevent 
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influence of mesh size; second formulated with reference to the relationship stress – crack 

band opening, where fracture energy is one of the input material parameter. 

In a latter analysing of material characteristics of polypropylene fibre reinforced concrete a 

more complex tool for inverse analysis is adopted. Material parameters are sought for by a 

random study. In a first run of such study deterministic calculation is performed. In a similar 

way as for the previous method for the first computer run of the analysis the material 

properties are defined and a deterministic FE analysis is performed. The material input 

parameters and other input parameters used in a deterministic analysis are used as mean 

values for random distributions of selected variables. Further stochastic parameters for 

selected material parameters are defined by their probability density functions. Selected 

material parameters are described by mean value, variance and other statistical parameters. 

The randomness of the input values reflects randomness regarding material properties. 

Correlation between random input variables can be introduced in form of the correlation 

matrix. Number of samples is selected according to complexity of the problem to be solved 

and required quality of expected results. Already a small number of samples could give a 

reasonable estimation of stochastic parameters of the structural response. For prepared sets of 

particular samples FE simulations of bending test are performed. The resulting set from the 

whole simulation process is statistically evaluated. And the material parameters that satisfy 

the laboratory test in the best way are input for the last stage of analysis. 

With material parameters obtained by means of inverse analysis FRC with steel bar 

reinforcement was analysed. Beam size 1800 x 150 x 100 mm, reinforced by two steel bars 

with 6 mm diameter. In a flexural test was a load bearing capacity determined. A curve load – 

deflection was monitored and recorded. Comparison of the relationship load versus deflection 

from the test and from FE simulation proved correctness of material parameters found by 

means of inverse analysis. 

Comparing results of bending test of reinforced concrete and reinforced fibreconcrete 

we also proved benefits of fibreconcrete. Despite bigger compressive strength and elasticity 

modulus of reinforced concrete due to the confinement of the fibres the reinforced fibre 

concrete beam had bigger flexural load bearing capacity both in a laboratory test and in FE 

simulation. 
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Prestressed concrete bridges are very sensitive to long-term increase of deflections. 

This phenomenon has paramount importance for serviceability, durability and long-time 

reliability of such bridges. This is why a reliable prediction of deformations of bridges during 

their construction as well as during their service life is extremely important. 

Results of the experimental research and the developed analytical and design methods 

are necessary to create sufficient theoretical tools for reliable and economic structural design 

of prestressed concrete box girder bridges, enabling great economy of materials, energy and 

costs and their better utilisation and offer objective and effective tools increasing in the same 

time the level of durability and efficiency of prestressed concrete box girder bridges. The 

achieved results will enable not only to avoid excessive deflections resulting in long-time 

serviceability problems, but also possibly other serviceability impairments. Serviceability and 

durability belong to the main factors, which are evaluated at large concrete structures. Some 

years ago, the safety was considered as a main criterion of the correct design, however, many 

problems with reliable function of concrete structures lead to re-evaluation of the criteria of 

their reliability. Many large concrete bridges suffer from the steadily growing deflections. If 

such deflection exceeds a certain limit, the bridge has to be repaired, which results in the 

necessity to deviate the traffic outside the bridge and make usually expensive reconstruction. 

The costs may be rather high. 

The underestimated or incorrectly calculated deflections of a bridge may introduce 
some doubt if the stresses and internal forces, which were calculated by the same analysis, are 
also correct. Since the analysis is usually performed by the method by which both - the 
internal forces and deflections are calculated, such doubts are really important. If there is 
some inaccuracy in deflections, there may be also an inaccuracy in stresses and the safety 
factor of the bridge may differ from that calculated as a proof showing that the safety of the 
bridge corresponds to the code requirements. 

To avoid problems of serviceability, durability and long-time reliability of such 

bridges, the following recommendations can be formulated: 

- Analysis --- all important influencing factors must be taken into account (shear strains in    
webs as well as the shear lag), 3D FEM approach would be welcome, but it is - until now ---
rather exceptional.

- The statistical scatter of the material characteristics and other parameters is important, 
statistical methods are not still commonly used in the design practice --- robust structure 
should be designed (uncertainty in calculated results must be respected, two analyses ---
lower and upper limit deflection estimate). 

- Creep and shrinkage data for the analysis - based on the short-term measured values 
significantly improves the accuracy of the prediction. 

- Prestressing design --- the balancing factor for dead load should be taken into account 
- Tendons in the cantilever stage --- careful estimate of their efficiency. 
- Tendons in the final stage --- arrangement, which contributes to reduction of   deflections. 
- Prestress losses --- reduction using ducts with low friction, monitoring of stress in selected 

tendons.
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- Monitoring of deflections at bridges with large spans. 
- Summarizing of measured results from different projects and drawing recommendations 

for improvement of future design methods. 

It may be summarised that the excessive and with time increasing deflections of long-

span prestressed bridges are caused by a combination of several simultaneously acting factors.  

- The deflections cannot still be predicted with an accuracy, which would guarantee a 
reliable function of the bridge for a long time 

- The role of the designer is important for a reasonable design 
- The robust design is necessary to avoid future problems 

The appropriate solutions have to be based on reliable experimental data and physical 
phenomena and have to take into account randomness of the input parameters. The 
application of numerical methods and development of new advanced computer software for 
the analysis of multi-dimensional structures will be necessary to obtain realistic prediction of 
the structural performance. 

The research on this problem is extremely important, not only to avoid excessive 

deflections resulting in long-time serviceability problems, but also possibly in cracking, 

corrosion or other serviceability impairments. Such bridges have to be either closed or 

repaired well before the end of their initially designed service life. It also should be noted that 

a wrong prediction of the development of deflections means that also prediction of the 

distribution of internal forces, particularly in bridges changing the structural systems, can be 

quite far from the reality. Thus, it should be concluded that appropriate methods of analysis 

are needed to predict a realistic time variations of deflections as well as internal forces 

redistributions in long span prestressed concrete bridges.  
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Headwater territories play significant role in problems of the flood protection and 

rainfall-runoff studies. To understand runoff formation, knowledge of shallow subsurface 

flow is crucial. Reliable prediction of water flow in natural porous systems most importantly 

relies on appropriate description of unsaturated hydraulic properties. Hydraulic functions of 

soils are varying in both time and space [1]. Estimation of the soil hydraulic parameters 

depends on adequacy and usability of parametric model, sensitivity and mutual dependence of 

parameters. 

This contribution aims at quantifying the spatio-temporal variability of soil hydraulic 

characteristics at highly heterogeneous headwater watershed Uhlířská (total area 1.87 sq. km; 

average altitude 820 m above see level, total annual precipitation 1229 mm; average annual 

temperature 4.7
o

C) in North Bohemia (Jizera Mountains). Jizera Mountains were extensively 

deforested in 80’s. Currently, the forest openings are covered with the monoculture of young 

spruce. Well equipped experimental slope Tomšovka, typical for the Uhlířská watershed, 

provides a broad variety of measurements [2]. The soil profile typically consists of three 

layers under the sod layer: 20-cm deep Ah-horizon, 50-cm thick B-horizon, and a 5-cm thick 

C-horizon. At the depth of about 70 cm, the zone of transition between the soil and the granite 

bedrock is situated. Soils at the site of interest are classified as Dystric Cambisols. Pressure 

head data continuously recorded by tensiometers at four different locations within three 

consecutive years 2000, 2001 and 2002 were used in our comparative study. At each location, 

the nest of three sensors was set up. The observation depths of the sensors in the nest were 

chosen so as to represent the local soil horizons. Potential evapotranspiration, using Penman-

Monteith formula, was determined on the basis of the available meteorological measurements. 

Water regime in the soil profile was simulated with numerical code HYDRUS [3] 

based on Richards’ equation. To simplify the description of spatial variability of hydraulic 

properties, the concept of linear variability of porous medium [4] is used. The initial set of 

soil hydraulic parameters for running the simulations was derived from measured retention 

curves. Observed rainfall data and calculated potential transpiration rates were employed. The 

initial soil water pressure head profile was set up in agreement with tensiometer 

measurements. The presented simulations cover the whole vegetation season in each of the 

three years. 

Inverse modeling was performed in order to minimize discrepancies between the 

model response and measured pressure heads. Commercial software package PEST (Waterloo 

Hydrogeologic), based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, was used as a parameter 

estimator. The objective function was composed of the three separate contributions of 

tensiometric data (recorded during the vegetation season). This was done separately for each 
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of the four nests at the respective year – resulting in twelve individual optimizations. The 

scaling factors were used to upscale the reference van Genuchten’s hydraulic parameters by 

means of inverse modeling. Four values of scaling factors, namely scaling factors of hydraulic 

conductivity and pressure head at the top and at the bottom of the soil profile, were optimized 

in the least-square sense. 

Two separate scenarios were formulated to examine if hysteresis of soil hydraulic 

functions plays an important role in simulations of the soil water movement in the context of 

parameter optimization. In the first case, the hysteretic behavior of the retention curve was 

included while in the second case hysteresis was neglected. The hysteretic effects were 

included by setting the measured hydraulic parameters equal to the parameters of the main 

drying curve while the parameters of the main wetting curve of the hysteretic loop were 

estimated. In our particular case, the evaluation of individual optimizations proved 

insignificant effect of hysteresis on the results. Therefore, following analyses consider 

exclusively the model optimizations without hysteresis. Neglecting hysteretic behavior of the 

retention curve seems noteworthy, since the redistribution process takes place during the 

vegetation season.

Were the soil hydraulic properties invariant, both in time and horizontal location, we 

would obtain twelve equal parameter sets. However, the results from optimization procedures 

suggest significant spatio-temporal heterogeneity. Parameter sets estimated from each 

tensiometer nest and vegetation season were than used for simulations at the other locations 

and for the other years. In fact, permutations of optimized parameter sets, taken two at time, 

were completed in order to resolve both spatial and temporal variability. For this purpose, we 

employed root mean square error criterion to compare performance of the optimizations. 

From the numerical experiments, it follows that the spatial variability of the soil 

hydraulic characteristics prevails over temporal variations. Furthermore, the used upscaling 

method of the measurement-based parameter set allows considerable reduction of the 

objective function. The upscaling concept also reduces the amount of optimized parameters 

which consequently makes the inverse problem more robust and estimated parameters less 

prone to non-uniqueness. This results in substantial saving of time needed to run the 

optimization. Finally, we were able to characterize the most effective parametric sets for 

which the model performance was significantly higher than for the rest of the sets.  
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Cold-formed corrugated sheeting is widely used for different kind of buildings, 

especially for roofs and facades. The dominant technical culture considers that steel is not 

efficient in case of fire. However, in reality, steel is widely used for its good structural and 

architectural performances. For this, we focused our research interest on the steel resistance 

in case of fire. The structural behaviour of cold formed profiles is well described under 

normal conditions. The knowledge of their material properties evolution under high 

temperatures enables to predict their behaviour and bearing capacity with a good accuracy. 

This knowledge is integrated into European standard under its EN version. Thus, for joints, 

the full description of their behaviour is characterized by the prediction of the initial stiffness, 

the deformation capacity and the resistance. The influence of the joints on the structural 

elements behaviour under high temperatures is not negligible. The global analysis models 

using stress skin method allow the evaluation of the sheeting stiffness and resistance in the 

roof. The model, based on theoretical and experimental approaches, depends on the 

behaviour of thin walled elements and also on the stiffness of the connecting elements.

The paper presents the outputs of an experimental and theoretical research of the fire 

behaviour of the cold-formed corrugated sheeting held at Czech Technical University in 

Prague.

Five fire tests of the assembly performed at Institute PAVUS in Veselí n. L. are 

available for the study. The tests are loaded by the standard time-temperature experimental 

curve.  Because of section factor Am / V [m
-1

] up 1 000 (1 136 in observed case) is heat 

transfer into the thin walled structures by conduction, convection and radiation so rapid that, 

may be for design expect the steel temperature θa equal to the gas temperature θg.

The accuracy of the experiments is limited by the boundary conditions, which are for 

the tests well described and developed in standard [3] but seldom reflect the behaviour in real 

structure.  The knowledge of material properties of the cold-formed profiles under high 

temperatures, see [1], enables to predict the behaviour and the load bearing capacity with

a good accuracy.  The knowledge was integrated into European standard under its 

conversion, see [3].  The full description of the joint behaviour by prediction of initial 

stiffness as well as deformation capacity with the traditional good knowledge of joint 

resistance reflects today practice, see [4].  The influence of joints on behaviour of the 

structural elements under height temperatures exhibits its significant role into the behaviour.

 The connections ware tested at the Laboratory of the Czech Technical University in 

Prague under room temperature.  Thirty tests ware performed to check stiffness, resistance 

and deformation capacity of the bolted connection with one type of self-drilling screw of the 

diameter 5,5 mm and the bolt head 7,2 mm. The frame stiff in bending simulates the 

behaviour of connection at support.  The bearing of the plate was observed as the collapse at 

all tests.  The mean value of test resistance (4,48 kN) was reached with standard deviation of 

18,5.  The characteristic value of resistance Fk was calculated from the values at 5% quintile 

as (3,12 kN). The characteristic design value Fd (2,71 kN) was calculated by reduction to steel 

yield strength fy / fu.  The initial connection stiffness kb was calculated as mean value from 
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deformation at 2/3 of Fd; excluding the initial slip.  The stiffness of kb = 32 kN/mm was 

found.  The minimum deformation capacity of the connection is δCd,min = 1,5 mm and mean 

value δCd,k = 2 mm.

 Finite element code ANSYS 5.7 was utilized for the modeling.  Element with tension-

compression and bending capabilities with three degrees of freedom at each node was used 

for the analysis, it is marked as BEAM 23 in the elements library.  The bolted connection of 

the thin walled sheet to the supporting structure was modeled by non-linear spring element 

with one degree of freedom element (NONLIN39). Multi-linear isotropic material option 

without strain hardening was used for the calculation.  The material properties of steel were 

temperature dependent.  The stress-strain diagrams at elevated temperatures and the 

elongation of steel as temperature dependent were modeled as recommended in [3]. 

 The load of the structure was applied in two steps.  In the first step, uniformly 

distributed load representing dead load on the roof was applied.  In the second step, the 

temperature of the structure was increased from 20ºC until collapse.  Only the span of the 

beam was heated, while the cantilever remained cold.  The applied temperature was expected 

as uniform over the span of the beam and through depth of the steel sheeting.  Properties of 

the bolted connection ware idealized.

 Simple engineering models for prediction of resistance of sheeting under high 

temperature are based on beam or membrane modeling.  The material properties of steels in 

thin-walled structures are available for hot rolled as well as cold formed sections based on 

work [3].  The results are standardized in [4].  In case of the similar change of the modulus of 

elasticity and of strength may be assumed that the local buckling due to temperature and by 

neglecting.

 The finite element and analytical prediction models are compared to tests.  The beam 

analytical model and the membrane model is included to show the prediction accuracy.  All 

models are calculated with measured material properties and partial safety factors 1,0.

The FE simulation enables to predict the resistance of the cold-formed sheeting under 

high temperatures with good accuracy compared to available experiments.  The analytical 

beam model shows a conservative approximation of the experimental behaviour. 

The test of sheeting’s with connections allowing the membrane action, the tests of 

ductile screw connections at high temperatures and the stress skin behaviour of the roofing 

under fire conditions are under progress at Czech Technical University in Prague to complete 

the work. 
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In practice, various kinds of damage on reinforced concrete structures can be found. 

Undetected damage can lead to the failure of structural members or a structure at all. 

Therefore monitoring of a deterioration degree and damage detection of a structure at the 

earliest possible stage is very important. Current damage detection methods require that the 

vicinity of the damage is known a priori and that the portion of the structure being inspected 

is accessible. The need for methods that can be applied to complex structures led to the 

development of methods that examine changes in modal characteristics of the structure.  

Methods and procedures, which use results of an experimental modal analysis for 

estimation of a degradation degree of a structure, are suitable to verify on simple structural 

elements or complex structures, where we know their damage state. 

 

Tests of structural elements of two types were carried out in laboratories of Faculty of 

Civil Engineering CTU in Prague. The influence of damage increase of reinforced concrete 

beams and slabs on change of their modal characteristics was monitored. 

Three reinforced concrete beams with dimensions 4.5 m x 0.3 m x 0.2 m were 

prepared for the purpose of the test. The beam was simply supported with the length of a span 

4.0 m with cantilevered ends 0.25 m on both sides. The state deterioration of beams was done 

by static loading and dynamic fatigue loading. The beams were tested in four-point bending to 

get a constant bending moment in the mid-section of the beam. Before the test and after each 

load step the dynamical response of the beam was measured with a separate test arrangement. 

The change of modal characteristics was monitored and confronted with the damage 

state of the beams. Modal characteristics of the beams, which were measured after each 

loading step, were mutually compared. Changes of natural frequencies ∆f(j) were computed as 

well. For the comparison of natural modes, the modal assurance coefficient MAC(j,j), the 

coordinate modal assurance criterion COMAC(p), changes of a mode surface curvature 

CAMOSUC(j),x, changes of a modal flexibility matrix ∆[δ] and the second derivative of 

changes of diagonal members of a modal flexibility matrix ∆[δ]″ were used. 

After the evaluation of the first test results of the beams, the second tests of the slabs 

were designed. Four reinforced concrete slabs with dimensions 3.2 m x 1.0 m x 0.1 m were 

made for the purpose of the test. Slabs were simply supported on two opposite sides with the 

span 3.0 m and cantilevered ends 0.1 m. Slabs were also loaded by static and dynamic fatigue 

loading and the change of modal characteristics was monitored and confronted with the 

damage state of the slabs using the same coefficients as for the beams. 

For localization of places with crazing induced by load increase during experimental 

and theoretical studies on structural elements CAMOSUC(j),x, ∆[δ] and especially ∆[δ]″ seems 

to be most appropriate. 

For acquisition of reliable data for appreciation of monitored structure based on 

COMAC(p), ∆[δ] and ∆[δ]″, it is very important to consider carefully the character and the number 

of natural modes, which are used in their computation. For determination of CAMOSUC(j),x, it is 

the most suitable to use the basic natural mode (the first vertical bending mode of natural 
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vibration), for higher natural modes CAMOSUC(j),x does not give as good results as for the first 

one. For reliable analysis, it is important to obtain reference data about dynamic properties of 

investigated structure in the undamaged virgin state, optimally before starting its operation. 

 

The investigation of the damage influence of the structure on change of its modal 

characteristics was done also on one bridge structure, where we knew its damaged state. 

The tested bridge is situated across the highway D5 near the village Vráž in Czech 

Republic. The bearing structure of the composite bridge consists of four main steal I-girders 

and a reinforced concrete slab. It is a three-span continuous bridge (11.7m + 35.1m + 11.0m). 

In March 2001, the bridge was damaged by a crash. A heavy vehicle (excavator) ferried on 

D5 clashed into its two main girders. Consequences of this crash were permanent buckle of 

the main girder and damage of the connection between the main girder and the crossbeam.  

The experimental modal analysis was carried out twice on this bridge – for the 

damaged state and for the state after the reconstruction. 

Modal characteristics evaluated for the both verified states of the bridge were mutually 

compared. During the investigation of the influence of the bridge damage on its modal 

characteristics there were computed changes of natural frequencies and damping frequencies, 

for comparison of natural modes coefficients MAC(j,j), COMAC(p), CAMOSUC(j),x , ∆[δ] and 

∆[δ]″ were used as for investigation on structural elements. 

From evaluated results, there can be found that damage of the main girder and its 

reconstruction significantly influence the dynamic behavior of the investigated bridge. 

Ascertained changes of modal characteristics are significant and confirm the improvement of 

the structural state of the bridge after the reconstruction of the main girder. 

The change of the mode shapes was so large that the coefficient MAC had to be used to 

find corresponding modes for comparison. For damage detection and localization on this bridge 

the use of natural frequency changes, CAMOSUC(j),x, ∆[δ] and ∆[δ]″ proved to be appropriate. 

In contrary to the results obtained on simple structural elements it seems that for 

damage localization on complex structures using CAMOSUC(j),x not only the first natural 

mode but also the higher ones can be used . Especially there is suitable to use combination of 

the values of CAMOSUC(j),x computed in longitudinal and transversal direction of the bridge. 
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Response,  stability, reliability and service life of structures are influenced 

significantly by unavoidable imperfections of their   physical, properties (technology 

dispersion, successive material degradation, etc.) and geometric characteristics (shape and 

wall thickness deviations, corrosion, damage cumulation, etc.). These imperfections are of 

random character. They can be modelled mathematically as stochastic functions in space and 

time taking into account various scope of their mutual stochastic interaction. The behaviour of 

structures is influenced substantially by interacting environment. Properties of such 

environment, such as density, velocity field, stiffness, homogeneity and others are also of 

stochastic character, as a rule, whether primarily or as a consequence of mostly nonlinear 

interaction with the moving structure, producing various types of loads comprizing a strong 

stochastic component.  

These phenomena are related with a number of other random processes which may 

yield significant information about state of the structure. They can assist in the prediction of 

approaching defect or failure, identify wear and initiate the start of repair or to be the source 

of warning signals before a dangerous event. Other random processes, resulting mostly from 

nonlinear interactions of a structure and a medium, may help to restabilize its response and to 

support its serviceability or, on the other hand, to stimulate its final collapse. Fluctuations of 

geometric and physical properties of systems and loads manifest themselves most markedly in 

combination with extreme static and particularly dynamic effects. Hence the defects of 

function and serviceability of the system and further nonconventional processes of crack 

propagation, degradation of the system material or of the ambient continuum (subgrade of 

transport ways, buildings, etc.). Therefore, modern approach to structural design must be 

based on stochastic principles which enable to take into account the scatter of real values of 

quantities considered in the analysis of the structure-load-environment system. This enables a 

subsequent determination of reliability of the structure expressed by the theoretical 

probability of failure. At the same time it makes it possible to explain the phenomena 

observed in practice, resulting from the stochastic character of the problem and to assess their 

significance with reference to the achievement of the 1
st

 and 2
rd

 limit states of the structure 

including a possibility of proposal of maintenance and reconstruction strategy.  

The immediate applications are mostly oriented into the field of real civil engineering 

structures. With reference to serviceability and usability of large-span girder bridge structures, 

seems to be important the problem of permanent growth of deformations in time. To 

emphasize the seriousness of the problem it must be realized that should the deflection 

evolution in time follows a different way from that determined by structural analysis, then the 

internal forces being computed at a statically indeterminate structure will be heavily 

influenced, as they arise from their redistribution due to creep of concrete, occuring usually 

during the multiple change of the structural system in the course of the structure erection. The 
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increase of deformations of bridge superstructures is brought about by long-term effects 

depending on external load, prestress and of ambient environment.  

 A realistic description of the actual function of such composite structures as 

reinforced concrete members exposed to high level stresses, showing imperfections of shape 

and material characteristics, require the application of specialy developed nonlinear methods. 

The model of material should be based on an idea of isotropic damage of concrete 

compressed before origin of cracks and on an orthotropic mechanism of damage as soon as 

cracks arise. The modelling of composite action of concrete and reinforcement must be 

truthful. The tensile toughness of concrete must be taken into account by means of 

achievements of nonlinear fracture mechanics. Experience with erected structures has shown 

that the absolute majority of defect impairing more or less the structures, reducing their 

service life and serviceability, increasing the requirements of repairs, maintenance and  

reconstruction, are due to the effect of volume changes in particular shrinkage and creep of 

concrete and temperature changes. On the other hand, it has been proved that concrete 

structures become more perfect reducing any influence of volume changes. Therefore a 

correct assessment of these phenomena already in the design and/or erection stages of the 

structure is necessary. Their correct prediction, however, is very difficult, as they include 

many parameters of random character influencing directly the shrinkage and creep of concrete 

effects. The research resulted in development and extensive testing of material models 

intended for theoretical analyses of real structures. As the shrinkage and creep of concrete are 

highly complicated phenomena, comprizing an interaction of a number of factors on several 

micro-structure levels, being influenced by numerous variable effects, the mathematical 

characterization of evolution of these phenomena was as comprehensive as possible. In the 

framework of the analysis of models for prediction of concrete creep and shrinkage it was 

necessary to compare various approaches with the purpose of recommending adequate 

relations for the computations on research as well as practical design levels. The 

incorporation of the influence of imperfections and that of successive degradation of the 

structure due to aggressive environment was necessary. 

The principal significance of the proposed project for civil engineering practice 

consists in that the results of the appropriate solutions help creating the sufficiently broad 

theoretical prerequisites for reliable and economic structural design while respecting random 

character of most factors being decisive for their quality. The engineering practice, 

introducing stochastic approaches, acquires tools which are much more objective and 

effective to achieve a substantial economy of materials, energy and costs increasing in the 

same time the level of reliability, durability and efficiency of these structures. In the ever 

increasing international competition the results may assist in increasing the competitiveness 

of our civil engineering companies and facilitate their penetration to foreign markets. 
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Introduction

The modern steel structures of industrial buildings take advantage of framed structures. 

Cladding is usually designed with thin-walled steel members. In most cases the cladding is in 

interaction with members of frame structure, but this interaction is not commonly considered 

in calculation. However, the inclusion of this interaction into the analysis of internal forces 

and/or into the checks of members could allow more accurate, and in many cases more 

economical design of the structure. 

The influence of cladding on behaviour of steel bar under bending and/or compression can be 

simulated by structural model with elastic lateral (eventually rotational) supporting of frame 

members. This support must be applied with respect to geometry and rigidity of cladding. 

Increase of critical load in lateral and lateral-torsional buckling appears as a consequence of 

this interaction. But on the other hand, there are arising forces at cladding plane. These forces 

must be included in the design and check of connections between cladding and members of 

steel structure and cladding units together. 

Today, there are methods leading to determination of rigidity of various types of cladding 

systems. However the impact of metal sheathing rigidity onto real resistance of bar structures 

is not thoroughly discovered these days. Correct method of solution must consider the fact 

that support by cladding usually affects in the plane of exterior flange of designed beam-

column. 

 

Numerical study of lateral support impact onto stability parameters of beams, columns 

and beam-columns 

Clasical hand methods of search for stability parameters of structure leads to solving the 

problem of eigen-values of differential equation systems. Solution of this problem is very 

difficult. Moreover, complexity of these systems rapidly increase due to inclusions of any 

new joint, whose establishing are necessary for consideration of nodal lateral supports. 

Because of that, the study has been performed by simulation using the scientific final element 

method software Ansys. 

It has been performed for a simply supported beam for cross-sections IPE, HEA, HEB with 

dimensions of 100,200,300 and 500mm (sections have been considered as sharp angular for 

simplicity). The length of bars has been taken 2, 4, 6 and 8m. Girder has been loaded by one 

of 27 load cases with various moment distributions and various ratios of the compressive 

force and the maximal bending moment. This load cases represents several types of beams in 

the structure (a continuous beam, a frame stanchion or a crosspiece). Association of lateral 

supported points with bearing points has been assumed for the sake of simplicity (moreover 

this simplification corresponds with real situation for complete majority of standard 

structures). These points have been chosen at the top flange midpoint, at the centre of gravity 

of the cross-section and at the bottom flange midpoint. Rigidity of the lateral support has been 

taken 0 (without lateral support), 4, 8 and 16MN/m
2

 for continuous support, or adequate 

rigidity of the point support (these values have been taken without relationship to real 

cladding rigidity). 
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Line element BEAM188 has been chosen for a numerical model for beam-columns. 

BEAM188 is a linear element in 3D space. This element has seven degrees of freedom at each 

of the end nodes including warping magnitude (warping must be considered for solving of 

lateral-torsional buckling problem). The element could be used with any beam cross-section 

(in case of this study I and H shaped sections have been used). BEAM188 enabled elastic and 

plastic material models, study of inelastic buckling of beam-columns in interaction with 

cladding is scheduled. 

Element COMBIN39 has been chosen for numerical model for elastic support. COMBIN39 is 

an element with nonlinear force-deflection capability. The element has no bending or torsion 

capability, which has been supposed to be negligible low for a typical configuration of 

cladding (to include the effect, COMBIN7 or combination of COMBIN39 and an element 

with bending stiffness have to be used). For some types of panel cladding this effect may be 

involved. 

 

Results of study 

Study indicated that magnitude of buckling resistance is very strongly affected due to rigidity 

of lateral support. As was supposed, the increase of lateral supports rigidity of compressed 

flange of bended beam leads to full lateral stabilisation of beam. On the other hand, increasing 

of lateral supports rigidity of tensioned flange of bended beam leads to lateral-torsional 

buckling about imposed axis. For columns, in case when support points are positioned in the 

cross-section gravity center, involving of lateral support leads to the increase of critical load. 

Choice of support points at the flange midpoint leads to change of buckling mode: lateral-

torsional mode becomes governing at higher magnitude of critical load. For beam-columns 

the increase of lateral support rigidity leads to the increase of critical load and to change of 

eigen shape of buckled structure. 

Generalization of obtained results is the object of following research. 
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Providing the backup for the sustainable development (hereafter SD only) is becoming 

an imperative for mankind. In the last few years, the questions connected with this problem 

have been mentioned in many fields of human activities including the building industry – 

especially focusing on the concrete structures. Recently, the relations between SD and the 

building industry have become the matter of the increased attention in developed countries 

and as a result e.g. the thematic Network Performance Based Building has been established. 

Our project GA 103/02/1161 is partially based on its main ideas. 

The concept is simple: “Performance Based Building (PBB) is the practice of thinking 

and working in terms of ends rather than means’, as applied to building and constructing.” 

Therefore, the basis of all building activities should be the performance of the building in use 

rather than the prescription of how the building is to be constructed! The stress is put on 

economy, ecology and innovations. The main objective of the Network is: “Stimulation and 

pro-active facilitation of international dissemination and implementation of Performance 

Based Building in building and construction practice”, and in that context to maximisation of 

the contribution to this by the international R&D community, through: 

• Stimulation and facilitation of the international programming and coordination of research 

and implementation projects as concerns PBB as effectively as possible in order to make 

optimal use of limited available resources and to prevent unnecessary recurrences.  

• Stimulation of actual investments in such research and implementation projects.  

• Providing EU Network Members with an optimal access to knowledge and experience as 

available in non-EU countries in which respective developments have progressed further 

than in the EU.  

• Coordinated dissemination and implementation of results of international research in the 

area of Performance Based Building.  

The Network aims at combining fragmented knowledge in the area of Performance 

Based Building in order to build a systematic approach towards innovation of the building 

industry and applying user requirements throughout the building process. From this, white 

spots and a coherent future research agenda can be derived. End-users, policy makers, 

building industry and regulatory communities are closely involved in this development in 

order to facilitate dissemination and implementation of research results. The Network 

especially stimulates investments in research that may be expected to produce practical 

recommendations for the adoption and application of Performance Based Building throughout 

the building industry and in all phases of the building process. Let us enumerate the most 

important features/goals of the PBB strategy concerning the concrete structures: 

• Putting the squeeze on investors, designers and producers so that they may subordinate 

their decisions and planning to the optimisation of the environmental impacts, taking into 

account the whole service life of the construction and the total costs; 

• the decision on the strategy in constructing and maintaining the infrastructure to be 

supported by the evaluation of risks (and all the hitherto suggested questions); 
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• minimisation of energy consumption completely used in production, operation, 

reconstructions and structure removal or the minimisation of emissions connected with the 

building activities; 

• research in the field of demountable structures, i.e., with a possibility of the subsequent  

reuse of some parts even after the original structure  service live has expired; 

• preferential use of recyclable materials and recycled materials; 

• problems of waste disposal  of materials from demolitions; 

• recycling materials from demolitions, e.g., the production of concrete utilizing recycled 

aggregates; 

• problems of degradation of building materials (especially that of concrete and 

reinforcement) and the problems of durability and service life of structures; 

• promoting the principle that for large structures of assumed longer service lives, the 

designer´s duty would also be to devise a certain “instruction” for the use of a building. 

Activities of the project:  

1. the selection and evaluation of the most important activities which may 

favourably/unfavourably affect the efforts to fulfil the requirements of SD, and which are 

in connection with building activities, especially in the area of concrete structures; 

2. the creation of necessary methodological tools for the survey of the existing concrete 

structures and the appreciation of the whole life cycle of structures (the final, real and 

moral service life); 

3. the definition of the methodology of the evaluation of the effect of concrete structures on 

the environment (selection of relevant environmental criteria, eco-value, optimisation, 

multi-criteria evaluation and optimisation, sensitivity analysis, definition of quantified 

criteria system); 

4. the elaboration of comparative examples (case studies), parametric studies, selection of 

phenomena and characteristics for a long-term observation, the proposal of databases 

type; 

5. monitoring and evaluation of effects of some variables with respect to the degradation of 

concrete structures and materials, sensitivity analysis; 

6. information activities aimed at the professional community and relevant institutions 

(legislative, industrial, commercial and others) on the usefulness of methods and 

measures leading to SD; 

7. the development of “performance-based” processes; 

8. the proposal of measures for the promotion of SD in the construction of concrete 

structures, proposals and documents for the legislative modifications. 
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Laboratory of Remote Sensing at Department of Mapping and Cartography, Faculty of 

Civil Engineering, CTU Prague is for many years involved in analysis of spaceborne and 

airborne data of various sensors and from different periods of time in order to provide 

monitoring of land use and vegetation dynamics in the Severočeská hnědouhelná pánev 

(SHP) - North Bohemian Brown Cole Basin (NBBCB) area. 

 

NBBCB consist of 4 former districts (Chomutov, Most, Teplice, Ústí nad Labem) 

spread over 2 300 square km. This area is inhabited by 490 000 residents with high 

population density of 216 inhabitants per square km (average of the Czech Republic is 130 

inhabitants per square). Environment of the area is strongly influenced by human activities – 

such as industrial air pollution caused by power stations, chemical factories and other kinds of 

heavy industry and by open cast brown coal mining. As a result of mining activities the 

landscape is changed, soil horizon is strongly or irrecoverably damaged and significant 

impact on water regimen is present. Landscape changes are caused not only by the mining 

itself but by thick overburden as well. Up to present area of 260 square km was affected by 

mining activities.  

In order to reduce impact of mining activity affected areas are undergoing process of 

reclamation. Reclamation is long lasting process beginning with geotechnical phase 

(measures realized during preparatory development work and during mining in order to 

provide optimal conditions for following phases).  After finishing geotechnical stage 

reclamation continues by biotechnical stage (e.g. reforestation, agricultural, hydrological 

reclamation etc.).  

 

Owing to rapid dynamics of changes across the NBBCB area advanced mapping 

methods of these changes are needed to monitor and understand further development of 

reclaimed areas.  The goal of the research project is to develop Geographic Information 

System (GIS) of selected abandoned opencast coal mines in order to carry out quality 

assessment of reclamation works undertaken during past decades (1970-2000). The GIS input 

data consist of original land reclamation design (earthworks and vegetation planting) and 

spatial data acquired by aerial and satellite imagery processing during presented project. 

 

Towards obtaining the spatial data Landsat imagery from years 1988, 1992 and 1998 

have been purchased and following steps have been carried out – evaluation of data 

preprocessing methods in order to normalize imagery prior change detection analysis, 

calculation of vegetation indices (VI) as represents of vegetation cover and their evaluation, 

GIS analysis of reclaimed areas using values of VI, multitemporal colour composite and 

object oriented analysis.  

 

In the stage of data preprocessing the obtained data acquired as digital number (DN) 

values recorded by sensor had to be corrected in order to carry out multi-temporal change 
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detection. Various methods of absolute (no correction, at-sensor-radiance, at-sensor-

reflectance) and relative (radiometric normalization) radiometric correction methods have 

been investigated. The resultant data have been tested using training areas in order to evaluate 

provided corrections and to select applicable method for change detection analysis.  

 

In order to evaluate intensity of vegetation cover various VI have been calculated 

(RVI, NDVI, IPVI, DVI, PVI, WDVI, SAVI, TSAVI, MSAVI, MSAVI2, GEMI, ARVI, GVI 

and EVI). Average value of VI, standard deviation, maximum and minimum of pixels within 

each studied reclaimed area have been used to provide basic GIS analysis of vegetation cover 

evolution. The method is able to provide only basic evaluation of vegetation dynamics. 

Because of non-homogeneous vegetation cover located within these areas, the method of 

more detailed analysis is required.  

 

According to this finding the multitemporal color composite of these images has been 

used – it means combination of VI images from different time periods into one RGB image. 

Interpretation of multitemporal colour composite is based on additive colour mixing. Areas 

showing no changes of VI values within studied period are in this composite shown as grey 

shades. Areas showing different values of VI in different years have various colours recording 

to the habit of the change, thus areas affected by changes are highlighted by different colours. 

Furthermore the saturation of colours is linked with the intensity of the change. 

 

For purpose of providing output ready to use in GIS the object-oriented classification 

method has been used. This method consists of two steps – segmentation of the multitemporal 

colour composite into homogeneous areas and classification of these areas using their VI 

values providing information about vegetation dynamics during studied period and spatial 

characteristics. Segmentation and classification has been successfully carried out using 

eCognition software and in further development of the project the results will be evaluated in 

the GIS using contemporary data of study areas. 

 

The methodology will be used by private companies designing reclamations and may 

be used by environmental governmental bodies and for the Environmental Impact Assessment 

(EIA) of prospective mining. 
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In keeping with the project's targets and time schedule, research works in 2004 were focused 

in particular on the following problems: 

•Within the planned field investigation stages of February, June and November 2004, 

systematic sampling was taken on three arches (III, IV and VI) for the complementation of 

material analyses of building materials from Charles Bridge in Prague, including samples of 

secondary minerals (efflorescence) from exposed parts of vault sandstone blocks within a 

grid of 25 points on one arch. At the same time, samples of outermost weathered parts of 

sandstone blocks of the stone construction and of joint mortars were taken. Sampling on 

individual construction elements was subject of detailed photo-documentation. The samples 

taken were used for making 70 microscopic preparations for study in a polarization 

microscope, 20 samples for chemical analyses and 20 for microanalyses. The data obtained 

was processed and published in professional periodicals and presented on conferences. The 

results of long-term testing of salt solution migration through different concrete samples of 

comparable concrete types to those used within the reconstruction of Charles Bridge were 

obtained and processed, together with a long-term monitoring of degradation processes in 

granolite rock types as part of a comparative analysis of material characteristics of stone 

constructions built of granolite rock types (e.g. bridge in Písek). 

•As a follow-up to a continuous surface monitoring and systematic sampling on three arches 

it was proved that mineral associations of efflorescence depend on the changes in climatic 

conditions and fluctuate during the year. A drop in nitrogen salts was demonstrated. Studies 

of a material analysis of arenaceous marl types used as a component of the packing or 

arenaceous marl masonry of the bridge body were made. All outermost samples of the given 

historical origin studied differ from the original sandstones by the content of carbonate-

sulphate cement.  

• In addition to construction stone samples, samples of joint mortars were taken and 

evaluated. Joint mortars may we divided into mortars with cement and sand additions and 

cement pastes. Within a systematic investigation carried out in the last stage of the grant 

project, no historical lime mortars were identified among the samples taken on arch III, IV 

and VI, but only hydraulic mortars. On contact discontinuity surfaces of sandstone blocks 

damaged by rupture, development of secondary minerals was demonstrated. The most often 

presented were the needle crystals of sulphates, with less frequent increment hems of 

carbonates. Within the porous system of cement pastes, analogically to the foundation slab, 
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colcrete and expanded-clay concrete, pores filled in by ettringite, thaumasite and gypsum 

may be identified.   

•The structural elements (construction stone blocks) are exposed to negative effects of 

namely secondary crystallized carbonates and Ca – sulphates where Ca leached from 

concrete elements implemented in the bridge within the last major reconstruction.  

•The presence of the main groups of chemoautotrophic, chemoorganotrophic a ammonifying 

bacteria was demonstrated using the methodology by Barcelona Vero L. et al.: Proposal of a 

method of investigation for the study of presence of bacteria in exposed works of art in 

stone (Bologna 1976). Laboratory models were designed according to the principles valid 

for climatic modelling of natural destruction processes (velocity and magnitude of 

degradation of individual material properties, Arheni relationships for chemical equations, 

Richtera et al. 1974).  

•Four stages of measurements of deformations and investigation (in winter, summer and 

autumn season) at a water level and continuous measurements at measuring points in the 

bridge deck in a total range of approximately 150 measuring points or 1500 readings were 

performed, plus cores from load-bearing and non-load-bearing parts of Charles Bridge were 

taken. 

•Based on thermovision research, a numerical analysis of a section of the bridge construction 

loaded with temperature was made. The temperature field illustrating the temperature 

pattern on the surface of the stone construction of Charles Bridge was determined on the 

basis of thermovision measurements. Furthermore numerical analysis and mutual interaction 

of comparison within application of three-dimensional and shell finite elements were 

assessed. The numerical analyses of characteristic material models of the bridge 

construction (existing and design state) demonstrated sensitivity of the stone bridge 

construction to the effects of temperature forced strain (flood) and the consequences of 

repairs carried out within the last Major Repair of Charles Bridge. 
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Historical buildings in the area of Prague Castle have high historical value; they are 

interesting in sense of arts, old construction technologies etc. Continual repairs and recon-

structions are necessary for their long life. Monitoring of durable reliability includes verifica-

tion of static situation; which means for example tests of verticality or horizontality of some 

measured parts of objects and evaluation of the changes. Many different parameters required 

for detecting of the geometrical changes must be obtained by various methods of measure-

ment. Basically, geotechnical and geodetic measurements are applied. It is necessary to men-

tion that real movements are very small; some tenths of millimeters usually (some millimeters 

maximally). Therefore the highest accuracy of measurements is required. In described re-

search project was completed the reference geodetic-geotechnical network by the micro-

network for securing of the main point. 

METHODS OF THE MONITORING MEASUREMENT  

Main geodetic observations are based on the precision levelling for the vertical dis-

placements detection; for horizontal movements on trigonometry and optical or laser plumb-

ing (local changes). In large scale (whole objects and areas) GPS (Global Positioning System) 

is successfully used. Geotechnical measurements, which are interesting for geometers are 

especially observation with sliding inclinometer for horizontal movement and deforme-

ter/micrometer for height changes in special equipped vertical measure-boreholes. Main geo-

detic result is change of relative position of the first and the last measuring mark in the bore-

hole between two epochs. CTU in Prague dispose with the precise micrometer and the 

inclinometer probes Glötzel. Typical declared accuracy/mean error is 0.05mm/m in horizontal 

plane (xy) and 0.004mm/m in height (z). With the special designed centering device is possi-

ble to use the last measuring mark in the tube as an universal geodetic mark. It is suitable for 

both height measurement and for instrument centering. In addition the tribrach or the GPS 

antenna can be directly mounted at the top of this centering rod. 

REFERENCE NETWORK 

The reference geodetic-geotechnical network was established (before this project) in-

cluding three main points/measuring boreholes. Independent main reference point TV01 is 

placed relatively far from monitored objects (1.8 km), near Czech Technical University build-

ings in Dejvice. Precise heights of the points are regularly measured by levelling (partly digi-

tal), horizontal relative position is observed by long static GPS measurement and postprocess-

ing. The network is joined with other observation marks (including next 3 boreholes) by 

precise levelling and traverses. 

NEW SECURE MICRO-NETWORK FOR THE POINT TV01 

This research project allows completing the reference GPS network by the micro-

network to secure the height and the relative position of the main point TV01. This micro-net 

will be very helpful for verification of the conformity of the results of geotechnical probes 

and high accurate geodetic measurement. Expected movements are nearly zero, so the top-
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class instruments are used in this task (like the robotic total station Leica TCA 2003 or the 

digital level Zeiss DiNi 12T).  

For the independent height measurement with precise digital level was designed small 

net including 4 existing marks of the Czech Levelling Network. Measurement is carried out 

with the high precision digital level Trimble Zeiss DiNi 12T. 

Second network was designed primary for plane measurement, but it is also usable for 

trigonometric monitoring of heights. The optimal configuration of points was analyzed and 

two types of the net were suggested.  First, the regular pentagon fixed with ground marks 

around the TV01 point, and second as two perpendicular lines of sight, which intersects at 

TV01 and their closes fixed with marks at the walls of neighbouring buildings. On November 

2004 was realized the modified second variant. Its main advantage is small influence of cen-

tering, optically centered is only instrument at the TV01 point, all other points are fixed with 

special hidden holders. The small holder equipped with the thread lies at the plane of the wall 

and allows temporary mounting of different target marks, levelling bolt-mark, target reflective 

prism etc. The same universal “invisible” holders are often used for various applications at 

historical objects. The holder is suitable even for application of ultra-accurate short-distance 

measurement with Kern DistoMeter equipment. 

Measurement scheme for this type of the net is simple, only four distances and four di-

rections are to measure. Accuracy is insured by fixing all target points and by using high pre-

cision automatic total station Leica TCA 2003. With suitable on-board software is the instru-

ment able to perform all the measurement automatically (incl. tests and checks of observed 

values). The net can be used also for 3D monitoring after extending measurement by zenith 

angles. In addition there is necessary to find out exact height difference point—instrument 

(mounted at the tripod). For this whole new mechanical instrument height meter was designed 

and developed. It consists of steel tube, interchangeable steel sticks (for various heights) and 

shifting nonius scale (sensitivity 0.05mm). With this assembly and temperature-correcting 

chart is possible to read the instrument height with accuracy about 0.12mm (mean error). 

RESULTS 

New geodetic secure-micro-network was designed and established. The first regular 

geodetic measurement was performed. Important numerical results will be obtained after the 

next epochs of measurement. At this time only zero epoch (autumn 2004) has been measured. 

There is necessary to verify expected accuracy of movement and its proof. Important is join-

ing next epochs with the geotechnical measurements for the time relation and an evaluating 

possibility.  
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1. Introduction 

 Following the project of Object Geodetic Networks Adjustment GNU Gama was 

developed database of Global Positioning System (GPS) observations in collaboration with 

professor Kostelecky. WWW interface was implemented in order to access the GPS database. 

 In the Czech Republic there was a process called ”GPS densification” from 1995 until 

2003. The results (data) of this densification is a large number of the new densified stations 

and GPS observations. GPS observations from this densification are archived in the form of 

”database” files of the observation vectors (information about stations [coordinates, sketches, 

etc.] is collected in ORACLE type database maintained by the Land Survey Office in 

Prague.). These ”database” files are transformed into a main database. The database was 

created in 2003/2004 based on PostgreSQL database.   

 

2. Implementation and results 

 As mentioned above, the data from both densifications processes are archived in the 

form of “database” files of the observation vectors. This form is not suitable for the 

common/final users. Hence it follows demand to create database of GPS observations 

(observation vectors achieved from densification process) and internet (www) access to the 

database. GPS data are stored in relational database system PostgreSQL. We had chosen 

PostgreSQL in order to PostgreSQL fulfills all ours requirements and provides with many 

other useful features such as triggers, multiversion concurrency control, etc. The database is 

serve as: revision of observations, archive of observations, provision of free access of 

observations for all possible users. 

 The GPS observations data model, each item (line) of “data” files represents one 

vector with this information: campaign number, project number, epoch of observation, pair of 

stations, coordinate differences dx, dy, dz in [m], name of coordinate system., name of 

fieldworker, code of  used software, code of  used efemerid. The data model, consists of four 

tables. The tables are interconnected by using foreign keys:  table Project - general 

information concerning projects, table Campaign - cover data about campaigns, table 

SysToGPS  - list data including coordinate systems entity, table Software - list data including 

software entity and table Vector - main table, including observed vector data. 

 For creating access to the database via http protocol, we have used only C++ libraries 

released under GNU General Public License. The whole project is written in C++ language 

and is available for OS GNU/Linux (the main platform on which this project was developed). 

We have decided to get rid of www-like languages (like PHP) from the project, owing to 

possibility to run the project everywhere. The project is based on the two libraries:  

 

• library Gowl  is a small C++ object library for creating CGI and is released under 

GNU GPL license.  The project Gowl has started at the Department of Mapping and 

Cartography, faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague 

about 2000. More information about this project are available 

http://gama.fsv.cvut.cz/~pytel/gowl 
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• library libpgxx is a C++ frontend (API) to PostgreSQL and is released under the BSD 

license. This library contains Standard Template Library (STL)-conformant interface 

and makes extensive use of C++ language features such as exceptions, templates, and 

strings. Further information about this library can be found at either of web pages: 

http://gborg.postgresql.org/projects/libpqxx 

 

 Final WWW interface, CGI scripts, is consist of pure C++ programs which are using 

both of previous libraries. CGI scripts generate html pages which are valid XHTML 1.0 

(XHTML is    a reformulation of HTML 4.0 in XML 1.0. XHTML is a language for building 

web pages that has recently been proposed as a W3C Recommendation). One of the main 

advantages of generating XHTML pages is accessibility via cell phones. In particular while 

operators working outside, they can obtain data through mobile connection instantly. 

 

WWW interface can be found on homepage 

http://www.vugtk.cz/gpsdb. 

 

 For working with GPS observations (vectors) WWW interface offers next 

possibilities: viewing/editing/adding/deleting of GPS observations, create XML input data 

format (selected observations) for program GNU Gama, browsing GPS campaign. To change 

(deleting, editing) data in database it is necessary to know and use a password. 

 WWW interface is very intuitive and simple to use. Because of using of database 

system PostgreSQL is possible to find appropriate observations by using a regular expression.  

 

Conclusions

 Using language C++ (with libraries Gowl and libpqxx) instead of pure ”web” 

languages like PHP decreases  requirements on software equipment dramatically. The 

database system and any support programs are released under the GNU General Public 

License (GPL). Although this database application is tailored to the specific Czech needs, it is 

a Free Software and  it is available to the whole geodetic community. The database of GPS 

observations has internet access on homepage 

http://www.vugtk.cz/gpsdb.  

 

The results of work on this grant were presented on international conference FIG in Athens. 
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Timber construction is a good choice for the fast and ecological buildings. Light timber frame 

construction is widely used in the residential houses and multi-storey buildings (one to four 

storeys). This report is interested in the fire resistance of the wall of the light frame 

construction using timber. Light frame construction has excellent fire behaviour, provided by 

good construction from the appropriate material. Fire resistance is a resistance of complete 

assemblies of light frame construction, not the individual components. 

 

Fire endurance is defined as a measure of the elapsed time during which a material or 

assembly exhibits fire resistance under specified conditions of test and performance until its 

collapse. 

 

Because of the small size of timber used in this stile construction, fire resistance must be 

based on protective materials, by far the most common is gypsum board. The gypsum board is 

used as wall linings, where it provides a wearing surface as well as contributing to the 

acoustic, thermal and fire separation of the barrier. Other lining materials, used less often, 

include a variety of wood-based panel products, fibre cement panels and calcium silicate 

board. Gypsum board has fire-resisting properties superior to most other similar materials, 

because of the moisture in the gypsum crystal, described below.  

 

Currently I have made an analytical model. In the program Excel I have made parametrical 

study of the wall construction. This model is in agreement with national standard ČSN P ENV 

1995-1-2. 

 

When the fire started in the construction, a first barrier is lining. If the gypsum board is 

dehydrated, the lining will burn. When the wood-based panel products are in the fire, fire 

decrease thickness of panel. Some thickness of the gypsum or wood base panel and his fire 

resistance are shown in Table 1.  

 

 

 Density 15 25 30 40 50 tp [mm] 

OSB 600 kg/m
3

 15 31 43 68 97 tpr [min] 

gypsum board F 600 kg/m
3

 25 42 51 68 85 tpr [min] 

 

Table 1. Fire resistance of the lining 

 

 

Light frame construction often contains insulation in the cavities, to improve thermal, 

acoustic or fire performance. The most common forms of insulation are glass fibre batts or 

mineral wool batts. Glass fibre batts are made from thin glass fibre bonded into a mat with an 

organic binder. Mineral wool batts are made of mineral or ceramics fibres which do not melt 

at fire temperatures. When the lining is disturbed, the insulation and wood stud are has been 
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evolved. If the insulation in the cavity between the studs has compatibility even after 1000°C 

protected side of the wood stud. Char layer is only in the front of the flame.   

 

Result of my parametric study will by used from the numeric model. Parametric study will be 

compared with the finite element method.  
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This work is closely connected with several methods from the Artificial Intelligence 

area, namely with evolutionary optimization algorithms [1] and artificial neural networks [2]. 

The meet point of these methods is the generation of independent and/or random vectors,

which, in the first case, help to discover new unexplored areas and, in the second case, create 

representative sets of data. The aim of this contribution is therefore to minimize the number 

of needed iterations of an appropriate optimization method or the improvements of a training 

process within the artificial neural networks (hereafter only neural networks) domain.

At this point, it is worthwhile to mention the meaning of the word random. Majority of 

scientific literature use this word only for several physical (natural) processes. Random 

numbers sequences given by mathematical expressions, which are usually used in computer 

programs, are missing “real” randomness (after several iterations the same numbers are 

created again in a given order) and therefore they are called pseudo-random. The typical 

example here is the standard function rand() that is available almost in all programming 

languages. Because we are dealing with generation of random numbers on common personal 

computers, hereafter we will use pseudo-random variants for all random vectors and random 

numbers generators. 

The next important term is quasi-random sequences. They mimic some form of 

randomness, but, concurrently, they are aimed to uniformly cover the given space. These 

antagonistic constraints, i.e. randomness against uniformity, are fulfilled by several 

mathematical sequences like famous Sobolev’s sequences or algorithms based on the Monte 

Carlo method and their quasi- versions. The Latin Hypercube Sampling method (LHS) [3] 

used in this work is the example of the last mentioned algorithms. 

Nowadays, applied sciences are often dealing with problems that are unmanageable in 

reasonable time with deterministic methods. Therefore, approximate, fuzzy and stochastic 

approaches are becoming popular. The artificial neural network can serve as an example of 

approximate approaches and every method that uses random numbers will be called as 

stochastic. This work deals with both above-mentioned areas. 

For quazi-random numbers generation, the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) is used. 

The proposed methodology can be divided into two parts. The first one is a common LHS 

method, which selects individual samples by the inverse transformation of a probability 

function in the middle point of uniformly distributed ranges of a distribution function. In the 

second part, the samples are swapped in order to satisfy the desired statistical independency 

between individual variables. In this stage, the Simulated Annealing (SA) method is used. 

The SA algorithm is based on an analogy with a cooling schedule in metal materials. At the 

beginning, new solution is created (usually randomly). If this solution is better than the old 

one, this new solution is automatically used instead of the old solution. In the opposite case, 

i.e. old solution is better, the new one is chosen only with some probability given by 

Boltzmann distribution and actual temperature (energy) of the solved system. 

The method of random input data generation for neural networks can be described as 

follows: Firstly, the LHS method is used to produce the samples matrix with the number of 

variables columns and the number of samples rows. Next, the statistical independency 
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between samples is needed and therefore the difference between the actual correlation matrix 

and the elementary matrix is minimized using the Simulated Annealing method by changing 

samples position within all columns. 

The obtained results are satisfactory, although the similar results were obtained by 

much simpler methods, see e.g. [4]. It is possible that for particular neural network, the LHS 

method with Simulated Annealing principle will produce better results, but, because of high 

computational demands, we cannot advise this methodology for practical use. 

The second part of this project has been aimed at generation random numbers and 

random vectors for multi-modal optimization, where several solutions are already known 

during an optimization process. Therefore, the goal can be stated for instance as: Generate 

random numbers sequences with a uniform distribution but as much as possible different from 

the already known solutions and/or vectors. The solution procedure is the same as in the 

previous case. The LHS method is used to generate uniformly distributed samples and the SA 

method is used to fulfill given conditions. We have tested two objective functions – first is the 

statistical norm like in the previous case and the second is to minimize the distance between 

new and old solutions. 

The use of statistical norm does not lead to tangible advantages. Good results were 

obtained with the norm based on geometrical properties of individual vectors. Here, the LHS 

method satisfactorily helps to cover uniformly the search space. The graphical outputs from 

this method are very promising, although the practical impact and use must be tested on real 

applications.
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The paper deals with analysis of composite steel and concrete T-shaped girder 

consisted of novel elements. These are represented by I-section plate steel girder WT with 

transversely undulated thin-walled web and shot-fired shear connector Stripcon made of cold- 

formed thin-walled perforated steel strip. 

The experimental investigation includes three large-scale static tests of steel and 

concrete composite girders. The first two denominated EX1 and EX2 are described in [1], 

while the third denominated EX3 in this contribution. Futhermore, a numerical model 

employed in nonlinear finite element (FE) structural analysis is descibed. 

The bending test EX3 of similar composite girder form as those two girders EX1 and 

EX2 [1] was carried out in Structural laboratory of Faculty of Civil Engineering of CTU in 

Prague. The simply supported girder with the span of 4500 mm was in configuration resulting 

in shear buckling of the undulating web. The Girder was designed with partial shear 

connection with level of η = 58% (in total 9 connectors per span of the girder). 

The loading was placed in the thirds of the span and realized through a hydraulic jack 

PZ60 and distributing beam. The loading was controlled by displacement of the central load 

cell. The procedure of the loading followed the same two-phase pattern. In the first phase, 

given by elastic behaviour, each loading was followed by unloading. In the second phase, 

plastic one, the loading continued after settling down both of the deflections and stresses of 

the current loading up to the collapse. 

Deflections, strains and slips in material interface were monitored and received data 

processing was performed in similar way as in case of the tests EX1 and EX2 [1]. In addition 

to this monitoring of the girder response five pairs of rosette strain gauges were used to record 

behaviour of the girder web in assumed area of buckling collapse in shear. In time of the 

testing the basic material characteristics for steel and concrete were evaluated. 

In the test EX3 the calculated shear capacity F
v
 = 459.2 kN that value is critical for the 

girder strength was reached. Both buckling in shear of the undulating web and lateral cracking 

of the concrete deck in critical cross section (roughly at L / 3) took place at this load level. 

The shear buckling process was attended by local web buckling in place of concentrated load 

- distributing beam. The test was terminated due to extensive deflection appears after reaching 

and exceeding of calculated shear capacity and after approaching the calculated capacity of 

the partial shear connection (corresponding load F = 508.2 kN). 

The theoretical shear strength of the girder web agrees well with the test collapse 

capacity. Strong nonlinearity of deflection appears after reaching approximately 85 % of the 

theoretical elastic loading. Before this value the measured deflection is in agreement with the 

elastic calculated one. This behaviour well corresponds with development of slip between 

slab and steel beam. The measured deflection at mid-span for value of theoretical collapse 

loading (approximately 97 % of the theoretical elastic loading) is roughly 2.5-times bigger in 

comparison with the calculated one. 

Preliminary simple linear calculations on the basis of common standard design in 

accordance with Eurocode 4 [3] proved that experimental strength capacity of the girder is in 

good agreement with the calculated value. The buckling shear capacity of the undulating web 

was critical for the girder strength according to assumption. However, the deflections are due 
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to shear connector flexibility (slip in the shear interface) larger. The elastic calculation of 

deflections for the tested girder with partial shear connection was correct up to 85% of the 

elastic strength of the girder, while the real maximum deflection value for the elastic girder 

strength was roughly 2.5-times bigger than the commonly calculated one. 

As a main part of analytical analysis of the composite girders under investigation the 

numerical modeling has been performed using general-purpose FE software package ANSYS. 

Pre- and post-processing are partially made in standard spreadsheet. Only a half of composite 

girder is modeled due to symmetry with respect to perpendicular plane transecting the mid-

span. Material and geometrical nonlinearity due to large deformations are considered. All 

parts of a three-dimensional FE model are designed with full geometry expect for following 

simplifications. Geometry of the sinusoidally corrugated web is substitute by triangular 

corrugation. The discretely distributed shear connection is idealized using nonlinear spring 

elements. A fully structured mesh is generated over the whole model to allow direct control 

over the shapes and sizes of elements. 

Flanges and web of the steel girder are modeled using 4-node shell element, called 

SHELL43, with 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) in each node. The element allows simulating of 

plastic behaviour, stress stiffening and large strain theory. Concrete slab is modeled with 8-

node hexahedral brick element, called SOLID65, with 3 DOF in each node. The element has 

plastic behaviour, stress stiffening, large strain theory, cracking-crushing capability and 

smeared reinforcing steel model embedded inside the element. Both elements support birth 

and death effect. Nonlinear spring element, called COMBIN39, is employed to simulate shear 

connector. This 2-node uniaxial tension-compression element with 3 DOF in each node has 

large displacement capability. 

Material model for steel is trilinear elastic stress-strain relationship identical in tension 

and compression. Concrete is characterized by multilinear elastic stress-strain relationship 

with linear softening for uniaxial state of stress and combination of several plastic criterions 

(Drucker-Prager, Chen and Rankine criterion) for biaxial state of stress. Force-displacement 

(force-slip) relationship of shear connection model is derived on the basis of curves obtained 

from series of push tests of connectors Stripcon performed at CTU in Prague [2]. 

Preliminary evaluation of experimental investigation results confirmed practical 

applicability of the new composite girder having shear connectors Hilti Stripcon and steel 

girders with undulating web. At present, the three tested girders under static loading to failure 

are being considered for verification of the initial numerical model. Comparison of 

experimental and numerical simulation results will be followed to validate capability of the 

FE model to predict behaviour of such steel and concrete composite girders. All results will 
be published in author’s PhD thesis. 
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Climate change 

  

 Problems of global but as well of local climate change are now very important for  

groups of specialist and scientists and for number of general people. Last two decades shows 

that some change in climate condition is very probable. The cause of it is not clear but it is not 

important from water management point of view. 

 

 

Water management systems in changed conditions 

 

 For water management systems are not important that the causes of some changes in 

weather conditions are not clear. Proper function mainly of water resources is very important 

and demanded by public without deeper interest in real situation. The question for us is to 

find techniques applicable to management of hydraulic schemes under different conditions 

taking global and local climate change conditions into account. The main problem is to cover 

demands of drinking water supply. Nevertheless all hydraulic schemes with reservoirs are 

multi purpose so optimization and balancing of all purposes realization is important. 

 The grant was focused on following question coherent to climate change: 

 

1 - influence of climate change over water resources with water management reservoirs, 

2 - effects of climate change to real time operation for medium and large catchment areas, 

3 - effects of climate change to real time operation for small catchment areas, 

4 - influence of climate change over scenarios for management of reservoirs in dry seasons, 

5 - influence of climate change over fish habitat and fish migration in rivers downstream 

reservoirs, 

6 - possibilities of reallocation of reservoir volumes to increase the flood protection function 

of reservoirs taking the climate change into account, 

7 – climate change effects to river bed stability and possibilities to overcome adverse effects.   

 

 

Pilot areas for the research 

 

 Pilot areas were used during our work to present the results of the research as clear as 

possible. Following pilot areas were used: 

 

theme 1 – hydraulic schema Římov, 

theme 2 – catchment area of Teplá river with hydraulic elements Březová, Stanovice, Podhora 

(reservoirs)  

theme 3 – catchent area of Botič river and Hostivař reservoir 

theme 4 – hydraulic schema Římov 
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theme 5 – Malše river, 

theme 6 – Římov reservoir 

thema 7 – Litavka river near Beroun city, Olše river near Karviná city 

 

 

Application of  GIS technologies 

 

 All pilot areas and corresponding results of the research are visualized using GIS 

technology. Arc View model is used in the grant. Some additional functions were developed 

and added to GIS to perform necessary analysis directly inside GIS model. 

 

 

Conclusion

 The main problem of the analysis incorporating effects of climate change into the 

calculation of water management system is the selection of reliable scenarios of climate 

change. Specialists in climate sciences are not sure what is possible expect in near future but 

we have to be prepared to assure the maximum safety in functions of water management 

systems. Many analysis show that the only possibility how to cover demands in the future and 

how to balance among purposes of systems is operative management. It is necessary to 

develop robust forecast methods to support real time management of hydraulic systems with 

reservoirs. 
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Risk definition 

 

 Values defining risk consists in two main parameters, precisely by the product of 

them. 

 The first parameter is probability of the analyzed risky situation. Probability is 

calculated by statistical methods working with historical data describing the function of 

system. 

 The second parameter is consequence of risky situation. The best expression of 

consequence is any quantitative evaluation. Mainly are consequences expressed in monetary 

units but this evaluation is not every time appropriate (loss of life) or applicable (adverse 

ecological effects). In such situations with “non countable” consequences is necessary to use 

experts estimations, analogies etc. 

 Risk analysis was and today is often used in many branches affecting the human life. 

Known and accessible data of both groups of parameters are mainly in industry and energy 

supply. Specific situation is in branch of water management.  

 

 

Risk in hydrotechnological and water management systems 

 

 We are very often able to analyze the second group of necessary parameters – 

consequences and theirs countable expression. The main problem in hydrotechnological and 

water management system is to evaluate probability. Causes of this problem are: 

 

- low repeatability and in most cases no repeatability of construction elements, construction 

schemes and designs, 

- long life span (and in contrary low failure rate) of construction elements and technological 

equipments and dam accessory, 

- different surrounding conditions acting on hydraulic structures during their function life 

time, 

- high variability of forces acting on hydraulic structures (extreme floods, extreme water 

levels, high temperatures in contrary to dry seasons and deep frost periods), 

- high variability in purposes of hydraulic structures and combination of purposes for single 

structures and systems as well. 

 From specific features of hydraulic structures result very limited database to evaluate 

probability of risky situations. The analogy used in many other branches is for hydraulic 

structures because of above mentioned features not eligible.  

 

 Research project GA ČR 103/02/0606 is focused on the application of risk analysis 

methods for hydraulic structures and systems of hydraulic structures taking all specific 

conditions into account. The known method of risk analysis named “Preliminary risk analysis 
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(PRA)” is applied to 5 pilot areas. Pilot projects are used for the presentation of PRA method 

to show the technology and results to specialists working with operation and strategy of 

development for hydraulic systems. 

 Pilot study areas are: 

- multi purpose water management system with Nechranice reservoir (North-West Bohemia, 

city Chomutov), 

- water management system for drinking water supply with two reservoirs Josefův Důl and 

Souš (North Bohemia, city Liberec, Jablonec nad Nisou), 

- multi purpose water management system with Římov reservoir (mainly drinking water 

supply, South Bohemia, city České Budějovice), 

- Těrlicko water management system for industry water supply (North Moravia, city 

Havířov), 

- multi purpose water management system of Dyje and Svratka catchment areas (South 

Moravia). 

 PRA technology is presented in grant for all pilot areas in the form of questionnaires 

describing, evaluating and combining risks for all purposes of water management systems. 

Questionnaires are used for the summarization of risk matrices. Following presented step is 

the simulation of different behaviour scenarios of system and analyzing risk using risk 

matrices.   

 

 

Application of  GIS technologies 

 

 All pilot areas and corresponding risk analysis and simulations are visualized using 

GIS technology. Arc View model is used in the grant. Some additional functions were 

developed and added to GIS to perform necessary analysis directly inside GIS model. 

 

 

Open questions of risk analysis in water management systems 

 

 Actual question for research is the development of methods useful for transparent 

combination of risk with economically and non economically expressible consequences. It is 

not possible in all cases but the minimizing of non countable criteria is demanded.  
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 The first assessments to fire safety ware based on descriptions of the requirements for 

the structures, on the classifications of the different types of structures based on experiences.  

Next step was the establishment of fire compartments, the definition of the asked and the 

reaches safety based on the experimental works on the structural elements, which where the 

only solution for fire safety for a long time. In today practice are the tests used for the fire 

safety of products and the calculations for the fire safety of structures. The prediction models 

consist of the evaluation of the temperature development in the fire compartment, of the 

calculation of the heat transfer into the structure (and in the structural elements itself) and of 

the calculation of the structure under a high temperature. The basic levels of complexity may 

be distinguished: the simple models, the complex analytical models and the discrete methods. 

The simplest models are exploring the calculation under the room temperature and are 

improved of the changes of the major material properties only. The basic simplifications of 

the simple models compare to the complex ones are: i) The assumption of the constant 

temperature in an element and an unlimited heat-conduction. ii) The effects of the actions is 

taken in time t = 0 not including the changes during the fire. The member thermal elongation 

and the shortenings are neglected. iii) The structure is analysed elements by element and the 

interaction is neglected. By the complex methods are taken into account the non-linear effects 

of the material and the geometry as well as the large deformations.

The high temperatures affect the material properties. The most important is the reduction of 

the strength and the Young’s modulus. The properties vary for the steel, which is alloy, based 

on the carbon and the impurities, but the safe predicted values are established. The knowledge 

of the material properties of connectors (welds and bolts) is available in last ten years.

 The prediction of the connections behaviour in case of the room temperature is based 

on the component method [3], where is the beam flange included by the simple plastification 

neglecting the phenomena of the local instability, which is minimised by fixing of the flange 

in joint. For the beam design are the models of the resistance of the compressed flange based 

on a description of the plastic mechanism. We may be distinguished between the in-plane 

local buckling and the out-of-plane local buckling. The models are developed to illustrate the 

beam behaviour under loading by the seismic actions. Kato (1965) prepared the first 

description of the behaviour in plane. Kuhlman (1986, 1998) précised the complex analytical 

prediction model, which is used for beams in today design methodology in Europe. Gioncu at 

al (2000) reported the latest development based on the computer-code supports. Climenhaga a 

Johnson (1972) described an analytical model in case of out-of-plane buckling. Ivanyi (1985, 

1993) published the complex prediction based on the yield line theory. The last contribution 

to the subject is included in the work of Gioncu and Mazolani (2002). The interaction of the 

internal force and the bending moment, which is mostly critical in case of the elevated 

temperatures, is solved extensively for the beams under a room temperature only. The 

complex prediction of the behaviour under a high temperature was not published yet. 

When the fire is initializing, behaviour of a rotationally and axially restrained beam may be 

describe in few phases (see [1], [2]). When the longitudinal restrain acts on the thermal 
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expansion of the beam, the restrained part of thermal expansion of the beam will be converted 

into a compression force in the beam and unrestrained part of the beam will increase the 

length of the beam. 

When the bending moment and additional compression force in the beam at the end are 

considerably growing, compression stresses will be generated in the beam which can cause 

local buckling in the lower flange near the ends. 

After local buckling, the compressive force in the beam will be decreasing by the increasing 

in deflection of the beam and a reduction in the length of the beam. Due to initial bending 

moment in the beam, this will be a gradual process. The connection bending moment will also 

start to grow.

When lateral deflection in the beam become sufficiently large, the shortening in the beam 

length will overtake the beam’s thermal expansion and a tensile force will develop in the 

beam and the beam is now under catenary action. In pure catenary action, the axial force in 

beam will follow the yield stress at increasing temperatures. The bending moment capacity of 

the beam will be negligible but the beam will still to resist the applied load and will not crash 

as in a simply supported beam. Though, the tensile force in the beam will be equal to the 

beam’s decreasing tensile capacity at increasing temperatures and the beam will resist the 

applied load by growing of deflection. At this time, the beam is completely accounted for 

catenary sag. If very large deflections are acceptable, failure of the beam is likely to be 

governed by fracture of the connections to the adjacent structure. 

 The first set of test was finished to study the local buckling. The first test was created 

to the shear restrained and distribution of temperatures in beam and connections. The second 

test will study the restrained beam more carefully. The in situ test is prepared to check the 

structural integrity after the lost of beam action. The preliminary results are showing the 

possibility to explore the catenary for design purposes. 
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In order to be able to qualitatively compare two different conceptual numerical models 

a detail database must be available. Such database is supposed to include not only 

meteorological, hydrological and soil data but also chemical data when dealing with 

contaminant transport. Field-scale leaching experiment, conducted at Kunia site on island of 

Oahu, Hawaii State in 1989 [1, 2], offered only limited soil-water data, thus the water 

dynamics during the experiment was not sufficiently described.

The results of a few sample collecting campaigns can hardly provide complete insight 

into the soil water flow regime. In addition, field experiments often encounter many 

uncertainties. An interpretation of experimental boundary conditions, namely the solute 

application rates, may be done in an way, which is inappropriate for the purpose of numerical 

modeling. Other difficulties arise with soil heterogeneity which in principle can span several 

spatial scales. It is well known that soil heterogeneity may result in heterogeneity of 

processes, in case of solute transport particularly sorption and degradation. These two 

principle processes primarily govern the fate of pesticides in natural porous medium. 

Despite above mentioned facts, the water flow and solute transport through the soil 

profile was simulated using two conceptually different numerical codes. The data from the 

field experiment, performed at Kunia site, serves for the comparison purposes. Previous 

studies suggested that aggregate structure of Hawaiian Oxisols at Kunia contributes to 

accelerated leaching of chemicals. For that reason, we had to apply a numerical model 

capable of simulating water movement and solute transport through the preferential pathways. 

The preferential flow hypothesis was subsequently proved by relatively deep penetration of 

bromide tracer in response to natural rainfall and irrigation. 

In our comparative study, we used two models: S_1D_Dual code with dual-

permeability based approach [3], and MACRO code. The latter is based on a kinematic wave 

equation for solving the water flow in the macropore domain [4]. The dual-permeability 

approach assumes that the porous medium consists of two domains with different hydraulic 

properties. The detailed model description can be found in [3, 4]. 

The soil water distribution simulated by MACRO reveals somewhat closer agreement 

with measured water content than S_1D_DUAL model. This is presumably due to different 

hydraulic parameters, the distinct fluid coupling term definition, and especially different 

approach in the macropore domain. Although soil-water data were fitted by similar 

expressions: van Genuchten & Mualem (S_1D_Dual) and Brooks-Corey & Mualem 

(MACRO), results from both analytical models deviated significantly. This may be caused by 

restricted soil-water samples used in the fitting procedure. The results of simulated 

concentration profiles show in most cases quite good agreement with the measured pesticide 

penetration. More specifically, the simulated resident concentrations in the soil profile match 

the measured values in terms of one order of magnitude. However, some uncertainties in 
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simulation of the pesticide leaching remain unexplained, e.g.: the bromide breakthrough 

simulation suggests clearly the necessity of including preferential flow effects in the model, 

on the other hand, in a few cases, classical Richards’ single-permeability approach (without 

considering preferential flow) predicts deeper penetration of pesticides, compared to the 

measured breakthrough, indicating overestimation of the pesticide mobility. Regardless of 

numerical model, all simulation runs confirm the hypothesis that the pesticides can 

significantly decay in both phases: liquid and solid. Even when the pesticide is adsorbed on 

the solid phase, it may still biodegrade. The first-order biodegradation process was assumed 

in the simulations. 

Besides the modeling part, a new research project was proposed with several improved 

features. The challenging research project was initiated partly by the Hawaii Department of 

Agriculture (HDOA) and the University of Hawaii because of recent findings of pesticide 

residues in selected drinking water wells in Hawaii. The project was carried out to elucidate 

the potential impacts of selected pesticides on groundwater and to understand pesticide 

behavior in tropical soils. The major outcome of the research project will be a 

recommendation to the HDOA whether to restrict or approve these pesticide products 

entering Hawaii’s agricultural market. Three sites on Oahu, one on Maui, and one on Kauai 

were selected for field evaluation of leaching. The soil types on Oahu are Wahiawa Oxisol 

(Poamoho), Molokai Oxisol (Kunia), and Waialua Vertisol (Waimanalo). The soil at Kula, 

Maui is an Andisol (loam of Kula series) and that at Mana, Kauai is a Vertisol of Malama 

series. Three herbicides (S-metolachlor, imazaquin, sulfometuron methyl), one fungicide 

(trifloxystrobin), and one insecticide (imidacloprid) were used in our study. In addition, a 

commonly used herbicide (atrazine) and potassium bromide tracer were applied as reference 

chemicals. After spraying, the plots were covered with straw to decrease evaporation from 

bare soil surface and irrigated with aerial sprinklers for a period of 16 weeks. Disturbed soil 

samples from various depths were taken at regular intervals for chemical analysis. Water flow 

dynamics was monitored with TDR probes and tensiometers installed at three depths. 

Weather data were acquired simultaneously. Laboratory experiments of soil-water retention, 

as well as degradation, sorption, and column displacement experiments for the selected 

pesticides were conducted. Some laboratory experiments are still running, thus the data have 

not been processed and evaulated yet. It is anticipated that the final database will be utilized 

for detailed comprasion study using both discussed numerical models in the near future. 
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Description of the mechanical behavior of soils requires suitable constitutive model 

and a technique to determine values of respective parameters. As an appropriate set of 

constitutive rules for clayey material can be chosen modified Cam clay model. Applying Cam 

clay model is convenient in particular for prediction mechanical response of collapsible soils 

i.e. materials that tends to relatively large volumetric deformation under applied load. 

Although parameters of modified Cam clay model have well defined sense, there is no 

standard laboratory test leading to straightforward determination. Therefore a backward 

analysis of an isotropic consolidation as a standard test provided in triaxial apparatus is 

adopted for parameter extraction. 

Assuming fully saturated soil the model accepts Terzaghi concept of effective stresses. 

The material is considered as two phases medium. The response of the solid phase to the 

mechanical loading corresponds to the bilinear consolidation line (BCL) [2, 6] which defines 

the relationship between mean effective stress and current void ratio. Since the deformation of 

the grains is neglected, change in void ratio defines also value of actual volumetric 

deformation of porous material. BCL diagram is defined by slope of elastic line κ, slope of 

elasto-plastic branch λ, initial void ratio e
0
 and preconsolidation pressure pcp. The value of 

preconsolidation pressure corresponds to the highest mean effective stress which the soil was 

exposed ever in history and form the yielding point for isotropic loading.  

The interaction between solid and liquid phase is governed by Darcy's law. With 

respect to potentially significant volumetric deformation of the material the coefficient of 

permeability is assumed dependent on current void ratio. The exponential relationship 

between relative changes of coefficient of permeability and void ratio [3] proved useful in 

form K/K
0
 = (e/e

0
)
m

, where K
0
 is the initial coefficient of permeability, e

0
 represents initial 

void. 

The advantage of using isotropic consolidation test in the backward analysis consists 

in direct relation between effective mean stress and porous pressure, while the chamber 

pressure is keeping constant. Hence four-dimensional problem reduces to the two-

dimensional. The solution of given problem is the time development of the field of porous 

pressures in the soil sample. In spite of significant simplification the governing equation can 

not be solved analytically. Thus finite volume method was implemented for the numerical 

solution.  

As was stated before, the main goal is to suggest method for extracting material 

parameters of Cam clay model from single laboratory test. The proposed backward analysis is 

based as optimization problem on fitting numerical results into real experimental data gained 

from triaxial test. The optimization technique, called augmented simulated annealing (AUSA) 

[4], prove as an efficient tool for determining optimal set of material parameters. This method 

based on combination of genetic algorithm and simulated annealing finds global minimum of 

given function F(X) on given interval. The optimized function is proportional to the 

difference between measured and calculated course of porous pressure and is defined as F(X) 

= Σ(p(ti)-p'(ti))
2

 where X = (e
0
, K

0
, pcp, κ, λ, m) is the vector of unknown parameters, p(ti) is 
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the value of calculated porous pressure in i-th time step and p'(ti) represents the 

experimentally obtained value of porous pressure. 

The outlined technique for extracting material parameters of modified Cam clay model 

with deformation dependent coefficient of permeability was tested on samples of Brazilian 

clay [1]. This type of soil has been subjected to a leaching process and the finest particles 

have been eroded. This phenomenon raises porosity and such type of soil tends to show 

significant volumetric strains. Therefore Brazilian clay represents appropriate material for 

parametric determination. 

The tests were performed in three phases. Firs of all the porous pressure on the 

undrained base of the sample was measured in condition of isotropic consolidation until the 

process reaches steady state. Afterwards the sample was unloaded and the measurement of 

porous pressure under reconsolidation in the same loading conditions followed. The value of 

preconsolidation pressure changed to the highest effective stress the sample was exposed. 

Subsequently the values of void ratio and coefficient of permeability was actualized. This set 

of new parameters was used to predict the behavior in reconsolidation phase. The course of 

porous pressure computed with this actualized set of material parameters agree well with 

experimental data obtained by reconsolidation phase and confirms that the reconsolidation 

rate is relatively higher the rate of primary consolidation. 
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At present, the rate of urban development in city agglomerations put great demands on a 

function of sewer systems. Considerable quantities of polluted waters run off the catchment 

surface especially during rain events. This water is usually drained by the system of sewer 

system.

Increasing flow in system subsequently causes several, usually negative, hydraulic 

phenomena. One of these phenomena is a hydraulic jump as a result of energy transformation. 

Such occurrence of the jump is not included in design procedure of the sewer system. 

 

By the term hydraulic jump one understands the transition from supercritical to subcritical 

flow accompanied by considerable local turbulence production and associated with energy 

dissipation. The hydraulic jump can, for example, occur in pipe of the sewer which slope 

becomes flatter or for supercritical flow falling suddenly down to a pool of still water [1]. 

While the stilling basin is a standard structure dealing with the hydraulic jump under all 

conditions of flow, in sewer system that kind of structure does not exist. With small flow rates 

the stilling basin would be clogged by shifted substance as mud or sand and its operation 

would be inefficient [4]. In sewers, the hydraulic jump is not implemented into design 

procedure and depending on the conditions in the upstream and downstream; it shifts along 

the pipe to the stabilizing position. 

Together with hydraulic jump there can occur rather negative phenomena as a cavity, 

clogging or pressure fluctuations [3]. Then the interaction of these phenomena cause faster 

degradation of material, excess of inner stress and increased hydraulic load of sewers that can 

finally lead to break down of sewer structure and to a local not only ecological accident due to 

the wastewater outflow into environment. Regarding extent of present sewer systems in major 

urbanized areas, the definition of such critical places is both expensive and time consuming. 

Project focuses on a free surface flow conditions when the hydraulic jump occurs in place of 

the change of the pipe bottom slope. Understanding and description of the behaviour of the 

jump on the pipe fracture would lead to more accurate definitions of these critical places and 

consequently to their better maintenance. 

Project takes place in hydraulic laboratory at the CTU in Prague, Faculty of Civil 

Engineering. To determine parameters of hydraulic jump the approach using a physical 

modelling was applied. Laboratory experiments were carried out in an acrylic circular pipe of 

15 m long with inner diameter 242 mm (outer 250 mm) and with exact change of bed slope 

from 19 ‰ to 0 ‰. During the experiments, the discharge was measured with a help of 

calibrated measurement weir placed in a tank attached to the pipe upstream. Hydraulic jump 

were generated with a moving clack valve at the end of the pipe and located at the change of 

the slope. This physical model enables flow rates from 0 to 50 l/s. The upstream and 

downstream water depths of the hydraulic jump were measured with ultrasonic sensors. The 

pressure fluctuations at the bottom change were measured with four pressure inductive 
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differential sensors connected to Spider transducer. These sensors were placed on each side of 

the pipe 100 mm and 300 mm from the bottom change in order to measure fluctuation 

changes properly.

All measured results were obtained at the model with exact bottom change of the pipe from 

19 ‰ to 0 ‰. At the beginning the testing and tuning of the model were carried out. In this 

step all sensors were calibrated and installed to the model. For each sensor its characteristic 

calibration curve was obtained. After that Q-h curves for the upstream depth were derived. 

This curves served mainly for the verification of measurement. 

Then experiments for hydraulic jump with Froude numbers ranging from 1,5 to 2,8 were 

carried out. In each case the flow rate and upstream and downstream depth was measured. 

Then the upstream Froude number and other parameters important for hydraulic jump as 

(sequent depth ratio etc.) were counted and, if possible, compared with values published in 

literature. Results achieved denote good agreements with published ratios. Some new 

relations characterizing a movement of the jump in dependence of slope change and a ratio of 

Froude numbers upstream and downstream were derived.

Along with depth measurements the pressure fluctuations were also measured as well. 

Unfortunately the first assumption, that pressure fluctuations due to energy transformation in 

hydraulic jump are measurable directly with sensors, was disproved. Presently it seems to be 

evident, that the pressure fluctuations could be estimated using tools of spectral analysis. 

According to [2] the presumption of the roller formation – advection model was assumed. 

This presumption was tested on the model and partial agreement was achieved. In first steps 

several sampling rates were tested as well as number of sample acquired at each measurement 

to cope with the application of FFT. Unfortunately the evaluation of energy spectra did not 

bring satisfactory results so far. 

These results should be extended with results for several defined bottom changes in order that 

it would be possible to describe the movement of the jump in whole range. 
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The project Masonry Arch Bridges compares the results of experimental test on 

masonry arches with several analytic solutions. The results from the comparison will serve as 

the input data for development of an analytical model for determination of the load bearing 

capacity of arches and vaults and for suggesting a methodology of assessment of load bearing 

capacity of arch structures, since there is no specific method of determination of load bearing 

capacity of arches and vaults. There are several methods of such determination in use these 

days in the Czech Republic and also abroad. Also, as for the assessment of the load bearing 

capacity at collapse, there are numerous methods which are essentially different. 

In the experimental part of the project, three sets, where each set contained three 

arches were built.  The shape of each arch was that of a circular arch band. The arch bands 

were made of full firebrick of the type P15 and cement-lime mortar, M2. The width of the 

arch bands was 29 cm, corresponding to the length of the firebrick. The thickness of the arch 

band was 14cm, corresponding to the width of the firebrick. The span of the arch bands was  

3 m with the height of 1.2 m, 1.0 m and 0.75 m. 

The static border conditions were secured with steel beams. The vertical displacement 

of arches was arrested by anchors attached to the floor. The horizontal displacements were 

arrested by a steel beams fix to the rear side of the foot of the arch. There beams were also 

anchored to the floor.        

The arch bands were loaded at a quarter of the span with a hydraulic press. The force 

acting at the arch band was transferred though a distributing device. The loading was 

continuous increased with a step of 0.1 kN, until the force reached the collapse force level – 

until the fourth hinge formed. Time interval between each loading step was 60 seconds.  

During the experiment, deformations of arches and stresses in the arches were 

monitored. The stresses, measured through the relative deformations, were recorded by strain 

gauges, the vertical and horizontal deformations were recorded by potentiometers and at the 

point where the load was applied deformations were recorded by an inductive sensor. At one 

experiment, there were seven vertical deformations and two horizontals deformations 

recorded. The stresses are recorded at different six locations. For a better monitoring of crack 

formation the surface of arches was painted with gypsum grout.          

The program CTAP [1] was used as one of the analytical methods for calculation of 

the load bearing capacity at collapse. This program was developed at the University of Wales, 

Cardiff, Great Britain. The computations of collapse capacity were performed on an arch with 

a width of 1 m and subsequently the computed results were reduced for arches with the width 

of 0.29 cm.  

The second method was developed by the British Army’s Engineering Experimental 

base (MEXE) [2]. The MEXE is a simple empiric method for estimation of load bearing 

capacity of masonry circular arches for army purposes. The method allows for consideration 

geometric properties of circle arches. The method is also used for civilian purposes. 

 The method uses a monogram, or equations, e.g. 
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2
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, for preliminary 

determination of permissible axle loading (PAL), which depends on the span, the axial length 

of an arch and the height of a mound. The PAL value can be modified by various coefficients 
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regarding the geometric and other condition of an arch. The MEXE method is limited by the 

arch span of 18 m. 

The program developed at the Department of Structural Mechanics of CTU (DSM) 

represents the third analytical method used in this project. The method is based on the model 

which is described in [3]. The plane strain condition is assumed. The circle is modeled as a 

layered beam with five layers. The material of the layers is considered elasto-plastic with 

Rankin’s condition and with linear softening. The fracture energy valid for mortar was 

estimated with the assumption that the crack occurs in mortar.   

The ADINA [4] program is the fourth and last method. The program works with the 

Drucken-Prager condition with an additional limitation surface in tension and with tensile 

softening. The nine-point isoperimetric elements are used in five layers in combination with 

the Newton-Raphson and the arc-length methods for solving the nonlinear equation system.     

In the next part of the project, the experimental tests will be finished and further 

comparative calculation of the load bearing capacity at collapse will be performed. The 

conformity of the analytical solutions and the experimental results was not acceptable. 

However, the considered analytical methods (DSM, ADINA) have some free parameters. The 

calibration of these free parameters is one of the next goals of the project. Further, 

development of an analytical model for determination of the load bearing capacity of arches 

will be pursued with subsequent verification of the developed 2D model, or preferably 3D 

model, with the experimental test results.   
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Introduction 

Aim of the present study was to assess an accuracy of dynamic measurement by wire 

strain gages in low frequency range (0-10 Hz). The assessment of the wire strain gage 

accuracy is of most importance for measurements on most structures in civil and transport 

engineering (e.g.buildings and bridges). 

 

Measurement Setup 

The accuracy of wire strain gage made in Klokner Institute has been evaluated. The 

wire strain gage consists of pretensioned steel wire, excited by electromagnetic system to 

carrying frequency approximately 1 kHz. The sensor has been tested in special setup for 

calibration which has been constructed at Klokner Institute. The parameters of setup are as 

follows: amplitude 0-10 mm, frequency 0-50 Hz, distortion max 0.1%. A wire strain gage 

body has been fixed to base of the setup and wire strain gage connected to the moving plate of 

the setup. The wire frequency is changing on dependence of moving of the plate. Output 

dynamic signal in range 0.5 - 10 Hz has been measured by high speed voltmeter HP 44704A 

(16 bits, 100 kSa/sec) and digitized data have been transfered to PC Pentium. A range 10.24 

V of input voltage has been considered.  

 

Evaluation od Dynamical Accuracy of Frequency Measurement 

Signal from wire strain gage has been analyzed by software LabWindows CVI 5.01. 

Output signal from wire strain gage is distributed in the range 500 Hz to 2 kHz and depends 

on the corresponding mechanical frequency 0.5 to 10 Hz. Frequency output from the sensor 

has been measured and then mechanical frequency calculated from the measured time of 

signals’ passage through its mean value (comparative level).  

The dependence of noise on mechanical frequency has been calculated and the corresponding 

Effective Numbers of Bits (ENOB) representing a dynamical accuracy were evaluated. The 

dynamic signal has been processed by Chebyshev low pass digital filter with max. frequency 

100 Hz. 

In the range 10.24 V the Effective Number of Bits (ENOB) 6.05- 7.03 for nonfiltered signal  

and 6.23- 7.30 for filtered signal has been found. The results are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Measurement with wire strain gage, evaluation of ENOB, range 10.24 V 

 

Input Frequency 

Hz 

ENOB ENOB 

 Without Filter Filter DP 500 kHz 

10 6.05 6.23 

5 6.55 6.64 

2 6.79 7.24 

0.5 7.03 7.30 

Conclusions 
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A good dynamical accuracy of wire strain gages has been achieved, which is 

comparable with the accuracy of LVDT sensors. The increased mechanical frequency causes 

lower accuracy of measurement, as the number of samples in a period decreases. Described 

method of calculation can be applied only for low frequency mechanical signals.
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The project was focused to evaluate an importance of aerial photo coverage’s for landscape 

planning, dynamic landscape development criteria assessment, landscape quality criteria 

assessment and for determinating a current landscape status.  

Specific territories aerial photo coverage’s, taken in period of 1945 to 2001 were selected as a 

basis for the dynamic landscape evaluation. Scenic development and anthropogenic activities 

impacts were checked in 4 different time periods:  

• first moderate postwar photography,  

• photos territory of  70’s,  

• photos of the end of  80’s,  

• photos from contemporary period.  

Each aerial photograph was scanned, adjusted by using the ortho-photograph map, GEOREF 

(World Geographic Reference System) and processed by implementing GIS tools.   

Aerial photo coverage’s were taken at different Czech Republic locations to describe various 

impacts of human activities on the landscape development. For that reason, the  following 

areas were selected -  territories of former "behind the iron curtain" borderline area with 

strictly excluded human impacts on natural ecosystems, territories of agricultural landscape 

with meadows and grassland dominating, territories of high-powered agricultural landscape 

with superiority of arable soil and territories of watershed of the Botič stream, etc. 

Based on aerial photograph, gradual changing of selected areas were described – both 

changes of the landscape being under direct  human influence, and succession of the nature in 

case of leaving the slots free of human activities, on the other hand. 

The selected periods of time and photographs of the borderline areas made it possible to 

compare characteristics of Czech and German pieces-of-lands and thus to compare a scenic 

development in neighbouring territories with differend forms of posssesion and relations to 

them (German parts represented with private land-holders and active farming, Czech parts of 

restricted borderline areas - now National park Šumava – with excluded human activities and 

natural succession). 

In other locations, it was possible to observe ongoing trends in agricultural lots farming such 

as consolidation of plots into large fields, studio floodlight drainage systems, changes of 

watercourse and way meshes characters. Gradual changes and development of various seats 

was also observed.  In recent years, change of proprietary relations to a piece-of-lands, has 

been presented by growing number of fallow arable soil, bows and grassland with gradual 

natural succession and growth. 

Based on the presented project, it was verified, that aerial photograph coverage’s is suitable 

and fit basis for landscape assessment. Together with other maps they are objective enough 

for analyzing and comparing territory characteristics in different period of times. The aerial 

photographs can also be used for landscape and seats development planning.   

Based on that project, a proposal for external grant agencies will be elaborated and 

presented. Other project will be focused to evaluate and define limits of acceptable human 
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impacts on landscape development, and to determine admissible conditions and limits for 

incorporating man and possible thrifty farming into a natural landscape. 
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In the year 2004, the last year of the  project MSM 210000004 solution, the research 

was conducted  by the research teams  from the departments of Physics, Building Structures, 

Structural Mechanics, Concrete Structures and Bridges, Steel Structures, Geotechnics, Road 

Structures and from Experimental Center and Center of Experimental Geotechnics of the 

Faculty of Civil Engineering of CTU as well as by the researchers from the Klokner Institute 

of CTU.  

The research project covers the whole scope of scientific activities of both Faculty of 

Civil Engineering and Klokner Institute and is divided in the following main topic groups: 

� aging and durability of concrete, 

� biological degradation of structural materials, 

� micromechanical properties of the concrete structures and concrete reinforced by 

fibres, 

� experimental research in steel, timber and composite materials and their technologies, 

� research on bentonite (construction of underground radioactive vastes deposits), 

� self-compacting concrete, 

� geotechnical properties of mixtures of soils and brown coal combustion fallouts, 

� rheological properties of road materials. 

        The aim of the project is to stimulate research in materials based on our natural resources 

in order to develop innovative construction materials for advanced engineering structures. 

The research is focussed on minimization of the energy consumption, recycling and use of 

vaste materials.  In the year 2004, the most notable contributions are the following:  

1. In the field of non-destructive methods for determination of strength and stiffness 

parameters of structural timber, the combination of the penetration and ultrasonic methods 

was tested in order to obtain most accurate values of timber strength and elastic modulus. The 

research in the steel and concrete composite structures has been concentrated into the 

experimental investigation of innovative shear connectors. Especially, the new thin-walled 

powder actuated shear connectors and modification of perforated shear connectors have been 

investigated. The experimental research in structural joints was focused on working diagrams 

under repeated, accidental (fire, explosion etc.) and combined loadings, description of joints 

of composite and mixed structures and more reliable prediction of their deformation capacity. 

     2. The complex set of experiments and computer simulations of material, thermal, hygric 

and other physical properties of concrete and cementitious composites was carried out. The 

new methodolody was developed for determination of concrete elastic modulus in 

compression with material softening, for measuring concrete permeability, for material testing 

under exposition to cyclic changes of temperature. Non-standard methods have been 

developed and tested for measurement of heat capacity, moisture content, coefficients of 
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thermal conductivity, linear and volume heat expansion, moisture conductivity and water 

vapour diffusivity. Original results have been achieved concerning nanoporosity changes and 

its influence on mechanical properties of cement-based materials.     

3. The correlation between limit indent depth and the homogeneity of physical 

nanocharacteristics of concrete internal structure was investigated, this problem having basic 

importance for possibility of using the nanoindentation as a tool for assessment  of concrete 

structure properties.  

4. The experimental method for assessment of the single fiber behaviour in the concrete 

structure was enhanced by elaborating specific process of test specimen manufacturing, the 

properties of specimen having significant effect on the measurement results. The effects of 

fibre material, geometrical shape and finish were studied. The model of fibre-reinforced 

concrete volumetric changes was elaborated.  

5. The research of self compacting concrete was focused on testing of long-term  strength 

and deformation properties of concrete mixtures prepared from raw materials available in the 

Czech Republic with plasticizing admixtures being prepared on the carboxyl ethers base. 

6. In the Centre of Experimental Geotechnics the research connected with disposal of 

radioactive waste was continued with evaluation of two physical models: the MOCK-UP-CZ 

model and the model of prefabricated wall composed of bentonite blocks. The performed 

research is expected to bring new knowledge on changes in material properties of barriers  

caused by long-term  exposition to elevated temperature and moisture. 

7. The catalogue of asphalt and block pavements was prepared taking into account 

different subgrade characteristics, design levels of deterioration, traffic loads and different 

materials of pavement base layers. The performances of all the proposed pavement structures 

were theoretically evaluated using innovative versions of design criteria. The catalogue of 

pavements comprises also pavement structures with layers of R-material (recycled material).     

8. The laboratory procedures for testing of shear strength, compressibility and 

permeability of saturated samples of recultivated soils were elaborated and practically verified 

by the computer controlled three-axial shear device and hydraulic oedometer. The failure 

mechanisms of the clodded soil with double porosity was studied in detail.  
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Estimation of channel and floodplain conveyance and similarly prediction of flood water level 

and associated extent of inundation is assumed to be one of the most important tasks in 

operational management of floods or in design of efficient flood protection measures. Post-

flood reconstruction of flood peak flow based on field evidence computation is equally 

important when discharge data is not available at observation stations failing their proper 

functioning or being destroyed during flood event. It is also difficult to correctly assess flow 

resistance in floodplains. Mostly it is generated by vegetation roughness (there is a strong 

effect of seasonal change in vegetation or an effect of characteristic stiffness of tree stems or 

branches) or by resistance associated with improper functioning of watercourse structures 

(affected by floating debris clogging or ice packing at the throat of embankment openings). 

Assessment of active or passive areas in flow sections causes difficulties as well. Nature of 

these factors, especially occurrence of unpredictable phenomena (run of floating debris or ice 

drift and its packing, obstruction of flow area etc.), is a reason of process uncertainty. 

Deterministic approach to analysis can’t reflect stochastic nature in modification of conditions 

of flow during flood event. Another field of uncertainty is connected with reliability in 

statistical evaluation of input discharge (probability of occurrence), however it is not question 

for computation methodology itself. This issue becomes more important when flood risk 

analysis is applied and probability of stage exceedance is reviewed with actual potential 

losses due to flooding. In that case it is necessary to provide a river manager, responsible for 

implementation of safe and efficient flood protection measures, with estimation of mean 

water stage supplemented with confidence intervals in resultant value expressing its 

uncertainty. During the first year of the project dealing with uncertainty issues research team 

focused on following problems: 

• Assessment of uncertainty in determination of the extent of flood affected areas [1], 

and consequently in analysis of flood protection measures effectiveness [2]. 

• Assessment of uncertainty in estimation of the balance inflow in reservoir of the Orlík 

dam [3]. 

The first issue is connected with a fact that conditions of flow in flood plain are excessively 

vague both due to probabilistic nature of inundation and due to temporal changes in 

roughness, terrain geometry and way of land use. The most promising attitude is to use of 

Monte Carlo (MC) technique. Probabilistic methods, such as the Monte Carlo Method, make 

a many times repeated use of the deterministic 2D flood flow models and the statistical 

characteristics of the model input. The probabilistic method aims at the estimation of the 

statistical characteristics of the model outputs like the mean value, the variance, the percentile 

values and the probability distribution type. These probabilistic methods requires a derivation 

of random generator of input data with statistical characteristics identical to real data. These 

techniques are rather computation-intensive. For practical use research team seeks a simpler 

and less computation-intensive stochastic meta-model, which would be able to reproduce 

stochastic behaviour in same manner. 

In the second issue the balance inflow in reservoir of the Orlík dam can be used as an estimate 

in determination of run-off from upper part of the Vltava river basin entering reservoir of the 
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Orlík dam. At present a reservoir characteristics is used to obtain balance inflow. The 

adjective “balance” means that the inflow is not the true discharge entering reservoir, but the 

value of discharge, which completes the balance between change in impounding volumes in 

increment of time and discharge released within the same time increment. This balance value 

assessed in this way refers strictly to the site of the dike, nevertheless it gives the best 

estimate of the real inflow entering the reservoir of the dam. However, the problem is that the 

water stage at the whole extent of reservoir can be hardly assumed as perfectly horizontal 

(static) as it is assumed in reservoir characteristics. Usually the hydrodynamic backwater 

effect is present even for small reservoir inflows at the real tail of the reservoir and is limited 

in its extent. For more extreme hydraulic situations with significantly unsteady inflows a 

disagreement between hydrodynamic and static water stage in reservoir might be considerable 

and between corresponding impounds as well. Research team set a hypothesis, that the 

hydrodynamic drawback effects might considerably influence the assessment of balance 

inflow at dike of the Orlík dam. It can be concluded from a few of the water marks recorded 

on the periphery of the Orlík dam during flood in August 2002. For this reason it is inevitable 

to provide discrete values of balance inflow derived with uncertainty limits, especially for 

reviewing  

In frame of the second issue the researchers co-operate with operational bodies of the Vltava 

River Authority and have agreed with them on the common procedure how and where to 

collect the real time data (water stages) in order to facilitate a further research work and 

secure its progression. 
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Introduction 

In recent years, the innovative rehabilitation and strengthening methods for reinforced 

concrete structures are developed. The development of strengthening techniques is requested 

to extend the life time or to increase load bearing capacity of many existing bridges. Some of 

the methods that are being considered, make use of composite materials. The usually used 

method of strengthening by composites is application of externally bonded CFRP (carbon 

fibre reinforced) strips on bridge structures subjected to bending. 

Several studies of RC bridges strengthened by CFRP strips are reported in the literature. 

Carbon fibres have been successfully used for strengthening of T beams, box beams, plates 

and bridge piers.  

The work presented here follows other work previously done at Klokner Institute on 

the testing of carbon fibre strips and adhesives in frame of grant Ministry of Transport of the 

CR. This paper presents some results of testing of strengthened reinforced concrete beams in 

bending. The beams of rectangular cross- section 140x 215 mm with length 1200 mm have 

been strengthened by externally bonded carbon fibre strips 50 (60)  x 1.2 mm. The testing 

program was prepared to investigate failure mechanisms of reinforced concrete beams 

strengthened by CFRP strips, to compare load capacity strengthened and nonstrengthened 

tested beams and to assess the performance of products (systems) from various suppliers 

available in the CR.  

 

Experiments 

An experimental program for 12 beams has been prepared for testing at CTU Klokner 

Institute. Beams were 1200 mm long, with cross-section 140x215 mm, reinforced by steel 

rods 2R8 at lower and 2R6 at upper part of the beam. Concrete grade was 25/30. Total 4 types 

of beams, reinforced by C- strips Sika 512 (produced by Sika AG ) size 50x1,2 mm, MBT 

200/1000 (produced by Degussa MBT ) 50x 1,2 a experimental pultruded C-strips (2x30x1,2) 

and adhesives Sika a MBT were tested. The carbon fibre strips have been manualy applicated 

by means of cold cured adhesive bonding at temperature 21
0

C and relative humidity 43% in 

testing hall of Klokner Institute. The beams have been conditioned before application 72 h at 

temperature 20
0

C. 

MBT-Mbrace Epoxikleber 220 (produced by Degussa MBT) and Sikadur 30 

(produced by Sika) have been used for the bonding of CFRP strips to concrete. The beams 

have been tested in electronic testing machine Instron 1273 (200 kN loading capacity) which 

has been equipped with loading table and a system of steel supporting beams. Loading rate 

for all tests was 1 mm.min
-1

. Analog signals (load and displacement of upper clamp) from 

testing machine and vertical diplacements in the middle of the beam have been measured by 

data acquisition system HP 3852 (USA), digitized data transferred through GPIB to PC 

Pentium and analyzed by software LabWindows CVI 5.01 (National Instruments) adapted for 

measurement at Klokner Institute. The vertical displacements have been measured by two 

LVDT sensors of type Lucas-Schaevitz E300 (USA). The results are given in Table 1.
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Testing of unstrengthened beam 

The unstrengthened beam has been loaded in the middle of the length up to failure. 

Two LVDTs  have been used for measurement of vertical displacements in the middle of the 

length. Two levels can be distinguished from load- displacement curve: load Pr corresponding 

to crack inicialization and load Py corresponding to point of plasticized concrete. 

 

Testing of strengthened beams 

A set of strengthened beams (CFRP strips Sika S512, MBT 200/1000 and 

experimental) have been tested. Recorded load- displacement curves show that after 

inicialization of cracks the load has increased without plasticized concrete, but the failure 

occured at anchorage of CFRP strip and in cause of cracks inicialization and propagation the 

load has decreased.  At beam strengthened by MBT strip a peeling-off effect before reaching 

Pr load was observed. 

 

Conclusions 

The beams were subjected to monotonic bending load up to failure. Four types of 

strengthened beams have been tested: C-strips Sika 512 (50x1,2 mm), MBT 200/1000 (50x 

1,2) a experimental (2x30x1,2) bonded with adhesives Sika and MBT. The results of testing 

show that the best performance have strengthening C-strips Sika (adhesive Sika) and 

experimental C-strips bonded with adhesive MBT.  Max. load due to strengthening has 

increased by 44% (Sika) and 29% (experimental C-strip), load on cracks limit has increased 

by 20%. The influence of strengthening on displacement at failure is low. 

Tab.1 Results of static testing of RC beams 

 

Beam 

 

Pr [kN] Py [kN] Pmax [kN] wmax [mm] 

Nonstrengthened 

 

15 40 45 7 

Strengthened Sika 

 

20 - 65 8 

Strengthened 

Exp.Sika adhesive 

18 - 48 6 

Strengthened, 

Exp.MBT adhesive 

18 - 58 5 
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To build and live healthily is an everyday demand of out time. If it is to be fulfilled, great care 

must be taken in selecting building materials. A proper function of the roof envelope depends 

not only on a suitable composition of the multi-layer roof structure, but also on an appropriate 

selection of the building material for the ceiling construction. A large scope of materials used 

for the bottom covering of sloping roof constructions have fairly different parameters, both in 

terms of thermal technological, acoustic, fire properties and biodegradation risks. 

In roof constructions, biodegradation occurs very often, and the cause of its appearance is 

either already on the design level, or it results from improper technological procedures 

applied during the construction process.  

Among fundamental causes of biodegradation of roof constructions, the following ones may 

be mentioned: 

� drop in surface temperatures of ceiling constructions, which is due to: 

� thermal bridges – incorrect design of the composition of a padded roof 

construction, workmanship error etc.  

� penetration of cool air inside an enclosed air cavity at the point of the 

ceiling construction – improper design of the composition of a padded roof 

construction, workmanship error etc.   

 

� non-standard temperatures and relative air humidity in the interior, which are due 

to:   

� increased moisture content of newly built structures 

� transfer of wet processes 

� reduced infiltration 

� change in a heating system 

 

All these factors may be referred to as risk factors in relation to the growth of micromycets. 

The main research objectives include assessment of the resistance of individual materials used 

in the construction of ceiling constructions of sloping padded roofs in terms of biodegradation 

appearance and determination of the boundary conditions interval, which is a limiting factor 

for the risk of biodegradation appearance.  
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Research is carried out on three levels: 

1. In-situ measurements – measurements of temperatures and relative moisture content 

values in interiors and exteriors, measurements of temperature, relative humidity and air 

flow velocity in an enclosed air cavity, and  measurements of surface temperatures on the 

bottom face of roof constructions. Materials have been selected so as to characterize a 

wide spectrum of compositions and ceiling constructions applied presently in sloping 

roofs. 

2. Computer simulation of a thermal and moisture regime in the respective roof construction, 

and computation of surface temperatures for individual thermal bridges.  

3. Laboratory simulation of biodegradation appearance, including determination of the 

boundary conditions interval within which the respective material is susceptible to 

biodegradation appearance. 

Research implemented on more levels allows specification of the presumed behaviour of a 

construction and successive comparison of the presumed and actual state. 

Due to the fact that the research indicates considerable hazards of biodegradation of roof 

constructions in terms of health safety of structures (the majority of fungi are allergens and 

facultative pathogens), the problems considered are of highly topical nature. A drop in the 

surface temperature on the bottom face of a roof construction is most often caused by air 

infiltration from an open air cavity into an enclosed cavity, which is situated at the point of 

the load-bearing construction of the ceiling. This infiltration occurs due to imperfect tightness 

of thermal insulation, poor-quality workmanship of vapour-barrier joints, incorrect design of 

individual details. This fairly common implementation defect may be eliminated by a suitable 

composition of the construction, i.e. the composition of the construction should be designed 

without air cavities, which dramatically increase the risks of failures and successive 

biodegradation. It is advisable to exploit ceiling constructions with a lower coefficient of heat 

transfer (e.g. woodwool panels) as in this way even if thermal bridges arise, we may eliminate 

a drop in surface temperatures reaching an interval of values within which biodegradation 

arises. In some ceiling constructions, e.g. gypsum wallboard implies the appearance of some 

types of fungi, e.g. paecilomyces, and the necessity of replacement of all infested parts as this 

type of mould cannot be removed from the gypsum wallboard either by grinding or by 

chemical sprays. As can be clearly seen, there exists a fair number of economic and user 

reasons for the elimination of biodegradation appearance on ceiling constructions of padded 

sloping roof envelopes. 
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Automatic classification of two remote sensing data types is analyzed in this habilitation. 

This data type has not been either classified (B&W) or too successfully automatically 

classified (radar data). 

There are more possibilities to perform automatic classification of remote sensing image 

data. However, these methods do not offer good results if used for monochromatic aerial 

photographs or radar data.  

Method of automatic classification of B&W aerial photographs and radar data processed 

within this work comprises three processing steps. The first one is image division into base 

types of land cover existing both in image, and in data. It was forest areas extraction e.g., 

from agricultural and urban areas. This basic step avoids partly from the problem of similar 

image data value from different land cover types. 

 The second step of B&W aerial photograph automatic classifications is new channel 

calculations offering new land cover non-redundant information.  Object-oriented 

classification is the third step after segmentation into such called primitives, image parts 

representing thematically homogenous areas or their parts of the study area. Classification 

used in the work is a part of object-oriented analysis applying fuzzy classification 

The processed workflow for radar data automatic classification does not comprise the basic 

image division into base land cover types. Radar data with their typical „pepper and salt“ 

outlook do not differ substantially for various land cover types. One case suitable for the 

image division application could be a land area with large water surface.  They differ 

seriously by their radiometric values from the rest of land cover under certain conditions. It 

would be suitable to separate them by higher-level segmentation from other areas.  

Classifications of individual image data were performed for various numbers of calculated 

channels by image filtration and Haralick functions for image texture within the work. The 

methodology was tested on parts of an aerial photograph – one comprised forest regions, the 

main part of the second one was formed by urban areas – and on the complete aerial 

photograph. 

Evaluating classification accuracies, the best classification was always the classification 

using the highest number of channels. The best classification of forest areas reached 0.915 

value that is kappa coefficient equal to 0.892. The lowest accuracy classification was 0.565 

with kappa coefficient 0.446. The urban area classification was equal to 0.897 for the best 

case and 0.760 with kappa coefficient equal to 0.693 for the worst case. The orthophoto 

accuracy   was 0.920 for the best classification where kappa coefficient was 0.869 and the 

accuracy of the worst classification was 0.915 where kappa coefficient was 0.859. 

The reason of the high orthophoto accuracy was due to smaller details of thematic classes, 

which the image was classified into. Forest areas were divided only into coniferous and 

deciduous forest, e.g., and into forest areas with age younger than 7 years on the whole 

orthophoto, while for the detailed forest classification higher number of classified classes was 
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applied. Difference in resulting accuracy for various numbers of channels is higher for 

detailed classifications than for the whole orthophoto classification. 

Individual orthophoto classes were classified (for the best classification) with accuracy 

from 82 % to 99 % in case of forest areas, the accuracy of urban area classes varied from 51 

% to 100% for the detailed urban classification and from 43% to 100% for the orthophoto.  

Evaluating the accuracy of radar data classification, the highest accuracy of radar data 

appeared in case of  the highest number of channels (the whole accuracy was 0.629, kappa 

coefficient was equal to 0.556). The individual class classification accuracy of radar data 

varied in  48% -88% range for the best classification.  

The mentioned methodology brings satisfying results for aerial photographs. Application of 

calculated channel by median filter  and of  three channels calculated by texture measures 

(using Haralick functions)  is a condition of good results. 

It is necessary to use additional measured radar data – multitemporal or multipolarizational 

data – to improve classification results. 
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Atmosphere Influence on Geodetic Measurement The second experimental verification of 

accessible accuracy was acomplished in the scientific-research network "Stare Mesto pod 

Sneznikem" in the year 2004 [1]. Attained results confirmed availability and competency of 

using this method during precise determination of height-differences and consequently also 

altitudes in mountain fields with big height-differences. This is possible due to better 

determination of refraction influence on measured vertical angles and accurate determination 

of slope lengths by the GPS method. Refraction coefficients were determined by three 

different models in the interval 0.105 to 0.252. The known constant value defined by C. F. 

Gauss is valid neither as an average one (0.169). 

 

The resaearch team of  Ass. Prof. P. Hánek is solving a problem of disposal possibilities of 

self-adhesive code scales for digital levelling instruments. An experimental field was put up 

at Faculty of civil engineering and temporal stability of these scales is proved by 

measurements in this field. External surrounding effect on changes of scales divisions contrast 

is also monitored. This long time research has not been finished yet. [2] 

 

There was also solved the specific problems of measuring to virtual bondary surface of two 

parallel planes using total stations with passive reflection. There was made a theoretic 

analysis of distance determinations using total stations with passive reflection in  case of 

simultaneous measuring to two parallel planes that are situated in different distances from 

source of telemetric bundle. The  experimental testing of theoretical analyses using tool 

"kneed plate at optical bench" which represents two parallel vertical planes  perpendicular to 

line of sight with different distances from source of bundle and which forms (view from 

source of bundle) virtual  boundary surface between that planes was also performed and it 

confirmed the theoretic analsis. Theoretic analysis of testing the total stations with passive 

reflection in case of measuring to an edge formed by two mutually  perpendicular 

planes was made and acompanied by succesful experimental testing of theoretical analyses 

using a tool which represents  the edge and by means of measuring to two experimental edges 

of the pillars too. Research solves the specific problems of measuring  to objects edge 

using total stations with passive reflection in civil engineering. [3] 

 

The documentation of the current state of the gothic arches in Sloupová síň of Prague castle 

was made out this year. The total station Leica 307 TCR was used for this purpose. A theory 

about construction of these arches was proved true on the basis of performed measurements. 

The main part of this research stage is testing of the laser scanning system Cyrax 2500. This 

is camera-type scanner with the capability of surveying objects up to a distance of 100 m. The 

system Cyrax 2500 was used for geodetic measurements of the road bridge near Chomutov. 

Results of these measurements were compared with results obtained from measurement with 

a total station. 
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Laser scanning systems are devices for collection of spatial information with contactless 

measurement, 3D modelling and visualisation. We tested systems using spatial polar method 

for determination of the point spatial place. Two experiments were carried out. The first 

experiment was verification of scanners possibilities to measure different materials under 

different angles. The second experiment was directed to object measurement under steep 

angles. They were tested these scanners: HDS 2500, Riegl LMS Z 360 and Mensi GS200. [4]
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3D LASER SCANNING SYSTEM LORS 

The 3D laser scanning system LORS (Laser and Optic Rotating Scanner) is being 

developed to be suitable for scanning of small archaeological artifacts. The system is 

composed of three hardware components, there is a digital camera, the laser module, which 

forms a laser plane, and a rotating platform. The calibration of the digital camera on a 

theodolite was designed and realized so the elements of inner and outer orientation are 

known. The digital camera JVC TK-C1380E (physical resolution 752x548 pixels) is being 

used at present. The camera is mounted on the theodolite Zeiss Theo 010B (ŠTRONER, M., 

2003). Laser module DPGL-3005L-45 (power 5mW, wave length 532nm) which makes 

directly the laser plane is used at present as a light source. The rotating platform has a 

constant rotation velocity (in accordance with required accuracy). It is necessary to level it to 

the horizontal plane and to determine the position of the center of rotation before measuring. 

A 3D point is defined by intersection of the laser plane and an optic line. The laser plane 

crosses a measured object and creates a laser mark which is scanned by the digital camera. 

The optic line is determined from corrected image coordinates of the laser mark. Each section 

(image) is independently transformed to the model coordinate system (rotating system). The 

issue is closely described in (KOSKA, B., 2004).  The software system consists of several 

programs which provide computing of all necessary configurations parameters, automatic 

scanning of image coordinates and finally computing of the 3D coordinates of the points on a 

scanned object. The first group of programs provides computing of all configurations 

parameters (parameters of plane, coordinates of the rotating platform). A least square method 

is used for adjusting of these parameters. The issue is closely described in (KOSKA, B. - 

ŠTRONER, M. - POSPÍŠIL, J., 2004).  The second component is the program POWOK 

which provide treating images from the digital camera. It consists of a few modules and 

allows automatic evaluation of the image coordinates from scanned pictures. The last 

component is the program “SKENER”. This program computes 3D coordinates of points on a 

scanned object from configuration parameters of the system and from image coordinates of 

the laser mark. 

  

TESTING OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE MATERIALS AND THE CONFIGURATION 

 This research is a follow-up to the previous one already published (KAŠPAR, M. - 

POSPÍŠIL, J. - ŠTRONER, M. - KŘEMEN, T., 2003). Prior to the measuring process itself, it 

is quite necessary to carefully check the subject and to focus, among other things, on the types 

of its surface available on the given subject since the quality of surface is one of the most 

important factors affecting scanning results. A majority of laser scanners used in civil 

engineering for measuring distances within 100 meters use the polar spatial method for 

determination of the detail point position – a laser distance meter is used for length 

measuring. In order to measure the distance between a detail point and a laser distance meter 

(scanner), it is necessary to make sure that the laser distance meter -generated signal bounces 

back from the detail point and returns to the laser distance meter with an intensity sufficient 

for determining the distance. Whether the signal bounces back and its intensity depend, 
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among other factors, on the reflection capabilities of the surface hit by the signal and the 

angle under which the signal hit the surface. Reflection capabilities of the surface depend on 

qualities like its color, roughness, dispersion, wavelength used by the laser distance meter, 

etc. Scanners must be able to handle different types of material reflection capabilities and 

different laser distance meter beam angles. That is why the goal of the following experiments 

was to find out how specific scanners handle that requirement. For the purpose of the 

experiments, plates (150 x 300 mm) with various types of surface were produced (metals, 

wood, colors, glass, etc.).  

The Cyrax 2500 scanner owned by the Stavební geologie a geotechnika company was 

used at first. The plates were positioned on a vertical wall and scanned from 5 positions from 

a distance of 25 m. These positions were selected in order to make sure that the laser distance 

meter-generated beam hit the wall with the plates under approximately the following angles: 

0gon, 30gon, 55gon, 75gon, 90gon. The density of scanning was 5 mm x 5 mm. Based on the 

obtained clouds of points, the program assigned particular colors to the individual points in 

accordance with the returned radiation intensity. According to the results it is clear that the 

Cyrax 2500 system is not suitable for the scanning of clear glass, black shiny color and the 

mirror surface. The second measuring was conducted via the Riegl Z360 scanner owned by 

the Geodis Brno Company. The plates were again scanned from a distance of 25 m. This time, 

the scanner’s position remained the same during the whole measuring process. The different 

hit angles (0gon, 30gon, 55gon, 75gon, 90gon) of the laser distance meter-generated beam 

were produced by the turning of individual scanned plates under precise angles. The density 

of scanning was 5 mm x 5 mm. The evaluation showed that the selected method of plate 

measuring was not the best one, therefore, it was not possible to simply produce a similar 

table as with during the measuring of the Cyrax 2500 scanner. Despite that small handicap, 

the evaluation showed that the Riegl Z360 scanner was able to scan a majority of materials 

without problems, however, it faces troubles during the scanning of clear and smoke glass, 

mirror, and shiny black color – similar to the Cyrax 2500 scanner. Another phenomenon that 

was detected during the measuring with the Riegl Z360 scanner was the quite clear spread or 

noise of points. 

 It is clear from both of the conducted experiments, that the scanning of transparent and 

shiny materials causes substantial difficulties. That is why we recommend avoiding the 

scanning of those materials or at least being aware of potential complications associated with 

their scanning. Due to the very interesting results, the experiments will continue with the 

CALLIDUS and Mensi GS200 scanners. 
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Soil erosion characteristics are determined in laboratory conditions using the nozzle type of   

rainfall simulator. The results are used for the calibration of simulation models of erosion 

processes. The aim of the work is to set up the most suitable erodibility factors for the soils in 

the Czech Republic to be used for predicting the intensity of soil erosion.  

 

The amount of surface runoff, soil loss and percolation water was measured in 5-minutes time 

interval during the rainfall events. The basic soil characteristics such as the soil density, 

moisture, grain size distribution and organic carbon are also observed. The rainfall intensities 

varied between 40 to 60 mm/h and the slope was 4° to 8°. The experiments were run with two 

types of initial soil surface: loose or sealed and crusted. Till now, two soils were tested, the 

clay-loam soil and the sandy-loam soil. The later soil sample was taken from the field plot of 

the Research Institute of Ameliorations and Soil Conservation and the laboratory results can 

be compared with the field data. The testing of this soil is still in process.  

 

The results show very different amount of surface runoff between the loose and the crusted 

experiments. It means that the soil erodibility is not constant in time, but it is higher after the 

tillage. Later, as the process of sealing and crusting continues, the soil erodibility is lower and 

after several storms become constant.  

 

Erosion resistance
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Figure 1: Erosion resistance for the model Erosion 2D/3D. 

 

Several soil erodibility factors were calculated based on the simulation results: K-factor for 

the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE), interrill erodibility Ki for the Water Erosion 

Predicting Project (WEPP) and the erosion resistance and skin factor for the physically based 

model Erosion 2D/3D. The model Erosion 2D/3D was also calibrated as described below.  
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The erosion resistance for the Erosion 2D/3D was at first set from the particle size distribution 

of the soil. Than, the skin factor was optimised according to the measured surface runoff. 

Finally, the erosion resistance was established to fit the soil loss data. As the skin factor and 

erosion resistance are not constant, the regression equations show their time distribution, see 

figures 1 and 2. The calibrated values of the erosion resistance and the skin factor were 

validated using independent dataset of the rainfall simulation results.  
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Figure 2: Skin factor for the model Erosion 2D/3D 

 

The erosion resistance values recommended in the Erosion 2D/3D model catalogue for given 

soil are 0.0015 to 0.0023 for the loose soil and 0.0032 to 0.0040 for the sealed and crusted 

soil. Particularly for the crusted soil, the predicted soil loss fits very well to the measured 

data. The model Erosion 2D/3D is suitable for assessing of soil erosion on the clay-loam soil.  
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Abstract

This article is about generalisation and integration process, rules for integration and 

about project that are solving in Europe. There are some facts about EuroGeographics and 

Expert Group on Quality and their projects too.

Fundamentals rule for unequal accuracy precision data integration 

Element with most exact localization must have priority and we must use a 

MasterCard. The MasterCard makes sure relative position one element compared with other 

elements. The MasterCard for topographic data can be an orthophoto and for administrative 

boundaries can be an administrative boundaries database. 

The next important rule is for updating of existing databases. We can’t changing 

element position if we know that the element don’t change its location in terrain and our 

database is more accurate as another, even thought this element is in another database in 

another place. 

European projects solving generalization and integration of geodata 

 Solving problems with integration and generalization of geodata is very considerable, 

because every geoinformation system needs some generalisation and integration processes. 

These problems solve many European’s projects: 

• INSPIRE

• ABDS

• EuroGlobalMap, EuroRegionalMap 

• Sabe

• Benchmarking meetings 

EuroGeographics’ Expert Group on Quality 

 EuroGeographics represents nearly all European National Mapping and Cadastral 

Agencies (NMCAs). It is the official and united voice of Europe's NMCAs, promotes the 

NMCAs national and pan-European products and services, and their leadership in building the 

European Spatial Data Infrastructure (ESDI) and it promotes collaboration and sharing of best 

practice between our members. 

 Expert Group on Quality is team that looks into data quality and quality management 

issues and has produced several benchmarking reports on these topics. 

Benchmarking about Generalisation Processes 

EuroGeographics’ Expert Group on Quality (EGQ) organises benchmarking visits to a 

member or other organisation in order to identify good practices. 
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The fourth benchmarking visit of the EGQ was held in Paris on 27th and 28th 

September 2004 at the Institut Géographique National (IGN), which is the National Mapping 

Agency representing France at EuroGeographics.

The main topic was a generalization process. The study was focused on automatic 

generalisation from three different and complementary points of view, according the 

experience of IGN: research, project management and production. 

The Benchmarking Group Recommendation in Generalisation 

The benchmarking group identified following good practices at the IGN that would be 

beneficial to other European mapping organizations: 

• To have resources available for long-term strategic research guided by long-term 

needs of production 

• Outstanding results from the in-house research department were developed and 

implemented efficiently in production 

• Cooperation between the researchers and commercial software vendors 

• Willingness to share the fruits of research with other NMAs 

• Update information collected in a separate database and used for maintaining several 

different datasets

• Management of object history (ids, time stamps, linking the current and history 

records) in the database to enable retrieval of change information (new, altered and 

deleted objects during a given period of time) for in-house and possible customer 

needs

• Separation between cartographic databases (based on product specifications and data 

models) and the master database that supports them 

• Use of identifiers to link map names to objects 

• Automatic name placement that gives a good starting point for final interactive 

placement

• Use of a seamless database to produce overlapping sheets and to manage automatic 

generalisation
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Since 2002 the Research Centre for Industrial Heritage at the Czech Technical University in 

Prague has actively been participating in the development of the field of industrial 

archaeology in the Czech Republic. One of the main research projects is the “Documentation 

and Assessment of Sites at Risk in Selected Sectors”. Currently two sub-projects are under 

way aimed at documenting and assessing sites in the sugar refining and brewing industries. 

Thanks to the involvement of doctoral students at the Czech Technical University in the 

activities of the VCPD it has been possible to prepare other specialised projects within the 

framework of this research. One of them is a sub-project on “Railway Heritage in the Czech 

Republic”. Preparation for the project was initiated in 2004 and focused mainly on expanding 

the literary sources available in the VCPD’s library. Other activities included coordinating a 

central register of industrial and technical monuments on the territory of the Czech Republic, 

which is also one of the main projects of the VCPD, along with a register of protected sites 

according to information from the database of the National Heritage Office and records of 

other sites that are not yet protected. In cooperation with the National Technical Museum, 

employees of the VCPD have also participated in the preparation of commentary and opinion 

statements on proposals for according monument status to railway depos, workshops and 

stations in Prague-Bubny for the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic. The work on the 

project has been presented in the Czech Republic and abroad [1] and contacts have been 

established with institutions and professionals working in this field. Industrial heritage, as 

defined in the charter of the International Committee for the Conservation of Industrial 

Heritage (TICCIH), comprises the remains and surviving elements of industrial culture that 

have a historical, technological, social, architectural, or scientific value. Railways without 

question meet such criteria. Railways and the buildings and sites associated with them 

represent a significant component in industrial heritage, which is as equally important a part 

of human history as any other artefact from other times. During the times of the greatest boom 

in technology, from the very onset of the industrial revolution, which the railways were both a 

product of and instrumental in furthering, the railways have had a significant impact on 

human history. Railway heritage is a broad subject that encompasses many fields, even within 

the Czech Technical University it relates to the activities of most parts of the university, and it 

relates equally to fields in the humanities, not just history, but also interdisciplinary fields 

such as the history of technology, technology assessment, and social ecology. The main field 

through which the VCPD approaches the subject is industrial archaeology and the 

conservation of industrial heritage. It is essential to view these issues from multiple 

perspectives in order to satisfy to the maximum degree requirements that are essentially 

contradictory – preserving historically valuable elements and at the same time achieving the 

operational parameters of modern railways. The requirements of travel culture have changed 

quite radically over the more than 150 years that the railways have been operating on Czech 

territory. The travel cars or the safety features are on an entirely different technological level 

today. It is logical that contemporary railway transportation puts entirely different demands 

on sites that often date from the period when the railways were just emerging and which were 

designed to meet the needs of their time. On the other hand, the majority of these sites and 
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buildings are of unquestionable architectural quality. Many prominent Czech and foreign 

architects worked on the construction of railway stations in the country. From an urbanist 

perspective the railways represent an important catalyst for the growth of urban centres, but at 

the same time a source of many problems. One big problem that is not just an urban issue is 

the enormous amount of ground they take up, often on the edge of historical town centres or 

in what were formerly peripheral areas, but are now suitable locations for further urban 

growth. Owing to the integrated character and the genius loci of railways, the sites that have 

been preserved, such as depos or workshops, have been able to have a profound impact on 

history, and they are tightly linked to the development of towns. These sites, like abandoned 

factories and other spaces and like the so-called brownfields, offer possibilities for conversion 

and revitalisation, which are many times more appropriate and provide greater advantages 

than the construction of new buildings. Conserving other larger sections as a whole, as 

coherent sets of unified buildings, from the smallest engineer’s hut to the station buildings at 

large railway junctions, accords the railway sites even greater historical value. 

One of the main tasks of this project is to coordinate various approaches to the issue of 

railway heritage. Extending the discussion to include the broadest spectrum of experts and 

specialists should help create a platform for determining and unifying the methodology 

applied to working with such historical artefacts and for formulating options for the 

revitalisation or conversion of railway sites and buildings. By gathering information from 

abroad and in the domestic environment, by conducting independent research, documentation, 

and assessments of selected sites, and even by preparing the materials and documents 

required for declaring a site a cultural monument, the VCPD is carrying the work it has been 

pursuing in this field even further. The VCPD also aims to establish links between ongoing or 

prepared doctoral projects and study programmes. It is on this basis that the research project 

intends to include the broadest spectrum of post-secondary institutions that deal with or are 

otherwise involved in the issue of railway heritage. In addition to the project’s collective 

results, that is, the elaboration and extension of the central register of industrial buildings and 

sites, and the documentation and assessment of individual buildings and sites, the project 

outcome should be the formation of a platform for the further development of research in this 

direction and the dissemination of such information in specialised and professional 

publications, international conferences, and independent publications. 
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 Suggestion, realization and testing results of the 3D scanning system LORSM 

(modified) is presented in the proceeding. This system is modification of the system LORS 

[1]. The main change is using of another digital camera and different determination method of 

inner and outer orientation elements (DLT). 

 The disadvantage of the system LORS is very expensive hardware equipment (digital 

camera JVC TK-C1380E with special video card frame grabber X-Press plus). Therefore the 

using of commercial digital camcorder was suggested. 

 The basic demands for digital camcorder were: progressive scanning, manual control, 

remote control, stability of inner orientation elements and quality optics. None of financial 

accessible camcorders had progressive scanning. After wide market research has been chosen 

camcorder Panasonic NV-GS120EG. The hyperfocal distance was determined. 

 At first the stability of inner orientation elements was verified by repeated reading of 

points image coordinates (after defocusing and repeated focusing on a given distance). The 

mean square error (MSE) of repeated reading is 0.18 pixel for column and 0.16 pixel for row. 

The stability seems to be sufficient. 

 The next problem is non-progressive scanning of camcorder and rectangle shape of 

pixel. 

 The program AviSynth 2.08 and VirtualDub 1.5.10 (both GNU GPL) was used for 

solving these problems. The internal filter SeparateFields of AviSynth was used to separate 

original 25fps interlaced images to 50fps half-images (deinterlaced images). The external 

VirtualDub filter deinterlace-smooth 1.1 was used for refilling half-images to 50fps full 

images and the internal filter resize was used for changing video resolution to ratio 4x3 

(exactly from original 720x576 to 768x576). The output video was saved as image sequence. 

 The same image material as from the digital camera with progressive scanning and 

square pixel was obtained by this procedure. The maximal error is 0.5 new pixel in row. 

 The computing algorithms from LORS have to be changed for LORSM. The elements 

of inner and outer orientation are determined by direct linear transformation (DLT) at 

LORSM. For this reason was made calibration cage with 20 points. The program DLT3k 

made by Ing. M. Štroner, Ph.D. was used for computing DLT parameters. The mean standard 

error of DLT was 0.2 pixel. The intersection of optic line (determined from corrected image 

coordinates of the laser mark) and the laser plane is computed by program DLTR2XYZ.  

 The configuration of calibration cage (and of the whole system LORS too) was 

determined by spatial forward intersection from angles with using of the total station Topcon 

GPT 2006 (mean square error of direction is 0.0020gon). The mean square error estimation of 

intersection point and of points distance (m
d
=0.08mm) was computed by accuracy analysis. 

 The suitability of DLT method was verified by image coordinates computing of points 

which hasn’t been used for computation of transformation key (MSE. is 0.29 pixel). 

 The calibration model for accuracy assessing of the system LORSM was suggested 

and created. It consists of six identical spheres (table tennis balls). These balls are fixed on 
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duralumin poles. For determination of calibration model configuration was again used spatial 

forward intersection from angles.  

 The accuracy of the whole system LORSM was tested by measuring of calibration 

model. The created point cloud was fitted with spheres with fixed radius by library SPATFIG 

(see below). The most suitable method for determining of reached spatial accuracy seems to 

be using of Helmert transformation in space (using the spheres centers of calibration model). 

The mean standard error of this transformation is m
0
=0.44mm (mean square distance between 

points is 0.76mm). Expected mean square errors were smaller. It is probably brought out by 

unexpected constant errors (irregularity of rotating platform angular velocity or irregularity of 

its axis motion). The applicability of this system was demonstrated anyway. 

 The application of the same method on another digital camera with higher physical 

resolution is planned. The accuracy results of both cameras will be compared. 

 For accuracy assessing of 3D scanner is often necessary fitting point cloud with 

geometrical primitives. There is none accessible free-software or freeware for this work. The 

accessible commercial software is very expensive, doesn’t compute accuracy analysis, 

doesn’t work with covariant matrix of measuring and its computation algorithm is unknown. 

 Therefore the development of the public library (GNU GPL) of classes and functions 

SPATFIG (Spatial Figure) has started. The main function of SPATFIG is fitting of primitives 

in 3D space (2D primitives: straight line, plane, circle; 3D: sphere, cone, cylinder ...) by the 

least square method (LMS). There are solved estimations of mean square errors of adjusted 

variables and their covariant matrix and there are considered the covariant matrix of 

measuring. The bold printed primitives are implemented at present. SPATFIG has been 

already used for evaluation of presented experiments and for determination of the system 

LORSM configuration (laser plane determination [2]).  

 Suggestion, realization and testing results of the 3D scanning system LORSM is 

presented in the proceeding. The digital camera was chosen and tested. The conversion from 

video format PAL to the format of video recorded with progressive scanning camera was 

solved. The theoretical and software solution of 3D point computation was solved and tested. 

The procedure of practical solution was presented and the calibration model was created. The 

accuracy assessing of the system LORSM was done by measuring of the calibration model. 

The library of classes SPATFIG for fitting of geometrical primitives by LSM was presented 

in the last paragraph. 
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Abstract

DIKAT-P is specialized information system. It was developed in Research Institute of 

geodesy, Topography and Cartography for National Institute for the Protection and 

Conservation of Monuments and Sites. 

Digitalized historical maps can be modified and we can integrate these historical maps 

into the information system for specification of detailed localization of real estate cultural 

monuments DIKAT-P. 

Information System DIKAT-P 

Today the information system for specification of detailed localization of real estate 

cultural monuments named DIKAT-P makes possible administration and refreshing digital 

map of real estate cultural monuments, interactive creating, complementing, revising and 

deleting thematic layer of digital map, importing data to the coordinate system in old 

exchange format, map layout ascertaining by defined scale, choosing raster data and working 

with them, differentiating real estate cultural monuments by colour and displaying  

photographical representation of real estate cultural monuments. 

This system with function for inclusion of historical map series can help us with detailed 

localization of real estate cultural monuments and we will be able to differ protects margins 

for each real estate cultural monument. Detailed localization of real estate cultural monuments 

is aggravated by different maps, different coordinate systems, and different way of 

cartographical map editing and by shrinkage of map paper. 

There are some specialised functions for working with raster historical maps such as: 

• Attaching historical maps 

• File manager 

• Raster manager 

• Territory manager 

• Raster transformation 

Attaching historical maps 

This is the function that can attach colour raster maps; there are supported two colour 

maps, 256 and true colour maps. Operator can choose a transparent colour for much data 

visibility and can choose maps sort order. The function is also able to localize non-

georeferenced graphic formats into a coordinate system.  

File manager 

File manager is a function working with reference files. Operator can with this function 

attach vector maps and the review maps too. All operations are very simple, because the 

operations are graphical and interactive. 

Raster manager 
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Raster manager is for attaching and working with raster data. You don’t attach raster 

interactive but in accordance with their scale and name. It is better if you have a lot of raster 

located in one place and interactive attaching isn’t inspectional. You can choose a different 

colour for each raster with this function too. 

Territory manager 

This manager is for working with cadastral district and with other administrative 

districts. You can find concrete district in accordance with its name or number. This function 

also can switch into another district by its name or number or interactive. 

Raster transformation 

The function is for transforming one bit raster. There are supported these transformation 

algorithms: advancement, affine, Helmert, bicubic Coons plate and the Jung transformation.   

Data source 

The basic data source for this information system are digital cadastral maps, raster actual 

cadastral maps, old cadastral maps and finally old raster map as maps from stable cadastre 

and old military maps. 

The system can work with all of map together, you must only transform these maps in to 

the Czech state coordinate system and after it you can attach many maps with the basic digital 

map. 

Conclusion

DIKAT-P is information system oriented at working with raster map. We can work with 

actual digital cadastral maps, actual raster cadastral maps and with historical raster maps too. 

There were a lot of specialized functions for simplification work. This function organized 

used maps, make possible finding in archive and so on and operator can be concentrate on his 

work. 

Digitalization of historical map series and their inclusion into the information system 

DIKAT-P makes possible better and more elementary access to these maps. And these 

historical maps will be better protecting against damage because all people will work with 

digital copy of map not with analogue original. 
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The educational environment should offer the complementary activities within the 

university buildings in general. This is represented for example by different exhibition and 

presentation actions that in the final effect motivate students to a better study results as well 

as it activates their cooperation with the university. 

As the representatives of the Faculty of Civil Engineering, Department of architecture, 

and Faculty of Architecture, that are in their educational activities very close, we have agreed 

that the development and improvement of the common “working aids” will bring bilateral 

benefits. In accordance with the experiences from previous years  we have focused on the 

new and more suitable exhibition and presentation aids, such are the exhibitions panels and 

frames. Since for the students with architectural orientation (such as the students of  

Department of architecture, Faculty of Civil Engineering, and of Faculty of Architecture) it is 

especially needed to present their works. 

According to this idea we have bought new set of exhibition panels that are light, 

easyly relocatable, general-purpose and easy to operate and store (the size of the exhibition 

area is 95x125cm, the complete hight of the panel is 180cm, the surface is made of a special 

material called “velcro textil” which makes it possible to fix the exhibition material by pin, 

tack or by “dry” zip without demolishing the surface). Next to the exhibition panels we also  

have bought a set of steel frames (size of 70x100cm, the front cover is made of polystyrene 

plastic) that might improve the level of instalment of the works. Both, the exhibition panels 

and frames, are mainly to be used in the common atrium of the Faculty of Civil Engineering 

and the Faculty of Architecture, so it serve to the students of the Czech Technical University. 

With the support of the internal grant we also have  organised few students (and 

dctorate students) exhibitions.

In March 2004 there was an exhibition called “Reconstruction of the Meisterhaus 

Muche/Schlemmer, Dessau” which took place first in the atrium of the Faculty of Civil 

Engineering and Architecture and then it was placed in the Goethe Institut, Prague. This 

exhibition introduced the main principles of the unique reconstruction of the Bauhaus 

building in Dessau, Germany. 

In October 2004 the Department of Architecture, Faculty of Civil Engineering, 

organised a small exhibition of student´s works of the prospectus “Architecture and 

Engineering” with the stress placed on the diploma works. This exhibition was well 

appreciated by the European Evaluation Committe that visited the university in the mean 

time.

At the end of November 2004 a group of students has prepared interesting exhibition 

of photographs called “New Berlin 2004”, which introduced their personal view on the newly 
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built Berlin´s Potsdammer Platz and its surroundings. (The posters, made for the university 

exhibition, are now showed in the Museum of the city Pardubice.) 

Since the middle of December 2004 there were two parallel exhibitions in the atrium 

of the Faculties of Civil Engineering and Architecture.

The bigger one with the name “Architecture of the Central  Asia – Uzbekistan 2004” focused 

on the interesting historical, architectural and natural places of Uzbekistan. Next to the 

various pictures it also offered detail description of the areas and cities. This exhibition was 

complemented by a lecture on the same theme.

The second, smaller exhibition, which took place in the same time, was called “Sacral 

buildings of Croatia 2004”. This exhibition introduced few important representatives of sacral 

buildings, from the point of view of historical, architectural and constructional value, located 

in the centre of the Zagreb county. 

 With the support of the internal grant were also started the preparation works of the 

yearly big exhibition “Students of the prospectus “Architecture and Engineering” and their 

guests”, which is organised by the Department of Architecture, Faculty of Civil Engineering, 

and take place in January and February 2005. 

  The year 2004 proved that the possibility to show, to exhibit the student´s knowledge 

is very attractive. It plays important role in the student´s motivation and cooperation between 

students and university. 
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In the region of Central and Eastern Europe the concept of “industrial heritage” essentially 

did not exist for a long time. Historical industrial buildings or technical monuments from the 

period between the 18th and the 20th centuries survived for the most part only owing to their 

long tradition or owing to their continued operation and usability for different production. 

Many of them have been affected by reconstruction, additions and even in many cases by 

demolition work. Among the professional community dealing with history this trend has been 

met with considerable disagreement and became the impetus for the emergence of various 

initiatives focusing on this subject. One of these is the Research Centre for Industrial Heritage 

(VCPD), operating as part of the Czech Technical University in Prague. 

For 2005, as part of its systematic documentation of production sectors and their buildings 

and sites at risk, one of the priority areas of the VCPD is the textile industry. The 

methodology and content of this project are consistent with the other similar projects already 

under way, focusing on the documentation of specific branches of industry that have had a 

significant influence on the life and character of the Czech countryside. The textile industry, 

along with the documented sectors of sugar refineries and breweries, is among just such 

industries.

The inclusion of the project on mapping the textile industry heritage as part of the programme 

of the VCPD was preceded in 2004 by preparatory work, the objective of which was to gather 

primary information on well-known locations and to gradually seek out suitable sites for 

further research work. The lists of localities and buildings compiled as such are used to 

complement the existing information database in the central register of the VCPD and to 

validate the register entries. The preparation also included a search for possible contacts 

prepared to collaborate on work in this area. In addition to doctoral students at the Czech 

Technical University already cooperating with the VCPD, other individuals and specialists in 

the regions in which a considerable portion of the relevant sites are located were invited to 

cooperate. Additional direct cooperation has also been agreed with some heritage institutes 

and museums that focus on and deal with textile industry heritage. 

Activities in 2004 also included the presentation of results to date among the professional 

community [1] and to the public, and consequently the development of additional contacts at 

home and abroad. Papers on the evolution and contemporary status of the textile industry on 

the territory of the Czech Republic were presented at an international conference in Poland in 

the town of Dzierzonow on 3-5 September 2004. The presentations at this conference were 

part of the overall presentation of the VCPD. The individual papers presented at the 

conference and published in a volume of conference papers were prepared by doctoral 

students working in cooperation with the VCPD on the various objectives that form part of 

the VCPD’s overall mission. There were four papers presented, thematically focused on the 

following topics: 1) Railway heritage on the territory of the Czech Republic and its future in 

the European Union; 2) Czech industrial heritage in the textile industry – potential new uses; 

3) The transformation of historical industrial architecture in Prague; 4) An introduction to the 

Research Centre for Industrial Heritage, a presentation of its work to date and its objectives.
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On the basis of the research and the data processed in 2004, the objectives for 2005 were 

defined and integrated into the research programme of the VCPD. These objectives are set at 

several levels. In addition to the systematic and ongoing work on recording and documenting 

sites and buildings in the textile industry, especially those at risk, as extended entries in the 

register or in the form of detailed passports, the VCPD’s research agenda targets three basic 

areas: 1) Creating platforms for cooperation; 2) Outlining the evolution of architectural forms 

and creating a typology of buildings and sites – and foreign comparisons; 3) Searching for 

new functions and uses and new conservation procedures for textile architecture. The research 

objective of creating platforms for cooperation focuses especially on connecting with 

tradition. The number of enthusiasts interested in the history of textile factories is not as large 

as those interested in the more popular area of breweries, but their contribution is certainly a 

notable help to the study of this subject. The ambition of the VCPD in this area is to assume 

the professional leadership of these activities with the aim of examining and processing the 

information that is gathered and interpreting it correctly. Cooperation with contemporary 

textile manufacturers has also proven beneficial, some of which attempt to connect with the 

tradition of the original enterprise and, especially in relation to changes introduced to the 

building stock, try to respect the historical value of the original buildings and consult with 

experts on implementing changes. However, there are still relatively few such cases.

Outlining the evolution of architectural forms and creating a typology of buildings and sites in 

the Czech Republic is an area that focuses mainly on comparing the as yet insufficiently 

studied relationship to developments abroad. 

Finally, no less significant an objective of the VCPD is the search for new functions and uses 

for historical buildings and sites and in this away facilitating their survival and conservation. 

The goal of this area of work is to continue in recording already completed projects targeting 

buildings or industrial sites, but especially in assessing their strengths and weaknesses of the 

elected solutions. The intention is to transform these assessments into a unified document as a 

set of recommendations for working with historical buildings in the textile industry. Such a 

document is to include a subject index of appropriate, less appropriate, and even inappropriate 

functions for various types of buildings or situations and a simple methodology for assessing 

historical classifications and the technical status of sites. 
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Beer is a product that figures importantly in Czech industry, one with centuries of history on 

the territory of the country. Beer became a common beverage among all social levels of the 

population and over time it has been brewed in increasingly larger quantities. This growth 

brought about the construction of breweries, and at the turn of the last century, it could be 

said that every town had its brewery. The network of breweries in Bohemia, Moravia and 

Silesia was therefore evenly distributed. The World Wars led to a decline in the beer industry 

and many breweries terminated production. There were fewer breweries, and it was not 

possible to find satisfactory uses for the sites that were shut down. The communist period was 

the next painful era; all production was united and smaller breweries served the purposes of 

storage supply. This led to the deterioration of the breweries that remained unused. Changes 

were introduced in the 1990s, when industrial heritage began to be considered important. 

While the funds necessary to finance the conservation and conversion of these sites are not 

always easy to find, historical and cultural awareness of the value of industrial buildings is 

spreading. 

“Bohemian and Moravian Breweries” is a topic that is intended to initiate the conservation of 

abandoned breweries as sites representative of national industry. The study is divided into 

three stages: recording information on all sites and buildings and entering the information into 

the database; outlining the structural history of the breweries; addressing options for the 

conservation of breweries and the possibilities for their conversion to new uses and property 

revitalisation. These aspects will be considered with regard to the infrastructure and social 

circumstances of the site and possible developments in the locality. 

Contributing to the conservation of industrial heritage sites at risk in the Czech Republic is 

one of the main objectives of the Research Centre for Industrial Heritage at the CTU in 

Prague. The project titled “Bohemian and Moravian Breweries” is one project that targets the 

field of industrial heritage in the brewing industry. The project was initiated in October 2003 

and will be completed in June 2006. 

Project outline, stages and objectives 

The work on this project has been divided into three main stages. The objective in the first 

stage of the work is to create a catalogue of existing breweries, which will include not only 

abandoned sites but also historical breweries that are still in use, and converted breweries, i.e. 

breweries that are no longer in operation and now have a new function. Priority is given to 

documenting breweries about which it is known that there exists an intention to target them 

for demolition. An altogether separate group is made up of those breweries that are designated 

protected heritage sites. The main items of information in the catalogue pertain to the 

identification of the site (name, address, location), and photo-documentation. At present 

(December 2004) the catalogue contains 700 verified sites. The objective of the second stage 

is to create a detailed study of roughly 100 selected architecturally or otherwise interesting 

sites as representative from the historical and structural perspectives of the development of 

breweries. Basic identification data for this group of sites are compiled from archive and 

especially draft documentation, period photographs, and specialised literature. An example of 

a site studied and documented in this manner is the brewery in Semín u Přelouče, where a 
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unique type of malting house facility was discovered. One of the sub-goals of this stage of the 

project is to create a typological overview of the interior spaces of the breweries and malting 

houses, their typical structural elements, and the structural development of the individual 

parts in relation to the modernisation of the technology used in the production of malt and the 

brewing of beer. Another sub-goal in this stage is to focus on the development of one part of 

the malting house – the malt kiln – a component indicative of the function of the entire site 

typified by its characteristic chimney and often also its architectural composition and 

integration into the site as a whole. In the third stage of the work the most interesting 

representative examples will be assessed and materials relating to them prepared with the aim 

of proposing their designation as cultural monuments. Authors of the work will appeal to 

relevant bodies and bureaus and draw attention to the valuable aspects and elements of the 

sites, which warrant greater attention and renewed integration into the life of the town, village 

and locality. This outcome will also include an overview of the most successful examples of 

converted breweries, in the Czech Republic and abroad, where considerable consideration has 

been given to finding appropriate uses and functions for the sites while at the same time 

preserving their historical authenticity. The outcome of the project will be specially presented 

at the Biennial “Vestiges of Industry” in 2005, the third such Biennial to be held, aimed at 

professionals and the lay public interested in technical monuments, industrial heritage, and 

brownfields. 

Conclusion 

Abandoned breweries comprise a large group of unused industrial sites in decline in the 

Czech Republic. As sites that feature spaces designed for housing the technology required for 

beer production, they offer very diverse environments, with the potential to be used in various 

manners according to the needs of the towns and communities around them or for private 

activities, etc. There are approximately 1500 breweries of this kind in the Czech Republic, 

located in small communities, where it is more difficult to find new uses for converted sites, 

and in larger towns and cities, and even in the historical centres of some cities. Using these 

sites in new functions offers numerous advantages. The transformation and development of 

old buildings provides large open spaces for use, while augmenting the value of old art and 

craftsmanship, the authenticity of the original structures is preserved, and this is also an 

advantage for urban planning in the local environment, as the sites are frequently 

accompanied by natural structural elements of such diversity that would require years to 

achieve in the case of new construction sites. In some cases these sites are examples of 

exceptional architectural work of significance from the perspective of heritage conservation 

and important for the cultural heritage passed on to future generations. The renewal of 

historical industrial buildings should never be a part of sustainable development projects 

alone, but should also figure in other activities contributing to the conservation and 

conversion of industrial heritage for new uses 
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This project is a model example of how to take the results of the research on technical 

and industrial buildings and sites conducted as part of the main activities of the Research 

Centre for Industrial Heritage at the Czech Technical University in Prague (ČVUT) with the 

involvement of doctoral students, and to make use of these results for pedagogical purposes.   

The history of technology and industry in Prague is presented using the examples of 

buildings and sites that have survived to date and others that have not. Information is 

provided under entry headings that describe the buildings, and searches can be made 

according to the criteria of location, type of building or site, or name. Altogether 350 entries 

for buildings have been prepared, along with 85 profiles of important figures or firms, 22 

entries on the urban development of the administrative districts in the greater Prague area, 

brief outlines on the development of individual fields of industry, and a chronology of 

important dates of relevance.    

The data entered into the central registry of industrial heritage at ČVUT is integrated 

and elaborated to include additional information and the result is that users are able to obtain 

an easily accessible and solid outline of information on their entry of choice. Each entry that 

describes a building or site includes basic information on the particular site (address, 

authors/architects, heritage status, etc.), a brief outline of the site’s structural history to date, 

along with a description of the technology or production connected with the site, relevant 

literature, and illustrations. The entries are linked through an index that contains profiles of 

firms and in some cases also institutions and important figures (architects, builders, 

industrialists, entrepreneurs, experts in technology, inventors, teachers, etc.). 

The textbook is intended to serve the needs of students in all fields of technology, but 

is especially aimed at the students at the Faculty of Architecture and the Faculty of Civil 

Engineering. Emphasis is consequently placed on the structural aspects of sites, and the 

profiles of important figures are primarily associated with industrial and technical structures. 

The textbook also serves as a unique guidebook to the City of Prague, and in reference to the 

technological and industrial developments that took place in the city over time it facilitates an 
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understanding of the city’s urban development. The textbook also larges serves as a source of 

information for the practical decision-making relating to the future transformations of the 

various parts of the City of Prague and the changes introduced within them and often also in 

reference to the conversion of abandoned industrial sites.      

* * * 

This interdisciplinary project arose with the support of a grant from the Ministry of 

Education, Youth and Sport within the framework of the development programmes for 

creating multimedia educational aids. The project is run by the Research Centre for Industrial 

Heritage ČVUT. The electronic form of the textbook involved the participation of a team of 

specialists from ČVUT Publishers – the Centre for Educational Support.  
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During last years the research of the history of architecture that has been developed during 

whole period of existence of the Institute for History of Architecture of the Faculty of History 

at Czech Technical University in Prague and has been more and more systematically 

concentrated on these aspects of technical knowledge, interpretation and the evaluation of the 

architectural work of the past, which are most influenced by a strange character of 

architecture as a work of art, expressed by a design form significantly fixed by both 

requirements on the service of the purpose function and incorruptible technical constructive, 

technological and other patterns of construction. The research aim involves 9 partial subjects 

following the suggested issue from various points of views. The selection of these subjects at 

the basic level contributes to the filling in of the white places in knowledge and to the 

evaluation of our historical architecture. Its importance inheres in the development and 

enrichment of the variety of research approaches (study of historical constructions, history of 

displaying ways of the works of art, deepen the research methodology of historical 

engineering, research of historical functions of constructions and function construction types, 

treatise of the architect and his work, study of social cultural context of the production etc.), 

which systematic development leads to a more and more complex and objective view at the 

construction culture of the past and view at the importance of the heritage for the current 

society. It is obvious that the individual „case studies“ do not exhaust the issue indicated by 

the name of the aim and they even cannot do so. They manifest the range of the work field 

and the level of the reached knowledge and its depth in particular parts of the research and 

they indicate indirectly the range of the future task in the branch, which transcend the official 

framework of this research aim.  

    

   Workload of the final stage of solution: 

P. Kalina: Cathedral and Monastic Architecture; the Work of Benedikt Ried. Initial research 

field later enlarged on interdisciplinary research of the Prague and Italy gothic architecture. 

Both the edit of the previous results (the book Prague 1310 – 1419), and research of the work 

of Benedikt Ried in 2004.  

M. Hauserová: Room and Functional Structure of a Municipal Residential House in the 

Middle Age and in the Early Modern Time. A special room structure of some house 

dispositions sporadically handed down from early Renaissance was interpreted as a result of 

the need to face the deterioration of light proportion in the case of the volume growth on 

narrow plot. We succeeded in proving the mass expansion of the traces of this effect in 

historical construction fond of our towns this year.  

M. Rykl: Residential Middle Age Typology in Bohemia – Disposal and Construction 

Arrangement, Ground and Reverberation.  The basic thesis of the function and disposal 

housing requirements in the Middle Ages verified by a detail research of some Prague gothic 
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houses. Exemplary cooperation with archaeology, which contribute to the desirable clasp of 

both disciplines and to practical and theoretical maturing of the constructional historical 

research methodology.  

K. Kibic: Evolution of the School Buildings. On the basis of a large collection of  

documentation materials made rich in this stage prepared the selection of objects, which 

prove best the discovered evolution trends for the publication in a special journal.  

P. Vlček:.Johann Philipp Joendl and Czech Classicist Architecture. The Encyclopaedia of architects, 

constructors and stonemasons came out in 2004, where the author created all entries of the 

classicist architects and constructors. The journal Umění (Art) was delivered article about the 

garden architecture in Veltrusy.  

M. Ebel - J. Škabrada: Historical Constructions and Projects. A lot of historical construction 

plans from 16
th

-13
th

 century, from which is possible to draw information on evolution of 

historical construction in Bohemia, excel all expectations. Except of the final summary, which 

is possible to use as an outline for a large publication, it has been published several detailed 

studies and hold presentations devoted to selected construction types.  

M. a E. Fanta: Czech Architectonic Drawing among the Historism and Modernism. The 

selection of the best drawings from the Czech architects inspired by the late 19
th

 century 

Italian architecture has been presented in the frame of expositions arranged under the auspices 

of the Czech Embassy in many Italian cities.  

P. Škranc: Rondocubism. There has been done searches and researches concentrated on the 

inheritance of the representatives of this art stream. There has been finished the chapters on 

nationalism and officialities and historism for the publication under preparation. The chapter 

on the connection with the folk art has been enlarged and completed. Other chapters have 

been developed in a frame. An enlarged text for the journal Umění (Art) has been composed 

in the stage of final technical redaction.  

The solving team under management of P. Urlich: Sixties in the Czech architecture. Research 

concentrated on the identification of the most decisive trend in the Czech architecture of this 

period with the stress on the comparison with the evolution in Europe and North America 

vented in a range of publication activities, which theoretical background sums up the prepared 

study of  P. Urlich and O. Ševčík Zlatá šedesátá léta v české architektuře (Golden sixties in 

the Czech architecture). 

   Professional community became acquainted with the most serious new and not yet 

published results of the research work from this period on the seminar Transformation of the 

historical and current architecture hold by the solving workplace on 12 November this year in 

the National Technical Museum in Prague.  
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Research Assignment MSM 210000028 deals with the wide spectrum of disciplines of 
presentation techniques and modelling in architecture. This assignment includes research and 
its application to the areas of structural design itself, where these methods serve as the 
fundamental means in the architectural creation process. 

We are using in process of projection model categories first:

1/ model of basic idea

• conceptual, is the first spontaneous concept of the design idea, its sketch-like 
improvised formulation that is only rarely executed in a particular scale. The material 
for construction of these models is chosen with the intention to express the structure 
idea; the reality is not the priority aspect.

•  in scale, represents the next stage of space articulation.  

2/ draft (sketch) model  

Serves the designer in further creative process to achieve the optimal solution by 
means of tests, variants and comparisons.  

3/ final model  (facsimile) 

Focuses upon 2 fields.  It is an important aid and basis for managing, administrative 
and investment compounds for the purposes of optimum decision and situational assessment.  

 
Physical presentation methods are compared with those of visual simulation, with 

relation to two-dimensional graphical methods, in standard model type, in digital shape, and 
with digital modelling methods as well. The research assignment observes the possibilities of 
interconnection and mutual complementation between these two trends. At the same time the 
research assignment deals with the utilisation possibilities of a special scanning technique. 
The solution of the structural task usually issues from a volume dispositional programme, 
which determines the necessary plan area. The chosen, imaginary organisation of spatial 
structure conceived in accordance with functional aspects (i.e. mutual and outer relationships 
of spaces) leads towards the first sketch. At this moment we have achieved the stage in which, 
besides handling two-dimensional areas and planes, the spatial design, i.e. three-dimensional 
form of the structural body and the space, must start. 
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New Methods of Model Design

Our architectural model workshop has been equipped with machines that can be used 
for 3-dimensional digitising and rapid prototyping too. This method include next proceeding: 

 
1. Two dimensional sketches on paper 
2. Conceptual model of basic idea (without scale) made by hands 
3. Transformation of this physical model into the computer by 3D scanner 
4. Working on idea a sculpture like kind of work and design the PC-model in scale in 

program RHINO 
5. Transformation of PC model to the physical form by 3D printer  
  
Our workshop for modelling is using this type of machines: 
A/ 3D – scanner - Immersion MicroScribe G2 is a powerful tool for performing 3-

dimensional digitising. This machine communicates a host computer through a standard USB 
port or RS-232 serial port. The system includes the digitising arm unit, which houses the 
internal electronics, a USB cable a serial cable, an input device, and an external power 
module. 

B/ 3D – printer - Dimension is the first modeller designed with ultimate simplicity in 
mind, which will build models quickly. The system models with ABS plastic, so modelled 
parts will be strong and durable. ABS also ensures you’ll be able to drill, tap, sand, and paint 
your creations. Dimension builds models, including internal features, directly from CAD STL 
files. 
Methods of Computer Models Design 

Research assignment deals with the wide spectrum of disciplines like relationship 
between digital and physical models used in teaching processes in ateliers of architectural 
creation. 

Another direction of research is a question about light problems in render technology 
of computer modelling. It compares simulation of reality with its illusion and works with 
radiozity backgrounds, environments, model /figure/ and its ground. A combination of three 
or more kind of light use /key light/ in angle of 45 0 from the top with a combination of 
another kind of light like frontal light, fill light, unidirectional illumination, point light or 
sometimes parallel light. 

Last but not least is a question about discipline of architectural and historical field 
research.  This subject is a base for creation of digital models of architecture, especially czech 
cubist architecture well  known all on the world. 
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Brownfields and Their Consequences 
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The process of the rise of brownfields ( lit.[1] ) apparently has many consequences for the 

locality itself, its closest surroundings and the town. The consequences of the rise of the 

brownfields can be divided into two types - direct and indirect. As direct consequences can be 

considered unemployment and the overall degeneration of theenvironment. As indirect 

consequences can be seen the departure of population, the capital investment outfloww, the 

cutdown of the population´s abilitily to buy, price fall in real astates, downfall of the small 

and middle business especially in the sector of services, population separation leading to the 

genesis of slum area, the increase of crime and the reduction of the aesthetical and the ethical 

feeling of the population.  

A derelict area is not often  in good technical state, because its owner usually does not have 

enough funds for the required maintenance. The buildings will slowly start to fall apart, wild 

trees will grow over the areas – it comes to an aesthetical and functional degradation of the 

environment.  

The problem of unemployment after the birht of the brownfields would have to be of utmost 

prioroty. At the same time it is one of the big differences in the way of solving brownfields in 

small towns and large agglomerations. Especially small towns would stress out the 

anticipation of the rise of brownfields. All this can be shown on a simple example of two 

towns – Pardubice, Nova Paka. It makes a great difference when 1000 people lose job in 

Pardubice ( the population is at about 94 000 ) or in Nova Paka ( the population is at about 

9500 ). In Pardubice, it is “a trouble“ if the town but unemployment increases only about 1 % 

( only in case that nobody of them finds a new job ). If Nova Paka is in the same situation, 

unemployment will increase about 10,5 % and it will be a great “disaster“ for the town. 

Morever the probability of finding a new job in Pardubice is much more higher than  in Nova 

Paka. There is a higher probability to find a new job outside the original domicile ( most often 

in a bigger town ). 

If the ihabitants have to commude to job, they are forced to spend money for transportation 

and it decreases their ability to buy. Therefore the shoppings are frequently realized outside 

the original domicile which causes the outflow of money from the area. The ihabitants go 

back to their domicile only to sleep, their domicile becomes a satellite ( see more details in 

the issue of eastates, which is not a part of this work ). 

The town can take in question the variant of the population´s commuting to work – 

inhabitants do not commute, they move quite out of their residence. If residents leave the 

town, they sell their a flets or houses, provided that number of outgoings rises up over the 

maximum limit, the market with real estates will become oversaturated the prices will fall. At 

the same time the exceeding of the limits can result in all probability in such a great decline in 

the number of inhabitants, that it will turn out to a surplus in the capacity of civil facilities, 

especially services. As a result of the market economy middle anf small busines will be 

ruined.  

In some period of the cease of services it comes to important demografic-social changes in the 

locality. People of high and middle social-economy layers leave the locality and it comes to 
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the social-economic inflow of weaker and problematic groups of inhabitants ( drug addict, 

gangs, ... ) – a slum is born. The crime will rise among these problematic groups of people, in 

the time the area will become an isolated ghetto, where „only the strongest ones will survive, 

the others just will slum“. 

In such environment it is very dificult to get or retain the aesthetical and the ethical feeling. 

Through the time it comes to blunting and their lost is unavoidable. It is given also in the so-

called Maslow´s pyramid of values, wher there is proven, than man is able to anticipate values 

situated at no more than four levels higher than their own existence. 

 

It´s necessary to avoid the rise of brownfields or we have to tak measures to eliminale their 

growth. This can occur anly when fullfilling some prerequisites. 

The first premises are the multidisciplinary educated state officials and town council-

members, who will identify the problems in time and solve it in its beginnings. 

Multidisciplinary education is meant to be the professionality not only in one field, but orther 

in interrelated fields too, for example: sociology, law, economy, building, ecology, regional 

planning. 

The second presumption is the formation of index brownfields, which would serve as the list 

of brownfield lokalities, of which investors can choose the areas appropriate for their capital 

investments and they do not take over other greenfields. Necessary condition is however its 

reasonable updating – at minimum once a year.  

The Last longtime premise is the complete optimalization of conditions in the locality for 

enterpreneur ship – it means especially creating an economically stable environment. 
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The preparation of a course on Brownfields and Industrial Heritage comes as a direct reaction 

to the current situation in the Czech Republic, where the impact of transformation and of the 

reduction of production in the industrial sector since 1990 is compounded by the high degree 

of industrialisation and urbanisation in the country. The fact that the Czech Republic contains 

a large proportion of territory on which there are abandoned industrial, military, or 

transportation-related sites, which as so-called urban brownfields are insufficiently or 

inappropriately used, is one of the factors that has a negative influence on the country’s future 

development. In addition to the environmental, property, and economic obstacles there also 

arises then the problem of sustainable development and the potentially negative social and 

cultural consequences associated with the problem. 

In the context of the experiences in the countries of the European Union this educational 

course makes use of the contacts and information concentrated at the Research Centre for 

Industrial Heritage to summarise the available knowledge and information in this area that 

can be employed as a practical tool for solving specific problems at the state-wide, regional 

and local levels. Examples of industrial regions in the country that have experienced or are 

currently experiencing similar processes of restructuring in the industrial sector provide tested 

and proven approaches and opportunities: targeted initiatives and managed approaches set up 

by the state and local administration, investment and construction activities in the towns and 

regions, and the creation of new opportunities in the labour market. 

This course emerged as a project in cooperation with a number of other institutions, and it 

offers a topical, methodological and organisational curriculum of a post-graduate course 

aimed at employees in state administration and regional administration, architects and urban 

specialists, employees in the national heritage conservation bureaus, and regional territorial 

planners and designers. The purpose of the course is to broaden and complete the education of 

these employees in the area of the rehabilitation and revival of decaying and inappropriately 

used parts of towns, with sites abandoned by industry, the military or the railway industry. 

The objective of the course is to explain and provide a rudimentary understanding of what 

brownfields are in the Czech Republic, compare the possibilities and methods for newly 

integrating these areas into the urban area of towns and into the rural landscape, with a view 

to the reasonable conservation of industrial heritage, as is the case in the countries of the EU, 

e.g. in the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Austria, and elsewhere. The course provides 

information and knowledge that is useful not only from the perspective of environmental 

rehabilitation, urbanism, and heritage conservation, but also in connection with the 

legislative, social and technological aspects related to determining practical solutions to the 

problem of finding new uses for brownfields and the conversion of industrial sites to new 

functions.

The course includes almost 60 hours worth of lectures presented by 17 lecturers, and it is 

divided into seven thematic blocks: 

1 Brownfields as a Part of the Heritage of Industrial Civilisation

Urban brownfields are a concomitant phenomenon of the post-industrial stage of the 
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evolution of society. Determining the sources of their origin, their general context and their 

social context is one of the necessary preconditions for determining possible new ways in 

which to use their spatial, economic and cultural potential for other functions and to create 

programmes and concepts for their regeneration. 

2 Regeneration Strategies as Part of the Development of Settlements and Regions

The concept of sustainable development leads to the promotion of policy and strategic 

principles that prioritise the development of settlements through the revitalisation of 

brownfields in an urban environment as opposed to the advancement of suburbanising 

elements on greenfields, i.e. at the expense of the expansion of urban agglomerations on 

undeveloped ground and the undesirable appropriation of public land and the countryside. 

3 The Obstacles and Risks Involved in Regeneration

The circumstances in the Czech Republic are such that the largest obstacles to putting urban 

brownfields to new use are property-rights issues, insufficient initiative on the part of the 

state’s political bodies, especially at the local level, environmental difficulties and the 

obstacles to solving environmental problems, inadequate conceptual, organisational, and 

territorial-planning preparation for the implementation of regeneration projects. The activities 

and cooperation of partner components at all levels of addressing the problems of the 

revitalisation of brownfields is a necessary precondition for the successful implementation of 

any such project. 

4 Tools for Regeneration

Finding new uses for the areas facing these kinds of developmental difficulties and their 

reintegration requires the formation of new economic tools and multiple-source financial 

resources. The methodological approaches and legislative tools of regional planning also offer 

some specific possibilities. Examples from the Czech Republic and abroad offer a comparison 

of approaches and results with countries that have more long-term experience with the 

processes of regeneration. 

5 The Conversion and Conservation of Industrial Monuments

Industrial heritage also includes sites that are of sufficient value to warrant protection as 

monuments, and other sites that for various reasons are worth conserving and putting to use in 

new ways. This requires specific forms of assessment of such sites from architectural and 

technological perspectives, the use of methodology based on structural-historical studies, and 

documentation on industrial or technical monuments. 

6 Planning the Implementation of Projects

The developmental potential of particular territories is the basic precondition for any 

regeneration project, for establishing goals and policies, and for developing urban plans 

designed for the transformation of a particular area. The involvement of communities and 

regions in the process of developing solutions for urban brownfields through state and 

European programmes supporting transformation operations is the basic precondition for any 

realistic project. 

7 Excursions, Final Report

The aim of the excursions is to verify theoretical assumptions in specific locations and 

applying proposed solutions to models. 

The course organisers summarised their lectures in a volume published on paper and in 

electronic format. The course was introduced in November 2004 at a seminar titled 

"Brownfields - Projects and Research", which was part of the research project of the Ministry 

for Local Development titled "The Revitalisation of Zones for Public Administration WB-41-

04". Information on the course is available at: http://vcpd.cvut.cz and 

http://www.brownfieldsinfo.cz.
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 To learn complex and not only technical and technological problem – solutions is 

especially important for those, who form man-made environment through  design, building 

and construction processes.  

1. Body of knowledge and contextual sensibility. 

As a response to current needs, the Department provides a complex of courses of City- and 

Regional-planning, Urban Design and Settlements´ Development for all students of the 

Faculty of Civil Engineering and guarantees a professional module of Urban and Rural Areas 

Planning. It offers at the same time the advanced, postgraduate studies in the subjects 

described above. The teaching concept is based on the fact that the interdisciplinary character 

of development and management of human settlements and regions requires conceptual 

specialists with interdisciplinary professional orientation, who will be able to design and make 

qualified decisions both on the basic level of state administration, that is in Local 

Authorities´councils, as well as on higher levels of state administration, and who will be able 

to set and process the planning documentation of the area. Moreover, they should be able to 

identify and assess cultural values of environment, needs of preservation of nature and 

cultural monuments, integrate proposed new developments into existing environment and last, 

but not least to make distinction between the real needs of citizens on one hand and particular 

interests of lobbying groups and corporations. 

2. Project – problem based education of Planners. 

Since the very beginning of the reformed study of Urban Planning and Regional 

Development at the Faculty of Civil Engineering in C.T.U., Prague, the programs are 

project – problem oriented. Every student willing to pass, has to produce a series of 

designs and projects assigned on current tasks of development or redevelopment of 

selected Czech and Moravian cities and villages. Referring to our experience, we are 

convinced that problem based education of Planners should be above all the 

opportunity how explain philosophies, approaches, policies and principles using the 

typical sets of problems of urban and regional developments 

3. Understanding of a “problem” in the Education of Planning and Regional 

Development.

The concept of project-problem based education leads us to some hesitations about 

what the “problem” means in Civil Engineering? 

Is the complexity of current world´s reality sufficiently reflected in Civil Engineers´ 

education? After all, even for two Civil Engineers of different profession the same 

specific task to design, let´s say a new motorway through the city may represent 

“problem” of two very different kinds: destruction of existing structure of the city for a 

Planner on one hand and squeezed space available for  Transportation Engineer on the 

other. What Planner and Architect consider be a problem of major importance is not 

seen as a problem by Civil Engineers at all! So, relativity of “problem” in Civil 

Engineering is a real problem. We are convinced, that complex processing of 
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“problem” in Civil Engineering: identification - assessment - structuring - proposal of 

adequate means for solution - choice of optimal solution - evaluation of results is 

actually one of the most important issues of education. 

4. From Project – problem based learning to Project – value oriented Education 

of Planners. 

Creative approache, alternative solutions, complex assessment are therefore 

prerequisites for appropriate identification and reflection of real values of existing 

environment on one hand and proposed problem-solutions on the other. Here, the 

following questions might be raised:  

1. “Are the categories of „friendly cities“, „pleasant environment“ and „preserved 

landscapes“ meaningful to Civil Engineers? “ 

2.  “How increase the sensibility of Civil Engineers to esthetical values of 

buildings, urban space and landscapes?” 

5. Implementation of sustainable development strategy in the Education of 

Planners.

The education in interdisciplinary professional modules was considerably extended. One of 

such modules is „Planning of settlements and regions“ and is fully practised by the 

Department of Planning and Regional Development with the aim to form Communal 

Engineers, Planners and Communal Politicians, who would promote the following rules of 

man´s behaving in the environment : 

- to change the man´s behaving in environment from exploitation of natural resources 

towards careful cultivation and in conformity with biological cycle 

- to optimize the economyof limited natural resources and environmental potential 

- to suppress the sectorial approach in favour of the complex creation of environment 

- to forecast the relations rather than target values in different time – horizons 

- to produce alternative proposals of problem – solutions, tools and means for 

development of settlements and regions 

- to contribute to reinstallment of natural balance in areas 

- to collect information on territory and develop methodology of data base treatment as 

means for realistic prognosis, long-bearing plans and development programs. 

It is obvious, that these newly profiled Professionals need not only the technical formation, 

but also the basic knowledge of humanities (philosophy, politology, sociology), of planning 

and architecture and also be sufficiently informed about economical, legal aspects of building 

and construction, financing and management of territory and settlements. 
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Enterprise reliability is necessary for making good products in time specified in 

contract. Reliability of supplies (goods delivery) to customer as well as quality of product and 

price is criterion of competitiveness. Process reliability is therefore important for organization 

if it wants to survive and have a success on the market. Especially in automotive industry time 

point of view is fundamental and very actual in present because of production planning by JIT 

(Just - in -Time) method, which is widely used in the branch. In JIT system producer 

minimizes its production stores and has only operational stock for very short time of 

production. Therefore it is necessary to deliver supplies punctually in time (specified in the 

contract) directly to assembly line. Delayed supply is serious threat for customer production 

(it can stop whole assembly line). If delay cause losses customer exact compensation by 

supplier. Premature delivery on the other hand is not desirable as well, because of absence of 

customer storage capacities. Non-satisfaction and subsequent loss of important customer may 

cause serious economical problems or breakdown of supplier. 

How to comply increasing emphasis on time accuracy in supplying? 

Under pressure of decreasing the price on the market it is not possible to solve the 

problem by production stores, as it was usual in the past. Production stores, as is known from 

the economics, lead to increasing the costs and make operational capital unavailable. Only 

one right response to this contemporary challenge is optimalization of processes from 

reliability point of view, so as we were sure (with some level of residual risk) that inputs will 

be transformed to the outputs (products) in specified time and customer will be satisfied. 

Reliability theory has been widely used in the sphere of technical objects and systems 

reliability. Pioneers in this field were branches as aerospace, nuclear power and automotive 

industries, where possible failure of product has social non-acceptable affects, or electronics, 

where reliability is serious problem because of high complexity of electronic products. 

Process reliability has been at the edge of interest. 

For improving reliability of whole suppliers process, i.e. production and delivery of 

products to customers, it is necessary to leave perceiving of organization as only "black box", 

which transforms inputs into the outputs and look into its internal structure - complex 

cybernetic system. Whole process is result of connection of a number of subprocesses. 

Reliability of the whole process is influenced by reliability of these subprocesses. Right 

connection of subprocesses has also significant importance.  

It is possible to identify a number of factors, which play the important role in process 

reliability. To succeed in process reliability analysis it is necessary to categorize these factors 

using for example Ishikawa diagram. In list bellow are defined main process factors in 

relation to basic manager questions: 

• Human factor: Who does it? 

• Environment: Where is it done? 

• Procedures: How is it done? 
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• Machines: Which machines and tools are needed? 

• Material: What is it made from/of? 

• Information: What information is needed? 

To succeed in process reliability improving it is necessary to apply a systematic approach - 

for example realization of following steps: 

1. Analyze the whole process and divide it into subprocesses. 

2. Divide these processes into categories according to their function: main processes, 

supporting processes, processes of management. 

3. Analyze sequence and connections among subprocesses: inputs and outputs of 

subprocesses, time point of view (sequence, parallel subprocesses and serial 

subprocesses). 

4. Identify critical subprocesses: importance (e.g. by FMEA method), time (e.g. by 

CPM method), replaceability / possibility of reserves. 

5. Analyze reliability factors of critical subprocesses (e.g. by Ishikawa diagram 

method): reliability of production machines and equipment, human factor 

reliability, quality of material inputs, reliability and quality of information inputs. 

6. Identify which of these factors are significant (or critical). 

7. Choose appropriate methods for analysis of possibilities of critical factors 

reliability improvements in process. 

8. Plan and realize improvements. 

9. Verify effectiveness. 

Improving process reliability needs systematic approach and never ending effort. The good 

news is that the effort is rewarded by better market position and economic success. 
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It is characteristic of the production environment, due to its dynamic nature, that the 
decisions have to be made with imperfect information. Over the years there have been various 
degrees of interest in the techniques and tools which could aid the executive in gathering and 
quantifying information in the decision-making process. 
Early efforts in the use of quantitative techniques for decision making were almost always 
oriented toward operational problems. While a particular example may seem trite and 
unspectacular to us in this day of computers and sophisticated mathematical models, it does 
illustrate an important point. There was the need for isolating and treating quantitatively all 
the variables involved in a given operating problem. We recognised that to fill the barrow 
with different materials required different amounts of time. We recognised that in order to 
have a quantitative base on which to make a decision it is important to measure. It has been 
only in the last few years that our technology in computer data collection, storage, and 
retrieval and the development of quantitative operations research techniques have enabled the 
business community to base decisions on facts rather than intuition. 
Almost all approaches to quantitative decision making generally involve some common 
underlying characteristics including: 

• A well-defined objective 
• A mathematical and/or logical model 
• Optimisation process 

The objective of most quantitative analysis is usually associated with either the improvement 
of the organisation’s profits or the reduction of its costs. In the field of production, however,  
mathematical models may be classified either by the form they take or by the method of 
solution. If we are to classify models by the method of solution, we would specify those 
models which can be solved in closed form and those which can be solved by simulation. 
Closed-form models are those for which the state of the art is such that the equations can be 
solved mathematically. Simulation models, on the other hand, are those for which a solution 
is obtained by assuming certain values for some of the variables to obtain values for the 
variables of interest. To achieve its full usefulness the model should capture the essence of the 
problem and be solvable. However, developing a model which leaves out a significant 
variable or relationship may well lead to more damaging results than if this approach were not 
used in the first place. 
Once a mathematical expression or model is obtained for a problem, the model is generally 
manipulated in an attempt to achieve an optimum solution. The best possible solution 
considering the variables, costs, and relationships in the model is desired. Optimisation in the 
broadest sense will often apply in balancing the cost of seeking better and better solutions 
against the potential benefits of these better solutions. 
Expected value is a criterion frequently used in quantitative decisions for making a choice 
between alternative courses of action. However, considerable care should be taken in using 
expected value as our decision criterion. Utility is simply a way of representing the intrinsic 
value of money. For example, a company may evaluate a potential loss of $1,00,000 as quite 
different than just double the loss of $500,000 if the larger loss would result in bankruptcy. 
On the other hand, a very large gain may allow a further spectacular investment. It is possible 
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that a small, consistent profit is more important than large profits one year followed by losses 
in the following year. It is the answers to questions of the preceding type which allows a firm 
to develop a utility function or determine some of the important characteristics of the utility 
function that it will use. Therefore, we shall refer to “utility” as the subjective value that a 
person or firm obtains from a particular return in a given situation involving risk.  
Forecasts are essential in formulating inventory policy. Every business uses a forecast of 
some kind in planning its buying and manufacturing program and in planning expansion and 
cutbacks. The forecast may be only the statement that next year will be like this year, or it 
may result from a long analysis of the economy, the industry, birth rates, etc., or it may be 
only the result of wishful thinking. The efficiency of the inventory policy will depend on the 
accuracy of the forecast and the knowledge of the market. There are forecasting methods 
which act as servomechanisms, i.e., new forecasts are regenerated, say, monthly, as 
information on the market is gathered. Forecasts generally fall into two classes: 

• Continuous 
• One shot 

Both classes of forecast, and indeed, any forecast, are probabilistic statements expressed with 
a degree of reliability. 
There are many industries where there is an opportunity for making only a single buy decision 
due to the highly seasonal nature of the business. This occurs quite frequently in the retail 
industry in “high style” and “fad” items. If the buyer purchases too many of the items, he will 
have a loss due to obsolescence. On the other hand, if he buys too few of the items, he will 
have lost sales. It is possible to develop quantitative rules which prescribe optimum ordering 
quantities based on expected-profit considerations. The measure of effectiveness of the 
buying policy is the expected profitability of the last item, which is defined as the expected 
gain minus the expected loss. One should buy an amount such that the expected profitability 
on the last unit is positive. 
A key function of the production manager is decision making. Every manager is continuously 
faced with choices among various alternatives. 
 
ANOTACE: Rozhodování ve výrobě má svá nesporná specifika, daná například náhodností 
poruch strojů a zařízení. Vzniká dynamická rozhodovací situace, kupříkladu řešitelná v 
článku uvedenými způsoby. 
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 It is possible to characterize effectivness as rate of success of  the transformation 

between inputs and outputs. 

 In economic science, it is possible to express the effectivness, for example, Investment 

as ratio of income to investment. In production operation effectivness can be viewed in the 

light of  invested and ganed time. 

 In scientific areas it is possible to calculate the effectiveness,  like the interpolation and 

acquire of the information, like the graduation of the  science information. Here is necessery 

to solve the problem of tranformation of the information. Steer sometimes like social time, 

sometimes like price, another time like utility. 

 Research is then generally accounted as priming stone of  future innovation, into is 

necessary first to input substance in definite shape. Their deposit presents regarding to the 

production, interference of that deposit into research  can  account as achievement and mutual 

relate ratio means the effectiveness of research. 

 Output-input relation in its moneywise representation presents the economic 

effectiveness. 

 When investigation the degree of  economic effectiveness, as a rule is used this 

relation relation: 

 K
E
 = (N

0
 – N

1
) / I 

 

 

Where, 

K
E

… coefficient of economic effectiveness, 
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I … addition interpolation costs, 

N
0
 … prime cost starting period, 

N
1

… prime cost further period as a rule decrease owing to innovation. 

 Time, under which  additional amount incurred on innovation cover from reducing the  

costs of production,  it is possible calculate by the : 

 Doba, za kterou se navíc vynaložené prostředky na inovaci uhradí ze snížení 

výrobních nákladů, lze spočítat podle vzorce: 

 

T
E
 = 1 / K

E
 = I / (N

0
 – N

1
)  

Where, 

T
E
 … is backflowf period in addition exercise substance.  

  

 Economic effectiveness (E) is then defined by relation: 

 

E = I
1
 – I

0
 – V (N

0
 – N

1
) 

Where, 

V … volume of production under operating time innovation.     
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Computer-based training, learning-management systems, and synchronous or 

asynchronous learning conducted over the Internet, an intranet, or extranet, are all forms of E-

learning if they include a tailored multimedia experience offered individually at any location. 

That experience lets learners work at their own speed, better retain information, and repeat 

exercises as needed to build usable skills. It focuses not only on how well employees master 

critical material, but also on how that mastery is applied in on-the-job performance. By far, 

the best E-learning efforts include the involvement of CEOs, CIOs, and COOs who 

relentlessly link interactive education to bottom-line, real-life business drivers. This is a 

hands-on undertaking in every sense. When executive-level support is present, E-learning can 

show a quick ROI and help business audiences accomplish their goals. Industry analysts 

generally agree that done correctly companies can enjoy 40% reductions in training time and 

expenses using E-learning versus traditional classroom delivery. As a guideline for spending, 

first identify the real cost of the business problem at hand. Development of successful E-

learning also requires an initial investment of time at every level, including the executive 

suite.  

 

E-learning is a growing trend among many higher educational institutions. Learners 

and teaching professionals are attracted by the many benefits of e-learning, such as the 

flexibility of learning anywhere, at any time and at an individualized pace. The question of 

the effectiveness of e-learning should be reviewed before adopting e-learning on a large scale. 

This paper presents, how to evaluate the effectiveness of e-learning. 

 

Evaluations try to establish the value of objects, service—and e-learning courses. 

Taking an organization into e-learning is a major undertaking. And e-learning can be 

expensive, upsetting and challenging. It makes sense to establish the value of your move into 

e-learning. You may have more specific reasons for evaluating e-learning: 

Your organization has been using e-learning for a few months and you would like to get a 

handle on how successful it has been, or not been. You've heard rumors and wish to verify 

their accuracy. 

E-Learning courses replaced conventional classroom classes and you would like to 

establish the relative costs and benefits of the classroom version compared to the virtual 

classroom version. 

You promised that e-learning would lead to anytime, anywhere training. Now you 

wish to determine whether it has delivered as promised. 

Management bought into e-learning because they were told it is 50% faster, 50% cheaper and 

50% more effective. You wonder whether there is any truth to these claims. An evaluation 

should help to shed some light on the question. 

Your organization has had a few e-learning pilot courses and now you are considering 

developing additional courses. Before you move ahead, it would be a good idea to know what 

level of success you have had with the pilots.  Were they as effective as classroom sessions? 
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You do things right. You know that evaluations are crucial to performance 

improvement. You always evaluate. So you will also evaluate e-learning activities. It's 

expected in your organization.  

 

Evaluation is a discipline where many earn a living and most do this in specialized 

fields such as accounting, education and general program and project evaluation.  However, 

specialists are just that.  Frequently the evaluation that you get is based on the particular 

model that the evaluators are expert in. 

 

The word evaluation sounds definitive. When you hold an evaluation document in 

your hand, you would like to be able to say with certainty that it is accurate. Is it? How do 

you know? What can you do to increase confidence in evaluation studies? The Institute for 

Higher Education Policy (IHEP) developed an evaluation framework for e-learning that is a 

useful overview of areas you may wish to consider for e-learning evaluation in your 

organization. In a review of the literature IHEP identified 45 areas for evaluation or 

benchmarks and grouped them into seven categories. 

 

In most departments within a corporation, determining the return on a given 

investment is a straightforward accounting exercise that produces a factual and typically 

uncontested result. But when it comes to e-learning, computing ROI suddenly becomes a 

complicated procedure requiring thoughtful chin-stroking, serious seminar time, and earnest 

input from consultants and vendors. Easily determined hard savings include reduction in 

training budgets and materials, travel, instructors, physical facilities, administrative time, and 

hours of lost productivity when employees are off-site - among other savings. But what about 

improved productivity and proficiency, learning curve, and employee retention, satisfaction, 

and maybe even morale? They are not always so easily measured. In some cases, they are not 

even relevant. Fortunately for training professionals, there is no shortage of opinions or 

expertise. Indeed, an army of e-learning vendors stands ready to assist any perplexed 

executive on the nuances of ROI and the benefits to be gained by their particular products. 

 

Evaluation is fundamental to grasping the value of an e-learning program. Evaluation 

is fundamental to pinpointing ways to improve an e-learning program. You have access to a 

wide variety of e-learning evaluation models. They vary according to what counts in an 

organization and the budget assigned to evaluation. Armed with the information in this article 

you will have a better idea of the central evaluation issues and you will be able to work more 

closely with evaluation specialists to generate a successful e-learning evaluation. 
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Technical and economical professionals have a long tradition in using quantifications. 

There is a good reason for it. Any decision that was materialized does inevitably have many 

observers and materialized existence create any time new ones. Long-term existence of 

technical goods will always be an object of potential reviewer of past decision(s). And vice 

versa, late critics are usually right, having the information the designer has never been able to 

get in the past. 

In these terms, there are decisions that have long memory (records). There are 

decisions that are irreversible and have a very high critical mass of energy needed to change 

the path the decision has and will have in the future. We might speak about inventions, 

innovations, lost opportunities, disasters, crisis, accidents or other events, very briefly about 

strategic decisions, or better about long memory decisions and data. The economy and 

technical skill will be an ineluctable witness and arbitrator of chosen solutions. Moreover, 

during the live cycle, the criteria scheme will very probably be changed and shaped to the 

fresh requirements and past decisions made will get a criticism from experience that the 

decision maker might never get on a natural basis. In spite of this, there exists a dynamic 

modeling and dynamic simulations. This technique is able to see future developments based 

on current mechanisms and judgments. Some insight, how the problem solved behaves, will 

be developed by means of simulations, simulation under risk conditions, parameterization of 

input data etc. There is a tool how to create documentation for intelligent and difficult 

decisions. There is a productive tool for professional and experienced decision making with a 

long future validity even for long live cycle goods as the technical projects usually are. 

For the future risk modified strategy modeling, we can use Modified Dynamic Model 

(referred to [2]). The basic calculation method used for the standard calculation is published 

in [1] (see equation (1, 2, 3)): 
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∆t time increment  

aij interaction between two model element’s (the element of the matrix A) 

bij element of the management matrix B 

Xi(t) standard for concrete model element in t 

The Modified Dynamic Model is modifying the equation (1), (2) and (3) in sphere of the risk. 

The targets of the risk influence (risk attack) are single interaction between model elements. 
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The user has to determine position of the risk interaction in the interaction matrix A for 

equation (4), (5), (6): 
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t internal model time 

∆t time increment  

aij interaction between two model elements (the element of the matrix A) 

bij element of the management matrix B 
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aR  the risk attack in interval <Min, Max>  

Risk interactions ( )
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Min
ijij

aRa ±  are created by means of a random number generator. The 

generator needs several characteristics for its process. Risk and uncertainty exist in different 

time periods. The model has to be able to describe the risk in these periods. Risk description 

contains the following information: 

- Starting time (beginning of interval) 

- Ending time (end of interval) 

- Type of random number (type of 

distribution) 

- Parameters of distribution 

- Original value of risk interaction 

- Decision about using (YES/NO symptom) 

The risk parameters described above are basic for method solving under risk and uncertainty. 

The system is open and it is possible to add next missing type of a random number 

distribution.
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Introduction 

The term risk is used in economic and business applications through out the whole last 

century. The New York Stock Exchange applied to member firms risk around 1922. Risk is 

nowadays a substantial part of entrepreneurship. Even the definition of entrepreneurship is in 

some countries connected to existence of risk. However the calculation of risk may by 

evaluated satisfactory the situation in risk management seems to need some improvement. 

Since 1960 and 1970 we see that organizations were exploring alternatives, risk reduction 

through safety, quality control and other technicalities enabling risk evaluation and risk 

reduction. The academic and practitioners seek for more comprehensive tools and methods. 

The technical tools for evaluation of risks developed in last years still show very turbulent 

development. The frame of mind is that there is desirable to develop more comprehensive 

methods and advanced computer software for evaluation of risk and his origin roots in 

organizational structure. However, the priority for more risk management seems to be more 

urgent that technical indicators itself.  

There are three fundamental approaches to risk evaluation a) parametric methods, b) 

simulation on the basis of classical input-output observations, c) Monte Carlo method on the 

basis of pseudo random numbers. The approach presented in this paper is linked to last one 

methodology mentioned. In this context it is important to emphasize, that risk evaluation and 

risk technical indicator are only prerequisite for risk management as methodology for risk 

maneuvering into a harmonized process. 

 

Risk evaluation 

A simplified time scheduling example and cost flow will show how to evaluate risk by very 

moderate calculation on the basis of spreadsheets. The calculation enables deterministic 

specification of time and cost for every activity. The Duration and Start and End of every 

activity we will get on the basis of Costs. The process of calculation will be called 

spreadsheet mapping. Costs column matrix C is transformed by means of speed matrix ξ to 

duration matrix D. Costs C are again calculated by means of quantity vector Q and their 

vector of prices π. In the mapping of the chain quantities - prices – costs – speed - durations 

are advanced information in the chain initiated from independent matrixes Q and π. These 

values play the role of key inputs. The first risk signals in calculation have his origin (are 

formed from) in design as Q and in economical origin π, or say are formed by means of 

market. Dependent values are costs C and durations D. We may follow matrix calculation of 

duration as D=C∗ξ or better as D=(Q*π) ∗ξ. The further mapping of D in to Start and End of 

partial activities (tStart, tEnd) are given as transformation on the basis of organizational 

consequences ∆
1
. The symbol ∆

1
 expresses rule for time scheduling of processes on the basis 

of existing vector D. From D there will be derived tStart, tEnd. The derivation algorithm ∆
2

enables calculation of cash-flows cStart,End from existing C. The derivations ∆
1

and ∆
2
 are in 

this case calculations by means of spreadsheet (see [1], CD table Harmgen1.xls). The attempt 

to construct a spreadsheet (TAB) is the same as develop derivative algorithm for 

decomposition of C into time D calculated by means of production speed ξ. Integrative 

algorithm enables on the basis of partial durations D enumerate the total project duration TD. 
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However, the origins of all parameters (indicators) data are by project design proposed 

quantities Q. The testify power of may be compressed to expression 

Q →

TAB

 (tEnd, tStart) and cStart,End     (1)  

Where  tEnd - tStart, are activity durations and cStart,End are partial activity costs flow 

conditioned by D. 

For practical management there are important technical indicators tStart, tEnd and cash-flow 

cStart,End. The activities start and end are evident. These data play substantial role in practical 

scheduling of process. Differences between planed data and real flow of process are scope of 

management. However there exists a strong lack of information about sensitivity of given data 

and potential risk exposition.  

 

Risk analysis 

For the advanced risk management we start in background from a time schedule and seek for 

additive information for management. For starting information we have information about 

cash-flow and divided information about cash-flow intensity. The changes will be called 

virtual management momentum. However we may seek for many others management 

momentums as D´ and D´´ or π´ and π´´ and so on. The calculation conditioned by risk is 

based on simulation and is again virtual oriented. The risk of Cash-Flow is evident and is 

connected to partial activities. For practical approach it is necessary respect time schedule and 

probability in prospect schedule. If probability will not be in the realistic belt (say between 

0,65 to 0,90) it has to be considered as activity at risk. The regulations by management will be 

foreseeable, read it additional costs will be on the way. 

 

Conclusion 

The risk management is management about value at risk. There is necessary to thing in terms 

possible changes of values (parameters) or virtual shifts. The methodology that might be 

useful is methodology about potential change or better virtual momentums. Every quantitative 

value has only limited potential to be changed. The risk as measure of future exposure to 

conditions that violently change the project realization is an important representation of this 

category. The development of comprehensive virtual momentums for management reasons is 

not only theoretical but also practical task. It is core management task. 
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1. Background 

The new manufacturing philosophies come up as a response to the dynamic of the 

competitive environment, with the aim to offer the capacity of a company based on the 

orientation towards a customer. It is the solution that responds to the definite movement 

towards the individualization of market relations. It also necessitates new approaches to the 

interpretation of marketing, option of marketing strategies and utilization of instruments of 

marketing mix. If some stagnation starts to manifest within the framework of a company, the 

company usually offers an additional service. The global solution requires the analysis of all 

the aspects that lead to the increase in utility value for a customer. No falling, on the contrary 

rising significance of the market segmentation also bears upon that. It is impossible to offer 

the same to everybody. Thus, step by step the company comes to the realization of the 

marketing type “one to one “. Also this has to be comprehended as the search for a higher 

flexibility of an offer in order to satisfy the requirements of a customer.

2. The Encounters of the Marketing Conception 

The requirement to apply the marketing conception in the practice of large enterprises and 

also middle and small companies may bring along a number of latent and also actual 

discrepancies between the basic components of the value forming chain. These components 

are represented by primary functions on the one side and on the other side by subsidiary 

functions. The reasons of the origin of these discrepancies might be miscellaneous: 

• the tough hierarchical structure of control, which is consequent upon the distinct 

division of functional zones that excludes any overlapping,

• the unsatisfactory comprehension of the importance of the company orientation 

towards marketing by non-marketing divisions, 

• the negotiating power of some representatives of the individual functional areas that 

makes it impossible to create company objectives as the consensus of all the 

“competitive” relationships inside a company. 

The discrepancies and numerous “points of friction” in horizontal and vertical lines 

originate newly in the management during the implementation of the ”marketing 

entrepreneurial conception”, when a new managerial principle with a special purpose starts up 

and operates in a company. They increase the number of strained relationships, e. g. between 

the production control and purchasing control, the preparation and start of manufacturing and 

manufacturing itself, the manufacturing control and quality control, as well as between the 

control of subsidiary and service procedures, and others. The discrepancies between the 

production and the financial or economic division and the other subsystems are also very 

frequent. The production has to conform to a greater extent to the basic requirement, which is 

the necessity of manufacturing marketable articles. Furthermore, the relationships towards the 

market and towards the actual and potential customers should result not only in maintaining 

the position on the market, but also in its continuing improvement, and in raising market 

share and the efficiency of sale. Purchasing, which is accountable for the complete, good 
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quality and economically optimal assurance of material inputs has larger space for making 

decisions. If purchasing may choose from more competing suppliers, they can do it regardless 

whether the supplier is domestic or foreign. Also its function changes as to the relationship to 

the preparation and start of manufacturing and the production control. The greater initiative 

and participation is as well expected at the choice of material, process of standardization, at 

the effort to utilize material economically and to recover waste ecologically, and others. The 

higher accountability concerns also deliveries in due time and the assurance of their highest 

quality.

The encounters of marketing with the other sectors within the framework of a company 

are not the only ones that arise during the creation of a product and its utility value. At the one 

end, the enterprise is joined to the value forming chains of suppliers, at the other end to the 

chains of customers, logistics links, and others, which results in the rise of the discrepancies 

at the boundary-line supplier – manufacturing enterprise, and also manufacturing enterprise – 

customer.

Thus, the encounters of marketing may be analysed as: 

• encounters within the scope of the value forming chain of a company (manufacturing 

enterprise),

• encounters within the scope of the supplier-customer chain, which comprises supplier 

– manufacturer – customer (supply chain). 

3. Methods of Solving an Actual or Latent Contravention from the Standpoint of 

Interplant Relations

• The Adoption of Marketing Philosophy by Whole Company 

• The Implementation of the Idea of  Product Management

• The Implementation of Global Integrated Standardization 

• The Operational Production Control 

• Transition to Process Management 

4. The External Linking of the Value Forming Chain - Supply Chain Management 

If we resume the outlined control of processes viewing from the standpoint of internal 

customers and in the scope of the SCHM, it is the controlled co-operation. This co-operation 

overlaps the enterprise in such a way, that the suppliers at the one end and the customers at 

the other end of value forming chain are co-ordinated at creating the relevant entrepreneurial 

processes. It concerns the interconnection of the value forming chain inside a company with 

the supplier-consumer chain. 
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With regards to exceptional financial demands given by the construction, modernization and 

maintenance of transport infrastructure, a qualified and objective assessment of its attainable 

benefits becomes a dominating factor. 

The principles designed for use in complex assessment of projects of integrated transit routes 

of transport structures are usable in determining their urgency within the implementation time 

prospective. They allow us to extend the evaluation of alternatives not only in terms of 

economic expression of direct benefits, but by including indirect benefits they may, in a 

principal way, affect setting the priorities in the implementation phase.

The principle of overall benefit determination further allows assessment of profitability of 

reconstruction (or modernization) projects of existing roads in comparison with a new road 

construction in a different route.

The expression of urgency and benefits of projects of line structures provides positive 

argumentation not only for the representatives of state administration and district authorities, 

but also for awareness building and active cooperation with the general public. 

Based on the specification of relevant indicators, it is desirable to develop successive studies 

assessing the impact of line structures on regional development by using the “before“ and 

“after“ method, as background for decision making on the development of road infrastructure 

network.

Complex (overall) benefits of transport infrastructure projects may be expressed by the 

following relation: 

                                n                   m 

         U
total 

= ∑ U
př

 + ∑ U
nepř 

i=1               j=n+1

where   Upř  equals direct benefits of monitored factors, direct benefits assessment i=1,….,n

      Unepř   equals indirect benefits of monitored factors, indirect benefits assessment,  

    j=n+1,…,m. 

In order to express direct benefits, economic (cost-benefit analysis) project assessment is used 

in comparison with zero-alternative (application of HDM – 4 assessment model).

This allows monetary expression within standard categories, i.e.: 
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- overall net economic benefit discounted at the end of monitored period (NPV) 

- setting internal return rate (IRR) 

- expression of a ratio of net present value to costs (cost return, BCR) 

In order to determine indirect benefits, evaluation of the following 4 aggregated indicators has 

been designed: 

- increase in the number of job opportunities – F1

- mobility effect on economic growth – F2

- increase in territorial value – F3

- environmental effects on the territory and population – F4

The designed evaluation procedure respects differentiation and changes in the conditions 

along the line structure route. 

A prominent evaluation factor is implementation of the time dependency principle in the form 

of

design

i

existing

ii
tFtFtU )()()( −=∑

design

j

existing

jj

tFtFtU )()()( −=∑

where  Ui ……….. are evaluative effects of direct benefits i=1,…,n 

 Uj ……….. are evaluative effects of indirect benefits j=1,…,m. 

           t………….design period length  

  F…………function of evaluative effect time course 

which provides the expression of the benefits‘ growth within a time interval of the design 

period of the respective structure. 

The analysis performed makes it clear that the present-day evaluation methods allow us to 

express, by means of standard procedures, only economic benefits of direct effects. In order to 

monitor indirect socioeconomic effects, an illustration solution has been developed for the 

territory affected by the construction of the D8 motorway in the Praha – Lovosice section. 

Expressions of factors F1,  F 2  and  F 3  were developed separately for individual exits (6 in 

total), which allows us to define overall indirect benefits in monetary terms. 
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Good communication is a basic skill for achieving success in any senior position. 

Unfortunately, the study programs at the Czech technical universities, including the Czech 

Technical University in Prague (CTU), do not place emphasis on this important topic. 

Graduates freshly employed by industrial companies are often highly appreciated for their 

technical knowledge and skills, but they are criticized for their lack of communicativeness 

and for their unread ness for making business decisions. We have therefore we decided 

to contribute to the education of PhD students in fields related to industrial control and 

management by introducing a course to improve their communication skills and extend their 

managerial abilities.

The aim of this course for PhD students at CTU is to improve participants’ awareness, 

know-how and performance in the area of communication, presentation and self- 

management. The course will include traditional class work, development of awareness, and 

practical exercises.  

The main accent is on developing and deepening students’ communication and self-

management skills. Students will work on their own personal development, on the principle 

that the deeper they reach the greater the gain. Systematic work will be done in a small team, 

making use of simulation techniques and case studies. This approach will help students to 

explore and extend their own abilities in the area of decision-making, and to discover their 

own self-management abilities. This course will encourage PhD students to think and act with 

managerial attitudes suitable for the 21st century. 

This course originated as a follow up to the courses Personal Management I and 

Personal Management II, in response to students’ requests to extend and deepen their work on 

personal management. When considering a proposal for such a course, we were confronted 

with fact that presentation skills are not systematically dealt with anywhere in the educational 

system. We therefore decided to offer training in selected areas of management skills, 

involving personal experience, teamwork and feedback. The course covers both verbal and 

non-verbal communication. 
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At universities abroad, a course such as this regarded as an aspect of management and 

self-management training as a whole, and communication skills form an integral part of the 

whole pedagogical process. The accent is on practical training running through all levels of 

education, from elementary schooling education through to life long learning courses.  

Good presentation of scientific projects plays an increasingly important role in 

obtaining grants, and presentation of results can determine whether they will be developed 

and implemented in industrial or commercial practice. A course in presentation skills can 

surely help scientists to “sell” more effectively the results of high quality research that they 

have carried out.  

The course will be offered to PhD Students within the individual study programs that 

they are required to take. It will be offered on a non-commercial basis, and PhD students will 

be required to put in time and effort, but not to make any extra payment. Students will be 

invited to negotiate in the design of the course, which will involve communicating effectively 

about the progress of the scientific work that they are engaged in. 

Participants will gain an insight into their own personal capacities and managerial 

abilities from the viewpoint of psychology of personality. The accent is on identifying 

capacities and abilities that can be further developed, and helping participants to make the 

most of the abilities that they have. Strict ethical conditions must be kept to, as psychological 

tests and questionnaires will be used and very sensitive parts of the human psyche will be 

exposed. 

It is very important to formulate and transfer all information from facilitator to student 

and vice versa in a positive and supportive way – this is the “conditio sine qua non” for this 

course. Feedback will be given on a strictly personal basis, and the privacy of each individual 

in the sensitive sphere of personal feelings must be respected. 

Important aspects of presentation are conciseness, clarity and an appreciation of the 

listener’s requirements. These important interpersonal skills need to be taught sensitively, 

taking into account the personality of the learner.  

Training in decision-making plays a key role in the whole learning schema. 

Simulations of real-life situations and case studies will form the basis of the learning process. 

Decision-making is the key to successful management.  

The course is offered to PhD students throughout the University, and can form a useful 

part of the program of students not specializing in management. All students, regardless of 

their field of specialization, need to apply the skills obtained in this course, for example in 

presentations at conferences, or when presenting and defending projects. In general, all PhD 

graduates of CTU need to be prepared to become managers of projects, research groups, 

departments or institutes. In the modern world, communication skills are a necessary part of 

the intellectual equipment every academically educated person. 
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Problems of evaluation research R & D: 

Creation of evaluation methods and figures mustn’t still mean objective evaluation. 

Like in all majors as well here, we hit human factor and basic obstacles, which can influence 

the R&D evaluation. 

• Fear from detection of low efficiency, incompetence of research, worker progress and 

formation. 

• Limited accesses and measuring data. 

• Incofidence in effective and credible evaluation ofresearch efficiency and progress is 

not possible. 

• Overcomplication and subjectivity of classification, respectively unbelief resulting 

from negative experience with measuring efficiency experimental and evolutional 

working in the past. 

Another findigs rearrangeing evaluation of „economical effectiveness“ is that it has no sense 

to express expenses of R&D in absolute numbers, because predicative ability of  that is so 

low, unless we know the size, character and history of such project . Meaningful might be  

only proportion indices, which can help to compare single experimental projects with each 

other and which are worth to study their development during the years..  

 

From the mentioned reasons the main points for R&D evaluation are: 

• Derermination of all factors influencing R&D evalutation, research workers and 

institutions. 

• Setup of determination and relation definition in frame process of research project 

itself and evaluation of its effectiveness.  

• Integration of single methods to the particular content of experimental projects for 

reaching higher effectiveness of not only classification, but above all experimental 

activity by using feedback and reciprocal interaction these action. 

 

Generally, there are used these typical models for R&D evaluation: 

Scoring models:  to assess the R&D figures, are used sets of quantification and qualification 

criteria with associated importance. 

Decision models: to assess the R&D values, are used for example theorie of utilities, decision 

tree, risk analysis and decision theory.  

Portfolio models: Allows allocation sources from standpoint of maximum contribution within 

whole group of projects.  

Financial models: for determination of R&D projects values are used financial criteria, e.g. 

ROI, NPV, etc.. 

Peer review: special examination R & D activity of chosen systems.
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Brief characteristic of selected methods: 

Scoring model: 

One of the most important aspects of this model is its utility for three broad areas, 

which can be defined: 

• Basic research 

• Applied research 

• Experimental development  

Each area has its own properties, such as costs, timesplan, funding source etc. 

 The main benefit of the scoring model is its ability to include qualitative and 

quantitative data. Determination of criteria and their weight is possible by several procedures. 

We can use a techniques as Delphi or peer review, or less formal methods (e.g. by the help of 

questionnare). 

Financial analysis: 

To well know tools of financial analyses belongs the cost analysis and the discount 

cash-flow (DCF). This analysis is suitable especially for applied research, where is a 

presumable less accuracy for estimation of future cash flow. It is possible use DCF for these 

projects, which were added to experimental development and have broader available spectrum 

of information. Although DCF could be effected by time factor, various methods of 

calculation DCF are suitable for various examination of situation: 

• Index of present values (PVI) is independent on project sizes; e.g the project with 

smaller outputs can demonstrate higher PVI, than big project with bigger outputs. 

• Internal rate of return (IRR), is contributive for project classification, which where 

realized in the same time period. This method prefers projects with a shorter life cycle.

• Net present value (NPV) is independent of the time period, but using this method 

becomes evident the effect of  extension of individual projects.

 

Regarding above mentioned presentation and consideration to essential characters of 

the individual projects, which differ in timespan and size, NPV seems to be optimal method. 

R&D projects come through its life cycle, which consists of selection phase, executing 

phase and phase of implementation. 

Essential, but not only precondition hypothesis of R&D projects is achievement of 

required efficiency in all three phases of projects life cycles. 

Generally, it could be said, that the purposes of research in any area is to maximize 

positive impacts and to minimize negative impacts. 

It is impossible quantify, or qualify all effects immediately in select (mostly too short) 

time period. 

Assigned methodology can be founded on estimation of publication, quotation and 

their comparison with similar types of research in our country and in the foreign countries as 

well. This classification of projects would have further appear and be closely connected with 

the area of effects. Utilization and determination of correct effects can help us not only to 

estimation of this research, but we are able to use it for the other research projects, because we 

will know detail identification of their requirements on source of information and next 

analyses.
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The main purpose of this project was to implement a new worldwide used philosophy 

of air transport pilots education - Computer Based Training (CBT) and so enhance the quality 

of pilots’ theoretical preparation and bring our university into front pilot theoretical knowledge 

providers. The aim was to inspect current system of education, identify parts of syllabus 

suitable for ehancement or potential replacement by CBT, analyze optimal means of CBT 

implementation, find appropriate software in accordance with Joint Aviation Authority 

Requirements, modify current syllabus and finaly obtain Czech Aviation Authority 

certification for computer supported study program.

The first project phase concerned inspection of air transport pilots educating system at 

the Department of Air Transport and identification of possible ways of enhancement by using 

Computer Based Training. Although majority of aircraft systems have become computerized 

and there have been many supporting software products developed, the system of educating 

pilots at our university is still very traditional – so called chalk and talk. It was shown, that 

with the increased access to computer-based tutoring programs, students are moving away 

from passive reception of information to more active engagement in the acquisition of 

knowledge. Additionally, personal computer-based training helps provide the educational 

components in multiple learning styles, thereby meeting more individuals’ learning needs 

than are provided by classroom lecture alone. 

The syllabus for Air Transport Pilot (ATP) students is given by JAR FCL 1 regulation 

issued by Joint Aviation Authority. Required knowledge is devided into 14 areas and each is 

covered by appropriate subject with relevant number of hours. To analyze possibilities of 

CBT implementation in each subject, detailed syllabus specifications and learning objectives 

were studied and parts suitable for supporting by CBT were highlighted. All suggestions were 

consequently discussed with the tutors and reperesentatives of flight training providers and 

specifications for concrete software product were identified. 

Two possible ways of  CBT implementations were concerned. The first counted on 

purchase of  suitable ab initio training product from some renowned provider like Wicat or 

The Roach Organisation (TRO). These products use the latest in multimedia technologies, 

including audio and full-motion video, to enhance pilot training and increase retention, while 

reducing the time associated with ab initio ground school. However, two significant 

disadvantages of this sollution were discovered. These products are based on self study, each 

student goes at his own pace and so these products are suitable rather for selfstudy purposes 

than for university use and do not cover requirement on supporting lectures. The other 

limitation is its price. After communication with the ab initio training providers we realized, 

that price of these products  highly exceeds our financial capabilities and it was decided to 

create some supprorting software from or resources, less sophisticated, but tailored for our 

needs. So far, following steps were achieved:

System of testing: 
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ATP candidates must prove their theoretical knowledge at the appropriate Civil 

Aviation Authority by passing computer test from each subject. The tests usually contain 

around 50 questions with a choice of four answers and cover subject syllabus defined in JAR 

FCL 1 regulation. In order to prepare students for these tests, testing software was purchased 

and tutors asked to create similar database of questions from each subject. Computer test is 

now considered as a mandatory part of an exam and a very good performance of our students 

at CAA ATP exams proved the efficiency of this system.

Multimedia annexes to lectures: 

Instead of using expensive ab initio CBT software it was prefered to create a kind of 

multimedia annex for each subject. These annexes are tailored to fit particular requirements of 

each subject and should have a form of an interactive powerpoint application containing 

explanatory text, pictures, videos and souds. All tutors have been asked to prepare syllabus 

and relevant material for these supporting files and now it is being transfomed into 

powerpoint files mainly by students. The tutors are supposed to use this explanatory material 

during lectures via data projector. All annexes will be available for students in advance via 

intranet. So far, annexes for Avionics 1 and 2 and Radiocommunication have been made. 

Other supporting software: 

Jeppview – viewer of Jeppesen maps, that are necessary both for flight planning and 

performing. Maps are periodically updated and contain standard instrument arrivals, 

departures, instrument approach and airport charts for all IFR airports in EUR region. This 

program is shared with F-air company – provider of practical pilot training for CTU pilots. 

Meteorology and principles of flight CBT – this CBT is primarily made for ATC controllers 

by Eurocontrol, nevertheless it is fully sufficient for practising purposes for student pilots. For 

exercises, two computer labs and multimedia classroom are available. 
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Each traffic system of passenger transport is in interaction with locality, through 

which it passes, as these regions generate the passengers-clients for transport contractors, 

which use particular traffic network. Objects of interest of the project in question are common 

features and differences mainly of two systems, whose implementation in Czech Republic is 

still awaiting, i.e. High-Speed Railway Lines (HSRL) with regard to the NUTS 1 territorial 

entities (the Czech Republic), resp. NUTS 2 (county associations), and tram-train systems 

with regard to the NUTS 4 territorial entities (districts) and NUTS 5 (municipalities). 

However, also the other related rail transport systems have to be considered, i.e. municipal 

high-speed tracks (e.g. underground, S-Bahn) in large municipal agglomerations, and the 

network of traditional railway lines, which are with the systems in question in close 

relationship, both direct (vehicles transitivity) and indirect (interchange points). However, nor 

the rail transport as a whole is isolated form the other transport means, therefore the linkages 

to trackless haulage must be also reviewed; i.e. above all to road car traffic in the Czech 

Republic conditions. There is linkage between those two means of transport in traffic and 

transport market.  

The High-Speed Railway Lines are up-to-date railway lines, which distinguishes from 

the traditional railway line above all by their track speed, which must be designed for each 

new HSRL at least 250 km per hour according to the Directive No. 96/48/EC on 

interoperability of Trans-European High-Speed Railway System. HSRL are built either only 

for passenger trains, or for mixed traffic; presently the trend of HSRL network creation only 

for passenger traffic predominates, particularly due to easier layout of the lines (higher 

longitudinal slope and smaller radiuses of direction curves). In important agglomerations, the 

HSRL are introduced into city centres in such manner, that in edges of urban units is the 

HSRL linked to existing railway network, and the high-speed trains then enter the stations 

located directly in city centres in lower speeds. In cases of the centres of lower importance, 

new HSRL stations are built on agglomeration edges or even in rural zones, and the 

interchange points between various kinds of transport are established there. In the Czech 

Republic, there is no HSRL, only corridors in planned lines of HSRL are territorially 

protected. The most modern and dense HSRL networks are established and developed in 

Germany, France and Japan.  

The traffic system for passenger transport, the vehicles of which can be used both for 

the railway and tram line, and consequently to use advantages of both kinds of transport, is 

called tram-train. As the railway system and the tram system were developed independently, 

there are many technical differences, which have to be unified by linking of both traffic 

systems (different wheel profile, traction, platform elevation, etc.). Service of the territory by 

tram/trains will be solved either by the manner, that through the city the vehicle moves as a 

tram and in the city border it passes into the railway line, on which it continues and serves the 

suburban areas around the railway line, or, in very large cities, the railway line in rural zone is 

used for the tram-trains (segregated traffic route), and in satellite towns the vehicle then 
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moves as a tram. The most developed tram-trains are in Germany, their development in our 

country is considered above all in the area of Liberec, Most and Žatec. 

Just for the reason, that the projects both of HSRL and tram-trains in the Czech 

Republic are only at the solution outset, it is not possible to be based on any existing 

methodology for their network design with regard to exact procedures, the decision of the 

construction of such systems even abroad stems from the acute need to solve existing bottle-

necks of traffic network of their pure quality. Interconnection of these systems anticipates 

during design solution of vehicles, traffic route, and traffic control, also ensuring of full 

interoperability.  

The HSRL network must be interconnected with the traditional railway network to 

ensure the usage the advantages of both high-speed on HSRL, and location of station in city 

centres and the network density of traditional railway lines. Similarly, in case of tram-trains, 

the interconnection of the two systems will be realised to minimise a walking distance to the 

stations and also minimise the travelling time. In both cases, it is necessary to solve the 

problem of optimal location of the stations / halting stations on existing and proposed traffic 

network and to decide, which train categories will stop for entrainment and getting-out of 

passengers in what stations. On one hand, there is effort for maximal travelling speed (i.e. to 

minimise the number of halting), and on the other hand, the attractivity of public transport for 

passengers diminishes with reducing the number of stations (necessity of interchange to other 

transport means, increase of walking distance). It is therefore necessary to develop real 

territory model, to mutually determine the attractivity of particular locations, optimal lay-out 

of tariff points, and the line intervals with regard to train set loading. Therefore, the draft of 

optimal locality service by particular public transport means will be proposed in last stage.  

The project is realised in frame of the „Traffic Service of Territory“ dissertation thesis 

of two doctorands and monitors also their teamwork. The existing public transport systems 

(i.e. mainly tram-trains and HSRL), their parameters, and both technical and transport 

interconnection will be monitored in Germany and Austria; the project results should be used 

during elaboration of realisation studies for high-speed routes and tram-train systems in the 

Czech Republic. 
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Act no 40/2004 Coll., treat of public orders and its executive public notices, made more 

restrictive regime for public orders competition and brought European terminology and 

legislation in local law system. Software Public Order in Practise is answer to this reality. Can 

be apply for the above the threshold and below the threshold public contracts for 

supplies, services and construction works.  

 

The product is selected in following sections: 

- Guide 

- Contracting Entity 

- Tenderer 

- General Section 

 

Guide provides user by dialog windows through public contracts. Guide is prepared for 

users-beginers and advanced users (contracting entity or tenderers) can not use it. 

 

Section determined for tenderer is focused on proper consideration, evaluation and 

assignment of public tender. This section is solved separately for individual methods of the 

award.  The public contract may be awarded by open award procedure (all interested suppliers 

may submit a tender), restricted award procedure (only the candidates selected by the 

contracting entity are entitled to submit a tender), negotiated procedure with publication (only 

selected candidates submit a tender, and are subsequently invited by the contracting entity to 

negotiate) and negotiated procedure without publication (the contracting entity directly invites 

one or more suppliers of its choice to negotiate) .  

Most of all is concerned creation and sending out of notice of award on the central 

address – Indicative Notice and Publication of the Notice of Procedure (open, restricted or 

negotiated), further than creation of order for the central address. It is important to respect 

procedures defined for receiving and opening of envelopes with tenders – here sample 

documents help (sample documents: List of Tenders, Attendance List, Protocol on Opening of 

Envelopes, Request of the Tenderer Written Justification of the Abnormally Low Tender 

Price, Request of the Written Explanation of Confusion). Exclusion of competitors occurs, the 

reason for exclusion are determined by law.  

It is important to respect procedures relevant for consideration and evaluation of 

tenders. It was the reason why evaluating module was prepared. This module helps with 

received offers evaluation. Evaluating module can be used for tenders evaluated based on one 

criterion – the lowest tender price, but also for tenders evaluated based on more partial 

criteria. The contracting entity shall be obligated to accord a relative weight to individual 

partial criteria, expressed in terms of percentage. Outcome is Rang-order of tenders in 

accordance with the amount of tender price,  respective  Rang-order of tenders in accordance 

with the amount of economic advantage of the tender. Next Decision of the Assignment of a 
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Public Contract, Written Report of Contracting Entity, Report of Consideration and 

Evaluation of Tenders and Advertisement of Outcome of Award Procedures. The Software 

helps with release of information concerning public contracts on the central address, with 

distribution of letters to competitors.  

Working Schedule is important function of software. Working Schedule controls time 

keeping and highlights in time.  

 

The Part Tenderer is defined for Suppliers, Candidates and Tenderers. This part helps 

with selection and filter public contracts, that are for tenderer interested, from the central 

address. Key function is submission of tender and creation of draft of contract. Samples of 

documents are involved - Request of the Contract Documentation, Request of the Additional 

Information Relating to Contract Documentation, The Fulfilment of Qualifications, 

Demonstration of the Financial and Economics Standing, Demonstration of the Technical 

Capability, Written Justification of the Abnormally Low Tender Price, Written explanation of 

Confusion in Tender, Request of Applicant in Restricted Procedure, Request of Applicant in 

Negotiated Procedure with Publication and  Complaint.  

Another option is creation of simple offer calculation. Working schedule is also quit 

important part (it is the same as in part determined for tenderer).  

 

General Section involves Basic Information, Legal Regulation and Directory. This 

section is determined for users that miss detailed information related to public offers. Section 

Legal regulation is legislative background of software. All legal regulations related to 

mentioned topics are involved. Directory offer not only addresses of important companies, 

products, certificated institutions, ministry, board of works, etc., but also section Own 

Contacts, where is possible to input contacts important for user and for job order. 
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Competition in the case of service organisation is sometimes considered more demanding 

than in the case of manufacturing industries. We can’t handle with unsatisfied customers in 

the same way we handle with bad product. That’s why is crucial for service organisation to 

have functional system of quality and it can’t be achieved without effective measurement. 

Defining quality is the starting point for measuring it. It‘s necessary to answer four 

questions: 

1. What is quality in our business? 

To clarify what quality means for one’s own business and to find relevant definitions is an 

important first phase of quality improvement. The danger is that service providers use their 

own definitions of quality – of what they think that the customers wants. Copying the quality 

definitions of others companies it supposed to be dangerous too – they can be irrelevant in 

other conditions. 

It is also important to involve the customers in determining the level of quality. One way 

of achieving this is to make visible parts of co-service process (the creation of the service). 

The right quality is achieved when expectations are fulfilled, needs satisfied and demands 

met: those of the customers, staff and owners. 

2. What languages and what concepts should we use?  

We need a language and concepts that everybody understands. We have some quality 

concepts which are general in character and applicable to all types of service company (e.g. 

Gummesson‘s model 1987: Production quality - how the service is produced; Delivery 

quality – the way in which a service is delivered; Finally relational quality – quality in the 

interaction with the customer). 

On the other hand, the concepts must be specified and given a content which is adapted to 

the specific activities of the company. 

3. What are the most important quality factors in our development work? 

It is quality factors that produce the customer‘s perception of the quality service. There 

are some common factors for all services: ability and willingness to serve of the staff of the 

service company, reliability and trust, empathy, handling of critical incidents and customer 

complaints (the effects of this may be significant and very costly). 

There are several studies which describe different factors that affect customer’s 

perceived quality (e.g. Berry et al. (1988) – five quality determinants in services: tangibles, 

reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy.) We can see that the role of staff in 

services is irreplaceable – a customer‘s trust is often more related to personal than to 

companies – that’s why the quality of personal contact is supposed to be the main factor 

which influenced ability of the service organisation to competition.  

4. Are there suitable models which people in business can use for analysing quality? 

The choice of model depends on the purpose of the analysis, the type of company and 

market situation. There are many models for analysing quality and may be divided into three 

groups, according to the focus on 

• customer-perceived quality, 

• the process in the creation of the service 

• the whole service (systems models). 
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(e.g. Gronroos 1983 model, The 4 Q model, An integrated model, Vicious and virtuous 

circles, The consistency model Expected and Perceived quality Zone of Tolerance, The gap 

model 

Quality in the service encounter, The Wel-Qual framework) 

 Which model is the best to use? It is significant to exercise two or three models that 

together cover all these aspects and at the same time, the concept must be adapted to the 

customers’, staffs’ and owners’ needs. 

Of course, the models in service quality improvement must envelop also every of three 

fundamental parts of services. These are: 

- the service concept, 

- the co-service process which create the service – the customers pathway process, and 

the internal support processes, 

- the co-service system, as it designed to resource the creation of the service. 

 For measuring quality in services is eligible to combine quantitative and qualitative 

methods. Quantitative methods we utilize for objective facts and explicit measures (e.g. 

number of errors per 1000 transactions, number of delays and time delays can measure 

service precision). 

 Qualitative measurement involves listening, studying, analysing and interpreting 

customers’ statements. Another method of quality measurement is the focus group interview 

(between six and ten) – they discuss the problems of a particular field and usually it’s easier 

for them to express their views than in case of traditional interview. Nowadays studies 

examined question order effects on service quality measurement (DeMoranville, Bienstock 

2003). Examples of methods for measuring quality in services: 

 Various quality measurements systems are based on a number of quality factors, 

which are divided into a number of variables (e.g. Total Quality Index – Telia Swedish 

Telecom, availability – successful calls).  

 A different method - Servqual method consist of customers reacting to 22 statements 

based on five quality dimensions (tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and 

empathy). There is a scale with seven intervals ranging from “fully agree” to “do not agree at 

all” (Described in Zeithamal et al. 1990). 

 Certainly it is essential to start quality measurement with the customer, but other 

internal measures are also important to be considered (quality of support services in the 

service chain and as well as professional and management quality). 

 We can use several criteria of some models to evaluate status of the company, to 

decide where to make investments in the company to improve quality (e.g. EFQM – Model 

Excellence - Policie ČR, 2004). 
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Costs calculation is one of the most important parts in a managerial system of a 

company. In most cases setting the price is dependent on costs calculation of activities. This 

sequence induces that prompt decrease in the price of product is possible only by decreasing 

the profit margin. 

Target costing is a method which reverses this sequence. The basis for this method are market 

requirements, i.e. needs and price required by consumers of target products. Companies have 

to create The Survival Triplet, which represents the relation: price-quality-functions and try to 

be better than competitors. The market research ensures that the condition of economies of 

scale is fulfilled and the company reaches the preliminary optimization of production process, 

because only products demanded by consumers will be produced. Therefore, the primary task 

is to set the sale price. If the required profit margin is subtracted from this price, the company 

gets its maximum target costs called drifting costs. This is the reason why this method is often 

called the method of determining the target costs. Consequently, in a broad definition, the 

drifting costs consist of  total costs of  all activities occurring in an enterprise.   

Drifting costs involve not only the manufacturing costs and the non-manufacturing 

part of costs, but also the pre-manufacturing costs as research and development and design 

works. 

Each member of the team participating on the construction of a product has particular 

drifting costs assigned, which it mustn’t exceed. (This requirement is crucial for products 

consisting of great number of components, whose realization or delivery takes place in 

different company divisions or from different suppliers, e.g. in automobile industry.) This fact 

supports searching for new technologies and their implementation. The great advantage of 

this method is based on lowering costs already in the stage of research and development. The 

by-product of the method is also the fact that inventories and production processes don’t 

become outdated. Such assessment of target costs can be considered as the first stage of the 

Target Costing Method. 

The second stage of the Target Costing rests on keeping the height of target costs in 

realized production and evaluation of the differences between plan and reality. It is important 

to identify and classify these differences according to their cause. This control part of Target 

Costing (tracking the differences) has to proceed continuously during the whole production 

process. The inevitable element of the method is the effort for product innovations. 

The essential condition for using Target Costing is its integration into all parts of the 

company. The company has to be perceived as a system and company processes as system 

processes. The system analysis must be done in order to describe precisely the system. Such 

analysis disintegrates the system into particular subsystems and expresses links and 

causalities between them. The analysis can also establish the isolation of some subsystems.   

These disintegrated subsystems have to cooperate by obeying a prearranged company 

goal. The system’s inputs and outputs can be divided into endogenous and exogenous ones. 
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The endogenous inputs occur between particular company subsystems. The exogenous inputs 

occur between the company system and environment.    

In the company information system it is possible to find two isolated subsystems: 

accountancy and the statistical information subsystem. . The accountancy uses double-entries 

in the form of balances while the statistical information subsystem uses indicators recorded in 

the form of tables. These isolated subsystems can be integrated into a one consistent complex 

by means of the Input-Output Models method. 

Therefore, the Input-Output Models appear to be an appropriate tool for the Target 

Costing method. These models can integrate company’s subsystems and show endogenous 

and exogenous inputs and outputs. In the Input-Output Model endogenous inputs and outputs 

are represented by the internal turnover and exogenous inputs and outputs by gross 

production (production of goods and the change in state of unfinished production) 

Input-Output Models can be expressed in organisational configuration or in product 

configuration. These two types can be combined. For Target Costing it is appropriate to create 

a Product Input-Output Model. With regards to this model it is important to express the links 

between particular products correctly. In this context single parts components, subassemblies 

and assemblies are all comprehended as products. 

Drifting costs have been defined as total cost of an activity. This means that all the 

manufacturing, administrative, marketing and supply costs must be assigned to the particular 

product. In practice, however, it is not easy to do so, especially when the company produces a 

lot of different products which are produced collectively by a number of centres. This 

problem can be solved by means of an Input-Output Model creation with fixed costs for the 

considered production volumes. The fixed costs can be then rescheduled by means of an 

organisational Input-Output Model with utilization of an hour overhead rate. 

The research was carried out in the company MESIT přístroje spol. s r.o., where 

hypotheses set at the beginning of the research have been proved. 

The still faster growing market environment requires producing only products that are 

characterised by great demand. In spite of this the most of companies do not use the principles 

of Target Costing yet. Input-Output Models enable to use linear algebra and simulate various 

situations exactly and quickly as well as compare these situations. E.g. when introducing new 

technologies, these models can affect the change in primary inputs or the change in the size of 

the market and so affect the relevant change in primary returns. Thanks to this method 

companies can react faster to the changes in their own system and in their environment. 
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The principles of risks in economical and technological systems are the same as the 
principles in other systems, e.g. constructed facilities, mechanical engineering systems. The 

risk theory is still strongly phenomenological – it is based on the description of facts observed 
in the human society and nature, and also on estimation of development and changes of these 
facts. Yet patterns, which risk systems are following, are neither known nor suggested, 
however, it seems that a kind of risk mechanics is possible to be built up. This mechanics 
should be analogous to e.g. solid mechanics or soil mechanics and should enable to generalize 
lots of isolated information (Tichý, 2004). One of the most important effects influencing the 
system of risk is the size effect.

One of many possible definitions of risk presents: the risk is the probable value of 
damage of risk-bearer during realization of hazard scenario, expressed in currency or other 
units (Tichý, 2004). In the risk analysis three basic classes of object (process) parameters 
should be distinguished: geometric parameters – describing shape and size of object (process) 
and its changes; physical parameters – e.g. solidity, elasticity, fragility, tensibility, 
temperature of materials, products or systems (including age) and its changes; time – either as 
an absolute value describing the time point of analysis, or as a reference time with its location 
on the time axis. 

For the risk analysis mostly time is important. Concerning the dimension usually one- 
to three-dimensional spaces and nets are investigated. Net is a hyperspace over spaces defined 
by edges and nodes. As dimensions are meant in the risk analysis for example: “curve” (1D) – 
steel rod (tension failure), highway (traffic jam), telephone line (connection failure), chain 
(chain link failure); “area” (2D) – sea (an accident on a stormy sea), frozen pond (slumping 
through the ice), athletic stadium (javelin hit), forest (fire); “space” – shopping centre (loss of 
a child), skyway (crash of two aircrafts), concrete structure (stress failure; Novák, 2002), 
stock market (development of stock price), construction company (communication in the 
organization); “net” (1D, 2D, 3D) – concrete skeleton armature, road system, town water-
supply system, company communication system. It is always useful to consider the sense of 
integration of object (process) into a space-complex (1-3 dimensional) or a net, because it 
strongly changes the final risk impacting the object (process). 

The hazard, which threatens to the investigated object (process), depends on the stress

(outer and inner). Object (process) always breaks down in the weakest point. The larger the 
object (process) is, the more probable is a failure, e.g. a long chain with many links is more 
probable to fail than a short chain, a stormy sea causes more ship accidents than a water tank, 
in a large concrete facility there is a higher probability of hair-cracks than in a small one, big 
company works with more risky projects than a small one. In other words, the probability of 
existence of “weak” element by small objects (processes) is less than by larger ones. 

Other definition of risk describes the risk as the volatility of a financial quantity 
(portfolio value, profit, stock price) about a prospected value as a consequence of 
circumstances changes, or as the possibility of a profit or a loss by investing (enterprising) 
(Tichý, 2004). 
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The risk is in economical systems usually evaluated by beta coefficient in CAPM 
model (Capital Assets Pricing Model); this is neither β nor βHL index (Tichy, 1993) which is 
used in construction reliability. The core of CAPM is the idea of the balance – future returns 
(but also losses) are proportional to the risk (beta coefficient) of an investment. 

Stocks with a high beta coefficient do not have to come to the profit, which 
corresponds to the empirical expected value. Problems arising during practical empirical 
evaluation of beta coefficient lead to a wrong opinion that CAPM model is not significant. 
Actually only the assumption that empirical records are applicable to evaluation of the real

beta coefficient is not significant. The beta coefficient formula is not statistical robust and 
only one “off day” on a stock market may distort the coefficient assessment. 

On the other hand, many empirical studies have demonstrated that small companies 
reach the better-than-average rate of stock return. This for a long time not explained 
economical abnormality was named as size effect. This unexpected difference, illusion of size 
effect, results from a different statistical distribution of the beta coefficient and the long-term 
stock return – beta coefficient distribution is not symmetric, while the stock return 
distribution is (Kohout, Hlušek, 2002). 

In the past more significant mistakes have appeared, e.g. the fact that it is possible to 
ignore the company size by the evaluation of the beta coefficient. For example Nokia 
represents two thirds of the total capitalization of Helsinki stock market. The consequence is, 
that beta coefficient evaluated on the basis of Finnish stock market cannot have any practical 
utility. Such a phenomenon is typical for all stock markets over the world except for the US 
stock market, where the CAPM model was born. The authors of the model did not come 
across the size influence, so they did not count with the size effect during the model creation. 
As conclusion, in the present time, distorted beta coefficients are used in many countries. Beta 
coefficients evaluated for non-American stocks are not recommended for a usage in the 
financial practice. 
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Results of the real state of accidents are presented on the base of statistical parameters 

worked out at the Police Presidium on the Ministry of Interior of the Czech Republic. 

Detailed analysis of accident types, their causes, etc. are given there in global parameters for 

individual districts and as a summary. These global results do not enable entire traffic 

engineering analysis necessary for objective proposal of improving measures in practice.  

Our department has been working for many years, especially in the last decade, on 

systematic research of traffic-engineering characteristics under various construction and 

transport conditions as well as on the occurrence of conflict situations or real traffic accidents.  

We have been working on the research project [1]. Conclusion of this demanding 

work (from the viewpoint of using existing databases, in the necessity of assuring a couple of 

topical traffic analysis, monitoring of conflict situations and in the development of impartial 

statistical analysis) can be given even today. For unbiased conclusions of general impact it is 

necessary to study this problem continuously and calibrate and update step-by-step the 

application in various branches. 

Progression and partial results of the related research project [2] have been presented 

during the work on following tasks: 

I. State of the official database of traffic accidents 

II. Statistical analysis of traffic accidents 

III. Analysis of accidents according monitored factors. Traffic experiments 

IV. Efficiency and evaluation of realized measures 

 

 Brief characteristics of the conclusions and recommendations of individual tasks 

 

Ad I) The innovation of the traffic accidents evidence system was proposed. It was based on 

detailed analysis of the present state of traffic accident databases (in the competence of the 

Ministry of Interior) together with databases of roads and traffic (in the competence of the 

Ministry of Transport) and on the close cooperation with the traffic police. The new system of 

the traffic accident evidence would permit to construct so called “collisions diagram” that is 

indispensable for impartial traffic engineering analysis. 

 

Ad II) Various statistical methods and tools were used and tested when analyzing traffic 

accidents. The database containing all traffic accidents on Prague signalized intersections 

during the time period 1995-2003 served us as raw data. We have used records on traffic 

volumes on these intersections together with detailed schemes, etc., too. Our main goal was 

searching for relations between accident rates and traffic volumes; objective detection of 

unsafe intersections, etc. We have started with standard descriptive statistical tools, which 

gave us first insight into the problem. Time series analysis provided also interesting findings. 

Nevertheless the main stress was put on the use of regression and correlation tools. First we 

derived regression models for the total count of accidents on the given intersection (for a 

chosen time period) where the total traffic volume served us as the regressor. The regressor 

seems to be statistically significant; the models helped us to detect unsafe intersections. In the 

second part of the research we tried to apply regression methods when looking for the 

relationship between the number of accidents on a given intersection related to specified 
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maneuvers of the cars involved and the traffic volumes related to the approaches to the 

intersection used by these cars. We derived very interesting and helpful results. The 

classification of accidents with respect to 15 typical patterns gives us very detailed insight. 

On the contrary the classification as such was very laborious, we have met many technical 

problems when specifying the traffic volumes related to these patterns. The quality of the 

regression models was sometimes lower than we had expected. Therefore the use of multiple 

regression seems to be slightly debatable. 

 

Ad III) This task was focused on the analysis of the impact of selected constructional and 

traffic characteristics on the accidents. Attention was given mainly to the intersections, 

through roads and juvenile drivers. 

 

Road network in the Czech Republic is very dense; it connects all towns and villages. Traffic 

of automobiles complicates there pedestrian and cyclist movement, so danger of street 

accident increases. The accident rates were calculated from numbers of accidents and traffic 

volumes on 26 sections of 2
nd

class highways in 9 towns of Central Bohemia region. These 

data can be used as a starting point for determination of adequate measures to increase traffic 

safety on main roads in small urban areas. 

 

Ad IV) The efficiency of traffic measures on the traffic accidents rate was evaluated by 

comparison of the states before and after realisation. Both states were monitored in relation to 

the traffic loads – intensities of traffic streams. 

 

The important conclusions are: 

-  Proposal of the new system of traffic accidents evidence. 

-  Detailed statistical analysis of accidents on traffic light controlled intersections did not 

improve sufficient statistical reliability of regression relation between accidents and traffic 

loads in comparison to the results published in [1]. 

-  Similar analysis for the file of non controlled intersections was relatively more favourable 

-  The parameter of „safe distance“ for profile measurements is an important factor for the 

description of traffic streams under various constructional and traffic conditions.  

It will be necessary to pay attention especially to the traffic states with colums of cars  and 

possibly with congestion. 
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Nowadays many enterprises have defined its strategy, but many top managers of these 

enterprises solve problem, what exactly do we have to do, to fill out our strategy. Or they ask 

themselves, how our actions are connected with strategy and how do they fill it? These are 

frequently asked questions. Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is the way, how to answer these 

questions.  

  

 In our case, we solved similar problem. Printing works Siska had defined strategy. 

Management was interested in implementation of strategy in everyday enterprise live, so that 

every employee would know, what to do to fill strategy and enterprise successfully.  

 We used BSC for our case. BSC is method, which translate enterprise strategy into 

“action”. We used Horvát & Partners method of implementation BSC in our case. Further on 

we demonstrate implementation of strategy by BSC in our case.    

 

 On beginning of the case, we learned enterprise history and intradepartmental 

processes. After that we did financial analysis of Siska for evaluating previous activity and as 

one of starting points of our next work.  

 

 The next step was analysis of neighborhood. For this task, we chose SWOT analysis. 

We defined enterprise strength and weakness, opportunities and threats of the market. Based 

on SWOT analysis, we set up four cross strategies (SO, ST, WO and WT). 

 

 In following steps we acceded to implementation of strategy by BSC method. First of 

all we had to define strategic targets. Strategic targets were defined on workshop with top 

management, for each of cross strategies, which were defined by SWOT analysis. After 

definition of strategic targets we step to creation of strategic map of targets. We searched 

binding between particular targets for creation strategic map of targets. There were used cause 

and consequence analysis. The result of this process was to find significant bindings between 

targets and figure these bindings in strategic map of targets. This process was applied for each 

of cross strategies.  

 

Final solution result up from selection of the most important targets from cross 

strategic targets. Those targets, which were not used into final strategic map, where used as 

measures or as projects of the final strategic targets.  
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Measures are used for clear and nonchangable visions of strategic targets and they are 

able to monitore their level. Measuring of strategic targets could affect behavior on the right 

way. Every strategic target has been described and has final value. 

 

  Projects are realising strategic targets. It says, which activites could make good 

strategic targets. Dead line, budget and the chief of projects define whole project. 

 

With this block definition of strategic activities and projects, part of definition and 

creation of strategy with Balanced Scorecard is finished. The second part of implementation 

starts here. We control and evaluate, how seccesful this implementation is in main strategy. 

Where are the errors, size and reasons. We have to look for resolutions, how to repair these 

errors. It can not vergot connection of strategic and tactic plan. The main dates from strategic 

plan will be the most important dates for us to build Tactical Years Plan. That is the best 

resolution, the definated strategy will drive each individual plan. They are prepared in 

company. For example: business plan, processing plan, financial plan, etc.    

 

Aplication of method Balanced Scorecard shows not only the implementation to 

constrution of company, but to the area of service too. There is the most important part of 

modern strategical driving company. Every part of company has specifical function from the 

main targets, measures and projects, which have consequently to do it and complement datas 

to the central place. This place exists for evaluation of succesful projects. For methodology 

Balanced Scorecard is very useful and it is a main measure for driving and evaluating of 

culture of company. 

 

 Implementation of Balanced Scorecard was successful. Strategy was converted into 

concrete action in company. We defined strategical targets, measures and projects and told 

what we wanted, we can measure it and if we did it and specified concrete people for the most 

important projects and targets.  
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This paper deals with the utilization of the wireless technologies (DECT, Bluetooth) in 

the transport telematic systems. The monitoring of the current movement of modes of transport, 

technological maintenance vehicles, and transportation units (containers, goods, and persons) and 

system parameters are defined. It is described the measuring and testing of the wireless 

networks.  It was used a standard statistical method for processing of results, which utilize the 

probability density. 

Wireless technologies in transportation will have above all chief meaning for drivers. 

Possibilities appear above all in offered services. The solution, how to get needed information 

to drivers, is by means of radio ways. This is the question of sending actual traffic 

information, dynamic navigation, localization position, etc. Next utilize appears in preferred 

rescue or police cars on the crossing. As well it will need to communicate inside vehicles with 

whole series electronic devices. 

DECT works in band 1880 - 1900 MHz. This band is divided into ten channels, which they 

are divided further into strings 24 repeating timeslots. Twelve of those timeslots operate 

traffic from Base Transceiver Station to Mobile Station and second twelve slots use for 

reverse direction. DECT uses as well as GSM modulation GMSK. Perhaps substitution of 

cable for data transmission afloat until the distance about 50 meters in building and 300 

meters in opening free space. Data transmission is characterized by very low error rate.  

Bluetooth is universal radio system in band 2.4 - 2.48 GHz. It consists of very small network 

segments (piconet). Data flow is maximum 723 kbit/sec. The guaranteed reach of device is 10 

meters. The network topology "ad hoc" is applied in the Bluetooth system. The first device, 

which sets up the connection, serves the function of the control section (Master). Other data 

stations constitute Slave units. The function of the Master segment is merely temporary and it 

wears off after-nullification given nets. Arbitrary data station can communicate at the same 

time with several piconets. This network topology is called "Scattered ad hoc". Data station 

Bluetooth uses transmission with Spread Spectrum (with coded multiplexer). It reduces 

possibility of mutual interference among single devices, which are working in this band. 

Radio transmission is protected in system Bluetooth against error rate. 

The system requirements are availability of > 99.7 %, integrity of < 2 s, response dynamism 

of < 10 s, localization (by type of transport) of < 2 m, safety of SW, HW, and data. 

The wireless networks are measured by means of  notebook, server, mobile phones and 

wireless modules. It is used the own measurement software. The measurement proceed in the 

following way. At first it is sent out the demand on server about the sized file with the random 

data content. After it is received data in the mobile data station. Data acceptance runs to the 

moment of receiving the last sign. It is possible to measure statically or dynamically. 

Dynamic measurement allows to evaluate dependence the transfer rate on the car speed. It is 

reduced the transfer rate by higher speed of vehicle movement. It is happened to connection 

faults more frequently. These connection faults are random and it depends on many factors 

(e.g. net overload, atmospheric influence, dependence on position transmitter / receiver). The 
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transfer rate increases with the higher data size. On the other hand it is happened connection 

faults and data transmission take longer. Then given measurements have different numbers of 

measured samples. 

It was used a standard statistical method for processing of results, which utilize probability 

density. This probability density is approached by rates of measurement data. The linear 

interpolation is implemented among of measurement data. The next statistical parameters will 

be used for measurement data processing. It is possible to calculate the mean value estimation 

experimentally as a moment of the probability density. The maximum likelihood estimation is 

the value of a parameter, in which the probability density function has a maximum value. It 

means in praxis that measurements occur around this value (likelihood) the most frequently. 

The advantage of this estimation is especially in that it is remote values resistant. Selection 

standard deviation uses for evaluation of the measurement values reliability. The 

measurement value will be in defined interval by the theoretical normal distribution with the 

probability 95 %.  

It was proved by measurement that the transfer rate increases with higher data size and by 

movement was connection stability much lower. Switching channels and influences caused 

the biggest variations in transmission, which isn't possible to specify (reflection signal, 

randomly disturbance of radio signal, etc.). The measuring notebook didn't have the influence 

on accuracy of measurement. It wasn't proved the influence of operating system with 

measuring program. It wasn't proved the distance influence on the transfer rate of technology 

DECT, while Bluetooth is high dependent. 
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Gap between academic field and real factories in the area of planning and scheduling give a 

lot of questions that have not yet satisfying answers. Observations in factories clearly display 

that plans created by APS information system often hadn’t qualities required by planners for 

immediate plan launches. Since APS system used mathematic algorithms for creation of 

optimal plans, is necessary to asked what the reason for such inadequate plans is, what does 

make existence of human planner necessary.

A better understanding of planning methods in factories and problems connected with 

effective usage of APS information systems is necessary. Therefore research based on study 

of factories in Japan continues to study information system effectiveness in Czech Republic. 

In Japan it started to address problems of APS information systems and planning methods. 

Together with Global Survey on Manufacturing Management Practice (McKay) research is 

too interested in global impact of different cultural background on planning styles, methods 

and solutions of problems.

Researches on planning and scheduling point out that it is difficult to find difference between 

planning and scheduling and that often planning, scheduling and dispatching tasks are 

described as black boxes with no exact specification for how these functions are carried out  

and that un-transparency of functions in  practice, combination of planning, scheduling and 

dispatching tasks and functions appeared to be varied almost with every company or factory 

and their meaning is interpreted differently [3]. 

A number of researchers consider that the influence of human scheduler in the production 

process of factories is not possible to omit or ignore, because the human scheduler 

significantly influences scheduling decisions. Present automated solutions to scheduling 

process approach scheduling as well defined mathematical problem in contrast to the reality 

and solving of arising problems is left to human scheduler. [1] 

The planning process in the plant is at a higher level influenced by many factors. Human and 

material resources impact planning as do the environment, infrastructure in plant, and weather 

outside the plant. The evaluation and recognition of these and other factors is believed to be a 

necessary and tough part of planner’s work and forms the basis of this research. 

If planners choose key work in a way similar to schedulers and dispatchers, there must exists 

at least some inner system of classification for importance of tasks in the plant that the human 

planner is working with. Understanding these categories and how the planner deals with them 

will assist in understanding how planning is performed, what support is necessary in planning 

tools used within the plant, and what issues need to be addressed by supply chain planning 

software. Analysis of these categories and roles in the planner’s decision process is critical for 

unravelling the planning and scheduling problematic and care is required to identify the 

connections, intersections, cross-connections, and so forth between the categories.

Obviously, not all of the variables and information used by planners can be included in any 

information system. However, it is likely possible that some of the key information can be 

included as can the processes of filtering, pre-selection, and anchoring. Part of present 

research will identify subsets of the planner’s knowledge base and information gathering that 

should be considered for inclusion in the decision support systems used by the planner. 
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In addition to the human issues, there are machine or physical resource issues. For example, 

there are bottlenecks machines, recently damaged machines, and machines that are extremely 

sensitive to weather or skill of operators. There are also cultural events (national holidays and 

resulting traffic patterns) and plant infrastructure (e.g., maintenance schedules) and weather to 

consider.

Hence, it is likely that information used by the planner will include data about the plant, what 

is in the plant, how well things are going in the plant, and the environment in which the plant 

operates. It is also possible that the planner will need increased or enlarged information 

sources to include knowledge about customers and vendors. For example, is some serious 

production problem occurring at an important vendor? How does it impact the plant? If the 

planner is thinking at the system level and considering the overall supply chain, the 

importance and priority of such information has to be evaluated. It must be placed into the 

general context of the production plan in the plant.

The creation of an optimal plan (based on the plant’s objective measures) that is not necessary 

to modify and that can be followed for the foreseeable future can be considered as the optimal 

goal. In an academic sense, this is achieved with deterministic scheduling models in which 

everything is known in advance and no uncertainty exists in the execution. In contrast, the 

basic premise for plan creation in real factories is the planner’s experience with the plant and 

the detailed knowledge of production – real factories are not deterministic, nor are they free 

of uncertainty. Thus, in real factories the idealistic goal of a totally optimal plan is not 

possible to meet and in practice compromises are made to create plans that attempt to balance 

demand with available capacity [1]. The question is how such compromised and balanced 

plans are made – what special decisions are made by the planner to create the balance? 

Problems connected with gap are not only APS software; another problem can be language, 

because of difference in using technical term about planning and scheduling tasks. Therefore 

in present consultants often play important role during processes of APS software 

implementation and help to obtain of mutual understanding of requirements between 

customer and vendor, between management and planner. That is too reason why thorough 

introduction of APS software to planners before usage in factories and determination of 

information is necessary and can be crucial for obtaining planner’s knowledge for using of 

APS software. 
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Decision making under risk is concerning at this time a large number of decision-

making processes, above all namely in strategic planning. In this decision making it is 

possible to use the technique of scenario writing, which in addition is able under definite 

presumption to derive benefit from mathematical modelling just with the view of algorithm 

development of strategic planning. 

Scenario is a mathematical intersection of risk factors levels. Single risk factors 

activity results in events, which may or may not occur, or occur in different modifications. 

Risk factors may be for example unemployment, inflation, demand, etc.

In using decision making under risk there is characteristic an incomplete information 

about scenarios occurence. Information on scenarios probabilities are incomplete. That means 

it is impossible to determine probability of each scenario as point estimates. 

From different possible forms of information incompleteness on scenario probability it 

is possible to meet most often the following cases:

1) scenarios probabilities are assessed as interval estimates,

2) scenarios are ordered ordinally according to their probabilities.

On the bases of a decision table with rows representing alternatives of decision 

making and columns representing scenarios and where table values are the corresponding 

assessments,  for solving of such situation mathematical models of linear programming are 

used.

For both cases it is possible to create linear programming mathematical model with 

linear restrictions and goal function. The restrictions of such models are so simple as to make 

possible to solve the models by an appropriate transformation without using the simplex 

method.

For illustration we choose the case 1).
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k
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In decision making under risk, where's necessary in some cases to solve even several tens of 

linear programming models, these transformation very profitably accelerates work in solving 

these models.
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There is a broad agreement that foreign direct investment is playing an important role 

in restructuring of manufactury. The impact of FDI rises with the technology intensity of 

exports especially in the case of developing countries.

The analythics have found that a 1% rise in FDI per capital leads to a 0.8% increase in 

high technology exports. In countries without strong national innovation systems and exports 

led by national enterprises, the question is how to cope with the pace of technical change and 

make inroads into markets held by more advanced countries. Moreover, when the evolution of 

dynamic comparative advantage is assisted by FDI there is a problem of sustainability and 

upgrading, especially as wages rise and cheaper competitors apper. The question of spillovers 

between foreign-owned and domestic sectors has to be tackled in order to avoid that isolated 

points of advancement develop while the rest of the economy falls behind. 

 Foreign direct investment has been one of the driving forces of industrial 

restructuring. Countries middle and east Europe have inherited from the past a largely 

obsolete capital stock that frequently turned out to be non-viable in the conditions of a market 

economy. And, contrary to frequently held opinions, there is some recent evidence that 

transition economies lag behind advanced market economies also in terms of the quality of 

their workforce. Despite achievements in formal education, the skills – especially at the level 

of managerial and other skilled employment – required in a market economy are deficient. 

The modernization of existing assets and the training of human resouces require extensive 

efforts and huge financial resources that are generally scarce. That is why foreign investment, 

especially FDI, has been seen to play a prominent role in upgrading both human and capital 

stocks. However, the evidence for direct links between FDI performance and growth or 

restructuring and productivity spillovers in transition economies is mixed, partly also due to 

the scarcity of reliable.

 Manufacturing industry has been an important target of FDI in the countries of central 

and east Europe, attracting nearly half of all inward FDI stock as of end – 1999 (except for the 

Baltic states where the shares are lower). FDI penetration in the manufacturing industry (FDI 

stock per employee) is high in the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and in Slovenia. All 

these countries display a similar pattern – an uneven FDI distribution across branches, 

reflecting not only the varying attractiveness of individual branches for foreign investors and 

their investment motives, but also the different privatization policies. FDI inflows have been 

high in both domestically oriented branches such as the food, beverages and tabacco industry 

(especially in the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland Slovenia) and pulp and paper, as well as 

in predominantly export – oriented branches such as the chemicals and especially the 

transport equipment industries.

 FDI helps to speed up restructuring. There is a clearly positive link between foreign 

penetration and various components of international competiveness at both the aggregate and 

sectoral levels of manufacturing. There were many cases of investigation the branch specific 

relationship between FDI stock per employee and various branch perfomance indicators 
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during 1993 – 1999 for the countries of middle and east Europe. Robust regressions (all 

variables in log – linear form with country specific  dummies show statistically significant 

impact of sectoral FDI penetration on output growth, as well as on labour productivity growth 

and the estimated coefficient is significant at 10% level on unit labout costs improvements. 

All parameters have the expected signs and are statistically significant. Higher FDI 

penetration is associated with faster growth of output, with bigger productivity increases and 

with lower growth of unit labor costs. 

 After the trade liberalization and re-orientation starting at beginning of the 1990s, the 

most important trading partner for above mentioned countries is EU. The shares of the EU in 

total manufacturing exports range from 40% (Bulgaria) to more than 70% (Hungary), import 

shares range from 40% (Bulgaria) to nearly 70% (Slovenia) and the manufacturing industry 

accounts for more than 90% of EU trade. Manufacturing exports of these countries to the EU 

increased by more than 50%, in current euro terms, between 1995 and 2000, much faster than 

exports of the oder competitors on the EU market (total extra – EU manufacturing imports 

grew by 30%). Hungary, Estonia and the Czech Republic – all attractive FDI destinations – 

recorded the faster export growth. The market share of these countries in extra EU imports 

reached nearly 12% in 2000, about half of the US market share in the EU and surpassing the 

share of Japan. EU manufacturing export to these countries grew with nearly equal speed 

during this period also much faster than overall extra – EU manufaturing industry exports 

(+15%). The importance of EU market for above mentioned countries manufacturing exports 

and imports are thus already roughly comparable to that of the internal market for the current 

EU member states.
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The recruitment of new staff is a very important and necessary part of human 

resources management. The main question is why? Because the management can achieve 

aims only by force of motivated, qualified employees.

Human Resources Managers can choose different kinds of recruitment methods and 

techniques – for example application forms (CVs), interviews, personality, and ability, job 

knowledge and graphology tests or Assessment Centre etc.

This contribution is focused on the way of recruiting oriented to middle and top 

management - executive search. The chose of recruitment process is determinated by the level 

of the position in an organization structure. If the organization would like to search the 

candidates for middle and top management it can be used the method of executive search. 

Executive search was appointed as a most suitable form of recruiting management. It 

was identified these main reasons: 1. Managers are approached directly 2. The 

communication and recruiting process is strictly confidential 3. The searching process is 

focused only on most suitable candidates for appointed position.

The definition of executive search is: the process of looking for new managers for 

organizations, usually by approaching managers in their existing jobs and asking them if they 

want to work for different companies. More polite term for executive search is headhunting.  

Executive search is a special process of human resources recruiting and it’s better to use 

external special consultancy company due to these reasons: 1. Detailed information about the 

situation on the market 2. Experienced team of consultant specialized in branch and detailed 

understanding of the labor market 3. Definition of client needs via personal meeting with 

client 4. Selection of most useful tools and best execution of the searching project. 

It’s a long-term cooperation with Consultancy Company because of providing 

confidential information. The project usually consists of following parts: 1. Pre-Project 2. 

Project Planning and Preparation 3. Research Strategy   4. Interviews with Consultant 5. 

Short-list of candidates 6. Interviews with Client 7. Candidate Review and Feedback 8. Offer 

and Acceptance.

The process of executive search is applicable in different sectors. The trend during 

nineties ages of last century on the Czech market was appointed as following continuance: 1. 

Sector of Sales - FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) 2. Pharmaceutical Sector 3. 

IT/Telecommunication sector 4. Financial Sector 5.  Investment and Manufacturing Sector. 

The differences between executive search and “classical” way of searching candidates 

was identified as the following: Executive search – 1. Know – how 2. Networking 3.Tailor-

made approach 4. Best-fit selection 4. Preparation of Success Profile 5. Description of 

Opportunities. “Classical“way of searching – 1. Systems Process 2. Database of candidates 3. 

In-Mass Approach 4. Elimination incompetent candidates 5. Preparing Job Description 6. 

Description of Candidates Requirements. 
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The main rotor produces a lift, it is an aerodynamic force needed for flight. An ability 

of  lift generating is given by the rotor aerodynamic characteristics. These characteristics are 

set by the flight tests. The aerodynamic forces which influence to a helicopter during the 

flight, are the lift (vertical force), the propulsion (horizontal direct-axis force ) and the side 

thrust (transverse force). The total force is vector sum the above-mentioned forces. 

In the aircraft coordinates system the main rotor lift is defined by its direct-axis and transverse 

component forces. The lift acts in rotor axis and it depends on the parameters: lift coefficient 

– it formulates the rotor aerodynamic characteristics and the maximal loading during hovering 

flight, it depends on the collective blades angle and the rotor power; rotor disk area; air 

density; squra root of blade tip velocity. 

In the aerodynamic coordinates system there are defined the rotor uplift force and propulsion 

force and transverse force. The uplift depends on the parameters: uplift coefficient – it 

depends on the blade angle of attack, the collective blades angle, the aircraft speed and the 

rotor disk angle of attack; rotor disk solid coefficient; rotor disk area; air density; squra root 

of blade tip velocity. 

The aerodynamic forces formulation in the aerodynamic coordinates system is the  

transformation of the formulation in the aircraft coordinates systém, it lfows from the above-

mentioned characteristics. The turns ratio is formulated by the rotor disk solid coefficient, 

which depends on the blade central chord length ratio on the rotor radius.  

The helicopter main rotor works at the harder conditions during the directional flight 

than during the vertical flight. The helicopter can do directional move at engine flight, when 

the gyroscopic moment is transmised to rotor axis (horizontal and vertical flight), or it can do 

directional move at nonengine flight – autorotation. These situations are different, because 

they are done at different aerodynamic conditions; the main difference is rotor disk angle of  

attack: it is negative angle at engine flight and it is positive angle at autorotation. The 

directional flight is done on negative angle of attack, the air flows down from top trough the 

rotor disk area – at autoratation it is backward. 

Aerodynamic dissymetry of helicopter main rotor lift is caused by the physical princip of  

flight. It has to be appointed the rotor blades airspeed at the azimuthal location. During the 

directional flight the helicopter is rotateting (round the rotor axis) and it is moveing forward 

(translation move). Dissymmetry of lift is difference in lift that exist between the advancing 

half of the rotor disk and the retreating half. It is caused by the fact that in the directional 

flight the aircraft relative wind is added to the rotational relative wind on the advancing blade, 

and subtracted on the retreating blade. The blade passing the tail and advancing around the 

right side of the helicopters (left movieing rotors) has an increasing airspeed which reaches 

maximum at the 3 o`clock position. As the blade continues, the airspeed reduces to essentially 

rotational airspeed over the nose of the helicopter. Leaving the nose, the blade airspeed 

progressively decreases and reaches minimum airspeed at the 9 o`clock  position. The blade 
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airspeed then increases progressively and again reaches rotational airspeed as it passes over 

the tail at the 6 o`clock position. 

The cyclic changes of airspeed at the ayimuth positions cause the changes of 

aerodynamic force, which effect on the blade. The forces are higher on the advancing side 

then on the retreating side. This difference causes the cant moment, which is transmised to an 

airframe of helicopter. If the distribution of blade lift (along the blades at 3 and 9 o`clock 

position) is substituted by one vector, this vector will not act at the axis of rotation, it will act 

out of the axis and it will cause the cant moment, which cants the helicopter to the retreting 

side. This moment makes oneself felt furthest in case of 2-blades rotors. These rotors are 

reaching the maximal cant moment two-time per one revolution. The situation improves with 

increasing number of the rotor blades.      

To compare the lift of the advancing half of the disk area to the lift of the retreating 

half, the lift equation  can be used. In forward flight, two factors in the lift formula, dendity 

ratio and blade aera, are the same for both the advancing and retreating blades. The airfoil 

shape is fixed for a given blade. The only remaining variables are changes in blade angle of 

attack and blade airspeed. These two variables must compensate for each other durin forward 

flight to overcome dissymmetry of lift. Two factors, rotor RPM and aircraft airspeed, control 

blade airspeed during flight. Both factors are variable to some degree, but must remain within 

certain operating limits. Angle of attack remains as the one variable that may be used by the 

pilot to compensate for dissemetry of lift. 

The blade is changing an effective angle of attack at all azimuth positions of rotaiton 

move. At 3 o`clock azimuth position the blade is at the low effective angle of attack (it 

corespodns to up motion of the blade), on the retreating blade side there is the situation 

opposite. At 9 o`clock azimuth position the blade is moveing down and this motion increases 

the effective angle of attack. The blade, which is entring this azimuth position, is at the higher 

effective angle of attack depending on the increasing forward speed. The retreating blade is 

working with higher and higher effective anngle of attack and this angle is comeing near to 

the critical angle of attack (at this angle the blade is entring blade stall). If the critical angle of 

attack is exsceeded in the increasing velocity, the blade will stall. This fact is formulated at 

the dependence of  the lift coefficient on the angle of attack. The blade stall causes decrease 

of the lift and increas of the blade air resistance. A tendency for retreating blade to stall in 

forward flight is inherent in all present day helicopters and is a major factor in limiting their 

forward speed. Just as the stall of an airplain wing limits the low speed possibilities of  the 

airplain, the stall of a rotor blade limits the high speed potential of a helicopter.  

The centrifugal force influences more in the specific azimuth range, depending on a 

decrease of lift. It causes the increasing vibrations of the controls and whole helicopter 

airfraime. It is the reason of a low maximal speed of the helicoters. The second reason of the 

low maximal speed is the blade stall. The blade stall can be moved to the higher speed by the 

charge of rotor decreasing. In this case the rotor blades  work at the lower angle of attack. The 

conditions of the rotor blades work and the directional flight are challenge and they are 

changeing in flight regimes. These changes cause aerodynamic dissymetry of lift and it is the 

reason for the constructional modification of the rotor blades suspension and controls. 
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 Today, there are many discussions about further development directions of the Czech 

Technical University and its component faculties in the context of the transformations under 

way in the Czech society and with regard to the accession of the Czech Republic into the 

European Union.One of the sources of information is also the knowledge about the opinions 

of the CTU students on their studies. The subject of this survey is connected to four 

representative surveys realized within the Czech Technical University, namely the survey of 

students in the 2
nd

 to the 5
th

 year of their program in 2001, students in the 1
st

 year of their 

program (2001) and students, who did not enroll after they had been accepted in 2002. In 

these surveys, the opinions of existing students as regards the instruction, motivation to study, 

and identification with a selected course of studying, etc., are being uncovered. The survey in 

2003 was about chances of the graduates from component faculties of Czech Technical 

University on a labour market., for that reason, a survey gathering information about 

graduates from 1994 to 2001 of all six faculties of Czech Technical University was realized. 

 The information of the survey of students in the 2
nd

 to the 5
th

 year of their program in 

2004 describes their opinions on their study conditions. The survey regarded these basic 

questions: the satisfaction with a study on CTU faculties, as well as a general satisfaction, as 

valuation study conditions (a satisfaction with schedule, with lessons number, with tuitions, 

with availability of literature and textbooks for individual courses. 

Further, it was observed the evaluation of education process. Into this evaluation there 

belongs a structure of taught courses, a proportion of optional courses in education, 

professional and pedagogical level of lectures and recitations, and the recitation range. The 

other contentual part covered the information where of the students obtain knowledges, how 

much they use the information obtained from lectures, seminaries, textbooks, university 

books, foreign language publications, Internet etc. The students had also the possibility to 

evaluate their work contribution to projects, their knowledge obtained from education, and the 

relationship among teachers and students. The list of questions contained also many 

supplemental information, which were related to students satisfaction and dissatisfaction with 

study organization and with faculties technical equipment. 

A few questions were focused on students opinion of future use, as well as in 

employment, jobs in CR or abroad and type of work 

The important factor was also a students interest of a faculty they study at and their 

study program, mainly from the viewpoint that the part of students enter a faculty of CTU 

because of their failure of an entrance examination at another preferred faculty, and during 

their study they realize, if they are interested in their study field or they are not. 

The information about view of study and about type of students accommodation of 

particular faculties of the CTU are also an important observed area out of study.

All these information are an important feedback for all CTU faculty administrations, 

since they give not only information about students satisfaction, but also about students view 

of other questions, that are connected to their study and that increase or decrease general 
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students satisfaction, in our case CTU students, and that can help as topics for further CTU 

study improvement, also from the point of having a prestige in competition with other 

technical universities and universities in general.What is very important is the feedback 

information about the instruction.

The sociological survey from 2
nd

 to 5
th

 year students of all six faculties was 

representative. The lists of questions were filled up by more than 2 300 students. 

It was proved relatively high identification with study at particular CTU faculties. 80% 

students were satisfied with their study option. Half of enquired were satisfied with study at 

CTU and the other half of them were generally satisfied. Two thirds were satisfied with 

schedule, with the number of course, and more than half of them were satisfied with teachers. 

There was less satisfaction with textbook availability, third of them was satisfied and the 

other third was generally satisfied. 

Three quarters of students were satisfied with technical level of courses, and one half 

with their pedagogical level; there was no distinctive dissatisfaction. 

The students during their study use mainly their notes from seminars, recitations, 

lectures, and textbooks. It was proved again, that the usage of foreign literature is minimal. 

The results of representative survey from 2
nd

 to 5
th

 year CTU students brought many 

important information. The students satisfaction was proved from many statements, on the 

other hand some questions showed persisting problems, such as inefficient exploitation of 

abroad scholarship intership possibility. 

The results of the survey were hand over to the CTU administrations for further 

analysis.
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The aim of the project was to create the complex study material, which provides the students 

with the manual for disposing the Feasibility study. The manual is especially focused on 

Finance and Economic Analysis in that way: to obtain co-financing from the public funds and 

EU financial resources. An interactive model of the Feasibility study provides the students 

with an unmistakable guideline for working up a project according to the manual by UNIDO. 

The model is located on the CTU net. The model is actually manual, whereby students step by 

step generate the Feasibility study as it is UNIDO standards. Parts of the model are interactive 

calculation tables of cash flow and financial indicators. The model was programmed by 

Kontis, by means of design tools CDS / Publisher. The tools facilitate developed compatible 

courses by the standard Scorm 1.2. The model is able to run from the local net without 

implementation LMS system. The model can be run from the web pages 

http://eko.fsv.cvut.cz/studieproveditelnosti/ 

The presented model can develop in a creative way a narrow look at the students of technical 

discipline to economic cogitation. This good technical solution of project must be the good 

economical solution, too. 

The teaching model consists of many additional examples of specific project solutions. A 

calculation part includes 12 tables scheme, which are interconnected through. An output value 

from one table is a load to the next table as input data. Distinguishing colors inform student 

about which array is used for putting in data and which are programmed for output data. A 

calculation part is finished by automatic calculation of financial and economic indicators. 
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The goal of this issue is to propose a method for determination of an integrated utility 

characteristic (consumer value) which we suppose to have the essential influence on the 

pricing of engineering products. 

When making the pricing decision, we will concentrate just on determining the initial 

price level. There are several steps that are necessary to proceed: 

- Identification of the global business targets that have to be supported by pricing 

- Definition of elasticity and factors that affect it 

- Calculation of the costs 

- Market research for competitive offer and price 

- Determination of the consumer perceived value (different pricing methods) 

- Choice of a pricing method - focus will be especially on the method of complex 

pricing as a result of  several market factors thus making it the only virtually acceptable one 

in competitive environment 

- Final price determination 

Studying of this problem leads among others to product strategies, market price 

evaluation, conjoint analysis (the combination of attributes creating the maximum 

satisfaction) or the use of multidimensional scaling – the aggregation to a single parameter. 

The goal of any conjoint survey is to assign specific values to the range of options 

buyers consider when making a purchase decision. Conjoint analysis presents choice 

alternatives between products/services defined by sets of attributes. Conjoint analysis 

attempts to break the task into a series of choices or ratings. These choices or ratings, when 

taken together, allow us to compute the relative importance of each of the attributes studied. 

Instead of “stated importance,” conjoint analysis uses “derived importance” values for each 

attribute or feature. Equipped with this knowledge, marketers can focus on the most important 

features of products or services and design messages to impact the target buyers. 

In multidimensional scaling models, we suppose the existence of an underlying 

multidimensional space that describes the items displayed in the space. It may represent e.g. 

the stimuli (concepts such as brands) and the attributes that describe them, or the similarities 

between the objects themselves, or even between the objects and groups of respondents that 

scale them. The objects in such models are represented in a two or more dimensional space. 

The dimensions of the space represent attributes that are perceived as characterizing the 

stimuli or respondents. Multidimensional scaling is generally characterized by respondent 

judgments concerning either the degree of similarity of pairs of stimuli, or the preference for a 

stimuli as measured on attributes describing the stimuli. 
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The task is to analyze the influence of respective parameters, determine the 

significance and intensity of incidence of these arguments on price and to quantify the 

technical, operational and marketing capability of the product. 
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 In last years goes the traffic and vehicles on the line to high ecology and economy. 

But on the rails can we see very old diesel locomotives, which fall short of this “new” 

ecological standards and economical standards. For example: in the time, when “on street” 

has been valid norm Euro 3, “on railways” has been not valid for new built vehicles even 

analogy of norm Euro 1.  Possible solutions are modernization of olds rail vehicles – the 

remotorization with use of new ecological diesel motor or gasification services. Unfortunately 

it has been make only some experiments with gasification in ´90 years in Germany and Russia 

– the gas operation of engines is more environmentally friendly than diesel operation.  

 

On railway we have specific and hard operation conditions for locomotives. Gas 

working is principle different as a diesel working, but safety and another standards are the 

same or more hard. Some of the basic limits, from which get we the basic concept of the 

modernized locomotive, are this:  

 

1)  The modernized locomotive can't overstep the vehicle gauge. 

2) The quality of use from the viewpoint of locomotive driver, another people of        

railway service and passengers can’t decrease.  

3)  The fueling of locomotive must been fluent and simple. 

4)  It is not possible to reduce interval between two charging times. 

5)  It is good; when on the locomotive are minimal gas compression installations. 

6)  It is favourable retain emergency diesel working of locomotive. 

7)  The price of modernization must be minimal. 

 

 From these limits price is for investors the most famous. All railways vehicles and 

modernized components must been approved from national railway office or ministry. And 

the homologation can bee very expensive. So it is good to take for modernization components 

that are from this office already approved.  

 

 On the locomotive is very problematic to "find a place" for gas tanks - volume of 

compressed natural gas can be even 7 m
3

(commensurate with power of locomotive). The 

locomotive so must have a special wagon with gas container - so we get something similar as 

has been a steam locomotive with tender. On the railways be used in transport of dangerous 

gases special multiple element gas container (MEGC). Basic component of MEGC is a bomb 

vessel from steel or composite materials. The maximal pressure in bomb vessel is 30 MPa. On 

basis of MEGC is constructed the wagon for gas locomotive. On the wagon are two 

independent MEGC that are connected per pressure valve and pressure reducer with feeding 

pipeline of motor on the locomotive. On the locomotive also aren't high-pressure gas 

components. The gas pipes on locomotive and "gas container wagon" are coupled through 
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special quick-acting coupling. On one end is equip wagon furthermore of locomotive driver 

stand. So it is guaranteed ample breadth of views for locomotive driver by the back run of gas 

locomotive (for example by shutting). The fueling of gas containers is in the meantime long. 

Consequently is advantageous to have more "gas container wagons" as gas locomotives: 

Locomotive can change a full "gas container wagon" instead of empty. For quickly and easy 

changing are between locomotive and "gas container wagon" quick-acting coupling. 

 

 The motor will be rebuilt to dual-operation. In principle commingle in blender a 

natural gas (on normal pressure) with air. Gas-air mixture we bring across supercharger and 

intercooler to the cylinder and there we this mixture fired with Ignition dose of diesel. 

Ignition dose of diesel is determinate of type and power of diesel motor and is just about from 

10 to 40 percent of amount diesel by normal diesel operation. Mixing proportion is 

determinate in control member from momentary and predicted power. This concept of motor 

rebuilding guaranteed among other things emergency return to diesel operation of locomotive. 

Together with reconstruction of motor is good to modernize other parts of locomotive - 

suspension, stand of locomotive driver, cooling system, buffers and alternatively even the 

traction with machine control system. 

 

 Rail tank car loading station for gas locomotive must be build as requested on 

buildings on the railway. Must be respected id est structure gauge, fire regulations and service 

requirements of railways operators. Next must be created service regulations, fueling 

regulations, plan of control and maintenance and practice training for locomotive driver and 

another people of railway service. 

 

 The modernized locomotive must be tested minimal in this range: Traction test, 

measure of quasi-static safety contra derailment on the limit state of rail track (by curse of 

report  ERRI B 55 RP 8), test of fastening points of MEGC on "gas container wagon" and test 

of "gas container wagon" on hunt (by curse of  report  ERRI B 12 RP 17 paragraph 3.1). 

Minimal after there testes can railway office approved modernized locomotive to normal 

working. 

 

 The economical and ecological savings are not such a big as by gasification of cars. Is 

possible to achieved (by the dual working of locomotive) cost savings between 25 and 45 

percents. The cost savings are followed with corresponding ecology savings on exhalations.  
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Company management on different hierarchical levels requires the accurate enough 

information supporting decision making in order to achieve to goals of the company. 

Nowadays, economic steering applications provide this information, which covers the whole 

area of decision making within the company. This paper deals with the description of two 

models applicable also in practice of the company, which enable to calculate both: the 

productive and non-productive costs in order to evaluate the profitability of each product, in 

other words to set optimal portfolio of products from the profitability point of view. These 

models make also possible to predict (or simulate) the resources of the processes under 

investigation, so that the models enable to simulate different production processes in order to 

reach target costs. Both models make use of the hour overhead tariffs (HOT) method, 

moreover, the second model makes use multistage contribution margin method, which 

represents different approach to costing.

As the major advantages of HOT method, it is the possibility to merge consideration 

of capacity utilization into cost calculation, integration of process characteristics into cost 

calculation and using of information from technological procedures. Thus, each change in the 

manufacturing process (not only the changes in the product design items) influences the 

process costs and the HOT method calculation is the true reflection of this dependency

The first cost model (Model-3F) covers the pre-production, production and post-

production stages, which are linked with manufacturing of the particular product (the model 

was used for the Paddle Wheel Fan D1000). For this reason the cost model was divided into 

three main modules. 

The module of pre-production stages considers of costs, which have arisen by the 

activities of analytical, designing, engineering and prototype departments. These departments 

have been chosen as the representatives of departments, which can be taken into account in 

the pre-production stages in case that the engineering product should be manufactured. The 

structure of costs in each department is two-fold. First, there arise the costs of employees who 

work in these departments (wage, health insurance, option money and others) and second 

there are costs of particular department (rent cost, energy, communications and others) linked 

with the existence of the department. As was mentioned above, a vertical version of hour 

overhead tariffs method was used for costing (as the first level it is possible to mention hour 

overhead tariff of employee whereas the second level is hour overhead tariff of department). 

Later on, hour overhead tariffs (HOT itself is mostly calculated when total costs of center, 

workplace or employee per year are divided by the yearly capacity of this center, workplace 

or employee) are multiplied by the number of hours, which are indispensable in order to 

develop the product. As a result, the overhead costs, which are linked with the pre-production 

stages, are determined. The same approach is used in the following two modules.

Module of production stages covers the whole area of the manufacturing processes; 

this module embodies the costs of manufacturing. The basic idea of this module is the same as 

it was in the previous case; however, hour overhead tariff of employees was substituted by 

hour overhead tariff of workplaces. In accordance with the data of manufacturing processes 
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(the important information for costing is operating time and batch time of the manufacturing 

operations) overhead costs of manufacturing are determined. Direct costs (raw material, costs 

of purchased parts and others) are assigned directly to the product.

The third part of the cost model includes the post-production activities; the main 

departments (parts) of post-production module are shipping, warehouse, sales and distribution 

departments. There are also two additional departments (complaints department and 

department of guarantee repair) just in case of some breakdown in the warranty period. These 

costs can (or do not have to) be included in the total cost summarization.

The final part of each module represents cost summarization; total costs of all the 

stages are summarized at one additional sheet.

The other cost model (Model-P) is divided into two main parts – cost of 

manufacturing centers (center of assembly, machines, welding and components) and cost of 

non-manufacturing center (IT, development, maintenance and administration). The costing 

system was based on two different approaches, the first is representing by using of vertical 

version of hour overhead tariffs method (it is alike as it was in the costing Model-3F). The 

multistage contribution margin method represents the other costing approach. 

Generally speaking, decision - making is getting more and more difficult and 

complicated, processes within the company are so comprehensive that IT support of these 

processes is inevitable, even for the small and smallest companies (from the long-run 

viewpoint). The two cost models mentioned above were created in the software based on 

Microsoft Excel. These models are interactive. Each change (for instance in technological 

procedure, in cost or capacity utilization of centers and workplaces, in a number of 

manufactured pieces, etc.) will have the impact in the total costing. If we take into 

consideration all the products manufactured by particular company we can determine (and 

simulate) the impact of those changes into the balance sheet profit. These pieces of 

information are the most important ones for enterprise management, in other words they 

enable to know the impact of decisions (or changes) in enterprise management ahead of time 

(Ex-Ante information). Comparison of planned values and actual values and the variances, 

which have arisen, represents Ex-Post information.

The cost models, which were introduced in this paper, offer both Ex-Ante and Ex-Post 

information. The models represent one of the possible solution of IT support that is required 

by managers for effective and accurate decision - making. 
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As the business environment moves towards a knowledge-based economy, enterprises are 

facing ever more challenges in their management of information technology (IT) operations 

for business success. Thus, organisations are trying to gain competitive advantages by cutting 

costs through IT outsourcing and focusing more of their internal resources on core activities. 

On the other hand, service outsourcing in the Czech Republic is not so developed as in 

Western Europe. 

As a part of our research, we have conducted a survey focusing on use of IT outsourcing in 

the Czech Republic. The target of the survey of the study consisted of manufacturing 

enterprises in the Czech Republic. The primary industry sectors included in the sample were 

industrial goods, cable, and metal sectors. The sample of the present study was partly drawn 

from the directory of CzechInvest and partly from the database of manufacturing enterprises 

at Department of Management and Economics at CTU. The list of enterprises contained in 

both databases included 220 firms. The information about survey was sent to companies in 

October 2004. It was important to have respondents who had a good understanding of both IT 

and strategy. Therefore, whenever possible, the questionnaire was primarily targeted at 

managers who were responsible for IT development at the enterprises. The questionnaire 

consisted of 27 statement-style scaled items and 41 various other types of questions, 68 

questions altogether. 51 companies actually returned the questionnaire. This resulted to the 

response rate of 23 %. 

In our research, we have been interested which barriers to IT outsourcing exist in the Czech 

Republic. One of the barriers could be a high price of services provided by Czech suppliers. 

However, first we have to ask, whether the price is the most crucial factor for Czech 

companies. It was documented that outsourcing decisions are rarely taken within a thoroughly 

strategic perspective. Hence, many companies adopt a short-term perspective, being 

motivated primarily by search for direct cost reductions. But while in the past companies 

emphasized low cost as their main objective in outsourcing activities, today many companies 

are expanding the traditional role of outsourcing relationships to include improved services, 

improved financial performance, and even the development of new lines of business.

The recent survey of supply side in the Czech Republic /1/ has shown that suppliers see as the 

main factor in the process of selecting suppliers the level of service quality (72 %). The price 

was designated as the most significant factor only by 11 % of suppliers. This would lead to 

the conclusion that the Czech Republic is already at the stage when outsourcing is used as the 

means for better performance of the companies. On the contrary, the extent of services is the 

most crucial factor for 50 % of client companies requested in our survey. The price is the 

most important factor for nearly a third of companies (29 %) which is different to suppliers’ 

opinion. The quality of services and the reputation of supplier are the most significant factors 

for only 20 % respondents. Though the results of both surveys are to some extent different, 

the price does not seem to be the most important factor and consequently we can argue high 

price is not the fundamental barrier to IT outsourcing in the Czech Republic. 
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Further, we have focused on other factors that could influence behaviour of potential clients 

in the IT outsourcing market. Most of these factors are connected with Williamson’s 

transaction cost economics. Transaction cost economics proposes that managers need to 

consider production and transaction co-ordination costs, for example, the costs of monitoring, 

controlling, and managing transactions when making decisions about outsourcing. As 

transaction costs increase, organisations tend to internalise the production through hierarchy 

instead of procuring the transactions from the market, unless the market enjoys significant 

production economies. The real cost of buying an output rather than making it must include 

the costs of identifying suitable suppliers, communicating needs to them, monitoring their 

progress and outputs, avoiding predatory behaviour by them and so on. 

All statement items representing the factors were measured on a seven-point Likert-scale, 

where the choices were labelled as 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. According to 

the survey, respondents feel that outsourcing increases dependence on supplier (mean 5.0; 

variance 1.6). The great disadvantages seem to be that transfer of activities back to home is 

difficult (mean 4.8; variance 1.7) and that change of supplier is time demanding (mean 4.6; 

variance 1.6). On the other hand, managers do not see as a problem searching for the 

acceptable supplier (“Searching for the right suppliers is costly” with the mean 3.7 and 

variance 1.6). According to these results and with respect to transaction cost economics, we 

can conclude that the transaction costs are barriers to IT outsourcing in the Czech Republic. 

The quite important issue in transition economies is the supplier presence, which is 

sometimes limited /2/. Greater supplier presence reduces bargaining problems and declines 

opportunism. Respondents feel that the amount of trustful suppliers is sufficient (mean 4.3; 

variance 1.5) and services offered in the Czech Republic are on sufficient level (mean 4.2; 

variance 1.5). Managers also mostly disagree with the statements that supplier is not able to 

provide services in requested quality on time (mean 3.0; variance 1.6). Therefore, the supply 

of services is perceived to be adequate and it does not seem to be the barrier to IT 

outsourcing.

According to the survey, we can argue that outsourcing barriers often stem from fear of 

locking into outsourcing relationship. Nevertheless this problem is standard in all developed 

countries. The price of services as well as the sufficiency of services are not seen to be critical 

problems in the Czech Republic, however, these factors are still important. With respect to the 

importance of IT outsourcing phenomenon to researchers and practitioners in the developed 

countries, the evaluation and assessment of the benefits and risks of outsourcing services in 

transition economies is also an area which requires further and vigorous research. 
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Nowadays it takes place dramatic growth of the world consumption of the Energy resources 

in the last few years. Accessible Energy resources are stinted and unevenly distributed across 

the planet Earth. Different regions embody different Energy consumption and this 

consumption is often enabled because of the transport of Energy resources from undeveloped 

regions with moderate resources of energy to rich regions which are depending on imports 

and which this energy resources feed on. Prices and availability of the energy resources can 

not be perceived as a solid and unchanging for the future. Dependency of the world economic 

on fossil fuels mainly on crude oil is alarming.  Only small part of the world population 

consumes most of energy resources.

Fossil fuels are representative of the exhaustible energy resources which fundamentally 

participate on the global warming and with this connected change of climate.  This state will 

be one of the biggest problems and also dare for the 21
st
 century. 

World reserves of crude oil are estimated on 50 years, reserves of coal on 100 years and 

reserves of natural gas on 150 years.  But this numbers are very approximate and nobody 

knows exactly world reserves of the energy resources.  Distribution of the energy resources 

crosswise world countries is very unequal. From the point of view Czech Republic is situation 

unfriendly except of lignite. 

The economy of each state is depending on sure-footed supply of energy because of it needs 

energy for producing its output. Growth of GDP (Gross Domestic Product) is affected by the 

energy consumption in the production of goods and services and also depends on Energy 

intensity of the concrete economy. 

For the all countries is important the structure of the Energy production and the Energy 

consumption in different sectors of the economy and also there is important the availability of 

the natural resources which are used for Energy production.

Just the Czech Republic has got problems with Energy intensity of its economy but Energy 

efficiency is growing up. Indicator of Energy intensity is worse in the Czech Republic than in 

the western countries of the European Union. 

Czech machine industry consumes great deal of energy and has great Energy intensity.  But 

competition advantage based on low wages and skilled labor is wearing of. This is big threat. 

Higher wages, great Energy intensity and products without bigger value added will be 

competition disadvantage. Price of raw materials is approximately the same anywhere.
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Czech machine industry has to trace not only technical parameters of production but also 

value added, Energy intensity and many others parameters. World growing consumption of 

the energy is opportunity for those who are target these sectors: mining of energy resources, 

transport of energy, efficient energy production and consumption, research and innovation 

which are friendly for environment. Also sector of transport and its dilemma of nowadays 

combustion engines and their replacement is great opportunity. 

It stands to reason that prices of energy as well as the Energy consumption will grow in the 

long-period. Fixation on the electricity and nuclear energy with renewable resources can be 

stabilization element in the development of economics because nuclear energy is quite cheap 

and reasonable. 
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   This paper contains aspects of the current roads and highways situation and the theme 

of this issue is looking for new resources of financing road and highway net in Czech 

Republic. The goal of Czech government is to provide digital toll during next year. This paper 

will find out couple of answers to many questions about digital toll. 

 Today is the situation of the Czech traffic system really bad, worse than for example 

15 years ago. There are many damages on the surface of roads and highways, especially after 

winter season. Traffic intensity of overloaded vehicles and trucks is getting higher every year 

and Czech roads and highways are not designed for these forces. Danger comes mostly from 

foreign truck, which use often our republic like the through traffic country. Our government is 

looking for new resources of roads and highways financing. Digital toll seems like the best 

way, how to find new reserves for our traffic system. Sample of using this system we can find 

really close to our country. Our neighbors – Germany and Austria - are already experienced in 

digital toll system and every country has little bit different type of a toll.

The satellite identification and the land static identification is the main difference 

between these two system solutions. It is about one year ago, when the Austria started a land 

static digital system. The priority is, that this system type has an exact localizing of the 

potential car payer. There are many gates around Austria, which are usually at the beginning 

and at the end of the road or highway. Vehicle or truck, which wants to use a paid section, 

must have activated the “Go – box”.

This is the box, where every user of the road has a money account and a detector, 

which provides connection with the gate. When you drive through the gate, signal of box 

connects the gate, which sends the information of your payment to the center. If you did not 

pay, system connects the police. Costs of providing of this system are higher than satellite 

system. Otherwise the German system has already started on 1
st

 of January and it evidently 

works.

Germans started little earlier than Austrians, but their system of digital toll is more 

complicated. Everybody knows the GPS satellites placed on earth orbit. This is an American 

system. Europeans want to finish their own satellite system “Galileo” close to year 2008. 

German system of digital toll is based on the Galileo satellites.

Germans tried to start their digital toll system in 2003, but especially errors of 

localizing were the cause of failure during next couple years. The biggest problems are with 

roads, which are close to highways. Satellite system is not able to tell apart the main road – 

paid road (accuracy +/- 5m). Car, which is using the non-paid road section, could be detected 

like the car on the paid road. Uniformity of the digital toll system all around the Europe is not 
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provided and it means next problem for the German satellite system, which is the first in the 

world in this category. Galileo satellites are the main part of German system. It means, that 

operating of German toll is cheaper than Austrian, but anyway Germans need to provide 

checking centers and this is the same for both systems. Cars and trucks need to be provided 

by  “boxes” and “gates” in Germany also, because it is necessary to find out vehicles, which 

are not in database or they did not pay, by checkpoints and send it to checking center or 

inform a police. Problems of coordination of “boxes”, “gates” and satellites are very topical at 

this time in Germany, because Toll Collect Company providing the system is responsible for 

the start on 1
st

 of January 2005. It is about third attempt how to start the system. If they would 

have time delays , company could pay high financial penalties. 

Czech Republic is looking for the most appropriate solution for our conditions. We 

have great samples around – Germany and Austria – and we want to start realization at the 

beginning of year 2006. We must decide, which of these systems is more credible and 

financially practicable. Of course it depends on many other circumstances. That is why, we 

would like to design the system for our republic and we want to find appropriate theme of 

research.

The multi-critical evaluation is one interesting solution, how to design the optimal 

variant of digital toll system in Czech Republic. It is important to include all of factors like 

traffic intensity, economic effects and prices, development of vehicle industry, development 

of digital systems and computers, natural effects (climate, water effects), casual effects, 

environmental effects and so one. Next thing is to compare some of European (worldwide) 

toll systems, take the best of and to design special version for our country. This is the theme 

we would like to research during year 2005. 

Experiences from Austria and Italy show us, that advantageous type of financing is the 

PPP financing (PPP – public – private – projects). PPP means, that public sector is dependent 

on the “money” of  private sector. Private sector sponsors everything about the construction 

and technical equipment of the road or highway and also works like the manager of the road – 

include the functional working of Digital Toll system. 

Czech Republic is financed from the state budget. There is many resources of 

financing – fuel taxes, highway marks, State Fund of  Transporation Infrastructure (this fund 

is supported from the Fund of  National Assets – privatization finances), Department of 

Transport – percentage of  budget and so one in Czech Republic. System of  Digitall Toll 

means next great resource for our country, that is why we have to design optimal Czech 

version.
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There are many environmental, economic and social changes that we meet every day. 

The complexity of socio-economic systems is growing very  fast. It is more and more 

complicated to do correct decisions. The possible solution is to develop models describing a 

dynamic behavior of an investigated systems.  It allows us to understand the problem that is 

in the beginning of all projects and makes possible to test different policies before an 

implementation [1,2].  

The methodology for describing the complex system behavior is system dynamics. 

This methodology helps to create tools called management flight simulators. Computer 

simulation programs and adequate developed models make it possible to understand the 

behavior of the systems in very short time. Teaching process based on the described 

methodology allows us to gain an experience that can be gained only in real live but with all 

consequences of an unsuccessful implementation. Therefore, the result, in the form of the 

computer program, reached on the basis of this methodology is called flight simulator. Airline 

companies train their pilots before the first flight but in management it is very typical to 

implement an important decision without testing the consequences of the decisions [3]. 

The development of the models and solutions can be described by two loops: 

Virtual world: Analysis possible scenarios of the solution → Model creation → Simulation  

→ Comparison outputs from the simulation with the description of problem definition → 

Real world:  Problem definition → Analysis → Analysis possible scenarios of the solution → 

Select strategy → Implement strategy → Response of  real world → 

The loops are connected by common element Analysis possible scenarios of the solution and 

include internal connections between Comparison element and Problem definition element. 

In the beginning we have only  verbal description of the system or often problem and 

in the end we need a set of difference equations. The connection between these two stages is 

the development of the causal loop diagram. The system is described by  causal loop 

diagrams and then drawing a level-rate diagram with equations. It is the change from a 

structural qualitative model to a mathematical quantitative model. 

For understanding the dynamics of the complex systems we use system dynamics 

games such as Beer distribution game and Fish banks game. The games are used as the 

introduction to the problem of the dynamic behavior. Students learn how  is difficult to 

predict in the beginning the behavior of simple systems. The difficulty is caused by the 

system complexity that depends on the existence of loops.  

Group of problems that can be solved by system dynamics approach and that are 

investigated by students in different subjects in department of engineering informatics: 

 

Design of the capacity (production, services) 

Optimization of health service (capacity, waiting time) 

Policy testing in the field of housing problem 

Behavior of systems dealing with renewable resources 

Distribution systems  

Consequences of population grow 
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Project management problems (capacity, productivity) 

Simulation of production chain 

Management of human resources 

 

It is possible to write a system dynamics simulation program in a general-purpose 

programming language such as Fortran or C. Graphical outputs are very important at the end 

of the simulation when a designed model is used for finding the solution of same practical 

problems. Therefore,  using a general-purpose language is not recommended [4]. For the 

investigation of the behavior of simple system dynamics models spread-sheet programs are 

suitable. These programs can generate graphs with little effort but they are not recommended 

for large-scale or complicated models. An advantage is availability of the software in the 

university. The best solution is using specialist system dynamics software with in-built 

functions for all kinds of models. Forrester introduced in sixties the Dynamo programming 

language. Since this time many other software have been developed for the simulation of 

dynamic behavior of socio-economic systems.  The most spread programs are Stella and 

Powersim. Both programs are user friendly and include all functions for developing models 

and investigating  problems. The graphical environment is used not only for the development 

but also for the presentation of the investigated problem, the model structure and the 

presentation of the calculated results. By means of these programs can be designed above 

mentioned “flight simulators” for testing different policies. These programs are available also 

for universities for lower price and it is possible to use them in computer laboratories. 
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The technical regulations TP 77 Designing Road Pavements developed by TU Brno 

and TP 78 Catalogue of Road Pavements developed by CTU in Prague have been in force 

since 1996. Although TP 77 and TP 78 existed parallel to each other in the past period as 

well, their mutual compatibility for a certain spectrum of structural road pavement types 

never existed as some structural types of flexible pavements specified in TP 78, when 

assessed in accordance with TP 77, came out as underdimensioned, while others were 

markedly overdimensioned. For the reason of putting both design regulations TP 77 and TP 

78 in harmony, in 1996 the Ministry of Transport ČR formulated a research project 

S301/120/601 “Improving the condition of road pavements“ one of whose outputs were the 

innovated technical conditions TP 77, including the Catalogue of recommended road 

pavement constructions. 

 

Revision of TP 77 and TP 78 

The first version of revised TP 77 was submitted for expert opinions after the project 

completion in 2002. Since then, several rounds of expert opinions have passed, which, 

however, did not lead to fulfilling the presumed target. In November  2003, therefore, a 

“working group“ of experts was established and coordinated by the SSŽ Company whose task 

was to reach the desired opinion consensus, namely among the researchers from TU Brno and 

CTU in Prague, and complete successfully the revised regulation. Within a nearly one-year 

negotiations, prominent changes in the content of TP 77 against their original version were 

reached, namely in the part dealing with the road pavement catalogue, and the opinions of all 

participating parties on the problems to solve came much closer to each other. Based on a 

decision of the Ministry of Transport ČR, the last stage of TP 77 revision ended up in 

merging them with the Road Pavement Catalogue (described in technical conditions of the 

Ministry of Transport ČR TP 78) to form one technical regulation, referred to as TP 170. 

Discussions on the final version of these technical conditions TP 170 were successfully 

completed in November 2004. By a decision of the Ministry of Transport ČR, TP 170 has 

been in force since 1st December 2004. 

 

Contributions of new TP 170 against TP 77 and TP 78 

Due to the fact that the presumed focus of the new TP 170 for the absolute majority of 

its potential future users may be seen in the innovated road pavement catalogue, this 

catalogue must be mentioned in the first place.  The newly developed catalogue, as compared 

to the TP 78 catalogue in force to-date, contains the following positive features:  

� Extension of catalogue sheets of rigid and flexible road pavements by including 

constructions related to the newly introduced class of traffic load (hereinafter referred to 

as TDZ) “Super“ (hereinafter refered to as “S“), which was caused by actual traffic 

volumes of heavy trucks on our roads,  

� Implementation of modern technologies (AKT, VMT, asphalt mixes in accordance with 

TP 109) allowing reduction of the cover thickness or the total road pavement thickness,   
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� Introduction of technical requirements allowing exploitation of recycled materials 

obtained either by milling or removing and successive recrushing of old degraded layers 

of asphalt mixes,  

� Classification of road pavement sub-base types in terms of their mechanical and physical 

properties into three unambiguously defined types (including demands for sub-base final 

acceptance – see Table) and development of an alternative solution of catalogue road 

pavement constructions for 3 (for constructions for design failure level D0) or 2 (for NÚP 

D1 and D2) types of road pavement sub-base. This solution allows optimum exploitation 

of specific design conditions given in particular by the sub-base quality,   

� Introduction of a system of determination of control values of the moduli of deformability 

Edef,2 , required for individual non-consolidated structural road pavement layers, 

depending on the material and layer thickness and the modulus of deformability of an 

underlying layer.  

 

Sub-base 

type 

Design modulus of 

elasticity 

Epd (MPa)

Minimum modulus 

of deformability 

Edef,2 (MPa) 

Sub-base frost susceptibility 

P I 120 90 non-frost susceptible 

P II   80 60 slightly frost susceptible to frost 

susceptible 

PIII  50 45 (30)
1)

extremely frost susceptible 

1)

 The value of 30 MPa is valid for road pavements and constructions in design failure level 

D2, or D1 for traffic loading of class VI 

 

The catalogue constructions in TP 170 were designed with the aim of observing the 

logical “cross links“(between constructions for individual TDZ, for different materials of sub-

base layers and sub-base types) and, at the same time, reaching the values of relative failure 

within a range of 0.6 and 0.8. In developing the catalogue constructions, the design failure 

level was considered in a corresponding way. For defined versions of road pavement sub-base 

P I to P III, road pavement constructions were designed so that the blankets and usually also 

the base courses for all sub-base types would be identical, and the difference in the sub-base 

quality would be compensated by the designed thickness of the protective layer or for P I sub-

base by eliminating the protective layer at all. In practice, this will allow a more economical 

and, for the user (designer and builder), a simpler design of road pavement constructions.  
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A rapid growth in the volumes of heavy truck traffic provokes questions what 

technology to choose for the construction of a new and the repair of the existing road 

network. Exploitation of more demanding – in terms of construction - road pavements with 

cement-concrete covers reduces total expenses related to the overall length of the service life 

of constructions increasing the safety of the road pavement use. In order that a road pavement 

with a concrete cover may perfectly serve for the whole time of its presumed service life and 

provide all its benefits, however, not only modern building technologies, but also first-rate 

technological design methods are necessary. These problems, in particular, were subject of 

detailed research. The aim was to compare the results of the rigid road pavement assessment 

obtained by using two different design methods, and evaluate the results achieved. The 

background data considered within the assessment were constructions of rigid road pavements 

sharing a common protective and base course, and possessing a cement-concrete slab of 

variable thickness and a variable sub-base bearing capacity. The design conditions chosen for 

the assessment were such which would in current practice correspond to conditions on 

highways. The following input data was considered in the computations:   

� traffic load – a load of 3000 TNV per 24 h, and a road pavement design period length of 

25 years were considered. The design level of road pavement failure considered was D 0, 

� climatic conditions – a territory with an altitude of 450 m and a corresponding average 

annual air temperature of +8 
o

C was considered,

� sub-base conditions – a spectrum of  5 alternatives of geological conditions characterized 

by the values of the design module of sub-base elasticity Epd = 50, 60, 80, 100 and 120 

Mpa was considered. The soils included in the computations were considered as frost 

susceptible, and the sub-base water regime considered was unfavourable,  

� road pavement constructions assessed – a cement-concrete slab CB I with a thickness 

graded by 20 mm from 200 mm up to 280 mm was considered. Further more, two 

structural layers of constant thickness were considered, a layer of mechanically 

consolidated aggregates (MZK) 200 mm in thickness, and a layer of partially crushed 

gravel (ŠD) 220 mm in thickness.  

 

Road pavement assessment 

Each load causes stress in the construction – relative strain or stress. In cemented 

layers and in the sub-base where this strain is irreversible, proportionally to the magnitude of 

loading degradation of the layer occurs. In the area exposed to the highest repetitive stresses, 

a microcrack in the layer structure arises, and under subsequent repetitive loading the 

microcrack starts propagating through the layer in a horizontal and vertical direction. The 

road pavement assessment determines whether a layer or sub-base is loaded proportionally to 

the required amount of repetitive loading so that a crack in the design period is manifested 

only with the required probability of occurrence in accordance with the design failure level. 

The assessment was performed for the longitudinal as well as transverse edge of a cement-

concrete slab with their longitudinal and transverse joints reinforced with tie bars or anchors 

in accordance with the relevant ČSN standard. The assessment of the correctness of the road 
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pavement construction design was performed for maximum cement-concrete slab dimensions 

of Lx = 5,5 m and Ly = 4,25 m. 

The computations within the assessment were made using the two following 

procedures: 

� procedure in accordance with the TP 77 design method, 

� procedure in accordance with the TSm design method.   

 

Assessment conclusions 

� TP  77 design method: 

In order that this design method when used for the road pavement assessment by computation 

may provide „reasonable“ results, some limiting conditions expressing the links  between the 

cement-concrete slab thickness and the sub-base bearing capacity must be introduced, e.g. for 

Epd ≤   80 MPa it must hold true that 220 mm ≤  h ≤  260 mm. In the case of non-observance 

of these conditions, the assessment by computation provides such values of the relative road 

pavement degradation which do not correspond to real facts and have no evidential strength 

with respect to the correctness of the road pavement construction overdimensioning. The 

results confirm the fact that the TP 77 design method is able to assess suitability or 

unsuitability of a designed construction, but when the specified conditions are not respected, 

its results are misleading and do not correspond to actual state.   

� TSm design method: 

The results of computations show that with a growing thickness of the cement-concrete slab 

or the sub-base bearing capacity the road pavement overdimensioning also increases. Thus we 

may state that for any real design bearing capacity of the sub-base and the cement-concrete 

slab thickness, the results correspond to presumed reality. 

� Comparison of both design methods: 

For a very high sub-base quality (Epd = 120 MPa) the results of both design methods are fairly 

similar, namely for greater thicknesses of the cement-concrete slab. On the contrary, for the 

sub-base with a low bearing capacity (Epd = 50 MPa) the results obtained by using the method 

in accordance with TP 77 absolutely deviate from real values presumed (the road pavement 

was approximately 57x underdimensioned, but also the road pavement was approximately 

380x overdimensioned). The results coming from the TSm method, on the contrary, remain 

real for any input values, and in a situation where the design does not comply, they allow a 

fast and simple remedy quite evident from the values obtained.  

To conclude, we may state that in the case of non-observance of the limiting criteria 

for input values, the values obtained by the assessment using the TSm method are more 

reliable.  
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Within the project of the University Development Fund “Innovation of a specialized 

workplace for AIP systems training in road pavement engineering“ the major project target 

was principal innovation of the existing training workplace of the Department of Road 

Structures, both in terms of software and hardware. The objective of the project holder was to 

establish and run a top-level training workplace focused on teaching modern road application 

software for a fully interactive design of roads, including road pavement dimensioning and 

economic evaluation of investments, alternative solutions etc. The workplace innovation 

presumed consisted in its equipment with modern software systems of a fully interactive 

design of road routes in the environment of the ROADPAC system allowing creation of 

standard (2D) graphic supplements in accordance with ČSN standards, but also of 3D models 

of road routing, displays of perspective views, including animations of vehicle travel along 

the designed route (this is of importance namely in assessing the road traffic safety or in 

assessing designs of various types of traffic calming elements and measures).     

The AIP workplace was established at the Faculty of Civil Engineering, CTU, in 

Room No. B 216 administered by the Department of Road Structures. The workplace is 

equipped with the total of six graphic stations BRAVE BlueLine P 950 in a basic 

configuration with an Intel Pentium IV processor, RAM 512 MB, a 200 GB hard disc, 

CD/CD RW burning mechanics + other standard devices and accessories. For solving graphic 

problems in the AutoCAD (Microstation) environment, the stations needed to be fitted with a 

large top-quality monitor – the type selected was Samsung SyncMaster 19“. In order to 

process mapping background data for the digitalization and creation of DTM, the workplace 

is further equipped with a colour scanner Hewlett Packard 7450C, which, together with 

accessories and user software, allows top-quality colour-depth scanning (with a resolution of 

up to 2400 dpi). In order to provide printouts of the resulting large-format drawings from all 

graphic stations, the workplace is equipped with a large-format network colour printer HP 

DesignJet 500ps with a resolution of up to 1200 dpi and a printing size of up to 610 mm. 

In order to provide the presumed application software, within an agreement with the 

Pragoprojekt a.s. Company, the workplace was equipped with a newly modified software 

package ROADPAC 2004, allowing creation of a digital terrain model and a successive fully 

interactive design of roads, including final graphic modifications and development of own 

design documentation. This software package in its newly updated version comprises three 

basic modules, i.e. DTM´04 module (multi-layer digital terrain model, complete interactive 

terrain and field measurement data processing, including DTM interpretation), ROADPAC´04 

module (complex automatic system of road and highway design, including interactive design 

of directional routing, longitudinal and vertical section alignment and cross sections) and 

ROADCAD´04 module (interactive graphic system as an extension to AUTOCAD 

R2002/2004 system for creating or making final touches of final drawings).  

To provide computer support for solving road mechanics problems, the graphic 

stations were equipped with LAYMED-D software serving for road pavement dimensioning 

and allowing modelling of multi-layer structural systems of road pavements, including 
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computation of stress and strain from input traffic load. This software is part of a Czech 

design method in force allowing designing and assessment in accordance with TP 77. This 

computer application was originally developed for the WIN ´98 operation system. Based on 

negotiations with its developer, a newly updated version for WIN XP was made and supplied.  

The establishment of the AIP workplace itself consisted of several linked-up steps. In 

the first project stage, minor building and technical adaptations of the departmental workplace 

were made so that the room would meet the demands for the teaching activities presumed. 

Immediately after delivery, all new hardware was installed in the AIP workplace and put into 

operation. Then, all application software was implemented in individual graphic stations, and 

successively tested in its correct function. As the hardware purchase, installation and putting 

into operation was delayed against the original plans, the fact that the operating staff training 

for all application software had been completed earlier proved to be a great benefit. This 

dramatically shortened the total time necessary for the final putting of the workplace into 

operation in teaching conditions. The main project objective was to establish and put into 

operation an AIP workplace and to successively partially provide the teaching of selected 

compulsory and compulsory optional courses or to fully provide the teaching of optional 

departmental courses with narrow specialization. The newly established AIP workplace is 

presumed to be used namely by the students of the Bachelor’s and Master’s degree 

programmes specialized in transportation or road structures. The originally planned date of 

putting the AIP workplace into teaching operation - October 2004 - was not observed, but 

despite this delay at least part of the teaching process at the newly equipped AIP workplace 

has been successfully accomplished. The workplace is presently also used by the 

departmental diploma students for the development of their diploma projects and by the 

doctoral degree students. A more extensive exploitation of the newly established AIP 

workplace for teaching other selected courses specialized in transportation or road structures 

has been postponed until the start of the spring semester of the 2004/2005 academic year. The 

teaching of all selected courses oriented on a complex development and assessment process of 

road construction projects or their parts at the AIP workplace will be fully provided by the 

Department staff members.  

Despite the fact that by its size (it comprises only six graphic stations) the newly 

established AIP workplace is relatively very small with a relatively narrow professional 

orientation, i.e. it has a potential ability of “addressing” only a narrow spectrum of future 

school graduates, its contribution may be seen namely in the fact that the graduates of the 

respective teaching programme or at least some of its part will leave the Faculty with practical 

skills for working with modern software systems of fully interactive road route design (the 

majority of design companies are presently already equipped with similar systems), or for 

executing demanding tasks related to designing, assessing and optimization of road pavement 

constructions. We believe that this new knowledge will help to raise the credit of not only the 

professional workplace, but the Faculty as a whole.  

This research has been supported by grant No. FRV A 1913-Vébr, L. 
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In the last years, the implementation of traffic calming principles in our towns and 

cities has been on the increase, which leads not only to higher road traffic safety, but also to 

environmental improvements, including the living conditions for the inhabitants of 

surrounding built-up areas. The design of traffic calming measures is easier when designing 

new territorial units than when these are introduced within existing, often historic built-up 

areas. There, on the contrary, the conflicts of vehicles and pedestrians, vehicles and the 

surrounding environment are more frequent and more likely to occur as the existing 

development does not always allow radical solutions by traffic diversion outside the territory 

limits and servicing the area from the perimeter. Implementation of traffic calming principles, 

however, implies one drawback, i.e. usually somewhat higher investment costs accompanying 

the above-standard technological solution. For this reason, such technological solutions are 

sometimes successfully enforced as part of investment plans of municipal governments only 

with difficulties. As one of the examples where the respective local government authority was 

persuaded to support such measures, is a developed study of Castle roads reconstruction in the 

historic centre of the town of Brandýs nad Labem.  

The designed local roads are located in the historic centre of Brandýs n. L., they 

presently serve in a two-directional traffic regime carrying mostly service and delivery traffic 

– e.g. for the inhabitants of adjoining houses, visitors to the Castle, tourists and Castle 

deliveries. On two sides, Castle roads are connected to minor roads carrying local traffic, 

while in the other two directions, the roads are blinded. In the east direction, the road 

debouches into the Castle Park, in the north direction there is presently only a pedestrian 

passage into Na Celné Street. The traffic volumes are relatively low, the traffic flow 

composition corresponds to the number and type of structures serviced. On the east side, the 

roads border on a vast Castle Park, and on the south and west side on low-rise housing 

development (blocks of flats on the south side and family houses on the west side). On the 

north side, there are Castle premises, including adjoining structures and gardens. 

In accordance with ČSN 73 6110 “Designing local roads“, Castle roads may be 

classified as ”service local roads“ of functional group C. Due to the fact that one of the targets 

of the development of a reconstruction study of Castle roads was to provide the lowest 

possible traffic volume within the solved locality (in particular by eliminating heavy or 

through traffic), following negotiations with the local government representative it was 

decided to solve the whole locality of Castle roads as a “dwelling zone” (i.e. with “a special 

traffic regime“). For this reason, all design elements used had to comply with the conditions 

of TP 103 – Dwelling zones. Act No. 361/2000 Sb., on operation on roads, also sets a 

maximum speed for a dwelling zone of 20 km/h. 

Connection to local road network

The designed dwelling zone consisting of Castle roads had to be connected to two 

local roads of major traffic importance (local distribution roads). This connection was solved 

by designing wide road humps 4.0 m in length, integrated with a pedestrian crossing 3.0 m in 

width. In order to distinguish it from the adjoining local distribution roads, which have an 
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asphalt cover, and highlighting the entrance into the dwelling zone (territory with “a special 

traffic regime“), both road humps were designed as paved. The entrance into the dwelling 

zone was marked by the respective road traffic signs placed immediately behind both humps.   

 

Castle roads 

The design of the roads within the dwelling zone was based on a philosophy of “traffic 

calming” of the whole area solved, i.e. application of such road design parameters which 

would motivate (or force) drivers to drive at an adequate speed acting, at the same time, in the 

manner to eliminate all through traffic. With respect to the dwelling zone character, a design 

speed of 20 km/h was considered. Although TP 103 prescribes observance of a minimum 

width of a traffic lane of 3.50 m, the specific case had to take into account potential Castle 

deliveries using light to medium-size lorries. That is why (in accordance with 

recommendations of model sheets of MD ČR VL-7), the minimum traffic lane width was 

designed with respect to allowing mutual passing of design vehicles. Here, the alternative 

considered was mutual passing of either two passenger cars or a medium-size lorry with a 

passenger car. For these conditions, the suitable width of two-directional traffic lane is 4.50 m 

for which the roads were designed.  

So that the designed Castle roads are, at the same time, able to fulfil the required 

function of still traffic (parking), parallel or ninety-degree parking was designed on individual 

roads (in dependence on local conditions). The parking strips and lanes thus designed were 

subdivided into smaller areas for max. 5 ninety-degree and/or 3 parallel parking spaces by 

planting greenery, which highlighted the planned effect of “road narrowing“ increasing the 

proportion of greenery in the total area. A different way of using individual areas was also 

stressed by designing their cover where asphalt and paved covers were alternatively used, and 

in some cases both covers were paved, but markedly different colour shades were used. In 

order to ensure safety and provide free space for pedestrian traffic, the ninety-degree parking 

spaces adjoining pedestrian pavements were designed using regulation posts connected by 

chains whose function was both functional and aesthetic. 

The Castle road reconstruction project has presently been developed in a “study” form 

only, but according to the latest information the municipality presumes development of the 

following design document stage and successively also the construction of these roads.  
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Economic results engineering company they are to a certain extent dependent on the 

effectiveness of development and productions new products. High-level development new 

products and new technology creates expectations for achievement competitive advantage, 

hence it's possibly apply to development and productions new product significant attention.

For raising the effectiveness of development and productions new products is necessary look 

for also new method management. Significant tasks in project management new products they 

have managerial activities, above all planning and determination. It was showed, that for 

project planning new products is best apply CPM and for decision making method 

multicriterial valuation. 

In terms of research in the area integrated engineering, which is solving on Faculty 

Mechanical CVUT in Prague, is designed new method planning and decision making for 

management development and productions new product. Method connecting and integrating 

planning method CPM with method multicriterial valuation. 

Proposed method makes it possible watch time path development and productions new 

products, pursue analyses financial and human resources for development and productions 

new products and at the same time in project new products looking for best variant solution 

sub layer project, so step by step optimize general solution development new products.

At present it is important for maintenance competitive advantage possibly process projects 

new products always in variant solution for all factory activities. Between basic activities 

projection product behoove:

1. Market research and communication with consumer - actions in company 

2. Proposal variant conception product development - action academic team 

3. Selection optimal variant concept product development - cooperation company and 

academic team 

4. Integration constructive, technical and technological variant solution - activity 

academic team 

5. Project and pursuance productions - action in company 

6. Sell and financial analysis successful project - action in company 

7. Conception subsequent innovation - cooperation company and academic team 

For supports management project new products it is possible use software Microsoft Project, 

in which it is possible variant compile whole project and display him by the help of network 

diagram, which it is possible operative after changes enters data change in dependencies on 

requirement consumer and conditions on market. 
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Further it is possible solve problems management human resources and following load 

in all action project. That makes it possible quicker decision making and acceptable setting all 

expense and source, which they are key for healthy function company.

Process planning and decision making in project new product has been applied on 

collection actions handling construction, technology and productions mix machinery. For the 

next application is possibly ensure acceptable connection software tool network analyses and 

software product management information system. Introduced model will modifying for use 

at other engineering products. 

On basis monitoring industrial process it is possible identify all business activities and 

with them related information. These information creating data for processing method CPM 

by the help of software Microsoft Project. Subsequently on basis previous analyses activity at 

projection mix machinery was programmed critical place for decision making so, to consumer 

and responsible manager company have had conception of separate variation solution. 

Selection best-fit variation solution is provided method multicriterial valuation. 

Utilizations program Microsoft Project as tool for solution critic path method at 

proposal development and productions new products gives data managing unit pursue edits 

action, which under certain conditions, make possible abbreviating total period project new 

products. Front office thereby acquires more accurately view of allocation his moderate 

resources in each of action project and at his implementation unique trace up swing from plan 

or if need be is able to operative hit such, to minimized aftermath those deviations. Introduced 

method planning it can be farther modify and connect through with method multicriterial 

valuation, which makes it possible select acceptable variation solution and increases 

effectiveness project management new products. 
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Flight planning and preparation is one of the most difficult processes for an aviation 

operator both from the point of view of understanding the theoretical part and from the point 

of view of practical application. 

Because of this reason it is becoming more and more important to find an optimized 

method of flight planning that is closely connected to the practical flight planning process. 

This is one of the research projects held at Department of Air Transport, Faculty of 

Transportation Sciences, Czech Technical University in Prague.  

The basic aim of this project was to find an effective flight planning, which has been 

created in compliance with European aviation requirements JAR-FCL and JAR-OPS. 

Effectiveness of the flight planning process is meant as a cost/time optimization. This method 

is to be used primarily by a small general aviation operator. In the Czech Republic, such a 

typical operator is an aviation company F-Air, Ltd. Working environment of small aviation 

operators includes some typical features, such as: 

– a need of a quick reaction to customer wishes, 

– limited amount of specialized workers/crew, 

– compliance with particular requirements and aviation regulations, 

– preservation or if possible increasing an adequate level of safety, 

– preservation of a pre-defined level of customer service. 

From these points of view, a quick and quality processing of flight planning needs is 

one of the most critical factors in the meaning of an ability of the operator to deal with 

competition. 

The secondary aim of the project was to finish the “Flight Planning and Preparation 

Laboratory” that was built at the Department of Air Transport and that was supported by grant 

projects in recent years as well. The laboratory is a part of highly specialized workstations 

serving as the theoretical knowledge and ground training improvement of educational process 

of professional pilots and as a research and development platform at the Department of Air 

Transport. The heart of the laboratory is created by three computer workstations that allow: 

- collection of meteorological data (METAR, TAF, SIGMET, CHMI information – 

forecasts, forecasted maps, satellite and radar data, etc.), 

- flight planning and pre-flight preparation using a sophisticated software Jeppesen 

FliteStar, 

- aircraft mass and balance computations, center of gravity assessment. 
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The creation of the flight planning method was characterized by several phases. First 

phase was to finish the “Flight Planning and Preparation Laboratory”. 

During the second phase it was necessary to collect information, learning materials 

and knowledge sources regarding the flight planning process. The members of the project 

team went through educational courses and software training as well. The main stress was laid 

on collection of requirements for optimization computations that follow the pre-defined inputs 

and create requested outputs. 

The third phase was characterized by creation of the optimized method for flight 

planning. The practical impact of this method was tested in laboratory conditions at the 

“Flight Planning and Preparation Laboratory” at Department of Air Transport and at real 

conditions at F-Air, Ltd. aviation company. 

The process of flight planning is a very dynamic one and its optimization depends on 

several factors and aspects. Because of forthcoming changes in Air Traffic Management it is 

very likely to see a variety of significant changes in a near future that could be resolved in 

advance. 
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Post and delivery services have in spite of development modern electronical 

communications and informational technologies unsubstituing function and stay one of the 

basic subserviences of communications and trade and as a part of infrastructure are important 

for all social and economical activity. 

Material way of transport messages and things, unique work with originals in a real 

time, safety (it’s not possible to intercept, copy and change), documentary, economical and 

simply of servicing, guarantee of undistorting transmission to partical addressee, availability 

each of addressee  (without classifications limits to the net) are characteristics, which will find 

their users, who will prefer this characteristics before electronical services not only in a sphere 

of transporting goods but also correspondences – agreements, trade invoices, court’s files and 

summons, verdicts etc., by direct – mail (advertisement, goods offer, contests), by press media 

(newspapers, special magazines), etc.  

The end of this project is to innovate the learning of subject Management and 

Economics of Post and Delivery Services and complete the possibilities of graduates to 

acquaint with the specifics of manage tools, spheres of regulation including legislative acts 

(with directions EC relating to post services) and deepen knowledge from another sphere of 

traffic infrastructure.  

Also the end is to create attractive offer of study facultative subject the segment, which is 

employing over 42 thousand people and gives possibility to: 

• understand problems of this sector with it’s activity they’ll meet both professional and 

personal life with 

• use knowledge to exercise in this sector (otherwise special prepared graduates can 

invoke interest of big operators with strong part at employment market with 

cooperation with faculty). 
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Courses are structured to six parts: 

1. excursion to economical history of post 

2. stance and function post as a infrastructure sector in social-economical system 

of state 

3. market post services 

4. prize regulation (tariff policy as a regulation tool) 

5. quality as a attribute of service 

6. development vision in sphere of post services 

 

Within these courses graduate will acquaint with main trends of development in sphere 

(liberalization), dimension and market structure of post services, active subjects at this 

market, forms of regulation and legislative limiting working both business subjects and users 

at this market. 
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The first impulse for lower described traffic observations of the private motor vehicle 

occupancy by passengers was the missing information about passenger number of  vehicles 

participated in a road accident, that we can find in the database of road accidents that 

happened on so called “main road network of the capital Prague” (HUS). This database for 

every year is provided by the Ministry of Interior of Czech Republic for next statistical 

analyses. The information about number of vehicle passengers and their localization inside a 

vehicle would be possible to get only directly from complete forms of the evidence of a road 

traffic accident. For our aims i.e. for approximate determination of influence of number of 

vehicle passengers and their seat localization on number of killed, slightly and seriously 

injured persons, that are important for counting of so called total social losses [1], will be 

sufficient basic information about passenger numbers in relation on time period. 

To get some data about passenger numbers in vehicles we (our department of CTU 

FTS) organized traffic observations of motor vehicle occupancy on selected profiles of 

Prague road network, which we realized with help of a group of students. The first part of 

observations realized from autumn 2003 till the beginning of year 2004. The other one 

realized from spring 2004 till the beginning of summer 2004. 

The observations were realized on all kinds of mostly main town roads in various time 

periods of a day (from 0:00 till 23:59) and various kinds of days (Monday, …, Sunday). The 

vehicle occupancy on selected road profile in any day and time was observed always 10 till 

20 minutes during the day-peak period and 15 till 30 minutes during the other day times. For 

this reason the exact beginnings and the ends of peak periods in the 24 hours for all days of 

the whole week was defined. 

From November 2003 till February 2004 the first part of vehicle occupancy 

observations was realized in total time 34 hours and 40 minutes long. From April till June 

2004 the rest observations were realized in total time 37 hours and 15 minutes long. The first 

part of observations includes 15 hours and 37 minutes of day-peak periods and the second 

part of observations includes 18 hours and 48 minutes of day-peak periods. Similarly the first 

part of observations includes 9 hours and 46 minutes from weekend time periods and the 

second part of observations includes 10 hours and 19 minutes from weekends [2]. 

The results of these solitary observations are interesting also generally for most of 

people, which on their ways by personal vehicles or public mass transport take notice to very 

low occupancy (above all) personal motor vehicles. This is so important above all with regard 

on everyday traffic jams, which culminate especially during morning peak periods of working 

days. The transport efficiency of people by personal vehicles represented by number of 

transferred persons per time and space units has the least efficiency in comparing with the all 

other town kinds of transport. For example the number of transferred persons by personal 

vehicle for total transport speed 15 till 25 km per hour is 120 till 220 persons per 1 meter of 

road width and 1 hour. But already the number of transferred persons by bicycles for total 

transport speed 10 till 14 km per hour is 1500 persons per 1 m width and 1 hour. For the 
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different kinds of public mass transport these numbers of transferred persons increase from 

2700 persons till 5200 persons per 1 m road width and 1 hour in relation with increasing total 

transport speed [3]. 

In comparing with the other kinds of transport the personal vehicle transport is the 

worse way of transport from standpoint of environment, amount of exhalations and emissions, 

usage of fuel per person per 1 km etc. [4]. 

From the results of observations it was appeared, that the year season (summer, winter 

etc.) has not significant influence on average passenger number in vehicles. During winter 

season there is possible to see a little less average numbers of passengers per vehicle that 

during spring. More significant there is the difference of average passenger number per 

vehicle between the peak period and the rest hours of days, also because they include above 

all weekends.  

The most significant difference of average passenger number per vehicle was found in 

comparing of working days and weekends. The one of reasons for this result can be the fact 

that during working days the traffic flows contain plenty of non-private personal vehicles and 

small vans. On the other hand during weekend plenty of people travel with whole families by 

private vehicles. 
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The paper presents the result of national ITS project "Monitoring and control of dangerous 

goods transport with help of GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)" within which the practical 

pilot trial on different traffic infrastructure is tested. Presented solution relates to route selection of the 

dangerous goods transport, so monitoring and control of real movement on selected route is 

automatically reported. 

The Fig. 1 describes the architecture of system for dangerous transport control and monitoring.

The system must be designed in such a way that following individual systems parameters must 

be guaranteed: 

• Safety (risk analysis, risk classification, risk tolerability matrix, etc.), 

• Reliability (the ability to perform required function under given conditions for a given time 

interval),
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telematics means (OBU of rescue vehicles, etc. ) 
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Services

IS Public Authority IS Custom 

Authority

other companies 

e.g. insurance 

Management subsystem 

• Route selections and dangerous transports tracks monitoring 
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 information, etc.) 
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Fig 1. Architecture of system for dasngerous transport control and monitoring 
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• Availability (the ability to perform required function at the initialisation of the intended 

operation),

• Integrity (the ability to provide timely and valid alerts to the user when a system must not be 

used for the intended operation), 

• Continuity (the ability to perform required function without non-scheduled interruption during 

the intended operation),

• Accuracy (the degree of conformance between a platform’s true parameter and its estimated 

value), etc. 

Substantial part of the systems parameters analysis regarding telematics application 

Monitoring of hazardous goods is represented by a decomposition of systems parameters to individual 

subsystems of the telematics chain, including a proposal for macro-functions of individual subsystems 

and information relations between macro-functions. Part of the analysis is the establishment of 

requirements on individual functions and information linkage so that the whole telematics chain 

should comply with the above defined systems parameters. Requirements on GNSS locator in road 

transport (example of performance parameters analyses) could be summarize in following table: 

Integrity

Level of 

Security

Horizontal

Accuracy

[m]

Alert

Limit

[m]

Time to 

alert [s]

Service

Continuity

[%]

Max. Service 

Loss

[s]

Service

Availability

[%]

Sampling

[s]

I.

1 3 < 1 > 99,98 < 5 > 99,98 1

II.

4 12 < 1 > 99,9 < 6 > 99,9 1

III.

10 30 < 1 > 99,9 < 10 > 99,9 1
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The presented results were created within the "TEAM project", the goal of which is to 

develop the national ITS architecture and support the strategy for ITS development in the 

Czech Republic (organizational and legislative analysis of ITS applications, etc.) with respect 

to current and future transport-telecommunication environment of the Czech Republic. 

The architecture reflects several different views of the examined system and can be 

divided into:

• Reference architecture - defines the main terminators of ITS system (the reference 

architecture yields to definition of boundary between ITS system and environment of 

ITS system),

• Functional architecture - defines the structure and hierarchy of ITS functions (the 

functional architecture yields to the definition of functionality of whole ITS system),

• Information architecture - defines information links between functions and terminators 

(the goal of information architecture is to provide the cohesion between different 

functions),

• Physical architecture - defines the physical subsystems and modules (the physical 

architecture could be adopted according to the user requirements, e.g. legislative rules, 

organisation structure, etc.),

• Communication architecture  - defines the telecommunication links between physical 

devices (correctly selected communication architecture optimises telecommunication 

tools),

• Organisation architecture - specifies competencies of single management levels 

(correctly selected organisation architecture optimises management and competencies at 

all management levels).

The instrument for creating ITS architecture is the process analysis shown on Fig.1. The 

processes are defined by chaining system components through the information links. The 

system component carries the implicit system function (F1, F2, F3, G1, G2, G3, etc.). The 

terminator (e.g. driver, consignee, emergency vehicle) is often the initiator and also the 

terminator of the selected process.

The chains of functions (processes) are mapped on physical subsystems or modules (first 

process is defined with help of functions F1, F2 and F3 on Fig.1, second process is defined by 

chaining the functions G1, G2 and G3) and the information flows between functions that 

specify the communication links between subsystems or modules. If the time, performance, 

etc. constrains are assigned to different functions and information links, the result of the 
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presented analysis is the table of different, often contradictory, system requirements assigned 

to each physical subsystem (module) and physical communication link between subsystems. 

From the viewpoint of the construction of the selected subsystem it is possible to consider 

a single universal subsystem fulfilling the most exacting system parameters, the creation of 

several subsystem classes according to a set of system parameters, creation of a modular 

subsystem where the addition of another module entails the increase of system parameters, 

etc.

Fig.1. The principle of process analysis
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